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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

· In this the second edition of Young Indial the publisher 
is glad to state that considerable additions have been 
made and the book brought up-to-date. Mabatmaji's 
articles ift Young lndia, prior to its removal to Ahmeda
bad, have been made use of, while all the leaflets and 
Messages on Satyagraha which Mahatmaji issued in the 
stirring days of April to October 1919 and which are • 
now not available have been collected and incorporated 
in this edition. Matter relating to and subsequent to 
Mahatmaji's release from prison and his hospital life 
has also been added. 

A new feature of this edition is a unique chronological 
index, prepared by Miss Elizabeth S. Kite and kindly 
forwarded to us for our use in this edition by the Rev. 
j, H. Holmes of New York. 

Over 240 pages have thus been added to the new 
edition. 



PREFATORY NOTE 

WITH the incarceration of Mahatma Gandhi, his writ· 
ings in Young Indio have passed beyond the pale of 
polemical politics and entered the realm of the" classic" 
literature. Far more than their practical value to India, 
at. present or hereafter, is their value to the world at 
large, embodying in them a philosophy of life and prac· 
tical conduct elaborated by the experience of the nfe
time of a soul which will undoubtedly rank in history as 
that of on'e of the world's greatest of men. · 

A few isolated articl~s are all that have so far been 
published in book· form and the need for a systematic 
collection of all the articles, numbe;ing hundreds, and 
their presentation in a carefully edited form, is the 
justification for this publication. The task of editing 
has not been easy. To have arranged the articles in a 
wholly chronological order would perhaps have been 
preferred by the few close followers of Young India who 
till recently have been comparatively few. On the 
other hand,the by far more numerous lay readers who pay 
serious and systematic attention· to the writings for the 
~rst .time-and their number'is bound to grow-prefer, 
as experience proves, a logical ·arrangement. A wholly 
logical arrangement would, however, have required an 
amount of editing which would have been ·incompatible 
with the publisher's desire not to tamper with the original 

nii 
B 
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in any way. The result is a compromise whereby while 
the articles are sorted and grouped under ten sections, 
so as to facilitate the study of particular subjects, they 
are, within these sections, arranged exactly as they 
appeared in Young India.* In all cases, where to qave 
given the whoie article would only have been unduly 
burdening· th~, bOQk, th~ ·Jlr1;ic;I~s h~v~ l>een carefully 
summarised and given as footnotes in appropriate places. 
As farM possibl~, ~ven observations by the ~ay,.though 
{)n topics pf but momentary interest, have, wherever they 
are in tb,e ~ature of valuable obiter dicta,' beep also 
included. All endeavo~r h'~s thus b'een·~ape to. give in 
this one ~plufne the vaiuable, writings, 'of Mahatmaji 
and others in Younglndia from the date of its first publica.: 
tion in Ahmedabad, 1919 to the date of his imprisonment 
in 1922. Throughout, the writings have, been appr~ached 
.as an 'earnest and reverent student in search solely of 
Trutp would have· :do.ne~ so that the collection migh~ be 
.a rehable account of the l\{ahatmaji's vie.ws to all who 
desire. 

1

s.eriously 
1

tO st~dy them': ·· ·' · .· ·' 
The. task has iriv~·lved a considerable amount of 

labou~ and 'mone,yand but for the fact that' Mahatma 
Gandhi acde~ts · no royalty or. honorarium· for his 
writings, jt would haye' been altogether impo'ssible to 
price the·~oo~ s.o ch~ap. · · 

II 

'A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

That Mahatma Gandhi's life was, as stated above , 
rich in experiences· will be easily realised from the 
.all too brief biographical note which is given below:. 

"' The American F~deratid which in importance and some other 
:reip!::t3 be1.r~ a cl,>Je a:ulogy t? fH Y.?:J1S India· a~ticles alal ost 
follows this arrangement. 
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Born at Porbandar on 2nd October, 1869; son of 
Karamchand Gandhi, Prime Minister first of Proban
·dar and then of Rajkot; educated at Kathia war High 
.School, London University and the Inner Temple; 
married to Kasturibhai 1881, having been .betrothed 
.at the age of 8; Advocate, Bombay High Court, 
1891; v~sits South Africa, 1893; enrolled as Advocate, 
Supreme Court' in spite of White opposition; found
ed Natal Indian Congl'ess, 1894; agitation in India 
·on behalf of South African Indians, 1895 ; mobbed 
.almost to death under the lead of Attorney-General 
Escombe on landing in S. Africa on return and saved by 
the heroism of the wife of the Police Superintendent; led 
the Indian Ambulance Corps in the B:>er War, 1899, whose 
·services were weH appreciated in S. Africa as well as 
in England; retur~s to India to recoup heahh, 1 90! ; 
.attends the Calcutta Cong(ess under the presidentship 
of Mr. Wacha; called to Natal to place the Indian 
case before .Mr. Chamberlaim appointed to consider the 
.question; helps Trans\!aal Indians in the same manner, 
though right of leading the deputation was refused by the 
White authorities; enrolled as Attorney of the Supreme 
·Court of Transvaal;. founds the Transvaal British Indian 
Association and becomes its Hony. Secretary aod legal 
.adviser"; founds also the Indian Opinion; also th~ Phcenix 
settlement, 1904, under the influence of Ruskin and the 
experience of the conflict between Capital and Labour in 
S. Africa; anti-plague work in Johannesbutg in 1904; 
led the Stretcher Bearer Corps. in the Native Revolt in 
1906; anti .. Asiatic Law Agitation. 1906; Passive Resist· 
.anc::e struggle; arrest and imprisonment; Gandhi-S. muts 

I 

·compromise; nearly killed by his own followers who-
thought the compromise was a betrayal of Indian inter· 
·ests; General Smuts•s repudiation of the compromise ; 
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the. recommencement of~-- the .struggle; arrest · and 
imprisonment ; Indian Home Rule wntten, H)08 ; visit to
En~;Iiwd, 1909; 1911. settlement; 'Gokhale's visit to S. 
Africa·; repudiation of promise to repeal the £ 3 poll 
tax, 1913; recommencement of the great Passive Resist
ance struggle; its success; visit to England, 1914; raises 
Ambulance Corps in London, 1914; return to India, 
'1915'; other recent incidents referred to in the statement 
before the Court (See p. 1049); arrest and imprisonment. 

III 

A NOTE ON " YOUNG. INDIA" 

A few words about the journal Young India will, we 
think, be also of interest to the readers. The history of 
Young India has a piquant interest. It was started 
originally by· Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas, a young Bom
bay politician, who, wavering between the lead of Mr· 
Gandhi and that of Mrs. Besant, ultimately accepted that 
of the latter and became one of the most unco.mpromising 
-oppo_nents of the Non-co-operation Movement. It then 
came into the hands of a syndic"'te of whom Mr. Shan
kerlal Banker was a member. When Mr. Horniman 
was deported and the Bombay Chronicle was put under 
censorship,· public life in Bombay needed the· services 

. of Mahatrnaji. Young India was, therefore, put under 
his charge. After "the Bombay 'Chronicle got back its 

·freedom, Mahatmaji found it necessary to shift it to 
Ahmedabad (seep. I) f9r re'ason mentioned on p. ·2 and 

·take :over complete· charge of the. paper. He stopped 
all adverti~ments through J Y(Ju ng lndia and determined 
to carry it on only so long as it paid its way without 
them.· The High Court of· Bombay once tri~d to extort 
an ·apology from the Mahatrnaji, which it was impos-
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-sible for him to tender.* The High Court, therefore, 
prudently let him off with a reprimand ·oehind his 
back' as the Jfahratta put it. 

Yo~tng India increased in its popularity as the Non-co
operation movement developed in its intensity. At first 
it failed to get even the minimum 2,500 which Mahat
maji wanted to keep it going, but subsequently its 
-circulation rose till when :.\[ahatmaji was arrested 
its weekly sal~ was about 40,000. 

On the arrest and convicition of jiahatmaji and Mr. 
Banker, the paper was put in the hands of that youn~ 

and faithful Mussalman Mr. Shuaib Qureshi. The 
Government soon prosecuted a second time all the 
workers connected with the papP.r and they were sent to 
jail for practically a year and a half. Professors Desai 
and Bhansali and the never tiring Swami Anandan 
of Young India and Nava Jivan were thus safely lodged 
in the Sabarmati jail along with Mr. Shuaib Qureshi,. 

The paper is now being conducted by Mr. C. Rajago
palachar of Salem, Madras; and Mahatmaji's son, Rama .. 
das Gandhi, has taken upon himself the responsibility 

':at publisher, printer and keeper of the press. 
4 Seep, 55. 



A BRIEF SKETCH OF· THE NON-CO-OPERATION 
. MOVEMENT 

India and the War.-To understand the significance 
and causes of the Non-co-operation Movement one has 
to go back beyond the incidents which immediately led 
to its adoption by the Khilafat Conference and the 
Indian National Congress. When the Great European 
War broke bUt between England and Germany in August 
1914, India rose as one man to help the British Govern
ment. Those very people, the educated classes, who had 
been regarded as opponents of the Government on 
acc6unt of their inauguration bf and participation in all 
political movements of the country were the first to 
realise the significance' of the German ·menace and to 
throw. in the whole weight of their influence on the side 
of the Government. The country as a whole helped the 
Empire in its· time of need by offering her sons to fight 
its battle abd also by making monetary contributions. 
Her services . were recognised and spoken of in most 
eulogistic terms not. only by the Viceroy and other 
officials in this country but also by the Prime Ministers 
and other state~men in England. The war aims which 
were declared :to be nothing less than making the world 
safe for democracy, the protection of weak nationalities, 
and tbe conferment of the boon of self·determination on 
all peoples naturally roused great hbpes in the minds of 

xxiii 
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the people of India who began to see in the world-devas
tating war a chance of their deliverance from the humi
liating position of a sub jeer people and a hope of the 
elevation of their country to the status of an equal 
partner in the British Commonwealth. 

The Montagu-Ohelmsford Report.-ln this hope they 
were ~n~ouraged bY. a decl~~ation by the· Secretary of 
State 'fo~· :India' (Mr>'E .. S.1 Montagu) 'in August 1917 
which, while promising full 'res'portsible government to 

-India ·within the British Empire by a gradual' transference 
of power to popular control· and a larger• association of 
Indians in the administratiori·of the ·country~ reserved to 
the British Parliament: the right of determining the pace 
of progress towards full responsible government. ':.It 
was followed in the cold weather of 1917-18 by a visit of 
Mr. Montagu :.to India for consulting ,Indian public 
.Opinioh.regarding the reforms pr9po~ed to be introduced 
as the first step in fulfilment of the promise made inJhe 
declaration of August 1917. After· a tour through' the 
country and after interviewing a large num.ber of persons 
and receiving·r,numerous deputations, Mr. Montagu·and 
theV~ceroy, Lord Chelmsford, issued their report on con-
stitutional. Reform on the 8th July;I9I8. , •J T. ::·· 

·. 1'he1 Delhi· War.Oonjerence."-:Early in JI9I8 ;the 1war 
had peen passing, ".through a phase. most,,threate~ing 
to the Allies and the .big German offensive-.was in full 
progress .. : To· secure i greater I support an.d a further 
concentration of effort; the' Prime. Minister ,(Mr. Lloyd 
George), on the .. 2nd of April,I9I8,, sent. a message to 
India reminding her of "the intention .of . .the • rulers of 
Germany to .. establish a 'tyranny, not.~ only over Europe, 
but .over·. Asia as well,~: and asking :' ever:v lover of 
freedom and law.'~ to play his ,part in,' preve~ting ':the 
menace spreading to the East and gradually engulfing 
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the world~' and hoping that India " will add to· the 
:laurels it has already won" and" be the bulwark which 
wilJ save Asia from the tide of oppression and disorder 
which it is the object of the enemy to achieve." The Vice
roy in reply assured him on behalf of the people of India 
of the" fullest effort and the f~llest sacrifice to safeguard 
the soil of the motherland against all attempts of a cruel 
and unscrupulous enemy and to secure the final triumph 
-of those ideals of justice and honour for which the British 
Empire stands." This was followed by a \VarConference 
at Delhi on April 27th, 1918, at which the King Emperor's 
message declared that" the need of the Empire is India's 
opportunity'' and a series of similar Provincial Confe• 
rences. 

Mahatma Gandhi joined, the! War Conference. at 
Delhi and supported the resolution about loyalty. As 
a result, contributions in men and money increased on a 
large scale and recruitment went up. , Some idea of . the 
-contribution of India to the success of the allies may be 
gathered from the 'following facts culled from official 
acknowledgments.· India made a total combatant contri~ 
bution .of 9,85,000 men of whom5,52,ooo were sent overseas 
and of whom ·no less .than 7,91,000· were enlisted during · 
the War. Of non-combats India contributed 4,72,000 of 
whom 3,91,000 were sent overseas 11nd no less: ,than 
.4,27,000 were enrolled during the war. . The total con~ 
tribution of Indian personnel wa<; thus 14,57,000 of whom 
'9,43,000 served overseas and no less than r,o6,594 suff
ered casualities. The number of animals .sent· was 
l,Js,ooo. · During the war 1,855 miles of railway. ·track, 
229 locomotives; and 5,989 vehicles were sent out and 940 
,crafts of ,various descriptions for service on rivers and 
-on seas were made available for war service. It is 
diffi~ult , to estimate ·accurately· ·the contributio~s 'in 
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money, but roughly they amounted in all to no less than:: 
130 million pounds or nearly 200 crores. 

The Rowlatt Acts Report and Ajter.--While India 
was making such immense sacrifices for the sake of 
the Empire believing in the King Emperor's words 
that " the need of the Empire was India's oppor•· 
tunity," there were not signs wanting to the keen 
observer that the righteous war aims so pompously 
advertised were after all intended to secure the support 
of India in the war and would go the way of other 
similar declarations of British Policy in India in the· 
past. The internment of Mrs. Besant gave a rude shock 
to the country at large and the internment and maltreat
ment of a large number of persons supposed to be· 
dangerous under tlte Defence of India Act .without any 
trial awakened the country to a sense of the mistake it 
had committed in giving its tacit consent to the passing 
of that Act and the prostitution of its provisions to· 
secure political purposes as distinguished from protec
tion of the country from the enemy's designs. On the 
top of it all came the Report of a Committee appointed 
under the Presidentship of Sir Sidney Rowlatt to report 
on the growth of revolutionary movement in the country 
and to suggest remedies. 

The report was published on the 19th July, 1918 andre
commended practically the perpetuation of the provisio,:1s 
of the Defence of India Act, taking a way trials by juries 
and assessors in cases of seditious crimes, taking a way the 
preliminary proceedings of commitment on the one hand 
and the right of appeal after conviction on the other,. 
authorising trials in camera and admi"sion of evidence 
not subjected to cross-examination and not recorded by 
the trial court under certain circumstances and, above· 
all reserving to the Executive the right and power: not 
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only to restrict the liberty of the individual by .demand
ing securities with or without sureties, by restricting his 
residence or requiring notification of change of residence· 
and demanding abstention from certain acts, such as. 
·engaging in journalism, distributing leaflets, attending 
meetings, etc., but also to deprive him of it by arresting 
and confining him. The abuses to which similar pro-- · 
visions of the Defence of India Act and the rules · 
promulgated under powers conferred by it had been put 
showed the country what these proposals meant .. and 
they naturally created consternation in the country and· 
when armistice was declared in the autumn of 1918, India 
was seething with .discontent at what she rightly consi- · 
dered to be a betrayal of her after the time of" the need 
of the Em rire" had passed a way. Suspicion was naturally 
roused that the promised Reforms would be postponed. 
and the ordinary rights of the citizen to enjoy freedom 
of movement and sanctity of home and home life,taken 
a 'way on the pretext of the existence of a revolutionary 
conspiracy in the country. When at last on the 6th of· 
February, 1919, the Rowlatt Bil4s, embodying the recotn· 
mendations of the Rowlatt Committee, were introduced 
by Sir William Vincent into the Imperial Legislative 
Council at Delhi, the whole country rose like' one man 
against this most unwarranted encroachment on the 
ordinary rights of free citizens. It was the beginning 

· of an agitation throughout the country the like of wbich 
bad never before been witnessed. Innumerable meetings" 
were held in all parts of the vast peninsula, and in the 
Council itself not a single Indian was found to suppd'rt 
its drastic provisions even with a silent vote. But all 
this was of no avail and the Government with the help· 
of official votes passed one of the Bills into an Act in the·· . "' thud week of March, 1919. 
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. The · Hartal and :.the Distu1'banCe.<:l.-.The/: result of 
forcing. the Act was some members of the Imperial 
:Legislative Council , resigned: tbeir ~seats in protest 
against this high-handed action of' the Government, 

/.and· when .Mahatma ,Gandhi .declared his inten.tion· 
·of leading a Satyagraha .campaign, he only voiced the 
feeling .Of India smarting .undet: ao. insult and humilia
tion which was as . undeserved 1. o{; Jndia as it was 
·unbecoming and -ungrateful of- the -aritish Government 
i:o offer. The Satyagraha :.pledge·~· which began to be 
signed in large numbers required the signatory to affirm 
that they would refuse. civilly to obey those laws and 
-such other Ia ws .as the Committee to be appointed later 
·on·might thi'nk fit and further that". in this strug~Je we 
will faithfully follow the ~ruth and refrain from violence 
·to life, person, or property.'': On the 23rd of March, 
Mahatma Gandhi issued his:manifesto fixing the 6th of 
.April for. the observance of'an :---\ll .. India Hartal and as a 
-day of fasting, prayer and penance., Uod~r . some. mis
take, the Hartal was obs·erved at. Delhi on the- 30th 
March. And, as a result of i ~ .-qu~rrel .betY~een ~orne 
demonstrator·on the one hand and the ~tall keeper at the 
:Railway Station on_ the other, a ~ riot·. en~,Ut;!cl . . : .Military 
.police and a small. military,force,we~e brought out ~nd 
some people were shot.'. {n _qt~er parts of the. country, 
·the Hartal on the 6th April pas$ed off quietly whh<:mt any 
·unt~ward incident ... It was a first demonstration ~n which · 
.all, rich and poor, high and low, educated o;r uneduca
ted, village folks and to.wn ·people took . part The 
:people of India seemed to have. b.roken their ,slumber of 
·centuries and to have awake!led to a: sens~.: of their 
Jlidden power. In • one word, they re .. discovered their 
~soul. • · . . 

• See Appendix. · 
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Mahatma Gandhi" was proceeding to Delhi on the 8th 
of April to relieve the sufferings of the people and to· 
apply a healing balm to their lacerated hearts. He was 
however served with an order not to enter the Punjab or 
Delhi and on his refusal to obey the order he was. 
arrested and turned back from a way side Rail way 
Station by a.,.special train to Bombay. The news created. 
consternation throughout the length and breadth of the· 
country ·and nowhere more than in the province of the· 
Punjab where on account of the reactionary regime of 
Sir Michael O'Dwyer, people were already exasperated .. 
To add iuel to. the fire, under the order of Sir Michael 
O'Dwyer, on the lOth of April, two popular leaders of 
Amritsar, Drs. Kitchlew and Satyapal, were deported .. 
Feeling was running very high • when a large body of 
men proceeding towards the house of the Deputy Com-· 
missioner to make a representation for the release of the 
leaders was fired at and on its way back broke out in a 
serious riot burning and looting banks, the Post Office· 
and some other Government offices,· murdering some 
.Europeans and assaulting two ladies. Quite was however· 
soon r~stored but the atmosphere was, surcharged with 
panic. 

JallianwaUa Massacre.-General Dyer arrived at 
Amritsar on the night of the I Ith and occupied the 
town.; There was no incident either on the I tth or on 
the 12th. On the 13th· a meeting was advertised to be· 
held at a vacant' space known as Jallian walla Bag h. 
General Dyer prohibited any gatherihg of men on · 
pain of death and hearing that a meeting was going 
to· be: held at Jallianwalla proceeded ··to the spot 
with his troops and .machine; guns. The place was 
full of men, women and children as it was an impor-. 
tant Hindu festival day. Within 30 seconds of his. 



.arrival, he opened fire· which co.ntinued for IO. rPinutes 
-directing it_ where the c~owd was .thickest. Th~ fire 
. coJ;ttir;l\lect till.· ~rnmunitian wa$ exhausted, . Some 5 tQ 6 
h.undr~d peopl~ w~re: k,illed outright and three times the 
n.um~e.r woundecl. The place. being .surrounded Pn all 
:side~ l}y big~ walls po one could escape. ·There was no 
w~~njog giv~n. before firing and no care. taken of the 
-dea~land woundec;l after it. Subseq\lently, Martial Law 

. w~s dedared in Amritsa.r, Lahore, Gujrat, and Llyalpur 
. dis.~ri.cts and what may b.e fitly described as a reign of 
terror fallowed. Large numbers of people were arrested 

.and t~ied under.Ma.rtial L~w. Even respectable people 
wer.e arr~st~d. Some were flogged, others made to era wl 

·an their b~llies and uoutterable borron:ommitted inclu
ding bombing 9f unarm~d crowds from aeroplanes.* .. · . 
, .Tbe news of Mahatma. Gapdhi's arrest led. to. riots . .at 

A}lmedabad a.nd. otller places· also. But Martial Law 
w~s nat continued there for more than a few days,. 

The Indemnity ·Act. and the Hunter Committee .. - The 
news of thes~ horror& in the Punjab did not go abroad 
as a s.trict censCU'ship was: . maintained. In cours~ of 
·tiJ;n~, howev~r. when som~ months later,. Martial Law was 
withdrawn, the news began to leak out and caused deep 
and widespread indignation thrQughout the country. A. 

-Committee. of Enquiry VIas clei;Ilanded and was ultimately 
appoint~d by the Government with Lord Hunter as its 

·.President. But before the Committee began its labours, 
the GovernmeQt of India pass~d an Indemnity Act for the 

' protectioq of its Qffi.cers. There was a great deal of 
·opposition to'it in the .Council, but Mahatma Gandhi, 
tn~e to his pdnciple.of pan-retaliation, supported the bill. 
When th~ Hunter Committee began to .record evidence, 

"For further· details, See·· the Congress (the Punjab) Enquiry 
Report. 
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·disclosures of facts and incidents of the most harrowing 
nature were made. . The Congress C~mmittee had 
.appointed a sub-committee to lead evidence before the 
Hunter Committee. But on account of the refusal of the 
President to secure the temporary release of those. Punjab 
leaders who were undergoing sentences, even for a short 
period. to enable them to collect the necessary evidence, 
the Congress Sub-Committee decided not to lead any 
evidence at all but to hold an independent enquirv and 
published its report an the 26th March, 1920, making 
recommendations which were regarded as much too 
lenient by the people. On the other hand, the report of 
the Hunter Committee was not unanimous, the Indian 
members appending a note of dissent differing from 
their European colleagues and holding that the promulga
tion of Martial law in the Punjab was not justified. The 
recommendations of the Committee as also the orders of 
the Goverement failed to satisfy Indian opinion and Jed 
immediately, along \\rith another matter. to be presently 
mentioned, to the inauguration of the Non.co-operation 
Movement· 

The Khilajat Question.--The other question which had 
greatly exercised the mina of the Indian people was the 
.question of the Khilafat. When war broke out between 
England and Turkey, Indian Mussalmans found them
selves on the horns of a dilemma. Should they help the 
Turks and the Sultan who stood as. the representative 
.and Defender of their faith, or should they support the 
British power under which they had been living for 
more than a century? They decided to throw. in their lot 
with the British in the hope and faith that their religious 
places would be kept under Muslim control and they 
would be able to secure for their Turkish ca·religionist~ 
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terms of peace ~hich . would be fa\'ourable to them. 
Their faith: was based ·on declarations made by the 
Viceroy in India . and the Prime Minister of England 
(Mr. Lloyd. George).in ·which thtdormer had pledged 
immuriity·of the holy places iri Arabia, Mesopotamia and 
of :Jeddah,c and, the latter had assured the Muslims-'
,"Nor are we fighting to deprive Turkey of its capital or 
of ·th'e .rich and 'renowned lands of Asia Minor and 
Thrace vyhich are predominantly Turkish in race." 

1 _ When the: !war came to an end and rumours about the 
severe. 1.\ature! of ·the terms proposed to'· Turkey I got 
abroad1 , Muss'almans .became naturally alarmed andre
presentation -·began to .. be made to the authorities~ 
insisting on :the fulfilment of the pledge so unequivocally 
given· by the Prime . Minister. The · First All-India 
Khilafat.Conference met at Delhi on Nov. 23, 1919, which 
thanked Mahatma Gandhi and other Hindus for their 
deep interest. in the Khilafat question, ·enjoined .upon 
Indian Mussalmans to ·refrain· · ftom participating in 
Victory .celebrations,. and in the: event of a satisfactory 
settlement of the Turkish question not taking place, to· 
progressively withhold all co-operation from the British 
Government and to boycott British goods. ·And lastly, it 
decided to send a deputatio'n to England with the object 
of acquainting the British mini~ters and others with the 
true· sentimehts· of the Mussalmans regarding the Turkish 
settiement and the Khilatat question. The second Khilafat 
conference met at Amritsar iri I the Congress- week.' It 
-affirmed the resolution regarding the deput.ation to Eng
fland and.America, :resolved further to ·send· a deputation 
to the Viceroy :and anotlier .deputation, ·to Turkey and 
reiteniting the Moslerrl demands and directed the Central 
Khilafat Committee to collect funds~ A ·representation 
signed by the Aga Khan, Syed Ameer Ali and a number 
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of other gentlemen, Indian and European, was submitted 
to the Premier in December, 1919. The Khilafat question 
came further to the forefront in December, 1919, when 
Maulana Shaukat Ali and Mahammad Ali were released 
from their internment. 

The Khilafot Diputations.-A deputation headed by 
Dr. Ansari accordingly waited on the Viceroy on January 
19,1.920. The reply which the Viceroy gave to the 
deputation was disappointing to a degree, and the Mus
lim leaders issued a statement recording their firm 
conviction that "should the peace terms result·unfavour
ably to Muslim religion and sentiments, they would 
place an undue strain upon Muslim loyalty " and 
demanding that "Arabia. as delimited by Muslim 
authority and th~ Holy places of Islam must· remain 
under the control of the Khalif ", and that the pledge 
given by Mr; Lloyd George should be fulfilled. The 
third Khilafat Conference met at Bombay in February, 
1920, and expressed its confidence in the deputation 
going to England and issued a very important mani
festo, laying down the Muslim demands and declaring 
that "any reduction of the ciaim would not only be a 
violation of the deepest religious feelings of the Muham
madans, but also a flagrant violation of the solemn 
declarations and pledges made or given by responsible 
statesmen, representing Allied and Associated Powers 
and given at a time when they were desirous of enlis
ting the supp~rt of Muslim people· and soldiery, and 
warning them against the consequence of a wrong deci
sion, particularly when not only ·the Mussalmans but 
also the entire Hindu population were joining, them in 
their demand." · · ' · 

Theil' Failure.-The deputation which was headed by 
Maulana Muhammad' Ali was received by Mr. Fisher on 

c 
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behalf of the ,Secretary of State for India, and it also 
waited ·upon the. Pr,ime Min,ister. It further requested 
permission to place its views before the Supreme Coun
cil of the_ Peace Conference but was refused. .While the 
deputation was still in Europe, the proposed terms of 
peace with Turkey ,were made public on 14th ~\ay, 1920, 

and in India,. they were a~rompanied with a message 
from the, V~ceroy .. to the Muslims of India, explaining 
th.ose, terms~ . The JUessage recogpjsed that t~~ .te~ms 
were s~ch as must _cause pain to the Muhamadans of 
India, but asked J~e Muslims of India • to brace ~hem-
. selves t~ bear with patience and resignation the 
mi~fortun~s of their Turkish co-religionists~ The 'publi
cation of the proposed pea~e terms caused the deepest 
indign~tion, and.synchronising as it did with the publi~ 
cation. ~f the Hunter Committee~s report, the whole 
country was ablaze .. The Khilafat Committee met at 
B~~bay to deliberate upon Mahatma G-andhi's Non-c<r. 
·operation project and adopted it on the 28th May, Igio, 
as the only means now ~eft to the Muslims. On th~ 30th 
May, the All-India.Cong~ess Committee met. at Benares · 
to discuss the I:Iunter Report and the rurkish Peace 
ter~s. and after a l~ng debate dec~dedto hold a special 
session of Jhe C~ngress to consider the question of Non~ 
co-operation. . , 

N~n-co-opemtion .ctdopted.-On the JOth of Jun~, there 
was a joint Hindu-Muslim Conference at Allahabad 
rega~ding ~he Khilaf~t question; and Non-co-operation 
was.unanimously adopted to be resorted to after a month's 
notice to the V,iceroy .. ,Numerous l)leetings of all parti~s 
.were held in the different parts of the country, strongly 
condemning the Hunter Report and demanding justice 
regarding the Punjab apd the Khilafat .. On the 22nd 
of June, a message signed by numerous Muhammadan 
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leaders was submitted to the Viceroy, asking him to 
sceure revision of the Turkish Peace terms and, in the 
event of the British Cabinet failing to comply with the 
Muslim wishes, to make common cause with the Indian 
Mussalmans. It further warned him that, if he failed to 
.adopt the suggestion, they would be obliged from the Jst . 
August following to withdraw co-operation from the 
Government and to ask other Mussalmans and Hindus to 
do likewise. Mahatma Gandhi also addressed a letter to 
·the Viceroy in which he explained his connection with 
the Khilafat quettion. He told him how he had noticed 
•the growing anxiety of the Mussalmans and their 
distrust of British intention and how he had advised 
them not to.give away to despair. He proceeded: "The 
terms violate ministerial pledges and utterly disregard 
Mussalman sentiment. I consider that as a staunch 
Hindu wishing to live on terms 'of the closest friendship 
with my Mussalman coLJntrymen, I should be an un~ 

worthy son of India if I did not stand by them in 
their hour of trial. . . The report of the majority of 
the Hunter Committee and your Excellency's despatch 
.thereQo.'have aggravated the distrust. In these circum· 
stances, the· only course open to one )ike m~ is 
either in despair to sever all co:1nection with British rule, 
or if I still retain the faith in the inherent superiority of 
British Constitution to all others at present in vogue, to 
adopt such means as will· rectify the wrong done and 
thus restore confidence; I have not lost faith in such 
superiority and I am not without hope somehow or 
<>ther, justice will yet be rendered if we show requisite 
.capacity for suffering. It is then because I believe in 
British constitution that I have advised my Muslim 
friends to withdraw their support from your Excellency's 
'Government, and the Hindus to join them." 
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·The 31st of August was celebrated as a Khilafat day~ 
A genetal hartal was tieclared .and the Non-co-opera
tion tesolation began to be given ',effect to. Mahatma 
Gandhi, ·:returning his medal in pl.lii'sLiance of the Non
cO-operation resolution, wrote to the Viceroy: "Events 
have happened during the past month :which have 'Con
finned me in the opinion that the Imperial Government 
have acted in the Khilafat mattet ·in an unscrupulous;· .. 
immoral, and unjust manner and have bee·n lllQVing from-

. wrang to- wrong to -defend their immorality. I can 
retain neither respect, nor affection for such Government~ 
The attitude of the Imperial and your EKcellency's Gov
ernment on. the Punjab ques,tion has given me additional 
calise' fot greatdissatisfaction. Your Excellency's lighh 
hearted treatment of official crime, your exoneration of 
Sir Michael ODwyer, Mr. Montagu's despatch and~ 
above aU, the shameful ignorance of the Punjab events 
and callous disregard of the feelings of Indiams, betrayed 
by the House of Lords, have filled me with the gra\"est 
misgivings regarding the future. of the Empire, have· 
es1.!ranged me completely frotn the present Government 
and have disabled me from tendering, as I have hitherto 
wholeheartedly tendered, my loyal c0.-operaticin." The 
feeling in India became worse and .worse, as the GoY
ernment persisted more and more in its .:determination to 
disregard Muslim sentiments and as the House of Lords; · 
in Engl:md, and the Anglo-Indians, residing in India, 
began more and more to support General Dyer who had 
perpetrated the Jallianwala Bagh massacre. The Euro
peans in ln<dia went so far as to open a Dyer apprecia
tion fund and raised a large amount to be presented to· 
lhim~ ~ AsS0cintiont · of. Europeans ·and Ango-Indian 
papers vied with each other in extolling General Dyer's. 
services. . .. 1 
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The Calcutta Special Con,q·res8.-Mahatma Gandhi and 
I\bulana Shaukat Ali toured through a gr~at part of 
the country before the special session of the Congress 
which met at Calcutta, early in September,· under the 
presidentship of Lala Lajpat Rai. After a long discus· 
sion, the. Congress adopted the Non .. co-operation res'l• 
lution by a large majority. The resolution recited that, 
in view of the fact that in the matter of the Khilafat, 
Indian and Imperia) Governments had signally fa.tled 
io their Juty towards the :\lussalmans in India, that the 
Prime Minister had deliberately broken his pledged 
words and, further, in view of the fact that in the 
matter of the events of April, 1919, both the said 
Governments. had grossly neglected or failed to protect 
the innocent people of the Punjab, punish officers guilty 
·of unsoldierly and barbarous behaviour towords them, 
and had exonerated Sir :\lichael O'Dwyer and.tbat tlte 
Jebate in the House of Lords betrayed a woeful lack o.f 
sympathy with the people of India and showed virtual 
bupport of the systematic terrorism and frightfulness 
adopted in the Punjab, the Congress was of opinion 
that there can be no. contentment' in India without 
redress. of the two afore.mentioned wrongs, and the only 
effectual means to vindicate National honour and to 
prevent similar wrongs in future is the establishment oo 
Swarajya. 

The C~>t1gress was further of opinion that there was 
no course left open· for the people of India, ltut to 
approve of and aqopt the policy. of progressiv~ Non" 
viole.nt NonNco .. operati<Jn, .until the said wrongs · are 
righted and Swarajya is established. It ·accordingly 
advised: (a) surrendef of titles and honorary offices and 
resignations from nominated seats in local bodies, (h) 
Refusal to attend Government levies., Dar bars etc., (c) 

' 
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. Gradual withdra wal.of children from schools and colleges;. 
owned, aided or controlled by Government, and the 
establishment of national echools and colleges in their 
place, (d) Gradual boycott of British Courts by Ia wyers
·and.litigants, and establishment of private arbitration 
courts for the settlement of private disputes, (e) Refusal · 
on the part of military, clerical and labouring classes to
offer themselves as recruits for service in Mesopotamia, 
(f),}Vithdrawal by candidates of their candidature from 
the Reformed Councils and refusal on the part of the 
voters to vote for any candidate, and (g) Boycott of 
foreign goods; Th~ Congress further advised adoption 
of Swadeshi in pied~-goods on a vast scale and, to meet 
the requirements of the nation which could not be met by 
Indian Mills alone, it advised manufacture on a large· 
scale by means of reviving hand spinning in every home 
and hand weaving. on the part of millions of weavers 
who had abandoned their ancient and honorable calling
for want of encouragement. · 

Mr. Bipin Chandra Pal's amendment which asked for· 
a mission to be sent to the Prime Minister to lay before 
him a statement of Indian grievances, coupled with a 

. demand. for immediate autonomy, amlin case of his 
refusal to· receive this mission or to replace the Act of 
1919 by a measure granting full autonomy to India, for 
the adoption of a policy of active Non-co-operation and,. 
in the meantime .. advising the consideration of Mahatma 
Gandhi's programme and the adoption of measures as 
preparatory to actual putting· into practice of that pro
gramme, was, as stated above, thrown out in the Congress 
by a large majority. 

Tlze Non-co-operation Campaign.- The adoption of the· 
Non-co-operation resolution by the Congress gave a 
great fillip to the Non-co-operation movement. To give 
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effect to the Resdlution of the Special Congress, a Sub· 
committee had been appointed in Calcutta to draft 
instructions. The report of the. Sl.lb-committee was con
sidered by a meeting of the All-India Congress C.:ommittee 
on the znd October, and detailed instru.ctions were issued. 
But some doubt was still entertained that at the annual 
sessions at Nagpur in December, the Congress would 
rescind the Non-co-operation resolution, passed at Cal
cutta. Mahatma Gandhi toured through the country 
amidst scenes of wild enthusiasm. 

Mahatma Gandhi, accompanied by Maulana Moham
mad Ali who returned from Europe in the first week of 
October, visited Aligarh on the I2th of October, and with 
this visit commenced that campaign againstGovernrnent
controlled educational institutions which became more 
and more intense for the following four or five months. 
An attempt was mad.e to nationalise the M.A.O. College 
and a letter was addressed by some of the Non-co-opera· 

. tion leaders · who were also trustees of the college to 
the other trustees, urging upon them the nec'essity of 
nationalising the institution. The trustees met on the 
17th of October, 1920. Mahatma Gandhi also addressed 
a letter to them. They, however, decided to carry on the 
institution on the old lines, and a National Muslim 
University was inaugurated with Maulana Mohammad 
Ali as its Principal, under the presidentship of Sheik-ul
Hind Maulana Mohammad-ul-Hassan Sahib on the 29th 
of October. Mahatma Gandhi's visit to the Punjab 
created similar stir among students and there were whole
sale strikes and demand for nationalisation of the Lahore 
College, the Khalsa College and other educational 
institutions. On the·. I Sth of November, the Gujrat 
National College was opened by Mahatma Gandhi and 
he was also appointed Chancellor of the Viciyapitha 
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inaugurated there. Mr, Gidwani was appointed Prin• 
dpd of the College whi~b. started with 500 students. 
There was a strike at Benares among the students 
of the Hindu University. Early in Dec·ember, Mahatma 
Gandhi. :yisited Hihar and advised the opening of a 
National College which was done at Patna on the 5th of 
january, 1921. Tilak · Mahavidyalaya was opened at 
Poona on the I lth of December. 

The Nag pur Congress.-Things were going on in this 
way, when the Congress met again in its annual session 
at. Nagpur under the presidentship of Mr. Vijiaraghava 
chariar. It changed its creed ,into the " attainment of 
Swarajya by the people of India. by peaceful and 
legitimate means" and re-affirmed the resofution of 
Non-violent Non-co-operation, passed in Calcutta. It 
declared that the entire or any part of the scheme of 
Non-violent Non-co-operation with the renunciation of 
voluntary association with the present Government at. 
one endtlfld the refusal to pay taxes on the other. should 
be put in force at a time I to be determined by either · 
the Indian National Congress or the All.;lndia Congress 
Committee I .and that, in the mean while, to prepare the 
country for it effective steps should continue to be taken 
in that behalf by calling upon the guardians and 
parents of children Under the age of 16 years and upon 
students of the age of 16 or over to withdraw them from 
Government-controlled education~l institutions ; by 
calling upon Ia wyers to inake greater efforts to suspend 
their practice and to devote their attention to national 
service, including the boycott of Ia w courts by fellow 
Ia wyers and litigants; by carrying out gradual boycott 
of foreign trade relations by encouraging hand spinning 
and hand weaving and generally calling upon every 
section· and every man and woman in the country to 
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make the utmost contribution ofF-elf-sacrifice; and, lastly, 
by organizing a committee in each village or group of 
villages with a Provincial Central Organization and a 
band of national workers to be called Indian National 
:Service to be financed out of funds, called the All-India 
Tilak Memorial Swarajya Fund. The Congress further 
asked pP.rsons who had got themselves elected to the new 
·Councils in spite of the deliberate abstention from the 
polls of an over-whelming majority of their constitu~nts, 
to resign their seats and in the event of their failure to do 
so, it advised the people to studiously refrain from asking 
for any political service from such Councillors. The 
·Congress recognized the growing friendliness between 
the police and soldiers and the people, and appealed to
all people in Government employment, pending the call 
·of the Nation for the resignation of their services, to help 
the national cause by importing greater ki11dliness and 
·stricter honesty in their dealings with the people and 
fearlessly and openly to attend all popular gatherings, 
while refraining from taking any active part therein and 
more especially by openly rendering financial assis. 
tance to the National movement. The Congress laid 
special emphasis on Non-violence being an integral 
part of the Non-co-operation resolution and called 
upon public association to advance Hindu-Muslim 
unity and to settle all disputes between Brahmins and 
non-Brahmins, wherever they might be existing. It 
further called upon Hindus to rid Hinduism of the 
·reproach of untouchability and 'respectfully urged the 
religious heads to help the 'growing desire to reform 
Hinduism in the matter of its treatment of the suppressed 
classes. The resolution was passed unanimously. 

Thus closed the first phases of the Non.ca-operation 
movement amidst scenes of great joy at the discovery 
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~f a means which the despairing people clasped with 
all their fervour as the only means of their delivery from. 
the wrongs, oppression and humiliation to which they· 
had been subjected for a series of years and which had 
cuh:ninated in the indescribable scene of the Punjali 
and the unspeakable betrayal of the Khilafat cause. 
The nation determined to win its way to· Swarajya by 
suffering and, ta.day, after twenty months have elapsed 
since that momentous decision was arrived at Nagpur,. 
it may truly be said that tQe Nation has not flinched 
from any sacrifices which h~ve been · demanded of it by 
the course of events which will be presently described. 

Prog·ress of the Move ?lent.-The months that followeci 
·were months. of strenuous work. Never before in the 
history of India, since its connection with Britain, had 
popular indignation and popular enthusiasm been 
greater. Never . before during this long period had the 
country secured the loving and unguiding services of so.. 
many of her sons. ·Never before had the faith of the 
people in themselves and in the country's ability to· 
solve its own difficulties burned brighter. 
· · As a result of the decision of the Congress, hundreds 
of law'yers throughout the country suspended practice 
in the law courts and began to devote themselves to· 
the service of the country. Panchayats- began to be 
organised and ·litigants began to avoid law courts .. 
There was a great fall in the revenue from stamps 
throughout the country on account of the fall in the· 
nurpber of suits, instituted in 'the Ia w courts. In regard 
to the educational programme, it may be safely asserted 
that thousands of college and school students with·· 
drew themselves or were withdrawn from Government
controlled· institutions by their guardians. Many a 
school became absolutely deserted. Mahatma Gandhi's. 
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appeal to the finer instincts of the youth of the
country to devote themselves to its service and to shun 
the institutions .which had been created and main
tained to kill all manliness in them was responded 
to with enthusiasm. Nor was the work confined merely 
to boycott. National Universities, National Colleges~ 

and National school3 of all grades were started in• 
different parts of the country. We have already re
ferred to the student movement in the U.P., the Punjab, 
and the Bombay Presidency. Bengal was not behind 
hand 1nd Calcutta witnesseu one of those thrilling 
scenes which have not been few in the course of the last 

I 

year and a half. About the tniddle of January, on an 
appeal by Desabandhu C. R. Das, thousands of students 
left their colleges and examinations. Mahatma Gandhi 
visited Calcutta and opened the National College on the-. 
4th of February. He also visited Patna for a second 
time and formally opened the National College and 

. inaugurated the Behar Vidyap-ith. Thus in 'the course 
of less than four months, the National Muslim University 
of Aligarh, the Gujrat Vidyapith, the Behar Vidvapith,. 
the Benares Vidyapith, the Bengal National University, 
the Tilak Maharastra Vidyapith an<;i a large number of 
national schools of all grades with thousands of students 
on the rolls were started in all parts of the country as a 
result of the great impetus given to National Education. 

In the matter of the or~anisation of Swadeshi, the result 
achieved in popularising spinning wheels and the use· 
of khaddar (hand spun and hand woven cloth) has been 
marvellous. In homes which had altogether forgotten 
even the name of charkha (spinning wheel) its musical 
hum can now be heard. It has invaded even the 
parlour. of the· rich, while it has given a source of 
livelihood to lakhs of poor women in the country: 
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_Resignation of titles were few, . but after all the title
holders form a class from whom from the nature of their· 
-position much was not to be expected. But· there can 
:oe no doubt that nothing had lowered these titles in the 
est\~atian of the people so much as this movement. 
-One . thing which was not mentioned in the Congress 
11esolutian was spontaneously taken up by the people . 

. Peopl~ s_tarted a compaign against the evila of drink 
.a~d a· most marvellous progress was visible in all 
:parts of the country, resulting in a great· loss to 
·the Government from Excise Revenue. Under the 
:reformed .cont~titutian elections had, in the meantime, 
ta.ken place; a_nd His Royal Highness, . the Duke of 
<:annaught, .landed at Madras on 8th ·January and 
·opened th'e L.egislative Council there on the 12th. Under 
the Congress resolution. Mahatma Gandhi had advised a 
'boycott of the Duke's visit, not by away of offering an 
insultto lfis Royal Highness, but as an expression of 
protest ~gainst the persistent refusal of the Government 
to listen to pe9ple'$ demands. Wherever the Duke went, 
the masses as a body and amongst the middle dasses 
~l~o m.ost of those who were not directly.concerned or 
·connected witb the Government observed hartals. i ·His 
Royal Highn¢ss, after opening some of the. Provincial 
Legisla~ive CoQncils and the new Legislature at Delhi, 
left. thf CQ\lOtry, ' 
Non-~:iolence.-M~hatma Gandhi had insisted on Non

violenc~ ,as an essential feature ~f the q1ayement and it 
was this insistence which had kept the people in ·spite 
-of the great··ppheaval and the great indignation from 
·Committing acts of yialenq~ •. Some incid'ents, however, 
·occurreq wl'lich, though not difect)y due to the N. C. 0. 
moven1ent, were, nev~rthelessJ attributed to the stir and 
'the a wakeniQg created by it. One of the earlies.t of these 
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was the great agrarian movement in U. P. which had its 
origin in. the agrarian trouble between landlords and 
tenants, on account of the latter's refusal to pay illegal 
and oppressive .cesses. Large bodies of men collected 
at various place and several riots took place in several ' 
places. The police dispersed the mob by opening fire 
in ~orne of these place~, and it took more than a month. 
to restore quiet. Another movement which having an 
independent origin was deeply affected by theN. C. 0. 
movement has been the Akali movement of the Sikhs. 
Starting as a purely religious movement for the reform of 
the Sikh Gurd wara~,it has been more and more drawn into. 
adopting the principles of the Non-co-operation move
ment by the conduct of the Government. In February 
occurred what is known as. the N~nkana tragedy in which 
nearly two hundred sikhs lost their lives amidst scenes 
of indescribable horror. The news created great indig
nation .among· Sikhs and others in all parts. of the 

·country and Mahatma Gandhi had to visit the Punjab 
early in March. 

The Reaction ojtlll! Gommmenf to the .tV!ovemenl.--The 
Government had watched the growth of ,the moveme~t. 
It first tried to pooh-pooh it. In August 1920, Lord 
Chtlrnsford had described it as " the mdst foolish of 
all foolish schemes". Subsequently the Government of 
India issued a communique on the 6th November 1920, 
stating that the Government had refrained from institu
ting criminal proceedings, because the pr01\1oters of the 
movement had advocated simultaneously with Non-co
operation, abstention from violenre arid that "they had 
instructed local Government to take action again~t 
those persons only who in furtherance of the movement 
had gone beyond the limits originally set by its organi~. 
sers and had by speech or writi·ng dndted the public to 
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violence or had attempted to tamper with the loyalty of 
the army or the police." •This restriction was, however, 
not observed in practi.ce and from the beginning of 
March on wards! the country passed through a tide of 
repression, culminating in the months of November and 
December in the suppression of volunteer organisations, 
·.the promulg~tion of the.Seditious Meetings Act and the 
.arrest and the incarceration of thousands of Indians. 
The first acts of repression were in connection with the 
.anti-drink campaign. A large number of volunteers 
were sent to jail for alleged offences in connection with 
tht! picketing of liquor shops. Others were dealt with 
under sees. 107 and 108 of the Cr. P. C. and on their 
refusal to furnish security for good behaviour were sent 
·.to jail. Sec. 144- Cr. P. C! has been used with great effect, 
but with very doubtful· legality· in prohibiting public 
meetings and gagging individuals. The province of 
Behar \Yas the first to witness repression on an extensive 
scale ·which was inaugurated with a circular, issued by 
the Government giving local officers a carte blanche in 
.regard to any steps they might think necessary to coun
teract the movement which was described as revolu-
·tionary and anarchical. The Government of the Punjab 
and the U. P. were not slow to follow in their effort~ to 
·combat the movement ·and .the Seditious Meetings Act 
.and the provision of the ordi!!ary Ia w were: freely 
resorted tp, even where there was no' justification for 
their use. One notable incident which deserves mention 
was the prohibition of N. C. 0. meetings in the Malabar 
-district and the subsequent arrest and imprisonment of 
Mr. Y akub Hassan and others, the former one· of the 
most respected among the Mus$alman leaders, for dis
.obeying the prohibition order. 

The Bezwada Programme,_._It was at a time when ·the 
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Congress propaganda was making such rapid progress 
and the country passing through the first spell of re
pression that the A 11-lndia Congress Committee met at 
Bezwada in the last week of March 1921, and chalked out 
a pr.ogramme of work for the following three months. It 
required that, before the 3oth of June 1921, the Congress 
should raise one crore of rupees for the Tilak Swarajya 
Fund, enrol one crore of members for the Congress and 
see 20 lakhs of spinning wheels working in the country. 
On account of policy of repession started by the 
Government which was held by the Committee to be 
totally unwarranted by the situation in the country, there 
was a desire expressed by many of the members that Civil 
Disobedience should be resorted to. The Committee 
however held that"the country was not yet sufficiently dis
ciplined, organised or ripe for the immediate taking up of 
Civil Disobedience, and it advised all those upon whom 
orders might be served .. voluntarily to conform to them, 

· trusting that new workers would take the place of those 
disabled by the Government and that the people at large, 
instead of becoming frightened or disheartened, would 
continue their work of quite organisation and construc
tion. The following months witnessed tremendous efforts_ 
by the thousands of workers spread all over the countr~r 
and 'engaged in organising it to fulfil the programme 
sketched out at ~ezwada, and when the 30th of June was 
reached, Mahatma Gandhi could safely declare that the 
nation had q>llected the requisite sum, and although the 
number of members enrolled and charkhas was not 
accurately known, there was no doubt that the programme 
in t~is rer,pect also had been nearly if not altogether 
fulfilled. Mahatma Gandhj himself haq been as unre .. 
mitting in , his labours as ever, carrying the gospel of 
Non-co-operation and Non-violence from district to dis-
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trict wherever he went. Thousands of men and womeB 
assembled td have a glimpse of the great hero. Railway 
lines and stations were lined by thousands of spectators. 
who showered their love in the shape of flowers 'and 
money wherever the train carrying the Mahatma hap
pened to pass by them. 

Malegaon and othe?' Disturbances.-·While the country 
was engaged·in this constructive work, there occurred a 
riot at Malegaon in the Nasik district resulting in the 
death of several policemen and also sotne of the moh 
and acts. of incendiarism. Tht:re was also a distur
bance at Giridih in Behar in which, however, there 
was no 1oss of life. Early in May 1921, there was labour 
trouble in the tea province of Ass.arn on account of low 

· wages and a great exodus of about 12,000 coolies from 
tea gardens amidst scenes of great destitution an·d suffe
ring. · There was an attack on these coolies at Chandpur 
where they had congregated in large numbers by Gurk
has 'who had been drafted there by the Government. 
The news of this outrage cause.d great indignation in . 
the country and led to a sympathetic strike among the 
Railway and steamer employees in Eastern Bengal 

. which created· a complete. deadlock for nearly two 
months. 1 

. ' 
· Garzdhi-Readina Interi:iew.-Another event which re-
quires mention is the interview'between Mahatma Gandhi 
~nd Lord Reading which exten'ded ~ver several hour~ and 
led to a great deal of speculation a1sout its subject matter. 
PanditMadan Mohan Malaviya and Lala Lajpat Rai also 
had similar interviews. · The details of the interview have 
ilev~r been published, but one inddent was the publi
cation of an apology by th~ Ali Brothers for the "un·
necessary heat" of some of the passages of their speeches· 
which had been construed by some' as having a tendency 
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to incite to violence. They further gave an · assurance 
that, so long as they were associated with the movement 
of Non-co-operation, they · would: not . directly ·or. in
directly advocate violence. The Govern merit of· India 
on the 30th May, issued a communique stating that they 
had suspended ·action against the Ali Brothers on 
account of their undertaking and apology. Lord Read
ing in a speech at the Chelmsford Club referred to this 
incident as a result of the interviews· which he· had 
with Mahatma Gandhi. The subject excited comment 
amongst friends and foes alike.· The Non-co-operators 
saw in it a lapse from the high ideal of Non-co-operation, 
while opponents tried to discredit the brave brothers by 
reading in. it an attempt to save their skins by offering 
a·n undertaki-ng. It was not until Mahatma Gandhi had 
obtained the publication of an account of the' interview* 
with the Viceroy's consent from which. it was made 
clear that the Mahatma had agreed to secure an apology 
from the Ali Brothers for certain passages in their 
speeches calculated to incite to violence and that ,it was 
after the promise had been given that the proposal to 
institute criminal proceedings were mentioned by the 
Viceroy that the controversy came to a close. 

The Karachi Khilafat Conference.-On the 8th of July, 
the All-India Khilafat Conference opened at Karachi with 
Maulana Mohamed Ali in: the ,chair. Th~ proceedings 
of the conference formed later on the subject matter of 
the prosecution of the .Ali'. Brothers, Dr. · Kitchlewt 
Jagat Guru Shankaracharya of Shardapeeth, Maulana 
Nisar Ahmed, Pir Gulam Mujadid and Maul vi- Hussain 
Ahmed. While reiterating the Muslim demands, the Con
ference also passed a resolution declaring it " unlawful 
for any f~ithful Mussalman to serve from that day in the 

• See p. II07. 

D 
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army or help or acquiesce in their recruitment." It also 
declared that, if the British Government fought the 
An~ora ·Government, the Muslims of India would start 
Civil Disobedience and establish their complete indepeh7 

dence and hoist the flag of the Indian Republic at the 
Ahmedabad session of the Indian National Congress. 

The ...4., Ij_ C. C. Meeting at Bom~ay.-On July 28 the All
India Congress Committee met again at Bombay. · It was 
the first AU-India Congress Committee elected under the 
new constitution adopted at the Nag pur Congress. The 
appearance of the members all clad in white·Khadi was 
in keepi~g with the ideals of plain living held up before 
the country by the simple life of the Mahatm.a. The 
~ommittee passed a, resolution , declaring that it is the 
duty of every one, in terms and in virtue of~ the Non-co
operation Resolution passed by the Special Congress and 
reaffirmed at Nagpur, to refrain from participating in or 
assisting any . welcome to _H; R. H. The · P~ince of 
Wales. While tendering this advice, the Committee 
placed " oq. record its opinion that India bears no sort 
of ill-feeling against the-person .of H. R. H. and that the 
advice is tender~d because the Committee regards the 
proposed visit as a political move calculated to give 
~tre~gth and support to a system of government that 
has resulted in breach of faith with the Mussalmans and 
atrocious injustice to the people of India, and the system 
that is designed· to keep India· as long as possible from 
her birthright of Swaraj." The 2nd resolution, rfter 
congratulating ~he nation on carrying out the Bezwada 
programme, asked it to concentrate its attention upon 
attaining complet(l boycott of foreign cloth by the 30th of 
September and manufacture of Khaddar by stimulating . 
hand-spinning and hand-weaving and advised all persons 
belonging to the Congress to discard the use of foreign 
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-doth from the :first of August and all Congress organisa: 
tions to collect foreign cloth . from consumers for 
destruction or use outside India. It aiso invited Indian 
:mill agents to support the national effort by . regulating 
.the price of their manufactures so as to bring them 
·within the reach of the poorest and the importer~ 
·of foreign cloth and yarn to co-operate ·with . the 
nation by stopping foreign orders and by disposing 
of their stock as far as possible outside India. 
The 3rd resolution noted with satisfaction the growth 
-of public opinion and the campaign ·against the use 
.and sale of intoxicating liquors or drugs by peace
ful picketing and warned the Government that in 
case of continued improper interference ·with peaceful 
picketing it would advise its continuance in disregard 
·of such orders.. It appealed to local Boards or Munici-
palities to follow the lead of the Thana District Board 
by passing resolutions on picketing and it invited 
keepers of liquor and drug shops to discontinue them.· 
The 4th resolution deplored the excesses at Malegaon 
and in Aligarh even though under great provocation 
and a·dvised Congress organisations to inculcate Non• 
violence as an essential part of Non-co-operation and 
congratulated the people upon their exercising complete 
.self-restraint notwithstanding grav~ provocation by 
local authorities in Dharwar, Matiari, Guntur and other 
places. It congratulated the families of those who had 
lost their lives by the unprovoked :fire of the authorities 
at severa.l places and also t.hose brave and .innocent 
Citizens who had been wounded or were suffering im· 
prisonment, The resolution, whil~ taking Qote of Gov, 
eniment repression and of the reasonable desire of the 
workers to take up Civil Disobedience" held that Civil 
'Disobedience sh6uld be postponed till :after the comple-
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tion 1of.the Swadeshi programme· which it regarded as a· 
test of the' measure· of i'nfluence attained by the Con
gress 1and a guarantee of the :stability of. non-violent 
atmosphere. It, however, authofised the Working Com
mittee: to sanction Civil Disobedience in any . place· or 
province. . 
·Ji~The''A?'rest of the Muslim Leade1's.-The 31st July 
witnessed 'the burning of a huge pile. {)f foreign-cloth at 
Bombay by Mahatma Gandhi. · The following day· was· 
the death anniversary of the great Lokamanya Tilak and 
was celebrated an·over the country.. Mahatma Gandhi. 
and Maulana Mahomed ·Ali started on a tour through 
Behar, Assam and Madras: It was in the month of August 
that the Moplah out-break 'which was not suppressed for 
sev~r.al months broke out. The Mahatma· and Maulana· 
Mahoined Ali were going from Calcutta to ;Malabar to· 
pacify the rioters, but they were not allowed and M aulana 
M:ahomed Ali was ·atrested in the train at Waltair on the· 
l.ttth September,· 1921, under a· warrant of the District 
Magis~ate of Vizagapatam to show cause why he should. 
not' be bouncl over to keep the peace under sec. 107 or I08· 
Cr; P. c. I On'the 17th, he" was however re-arrested under· 
a warrant· from Karachi and taken by special train. 
Mattlana Shaukat Ali ·'was arrested at Bombay, Dr. 
Kitchlew ·at Simla1 'and Pir Gulam Mujadid in Sindh,. 
while Maulana Nisar Ahmed, Hassan Ahmed and Shree 
Shankaracharya were. also 'brought under arrest. It 
became known··, that the· arrests had been made on. 
account :of the resolution passed at the Karachi Khilafat
Conference regarding the' duties of Muslims not to serve· 
the army which had been based on a Fatwa given by five· 
hundred of the most respected Moslem Divines. On the· 
21st September, the Central Khilafat Committee and the 
Jamiat-ul .. Ulema met at Delhi . under' the presidency of.· 
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Hakim Ajmal Khan and resolved to reprint the. Fatwa 
-for distribution and to repeat the Karachi resolution. 
Hundreds of meetings began to be held all over the coun .. 
try where the Karachi resolution was repeated, word by 
word, bv each member of the audience. On the 4th of 
·October, Mahatma Gandhi and about so other prominent 
·Congressmen issued a manifesto asserting ·the right of 
·every citizen to express his, opinion regarding the pro .. 
priety or otherwise of individuals joining or remaining in 
the Civil or Military service of the Government. It further 
proceeded to state it as their opinion that it was contrary 
to national dignity for·an Indian to serve as a civilian 
.and more specially as a soldier under a system of 
.government wni'ch had brought· about India's economic, 
moral and political degradation and which had used the 
·soldiery and the police for ·repressing national asp ira .. 
tion at home and for crushing! .the liberty of other 
nations, who had done no harm to India, abroad. It also 
·expressed its opinion that. it was the duty of'. every 
Indian soldier and civilian to sever his connection with 
the Government and find some other means of livelihood. 

Thelr Trial and After.-The trial of the Ali brothers 
.and others was held at Karachi and ended in the acquittal 
-of Shree Shankaracharya on all the charges and the·. 
conviction and sentence of the other accused persons to 
two years rigorous imprisonment. The stand takea by 
the accused was that Muslims, were. forbidden by their 
religion from serving a State which had put itself in 
·opposition to their religious 'injunction and it was the 
·duty of every Mussalman to preach to his co-religionists 
to refrain from serving the Government.. They were 
therefore bound by their religious creed to preach it, any 
·secular or temporal Ia ws to the contrary notwithstanding. 

The Working Committee. of. the Congress' met . at 
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Bombay on the·Sth October and practically affirmed the-. 
manifestc>' issued·on the previous evening and advised·a> 
voluntary· hartaJ on the aa~ of landing of· H. R. H.: the· 
Prince of Wales :and ~·boycott of all public welcome· 
during his vf~it to the' different cities of India. ' 
J · .T/it{ 'A;i I. -rJ;· 0~ Meetf~g td 'Delhi.-'-On the 4th· of 
November;' I the" 'All-India· Congress' Committee met at 
D'elhi i 'an:d;· :endorsed the resolution of the ·working 
Committee regarding ·the· duty of.Government ·servants 
·whether: civi.lians or soldiers. ·It passed another· reso-· 
lution \ 'authorising· every . province . on its own res
:porisibility to ·undertake~ 'Civil 'Disobedience inCluding 
.'non-payment of.taxes subject to the conditions that, in· 
case of· individual ··Civil. Disooedience;· ·the individual 
must know 'hand-spinning; I must have fulfilled the 'part 
of· . the progra~me 'applicable to him, must be a believer . 
in the unity of. communities and in Non-violence as 
absolutefy ,essential· and ·if. a Hindu must show· qy 
personal conduct that he regards untouchability as a blot 
upon nationalism/ 'In the case. of mass Civil Disobedi~ 
en,ce, ·it required the vast majority of the population of 
the ·area: 'em bat king upon. Civil Disobedience to have· 
ad6pted full Swadeshi and to believe in and practice aU 
t>ther items of Non-c~operation. It further laid down 
that civil resisters and· their ·families should not expect 
to be supported out' of public funds and it authorised the
Working Committee to relax the condition' in suitable-
cas'es. ; ' ·. . . , , ' 

The Prince's' Visit and the. Hartaz;-On the. 17th of 
November, :1921,'H: R. H. the :Prince of Wales landed 
in Bombay where he wa·s· received by. Princes,· officials~ 
EuropeanS',: :Eurasians, Parsis· and. other rich per
sons:·· Or:i'· the· othet· ·hand,; the middle and lower 
Classes boycotted the welcom.e, Mobs got out of hand 
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and began to molest . visitors to the rec·eption. From 
small beginnings the riots assumed large proportions; 
mobs burnt tramcars, smashed liquor shops and even 
molested some Parsi ladies. Mahatma Gandhi who hap
pened to be in Bombay holding a meeting in another 
part of the town rushed t() the scene of occurrence to 
quieten the· mob. He was deeply affected by the events 
and he determined to fast tiJl the riots ceased. The 
riots lasted for several days1 and several persons were 
wounded and killed. The Mahatma declared that he 
had come deliberately to the · conclusion that mass 
Civil Disobedience· could not be started then as the 
atmosphere for it was ·absent and the cult of Non
violence had not been sufficiently imbibed by the masses. 
The hartal however in· all the other cities and even in 
villages was not marred by any such incidents. No 
shops were opened, no vehicles for hire plied and even 
some public offices had tb be closed on account of the 
inability of the officers to attend for want of conveyance.; 

Its Success and Results.-The success of the hartal 
produced great panic among all classes of Europeans 
and the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and the 
European Association of Calcutta pressed the 'Govern
ment to take immediate action. The Government of 
Lord Reading which had brought out the Prince in spite 
of the protests and warnings of the · people felt sorely 
disappointed at the turn events had taken and decided 
to secure a welcome for the Prince at the point of the 
bayonet. On 19th November, the Government of Bengal 
declared the Khilafat and Congress. Volunteer Corps 'and 
other similar bodies unlawful under sec. 16 of the Indian 
Criminal Law Amendment Act,. 1908, which had been 
passed to suppress anarchical.bodies ·and secret socie .. 
ties, ·The Non-co-operation leaders,.on the other hand, 
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issued ·a mapifesto declaring 'that volunteer organisa ... 
tions haq not interfered with the· maintenance of Ia wand 
order and as .a challenge to 'the Government notification 
enrolled themselves. as members of the volunteer corps. 
A long list of such civil resisters was published and an 
appeal.was made to observe the 24th of December as a 
day of complete hartal on the occasion of the Prince's 
visit. Similar notification~ declaring volunteer organisa-' 
tions unlawful were issued in the provinces of Delhi, 
the Punjab, the U. P., Assam and Bihar and Orissa and 
the challenge was similarly accepted by the people. In 
many places, the Seditious Meetings Act was also applied*• · 
The Working Committee of the Congress niet at Bombay. 
on, the 22nd and 23rd and direded all·· Provincial Con;.; 
gress Committees to appoint Volunteer Boards .in their 
res'pective Provinces for controlling and bringing under 
an uniform discipline all existing v~lunteer corps and 
gave them draft instructions for giving effect to it. It 
al~o suggested the form of a pledga to be ·signed by 
volunteers in .which Non-violence)was insisted upon and 
a promise' made· to observe instructions of superiors 
and td run all risks in the performance of their duties. · 

Phe .Attack on Elementary Rights._:_ In the Ist week of 
December commenced what is known as the period 
of repression:· Pandit Motilal Nehru,. Mr.· .C. R. Das~· 
Lala Lajpat Rai, Maulana Abul Kalanr Azad, Mr. S. E. 
Stokes to lneQ.tion some of the leaders ·only~ and a large 

· number of volunteers began to be arrested for violating 
the terms of the. notification. · Tlious'ands of volunteers 
in• different parts ·of the country offered themselves 
for arrest: and· were arrested and sentenced to .,·arious 
terms of imprisonment. There was a great flutter even· 
in, Moderate Circles· 'and. their recognised. leaders and 
~ssociation .sent. protests to the ·Government; .; Pandit' 
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:l\ladan Mohan Malaviya took~ deputation to the Viceroy 
·urging upon him the desirability of facing th~ situation 
.and calling a. Round Table Conference of the represen
tatives of the people to make practical suggestions and 
recommendations to meet it. The deputation asked for 
a withdrawal of the notification under the Criminal ~a w 
Amendment Act and .the Seditious Meetings Act and the 
release of the persons imprisoned under them. The 
Viceroy, however, was unable to accede to the request 
.and repression went on. The Prince, in the midst of 
·this after visiting various places where he had met with 
no popular welcome, arrived at Calcutta on the 24th 
December, which observed a complete hartal on the 
accasion. The Congress, the Khilafat,. and the Muslim 
"League also met at Ahmedabad in. the same week. t 

The Ahamedabad Congress.-On account of the incar-· 
ceration of Mr. C. R. Das who was the president-elect 
·of the Cong·ress, 'Hakim Ajmal Khan was elected to 
preside. The proceedings of the Congress did not last 
'long and there .was ,practically only one resolution 
~assed by it. The Congress, after re~affirming the Non· 
·co-operation resolution passed at its previous sessions, 
called upon all, in view of the repmssive policy of 
·the Government, to quietly and without any demon-. 
stration offer themselve~ for arrest by belonging to the 
Volunteer organisations and it further advised. the' 
.holding of Comr,nittee meetings and even of public 
meetings under certain restrictions in spite of prohibi~ 

tions. It declared that Civil Disobedience is the only 
·civilised and effective substitute for armed rebellion*' and 

\ . . .. 

"Even p~Iitical reactionaries should approve of this course if it 
becomes inevitable. 11 The Iridian community ..• are struggling for 
·the maintenance of a right and the removal of a degradation,' Cari we 
as Englishmen find fault with them for that? The only method of 
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·began to manifest themselves. The Maharashtra Party 
moved what was a vote of censure on the Working 
·Committee for the Bardolf resolutions and. suggested a. 
revision of the programme, but it was lost. in the All
India Congress Committee. Many. workers were . dis
satisfied with the suspension of Civil. Disobedience. and 
the constructi~ programme which chalked out a course 
-of quiet and unostentatious work of orga~isation and 
consolidations of the national resources was regard-io 
·ed by many as throwing a wet blanket on . the fire and 
fervour of the people .. · 

The Mahatma's Arrest and Ajter.-It was .while things 
were moYing on in this way that the Governr:nent 
had Mahatma.· Gandhi arrest~d on the· lOth of· March, 
tried for sedition·· and sentenced to. six years' imprison
·ment. With the· removal of. Mahatma Gaudhi from the 
·scene of his labours where he had led the millions ·of 
India's masses,· India has been. deprived of the guida.11~e 
-of a world leader. The Congress Committees have b~en 
trying to carry on the constructive programme laid down 
at Bardoli. When the All-India Congress Committee 
·met at Lucknow on the 7th of June, great dissatisfaction
with the present ·programme and an earnest desire to 
·resort to Civil Disobedience was expressed by many 
members. The Committee; however; ultimately appeal
ed to the country to concentrate its efforts upon carrying 
·out the constructive programme an"d asked the Pre~ident 
·to appoint a Committee to report on the situation in 
the country as regards its. preparedness for Civil Dis .. 
·obedience at its next meeting~· The Civil Disobed~ence 
Enquiry Committee appointed in terms of this .resolution 
has been touring the country and. is expected to issue 
its report in a few 1 days to be considered by, the· ·AU
lndia Congress Committee. 
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Here closes a narrative of events. The reader will 
find the principles, the faith and the inspiration of the 
N. C. 0. movement and the Non~co-operators in the 
words of its originator in the pages of Young India re
printed hereinafter for the behoof of the growing 
number of persons desirous of imbibing the true spirit 
from its fountain source. 

Conclusion.-Looking back at the history of the last 
2 years one finds that the country as a whole has been 
roused more than ever before during the period of its oc
cupation by Britain. Within a few months of the Nagpur 
Congress, there was hardly a village or hamlet to which 
'the message of Swaraj had not been carried. The feeling 
of helplessness and despair gave place to one of buoyant 
hope anq faith in the destiny of the country. People 
have for once realised their strength and feel that strong. 
as the Government may appear with its armaments, it 
cannot but fall at the feet of a nation determined to be 
free and determined to suffer for attaining that freedom. 
They know that all their troubles and humiliations are 
of their own making, and the moment they are united 
and organised enough they can bring the Government to 
its knees. To this end, unity between Hindus, Mussal
mans, Sikhs, Parsis, Christians, Jew and other races 
and communities of the country is regarded as the first 
and most important. step. To this end a perf.ect orga
nisation of Panchayats linking village to village, District 
to District, Province to Province and all these into one 
whole, is looked upon as a sine qua ~on of success in 
this momentous struggle. To this end also the produc
tion and propagation of Khaddar to free the nation from 
economical thraldom in respect of one of the necessaries 
of life is calculated to lead. A'nd last, though not least, 
to this end, too, is directed the effort to purge society of 
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council entry. In regard to the others, it adopted the 
positive basis of the Gandhi programme, the constructive 
programme as ithas come to be, known,. an4 the virtual 
suspension of its negative or the destructive ·portion. · ! 

The emergence of the Swarajya Party.~But the· cons. 
tructive programme·· lacked spice and ·eventually :a 

. , I 

party.: grew .. up; .'the Swarajva Party, within the 
·congress which soug~t to· rouse up the drooping enJ 
thusiasm of Jhe country, by' adopting· the ;:war cry of 
"' entering the 'councils to destroy them" and of" bearding 
the bureaucracy ~in dts: own' den." This·· Party's pro. 

· granime did not, :of course, find favour with 'the strict 
followers of. .Mahatma Gandhi, for, it ·was so much 
opposed on principle to the 'Non·co-operation of which 
Mahatma Gandhi 1s the ap.ostle.. The wrangle between 
these:'two pa.rties in the Congress,. andlthe:riiany. make
shifts, '<;ompromis'es. and ;,t;inderstandlngs ~which .·were 
negotiated am()ng these· ;rriake ~up 'inde~d the: history· of 
the .Congress ·between'th·e years 1g22 1 and:· 1924~ The 
s warajists;' .led, as i they:' w~re,' by: ·such-:>self-sacrificing 
patriots·: as P~ndit Motilal Nehru and :Mr,·c.· R~ Das, won ~ 
th~ir.\ .. way 1to·som'ci kind oJ recogniti0n of•their position 
within: the' Congress and theyr managed to get a1sort·.of 
benevoleh't neutrality .for their programme' from the ·con• 
gress . ..; NThis· 'result. was· not easily brouglif about. The 
patCh-upi was the hvorli of three notable con~ultations~ 
the meeting of' the :-rAil;. India'· Congress I Committee I .at 
Bombay,. the Special Co.ngress a't Del~i and the session 
o( the .Congress held at Cocanada,: ·: 1 ·I·. ; ::·~" · 

~ :Mahat'IJals, illnfu;sr anx ~·elease.~..:_Nowj to revert to .the 
storyrrlf Mahatm'a:Gandhl,~ Mahatrnaj i had Httle: knowle
dge of the: trials) the~:country ·•\Vas :uiidergoing,1nor,;. the 
ideal prisbner that he was;-did he seek to par, himself. in 
touch.! with·: these. dev~lopments. · Between.: 18tli.· .March. 
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1922, when the prison walls closed on him and Sth Feb· 
ruary 1924, the date of his release, the politics of India. 
were a sealed'book,for him. Nor did the outside morld 
know· much, of his life within . the jail. Occasional 
alarming romours about his ill-health were quickly 
followed by official and non-official reassurances that 
he was all right. On the 13th of January, 'how.ever, 
India was taken aback at the painful news that Mahat
maji had contracted appendicitis and that he had been 
-operated upon successfully· by Col. Maddock at the 
Sassoon Hospital, Puona, 'to whose. courage, skill and 
defiance of red-tape, we in India owe a debt of gratitude · 
which cannot be adequately repaid. In view· of the 
illness, the Government released hi~ from prison, .of 
.course unconditionally. He did not leave the hospitalt 
however, till March lOth on the night of which date he 
was privately removed to Juhu, a seaside resort, a few 
miles from Bombay. He stayed at this station to recoup 
his health for nearly three months and, before he left 
for Ahmedabad Ashr·a.m, had resumed charge of his 
journals, ·Young India and Navf!,jivan, and begun pro
d aiming his strict adherence to his original gospel. 

Mahatma Gandhi on the r~itu'ation in the countr11.-No 
·sooner did Mahatma Gandhi complete his survey of the 
situation than he lost no time in proclaiming that he had 
no remedy for the ills of India other than his spiritual 
weapon of Non-co-operation. The tinkering of' that 
weapon to suit the inclinations of the Swarajya Party 
found no favour with him. Not that he wished to impose 
his remedy on unwilling men. As ever, he laid em
phasis on the quality of workers and deprecated evalu
ating work on the basis of npmerical strength behind it. 
The Swarajists demurred to his view. He gave them 
full freedom of action on their own responsibility. The 
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fact that. the Con·gress and the country, the intelligentsia 
at any rate, had their ,faith .in Non.:.co-operation in all its 
prestine purity on the wane paine4 him evldently, but it 
did riot upset him .. He gave them freedom of action to 
the· full, but, like Galileo the' Astronomer, repeated that 
he·was.right. lie has again set himself to .the task of 
re~edueating the.country';:and India is.pleased that from 
his journals have. be~un to p·our forth week in and week 
out those virile thoughts of purity, strength, and consol
ation· which they. used to do before his incarceration. 
· .Of the· future fortunes .of the. movement, we cannot,. 
of course; say, anything for certain; but it is significant, 
that Mahatma Gan~hiis' more co~fident than ever that in 
Non-violent Non-co-operation, lies the ultimate salva.tion 
of India.'· 

July i924. 
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8th October, 1919 · 

TO THE SUBSCRIBERS AND THE READERS 

(Bv M. K. GANDHI) 
I 

''YOUNG INDIA" from this week• enters .upon a new 
stage. It became a ·bi-weekly when Mr. Horni .. 

man was deported and the " Chronicle"· was strangled. 
Ever since the "Chronicle's" re-birth, the. syndicate and 
I have been considering the advisability of reverting to 
the weekly issue. The conversion ·of "Nava Ji:van ':' 
into a weekly an{ its coming under my charge bas 
bastened the decision. The burden of conducting a. 
bi-weekly and a weekly is too great a strain on me and 
.a weekly "Young India " will now serve almost as well 
.as a bi-weekly. An endeavour will·be made: to give as . 
much matter as was given in the bi':'weekly. The Alll1ual 
subscription will now be Rs. +instead of Rs. 8 and. the 
price of a single copy will be one "nna instead .of. two 
without postage. Subscribers may either, .have . the 
balance due to this change returned to.them or the amount. 

• See introduction for .the past history of the paper. 
1 
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may be credited to the next year's account. Those
subscribers who may be dissatisfied with the change
can have the proportionate payment refunded to them. 
on application. · 

The headquarters of "Young India" have bee.n trans
ferred to Ahmedabad for better management, and in· 
order to enable me to devote some time to the Satyagrah. 
Ashram which, owing to my continued absence from it,. 
was being s.o~e1Vhat, n~glected ~Y me. Moreov~~' it was; 
obviously. hnecon6mical in::.every .:. res,pectJo ~dit .two· 
papers at two different places. ·.This deprives me of the
privilege of being with ·Bomb~y friends as' much as I 
have lately been. But I hope they will forgive me, if the
new arrangeme~t res~lts~ as I hope it will, in greater 

· service to, the: country. · · ~ ! , 1 • • • 

"Young India" has hitherto. been chiefly occupied in 
, dealing with the Punjab affair3: But one may reasonably-

hope ·that the cloud will lift in the· :hear future.. · 
"

11 What will "young India , then present to. its readers ?' 
·I frankly confess that to me~· editing a newspaper in 
English; is no. pleasure. , I feel that, in occupying myself. 
with·:that ·work,. I.a:in not making the best ·use of "my 
time~ilAnd, but for the Madras Presidency; !·should now 
leave the work ·of editing," Young India.".: It is true that 

. I should :at' times·Iike to make my views in matters of 

. l;eneral interest known .. to ·the Government. ·But I .do 
not·need io control a newspaper merely for that purpose·p 

.... , Thcf~ editii1g of}':N'ava Jivan" has been a . perfect 
revelation· to· me.·· WhUst '~Young India" has a little 
more 'than 1,200 subscribers, "Nava Jivan ,; has 12,000p 
.The- number·· would leap to 20,000 ·if .we ·would but get 
printers to :ptint that 'number.· It shows that a verna
ocular newspaper· 'is· a:, felt' want. I I I am proud to think 
that I· have:,numerous-,rea~ers :among farmers and 
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workers. They make. India. Their poverty is India's 
curse and crime. Their prosperity a.lone can make 
India a country fit ·to live in. They represent nearly 
80 p.c. of.Ind~a's population. The English journals touch 
but the fringe of the ocean of. India's 1 population. I 

- Whilst therefore I hold r it I to .be the dutY, . 9f every 
English-knowing Indian to translate , the pest of the , 
English thought in the :vernaculars for the bet:t.efit of the 
masses, I recognise that for a few years to cqme, i.e., 
until we. have accepted Hindustani • as the common 
medium among the cultured classes and until Hindustani 
become~ compulsory in our schools as a second 
language~ educated India, especially in the Madras 
Presidency, must'be addressed· in English. ·I 

But I will not be party to editing a. newsp~p~r that 
does not pay its way. :'Young India" cannot pay its 
way unless it has at least 2,500 paying subscribers .. I 

. must appeal to my Tamil friends to see to it that the 
requisite number of subscribers is found, if they wish to 
see "Young India" continued. . . . . . . . · , , 

The more so now, bec~use .t];le proprietors 9f" Young 
India" have decided to give .up all advertisements. I 
know that they have not been enti~ely,ifat.all,converted 
to my view that a. newspaper . ought to. be conducted 
without advertisements. But they are, willing to let me 
make the experiment. . I. invite those who wish to see 
"Young India" fre'e from the curse ·of advertisements 
to help me to make the venture a succes~. The Gujarati 
"Nava Jivan" has already .demonstrated the p~ss.ibility 
of conducting' .. a newspaper withQut . advertisements 
soiling ·its pages~ · What. a ·financial gain. it would be 
to the country, . if there· was for each province. only 
one advertising medium.-.:..not a. news~per-:-containing 

' . . . '·' t' ' . ' 
innocent, unvarnished notices of, things useful for •the 

' ' I ,, ' ' 
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pubiic i ·But for our cr'iminal : indifference, we would 
decline to pay· the huge indirect' taxation by way of mis-. 
chievous ':advertisements.·' Some: readers ·who' are in
terested. in' the: pulitY' :bf jburnalism recently' s~rit. me a 
most indecent advertisement'extra"cted from a weii-kiwwn 
newspaper. I' ·have1 refused to :s'oil the pages of '' N a va 

'JiV'an" by·rePr.ciducing'it But ·any· one turning. td th~ 
adv~rtis'em'erit'sb.e'ets of even leading $6urnals ·can verify 
the aptness· of my' criticism.·.. .. · · · · 
, A word ·as to tlie policy of :~'Young India." :.Apart 
frorir''its: 'duty' off'drawilig attention to injustices' to 
individuals, 'it win devote its attention to ~onstructive 
Satyagraha as ials·6i 1 ~ometimes cleansing Satyagraha~ 
Cleansing Satyagraha 'is''Mvil resistance where resistance 
be~oliies. a duty ·to 'remove: a.· persistent arid' degrading 
i~]ustice. such ·a.s'tlie 'Rowl_a~ Act.: · 

. .. '( 

' : j ~ 'j ! I ' , 

.. 5th l{oper!Jber, 1919 

" RING OUT THE OLD, RING IN THE NEW" 

· We gi~e ·below· a·. tra~slation "of. a leading' article ·in 
the·" N ava. Jivan;m qated :26th October, 1919, the Gujarati 
NewYearDay:'·" ::,·· ' :. 

It ·is' difficul,t to''strike. the last year's. balance. The 
War· has ended· but "With·: little result.· The hopes :it 
nourished have. remained unfulfilled ... The 'Peace,· which 
was expected" to be a perma'nent' •. one, has' turned out :to 
be one 'in''na'me. The War which was greater than the 
Mahabharat War"hks been proved to be' but' a 'prelude' to~ 
still greater war. ·., Wide'-spread discontent· h~ng :all over 
France, .. America: and'E~gland af.ter the.War-.:.enough to 
~~iJ~er one~ ~.11 .that has· followed ~e'ems to be a huge 
eniima. Ilere, in India, we are faced 'with despair every
where. It was confidently hoped that ~t.the· close of the 

I 
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War, India would get something substantia:!, but the. hope 
turned out to be false. For aught we. know, the.reforms • 
may not come. :Even if they do, they ·Will be worthless. 
The·Congres~-LeagUe Scheme, then the Delhi Congress 
Scheme and the subsequent ,schemes are now airy 
nothings. We have to wait and see. The\Punjab has 
been a scene of most revol~ing episodes. ln,nocent lives 
hiwe been lost.,There reigned a r.eign of terror. The gulf 
~et:~veen the. rulers and rul~d has been widened. . In 
these matters it is impossible to. strike a correct balance. 
What is th~ sum total on the credit side? Or is there 
something to be debited, and if so, what? ,Or is it th~t 
there is no credit. side at all an4 we have. simply to sum 
up the debit figures? ~ . 

Vv"as there anYi silver lining to such a thick,. dark, 
cloud of. despair? The sun of, ,Satyagrah~: dawned all 
over India on the 6th of April. The clouds we~e scatter-

. ed and. the rays co~ld . be distinctly seen. But the sun 
underwent an eclipse in .the Punjab and Ahmedabad 
and its shadows are still haunting us. And yet Satya
graha· is again seen dawning on most minds,· though 
slowly. There was ha1'tal in many parts of India on the 
17th of October,. amid perfect peace. and qu~et., The 

· Faithful passed that .day in fasting a~d prayer~ , .The 
Hindus participated in .th~ Moslems' m.ourning, str~ng
thened the latter's hopes and the ponds of union 
with them. It .may now be very difficult to break the 
bonds. · , , . 

If some one wer~ to. ask, "What ;was th~. greatest 
event of the last year?", we, :would, unhesitati~gly say, 
"It ~as the acceptance of .S~tyagraha,-~owever ~lightly, 
and consciously or unconsciously, .both . by the rulers 

' • ,· j J ' ' 

• The Britillh Cabinet had announced that the grant of subst11,ntinl 
constitutional reforms for India was under consideration. 
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aiid.the' ruled:: 'And'.i:li"j)rdofof the-statement we· would 
cite·· OCtober: the 17th. · 
· ·The hope of India lies· in' Satyagraha. And what is 
Satyagraha? ·It has .··often·. -been· described. · But just as 
the sun cannot be fully described even by the 1nyriad
tongried Sheshnaga,* so also the sun of s'atyagraha·cali
not be adequately de~cribed. · And· ·though we always 
see~ the sun but know really very little ofit, even so we 
do ever s~e·m to ·see the sun of Satyagioaha~ but we know 
precious little about rit. ~ · · ·' ·· , ... ' .' ·, i :.y · · 

. · The· 1 spheres of · Satyagraha · are Swadeshi, · Social 
Reform.: and Political Refocm., And in so far·· as these 
are based oli'Satyagraha, ·so far onl'y, and no1farther, ·is 
their permanence a.ssured. Th_e way· of ,.Satyagraha is 
d·istinct from the beaten track and·i·t:is 9ot always ·easy 
to discover it.· Few'havirventured'·aloiig that path and 
the. fodtprints· on it are' few arid. far between and indis-

. tinct; :and hence the ·people's dread of it. And still we 
clearly find :people taking 'that course, be it ever so 
slowly. 1 :~. ~· ''' • · · 1 

... He to· '·whbni ·. Saty~graha means nothing more than 
Civil Disobedience has never understood Satyagraha. 
No· doubt the rigid"· interpretation of Satyagraha does 
include within:lts_ rileanilig Civil Disobedience. But only 
he who has :rrias'tered the art of obedience to law knows 
the art bf disobedic~n~e to' law. Only h'e who thorciughly 
kno~s how 'tb 1 construct may destroy. The· poet has 
sung: 

·''The .path of Truth.is the path of the brave,· 
· · · It' is beyond the power of the cowards."·: 
S~ade~hr is· ·'S~tyagraha. It is beyond th1:1 ·power of 

• . ! , ~ ; ' i . I I I : t ' ' . • 

·· • The great snake in Hindu mythology on whom lies· God Vishnu, 
·the Protector in the Hindu Trinity; Shesha is reputed to possess a 
1,000 tongues,! · 
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cowardly spirits to observe or to propagate Swadeshi .. 
It is impossible for a coward to foster Hindu-Moslem 
Unity; It takes any one but a cowardly Musalma.n to 
receive a wound from a Hindu's dagger and vice versa 

..... 
and to preserve his mental balance. If both could master 
this ~uch forbearance, Swarajya would be instant
anequsly obtained. There is none to forbid us the path 
of Satyagraha, and both Swadeshi ,and Hindu-Moslem 

'.Unity being in this essence religious, India would 
incidentally perform an act of religion. This then is 
our prayer for the New Year { 

"Lord, lead· India towards the path of Truth; this 
doing, teach her the religion of Swadesh~ and knit the 
Hindus, Musalmans, Pars is, Christians and Jews living 
in India closer together." 
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PART I, 

THE SATY.A.GRAHA MOVEMENT 

AN EXPOSITION AND GENERAL REVIEW. 

THE following statement, submitted by Mr. Gandhi to 
the Hunter Committe~, surveying. the beginning of the 
Satyagraha Movement in. India, was published in 
"Young India" of 5th November, 1919 and two or three 
.consecutive issues : · ·· ' 

General Principles.-For the past thirty years, I have 
been preaching and practisi.ng Satyagraha. The 
-principles of Satyagraha, as I know it to-day, constitute 
a gradual evolution.· 

Satyagraha differ~ from Passive Resistance as the 
North Pole from the South.· The latter has been conceived 
.as a weapon of the weak and does not exclude the use 
of physical force or violence for the purpose of gaining 
'One's end, whereas the former has been conceived as .a 
-weapon of the.strongest and excludes the use of violence 
in any shape or form. 

The term· Satyagraha was coined by me in South 
·Africa to express the force that the Indians t~ere used 
for full eight years and it was coined in order to 'dis'!' 
tinguish it fromtliemovementthen going on in the United 
Kingdom and South Africa under the 11a:me of Passive 
Resis~.ance. 

11 
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Its root meaning is holding on to Truth, henc·e Truth
force. I have also called it Love-force or Soul-force. 
In the application of Satyagraha, I discovered in the 
earliest stages that pursuit of Truth did not admit or 
violence being inflicted on one's opponent but that he 
must be weaned from error by patience and sympathy .. 
For what appear~ to be Truth to the one may appear to 

. beerrortothe other. Apd pat~e:r;tce means self-suffering. 
So the doctrine came to mean vindication of Truth, not. 
by infliction of .suffering, o:o. the opponent, but on op.e's 
self. . ; · . . . · 

But, on the political field,· the struggle on behalf of the 
people mostly consists in opposing error in the shape or 
;unjust .laws.:. When you hav~ fa tied· to. bring the •error 
;home to the law-give~; by· way of petitions and the like, 
the only remedy open to yqu, if you do not wish to sub
mit to error, is·to compel him by physical force to yield 
~o . you or by suffering_ in your own person by inviting
the penalty Jor the breach. of the law .. Hence Satya
graha largely app~ars to th~ public. as Civil Disobedi
ence or Civil Resistance. It is civil in the sense that it. 
is not criminal. . 

The law-breaker .breaks the law surreptitiously and 
tries to a void the :penalty ; .11ot , so , the Civil resister .. 
He ever obeys the laws of the State to which he belongs,. 
not out of fear of the sanctions, but because he con
~iders them to be good for the welfare·. of society. ' But 
there come occasions, generally rare, when he considers 
certain laws to be so unjust as to ,render obedience 
~o . them: a. dishonour.,. He then . openly and civilly 
break~ ~heJ;O. and. quietly suffers the penalty Jor their 
breach. , . And. in order . to register .his ·protest against 
the a~t~ono~ the_ law giv~rs, it is open to :P,im to. with
draw his co-operation from the State by ·disobeying 
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.~uch other laws whose breach does not involve moral 
turpitude. 

' I ~ 

In my opinion, the beauty and efficacy of Satyagraha 
;are SO great and the doctrine SO· simple that' it' can be 
preached even to children. It was · preac:Qed bt me to· 
thousands of men, women and children commonly called 
indentured Indians with excellent results: 

Rowlatt Bills.-When the Rowlatt Bills were· published, 
I felt that they were so restrictive of human· liberty that 
they must be resisted to the utmost. · I observed too that 
the opposition to them was universal among· Indians. 
I submit that no State, however despotic, has the right 
to enact laws which are repugnant to the whole body' 
of the people, much less a government guided by con.l. 
stitutional usage and precedent such as the Indian· 
Government. I felt too that the oncoming· agitation 
needed a definite direction if it was neither to· collapse 
nor to run into violent channels.· 

The 6th April,...;_! ventured thereiore to present Satya-· 
graha to the country, emphasising its Civil Resistance 
.aspect.· And, as it is purely an inward· and purifying· 
movement, l suggested the observanee of fast, prayer 
.and suspension of~all work.for one day-the 6th of April. 
THere was a magnificent response throughout 'the· length 
.and breadth of India; even in little villages, although· 
there was no organization and no great previous' pre• 
paration. The idea was given to the public·· as soon 
as it was conceived. On the 6th April, there. was · no 
violence used by the people and no ·collision ·with the · 
police· worth naming .. The hartal was purely voluntary 
and ·spontaneous; I attach; hereto the letter • in which 
the idea was announced} ·: · ·. · · · · 

• The lotte~ emphasised th~ purifying aspect of the moveme~t· and 
urged tl1nt absolutely no compulsion or 'preesore should be used. 1 

• 
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.; . My ·arr.est11The observance of the 6th April, was to b~ 
followed by Civil Disobedience. For that the Qommitte~ 
Qf:the Satyagrah~ .Sabha had selected certain political 
laws .for: disobeciience. And we. commenced the dis:.. 
trjbution • of :grohibited literature of a perfectly healthy: 
type, e.g~, a pam.Ph~et wriijen by me on: Home Rule, a 
translation of Ruskin's ' Untp this Last ',, ~ The Defence: 
and Death of Soc~tes', ~tc. I' .. · . . 

Disor:~er.:-;-But the~e is no doubt. that the 6th of April 
found.India vitali~:ed as _never:before.- The people ~ho· 
'Yere fe~r-strickeiJ i.c~ased. to fear authority. More1ver,. 
hitherto tlie masses. had .lain inert, ·The ·leaders had 
·no{ . re~ll·y. acted upon ~h~m. , They· were u~disciplined~ 
T)ley had fopnd . a new :force . but they . did not know 
what it was an4 h9w to use it. : 
A~ , :p~lhi,, .the, leaders found it difficult to restrain 

the .. very . large . number of people : who. had remain
ed unmoved before. A~ . .;\.mritsar, Dr. Satya pal was. 
anxio.us that I should go there and show to the pe~pl& 
the p~aceful nature ;.of Satyagraha: Swami Shraddh~ 
ap.~D;dji from Delhi .and Dr .. S.atyapd from Amritsar 

· Wfote to ;me asking me to go .to: thei:r: respective places. 
~or ·pa(}ifyi:rig the people . and fqr. explaining to them th& 
natur~ o~ Satyagraha~ .I had never been to Amritsar 
!lnd, . .for that 'matter, •to; the Punjab. :before. These·: 
two, message~ were, seen. by the authorities. and theY' 
knew that I was invited to bo.th the places for peaceful 
purposes. :. , · . , .: , . 

I left Bombay for·Delhi and the Punjab on the 8th 
April, and had telegraphed to.Dr. Satyapal whom l had 
never met before to meet me at Delhi. But, after passing·. 
Muttra, I was served with an order. prohibiting me from 
entering the province of Delhi. I felt that I was bound 
to disregard this order and .I pro~eeded. on my. Journey .. 
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At PaHval, I was served with an order prohibiting me· 
from entering the Punjab and confining! ·me to. the 
Bombay Presidency. And I was .arrested by a Pllrty .of' 
Police and taken off the train at that station. Tpe· 
Superintendent of the :t;'olice who. arrested me acted' 
with every courtesy.~ I was taken to Muttra ,by the first 
available train· ant thence by' goods train early in the· 
morning to Siwai Madhupur, where I joined the Bombay· 
Mail froin1Peshawar and was taken charge of by .Sup~r
intendent. Bowring .. I. was discharged at Bombay on 
the lOth April.: .. 

But the, people of Ahmedabad and Viramgam and 'in 
Gujarat generally had heard of my arrest.· They became~ 
furious, shops were clo~ed, crowds gathered, and murder,. 
arson, pillage, wire-cutting and. attempt at derailment. 
followed . 
. Causes-! had worked in the midst of Kaira. raiyats: 
just before and had mixed among· thousands of men. 
and women. I had worked .at the instance of and 
with Miss Ansuya Sarabhai among the m~ll-hands of 
Ahmedabad. The mill-hands appreciated. her philan
thropic work and ador~d her. The fury of th~ labour
ers in Ahmedabad reached white he'at when a false 
rumour was started that she too was ·arrested. Both of 
us had visited and intercede~ . for the I mill-hands . of 
Viramgam when they were in trouble. And it is my· 
firm belief that the excesses were due to. the great. 
resentment of the mobs over my arrest and the ~umoured 
arrest of Miss Ansuya Sarabh;Li. , .. , 
1 :. I have mixed with the masses in practic~lly .the whole 

·. of India and talked to them fre~ly~ I do p.ot ,belieye that 
tP,~re was any ~revolutionary movement behind the 
excesses.· They could, hardly be dignlfied,by t~~ ter~ 
~ebellion. , 
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~· ·~Measurbs.~Atid in mi opinion the· Government erred 
:in: pr6secutibg: the ·offenders·. for waging 'war. This 
·view''has 'caused unmerited or disproportionate suffer~ 
· ing. Tbe 1fihe imposed 'bn·· poor Ahmedabad ~was heavy 
.and ·the: maililef of collecting it 'from the labourers 
·was 'unn~cessarily harsh> and irritating.' I ·doubt the 
. j~stice of·. inflicting on the lab'our:rs. 'a fine so Ja.rge 
.as l',76,ood' (one ·hundred· ahd seve'nty-sit · tP,ousand) 
.. rupees. The imposition of the cost 'from ·thE{ farmers of 
·Barejdi and from 'tb:e Banbis and Patidars· of · Nadiad was 
-totally unjustified and e-ven vindictive. I think that tlie 
introduction'' of: Martial Law: in Ahmedabad was also 

. unjustified and' its 'thoughtless' administratioi:i'resulted in 

. the loss of se~eral inn6eent lives~ ; ' ' • '.'I I j ' • 

' · ·At· the ~a me · time~~· and subject ·to • the · . :reservations 
·mentioned by me, I have no doubt that in the ·Bombay 
. Presidency·· the authorities acted with considerable te
:·straint at· ~~·tinie:\fhent·the atmosphere was surcharged 
·with mutual suspicion and the attempt at wrecking the 
. train: wh!ch was bringing the troops to restore order had 
natlirally angered' the ·authorities •. 

' ! ' • l ' ·~ l I ·, j , t (.1' ,' ' ' i ; • 'r . 

,.MR; GANDHI'S ORAL EVIDENCE 
>t' /l,', I tJ', I ' ' ' \ 

' Examination bfrLord llunter. 
,-·Q~ '1! take it,.Mr. Gandhi, that you·are·the· author bf 

· the Satyagraha ·movement. .. 
·A.: Yes,·Sir. 
Q. ', ·wm y6u explain it' briefly ? ' 
A. It is a movement ·int~nded to' replace·· methods of 

·violence· and a movement based entirely upon Truth. It 
. is~'aslhave conceived it~··an' extension:· of 'the domestic 
laW on I the 'political' field and ' my experience ' has led 
me to tb:e 'cotrclri~ion 1that that movement arid that alone 

.. (}an rid J ndia of the possibility of violence spreading 
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throughout the length: and, i breadth .. of the .. land, Jot: the 
redresl'1 of grievances. , 

Q •. , It was adopted by you In· connection with the. op
position to the Rowlatt Act. And in that connection you 
asked the people :to: sign, the Satya11raha .Pledge. 

A. Yes, Sir. . . . . . . , .. 1 !' 

Q. Was it your.·intention to enlist,as .many .men as 
possible in the movement ? . 

A,. Yes; consistently with. the principles of Truth .and 
Non-violence. If I got a million men ready to·act accord
ing to those principles, 'I would not mind enli&ting 
them all.· 

Q. Is it 'not a movement essentially antagoni,..tic to 
Government because you substitute the determination of 
the Satyagraha Committee for · the will'· of the. ·Govern
ment? 

A. That 'is not the spirit in which the movement has 
been understood by the people. . . .J 

Q. ·~ I ask you to look atit.from the point of view of 
the G<?vernment .. If ·you were a Governor yourself, what 
would you say to a movement that was started with the 
object of breaking those laws which your Committee 
determined ? . 

A. That would not be stating • the. whole. case. of. the 
. Satyagraha doctrine. If I were in.charge of the Go.vern
ment and. brought face to face with a body who,J entirely 
in search of Truth~ were determined to seek redress from 
unjust laws without inflicting violence, I would welcome 
it and would· consider that. they. were the 1 best constitu
tionalists, and" . as . a .Governor, I would take them by 
my.· side as ,advisers who. would keep 111e on· the right 
.path.-

Q. People differ as to the justice or injustice .of parti .. 
cular laws? 

2 
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A. That is. the main reason why violence is eliminat
ed and.~ Saty~gtahi give~ his' opponent the same right 
of independence and feelings of liberty that he reserves 

-to himself and he will· fight by inflicting ·injuries· on his 
1·persOn~ r: '"''J 11 .. ·• · . ,,. ·t· '·,.i :. tl .. :1 . 

, Lo1'd 1I unte;• .-"--t· was fooking· at· it' from· the point of 
view of the continuance of Government:'; -w auld it be 
possible to continue the Government1-if you -had set up 
against the Government a b'ody- of men who would not 

t accept'' the Government . view· but I the# ·'View of an in-
.. ae·perident Cotrimittee ? ·' · . ~~ ... ; ·~' .· · ., · ; .. 
.. ··:A::· I have found· from my experience· that· it was 
possible to do so during eight years of. continuous 
straggle in South· .Africa.. I found· General Smuts,. who 

· went through the whole of that campaign; at the· end of 
it· saying that i£ 'all conducted themselves·'as. the Satya
grahis had done, they should have nothing to fear. ··' r. 

· Q. •,But there was no s·uch pledge -in: that campaign 
as is prescribed here ? ..\· · . · -·· ' .. ~ 

·: · ·AJ. Certainly- ~thel!e ·'Was. Every Satyagrahi was 
bound to resist·all those ·laws which he considered to be 
unjust a~d· which .were'. not of a criminc~.l character,. in 
order to· bend the'Government to the1 will of the people. 

Q. I understand your vow contemplates breaking of 
laws which a Committee may decide. i '' · . . , 

· ~ A.· Yes~ my··. Lord. · I want' to .make· it clear· to the 
Committee that that part oLthe vow was meant to be a 
res'trairi~ -on individual liberty. ·As Vintended to make 

· it a inass movement, I thought the constitl!ltion of some 
-:such Committee as we 'had appointed was necessary, 
so that no ·man should .become a-law, :unto himself, 

·arid, ,therefore, •we. conceived the plan that the Com
mittee would be a.ble to show what laws might·. be 

·broken.· 
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Q. We hear that doctors differ, and even Satyagra-
bis might differ? r 

.A. Yes,. I fqund it so to my ·cost. 
Q. ··Supposing a Satyagrahi was satisfied that a . parti

eular law was ·a just law and that the committee did not 
obey this law, what is a Satyagrahi to do? · 

r A~ '·He is not bound to disobey that law. We had 
such Satyagrahis in abundance.· ·; · 
· Q. Is·it not rather a dangerous campaign? 

A; · 11 you will conceive ·the campaign as designed !n 
-order to rid the country of violence, then you will ~hare 
w,ith roe the same concern for it. I:'think that at any 
eost a' · movement of this character should live in the 
country in a purified state. · 

Q. By your pledge are you 'not binding a man's con-
science ? · · · , 1 

' 

A. Not according to my interpretation of it~ If my 
interpretation of the pledge is found to be incorrect, I 
shall mend my error if,T have to start the movement 
again.. (Lord H • ......:.N o,· No, Mr. Gandhi, I do not pretend 
to advise you.) 

I wish I could disabuse the Committee of the Idea that 
it is a dangerous doctrine. If· is conceived entirely 
with the object of ridding the country of ·the idea of 
violence: · 

Lord Hunter here briefly detailed the circumstances ' 
preceding the passage~ of 1 the Rowlat't Act, 'the wide
spread general Indiati·'oppcisition ·to .the Act, etc.; and 
asked Mr .. Gandhi to describe the essence of his objec-
tion to the legislation. · 

A.- I have read the Rowlatt Committee's report to the· 
~nd and the_ legislation foreshadowed in it, and I came tG 
the conclusion that the legislation was not warranted by 
the facts produced by the Committee. I thought· it was 

I o y .. I 'I 
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very ~restrictive of human liberty and that :ho.self~respect
ing person or nation,could, allow'Such:legislation. When 
I saw the debates in the Legisl~thre Council, L felt that the 
, opposition to it .was universal.: ·,When IJound the agita
tion against it,r r, felt .that for;me, as a self-respecting. in

rdividual and a .mero~er ·OL8.l·vasttEmpire, there was_ no. 
course left open but to resist thatJaw:tojthe,l,lhpost, · 

Q. So far. as the_~objects.:af:.thatJegislation;are .. con
;<Cerrieq;.haV..e. you any .doubt· tliat .they' are to p:ut down 
. ,revplutionarY. and' anatthical .crimes:? . , , · · .1 ··: , ·, • ' 

t, , r A~ ; They .are qu.ite laudable objects. ·. .. : .. r · , 

,·.; Q, . Your com plaint, • then, . must be . a$ ·,regards the 
rrethodsadopted? .IJ;,,i_ ,·,.,. r :: 

_. A .. ·.Entirely~::1i,i ,,~·~~~~·~·-· ··;.:J .. ·r,· ;~ :• 

Q. The method is, I understand, that greater_ power-
has !beep. given to .the executive than they. enjoyed before. 

_i· ,A;.,·:·Tlw.t iS.·SOi>l i ·r. ,'_t ~: :<. ·?': .• · '; ; " 
h·· .Q. r,But is it not the same lpo:wer that the executive 
,enjoyed. under the:Defence~of, India~ :Act? '·; ,._i, . 

A. That is true, but that was essentially an emergency . 
m~asy:~;e pesigned: to . secure. the· coAoperation' of. every

.,.body in qrder to put· down·~any~.,violence Jhat may be 
· offere4·by any section·~of the;~ community in ~connection 
with the successful carrying on of the War., It was · 

' . 3.1ss~:qted~ .to with the greates~;,re-luctance. , :Thel Rowlatt . 
_leg~~lation)s .. of.: J au differeJ;lt), ch.aracte~ altogether, and 
';now tqE; experieJlC@! of.th~~:working of the former- Act 
-~~s:·~~trengthened my objectiqns to the Rowlatt.Act. . 

Q. Mr. Gandhi, the Rowlatt .legislation is only to· 
,op~rp.t~ if.t1:l~rlocal Govern,nientis satisfied that.there is. 
,~nar£!hY~ ,1' .. 1 . I 11t t· ~-,:~.~·I_,J. .:Jt~:·.i. 1

'• ijJ .. f.-.. J~' . ,Ja.J; ,.,t s'• 

vtl A,J,..I ·JW'9~ld .not,·,~&: a)egislator,, leav,;:·that power in 
.t~~ ~a~d~. oCa-q eJ:eQl,l~ive whom I have .known.. to run 
mad in ~ndia at times. . 
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Q. Then, really, your objection comes to thi~, that the 
Governn1ent of India, iri ·the prbsecution · of a laudable J • 

obj~ct, adopted a wrong 111ethod; ' Therefore, is not I the • 
propet•IU~thod of dealing with that, from a constitutional 
point of view, to endeavour to get the legislation remedi
ed by f;atisfying Government of the inexpedh3ncy 1 of)t? 
· A. '! approached on bended knees Lord Chelmsford, • 

and pleaded with ·him· and with every ·English officer· 
I had the pleasure: I of meeting, and placed my views ' 
before them, but they said they were :helpless, and that • 
the · R<rwlatt Committee's reconintendations had· to be 
given· €ffect · to. 'We :had e~hausted· · illl · the· methods 
open to us. · · " ·' . ' 
· Q. ·· If art oppoMnt differl'l from you, you cannot satisfy 

him all' of a ~udden·.~ ·You· must do it' by' d.egreel'l.' ·bit'~ 
~ot rather a drastic ·way of attempting' it by refusing t0 1 

obey the iiaw? " ' · 1 I • • • .I I • 

A. l 'respectfull~ beg to differ from your Lord:d1ip~ If· 
l. find that (lven iby father has in1posed' upon'rile a law 
which is repugnant to my conscience, 1. think it is the least 
drastic course that I could adopt by respectfully 'telling 
him that· I cannot obey it.' ·:By that cou:r~E:r I do nothing 
but juf.ltice to my father, and, if I i1iay ~ay so without any 
disrespect to the Committee, I have myself followed 'that! 
cours·e with the greatest advantage: and I nave preached 
that ever since. If it is not disrespectful· to say AO to 
my fatner, it' is riot so to say Ro to · a friend· and, for that 
matter, to my Government.· · 1

: •• •• ·I • 

Lonlllunter.-In the prosecution of your Satyagraha · 
movement against the Rowlatt legislation·you resolved 
upon a general hartal thoughout India. That lwrfal was· 
to b~ a day when no business was to be done and people 
were generally· to i ·indicate ·by their attitude that' they· 
disapproved of the Government's action.· A hartcd ·mea·ns I 

~: Lr: · , , ' 
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~ general cessation of business througout the whole 
country. Would it not create a very dlftkult situation? 

A. Cessation for a great length of time would create 
a difficult situation. 

M;r. Gandhi here explained how the observance of 
the /uJrtal in some parts of the country on the 30th March, 
and all over the country on the 6th April, came about, 
not on account of any miscalculation, but on account of 
the people in one part coming to know of the Viceregal 
assent to the Act earlier than the people in other parts. 

Q. You agree that the abstention from work should 
be entirely voluntary? , 

A. Yes, entirely voluntary, in the sense that pers:ua
sion on the day of the hartal would not be allowed, 
whereas persuasion by means of leaflets and other pro
paganda work on other days would be perfoo~ly legiti
mate, so long as no physical force was employed. 

Q. You disapprove of people interfering with tongas 
on the day of the hartal ? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. You would not object to the police interfering in 

the cause of such a disapprovable interference on the 
people's part? 

A. !would not, if they acted with proper restraint 
and forbearance. 

Q. But you agree that on the day of the hartal it was 
highly improper to jostle with other people and stop.rton
gcM? 

A. From a Satyagrahi's standpoint I would hold it to 
be criminal. 

Lord llunte1',-Your leading lieutenant in Delhi, Swa
mi Shraddhananda-(Mr. Gandhi interrupting :-I would 
not call him my lieutenant, but an esteemed co-worker). 
-Did he write you a letter on the subject, and indicate 
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to you that after what had occurred in Delhi and the 
Punjab, it was manifest that you could not present a 
general haTtal without violence inevitably ensuing? 

A. I cannot recall the contents of that let.ter. I think 
he went much further and said that it was not possible 
that the law-breaking campaign could be carried on with 
impunity among the masses. He did not refer to hartal 
proceeding. There was a difference of opinion between 
me and Swami Shraddhananda when I suspended Civil 
Disobedience. I found it necessary to suspend it because· 
I had not obtained sufficient control, to my satisfaction, 
over the people. What Swami Shraddhananda said 
was that Satyagraha could not be taken as a mass move
ment. But I did not agree with his view and I do not 
know that he is not converted to my view to-day, The 
suspension of Civil Disobedience was as much necessary 
as prosecuti~n for offences against law .I would like 
the committee to draw a sharp distinction between 
hartal and Civil Disobedience. 1Icwtal was designed to 
strike the imaginat;on of the pe'ople and the Government. 
It was a discipline for those who were to offer 
Civil Disobedience. I had no means of understanding 
the mind of India except by some such striking move
ment. Jlartal was a proper indication to me how far I 
would be able to carry Civil Disobedience. 

Q. If there is a hartal side by side with the preaching 
of Satyagraha, would it not be calculated to promote 
violence? 

A. My experilmce is entirely to the contrary. It was 
an amazing scene for me to see people collected in their 
thousands-men, women and even little .children and 
babies marching peacefully in procession. The peace
ful hartals would not havE! been at all possible if Saty,a
graha was not preached in the right way. 
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":But, as I have said, a' lwrtal is a different thing Jrom 
CitilDisobearence fn·practiceJ·I ,,Ji.·, ~~:u lt·f:, l.···:r · j 

Jlii furthe.rl repiy to· -Ilord Hunter; 'M'r. Gandhi I'~ counted · 
"the inCidents·' connected with. his' '-so:.called . arrest·'' at:: 
Pa1Wa1: He :characterised · the·1 proceeding of;:his :being 
detained: at Pa:twal' and 'turned llfack ·to· Bombay under 
es~bi"tra:s,1 ·iii form! ~alid'in .substance,' ali arrest and he;~ 
~as;s'drpiised'tb ;find hi~ arrest-described in some quarters·: 
as1J.i'Sl",stippdsed ·arre·stn, At :Palwatr·:he was··served: 
.Jitli' a.D..-otder prohibiting hlni from. entering the Punjab 
arrd: 1confining1ihim· 't<fl the Bombay•r·J?residency: ····Th~i 
Police·Ofiicer·who ser\redhim with the brd~r\Vas exceed- .. 
ingly coui-teous t<flri:fn.ir1When he resolved: to disr~g·ard 
the: 'of<ler'. •prohibiting t hrm , :fron1 1' ·ehtering · -r the j Delhi·.
ProviticJ,. thi:t•Pollce offiler'teasoned ·with; hihi I 'pointing'. 
out how<niucn irrcbnveiiie:ti.c~'· -would :'result; in-rhis ·being· 
arrested"1at'fa,rJsfualF•wayside 1'.Stat{bn!: ·When· he' pro.· 
ceed!e<H<r'Pdwar;· h'e ·;sa~ the; Superintendent :of Police~: 
Delhi~\vlth: li1s1 'bffiiers; a:nd men:~ I ''The offic~r placing' 
hi~ hand: ~on: 'hiS' shoulder·'!SaidJ 1·},': Mr.l Gandhi,' ·t arrest 
yoti/'!lfHe' \V~sJ' ~sited·,· to· 1•embv'e quicklt>his ·luggage· 
frortl.: ther train~' and "'tO point out th~ ~ mell· of his' party , 

. whd; \fished·: to .''a:c·company' h'im. ' Thilr was done. iie 
was' 'placed · ~nder )'the1 watch~ ofr som.~·i police· ;cbnsta-

1 

bies·;;and'to show that !twas llothing else but a· proper 
arrest, Mr. Gandh'i s~id:~wh~n;he.lwent to the' side 'of'the·· 
platf6'rrrno 'clea'r'h:is'' thro~t;' an 'officer1 ch'allenged him. 
He' did riot m~ari t'o' 'imply 1 that thef bfficer· 'did· anything.
wrong. He was doing nothing more than his duty·~ · ·- : I , 

. ~t. I G~ndhi! 'tlieh ·~escrib1ed j hoW. the office-r-' arresting 
him '~aa ·nh kn6\vledge las to ·how: ·he '·was · g·olng· :to· be' 
pr8cieeded: with,'. h~w he·, was I tak(Hi tb. Sa wai Madhupur 
and' there 'l6ined ·the· Punjab :M~n: in which • 'he I was~ left· 
ili'-cliarg~ of·':Mr.·'Bbwdng; how· •at 'dayb~eak next day . 

. : "}I ! d I •f (" t ,, : L. :' j ••• If' ~' • t ' 
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Mr. Bowring, after ·~~·~~~1ftati~~J. ~~~~th an officer who 
had joined him, ··told him that h~. would ·he free' in: 
Bombay. : ··. '··· ·: ,;, 1 t,r;, ·' · 

Lortll!unfer.-All that was required of you was. that 
you were not to proceed to Del'hh>r the Punjab?\ · 
·J/;•, Galidlti.-No,'lrj the time T·w'as·arrested, I had al~ 

ready coin'mitted an offen6e by ' proceeding to Palwal. 
Therefore, I was not af'lked to go back to Bombay,·, hut I 
was escorted. 

Lord Iluniet.~Thim it ai:no1mted. to this, that· 'in· con~ 
sequence of a Government,i order it :was· made ·clear to 
you that you would not he allowed to proceed to Delhi 
or the Punjab and that if yon remained :in. the' Romh~y 
Presidency, yc·u wonld ·be· allowed perfe·ct freedom? · · ·· i 

.1llr. Ganrlhi.-Yes.· ··: ~.-· .' r· ·r •• ·' ·~ ,,,,j I 

·Lord Illinter:-That·h;·a 1little different from arrest'ing 
you and throwing~ you int'o~. the jail. .1!'1 it ·not'so, Mr.·· 
Gandhi ? i .'! 1 

• • • , • • •• • • ! ~ • 1 ' , 

· JJ!r. Omul!ti,...;...Nobody' n~ade that assertion,;. The only, 
-complaint againl'it 'Government i:;; that· they had no bm;i~' 
nes!'! to turn me away·ftom my mission of peace;· · , ... 

Lord Hunh)r.~J.f' the Government honestly thought 
thatitwould'be' inexpedient to allow youto go·to a 
place to propagate your doctrine which. wa8 already in· 
an ex.cited state bri a·ccount of that doctrin'e, then· would 
you object? :I •" , : . rl ., l' ; ,' ·, ~~~~~~ ,, ' . 

. Mr. Gwuliti.-From that· standpoint, l have absolutely· 
nothingtO !lay,: i. 't ·,: 'J, r,!ro:l. I,'.!;,.;',.· ··: 

··Lord Illmfe1':~Sub~equent'to'your arrest, FH~riotis irici-1 

·dents occurred in Delhi a'rid. the ·Punjab and also .. in Ah-· 
medabad? ··I~ •J ·, .·;;· 1i .,., 1•·.; ... ,., 

Mr.(fandh:i • ..:.:_Yes~ ~·~· .. fi:.' ,!,•-., 
Lortllliwiei',_;_Now, ·the only· 1·!matters, that'·we have· 

got to deal' with 'herif'are' · a:s regard~;;' Ahmedabad itself;·· 
' . 
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In Ahmedabad, as ,we have been told;· you , enjoy great., 
popularity among the mill workers ? .. , · · ' 

I Mr. Gandlti.~Yes. ~ · ·., · 
Lo;d l!unter.-And your a:r:rest seems·to ·have caused 

great resentment on their part and led.to·the very unfor
tunate actions.:of the,mob on ·April 10 •. 11 and 12, in Ah
medabad and Viramgam? · , 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
_Lord l!unter.-So far as those incidents ~re concerned,. 

y.ou have no personal knowledge of them ?. , , 
:Mr. Gandhi,"'-:-No. , , , ' . ,- :. 

· Lord Jiunter.r-I don't know. ~hether there is anything:. 
that yo:u ·can communicate to.us in cpnnection :with those-: 
events to help us to form an opinion •.. , : 
~_Mr. Gandhi.~I venture to. ~p;resent the opinion that I 

c.onsidered that. the a~tion' ,&fthe .. mob;; ~whether. at Ah-. 
medabad or at Viramgam, .was totally unjustified, and I 
think that it. was a very sad thing that .they lost self-con
trol. But, at. the same time; I would like to say that the· 
people among whom; rightly or wrongly, I .was popular,. 
were put to.a. .sev.ere test .by Government .. They should 
have known better. I do not say that ·the· Government 
committ~d an unpardonable · error .. of. judgment and th'e 
mob committed no error •.. On the contrary, I hold that.·· 
it was more unpardonable on the part of the IJ?.Ob than. 
on.the.pat·t of ,Gover~ment. , . , , ! ·., , 

Proceeding, Mr. Gandhi narrated how~~ endeavoured, 
to do what :he coul<\ to :repalr the. error., He placed him· 
self entirely at the <lisp~sal of.the! authorities .. ;He )lad 
a long interview with Mr. Pratt and other officials, He· , 
was to have'held a meeting of the peopleion_the .. l3th, ,but 
he was, told that. it would not be possible to hold ,it ·that 
day,\not on .account of, Oo~onel Fraser's order~, because he
·was promised every assistance in. connection with the 
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meeting, but that the notice .of the. meeting would not. 
reach all the people that day,, The· meeting took place 
on the lfth. There he adumbrated what had happened. • 
There he· had to use the terms " organised " and," edu· 
cated ", .both of which terms had been so much quoted 
against him aJ!d against the people. The speech was 
in Gujarati. Mr. Gandhi explained, and hoped Sir 
Chimanlal Setalvad would bear him out, on a reference 
to the Gujarati speech, that the. word only means thol'le 
who can read and write, and that he used the word and 
expressed ;the, opinion as he sensed .'the thing at that 
time. ····.' .. , 
_ ,He~emphasised it was not a previous organisation that 

he meant; he only meant to say, and there could be no. 
mistaking the actual words. in· his speech, that the act$· 
were done in an organi!iedmwmer. He further empha-

. sised that he was speaking of .Ahmedabad only, that he 
had then no knowledge .of what had happened even at 
Viramgam, and that he would not. retract a .~ingle state
ment from that speech, In his opinion, said Mr. Gandhi,. 
violence was done in an organised manner. It cannot 
be interpreted to mean a· deep-laid conspiracy. He laid 
special emphasis on the fact that, while he used these 
expressions, he . was addl'essing the. people a~d not th& 
police authorities. ! ,, I , • , • : 1 • I 

, If .Mr. Gu\d,erlstlited that a singl~. nam~ of the offend
ers was . not. forthcoming fr~m~; him, he was entirely 
mistaken. about ,his mis$ion an~ had. put. an; il:nproper 
valuation upon, the term .'.'organisation.", ';rhe crimes. 
committed. by the mo.b w~rejqe:·~esult. of 1 t~eir: being 
deluded. by I the,; wicked, r~.mo,u~ 

1 
pf: )the·, ~rrest ~f, ~is$r 

Anasuya. There was a class of ha~~-educate~ peopJel 
who,possessed themseh·es wit~ f~l~~ .ideas fro~ .sources 
such as cinematographs and from silly novels and from 
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·pohticalleaders. He knew that school. He had mixed 
with them:• and: ende~ voured to 'wean thenl:l j He' 'had so I 
far ~\fcceeded~ tri. ·his' endea v:ours that ·.therer were i t.o-day . 

. hundreds·.' bf '·peopleilWh6L'.hadiJ ceased·: t6· belong i tb 'thfi I 

:sclioorof·revolut1on~::'t · ;..:···"· 1 ·.:.· • ~ · • •. i •. :·: :.:; ~·, ..... ·: 
1 ·P.roceed'i:ng; Mr .r: Gandhf sa'id ·'he'· had it ow · gi\ren1 theP 

whole: meaning:'~f :ivhat 'he:i had< said.: He; had 1never'· 
me~nt ·that' there vJere: Un1ver~ity-· in en behind; the distur;' 
ba:nces;'i· He d'id"'fiot1 '~a/y''theylwere !nmipabl~!ofthbse) 
a:cts;:but'•he'walnotiaware·bf any ·highly educ~ted rrutnl 
.dlrect1iig'th{mob~~~ ~ .. ,; :1 '" 1 ' !· .c• · .J;',I; l :rr Lr·n i':"J t•·J·;; 

·Ldnl'JJu,ite7·.~D6·'you·imply that tli~re w~s ~ bomn1on:; 
-purpose on 1the part of the rioters. . ·.. · ·- · · · :J 

l :.MJ·.~C:a?ldku.::.;.rd'dn't ,·slty 'that It' would; t{exagg~r
.ating'to1~~tthat;1but l' think'the' coimnbn purpos~.)was:J 
restrictJd to· tw6: 'or three 1tn1ell ·cir' parties1W'ho, instigated r 
the'crimes.l··'·i ,.i .... •I ·' •. 'fJ, ,. .. ,,b ·.·L~··:· 

Q.1 
· · Did'th~ ·agit~tion bike ·an anti-European character?· 

r ·A~:' It {va.s · certaihly an anti~Go~ernment niovement t 
I wotild-fain·believ~nt was' not anti.;European, but I have' 
n6t yet· made ti.i>· my'iilin'd as: to tbat; ' , · : 
'·!Jo1'ct·lfwnter.;:_:_I! 'dd'ndt' ·know· wh~ther' you ··wa:rit to 

.a:riswer 1 this· ·.:16r· ·n·ot.1 .. According1 to · the · Satyagraha 
-doctrine,·· is it ~ri.ght ·that ·people· 'who' have·· committed 
-cri'mes should :b'e ~punished' hy·the civil authorities? .,, . 'j 

.Mr. Gandki,._It is a difficult question to·'answet;"be-. 
eduse;' through punishment, you ~nticipate· pres~ure from 
.outside. Pa1n 'not pte'pated· to say 'that·· it ·is i wrong; .. but 
there· is a,: better'method:'~ 1But·ir~think/ori the· wlio'le', tt· 
'\to~ld 'be'p!~per·~o ~'liy:t~a~ a Satyagrahi c'ariiiot·possibly· 
q'tiarr~r with 'any I punishment. that might be rhehid I out 
to• ~n offender arid: 'therefore •ne datinot' be 'anti~Govern-1 

I 

ni~ht'in that ·s~ns~l,;··'' · ,., '" .. 1 • ·• '· "') .l, . ·: 

il'Lo?·d '1Iu .. )zter.:.:.2.-'But app~r~·ntly 'it is;aga.inst the· doctrine' 
! . · •. 't I f 'r< • ~ i ) • 1 : ~ : : ; ~ ; • 1 , • 'I i , rr , . ' . , ·~ ... . ' 
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of Satayagraha to giYe assistance to Goyernment by way 
. of placing the information. that. a Satyagrahi has that 
would lead to the conviction of offenders ? · ~ 

lJlr. Gandki.-'-According to. the principles of Satya-· 
graha, . it. is inconsistent. for the ~imple reason .that a 
Satyagrahi's business is:not· to assist, the police in. the 
method •which is open to the' police, but .he helps. the· 
authorities and the police to make .the people more Jaw-
abiding and more re1'1pecta ble to. authority.. , , . 
··Lord 1/unfer.~Supposing a Satyagrahi has· ~een ·one· 

·of .the more seriou~ crimeR committed in: these riots in 
his own presence. .Would there be·.no obligation on him 
to inform the police ? . ' . 1 , • , 

Mt. Grt11.d!u:.-Of. course : I answered that question to· 
Mr; Guider before and I think I must answer it to Your· 
Lordship: I don't · want· to. misguide the youth of the 
country, but .even then he cannot .go aga~-pst his own 
brother. ··when I f'ay brother, I do not~ of course, m11ke·, 
any distinction of country or nationality. A Satyagrahi 
is wholly independent ·of such a distinction.:~;·The ~atya. 
grahi's position is somewhat similar to that of .a counsel 
defending an accused .. I have known criminals. of ,the· 
deadliest type and l may humbly claim to :have !been jn •. 

· strumental in weaning them from ,crimes. I. ~hould .be 
forfeiting their confidence! if l di~c'loscd .the .:pame 1of. a 
single man.·· But· supposing I found .. myself, ;w~nting· in 
weaning them, I would surely not take the next ~tep to 
go and inform the police about .them: r. do not hesitate 
. to say t~at. for a Satyagrahi it is the .straightest thing· 
not to give evidence of a crime done even under hil'l nose .. 
But ·there can be onlr the: rarest uses of this doctrine· and 

. even to~day I am not able to~ say.· whether L would not 
·give evidence against· a criminal whom.! saw caught . .in 
the a6t. . 
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Asked as regards· his view of the general situation, Mr. 
•Gandhi said the impression made· on his mind was··that 
there was martial·law and that he thought that the Govern
ment act.ed under the greatest; restraint and forbearance. · 
. He said he could understand· troops' in .a ·train,. which 
l\Vasfattempted:,to·ibe rderailed,· being infuriated and he 

. would :find it in his heart to excuse·those·troops··of .mad 
jacts ,of fury. He thought that the terms in which the'mili

·iliary notice· was· couched, .was· entirely .Capable:, ·of: mlsre
_presentation.. He thought the people were fired -on with
·out notice. There we~ say, nine mengoing along,\and 

~ 

. .a tenth man met them\not wanting to be·the tenth.: man. 
It cannot be 'proper ··to fire ·on· .them and p1:obably. there 
was no use in giving notice to those who· probably: did 

· :not know of the military proclamatioir at all. . . , 
· '· · Asked as to ·his views on the work of the two tribunals, 
·.Mrl Gandhi sa:id, iri his' opinion, the Government erred. in 
prosecuting the offenders for· waging war.: He must 
.admit that the work of the· tribunals was consistent ·with 
the-laws of' civilised· justice. The sections under which 
,the pros~cutions were undertaken ought not to have been 

1 brought into use. That hasty view had caused unm'erited 
.and· disproportionate suffering .. The fine imposed on 
-pom: Ahmedabad was' hea:vy and the manner of 
-coll~cting it from the labourers was unnecessarily harsh· 
•and irritating. i ·And· he ventured: to· differ there from 
Mr . .Ambalal's opinion as :expressed by Lord .Hunter and 
he felt that Mr~ Ambalal·liad erred grievously .against 
-his people. ·He thought •the action of Government in 
am posing the additonal · police. on N adiad. and·. Barejadi 
. was ·totally· unjustified.' . The arguments urged by· th\ 
:~Collector of Nadiad for inflicting that· fine· ;were totally 
'.~rrellevant · and' 'Vindictive.; He· was , satisfied that the 
::People~ of. N adiad were, not • -in league , with· those who 
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-went to derail the train but gave every assistance to, 
. Government to trace the offenders and got a handsome 
.acknowledgment and compliment from the Collector for 
their assistance. · ~ 

E.ramination by Mr. Jw:tice Ranl(in. -' ' 
Mr. Justice Rankin said he wanted to get some' dates 

from Mr. Gandhi. ' In reply to him,· Mr. Gandhi said the 
:Satyagraha vow was taken on ~the ·thi'rd week ot · Febru
;ary; and agreed that the Rowlatt Bill No. 2 ·had not yet 
.. been passed. ., · 

Jlr. Justice Rankin.-But before· it was passed; the 
.country was ringing with: suggestions as to methods of 
protest against it and one of the forms of protest sug
gested was refusal to pay the revenue? 

A. Yes. : · I· 

Q. The orders passed by Magistrates were also to be 
·disobeyed? ' ' 

A. I opposed the proposal. I had asked the people 
:in observing the harlal or Civil Disobedience that all 
·police orders should be scrupulously carried out. 

Mr.}ustice Rankin asked Mr. Gandhi if he could sub
~stantiate his statement by any of his public declarations 
.and Mr. Gandhi agreed to furnish ·what documentary 
€Vidence there was in his possession. • : 

· Q. · ln going· to Delhi,: it .was not ynur intention to 
.come into collision with the authorities. 

A. No.· I had received a letter from Dr. Satyapal, 
.and Swami Shraddhanandji had asked me to· go·to Delhi 
.as the people there were getting unamenable. ·. j • , • 

Q. He was not inviting you to pacify the people who 
.ha:d got out of his hands, but to promote the Satyagraha 
movement ? . · ~ ·. ; , I ; ~ , • : • ~, • ; • : 

A. No, · not to. promote the movement.1 · He said, ' I 
have failed,' and that I should go to. pacify people there.· 
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I was.;not goi;ng there to~ disobey; Government laws for. 
·:the._.P\lriJ.ose· of .th.e·. S.atyagraha ·· vow •. I· was. proceeding 
to help the authorities .. 
·Here also Mr. J:ustice',Rankin .asked Mr. Gandhi tO. 

J~-gpply. any docum~l}ta.ry, ev:idence . in his possession; a~ 
... t~ the .pa.cific. intention: pf_his 1mission .. · · , . · · . 
•. ,-];£r1 J:ztsfice RQnA·i,!.-MJ;·, Oandhi, you say in your 
: spe~ch of th~ 14th ,!p:ril; ;that 'the action of the mob pre
vented you from carrying out your idea of going again t() 
. Delhi fo.r, re-arrest .. It ·.:was not a passing thought, I 
;suppose?. _.·:-.\·1 · · •. 

1 
-·. A.i. It was not a passing thought .. : It was my inten-
tion. J .. 

Q. What was your object in seeking re-ar;rest? ./ 
A. ·My object was. to seek! imprisonment again and 

again. until the objectionable Act was removed .. 
Q. Tha~-i~· not the _object of a Satyagrahi as 1 under-

stand it, · . , , i ... 1 · • i 1 · . l ·.~ • , 

A. It: is not dways. I ~id it ln order to invite -self-
.suffering ... 1 L i !1 :·~.·; .~!.. 1 : · . . .. 

.. :· ·Mr-.Jusf:ice:Rankin.--:-Was it your idea that that would 
~nflame )ihe, country· and be effective. in removing the 
legislation?. .·: .. ~~·.'--:·• > .: · ~r.1 • 

.·. J,fr~ Gandhi.-Not at all. If;Jt was, I would have.pro
ceeded to Delhi.straight away. I .had: no idea of what 

,had gccurred at Amrib!al' and elsewhere'and had urgent 
:messages ~rom Ahmedabad tb,e day· after my arrival in 
Bombay.,,.:;·:·.-'''.·'"·· .... · : .'·' -: :.;) .. 

Mr:. Gandhi tpen. exp\ain,ed. why Civil·Disobedience
·wa,s .suspended, why he again thought of stf!.rting it,. but,. 
yieldin.g to the desire of Lord Chelmsford. conveyed 
'through tbe Gov.ernment .. of Bombay, he :desisted from 
. re-starting !t·~ · He, eropl;l.asised. that ·du.ri~g ·.the· ·Jnterval 
various attempts we~e made· to educate the people and 
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there was even devised ahQther vow by which people. 
were asked to pledge themselves to the Truth part and 
]'on-violenee part of th.e former vow. 

Q. Do you think that for ·India as a whole, ·by a 
misinterpretation of your doctrine, there has been an 
undue tendency t() sympathise with lawlessness? 

A. I don't think that it is so. ' · 
.:.lfl'. Justice Rankin.-Pardon the question, Mr. Gandhi. 

Do you feel having done anything to damage the law
abiding instincts of the people in India? 

Jfl'. Gandhi.-I feel guilty of ·having temporarily; 
damaged that instinct in certain people • 

... 1Jr. Justice Rankin.-There are certain parts in India, 
.c..g., the Punjab, where people were more liable to mis
interpret your doctrine? · 

Mr; GandhL~No. There were certain people. so liable 
to misinterpret. As to the. Punjab, I· have found there 
people who can best understand Satyagraha, and wher· 
tever I have gone I have met people who sincerely regret 
the excesses. "' . 

.Jfr. ·Ju8iice Rankin.-You said, Mr. Gandhi, finding 
the· laws by a Committee was meant as a restraint. Did 
you intend that each Province would have a separate 
Committee ? · ,· · 

A. Yes, each was to have a separate Committee. 
But I was ma4e President everywhere, so that we should 
have tb.e same policy everywhere. But, of course, I did 
contemplate' the contingency of different laws being 
broken in dUferent· places. 

Mr. Gandhi then explained the difference between 
passive Resistance and Civil Disobedience and said Pas. 
:sjve Resi~tance did not exhaust the methods of protest. 

Exatnination by Sir. Chimanlal Setalvad .. . 1 , •• 

. .Sir Ohimanlal.-With regard to· your Satyagraha 
.3 
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doctrine, so far as Lunderstandit,rit involves the pursuit 
of Truth and in that pursuit you inv·it·e suffering on your
self and do not cause viol1;1nce to anybody else. 

Mr. Gandh~.-Yes;. Sir. · ; 
. Q. · However. honestly a man may strive· in his search 

for Truth his notions of Truth may be_ different from .the 
notions of others. Who.then is to determine the truth*? 
. : A: The individual himself would determine that. 
. • "I should suffel' too ,fo1' con11cie-11ce ~ake.-Under , the. preceding; 
heading. roung l11Clia of 21st January ~920,, wrote;. The discussion 
that took place the other day betw~en Sir Qhim:mlal ~bt:alYad and 1\Ir. 
Gandhi llS regt\rds the determination of Truth and qualifications neces
s-ary for one to be able to determine Truth;: was ·Jiot mere ;cilsuistry. 
Sir•Chimanlal'a: questions and the lin.swers he expected, rereal a 
~istinct attit~de of mind. Sir Chimanlal would ~ot only deny ererr 
human being's right to determine truth for .. him11elf but e>en. his 
cqpacity to do so. And he found Rao Bahadur Ramaubbai to nod 
ns~ent to his views. Thi:~ iU\;ertebrate attitude of mind takes nci count 
either of•human uature·or of history. In ere~y age and clime there
have not been found wanting men who suffered for.their conscience .. 

· The thousands of Dukhobat•s who went through years of untold suf
feri;lg did not need. any great intellectual and moral equipment . tO. 
determine that military sen·ice was a crime, .!nd General Smuts 
nlso O.llCe frankly admitted timt the passive resisters he'ha~ imprisoned 
were suffering for conscience' sake: If you do Iiot posit the essential 
virtue in man to be able to detei'mine Trhth for hims~lf\·hich alone 
separates him from the brute, you deny all human progress; and om~ 
national leaders if.they hare any faith ~n national pt·ogress,·can ill ig
nore thi~ b~* priliciple. We commend to .them the:words of Gen. 
Smuts from au iptel'View with Mr. Gandlii' that t~okplace in1911: 

· 11 Gen Smuts-What are you deing in' J oh:innesburg ? 
.. .Mr. G.-Looking after 'the families of passi>e re.sisters . 
.Qen. S.-lt has hurt me more than you to imprison.these people. 

It has been the unpleasantest episode ofmy life to impri~on men who. 
~uffer fo~ ~hci~, c~nsci.euce. I lllwuld ?o t/1e ~~me. tiling fol' co;rsci-

e~lce sa~·e. . · · . · · r 
1 

• .• : . • 

· Following at the controversy, Yor~ng I11diC1 wrote' on Hrh Febrriar.r 
1920 : Sir Chimnnlal Setnlved in. his examination of ·Mr. Gandhi, 

, asked if it did not require high intellectunl'll.nd moral equipment to. 
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Q. Different individuals· would have different views 
as to Truth. Would that not lead to confusion? 

A. I do not think so. 

apprehend truth. Replying to thiH question directly, iu itt~ note on 
' Satyagraha,' the l11diun Socialllefo1'ml'r ~~~y~: "The que~tion in our 
opinion. b~trays a strange ignor·ance of what Tl'uth h'l. The teHt llnd 
credential of'truth is 11hat it can be apprehended by nil." AnotheJ' 
queRtion of Sir Chim:mlal waH equalJ~· noteworthy. He n~ked : ·~Hon
est!~· Ktriving after truth i11 different in every ca~o. Would that not lead 
to confu!lion ?'' Mr. Gandhi replied : " That i~ why the non-violence 
part waH n nece8sary corollnry.Witbout that there would ben coufusion 
;1nd worRe." TheMe replies together make the lm~i1.1of Sntyagrahn clear: 
In thiR connection tho Soriol llofermer ob~;erveH: "If the pojn1lace 
under11tood 8atyagrah:dn the ~enHe that l\Ir, Gandhi understands it, 
there will bano safer or more efficacious means of national salvation." 

The tradition current in Northern ludin of tho people having UHcd 
Satyagraha against Aurnngazeh in connection with a bathing ceremony 
at 1\fathurn can ba quoted ns an exa'mple of the populace ha\'ing under· 
11tood Satyagrnha •in .Mr·. Gandhi'11 Kenl'e.' But lluch tr~ditions which 
have not unfortunately found their place in the pugee of history are 
cla~~~ed with the Puranic 11toriet~. The story of lndhn SatyagmhiH in 
Houth. Afric:\ it~ explained away by Rom;J by attributing to ~pecial 
circum~tanc~::; the undllt'Mtanding of Satyngrnha by the ma~lleH. If we 
cite the,recent pea~eful Hartals. the credit i" put to' the account i>f the 
milit1uy force. Englit~h bi11tory has n 'precedent in tbe'prcsocution of 
the Quak~r~~ and their succeRs in getting their dtJmandN recogni11od by' 
th'e Legit~htture. The hi11tory of theHe bmve sufferer~ nh~o mny not, 
we arc afraid, be r~garded a11 8ufficient to warrant a genoraliHntion for 
all nations, becau~:~e. it may be nrguod, the Engli~:~h Dit~Kenterl!' were 
cultured enough to understand the non-violence part of their ci·c'od •. 
Surely topping all these is, in point of conviction to thoile that 
demand a precedent in history, the touching hi11tory of the Douk. 
hobors, a baud of peasant Satyagrahi11 of RusKin. Theirs, is an in. 
stance of n people, certainly pot more cultured than our ma1!11es here. 
The descendants Qf. the bravest of these ~ntyagrnhis are at present in 
C11nndu our fellow citizens of the Empire, We admit th1tt the capacity 
of the masses for suffering for Truth may be under certnin circum. 
stances limited. That, however, cannot detract from the fact of .their 
posset!siug such n cnpncity. 
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Q. Honestly striving after Truth is different in every 
case. 

A. That is why the non-violence part was a neces
sary corollary. Without that there would be confusion 
and worse. 

Q. Must not the person wanting to pursue Truth be 
of high moral and intellectual equipment? · 

A. No. It would be impossible to expect that from 
everyone. If A has evolved a truth by his own efforts 
which B, 0, and other are to accept, I should not require 
them to have the equipment of A. 

Q. Then it comes to this, that a man comes to a de
dsion and others of lower intellectual and moral equip
ment woald have to blindly follow him. 

A. Not blindly. All I wish to ur~e is that each 
individual, unless he wants to carry on his pursuit of 
Truth independently, needs to follow some one who has 
determinded truth. 

Q. Your scheme involves the determination of truth 
by people of high moral and intellectual equipment and 
a large number of people may follow them blindly, being 
themselves unable to arrive at similar conclusions by 
reason of their lower intellectual equipment. 

A. T would exact from them nothing more that I 
would expect from an ordinary being. 

Q. I take it that the strength of the propaganda must 
· depend on the number of its followers. 

A. No. In Satyagraha success is possible even if 
there is only one Satyagrahi of the proper stamp. 

Q. Mr. Gandhi, you said you do not consider yourself 
a perfect Satyagrahi yet. The large mass of people are 
then even less so. 

A. No. I do not consider myself as an extraodinary 
man. There may be people more capable of determin-
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ing truth than myself. Forty thousand Indians in 
South Africa, totally uncultured, came to the conclusion 
that they could be Satyagrahis ; and if I could take you 
through those thrilling scenes in the Transvaal, you will 
be surprised to hear what restraint your countrymen in 
South Africa exhibited. 

Q. But ther6 you were all unanimous. 
A. I have more solidity of opinion here than in 

South Africa. 
Q. But there you had a clear-cut issue, not here. 
A. Here too we have a clear-cut issue, viz., the Row

latt Act. 
Mr. Gandhi then explained how he presented Satya

graha as an instrument of infinitely greater power' than 
violence. 

Q. Does not suffering and going on suffering require 
extraordinary self-control ? 

A. ~ o, no extraordinary self-control is required. 
Every mother suffers. Your countrymen, I submit, have 
got such a control and they have exhibited that in 
a very large measure. 

Q. Take Ahmedabad. Did they exhibit control 
here? 

A. All I say is, throughout India where .. you find 
there isolated instances of violence, you will find a very 
large number of people who ex.ercised self-restraint. 
Ahmedabad and· other places show that we had not 
attained proper mastery over self. The Kaira people 
in the midst of grave provacation last year acted with 
the greatast self-restraint. 

Q. Do you mean to say these acts of violence were 
mere accidents ? 

A. Not accidents. But they were rare and would be 
rarer for a clear conception of Satyagraha. The country, 
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I think, 1 h~s sufficiently well realised the· doctrine to 
warrant a second ·trial. I do feel sure that· th~· country 
is all the purer and)etter for having· gone ·through the 
fire of. Satyagraha. . · 

Q; Ordinarily .your doctrine contemplates co-opera.: 
tion with the Government and elimination of race-hatred 
and inviting self-suffering. 1 Does. not suffering· create 
ill-will? · , . : . ·. · · 

A. It is·contrary to my thirty years' experience that 
people have by suffering ·been filled ·w\th any ill-.will 
·againt the Government. In South Africa, after. a bitt~r 
struggle the Indians hav~ lived on the best of .terms 
with the Government, and Gen .. ·Smuts was the recipient 
' I . 
of an· address which was· voluntarily · voted by 'the 
Indians. 

Q. · Is jt possible· to.take part in the:mov~ment without 
taking the Satyagraha vow ? 
. : A;; I· would ask ·them to• take part in the Non-Civil 
Resistance p!trt of the· movement .. ~· The. masses unless 
they tb'ok· the pledge were not to do the Civil Disobedi-; 
ence part of the pledge. For those who were not civii 
resisters,.' therefore, another v'ow was devised 'asking 
people to follow Truth at all costs a.nd to refrain from 
violence .. I·hkd supse'nded .C~vil Resistance then; and as 
it iS open to ·a·leadel,' to emphasise ·one part ·of the vow, I 
eliminated· the 'Civil Resistance ·part which was not for 

I 

that reason suited· to .the people· and placed' the Truth 
part before, them. · ·., 

Sh:•! Chimanlal Setalvad then. referred to .the question 
whether disobedience of the Rowlat•t Act also . wa$ 

· contemplated in the vow. and .ref~rred to Mrs .. Besant's 
difference with Mr. Gandhi. Mr. Gandhi said .. that he 
had' heard lin Bombay that she .had taken

1 
the . vow less 

the Committee part o~ it. She said sh~ had n~t :don~ so. 
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Q. Did she not point out· that to disobey· the Row~ 
latt Act one would have to be an anarchist? · 

A. She has certainly advanced that ground. 
Mr. Gandhi explained that the determining considera

tion was that the Rowlatt Act would not lend itself to 
active disobedience in a systematic manner. 

Q. Is not the underlying idea, embarrassment of 
Government ? 

A. Certainly not. A Satyagrahi relies not upon 
embarrassment but upon self-suffering for securing 
relief. 

Q. ·Would not ordered government be impossible~ 
A: Ordered government cannot be impossible if to

tally inoffensive people' break the laws. But I would 
certainly make government impossible, if I found it 

· had taken leave of its senses. 
Q. In your message you: ask people to refrain from 

violence and still violence' occurred. Does it not show 
that the ordinary mind finds it very difficult to practise 
the theory of non-violence ? · 

A. After having used methods of violence for years 
it is diffi~ult for them to practise abstention. 

In reply to a question whether he had arty evidence in 
support of ·the statement that the disturbances were 
organised, Mr. Gandhi replied in the affirmative and 

· said he had no objection to place. the materials he had· 
before the Committee, although he would not disclose 
the names of the persons concerned. ' 

Mr. Gandhi said they did not suggest· any destruction 
of life but only of property. There was some organisa
tion arranged on the lOth and on the 11th. He said he 
had the testimony of those who were told to do violence, 
and of those who did so, and of those who were witnesses 
of the scenes. He said he had direct evidence, he 
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had people ~otning to:.hlm to surrender ,gwortfs·in their 
possession, b.ut they. had .not the coura:ge · to do so.. He 
said he could identify·. some of the informants, hut it 
was-impossible for him to identify.ail, as·~ for instance, 
there.were people from neighbouringviUa:ges who· .came 
to him, and said. they regretted ~what they: had done. and 
that what they had done was from pure love for nie. · · 

Asked as to how he could determine whe(h~:r what they 
said was the truth, Mr~ Gandhi said,.he thought he was 
capable of discriminating an unt~uthful statement from 
a truthful one. . They. took advantage of the . temper of 
the people and put. those . ideas -jnto their: heads. .The 
Kaira derailment was. committed. by._two- o:r three indivi
.duals .. They were drul).ka:rds, and he could no-t say that 
the act was a deliberately organised one. It was his con-

, victi.on that the people in ~he . town had no knowledge · 
of the crime, and if they had,.they would hav~ prevented 
jt.,_ His v,iew was based on the testimony of those for 
whom he had high regard. ijt;} ~.cpuld not tell. whether 
the person covicted of the. cr~me 'Wa~, the . same who 

, committed it, because he h<;~.d not learnt his name. 
I . . . . 

Proceeding, Mr. Gandhi sa~4 he suspended the Civil 
Disobedience· movement, because he realised that the 
~ovement as a mass move~ent under pr~sent cir
cumstances was not advisable. He 'WOQld not expect 

• the people_to. realise the inwardness ofthe Satyagraha. 
movement but he would expeQt them to realise that it 
was better for them, if ~hey could ~ot join the movement, 
at least to refrain from viole~ce. . 

1 
• 

Here Sir phimanlal asked Mr. Gandhi tq read from a. 
leaflet.of his,. ·entitled, 'When will Satyagraha be re
sumed r and added if,, when he: was saying that they 
shouldd)e re.ady to resume: Satyag;raha, because ,the 
military dispositions. would tQen be. co~plete, he was 
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not desiring that military dispositions should be kept in 
all parts of the country in order that people may have
the pleasure to indulge in breaking laws. Mr. Gandhi' 
said that that was not the interpretation warranted by
his words. He would not be guilty of saying ' such a 
thing. He did not re-start the campaign on the Ist of 
July as he ~ad expected, much to the disappointment of 
his co-workers, only because the Viceroy and the Gover
nor of Bombay asked him whether he wapted India t(} 
be an armed camp and to suspend the Satyagraha 
movement if he did not want her to be so, and he suspend
ed it .. 

Asked as to the fine imposed on the Ahmedabad 
workmen, Mr. Gandhi said the manner of collection was: 
wholly bad, the principle of tax.ation was bad and the 
time fix.ed for coUection was inopportune fdr collection. 
The fine was imposed in certain cases upon those who. 
had 'nothing to do with the disturbances. He added 
that 1he was not going to say anything regarding the 
exemptions, and that he was not prepared to dispute the 
discretion vested in the authorities. He said he would not 
be fair if he ,did not pay his testimony to the handsome 
manner in which the Collector of Ahmedabad had taken 
the measures he had thought necessary. 

E.ramination by Pandit Jaoat Narain. 
Q. I presume, Mahatmaji, you are not against the 

Governme.nt's taking measures to ·put down anarchy? 
A. Of course, not. Bt!t anarchical crimes can be 

punished under the ordinary law. · 
Q. How was it then that you objected to the Rowlatt 

Legislation? · 
A. My_ fundamental objection to the Rowlatt Act is 

that it constitutes a libel on the whole Indian nation. 
Q .. But you know there are safeguards? 
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A. As to the safeguards,·. I can "say from experience 
they are not merely illusory but dangerous traps. The 
·safeguards are but a delusion and make the executive 
-still more irresponsible. . 

Q. It is alleged that the Satyagraha movement would 
· ·embarrass· the Government: Are you not afraid of any 
:such result of your movement ? " . 

A. The 'Satyagraha· movement is not started with. the 
intention of embarrassing the Government, while ordinary 
-political agitation is often started with that object. If a 
:S~tyagrahi finds his activities resulting in embarrassing 
"the Government, he will not hesitate to face it. 

·· Q.. But you will agree with me that ·every political 
agitation depends' for its success on the number of 
followers? .. 
· A.· I do 'dot regard the force of numbers as necessary 
in a just ·cause, ·and in such a cause every man, be he 
bigb or low, can have his remedy. · 

Q ... But you. would ·certainly try to have as ·many\ men 
in your movement as possible? ·•, . . . • . 

A'.'· Not exactly so. A Satyagrahi·depends only on 
truth'and his capacity to suffer for truth::: , · : 
· Q. But in politics, Mahatmaji, how can a single man's 

voice be heard ? · 
A. That is exactly what I 1 have been attempting to 

disprove. 
Q. Do you believe· that an Englisl:i. office.r will take 

any notice of isolated attempts? 
A. Why, that is my· experience. Lord Bentin~k be

came an ordinary Mr. at the instance of Keshub Chandra 
Sen. 
· Q. Oh; you cite· an example of an: extraordinary 

man. .., ·~. 

A. Men of ordinary abilities also can develop mora-
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lity. No doubt I regard illiteracy among my people as 
deplorable and I consider it necessary to educate them, 
but it is not at all impossible to imbibe the Satyagraha 
principle in an absolutely illiterate man. This is my 
long-standing experience. 

Here Mr. Gandhi briefly cleared the distinction between 
hartal and Satyagraha.. llartal was no integral part of 
Satyagraha. It should be resorted to only when neces
sary. He tried and tried it successfully in com1ection 
with the deportation of Mr. Horniman, and the Khilafat 
movement. . . 

Q. You can resort to no other remedy to oppose the 
irresponsible foreign officials, and that is why you have 
started this movement. Is H not ? · 

A. I cannot say that with certainty, I can conceive 
the necessity of Satyagraha . in opposition to the would
be full responsible sel1-government. Our ministers can 
never claim to defend themselves on the score of their 
ignorance, whereas such a def~nce is avilable to-day 
for the English officers. · 

Q. But with all the rights of self-government we shall 
be able to dismL~s the ministers. . , 

A. l cannot feel on that point so assured for ever. In 
England, it often happens that ministers can continue in 
the executive even though they lose all the confidence of 
the public. ·The same .thing may happen here too, and 
therefore I can imgine a state of things. in. this. country 
which would need Satyagraha even under Home Rule. 

Q. ~ Would you think that there should be no unrest 
.coming after the Satyagraha movement? 

A. Not only I do not think so, I would be disappointed 
if there were no· unrest in case myself and Anasuyaben 
were arres~ed. But that unrest will not take the shape 
·of violence .. It pains a Satyagrahi to see others suffering 
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and Satyagrahis will follow each ·other to jail. I do wish· 
for SUCh Unrest . . ' ' . I . . 

Q. · On your returri't.o Bombay on the nth April, why-
did you go ;to Pydhonie ? · ' · 

A. I went there as there was danger of violence· 
brealdn~<:nit. : .j:. ·: 1 ; ·: '' : ,: • 

. Q.'' 'It is said that people ther'e refused to Us ten to your· 
advice.,.' · :,,,. i': : · ·: ··: :.: . . · 
· A:' lt 'would not at all be cdrrect to say that the crowd' 
refusie(i to listen to' my·· advice .. Those who beard me· 
followed ·my advice implicitly. 

Q. I have a report before me tel' the effect· that you· 
pretend to be ill although y<;mr steps are quick.· 

.A. .All that I can say is that it is all untrue. 
Q. · · The re'port further says that you were so very ter-· 

rified that you ran· away· and concealed yourself in a 
house. 

A. That too is a lie. · !'was in the crowd to the last .. 
I personally saw the cha.rge of the mounted police on the
crowd. I went to Mr. Griffiths to talk to him on this· 
very thing. 

Examination by Mr. Kemp! · 
Q. You say that martial law was not at all necessary· 

in Ahmedabad ? .. 
A. Yes, that is my opinion. 
Q. But, Mr. Gandhi, if the. military officers said it was· 

necessary, what will you say to that? 
.A. From the facts in my possession T concluded that 

I . , 

they did not warrant such an order. .. , 
Q. You say some' innocent rrien were 1\illed. 
A. That is· my deliberate opinion. 

: Q. Can you ·say you· 'have· got: any positive proof 'for 
that? I; ' 1 

1 
:', ' ' ' , ; I 

:·A. I have got proof enough to satisfy rn!e. 
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Q. Did you write to Mr. Chatfield about this? 
A. Ye~,Idid. 
Q. Did he ask you to send the complainants to him? 
A. Yes. ' 
Q. Did you then take any steps? 
A. I took no steps because· martial law was with

~drawn on the very day I wrote to Mr. Chatfield. -I con
·sider Mr. Chatfield, a nobie officer. In very few officers 
'have I seen his honesty and straightforwardness~ I 
:should be very sorry to say anything that would amount 
.tn a criticism of his conduct. I see his nobility even in 
'his mistakes. But I should like you not to press this 
point further. I haye granted that the sobriety with 
which the Bombay Government acted during the month 

~ 

·of April, leaves nothing to complain of. 
But when I have to analyse the whole situation, it is 

my duty to point the mistakes also with all the humility 
I can command. And I have done it. I do not want to 
make it a serious complaint by emphasising the fact 
that some innocent· people were killed. 

Mr. Kemp: I accept, Mr; Gandhi, that your evidence 
is fair and candid. I don't want to put you any more 
·questions. · 

[Mr. Gandhi was also examined by Mr. Jivanlal Desai 
.and Sahebzada Sultan Ahamed Khan, but,. so far as 
.Satyagraha is concerned, what has been given above 
~~eems sufficient.] 

3rd December, 1919 · 

DURGADAS ~DWANI 
{BY M. K. GANDHI) . 

Durgadas Adwani is one of the best workers I have 
had the privilege of. meeting., I came .to know him 
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"through' co~respondence, immediately on my arrival·in 
India in 1915. The occasion that gave rise to the~' corres
pondence· showed the true man in Durgadas.' He· has 
been a consistent, cons~ientious and zealous worker in 
Sind for many years. He has now gone td gaol; for one 
year with.'hard h~.bour.• ·I have been . .asked to give· ·my 
opinion oh' the judgrriemt ofthe Appellate Court In my 
humble opinion the judgment is unsound. The Court 
ha~ erred in holding that ·"New ·Call" was a sedition::; 
leaflet and it has strained the analysis of ev.idence to 
record ·a :finding ·against :qurgadas. · But in giving this 
opinion, I admit I niay be biased in favour-of Durgadas. 
I ·do not believe him to be capable of ·telling an untruth 
in order:to ·avoid imprisonment. The eyidence may 
bear the meaning placed upon it by the Appellate Court. 

But· :as a~ friend and as a Satyagrahi, I must decline 
to condole with· Durgadas or·; 'his ·family. upon his 
{ncarceration.· · Durgadas ·has, after great· deliberation, 
taken. the Satyagraha ·pledge. ·And I ·seize the op
portunity offered .by this case of placing before the 
reader my views. about such cases. We spend too 
much money in litigation and ·jn: appeals. ; We<have 
an· excessive dread of prisons. I have not .a shadow 
of-doubt that society.will .be much cleaner: and health
ier ·,.if there· · was · less resort to law.. courts than 
there is. ·The rush after the best counsel is undigni
fied. It is unpardonable when it is . indulged in at 
public expense. But it is sinful when a Satyagrahi 
spends money after the best legal talent or after 
appeals. I was, therefore, pained when I heard of 
appeals in the "New Cal(" convictions. If one. has 
committed an offence,· he must plead guilty and suffer 

'In connection with the printing of n pamphlet on p:tssin Resis-
tance in a Press of whi.ch he was the keeper. ·· 
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the penalty. If he has not and is still found guilty .. 
imprisonment for him is. no disgrace. And if he is a 
Satyagrahi, he has no business to fear the hardships of 
gaol life. 

We, in India, whilst we are living in an atmosphere· 
st:rcharged with suspicion and distr~st and in the midst 
of a secret police department unrivalled, perhaps, in the 
world for its duplicity and unscrupulousness, must use· 
ourselves to the gaol life if we· want to mend that 
department and remove distrust.and suspicion. 

'rhe best and quickest way to deliverance from the· 
distrust and secret police department is to rid the country· 
of false fear and all violence. But till that far-off day 
arrives, the handfnl of Satyagrahis must be prepared to, 
treat the prison as their second home. . 

t 

I hope, therefore, that the friends of Durgadas will not 
advise him or his wife. to petition for mercy nor add to· 
the wife's unhappiness by commisserating with her. On 
the contrary, it is our duty to aF~k her to steel her heart 
and feel glad that her husband is in goal for no fault of 
his own. The truest service that we ~an render to 
Durgadas would be to ·offer Mrs. Durgadas fluch assist.. 
ance, pecuniary or otherwise: as she may need. I under .. 
stand that the. ''New, Call" ·cases have cost nearly 

· Rs. 15,900. The money could certainly have been utilised 
to better purpose.· It i~ not right to beggar ourselves by 
fighting against odds. It is hardly ;manful to be over
anxious about the result of political trials that involve no 

·disgrace . 
. : Here, in the Punjab,• I find mothers ~ith stricken heart 
coming and shedding tears over the imp~isonment of 
their sons ·whom they. regard as innocent. I know I am· 

'Mahathma Gandhi incessantly wrote 'even while travelling. This. 
article was written while n a viKit to Punjab. 
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'helpless. · But it is so difficult to comfort'them. To give 
them false hope would be a sin. To ask· them patiently 
'to endure what cannot be cured brings no comfort. I 
·.am, therefore, endeavouring to perform the uphill.task of 
.asking them to be Satyagyahis enough to realise that we 
shall only. perpetuate:political convictions so long as we 
fret and foam and worry over the imprisonment of ohr 
·dear ones. Needless to say, I am riot here· thinking· of 
dmprisonments for acts of actual incendiarism or murder. 

' ' 

25th Februai'y, 1920 · 

CLE4N UP! 

The following interview, first publlshed in the. /Jidicuz 
,'Witness of Luck~ow, was· reproduced in "Young India'' 
o0f February, 25: .. . · . · · 

·As I talked with Mr. Ganbhi, I marvelled at the sim
'.Plicity of his dress~ · He wore ·coarse white cloth, with a 
Jmmbal . thrown over his body to 'protect him· from the 
~c~ld. ·A little, white cap was his only head covering~ 
As he sat on the floor· facing me, ·I· asked myself, how 
.cari: this little ·man, with his thin face and large protrud
ing ears, and quiet brown eyes, be the ·great· Gandhi 

·. about· whom I have heard· so much? All doubts were 
·set aside, when we began to talk: I do not agree. with 
;all the methods that Mr. Gandhi empioys ·to bring about 
the desired .'end; ' but I: do want to bear this personal 
testini9ny of the man himself. Mr. Gandhi is a spiritual 
man ... He is a thi!lker .. In·my shorUnterview, I had the 
·same heart-to-heart fellowship with him as l' have had 
scores·· of,.·t'imesr with some of God's saints. I ·took 
knowledge that.' this man had .. · b.een to the Source of 
:Christian,: ~tr~ngtb, :and had learned from, the great 
~christ. 
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. " M r~ . Gandhi, what can nations· of the West do in fur .. 
thering the ~11-round development of the East, and 
particularly of India?" Mr. Gandhi .. answered the 
question indirectly: "India is just now in the Rtate of 
unlearning.· She has learned a lot that is useleRs and 
:t1nprofitable.. From my observation of the West, and 
particularly of your own country, I have learned two 
outstanding facts: First, cleanliness·i .second, energy, 

I 

I am fully convinced that my people· cannot advance 
spiritually, until they clean up. Your people are wonder. 
fully energetic. To a large extent, it ha:s. ·been energy 
.after things material. If Indian people could have that 
same amount of energy,, rightly directed, . they would 
receive a great bles!'ing." 

"Mr. Gandhi, will you kindly tell me how Christianity 
.can best help India, in view of the sp~rit of nationalism 
that is abroad?" He: replied, "What we need, most of 
:all, is s!tmpath!T· When I was down in Africa, I found 
this illustration. I had to dig ~;orne artesian wells. In 
order to' search the pure flowing streams, I h~d to dig 
deep. Many of the people who come out here to study 
my people only scratch the surface.· If they would dig 
<leep by ineans of sympathy, they. would find a stream 
of life there pure and clear." 

"And will you kindly 'tell me, Mr. Gandhi, what book 
or person has influenced you· the· most?"·· ·Of course,
I was prepared to hear him say· something about the 
Vedas and several other. Indian books. with which 
Christian people should be conversant ; but I was not 
])repared to hear from the lips of this man the mention 
·of three English books that had shaped his life and 
thought .. He frankly confessed that he was not an 
omnivorous reader, but rather a·careful selector of, the 
-very· best. The order in which he spoke of the books 

4 
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was as follows : The Bib1e~ Ruskin, Tolstoi ... Speaking 
. of the Bible, he said: "There have· bee~ many times 
when I did not know which. way to tu·rn .. But I' have 
gone to the Bible, and particularly· the~ New :.Testament, 
and have drawn strength from· its message," ' I 

! ·I was anxious to know how our Meerut Graduates'· ·.AJ;. 

sociatiott, composed of. the finest of the educated men in. 
the city, ·could further ; the city's welfare. IIi reply to 
the question, he gave me this one word,·" Bccn:enger.'" 
He said, " I employ that word in all .its meaning-; . If the 
members· would .. get out and lend a helping hand. ito 
clean up the city,:literally and morally, .they ·would· .be 
doing a great work." 

. Meerut S. > W. CLEMES. 

t . 
\ 23rd June, 1919 

SOME PROOFS OF· THE UNIVERSALITY OF 

, SATYAGRAHA . · 
\ I 

It may be long before the law of love will be recog ... 
nised in international affairs. The machineries of govern-
ments stand between. and hide the' hearts .of one people 
from those of another. Yet if only. we watched the lates.t 
international developments il) Europe and Eastern Asia 
with an eye. to .. es.sentia.ls, we could see how the world is 

,_moving steadily ·to realise· that between nation and 
nation, as between man and man force has failed to I 

solve problems, but that the .economic sanction of Non:.. 
co-operation is far more. mighty a:nd ·. conclusive than. 
armies and navies. The victories of .war. have only 
thrown fresh burdens on the nations 'that emerged .out 
.of the struggle as. apparElnt. victors. The fooq .and: .. the 

· industries. of .the defeated nations are a source of an.xiety 
as much.to tha.victors as to themselves. All the ingenuity 
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of the Governments of the Allied nations is directed to 
show, without detriment to the glory of the victors, they 
can make the vanquished people economically solvent, 
happy, and willing to work to keep· the world going. 
Reading between the lines of the brief telegram•about the 
American Republican Party's international programme, 
one can see that the Far West is· beginning to realise 
that the ultimate sanction of a league of nations should 
be, not the vicious chain of the might of arms again, but 
the might of international' outlawry', i.e., Non-co-opera
tion of the nations. From this it would be an easy step 
to the complete recognition of the law of love. Till a. 
new energy is harnessed and put on wheels, the captains 
of the older energies will tre.at the innovation as theore
tical, impractical, idealistic, and so on. We may be 
c~rtain that the steam engineer was laughed at by the 
horse-dealer, till he saw that even horses could. be 
transported by the steam engine. The electrical engi .. 
neer was, no doubt, ca}\ed a faddist and a mad man in 
steam engine cir~les, till work was actually done over 
the wires. It may take long to lay the wires for interna
tional love, but the sanction of international Non-co
operation in preference to continued physical compulsion, 
as appears to have·been conceived by the Republican 
Party of Amercia, is a distinct progress towards the 
ultimate and real solution. 

The most striking news in this connection is a ruxnour 
of c~ontemplated action in regard· to the Irish situation. 
The " Observer" gives· currency to the belief that the 
BritL11h Ministry ·is considering, as an alternative of 
martial law in Ireland, a policy of. Non-co-operation. , 

• A (}eneral Election in America' was p1·oceeding at the time this· 
article was written and the great Parties were engaged in the elcctio- · 
ncering campaign, issuing manife~:~toes and programmes. · 
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The', disaffected interior·. of . Ireland is· .to be entirely 
ignor~d:until it co·mes td·.jts senses.· There would be no 
police, no., troops,_ no trade• no, education, no distribution 
of 1revenue, ·.no ·ritilwayso' There . would· be ; complete 
admi~istrative boycotk The· beauty: of Satyagraha, of 
which~ .. N on .. ,co,.operation is but a· chapter, is·· that it is 
available to either side . in a·' fight, that it has checks 
that automatically work for the vindication of. truth and 
justice for that side, whichever it may be, that has Truth 
and.justice.ili preponderating measure. It is as power
f\ll:an{faithfuLa weapon in the ·hand og: the capitalist 
as in that.of the labourer.· It. is as powerful in the hands 
of the government~·1asdn. that of the people, and will 
bring·victory. to·the·government; :if people are misguided 
or-unjust, a·s it will win'the battle for the· people if the 
government· be .in the wrong. Quick disorganis!rliop. 
and. defeat are bol;lnd to be the fate of bolstered up cases 
an4 ,·artificial 'agitations if the battle is fought . with 
Satyagraha weapons. Suppose the ·people ,are unfit·· to 
rule themselves, or are unwilling to sacrifice for a cause, 
then, no amount of. noise: will bring them ·victory inN on
co-operation. If the government be ·a :good government, 
just; on the· whole, and nece'ssary ·for the people, and 
the grievan:ce be false· or• unreal or ~is• based on miscon-

1 ' 

ception·or,:is'not of such measure as to::weigh .against 
the virtues of the government in 1 other vital respects 
then :N on,.cci-operation has only to be·. adopted on · eitlier 
side; andi wit~out·rancour or .bloodshed, the question will 
automatically •.be settled .with unerring precision· and 
justice• · .. It may not be generally known, but it has long 
been 'maintained ·.by· Mr.. Gandhi, :that ··the Satyagrahic 
weapon of Non-co-operation is. :a~ available to govern· 
ment against tl~e people ·~s to .'the people against the 
govern~ent. , The a~tion said to· be contemplated in 

.. I 
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regard to the Irish disorders would, if true, be a beautiful 
illustration of the· universality' of the principles of 
S.atyagraha. 

• 'I; 

lOth March; 1920 

. THE 6TH OF APRIL AND :I' HE 13TH 

(Br M. K. G.\:snm) 

It is impossible for us to forget the 6th of April • which 
vitalized the whole ·of India and the 13th ·of April 
which, by the spilling of innocent blood, ha·s made the 
Punjab a place of pilgri'mage for the whole of India. 
The 6th of April saw the advent of Satyagraha. One 
may dissent·from the Civil Disobedience·part of it, but no 
one c'an dissent from the essential doctrine of Truth and 
love or non-injury. With Satya combined with· Ahimsa 
you ·can bring the world to your feet. Satyagraha in its' 
essence is nothing but the introduction of· truth and 
gentlenessin the political, i.e., the national' life. ·.And 
whether one takes the Satyagraha pledge or not, there 

·can be no doubt that the spirit of Satyagraha has pervad~ 
ed the masses. ·'.Any way, that is ·my ex.perie'nce of 
thousands of the Punjabis I m·et throughout''my tour: in 
the Punjab. ' ' · · ' · · r · . : ' • • 

·The. 6th of April again saw the inaugUration ·of a 
definite plan of Hindu-Moslem unity and Swadeshi. t 

It was the 6th of 'April which broke the spirit: under~ 
lying the Rowlatt .Act and 'made' it .a dead letter;' Th~ 
13th of April saw riot merely the terrific 'tragedy:'buf in 

, that ·tragedy Hindu-Moselm blood flowed 1freely in 'a; 
mingled stream and sealed the compact ' . ' ' ': . ' 

How to commemorate or c'elebrate ther-e two· great 
• The flih Apdl is being every year obsct1ved' throughout' India as 

Satyngtnhn Day, a day of prayer, one consecrated tti self-purification: 
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national events? I venture. to suggest that those who 
will, should devote the 6th April next to fast (twenty
four hours abstention from ·food) and prayer and that 
all over India at 7 p.m., public meetings should be held 
praying for the repeal of the Rowlatt Act and expressing 
the national belief that there will be no peace in the land 
till that Act is repealed. That the Act is a dead letter 
is not enough. Either it is a disgrace or it is not. If it 
is, the Act must be repealed .. The repeal before the 
reforms will be a token of good·will on the part of the 
Government. 

The whole of the week, beginning from .the 6th, should 
be devoted to some work connected with the tragedy of 
the 13th. I therefore venture further to suggest that the 
week· should be devoted to the collecting of funds for 
the Jallianwala Bagh memorial, it being remembered 
that the sum to be collected is ten lacs of rupees. 
Each village or town can devise its own plan of collec· 
tion guarding against misappropriation and fraud. The 
collect.ion should be finished by the evening of the 
12th April. . , 

Then the 13th. That day of days should be devoted 
to fasting and prayer. It should be free from ill-will or 
anger. We want to cherish the memory of the innocent 
dead. We do not want to remember the wickedness· of 
the deed. The nation will rise by readiness to sacrifice, 
not by preparing to revenge. On that day I would also 
have the nation to remember the mass excesses and feel 
penitent for them. We close the week by meetings 
thro.ughout India to pass resolutions urging the Govern
ment, both Imperial and Indian, to take effective steps to 
render a repetition of the tragedy impossible. 

I would further urge that during the week each o.ne 
does his or her best in his or her own person to realise 
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more fully than ever the principles of Satyagraha, Hindu
Moslem unity and Swadeshi. In order to emphasise 
Hindu-Moslem unity I would advise joint meetings of 

',Hfudus and Mahornedans on Friday the 12th April at 
7 p.m., urging that the Khilafat question be decided in 
'accordance with the just Moslem sentiments. , 

Thus this national week should he a week of purifica
tidn, self-examination, sacrifice, exact discipline and 
expression of cherished national sentiments. There 
should be no trace of bitterness, no violence of language, 
but absolute fearlessness and' firmness. 

Should there not also be a hartal on the. 6th and the 
13th ? My answer is an emphatic no. This week is a 
Satyagra ha week for those who believe in Truth and Non
violence. The hartal of the 6th was a Satyagraha hartal 
in the sense that it was a prelude to Satyagraha. The 
hartal of the 6th April last, though it was spontaneous, 
was not altogether free from undue pressure during the 
course of the day in the way of asking people not to use 
carriage, etc. I would therefore not advise hartal at all 
for this week of discipline and penance. Moreover, 
hartal must not be made cheap. It must be only for 
rare occasions. 

!,respectfully trust-that all parties and all classes will 
see their way to take their full share in the observances 
of the national week and make it an event for the true 
and definite progress in national awakening. 

24th March, 1920 
CONTEMPT OF COURT 

(By M. K. GA~DHI) 

'!!he long expected hearing of the case against the 
editor and the publisher of" Young India , in connection 
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with' the· pu blicatimi: ·0f ·ai :letter·~ 'of the;-District Judge of 
Ahmedabad,· regarding ~ Sa.tyagrahi 1Lawyers ·and my 
.comments .thereon has·· ~been r. heard.r and ·judgme-nt ·,has 
been·.pronounced; ·B6tb''ithe) editor· and.:the ·puhfisher 
have been ser'verely reprimanded .. But the Court did not 
see its way to· pass· any sentence· upon; :either:· of· us. If 
Ldw~ll r u·pon . the judgment it' is onJy 'because ·I am 
anxious :as a Satyagrahi·· to~. draw a moraLfrom it. I 
'wish to assure ithose fri.ends twho:. 'out of. pure friendliness 
advised t1s; to tende·r .. the required· apology, that 1 refused 
to accept their advice,' not: dut of obstinacy, but becatrse 
there-was a g~eat pririciple at stake: .. I had to conserve 
a journalist's independence. and· yet resp~ct the·. law. 
My·own reading of the law was that there was .no con.; 
tempt commit~ed by me; ·.But 1my defence rested ~nore 

upon .the .. ,fact that; I could ·not offer·· an apo-logy: jf 
I was; . not prepared1:p.ot, to. •repeat the ,,o:ffenc·e · 6n a 
similar: ·occasion. Bec!iuse · • t hold that an. apology . 
tendered to· a Court,·to be''true, has to be as sincere as a 
private •apology .. ·'. ·At the same time, I owed a duty to the 

. Court:: It w.as no' lighHhing for me: to· refuse to accept 
the advice'ofthe Chief Justice,'especiallywhen the Chief 

. Justice was so very considerate in the correspondenee 
with·me. 'I wason the horns of a dilem~a· .. I therefore 
decided· not to· offer1 any· ·defenoe··b~t simply to make 
a. statement frankly. alid· .fully· defining: my position, 
leaving it to. the Court.to pass any sentence it thought fit 
in the event of an adverse decision. In order to show 

· that I meant no disrespect of the Court and that I did 
not desire to adve1!tise1 the·' ~ase,! I took extraordinary 

~ .. :,\') •, ':: .·· ,·· .. ' 

• The letter called upon lawyers who t-ook the Satyagraha pledge. 
See sup1·a, Gandhi's evideiice'befol'e the Hunter Committee1 to explain 
!WhiY they; should not be debai·l'ed from prncti'ce under the Legal Fract.i_ 
tioner's Act,for th~.ir·a~t ~u -tnkipg the pledges defying Law .. ,,·.,: \ 
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precautions to' prevent publicity and I, venture to think 
that I succeeded eminently in convincing the Court that 
behind my disobedie~ce, if it .was disobedience, there 
was no defiance .. but perfect resignation,· there· was no
anger or ill-will but perfect testraint and· respect; that, 
•r I did not apologise,; I did not, because· an insincere 
apology ·would have been contrary to my conscience •. 
I hold that it was about as perfect· an instanc~ ·of Civil 
Disobedience as it ever has been my privilege to offer .. 
And I feel that the Court reciprocated in a most hand •. 
some manner and recognised the spirit of civility tbat. 
lay. ~ehind my so-called disobedience. · The luminous 
judgment of Justice Marten lays· down the law, ·and 
decides. against me. But I feelthankful that it does not 
question the propriety of my action.· Justice Hayward's 
judgment recognises it as an instance of Passive, ·i.e.,. 
Civ.il Resistance and practically makes it the reason for 
not awarding any sentence. Here, then, we .have an 
almost complete vindication of Civil Disobedience. Dis .. 
obedience to be , civil must be, sincere, respectful,. 
restrained, never defiant, must be based upon some well 
understood principle, must not be capricious and, above 
all,·must have np ill-will'or hatred behind it. I submit 
that the disobedience offered by Mr. Desai and .myself 
contained all these ingredients.· · 

31st Ma1•clt,: 1920 

THE SATYA(tRAHA WEEK 
I I i 

' (By 1\I. K. GASDHJ) 
. ' "' . 

First and for~most .in the programme . for the . holy 
National Week I put fasting' and· pra,yer. I have said 
enough to emphasise the necessity. of both these for the 
unfoldment of our national .life. r. speak of these from 
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l)ers'Onal experience.1 
., But writing.' to .a friend on ·this 

very matter of prayer, ·1 came across a1 beautiful thing 
f'roni Tennyson .which I present to. the readers of" Young 
India",. if perchance I might convert· 'them to a definite 
belief :in the efficacy of prayer~ Here is the gem:· 
·~'More things are .wrought by prayer 

Than this -world dreams of. Wherefore let thy voice 
. Eise like a fountain for. me night and day. 

·· For what are men better than sheep or goats 
That nourish a blind life within the brain, 
tf,. knowing God,· they lift not hands of prayer 
Both for themselves and those who call them f:riend? 

·. For so the whole round earth is every way 
Bound by golden chains about the feet of God." 

. Throughout. my wanderings in India, I have had the 
:privilege of mixing with men of all creeds, of mixing 
with thousands of women, hundreds upon hundreds of 
students. I have discussed with them national problems. 
with a passion which I am unable to describe. I have 
fotind that we ·have not yet. reached a conscious recog-

. nition of our national state .. We have not had the 
discipline necessary for a realisation of that state and 
venture to say that there is nothing so ·powerful as fast
ing and prayer that would give us the requisite discipline, 

. spirit of self-sacrifice, h\lmility and resoluteness of will 
without which there can be no· real progress. I hope 

· therefore that millions· througbou~ .. India will open the 
Satyagraha Week with sincere fasting .and prayer. 

I do not wish, during this week, to emphasise the Civil 
Resistance part of Satyagraha. I would like all . to 
-contdmplate Truth and Non-violence, and to appreciate 
their invincibility .. Indeed,·· if all of us· regulated our 
lives by this eternal law of Satya and Ahimsa, there will 
be no occasion for civil·' 'or other- resistance. Civil 
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Resistance comes into play when only a small body of 
men endeavour to follow Truth in the face of opposition. 
It is difficult to know what is truth, when to defend it to 
the point of Civil· Resistance, and how to avoid error in 
the shape of violence in one's P\lrsuit after Truth. There 
may well be differences of opinion as to the advisability 
of preaching Civil Resistance as a creed during a week 
devoted to national uplift, in which one seeks the 
co-operation of all without distinction of party, class or 
~reed. 

Beyond the .Prayer and fasting on the 6th and the 13th, 
we have the collection for the Jallianwala Bagh Memo
rial. I trust that complete organisation would be set up in 
every province, in every district, and every towrror village. 

The third part of the activity is represented by three 
meetings during the week all over India at the stated 
times, whereat I have suggested the passing of certain . 
resolutions, dz., on the Rowlatt Act which gave rise to 
the Satyagraha moveJ.t.ent, the Khilafat question whicb ' 
by Hindu association cements Hindu-Moslem unity and 
what may· be called the JalHanwalla Bagh resolution to 
be passed on the 13th April, calling upon the Government 
to take such measures as may be necessary to prevent 
a. repetition of the tragedies that were witnessed duririg 
Martial Law regime and which were opened. even before 
the inauguration of Martial Law by the unlawful 
mass·acre of the 13th. I suggest the following resolutions 
for acceptance: · 

For the 6th April.-This meeting of the citizens of 
.. . . ' places on record its emphatic opinion that there 
will be no peace in the land until the Rowlatt Act is 
repealed and therefore appeals to the Government of 
India to introduce at the earliest opportunity a bill repeal .. 
jng that Act. · 
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·, 11Fot.• th~ 9th April ,.:.:..This· meeting· of, Hindus, ~~f.ahome.:: 
dans and· others, thednhabitants of. . . . trusts that 
the Khilafat·.question will be ·.solved consistantly with 
the·just demands of:the Mussalmans of India and thus 
the s'olemn·pledges of His.lvfajesty's ·ministers and this 
meeting records !its ·opinion' that in the event of an adverse· 
d'ecf~ion ·being. arrived at, it will be the duty of every
Indian· to\ withdraw co4 operation from the 1 Government 
until the pledges are fulfiUed and Mussalman sentiment' 
conciliated. 1 

'For the 13th :.Ajn:i[.:-.:..;This.me.eting ·of ·the. inhabitants· 
of 1 < . 1 ':.As o£1 opinion· that whilst mob .. excesses at 
Amritsar; although··9ommitted after grave provocation,. 
were worthy of condemnation, the deliberate and· calcu
lated massacre, without warning, by General ·Dyer, of. 
innocent, unarmed' and 'otherwise defenceless men at 
J allianwala Bagh was an· unexampled . act· of ·barbarity 
and hopes that·the Government of India and the 'Im
perial Government ·will take such 'Steps as will render 
i~possible a 'repetition · of such barbarity and other 
similar .barbarlties committed' by responsible officers 
in the Punjab during the period of Martial Law ·adminis
trati0n and hopes that the recommendations made by the 
:Punjab Sub-committee ·of the Indian National Congress: 
will-be carried out in their' entirety. · 

, ·. _r._.·-·-.: 
.;. • .I 

28th' Aprill920 · · 
.. TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ALL-INDIA HOME RUtE 

11, ;II,·' 1 f I I' '
1

1 ,! '',i • ,1' ' , ' 
. ~EAOUE . 
,JI ,.,, t, I ;. •, 

(By 1\i, K, GANDHI) 
I o , ~ ,' • t 

, It is a· distinct departure ,froql the even tenor of my
life for rrie· to belong to, an organisation that is purely 
and frankly political. But after careful .deliberation 
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:and commltation with frierids,· I have joined the All-India 
Home Rule League and accepted the office of its Pre
·sident. Some friends whom I· consulted told me that 
I should not join any. political organisation and that 
if I did, I would lose the p6sitian of splendid isolation 
I enjoy at present. I confess that this caution had 
considerable weight with me .. .At the same time,. l felt 
that if I was accepted by the League as 1 was,. I should 
be wrong in hot identifying myself with an·organisation 
that I could utilise for the advancement of the causes 

. in which I had specialised and .of the methods which 
·experience has shown me are attended with quicker and 
better results than. those that are usually adopted. 
'Before joining the League, I endeavoured to ascertain the 
opinion of those who were outside the Presidency 
.and with whom I had not the. privilege· to come in 
·such close contact as with co-workers in the Bombay 
Presidency. 

The causes referred to by me. are Swadeshi, Hindu
Moslem .Unity .with special reference to Khilafat, the 
.acceptance of Hindustani as the lingua franca and a 

~ linguistic re-distribution of the Provinces.: I, would 
engage the League if l.can carry the members with me 
in these actvities so that they. occupy the largest part of 
the nation's time and attention. 

I freely confess that Reforms take a secondary place 
in my scheme of national reorganisation. For I feel 
that the activities chosen by me, if they could but 
absorb national energy, would bring about all the 
Reforms that the most ardent extremists can ever desire, 
.and so far as the desirability of full self-government at 
the earliest possible moment is concerned, I yield to none 
in my desire to hasten our progress. ·And it is because 
I feel that the progress toward~ self-government can be 
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best. accelerated· by developing the activities I have 
mentioned that· I keep them in . the forefront of the 
national programme. I shall not treat the All-India 
Home Rule League as a party organisation in any sense 
of the term. I belong to n<lparty and I wish to. belong 
to none hereafter. I am aware that. the constitution of. 
the League requires it to help the Congress, but I do not 
consider the Congress as a party organisation, even a·s · 
the British Parliament though it contains all parties and 
has one party or other dominating it, from time to time, 
is not a party organisation. I shall venture to hope that 
all parties. will cherish the Congress as a national 
organisation providir.g a platform for all parties to appeal 
to the nation with a view to moulding its policy and I 
would endeavour to so mould the policy of the League 
as to make the Congress retain its non-party, national 
character. 

This brings me to my methods. I believe that it· is 
possible to introduce uncompromising truth and honesty 
in the roliticallife of the country. Whilst I would • not 

. expect the League to follow me in my Civil Disobedience 
methods, I would strain every nerve to make Truth and 
non-violence accepted in ;all our national activities. 
Then we shall cease to fear or distrust governments and 
their measures. I do not wish however to develop the 
theme any further ... I would rather let time solve the 
many questions that must arise from the bald .. statement 
I have made. My purpose just now is not to demonstrate 
the propriety of my action or the truth of the policy 
herein· adumbrated but to take ·the members of the 
League into my confidence and to invite criticism of the 
programme herein set forth and. any suggestions they 
may wish to make fox the advancement of the welfare 
of the.League. .. 
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231'd :MareTt, 1921 · 

SATYAGRAHA WEEK 

(Br 1\I. K. GA:Slllll) 

April 6th and 13th will be soon upon us~ The 6th saw· 
India one and awakened. The 13th was a black Sunday, 
when a diabolical attempt was made to crush the spirit 
of a nation' that had just become awakened. India. 
observed the anniversary of the two days last year in a 
fitting manner, and the whole week commencing from 
the 6th was treated as a· week of consecration. Would 
that the coming April will find us ready for greater ·. 
consecration.· We have every reason and every 'occasion 
£or it. Last year we concentrated merely on securing 
subscriptions for paying the purchase price ohhe ground 
hallowed by innocent blood.· It was a necessary and 
pious act. But greater things have happened since then. 
The nation has affirmed and re-affirmed its determination 
to redress tbe Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs and to 
establish Swaraj. The December Congress went further 
and declared its intention to acquire Swaraj within one 
year.• 

We cannot, then, do better than consecrate ourselves 
for greater national effort in this direction. The school 
and the courts movements continue. t' No special end ea .. 
vour is now necessary on that score except on the part 
of those who have left educational institutions or law· 
courts. They must search· within and see' ·how they are 
utilising their time.· • But there are six things in which 
we certainly need to make a· very special effort. 

Firstly, we·must acquire greater mastery over ourselves 
and secure an atm.osphere of perfect· calm, peace, and· 

.. . I ' I . 
• 'For the Congress resolutions referred to hbove, see appendix. 
t The nntionnl movement is explnin~d and discussed nt length in/ret. 
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goodw-ill. We must· ask forgiveness for every unkind 
word thoughtlessly uttered or unkind deed done to any 

I • ',(/ • • .. ' ' 

Qne. 
·Se~ondly, we must still further cleanse our hearts, and 

we,· Hindus: and Moslems,. must cease to .. suspect one 
another'~. motives ;.and we should balieve-ourselves to be 
incapable of wronging one another., i: ., I C•';! '~ 

jl'hirdly, we.Hip.du~? must call no one unclean or mean 
or inferior to I ourgelves, and. mu.st .therefore· cease. to 
reg11rd.the :'Pariah' class to ba untouchable. We must 
cbnsider jt sinful to.reg~rd• a fell~w-being·:~as untouch-

~ able. · ·! · ·" j • .~: • 

· These: thre.e., things are matters of. inward .. tr11nsforma .. 
tjon and the result will' be seen in our daily dealings; · . 
I ··The fourth is the curse of drink .. ;Happily, India seems 
to have voluntarily and .sppntaneously' resolved to: get 
rid. of the curse. A suprer.p.e .effort should be made.duri~g 
the week· to induce,' by. respectful entreaty, the ,liquor
sellers to give up·, their licences :and the habitual 
visitors .to these .. shops .to give up the habit. Every 
caste ~nows its own. offenders and, can ·handle them 
much more effectively than others. But I have sug
gested,to the women .of· Ahmedabttd. that they should 
organise :,temperance·; bands and· approach the liquor:
sellers and the.drink~rs. ; In any case, .no physical force 
should be ·l,lsed to attain the end., A determined.peaceful 
campaign o~ persuasicm must succ~ed. 

Th.e fifth,. thing is the introduction , of the spinning 
wheel in·every home, larger production and use of khadi, 
and complete giving up of foreig~ cloth. . 
. The ~ixth thing is the systemati~ and ceaseless 
collection of subscriptions for the Tilak Swaraj Fund. , 
If an organised e~deavour is made in this direction, we 
should be able to finish the collection of even one crore 
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rupees during the Satyagraha week. Yy incessant 
touring has convinced me that India is ready to pay 
much more than one crore. Only there are not enough 
honest collectors. Every district of India should be able 
to organi~e itself 'for ·this work to be don~ during the 
Satyagraha week.• 

llartals have become cheap, and are easily organised 
and, therefore, have lost much of their original value. 
But harfalt~ for· the two days have a signi~cance all their 
own. And I would certainly advise lwrtal.~ for both the 
sixth and the thirteenth April accompanied by fast. 
Needless to say that there should be no compulsion. 
The employees whether in mills, or elsewhere. should 
not stop work if they cannot secure leave, and, no undue 
pressure should be brought to bear on the tram manage. 
ment. We must rely upon the public not using public · 

·vehicles on· the two days without just and urgent cause. 
The two days of fast should be utilised for special 
prayers and worship. 

I would dissuade the public from passing any resolu
tions as to our demands. The week of consecration must 
be a week of self-examination and purification. We 
must rely upon our work to bring about the desired 
result. As soon as'we have rendered ourselves :fit no 
person on earth can ·prevent our estab!ishing Swaraj 
and securing redress of the two great wrongs. 

' These six points wet•e accepted by the Congress. Bee Appendix. 
" 5 
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TOWARDS NON -CO-OPERATION 

24th :March, 1920 

THE MESSAGE OF THE PUNJAB 
\ 

'THE following free rendering· of the address delivered 
in Hindi by Shrimati Sarala Devi Chaudhrani to the 
public of Ahmedabad on the 27th February was ·re
published in "Young India " for the benefit of its readers. 
The 'address was entitled " The Message of the Punjab." 

The 11fessage.-Bharat is a holy place ; and in it, in 
many respects, Punjab, the land of the five rivers, may 
be considered the holiest. It has been called the ancient 
:abode of the Rishis. When modern civilisation spreads 
its dazzling wares for our acceptances' and tempts· us 

-by its speech and succeeds in · making us entirely 
ashanieq of our own, we· seek shelter and comfort ·iri 
-exploring the treasured stores of those dwellers in the 
cottages on the banks of the Five Rivers and when we· 
meet them face to face in their pastoral hymns, we are 
filled· with pride about the glory' of our own ·ancient 
c1vilisation that lies buried in the inexhaustible mines· 
called the Vedas. The Veda.s repre~ent to us the word 
of God and the word was given, 'so the historians· tell us~ 

69 
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on the holy banks of the rivers of the Punjab. It is for 
that reason that the very name of the Punjab fills every 
Indian with a, thrill of pride. It .·is that soil whose 
children found perfect joy and pleasure in .learning: 
from its wise me~ divine wisdom. It is that holy place
where a Rishi's wife proudly said to her husband, 
''·What have I to do with earthly riches that cannot 
rob death of its terrorlltof ine/t She at last herself 
became a divine singer and to-day, throughourt Hindu. 
India, millirins I bf )Hh1duiJ's'ing I th<i~J' hi.imortal verseg 
which mean-" Lead me· from Falsehood unto· Truth, 
from Darkness unto Ligh(from Death unto Immortality .. 
Reveal Thyself tom~·'· A Lq.rd~i. P.r~tect me with Thy 
benign aspect." It is th'e same holy land where the 
youth Nachiketa~·;spurn'ii:ig ldngq{fe· ·l:t'nd:l ~iijoyment of 
t~e .. w9~~~\ immortaliJ?~~ hjpl~~·It, ,~Y.,.~1J,~ 1 ·~ddressing ~t~e; 
G,o4 qf D~at4, :~~q AB:4! a~k.~:4 J.lifT\,:~91 :c~a?se ·~:-~Q?~p' 
".~ich.e~. ·do no~. make. 1 ~~~ !U:~I). g~e~t~:; ~~~.waD;~ nq· oth~r~ 
b_o,oJh,: .~ w~nt 1only, iknq~,ledge; 1qfr ~~~p.g~· eterJ?-11~·~.'·; ~t, 
was i;n ~.he ~n,cieD:~· l?UJ1j~b ._tpat t4e.ye~y. gp~s~. ~enou~c-:· 

. i:P,g ~njoy:mep.ts ;law~~l for 1 rthe1p .a~.~:.~le~~ted :py! t4e 
prel,iching /.Of .piyine, Wisdc;>m,. ~sat, ~t 11 the. :fe,e,t: .of.. t4e:. 
sage,s. ap.d,.observ00, rf3.;·ph111p1qh(Wy~ for 'age~!1 i ... ', : '. ~· 

Thus, w~,, are · .~ehol4~p, . to. ·'thi~; la~~d Q~.1 t4e · SaC'r~.di : 
rivers!rfor11 all,,.t,hat.,is, Ioniest. in Hind~ism and it .is on 
t~at; ·apQount ;~n~ ... that ·alone., th~t we .. s~oulcl, :think of 
·t4~ Pm1j~b,Jn!·,9.ur .p,1or~ing .Pray;ers:rt··~ot.pnly did the 
P.~nj!'\ob lea.di Jhe :w~.Y in,,div~~e kn~wle.dge i!l.the times. 
of the J~is:Q.is 1, bJ:I.t even durjJ1g·~, ,rece,nt. times, .. i~ , has .. 
~~~n.t~e b.\rthpJaoq .of. the.,Si~4 ;G;tJnls .. , ,\V~ bow our 
he~ds.,.tp , .. t~~ ·:P..unj9,b., .for. th~r r:~n:unciatJon, ,th.e ~elf
sacrifipe~arnd the: spiritualitylQatJh.ese. Gu~w~· .expre~sed 
in.theirJ.i;ves,!itnd held~up ,before :us.~~ a patte,rn. :~orthy. 
~f ~~tV.it~ti<m,,:by;u~J uAl~eJ .. sinc~ ~4~1;1.·1the Punjab seems. 
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to have remained in -temporary. oblivio.n of. her ·ancient; 
heritage,:. The present- descendants 'of the . Rishi~ ~of 
old, though they still prove their noble descent by: their 
handsome Aryan featul.'es, seem to .have . mi.~ interpreted 
the teaching of the. ancients about Power.~ ~The ,Rishis 
have saidL~' Power is greater even than Science .. ,Our 
man of power is more thari a match for: hundred J stien-' 
tists. Power sustains the earth; .the ether,· the ."Rky, . the 
mountaiml, the gods, mankind, beasts,· birds,' ·ve'getation 
and insects..;_all·the.se are :~lr.;o· dependent upon'··thh;. 
P0wer; Therefore worship .ItO!! 1 ! : ' • ' : • ·'-

· The Punjab of to-day has mir.;taken· this great Power of, 
the soul for physical: powel.' i and put :.it· on 'a ; pedeRtal.; 
She Reems to ha v·e forgottel'l-that the sages sang not of the 
mere momentary body-force but· that'; they sang of the 
invincible soul-force. i It is' said of this Power which: 
sustains· everything every where that' eyeA cannot sea1 it,J 
speech cannot describe· ,it; mind cannot ;comprehend it. 
Of the same Power .Herbert Hpencer has· ·Mid-"; The 
Power which the· Universe manifests to mds utterlyinL· 
accountable . .,· , . .An Infinite and Eternal ~energy 'f~om · 
whlch all things proceed...'' This Soul;.P6wer is berieficent1 

and ii1 its beneficence has 'its distinctive' ·character~ from 
the power of the 'brute·· or: the bOdy-force; 1 It has the 
force with which: V ~sishta over-powered' Vishwainitra.' 
Could the Punjab have been ensnared by th'e ·!dazzle of. 
the We~tern worship of brute-force? ':Ther~ a:re two 
distinctive · qualities :which · charactel'ise · brute-force-.J 
tyranlily' and·lcowardice:.:.....to. terrorise the ; week ··and I to 
fear the "strong; 1whereas the characteris'tl~ ''of' sout~l 
force are protection' of the weak and fearlessneRS before 1 

the tyra.nt/.· Bu~ th~ sarr~e. i~m~rt~l Rish,l,!{t~h u'~.~J~~·t: 
tlte. cho?ce ,fie.~.with us,, . They. alone achiev.~ .the .·better. 
way . whom the gods choose-and the gods forgot the: 
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Punjab for a while. I When. however ·they·· remembered 
that' holy •land once I ·more, there 1 came •a' voice. from 
above: 

·. Awake, arise, approach the great· on~s, 
, And learn wisdom from them .. · 

· The ·1 one who···was to, awaken the Punjab' ·was in' 
GujaratJ ·He had never seen the Punjab but he had a 
message for her a~ for the rest of India. 1 Many read it, 
some. only understood it. .The' result was that .there- was 
a kind of stimulation. The people of the Punjab did not 
sign his pledge. They did not grasp the inwardness 
of Satyagraha., · nevertheless its freedom-giving spirit 
permeated the Punjab and the Punjab was vita.lised. A 
new 'power ca.me into being_,_the power . of suffering
and so the citzens ·.of Lahore · received bullets ·in their 
breasts without retaliating.- Only to-day' the news has 
been received that the 21 men, who were under heavy 
s.entences including death pena~ty, had their appeals 
disn1issed .. by the Privy Council. · I have no doubt 
that the ,people .of the· Punjab~ with· their eyes fixed 
on .. Truth ·will, even: like Mirabai, 'acquire the power 
to. drink .. this· poison as if it ·was: nectar. For many 
an. innocent ,,man, including the leaders, has suffered 
imprisonment;: inany .have lost their all, many families 
have: been .. deprived·· of· their bread.;winners, hundreds 
are dependent on public charity.* But save for a few, the 
sufferers have borne their suffering with a bra'fe heart. 
The message .of Satyagraha· . has taken effect. · Happi-. 
· . .,A$ a . result ·,.of the so-called "r~bellion '' in the Punjab. martial 

la~, .was introduced in .the administration· of which hundreds of 
Indians: 'were. imprisoned,. unjustly i~ most cas~s. Some of the 
followini' 1 at•ticles .reveal the nature Of the 'summary COUl'tS 

sentences: I The' origin of the rebellion itself is briefly summarised in' 
Gan'dlii1s evidence before the Huntet• Committee and in the Iutroduc· 
tioil; 's,e· supra} ' \ . ~~' 
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ness and misery, prison and palace, life and death are 
to-day different aspects of the same thing. If we are 
filled with Truth, why need we fear an O'Dwyer or a 
Dyer ? The Truth in us sh~ll make us free .. The Punjab 
says to-day-" The weak shall not find the soul within." 
And if the Punjab forgives, it will be a forgiveness 
which adorns the strong....:...it will not be the deceitful 
refuge of the coward. I venture thus to sing fo.r you the 
words of the "Message of the Punjab." 

The :Message in Ver.se.-And, the speaker sang, on the 
beautiful bank of the Sabarinati just after sunset, to the 
vast audience of the citizens of Ahmedabad who listened 
in perfect respectful silence, the ·verses composed by 
Pandit Rambhuj Dutt Chowdhry,• that were sung by 
her to the Amritsar Congress .. We give a free transla
tion of these verses. 

1 

Never lose heart, 
What though the very life be in danger? 

Let us not lose heart 
, Though the body may perish. 

2 

Whe~her it be through lightnjng, fire, 
water, flood, hurricane or earthquake, 

Never lose heart. 

3 

Let the shell from the gun riddle you, 
Let the edge of the sword cut you in twain, 

Never lose hPart. · 
• ThtJ ~p~ltkct''Kr huHbnud, one of the lendtJrs of the Punjab, nud 

victims of the "firm" policy. 



·Let ~onfiscation,'forced: ~lile'impoverish.yo~:, 
I • Let· h'arlw'o'ids ~pierc·e -yriu\· '1 i. 1: .. ' • :) : ' 1 ·! · · • • 1 

,J · Det th·e: gall~:Ws ot:1 tran~l>ortation: be 'yburl~t; ·· 
".r :,;::·~':'Never los~ 'heatf. 1 

· •• '· ·' t'' j • • ~ 
·..-./.; •t••r'!tol I 1\r ::;,, ii .·~,~) ~~.,,[ ;J'IltJ(I ,• ,_", 

' ' I : ' ' ·' ~ .. I ! ~ I ! • 'l l . : •i' 'i 5: "i : •. <; -.1!: 

• ' 1 · Let· IST~m~' let RinJuisin, :: · 1 : -, · ',. :. · · · ·, , : :. 
,_ f ' , If '' . t; ''. t, • t 

Let knowledge, ·let ·strength of the strong: · . 
··:; 11 ': ,;..; '' • ··---:; i"' .~· '.: _: :1 sustai~:y.ou,· · .'.' · 

· .. ~ · , .. , ''Ne\•.er'lo'se llthrf.;' ''"I,'·· ·'· •·· • , ·l :rr···· 
f'' · .t .• ' 1 ·I ! r ~ 1; 'J.I iJ-. ~.i ;., : · Jl ' 1, t\ '! ·, :. ;·t '. :, ; •. 1 'i ")' • 

~ ; f ' ·. t ·:' I' • ; \ ! \ I ' I •·. '! : 1 . • :·! ~ j I '·6' I ~ I . :· : ·'. ~ •.• : i . ' 

•; By-: thEf.valour. bf the· M ajlias,1 . 

-: ·.By: the h1stiness. of the Malwas," -' · 
By the voice of the friends, . · ' 

Never lose heart. 
J 

7 . ~ ( !. ; 
. . ' . 

,'' ' I,··' 1j 
1
,1: ·/·1' ,'': ,' 

By the people of Dhana,t ;potdhar,~ 
Sandalbar,* and, Jhangsr;* · ' 

Never" ios~. heart. . I ' '~ 

8' 
0 Ram, through· lov~~ I ·· , · · .-.rf 

Through p'eade, through· patience; ' 
And by the grace of1Ttt1e God;: · · 

Never lose heart. 
\ 

:Mahatma Gan.dhi's' . .Bemarks:-Mr.~ Gandhi' .'who was 
in charge .. of the usua.l· :vote· of, thanks:. to the speaker 
and the chair in a humourousAittle speech said that 
· • Majhau.nd.·Malwas ru:e wnl'l'ior tribes living in the. Punjab. : · 
t·Names of places in the Punjab; 
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it was somewhat embarrassing for him to speak of 
one who was not ~ ~nly his valued guest, but had 
become as dear to· him ··as :his own sister. During his 
privileged residence : u'nder Safla:' Devi's roof whilst 
she ~as separated ·from her husband, he had .had .many 
a rich experience ·of her devotion' to· her husband. He 
knew how like a lioness she' had fought for securing· 
justice for her husb.and but never till that evening had 
he so fully .:realised that she was husband-mad. The
audience might think that F;he had delivered t1e messagp,• 
o.f the Punjab which wa~· the message ·of Satyagraha.i 
in the words of some ancient Rishis; for they had heard. 
so much that eveni~g of the Rishis of old. If they were .. 
labouring under any such delusion it waR his duty tc) 

undeceive: them.' He was certainly, proud to think' that 
the message of' Satyagi.'aha had' beeri delivered' in a I 
beautiful sweet song: But his· pride ·wag mix.ed with 
grief because he noticed that under the cover of deliver .. 
ing the message. of Satyagraha, Sarala Devi had done 
nothing' eh01e ·than glorifying 'her husband. For. Ram, 
the author of the song, was no other than fandit Ram .. 
bliuj Dutt Ohowdhry~· He 'did not mind the 'glorification 
of a husband hi a husband-mad wife. But he resented 
such glorification : under false colourSJ••The speaker. 
hoped that the ·audience· would: join·him in.his resent:. 
ment by enthusiasticatlly. carrying . the vote; he had the 
honour of moving and that 1 the sisters of Ahmedabad' 
whom he saw amo'ng the audience· would show their 
appreciation of the gifts of the guest . of the evening 
by copy'ing her wonderful devotion to· her husband .. 

't • ' 
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'15th October/ 1921 
I 

A ~UN JAB yiGTIM 
. :{BY 1\LK..GASDHI) 

Behari., Lal Sachdeva is a young mari of . twenty-four 
. -with~;~.. young wif.:; and an aged father seventy-two years 
{)}d .. He belongs to the Gujranwala batch; and was · 
sentenced to transportation· with forfeiture· of property. 
He had "waged war against the king.". So 1 said the 
prosecution· and so. found the court. ·His Honour .the 
Lieut~-Governor has commuted the sentence to .that of 
:four years' imprisonment. Poor comfort to a prisoner 
who .is innoaent or to his father who• is pn the verge of 
dea.th. ·' :. · .. 

·And so poor Behari Lal Sachdeva has sent another · 
petition*· as. "he believes that through some serious mis
take- his case. has not: been carefully gone into." .. The 
petition is convinc\ng ·enough. It is. so well drawn; that 
it will ·repay perusal. It is almost free from rhetoric or 
superfluous adjectives and is·. brief enough. evan fa~ a 
busy reader. i il • . 

·1A friend told me· the other day: that after forty years · 
Q{Jife devoted I. to the . .-pr~ising of British just_ice, the 
Punjab had :undeceived him; H~ ; no longer. believed in 
British·i justice. He :added . with distinct energy, 'I do 
not care a straw· for your reforms; what can they do for 
us .. If,our lives and· our honour I be not saf~, and we. stand. 
in peril of being wrongly imprisoned?"· ., , .. :: I 

.Well,· the case .of: Behari Lal Sachdeva· seems to be 
{)De such. It is !probably one ,o(mistaken identity. The 
young man would appear to be perfectly innocent. The 
prisoner is not stated to have been connected with or 
present at the meeting on the 4th and the 5th April or· 

• Not included in this collection. 
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on the 12th or the 13th ,April. The principal witnes~'!i!: 
evidence is merely hearsay~ The othe~ e~idence i~· 
stated to ebe tainted, and, I eve~· if true, I the 

1 

f~cts' sworn 
to do not di~close any offence.' The e~·idenc~' given for· 
the prisoner by respectable; ~nd impartial witn~~ses was 
d-iscarded by the court·.· The reader has by thh~ time 
known sufficient of the Punjab ,judgments• not .to feel 
surprised at such attitude of the ~pecial 'cou'rt,s. :wJ!at 
is ho1rever surprising is the. fact. I that , even now when 
perfect, quiet reigns in t11e. Punjab these cases o( injus-. 
tice do not receive the attention.· they deserve .at the· 
hands of the Lieut.~Go~ernor .. No 'goyernment deserve!'! 
respect which hold~ cheap the liberty, of .·the fUbject as: 
the Punjab Governmen,t s~emsto do.. · 

I • '·' 

29th OctolJer,' 1919 

•' ANOTHER MA~TIAL LAW 9ASE ~ROM TiiE PUNJAB I 

, ; . .. (llr l\1., .~· GAxmu) .:.J , .,, , 

' ~r. Purshotam Singh, Mn of Mr. Jamia~ Singh Bagga 
of Wazirabad, ha!'l sent me a statement of his fath~r's 
case, and what is miscalled a J;"ecord : oC his case a~d 
judgment. Mr. Jamiat Singh Bagga is a merchant and 
banker of Wazirabarl. ·He is.62 years old and Fmffering 
from a bad cataract in the eye. 1 He , waR. sentenced · to· 
18 months' rigorouR imprisonment l!-nd a, fine ot Rs.l,OOO 
or in: default to undergo further I rigoa-ou~, ~n;J.prisonment 
for 6 months. I have no; hesitation. ill-, saying that the 
judgment is utterly unworthy of. anybody calling hlm~elf 
a -judge.· lt is deYoid of 1 .re~soning and full of im:puta
. tions · and bad logic, :and if .. the , facts set fortlh , in the· 

.,. The monstrous. sentences awarded. by the 1 special ,courts hnd 
~cnndnlised the lndiat' .Public nt th~ t\me • .i '. , • · ' ·' 



'18 
' . I , , 

~c.m's:s~ateine'nt'are ·true, the ... convictii1g' Magistrate is 
~tterlyunfit t'o ~it as a judge.' Mr. Jamiat Singh's crime 
~~eem.s to have' been' that' ·he wa£pr~sent at the mosque 
··me~ting a'nd' Jcivocated hartal, and that'· he· was a rich 
-n1an,. for; 'the 'Ma'gistrat~ ·.disbelieves the: testimony 'of 
,ampartilil witne:~ses,~because: "Jamiat' Singh ris· a rich 
:~~P;" ·r~J,i~,~u~clent !o~ the.;Magistra~e.'that th~ a~cused 
~as with the 'mob that stoned the .troopers, that·" if he 
· prevent~d boy's from i. bre·akingi f~:ncing,· there may have 
. b:eefn some .. qther 'r~ason,' . but . he' certainly' was in the 
.ln~b.~:.;:r.~~~~ ,e,v'erything' in favour 'Of t

1
he accused is 

.deliberately· disre'garded by the· Magistrate. The reader 
'\- 1 11j1,• ''lj' I' t ,, • , ,,., ' I 

must go through the judgment' to feel' the fotce ofmy 
:rremarks regarding· it:s incoherence'. 1 'But the son's' state,. 
!nent makes what seems_ apparently to be an injustice 
.appear blacker still. Is it true that the Magistrate 
.confiscated tb.e accused'.s prop~rty ~.without a moment's 
.notlc1e., tha~ F~e ~~~mate~ .'~;re subje~t~~ ~o the treat~ent 
.described in the ~statement, and if it is' true, was it not 

. I·, •.• I I' . 

. a lawless act? Is it true that the witnesses cited for 
'the defence were· not cailed, :that the defence counsel 
··~a~} no't; 'a'ilowed to appear, when· 1 the charge was 
~ramed ·against the'accused? So much: for the precious 
judgment~··· , .. :: ~~: .: ; , , , :. . . . .. ., ... 

·~: · :Tne '"tr~a:tnient -rec.eived · 'bY' , the· accused· before and 
.after jM'gment'seems to ·have been in keeping·'with the 

1 'piiobe·e'cii~gs 'of th~ ' court. ' It: was an.·, inhuman· act to 
:·:ihake'him' w~llrbttiidouffed with ·~his ''bedding ·.under his 
·.atrrl.~pit .. , It; reinipdlf I one i ;of i General Hudson's speech 
:aboiii' ~ t~El i h~rid1 "and' 'knee I order,': which, by. the way, 
. :shou:'ld ,be, 1 ~bcbrding to the correction · rruide: by Pandit 
'.J~wahirlafNehru,1 deserihed· as the crawling order. It 
118: evi~i:tb.t'that t,Ite proceedings taken· by· the authorities 
'were intended, lik:e the'qerawling','order; ·to produce ·a:n 
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'impression on the people. It is difficult on any other 
ground to understand the insulting and cruel treatment 
to which the accused was subjected! Even the help he 
rendered the Government during the war period by sub
-scribing the largest amount h1 Wazirabad to the war loan, 
.and by recruiting, was of no avail. The 8flwtl granted 
to him 'for his loyal services :was of no· service to him 
when he was put in the dock, and t'reated as a common 
'felon. · ··'· 

·r cannot congratulate the Punjab Government on the 
reduction of the sentence. to six :months, wheri the 
accused seems clearly to ba ent'itl-ed to a full discharge. 
The case, as appears from' the statement,· is now to be 
investigated by the Rev'isi'on Judg~s·. I have already 
ventured to express my mil;glvings about this Revision 

'TribunaL· Its comp,ositioii cannot inspire any confidence 
o'r hope. If the G;.overnment fail to repair the irreparable 
mistakes, create tribUnals merely in ordet to cover them
selves, they will forfeit ~11 title to respect'and intelligent 
co~operation. The dead are bu~ied and gonel but'it is 

·intolerable that :the living, who are now.suffering unde
served punishment, are not given an opportunity of 
showing· their innocence before' a tribunal in which they 
and the public can.h~va full'confidenc'e.'' ' '·I'• I <' 

' '<' ' " I ,I 

. '' 

I . ' "'' " I 

.19th Norember~J9l9 ~· 
BHAI ·PARAMANAND · 
: {llY. M. K. (hsnm) 

I' j J ! •1<1 f •1 1 ' I I 1•!1 1 , ' , 1 

Mr. Andrews .has dealt .with, the· case of Bhai Para-
. manand '* in· pathetic.·1anguage in the columns of the 

• In Hllrt Bhai Parnn1aJl~\lil·wa8.convic'te'd tinder s~ctions121, 121-A 
(abetment of waging wnr· ··a~:iins~ tho Ki'ng); nod 124-A.;· IP.C. ' 
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·irribune1. Bhai; Paramanand belongs to the ban~ of 
I~dians, da.ily· ~~rqw~ng i;n... numbers.:who ·have set apa·rt 
their Jives . for Jnqia's: service and have. accepted com
parative poverty,as.l ~their .Io.t¥ · ~t 'Yi:lS in that spll:it that 
.under the·· influenQe ,of Lala ;Eiansaraj that he joineq the 
:D.- A .. v. College· at Lahar~ as a profesgor.. By his un
assuming . mann.ers, ~ndustrY. :and sterling character he 
made himself popula~.wit,h .the students as also the. staff. 
He then paid a visit to South Africa and preached on 
the necessity .. of .religion a~, i a f~ctor in life-build~ng . 
. He left pn my mind a deep impression as a man full ·of 
truth ~1\d noQility •.. He .. came in .close touch withme 
during his visit to t~atsub-COD:~incmt, and ~as nearly . ·a 
mon.th my.honpured guest.,,I)1admany a chat with him 
on various matters, and I believe that his.patriotism was 
of a. :'lofty . typ~1 . a.l ~atrioti~ill that would disdain t~ use 
violence to serve national .ends. . He. went to Englapd 

.from, South .Afric~ •. 1: ~here·:he, ca.m~ in touch with the 
school of, violence h~aded. by· Pandit Shyamji ;Krishna~ 
varma; But~ the·. truth in him burnt as brightly as ever 

. even in .the midst pf temptation. His frank and fearlesg, 
(Sedition) and sentenced t~ the extreme penalty of law by a Special 

. Tribunal consisting of three Commissioners in what is known ns the. 
Lahore C~ns.piracy Case~ · On ' the reco~mendatiou o.f one of the 

1"1.· .I···; • .I · • 

Commissioners, the'sentences was commuted to one of transpor:ttion 
for life and forfeiture of property. The e\·idence on which he wat! 
convicted was based on the story' of unreliable approvers and was so
flimsy that, earlier i~ ~h~t P.roceedings, the GoYernment Advocate 
recommended the Wlthdl:awal of proceedings against him. "If we 
could have manufactured any evjd(mce, ·~.said Mr. Be,·an Petmau, the 
Government Advocate, who was subsequently raised to the Hicrh 
Court Bench, we could have d~ne so a·gainst Bhai Paramanand, wh;m 

·we all along suspected and were anxious to get in. But all tbnt the 
.. principal apprpvers say against him amount to this-that he had no 
: krwwledge of the conspiracy,,".· Sir M., O'Dwyer, ~owever, persisted 
and·got a !l911Victiou agalnS~ Paramanand!. 
I . . .. 
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statement before the court shows that he has hidden 
nothing. He ·has mad~ admissions which are dam.aging 
to him. · He was, not bciund to make any statement, but 
he would n'ot flinch. He felt that he· would hide nothing 
even though his statement .involved a conviction. 'His 
statement itself provides no material for a conviction. 
But the special court tacked . to it other evidence and 
condemned him. ' · 

The able petition presented . by his wife, and repro
duced elsewhere,• contains a convincing analysis of the 

i , I I 

case. I do not propose to refer to it for the moment. 
My purpose is to • show that the 'Go\Ternment have 
grievously erred in treating an honourable man as a 
common fel<m·. As'surrie 'his guilt. It was Rtill ·wrong 
to send him· to the Andamans.' It was easy, if he was 
an enemy, to turn him into a friend by hum'ane treat
ment. 1 ·u he was really dangerdus it was right to depri~e 
him of his liberty. Bat it was cruel to herd him with 
ordinary ·prisoners or· to send· him to the Andamans> I 
have I taken. care' to ~sk' many 'men in Lahore . and 
elsewhere about Bhai · P.ar'amanand.' Not one man 
believed in his' guilt· Every one of them considers him 
to be·; 1 innocent 'of: the crime' imputed to him.: A 
government that exists' by terror does not deserve to 
exi'st at all. •:For' such a' government Bhal Paramanatid 
has ·been long· enough in jaiL· His wife and children 
were deprived (I think· illegally) of their personal eff~cts 
under the order of forfeiture. His letters show th~t 
Bhai Paramanand,• instead of being errtbittered, lias been 
leading in ·the Andatnans a life of religious introspec~ 
tion. .It is not right for the Government to keep such · 
a· man in·prison. I trust that His Honour the Lieut~~ant: 

• I •o ' ' ' 

Governor 1 of the Punjab will examine the case, and ·what 
, · ~Omitted in this collection.·· '· 
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is more, r:inquireJ.about BhahParamanand's; record .in 
the··Andamans .. ;and .discharge_ him without; delay; I 
trust,~~ t~Q,: ~hat rth~ i public rand I the press' will. study 
this : case r and; ;~rge. Jhe ·:Government . to · rel~ase Bhai 
Paran:,.anal).d .. 

l • i ' . :r ~ 1 > 

26th llay, 1920 

· A.'HARDGASE -: 

'(n~ M.·K. G.dnHI) 
.-! · ·r . ·. _, i1 :· :I ' 

. J, hav,e r~c~~yed tHe. Jql~owl~g. ,telegram fro~ ~he 
families of Mes~:rs. Bugga and Ratanchand: . 

1 
• :.i··· . 

. ~~ Bl)g~a ~nd Ratt'o und~r. o~de.~~ t;a~sf~r: ~daman.s~ 
Bugga,; suffe_ring hern~~ a~d ,Piles s.inc~ ~en yea~s. , . Was 
9per~ted upop. , RattQ. aged ave_~. fort'y and. ~herefore 
~~ould .;n~t ~e _sen~ 4-Ddama~~; u,nder. JailLManual 
Rule 72L"-. 
: The_ reader~ ~q1 r~memb,er t~at t~e~e ~e~~ the .acc~sed 
pn whose behalf appeals we.re niade to the Pri~y Qouncil 
in ·com~on with ~the~s .. ~nd, ":'hose appe~l~ were rejected 
on.· tecijnjc~l ,groun~s. The . Ho~'ble;.J l'~ndit :M.otila.l 
~ eh_ru has analysed, th~ .. C!ises . and sho~.n ~~a~: th~y are 
no more _gui,lty Jha,n.: the ot,b,ers, wb,o. have. been" di~ 
charged. Bu~ sev~ral. w~o wer~ priginalJy ~entenced: to 
death had, thei~. sen~~nces commuted ~o ··.imprisonment 
and. are now set J~e~. What is .·it that! distinguishe~ 
·*ese two cases fro~ ; th~ others ? Is i.t the fact of the 
appeal: itself? ~f theY' pa,d. not appea.led ,o:t; rather· a 
.Philanthrophic lawyer out.of pity had n~t t~ken up their 

, pase, fought for . the~. against. tremendou~ odds, they 
:would pot, have, escaJ;>~d, ~he_ hangman's. horse ... H, 1 .H .. 
the Lieut .• 'Qovernor of the· Punjab has been·, f)howing 
a genero~~ discr~tlon i~ releasi~g· many ~ho s~ffered 
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between April. and June last year. ' Although he had · 
the. ·opportunity, after the dismissal of the appeal. 
to hang Messrs. Bugga and Ratimchand, · H, E. the 
Viceroy, it is equally· true, has commuted the sentence 
of death to one of . transportation. But 1 venture to 
submit that if the Royal. Proclamation· is to be given 
effect to in the fullest measure, Messrs. ·Bugga: and 
Ratanchand. ~re entitled to their1 liberty. They are 
no more a danger to the State than Lala Harkishenlal, 
Pundit ·Rambhuj · Dutt Cha.udhri and others .of that 
distinguished compan~. But for the time being, strong 
as the. case is for their discharge, l aiu pleading not for 
a complete release but for keeping them in the Punjab 
and, if they have been sent away. already, for bringing 
them back, if for nothing else, out of considenation for 
the wives of these ·poor men~ Let not the public think 

'that the acts of the Government of the 4ay are dictated 
only by fear and expediency. not by logic and high princi
ples of justice. 

·--
31st December, 1919 

THE ROYAL PROCLAMATION 

(BY. M. K. GANDHI) 
', ,• 

The Proclamationff issued by the Sovereign. on the 24th 
instant is a document of which ,the British. people .have 
every reason to be pro,ud, and· with which every. lndi~n 
ought to feel satisfied. Coming on the top of. the dis-

•- In giYing nssent to the Indinn Reform Act of 1919, the King· 
Emperor illsued a ProclamatioJ), surveying the progress .of the"Refortn 
movement, calling upon the people and the officials to co-operate with 
one another in an early advance towttrds free institution~. and direct
ing the Viceroy to amnesty political prisoners as far as public tmfety 
permitted. 
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closures made :~l)efore ·Lord Hunter's. Committee, tbe 
P-roclamation gives one an · insight into the true British 
character. I For as the ·Proclamation shows it ·a:t its oest; 
General Dyer's 'inhumanity shows· it at its worst.·· The 
Proclamation is. the-' evidence of. the intention 'to I do 
justice, as General Dyer's deed is proof of man becoming 
dev~l unde'r fear arid. excitement. r believe that the 
jux.taposition: of the twa events is a pure accident. , ,The 
Pr6claniation was i the inevitable· consequence of the 
gret~.t'tneasure· which has received Royal assent'. It was 
the 'finishing 'touch.· · The Reforms' Act c::mpled with the. 
Proclamation )s'an :earnest of the intention of t)le British 
peopl(do·do justice-to India .. .:And it ·ought to remove 
susp1cion on that1scora.:. But.that does· not' mean that 
we m~y iSit with·fold~d hands and' may still expect to 
get· what we · want. Under the British com~titution no 
~me gets anything·without a hard fight for it. No one" 
for·a moment believes the statements made in the Parlia
ment that the -Ref(lrms have not been granted because 
of the agitation. We must lay to. heart the atlvice of 
the President of the Congress that ,we shall gain not~ing 

· withou,t agitation~ We' would .,have been nowhere if 
there had been no Congress . tJ agitate for the rights of 
the people. Agitation means no more than movement 
towards something. , But ]ust as all movement does not 

e• ) 1 ("·•( • ( ,.·' , l I ' '. ' , 

mean progress, so do as all agitation not ·mean· success. 
U#discipliried agitation :which is. a · paraphrase ·of 
'~iolE!n~e ''of spaech or :deed,' ca'n only retard natian·al 
growth anfbring~bout ~ven unn1erited retribution such 
,as th~ J alli~nwa1la.Bagh mas'sacre .. Djsdplined agitation 
.is the vo;ndit~ori of,;natlqpa!' growth: 

1 
T)le f!J.Ost correct 

agitatianttherefore, consists, in th~ mo3t, cor.feCt action 
and we have little doubt ·that the. Roya1 Proclamation 
4\lld the Reforms inean not less agitation and less 
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work but more agitation and more work of the correct 
type. 

The Reforms are undoubtedly incomplete, they do 
not give us enough; we were entitled to more, we· could 
have managed more. But the' Reforms are not such 
as we may reject.* On the contrary they are such as to 
enable us to expand. Our __ g.uty therefore is not to sub
ject them to carping criticism but to settle down quietly 
to work, so as to make them' a' thorough success and 
thus anticipate the time for a fu 11 measure of responsi
bility. Our work, therefore, may now well consist in 
agitation turned inward; Let us concentrate on ridding 
our~elves of social abuses,: on producing a, strong 
~lectorate and on sending to the councils men who 
would seek eiect;on not for self-advertisement but for 
national service . 
. There has been much mutual distrust between us-the 

English and ourselves. General Dyer forgot the dignity 
of man and became unmanly because lie was seized 
with distrust and consequent fear. He feared that he 
might be' assaulted.' The Proclamation more'than the 
Reforms replaies distrust by trust. . It remains to b~ 
seen whether the trust will filter down. the Civil :::lervice. 
But let us assume that it will,· and let us respond in the 
.fullest measure. We cannot be wrong in so doing. To 
trust is a virtue. It is weakness that begets distrust. 
The best satisfaction we 'can show is undoubtedly to 
work gracefully 'and ungrudgingly. Our honest work 
will constitute the , best guarantee for the quickening 
of progress towards the goal. ' · ' 

Throughout ,all these years, the q~~~ figure that has 
laboured for India without, for a. single moment, turning 
. 11 ~ubs:Jquently, Mr. Gandhi had to cbnnge his views on the tmbject. 

See infra., 
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' though. it ·was, lit:1s elsewhere,, Mr,- Marsden did no doubt 
take. th~ .law into his own .hands,. bllt· ,hastened ~o: rnak~ 
what repara.tion ·he .. could~: He did· ,:pot . r resent, the 
presence of Mr. Gandhi as. an unwarranted in(erference 
into local affairs; ·had. not' only the graee 1t6 'invite Mr. 
Gandhi to expla:in· the' ·~atter,' butthe) furth~r !gdce to 
accept Mr. Gandhi's ~·ugge~tion, tha~ 'the I reparation he 
h~~ made ~a~ n~t adequat~, ~n\ess.:,;t:h~r~;~as a 1J>Ubllc 
exp;ression of regret, for an. offence.· committed in public • 
and the still further grace to authoriSe'' Mrl· Gandhi to 
pubiish his regret for' what he had done.' '10n ·the other 

! ' "· 'I It • 'fl'l••'l' 'I, . ' ' . 

. hand, the pub,lic expres~on Qf regret ,was sufficient.t() 
satisfy the people: wb,o ivelcom'ed.it, and have not'.' only 
forgivElD. the. officer .and., forgott~~ the· in.cfde~t, but 
probably think more "highly ·of him than before. 'The 
moral is obvio,us. ;patient trutlfmust tell. The public, 
instead of taking any pre~ipitata. a6tion, calmly pojnted 
out to'the officer '.his, .m~stake; he. had to admit.' it and 
made sufficient amends for it. For the ruling class there 
could be no better instance of the triumph of regard for 
truth. Mr. Marsden had committed, no doubt, a grave 
mistake, but having admitted the mistal.te ··found a 
public ready to respect him all the'. more.'. ' 
I' If . instances as these were more common in India, 
good-will between the rulers and the ruled would be. the 
rule, and ill-will and consequent disturbances a thing of 
~he past. ' · · 

J.~.· 

! ''' . I. 
; 11th l[ebruary, ,1920 

TWO PICTURES " . 
' • ~ 1 . 

The following has 'beeh teceived by Shrimati Sarladevi 
·Chaudhrani from the· 'Government of India: 
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA . 
ARMY DEPARTMENT, DELiji,. 

Dated 8th Dec., 1919 .. I • : 

Madam, . :· 1'1 · 

. J. a~ directed to refer to the: liflt published with 
the ·Gazette of lridia, dated the 29th July~ 1919, in 
which you were mentioned I: for valuable se,rvices 
render~d in India in :connection with the War, 1914-
1919 and .. to forward as a souvenir and a mark of 
appreciation : of the Government ·of India the war 
badge enclosed .. 

·I am, 
I Your obedient servant, 

(Sd.) .G. H. BINGLEY; JJ!a}o1'-General, 
Secreta1'!J to the. Gorernment of India. 

TO MRS. DUTT CHAUDHARI. . 

She was instrumental .in sending many a Bengali 
youth to the war. It is said that it wa!'l her poetry, her 
touching songs and addresses that appealed to the 
masses and inspired them to offer their ,services and 
co-operation. Hence the badge she has only just had 
the h9nour of receiving. 

Now turn to the other picture. 
To · 

THE COMM~TTEE OF THE LAHORE PURDAH CLUB, 
Oorehunent llou~~e, Lahore. 

17-4-19 
As Presi4;-:nt of the Lahore Purdah Club, l wish 

to let you know that the names of Chaudhal'i and 
Chaudhrani Rambhuj Dutt have been taken off the 
Government .House list. ', . · . · · 

I should like the Committe~ of the . Pu~dah ·Club 
here to consider ~t once the desirability , ~f. first 
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giving ~the Cha udhrarii ··the · oppor.tunity ?f resigning 
ne(lri1embershi:P' /aU burl iPurdah . Club before taking 
·steps·':tol remoV:~,. het'',name from the list of our 
members. • · 
: ·tt is .r oobvious; that the : wife of the· ··Lteutenant-
.do"Vefriottann6t(·, belong! to' ~the same plubasthe wife 
-of Oli~'udhati:Rambb:ufDutt·' t·: · c·.. · . · . 

~s': Mrs·.:" Ribhey ·is 'away "and ,.hasf·o.-a:ppointed no 
:+Jne ;to·rtake lher place;·· I am taking upon myself to· act 

• ' r ' . ,- . 'o .• ' • 

as secretary and I arri'writing to·¥rs.· Richey to that 
effect so as not to waste time and if· :the members, 
En~lish and Indian, agree and sign enclpsed, the 
notiCe, from our Lahore ··Purdah Club can be sent to 
the Gha:udhrahi in a daf or twd .. : ;... · 
.. :.-.,,·,,\ ·'' \,1 .. ,,(1·:i·· ., 1 .. :.,\ .. ,, .. ·.\, ... ·,>, I am, 

o I : 'i [ ;yOUrS Sincerely ; 
.• ·- (Sd.) ANNA O'DWYER. 

·;1 , .. ~.'f' ,-~ .~ ·::ril.;' ·. 1 'il~r ~~ f ,11 1 • ··; '~1, ,; !· 

4 r··i: , ttl~Jttt.; ·r~· .. l:. 1. :. :! ~.t ·:t h:: :.. ~ ~ ~; SlMLA;.,.' ·. 

n 1~11 1 i~ .. ~.·.·i·~,, 1April22nd,J.919. 
Dear M~da:m, .,;. :'!' ·r 't,· < r 1' , • ·:. •· · . 

• I rr: amire~uested' b/-thefOdnnriittee, ·Lahore ·-Purdah 
·club, to ask you . to send in~ Youf.l resignation of 
membersh,ip of this Club·: andi: to: forward . to'· you the 
.enclosed notice. 

: :r, .:J(i:, i'l:;;.!l:u.t :::n··:'Yours~f~ithfuny· . 
. I \ ' I I 

' ' , .. ,:. I' ,\'II\\ '~·\'\'\ ' 1' '·I • (Sd.) M. RICHEY, 
('I I o j 
·• ., • 

1 
· • • lion. Secy., P1trdah Club. 

, : I ·"· ! , . ; : . 1 : J i' . , r. 'Jl , ( .1 • :1, , ' . . i ~,d_l 1 ·j, .i , ·, 1 : .• ·, · · -. . 
f 'lT~.·e; rNdttc~ '~'ent to'· 'Shrimatr: 'Sa'tlad~tf · is 'the draft 
notic(d·efet~ed to'fn1 the f~lia#ing:.~Ed.1 y; T.f] .. 

.. Notice from the Presidenfi6f ·th~ 100'rr1mittee of the 
Lra·hl>re: ·J?urd~h' · :Olttb · s:eht' ··to 1 chaudhrarii · · Rambhuj 
ndtt, datea:2hd 1A~ri~ 1919.· ··!rr.-. lJ• ·;·. ~ · ; .. , h ·· 
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·we, the English and Indian menibers 'bf the Com
mittee of the Lahore Purdah Club, ·~in ·consequence 
c1f,. what has happened, cons.ider that your· name 
should no I longer appear :among its · members and 
understand· from this that you will' not in' future b& 
welcome to any of our meetings. · 

' {Sd.) :M.! RICH&Y, tl : ' I ' 

' Secy., Ptirdah Club .... 
·. ,• .. ' . 

. Copies of member 11ignaturos- : 
.Anna O'Dwyer ~Pn!8irlenf) 
)IiJ,dred Kitchin 
)Ins. B. J. Rustomjee 
)lrs. K. Rustomjeu 
Begum .Zulfiquar Ali Khan 
A. X. Mahom~d Shati · 1 

; 

.Mario Woolver . . , 
)Irs. K. Niamat~ll~IJ' •. · ' 
)lr~. Thapar _:: : 
P, W. Tbapar, , 111 , 

F. R. P,imjuddin Mohini 1\layada!! 
}': ]3. Ahmed H~~~ain i ·,' t 

'11• f I I I l 

Nancy Ewing Lucas. '· · 

L~t it .. be re~'emb~;ed 1that P~ndit;l, 'hambhuj Dut~ 
Chaudhari was, simp'ty · ... deported : along ·with 'other 
Lahore le~ders on mere suspicion. There : was nothing 
proved against him. The trial follow~d a consideral?le 
tim'e later. But 'th~ d~y after hi~ deportation, his and 

' II ; .. I • I ,'I··: ' II '',, ' 

Mrs. Ghaudhari's names were removed from the Govern-
mEn)t ;Hou~e list: The ~arne day La~yp'Dwyer hastened 
to circulate the letter a~d procur~· the. ~ignatures'' of 

' ' ' ' ' ' ', : I I f ' I / I I ' I ' j j I I ' ~ 

the members of the Purdah Lad1es Club. It is pamful 
', ' ,·I :I ', i ·:· ·,· . I' 

to find cultur,ed In~ia~ ladies 9el~~.,sq ,te~ror-~truck a~ to 
easily expose themselves to J;'idic~J.~ and. insult.,, for, ip. 
~ending the notice they: did to ; SarladevLChaudhrani, 
they insulted not· Mrs. 1 Chaudhari Lbut . themselves~· 
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Shrimati : Sarladevi ds, a: .:member., of the ·Bengal ·ari-
. stocracy,. wife:·,of ~;noted, leadet: of-.th/3, J?unjab ·and, what 

is . mar~., .one, of t'Qe, few. highly·. educated. and; gifted 
ladies) 1 Jpdla .l pcis~e~~es, Jt·1 !w~~L th~ .;.;(Jlub that· was 
honou.red by her belng its memper.;,.We have no desire 
to give undue promin£roce.,to .. thi$!indiscre.tion .of Lady 
O'Dwyet, 'blazing' tho-qg}i it was. We hope, now that 
ever~bo~r --~~~m~ t?.' -~.(} ~egaining sanity, eith~r Lad_r 
Maclagan or the members themselves would right this. 
wrong they have done to themselves and to society .. 

• :.~ 1,( •) r 

,. 
l! •' 

3rd March, 1920 , 
.. :, .. \ 

· THE AMRITSAR APPEALS, 
' 

(BY l\1. K. GA~DHI) '.- . ' 
.j ,, 1:". 

·So these appeals• have been disrp.issed in spite of the 
advocacy of the best counsel that were obtainable. The
Privy Councii has confirmed lawless procedure. I must 
confess that the judgment does' n~t come upon me quite as 
J surprise, though th~ remarks of the judges as Sir J o~n 
Simon was developing his argument on· behalf of the 

·appellants, led one to expect a favourable verdict. My 
opinion based upon a study of political' cases is that the 
judgm,ents, even o(the highes~ Tribunals, are not un
affected by subtle , political considerations. The most 
el~b~rat~ precau,tio~~, t,akEm to proc~!e a purely judicial 
mmd must break do.wri at critical moments. The Privy 
Coun~il cannot be · fre.e the· liinita tions of all human 
instituti~ns. ~hich ·are _good· enough only for normal 

• Some· 20 yictims 'of martial' law· administration of the Punjal~ 
appealed to th'e '· Prh·~! 'Council ou the ground· that the Viceroy b:td 
no power to issue the Martial Law ordin~nces and that the procedure 
follo.wed by the sumtna~y courts. was irregular. ; · 
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:onditions.' The consequ~nces of a deci!'lion favourable 
o the people would have ex.po!'led the Indian Government 
o inde~cribable discredit from which it would have 
1een difficult to free itge}f for a generation. 

Its p:>litical significance can be gauged from' the fact 
hat as soon as the news was rece~ved in tahore all the 
)reparations that were made to accord a fitting welcome 
o L~la Lajpatrai were immediately cancelled· and the 
1apital of the Punjab was reported to be. in deep 
:wurning. Deeper discredit, therefore, now attaches to 
he Government by ·reason of the judgment, becaus'e 
ightl'y or wrongly the popular opinion will be that there 
~ no justice. under the British conRtitution when large 
olitical or racial considerations are involved. 
There is only one way to avoid the catastrophe. ·The 

uman and especially the J.ndian mind quickly responds 
> generosity. 1 hope that without the necer-;sity of an 
~itation .or petitions the Punjab· Government or the 
'entral Government·· will immediately cancel the death 
antences and, if at all. possible, simultaneously set the 
ppellants free. · , . , . , ... 
This is ·required by two ' considerations each. equally 

nportant .. The' first is . that. of restoring. r public, con
denc~ which 1 have already mentioned;· :•The second 

fulfilment of the Royal· Proclamation: to :the letter. 
hat great political document orders the release of 
ll the political 1offenders who may not by their 
~lease pr~ve a danger to society .. No one -can possibly 
1gges~ that the twenty-one' appellants will, if they 
~e set free, in .any ~hape' or. form ,constitute a danger 
' society. They never had committed any crimes 
;fore. Most. of therh ·.were rtegarded as respectable 
Jd orderly citizens~, ·1 They were . not,' known to 
~long to any revolutionary society. If they commjtted 
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any ·1 ~:ri~.es 1 1 at :aU, ~Qey. ~~r~~; comn;litted 0ply:, unde:r;
the: 1i:rp.pulse i oL1 ,the. moment, 1

. fl,ndr:unde~~_ what .. to 
them ,was,:grave,provocation ... Moreov~r, .. the public
believe· that .the; majority. of. ,th~: convictipns ,by. ithe-
1Y.t~:rtiaJ1Law:·,Tribunals. wer~.unsupported by any good 
evidenc~•i I, therefore, hope that the Government, which 
have.· so. far: ~been: d'oi~g, well in discharging ,political 
offenders· e~en, when. they were caught in the . act; ';will 
not. hesitate :to release these appellants and thus earn the
good-will :of the ~whole of. India~ lt,is an act of generosity
done. >:in the .ho,ur ;Of triumph Which is the most effective. 
And. 1 in r'the ·popular< opinion. this 1 dismissal of t}+e 
appeaLtha& been. regarded as a triumph for .. the· Govern-· 
ment. .I: :l · •. ; 1 .::1·· ~ .. : > , •·• ,. ·!.: ·: 
, ltwoulci:respeotfully plead:with the Punjab .friends:not 

tolose .. b.eart.. ;'\Ve .. rnust.calmly 'Prepare ourselves for 
the . wo,rst. If. the: convictiona. :are good~ :if the. ,rpen · · 
convicted have been :guilty! of murders· or incitements ·to 
murder,' why rsho~ld they escape punishment?' If they· 
have not committed these crimes as we 'believe most at 
least have not, why should we escape the. usual 'fate of 
all. who are trying . to rise a .step: higher ? . Why; should 
we fear· the sacrifice if :We would rise? 1{o nations hav~::· 
ever·· risen j\vithout; sacrifice and sacrifice,· can only be· 
spoken of: in1 connection with~ innocence ~nd not with .. 
crir.1e. 

I ') 

.. 26,th. Mqy,_ 1~20. 

' 'SAVARK.A.R BROTHE.RS ' 
' I· .•. I'. '( , .. ,, ' 

; . I . (~J' W. ~' G~NDHI) 

"It is My eat•nest 'desire at this time that so far as possil>le any· 
·trace .of bitterness .betw.eeu My ,rpeople aud those who are 
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re8ponsible for my Government should be obliterated. Lot those· 
who io their ea.gerne~s for politi~nt'pr,ogre~~ hnd broken the law 
in the past, ·re~pect it in the future,' Let it become po~sible for· 
those who are charged with the rnaint!.!unnce. of Jlelit:llful n'nd 
orderly. Government to forget the extta\'agauces which they lun·e 
had to curb, A ,new era is opening. Let it begin with a common, 
dete.rminntion among My people nnd ofticer11 to work. togctb~r 
fpra comm~u purpo11e. I therefore dil;~ct My Viceroy to.extJrcis~ 
in My name and on 1\Iy behalf. My Uo~·al clemency .to politicnf 

. offenders in the fulle~t merumre which. in hi~ judgment ilc com~ 
pntible with the public safety .. J desire him,lo cxhmd it on thif!. 
condition to persons who, fot' offence~ against the State or under 
any special or emergency legi~lation, are ~uffering imprisonment 
or reRtrictionij,U}lOil their lihet·ty. I tr\l~t that, tl!is leniency will 
by ju~;tified by· the futul'e conduct of tho~e whom it . hendit~ and 
that all My su"bji!cts will so dementi themseh·es as to render it 
uunecest:~nry to force the laws for 1.mci1 offences hereafter".-

••• ' I 

Tlu! Royal f'rvclawatiolt of 2 U/1 Decc111be1'1 ,191 !J, 
' I 1'1 

. The Proclamation from which. the above extract has: 
been. copied was published in December last. . 'rhank~ 
to the. action of the Government of ', India .. an~ the
Provincial Governments, many of those ·who .. were
undergoing imprisonment at the time. have received the
benefit of the· Royal· clemency. But there. are.' t~ome 
notable "political offenders" who hav.e not. yet ·been 
discharged. Among these t count Savarkar. brothers ... 
They. are politi~al offen~er$ in the same, sEmse as 'men,. 
for :instance, who have. been, discharged· in the. Punjab. 
And yet ,these two brothers have not received their 
liberty although five .months· have gone by after. the, 
pubfication of the Proclamation. 

Mr! .Ganesh Damodar Savarkar, the elder of the two,. 
was born in 1879, and received an ordinary education .. 
He took a;prominentj part, in the· .Swadeshi movement at 
Nasik in 1~08. He was sentenced to transportation for 
,life with .. confiscation . of . property under sections . 121,. 

. 121-A, 124-A and l53rA. on the 9th day :of' June 1909, and 
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is now serving his sentence in the Andamans. He has 
-therefore had eleven years of imprisonment. 

. Section 121. is . the famous section which was utilised 
<luring the Pun-jab' triaLc; and refers to "waging war 
against the King." The minimum penalty is transport~
tion for life with forfeiture of property. 121-A is a 
·similar section~ ,124-A relates to sedition. 153-A relates 
-to promotion of enmity between classes 'by words either 
·spoken or written'' or·' otherwise.'" It is clear therefore 
that all the offences charged against Mr. Savarkar 
·(senior) were . of a. public nature." He had done DO 

-violence~ · He was married, had two daughters who are 
· -d.ead, and his wife died about eighteen months ago. 

' 
The other brother . was born in 1884, and is better 

known .for his career in London. His sensational 
.attempt to escape the. custody of the police and his jump
ing through a port-hole in French waters, are still) fresh 
in the PUQliC mind. He was educated at the. Fergusson 
·College, finished off ·in London and became a Barrister. 
He is the author of the proscribed history of. the Sepoy 
Rev~lt of 1857. · He-·was tried in 1910, and received the 
·same sentence as his brother· on 24th December, 1910. 
He was charged also in 1911 with abetment of murder. 
No act of violence was proved against; hini either. He 
t~o is marriedi lia:d a: son in 1909. His ·wife is still alive. 

Both ·these brothers ' have. declared their political 
-opinions and both have stated that they. do' not entertain 
.any revolutionary ideas and ·that if they :were ·set free 
.they would like' to work under the Reforms Act, far they 
.consider that the reforms :enable on'e to. work 'thereunder 
so as to achieve political responsibility for· India. They 
both state unequivocally that they do not desire indepen
.dence from· the British: connection. On the. contrary, 
they feel that India.'s destiny can/ be best ·Worked out in 
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associatlon· with the·· British. · Nobody 'has: questioned 
their honour or'theirhonesty,i and in my opinion the pub: 
lished expression of their· views ought· to b'e 1 :taken at its 
face value: ·What is more; I think, 'it may be safely stated 
that the cult of violence has, at· the present' moment, DO 

following in·India. 'Now'th'e only reasonfor·still further 
restricting the liberty of the two ·brothers, ·can dnly 
.be 'danger to public safety,' for;· the Viceror · has been. 
charg·e·d by His Majesty tb exercise the Royal' clemency 
to 'J)oli'tical' offenders in the· fullest marmer· which in ·his· 
judgment · ls· · ·Mmpatible with·' public· · safety; I hold 
therefore 'that unles's 'there is absolute proof' that the ais.,j 
.eharge of .the ·two brothers who have' already ·suffered 
long enough terms ·of imprisonment,~ who havE!.lost ·eon· 
sid~rably in body-weight lind who' ·have~ cieclarecl' their 
political opinions,· can be proved ·to be a danger .to the 

·· State,·'the Viceroy is' bound to give :them· their liberty.: 
The obligation to dischal'ge them, on the one condition! 
<Jf public safety being fulfilled,.is in the Viceroy's politi-

. I 

.cal capacity just as imperative as it was for the Judges 
in their judical capacity· to impose on the t~o brothers 
the minimum penalty allowed by law.·. If they are to be 
kept under detention ·any longer, a full statement justify. 
ing ius ~~e to the p~bli~. i ;. • , • ,. ·r i, ·. ·. 

1 

_ This case, ~s no b~tter an9. no, :wrose than that J of Bhai 
Paraffi:anand .,·w,h9, thanka:,to the!' P.unjab Government, 
has after. a long term . of :imprisonment r: teceiv:ed: A his· 
.discbarge.· ·Nor I need 1 his· case "ba·: distinguished from· 
that of Savarkar brothers in the serise that Bl'uti Parama.: 
nan'd pleaded absolute innocence. ·So far a·s.the Govern
me~t 11r~ conc~rned, all,. ~~re · e. like.' gq.il~y · .b~c'aus.e.: al.L 
-were .convicted. AndJhe Royal· clemency: is due not 
merely·to doubtful ··cases but equally 'to all cases of 
()ffences proved up to ·the hilt. The conditions are that 

7 
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the offence must be political and ,the exercise ·of Royal 
clemency should, not~ in the opinion. of the Viceroy, 
endanger public safety. There is no question about the 
brothers being politica:l ,offenders.. And so far the public 
are aware there is no danger to public safety. In answe:r. 
to a question in the. Viceregal Council in connection with 
such cases the reply given. was that they were under 
consideration.. But their· broth~r has received from the 
·Bombay Go-vernment a reply to the effect that no further 
memorials: :~:egarding_ the~ ,wiU ,be.receivedr and: ¥r~ 
Montagu }las ·stated in the Hous~ of. Commons tl"\at 'in 
the' opinion pf;the Government of India they cannot be 
released .. ·. ';rl,le case howeve;r cannot be so easily_ she!ved. 
The publi9 are entit}ed to know. the precise, grounds 
upon whic.h the liberty ,of . the brothers is bein~ res
trained .in spite of the Royal .Proclamation which to 
them is as good as; a royal charter having. the force of 
law .. 

· .. 
~·J. 

17th December, 1919 

·THE RAMNAGAR TRAGEDY 

Mr. ·Purshotamdas Tandon's public letter flatly con
trad-icting the allegation that any effigy of the King~ 
Emperor was burnt at Ramnagar• still remains unchall· 

• Under the direction'of Pandits Malaviya and Nehru, Mr: Tandon. 
a vakil of the Allahabad High Court and leader, investigated the 
occurrences:iu t~e Punjab, about August 1919. He wrote to Young 
I11dia, of l5th October that. as a result of his inve~.~tigation, he found 
there.was no truth at all in the story which was built up as an after_ 
thought on the fact of a few boys holding a demonstration against 
the Rowlat Bill on the 15th April, and that the people knew obsolutely 
nothing about the alleged investigation into the affair by two special 
()fficers who are said to h1\\'e confirmed the finding of the .Magistrate 
O'Brien. · 

' . ' 
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enged •. Indeed, Pandit Jagat Narayan's and Sahebzada. 
Sultan Ahmed's examination of Col. O'·Brien · entirely 
corroborates all the statements· in that letter. Colonel 
O'Brien admitted that in the first report of the trouble at 
Ramnager he had received, there was no mention of the 
burning of the effigy of the King-Emperor . there. He 
also admitted that he tried the case which involved the 
examination of about 130 witnesses and gave the accused 
the full sentence that he could give and 1 maintained that 
the accused had a fair trial. What doubt can there be 
that the accused had a fair trial when they were convicted 
and senten~ed on the sole evidence of "tw~ Hindus and 
one Muhammadan "~out 6f the' whole host 1

. ofJ one 
hundred witn~sses disp'osed of by him--"who gave 
evidence as t() the burning of· the effigy as also to I the 
casting of ashes into the · river?" · The Commissioners, 
we hope, do know what value they should attach to the 
finding of a colonel who even before them is not ashamed 
to boast that 'he made the arrests whether he was 
powered or not.' . I 

Mr. Gandhi has since visited Ramnagar and after his 
inquiries, he is convinced that the people there are 
absolutely innocent, that they have been unjustly impri· 
soned, .abused and insulted. And yet no less than 
twenty-eight respectable citizens at Ramnagar are still 
rotting in jail for the alleged burning of an effigy of the 
King-Emperor. · 

14th July, 1920 

A SUPERINTENDENT'S ORDER 

, Mr. Gandhi writes to the Press: 
The Hon'ble Pandit Madan Mohan Mala~iya 'has 

handed to me.ll.n. order signed by Mr~ F •. A. Heron, the 
' " ' I ' 
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Superintendent <>f: Police~ Gujianwala' Cfl.unjab) .. ; ·The 
Pandttji has· ·given it· to~ me for! ·publication wjth such 
criticism as r:·coul<f· offer out of my 'experience. of ·the 
G:ujran:wala district, ·the ·whole ·of:which il visited. during 
my stay; irt-' the· Punjab; Th~ order: is dated the 5th 
J line,· L 19I9. ' lt' ·liHLY 'be~· recalled that Superintendent 
Heron'it was wbO': directed the firing when one 'of the 
Railway bridges :was set ·fire to, by' a Gujranwala crowd. 
on· the.14tlt'April,rl919 .. Here js the order in: question:· 

.;okn:E~ I 

Gu)~a1rwal~, dat~d 5th o/J une,· 1919; 
I "!; ·' fi lj ~ Jl f! I 1. 1

1
1 J l , ' r ' "' i •' ·, 11 • I r 

,.,: ) Tp, TijE:tSU~-l~SP~CTO~ OF,POLIC~-r: . 

··ItJs nbw'practically certain that MarU11-1· Law :will 
be'' taken- 'off;. in this district1 fro.m those ·towns upon 
which: it· ·is· still· irf force in a few days •. The result 
of this will be · thatr: .on~y · those·. oases ac.t~ally at: the 
time· o{· removal · 'of-·r Martial· La,w· then .. under .. · trial 
before the. ·Martial Law Commissions· will .. pe allowed 
to continue to b:J tried under Martial ·Law. . .. , 
· :.A.n other· cases · wnether ~ under ... investi~ation o~ 

tinder trial befor~ a · Summary Court :will, lia ve i'ta1 be 
dropped : and I can,~; then~ ':•only ' be,< tried' 1 1,1nder •: the 
ord'inary ! law. ··This:· ~wilL: mean ' greatly~. prolonging 
tliese cases : a:s :under :: th9 i .ordinary Jaw'. cases will 
proceed ·· slowly~, jn court· alnd. there :will . be .· a ppealst 
etc. It is therefore imperative that all c~ses.· now 
raa:ly for trial in the Summary Courts should be sent 
up for trial immediately.·, and: :that all cases still 
und3r investi~atio~ which, c~n be completed rapidly 
should be completed imni~diateiy a~d·. sant up for 
trial. I~J.is district ·so far' the ·police have· sent up 

; 1 • • '· 
1 r ,t ; • · , , 

compartive~y few·~ :cases for trial and· s·o· ·there . must 
b3' 'm:any ~ersons·: who ats :gu'iltf and against 'whom . 
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there is prJ:>f .... available who should.1 be sent up for 
trial withotifdelay. .·, · :. 1 , :1·.· • ·,: .·. , ,,, 1 . ·' " · 

! Great efforts must now be 1 .made, to: 1 complete., all 
pending 1 cases aL .once, '! Identification 1 • parades 
should,. b'e1 .. held. im.mediately, an~L everY, ende'lvo~r 
must! be' ':made do ·call up •. new.l witnesses, _etc.i6WlW 
can· help in proving the g1,1U.t of tqe ~~j:mseq!l; . ; r:. . I 

. : Proper.', attention , has pot · so. fa~· .. been'. paid: ·tg 
securing the. arrests. of .'abaconpers •. · .. This ,,must p.ow 
be. done •. Constables,)., Sufedposhe':!,, et~ ... : ,,should . ;now 
be sent out immediately after ;absconder~ and ,eyery 
effort. made to; capture· .them' at p;oce •.. ~~t 1:,is 1 :~o,t 
sufficient. merely to ·sen~: a, Ruqqa: to: s.o~e 1 P9lice 
stations for their arrests. . . . . . ; :, . , 1 ~ , ( ,' , . 

~.I need. not: impress .. upon;.:my.l·:offl.cer~, the. :great 
necessity of completing their .. cases ;at..o:nce· 'and ·of 
getting a sufficient numb~r · of acct!sed ·~dealt ·with 
before Martial Law is removed. This district in 
point of view . of numbers--sent up for trial is far, 
behind other districts and· ·this 'naturally ~rouses 
criticisms on ·the efficiency and energy shown by the 

, , 1 :1·, 1 r 1 ! , 

police here. Something can still' be 'done to improve 
matters and if all· my~ .officers put their hearts into 
the work there is no reason why the reputation of all 
the . investigating Staff .here ;sh'aufd ~I SUffer jn.: COID• 

• , , . · r .·:.I , , 
1 

• f t ·1 , ·, (· . : 

partson wtth those who ;have· mvespgated in: La~qre 
• ' I I ' \ , • 1 • ' • · ' I I r I 1 ' ~ II j I ' 1 1 • ' J f 

~!ld AJ?ritsar, ·:~~t. should . the ·11:9-.~~e~. sent ~.·~~.P:Jo: 
trial. continue $O.qa.mall all concerned. will 1 uq~.ouo
tedly. not receive dhe Qader:. and respect they' are' in 
some instances entitled to. · · ' 
· ' r· 5-6-1919 · 

·••• ' " 'N :1·' .(Sd:) IF:/ :A,' HERON, I ' 

· ~ ~' ' Super~rdrm'dentof,Pbtic'e, 
•• : lh·ll 'I'' l' '•:: ... ' : I '11•.>,(/J;.I 

··r!• ':>~ .•. r.:,,,, Qujran.w!l~a.,., , :: 
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· ~Scores · of witnesses in the district gave evidence 
before the CQngress Sub-committee that during the last 
days of Martial Law, batches after batches of prisoners 
were hurried to :the Summary Courts so-called. The 
·presiding officer sat late at night and without even 
examining ·defence witnesses condemned . absolutely 
innocent men to varying terms. of imprisonment. One 
X>f the officers who thus conducted trials was Col.· O'Brien, 
and the other was ·Mr. Bosworth: Smith. ·The JapJo 
reproduced above adds emphasis to the evidence record
ed by the Congress Committee and throws a lurid 
light on the way in which prpsecutions took place. 
'.And': it was in this summary and hasty manner that 
JI\en who were absolutely innocent of any crime: were 
harrassed and imprisoned at Akalgarh~ · Ratnn'agar and 
·other ;places,· and still these officials retain their offices 
~lid the power ·of. doing evil.(';·: ' 

· 18th.Nov·ember, 1920. 
r 1· •• ·; 

JALLlANWALA BAGH 
' I '4 

•(By M. K. GANDHI).'. 

~:r· ·. ~.~,, ., , ~·i :J·:·; . 

. There w~s an unfortunate hitch about the purchase of 
this ··Bagh • for the n'ation. Thanks to the efforts of the 
.• · ~ Mr: 

1

Gandhi; i~ a letter to .the Navajivan, thus speaks a bon~ the 
Jallian·walla Bagh: The name 1 Jallianwalla Bagh' is a misnomer. 
"'J'alliail' is a surname,· and the ~riginal owner of the place was 8 

'Jallian.'. The 1 Bagh' is to-day th~ joint property of about 40 
partners. It is not a 1 Bagh' or garden, bnt.a dunghill,· It is hemmed 
~n on all si~es ~Y the back walls of houses and people . have ·made 
1t 8 conventent place to \~ow house-refuse in from back windows. 
It ,is-~~ ~pe~ ~pace whb. three tre~s and a tomb, •and is accessible by a 
narrow lane.. General Dyer used this land to approach the Bag h. 
The people·wh'olwere attending the meeting in the B'agh on the 13th 
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Hon'ble Pundit Madan Mohan Malaviya, Sanyasi ~wami 
Shri Shraddhananda and the local leaders, it has now 
become the property of th.e nation, subject to the full 
payment of the purchase price within three months from 
the 6th 'instant. The purc;hase price is Rs. 5,36,000. 
And the amount must be raised within the prescribed 
period. · 

It is, therefore, necessary to examine the propriety of 
mctldng this purchase on behalf of the nation, especially 
as it has been question'ed even in enlightened quarters. 
With thefPawnpore ·Memorial before us ·the attitude 
is not to be wondered at), But· with all respect t<> 
objectors, I cannot• help saying that if the Bag h. had not. 
been acquired, it would have beett a national disgrace. 
Oa.ti we afford to forget those ·five hundred. or · more 
men. who· were killed although they ·had done nothing 
wrong either morally or legally? If they had died 
knowingly. and willin'gly, if, realising their· innocence, 
they. ·had stood their ground and faced the shots frorri 
the fifty rifles, they would have gone down to history as 
saints, heroes and patriots. But even· as it was, the 

. tragedy became one 'of·'first class national importance'. 
Nations are born out of 'travail and suffe.ring. We 

April were up, and had no, way of escape e'(cept at thre~ 
or four p1'\ces by jumping walls. Thousands escaped with their lives 
by jumping the walls on that fateful day. ·. · . · · 

Torrents of .innocent blood have hallowed this' ground. Attempt~ 
are- being made to purchase it for public purposes and if we do not 
succeed, it will be a shame to us. '· . '· · ·' ·. 
'·We may add to this the Timer'of India cortespondent's description: 

'~ Thousa~ds a~e paying ~isits to Jo.llianwalla Bagh which is 1,1. large, 
open. spa~e surrounded on all sides by dwelling houses with two or 
three bottle-necked entrances to it. Some of the wails of hounea 
l'Ound about bear 1marks ofthe bullets ftred ffOnl the machine guns 
and attract the attention of the sightseers visiting the,scene." 
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~P.o~ld .fo~fej~ -.aU, titl~ _to, b~ considered ~·_nation, , if.:we' 
faU~d. to tre~sur!3. the !~emory of, those, }Vho. in .o~r- battle 
for, political-fre~do~ might, innocently !o:t:. for the c~imes 
of:. P,th~~s,.los~ th~ir:ljves or o~herwise. suffer :1 i. We. w.e~ 
'!lP..a~le .. io. P.rotect, qu~ helpless~ countrymen :when; they 
w~r~ ·ruth.le~~ly ,mass~cred~ :• We Pl~Y de,cli!le, if we wiU, 
to avenge. the wrong. The nation·will not lose if :we did,. 
B~~ ~.ha\l.we-can,we ~afford to~decl~J;t~ to perpetuate the 
~~mory,~a~.d .. to. showl,tq ·.the ;~\IJ;Viving .Il1emP,ers qf::the 
families of th~ ~ead, th~t we are ~.ha~ers in thei;r sufferipgs:, 

_by, .erecting .a natiop.al .tombs ton~ ~nd·b~ telli~g the world 
ther~by tlJ:.at .in, th~ ,t;leath: o~ 1these me.11· each 'op.e :of; llif 
has: lqst'. pear .rela~i9ns J ··:,Jf national.. insti;nct does .. ~ot 
rnea.n. at \~a~t..t4is..,:qJ.ucli ~inship~i.it has no m~aning: for 
me .. · , I Jwld:i,t,. tc;> be ou_r 4uty tq tell. ~he pr~sent g~ne~.a'T 
~i<m ~nd gen.~:t:~tjon.s yet;unbdrq. ·that in: our. maryh:t~
wards ,true fre.edom ·we. niust be prepared for. repeti~ions 
9.fAb,~ ·wro~gs,.s~ch.-,a~: ,yhe_ ~alli~~wala. ~agh, mass~r;~.+ 
We '}n.ust pro:vide again~t them,-~e must no.t.see~·t~ep, 
b\lt ~e: mustj b~ ready tq f~ce them if ~hey .cain:~ again: , , ;I 
~oul~ . not ha ye \lS .flip.eh. f.ro~, tlle,. ba ttl~. of naFi9n~llife ~ 
').'he su,prem~,lesson of~he Amri~sar .Congress* ~~$, ~~,~~t 
th.~· suff~~ings -of th.~ P).lnjab did not dis~~~rten the ·natlo? 
but that the nation treated them as a matter ·.of course. 
Some of· US' made!- stupid mistakes and .the· innocent 
suffere'd 1for 'them: We m:ust "in'future 1ti'y tona+oid the 
Il},i,~~a~ ~_s, . P.~t.' ~?- • ~Pi~r:.' :?.r .?~< ?~.s.t. e~?r~t.;"\YB ?1~ y f~~ II to 
coJ)ly~rt,, ~yery .. on~, .t9 .. ~apity,.1 • iWe ,n.w~t, therefore, be 
ready for the repetition of the sufferings of the guiltles~>. 
by .. telling -the·Loountry· now ·that· they: and 'theirs shall 
not' b.e·:.fbrgotten: b~t .. that' the inemory·lof'the innocen~ 
dead',shalrhe''regarded 'as ~·-sacr'e<i' trust and that 'the 
f ,,.IJ, ·' J I •• , 

1
' .: ''(1' .q UJII I'... . ' 1" ~ ' • '•1'1 :' .,; .l·.l, I . 1• ·~ •• .: 11• 

~~r;~Y.l~g rel~t.~~~~ ;·.s~all ba~er_~t~e _rig~.t _to,,l9P~: J~ t~~ 
· .~.oq~J~ ire,s~l~~_tpp~ .. of,t~~~: P.q~fP·es~ .•.. ~~~l1 ~vpeu~i~ .• 

1 
••• ; 1 : •. 
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nation. for maintenance in: case, of need. >~This is· the
primary meaning: of the memorial. And has :not the 
blood of the Mahomedan mixed with that o~ the Hindu? 
Has not the blood of the Sikh mixed with that of. the
Sanatanist and the Samajist? The memorial should be
a national Elmblem of an honest a~d sustained effort to ,, \ , .. , 
achieve Hindu-Muslim unity. 

But the objector's objection still remains :unanswered. 
Will not . the ·memorial· also perpetuate ·bitterness and 
ill-will? . It will depend ·upon the trustees.. And if I 
know them, I know that that is not. their·intention at all, 
I know that. such: wa.s not the intention, of the. vast· 
assembly. I go not wish to convey that bitterness was 
not there~· It was there not in. any ,way suppressed. But 
the .. idea ·of· the memorial had· nothing of bitterness 
i'n it. The people want to, they must be encburaged to, 
forget the doer and his madness. What General Dyer 
did we may.all.do·if we had .his ·irresponsibility and 
opportunity •. To err is human and it must be held to be 
equally human, to forgive if we, though. b~ing · fallibl~, 
would .like· rather :to . be . forgiven than punished and 
reminded of our misdeeds. Nor does this: mean that we 
may not ask. for General Dyer's dismissal. •!A lunatic 
cannot be kept in· a. position from which he can do harm 
to his neighbours. But just· as we do rnot bear ill-will 
towards a lunatic, sot too may we not bear ill-will even 
tow.ards General Dyer. · J..would therefore eschew.from 
the memorial :all idea of bitterness and i:ll~will, but: treat 
it as a sacred memory:. and regard· the. Bag h. as a ··place 
of pilgrimage to be .visited by all, irrespectiv~ of. :clas~, 
creed 10r colour .. .I would invite Englishmen to apprecia.te 
our feeling in .the matter,· ask thern:·by: subscribing to 
the memorial: in the . spirit of .the Royal Proclamation to 
make common cause wlth :us in .our: I endeavour to regain 
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consciousri'ess, to realise tlie same' freedom that they 
Enjoy .under the same· constitution and ·to realise :Hindu
Muslim unity without which· there can be no true pro
gress for India. : · 

3-lst March, 1920 

T~E ruNJA.B NON-OFF.ICI~L REPORT 

The much expected report is published. The.Commis~ 

sioners may congratulate themselves on the- methodical 
manner iii which they have approached their work and 
·the moderation. with which they have handled · their 
difficult task; The status ·of the 'Commissioners must 
give added weight to a 1eport which is otherwise capable 
of standing·on., its: merits. The Commissioners have 
not· travelled beyond the evidence they· had in their 
possession.· ·The reader -is, therefore, if he is so minded, 
able to. 'te'st the conclusions for himself. The. reconiR 
mendations are. neither wil~. nor ;weak.· The Commis
sioners boldlyl ask for the recall of the Viceroy, and the 
dismissal 'from service of Sir.Michrel O'Dwyer, General 
Dyer and other'officer~. :These are the two recommenda~ 
tions against which there may be some .opposition. But 
the Conimissioners have given clear and unimpeachable 
reasons for: each recommendation. And if .the veracity 
of the' ,facts set forth by them .is· not .challenged, their 
recommendations are unchallengabl~:~ · ·, ··, , .· 
· .. It'· is not without much. pain that we' find·: •ourselves 
in agreement _with the· recommendation for the Viceroy's 
recall. We ,;_believe His Excellency to be a. cultured 
English gentleman,. meaning well ·by India and anxious 
to do the right thing; But these are not the sole qualifica
tions. for the high .Viceregal office. -Lord Chelmsford 
hasr:··undoubtedly ·:shown. a-- lack•. of J imagination.- He 

I 
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has applied to his Indian office the traditions of 
a colonial constitutional Governor who has invariably 
to be guided by the advice of his ministers, is 
politically precluded from taking the initiative and 
affects colonial policies, if he affects them at all, not in 
virtue of office but through subtle influence and social 
intercourse. A Governor in the self-governing colonies 
acts by making gentle suggestions, never pressing them 
{)n his ministers, and tries to move public opinion, not 
by exercise of authority but by making indirect friends 
at social and semi-political functions. The very qualities 
therefure that enable a Colonial· Governor to make$ a 
success of himself disqualify Lord Chelmsford for the 
Viceregal office. The Viceroy of India has immei}Se 
powers, he is an autocrat, he ' dominates the Executive 
Council. A· mere, suggestion from him is like a legal 
sanction. He in.itiates and gives effect to policies. He 
supervises, with the very tangible right of intervention' 
the administration of the· provinces. He has, therefore, 
to be a strong rule.r, with great imagination, with popular 
sympathies·'which he 1is never afraid to show. With 

·all the qualities of.the heart Lord Chelmsford has shown 
himself· to be ~eak' at critical junctures. Instead of 
leading his colleagues 'he has allowed himself to be ruled 
by them.· ·He has allowed his provincial administrators 
to do as they have ,liked.: The result was a variety of 

. policies-level-head.edness o.r · conciliation· in Bombay 
even under provocation ; repression, persecution and· 

·intolerance without provocation in Punjab. Such a 
contrast should be impossible under- a Central Govern
ment with a chief at' the centre :who! knows his mind 
and who .knows how to iinpose· his will 'on his ~subo~
dinates.: Lord Chelmsford has·' signally failed• and so ·we 
b~lieve·· that· tlie CommissiOI1~~s ·~auld~ have· failed in 
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'their·duty Jf.they·had: hesitated·· to advise;-with the facts 
qeforethem, the·recall of. HislExcellency the Viceroy. 
,; With reference to the findings too, the Com!nissioners: 
have :'if anything' erred~ on the side of moderation. 
But:perhaps-it·would; be better for the public to. discuss 

· the~Jfindings, afterr ithe .I publication of the report ~of·the
officiabCommitteej ·, So· far• :as the , ·evidence collected 
by. the .non-official I Commissioners goesJ:i we• feel . ~hat n(} 
other·findings.:were possible. Indeed going through the-

. e\tid~nce:_we 'oansee:.a:st-gdious attempt· to .. refrain frol.n 
sta.ting conclusi6ns.which· could ·notr:_ be absolutely sup. 
potted. by• overwhelming array·of facts.r. 

' .. 
~.j.~·:~~t.-'·~ 

1·· '. "• ::I ' 

1:; 7th ,April, 1920'· · ,· : · 

; 
1·T~E PuNJAB SENTENCES _I 

' I ' :' • '. •• ~ • ~.: ' ' ' • ; • I 

(BY :M. K. Q,\NDHr) , , · 
'I I; •:} . · ~ l ! I , ~I , • "t ' ' f I~ jJ.". I '/I • I·· , 

, The OomiJJ,issioner~ appointed by·the Congress Punjab 
Sub-committe.e h~ye_ip their. report-accused His Excel
le:o.cy the. .Viceroy, of. crimlnal want . of }magi~ation. His 
Excellency's, refusal to commute ,twcr death sentences out 
of fiye'. i~ a_ fin,e .. illust~~tio~ I of,tQ.e. accusation.\, The 
rej_ep~ion of the .appeal py ..the.j:Privy Council ... no: more
p~qves the guilt of the .condeJ11ned t;h~n,.·.their ip~ocence
cou~d. have ,been· proved ·by~· <lu~shing the. proceedings 
~~fo~!! t~e,Ma~Hal ;L~w Tribunal •. ~More,Q~er, these cases 
<r~~arly come .under the _Royal 1 ;P,n>clamatio~;h~naccqrd
~n~e., ~itlt .i~~ inte~pretat,ion by; the ·:punjab Govern
ment. , . The· .. ,rri}lrd~rs 1 'J Jn. rAmrit~ar we_re. ~ot, due to any 
p~iy~te quarrel betw~~n th~ :m,urderers a~nd their:;victirns. 
~J~~. pjfen~e,_ ~raye}hough. ~· i\, vy~~' ,w~s., .purely p'olitical 
~.1:1:d comp)jtt~q un~.~r. e~ci~e-~ellt. M,qr~, ~h!J.p. fuil.repara.
~~?~:~~~: bee~ ta~~P.~~~r t~~~\ murd~~s ~nd,arsoiJ. In. the 
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-circumstances, commm,1sense dictates ·reduction of the 
.death sentences. The popular belief favours the view 
that the condemned men are innocent and have not had 
.a fair trial. The execution has 'been so long delayed 
that hanging at this stage would give a rude shock to 
.Indian society. Any. Vicero'y ·wi.th imagination woul~ 
bave at once announced con:i'mut.ation of·· the death 
-sentences-not s? Lord Chelmsford~ In his estimation, 
evidently, the demands of justice will not be satisfied; 
if at least· s'ome of the condemned rrien are not hanged. 
Public feeling with him counts.for nothing .. We shall 
-still hope that either the Viceroy or Mr. Montagu will 
·commute the deatli ·sentences. I ,. 

But if the Government will greviously · err, if ·they 
.carry' out the sentences~ 'ttiel people will equally e'rr ~~if 
they give way. to anger or grief ove'~ the hanging i. it 
has unfurtunately. to. take. place.' Before, we be~ome r a. 
nation possessing an effective voice· in .the, councils ·Of 
.nations, we must 'be· prepared td oontemplate with 
.eq~animit'y, not ,a thousand murders bfihnocent trien and 
women but many thousands before we a'tt~in a status in 
.the ·WOrld· that shah DOt :hi:! SU~paa.sed b

1

y any natio~ 
We hope therefore that ·all concerned .. will take rather 

I . 

. than··lose heart' and treat hanging as an ordinary affair 

.of life.* r " ' . • · · · ; II · 

l ' ·• • • f•lt ,, ''I ,t I! ' ' ,. I 

. · [Since the above was iri type, we have r~ceived the 
·Cruel news. At last. H. E~ the Yi~eroy ~R mercilessly 
,given ·the rude shock to Indian .society,: 1t .is now for 
the latter t0· take heart in spite of' the unkindest cut.~ 
Ed., Y.l.] ' . I • .. ' I : I ' : ' I ' ol' .I 

.-Si~ Rabi~d~·~~~th' g. ~e8s~ge • ..:.. Th~ '. thlrd and last of t~1~ '. s~1·lesl; ·~f 
,public meetings in celebr~tion of the: N~tipnal we,ek .Was held .iu the 
.open space near the French .Bridge, Bombay, on the 13th, Mr. M. ·A. 
Jinnah presiding. The meeting was convened under the joint au!!pices 
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9th J u~:e~ 1920 

. POLITICAL • FREEMASO;NRY 

(Br ?11 K. GAXDHI) 

i :Freemasonry is a ~~cret,brotherhood which has, more· 
b'Y.. its secret and' iron rules' than by its 'service to hu
manity,· obtained a hold upon some of the best minds. 
Similarly there seem's to be some secret .code of conduct 
g~verning the official. class in India before which ·the 

of ;the. Bombay branches of the Home Rule League and the National 
. I . Unton. · · - · 

The President at the outset announced that Sir Rabindranatb 
Tagore was unable to be pret~ent but had sent a message, which he · 
called upon Mr. C .. F. Andrews to read. 1 

Mr. Andrews thereupon read the 
1 

message which ran as follows : 
·: "A great crime has been done in the name of law in the Punjab. 
Such terrible eruptions of evil leave their legacy of the wreckage of 
ideals behind them. What happened in J allianwalla Bagh was itself a 
monstrous progeny pf a monstrous war, which for four years had been 
defiling God's world wi~h fire and poison, physical and moral. The 
immenseness of the. sin through which humanity had waded across its 
blood-red length of 'agony has bred callousness in the minds of those 
who have power in tbeitl hands with no check of sympathy within, or 
fear of resistance witho~t. The cowardliness of the powerful who 
c;>wned no shame in using their machines of frightfulness upon the 

· unarmed and unwarned villag~>.rs, and inflicting unspeakable humilia
tions upon their fellow-beings behind the screen of an indecent 
mockery of justice, and yet not feeling for a moment that it was the 
meanest form of insult to their own manhood, has become only 
possible through the opportunity which the late war had given to man 
for constantly outraging his own higher nature, trampling truth and 
honour under foot. This disruption of the basis of civilsation will 
continue to produce a series of moral earthquakes, and mim will have 
to be ready for still ,further snfferings. That the balance will take 
a· long time to be restored',·is clearly seen· by the suicidal ferocity 

. of vengefulntss 'ominously tinging ~ed the atmosphere of the peace 
deliberations. · · ' · · · · · · · 
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flower of the great British nation fall prostrate and 
unconsciously become instruments of injustice which 
as private individuals they would be ashamed of perpe
trating. In no other .way is it possible for one tOo 
understand the m·ajority report of the Hunter Committee~ 
the despatch of the Government of India and the ,reply 
thereto of the Secretary of State for India. In spite of 
the energetic protests of a section of the Press to the per
sonnel of the Committee, it might be said that on the 

. "But we have no place in these orgies of triumphant powers rend
ing the world into bits according to their own purposes. Wh'lt most 
concerns us is to know that the moral degradation not only pursues 
the people, inflicting indignities upon the helpless, but also their 
'·ictims. The dastardliness of cruel injustice, confident of its im
punity is ugly and mean, but the fear and impotent anger which they 
are apt to breed upon the minds of the weak are no less abject. 
Brothers, when physical force, in its arrogant faith in itself, tries to 
crush the spirit of man, then comes the time for him to assert that his 
soul is indomitable. We shall refuse to be afraid and to own moral 
defeat by cherishing in our hearts foul dreams of retaliation. The 
time has come for the victims to Le the \'ictors in the field of 
righteou!!ness. 

"When brother spills the blood of his brother and exults in his sin, 
giving it a high sounding name ; when he tries to keep the blood 
stainsfresh on the soil as a memorial of his anger, then God in shame 
conceals it under His green grass and the sweet purity of His Howerlj. 
We who have witnessed the wholesale slaughter of the innocent in our 
neighbourhood, let us accept God's own office and cover the blood 
stain11 of iniquity with our prayer: 

' Rudra yat te dak~:~hinam mukham tena mam pahinitynm' 
:With Thy graciousne~:~s, 0, Terrible, for ever save us.' 

For the true grace comes from the Terrible, who can save our souls 
from the fear of suffering and death in the midst of terror and from 
vhidictiveness in defiuance of injury. Let us take our lesson from His 
hand, ,even when tho smart of the pain and insult is still fl'eflh-the 
lesson thatall meanness, cruelty and untruth are for the obscurityof 
oblivion,· and only the Noble and True are for eternity. Let those, 
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whole :the· public·were 'prepared to trust it, especially. as 
it contained three ;Indian members 'Yho could fairly be 
claimed .. to be independent.· The first rude shock to this 
confidence was delivered by the refusal of Lord Hunter's' 
Committee to accept: the very moderate and reasonable 
.demand of the Congress Committee, that the imprisoned 
:Punjab leaders mightbe.alldwed to appear before it to 
instruct counsel. Any doubt that might ·have been left 
jn the mind 1 .of any person has been dispelled by the 
xeport of the ·majority of that Committee. The resu\t 
has ·justified the , attitude of ·the Congress . Committee. 
The· evidence collected by it shows· what Lord Hunter's 
Committee. purpo.sely denied'oitself. · · ·. · · · !' · · ·: 

. The, minority report. stan,ds .. o~r like a~ oasis in .'~ 
.des~rt •. ,The· .. ~ndlan members deserve the congratulation 
c;>f their countrymen for having dared·to do·their duty 

·" --~--~----~~~~~----~~ 

who wish, try to burden the minds of the future with stones, carrying 
.the black memory of wrongs and their anger; but let us 1 ooqheath to 
.the generations to come memorials of that only which wercan revere;
let ns be grateful to our fore-fathers, who have left us the image of 

1 
our Buddha, who conquered self, preached forgiveness, and spread his 
ilove far and wide in time and space:'' ,. · · '· · ·' 

Thfl Resolution;...:..l\lr. Gandhi th6n moved the following resolution~ 
''This meeting of the citizens o{ Bombay, is ofopinion, that· whilst 
mob e:x:'cessass at .A.mritsar although committed after grave provoca
tion ·were . worthy of condamnation, fhe deliberate . and calculated 
massacre without'warning by Gtmeral J?yer of innoclmt,· nnatmed"llnd 
otherwise· defenceless men at Jallianwala Bagh was au unelampled act 
of barbarity, arid hopes that the Government of India' at;td the Impe
rial Governmant will taka such st'eps as to render impossible a repeti
tion of such barbarity and' other similar barbarities committed by 
responsible officers in the Punjab during the period of. the martial law 
administration lmd hopas ~hat ,the recommendations ·made by the 
.Punjab Sub:.Committee of the Indian National Congress will be carried 
.Out in· their entirety." ·. · ' · 

Tlinesolutioil. was passed and the meeing· was dissolved. 
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·in the iace of heavy odds. I' wish that they had refused 
·to associate thamselves even in a modified· manner with 
the condemnation: of the Civil · Disobedience form of 
Satyagraha.: ::rhe defiant spirit of the Delhi moli'on the 
30th. March, can hardly be used for condemning a great 
~piritual mdv~nient which is ·admittedly· and mani~ · 
festly · intended to restrain the violent· tendencies of 
mobs· and' to ~'replace criminal lawlessness ·by civil 
disobedience -·of authority, when it has forfeited all 
title to respect. ·On the 30th March,· Civil Disobedience 

· had hot·; even ··been' started. Almost ' every · great 
popular demonstration has been ·hitherto attended,' all 

' the I world . over, by 
1 

a cer'tain amount of lawlessness, 
The demonstration of 30.th March and 6th April, could 
have been·held under any other aegis as under ~that Of 
Satyagraha~ · 1' hold that without ths advent of the spirit 
of civility and orderliness, the disobedience would' have 
taken a much more violent form than· it did even at 
. Delhi. ·It was· Oilly the wonderfully ·quick acceptance 
by the people of the principle of Satyagraha that effec• 
tively checked the spread of violence ·throughout the 
length and :breadth of India. ·And even' to-day it is · not 
the memory of the black· barbarity of General'Dyer that 
is· keeping the undoubted'restlessness among the people 
from breaking forth into viillence. The hold that Satya. 
graha has gained on the people-it may be even against 
their will_:_ is ~urbing the forces of disorder and violence. 
·But I must not detain the reader on a defence of Satya.
graha against unjust attacks. If it has gained a foothold 
in India, ·it will survive much fiercet atta·cks than the one 
m,4·e by the m'ajority ·of the Hunter Committee, and 
somewhat supported by the minority; Had the majority 
report been defective· only in this direction· and correct 
in evert_.other, there would have be.en,nothing but praise · 

. 8 
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for it,: ~.After . ~lli:. ~tyagrah~. 1 is . ~ n.~w ~XP.eriment ;in. 
politicalfi.el<l.-· An4. a·,:Qastyr.att:ributi.ngtitodt of Jl,ny· 
popular disot:de~ wqu~d;ha:ve been ,pardonQ.b.l~·t~~ :. , · ~~ ) 

.. T~e)-un,iv,ersa!JY. pronounced ady~r~e j4dgment .uROJ:} t~~ 
repprt ~~d)~~ de~patche§, ~ests, u~o~~ fa~ hmo:te; ::P~igfu\ 
r.~Y,~h~.t~.9PS. ·.: rLook a.t..the ma_~ifestly:_:JabQured : ~ef~n~e 
of every;.o"ffl.ciat~c~ pf inhu:n,i~nity.except,wJu~re cond~nx~ 
natien .could :not be ,ayoid_ed throug~ t:Qe,i.mpudent_aqm~s
$~9ns. made by the actor~.thems~lve~ ;)opk at_tb,~:S.I~ecia;l 
pleadj_ng. iqtroduced .to 4efe~d. Ge:q.eral PY.~;.~vel\ again~t: 
himself,;., .,look at ph~ _va~q . glorifi~~tiqn ,of7 $irj (Mic~~l' 
O'Dwy~r, althqugh i~ ~as his spi!it. th~t. :~qtuate~. ~;v.e-,:y: 
act .o.f crj~Jpal,ity ,9!-1 ,~he: !)~J.'t. of ~he. ,suqorqin~~es ... 1·l~,ok 
l!-t. the de\iberate refusal tq examin_e p."i~ }VWJJ ca:re~r J?)efo.re 
the -~v~nts :of, .April~., Hi~- ~cts ·were ap, 9P~n .. ~OQ~Jof 
w~ich_t~e ,Co:r~:n~ittee. Ol)ght .~o have tak~njud~ci~l·~P~ice~ 
~n!St~ad, qf, ~cce;pting everyth~~g. that the., o~cials: ~ad. tg 
s_~y th,e··iYO.I?plittee'.s. o:bvious,, duty, .wasJoi taxjtse~~to 
~nd, out t~e real ~all;s_~. ~f the disorders;;: It ought t<;>;have 
gone out.of ~t~Jyvay to sea,rc~ oqt, ~he,ipwa~dne.ss o.f.-'*·e 
.~:v.erits •. ,.,Instead . .of.. patiently 1 goipg be)lin4 ~he l:lard 
crust;.of·o'ffici~l .docum~p.~s, t~e Oommi~t~e ~U<;~wed,itself 
tq, "b~ guld~d. with. crim~na~ l~zines~ .. by, ~er:e. o.fticiaL 
_e-v,idsrp.ce .. ::,Tll~ r.~po~t and t'\1.~ ~d~sp_at,c~~s, .in ·n:;tY. hur.pbl~ 
.op~nion, con~ti~ute. an !}.ttempt .to .. C,onQ.pl\ee: :p:ffl.cial ,law~ 
less;oese·.~ · Th~r cautious and( half-'\le!!.rted. co,qdem!latio;q. 
.pronounced,~ upo:Q.- Ge.ner~J. . Dyef's. :Wfl~SaQre ; ,and: th~ 
l)otq;rious cr!\w.ling .order o~ly ~ p~epens~ the: dis~ppo.int-

. :m~nt qf, ~h.(}·; .r~a~~r .. ~s, 4e.~ go~s .tl}.rough, \Pa~.e, aft~r 
pagtk·Joj.J_thin.ly,;;djsgui~~.d 1 :offi,ci!\~ i-whitew~sh •.. I-n.eed,. 
Jho.wev~I:;; ( .s~~rcely!.' :attempt ::any .~lBtboratet ~xa:mina· 
tion .. of .the;:.,~eport 1 or '.t4~· despatQh~&: ::whiph.,-~ha'Ve· 
bee~ sp :tu~tly c~:gs~req·~PYi t4~r:whole n~tip_nal, pr~ss 
~vhether. of:r~h~ ~~.9d~~a.t~:;Or. jh~,.. ~:;tremist .~ha~j··.~v!he-
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point to donsider is how to break: down this ~ecret-be 
the secrecy ever so unconscious-conspiracy to uphold 
official iniquity. ,A scandal: of this .magnitude cannot 
be tolerated by. the· nation, ·if :it is to. preserve .its self
re~pect and bec.ome a free partner in the EinpireJ The 
All-India Congress Committee has. resolved upon ·con
vening a special session of the Congress' for tlle purpose 
of considering, among other. things, .the situation arising 
from the report. In my opinion, the time has arrived 
when we must cease, to rely upon . mere petitions to 
Parliament for effectiye action. Petitions will have value, 
when the nation has behind· it the power to· enforce its 
will. t What power then have we? When we are firmly 
of·opiniori that grave wrong has been done us and when 
I 

1
,' : I :· I I t,' '• I • I Jilt ) 

' • The Congress met at Calcutta in special session ir1 September, 
Fo~ a sum,mary of its work, m Appendix. , · 

t· Mr. Gandhi has no faith iu ·a Declaration of Rights. You·nu 
India of June 30th, writes llll under: · Our Political Security, 

· It is not difficult to discover in the· Secretary of State's des~ 
patch issued. in connection. with the Hunter Committee Report 
the.various attempts made to pass oYer the offences on the part 
of the Government .officials.·· One of these attempts is en !lily 
detected when the .despatch passes in almost an apologetic ·tone 
'a halting qriticism ou some of the mistakes during the Martial 
Law period and· abruptly goes on to propose arrangemellts for 
the future to be incorporated in, n .Martial Law Manual ·which the 
Government of India have, at present under ·consideration: ·This 
:Martial Law Manual may be an' attempt to respond to the ·general 
demand for .the future security. But we cannot comp1iomise ourselves 
with any manunl that does not ·fall in with the demands stated in the 
Congress Sub-aommittee's report. To fatten the stnt11te book with 
auy ~:~uch manual :without removing the Rowlatt Act from 'it would 
mean to endeavour to nourish a ·mim without removing the,.t1oison in 
his system.. If .the Rowlatt Act is not re'pealed, the Government of 
India's manual can least satisfy those who·iare urging the ·Briti~:~h 
Parliament toipass a statute to secure the civil rights:of His Majesty's 
Indian subjects, because thtl civil rights and the Rowlatt Act cannot at 
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after an.•appeal to .the highest authority we fail to secure 
redress,. there must· be some power available to us fo:t 
undoing the wrong. ·It is true that irl. the. vast majority 
ef' cases, it, is the duty of a. ·subject to submit to wrongs 
orffailure .ofa usual procedure, . so long aR they do not 
affect I his I vital being.: But every· nation and every 
individual :has·· the. J;"ight, and . it is their· duty, to rise 
against an intolerable. wrong. I do not believe hi armed 
risings. ~ T~ey are a remedy wor~e than ·· the · disease 
sought.:.to be cured.· They are a token ·of the spirit of 
revenge~ andl rimpatience .and anger.- .'The method· -oi 
vjoience cannot do good in; the· long run~· : Witness the 

same remain on our· statute book.. The Row latt Act detracts 
from our rights'where~s the Decl~ation of Rights recognis~~ them 
in' law.' · i • · •. ,,; · :, : ·.• ' 

Will the Declaration suffice to secure our liberties? We do realise 
the imp9rtance of the Declaration of Rights, but: we are not much 
enamoure<lof the Declaration of Rights business .. ! The ·Declaration 
wil). ba of little avail if we have not the ··strength to. have it ·well 
administered .. unless we. become manly and fearless, no number. of 
rights showered upon. us can secure us our liberties; It is not unlikely 
that, progress. in legislation may outrun the administrative order. It 
requir.,:d generatiQns for Englishmen to harmonize 1heir legislation 
and a<;lministration in this .respect. Their Magna Charta (1215), the 
Petition ,of Right p628), the Grand Remonstrance (1641)and the Bill 
of Rights {1689) record the continued progress of Englishmen for not 
less.· th.an ·full five centuries.,. The significance of this series of 
legislation does not so mu,ch li& in :what each . of them adds to the 
prec~ding law, but in each confirming. the foregoing law;.· King after 
king violated the liberties ofhis subjects. But with greater determi. 
nat~on ·than .the ~ings; came forward heroes from amidst the people 
who f.ought .t~ese ~iolations and .successfully secured the writ of 
}Iabeas Corpus,. We ne~d. not require the ~ame long period to achieve 
freedo~ ()f per,son~ .. Bnt we cannot escape similar fights and sacrifica 
if we, wo-uld ha~e the.fundamental pr.inciples ·of freedom .engraved 
on our hearts, .We ,empha,sise the .necessity of such preparation as of
greater moment than. the Declaration itself: 
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effect of the. armed· rising of the allied powets against 
Germany. Have they not become even like the Germans, 
as the latter have been depicted to us by them? ; · ' 1 

We have a better method. Unlike that of violence :it 
certainly involves the exercise of restraint and patfenae-~ 
but it requires also resoluteness of will.· ·This ·methOd is 
to refuse to .be party to the wrong. No tyrant has ever yet 
succeeded in his· purpose. without carrying: the victim 
with him, it may be, as it often ··is, 'by force• Most people 
choose rather. to yield 'to the will of the tyrant than to 
suffer for the consequence of resistance. Hence does ter
rorism form .part of the stock-in-trade of the tyrant.· But 
we have .instanc'es in history where terrorism has failed 
to impose the terrorist',s will upon his victim. India has 
the· choice before her, now. If;· then, the act~ of the 
Punjab Government be an insufferable, wrong,, if the 
report of Lord Hunter's Committee and, the two des
patches be a greater wrong by reason of, their .grievous 
condonation of these acts, it is clear that w~ must refuse 
to submit. to this official violence. Appeal to the . Parlia· 
ment by all means, if ·necessary1 but if the.l'a~liament 
fails us, and if we are worthy to call ourselves a nation, 
we must refuse. to uphold the Government .. by with. 
drawing co-operation. f.rom ..it. , . 

: ·--- ·~ 
• I I : ~ !' I I ! • I • • I 

.23rd June, 1920. 
) .. l ': ., I ' ' I ,' 1 I 

•THE··DUTY· 'OF'ITHE PUNJABEE' 

'. '(B:v :rJ: K.· dAND.Hl) j ·: 

11:1 ... , , I '1 : ., ,
1 

• ; The Allahabad· Leader. I .dese~ves 1 .tq . be . cong~atula t~cl 
for publishing ·the) .correspond~nce i on Mr.·; .Bo~'Yor~h 
Smith w.h.o was.one of the :Martial· LaW:. officers. agai~st 
whom ·:the. ·complaints a. bout: persistent a.~d Qontjq.:qous 

1 . 
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ill-trea.trrlent we1'e among the bitterest. It appears from 
the correspondence that·Mr. Bosworth Smrth has received 
promotion instead of dismissal. Sometime before 
Martial Law Mr. Smith appears to have been degraded. 
'~He has since been restored", says the· Leader cortes• 
pendent, " to· his position of a Deputy Commissioner of 
the· second grade from which he was degraded and 
also been invested with powers under Sec. 30 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code. Since his arrival, the poor 
Indian population of the town of Am bala Cantonment 
has been living under a regime of horror and tyranny. " 
The correspondent adds: " I use both these words 
deliberately for conveying precisely what they mean.'' 
I cull a few passages from this illuminating letter 
to illustrate the meaning of horror and tyranny. "In 
private complaints he never takes the statement of 
the complainant. It is taken down by' the reader 
when 'the court rises an:d got signed by the magis
trate··the following day. Whether the Report (received 
upon such complaints) is favourable to the complainant 
or unfavourable. to him it is never read by the magistrate, 
and complaints are dismissed without proper trial. This 
is the fate of private complaints. Now as regards police 
challans. Pleaders for the accused are not allowed to 
interview under-trial prisoners in police custody. They 
are not allowed to cross-examine prosecution witness. 
. . . Prosecution w'itnesses are examine!:l with leading 
questions. . ; . Thus a·whole · prosecution story is 
put into the mouth of police witnesses. Witnesses for 
the defence though called in are not allowed to be ex· 
amined by the defence counsel. . 1 • The accused is 
silenced if he picks up courage to. s·ay anything in 
defence. . . . Any Cantonment ·servant can write 
down the name of any citizen of the Cantonment on a 
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<lhit of paper and ask him to appear the next day in court. 
This is a summons. ·. . . If any one does not appear 
in court who is thus ordered, criminal warrants of arrest 

. .are issued against him."· There is much more of this 
·style in the letter which is worth producing but I have 
given enough to illustrate the writer's meaning. Let me 
turn for a while to this official's record during Martial 
Law. He is the official who tried people in batches and 
-convicted them after a farcical trial. Witnesses have 
deposed to his having assembled people, having asked 
them to give false evidence, having removed women's 
veils, called them 'flies, bitches, she-asses' and having 
spat upon them. He it was who subje.cted the innocent 
pleaders of Shekhupura to indescribable persecution. 
Mr. Andrews personally investigated complaints against 
this official and came to the condlusion that no official 
had behaved worse than Mr. Sm(th. He gathered tlie: 
people of Shekhupura, humiliated them in a variety 
of ways, called them anvarlog, Gandi makkhi. His 
evidence before the Hunter Commission. betrays his 
total disregard for truth and this is the officer who, if 
the correspondent in question has given correct facts, has 
been promoted. The question however is why he is at 
all in Government service and why he has not been tried 
for assaulting and abusing iimocent men and women. 

I notice a desire for the impeachment of G:enera:l Dyer 
and Sir Michrel O'Dwyer. I will not stop to examine 
whether the course is feasible. I was sorry to find Mr. 
Shastri joining this cry for the prosecution of General 
Dyer. If the English people will willingly do so, I would 
welcome such prosecutions as a ·sign of their strong 
disapproval of the J allianwalla Bagh atrocity, but I would 
<iertainly not spend a single farthing in. a. vain pursuit 
after the conviction of these meri. Surely the public has 
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received sufficient ~xperience of the Engli~h minq~~ Prac
ti~~llythewhQle English Press h.asjojnedthe CQJ}spiracy 
to screen these offenders- against humanity. , I would 
not be paJ;"ty .to make. ;her~es of. th~m by/ joini:qg the cri 
for prosecution private or public. . If I can only: pursuade 
India to insist upon their complete dismissal; I should 
be satisfied.;. Bu~ more than the dismissal of Sir. Michrel 
O'Pwyer. and, General Dyer is ~ec~ssary the peremP,tory 
4i~missal, ..if not a)ri.al, of Colo11eJ_ O'Brien, Mr". Bos
wQrtl_l Smith, ;Ra~. Shri Ram and others mentioned · in 
th.e _Con~e~s. Sub-com~ittee's ~~port. Bad as. G~neral 
Dyer is, .I consider .. ¥r .. Smith to be_ infinitely w<;>rse and 
his crimes to :tJ~ far .mor~ serious than .the massacre of 
Jallianwall~Bagh,,: ._General Dy~r sincerely believ~d that 
it was a sold~erly, act ~o terrorise. peQple by shootjng 
t~em •. But Mr. ,Smith was wantonly cruel, VlJlgar and 
deba~ed •.. · UJall the. facts. that, J:tave been, depo~ed ·to 
against hit:n are true, t}lere ,is not a spark of humanity 
about ;him. P"nlike.General l)yer he lacks the courage 
to confirm what, he has , done .. and he wriggles when 
qhallenged •. · -Th~.s officer 1 remains free. t~ iirtlict. himself 
upon _people who. have done no wrong t()· P,im, and who 
is permitted to disgrace the rule he represents for the 
time being. -, . . . , , .. :·: :. :. . . , 
~at is the. Punjab doing? Is . it not: the, ~lear duty_ 

ofth~ Panjab~~s ?Ot to rest until they .4ave, sec1:1red the 
dismissal of; :Mt. 'Smith. and. the . like ? The Punjab
l.~a~erS, h~v~ .1 ~e~~ .. disch~!ged .·ill yain. ,if they_. ·will not 
u~iFse ~th~ libertyJhey have .received,: in .order to purge'. 
the .ad~inistration of 1Messrs. ·Bosworth Smith. and 
q_9nipany. , I . am· sure that if they;. will . o~ly begin·. a·. 
determin~d agitation they will hav·e the· whole India by
t~~i~ ~~d~~i·,· I'V,e~~e to, sugge~t.ito:, ~h~~ that th~·: .~~st: 
way ~o-qul).lify for seJJding .General Dyer.,to the gallows 
' "· •• ~ 4.. • ' • • " w .J • • . • ' ; • • • ' • • ~ .. , 
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is to perform. the easier and the more urgent duty of 
arresting the mi~chief still continued by th~ officials 
agains,t whom they have assisted in collecting ·over
whelming evidence. 

' 14th July: 1920 · 

GENERAL. DYER 

. (Br 1\L K. GANDHI) 
I' ''';, 

The Army Council has fpund General Dyer guilty of 
error of judgment and advised that he should not receive 
any office under the Crown. Mr. Montagu ha's been 
unsparing in his criticism of General Dyer's conduct. 
And yot somehow or other I cannot help feeling that 
General Dyer is by no means the worst offender. His 
brutality is unmistakable. His abject and unsoldier .. like 
cowardice is app~rent in every line of his amazing 
defence befo~e the Army Council. He has called · an 
unarmed . crowd of men and children-mostly holiday
makers.,-' a rebel army.' He believes himself to be the
saviour of the Punjab in that hr! was able to shoot dqwn 
like rabbits men who were penned in an enclosure .. 
Such a man is unworthy of being considered a soldier. 
There was. no. bra\;ery in. his action. lie r~n n~ risk .. 
He shot without. the slightest.'opposition and without 
warning. This is· not an ., error . of judgment'. It is 
paralysis of it in the 'face of fancied danger~ ·It is proof. 
of criD;J.lnal incapacity and heart~e~sness. B1:1t the fury . 

' 1' I ' ,•: I I,, 11 I, ' , '· ,'It .,I , I 

that ,has been spent _upon p.ene~al D:yer • is, I ,a~, sure, 
• In Jou11g India of March ~6, J921, · Gandhi further explain$ , the 

attitude .of)ndia toward' General: Dyerl .He. \}'rites, : tn• reply t~ 
a friend who ask~d ,him .w.hY th~. J alli~n~alln4 Bag~ nn4 the .Or~ w ling 
Lane incid'ents ~ere; frequently,recalle~ :. . . 1 •• • • •• : . , , ;.1 .. , ,, 
. The answer is simple.

1
: To forgive iiJI)Qt.to forgetr . 'rhere is,uo· 

merit in loving an en~II)Y when ypu forget . .him for 1 a friend~ The· 
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largely misdirected. No doubt the shooting was .'fright · 
ful ',the loss of innocent life deplorable. But the slow 
torture,_ degradation and emasculation that followed 

merit lies in loving in spite of the vivid knowledge that :the one that 
.must be loved is not a friend. Ali, that Bayard of Islam, would not 
retaliate whilst the memory of a vile affront was still fresh in his 
mind and although he was more than a match for his adversary. India 
:Seeks, not punishment of the criminals Sir Michael O'Dwyer and 
>Qeneral Dyer, but dismissal of servants who have proved unworthy of 
the trust reposed in them. And they are not fully dismissed so long 
:as they receive any pension from the Indian treasury. A father is 
not only ·not bound to feed an unrepentant son but participates in his 
-crime if he continues to support him. 

The Congress Commissioners had their choice eithe,r to advise im
peachment and prosecution or mere dismissal. They chose the latter 
<In the ground of humanity and not on.that of expedience. The 
reader may be led into the secret that the Commissioners passed many 
:an anxious hour over the matter. The report was finally shaped at 
Kashi within a stone!s throw of the waters of the Gauges. The .re
-commendation was hotly debated among them and they came to the 
unanimous conclusion that India could only gain by refraining from 
prosecution; Mr. Das in a notable speech at Patna recently referred 
to the compact then made between the Commissioners that, whilst 
'and if they reduced their recommendation to a minimum, they must 
I!Olemuly resolve to enforce them at the risk of their lives. The 
Commissioners are therefore Non-co-operators as a matter of simple 
duty. But they chose to waive the right of punishment. It is 
true that the whole of India has not yet deliberately accepted the 
doctrine of humanity, i;e., forgiveness. O:no often hears the talk 
()f hanginK. the murde1·ers and so on. But India does not yet feel 
:strong a~ against British Goveruers and Generals. She still fears 

· thetn, Forgiveness of Sir Michael O'Dwyer and General Dyer is 
therefore a meaningless term. But India is ·daily gaining strength and 
.qualifying for forgiveness. When an Indian talks of punishment.of 
,the Punjab criminals, he talks in impotent rage. But I am convinced 
that if India was to-day free, i.e., strong enough to punish them, she 
would refrain. She only wants her .deliverance from possibilities of 
·Jalliauwala. The whole campaign of Non-co-operation has been 
conceived in a spirit not of revenge but of justice. 
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-was much worse, more calculated, malicious and soul
killing, and the actors who ·performed the deeds deserve 
greater condemnation than General Dyer for the Ja.llian
.walla Bagh massacre. The latter merely destroyed a 
few bodies but the others tried to kill the soul of a 
nation. Who ever talks. of Col. Frank· Johnson who 
was ·by far the worst offender? He terrorised guiltless 
Lahore, and by his merciless orders set the. tone to the 
:whole' of the Martial Law officers. But what I am 
concerned with is not even Col. Johnson, The first 
business of the people of the Punjab and of India is to 
rid the service of Col. O'Brien, Mr. Bosworth Smith, 
Rai Shri Ram and Mr. Malik Khan. They are still 
retained in the serv·ice. Their guilt is as much proved 
.as that of General Dyer. We shall havefailed in our 
duty if the condemnation pronounced upon Goneral Dyer 
produces a sense of satisfaction and the obvious duty 
of purging the. administration in the Punjab is neglected. 
That task will not be performed by platform rhetoric or 
resolutions merely. Stern action is required on our part 
jf we are to make any headway with ourselves and make 
any impression upon the officials that they are not 
to consider themselves as masters of the people but as 
tbeir trustees and servants who cannot hold office if they 
misbehave ·themselves and prove unworthy of the trust 
reposed in them. 

29th September, 1920 

MR. PENNINGTON'S OBJECTIONS ANSWERED 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

I gladly publish Mr. Pennington's letter* with its 
• Under date 25th August, Victoria Road, Worthing, Sussex, Mr . 

.J. B. Pennington, I.C.S. (IItd.), wrote to Mr. Gandhi questioning his 
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enclosure just·as~I have received .. them.· Evidently Mr. 
Pennington is not a regular reader of "·Young India," or 
he would have. noticed that no one has' condemned mob 
outrages•m6re:.than

1

I ·have~ He seems to think that the 
article he· has. objected to. was· the only .thing I have 
ever written on. General Dyer .. ·He does not seem to 

· know· ,that I have endeav-oured with the utmost in:rpar
tiality to examine· the J allianwala massacre. .And he 
can see any day all· the ·proof adduced. by· my· fellow
co.mmissioners arid 'myself in support of our findings or 
the massacre.~ The ordinary readers of "Young· India '~ 
knew all the· facts .and therefore it was unnecessary for 
me to ,·support my· assertions otherwise. But unfortu
nately Mr. Pennington r.epresents the typical Englishman. 
He do·es not want:to·be unjust; nevertheless he is rarely 
just ]n his apvreciation of.world events bj3cause he has 
no time to· study them except 'cursorily and that through 
a press whose business is to air only party views. The 
average Englishman therefore, except in parochial 
matters; is perhaps the least informed though he claims 
to be :well.:.informed about every variety of iitterest. 
Mr. Pennington's ·ignorance is thus typical of the others 
and a'fford the best reason for securing control of our 
dWD' affairs in our own hands. Ability will come' 'with 
use··and: not by waiting to be ·trained by those 'whose 

condemnation of General Dyer's conduct and suggesting that the 
General was acting b01zaflde as a gaod ~nd only responsible servant 
of Government on the spot fn shooting down some hundreds of people 
("some of them perhaps innocently' mixed up with an illegal assembly") 
and in t~US}~V~n_g '.'.the,.<lity :g.Q~ falling in the hands of a dangerous 
mob." "As a mere seeker after truth," Mr. Pennington asked for an 
account of the happenings at Amri tsar on lOth April and the following
?ays,.:ndd.ing-; .~'mere abuse, is not convincing, as' you 80 often observe 
~u YOilr ge,ne~ally reasona,ble paper." The text of the letter is omitted 
in t~is ~ollec.Uon.! '· ... : . ' 
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natural intere~t is to prolong' ·the period·· of tutelege 
1 
as 

' ~ . ' . 
much as possible. · · · · · .. · · · 

But to return to Mr. Pennington's letter, He complains 
that there has been no proper trial of any one. The 
fault is not ours. India: has consistently and insistently 
demanded a trial of all ·the officers concerned in the 
.crimes against the Punjab. 

He next objects to the' violence' of my language. If 
truth is violent, I plead guilty to the charge of violence 
<>f language. But I could not, without doing violence to 
truth, refrain from using the language I have regarding 
General Dyer's action. It has been proved out of his 
<>wn mouth or hostile witnesses : 

· (1) That the crowd was unarmed. 
(2) That it c9ntained children., · 
(3) That the 13th was the day of Vaisakhi fair. 

· (4) That thous~nds had come to the fair; 
(5) That there was no rebellion. 
(6). That during the intervening two ·days Qefore the 

"massacre' there· was peace in Amritsar. 
(7) That the proclamation of the meeting was made 

.the same day as·General Dyer's 'proclamation.: 
(8) · That General Dyer's proclamati~n · prohibited 

not meetings but processions or gatherings of 4 men on 
the stree.ts and not in priyate or public places. ' ' 

. (9) That General Dyer ran no risk whether outside 
<>r inside the city. 

(10) That he admitted himself that many in the 
<Crowd did not know anything 'Of his proclamation, . , . 
. I' t ' ' (.,,I 

· (11) That he fired. without. warning. the crowd and 
·even .after 'it. had begun to diperse. ·.He ·fired 1 in the 
backs of the people who· were in flight. . ~ · · .· · 

(12)' That the men were. practically ,penned irian 
-e nclosure. 1 · • 
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... ,In theJace of.these admit~_ed·fact.s I do: calltr_the.·.deed 
a' m~ssacre.' The action amounted, not to·; ~.an· error-Jof 
judgment,_' -.but .. its 'paralysis in the .face: :·0f1 Jancied 
danger.' .. , · 1 • ";- , ··} ·r • · · :!·· · ·.;\ · '1 · 

· ·!.am sorry, jo ;_have: to say ·that;_;Mr; · Pennington's 
r\otes, ~hic4toqtllereaderwilltind published elsewhere,~ 
betray as much ignorance as hisletter. , : · · i , ~. : · i ·: · 
·: ! W'_ha~~ver fWa~ adop~ed' on ·paper .in. ·:~he :days 1 J of, 
Canning ·was. certain,ly not:trStn~lat~d.into.!action: in;J.t~ 
{~11. -s,en~~ .. ,~ fro,mi~~s ;n;tade to; the ear ,-we:te bro~en to 
the.hope,~: wa~ ~aid by:a. re11otionary ·Viceroy •.. ~Military 
expendi~ur~; has ,grqwn: enor~OUl:llY i ~ince· :· t?e days .of 
Can1.1ing. ..,. ~;~>·. ·:~L:·· ·~(~ 1

··,.. ··! • 

The demonstratio~ . ill: favQur of General: Dyer is 
Practically a myth. .. , ... ~ ·: :.··; ,, ... 1.- .. -, :.; • .: : r'.: 

'\ . 
No. trace.-was found of ,the. so~called Danda , Fauj 

dignified. b·; · . tli~ n~m-~ . , o( bludgeon~army. by . Mr • 
. Pennington.' ·The~e wa~ no r~beL a~my jn Amritsar. 
The . crowd. that committed. the horrible. murders .. and 
incendiaris~· ~ontained no one ~oro~unit; :exclus.ively: 
The shee~. w~s fo~nd. p.osted ·only jn Lahore. and not in 
A~ritsar .. Mf,. fennington.s~ould moreoverhave known 
by this time that the .~eating ,held on the. 13th was held,. 
' • Under the heading,·;, is India w·orth ke~pi~g ?,'';Mr.,·l'~nnington 
~rote t~ Mr. Gandhi that the answer._ to the ques'tion depended ~n how 
England governed ID.dia. Prussianisrn was iinpossible and had not 
beencountenanced by Government sirice'th~ days· of Can~ing when .. 
'equal justice !01· all was adopted. There must be justice· for · th& 
E1.u~opean as .we~ as.the Indian, but General Dyer ,haq p.o~ got justice. 
A rebel gang,· it .was proclaimed .by the mob at Amr~harJ was. 
operating agai'n~t 'the Europeans' a~d Dyer by. his action sa~ed the 
situation'as'aekn'owledged 'by the loyal Sikhs ~t the ti~J who. demon
strated in 'General Dyer 18 favour. People;however I confusing necessary 
punitive measures with .HMassacre • ';·condemned Dyer unheard and on 
the streuth 9i some, of his 11tatements .made in an ungua~~ed m~ment. 
The text o~ the Notes Is not· included in this collection. . , . , , 

' .,)l . .! ' ' 
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among other things, for the purpose of condemning mob 
excesses~· This. was brougM out at. the Amritsar 1 trial. 
Those who su~rounded him could not stop·General J;>yer. 
He says he made up· his mind to shoot in a moment~ 
He, consulted nobody.~ When the. ·corresponQent says 
that the. troops would have. objected to:peing concerned 
in "what might in that case be not. unfairly .called! 
a 'mas~acre', "he write~ as. if he had never lived in India .. 
I:'\Vish the ~ndian troops· had the moral cqurage to refuse
to, shoot innocent, ·unarmed men in full' flight. But. the
Indian troops have beeri brought up in too slavish.an. 
atmosphereto dare do any. such correct act. . r· .• 

1
, 

. I hope ·M:r. P~nnington will not accuse me 'again. of 
making unverified assertions because .I have not quoted . 

·from the books. The evidence_ is there for him to use. 
I can only assure him that the assertions are based on 
positive proofs mostly obtained from official sources. 

Mr. Pennington wants me to publish ·an exact account 
of what happened on· the lOth April. He can find it; in. 
the reports, and if he will patiently go through them. 
he will discover that Sir .Michret O'Dwyer and~ his· 
officials goaded the. people into frenzied fury--a· fury. 
which nobody, as. I have already said,. has condemned' 
more, than .Lhave. The account of the following days· 
is summed up .in one word, t'iz., ,'Peace.' on the part of 
the crowd,. disturbed by . indiscriminate arrests, the
massacre. and the seriE;)s of official crimes that followed. 
I I at;t1 prepared to give Mr .. Penni:ogton credit. for 
se~ki.ng afte~ the. truth. But he has gone about it in the
wr9ng_ ro.anner~ ~suggest his reading the evidence before 
th~ ~ Jiunte~ Oo~mittee ~nd the Congress Committee .. 
He .. ne~~ n,ot. ~eaq) the repqrt~.1 i But. the· . evidenc.e , will 
convinQ~ .him,that ~. hav.e. under~stated the. case against 
General Dyer. 
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,.· .. When·:however.'·I 'i'ead- his descdption 'of:·himself as : 
"~for· 1~ ye'ars Chief Magistrate· of District~ 1 hi the' South 
'<>f b1d]a· ·before. reform! by ·assassinatHm'; 'and' otherwis'e 
became so fashio~able, ",·I des~air of 'his :being ·able to 
·:find the truth/Ah angr'y .or a .biased 'man renders himself 
1n<lapable'offinding~it.l And Mr: ·J?enningtonis ·:evidently 
·botli arigry·and biased:· What does he mean by saying, 
"'before reform by' assassination ahd' otherwis~ became 
1;0' fashionable?,, It ill becomei him to talk of assassina~ 
tion when the :school of assassination seems· h~ppily to 

. ·have ·become ·extinct;: Englishmen 'will' never ·see ·the 
-truth so long as they· 'permit their vision' to' be blinded by 
~rrogant' assumption of sup'eriority· or ignorant 'assump-
.tion'of infallibility .. ;·, ,, ' : ~ ; ·. - _"; · · : . 

; ' t·'i' .... ' j 

. . ·i; 
, 11th. 4ugust, 1920 . 

:MR. ,MONTA~U vs.MRs .. NAIDU 

· 'Iri the course o£18, letter to·Mr, Gandhi,.·dated"·15th 
July, 1920; London,· Mrs: Sarojini Naidu 'mote: 
~,,~lam in very-bad health. ·But· the twin questions of 

;the Punjab and the Khilafat absorb all my energies and 
·emotions. But it is vain to· 'exp~ct justice froni a race so 
blind and drunk with the arrogance of power, the. bitter 
prejudice· of' race\ and 'creed and colour, and betraying 
·such an abysmal ignorance: of -Indian conditions, opi
nions, ·sentiments' and aspirations.· The 'debate. on the 
Punjab in the House' of:dommons last week shattered 
ihe la.st·remnants of my hope·and faith in.British justice· 
and good-will towards the new vision of India. The 
.discusssion in the, House was lamentable and: indeed 
·tragic. ·Our friends revealed 'their ignoranc·e, 'our enemies 
their. insolence~and the ·combination' is· appalling and 
:heart-breaking. 
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_ ~~Mr. Montagu has proved a broken reed. I enclose 
copy of my correspondence • with him on· the subject of 
the -outrages committed during the Martial Law regime 
upon women as embodied. in the .Congress· Sub-com-: 
mittee's report and evidence. l naturally assume that 
no single statement contained in the evidence has been 
accepted without the most vigorous and persisting 
s~rutiny. But the general attempt seems to be to dis
credit the Congress Sub-committee's findings' and to 
shift the responsibility of such outrages which can~pt 
be denied to· Indian should·e~s, such as Indian police 
officials-the skin-game . with a vengeance .• Speaking 
at a mass meeting the other day, Lsaid that what we 
Indians demanded was reparation and not revenge, tha:t 
we had the .spiritual. force and vision that ennobled uS 
to transcend hate and transmute bitterness into some-

• At a public meeting held at Kingsway Hall, London,.on 3rd 
June, 1919, Mr~. Nnidu, lecturing on' the Punjab and Kbilafat wrongs, 
stated: ''My sisters were stripped naked; thlly were flogged; they 
were outraged." On 9th July, th~;~ India Office cn.llt:d upon Mrs. Naidu 
to quote authority for her ~;tatements which. it maintnint:d " are of 
course absolutely untrue, 11 On lOth ,July the India Offic~, realising that 
the Congress Committee report contained some evidence on the matter, 
again wrt,;~te to Mrs. Naipu stating that thtlallegation in the Congress 
report was against the · Indian Police and not ngniust '1 Marthl 
Law Authorities" and calling upon her to state publicly that she was 
Hpeaking, not about :Martial Law authorities, but about tho Indian 
Subordinate Police. ~Ir. Montagu concluded the second letter with 
the mollifying statement that be had directed the Government of Indio. 
to enq IJire into the mat tor. Mrs. Naidu wrote to Mr. Montagu on the 
12th July, expl'essing her surprise at his attempts to distinguish the 
Martial Law nutb(lrities from tho Police. She stated that the Police 
were working under the :Martial Law a~thorities and perpetrated the 
atrocities to sec~re evidence for the Marti'al Law tribunals. tshe also 

' drew Mr. Montagu's attention 'to the several cases of ill~treatment of 
women c~mplained of ·before the Congress· Enquiry Committee,' Tlie 
text of the letters ~s 9~~tte4, in this. coll~ction. 

. . 9 1 ' ' ' ' • ' • ' 
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thing that might mean redemption both for ourselves 
and the Brit'ish race, but that freedom was the' only true 
repara:tion. for. the agony and shame of the Punja:b 
. . . '·The· spaciali['lts think that my heart-diflease is in 
an adva:tl.Ced and dangerouili state; but I cannot rest till 
I ~~;tir· the heart of the world to repentance over the 
tragedy of martyred lndia." 
.. Commenting on the a hove, ·" Young India" wrote 
under the heading, "Outrages on women": "The cor
reRpondence between Mr. Montagu and Mr~. Naidu, pub
lished elsewhere,*gives one' a glimpse into Mr. Montagu's 
mentality.· A member of the House of Oomm~ms spoke 
in immlting tones of Mrs. Naidu regarding her charges 
against Martial Law autho"dties about outrages on 
women. Mr. Montagu hastily wrote to Mrs. Naidu accus
ing her of making untrue statementR and challenging 
her to quote her authority or publicly withdraw her 
statement. 'rhe very nex.t day he had to qualify himself 
by admitting that some authority did e:x.ist in the 
Congresf' Committee's report, but that it had reference t:~ 
police torture. MrSt; Naidu had an easy task before her. 
We must refer the reader to :'.Irs. Naidu's crushing reply. 
Anii now we hear that Mr. M·ontagu has caused inquiries 
to be made into the statements published in the c'ongresR 
Committee's report. We may invite the reader's stten
tion to the fact that Mr. Montagu's attempt to confine 
ill-treatment of women to the Indian police also failed. 
The Manianwala cases quoted by Mrs. Naidu refer 
to Mr. Bosworth Smith. The charge was investigated 
by Mr. Anderws himself and then hy Mr. Labhsingb', 
Barrister-at-Law. Mr. Montagu comes out thoroughly 
discr.edited. Mrs. Naid.u is now naturally anxious about 
the statements made in the Congress Report. The com~ 

• Sec foot~ note on the previous page. 
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:missioners have themselves described· the way in which 
they hawe recorded evidence. In any event, Mrs. Naidu 
·stan8.s entirely absolved. The Congress Report may be 
;trusted to take care of itself." 

6th October, 1920 

:H0W il'HE VICEROY DISCHARGES HIS TRUSt 

(lh M. K. G.\~DIH) 

The reader will find reproduced elsewhere * the Vice
ll'Oy's cablegram to Mr. Montagu in refutation of Shrimati 
Sarojini Naidu's allegations regarding the ill-treatment 
of women in the Punjab during the Martial Law period, 
.as also Shrimati Sarojini's spirited reply. It seems that 
·every responsible Rtatement made by His Excellency 
·only strengthen the opinion of the public that he is 
.totally unfit for the great trust which has been reposed 
1in him. I do not wish to add one word to what Shrimati 
.Sarojini has said in condemnatien of the Viceroy's 
.attitude; but I would draw the reader's attention to the 
ignoring of some very material allegations that were 
made by the Shrimati .. Even assuming the propriety of 
rejectiqg the evidence of prostitutes because they are 
·engaged in the unfortunate traffic, what has His Excel
lency to say r€lga11tl.in,g the evidence of the many women 
·of Manianwalla &gainst whom, in so far as I am aware, 
·not 'a word of reproach has been whispered? I give 
below in full the statement of Guredevi, the widow of 
Mangal Jat. That statement was corroborated by 
·several other women. This is the statement : 

• On 12th :August 1919, tlile Viceroy, replyin~ to the Secretary . of 
:State re: .Mrs .. Naidu's allegations, stated that the allegations made 
were made by low-caste prostituteH, belonging to criminal.tribes, wb(} 
·we~e notorious liars, and that their evidence was not worthy of notice. 
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"One day, quring the Martial 1 ~aw perjod, Mr .. Bas .. 
~97t1l Smtth,: gathere.~ ·. t;ogether . .a~l. ~h·~ .,males of 9v.e~ 
's years at the Dacca nan~, Bu:p.galow, which is. som~ 

, 11 ' ( · I I , ' ' {I •• ·" 

mi1es ·from our village, in connection with tqe investiga-
tions that were going on. whiist the' m~.~ ~e~e at the 
Bungalow, he rod~ to our village,.taking back with him 
all the women who niet him on. the' way carrying food 
for their men at the B'\],ngalow. r Reaching the villag9, he . 
went around the lanes and. ordered all women to come 
o;t of their houses, him~~lf forc.ing them. out with sticks. 
He made us aU stand near the village Daira. The women 
folded their hands before· him'. He beat 'sonie' with his 
Stick and Spat ·at them a·nd Used I 'the foulest and ffiQSt 
iminentionable. language.·· He hit nie twi~e and spat ·in 
. my face. ·He forcibly' tincovereti ·the··· faces.·. o{ all' th£ 
women;•oru~hing aside the veils''withhi~ 'awn' stfck. 
·"·:He: repeatedly called us' she-asses,; b'itches; flies· and 

·swines and· said: ·'You were in · the ·same· beds with 
you:r husbands;·· why did you not·· prevEmt' them from 
going out to· do mischief? ··Now your· skirts wilr be 
looked into by the Police Constables:' . He g~ve me. 'c~. 
kick also' and ordered us to undergo the torture of holding 
our. ears by passing our arms ro'und the legs,' whilst 
.being bent double. · Y ' 
-· "·This {reatmentwas meted out'to u~ in the absence of 
·Our men who were away at the Bungalow." 
. If the facts set forth are true, can anything be ·m~re 
brutal or• more loathsome? .And yet the· perpetrator of 
the crime . will ptobably receive a pension from the 
·Government-treasury. The curious reader. will find in 
the evidence collected ample material· in ··proof of the 
depravity of the officer c.oncerned.: The evidence was 
-~rst c;ollect'ed by Mr.1Andrews. Mr:.Labhsingh, M.A., 
'Bar·a~~la~, was·specially· deputed t6 go 'to' ,Manianwalla. 
•t'1·!1tlf IIIJ 'I'••'' ' to'·' • • :, I . ·• , ,., 
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to see the ladies con~erned. He held a ·kind of public 
enquiry which any body was free to attend. 

Mr. Montagu had his attention drawn to these state
ments when he. hastily rebliked ~Jhr~mati Sarojini for.· 
her so-called reckless~ess. of, speech. And it was due 
to this that Mr. Montagu'pompously ordered an inquiry. 
The Viceroy seems quietly to have ignored the instruc .. 
tions issued to him, and has held ·no inquiry. He has 
laid down a new canon of evidence, hitherto unknown, 
and the law upon it that the evidence of prostitutes 
is not to be trusted. In. oth~r· words, the legitimate 
corollary to· be drawn from the .viceregal pronouncement 
is that prostitutes may not get~· justice done to them, 
unless their complaint is I supported by 6ther evidence. 
Anyway,' Mr.' Montagul has 'evidently accepted the 
Vlcer9y's,. explanation, and has· thus ,strengthe'n~d th'e' 
cause of Non-co-operation. •. Can India for one moment 
associate ·herself with a Government that c.ondones 

·offences of a most harb'arous nature committed against · 
her 'own folk by its officers? ' ' II ' •' , ,'' I 

0 

' , 

II ,'I, ' 'il' ' ' • • I I I 

*In an earlier issue' Of Yo1mg India, dated September tsr, 1920, Gan~ 
dhi wrote, criticising the· Viceroy's speech, opening the Indian Legis
lative Council, under the beading, "The Vicereg!lr Pronouncement": 

It may be that having lost faith in His Excellency'e probity and 
capacity to hold the high office of Viceroy of India, I now read his 
~:~peeches with a biased mind, but the speech His Excelleuvy delivered 
at the time of opening of. the council show.s to me a mental attitude 
which makes associlition' with·him'or his Government impossible for 
self-respecting men. · ! · 

The remarks on the Punjab mean a Oat refusal to grant redress. 
He would have us to I concentrate Oil the problems of the immedia'te 
future ' I The immediate future is to compel repentance on the part 
otthe Government on the Punjab matter. 'Of this there iB no sign. 
On the contrary, His Excellency resists the temptation to reply to his; 
critics, ·menuing thereby that he has not changed his opinion on the 
many vital matters affecting the honour of India. He is I content to' 
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22nd October, 1919 

KHILAFAT DAY 

· 'The 17th October will long be remembered as a great 
day in Indian history. That a bi'g demonstration like 
the one organised for the 17th instant, should have· 

leave the issues to the 'terdict of history', Sow thi~ kind of language, 
in my Qpinion, is calculated further to inflame tho Indian mind. Of 
what use can a favourable verdict of history be to men who haYe bee11 
wronged and who are still under the heels of officers who ha,·e shown 
themselves utterly uutit to hold office8 of trust and re~ponsibility ? 
The plea for co-operntion iH, to say the least, hypocritical in the face 
of the determination to refuse justice to the Punjab. ·Can a patient 
who. i~ ~uffering from an intolerable ache be soothed by the mo8t 
tempting dishes placed before him'( Will he not consider it mockery
on the part of the physici~n who ~o tempted him without curing hiliii 
of his pain? 
· His Excellency i~, if possible, even less happy on the Khilafnt .. '' So· 

far us any Governmeat could", says this trustee for the nation, "we 
pres8ed "pon the Peace Conference the Yiews o£ Indian Moslem~. But 
notwithstanding our effort~:~ on their behalf, we are threatened with a 
campaign of Non-co-operntion because, forsooth, the allied Pow:erH 
found themselve~ unable to accept the contentions advanced by Indian 
Moslems.'' This is most mi!deading i£ not untruthful. His E:x:cellency 
knows that the peace term8 are not the work of the allied Powers. 
He knows that Mr .. Lloyd George i~ the prime author of the termtJ and 
that the latter has never repudiat,ed his responsibility for them. He 
lm~ with amazing audacitY, j11Stified them in spite of his cont~idered 
pledge to the Moslems of lndin regarding Constantinople, Thrace.and. 
the rich and renowned lnn~s of Asia Minor .. It is not· truthful to 
saddle responsibilit:r for the terms ou the allied Powers when Great 
Britnin alone bas promoted them, The offence of the Vicer.o~ 
becomes greater whcn.wl,' remember that he admits th~ ju~tne8~ of the 
Muslim claim. He could not haYe 'presHed 'it if he did not ru).mit 
its justice, 

J venture to think tlmt His Excellency by his pronouncement on the 
Punjab has Htrcngthened the nation in its effort to seek a remedy t~ 
compel redre~s of the two wrongs before it can make anything of the 
IW-called Reform~. 
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passed off without a hitch reflects the greatest credit on 
the organisers and is indeed a triumph of Satyagraha. 
P€ople have come to realise that not by violence but by 
peaceful combinatiol"'. and sustaihed pffort are great 
causes to be won.. As soon as th.; peo)Yle ce~se t;J fear 
force, so soon will Go~ernment find it to be useless, and 
only those free themselves from that fear who are 
positively unwilling to use it .thems~lves. Those in 
authority as a rule like some uercise of violence from 
t~e people. The art of government generally eonsists 
in having at one'~' disuosal sufficient force to overawe 
people into submission. And a government is an inRtru
ment of service only in so far as it is based upon the 
will and .the consent of the people. It is an instrument 
of oppression when it enforces submission at the: point 
of the bayonet. Oppre:;;sion therefore ceases when 
people cease. to. fear the bayonet: And this is Satya.r 
graha-to hold on to truth in the face of overwh':llming 
edds, whether in the shape of the brute force of a 
government· or the unreasoning prejudice or the petty 
tyranny of a caste. 

The organisers of Khilafat Day seem to have recog
nised the cardinal principle. They would have played 
themselves into the hands of their .opponents jf they had 
directly or indirectly prompted violence or, as a matter 
of fact, violence had ensued from the demonstration. 
The cause of Islam has gained by the peaceful nature of 
the demonstration. And if Bombay be any index. to the 

• pplice arrangr.ments in the other places, the police 
undoubtedly deserve the highest praise, for in Bombay, a~ 
in Ahmedabad, so far as the public were concerned, ther~ 
a,ppeared to b9 no special precautions taken. There was 
absence of all show of force.. The presence 6f an extra
ordinary police force or the military always irritates a 
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mob~! The organisers deserve equal credit for avoiding 
mass meetings and everything tending· to bring together 
large crowds of ignorant and irr~sponsible people. The 
Khilafat is a d\fficult~ qu~stion~ :It has been rendered 
more complex by secret treaties. · But it is not yet 
beyond ·hope. Eight· millions · of~human beings,· when · 
·justice 'is on their side, can· make themselves felt any .. 
where·. ·''Our · Mmhomedan friends· have therefore to 
recognise their ~wn · strength. The . Friday demonstra
timi, great though·it ·was, may easily be frittered away 
if it ··is ~ot followed up by sustained and intelligent 
effort.· The Government. must realise what the Maho-' 
medan feeling is.·: And they will· only realise it, when 
they see earn~st effor~and a due mea.sure of suffering on 
the part of those who claim to feel· so intensely. Con
tinued pressure ·of.· .. enlightened public opinion· cari: but 

. help His Majesty's1 ministers, if they. wish to be helped; 
in; securing an . .honourable settlement' of: this knotty 
question. There must be no bluster; no theatricals; no 
de(}lamation; no ·. self-advertisement. · ·There I must be. 
quiet and honest work. 
·:There were resolutions 1 passed at some meetings. to 

the ·eff9ct that Mahomedans wilt be· unable· to participate: 
in peace rejoicings if the Khilafat question is riot settled 
on principles ·of justice,· ot ;rather in accordance. with the: 
Mahomedan sentiment.·. This is the right of .the subject. 
But if· it is the generalwish, it must be clearly expressed; 
and not at unorganised meetings~ · · · 

There was too the question of. boycott brought up by 
, some. 'We have expressed ourKelves .on this matte.r in 
no uncertain terms~ .. We ·do not believe in· boycott, 
because· it breeds ·ill-will and it is mostly· ineffective. 
Boycott of goods: is a.· subterfuge for boycott of the 

·. Government. 1 We. hate 1 :an s·ubterfuge~ If a case . is 
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made out for boycotting the Government, we would not 
hesitate to support it. But boycott then spells disloyalty. 
Loyalty is not an immutable principle. It · is mutual 
·understanding, A government that is loyal to the 

! governed commands their loyalty as a matter of course. 
When our Government ceases to be loyal, i.e., it becomes 
systematically unjust or oppressive; we should unhesita
tingly declare our disloyalty and withdraw and advise 
withdrawal of all forms of support· of the Government: 
That is a form of boycott which we would deem it a 
duty to proclaim, should 'the occasion arise. But boycott 
of British goods, whilst we retnin the British connection, 
is, in ou~ opinion, a blunder of the first magnitude,. 

But our Mahomedan friends have far too sacred a 
<laUse to be trifled 'With the use of a questionable weapon 
like boycott. And they and the world now know that 
theirs is :a. cause not of the' eight crore Mahomedans, but 
of the twenty-two crore Hindus also. For the Seventeenth 
October has shown that the Hindu-Mahomedan bond is 
a reality and that it is a bond that·· is ever growing 
tighter. · And a strong and united India ·cannot fail to be 
liSteried to with respect· and attention by the allies of 
GreafBritain. · · 

; 1 j 

3rd December, 1919. ' 

ALL-INDIA. KHILA.FAT CONFERENCE 

Mr. Gandhi', presiding over the joint session of the 
All-India Khilafat Conference held at Delhi· on 24th 
November, addressed the audience in Urdu ·of which the 
following is a. translation : ·.' 

" It ought not to appear strange for Hindus to be on the 
sarne . platform as the Mahomedans in a' matter that 
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~p~ci~lly and sqlely, affects· the MahoJTI~dans;. . After all~ 
t4e' test, of; fri~nd~hip; i~ hue ~ss,stanpe: jn adversity, and 
whatever .:we ·are, Jiindus, Pars is.,. Christians , or; Jew~,.; lf 
~~ ~i~h tq)ive ~so~.~ natlon, .~u~ely ~l;te ~nte~~s~.ofany 
~f~~ .must be· ,the jnt~rest of ·P,ll;' rl\~,i -only _deciding 
con~iqeration. ~a"Q . beth~ 'justice ofa particul~r ) cau~~; 
'rJle. Prbne 

1
M in ist~~: of EJ;J.~land and· a w~ol~· _];lost of 

distipgu~&hed f.Xroffieials are witne~sffi? ··to. the jus tic~. {)f 
~he .Mqslem· cause.- , We talk· of t4e·: Hiudu~M~h.orp;edan 
lilnity_ ... It. would be an empty phras·e 'if tP,e Hindus hol~ 
aloof from the .Mahomedans when. their v~tal interests 
~vere.;3-tst~ke:.; ~ome have ~uggested tp~t .. we,~,Hindus~ 
can a~~ist O;t1r;.:Mahomedan countt·yme~ o~ly, on condi~ 
tions,. Conditio:qal a~sJstanqe is like ;adulterated cement 
which· do~s .J~ot bind,· The. only·: qu~~_tion, theref.O!.'h· 
is . how ·:t<)' help. · ~'rhe Khilafat C9nferenc~ ha~ . co01e: 
to,.the decision;inot ·to. participate .. i:Q. •. the forthcomin_g 
peace celebrations~· I think r that ~t .is p, PJ.'PPe~ decision. 
Pe~ce,f c;~elibrati.ons .can:.: have. nq;·rp~aning. f.or, India 
whilsta·vH~l part,pf,· t4e peace,. atfecting 9n~.-fourth of 
Indi~'s: populatJ9n..,:.remains undecl~reck~ ~ig~~ c~ore~ of. 
Mahoro_edandsare .deeply int~reste4 in ~he _pea~~terJ?ls 
affecting the Khilafat. It is improper to a~k .~he~:·~~> 
celebrate peace whilst the fate of the Khilafat hangs 
.in the balance. To ask Indi~ to celebrate peace whilst 
the Khilafat question ·remains uusettled is like expecting
France to celebrat~ .. peace, .. pending, .the settlement of 
Alsace-Lorr~ine·. ·J ·That Turk~y · i~ out~ ide 'India does: 
net: ~ffect :the compari~on·. . England. , is · as. mu~h a 
Mahomedan; a;nd Hindu ·power,· as· it i.~ a Chl·isJjan. pow~r.;,. 
bnd iflrtdia: be·a parttle:t:,inthe Empire, then·Ma.homedan~ 
sentiment deserves as much pla .. c~ting as any-:.ot~er, ; It: 

'wduld, the1·efore,.1bel:ther:most se.e_{Iling thipgr:forthi~ 
Ex.c·elle:D.oy1:the ~Viceroy; to ·po.Stpone the pe_ace. celebrE\ .. 
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tions· pending a satisfactory !'!ettlen1ent of the Khilafat 
'I • ' ' I ' I J ' 

q~e~tiop.. r,, •· I . I '· I ·-· •. :; . ·I . ~ ... ·~ 
I • Enulancl's howmr at stake.-It i~ .. a. question which· 
ip.deed ~~ffects th~·' hon.our of )~pgl~n·q~tbe plrdged 
~~ord of the Primer Minister. :WIHJ.t &re ,riches, power,. 
·and military: renqwn . worth, if. that honour!· become 
~u.llied? I was, therefore, deeply ,pained to ,see the 
telegraphic summary I of the Prjme Ministefs ~peech 

:which seemed unnecessarily to w9unrl Mu~lim suscepti
bility .and to, ,forecast a settle:Q1ent of: the Khil~fat 
question in contradiction of his own Aotemnlword, given 
with due deliberation and. at a. time ,whe~ that word 
steadied the Mahomedan loyalty and posr-;iblyr-;timulated 
recruiting amongthewar-like Mahomedans. lshall still 
hope that wiser cqpnsels will prevail and justice done to 
the Mahomedan .. claim. I Stwuld,. however, the wo~~ 
happen, the Khilafat Committee last night~· rlecided to 
advis~ Mahomedans to withdraw co-operatipn from the 
Government, I was privileged to Qe present at both the
Subject Committee and , the :general meetings. I take 
the liberty of warning the Government of the sol~mnity 
of the occa~ion and the seriousness of the deci:-;ion, 1 
know that withdrawal of co~operation. 1 ~r~ a grave thipg 
and a big thing ... It re~uites abi]jtyJn :suffer, . I. know 
too that it ifl the· .right of a cjt.!zel\· to withdr~w. hi~ 
oo-operation·from ~htl state. whe'Q,tbat.c.o-operatjcm mean~ 
his degradation.. It i$" a tangibl~ fprm lqf r-;h9wing one~~ 
displeasure at the actf! .of one)~ Governrne11t.. . ; I ••• 

Question o.f Boycott .--on'e may,.therefore,.hop~ that tb& 
Imperial Government wjll recognisP,, the g,ravJty' of ,the 
Rituation. I Hut from N,On-co-Qperation. tpl Boyeqtt i~ 1 \): 
deA"cent frorri the sublime to the .rJ.dj.()Ul,?us.:! . ·, 1:[ , j 111 J 

.. )The Committee took last night a deci~i<>.n by .a majorjty: 
- ~·25th No~·~mhet:,: ,Hll\l.i I. 
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~f votes in favour of boycott 'of ·British goods, if the 
. Khilafat question was not· ·satisfactorily settled. Boy
-cott is a form of revenge, and talking of its being able to 
·nelp ilS to secure a just solution we have to Cfeate a . 
world opinion. ·I venture to suggest to my Mahomedati 

. . I " 

friends that they will not create a world opinion in their 
favour by proclaiming boycott of British goods for other 
goods, and in practice it is bound to break down. More~ 

<>ver, the suggested boycott is a confession of weakness. 
y au ~ant strength, not weakness, to be able successfully 

. to dear· with all' the questions. I, therefore, hope that 
the .· Khilafat Committee will retrace its steps and after 
mature ·consideration cancel ·the boycott resolution. 
In tackling this big question, calmness, patience and the 
'Strictest adherence to 'facts are needed. · It 'is not enough 
that there is no violence. · Indeed, a violent speech is 
often.as injurious as a violent deed. And I am sure that 
you will not spoil a cause that is just arid sacred by- :any 
hasty word or:actio:b.;' , . ! · • • • •· ~ .,_ .•. ,; ' 

. The Punjab Grievance~..:, It remains for n: e to I examine 
a positfon ·suggested _:by ·sdme 'friends .. It has· beeit 
contended . that· the Punjab grievance too is·· a good 
reason for refraining ftom ·the: pe~ce celebrations. :I 
venturr{to· differ from ;that view;· However grievous 
the wrong done in 'th~ Punjab, it is ·after all a domestic 
affair and :it would show. on our part .a; want of sense of 
proportion to bring in the Punjab grievances to justifY1 
our Non-co-operation in'the Imperial celebration. · The• 
Punjab grievance .does not ariser out of the peace ·terms 
as does the Khilafat question. We must isolate the 
Khilafat question if' we wish to give it its ·proper pl~ce 
and value. In my 'humble Opinion, it is not open. to us to. 
refuse to share the peace celebrations on grounds' other 
than those. that arise direct1y out of'th~ peace and that 
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touch the. vital parts of our, national ex.istence. The
Khilafat question alone satis.fies these two test~. 

! I 'It --·· 
lOth December, 1919 

KHILAFAT AND THE COW QUESTION 

, Mr. Gandhi. has sent a. long letter this week to the 
Navajivan .. It contains in full his lecture at the Khilafat 
Conference at Delhi on 23rd November, of whjch he had 
supplied only a summary to the Associated Press. Tw() 
points not dealt with in detail in the English summary 
may here b.e noted. He said: 

" Mr . .Asafali, the Secretary. of the. Conference, has: 
intimated in. the· papers circulated by· him that .the
Goraksha problem and the Punjab matter will also be
considered. , I. subJDit that the Hindus may not open 
the Goraksha qu~s~ion here. The test. of friendship is 
assistance, in adversity, and that too, unconditional 
assista~ce •. Co-operation . that needs consideration is a. 
commercial ·contract and. not friendship. •. Conditional 
co-operation is ·like. adlJlterated cement which does not. 
bind, It is the duty, .of the: Hindus, if they see the 
justice of the . Mahomedan cause, to render co-operation. 
If ,~he Mahomedans feel themselves bound in honour to 
spare the Hindus' feefings and to stop cow-killing, they 
may do so, no matter whether the Hindus co-operate 
·with them or no. Though, therefore, I yield to no Hindu 
.in my worship of the c9w, I do not want to make the 
stopping of cow-killing a. condition precedent to co-opera
tion. Unconditional c~-operation means the protection 
. I t ~ , J 1 , • , • • , , 

of the cow. . · , · , . . 
' ' ~ I i ~ ' : 'i I j \ , i' ~ ; ' ' J ' I t : I I I ... / ' I I '· ' ' 

.: : l},s, , !.~~ards _ t~~ , ~~~~~.~~ matter, ~oo, I .. vent~re, ~() 
~1ffer ~~W~ :m~n~ ·~til !.?P•· .t ~a,ve . ;P~o_bed dejep~r,. in~<> 
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the· Punjab wounds;· They' may have de~piy di~~re~sed 
·Others. T 'vm not however say' that they 'cim distress 
.any one more deeply than_t~_ey do me, and' yet r think 
that' we cannot bring 'in· here _the Pu-njab grie\rance. 
However grievous the wrong do.ne in the Punjab, i think 
we cannot abstain from the imperial Celebrations on 
.that score. ·w~. ~~rinot' say thit the· Pun]ab wrong is 
unredregsed to justfy ·6ur ~bsention .. For we still I e.tpect. 
redress. The Hunter~Gommittee Js still atiwork. Our 
·own committe(ds:equally busy. Only ifwe are dissatisJ 
fied or. suspicious 'a bod a matter directly arising out of 
the peace t!~rlns, 'can· we ·deCide upon abstention: 

" Such a one is only the Khilafat question. It arises 
out of the: Khila:fat question and not only are· we -1n the 
-dark aoout it but we fully' apprehend' that it. may not be 
:settledL to our satisfaction. We shall be accused of 

, having been thoughtless and without sense of proportion 
if we bring· in the Punjab to justify abStention, and it 
will damage both tbe Khilafat and the Punjab question: 
The Khilafat question is a very serious -o'ne, and. needs 
imniediate remedies. We must isolate it. if wa wish to 
_give to it its 'proper plac~ and'value. "· ·I 

'. '' Moulana 'Abdul Ba.'ri' Sahab ·in: proposing a vote 'of 
of thanks to the chair said: 'Mahatma Gandhi may s~y 
anything ·as: regards . the 'bring1irig ; in 'of the' Ootaksl~!l 
question.' i. That does' credit to ., him. a~d . to I our Hi'ndu 
brethren. But the Musalinan's 'Kh.(ui(loni would' be at 

: .... I . I ··,,. . . . . I. ···t 

:sta!ce if they forgot the co-operation :of Hindus:' I, for 
rlly part, will say that we should stop cow-killing, irres
.pective of their. co-operat1oh/ because we a.re children 
·of th(rsame s~il,' 'As a:Mo.ulvi'1'·~at that, in vol~ntarUy 
·stopping cow-killin.g, we shall not offend ~gainst the 
.caiJo'~,~. I of ~Ur 1 ' religion:.' Notht~g 'h~s so. h~lped 'the 

. Hindu:MJsiem u·nity as: the Hindus·, ·cri-operati~n 1 with 
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us in the ·question of Khila.fat! .. The whole· meeting 
greeted ~he words wit.h t Ahi'en''.l"'.i ' · · · 

... •;r :·~·-: 

.--....-
.. -; .. ! ' , 

. 28th Jaiwa1·y, 1919 ·· 
r' \ .. 

THE KHlLAFA'r. 

(lh·. l\I. K <l.\~I~Hl) 

' .. I . . . . 'I.' 

The question of questions to-day is .the' Khilafa~ 
<tuestion, otherwise known as th~t o~ the Tur~ish pe~ce 
terms. His Excellency the· Viceroy deserves our thanks 
for receiving the joipt deputation• even at this late hour~ 
·especially when he was busy preparing· to. receive, the 
heads of the diff~rerit provinces. ·.His E~ce1lency must 
be th.anked for the · unfaili~g courte~y with which he 
received the .d~putation 'and the courteous language in 
which his reply was couched. But mere courtesy, 
valuable a~ it is at 'an tin1es, never so valuable a~ at this, 
is not enough at this critical . moment. I ' Sweet words 
butter no parsnips' is a proverb more applicilble to-day 
than ever before. Behind·· the ~onrtesy there ·was the 
determination to punish Turkey. Punishment of Turkey 
·is a thing which. Muslim sentiment cannot tOlerate for a 
moment .. ·Muslim soldiers are as responsible .for the 
result of the War as any others. lt was t~ appease then1 
that Mr. Asquith said ~hen Turkey 'd'e~ided to joi~ the 
·Central Po~ers that the · B~itlsh G~ve~nment had no 
·designs on Turkey and that His Maj~sty'_s Government. 
would never think. of punishing· the' Sultan for the 
rnisdeeds of the Turkish Con1mittee.'. Examined by that 

. • ~<\deputation of thu Khil:tfat Confcrm:~e consiHti~'g:ofHindu'~ ;nd 
:Mu'Klim11 wnited on'Lo~d CbclmHford in' th~ lat!t 'Yt:ck of J anu:it:Y, 19~0. 
to t·cqu1

tHt facilities for ~n Indian deputation to England' and support 
' -£or .MuHlim cause. · · · : ' ·! '" 

1 
' ! · · · ·! 
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~ tandard, .th!;! .. .Jicer~gal. reply; -is nor: on~y. disappointing : 
but it is a fall from tru~h1 an~justioe. ,. . . , '· I, • 

What is this B:citish Empire? 'It is' as m1,1ch Maho. 
medan and Hindu as it is1Jh-ristian.. Its religious neutra· 
lity is not a virtue; ·or If it is,, it 'is a virtue of necessity. 
Such a mighty· Empire co~ld not'' be held together on 

I •' I. '• . any other terms. British mmisters are, therefore, bound. 
· to protect Mahomedan interests1 as :any other. Indeed, 
as. the Musljm rejoinder* says, they· are bound to make 
the cause their. own. ·matis the use of His Excellency 

l ' ' ~ .. ' ·, t ' ' I I I • I I ·. ' I ~ ' 

ha-ving. presente~ the .. ~uslim 1 claim,.before, the Qon-
ferenc~? If the cause is.lps't, the. Mahomedans. wlll be 
entitled to.think.that Br~ta)n d.id n.Qt do herd~ty 'l)y them. 
And' the \Ticeregal ·.reply .. ~o~firins the view .. Wh'en 

• ' I ' ' ' ' ' I . I I ' ' I ' I ) ' I t ' I I I . ' ~ I I l 

His Excelle~lCY says ,that Turkey·,must ~UIT~r f9r ~er 
having joined the Central Powers, he but, e.x.pr~sses the 
opinion ofthe.!Brltisli.' minl~ters:. ·w~ hope,· therefore~ 
with the framers of the' ·Mu~li~ rejoinder, that His 

1 J· • •''.'ij' • , ,'\.·· .. (·""'I ·. j' .· 1 ,, · 1 • 

Majesty's m\riisters will mend the mistakes if any have 
be~n committed . and' s~cure . a . settle~ent 'that woilld 
satisfy Mahorn'edan' 'se.nt'i~'ent. . . . 'I . 'I . ' • I 

Wh~t does the.s~~tin1entl demarid? ·Th~ p~~servation 
of the Khil~f~t'. with su'ch gua~antees as may be .. neces· 
sary for the protectio~ of the interestc:; <ithe ~non--Muslim 

, . • • • r,.. ! , ~. 1 . • 1 , • .• • , , . , . • 1 • • 

races living, under'Tur~ish rule and the Khalif's control 
over' Ar~bi~ and th~' Holy, Places with such arrangement 
as. may. 'be. 'required. for. guaranteeing Arab self-rule, 

. . .. l .· . . . 

. should the Arabs desire it .. Jt is hardly possible to state 
'the claim more, fairly than lias been done. It is· a claim 
backed by justice,+· by the declarations of· British 

• . : '. ' ' ' \ . ' • ,l ' i ( I ) ' I ' I ,; • I I ~ I ' 

• Not i~cluded in. this collection. 
~ ' I l • . ' ' I I I ' ,• . .' ! ' ( . ' .I : I t ' ' I I t I ' • • 1 I I I : I I I \ I I / • 

. tMr. Gandb~ r,~if~l;~.ted,,his vief .~~b.sequ~ntly.,Iu t4e meeti1;1gh~ld 
lll ~omb~y. o~: ~~-~~~·da!, 31st. ,Ja~11a~y, Mr. H~ynt, Secretar1~ to the 
K4Ilafat Deputation, read a telegram from Mr. liand~i ~ddres.~ed.t~ 
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ministers and by the unanimous Hindu .and Muslim 
opinion. It would be midsummer madness to reject 1 or 
whittle down a claim so backed.; ' ; 

I :I 
I" 

10th 'March, 1920 

THE. 9UESTION. OF QUESTIONS 

Mr. Gandhi writes to the Pres.s as follows: 
The Khilafat question has now become a question of 

questions. It has become ifm imperial question of the 
first magnitude. 

The great Prelates of. England and the Mahomedan 
leaders combined have brought the question to the fore. 
The Prelates threw down the ·challenge. The Muslim 
leaders havo taken it up. 

I trust that the Hindus will realize that the Khilafat 
question overshadows the Reforms and everything· else. 

If the Muslim claim was unjust apart froni the Muslim 
scriptures,· one might hesitate to support it. merely on 
scriptural authority. But when a just claim is supported 
by scriptures, it becomes irresistible.· · · 1 

-----------------~----
Mr. Sbaukat Ali from.Labore in which it was stated: "Deputation 
has sacred mission. It has to appeal not merely to Imperial Govern. 
ment and British opinion but has to win world opinion: Its strength 
lies in its ability to appeal to reason and justice. It muHt therefore be 
moderate in. presentation and firm in demand .. Odds from n worldly 
lltand-point seem ~eavily against ut~, but in Prophet's words minority 
:af two when it has God on its side can face overwhelming numbers with 
~onfidence and hope. In my opinion Hindu India,is solidly on your 
side, for your cause is not merely scripturally true, but it iR morally 
just, and presently England will be on our side when through Depu~a
tion Englishmen learn ,that B1·iti6h honow• ·is at stake in this question·; 
for we are.asking nothing more' than what British Ministers have 
;ple'clged 'themselves to give. May God guide Deputation." , 

10 
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1: Briefly put, the claim is that the Turks· should retain 
European Turkey· subject to full guarantees for the 
protection ~f non-Muslim races under~ tbe Turkish· 
Empire and that· the Sultan should control the Holy 
places of Islam and should have suzerainty over Jazirat. 
ul-Arab, i.e., Arabia as defined by the .Muslim Savants, 
subject to self-governing rights being given to the 
Arabs if they so 'desire. This was· what was promised 
by Mr. Lloyd· ·George and this was what Lord Hardinge 
had contemplated. The Mahomedan soldiers would not 
have· fought to deprive· Turkey· of her possessions. To 
deprive the Khalif of the suzerainty of Arabia i~ to 
reduce the Khilafat to a nullity . 
. ·, To restore to Turkey subject to necessary guarantees 
wh~t was hers before War is ·a Christian solution. T~ 
wrest any of her possesssions from her for the· sake of 
punishing her is a gun-powder solution. , The Allies or 
England in·the hour of triumph must· be. scrupulously 
just. , To reduce the Turks /to impotence would be not 
only unjust .. It.would be a breach .of solemn declara
tions and promises. , It is to be wish!3d that the Vicero.y · 
will take his courage .in both his hands and place himself 
at.the head of the Khilafat agitation ·as Lord Hardinge 
diU at the tinie of 'the · South African "passive-resist~ 
a rice,, struggle' and thus like his predecessor give a clear 
a;nd I emphatic dfredio~' to an agitation which, under 
impulsive or faulty :lead~rship, may leaq to disastrous 
consequences.,., 

But the situation rests ·more with us Hindus and 
Mahomedans than with the ' Viceroy. and ·still more 
with the Mus lim leaders than with the Hindus or the 
Vice'rqy. . ..' ·: .. . ,· · 
. The;re ~re sig:o.s already .onm.patien~e on. the par~.' ~f 
Mu.slim friends, :and impat!~nce may al1Y- day be re~uce4 
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to 10adness and the latter must inevitably lead to 
violence. And I wish I could persuade every one to see 
that violence is suicide. 

Supposing the Muslim demands ·are not granted by 
the Allies or say England I I see nothing but hope in 
Mr. Montagu's brave defence of the Muslim position and 
Mr. Lloyd George's interpretation of his own declaration. 
True, the latter is halting but he can secure full justice 
under it. But we must suppose the worst and expect and 
strive for the best. How to strive is the question. 

What we may not do .is clear enough. 
(1) ·There should be no violence in thought, speech 

or deed. 
(2) Therefore there should be no boycott • of British 

goods, by way of revenge or punishment. Boycott, in 
my opinion, is a form of violence. Moreover, even if it 
were desirable, it is totally impracticable. 

*In l'ou'~!llndia of :March !7, 19~0, under the heading, ."Khilufat," 
Mr. Gandhi explained why Boycott should not be resorted to. Pointing 
out the confusion into which the Leader of Allahabad had fallen over 
Boycott and Non-co-operation, Mr. Gandhi wrote: "1 bad thought that 
my meaning wa11 clear and that there was no inconsi11tenay,. Boycott 
is a punit~hment and is conceived in a vindictive spirit. The idea of 
boycotting British goods is that, although British qoods may be bettt:r 

· than, say, Japanese, I should not buy the form~:r because I want to 
revenge myself upon the British people for a wrong done to .me by 
British ministers, Ol' for utterly irresponsible and insolent language of 
some Englishmen regarding the Khilafat. I hold that Boycott under 
such circumijtanQes is n form of violence. Non-co-operation stands 
on a different footing. If the Government do wr•1ng, I become a 
participator in its wrong-doing by co-operating with it and thus 
making it possible for them to do the wrong. 'It is my duty, not by 
way of punishment or by' way of revenge but to the end tha.t 1 may 
not make myself responsi~le ~or the wrong-doing, to withdmw my 
support ?ff that Go.vernment. Indeed I should be justified in bringing 
ihat Government to a standstill. It is clear to me therefore that Non. 
co-operation is as different from Boycott as au elephant from an ass.'' 



1 (3) lTh.ere should be . no rest till the minimum is 
achieved; ·· · · .. · ' .! ; 

(4) There should be no mixing up of other questions 
with the Khilafat, e.g., the ·Egyptian questibn. 
I .. : Let us see what must be done : 

(IY The cessation of business on the 19th instant and 
expression I of the • minimum "demands 'by means of one 
single resolution is a necessary .first step provided that 
the hartal is absolutely voluntary: and 'the employees 
are not asked to. leave their :work: "unless· they receive 
permission from their employers. I would strongly urge 
that the mill-hands should be left ·untouched.·· The 
further provison is that there should be no violence 
accompanying the hartal. I· have· been often told· that 
the C. I. D. sometimes promote .violence. I do not believe 
in· it as a general' charge. But· even "if it be .true, our 

The only way to retain peace is, he for the Hindu 
with the Muslim, offer Satyagraha and preventMuslims from becoming 
desperate, He wrote: "1 'still believe that for the·moment I consider 
that I am alone capable of offering Satyagraha in its fine form. I>ut 
if that belief were to deter me from making experiments, Satyagraha 
would.never make headway. But here, there is the further fallacy of 
the ambiguous middle. Satyagraha in the form of Civil Resistance has 
possibilities·of mischief. But hartal is no new weapon and ha1'tal may 
or may not be Satyagraha. Wheu the Hon'ble Pandit Madan Mohan · 
Malaviy:a resigned his membership· on the Imperial Council or when 
Sir .Rabindranath Tagore asked to be relieved of his distinction, they 
did not do so as Satyagrahis. Of course there is danger in widespread 
Non~co-operation. But that is merely stating a truism. The one 
thing to be remembered is ·th'at for the Mahomedans the Khilafat is a 
question of life and death."' It 1s essential for them to secure a prop.er 
solution .. It- is the sacred duty of the Hindus to give their all for the 
s~ke of their brothers so long as they work. along :the lines of . non
"lolence.· And I know 1nobetter way of keeping them on that path 
save by all Hinduli,i Christians~ Parsees and Jews who have made 

·India their own, whole-heartedly supporting them and suggesting to 
them forcible methods of attaining redress wit?out resort to violence." 
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discipline .. should make .it impossible. Our , success 
depends solely on our abilitY. to control, guide and disci· 
pline the masses. . , · 

Now a word as to what may be done if the. demands 
are. not granted.· .The. barbarous method is warfare, 
op~n or secret. . This must be ruled ~ut if only because 
it is impracticable. If I could .but persuade every one 
th~t . .it is 1always bad, we should gain all lawful ends 
much quicker. :The power that an individual or a nation 
forswearing violence generates is a power that is irresis
tible. But my argument to-day against violence is .ba!'led 
upof!. pure expedience, i.e., its utter futility. 

Non-co-operation is, therefore, the only remedy left 
open to us. It is the- cleanest remedy as it is the 
most effective, when it is absolutely free·from all vio
lence. It becomes a duty when co-operation means 
degradation or humiliation or an injury to one's che
rished religious . sentiment. England cannot accept a 
meek submission by us to im unjust usurpation of rights 
which to Mussalmans mean a matter of life and death. 
We may th~refore begin at the top as also the bottom, 
Those who are holding offices. of honour or emolument 
ought to give them up. Those who belong to the menial 
services under Government should do ~ ikewise. ~,Non
co-operation does not apply; to services under private 
individ~al~. I cannot approve o~ the threat. of ostracism 
against those who,,do not adopt t~e remedy of Non-co
operation. It is only a vqlu~tary withdrawal which is 
effective. For volu,ntary :withdrawal alone is a test 
of popular feeling and 'dtssatisfaction. Advice . to the 
soldiers to refuse t'o serye ~s pr.~mature. 'It is 'the last, 
not .. t~e first ~tep .. , "w:. r ,s~ould. ~e entitled to take ~hat 
step 'fhe~ the Vicer9y,: ~he , ~~cretary of State and ·the 
Premier leave.us .. Moreover, f:very step in withdrawing· 
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co-op·etation has to be taken with the greatest delibera
tion. We must proceed slowly so as to ensure retention 
of self-control under the fie.rce~t heat. 

Many look upon the Calcutta resolutions 1 with the 
deepest alarm. They scent in it a preparation for violence. 
I do not look upon them in that light~ though I do not 
approve of the tone of some of them. I have already 
mentioned those whose subfect-matter I wholly dislike. 

" Can Hindus accept all the resolutions ?" is the 
question · addressed by some. I can only speak for 
myself. I will co-operate whole-heartedly with the 
Mus lim friends in the prosecution of their just demands 
so long as they act with sufficient restraint and so long 
as I feel sure that they 'do not wish to resort to or 
countenance v.iolence. I should cease to co-operate and 
advise every Hindu and for that matter every one else 
to cease to co-operate, the moment there was violence· 
actually done, advised or countenanced. I would there
fore urge upon all speakers the exercise of the greatest 
restraint under the gravest provocation,; There is 
certainty of victory if firmness is combined'with gentle
ness. The cause is doomed if anger, hatred, · ill-will, 
recklessness and finally violence ·are to reign supreme. 
I shall resist them with my life even if I· should stand 
alone. My goal is friendship with the world and I can 
combine the greatest "love with the great opposition to 

'wrong,' ' r 

28th .A.,pril, 1920 
WHY I HAVE JOINED THE KHILAFAT MOVEMENT 

' (BY M. M. GANDHI) 

An esteemed South African friend who is at present 
• A Khilafat Conference held at Calchtta passed resolutions accept

ing .Non-co-operation.· For the ·implications of the letter 15ee infra. 
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living in England ha~ written to me a letter from which 
I make the following excerpts : 
• 

11 You will doubtless remember having met me in South Africa 
at the time when the Rev. J. J, Doke was assisting you in your 
-campaign there and I subsequently returned to England deeply 
impressed with the rightn~::ss of your attitude in that country. 
During the months before War I wrote and lectured and spoke on 
your behalf in several places which I do not regret. Since return
ing from military service, however, I have noticed from the papers 
that you appear to be adopting a more militant attitude . • • 
l notice a report in "The Times" that you nre assisting and 
·countenancing a uniou between the Hindus and Moslems with a 
view of embarrassing England and the Allied Powers in the 
matter of the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire or the 
.ejection of the Turkish Government from Constantinople. Know· 
ing as I do your sense of justice and your humane instincts I feel 
that I am entitled, in. view of the humble part that I have taken 
to promote your interests on this side, to nsk you whether this 
1atter report is correct. I camiot believe that you have wrongly 
countenanced a movement to place the cl'uel and unjust despotism 
<>f the Stamboul Government above the interests of humanity, for 
if any country has crippled these interests in the East it has surely 
been Turkey. I am personally familiar with the conditions in 
Syria ·and Armenia and I can 'only· suppose that if the rcpo1·t 
which "The Times" has published is correct, you ·have thrown 
to one side, your moral responsibilities. and allied yourself with 
Qne of the prevailing anarchies. However, until I hear that this 
is not your attitude I cannot prejudice my mind. Perhaps you 
will do me the favour of sending me a reply." · . . 

I I have .sent a reply to the writer .. But as· the views 
~xpressed in the quotation are likely to be shared by 
many of my English friends and as I do not wish, if 
I can possibly help it, to forfeit their friendship or their 

· esteem, I shall endeavour to statemy' position as clearly 
as I can on the Khilafat ·question. •. · The letter shows 
• Asked by Mr. Andre\vs to define his position more fully and public· 
ly, Mr. Gandhi wrote irf'Young India of July 21, 1920, under the 
heading, "Mr. Andrews' difficulty": "I should clear the ground by 
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what . risk .public :men, -run .. :through irresponsible jour
nalism. I have not seen- The .Times· report referred to 
~Y my frienq. ,,But it .\s .. evident thattb.e.report has made 
the :writer to suspect. my· )alliance with "the prevailing 
anarchies~· and: t6 'think that 1 have 11~thrown to one 
side" my " moral responsibilities~" : ' ' . ' 'I 
. It is just my sell

1

Se.;of morafi-~sponsib.ilities ~hich lias 
mad~ me.! t~k~ ~'!lP.,the Khil~fat question anq to identify 
myself entirely r with ·the Mahomedans.. It is perfectly 
true' that I am I assisting ·and countenancing the union 
between Hindus .ap.d Moslems·, "but certainly not with 
"a view of embar+assing. England and 

1

. the Allied 
P~wers · i:q. the 'matter of the dismemb~rment. of th~ 
Ottoman Empire." :It is :contrary to my·creed to em
barrass Governments •or anybody .else. This does not 

stating .that I reject any·religious doctrine that does not appeal. t() 
reasQn :lJ1d is in conflict whh morality. !tolerate unreasonable 
religious sentiment when it js not immoral. I hold the Khilafat claim 
t~ be both just and reasonable'and therefore it deriyes greater force be
cause it has behind it the religious sentiment of the Mmmlman world •. ' ' 
Pealing with Mr. MahomedAli'.s letter to the Sultan promising the. 
support of' th~ Indian M:oslems in regard to Khilafat, Mr .. Gandhi 
wro~e: ''~·Andrews considers that Mr. Mahomed Ali's language 
goes to show that he would resist Armenian independence against the . 
Armenians, an'd the A.rabian · aga.in~t . the Arabs, I attach n9 such 
meaning to it.' What be, th~ ~h.ole Musulmans and therefore I think 
also the Hindus, resist is the shameless attempt of England and 
the other ·Powers 1 under :cover bf self-determination to emasculate 
~nd dismember ; Turkey;, If:; 1 understand the spirit of Islam 
properly, it is essentially1fepqb~ioan in the.-truest sense of the term • 
. ':fher~~ore if Arme~ia .. or· Arabia. desired jndependence of Turkey 
~h~y s?.~u~d have it~. 'In' ,t~e ~ase of Arabia, complete Arabian inde
pendence would niean transference of the Khilafat to an Ai:ab chief
til.in. Arabia in that sense is, a Uusulman t~nst, not purely Arabian. 
;And the Arabs, with()u~ ceasi.ng to be Musulman, could not bold 
Arabia against Muslilll opinion. The Khalifa must be the custodian 
of the Holy pia~es and ;th~reforealso the routes to them. He ;must 
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however mean that certain acts of mine .may not 
result in embarrassnient. But I should not hold myiielf 
responsible for having caused embarrassment. when I 
resist the wrong of a wrong-doer by refusing assistance 
in his wrong-doing. On the Khilafat question I refuse 
to be party to a broken pledge. Mr. Lloyd George's 
solemn declaration is practically the whole of the case 
for Indian,Mahomedans and when that case is fortified· 
by scriptural authority it becomes unanswerable. More· 
over, it is incorrect to say that I have "allied myself to· 
one of the prevailing anarchies" or that I have wrongly 
countenanced the movement "to place the cruel and 
unjust despotism of the Stamboul Government above the
interests of humanity." In the whole of the Mahomedan 
demand there is no insistence on the retention of the 
so-called unjust despotism of the Stamboul Government; 
be nble to defend them against tbe whole wol'ld. · Aud if an At·uU. 
chief arose who could better sntiMfy tlmt testtthan the Sultan of 
·Turkey, I have no doubt that he would be recognis(;d as Ute Khu.lifu.' t 

"The solution of the question", he ndded, "lies not in our academic 
discussion of the ideal position. It l.ies in an honcMt appointment of a 
.mixed commission of aL~olutely independent Indian Musulm:ms and 
Hindus and independent Europeans to investigate the real wish of 
the Armenians a tid the Arabs and then to come to a modus vivend·i 
whereby the, claims of the nationality and .those of Islam muy he 
adjusted and satisfied". "If is common knowledge," concluded Mr. 
Gnndhi, "that Smyr~a and Thmce including Adrianople have been · 
di8honestly taken away from Turkey an'd that mandates have been 
unscruplously establiHhed in Syria and Mesopotamia and a BdtiHh. 
nominee has been set up in Hedjaj under the protection of Bl'itiwbJ 
guns. This is a position that is intolerable and uojust. Apart there-
. fore from the questions of Armenia and Arabia, the dishonesty nild 
hypocrisy that P?Pute the peace terms require to be instantaneously 
removed. ·It paves the wny to an equitable solution of the question 
of Armenian and Arabian independence which in theory no one denies 
and w hioh .in practice may be easily guaranteed if only the wishes of the 
people concerned could with nny degree of certainty be ascertained,,. 
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·on the contrary, the Mahomedans have accepted the 
-principle of taking full guarantees from that Government 
for the protection of Non-Muslim minorities. I do not 

· .know how. far the condition of Armenia and Syria may 
be consid.ered an 'anarchy,' and how far the Turkish 
Government may be held responsible for it. I much 
~uspect that the reports from these quarters are much 
<exaggerated and that the European. powerli are them
selves in a measure responsible for what misrule there 
may be in Armenia and ·Syria. Bt~t I am in no way 
interested in supporting Turkish or any other anarchy. 
The Allied Powers can easily prevent it by means 
<>ther than that of ending Turkish rule or dismem
bering and ·weakening the Ottoman, Empire. The 
.Allied Powers are not dealing with a new situation. If 
Turkey was to be partitioned, the position should have 
been made clear at the commencement of the .War. 
There would t~en have been no question of a broken 
pledge. ).s it is, no Indian Mahomedan has any regard 
for the promises·or British Ministers. Iri his opinion, the 
~ry against Turkey· is that of Chdst1anity vs.. Islam 
with England as the le.ader in the. cry., The latest 
(lablegram from Mr. Mahomed Ali:~~: strengthens. the 
'impression, for he· says that unlike as in England his 
deputation is receiving much support· from the French 
•Gove!nment and' the people. · 

Thus, if it is true, as I hold it is true, 'that the Indian 
lfusalmans have a cause that is just and is supported 
by scriptural authority, then for the Hindus not to 
'Support: them td.the utmost would be a cowardly breach 
<>f brotherhood and they would forfeit all claim to con
sideration from their Mahomedan countrymen. As a 
· • :Mahomed Ali was at the time in England ns head of the Indian 
Xhilafat Delegation., 
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J>Ublic-server, therefore, I would be unworthy of the 
J>Ositlon I claim, if I did not support Indian Mussalmans 
in their struggle to maintain the Khilafat in accordance 
with their religious belief. I believe that in s~pporting 
theni I am rendering a service to the Empire, because 
by assisting my Mahomedan countrymen to give a 
.disciplined expression to their sentiment it becomes 
possible to make the agitation thoroughly orderly and 
.even successful. 

12th May, 1920 

KHILAFAT 

(B\' M. K. GANDHI) 

"As I told you in my last letter, I think 1\Ir. Gandhi has made 
11 serious mistake in the Khilafat but!iness. The Indian l\Inho· 
medans base their demand pn the assertion that their religion 
requires the TurkiNh rule over Arabia; but when they have 
against them in this matfer, the Arabs themselves, it is impossible 
to regard the theory of the Indian 1\Iahomedans as essential to 
Islam. After all if the Arabs do not represent hlam, who does ? 
It is as if the German Roman Catholics made a demand in the 
name of Roman Catholics with Rome and the Italians making a 
-contrary demand. But, cv~~ if the t•eligion of the Indian 1\Inho
medans did require that Turkish rule should be imposed upon 
the Arabs again!!t their will, one could not, now·a-days, recognise 
as a really religious demand, one . which required the continued · 

. -oppression of one people by another. When an assurance was 
given at the beginning of the war to the Indian Mahomedaus that 
the .1\iahomedan religion would be respected, that could never 
have meant' that a temporal sovereignty which violated the 

·principle!! of self-determination would be upheld. We could not 
now stand by and see . the Turks reconquer the Arabs (for the 
.Arabs would certainly fight against them) without grossly betray
ing the Arabs to whom we have given pledges. It is not true 
that the Arab hostility to the Turks was due simply to European 
suggestion. No doubt, during the War we availed ourselves of 
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the Arab hostillty to the Turks to get· another. ally, but the~ 
hostility had ~:x:isted .long ' before the War. The non-Turkish
Maho~edan subjects ~f the Sultan in' g~)neral wanted ·to get rid of' 
his rule. It is the Indiim :uahori:u)dans ·who h:m~ no experience 
of that rule who want to impos~ it on others;· .As·: a matter of 
fact,. the ,idea o~ '. tn~y, re.storation of Turkish rule in Syril~ or 
Ar!\bia .. ~eems s.o , remote b:om all possibilities that to discuss 
it seems like dis~ussing a restoration of the Holy Roman Empire. 
I cann~t conceive what s$ri~s' of events co~ld bring it about. 
The Indian·. :\'J:ahorned:ins · !~ert:linly could not march into A.raoia 
themselves and conquer the Arabs for the Sultan. ·And no amount 
of agitation and trouble in India would ever induce England t() 
put back Turkish rule in Arabia. In this matter it is not English 
Imperialism which the Indian· Mahomedans are up ,against, but the 
mass of English Liberal and humanitarian opinion, the mass of 
the better opinion of England, which wants self-determination to
go forward in India, Supposing the, Indian Mahomedans could 
stir up an agitation so violent in India as . to sever the connection 
between India and.the British Crown, still they would not be any 
nearer to thPir purpose. For to-day they do have considernDle 
influence on British world-policy. Even if in this matter of the. 
Tm;kish question their influence h~s not been sufficient to tur~ the 
scale . agai~st the ·very heavy weights on the other side, it has. 
~eighed in the scale. · But apart from· the British connection, the 
Indian Mahomedans would have no influenc'e at all outside India~ 
They would not count for more in world politics- than the Maho
medans of China. · I think it is likely· (apart from the pressure· of 
America on the other side, l should say certain) that the influence 

, of the Indian Mahomedans may at any rate avail to keep 'the 
Sultan in Constantinople. 'But I doubt whether they willgain·any 
advantage by doing so. For ·a Turkey ·cut down to ·the Turkish 
pai:ts•of'Asia Minor, Constantinople would' b'e a very inconvenient 
capital... I think its inconvenience would mot;e than outweigh the 
s~nt~mental grati~cation of , keeping·· up a phantom 'of· the old 
Ottoman Empire. But if the Indian Mahomedans wa~t the Sultan 
to tetaiii his place in Constantinople, I think the assurances given 
officially by the Viceroy in India now bind us to insist on~ his 
remaining there . and . I think he will be there iri 'spite of 
A; 0 II • ~ ' I ' • # ' mertca., .. , · .. · ··· ' ' · ·· 
,.1 I I 

This is an extract from ·the . letter of an English~an, 
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'E!njoying a position in Great Britain, to a friend in India. 
It is a typical letter, sober, honest, to the point and put 
in such graceful language that whilst it challenges you, 
it commands your respect by its very gracefulness. But 
it is just this attitude based upon insufficient or false 
information which has ruined many a cause in the British 
Isles. The superficiality, the one-sidedness, the inaccu
racy and often even. dishonesty that ··have crept into 
modern journalism; continuously·mislead honest men who 
want to see nothing but justice done .. Then the.re ·are 
always interested groups whose business it· is to serve 
their ends by means fair or· foul. And the ·honest 
Englishman wish\ng to vote for justice but swayed by 
<:onflicting opinions and dominated by distorted versions, 
Qften ends by becoming. an instrument of injustice. 

The writer of the letter quoted above has built up. 
convincing argument on im\ginary data. He has suc
cessfully shown that the Mahomedan case, as it has 
l:>een presented to him, is a rotten case. In India, where 
it is not quite easy to distort facts about the Khilafat, 
English friends admit the utter justi~,;e of the -Indian 
Mahomadan claim. But they plead helplessness and tell 
us that the Government of India and Mr. Montagu have 
&one all that was humanly possible for them to do. And 
if now the judgment goes against Islam, Indian Maho
medans should resign themselves to it. This extraordi
nary state of things would not be p'ossible except under 
this modern rush and preoccupations of all responsible 
'People. 

Let, us for a moment examine the case as it has 
been imagined· by the writer. He suggests that ·tndian 
Mahomedans want Turkish rule in Arabia in spite of 
the opposition of the .Arabs themselves and that if the 
Arabs do not want Turkish rule, the writer argues, 
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no false religious sentiment can be permitted to interfere 
with self-determinatiol). of the Arabs when India herself 
has been pleading for that very. status. Now the fact 
ts that the Mahomedans, as ~s known to everybody wh(} 
has at all studied the case, have never asked for Turkish 
rule in Arabia in opposition to the Arabs. On the con~ 

trary, they have said that. they have no intention of 
resisting Arabian self-government. All they ask for is 
Turkish suzerainty .over Arabia which would guarantee 
complete self-rule for the Arabs. They want Khalif's 
control of the Holy Places of !$lam. ·In other words, they 
ask for notMng ;more than~what was guaranteed by Mr. 
Lloyd George ~and on the strength of which guarantee 
Mahomedan soldiers spUt their blood on beha.lf .of the 
Allied Powers. .All the elaborate argument therefore and 
the cogent reasoning of the above extract, fall to pieces 
based as they are upon a case that has never existed. 
I have thrown myself heart and soul into. this question 
because British pledges, abstract justice, and religious 
sentiment coincide. I can conceive the possibility of 
a blind and fan~tical religious sentimeiJ,t existing in 
opposition. to pure justice. I should then resist ,the 
former and fight for. the latter. Nor would I insist upon 
pledges give.n dishonestly to support an ~njust cause as 
has happened with England in the case · o£ the· secret 

. treaties. Resistat;1ce there becomes not only lawful but 
obligatory on the part of a nation that prides. itself on 
jts righteousness. , 

It is unnecessary for me to examine the position im
agined by the English friend, viz., how India would have 
fared had she been an independent power.: It is unneces
sary because Indian Mahomedans, and for.that matter, 
India, are fighting for a ca~se that is admittedly just ; a 
cause in f!.id of .whi,ch they are invoking the whole-
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hearted support of the British people. .I would. however
venture to suggest that this is a cause in which mere· 
sympathy will not suffice. It is a cause which demands 
support that is strong enough to bring about substantial. 
justice. 

19th May, 1920 

PLEDGES BROKEN 

(By l\L K. GAXDHI) 

The long-expected peace terms• regarding Turkey 
have been received. In my humble opinion, they are 

· humiliating to the Supreme Council, to the British minis
ters, and if as a Hindu with deep reverence for Christi
anity I may say so, a denial of Christ's teachings .. 
Turkey brok~n down and torn with dissentions within 
.may submit to the arrogant disposal of herself, and 
Indian Mahomedans may out. of fear do likewise. Hindus 
out of fear, apathy . or want of appreciation of the 
situation, may refuse to help their Mahomedan brethren 
in their hour of peril. The fact remains that a solemn 
promise of the Prime Minister of England . has been 
wantonly broken. I will say nothing about President 
Wilson's fourteen points, for they seem now to be 
entirely forgotten as a day's wonder. It is a matter of 
deep sorrow that the Government of India C0111munique t 
offers a defence of the terms, calls them a fulfilment of 
Mr. ~loyd George's. pledge of5th January, 1918, and yet 
apologises for their defective nature and appeals to 
the Mahomedans· of lndia as if to mock them that they
would accept· the terms with quiet resig_nation .. The: 

• The terms subsequently forced on Turkey at Sevres. 
t Not included in this collection. 
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mask that veils the hypocrisy is· too thin to deceive 
.anybody:.,· It :would have been. dignified if the· ,com
onuniqw?had boldly admitted Mr. Lloyd George's mistake 
in having llJ:.I.ide the promise referred to. As it is, the 
claim of fulfilment of the promise only adds to the irrita
tion caused by its glaring breach. What is the use of 
the Viceroy saying," The question of the Khilafat is one 
for 'the Mahomedans and Mahomedans only and that 
with their free choice in the matter Government have no· 
desire to interfere," while the Khalif's dominions are 
Tuthlessly dismembered, his control of the Holy places 
"C:>f Islam shamelessly taken away from h.im and he 
himself reduced to utter impotence in his own palace 
:which can no longe~ be called a _palace. but which can 
be more fitly· described as a prison ? N q wonder His 

. Excellency fears that the peace includes " terms which 
must be painful to all Moslems." Why should he insult ' . 

Muslim intelligence by sending the Mussalmans of India 
.a message of encouragement an~ sympathy? Are they 
expected. to find encouragement in the cruel recital of 
the arrogant terms or in a remembrance of "the splen
did response" made by them to the call of the King 
, "in the day of the Empire's need?,. It ill becomes 
His ·Excellency tor talk of the triumph of those id~als 
of justice and humanity· for which .the Allies fought. 
Indeed, the terms of the so-called peace with Turkey, 
if they are to last; will be· a monument o~ human 
arrogance and man-made injustice. To attempt to 
crush the spirit of a brave and gallant race, bec~use it 
.has lost· in the fortunes of war, is a triumph not of 
·hu~anity:. but a demonstration of inhumanity. .And if 
Turkey enjoyed the closest ties of friendship with Great 
Britain before the war, Great Brit~in has certainly made 
.ample reparation for her mistake by havin~ made the 
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largest contribution to the humiliation of Turkey.: It is 
insufferable, therefore, when the Viceroy feels confident 
that with the conclusion of this new treaty that friend
ship will quickly take life again and a Turkey regenerate, 
full of hope and strength, will stand forth in the future 
as in the pasta pillar of the Islamic faith. The Viceregal 
meRsage audaciously concludes : "This thought will, I 
.trust, strengthen you to accept the peace terms with 
resignation, courage and fortitude and to keep your 
loyalty towards the Crown bright and untarnished as it 
has been for so many generations." If Musllnl loyalty 
remai~s untarnished, it will certainly not be for want of 
effort on the part of the Government of India to put the 
heaviest strain upon it, but it will remain so because the 
Mahomedans realise their own strength-the strength in 
the knowledge. that their cause is just and that they 
have got the power to vindicate justice in spite of the 
aberration suffered by Great Britain under a Prime 
Ministet whom continued power has made as reckless 
in making promises as in breaking them. 

Whilst therefore I admit that there is nothing either 
in the peace terms or in the Viceregal message ~overing 
them to inspire Mahomedans and Indians in general 
with confidence or hope, I venture to suggest that there 
is no cause for despair or anger. 'Now ·is the time for 
Mahom£Jdans to retain absolute self-control, to unite· 

, their forces and,' weak though they are, with firm faith 
in God to carry on the struggle with redoubled vigour 
till justice is done. If India-both Hindu and Mahome
dan-can act as one man and can withdraw her part
nership in this crime against humani~y which· the 
peace ter!fis represent, she will soon secure a revison of 
the treaty and give herself and the Empire at least, if 
not the world, a lasting peace. , There is no doubt that 

" 11 
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the struggle:· would ; be bitter, sharp and possibly pro· 
longed, but it is worth all the sacrifice that it is 'likely to 
call forth. Both the Mussalmans and 'the Hindus are on 
their trial.·· ·Is the humiliation of the Khilafat a matter 
of concern to the · former~ ·And if it is, are they pre· 

.. pared to· exercise ·.restraint; religiously refrain from 
violence atd practise Non-co-operation without counting 
the material loss it may entail upon the community?. 
Do the. Hindus· honestly .feel for .. thei~ Mahomedan 
brethren to the extent of sharing their sufferings to the 
fulle~t extent? The answers to these questions, and not 
the peace 'terms, will finally decide the fate of the· 
Khilafat .. 

26th 'M_ay,l920: : 

MR. CANDLER'S OPEN. LETTER 

(BY l\1. K. (fA~ DIU) ·' 

Mr. Candler*has favoured me with an ~pep letter on 
this qu~stion of que~tions. '£he letter has already 
appeared in the pres~·. L can appreciate Mr. Candler's 
p()sition ~s I would like him and other Englishmen to 
appreciate mine and that of . hundreds of Hindus who 
fee~ as I do .. M:r. Candler's letter is an attempt to show 
that Mr, Lloyd George's pledge is not in any way broken 1 

by' the. peace te~ms. I quite agree with him that Mr. 
Llqyd George's words ought not tq be torn from their 
context to support the Mahomedan claim. These are. 
Mr. Lloyd George's words as quoted in the recent 

• ~k Edmund Candler, a well-lmown Engli~c~h journalhit and war 
correspondent, was at the tim~ Publicity Officar in· the Pu,njnb and 
wrote· s~me opJn hitters to 1\lt•. Gandhi, qu3stioniug his attitude 
towards the Khilafat problem. · · 
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Viceregal message: "Nor are we fighti.pg to destroy 
Austria-Hungary or to deprive Turkey of its capital, 
or of. the rich and renowned lands of Asia Minor and 
Thrace which are predominantly Turkish in race." Mr. 
Candler seem~ to read 1 which' as if it meli.nt 1 if they,' 
whereas I give the pronoun its natural meaning, namely, 
that the Prime Minister knew in 1918, that the lands 
referred to by him were' predominantly Turkish in race.' 
And if this is the meaning, I venture to suggest that the 
pledge has been broken in a most bare-faced manner, 
for there is practically nothing left to the Turk of 1 the 
rich and renowned lands of Asia Minor and Thrace.' 

I have already given out my view of the retention of 
the Sultan in Constantinople. It. is an insult to the 
intelligence of man to suggest that 'the maintenance 
of the Turkish Empire in the home-land of the Turkish 

·race with its capital at Constantinople' has been left 
unimpaired by the terms of peace. This is the other 
passage from the speech which I presume Mr. Candler 
wants me to read together with the one already quoted: 

. "While we do not challenge the maintenance of the 
Turkish Empire in the home-land of the Turkish race 
with its capital at Constantinople, the passage between 
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea being inter-nationa
lised, Armenia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine are 
in our judgment entitled to a recognition of their separate 
national condition." ' 

. Did that mean entire removal of Turkish influence, 
€x.tinction of Turkish suzerainty and the introduction 
of European-Christian influence under the guise of 
Mandates? Have the Moslems of .Arabia, Armenia, 
Mesopotamia, Syria'and Palestine been committed, or is 
the new arrangement being super-imposed upon them by 
Powers·conscious 'of·their·ownown brute-strength rather . 
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than. of jus tic~ of their action? . · I for ·one would· nurse 
by every legitimate means the spirit of indepe~dence in 
the brave Arabs, but I. shudder to think what will happen 
to .them under· the schemes: of exploitation of their 
country by the greedy capitalists protected as they will 
be· by the mandatory Powers. If the pledge is to. be 
fulfilled, let these·places have full self-governfnent with 
suzeraip.ty: to be retained with. Turkey: as has· been 
·suggested by the Times of India. Let there be all ·the 
necessary guarantees taken from -Turk.ey about ·the 
internal independence of the Arabs. But to remove that 
suzerainty, to deprive the Khalif of the wardenship of 
the Holy Places is to render Khilafat, a mockery. which 
no Mahomedan can possibly look upon with equanimity. 
I am not alone: in ·my interpretation. of the pledge.· The 
Right Hon'ble Ameer j\.li calls the peace terms a breach 
of faith. Mr. Charles Robel'ts reminds the British public 
that the Indian Mussalman sentiment regarding the 
Turkish Treaty, is based upon the P.rime Minister's 
pledge regarding Thrace, Constantinople . and Turkish 
lands in Asia Minor, repeated on 26th February last with 
deliberation by Mr:.Lloyd .George. Mr .. Roberts holds 
that the pledge must be treated as a. wh~le, not as 
binding .only regarding Constantinople but also binding 
as regards Thrace and Asia .Minor. He describes. the 
pledge as binding .upon the nation as a . whole and its 
breach in

1 
any part as a gross breach . of , faith . on the 

part of the British Empire. He demands that, if there . 
is an unanswerable reply· to the charge of breach· of 
faith, it -ought to be given and adds the Prime Minister 
may .. regiud his own word ·li~htly if he chooses, but he 
has no right to break a pledge given on behalf of the 
nation,.j "He concludes that "it is. incredible. that such 
pledge should not have been k.ept in the letter and in the 
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~pirit." He adds: "I have reason to believe that these 
views are fully shared by prominent members of the 
Cabinet." , _ 

I wonder if Mr. Candler knows wnat is going on 
to-day in England. Mr. Pickthall,' writing in New Age, 
.says: "No impartial international enquiry into the 
whole question of the Armenian massacres has been 
instituted in the ample time which has elapsed since the 
conclusion of armistice ·with Turkey. The Turkish 
Govern~ent has asked for such e~quiry. But the 
Armenian .organisations and the Armenian partisans 
refuse to hear of such a thing, declaring that the Bryce 
and Lepssens reports are quite sufficient to condemn 
the Turks. In other words, 

1
the judgment should be 

given on the case for· prosecution alone. The inter-allied 
commision, which investigated the unfortunate events 
in Smyrna last year, made· a report unfavourable to 
Greek claims. ·'Therefore,· that report has not been 
published here in England, thougli in other countries it 
has long been public property." He then goes on to 
show how money is being ~catt~red by Armenian and 
Gr(~ek emissaries in. order to popularise their cause and 
adds : "This conjunction of dense ignorance and cun- ' 
ning falsehoo'd is fra~ght with inntant danger to the 
British realm,"· and concludes: " A Government and 
'People which prefer propaganda to fact as the ground of 
policy~nd foreign policy at that-is self-condemned. " 
; I have reproduced the above extract in order to show 

that the "Present British policy has been affected by 
'Propaganda· of an unscrupulous nature. . Turkey which 

• :Mr. ~iaruiaduke Pickthall, an Engli~h MuHlim, j~ur;1ali~tund no- · 
velist, tmb~:~equ!mtly appointed editor of the 'Bumba11 Olii·o,;icle. His
elQMe ana lutimate kuowledge of the Nenr Eatit is unrivalled atnong 
English'men. '. · ' 
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was dominant over two million square miles of Asia, 
Africa and Europe in the seventeenth century, under the 
terms of the treaty, says the London Chronicle, has dwin
dled down to little more than 1,000· square miles. It says : 
"All European Turkey could not be. accommodated 
comfortably between the Landsend and the Tamar, 
Cornwal alone exceeding its total area, and but for its 
alliance with Germany, Turkey could have been assured of 
retaining at least sixty-thousand square miles of the 
Eastern Balkans." I do not know whether the Chronicle 
view is generally shared. Is it by way of .,miishment 
~hat Turkey is to undergo such shrinkage~ or is it because 
justice demands it ? If Turkey had not made the mistake 
of joining Germany, would the principle of .nationality 
have been still applied to Armenia, Arabia, Me!:1opotamia 
and Palestine ? 

Let me now remind those who think with Mr. Candler 
that the promise was not made by Mr. Lloyd George to 
the people of India ·in anticipation of the. supply of 
recruits continuing. In defending his· own statement, 
Mr. Lloyd George is reported to have said: 

." The effect of the statement in India was that recruit
ing went up appreciably from that very moment. They 
were not all Mahomedans but there were ~any Mahome
dans amongst them. Now we are told that was an offer 
to Turkey. But they rejected it, 1;1nd- therefore we 
were abso~utely free. It was not ·It is. too often 
forgott.enthat we are the greatest Mahomedan power in 
the world and that one-fourth of the population of the 
British. Empire is: Mahomedan. There have been no 
more l~yal adherents to the throne. ~nd no more . eflec-

. tive and loyal supporters of the Empire in its hour of 
trial. We gave ~ soler~J:n pledge and they. acc'epted it. They 
are disturbed by the prospect of our not abiding by it." 
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' Who shall interpret that pledge and how? How did 
the Government of India itself interpret it? Did it or 
did it not energetically support the claim for the control 
of the Holy Places of 1~lam vesting in the Khalif? Did 
the Government of India suggest that the whole of Jazi
rat-ul-Arab could be taken away consistently with that 
pledge from the sphere of influence of the Khalif, and 
given over to the .Allies as mandatory Powers? Why 
does the Government of India sympathise with the 
Indian Mussalmans if the terms are all they should be? 

,So much fo·r the pledge. I would like to guard myself 
against being understood that I stand or fall absolutely 
by Mr. Lloyd George's declaration. 1. have advisedly 
used the advero 'practically' in connection with it. It 
is an important qualification. 

Mr. Candler seems to suggest that my goal is some
thing more than merely attaining justice on the Khilafat. 
If so, he is right. .A ttain\ng of ju~tice is undoubtedly 
the corner-stone, and if 1 found that I was wrong in my 
conception of justice on this question, I hope I shall have 
the courage immediately to retrace my steps. But by 
helping the Mahomedans of India at a critical moment 
in their history, I want to buy their friendship. More
over, if I can carry. the Mahomedans with me, I hope to 
wean Great Britain from the downward path along which 
the Prime Minister seems to me to be taki.ng her. I hope 
also to show to India and the Empire at large that, given 
a certain amount of· capacity for self-sacrifice, justice 
. can be ·secured by .· peacefullest and cleanest means 
without sowing or increasing bitterness between English 
and Indians. For, whatever may. be the temporary effect 
of my methods,! know enough of them.· to feel· certain 
that they alone are immune from: ·lasting ·.bitterness. 
They are untainted with hatred, .. expedience or untruth. 
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: ·2nd June, 1920 
I 

K'HILAFAT.:. FURTHER. QUESTIONS. ANSW~RED 
. . • I,· ' . • .. 

(BY .M. K. GANmi~) . 

I 'have been ·overwhelmed: with public criticism and 
private 'advice and· even anonymous ·letters telling me 
exactly what I should do.· Some are impatient that I do 
not advise. immediate ·and extensive Non-co-operation ; 
others tell me what harm I am ~oing the country by · 
throwing it knowtngly in ·a·tempes.t· of violence on either 

·side.· It' is difficult for me to deal with the whole of the • 
criticism·, but r would summarise some of the objections 
and· endeavour -to answer them'·to the' best of my 
ability. , ·These are in addition' to those· I have. already 
answered: · ,,, ' 
·· · · (1) Turkish claim is immoral or 'tmjust and how can 
Ii ·a ·lover ·of truth·and:justice, support it? 

'I (2) .. Even if the claim be .hlst in theory, ·the Turk is 
hopelessly. incapable,; weak and· cruel. · He does not 
deserve any as.sistance.· ·., · · . : · · , · 

'! (3): Even if Turkev deserves· 'an that is' claimed for 
her, ~hy should I land .India in an internation~l struggle? 
• I' (4)" Itis no pa'rt·ofthe Indian Mahome~ans' business 
to meddle in this affair: .. 'If they . cherish 'any political 
ambition, they· have· :tried; the·y have failed· and they 
shou1d now sit: still.· If it· is a religious matter with them, 
it carmot appeal to 'the Hindu reason in the manner it is 
put; and .in any case Hindus ought not to identify them
selves.with Mahomedans in their religious·' quarrel with 
Christendonv 'tl ·. n• '.·., i·; I::. : ' .'' 

.: · ', (5) dn1 no ·case shmild ,x, ·advocate·.· Non-eo-operation 
which in 'its·; extreme 'sense is nothing 'but a.' rebellion; no 
n'latter how peabeful' it riiay be.·> '': !· ,, 1 ., · ' 

,.~:::(6) :Moreover,' my ·experience bf·last :year must show 
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me that it is beyond the capacity of any single human 
being t~ control the forces of violence that are lying 
dormant in the land. 

(7) Non-co-operation is futile ·because people will 
never re~pond in right earnest, and reaction that n1ight 
.afterwards set in will Qe worse than the state of hope
fulness we are now in. 

(8) Non-co-operation will bring about' ces'sa tion of 
.all other activities, even working of the Reforms, and 
thus set back the clock of progress. 

(9) Ho~ever pure my motives may b~, tho!'e of the 
Mussalmans are obviously revengeful. 

1 shall now answer the objections in the order in 
which they are stated.· 

(1) In my opinion, the Turkish claim i!~ not only not 
im'moral and unjust, but it is highly equitable, if only 
because TtLrkey wants to retain what is her ·own .. And 
the Mahomedan manifesto· has definitely declared that 
whatever guarantees may be necessary to be taken for 
the protection of· non-Muslim and non-Turkish races, 
should be taken so as to give the Christians theirl'l and· 
the Arabs their ·self-goverr1ment under the Turk i~h 
suzerainty. ' ' 

· (2) .I do not believe the Turk to be weak, incapable 
{)r cruel. He is certainly disorganised and probably 
without good generalship. He has· been · obliged to 
fight against heavy odds. The arg~ment of weakness, 
incapacity and cruelty one often hears quoted in connec- . 

. tion with those from whom power is sought to be taken 
away. About the alleged massacres. a proper c~mmls
sion has been asked for, but never g~anted. And in 
any case· security can be taken against oppression'.· ,. · · 

(3) ·r have already stated that, if t were not intere~ted 
in 'the Indian Mahomedans, I would not interest myself 
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in the welfare of the Turks any ~ore than I am in that 
of the Austrians or the Poles. ~ut I am bound as an 
Indian toshare the sufferings and tri~ls of fellow-Indians. 
If I deem the Mahomedan to be my. brother, ·it is my 
duty to help him i~ his hour of peril to the best of my 
ability, if his cause commends itself to me as just. 

(4) The fourth refers to the. extent Hindus should 
join hands with the Mahomedans. It is therefore a 
matter of feeling and opinion.. It is expedient to. suffer 
for my Mahomedan brother to the utmost in a just cause 
and I should therefore travel with him alon~ the yvhole 
road so long as the means employed by him are. as 
honourable as his end ... I cannot: regulate the Maho
medan feeling. I must accept his statement that the 
Khilafat is with him a religious question in the sense 
that it binds him to reach the goal even ·at the cost' of 
his own life. 

(5) I do not consider Non-co-operatio; to be a 
rebellion, because·it is free from violence. In a larger 
sense, all ·opposition to a Government measure is a 
·rebellion. In that sense, rebellion in a just cause ·is a 
duty, ~he extent of opposition being determined by the 
measure of the injustice done and felt. . 

(6) My ~xperience. of la~t year shows me that, in spite 
of. aberrations in some parts of India, the country was 
entirely under control, that tll:e influence of. Satyagraha 
was profoundly for its good and. that where violence did 

. break out there were. local causes t4at directly contri~ 
buted to it. At the same time I admit that· even the via.,. 
le~ce that did take plape ~n the pa.rt. ()f th~ people · and · 
the spirit of lawlessness that was~ undoubtedly showing 

__ in some parts should have;rem~.ined under check. Ih~ve: 
. ~adeample acknowledgment of the mis9alculation.l then 
~ade. But alJ the .painf~l ~xperienoe that I. then gained 
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did not in any way shake my belief in Satyagraha or in 
the possibility of that matchless force being utilised in 
India. Ample provision is being made this time to 
avoid the mistakes of the past. But I must refuse to b& 
deterred from a clear cou~se, because it may be attended 
by violence totally unintended and in spite of extra
ordinary efforts that are being made to prevent it. At 
the same time I must make my position clear. Nothing 
can po~sibly prevent a Satyagrahi from doing his duty 
because of the frown of the authorities. I would risk, if 
necessary, a million lives so long as they are voluntary 
sufferers and are innocent, spotless victims. It is th& 
mistakes of the people· that matter in a Satyagraha 
campaiin. Mistakes, even insanity, must be ex.pected 
from the strong and the powerful, and the moment of 
victory has come when there is no retort to the mad fury 
of the powerful but a voluntary, dignified and quiet 
submission but not submission to the will of the authority 
that has put itself in the wrong. The secret of success 
lies therefore in holding every English life and the life 
ofevery officer serving the Government as sacred as 
those of our own dear ones. All the wonderful experience 
I have gained now during nearly 40 years of conscious 
existence, has convinced me that there is no gift so 
precious as that of life. I make bold to say. that the 
moment the Englishmen feel that, although they are in 
India in a hopeless , minority, their lives are protected 
against harm not because of the matchless weapons 

. of destructionrwhich are at their disposal, but because 
Indians refuse to take the lives even of those whom they 
may consider to be ·utterly in the wrong, that moment 
will see a transformation in the English nature in .its 
relation- to India, and that moment ·will also be the 
moment 'When all the destructive cutlery that is to be had 
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in India will begin t; rust. - I know that this is a· far-off 
vision. That cannot matter to me; It is enough for me 
to see the light and to act up to it, and it is more than 
enough when .I gain companions in the 'onward march. 
I have claimed in private conversations with English 
friends that.it is :because of my incessant preaching of 
the gospel of non-violence and my having successfully 
demonstrated its ·practicai utility, that so far the forces 
of violence, which are undoubtedly in existence in 
(}onnection ·~ith the Khilafa t movement~ have remained 
under complete control. . 

. (7) From a religi'ous stand-point, the seventh objection 
is hardly worth considering.·· If people do not respond 
to the movement of ·Non-co-operation,, it would be a 
pity, but that can be no.·reason feJr a reformer not to try. 
It would be to., me a I demon'sti'ation that the present 
position 6f hopefulness· is not dependent bn any inward 
-strength or knowledge, but it is hope born· of! ignorance 
~nd superstition:.· 1 

• 

(8)' If N on~co~operation is taken up in earnest, it 
must bring about a' cessation . of all other activities 
i1ich1ding th~ Reforms; but I decline to ·draw, therefore 
the corollary that it will ~et back the clocki ·of progress. 
On the·contrary, I consider Non-co-operation to be such 
a powerful and pure instrument that;: if it is enforced 
in an earnest spirit.;·· it will be like ·seeking first the 
Kiligdoin of Gbd and everything·~ else following as a 
matter of course. :People' will have then realised their 
true power> They would have learnt the \Value of. disci· 
pline,'self-control, joint action, non-violence, organisation 
and everything I else that goes to make a nation· great 
and good, and not merely great. . '. ' .. :: .. 

1 (9) I do not know that I have a .right to arrogate 
greater' purity for· myself than. for our Mussalman 
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'!lrethren. But I d.o admit that they do not believe 
in my doctrine of non-violence to the full ex.tent. For 
them it is a weapon of the weak, an expedient. They 
consider Non-co-operation . without violence to be the
only thing open to. them in the war of direct action .. 
I know that, if some of them could offer successful 
violence, they would do so to-day. But they are convinced 
that, humanly speaking, it is an imposl'ibility. For them,. 
therefore, Non-co-operation is a matter not merely of 
duty but also of revenge. Whereas I take up Non-co
operation against the Government as I have actually 
taken it up in practice against members of my own 
family, I entertain very high regard for the British con
stitution. I have not only no enmity·, againRt English. 
men, but I regard .much in English character as worthy 
of my emulation . .I coun't many as my friendR. It is 
against my religion to regard any one as an enemy. l 

. entertain similar sentiments with respect toM ahomedans. 
I find their cause to be just and pure. Although there-. 
fore their view-point is different from mine, I do not 
hesitate to associate with them and invite them to give 
my method a trial, for, I believe that th8 use of a pure 
weapon even from a mistaken motive does not fail to. 
produce some good, even as the telling of t~uth, if only 
because for the time being it is the best policy, is at. 
least so much to the good. 

28th July, 1920 

· MR. MONTAGU ON THE KHILAF.AT AGITATION 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

Mr. Montagudoes not like the Khilafat agitation that 
is daily gathering force. In answer to questions put in 
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the Hous·e of Commons,* he is reported to have said that, 
whilst he' ackno~ledged · that ·r ·had ·rendered distin
guished stervices to ~he country hi the past, he could not 
look upon my present attitude with equanimity and that 
it was not to be expected that I could now be treated as 
leniently as 1 was during the Rowlatt Act agitation. 
He added that he had every confidence in the central 
and the ·local Governments, that they· were carefully 
watching the movement and that they had full power to 
deal with the situation.· 

This statement of Mr. Montagu has been regarded in 
some quarters as a threat. It has even been considered 
to be a bla~k cheque for the Government of India to 
-re-establish the reigtr of terror if they chose. It is cer
tainly inconsistent with his desire to base the Govern
ment oli. th~ good-will of the people. At the same time, if 
the Hunter Committee's finding be true and·if I was the 
.Cause of the disturbances last year, I was undoubtedly 
treated with exceptional leniency. I admit too that my 
.activity this year is fraught with gr~ater· peril to the 
Empire as it ij being conducted to-day than was last 
year's act1vity. Non-co-operation in itselfis more harm
las~ than Civil Disobedience, but in' its effect it is far 
more dangerous for the Government than Civil Disobe
diel'ice. ·Non-co-operation is intended so far to paralyse 
the Government, as to compel· justice from it. If· it is 
.carried to the extreine·point, it can bring the Govern
ment to a standstill. 

A frien~ who has been listening to my speeche~ once 
.asked me whether I di'd n.ot come under the sedition 

; 1\Ir. 1\Iontagu, then Secretary of State for India threatened the 
Khilafat agitation with suppression. His statemeu't to which the 
:article is a reply, is omitted in this collection. ' . · 
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section of the Indian Penal Code. · Though I had not 
fully considered it, I told him that very probably I did 
and that I could not plead 'not guilty ' if I was charged 
under it. For I must admit that I can preten~ to no 
'affection' for the present Government. And my 
-speoohes are intended to create 'disaffection ' such that 
the people might con~ider it a shame to assist or co
operate with a Government that had ·forfeited all title to 
.confidence, respect or support. 

I draw no distinction between the Imperial and the 
Indian Government. 'The latter has accepted, on the 
Khilafat, the policy imposed upon it by the former. And 
in the Punjab case, the former has endorsed the policy of 
terrorism and emasculatian of a brave people initiated by 
the latter. British minister~ ~ave broken their pledged 
word and wantonly wounded the feelings of the seventy 
million Mussalmans of India. Innocent men and women 
were insulted by the insolent officers of the Punjab 
Government. Their wrongs not only remain unrighted, 
but the very officers who so cruelly subjected them to 
barbarous humiliation retain~- office under the Govern
ment. 

When at A mritsar last . year I pleaded with all the 
earnestness I could command for co-operation with the 
Government and for response to the wishes expressed 
in the Royal Proclamation, I did so because 1 honestly 
believed that a new era was abou.t to begin, and that 
the old Bpirit of fear, distrust and consequent terrorism 

· was ab~ut to give place to the new spirit of respect, 
trust and good-will. I sincerely believed that the 
Mussalman sentiment would be placated and that the 
officers that had misbehaved during the Martial Law 
.regime ·in the Punjab would be at least dismissed -and 
the people would be otherwise made to feel that a 
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Government that had .· always. been found quick (and· 
rightly) to punish popular excesses would not fail to 
punish .its agents' misdeeds. But to my amazement and 
dismay, I have~discovered that the present representatives 
of the Empire have become dishonest and unscrupulous. 
They have -no real regard for the wishes ·of the poople 
of India and they count Indian honour as of little 
consequence .. 

I can no longer retain affection for a Government so 
evilly manned as it is now-a-days. And .for me; it is 
humiliating to retain my freedom 'and be witness to ·the 
continuing wrong. Mr. Montagu however is certainly 
right in threatening me with deprivation of my liberty, 
if I persi~t in endangering the existence of. the Govern. 
ment. For that must be the result if niy ·activity bears 
fruit. My· only regret ~s tha·t inasmuch as Mr. Montagu 
admits my past services, he might have. perceived that 
there must- be . something exceptionally bad in the 
Government if a well-wisher like me could no longer 
give his affection to it. It was simpler to insist on 
justice being done to the :rviussalmans and to the Punjab 
than to threaten me with punishment so that the in
justice might be perpetuat~d. Indeed I fully expect it 
will be found that, even in promoting disaffection towards 
an unjust Government, I had rendered greater services 
to the Empire than I am already credited with. 
· At the present mo:~;nent, however, the duty of those 

who approve of my activity is clear, They ought on no 
account to resent the deprivation of my liberty,' should 
the Government of India deem it to be their duty to take 
ita way. A citizen. has no right to resist such restriction 
imposed. in ac-cordance with the laws of the State to 
which he belongs. Much less have those who sy~pa
thise .. with him. In my case, there can be no question of 
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·sympathy •. For I deliberately oppose the Government 
to the extent of trying to put its very existence in , . 
jeopardy. For my supporters, therefore, it, must be 
a moment of joy when I am imprisoned. It means the 
beginning of success if only the supporters continue 
the policy' for which I stand. If the Government arrest 
me, they would do so in order to stop the progress of 
Non-co-operation which I preach. . It follows that, if 
Non-co-operation continues with unabated vi~our, even. 
after my. arrest, the Government must imprison others or 
grant the people's wish in order to gain their co-opera· 
tion.. Any eruption of violimce on the part of the people 
even under provocation would end in disaster.. Whether 
therefore it is I or any one else who is arrested during 
the. campaign,Jhe first condition of success is that the.re 
must be. no rese?Jtment. shown against it. We cannot 
imperil the very. existence of a Government and quarrel 
with its attempt to save itself by punishing those who 
·place it in danger. · 

23rd }larch, 1921 

THE KHIL.A.FAT 

' (BY M. K. GANDUI) 

The proposed change• in the Treaty of Sevres cannot 
satisfy Indian Muslims. And that. is sa.ying a great 
deal. It is not Turkey merely that Great Britain has to 
placate. It. is· India that has to be pacified~ Iu my 

·opinion, if the 'demands of the Muslims of India are 
• There ~as at the time a'proposal to revis~ the Sevrqs Treaty where.· 

by Turkey' would retain Asia Minor, including Smyl·na,.witb Cons~· 
tantinople. The effect of· it .would be to dismember· th~ Ottom1.ttt 
Empire,· bttt to retain with the Sultan Turkey proper Rlone of which 
the population consist~d solely o~ Turks. , . 

12 
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conceded, it will not much matter whether Turkey's are 
satisfied or not. And this for two reasons. The Khilafat , 
is an ideal and ·when a mim works for an ideal, he 
becomes ··irresistible .. ·The Muslims, who represent the 
ideal, have behind them the opinion of the whole m'ass 
of the Indian people; ; · · 
· It is wrong to say that M lislims are fighting merely for 

Turkey. :They' will abandon her to-day, if she went 
wrong; ·if, to take a foolish illustration, she demands her 
restoration to the status that she occupied during the 
reign ·of Suleiman. the Magnificent. Similarly, the
Muslims: 'caimot abandon a claim based on the Koranic! 
injunctions,· because a weak 'and.helpless Turkey cannot 
sustain it. · · 1 

· Whilst every. good Musl~m must stri\{e to. retafri the 
temporal'power of Turkey, it is obligatory' on him to s~e 
that unequivocal Muslim control is retained over the 
'Island -of Arabia' which includes Mesopotamia, Syria, 
and Palestine as well, and the spiritual sovereignty over 
them of the Caliph whoever he may be for the tiiiJ.e 
qeing. No other teriD:s, however good otherwise they 
may be, can possibly satisfy Muslim opinion. They 
will not tolerate any non-Muslim." influence .direct or 
indirect over the holy places ·of Islam. 

The most thorny part of the question is, therefore, 
Palestine. Britain has made promises . t~ the Zionis.ts. 
Th~ latter. have, naturally, a sacred sentime~t about the 
place. The Jews, it is contended, must re.main a home
i~ss ·wandering race unless they have obta:ined ·posses
sion of Palestine. I do not propose to examine the 
soundlles.~ o~.' otherwise . of the doctrine underlying the 
proposition. All . I contend . is .that they cannot possess. 
Palestine through a trick or a moral breach. Palestine 
was not a stake in the war. The British! Government 
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could not dare have asked a single Muslim soldier to 
wrest control of Palestine from fellow-Muslims and give 
it to the Jews. Palestine, as a place of Jewish worship, 
is a sentiment to be respected, and the Jews would have 
a just cause of complaint against Musulman idealists if 
they were to prevent Jews from offering worship as 
freely as themselves. 

By no canon of -ethics or war, therefore, can Palestine 
be given to the Jews as a result of the war. Either 
Zionists must revise their ideal about Palestine, or, if 
Judaism permits the arbitrament of war, engage in a 
'holy war' with the Muslims of the world with the 
Christians throwi1lg in their influence on their side. But 
one may hope that the trend of world opinion will make 
'holy wars' impossible and religious questions or differ
ences will tend more ·and more towards a peaceful 
adj)lstment based upon the strictest moral considera
tions. But, whether such a happy time ever comes or 
not, it is clear as day-light that the Khilafat terms to· be 
just must mean the restitution of Jazirut-ul-.Arab to 
~omplete Muslim control under the spiritual sovereignty 
of the Caliph. 

[As regards the Zionists' position, the following 
.quotation from The Nation•s review of Mr. Israel Zang. 
will's latest book," The Voice of Jerusalem," will be of 
interest, a's indicating the v'iews of a distinguished 
Jew: 

His mind has the great merit of a certain amount of 
<Jriginality, -of· refusing to work merely along other 
people's grooves. Hence on the question of Zionism 
heLhas always taken what was, for a Jew, an unconvtm~ 
tional attitude, and he· saw, t earlier than most people, 
th~ central difficulty tin the problem of making Palestine 
the . national home of the Jews~ The difficulty Js that 
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Palestine hapJ,Jens to..daY.. to ,be.· the national home 1 of 
600,000 ~r~bs,, and t4~t, e;v~n ~f you get :rid of the Arabs,. 
it is quite unfit to accomodat€1 even a half of the, J e\V-t 
ish pop~lation of the ~orld. A. real J ewisli $tate .. was,.: 
therefore, possible in Palestine only if. you· expelled the
Arabs, and even 'then there ~o~I4 be a very large Jewish 
irredenta. Hen~e Mr. Zangwill was a Zionist,. but his 
Zion was not in Palestine but· in " Canada, Brazil, Asi~· 
Min~r, or Siberia." When the ~ar altered, the ~hole· 
situation, .he ga.~e his support, it i~ true, to the ~iplorq~cy 
of the Zionist leaders but obviously with considerable-. 
h~sitation .. H.is doubts have been 'amply· realized. .He. 
pours ol;lt his s~orn upon the mirage of the Jewish Stat~, 

, J I ' I t I 1 l j , ~ , j 

that shadowy Zion wh~s~ twin fo:und~tions are the ch~~ 
canery of the mandate system and a strategic .ba~e .. foJ;" ·· 
th~ British, Empire.-Asst. Eq. ,Y. 1:1, ·~ 1. ·· · ' •· 

29th J un~, 1921 

. THE .TURKISH QUESTION 

(BY M. ~- GAXDHI)' 

. If. we wean, really. ;w.ell! by· our. Mussal~an brethren,. 
w~ must ~ynipatpis.~ .~~th them over ~he mqvement going 
on in E~rope to de~ troy .Turkish na~ionalism: · It is a 
thousand pities that the . British Government is . s'ecretly
or. pp,enly le~ding the movement.. Let Hindus no~: be · 
frightened by Pan-r$Iamism. It is not~it need not. be 
~anti-~ndJ~n o'r ·anti-Hindu. 'Mussal~~n~. mu~t·,~ish, 
wen to .~·v,ery; i1'fus~~ima~ ·~t~t.e, and eve? assi~t at;J.y' ~uch: 
·~tat.e, if it is)md,~.~~rv:ed}y)~ .~~ril. A~~ H;indus, if.t;h~y, 
are true frien,d,~ .. O.~ .:Muss~~xpans, canna~ ,put ~har.e ,th~ 
latter's f~~~liD:S"~d, W: ~.' mp~t,i :ther~fpre, ~ cq7oP,erate , with~ 
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our Mussalman brethren in their attempt to save the 
Turkish Empire in Europe from extinction. 

Hindus may not then be agi'ated, when Mussalmans 
become alarmed at the slightest hint that the British 
Government might openly join the Greeks against the 
Turkish Government in Angora. If British should go so 
mad, India cannot possibly help the British Government 
in any such design upon Turkey. It would be tanta
mount to a war with Islam. 

Eng'tand has her choice. She can no longer hold the 
awakened Hindus and Mussalmans as slaves. If India 
is to remain equal partner with every other member of 
the Empire, India's voting strength must be infinitely 
superior to that of any other member. In a free common
w~alth, every partner has as much right to retire if the 
rest go wrong, as it is his duty to remain 5JO long as the 
rest are faithful to certain common principles. If India 
votes wrong, England can retire from partnership, as 
every other partner can. Thus, the centre of equilibrium 
must shift to India rather than remain in England, when 
India has come into her own. That is my meaning of 
Swaraj within the Empire. Brute force must be ruled 
out of account in all deliberations. Reference must be 
had always to Reason and never to the sword. 

And as with England, so with India .. The latter, too, 
has her choice. To-day, we are. striving for Swaraj 
within the Empire in the hope that England will in the 
end prove true, and for independence if she fails. But 
. when it is inQontestably proved, that Britain seeks to 
destroy Turkey, India's only ·choice must be indepen
dence. For Mussalmans, when Turkey's existence, such 
as it_ is, is threatened, there' ·is no looking back. They 
would draw the sword if thef could, and perish or rise 
victorious with the brave Turks. But if, as is certain, 
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thanks to the policy of the Government .of ·India, they 
cannot declare war against the British· Government, 
.they can at least forswear allegiance to a Government 
w}lich wickedly, goes to war against Turkey. Th~ duty 
of the Hindus .is no less clear .. If we still fear and dis
trust the Mussalmans, we must side with the.British and 
prolong our slavery. If we are brave and religious 
.enough not·to fear the Mussalmans;our countrymen, and 
if we have the wisdom to trust them, we must make com
mon cause "with :the ~1ussalmans in every pefJ.ceful ·and 
truthful method to secure Indian independence. For a 
_Hindu, as I conceive Hind~ism to be, whether for inde
pendence or for Swaraj within the Empire, there is no 
road but Non-violent Non-co-operation. India can have 
dominion or independent statu.s . to-day, if India learns 
and assimilates the secret and the invincible powei ·of 
Non~ violence .. W'hen she has learnt that lesson, .sh~ is 
ready ,to take up all the stages of Non-co-operation includ
ing nQn-payment of taxes.· India is not ready to-dayt 
~ut if we."wo~ldbe prepa..red to frustrate ev~ry plot ~that 
may :be hatched for the destruct~on of. Turkey· or for 
prolqnging our subjection, we must secure ~n ~tm~sphere 
of ~nlightened,,:p.on-violence as fast as possible, not" the" 
non-violence. of the weak but the non-violence of ,the 
strong, who ~o~ld dis.dain to klll. but would , gladly 1die 
r~r. t~e'vindic~ttimi of truth. ~' . " ' ' " 

' '\ 

18th 'August, '1921 : 

'.THE KHILAFA'l'. 
' (BY l\1 K::· 

1

GANriHI) 

·: 'A~ 'Lucknow: ~:~ou~d natu'ra'I ·imp~tience on the par~ ,of. 
the Mus~liP;ans 'regarding .the ~hi~af~~· ·Moulvi1 ~al~
~atuqa voi~ed ~~ ~oder~te .~a~guag~ the P~,~lic f~egng 
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r~garding the position of the Angora Government when 
he said that the British attitude was becoming unbear
able. There is no doubt the growing distrm~t of the 
British declarations about friendliness towards the Turks. 
Nobody believes either that the Briti~h declarations are 
genuine or that the British Government is powerles!": to 
afford relief. In their impatient anger, the Mussalmans 
. ask for more energetic and more prompt action· by the 
Congress and Khilafat organisations. To theM ussalmans, 
Swaraj means, as it must mean, India's ability to deal 
effectively with the Khilafatquestion. The Mussalmans 
therefore decline to wait if the attainment. of tiwaraj 
means indefinite delay or a programme that may require 
the Mussalmans of India to become impotent witnesses of 
the ex.tinction of Turkey in European waters. 

It is impossible not to sympathise with this attitude. 
I would gladly recommend immedi~te action if I could 
think of any effective course. I would gladly ask for 

· postponement of Swaraj activity if thereby we. could 
advance the interest of the Khilafat. I wou~d gladly take 
UP' measures outside N on-c~-operation, if r coulq think 
of any in order to assuage the pain caused to the millions 
of Musalmans. 

But, in my humble opinion, attainm.ent of Swa.raj ls 
the quickest me.thod , of righting the Khilafat 'wrong. 
Hence it is that for' me the solution 'of the Khilafat 
question· is attainment of Swaraj and vice versa. The 
.only way to. help the. afflicted Turks is for India .to 
generate ,sufficient, power to be able to assert herself. 

· If she cannot develop tha~ power .in time, there is,no way 
o~t. for India an~ p\le must resign herself to the inevitable. 
,What 'can ,a paralytic. do. to. stretch forth. a. helping':·hand 
to a.neigqbqur b~t. to try·to cure himself of his paralysis.? 
Mere ignor;~.nt, thoughtless and ang,ry;outburst of violence 
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may give vent to . pent-up rage but can bring no relief 
to Turkey. Nor can it increase · the power of India 
to ~ssert herself. And the measures taken to put dow.n 
violence may well lessen the speed ·with which we are 
marching to our goal. · 
· But there is no cause whatsoever for despair. The 

whole of the Congress programme has been framed, and 
-:measures are being adopted to meet the Khilafat crisis. · 
There is no doubt that two months for finishing the 
Swadeshi work is a most intensive measure calculated 

{ 

to. bring the best out of the nation. And if India com-
pletes the boycott by September and comes to her own 
in October, surely it must satisfy the most sanguine 
temperament and the most impatient and ardent Khila· 
fatist as I claim myself to be. 
I The fact is that all the workers are not conyinced of 
the possibility of completing the Swadeshi programme 
during the time fixed or of its power to effect all that is 
clahned for it. Such doubters have to stand out,· unless 
they· can suggest a; better and quicker method and get 

1 it accepted by the count:ry~ ··-rn spite of their doubt, tliey 
should ~aithfully plunge themselves into Swadeshi work 
and give the experiment· a fair trial. And does not this 
doubting ·of ·India's ability to go th~ough the Swadeshi 
programme show, if the doubt is justified, that India has 
really 'no· interest in the :Khilafat or it has no desire to 
sacrifice anything for it? Is· it a big sacrifice. for every 
·Hindu· and Mtisalm·an to discard all foreign cloth and 
to use only Khadi? And jf India· is :hot to have that 
ability, will· it not also be proof that India is unfit for 
any higher sacrifice·and therefore'unfit for helping Tur· 
key'?:' Let· us ·all • work for complete boycott of foreign 
cloth1 'and the. manufacture of the' required quantity of 
Khadi and we shall be. in sight of the· heaven. 
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A suggestion was seriously put forth at Lucknow that 
we should· boycott Ralli Bros., a Greek firm, and avenge 
ourselves against the Greeks and should invite the 
labourers to stop work on the export cargo. The 
suggestions, it seems to me, are as absurd as· they are 
impossible to carry ~ut. Assume for one moment that 
we can in a moment extinguish the business of Ralli 
Bros., how can that affect the Greeks? Ralli Bros., do not 
send all or a great part of their flour to Greece. Theirs is 
a world trade. And it is more difficult to deal with 
their trade than with Swadeshi. Any such attempt, 
apart from its inherent wrong, can only expose us to 
well-deserved ridicule. Interference with the labourers 
working on export cargo is equally fantastic. If we had 
such absolute control over the masses, we should have 
won our battle long ago. To stop the export of cargo 
requires not only a permanent or an indefinitely long 
stoppage of work by the existing .labourers, but it 
presupposes our ability to stop any replacement of 

. withdrawn labour. I fear we are not organised enough 
for the work. Any such attempt can only end in failure 
if not worse. · 

The only feasible suggestion is the immed-iate taking 
up of Civil Disobedience. I am convinced that the 
country is not ready for its adoption on an extensive 
scale. It can be safely and successfully adopted, if the 
country evinces sufficient organising ability, resource· 
fulness. and discipline necessary for bringing , the 
. eminently practical Swadeshi ent1rprise to a successful 
end. Let us hope and pray that the country will. 
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8th September, 1921 

THE MEANING OF T~E KHILAFAT 

(BY l\1. K. GANDHI) 

· · I continue to receive letters from far and near, warning 
:me against my interest in the Khilafat. Here is' a 
typical letter from an old friend from New Zealand : 

Just a few lines to say I do not forget you., We~·e' I in danger 
of so doing, the cables tha~ often appear in our papers would 
pr~veut ni.e forgetting. I s~e you have a mighty problem you are 
trying to solve in regard to India. Whether you are facing it in 
the wisest way I cannot say, for I am'not inn position. to judge . 

.. I would esteem it. a favour; if yo~ wquld hand .:nclosedpo~;t office 
order for 101-to the publisher o~ your paper Young India. I 
think it is called, if it is published in English, or to.the publisher 
of any paper in English representing your side of the case. Per
haps as an old friend, I may be borne with. if lspeak fi·eely, even 
al~hough I should be speaking without full knowledge. It always· 
grieved me that you sho.uld be an arch-supporter of the Turkish 
Empire, and that .the Khilafat question should be turned to politi
cal ends to undermine and cripple and confuse the adminitration of 
British Government of India. Turkey's criin~s nfainst Bulgarians, 
Gr~eks and Armenians call to heaven for judgment. I ~onder 
how far the :Moslems in their All-India Khilafat Congres~ during 
recent years protested against those atrocities, and dissociated 
themselves from the Turkish policy of exterm~natiou of a noble, 
excelient, indu'strious :md g~ntfe race (the Arm~nians). The blood 

·of these martyrs will cry to hea~en for justice, and not one can 
be forgotton by him who marks the sparrow's fall. If Turkey's 
history .has been ooe·ohapine and massacre, is it not therefore to 
be sho~n 10f its P<>.wer as no longer worthy to be trusted with it ? 
If po~itical power is not to be used to maintain justice, freedo~ 
and f~·aternity of tributary races, but is to be used for ·oppression, 
persecution, examination, robb~Jry and rapine, is such a nation 
not to be judged by other powers and deprived of her power t() 
continue a malevolent way? To be sho~·n of political power 
need not deprive Islam of its spiritual weapons, if it has such. By 
its spiritual force let it live, or die if it has not such. Political 
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power is a curse to any religion, and history shows it has ofte1t 
been used tyrannically, ·e.g., the Roman Catholic Church. · 

I do not know what are exactly the aims of the Non-co-opera
tors, but it would appear they have come to object, in tuto, t'~ 

any British officials in the country. !tome Wl\ij not built in a day. 
and a constitution cannot be frnmud ahcnd of the conditions of a 
country. Suppose nll British officialll 'were to leave bng a111l 
baggage to-mol"'OW and Natives pnt in their place, would the 
admini.stration ba us puro UK it is, would juHtice be done enry
where through the courts of y 1ur great country 'i I undcrMtand 
that the Indians fear the native police aud their officialt1 (native11) 
are peculiarly open to bribery and conuption. Before a people can 
be self-governing, there must he a ba!lifol of national rharud('l' on 
which to build, and with which to build, and hat! the day come. 
when there are forces ru~ning thrt~ngh your \'arious sphercK of 
sochl, educational and political life that are regenerative and 
pm;ifying ? 

Political propaganda; if revolutionary, may cat~ily attract th~ 
basest and most malevolent among men, and if they capture the 
control of machinery of organisation, the blind and more than 
blind will lead those who follow their dictum to the pit. I am 
sure that you personally have' not departed from your noble ideall'l 
and unselfish spirit of patriotiHm and ju11ticH, and freedom of Houl, 
but there may be great !!lumbering force11 awakened in the state of 
society around you that may cany you far beyond the pointt~ of 
wisdom nnd mcnsures that make for t1·ue national well-being. 
Your country has all the elements that might make India a Ru~11ia, 
a Sinn l!~ein Ireland, a lund of civil war, inter-tribd bloodt~hed. 
Divit~ion may easily spread through a lund liktl India, yout• inde
pendent princes become arrayed on opposing aidell, nnd no strong 
controlling unifying power be forthcoming to pre11erve pence, con
serve progress and lead the way to ,lulle1' national life. Your path
way must be ~Surrounded by snares and pitfaliH which you can only 
escap~ by a clear vision of the willof God and unfaltering adherence 
thereto. As long a11 you coincide with the wi11hcs of the popular 
clamour, there will be tilany who wUI cry 4'Hosanna" nnd will 
strew your path '\yith palm leaves, but i~ you'adhere to the high 
principles of the vision of God, the s:itne people will cry, "crucify 

,Nm, l}way,~itp.him :'' •. You know t~.e. parallel. .He unfalteringly 
followed the wiH of 9'qd a~d they rejected .Him. His .aims were 
to~ pure, Uis .~ngd~~ t?o spiritual, , His methods too . divine. 
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He died, but God raised Him up and made that resurrection the 
life of the world's thought, made Him meet the need of all the 
men as Saviour, High Priest to represent, King to rule over. 

Co~ra~e, brother ; do not stumble, 
Though thy path be dark as night; 
There's a star to guide the humble: 
Trust in God a...~d do the right. 

Let the Road be rough and dreary 
And its end far out of sight, 
Foot it bravely, strong or weary, 
Trust;-. in God, and do the right. 

Perish policy and cunning, 
Perit~h all that fears the light. 
Whether losing, whether winning, 

· Trust in God, and do the right, 

Trust no party, sect or faction, 
Trus't no leaders in the fight ; 
But in every wqrd and action 
Trust in God and do the right. 
Trn~t no lovely forms of passion,
Friends may loilk like angels bright ; 
Trust no custom, school or fashion ; 
Trust in God and do the right. · 

S~me will hate thee, some will love thee, 
Some will flatter, some will slight; 
Cease from man and look above thee, 
Trust in God and do the right. 
Simple rule, and tmfest guiding, 
Inward peace, and inward might, 
Star upon our path abiding,-
Tru~:~t in God, and do the right. 

I I . 

Courage, brother, do not stumble, 
Though thy path be dark as night; 
There's a star to guide the humble, 
Trust ~n God, and ·do th.e right. · 

The great thing is tohave Divine wisdom; the deep insight into 
Jlrinriples and far-seeing wisdom of true statesmanship. You nre 
d·oubtless familiar with the life of Abraham tincoln; his clear-
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sighted vision,his nboslute integrity, tend()r.henrtedneHs, humility 
humour and hum'nnenells, 

I often say to my friends, " If you heard 1\Ir. Gandhi on the 
grent grievances that e~i!lt under the pre11cnt order of things, yon 
would understand his opposition." 

The question is, what is the best way fo1' the welfare of India t() 
correct existing a bust!~. Strik:!s, "iolence, nrou11e pa!ltdonl-1, and n 
hundred discontents and ill-feeling, anrl in most en sell defent their 
'own ends. Reforms must come nlong constitutional IincK, if the 
gnin is to be accompanied by good 'feeling and unity and pence. 
Gain!! by revolutionary means cannot be a natunl evolution. 
l•'rom my distant corner I can only enmt>~tly pray, that God may· 
guide and make you an instrument for the trul.l well-being of India .. 

The warmth and the sincerity are unmistakable. l 
know the friend to be a devout God-fearing Christian .. 
But it must be evident to any one who knows anything 
about the Turkish question, that my correspondent is 
strongly prejudiced against the Turks. His pictures of 
the Armenians as 'a noble, ex.cellent, industrious and 
gentle race' betrays the extent of his ignorance about 
the question. He cannot be blamed for it. The Turkish 
sid.e has been sedulou~ly kept from the English-reading· 
public. All these good Christians scattered. about in 
different parts of the world have only one class of read
ing presented to them. The missionary journals are 
fanatically, I was going tQ say, criminally, anti-Turkish 
and anti-Islam, The very word charity about which St .. 
Paul wrote so magnificently is absent from the minds of 
the writers in the missionary journals, when they write 

. about Islam and Turkey. The Turk is to them the arch
infidel created by God only to be cursed. It is ·this pre
judiced b~t. honest attitude that stands ·in the way of 
Truth and Justice. 

I have no· desire to. defend Turkey against the 
Armenia'ns or the Greeks. I ~m not prepared to deny 
Turkish: misrule .or.misde~ds., Bu.t the Greeks ·~nd the, 
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Armenians have an infinitely worse record. What is 
more, the 'defence of the, Khilafat is the defence .of a 
J!Ure i·d.eal.. It .is not necessary to defend the. conduct of 
individual Popes in order to support the institution of 
Papacy. Oppose all Turkish misrq.le by all means, but 
it is wicked to seek to efface the Turk and with him Is-

: . . . ,I 

lam from Europe under the false plea of Turk:ish misrule. 
What is still :worse)s ·that the defeat of the Central 

Powers should be utilised to crush Islam. Was the ·late 
·war• a crusade against Islam, in which the Musalmans 
.of'· India were invited to join? To say that the Musal
mans. may have: any one'they chaos~ as their spiritual 
head, but that they may not interfere with the dis
integration of Turkey, is riot 'to know the Khllafat. 
The· Khalifa musfever be'the Defender·ofthe Faith of 
the Prophet,. and ·therefore nobody can become or· 
remain · lthalifa, immediately he is deprived of or los·es · 
the ·'power of defending Islam.. against the whole world; 
·One. niay, d;ispute the ethics of the doctrine in the 
.abstract,: but· England is not engaged in a 'war against 
Islam because it is unethicaL In that cas~,· England has 

, , . , . ~ l r . . . • 

to ·renounce. her association with millions· whose faith 
is divorce·d from ethics~ ' · 
· As , ·a matter of fact, is · there any.thing immoral in 

.a religion seeking to sustain itself by ·possession of' 
temporal power? In practice, has not Christianity been 
sustained by temporal power? And even in Hinduism, 
have not Rajput Kings been custodians of Hinduism? 
· What' I venture. to com,mena· to the many Christians 

who honestly think like my friend, is to join the defence· 
of the Khilafat ·as an ideal, and thus recognise that the 
struggle of Non-co-operation is one of religion against 
irreligion. I I 

For my part I hav~ the, clearest possibl.e conscience in 
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this matter. The end to me is just. I fight to bolster up 
no fraud or injustic~. The means are equally just In 
the prosecution of the !fight, Truth and Non-violence are 
the only weapons. Self-suffering ,i~ the truest test of 
sincerity. ' , 

9th J /me, 1920 
. ., 

THE MAHOMEDAN DECISION 
(BY :M. K. GASDIII) 

The Khilafat meeting at Allahabad has unanimously 
reaffirmed the principle of Non-co-operation and appoint. 
ed an executive committee t9 lay down and enforce a 
detailed programme •. ·Thi~ meeting was preceded by a 

• In the issue of roung l~dia, · date'd 5th l\lay, .1\Ir. Gandhi wrote~ 
under the heading, "How to work Non-co-opJratiou": "P~Jrhap:~ 
the b<Jst way of an~wering the fears and critici~m as to Non-co
<lperation is to elabot·ate more fully the scheme of Non-co-operation. 
The critics seem to imagine that the organisers pt•opose to give effect 
to th~ whole schcm~ at ot1ce. The fact however is that the organis
ers bavt~ fixed definite, prO!,'l'es8ivefout' Htagcs. 'J_'he firMt is th~ gh·· 
ing up of titles and resiguatiotl of honorary posts. If there i11 no 
l'e~ponse or if the responRe received is not effective, recour11e will ' 
.be hud to the Recond Htage. The Hecond stage involves much pr(l. 
vious nrrang~ment. C~:rtainly not :• Hingle scn·ant will be called 
-out unleHs he is either capable of flupporting. him~clf and his de
pendents or the Kbilafat Committee is able to bear the burden. · All 
the claKRCB of !!ervant.s will not be called out at once and never 
-will any prestmre ba put upon a Hingll:l servant to withdraw him
self from th\l Govl:!rnment service. Nor will a single private cm-· 
l)loyee be to'ucbed for .the simpltl ·reat~on that the mo~cment i11 
not anti-English. It il.i not even nnti-Gov,ernment. Co-operation i" 
to be withdrawn b3cause the people must not bJ party ton wrong
a broken pledge-a violation of detlp religious t~enti~ent. Naturally, 
the movement wm· rt'caivtl tL check if there ,is. nny undue inflq. · 
enca brought to b,mr upon any Government Hervnnt ~or if any 
violence· iH u~ed or count:lJlanced by 'any memb~r. of the Khilafnt 
Committee. 'fhe second stage niu11t be entirely successful, if the 
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joint Hindu-Ma~omedan meeting at which Hindu leaders 
response is at all on an adequate scale. For .no Government-much 
less the Indian Government-;-ean subsist if the people cease to serve 
it. The withdrawal therefore of the police and the military-the 
third stage_:_is a distant goal. The organisers however wanted to be 
fail', open and above suspicion. They did not want to keep back fl'on1 
the Government or the public a single step they had in contemplation 
even as a remote contingency. The fourth, i.e., suspension of taxes, 
is still more remote. The 'organisers. 'recognise that suspension of 
general taxation is fraught with the greatest danger. It is likely t(} 
bring a sensitive chiss in conaict with the police. They are therefore 
not likely to embark upon it, unle~s they can do so with the assurance 
that there will be no violence offered by the people." "I admit as I 
have already done", continued l\lr. Gandhi, "that Non-co-operation 
is .not unattended with risk, but the risk of supineness in the face of a 
grave issue is infinitely greater t~an the danger of violence ensuing
from organizing Non-co-operation. To do· nothing is to invite vio-
lenc'e for :\ certainty". · , · . ' 

After pointing out that Non-co-operation is th~·only way to aviod 
violence, Mr. Gtmdhi continued : 11 'rhere is however one formidable 
argument urged by friends against my joining theKhilafat movement. 
They ·say that it ill becomes me, a friend of the English and an 
admirer of the British.constitution, to' join hands with those who are 
to-day filled with nothing but ill-wjllagainst the English. I am sorry 
to have to cofess that the ordinary Mah'omedan entertains today no 
affection for Englishmen. He considers, not without some c.'lnse, that 
they have not played the game. But if I am friendly toward~ Nnglish
men, I am no les~t so towards my ~ountrymen, the l\lahomedims. And 
as such they ha~e a greater claim upon my attention than Englishmen. 
1\Iy personal religion however enables me to serve my countrymen 
without hurting Englishmen or for that matter anybody else. What 
I am not prepared to do my blood-brother I would not do to an 
Englishman. I would withdraw co-operation from him if it became 
necessary, as I had withdrawn from my own brother (now deceased} 
when it became necessary. I serve the Empire by refusing to partake 
inits w~ong. "William Stead offered public prayers for British 
reverses at the time ~f ·the Boer war because he considered that the 
nation .to which he belonged was engaged in an unrighteous war, The 
present Prime 1\Iillister risked his! life in opposing thnt war and did 
everythi11g ~e_conld to obstruct his own Government in its prosecution .. 
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:were invited to give their views. Mrs. Besant•, the 
Hon'ble Pandit Malaviyaji, the Hon'bles Dr. Saprut, 

i 

Motilal Nehru!, Chintamani§ and others were present at 
the meeting. It was a wise step on the part of the Khila
fat Committee to invite·Hindus representing all shades 
of thought to give them the benefit of their ad~ice. Mrs. 
Besant and Dr. Sapru strongly dissuaded the Mahome
dans present from the policy of Non-co-operation. The 
. • 1\lrs. Annie Besant was a lending figure in Indian politicR from 
1915-1919 as an E:xtre1;11ist leader. She subsequently threw in her lot 
with 'the l\Ioderater~ and became a most· determined· anti-Non-co
operationist. 

t A Moderate leader of Allahabad, subsequently appointed Law 
:Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. 

! A rich .Advocate enjoying a princely practice in the United Pro
vinces; suhsequently b::!cnme a Non-co-operator. 
/§A (Moderate) journalist and editor of the Leader of Allahabad; 
subseqtientJy became a ::\1inistl'l' in the United Provinces Govcrnmen t. 

And to-day if thrown in my lot the :Mahomednns n large 
numher of whom bear no!friendly feelings towards the BritiHh, I have 
done so frankly as a friend of the British and with the object of 
gaining justice and of thereby showing the capacity of the Britillh 
constitution to respond to every honet!t ·determination when it is 
co.upled with suffering. I hope by my 'alliance' with the .Mah~medans 
to achieve a threefold end-to obtain jnAtice in the face of odds with 
the method of Sntyagraha and· to 'show fts efficacy over all other 
methods, to secure 1\Iahomedan friendship for the Hindus and thereby 
internal peace also, and last but notlcatlt to transformill-will into 
affection for the British and their conHtitution. which in spite of itt~ 
i.m~erfe~tionR, has weathered many a storm. I mny faii in achieving 
nny of the ends. I can but attempt. God alone can grant success. 
It will not be deniea that the euds' are all worthy •. I invite Hindus 
and Englit!hmen to join me in a full hearted manner in shouldering 
·the, burden the Mahom~da.ns pf .Inditl ~re carrying. Theil'!! i!! admit
tedly a just fight The Viceroy, ~he. Sec1·et:ur of State1 tho Maharaja 
of Biknner and JJord Sinha have testified to it. The time hail arrived to 
make good the testim.ohy; Pe6ple with ajut!t cause are never ~atiHfh:d 
~itli a mere pr'otest: :They have· been· known' to die fodt. ·Are a 
high spirited people like the Mahomedans expected to do less'?.,: 

13 
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other Hindu speakers made non-committal speedhes. 
Whils,.t . the other Hindu speakers approved of the 
principle of Non-co-operation tn theory, they saw many 
practical difficulties and they feared also complications 
arising' from Mahomedans welcoming an Afghan inva
sion of India. The Mahomedan speakers gave the fullest 
and frankest assurances that they would·fight to a man 
any' invader who wanted to conquer India, but they were 
equally frank in asserting that any invasion from with· 
out undertaken with a view to uphold the prestige of 
Islam· and to vindicate justice would have their full 
sympathy . .if·not their actual support. It· is easy enough 
to understand and justify the Hindu caution. It is 
difficult to ·resist the Mahomedan position. In my 
<lpinion, the best way to prevent India from becoming 
the battle. ground between the forces of Islam and those 
of the Engfish is for Hindus to make Non-co-operation 
a complete and immediate success, and I have little 
doubt that, if the Mahomedans remain true to their 
declared intention and are able to' exercise self-restraint 
and make sacrifices, the Hindus will "play the game1' 

and joi~ them in the campaign of Non-co-operation. I 
feel equally certain that Hindus will not assist Maho
medans in promoting or bringing about an armed conflict 
between the British Government and their allies, and 
Afghanistan. British forces .are too well organised to 
admit of any, successful invasion of the Indian frontfer. 
The only way, therefore, the 'Mahomedans can carry on 
an effective struggle ·on behalf of the honour of Islam 
is to take up Non-co-operation in real earnest. It will 
not only be completely· effective if it is adopted by the 
people on an· extensive scale, but· it' will also provide 
full scope for individual conscience ... If I cannot bear an 
jnjustice · done~ by an individual or a corporation and·' 

I 
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I a.m directly or indirectly instrumental in upholding 
that individual or corporation, I must answer for it before 
my Maker; but I have done all it is humanly possible 
for me to do consistently with the moral code that refu- , 
-ses to injure even the ·wrong-doers, if I cease to support 
the injustice in the manner described above. In apply
ing therefore such a great force, there should b~ no haste, 
there should be no temper shown. Non-co-operation 
must be and remain absolutely a voluntary effort. The 
whole thing, then, depends upori Mahomedans them
selves. If they will but help themselves, Hindu help will 
·come and the Government, great and mighty though it 
is, will 'have to bend before this irresistible force. No 
·Government can possibly withstand the bloodless oppo
sition of a whole nation. 

23rd June, 1920 

THE NON-CO-OPERATION COMMITTEE 

{BY M. K. 0.\~JJHI) 

There seems to be a great deal of misunderstanding 
.and misconception about the Non-co-operation Commit
tee appointed. by the Khilafat Committee at Allahabad . 
on the 3rd instant. A friend who was present at the 
meeting writes to say that the Committee was formed 
for the purpose of giving full effect to Non-co-operation 
.and to act in all matters in connection with it as if it 
'was representative of the whole Mussalman population 
·oflndia even in the matter of making representations to 
.the authorities. That this was not the Committee's.scope 
is the purpose of this writing to show. 

As I stated its objects when I. invited the formation of 
;the Committee, they were to ascertain and enforce the 
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wish of the nation on N on"co-operation. Whilst it is a 
representative body withfull powers to act, it cannot be 
said-it is not intended-to' represent all the best and 
the most influential Mahomedan opinion. It does not, 
for instance, represent the titled nobility in Islam. It is 
no fault in the Committee. It has been purposely 
restricted to those·who .are able ·to give their whole time 
and attention to the work of organising N on"co"operation 
and in the process of ensuring obedience to instructions, 
·other discipline · and non" violence. · It is therefore a 
Committee of workers. It is not expect~d that the whole 
of the Mussalman India will be equally strong in Non
co-operation. Some doubt its efficacy, others consider 
it to be a milk .and water remedy, some dread it as 
being too strong for India in her prese,nt stage, they 
say she has not developed the measure of sacrifice at 
present. to ensure success. The Committee does not 
represent or contain such doubting elements, though they 
may otherwise be much more influential than many 
Mussalm!ms who are on the Committee. 'It contains 
those only who have the largest faith inNon"co"operation 
and . who, although they swear by it, yet will not farce 
the pace to the breaking point but will endeavour t(} 
carry the nation with its programme in so far as it is 

·practicable, and who, whilst doing so, will not themse lres 
be deterred from taking the boldest steps and will seek 
out those who are prepared to , do likewise. . This 
Committee, therefore, starting without any, has to build 
its reputation upon its work and upon results it may 
achieve. It :will cease to ex:ist if it shows no work or in 
spite of ·work shows no results~ For outsiders it has the 
least representative capacity. Shaukat Ali is an amiable 
man. but a rabid fanatic carrying no weight with 
anybody, Hasrat Mohani a useless ·man who thinks of 
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nothing but Swadeshi; Dr. Kitchlew a ·man of yesterday 
·with no experience of the world outside Amritsar. Much 
the same may he said against the others. I am no doubt a. 
superior person but after all a crank and an interloper at 
that. Any representation signed by it will carry little . 
weight with the outside world in so far as it depends upon 
the influence of the signatories. It does not therefore 
mean that it will never make representations. It certainly 
wiil, when swiftness is of the essence or when others for 
reasons of expediency or otherwise are not prepared to 
sign representations. Indeed canvassing of signatures 
to weighty representations will be one o.f the means of 
gauging public opinion and testing the spirit of sacrifice 
among the elite of the land. For the masses and for 
internal work, however,· the· Committee is the most 
representative. It is difficult perhaps to find two men 
more representative of 1Iussalman opinion than Shaukat 
Ali and Hasrat Mohani. The others though less known 
have been chosen for the qualities of strength, persever
ance, patience, calmness;· truthfulness, courage under 
difficulty and sacrifice, believed to be possessed by them. 

It has be(m suggested .that I am to lead the movement. 
The statement is only partially true.t I say .this not out 

*Mr. Gandhi's connection with the movement it~ fm·thcr explnined 
in the famous letter be addres11ed to the Viceroy regarding the 
inauguration of Non-co-operation. He wrote: 

Your Excellency,-As one who has· enjoyed'a certain measure of 
your Excellency's confidence, and as one who claima to be a devoted 
well-wisher of the British Empire, I owe it to your Excellency, and 
through your Excellency to His Majesty's Ministers, to explain my 
connection with and my conduct in the Khilafat Question .. 

At the very earliest stage of the war, even whilst I was in London 
organising the Indian Volunteer Ambulance Corps, I began to interest: 
myself in the Khilafat Question. I perceived how deeply moved the 
little Musslmau Wol'ld in London was when Turkey decided to 
throw inlier lot with Germany. On my arrivalin India in the January 
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of humility merely but it is a literal fact. If the belief 
gains ground that I am leading the movement, it may 
. prove fatal to it. I am leading the movement in the 
sense that I am the adviser whose advice is most accep
.table to-day and who has the determination not surpassed 
by an.ybody to carry out the programme of Non-co
operation·. But I do not pretend to' represent Mussalman 
opinion. . I can only try to interpret it. I could not 
stand alone and expect to carry the Mussalman masses 
with me. I should be very properly hooted out by a 

of 1915, I found the same anxiousness 1tnd earnestness am~mg the 
· Mussalmaus, with whom I came in contact. Their anxiety became 
intense when the information about the Secret Treaties leaked out. 
Distrust of British intentions filled their minds, and despair took 
possession of them. Even at that moment I advised my .Mussalman 
friends not to give .way to despair, but to express their fear and their 
hopes in a disciplined manner. It will be admitted that the whole of 
Mussalman India has behaved in a singularly restrained manner during 
the past fiYe years, and that the leaders have been able to keep the 
turbulent sections of their community under complete control. 
· The peace terms and your E:x:cellency 's defence of them have gh·en 

the 1\Iussalmans of India a shock from which it will be difficult for 
th'em to recover. Th.e terms violate ministerial pledges and utterly 
disregard 1\Iussalman sentiment. I consider ~hat, as a staunch Hindu 
wishing to live on terms of the closest friendship with my 1\!ussalman 
countrymen, I should be an unworthy son of India if I did not stand 
by them in their hour. of trial. In my humble opinion, their cause is 
just. They claim that .Turkey must not be pu1~isheit if their sentiment 
is to be respected. 1\Iuslim soldiers did not fight to inflict punishmen 
on their own Khalifa or to deprive him of his territories. The Mus
salman attitude has been consistent throughout .these five years. 

~.~Y duty to the Empire to which I owe my loyalty requires me to 
resist the cruel violence that has been done to the Mussalman senti
ment .. So far as I am aware, :\lussalmnns and Hindus havens a whole 
lost faith in. British justice and. honour. The report of the mnjority of 
the Hunter Committee,· Your Excdhncy's dHpat('b thuu.nvrd 
MJ;. Montagu's l'eply have only aggravated the distrust . 

. In the~~ circumstances,. the pnly course open to one like me is either 
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mix.ed Mussalman audience if I tried to make a point 
against the bestMussalmanopinion in matters of religion. 
But if I were a Mussalman, I would not mind contesting 
issues before a Mussalman meeting in the face of heavy 
odds against me. I consider my:self to be a sagacious 
worker and my sagacity means no more and no less 
than a fine perception of my limitations. I hope I never 
"travel beyond my limits. Certainly I have never done 
so consciously. It is necessary for every intelligent 
Mussalman tobear in mind,my limitations and the scope 

in despair to sever all connection with British rule, or, if I Rtill 
retained faith in the inherenti!mperiority of the British com1titution to 
all othllrs at present in vogue, to adopt such mean11 as will rectify the 
wrong- done, and thus restore confidence. I ha,·e not lofolt faith in 1mch 
superiority and I am not without hope that 11omehow or other ju'stice 
will yet be rendered if we show the requisite capacity for suffering. 
Ind~d. my conception of that conHtitution is that it help~ only those 
who are ready to help themselveK. I do not belie,·e that it protects 
.the weak. It gives free scope to the strong to maintain their strength 
and de,·elop it. The weak undJr it go to the wall. 

It is, then, because I believe in the British con~titntion that 1 have 
advised my MusRnlman friends to withdraw their 11upport f1·om Your 
Excellency's' Government, and the Hindus to join them, should the 
pence terms not be revised in accordance with the solemn pledges of 
Ministers and the Muslim !1entiment. 
Thre~ courses were open to the Mahomedans in order to mark 

their emphatic disapproval of the utter injustice to which HiK 1\Iajell
ty's Ministers have become party, if they have not actually bJen the 
prime perpetrators of it. They are : 

, (1) To resort to violence. 
(2) To advise emigration on a wholesale scale. 

, (3) Not to be party to the injustice by cea~:~ing to co-operate 
with the Government. 

"f. our Excellency must be aware that there was a time when the 
boldest, though the most thoughtless, among the Mussnlmans favour
ed violence, and the Ui,irat (emigration) has not yet ceased to be the 
battle-cry,, I venture to claim that I have succeeded by patient 
reasoning in weaning the party of violence from it~ ways. I confess 
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of my function. Ignorance is likely to prove fatal to 
the success of the movement. My connection with it 
must not stupefy workers intQ indolence or indifference. 
My connection should mean, ·if it is to be productive of 
good results, greater ·watchfulness, greater sense of 
responsibility, greater:capacity and willingdess for work 
and greater efficiency. I can think out plans but execu
tion must eve·r rest with Mussalman workers. The 
moveinent must be worked and led by them. with the 
assistance of friends like me but also without, if need' 
be. I .must not be expected' to make Non-co-operators ; 

uot-1 did not attempt to-succeed in weaning them from 
violence on moral grounds, but purely on utilitarian grounds. The· 
result, for the time being at any rate, has however been to stop 
viole'nce. The school of " Hijrat " has received a check, if it has not 
stopped its activity entirely. I hold that no repression could have· 
prevented a violent eruption, if the people had not presented to 
them a form of ·direct action invoh•ing considerable sacrifice and 
ensuring success if such direct action was largely taken up by the. 
public. Non-co-operation was the only dignified and constitutional 
form of such direct action. For it is the right recognised from time 
immemorial of the subject to refuse to assist a ruler who misrule.s• 

At the same time I admit that Non-co-operation practised by the 
malls of people is attended with grave risks. But in a crisis such as. 
has overtaken the Mussalman of India, no step that is uanttended 
with large risks cim possibly bring about the desired change. No,t to 
run some risks now will be to court much greater risks if not virtual 
destruction of Law and Order. ' 

But there is yet an escape from Non-co-operation. The Mussnlmau 
representation has requested your Excellency to lead the agitation 
yourself, as did your distinguished predecessor at the time of the South 
African tro~ble. But if you cannot see your way to do so, and Non
co-opforation bacomes a dire necessity, I hope that your Ey;cellency 
will give those who have accepted my advice and myself the credit tor 
being actuated by nothing less than a stern sense of duty. · 
Laburnam Road, ) I have the honour to remain, 

Gamdevi, Bombay, ~ Your Excellency's faithful serYant. 
22nd June, 1920. ) (Sd.) M. K. GANDHI. 
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Mussalman leaders alone can make them. No amount of 
sacrifice on my part will' produce in the Musbalman 
world the spirit of Non-co-operation, i.e., sacrifice in a 
matter of religion. The Mussalman leaders will have to 
show it in their own personsbefore the masses evolve it. 

And now the question, why there are no Hindu 
leaders on tlie Committee, is easily answered. The 
supreme Committee can only be purely M ussalman. ·My 
presence too, I consider as an evil but it is a necessary·, 
evil because of my qualifications. I have specialised in 
Non-co-operation. I have successfully experi~ented 
with it. The resolution about Non-co-operation was 
conceived by me at the conference at Delhi. I am on 
the Committee therefore as a specialist and not because 
I am a Hindu. My function is, therefore, of an adviser 
merely. That 1 happen to be a staunch Hindu with the 
~onviction that every Hindu should consider it to be his 
duty to go with the M ussalmans the full length in Non
co-operation, is no doubt an advantage to the Committee. 
But that advantage was at its disposal whether I was on 
it or not. . ' 

. Whilst I am consider.ing the Hindu connection with 
the Khi\afat movement, even at the .risk of repetition, I 
would like to clear up my own position. As L consider 

. the Muslim claim to be intrinsically (as distinguished 
from religiously) just, I propose to go with them to the 
extent of fullest Non-co-operation. And I consider it to 
be perfectly consistent with ~ loyalty to the British 
connection. But I would not go with the Mussalmans in 
.any campaign of violence. I could not help them in 
promoting, for instance, an invasion of India through 
Afghanistan or otherwise for the purpose of forcing 
better peace . terms. It is, I hold, the duty of every 
Hindu to resist any inroad on India even for the purpose 
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specified as it is his duty to help his Mussalman brethren 
to satisfy their just deman'ds by means of Non-co
operati.on or other form of suffering, no matter how great, 
so long as it does not involve loss of India's liberty or 
inflicting of violence on any person. And I have thrown 
myself whole-heartedly into the Non-co-operation move;-

. ment if only because I want to prevent any such armed 
conflict. · 

30th June, 1920 

THE MUSSALMAN REPRESEN;t'ATION* 

(By 1\1. K. GAXDHI) . 

Slowly but surely the Mussalmans. are preparing for 
the battle before them. They have to fight against odds 
that are undoubtedly heavy but not half as heavy as the 

" prophet had against him. How often did he not put hif: 
life in danger? But his faith in God was 'unquenchable. 
He went forward with a light,· for God was on his 
.side, for he represented truth. If his followers have 
half the prophet's faith and half his spirit of sabrifice 

•rn·pursuance of the Allahabad decision, both Mr. Gandhi (Seep. 
197) e,nd .the Muslim leaders issued m~nifestoes declaring .that· they 
would, resort to Non-co-o_peration if by the 1st of August 1921 the 
peace terms were not revised and calling upon the Viceroy to resign ' 
his office if the Muslim. demands were refused by his :Maje'sty's. 
Government. The following is the representation sent under date 
Bombay, 22nd J nne, 192! to H.~. the Viceroy ori be half of the Indian 
Mussnlmans by many' prominent leaders including the Bon. Mr. 
Ma2.rul Haque, Mr. Yakub Hasan, Moulana Abdul Bari, Mr. Shaukat 
Ali and ,Mr. Azad: . , 

"We, the undersigned, claim to !'epresent the largest body of Sunni 
Muslim opinion. We have most carefully· read the Turkish peace 
terms, and we c'onsider them' to be in direct ·violation of the religi
ous sentiments of Mussalmans;. They violate the obligations imposed 
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the odds will be presently even and will in a little while· 
turn against the despoilers of Turkey. Already the 
rapacity of the Allies is telling against themselves .. 
France finds her task difficult.· Greece cannot stomach 
her ill-gotten gains. And England finds Mesopotamia 
a tough job. The oil of Mosul may feed the fire she has 
so wantonly lighted and burn her fingers badly. The 
newspapers say the Arabs do not· like the presence of 
the Indian soldiery in their midst. 1 do not wonder. 
They are a fierce and 11. brave people and do not under-·· 
stand why Indian soldiers should find themselves in 
Mesopotamia. Whatever the fate of Non-co-operation,. 
I wish that not a single Indian will offer his services for
Mesopotamia whether for the civil or the military 

upon Sunnis and wound the susceptibilities of alll\1ut~:'lalm:ms. They 
nre contrary. to the pledges of Bridt!h Ministers on the stt·ength of 
which it has b:.len ndmittad it Wll8 possible to draw upon lmli:\ fot· 
:M:m;lim recruits during the war. 

We hold that the Briti11h Empire which i~; "thJ greatest .i\laho
medan Power" in the Wo!·ld cannot treat thll Tm·ki~h Empire, which 
reprel'lents the Khilnfat, in the sam) mannur that it may trent n 
defeated enemy. lndecd we contend that in certninreHpectR Turkey 
hns bueu treated worHe than the other Powers. We ret~p~ctfnlly 
submit .that in the treatment of 'fut'kt>.Y tho Briti~:~h Government nre 
bound to 't·espect Indian 1\Inslim seotiment in so far as it is neither 
unjust or unreasonable. In our opinion, the pohitiou taken up by 
Indian Mussalmans i~ simple. They onnnot bear the thought of the tem
poral power of the Sultan being adversely affected by way of punillh
ment for hi.s having joined Germany under circumstances which need 
not be exnmined here: But we have no desire· to ask for anything
that would interfere with the principle of self-determination. We 
have no desire to uphold any misrule such as has been attribut .. d to 
Turkey. Our delegates in Europe have asked for an independent 
commi8sion of inquiry to investigate the charge of wanton cruelty 
said to have been practised by TurkitJh soldiers in Armenia. We 
cannot look with indifference upon the partition of Tut•key and her 
Empire for the sake of punishing'or humiliating her. r • 
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department. We must learn to think for· ourselves and 
before entering.upon any employment find out whethe~ 
thereby we may not make ourselves instruments of 
injustice. Apart from the question of Khilafat and from 
the point of abstract justice, the English have ·no right 
to hold Mesopotamia. lt1 is no part - of our loyalty to 
help the Imperial Government in what is iii plain 
language daylight robbery. If therefore we seek civil 
-or military employment in Mesopotamia, we do so for 
the sake of earning a livelihood. It is our· duty to se~ 

that the source is not tainted. 
It surprises me to· find so many people shrinking over 

the very- mention of Non-co-operation. There is. no 
instrument so clean, so harmless arid yet so effective· 

"We would therefore request your Excellency and your GoYern • 
.ment to' ask His Majesty's Ministers to secure a revision Gf the peace 
term~:~ and tell them. that on failure to do so, your, Excellency will . 
.make common cause with the people of India. We make this sugges
tion as your Excellency has· repeatedly declared that your Govern
ment has consistently and often pressed upon the attention· of His 
Majesty's Ministers the case of Indian Mussalmans in this matter of 
vital concern to the vast majority ofthem. We feel, therafore, that 
we have a right to ask your :mxcellency to re-assure the l\Iussalmans 
of India that they still retain your active co-operation and power
ful advocacy in the prosecution of their clairns even to th~ point of 
resignation of your high office, should His ?lfajestyis Ministers fail 
to secure a revision of the terms consistenly with the pledges and the 
sentiment mentioned above;'· We venture' respectfully to suggest 
that had India been a Dominion~ enjoying full self-government, her 
responsible ministers would. have, as a matter of course, resigned as 
a protest against such a serious breach of pledges and fiou'ting of 
religious opinion as are involved in the peace terms. . . . 

If unfortunately your Excellency will not adopt our humble sugges
tion, we shall be obliged as from the first August u~:;xt to withdraw 
co-operation from the Govel'llmeut and to ask our co-religiomsts and 
Hindu brethren to do likewise. 

We ask your Excelleucy not to l'egard our statement as a threat or 
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as Non-co-operation. Judiciously hauled it need not 
produce any evil consequences. And· its intensity •will 
depend purely on the capacity of the people for sacrifice. 

The chief thing is to prepare the atmosphere of Non
co-operation. "We are not going to co-operate with 
you in your injustice," is surely the right and the duty 
of every intelligent subject to say. Were it not for our
utter servility, helplessness and want of confidence in 
ourselves, we would certainly grasp this clean weapon 
and make the most effective use of it. Even the most 
despotic government cannot stand except for the consent 
of the governed which consent is often forcibly procured 
by the despot. Immediately the subject ceases to fear· 
the d'espotic force, his power is gone. But the British 
Government is never and nowhere entirely or even 

in any way as a mark of disrespect. We claim to b~ as loyal subjects 
of the Crown as any in India. Bu.t Wi:l conMider our loyalty to. nn 
earthly sovereign to be sub~ervient to our loynlty to Islam, The 
latter enjoins upon every Mussalman to· consider thofle who wan
tonly :injure the status of the Khalifa to b:l enemies of llllam nnd to· 
resist t.hem with arms if necessary. We r~.:coguiHe that even if we 
had the power we must not re~ort to arms so long as any other means 
are at our dispo~ul. We feel that the least that n 1\lussnlman can d<> 
in these circumstances is not to a~sist those who are guilty of trying 
to reduce the Khilafat practically to nothingness, It would therefore 
become our duty to refuse to co-opornt~:~ with n Government 
which acctJpts the peace terms,and advise acceptance thereof by us. 

" Wu shall hope th1tt such a serious step UB Non-co-operation will 
not become necessary, but should it unfoi·tunntely happen t<> be 
otherwil!e, we assure. youl' Excellency 'that we shall strh:e our utmo11t 
to avoid violence. We fully recognise our resp(lnsib,ility. W c know 
that any eruption of violence mu11t check and injure tho peaceful 
demonstration contemplated by us and what is more the sacred cauHe 
wliich is dear to us a!! ·life. We shall therefore· take up Non-<;o
operation in progresHive stagn~o~ and SO as to cause the least necessary 
dislocation or emb:u:rassmeut to the Government and so as 'td enable 
us to control and discipline. popular feeling. !I 
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·chiefly laid upon force. It does make an honest attemp( 
to s'ecure the goodwill of.the1 governed. But it does not 
'hesitate to adopt unscrupulous. •means to compel the 
·consent of the governed. It has not gone beyond the 
~ Honesty is the best policy' idea. It therefore bribes 
you into consenting to its will by awarding titles, medals 
.and ribbons, by giving you employment, by its superior 
finalJ,cial ability to open for its employees. avenues for 
,enriching themselves and fi,nally 'when these fail, it 

, resorts to force.· That is what Sir Michael O'Dwyer did 
.and that is almost every British ·administrator ,will 
.certainly do if he thought it necessary. If, then, we 
would not be greedy, if we would not run after titles 
.and medals and honorary posts which do the count'ry no 
_good, ·balfthe battle is won. . . . · . 

My advisers are never tired of telling me that, even if 
the Turkish peace terms are revised, it will not be due to 
Non-co-operation. I venture. to suggest to them that 
Non-co-operation has a higher purpose than mere revi
sion of the terms. If I cannot compel revision, I must at 
least cease to support a government that becomes 
·pa,rty to the usurpation. And if I succeed in pushing 
Non-co-operation to the extreme limit, I do compel the· 
·Government to choose between India and the usurpation. 
I have faith enough in England to know that at that 
moment ·England will expel her present jaded· ministers 
.and put in others who will make a clean sweep ·of the 
terms in consultation with an awakening India, draft 
terms that will be honourable to her, to Turkey and 
.acceptabie to India. 

But I hear my critics say, "India has not the strength 
of purpose and the capacity for the sacrifice to achieve 
·such a noble end. " They are partly right. l;ndia has 
:not these qualities now, because we have not-shall we 
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not evolve them and infect the nation with them ? Is not · 
the attempt worth making? Is any sacrifice too great to 
gain such a great purpose? 

14th J uly1 1920 

THE LAW OF MAJORITIES 

(BY l\1. K. G.\XDUI) 

Mrs. Besant h~ving read a report of my speech at the 
Punjab Meeting .organised by the Home Rule Leagues 
.and the National Union, Bombay, and having therein 
seen that I had moved the resolution asking for the 
prosecution of General Dyer and the impeachment of 
Sir Michael O'Dwyer, asks how I could move a resolution 
whose terms I had not approved. Mr. Shastriar has 
also felt uneasy about the same act. I have not seen 
.any report of my speech. I am -unable to say therefore 
whether I am correctly reported. My speech was in 
Gujerati and ·may have. suffered at the hands of the 
translating reporter. I shall endeavour to explain my 
own position independently of the reports of my speech. 
And I do so gladly because I recognise that the principle 
raised by the two great leaders is very important. 
, I have often heen charged with having an unyielding 
nature. I have been told that I would not bow to the 
decision of the majority. I have been accused of being 
.autocratic. Now on the occasion of the Punjab Meeting, 
I was pres8ed to move a resolution which did not· com
mend itself to me. I undertook to do so reserving to 
myself the right to expressing emphatic opinion to the 
contrary. And I did so. I have never been able to 
subscribe to the charge of obstinacy or autocracy. On 
the conrary, I pride myself on my ·yielding natur~ in 
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non-vital matters •. I detest autocracy. Valuing my 
.freedom and independence I equally cherish them for 
others. I have no desire to C\\rry a single soul with met 
if I cannot appeal to his or her reason. My unconven
tionality I carry to the point of rejecting- the divinity of 
the oldest Sastras if they cannot convince my reason. 
But I have found by experience that, if I wish to live in 
society and still retain my independence, I must limit 
the points of utter independence to ma.tters of first rate 
importance. In all others which ·do not involve a 
d~parture from one's personal religion or moral cadet 
one must yield to the majority .. In the case in question, 
I had an opportunity of illustrating my yosition. ·· Of 
·my so .. called unyielding nature, the country had abun
dant illustration. : It was happy to find a great occasion 
where I could ·safely yield. I believe still that the 
country is wrong in asking for General Dyer's pro
·secution and Sin Michael O'Dwyer's impeachment . 
. •That is purely the .business ·of the British. My purpose 
is to secure the removal of the wrong-doers from any . 
office under the· Crown. Nothing I have seen since has 
altered my··view. Arid I pressed it before the very 
meeting at which I moved the resolution in question. 
Yet I. moved . it, because there· is nothing i~moral in 
·asking for General Dyer's prosecution. The country 
has the, right to demand it. The Congress Sub-Committee 
:has advised that waiver of that. right can only do good 
.to India. I thought therefore that I had. mY posilion 
. 'quite. clear,· namely1 that I still opposed the idea of 
.pr~secution, and yet I ·.had no objection in moving the 
resolution that involved prosecution because it was not 
bad. or harmful per se. . 
, I a.dmit.how~ver that, during the crisis we,are. passing 

th~ough, my: m9_v(~g the resolution was ,a .. dangeroris 
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experiment; · For, whilst we are evolving new codes of 
public conduct and trying to instruct, influence or lead 
the masses, it is not safe to do anything that is likely to 
.confuse the mass. mind or to appear to 'be truckling to 
the multitude.' I believe that at the present moment it 
is better to be 'dubbed' obstinate and 'autocratic than 
even to appear to be influenced by the multitude for the 
·sake of ·its approbation. Those who claim· to lead the 
masses must resolutely. refuse to be led by them, if we 
want to avoid mob law and desire ordered ~rogress for 
the country. I believe that mere protestation of one's 
Qpinion and surrender to the mass opinion is not only 
not enough but in matters of vital importance, leaders 
must act contrary tb the mass of opinion if it does not 
commend itself to. their reason. 

21st July, 1920 

AT THE CALL OF THE COUNTRY 

(BY l\1. K. GANDHI) 

. Dr. Sapru delivered before the Khilafat Conference• at 
.Allahabad an impassioned address sympathising with 
the Mussalmans in their. trouble but dissuaded them 
from embarking on Non-co-operation. He was frankly 
unable to suggest a substitute but was emphatically of 
-opinion that, whether there was a substitute or not, Non
<Co-operation was a remedy worse than the disease. He· 
-said further that Mussalmans will be taking upon their 
-should~rs a ·serious responsibility, if, whilst they 

• A conference of leaders of all communiti~s and parties was 
held at Allahabad in July, 1920, to consider whether N on-co·operntion. 
was the remedy to gain justice for India in regard to the Khilafa~ 
wrong. '(See p. 191). 'I 

1' 
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appealed to the ignorant masses.to joip. them, they pould' 
. po~~appeal to the. Indian judges to resign and Jf they. did,. 
~hey, would not succeed. _ 
, , . I a<;:knowledge the force of .Dr; Sapru's last argument .. 
At the back of.Dr! Sapru's mind is the fear that Non
co-operation by. the ignorant people would lead to distress 
a~d. chaos and would do no good. In my opinion, any
Non-co-operation is bound to do '-some good .. Even the
Viceregal door-keeper saying, 'Please, Sir, I can serve· 
the Government no longer because it has hurt my national; 
honour,' and resigning is a step mightier and more· 
effective than the mightiest' speech declaiming a;gainst 
the Government for its injustic;:e. : . 

N ev.ertheless, it would be wrong to appeal to the door ... 
keeper until one has appealed to the highest in the land. 
And as I propose, if the necessity arose,· to ask the door
keepers of the Government· to dissqciate themselves 

.. from an unjust Government, I propose now to address. 
an appeal to the Judges and the ExecutiveCouncillorS'to 
join the protest that is. rising from all over India against 
the double wrong done to·,· India, o:Q the Khilfat and the 
Punjab questions.. In both, national honou;r is involved . 
. ·r take. 'ittpat these gen~lerrien li.ave entered upon th~ir· 

high ·offices. not for the sake of. emolument, nor I hope· 
for 'the'.' s~ke. of fani~, but' for 'the sake of servibg their 
count,ry. It was not for money, for,!they were ·ea.rning 

· rp.ore. than they do now. It must not be for fame, for,. 
they' cannot buy fame at the cost of national honour .. 
The only 'consideration· 'that c~n 'at the present ~oment' 
keep 'them in ~ffice mnst .be service of the country; I . 

'When the people have faith i'n the government, when 
it represents the popular· will, the judge~ I and the
executive officials possiply serve the· country~ · But when 
that government does.' 'D.ot' repre~ent the. r ~il(of.th~ 
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people, wh~n it suppCJrts . diehonesty a~d· terrorism, the 
judges and the ex.ecutive officials by retaining office 
become instruments of dishonesty and terrorism. And 
the least therefore that these holders of high offices can 
do is to cease to become agents of a dishonest· and 
terrorising government. 

For the judges the objection will be raised that they 
are above politics, and so they are and should be. But 
the doctrine is true only so far as the government is on 
the whole for the benefit of the people and at least 
represents the will of the majority. Not to take part in 
politics means not to take sides. But when a whole 
country has one mind, one will, when a whole country 
has been denied justice, it is no longer a question of 
party politics, it is a matter of life and death. It then 
becomes the duty of every citizen to refuse to serve a. 
government which misbehaves and flouts national wish. 
The judges are at that moment bound to follow the 
nation if they are ultimately its servants. 

There remains another argument to ·be examined. lt 
applies to both the judges and the 1 'members· of the 
executive.· It will be urged that my appeal could only 
be meant for the Indians and what good can it do · by 
Indians renouncing offices which have ·been won for the 
nation by hard struggle. I wish that I could make an 
effective appeal to the English as well as the Indians, 
But I confess that I have written with the mental 
reservation that the appeal is addressed only to the 
Indians. I must therefore examine the argu~ent just 
stated. Whilst it is true that these offices have been 
secured after a th'olonged struggle, they ~re of use not . 
be"cause of the struggle but because they are intended 
to serve the nation. .The moment they cease to possess 
that' quality, they.become useless and as in the' present 
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~ase harmful, no matter how ·hard-earned· and therefore 
valuable they may: have been a't the outset. 

I would submit too to 'our distinguished countrymen 
who occupy high offices th~t their giving up their offices 
will.bring ths st~uggle · to :a speedy end and would. 
probably obviate the danger attendant upon' the masses 
being called upon to signify their disapproval by with
drawing c·o-operation. If the title-holders gave up 
their titles, if the holders of honorary .offices gave up 
their appointments and if the high officials· gave up their 
posts, and the would be councillors boycott the councils, 
the Government would quickly come to its senses and 
give ,effect to the people's will. For, the t'l.lternative before 
the Government then would be nothing but despotic rule 
pure and simple. That would probably mean ·.military 
dictatorship. The world's opinion has advanced so far 
that Britain dare not contemplate such dictatorship 
with equanimity. The taking of the steps suggested by 
me will constitute the' pe·acefullest revolution the world 
has ever seen. Once the infallibility of Non-co-opera
tion is realised, there is an end to all bloodshed and 
violence in any shape or form. , 

Undoubtedly a· cause must be grave to warrant the 
drastic method of·national Non-co-operation. I do say 
that the affront such as has been putupoii Islam cannot 
pe repeated for a century. Islam must rise now or 'be 
fallen ' if not for ever, certainly for a century. And I 
cannot imagine a,graver wrong than the massacre of 
J allianwalla · and . the : barbarity that followed it, the 
whitewash by the Hunter , Committee, the dispatch of 

• the Government of India, Mr. Montagu'~ letter upholding. 
the Viceroy an.d ··the ·then Lieutenant-Governor of the 
Punjab, the refusal to remove officials who mad~ of the 
lives o~ the Punj~bis 'a hell'. during the Martial Law 
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period. These acts constitute a complete series of con. 
tinuing wrongs against India, which, if India has any 
sense of honour, she must right at the sacrifice of all the 
material wealth she possesses. If she does not, she will 
have bartered her soul for a 'mess o.f pottage'. 

28th July, 1920 

THE FIRST OF AUGUST 

(Br M: K. GA~DIII) · 

It is hardly likely that before the 1st August there will 
be on the part of His Majesty's Ministers promise of a 
revision of the peace terms and the consequent suspen
sion of the inauguration of Non-co-operation. The first 
of August next will be as important. an event in the 
history of India as was the 6th of April last year. The 
sixth of April marked the beginning of the end of the 
Rowlatt Act. No one can consider the Rowlatt Act can 
possibly live in the face of the agitation that has only 
been suspended-never given up. It must be clear to 
anyone that the power that wrests Justice from an 
unwilling Government in the matter of the Punjab and 
the Khilafar will be the power that will secure repeal of 
the Rowlatt Act. And that power is the power of 
Satyagraha, whether it is known by the name of Civil 
Disobedience. or Non-co-operation. 

Many people dread the advent ofNon-co-operation, 
because of the evenl;.s of last year. ·'They fear madness 
from t~e mob and . consequent repetition of last year's 
reprisals almost unsurpassed in their .ferocity in . the 
history of modern times.. .Personally I ·do not mind 
Governpiental fury as I mind mob fury. . The latter is a 
s~gn. ~f ~a~ional distemper J3.n.d ,therefore· more difficult 
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to deal. with· thari .the former ·which is confined to a. 
small corp'oration. , It is easiel! to- oust a Government 
that ha·s rendered itself unfit to govern than it is to cure· 
un,known people , in ·a mob. of their madness. But great 
movements· cannot 1 be stopped altogether because a 
Government or a people. or both go wrong. We learn 
and profit through our mistakes and failures. No 
general worth the nam~lives'up a battle because he has 
suffered reverses,: or: whJch is ·the .same ~hing, made mis
takes. And so we mus.t ~:~.pproach Non-co-operation with 
confidence and hope.: As in· the past, the commence
,ment is to be ma:rked by fasti~g and prayer~ a · ~ign' of 
tlie religious character of the· demonstration.' ·There 
should also be on that day • suspension of business; and 
m·eetings to· pass resolutions praying for revision of the 
p~ace terms and justice for the Punjab and inculcating 
Non-co.;operation until justice· has been done. ! • 

1
! 

· The giving· up· of . title~ , and honorary 'posts should 
also 'Commence from·: the first of August.·· Doubt. has 
been expressed as to the' suffic.iency of notice regarding 
surrender,. of· tit~s a-nd honorary posts! lt is however 
quickly '!dispelled by bearing; in· mind that the: first. of 
August. marks.' the ·eommencemen.t· of the surrender of 
titles.. -It is not the only day on which' surrender has to 
'take place.· Indeed 'I do not expect a very_., large response 
on the first day .. A vigorous 'propaganda :wm· have to 
be carried on and the message delivered to every' title or 
post holder and the argument presented to'· him proving 
the duty of such·surrender. : ·, · · • · 
· But the: greatest •thing in· this campaign of Non-co

operation j [is ' to evolve . order,· discipline, cb-operation 
among the·~ people, co-ordination among the workers: 
Effective: N on-co .. operation "depends upon complete orga~ 
:pis~tion,: ,•Thousands. of men 'who have filled., meetings 
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throughout the Punj~b have convinced me that the people 
. want to withdraw co-operation from the Government but 
they must know how. Most people do not understand 
the complicated machinery of the Government. They do 
not realise that every citizen silently but nonetheless 
certainly sustains the government of the day in ways of 
which he has no knowledge. Every citizen therefore 
renders himself responsible for every act of his govern
m~nt. And it is quite proper to support it so long as the 
actions of the government are bearable. But when they 
hurt him and his nation, it becomes his duty to withdraw 
his support. 

But as I have said, every citizen does not know how to 
do so in an orderly manner. Disorderliness comes from1 

anger, orderliness out of intelligent resistance. The 
first condition therefore ·of real success is to ensure 
entire absence of violence. Violence done to persons 
. representing the Government or to persons who don't 
join our ranks, i.e., the supporters of the Government, 
means in every case retrogression in our case, cessation 
of Non-co-operation and useless waste of innocent lives. 
Those therefore who wish to make Non-co-operation a 
success in the quickest possible time will consider it 

· their first duty to see that in their neighbourhood com
plete order is kept. 
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PART Ill 

THE PRINCIPLES OF NON-CO-OPERATION 

4th August, 1920 

ON Ist August, 1920, Mr. Gandhi addressed the' follow
ing letter t'o the Viceroy, inaugurating the Non- co-oper-
ation Movement : ' 

It is not without a pang that I rctum the Kai~ar-i-Hind gold medal 
granted to me by your predece~~or for my humanitat·ian work in 
South Africa, the Zulu war medal gmnted in South Africa for my 
services as officet' in charge of the Indian voluntcct' ambulance cui'\)M 
in 1906 and the Boer war mt.Jdal for my sur vices as a~sit~tant superiuten
deu t of the Indian volunteer stretcher bearer corps during t~e Boer war 
of 1899-1900. I venture to return ,the~:~e medalt1 in pursuance of the 
scheme of Non-co-operation inaugurated to-day in· connection with 
the Khilafat movement, Valuable as these honours have been to me, I 
-cannot wear them with an easy. conscience so long at! my 1\IuHsalm:m 
-countrymen have to labour under a wrong done to their religious 
sentiment. Events that have happened during the past month hltVe 
-confirmed me in the opinion that the Imperial Government have, acted 
in the Khilafat matter in an unscrupulous, immoral and unjp11t manner 
and have been moving from wrong to w~·ong in 01·de1' to defend theh· 
immorality. l can retain neithe1· re11pect nor affection for Hu9h a 
Government. 

The attitude df the Imperial and Your Excellency's Govern~ents 
on the P~njab question has given me 6dditional cause ~or grave 
dissatisfaction, I had the honour, as·Yonr Excellency is aware, as 
one of the Congress commissioners to investigate the causes of the 
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disorders in the Punj~b during the April of 1919. And H is my 
deliberate conviction that Sir Michael O'Dwyer was totally unfit to
hold the office ~f Lieutenant Governor of Punjab and that his policy 
was primarily responsible for infuriating the mob at Amritsar. No 
doubt the mob excesses were unpardonable ; incendiarism, murder of 
five innocent Englishmen and the cowardly assault on Miss Sherwood 
were most deplorable and uncalled for. But the punitive measures 
taken by Gederal Dyer, Col. Frank Johnson, Col. O'Brien Mr. 
Bosworth Smith, Rai ShriRam Sud, Mr.MallikKhan and other officers 
were out of all proportion tp the crime of the people and amounted to
wanton cruelty and inhumanity almost unparalleled in modern times. 
Your Excellency's light-hearted treatment of the official crime, your 
exoneration of Sir Michael O'Dwyer, 1\Ir. Montagu's dispatch and 
above all the shameful ignorance of the Punjab events and callous 
disregard of the feelings of Indians betrayed by the House of Lords, 
have filled me with the gravest misgivings l'egarding the future of the 
Empire, have estranged me completely from the present Government 
and have disabled me·from tendering, as I have hitherto whole
heartedly tendered, ·my loyal co-operation. 

In my humble opinion the ordinary method of agitating by way of 
petitions, deputations and the like is no remedy for moving to repen
tance a Government 'so hopelessly indifferent to the ·welfare of its 
charge as the Government of India has proved to be. In European 
countrie!l, condonation of such grievous wrongs as the Khilafat and 
the Punjab would have resulted in a bloody revolution by the people. 
They would have resisted at all cost national emasculation such as the 
said wrongs imply. But half of India is too weak to offer violent 
resistance and the other half is unwilling to do so: I have there
fore ventured to suggest the remedy of Non-co-operation which 
enables those who wish, to dissociate themselves from the Govern
ment and which, if it is unattended by violence and undertaken in 
an ordered manner, must compel it to ~·etrace its steps and undo 
the wrongs committed; But whilst I shall pursue the policy of Non
co-operation in so far as I can carry the people with me, I shall not 
lose hope that you will yet see your way to do justice. I therefore 
r~spectfully ask Your Excellency to summon a conference of the 
recognised leaders of the people and in consultation with them find a 
way that would placate the Mussalmans and do reparation to the 
unhappy Punjab. · · · 
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23rd .February, 1921 

ON-CO-OPERATION-ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE • 

' following is published not for its· originality but 
, n able contribution by a young Punjabi student who 

non-co-operated lately: 
b.ere is not denying the truth contained in Thoreau's 
ing that that government is best which governs least 

. therefore an ideal government would be one which 
~he following npp::ared in roun~ India further elucidating the 
of Xon-co-operntion : 
fyagra1w, Cir·il Uisobedie11ce Pa.'!si r•e Resistance, Xun-ro-OJJel'll· 

-It is often my lot to answer knotty questions on all sorts of 
cs arising out of this great movement of national purification. A 
pany of collegiate ~on-co-operators asked me to define for them 
terms which I ha,•e used as heading for this note. And even at 
late day, I was seriously a~ked whether Satyagraha did not at 
:s warrant resistance by violence, as, for instance, in the case of a 
~r whose virtue might be in d::mger from a desperado. I \'entured 
1ggest that it was the completest defence without irritation, with
being ruffied, to interpose one-self between the victim and the 
imizer, and to face death. I added that this (for the assailant) 
~I method of defence would, in all probability, exhaust his passion 
he will no longer want to ravi~h an innocent woman, but would 
t to flee from her pre11enc~ for \'tJl'Y shame, and that, if he did not, 
act of 1msonal br·avery on the part of her brother would steel her 
t for putting up an equally brave defence and resisting the lust 
3au, turnl.ld brute for the while. And I thought I clinched my 
rment by saying that if, in spite of nil the defence, the unex
:tld happ::lned, and the phyKical force of the tyrant overpowered 
victim, the di8grace would not be that of the woman, but of her 
1il.ilnt, and that both she and her brother, who died in the attempt 
lefend her virtue, would stand well before the Throne of Judgment. 
>not warrant that my argument convinc;;d my listenor or that it 
rld convince the reader. The 1forld, I know, will go on as before. 
j it is woll at this moment of self-examination to understand and 
,reciata the implications of the powerful movement of n~n-violence. 
religions have emphasiHed the highest ideal, but all have more or 

i~ permitted departures as so many conce~Rions to human weaknesses· 
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governs not at all. In fact, the s_aying is a self-evident 
truth, ~or certainly ap ideal state of society would be 
one hi' which everybody thought right and _did.right of 

I now proceed to summarise the explanations I gave of the various 
terms. It is beyond my capacity to give accurate and terse definitions. 

Satyagraha, then, is literally holding on to· Truth and it means, 
the~efore, Truth-force. Truth is soul or spirit. It is, therefore, 
known as soul-force. It excludes the use of· violence because man is 
not capable of knowing the absolute truth and, therefore, not compe
tent to punish. The word was coined in South.Africato di!ltinguish 
the non-violent resistance of the Indians of South Africa from the 
contemporary ' passive resistance' of the suffragettes and others. It 
is not conceived as a weapon of the weak. 

Passive resistance is used in the orthodox English sense aud covers 
the suffragette movement as well as the resistance of theN on-confor
mists. Passive resistance has been conceived and is regarded as a 
weapon of the weak.: Whilst it avoids violence, being not open to £he 
weak, it does not exclude its use if, -in the .opinion of. the passive 
resister, thcl occasion demands it. However, it has always been dis
tinguished from armed resistance, and its application was at one time 
confined to Christian martyrs. · 

Civil Disobedience is civil breach o;f unmoral statutory enactments. 
The expression. was,· so far as I am aware, coined by Thoreau to· 
signify his own resistance to the laws of a slave state~ He has left a 
mn.sterly treatise on the duty of Ch·il Disobedience .. ;But Thoreau was 
not perhaps nn out and out champion of non-violence. Pro~nbly, also, 
Thoreau limited his breach of statutory laws to the revenue law, i.e., 
payment of taxes, whereas the term Civil Disobedience, as practised 
in 1919, covered a breach of any statutory and unmoral law. It signi
fied the resiste~'s outlawry in a civil, i.e., non-violent manner. He 
invoked the sanctions of the law and cheerfuly suffered imprisonment. 
It is a branch of Satyngrahn. • 

Non-co-operation pr€dominantly implies withdrawing of co-opera-
tioJl.from the.State that in the Non-co-operator's view has become 
corrupt and excludes Civil Disobedience of the fierce type described 
above. By its very nature,, Non-co-operation is even open to child
ren of und~rstarlding and can be safely practised by the masses. Civil 
Disobedience prt:supposes the'habit of willing obedience to. laws 

:without fear of their sanctions. It can therefore be practi!led only 
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his own accord without standing in need of any guidance 
or interference from outside. But since the state of our 
society -is far from being perfect and some measure of 

as a resort and by a select few in the first instance at any 
rate. Non-co-operation, too, like Civil Disobedience is a branch of 
Satya grahn which includes all non-violent resistance for the vindicn- . 
tion of Truth.-M. K. G. in Youn!llndia of 21st March, 1921. · 

Co-operation and N011-co-operation defined-It is no Hmall thing 
for the country that Dwijendr:math Tagore, fondly known as Bada 
Dada by his friends, follows with keen attention even in his old Pg'E:' 

and in his se~lnsion at Shantiniketan all that is going on in the country. 
Mr. Andrews has circulated a free tranAlation of hislateMt thoughtK 
on Non-co-operation. Although the whole of it is puLliHhed in the 
daily press, I cannot resist reproducing his definitions of Co-operatio11 
and Non-co-operation; they are so true and telling. Writing of the 
former, he says: "Our ruler~:~, in order to hide their despotic measurE's 
from the world's eye, dresHcd up a puppet show in the form of LegiHla · 
tive Councils, in which a few plutform orntors have b:Jen invited to 
co-operate. Ourmlers b<!lieve that, by doing so, they have placed 0!1 

under an eternal debt of gratitude, but in reality they have only added 
insult to injury. Thes~:~ Councils ~ling to us now, and threaton to 
choke us like the old man in the st.ory ofSindbad, the sr\llor." "If thi11 
is the meaning of co-op~ration," proceed:4 B:u.la Dada, "acdording to 
our Engli~:~h rulers, then it is no very difficult mntter to undetRtnnd 
what Ntm-co-operation means to us: · Wo shall i1ever. accept, even if 
it cost11 us our lives to refuse it, anything that will bring evil upon our 
country. That is Non-co-operation."-Youn~ India of 14th July, lU~O. 

Is Non.co-operation, S.anyas?-M.r. V. P. Madhavrao is reported to 
have said that ~on-co:operation was impracticable, hscauf\e it wa11 
Scmyas, and therefore could be resorted to only by unwol'ldly men~ 
But Non-co-operation cannot be dismissed quite so lightly. The 
ordinary method of condemning a thing is to give it a bad name. 1\Ir .. 
V. P. Madhavrao has discovered a novel method of condemnlltion. 
He gives a very ordinary thing a sacred nama in order to pronounce 
his condemnation upon it. Sinn Feinet•s nre resm;ting to Non-co
operation in a most acute form, .and it 'would be like what it! being 
preached in India if there was no violence in it. But nobody consider!! 
them to be Sanbasis, General Both;l,..decliued to co-operate with 
Lord :Milner after the Boer War unless the Boers were grunted f~Jll 
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governs not at all. In fact, the saying is a self-evident 
truth, for certainly an ideal state of society would be 
one in. which everybody thought right and did right of 

I now proreed to somm:~.ri5e the E::x:plan.'ltions I gaxe of the Tarioru. 
terms. It is beyond my rop:~city to give accuratt> and ter:'e ddinitit)n~. 

Satyagraha, then, is lit~?-mlly holding on to· Truth and it means. 
therefore, Truth-fore~. Truth is rool or spirit. It is, tht:refor~. 

known as sool-force. It excludes the use of t"iolenre beean::.e man is 
not capable of knowing the ahsolnte truth and, thHdore, nor compe
tent to poni5h. The word was cointd in South . ..lirica to diHingui~h 
the non-Yiolent resi5tance of the Indians of Sooth Africa from the 
contemporary ' pa5.5ive resistance' of the suffragettes and others. It 
is not conceiwd as a weapon of the wtak. 

Pas..,jye resist:mce is nsed in the orthodox English sense auJ con~rs. 
the roffr:lgette moYement as well as the resist:m~ of the :Xon-eon.for
misb. Pru;sil"e resistance has been conceived and is reg:uded as a 
weapon of the weak. Whilit it avoids violence, being not op~n to ihe 
weak, it do.:s not exclude its use if, in the .opinion of the pas."i'c: 
resister, th<l OCC3siou demand$ it HoweT'er, it h.'ls always bttn di5-
tingnisht:d from :li'Illed resist:mc~. and its application was at one tink 
confined to Christian martyrs. 

Cil"il Disobt:dience is ch·il breach o! unmoral statu tor¥ en..'lctm~nl~ 
The expression was, :;o far as I am aware, coined by Thort."ln h1 

signify his own resistance to the hlws of a slaw state. He has l.:fi s 
masterly treatise on the duty of Cil"il Disobt:dience. But Thor.:au w~d 
not perhap5 an out and out champion of non-violence. Probably, W•\ 
Thoreau limited his breach of st:untorv laws to the r.::venne law, i.<., 
payment of taxes, whereas the term dvil Di.o;olkdience, as practi~d. 
in 1919, CO\"ered a br.:ach of any statutory and unmt,r-.U law. It ~rui
tied the resista:'s outlawry in a civil, i.t., nou-,·iolent manner. H;: 
inToked the sanctions of the bw and cheerfuly sutfertd imprisonmelll. 
It is a branch of Satyagra.h:l. 

:Son-eo-operation prEdominantly implies withdrawing of co-~ptr:l
tion from the St:tte that in the :X on-eo-operator's Yiew h:ts ba>t,ml' 
corrupt and excludes Ci¥il Disobedience of the fierce type de..-.crib.:d 
shove. Br its wry nature, :Xon-ro-operation is eYen open to child
ren of understanding and can be safdy practistd by the m.1sses. Ci•il 
Di<robedience pr'-"sopposes the h:lbit of willing ohtditnoo to. bws 
·without fear of their l!aDctions. It can therE:fore be ppctistd t'nly 
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his own accord without standing in need of any guidance 
or interference from outside. But since the state of our 
society is far from being perfect and some measure of 

as a l~st resort and by a select few in the first instance at any 
rate. Non-co-operation, too, like Civil Disobedience is n brnnch of 
Satyagrnha which includes all non-violent resistancefor the rindicn- . 
tion of Truth.-M. K. G. in Youn!1 India of 21st March, 1921. · 

Co-operation and Ncm-co-opcration defined-It is no !!mall thing 
for the country that Dwijendranath Tagore, fondly known as Badn 
Dada by his fl'iends, follows with keen attention even in his old Pg€' 

and in his seclusion at Shnntiniketan all that is going on in the country. 
l\Ir. Andrews has circulated a free translation of his lateNt thou!{ht11 
on Non-co-operation. Although the whole of it is publit~hed in the 
daily press, I cannot resist reproducing his definitions of Co-operation 
and Non-co-Optlration; they are so true and telling. Writing of the 
former, he says: "Our ruler!!, in order to hide their despotic me:l!ml'~.>s 
from the world's eye, dr~sscd up a puppet show in the form of Legit~ Ia · 
tive Councils. in which a few phtform ot·ntors have b:Jcn invited to 
co-operate. Our rulers b;Jlieve that, by doing so, they have placed u11 
under an eternal debt of gratitude, but in reality they have only added 
insult to injury. 'fhet~t: Council!! ~liug to us now, nud thl'eaten to 
choke us like the old man in the story of Sindbnd, the sailor." "If thi~ 
is the meaning of co-operation,'' proceed!~ Dada Dada, "ac~ording to 
our Engli~:~h rulers, then it iRno very difficult mntter to undcr!ltand 
what Non-co-operation means to us: We shallnev•~r accept, even if 
it costs us our live!! to refuse it, anything that will bring evil upon our 
country. That is Non-co-opcration."-foun9 India of 14th July, HI~O. 

Is Non.co.opei'Ution, Sanyas?-M:r. V. P. l\ladbavrno is reported to 
have said that Non-co--operation was impracticable, b~cau11e it wa!l 
San11as, and therefore could be resorted to only by nnwot·ldly men~. 
But .Non-co-operation cannot be dit~mis~ed quite so lightly, The 
ordinary method of condemning a thing is to give it a bad name. 1\Ir .. 
V. P. l\Iadhavrao has dit~covered a novel method of coudemuntion. 
Re gives a very ordinary thing a sacred name in order to pronounce 
his condemnation upon it. Sinn Feiners are resm;tina to Non-co
operation in- a most acute form, and it would be like ;hat is be in!! 
preached in India if there was no violence in it. But nobody considcr11 
them to be Sanbasis. Genernl Both;\ .. declined to co-operate with 
Lord .1tm~er after the Boer War unless ~he Boers were gmnted full 
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evil is almost always present in it, inan parts with a 
fraction of his individual liberty · in exchange for the 
sundry benefits which are expected to accrue from as
-sociation with the State; and thus the institution called 
.the State comes into existence. 

The. association of the individual with the state is thus 
·:~purely voluntary matter, and it is clear that the sole 
justification for the existence of the State is the assump
tion that it promotes the well-being of the people. This 
.alone constitutes its claim to the allegiance of its sub
jects. Therefore, it goes without saying that, as soon as 
it begins to fail in its duty or begins to pass measures 
.and frame laws which are contrary to the conscience 
and the b.est interests of the people, it loses its right to 
their allegiance, and it not only becomes necessary but 

· .a matter of religious duty for the people to withdraw 
their support from the State when the dictates. of con
science require it. 

But although, theoretically speaking, this association 
of the people with the State is, and ought to be, a purely 
voluntary affair, the State has everywhere grown to be 
a most formidable engine of tyranny and repression, of 
organised violence and plunder, by which a few persons 

self-govemment, not in stages as Lord Milner had intended, but all at 
once. He produced such a tremendous effect upon public opinion 
that the Boers got more than they wanted. General Smuts was one 
of the Non-co-operators. There was no violenc~ connected with 

. General Botha's Non-co-operation. Yet he was not by any means an 
unworldly man. And we know by this time that General Smuts, his 

. right-hand man, is a minister of the Union Cabinet. The fact is that 
·we want self-government, we want justice done in the Punjab and the 
Khilafat questions without our having to suffer any inconvenience or 
losses. We submit that it is an impossible fact we are attempting. 
'Verily there is no remission of siil without the shedding of (one's) 

.blood'.-Young Inclia of 14th July, 1920. 
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govern and exploit the many. " Man is born· free and 
yet," lamented Rousseau, •• he is everywhere in chains," 
-this lS the sad spectacle which to-day ·meets OUf Sight 
ori whatever side we turn. . 

All efforts made hitherto tor cope with this evil have 
not only· signally failed; they have, on the contrary, 
"imply served to a~gravate the evil. Democracy which 
.at one time, it was hoped, would serve as a panacea for 
a.ll social evils, has proved to be far worse than the law-. 
less, feud~l regime of the Middle Ages.· It has simply 
replaced the erratic plundering raids of the ucrag. 
barons" of the mediaeval times, with a·silent, universal 
process· of organised sobbery of the modern capitalistic 
Btate, all the .more dangerous because it lulls the people 
into a false sense of security while vampire-like it sucks 
their life-bl6od, all the ·more · deadly because whereas, 
the "crag-baron" of the: past times could only enslave 
the body, the modern "bag-baron" with the far bitter 
poison of his .purse ·infects and. destroys the soul as 
well. 

Now the methods tried so • far to cure this evil might 
-conveniently be described as: ,. , · 

·· (1) Those based on the principle ~f Reform. 
(2) Those based on the principle of Violence. : 

They failed because, either they were half-measures
·Or. were unsound measures-that is, no measures at all. 
Reforms have already. failed, as they . are bound to fait 
because they·imply. a compromise and co-operation with1 
the .. ·principle of evil. . N qw a State does not exist· by 
virtue of sheer brute-force: but. by gaining the moral 
support of the sood people in it. Evil in itself is sterile. 
It is self-destructive; it exists and flourishes through the 
·implication of good that is in it .. Further, the acceptance. 
·.of :Partial reforms· £akes .away the ground. under. the 

15 
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reformer's feet. Science teaches us that a lever· cannot 
move a body unless it has got a resting point outside the 
body against which it is applied. Similarly, in order 
to overcome evil one must stand wholly outside it, i.e.,. 
on the firm, solid ground of unadulterated good. 

The methods of violence, again, )lave not only failecf 
in their purpose but have produced an effect opposite to· 

. what they were intended to produce. Bem~use, when 
once physical force comes on the scene, it calls forth a. 
superior physical force which subdues it for the time
being. Then it puts forth more force and the chain of 
violence lengthens and strengthens. This method is 
wrong because it overlooks thE} fundamental fa.ct that 
evil can never be overcome with evil, it ceases only 
through good. We will remember haw Lord Krishna in 
Bhagwad G ita, in the vision of the cosmic form, showed 
to Arjuna, Duryodhana and the other Kaura vas as self-. 
destroyed already by their own evil. "Kalo-smi" says. 
He, "I am a priori time seated in a priori space." Nor 
must we forget that in Shelloy's 'Prometheus Unbound• 
Zeus, the principle of evil, is dethroned not by any form 
of force but topples down by its own weight. It is 
dethroned by Chronos which is the same thing as 
"a priori time seated in a prio1·i s.pace." 

Both these methods fail because they deal with the· 
. superficial symptoms only and do not touch the root of 
. the evil, the disease itself. Advocates of these methods 
, think that, by partially reforming the various institutions 
which constitute the State, they would be able to. put an 
end to the sufferings of Society. They overlook the faet 

. that,. the State-evil is not the cause but the effect of 
.Soci,al-evil, just as the sea-waves are- the effect and not 
the .<~ause of the storm .. The only·way of curing disease· 
is to·l'emove the causes thereof. Let people purify them--
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13elves, let them cease to indirectly participate in the 
evil of the State and it will disappear by itself. 
' Self-purification, then, and not violence, or reform is 
.the real remedy. To purify oneself by withdrawing 
JlO,.operation from the State: this is the great doctrine 
.pf Non -co-operation. 
J.. Non-co-operation, however, does not in any way mean 
.anarchy or absence of order. For Non-co-operation 
!With the State means a closer co-operation among the 
people themselves. Thus Non-co-operation is a process 
of evolution : it has most aptly been described as Evo
lutionary Revolution. 

·. Now the question naturally arises : what are the vari
ous methods by which a State maintains its hold on the 
people? To describe briefly, they are four in number: 

(1) Intirnidation.-Representing the State as some~ 
.thing sacred and immutable, punishing any attempt to 
alter it. This it does through the agency of its law
courts and.councils-the latter investing the formerwith 
the authority which they rigorously use in the interests 
,of the State. And as for the councils, it is clear that no 
.real reform can ever come through them. For the rulers 
having the power to sanction or disallow any law they 
like would never allow any measure to be passed which 
in any way curtails their power. What they really do 
is something like this: when any particular individual 
.or section of the community becomes too noisy and 
troublesome, they say, " Look here, be quiet and we will 
widen our system of plunder a little, so as to admit you· 
into it and then we will together exploit the .masses and 
'have the plunder between us." This they call reform, 
and so the process of exploitation goes on. . 

(~ Corruption.-Taxing the workers in order to pay 
salaries to officials who are bound in return to maintain 
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the State · iti the process of 'exploiting the masses, an 
also by rewarding-· its agents . by bestowing title1 
honours and honor~ry offices. . · . · · · r 

(3) liypnotism.;-Through . the State-aided and Stat1 
controlled schools and colleges, where children are taug] 
to regard allegiance to the State as something high~ 
than allegiance to their c(mscience 'and are infected wit 
false doctrines regarding patriotism and'" duty of obedJ 
ence to·superiorst', so that they easily fall under the SJ2e: 
of ~'the creak'·:of the rotten state-machine". 

(4) Militarism.-By selecting men who have bea 
enslaved by the foregoing three methods, and by im 
forms, ··drilling; barrack's,. music, etc., deadening the: 
conscience,· till they ·cease· to be men arid become su1 
missive machines ... ,, 
·The only

1 
way in which people can escape from t] 

clutches of a corrupt state, then, is to cease to participat 
-directly 'or indirectly, in its evil .by : ' 
·. · (1) Lawyers suspending their practice, and tl1 

·people boycotting tpe law-courts and- settling disput 
among ·:themselves by private arbitration, along wii 
which· must '.go the process of organizing the. villa11 

communes and Punchayats. . .. 
(2) People refusing to accept titles;honours, salarii 

posts or any ·other benefits from a ·government whOJ 
hands are shown to be unclean. 

8 (3) ·By emptying the·· government, schools and c( 
h~ges and! thus' saving their children from the dead; 
effects of" ~intellectual· asphyxia··to which they are sl 
jected there,·~uch withdrawal being accompained by t. 
establishment of :n~tion'al schools~· where the childr 
should receive national· ·and religious training and lew 
the 'habit' of self-iespect ·~nd; 'th~t of ·f~llowing· t~l 
conscience.: 
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(4) By refusing to s~:rve the military and the police 
1d abjuring all violence so as to remove ·the necessity 
:the former. 
1It is clear that, when all these things are gone ~hrough, 
:e necessity of paying taxes will automatically dis
f'pear. The people then should refuse to pay taxes, 
nd patiently abide by the consequences. 
+This, then, is a brief outline of the great doctrine of 
;on-co-operation. This sacred, fundamental and in-

. ;ienable right of the people to non-co-operate with a 
overnment, when the dictates of conscienc.e require it, 
1s been accepted by all the thinking minds of all the 
~es. Even an ardent apostle of 11 Constitutionalism," 
Ike Tennyson, has paid homage to it. 

"Should banded unions persecute 
Opinion and induce a time, 
When single thought is civil crime 
And individual freedom mute; 

"Though power should make from bound to bound 
The name of Britain trebly great-
Though every channel of the State 
Should fill and choke with golden sand-

"Yet waft me from the harbour mouth, 
Wild winds, I s~ek a warmer sky, 
And I will see before I die 
The palms and temples of the South." 

ft But the one thing absolutely essential fo'l' success is 
·hat people should scrupulously shun all violence Jn 
vord, deed or thought. The slightest attempt at vio
ence would injure the cause. It would take away from 
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the 'people· the: power; of patient ·and ·.clean: ·suffering by 
tainting·rtheir · conscience -and let "looS"e ithe-: retaliatory 
machinery of the government which would .be but·'too 
glad to finds·omt:fpreteit for'its· use: . · . ' · · · " 
, ··People must bring :to the· altars of" liberty the offerings 
of pure self-sacrifice and· patient suffering.·· There will 
be provocations and 'oppressions' which :will' tax their 
powers of: endurance tb 'the utmost, but; as ,jt I has oeen 
said, I '" He aH:me who: endures on . to the . end •:shall•. be 
saved." Thus alone•wbuld they gain.re~al freedoin,:real 
Swal'aj}':thus ·alone· will they' get. true happiness, ·thus 
a;! on~ will the~ :gain· real: victory,' for. fn the immortal 
lines of ShellEiy ~ 

To suffer woes'~hlch:hope' thinks·infibite; ·~· •' 
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night,, 

',·, .. · (' . ' . ' .: 
.To love, to bear, to hope. till Hope creates 
From its own wreck the th'ing: it contem'piates; 

! )j•j',l I'','. I ; I ), •.,' 'I 

Neither to change, ·t9 falter, nor· repe~t; · 
This like the gloribus Titan is to he ' : '· 
Great, gqod and joyous,"beav.tiful and free;. 
'This' is al~~e life;'joy,. ~iupire ~nd .y'i.ctory: · 

I 1 •t 

~·.'.'. , __ , '. ~~· 

. (" ' : '.! ,, ~ I ,I ' ' . ' r ' 

. l~th June, 1920 

THE ~AW 'OF SUFFE~NG ~ 
• • • • • ' ! . 

1 •! ~ ' . • 1 • $ 

(BY M. K., GANDHI) I 
r ~ \ ' 

· No country has: ever; l-isen without' being. purified 
through the. fire of suffering. ·'Mother suffe~s so that her 
child may live·. , The conditioDJ of wheat-growing is that 
the seed ~grain.· should· perish .... Life comes 'out of Death~ 
Will India'1rise out of .. her slavery. without fulfilling this 
eternal, law of: purification .through suffering?.' r1 ,. • . 
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I( my advisers are righ( evidently India ·will realise' ' 
her destiny without travail. For their chief concern is' 
that the events of Apri11919 should n'ot be repeat~d. 
They fear :N on~co-operation, because it. 1 would involye 
the sufferings of many.~ If Hampden .had argued 'thus, 
he would ·not have withheld payment of ship.:money, 
nor· wouid· W ~t ·Tayler have raised .the :standard' ·af 
'revolt. English and French histories are· replete with 
instances of men continuing their pursuit of the right,; 
irrespective of the amount ·of suffering involved; The 
actors did not stop' to think· whether ignorant people· 
would not have involuntarily to suffer.' Why' should' 
we expect to write our· history differently? ·It is possible· 
for us, if we would, to learn from the mistakes· of our 
predecessors to do better, but it is impossible' to do away· 
with the law of sufferingwhich is the on~ indispensable 
~Condition of our being.' The· way to do 'better is 'to· 
avoid, if we can, violenc~ from our side and thus quicken 
the rate of progress and to • introduce greater purity in 
the methods of suffering.· We can; if we will, refrain·,' 
in our impatience; from·bending the wrong-doer to' our 
will by physical force as Simi Feiners are' doing .to-day,· 
or from coercing our neighbours to follow our: methods; 
as was done last year by some Of: us· in bringing about 
hartal. Progress is to.be measured by the 'amount' of 
suffering: . undergone ··by the , sufferer.. The purer the 
suffering, the greater is the progress. Hence did the 
sacrifice of Jesus suffice to free a sorrowing world. 'I In' 
his onward march, he did not count the cost of sufferh1g,· 
entailed upon his neighbours, whether it was und.ergone 
by them voluntarily or otherwis·e. 1 Thus did the suffer~ 
ings. of a Harischandra suffice ·to re-establish· the king. 
dom of truth; He must have known.• that ·his subjects' 
would suffer involuntarily· by his abdi~ation. He did rio't. 
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mind, because he could not do otherwise than follow 
truth . 
. I have already stated that I do not deplore the 
mas.s~cre of J allianwala Bagh so much, as I deplore the
murders of Englishmen and destruction of·property by 
ourselves. The frightfulness at Anir.itsar drew away 
public attention from greater, though slow~r, frightful
ness at. Lahore where attempt was made to emasculate· 
the inhabitants by slow processes. But before we rise 
higher, we shall have to undergo such processes many 
more times, till they teach us to take up suffering ·volun
tarily and to find joy in it. I am convinced that the 
Lahorians never deserved the cruel insults that they 
were subjected to ; they never hurt a single Englishman ; 
they never destroyed any property. But a wilful ruler 
was determined to crush the spirit of a people just trying 
to throw off his chafing yoke. A,nd if I am told that all 
this was due to my preaching Satyagraha, my answer is 
that I would preach Satyagraha all the more forcibly for 
that; so long as I have breath left in me, and tell the 
people that next time they would ans·wer O'Dwyerean 
insolence, not by opening' shops by reason of threats of 
forcible sales, but by allowing tqe tyrant to do his worst 
and let him sell their all but their unconquerable souls. 
Sages of old mortified the flesh, so that the spirit within 
might be set free, so that their trained bodies might be 
proof against any injury that might be inflicted on them 
by tyrants seeking to impose their will ·on them. And 
if India wishes to revise her ancient wisdom and to 
avoid the errors of Europe, if India wishes to see the 
Kingdom of God established on earth, instead of that of 
Sa.tan which has enveloped Europe, then I would urge 
her sons and daughters not to be deceived by fine 
~hrases, the terrible subtleties that hedge ·us in, the 
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fears of suffering that India may have to undergo, but to· 
see what is happening to-day in Europe, and from it 
understand that we must go through the suffering even 
as Ep.rope has . gone through, but not the process of 
making others suffer. Germany wanted to dominate 
Europe and the Allies wanted· to do likewise by crushing
Germany. Europe is no better for Germany's fall. The.· 
Allies have proved themselves to be just as deceitful,. 
cruel, greedy and selfish as Germany was or would have· 
been. Germany would have avoided the sanctimonious 
humbug that one sees associated with the many dealings: 
of the Allies. 

The rr iscalculation that I deplored last year was not in 
connection with the sufferings imposed upon the peoplet 
but about the mistakes made by them and violence 
done by them, owing to their not having sufficiently 
understood the message of Satyagraha. What then is 
the meaning of Non-co-operation in terms of the Law 
of Suffering? We must Voluntarily put up with the 
losses and inconveniences that arise froni having to 
withdraw our support from a Government that is ruling 
against our will. Possession of. power and riches is a 
crime under an unjust government, poverty in that case 
is a virtue, says Thoreau. lt may be that, in the tran-.. 
sition state, we may make mistakes; there may be 
avoidable suffering. These things are preferable to 
national'emasuulation. 

We must refuse to wait for the wrong to be righted • 
till the wrong-doer has been roused to a sense of his 
iniquity. We must not, for fear of ourselvej:J or others 
having to suffer, remain participators in it. But we 
must combat the wrong by ceasing to assist the wrong
doer directly or indirectly. 

If a father does an injustice, it is the duty of his 
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childr~n ·to leave the: parental iroof. 1 · :tf the''head-master 
of.a ·scHobl conducts. his ·institutioifdri an~ immoral basis, 
the tm:Pil~''must leave· the school.· 'If 'the chairman' of a 
~orporati()n is corrupt;' the 

1

ri:ierilbers. thereof must wash. 
'their ha~ds dean 'Of his corruption·br withdrawing from I 

it;' ~~eti1 86~ 1 if a go~ern'ment I does a grave injustice, the 
iub]~ct 'inJst withdra:W co-oper~tion whofly" br pattiaily, i 
sufflcient'lt to 'wean · tn~ rul~r ·from his wickedness; ·In 
each of:the 'case conceived by' me, there is· an elerinllit of 
suff~t1n~ :Whethef I nientar' or physicaL Without ~tlcll ;· 
suff~!in~'l 1t'is' 1DOt 'possible,' to' attain free'dom; I .. 

1' ',' I' •, : i , 

1

8th Septelnbe1~;1920 · 
.td' ' . ',, ! ,,1 lj: 

.:i·.THR INWARDNESS OF NON-CO-OPERATION 
t •, ' !, 

(BY ~I. K. GANDHI) 
• ; I I i ~ l j i \ I : 1 ' • . I J : / 

I commend to, the attentio:rt of the readers of " Y qung 
India;·~ the :t~~~ghful letter* ~~~eived from· Miss A~ne, 
. • T~~)e~te~)s cont3:inedJn .the. follow:ing extract from. ,Youngltl(lia 

of 8th Se~tember 1920 : . · · . . . • . · 
.:l MzsNiot~~;.!l 0

1

t/' J.. .. otl~CO-operllti~n.~ The following: letter has been 
1·eceived by M1•. Gandhi from'Miss'Anne l\farie Peterson of the Danish 
Mission in :l\fadras. : 1\fost personal references have been omitted·~ 

Dear Mr, Gand~i,-:-I cannot thank you enough for your. kindness 
and the way in whiJ:lh you received me and I feel that meeting more 
or less decided my future. I have,th~·own myself at t~efeet oflndia., 
At the ~ame timr_l kn.ow that in Christ alone is. my. abode a~d I have. 
no longmg and no des1re but to love Him, my cruCified Saviour, and 
reve'al Him for· those with wholn I come in contact.' :F just cling to 
His feet and· pray, with tears that 1 ·may not disgrace Him as· we 
ChristilJ.ns ha.ve b~en 'doing by our behaviour, in Iudia. We go · o~ · 
.erucifyingOhrist, while we long proclaim the Power of Hisresnrrec.. 
tion by which He· has c.o~quered untruth and unrighteo~sness. If we 
who bear His name were true to Him,· we1would ne~er bo~ om:selves 
before the Powers of this 'world, but we would always be: o~ the side 
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Marie Peterson. Miss Pete'rson·is,a lady who has been 
in India for some years and has closely followed Indian 
.affairs. She is about to sever her connection with her 

·~-·~··- -~ ·~·t•• ... 

·of the popr, the suffering and the oppr~s!'!ed. But. we nre not, nnd 
therefore I feel myself under obligation not ol1ly to Christ but to India 
for His ~ake at this timtJ of momentous importance fot· her future. 

Truly it matters little what I, a lonely and insignificant person, 
may ~ay or do. Whr:~.t is my protest ag-ainst the common current. the 
nice to which I belong is taking and (what grieYe~ me more) which 
the lnitlsionary 80cietieR seem to follow? Even if n rc~pectaiJle 
llUl~lber protelited, it would 1 not be of any 'l~e. Yet were I nlOJle 
agamst the whole world, .1 must follow my conscience nnd my God. 

I therefore cannot but smile whctl I see p~ople 11aying you should 
have awaited the decision of the :X tltional Congress before start.ing the 
Non-co-operation movement. You have a mes~age for the country, 
:and the Congress is the v~ice of the nation, its ~crvant, and not itH 
mnstet". A majority' has no right si:nply because it

1 

is a majority. 
~ut we must try to win the majority. And it is eat~y to see that 

·now the Congi'Cf\l! is going to be with you. 'Would it ha\'e done so if 
.YOU had kept quiet and not lent yom· v9ice to the feelings of the 
people? Would thu Congress have known its mind? I think not. 

I myself was in much doubt b~fo1·e I heard you. Btit you com·inced 
me. Not that,! can fed much on the que11tion ot the Khiln.fat. I can
not. I can see what servic•' you are doing to India, if you'c~n pre· 
Yent the Mahomedaus from using the 11word in orderto take re\·euge 
:andget their l'ights. I can see that, if yon unite the Hindus and the 
.Mahomedans, it will be a mast~r strok~. How r' wiHh the Clu·iRtinn 
would al~o come forward and unittl with you for the t!ake of their 
country and the honour not only of their Motherland but of Ohl'i"'t. 
I may not feel wuch for Turkey, but I fed for India', nnd I can see she 
{India) has no other ~ay to protest ugninst being trampled downnnd · 
·Cru!;hed than Non-co-operation. ' 

I nl11o want you to know that many in Denm·u·k and all over the 
·woi'ld, yes, I am sure every true Chl'i~tinn, will feel wHh and be in 
sympathy with India in the struggle, which i11 now going on. (!od 
forbid that in the struggle between might nnd right, truth and 
.unt.ruth, the spil'it and the flet~h, there 11hould be a diviHiou of rnce~. 
'There is not. The same struggle ill going on all over the world. 
What does it matter then that we are a few? God is on our side. 
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Mission for the purpose of" giving her~elfJo , education 
that is truly national. · ·: - ·· · 

I have not given the letter in full. I have omitted all 
personal references. But her argument has been left 
entir~ly 'untouched~ The letter was· not ;meant to be 

Brute force often seems to get the upper hand but righteousness 
nlways has and always shall conquer; be it even thr~ugh much suffering 
:md what may evfm appear to be a defeat. Christ conquered. when the
world cr~cjfied Him. Blessed are the· ~eek ; th_'i,T shall inherit the-
earth. · · · 

When I read your speech gh·en at 1\Iadras, it struck me that it 
should be printed as a pamhlet in English, Tamil, Hindustani and all 
the most used language and then spread to eYery nook nnd corner of 
India. . ' ·· 

' The Non-co-operation movement once started must bewotked so as
to become successful. If it is not, I dread to think of the consequences_ 
But you cannot expect it to win in a day or two. It must take time 
and you will despair if you do not reach your goal inn hm:ry. For 
those who' have faith there is no hnste. · 

X ow for the withdrawal of the children and students frCim Govern
ment schools, I think it a most important' ·step. ·Taking the 
GoYarnment hf:llp, (even if it be your money they pay you back) we . 
must subm'it to its scheme, its rules and regullltion. Indin and'we wh~ 
loYe her have come to the conclusion that the education the foreign 
Government ha~ given you is not healthy for India and can certainly 
never make for her. real growth. The mo\'ement would lead to a 
t~pont:meous rise of national schools. . Let them be :i few but let them 
spring ~p through self-sacrifi~e. Only by indigei1ous education cnn 
India be trulyuplifted. Why this appealsso much to me is perhaps 
because I belong to the part of the Dan"ish people who started their 
own independent, indigenous natioulll .schools. The D:u~ish Free 
Schools and Folk-High-Schools, of whicb_you mny have beard, were 
started· against the opposition and pert~ecutioil of' the State. The 
orga!Jisers w~n· and thus have regenerated the Mtion: · With my truly 
heart-fel~· thau~s and ·prayer~ for you. · · ' 1 

• • 
1 

• 

J ani; 
Yours Sincerely, 

!.N~E MAHlE·. 
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:printed. It wa~wri~ten just after my Vellore speech. • 
But it being intrinsically important, I asked the writer 
for her permission, which she·gladly gave, for printing it. 

I publish it all the more gladly in that it enables me 
to show that the inovement of Non-co-operation is neither 
.anti-Christian nor anti-English nor anti-European. It 
is a struggle between religion and irreligion, powers of 
light and powers of darkness. · 

It is my firm opinion that Europe to-day represents not 
the spirit o{ God or Christianity, but the spirit of Batan. 
And Satan's successes are the greatest, when he appears 
with the name of God on 'his lips. Europe is to-day 
{)nly nominally Christian. In reality, it is· worshipping 
Mammon. ' It is. easier for .a camel to pass through 
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to· enter 
the Kingdom.' Thus really spoke Jesus Christ. His ' 
:SQ-called followers measure their moral progress by 
their material possession. The very national anthem 
·of England is anti-Christian. Jesus, who· asked his. 
followers' to love their enemies even as .themselves, 
could not have sung of his enemies, 'Confound his 
enemies, frustrate their knavish tricks.', 'The 'last book 
that Dr. Wallace wrote set forth his deliberate couviction 
that the much vaunted advance of science had added not 
an inch to the moral stature of 'Europe. The last war 
however has shown, as nothing else has, the Satanic 
nature of the civilization that dominates Europe to-day. 
Every canon of public morality has been broken by the 
victors in the name of virtue. No lie has been considered 
too foul to be uttered. The motive behind every crime is 
not religious or spiritual, but grossly material. · But the 
.Musulmans and the Hindus, who are struggling against 
1the Government, have religion and honour as their motive. 

• A 11peech on Non. co-operation omitted in this collection,' 



Even the cruel.assassinatiol).~ .which has just shocked the
c~.untry.is report!ild to have .~·relig.ious motive .behind~ it. 

' rt is certainly neces1:1ary t.o ·purge religion o( its .. exo:re~ 
·scences, ,but it is ~qually :necessary to expose_the hollow
lless of m.oral pretension~ ·on the part of those who prefer 
material wealth to moral gain.- r .It is ~asier to. weal\ an 
ignorap.t fanatic . from his error than a confirmed 
~coundr~l fro.m his s~oundr~fi~m. ·. · 

1 
•••• ·,.. • • . 

.. This, howeyer, is no indictment against individuals or 
even nation$. Thousands. pf .:indivi9ual: Europeans ar~ . 
rising above their enviromnent ... I write ,of the te~dency
in Europe~ as reflected in her pres,ent leaders. England 
through· her leaders. is. insolently cr.ushing Indian reli
gious and national·s~ntimEmt under ~er heels. England~ 
under' the .'false' plea of, s'elf-determination, is trying to· 

, exploi't the' oil fields of Mesopotamia which she is almost 
to leave, bec~use ·she has probably.no choice. France 
through· her.· ~eaders i~ lending her name to _training 
Cannibals 1\S soldiers, and is shamelessly betraying her 

"trust as. a mandatory pow.er' by trying to kil~ the spirit of 
the Syrians·. President Wilson ha~·thrown on the ,scrap 
heap his precious fourteen points. :, · · 

It is this 'co'mbination of evil forces, ~hich India . is 
really fighting' 'tlir~ugh' non-violent . N on-co-operatlo~. 
And· those · like Mi~s ,Peters'~I1, .~het~er Christia~ .or . 
Europea'n, who feel that this error must be dethroned, can 
·exercise the privilege (of doing so ,bY joining the N pn-co
·operation movement,, With the honour of Islam is bound 
up the . safety'. of 'r~ligion ~tself and, ":ith the hono~r of 
'India is .b?und . ~p ,the hon9ur of ~very nation kt;w~ t'o 
be weak .. 

. 1 , ~A Muslim: monomani~c assnssi~ated' Mi.-.' Wil1oughby; t.c.s:, De-
' puty Commissioner,. United Provinces •. · · · · 
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4th August, 1920 , 

CRUSADE AGAINST NON-CO-OPERATION ; 

. (By M. K. PA~DHI) . . . 

I have most. carefully read the manifesto* addressed 
by Sir Narayan Chandavarkar and others dissuading 
the people from joining the Non-co-operation movement 
I had expected to find 8ome solid argument. against 
Non-co-operation, but to my great regret I have found in 
it nothing but distortion (no doubt .unconscious) o( the· 
great religions and history. The manifesto says that 
'Non-co-operation is deprecated by the religious ten~ts. 
'and traditions of our motherland,nay, of all the religions 
that have saved and elevated the human race .. '. I venture· 
to submit that the Bhagwad Gita is a gospel of Non-co-. 
operation between the forces of darkness and those oflight .. 
If it is to be literally interpreted, Arjun representing a 
just cause was enjoined to engage in bloody ·warfare· 
with the unjust Kaura vas. Tulsidas advises the Sant 
(the· good). to shun the Asant. (the· evil-doers). The 
Zenda vesta represents a perpetual duel between· Ormuzd 
and Ahriman, between whom there is no compromise. 
To say o£ the Bible, that it t11b~os Non-co-operation is 
not to know Jesus, a prince among passive resisters, 
who uncompromisingly challenged the might. of the 
Sadducees and the Pharisees and for the sake of truth 
did not hesitate to divide sons from their parentst., ·.And 
,what did the Prophet of Islam do? He non-co-ope.rated 
in Mecca in a most active ·manner so long as his lif~ was. 
not in danger and wiped the dust of Mecca off. his., feet 

• Omitted iu this collection. 
t ClwiHt. (lnrl Non-co-ope1·atitn.-.4pl·opoH it ·is· interesting that 

Chri11t himself has suggested Non-co-operation. In the eighteenth 
chapter of Matthew, we rend: . r· ' 

.. , Moreover, if thy brothertshnll trespass ngninst thee, go, and tell 
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·when he found that he and his followers might have 
. . . . . , 

·uselessly to ·perish; and fled· to ·Medina and . returned 

.him his fault between thee and him alone; if he shall hear th~e. thou 
·has gained thy brother. · · 

But if he will not hear thee1 then take with thee. one or two more, 
that in the mouth of two or. three. witnesses ·every word may be 
-~stablished. . : , . . 

And if he sh11llneglect to. hear them, tellit up to.the Church: but lf 
he n~glect to hear the Church; let hi11~ be 1trzto thee qs an heatheu. 

·man tltld a pttblit:an.-Y<Amg India Of lOth November,.19~0. 

'The following appeared. in. Young India of 19th Jau~ary I 1921, 
·under the headin~, "Did Christ Non-co-operate ? ": · 

Dear :Mr. Gandhi,-Mr. Lyle has been hear and be told me that you 
had been enquiring kindly about me. I ·thank you for yonr' kind 

·inquiries.. Of course I have been following yonr activities .with the 
. greatest interest, but it grieves me to have to say that I do.not and 
~..annot ·approve of your Non-co-operation movement. I have been 

·praying that God may show you your mistake and that He may use . 
you-and us all-for the glory of His Holy Name, and for: the real· 
enduring welfare of the whole of India. From your many articles and 
·speeches~ have gathered th~t you attempt to justify your ,~ovem~nt • 
on the ground that if, in $pite·of argument. and dissuasion. one's 
nearest and dearest even ba seen pursuing a Wl'Ollg course of action, 
one is'bound to dissociate oneself from him ~r her Jest one be charged 

·with being an accomplice in the wrong-doing. : ' , · ' · 
But surely ,one fundamental doctrine of both ihe Christian and Hindu 

; Scriptures points to quite a' different course of conduct. ~-Both tell us 
· of Divine incarnations, and though these differ in sowe respect~ yet 
:in eaQli case the underlying idea is that.when God,. Who is .Himself 
infinitely holy, saw the sin-begotten mise1·y of men, He did not hold ' 

-aloof fJ!oin them'but graciously 'stooped down and came to themr to 
render'help and to save their sin and its-effects.i Jesus Christ, the iioly 

.and Undefiled One, did not refuse toworklllongwith sinful men, but, 
·on the contrary, while loathing all evil and scathingly deuouncingit 
• even in the great ones of hi11 time, .He freely and closely associate'd 
with alJ men, from the Pharisee down to the hated tax-gatherer of an 

.;;alien government and the notorious sinner and endeavoured, both by 
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when he was strong enough to give battle to his oppon
ents. The duty of non-co-operation with unjust men 
-
wi~e precept and loving example, to wean them fl'om theil· wicked-
neH~ nnd to win them to righteousneiis. 

From ·this I gathm· that it is- the obvious duty of all true pntl'iotl' 
at the pl'el!ent time not to hold them11clves aloof from a government 
unfairly denounced a~'' deviliHh" aud "satanic'', but to take eve1·~· 
possible step (e,fJ., the encournging of the new council8), to keep in 
touch with it and endenvour to bring it round to what they conside1· 
a more righteous coune of conduct. I am hoping and pmyin!{ .that 
ils von were led to acknowledge yom· mistake of last year in the 
matter of Satyagraha, so God may open your eyes before it it~ too 
late and lead you from Non-co-operation to co-operation. \ 

.You are at liberty to lli'IC theMe few Wot'dl! in any way you like. 
With kind regnrds, 

R\.JKOT, 
~0-11-~0. 

I am, yom'llllincl•l'ely, 
8. 0 u.u:sPIJo:, 

l I yn·int this letter without n word of alteration. I print it speciallr 
becau!<le it shows that in spite of censeleto~s denunciation by me of the 
exiKting syRtem of Government, I have the good fortu'ne to retain the 
'warm friendKhip of Bl'itisher!! like the ltev. Gillespie. I know that 
he honestly believes wha\ he KayK. He gives me credit for hone11ty of 
belief and purpose, yet we diffet' a~ poles asunder even in our in tel'

. pretntion of the Christian and the Uindu scripturms. Of the latter I 
can write with confidence, and I make bold to at~sel't thnt it is the dufl1 

of a Hindu to dissocinte himself from the e\·il-doer, i.e., to refrain fro1;1 
participating in ot· countenancing the evil in him. P1·ahlad dissocia
ted himself from tho evil done by his father. 'l'he divine Sitn rejected 
the services tendered to her by Ra van. Blmrat denounced the deed !I of 
Kaikeyi, his mother, nnd rejected the throne wickedly secured for him 
by her. I can write of the Bible only with diffidence .. But my reading 
of it has clearly .confirmed the opinion derived from n rending of the 
11indu scriptures. J e11us mixed with the publicnnR nnd the sinners 
tft:ither 1111 o. dependent nor !Ill a patx·on. He mix~Jd with them tn 
serve nnd to convert them to a life of tl·othfulnes~:~ o.nd purity. But 
he wi)led the dust off his feet of those plo.ces which did not li~teu to 
his word. I hold it to be my duty not to countenance 11. son who 
disgraces himHelf by a life of sboma and vice. Etlliyh/(med Not/. 
ro-opcratiot~ . is the e~pl'essio" o,t' a11grtishe<l lot•e, l\ly esteemed 

I 16 
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and kings is as strictly" e.njoined byall the religions as 
is· the duty of :co-operation w:ith just men and kings. 

correspondent mixes up dissociation from evil with dissociation ft·om 
persons for ~:~en·ice. Would Jesus have accepted gifts from the money 
changers, taken from them scholarships for his ft·iends, and n.dYanced 
loans to them to ply their nefarious traffic? Was His denunciation of 
hypoct•ites, Pharisees, and Sadducees merely in wot'd? Ot• did He not 
~ctunlly invite the people to beware of them and shun them ? But· 
.Mr; Gillespie thinks that I unfairl~\describe the Government to be 
satanic. Perhap~:~ that alters our view-points. I consider that I would 
be less than· truthful if I did not describe as satanic a government 
whichhasbeenguilty of fraud, murder, and·wantou cruelty: which 
I still remains unrepentant and resorts to untruth to. coYer'• its guilt. I 
really believe 1 am pel'formingthe office of a friend by denouncing' in 
precise language the pretentious of n. goYernment which has nothing 
to commend itself to the people under its charge.-l\1. K. G.] .. 

't . 
" ~ ' --- ' 

The Rer. 1\lr, Gillespie replied to the above which, reply together 
with Mr. Gandhi's •comments thereon. appeared in the issue. of 
l'ou,ng Cndia of 2yrd February·, 1921.. T4ey are gi\'en btllow: 

becu· M·1·. Gandhi,-~ see from Young India of the 12th instant that' 
you have been kind enough t.o find time to criticise my last letter to 
you. In refereHce to your remarks, please permit me to say that 
while agreeing for the most part with much of what you write, I wish. 
to make my position n.bsolutely clear. Of course for all Ch\istians ljhe 
Lord Jesus Christ is th'e Great Exemplar." 13ut, while He who was 
perfectly holy and just was ln a position to denounce the wicked 
hypocrisy of the Scribes and Pharisees of his day,· after He had with a 
perfect love done his utmost to convert them to a life· or sincerit-y and 
purity, yet we mere men; imperfect in wisilom and love and holiness as 
even the best 'of us are, can neither afford nor :1ssume the right to 
denounce finally and absolutely any of our fellows however depi'a\'ed. 
Wl:file loathing their vice we should try to seek out ~nd save them. 
While: we must Jio't ' couut.enance n. son who disgraces himself by a life 
of shame'and vice' yet we should co-operate with him ....... and this is 
true co-operation. by waiting for' the prodigal in' anguished love' and 
with prn~erful soul-energy, n.nd when he i•eturus r~ceive him with 
open arnis. Such is my belief 1'and the1·efore it is that I advocate 
'co-operation aK against :Non~co-operation even with ·a Government 
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Indeed most of .the scriptures of the world· seem even to 
go beyond Non-co-operation and prefer violence to effe· 
minate submission to a wrong. The Hindu religious 
that. i~ said to have b2en "guilty of fraud, murder and wanton 
-cmelty." , 

While I am nt it mny I go on to ~ugge~t if the pre~ent Govern" 
mcnt be held to be still umepentnnt and de!!irious ufcoveringo up it:'l 

2nilt hy untruth, now is the time t.o.•.b·aw up explicit. memoranda of 
its ~1ns of omi!lsiou and commit~~ion backed by incontrovertible 
fll'Oofl', with n .view .to laying the whole matter J,efnrc the incoming 
Viceroy •. If the present Govemmcnt he Leyond t·edemption, ~t leaRt 
~ive the new one a fair sporting chance before refusing to co~opel'atil 
·with· it. Ln~tly, IIHI) I add that I read with much intere~t and loving 
~ymparhy your nrtide on the' ~in of Untouchability.' .("I read it 
and could not helP, thitiking ' what is the mi~o~takc of N;m-co-opern~ 
tiou with a few Government officials as cqmpnred with the· t~iu of 
~mtouchability I}I;actiscd by Indians ngnin!'t million!'\ of their own 
])rethren !' :\light not oue he justified in quoting to iLilY .Y.on-co
•>perator who tried to defend uutouchability the ~nyin!.( of Jet~ns, 
"'Thou hypocrite, cast out fu·st the beam out of thine •)Wil eyeH, and 
.then Hlmll thou see clearly to cnst out the mote out of thy brothe'r'::~ 
~~ye.'' Plea:~ make whntc,·er u~c yt>ulike of thi)! letter. 

With kind reg:ud~, 
I am,'. 

· Yours ~.~ineercly, 
S. Hlf.LESPIE, 

I The a·eader will perbapK agree with me that the Rev. fHllespie hntt 
· rmadc a .bad case worse. Every Non-co-operator will, I ,n.m Hure, be. 

J•repared to co-operate ou the same terms that he mention!!, .in con
.uection with the prodig~l son. Let this prodigal Government retul'D, 
'like the Jliblical son ami all ~on-co-opera'tor~willrejoice exceedingly. 
The incoming Viceroy will have ,all the asl!istauce he may expect from, 
.the Yon-co-operators if he llleans to no welL. As. t? untouchnbilit.y • 
.Rev. Wllespie iKon sa~e ground. Xo one who hu~s untt>)lchability 
.has nny 'rigl\t to denounce this Government. He who see,ks equity 
mu~t come with clean hands is a maxim .of universal npplicatioi1. Anlt 
the Rev. gentleman will find. that· th\)~e. who _w;mt to 1·etain · untou
·dmbility at·e certainly among the co-.•)perutor~. ~on-co-operation i:-~ 
nothing if it is not reformation from within.-~!. K. fl-.] ' · 
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tradition,* of which the manifesto ~peaks, clearly proves: 
the duty of Non-co-operation .. ·· Prahlad dissociated him
self from his father, Meerabal from her husband, Bibhi
shan from.his brutal brother. · 
/The mainfesto, speaking of tlie secular aspect,. says~ 
\The history of nations affords no instance to show that 
it (meaning Non-co-op.eration) .. has, when employed,. 
succe~ded ·and done good.' One ·most recent instance
of brilliant success of Non-co-operation is that of General 
Botha who boycotted Lord Milner's reformed coun<.;ils 
and thereby procured a perfect constitution 'for his 
.. • The following appeared in f(lung I11dt'a of 2:!ud September, Ht~l) :· 

''l'i1e Itmer Jfea?ti11!1 of. Mallktma Ganclld':,: Nou-co-C1lrration.;
Sjt. Dwijendr:umth Tagore, fondly ,known as 'Badn Dada' at 
Shantiniketan, has writ'teri down in Bengali h.is Yiews ou Non-co

. operation under theabove heading. We flive' below the tmm:lation 
.pr·epared for 'us 'by Mr. Bannm~idas Chaturvedi :1nd re\·ised b)-
~Ir. C. F. Andrews: ' 
. 'There has been a great discussion in the papers ~ver the 'question of 
Non-co-operation mo~·ement started by Mahatma Gandhi. I han• 
been reading this di~cus!liou and lam afraid that the inner meaning of 
flinhatmn Gandhi's inovement has been misunderstood by manr · 
{)~rsons in rarious wnys. The reason wh)· many of our countrymelt 
i1ave not been able to understand the true purpose of 1\Iahntmn Gandhi 
is clear; We know how terrible tmd deplorable wns the result of' 
Rain being deceh·ed by the 'Maya Mrif,r.l •• In our pre~ent age, we 

· t·a've been· deceh·ed ·by another. ' Malifi Airipa ' and we cannot tell 
what the future bas in store for us.· Ac: a cow, wishit1g to· drink wnter· 
nt a river bank in p¢dect buppii1ess, may, being- in illusion, remain 
side' by side with a tiger, ·so we too, being deceiYed by a mirngt>, are 

··'hoping against hope. If we do not wake ~pin time, it is cle:1r what 
·fate awaits us. No dot1bt it will he a second edition of "Sita Ha,.at~ ". 
It will ine:m the ~6ss of the Yery essence of our life :n1d manhood. 

''£he inner meaning of Mahatma Gandhi\; Non.co·operation, as f:tr 
nsf have been nb}e to undetst:md it with m~· C(l>ID!llOllSellSe, j~ 'tbk 
So long ns we cannot. establish the ideals of om· country according tc~ 
0\ll' own ptlrpose !10 long sbnll we be un.'lhle tro ~and on :Ill eqiJal 
footing with the foreiguer8. · 
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country. The Dukhobours of Russia offered Non-co
·operation, and a handful though they were, their 
grievances so deeply moved the civilized world that 
Canada offered them a home where they form a' pros
perous community. In India, instancei can be given 
by the dozen, in which in little principalities the rayats 
when deeply grieved by their chiefs have cut off all 
connection with them and bent them to their will. I 
know of no instance in history where well-managed 
Non-co-operation has failed. 

·- - ··-------· -· 
• If both the parties cannot• l'lt:md on an equal footinq-, then the 
<~o-operation between them is a mere lip expresMion. This sort of 
co-operation can mean only two things. Either the weaker pnriy 
follows the stronger in humilation, or it courts the hitter diMpleasure 
•Jf the ,:trongor party by giving vent to its feelings. 

In the light of the education that we are receiving now-a~dnys in 
~mr l<choolt~ and colleges, co-operation can have only one meaning, 
,.; •. , that the weaker p:u·ty basslnviHhly to follow the t~tronger • 

.And what. d.oc11 this education mean? It means the fot·getting of 
~lut' national ideas and ideals and appea11ing the hunger for knowledge 
to a !>light tJ:dent with crumbs cnst away by the foreigner!!, 

How is co-operation po11sible under these circumstance!! ? 
Therefore I 11ay that the weaker party should detach it11elf from tlie 

influence of the stronger party till it can give a full expt'e!!l!ion to the 
he11t that i~o~ within it. Till it does that, it mu11t occupy the stntns of 
a heg~ar. The1·cfore till the eondition11 are equali11ed, co-oper.ation 
by the weaket• party must ~be a glaring proof of its. worthleHsnel!s, 
inertia and helple~sneRs. . 

In thi11 extreme cri11is of our country, it it! incumbent upon the 
wisest in the land ~o 11tnnd apart from the blood-sucking influence-of 
t.he authoritie~, :1nd with their own exertions and in their own way 
to ~i ve a full ex:pre11sion to their own .ideal. When we are able to do 
that.,. then alone will any tal~ of co. operation become u~, and~ not 
till then. . · 

If any proof were required of what I have said, the way in w·hich 
-eo-operation with the :mthol'itieR has been going on in the pnst and 
the endless t~uccest~ion of disastrous results that have followed it are 
in themaelves a striking'pt·oof. Any other would he l'edundnnt. 
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· , Hitherto. I have given historical instances of bloodies~ 
Non-co-operation~· I will not insult the :intelligence of· 
the reader by citing historical instances of N on-co:.opera
tion · bombined with violence, but I am free to confess 
that there are on· records as· many successes as failures 
'in violent Non-co-operation. And it is because I know 
this fact that I have placed before the country a non
~iolent scheme- in which, if at all worked· sati~factorily-, 
success· is a certainty and in which non-r~sponse mean£. 
no harm. For, if even one man:non-co-operates, say by 
resigning some office, he ·has gained, not lost. That is
its· ethical or religious aspect. · For its· political result 
haturally it requires polymerous .srtpport'.' l'fear there
fore· no disastrous result from ·N on~co~operation save 
for an· outbreak of violence o~ ·the· part of the people 
wlieth~r under provocation or otherwise. · I would· risk 
violence a thousand times than risk the ema8culation of 
·a .w~ol~ rae~. . . · ·.' · 

25th August, 1920 

1 ·RELIGious AUTHORITY FOR NON..:to-OPERATION 
:11 ' ~ , , 

(B1. 1\I. K. G.-\!iDHI) 

It is nofwithorifth'e greatest -reluctance that r engage 
in a controversy with so learned· a leader. like. Sir 
Narayan Chandavarkar. ·. But in yiew of th'e faFt· ,that 
I am the author of the movelnent of Nort-co-operation, it 
becomes my painful duty to state my views even though 
they are· opposed to those of the leade.rs whoin I look 
upon with respect. I ha;ve just read during my trayels. 
,in !vb.labar Sir.Narayan's ;rej~indel' to my answer to th~ 
Bombay. mainfesto against·. Non-co-operation •. I regret 
to have to say that the rejoinder leaves m~unconvinced. 
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He and I seem to read the teachings of the Bible, the 
Gita and the Koran from different standpoints, or we put 
different interpretations on them .. We seem to under
stand the words Ahimsa, politics and religion differently. 

"" ' 

I shall try my best to make clear my. meaning of 
. the common terms and my reading of the different 

religions. 
At.the outset, let me assure Sir Narayan that I have 

not changed my views on .Ahimsa. I still believe that 
man, not having been given the power of creation, does 
not possess the right of de~troying the meanest creature 
that lives. The prerogative of destruction ·belongs 
solely to the creature of all that lives. I accept the 
interpretation of Ahimsa, namely, that it is not merely 
a negative state of harmlessness but it is a positive !'tate 
of love, of doing good even to the evil-doer. But it does 

· not mean helping the evil-doer to continue the wrong or 
tolerating it by passive acquiescence. On the contrary, 
. love, the active state of Ahimsa, requires you to resist 
the wrong-doer· by dissociating yourself from him .even 
though it may offend him or injure him. physically. 
Thus if my son lives a life of shame, I may not help him 
to do so by continuing to support him; on the contrary, 
my love for him requires me to withdraw all support 
from him although it may ·mean even· his death. 4,nd 
the same love imposes on me the obligation of wel
coming him to my bosom when he repents. But I . may 

· not by physical force compel my son to become good. 
That, in my opinion, is the moral . of the sto~y. of the 
Prodigal Son. , , , 

Non-co-operation is not a passive state, it is an in
tensely active state-more active than physical resistance 
or violence. • Passive resistance is a misnomer. Non-co
operation in the sense used by· me must be non-violent 
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and therefore neither punitive nor vindictive nor based 
on malic~, ill-will or hatred. , It follows therefore that it 
would be sin for me .to se!lve Gen.eral Dyer and co
operate with him to shoot innocent men. But it will be 
an exercise of forgiveness or love . for m_e to nurse him 
back to life, if he was suffering from a physical malady. · 
I cannot use in this context the word co-operation as 
Sir Narayan wou.ld perhaps use it. I would co-operate 
a thousand times with -this Government to wean it from 
its career of crime, but I will not for a single m()ment 
co-operate with it to continue that career. And hvould_ 
be g1;1ilty of wrong-do~ng if I retained a_ title from it or" a 
service under it or supported its law courts. or schools." 
Better for me a beggar's bowl than the :richest posses
sion from hands stained ·with the ,blood of' the innocents 
of J allianwa.la. Better by far a warrant of imprisonment 
tha~ honeyed words from those who have want_c·nly 
wounded the religious sentiment of my seventy million . 
brothers. · 

My reading of the Gita . is diametrically opposed to 
Sir Narayan's; ' 1-do not believe that the Gita teaches 
violence for doing gqod. It is pre-eJ;llinently a descrip
tion of the duel that goes on in our· .own hearts. The 
divine author has used ;a historical incident for incul
cating the lesson of doing one's duty even at the peril 
-Of one's life. ! It inculcates performance of duty irres
pective of the ·c-onsequences, for, we· mortals; limited . by 
our physical frames, are incapable of controlling actions 
sav'e · our· own. The Gita distinguishes between the 
powers ·of light and darkness and demonstrates their 
incompatibility. . , 

Jesus_, in . my humble opinion, . was a prince among 
.politician~. He did render unto (Jresar- that . which was_ 
Cresar's. He gave the devil his due. He ever shunned 
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him and is reported never once to have yielded to hi~ 
incantations. The politics of his time consisted in 
·~ecuring the welfare of the people by teaching them not 
to be seduced by the trinkets of the priest!" and the 
Pharisees. The latter then· controlled and moulded the 
life of the pEople. To-day the system of government i~ 

~o devised as to affect every department of our life. lt 
threatens our very existence. If therefore we want to 
conserve the welfare of the nation,. we must religiously 
interest ourselves in the doings of the governors and 
-exert a moral influence on them by insisting on their 
obeying the laws of morality. General Dyer did pro
duce a 'moral effect ' by an act of butchery. Those who 
.are engaged in forwarding the movement of Non-co
operatipn, hope to produce a· moral effect by a process 
()f self-denial, self-sacrifice and self-purification. It 
·-surprises 1ne that Sir Narayan should speak of General 
Dyer's mas!-!acre in the same breath as acts of Non-co
()p~ration. . I have done my best to understand his 
.meaning, but I am sorry to confess that I have failed. 

5th January, 1921 

":\!ORAL VALUES'' 
(BY !II. K. 0.\:SUIII) 

There is an extract from the letter of an English friend. 
It is a pleasure to me to receive letters from English 
Jriends. I know that there are many hone~t .Englishmen 
who- are following the movement of Non-co-operation 
with sympathetic attention, and would gl~dly · help if 
they are clear about the moralities of Non-co-operation. 
This letter is a typical instance : 

" l · understand that you are striving to establish 
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Swaraj in India. by appealing to moral force to attain 
which you rely upon selflessness. Permit me to observe
that the i~ea is simply e:rcellent.. But, is there no fear 
that the means of Non-co-operation which you are adopt
ing will fail you in·the end, ·if applied before el'ery unit 
acts from a purely selfless motive ? When moral suc
cess. is aimed at, surely the means must be of the same 
trend? 

I also earnestly look forward to the day when, not only 
India, but also, the whole race of~man,·will enjoy Swaraj 
on the following lines : 

The human species exist at the jup.ction of the animal 
and. the moral kingdoms of creation,· blessed with free
wil(by the Creator, wherewith to adjudicate .between the 
demands.ofa material fr<;~.me (the human animal body}. 
and a moral form (character), and_ thereby _to· express 
the image of the first Great Cause in finite form (in the 
latter). "When every· unit of .the species learns to a ppre-. 
ciate moral values in erery thoug~t, word and deed,. py 
always giving preference· to moral demands because 
they hail from a higher Kingdom of creation and~to do 
otherwise will be to defY' Omnipotence-selfle~snes~ 
must obviously follow. The re~mlts will be that every 
human being will love the other automatically and true 

• I I . 

Swaraj knit the whole family together. . 
Does it not seem likely', o~ ~he 'other hand, that, to 

begin with Non-co-operation, wi,lllead to the subordina
tion of your moral goal to ulterior and inferior material 
desires; ,and, therefore, even if you do succeed, that you 
will have lost the very cream of your efforts unintention·
ally, ·by making fellowmen greater· animals than they 
a~ready are ? The co-operation of selflless repre~enta
tives, of a·selfless · nation, will sooner make a selfle~ 
government; than Non-co-operation. of a nation~ which 
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f:trives to follow a r;elfless leader, before waiting jirfl.f ta 
learn how to conquer self ! • 

Kindly pause to consider thef:e facts·: Whatever you 
do should be for the good of the whole brotherhood of· 

• The following appeared in ro•tn!l It~tlia 'of 2h!t Jnnunry, 1~21, 
under the bending, " 1\Iornl Valuefol of Non-co-operation" : 

Revered 1\Ialm tmnj i,-1 bn ve read with interest your Englh!lt fl'iend '111 

letter on the above subject. His contention Rcems to be thnt the 
desired end, n:unely $11'arajya, cannot be peacefully attained by sucl~ 
mean!! :u! yon have adopted, unleflt~ every individual bns become self
le~s in thought, word and deed. · Relfte!l~lleflfl will U~t)n automnticnlly 
produce love for one's neighbour and the gmtl Sn·amJya will han•' 
bten reached ll!IIL rnnttel' of com•t~e. : 

In the firKt place, the full impot·t of the term ' selflef4MlleM!I ' is to be 
understood. It connote!~ the highe11t stage of perfection or freedom. 
such aM would enable a pei'IIOll t.o forget his Nelf. Tho self is 110t lost. 
but only its prel.iencc cea11e~ to intrude itRelf on a man's mind. The 
ideal man may Lc compared. to the ideal mul!ician, who ill no longer· 
encumhei'ed with the deadweight of noteH, which nevertheless .exi11t 
all the time in hiK mind. Hit! muMic is a Hort of spontaneouR flow, but 
caunot, therefore, IJe !!aid to he 'automatic'. Even ROan idenl mnn'ti 
lo\'e for hi" fellow -being11 . may better he .crlled t~pontaneous than 
aut~nnatic. Having made clear the interpretation of the term 'selftc!!R,.~ 
H. \vill he ea~y to Rce how ~~u-co-opemtion i11 the ;no11t uatnml, and in 
the pre~ont circum~>tallcel!, the only means of attnining. full freedom 
or perfection. To retm·u once more to the cau~e of a muKiciau, it i11 
known that before he gain11 ma11tery in his m·t, he mmally pnHse~· 

. through :n1. arduous period of trni11ing. Al~o, until he haM attained 
ptrfection, he lmt~ to lcum hi:; art in Holitude or awny.from nil di!lcor
t!aut noiHe that mny hnmpor his effort11 or work .. Thi-ll is precisely tht: 
attitude of Nou-co-opcmtor~.for they only wiKh to.withdrnw thcm
llelves away from nil di11tm·bing or harmful influences, before they emb 
hope to attain full freedom or perfection. 

I may add that thiKlet.tcr i11 meant to tmpplement your owu nusw.er,. 
which i~ nt once. clear nud convincing. 

Wh;hing God~l'peed to you and to your movement, 

~A!'\'l'INIKE'rAS, I 
Jan. 14, 19~1. ) 

lnm, 
Your Yery Hincerely, 

DWI,JENDRANATH TAGORE. 
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·man ; and moral values must on no account take a second 
place, even in an ostensible trivial instance; otherwise, 
rthe cure may be· worse than the disease." 

I have given the letter in· full .omitting an introductory 
·sentence. I have refrained from publishing the name 
because I am not sure of the writer's intention regarding 
"the publication of his name. His moral difficulty is 
-entitled to careful consideration. In my 9pinion, there 
is confusion ofthought in this statement of the case. It 
ever has been ,my purpo~e to show that dishc,mourable 
.means cannot bring about an honourable end.* What 

*The following taken from Tolstoy's "Letter to the Liberals " 
:appeared in l'ot~na iwlia of lOth November, 19'20: 
. ..:Is to tltc o1·dinu!·y methods of combatirt.!l (ioel1'11ment.--'' There are 
·peQple who realise that our Government is ''ery bad and who struggle 
:against it, nud there have been two ways of cru.Tying on the struggle." 
.And Tolstoy calls the methods, OJle "the method of the Revolu~ 
tiouaries "which consists in'' an attemp't to alter the existing regime 
by violence,"nnd the other "the methods of the Gradualists'' which 
;consists m ''carrying on the struggle with"ou't riolence and within the 
limits of the law, conquering con!ltitutional rights bit by bit," and he 
:says: ''Reflection and experience a. like show me that both the means, of 
combating Government used hithertofore are not only ineffectual 
but actually tend to !lh'Emgthen the power and 1rresponsibilitl· of the 
Government.'' 

.cl~ to co.opel'af.io11 teith tlte f}ot'el11uwnt.-" This lnethod is 
.ineffectual and ·irrational because t}oYernment.-holding in i.ts grasp 
the whole power, and framii1rr what are called the laws on the basis of 
which the Libet•als wish to rc~ist it-this Government knows very well 
what is really da1lgerous to it lllld will never let people,. who submit 
to it nnd act under its guidance, do anything thnt will undermine its 
=mthority." .. . * . 

• . . " But not only is this actually irratiounl and iueffectunl, it 
is nlso harmful. It is harmful because enlightened, good, and honest 
'J'ICople by entering the ranks of the GoYerumcnt give it a moral au. 
thor~ty which, but for them; it would not possess. If the Government 
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the writer may challenge and in fact doe!'; challenge is·. 
the motive of the Non-co-operators in general. I con-
fess that the motive of all Non-co-operators is not love· 

":ere made np entit·ely of tfmt coarj,le dement-tho men of YioleJwe,. 
~clf-~eeker's nud flatterers-who form itM core, it could not continue to.· 
exi!>t." "Another e\·il i!l that to Heclll'e opporhtnitic~ to C':u·ry 011. 

their work, thel>le highly enlightened and honeRt people hare to begin 
to compromise and so, little by little. come to. con~hlet' thnt fol' a. 
good end one may swerve ~omewhat from \rnth jn wot·d and deecl.'' 

"AN to 11'ilhdran·al of chitdretl (rvm Got'fl'11me11f ro?llrol!!!d 

,,clioniH,-11 The strength of the Go\'f.~t:n~ent lie!l in the people'~>' 
iguor:1nce, and the GoYemment knowR thiH nnd will therefcwe nlw:ty~. 
oppot~e true enlightenment. It iH time we renlized that. fact And it 
is moKt unde!lirnble to let the Government, while it iK sprt.mding dark-. 
ness, pretend to Le buRy with the enlightem»ent of the people. It i~>~ 
doing thi~o~ tww by mean~ of nil sot·t~>~ of pseudo-educntionnl estnbll!lh-. 
ment!! it controlR : ~choolK, high !lchoolK, and univcr~itic~>~. 1'3ut good 
is good, nnd enlightenment is enlightenment : not wht!n· it i11 toned 
down to meet the requirement" of the Govcrnmeitt, but only when 
it is quite good and quite enlightened." 

•.. 
As to boycott oj' Cou11dk-" What i!-1 it to be done ? Merely .the· 

!limple, quiet, truthful carrying on of what you contJider good and 
needful, quite independently of· the Government, or of whether it 
liket~ it or not. In othet· wm•ds, standing up for one's !'ightK uot :u~. 
n member of Parliament, but st.nnding up for one's rights a!! n 
rntionaland free lD:m, nnd defending them in the only wny iu which 
moral and human dignity cal\ ~~o defended. 

True, the l'ight!il of ati1ember of Pnl'liament nre grenter than the 
rights of au ordinnl'y man i and it 'seems as thongh we could do much 
by uR,ing thoRe rightK. But the hitch iH that to obtain the rights of :1 
Member of Pal'li:uneut; one ha~ to abandon pnrt of one'11 rights nK :1 
mun, there is no longer any fixed point of levem!{e, and one can Ill) 
longer either conquer or maintain any real right. In .->rder to lift 
others out of n quagmire, onc'mu11t oneself stand on fir:n ground, and. 
if, hoping the better to nsl\ist other!!, you go into the quagmire, you 
will not pull ot.bers out, but your!lelf will sink in.'' ' 
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but a meaningless hatred: I call it meaningless, for the 
batred o.f so many . of the Non-co-operators has . no 

. meanjng in the plan of Non-co-operation. A man, does 
not sacrifice himself out of hatred. He helplessly tries 
:to inflict an injmy on his supposed enemy .. In N qn-co
•Operation, the result to be achieved is not infliction of 
·punishment but the attainment of justice. The end of 
hatred is never justice; it is retaliation: it is blind fury. 
The hatred of the mob at Amritsar resulted in the cruel 
m~rder of innocent men. But the hatred of a Non-co
·operator turning upon himself loses its points, purifies 
biro, and makes it possible for the· object of his hatred 
to reform and retrace his steps., ~·Thus aN on-co-operator 
:starting as an· enemy· ends by· becoming a friend. What 
·does it matter with ·what ·motive a man does the right 
thing?, A right act is rYght whether done for policy or 
.for it~ own sake.* I recognise the danger of a thing 
·done from policy being abandoned, if it does not pro
·duce the desired result. But the ·existence . of such 
danger is not an argument against the morality of the 
.act itself. · 
. The w~iter has suggested an imp~ssible ~olution. 

He wants Non-co-operators to be perfect beings. But 
be , forgets that, . if we were perfect, there would be no 
·occasion for.Non-co~operation .• For there would have 
been no ·co-operation with evil: Non-co-operation is an 
.attempt to ·purify or perfect oneself. And the majority 
.follow the path of ' purification from 'faith, not from 
.lu1owledg~. I~ other words, selfish' Non-co-operationists 
.following a selfless leader'.will .have done ·well· at the 
end, for they will realise the virtue of Non-co-operation 
.as a doctrfne of selflessness. · 

•Mr. Gandhi should not b~ uuder~tood to mean that motive does 
llot matter. See his E_thic~l ,Religion. 
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The difficulty of Englishmen lies really in· believing 
that their· rule is wholly an evil for India, i.e., it has made 
India worse for the English rule in everything that 
counts. India is poorer in wealth, in manliness, in 
godline!'s and in her sons' power to defend themselves. 
It is sinful to coquet, with evil-God and Satan. The 
writer asks me to pause and consider. I have done so 
for thirty years and have been driven to the final con
duRion that English Rule in its present form has proved 
a curse to India. Let Englishmen pause and· consider 
.what is happening before their eyes. Let them turn the 
·!'earchlight inward. · May they ·ask me to co-operate 
with a government that has betrayed the Mussalman~-1 of 
India and stabbed humanity in the Punjab? Let them 
.not call the Massacre of Jallianwala an error of judg. 
ment. Let them not believe the Prime Minister if and 
when he says that he has not committed a breach of 
solemn promise given to the M ussalmans of India. The 
-cause is just: the means are equally just. The motive is 
mixed. The struggle is being prolonged, only because 
the motive is not as urpnixed as the means and the end. 

24th March, 1920 

VIOLENCE Vs. NON-VIOLENCE 

(Br Ill. K. H.\SiliiJ) 

The Khilafat day has come and gone. It was a great 
·success and a complete triumph of Satyagraha, i.e., not 
CJivil Disobedience but 'fruth and Non-violence. No ltartal 
has been so voluntary as that of the 19th ~larch in that 
.all the canv:assing that ever too~ place was before the 
19th.. It was an example of wonderful self-restraint on 
.the parLof. the Committee not to have called out the 
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mill-hands. The Comnlittee deserves the highest prais~ 
for its efficient management and for the definite re
cognition of voluntarism. If the people continue to
show the ·discipline and self-restraint shown on the 19th 
and add thereto in an equal measure the spirit of self
/sacrifice, ·nothing c'an prevent the full fruition of our 
hopes regarding Khilafat. Nobody "could have believed 
a year ago .. the possibility of peace being observed by 
the fanatical element among· the Mahomedans on a 
matter of life and death to them and on a day of n() 
business ,for the idlers. But there can be no idleness 
when there is prayer. All were enjoined not to quarrel, 
not to be angry but to pray for the right to be done. It 
is true that all did not definitely pray, but the spirit of 
prayer was abroad and. it dominated the people rather 
than the spirit of revenge, anger, excitement and go" we 
had: the amazing spectacle of·the llartalday passing off 
like an ordinary day when. every body expects peace t6 
be observed. ·The vast . meeting of Bombay attended 
perhaps· by thirty thousand J.llen was a sight' worth 
'seeing. There was firmness in the faces of those 
thousands of people who listened to the speeches, yet 
without applause or any other effusive demonstration. 
Xhe organisers deserve the warmest praise for having: 
introduced into our meetings the ancient · peacefulness, 
quiet deterrr.ination and orderliness 1n the place of 
modern bluster, excitement and dis'orderliness. The. on~ 
develops just the qualities that make for Satyagmlw, the 
other inevitably leads to violence. And the message of 
the great ·meeting and· the very s~ccessful hm·tal is not 
violence but non-violence. I hope that the authorities 
will not misread the .situation. They wili not fail t() 
understand the admirable spirit of the ·whole demonstra
tion or the equally' ~dmirable ·spirit of the re!'olution-a 
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re!'olution to which, in my humble opinion, it is impossi
ble for any honest lover of this country or the Empire to 
take exception. I hope, too, that they will read the spirit 
of the movement in the manner in which it is develop
ing. I hope that the exemplary patience, self-restraint 
and orderliness that are evolving in our midst will have 
their due weight with them and that they will inform 
the Imperial Government that, whilst there is this , 
admirable peace in the land, there is also a grim deter
mination behind it which will not take "no " for an 
answer. I hope that Government will not repeat the sin 
of last April and entertain an~ false hope of tyranny 
to the cru.sh unquenchable spirit that, has come into 
being and that will suffer everything but humiliation, 
dishonour and defeat. 

It is a matter of deep regret that so respected a body 
as the Liberal League should have hastily and in 
advance condemned the lta1'lal.• Surely a people so 

• On 4th May, Hl21, Gandhi wrote in YulL?ZJ lt~dia undei· the heading 
"Abuse of Hartnl" : A conespondent from Karachi writes to me 
deploring the frequency of·, h.artnls' in that city. I have also seen a' 
'cntting from the l11dime Social Re[01·me1' dealing with the same 
subject. I agree with the I. S. lle[01·mtl''H criticism that the 'hnrtals ' 
have become cheup of late. They are fast lolling theh· value. But 
for the sacred character of the lGth and the 13th April, I would have 
refrained from advising' hnrtals' for those two days. 'Hurtals 1 are 
either meant as a protest ngainflt something extraordinary or a 
religious demonstration. There w:u1 no meaning in declaring n 'hnrtal' 
when H. E. the Governor visited Knrnchi. If it wn11 meant to be a 
demonstration against him personally, it WaR bad taste, for, in my 
ovinion, he is among the wiseHt officinls, and but for the vicious 
.8Ystem he is called upon to adminiKtcr, he would make .a popular 
Governor .. 'Hartals' for imprisom.pents or discharges nre equally bad 
taste. Imprisonments must not inspire fear in us. ·Under an unjust 
government, imprisonments of innocent men must be regarded nK 
their ordinary lot even as disease: is the· ordinary state of pe1·sons 
liYing in insanitary. conditions. ·The Government will cense to 

17 
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stricken with grief and with disappointment probably 
staring them in the face must have an outlet for orderly 
manifestation. · It was.because' not very lony,. ago we 
were afraid to'speak or write that we thought that our 
sentiments burrowed under and became foul with stench 
because of the absence of the :fierce sun and the open 
air of· public opinion playing upon them~ Hence we 
had a secret , revolutionary movement. To,day, thank 
God, we see~' to have outlived the evil day. We dare 
to think, speak and write openly, ~ithout fear, but under 

· restraint that openness imposes upon mankind., . I 
appeal to the members of the Liberal' League· and those 
who think with them to recognise I this plain fact. arid to 
appreciate the superiority of boldness over timid c~ution. 
If they desire to harness all the innumerable forces that 
are coming daily into .being for the· uplift of the nation, 
if they wish' to become privileged participators in the 
throes of tqe new birth, let them· not ignore the signs of 
tlJ.e time, let them not reject the advances of the younger. 
generation, let them not chill their a~~ent. ho~es and 
asp~ratio.ns but let th~m b,ead. this ·growing party of 
young, -~nthusiastic, self-sacrificing, dare-devil. men. 
Sympathise with them, respond to •the ·heart's throb, 
regulate it, for they.are amenable to reason or an appeal 
to· their high-souledness-and you have a disciplined 

i'mprison us when we cease to fear imprisonments. The GoYerilment 
will cease to e:x:ist or (which is the same thing) will reform itself, 
when its, most frightful punishments. even Dyerism, fail to strike us 
with fear.:., Hartals' therefore fn regard to imprisonments are a 
symptom of nervous fear and must therefore be tabooed. I quite 
agree with I. S. R. thatlocalleadei·s·ought not to declare '~artals ,· 
without reference to :headquarters. As· a rule I would say, save the 
6th and 13th April, every other Hartal should be deClared by the All 
India Congz.·ess Committee and· the Central Khilafat Committee in 
.conjunction. It will be a misfortune to cheapen the 'hnrtals.' 
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-party, obedient to the call of the country. But if they 
feel neglected, if they feel that the older heads will not 
patiently listen to their wants, will not 'give them a 
helping hand, they may despair and. despair may lead 
to desperation resulting in a catastrophic destruction. 
I can recall no time so magnificently suitable for leading 
India to the method of Satyagraha-not necessarily Civil 
Disobedience, but Truth and Non-violence-in which 
there is no defeat and in which, if there is any~error, it 
burts but those who err.· 

11th August, 1920' 
I 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SWORD 

(BY. M. K. G.\~DHI} 

In this age of the rule of brute force, it is almost 
!impossible for any one to believe that any one else could 
possibly reject the law of the final supremacy of brute 
force. And so I receive anonymous lttters advising me 
.that I must not interfere . with the progress of Non-co
-<>peration, even though popular violence may break out. 
Qthers come to me and, assuming that secretly I must be 
plotting violence, inquire . when the happy moment for 
declaring open violence is to arrive. They assure· me 
that the English will never yield to anything but. 
violence secret or open. Yet others, I am infornled, 
believe that I am the .most rascally person living in 
India, because I never give out my real intention and 
that they have not a shadow of a doubt that I believe in 

, violence just as much as most people do. . ' 
Such being the hold that the doctrine of the sword 

has on ~he majority of mankind, and as success of Non
co-operation depends principally on absence of violence 
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during its pendency and as my views in this matter 
affect· the conduct· of a. large number of pe.ople, I am 
anxious to state theiil as clearly as possible. · 

I do believe that, where there is only a choice between 
cowardice and violence, I would advise violence. Thus 
when my eldest son asked me what he should have· done·, 

. had he been present ~hen I was almost fatally assaulted 
in 1908, whether he should have run away and seen me 
killed or whether he should have used his physical force 
which he could and· wanted to.use,· and defended me, I 
told him that it was his duty to defend me even by usfng 
violence. Hence it ·was- that I took part in the Boer 
War, the so-called· Zulu rebellion and the late War. 
Hence also do I advocate training in arms for those who 
believe in the method of violence. I would rather have 
India tesort to arms in order to defend her honour than 
that she should in a cowardly manner become or remain 
a helpless witness to her own dishonour. 

But I believe that non-violence .is infinitely supe;rior t() 
violence, forgiven,ss is more manly .than punishment. 
Forgiveness adorns a soldier. But. abstinence is tor
giveness only when there is the power to punish; it is 
meaningless when it pretends to proceed from a helpless 
creature .. A mouse hardly forgives a cat when it.allows 
itself to be torn to pieces by her. I therefore appreciate 
the sentiment of 'those who cry · out for the. condign 
punishment of General Dyer and his ilk. They would 
tear him to pieces if they· could. But I do not belleve 
India to ·be'helpless, I do not. believe myself to. be a 
h,elpless creature.". Only I~ want to mre India's .and my 
strength· for a better purpose.1 
' Let me. not be misunderstood. Strength does not come 
frorri physical capacity. It comes from an indqmitable 
will.·· ·An' average Zulu is any way more ·than a match 
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for an aYerage Englishman in bodily capacity. But he 
flees from an English boy, because he fears the boy'R 
revolver or those who who will use it for him. He fears 
death and is nerveless in spite of his burly figure. We 
jn India may in a moment realise that one hundred 
thousand Englishmen need not frighten three hundred 
million human beings. A definite forgiveness would 
therefore mean a definite recognition of .our strength. 
With enlightened forgiveness must come a mighty wave 
•of strength in us, which would make it impossible for a 
Dyer and a Frank Johnson to heap affront upon India's 
devoted head. It matters little t~ me that for the 
moment I do -not drive· my point home.· We feel too 
dOi'ln-trodden not to be angry and revengeful. But l 
must not refrain from saying that India can gain more 
by waiving the right of punishment. We have better 
work to do, a better mi;sion to deliver to the world. 

1 am not a visionary. I claim to be a practical idealist. 
The religion of non-violence b not meant merel:t for the 
Rishis and.saints. It is meant for the. common veople 
as well. Non-violence is the law of our species as 
violence is ·the law of the brute. The spirit lies dormant 
in the brute and he knows no law but. that of -physical 
might. The dignity of man requires obedience to a 
higher law-to the strength of the spirit. 

I have therefore ventured to place before India the 
ancient law of self-sacrifice. For Satyagraha and its 
off-shoots, Non-co-operation and civil resistance, are 
no~hing but new -qames for the law· of suffering. The 
Rishis, who discovered the law of non-violence in the · 
midst ·of violence, were greater geniuses than Newton. 
They were themselves greater warriors than Wellingto'n. 
Having themselves known tb'e use of arms, they realised 
their uselessness and taught a. weary world . that its 
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salvation lay not ·through violence but through non
violence. 

Non-violence in its dynamic condition means conscious 
suffering. It does not mean meek submission to the 
will of the evil-doer, but it . means the putting of one's 
whole soul against· the will of the tyrant: Working 
under this law of our being, it is possible for a single 
individual to defy the whole might of an unjust empire 
to save his honour, his religion, his soul and lay the 
foundation for that empire's fall or its regeneration. · 

And so I am not pleading for India to practise non
violenc~, because it is weak. I want her to practise 
non-violence being conscious of her strength and power. 
No training· in arms·· is required for realisation ·of her 
strength. We seem. to need it, because we seem to think 
that we are bl.}.t a lump of flesh~ ~ I want India to recog
nise that she has a soul that cannot perish and that can 
rise triumphant above every physical weakness ·and defy 
the physical combination .of a whole world. What is 
the meaning ~f Rama, a mere human being, with his 

· host of monkeys, pitting himself againt the in~10lent 
strength of ten-headed Ravan .surrounded. in supposed 
safety by the raging waters on all sides of Lanka? 
Does it not mean the conq~est of physical might by 
spiritual strength ? However, being a practical man, 1 
do not wait till India recognises the practicability of the 
·spiritual iife in the political world. · India considers her
self to be powerless and· paralysed before the machine
guns, the tanks and the aeroplanes of th_e English. · And 
she takes up Non-co-operation out of her weakness. It 
must still .serve the same purpose, namelyi bring her 
delivery from the crushing weight of British injustice, if 
a sufficient number of ·people practise it. · 
· I isolate this Non-co-operation from Sinn Feinism, for,. 
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it is so conceived as to be incapable of being offered 
side•by side with violence. But I invite even the school 
of violence to give this peaceful Non-co-operation atrial. 
It will not fail through its inherent weakness. It may 
fail because of poverty of response. Then will be the 
time for real danger. The high-souled men, who are 
unable to suffer national humiliation any longer, will 
want to vent their wrath. They will take· to violence. 
So far as I know~ they must perish without delivering 
themselves or their country from the wrong. If India 
takes up the doctrine of the sword-. she may gain 
momentary victory. Then India will cease to be the 
pride of my heart. 1 am wedded to India, because I owe 
my all to her. I believe absolutely that she has a 
mission for the world. She is not to copy Europe 
blindly. India's acceptance of the doctrine of the sword 
·will be the hour of my trial. I hope I shall not be found 
wanting. My religion has no geographical limits. If 
I have a living faith in it, it will transcend my love for 
India hersel'f. My life is dedicated to service of India 
through the religion of non-violence which I believe to 
be the root of Hinduism. 

Meanwhile, I urge those who distrust me, not to disturb 
the even working of the struggle that has just com
m~nced, by inciting to violence in the belief that I want 
violence.* I detest secre.cy as a sin. Let them give 
Non-violent Non-co-operation a trial and they will find 
that I had no mental reservation whatsoever. 

*In ro1111g India, of 9th February. 1921, Mr.Gandhi wrote comment
ing on Dr. Raj an 'sletter in connection with the Madras Hartal on the 
Prince's arrival: · 

There isa little doubt that there are some among us who do not 
impliciUy believe in non-violence e,·eu while they are under the 
pledge, i.e., they do not mind the assistance of those who would do 
violence. They seem to belie\·e thnt violence can run parallel to 
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3rd November, 1920 

LUCKNOW SPEBCiiES 

(By ~L K. GAXDHI) 

. The recent meeting in Lucknow, held during the visit 
of the Ali Brothers and myself, has attracted considerable 
a~tention and resulted in the secession of Mr. Douglas, 
an Indian Chtistian barrister, from theN on-co-operation 
movement.· Mr. Douglas's reason for his decision is 

non-viole~ce and the two together accelerate the progress of the 
... ountry towards its goal. Such an attitude besides being hypocritical 
is positively against the country's interest': 'Two opposite forces may 
run parallel but they cannot both go in the same direction! If non
violence was a camouflage or a preparation for violence, an accidental 
or intended outbreak of it might be by way of trial a great gain even 
during the pendency of so-called non-violence. But that is not India's 
religious battle. God is·. witness ~hove and He is just enough to 
chastise every double dealing. Our present belief is that India cannot 
gain anything by violence and must gain her three ends by non- · 
violence.alone unsupported by violence. If. there~ore we will win, 
there must be on the part of Non-co-operators an unequivocal and 
emphatic' mental and vocal condemnatio~ of every act of violence 
done out of sympathy for their cause. Let those who do not believe 
in non-violence or believe in both running together. form a party of 
their own and fight out t.he i6sue. That would make a Non-co
«;~perator's task difficult but not so difficult as when he has to fight an 
enemy in ~is own camp. His system must be kept pure. .Any 
impurity from within will bean organic disease and may prove fatal. 
No attack' from without can ever prove fatal. The first and indeed 
the only condition of success therefore is that we must be true 
to ourselves .. 

The confession therefore that Dr.Rajan has made is au invigorating 
proc~ss. It strengthens him and the cause for which he stands. 
Non-co-operation is a vicious and corrupt doctrine, truly an 'ugly' 
word, if it does not mean down-right self-purification. ·Stubborn and 
implacable resistance against internal corruption is enough resistan~e 
againlit the Government. As soon as the process of self-purification 
is complete, we sh~ll miss the SfRtem we appear to be ~ghting. 
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Maulana Abdul Bari's Rpeech on that occasion. Mr. 
Douglas charges the Maulana with having called Christ
ians kafars and with having practically condoned the 
late Mr. Willoughby's murder.• 

•comm~.;ntin~ on this incident under t.he beading, "The .A~~a~-· 
sination of n DtJpmy Commissioner," l\Jr. Gandhi wrote in l'u1111g l11rlin 
of h!t September HI~O: 

The a~Hassination of l\Ir. 'Yilloughhy is a moHt unfortunatu event 
·which has naturally e\·ok~:d public sympathy and indignation. 'fhl• 
murdlll' was a CI'Uel, thoughtle!!s and faiiatical act. It has not advanced 
but ret1rdtJd the cnnl<le of Khilafat. Mr. Willoughby had no hand iu 
the Turkit~h term~. As is quite probable. he wa~ himself a popular 
·officer. It can only be count~d as madness to kill an innocent man 
for a crime committed by a member of his race. And yet the fact 
must not be disguised that the mw·der will be regarded by many 
l\Iahomedan'l a~ a pious' act worthy of a •martyr. I have benrd 
l\Iahomedans calmly arguing tha·t t~uch murders arc not only jut~tifiablo 
but meritoriou~. I ha,·e known many Hindus who have argued that it 
was throwing of bo~bs which brought about the remoYal of the 
~~t~~i~n_of Bengal. I know that rna~ conHider Dhingra to hav~e_l~ecu 

Mr. Gandhi. does not rule out the adoption of Non-violence at! •~ 
policy. "Do yon hope," a correspondent wrote to him, "that thi!lnon
violent war which iii based on love and l!oul-force will succeed with 
thoAe who take it merely as a matter of policy? Pure non-\'iolcnco 
nece~sitates more courage and love of country. But as a weapon of. 
the weak, it will breed ftJar in the face of coming repres~ion." In 
:answer, 1\lr. Gandhi wrote in Youtt:J lntlia of ~uth May, 1921: 'l'he 
(lUCHtioner has partly answered the que~:~tion him!lelf. Non-violence 
may succeed, even if it ill adopted a:s 11 matter of policy rathct' than 
·cre~Jd, if it. is combined with courage and real love for the country or 
the cauHe. Hatred of the wrong~doer doe11 not necessarily menu love 
·of the country. Our difficulty arises fr·om the fact that many' people 
make a p1·etence of non. violence without believing ·in it even IH! a 
policy, The Ali Brothers believe in it purely ttl! a policy, hnt in tny 
·Opinion there are no two truer believers in non-violence all a policy 
than they. They do bP.Iieve that violence can only hurt the cauHc, 
:und that non-violence if e:x:tensively practised can entirely succeed • 
.A man who honel!ltly practises truth as a policy certainly gain11 it~ 
material results, but not the one who feigns truth. 
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Now I was present at the meeting and had reasorr t~ 
listen to every wo~d that Maulana Abdul Bari said witk 
the greatest attention, and l must confess that the speech: · 
could not possibly provide any occasion for Mr. Douglas'S" 
se~ession~· I deny, th~t the Maulana Saheb either con
doned the murder, or, by calling Mr. Willoughby a kafm·· 
had any intention of insulting Christians. Mr. Douglas· 
was hardly justified in seceding. He never protested' 
at the meeting, hi never complained to me. He knew 
that I ha<\,great regard fo~ the Maulana Saheb, and that 

a martyr. Sinn Feiners. openlY practise murder and other forms of 
violence for •the "purpose of freeing their country from ·the English. 
connection.· Every assassin or incendiary is considered by them a ' 
hero.' It is because I feared such a result in our midst' that I advised' 
non-violent Non-co·oper'ation regarding the Khilafat. In my opinionr 
it is the acth·e and op'en preaching of Non-co-operation which has. 
pre;·ented murder and assassinations in the land. The murder of Mr.· 
Willoughby proves that the propaganda of Non-violence and Non-co:.. 
9peration bas not proved sufficient to control individualfanatics and' 
,that it:is not an easy ~bing to do so. It proves further that the Khilafat 
wrong is a deep-seated grie>ance whic4 ,with the passage of time wilL 
sink deeper still jnstead of being forgotten. 

I observe that The Times of Itulia credits the Khilafat propaganda 
with the murder aud calls it the 1 first fruits.' 1 realise that the 
language used is ~utious. It connects 1 certain aspects of the agita
tion ' with the crime .. But I venture to suggest that no aspect of the· 
agitation is responsible f )r the unfortunate murder. It is the grievou& 
wrong done by the British ministers which has e~oked the cruel deed. 

The Tirus of 11zdia is on. safer gro~nd when 'it says that the 
tragedy ' is a special call to Islam, for all thoughtful Mahomedans 
must realise that the honour of their religion is at stake.' I wish to
~mphus.ise that :warning. It must be the special duty of every Khilafat 
worker to be mQr~ careful. than hithe1·to in insisting on complete 
freedom from violence as the condition precedent to successful Non
co-~peration. I am sure it is possible to cite texts from the Koran in. 
condonation of murder being done to wroug.doers in order t() 
compel justice. It is unfortunately the chosen method of the ch·ili;ed 
world. It has scriptural authority! Islam is said openly to preacb 
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!'myself would have spoken out if there was any con· 
donation of the offence in his speech, or if there was 
any insult meant to be offered to Christians as such. I 
could not associate myself with an insult to any of. the
great religions of the world. Mpreover Mr. Douglas · 
suspended his practice and joined Non-co-operation~ not 
merely for the sake of the Khilafat but equally for th.e
Punjab, and he was a party to the extension of Non-co
operation up to the time of the establl~hment of Swaraj 
in India. Does Mr. Doug}af.: now not want Swaraj or 
redress for the· Punjab ? And can he aban~on the 
... ~~--c-~-~ .. ~--- ;- .. ---- . .,. ----·.-· ·-·-

\'lolcnce to the wrong-doer. The so-cl\lled votaries of Christianit.y 
justify organised warfare for the removal of wrongs, fancied or real. 
Thousands of HinduR interpret the liita to ben certificate for war in 
~he cause of justice.· It is only a minority (daily growing in numbers} 
which religion Illy believes that riolence il! wrong in itself and canno.t be 
juHtified even to vindicate truth. But it cannot (it may be civiliKed} be • 
religious to murder innocent unarmed mcu•withdut warning. It it~ 
not enough1for Khilafat workers to be Kati~ficd with public cond~mnn ... 
tions (necessary ns they nrc) or for the sake of decorum to join them~ 
It is·necessary for us to preach primtely, publicly and incessantly the 
necessity of refraining from violence e~pecinlly wheh nn active 
campaign of Non-co-operation full of promise is going on. We must 
feel in every fibre of our own being that every murder, e\·N'Y deed 
of violence must retard the progress of the movement. 

This is an opportunity for distinguishing the Sinn Fein Ol' the 
Egyptian Non.co-operatiou from ours. The former does not and did 
not depend for Kucce~s on non-violence, The Sinn Fdner!lresort t(} 
violence in ~very shape and form. Theirs is a 'frightfulness' not 
uullke General Dyer's. We may pardon it if we choose, becnnt~c we 
sympathise with their cause. But it does i10t on that account differ· 
in quality from General Dyer's act. The Centml Khilafnt Committee 
has openly and deliberately accepted Non-violence for its creed I!O· 

.long as Non-co-operation is being curried on. We muHt therefore 
seek to guard En~lish life as our own. We must constitute ourselve!!
ns self-appointed volunteers guarding English life from violent handM. 
And our succes~ depends upon our ability to control all the violent. 
nnd fanatical forces in our midst. 
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.Khilafat movement because a Moulvi however dis
tinguished ·gives him offence by his . speech ? Surely 
there is something wrong and incomprehensible about 
.Mr. Douglas's attitude. However, I must leave Mr.· 
Douglas to clear up his position and justify his secession 

• f, 

{)n more reasonable grounds. 
It is necessary for me to deal with the speeches them

s'elves, and . more especially· the speech delivered by 
· Maulapa Abdul Bari Saheb. The difficulty of a reporter 
is at ttny time grPat, but when he has to take down a 
report in long hand, and at the same time ~o translate 
the speaker's remarks made in a tongue the reporter 
~nly half understands, the task becomes still, more 
'difficult. Such was the position which my co~worker, 
Mr; Mahadev Desai, occup'ied when he took notes of the 
Maulana:'s speech. I saw hi~ report after it was 
:published in the Nai·a}ivan and was grieved about it. 
I thought that a. serious though innocent mistake ·was 
made by hini. The report does not do justice to the 
Maulana and 'makes . him ·say · that the murderer of 
MJ. Willoughby was a martyr, and that he, the Maulana, 
had accepted 1ny word in preference to that of Al-Koran. 
I consider Mr·. Mahadev Desai to be one ~f the best and 
.most careful of the co-;,orkers I have the good fortune 
to possess. But the best of us ... m.ay, in spite of the best 
of intentions, sometimes make· mistakes. 

l;o my recollection, what Maul~na Abdul BariSaheb 
s~id was that'he dislike~ the murder of Mr. Willoughby 
as much as any . body. He knew that it had damaged 
the Khilafat cause. He felt sure that, if he had known 
anything of the proposed murder, he would have himself 
intervened to prevent it. That was a position he himself 
.could take, and understand when taken by .others~ But 
it was a different thing when he was asked, as he was 
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by some of his friends, to . condemn the murderer to• 
Jahanam. He, as a religious man, found it impossible,to, 
do so. He did not know how the murder was committedr 
or what were the motives actuating it. The murderer's 
position after death wa~ therefore clearly a matter· 
between·him and his Maker, and it would be presump •. 
tion on the part of any person to anticipate the verdict 
of the Deity. Mr. Willoughby belonged to the kc1jar 
race~ and had there been Jelwd proclaimed, anyone 
belonging to the enemy race could have been lawfully 
killed by the sword of Islam. But they (the Mue~aln1an~)· 
had decided not to draw the sword and so it was not 
lawful for any Mussalman to take the life of any member· 
of the enemy race. They had accepted Mr. Gandhrs 
advice of Non-co-operation. · For there was ample war-
rant for it in the Karan and the 'Prophet's own life .. 
And so long as Non-co-operation continued, he would be 
guided entirely by Mr. Gandhi. He was rebuked fol" 
making.friends with the Hindus who were idolators. 1l 
was his conviction that it was perfectly competent for

1
a 

Mussalman to prefer friendship with the Hindu!'!, andf 
even to refrain from killing cows, to friendship with 
those kafars who had left no stone unturned to put Islam 
in jeopa~dy. . · 

·This 'is the gist of the Maulana's speech. The speech 
was certainly bitter. Who can complain of bitterness: 
of speech in a man of 'Such .religious devotion as Maulana 
Abdul Bari when he finds that his religious. honour is at. 
stake? I personally dislike the use of the word kajar as. 
applied to anyone, as I dislike the use by a Hindu of the· 
word Mlechha or ana1'ya to any one. But I refuse to· 
quarrel with the Mussalman or the Hindu for the use 
of words to which they have been accustomed from 
their childhood. Time will certainly tend towards the· 
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discontinuance of such words as friendship between 
people of different professions and faiths grows. Must 
I refuse to acknowledge the learning or the goodness 
-of a man like Bishop Heber for calling Hindus heathens 
and ·even pitying them? "Man alone is vile," was said 
·of a whole race of mankind and is even to-day sung 
in many a Christiaf.! church. I can therefore see no 
warrant for Mr. Douglas's decision in the above speech. 

Maulana Shaukat Ali was still more unexceptionable. 
He said no one could regret more than he did the murder 
·of Mr. Willoughby. Had not Khilafat Committees sedu
lously tried their best to prevent violence, there would 
<lertainly have been not one but· many such murders .. 
But it was their duty for the sake of their own religion 
.and honour to prevent them so long as they accepted 
Non-co-operation. But h•l declined to identify himself 
with toadying resolutions regarding the murder. 

I observe too that I have been misreported. I never 
·said that we would give notice when. we intended to 
·draw the sword. I condemned the murder with the 
-emphasis I could command and said that the honour of 
Islam would be injured if there was any condonation of 
the murder of an innocent ·man when an assurance of 
safety was issued by authoritative religious bodies in 
Islam. I said further that my own personal religion for
bade me to take the life cf my enemy in any case what· 
·soever. But I added that I recognised that Islam, and 
for that matter lacs of Hindus, believed that killing one's 
enemy was considered lawful under certain circum
·stances. .And I said that, when the Mussalmans of India 
wanted to draw the sword, they would as honourable 
men declare themselves in no equivocal terms and give 
.due notice; 

And I repeat what I have often said that the noblest 
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·:and the most fearless among the Mussalmans (and I 
.count Maulana Bari Saheb and the Ali Brothers as such) 
.are trying their utmost to pr:event violence. I verily be
lieve that, but for strenuous efforts of such men, violence 
·would have done no good to Islam or to India. . It would 
.only have provided occasion for ruthless repression 
~.without doing any honour to Islam or India. 

17th Nol'emher, 1920. 

A TRIUMPH OF XON-VIOJ.~ENCE 

(BY M. K. (h:s"DHI). 

·The communique issued by the Government of India* 
1on the Non-co-operation movement may be regarded as 
its first triumph of (i, striking order .. For the Govern
ment have decided in view of its non-violent character to 
refrain, for the time being at any rate, from repressing 
by violence what they consider to be an unconstitutional 
movement. The Government, as well as the people, 
may be congratulated upon this wise decision; and I 
have not the slightest doubt that, if the movement 
c0ntinues to be purged of all violence, whether in deed 
or in word, it would not only be impossible for the 

· Government to resort to repression, but also to resist the 
. ever growing volume of public opinion against it, when 
that opinion is backed by well-directed acts of renunci'\
tion of Government patronage or support, on a national 
scale. 

But the communzque is careful to hold out the mailed 
first, if the leaders of " moderate " opinion fail to check 

. the onward march of Non-co-operation. It is interesting 

• Omitted in this collection. 
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to recall the suet wording of the threat. "How long,"'' 
the commun£que·ends, "with due regard to their ultimate· 
responsibilityfor the public safety, the Government will 
be able to maintain that policy" (i.e. non-repression) 
"will depend largely on the success, which·attends the 
efforts of the moderate citi~ens to check the e~tension of 
the movement a.nd keep its dangers within bounds." 

Thus repression is to replace reason and argument, if 
Non-co-operation becomes effective to the extent or 
making it impossible for the Government to ~xist whilst 
refusing to retrace its steps and repent of its crimes 
against India. For it mu.st be noticed that the danger 
here feared is evidently not of violence but of the loss of 
the existence of this Government. If my analysis is 
correct, the Government are wickedly· playing ~with the· 
'·moderates' and with India. If they mean well, let them 
niake an irrevocable announcem~nt in the . clearest 
·possible terms that, so long as the movement remains 

·non-violent, they will not interfere with it, even though 
it demands, -and may result. in, complete independence. 
·That they will have to make that announcement some
time or other I have no doubt, if we, the· Non-co-opera 
tors, are able to keep the movement free from violence. 
But· !he announcement made when they are driven to it. 
by irresistible public opinion will have lost all its grace. 

The rest of the communique is quite· in keeping with the 
traditional policy of "the Government. It is full of tlJ,e 
usual self-adulation and misrepresentations about Non· 
co-operators. It is wrong, for instance, to say that those 
who have been repressed have beensodealt with for their 
departure froni the principle of non-violence. I challenge 
the Government to prodl.1ce from the speeches or writings 
of those who have been Imprisoned arty instance of 
incitement to violence. The languaie of the defendants 
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"has sometimes been reckless, even exaggerated,· but the 
recortis available to me ;of· the trials of some of them 
.Show that there has been no violence preached by the 
speakers concerned. There is very little that the 
speakers have said which I would not have said myself. 
It is equally untrue to say that those who have been 
p1nt-ished have been so dealt with for "tampering with 
tlile loyalty of the army or of the police," unless a public 
.appeal to recruits, not to sell themtelves as mercenary 
Jevies for robbing other. countries of their independence, 
.amount~. to sucl;l incitement. The Seditious Meetings 
Frocla.mation in the Punjab and the action taken agai'nst 
'SOme Non-co-operation·pa.pers js an eloquent repudiation 
-of the .. statement. that the Government "have been 

. reluctant . to interfere with the liberty of speech and the 
freedom of the press .at a 'time when India is on the 
threshold of a great advance towards the realization of 
ihe principle of self-government." 

The misrepresentation about the leaders of the move
ment and the cheap sneer at their supposed desire to 
·seek martyrdom is. beneath notice. The Government 
.ought to know what a relief it is to the Ali Brothers and 
myself to learn that, a.t least for the present, they do not 
propose to imprison, us~ Everybody knows that the 
-dan,ger of an outbreak· of violence is the greatest if we 
.are imprisoned. I am:·~wire that this is a humiliating 
-confession. li the people were truly strong and self
reliant, they ·would remain unperturbed by our or any 
leaders' imprisonment. So long, however, as the blight
ing influence of the awe of the Government lasts, so 
long must there be this fear of an insensate outbreak , of 
violence on the part of the people of this unhappy land, 
when they are C1eprived of the assistance and service of 
those in whom they believe. 

18 ' 
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· 1The" Government's third · argmhent; . in ..favour· of th& 
exercise .of their self-restraint, is the most specious, and 
calculated to entrap the· unwary; ~They describe Non:. 
co .. operation' as. "a visionary ; and. chimerical scheme,; 
which, if s':lccessful, cOuld· only· ·result ~n .wide-spnra~ 
disorder; political chaos, and the1ruin"of:all :tho.se whcf 
have any· real stake iri"th~ .:.country.'11 In. 'this· one 
sentence we'have the satanic ·character··· of the.. Gov'ern·
ment. ··They must know that. successful Non-co-operationr. ·.~ 
mean~ orderly and pea"ceful destruction: of.'the· rprese.nt. 
system :of the. Government, !ilnd its·replacemeltt .'lUJf· by: 
disorder· and chaos but · by , political ord'er· ·of the .first. 
magnitude·, and protectio~ .of ·.·e~er'jt:\ilegitimat-e intenest'·' 
in the· country-not excludiJ.ig,'that .or" the EuropeaB1 

merchant who desires to ea~n an honest 'iivingin India:· 
Mention of the· 'real stake' is a wilful insult t6 .the/ 
masses of1 India, and a mischievous, incite'merit· to th~ 
monied classe·s to. range. themselves against the mass~&~ · 
Have the ·masses no stake in India? Are they. DOLi the. 
only people with any real stab in· the country..? • T.he 
monied ·classes, ·if. the :worst happene.dt could. • even 
migrate from the country. The mass'es: know. no other. 
home ·save Jhe few yards of· each · spa.ce' which they 
possess jn this land.of sorrow and tears." · :• ;.-,.\· 
.It lies ill in the mouth' of the· frame1~ of the rescilUtiOIJ 

to say "that the,: appeaJ . of Noh-c~-operation 'i~ to 
prejudice and ignorance'\ when. they ai:e aware :that 
{rom every pl~tform the ·appeal is made for self-sacrifice; 
self-purification, and discipline~ The~ misrepresentation 
of Satyagraha. i~ no .·less. wicked; The experience wai 
indeed bitter during · that 'eventful month of April, but 
the, recollection lin 't:he niinds of the people:of official 
misdeeds during those ·.days will remain an (!Vergreen. 
India will never forget how a' ~icked administrator·in 

I ' 
1 

l ' f , 
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the Pnnjah I'Ollght to cru8h an innocent and pure move
ment h.v every Pl!!ans,, fair or foul. The wonderful 
awakening ()f thl? p~ople of In~ia ·to a sense of the 
wrong ihP.n done, and to a sense of their duty, gives 
the lie direct to ·the implications of the sentence· on 
Satyagraha. 

The resolution in question is an appeal not merely to 
our ignorance and avarice, but it is an appeal al~o to 
our helples~mess. For this document ptoceeds: "The· 
full commmrration of their hopes would leave India de
fenceless alike against foreign aggression and internaJ 
cham;, all the benefits of a Rtable Government and 
undisturbed peace, th~ results that have been obtained 
by the orrlerly progress of India for more than a century 
ann the still greater results which, it is hoped, will 
attend her advance under the Reform scheme; her 
material prm;perity and her politica 1 progress are 
all t.o be sacrificed to the irresponsible caprice of. a 
few misguided men." In my humble opinion; this para
graph is, indeed, the most mischievous,·· the most 
misleading, and, to borrow the phraseology of the Gov
ernment," the most immoral." If the argument advanced 
is sound, lndia must ever remain in a defenceles!-' 
condition without the Br~tish bayonet. I cannot imagine 
for India a prospect more gloomy, more immoral and 
more unworthy of a nation, that only a century ago was 
capable of putting in the field more sturdy warriors 
than all the soldiers that can be mustered together to
day" by any . three powers of Europe, bfl.rting Russia. 
What severer condemnation can be pronounced upon 
the British Government than that, for the commercial 
greed of the British Nation, it has emasculated a whole 
people? The framers must be aware· that the full con· 
summation of our hopes ·means an India. with th_e whole 
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of her population having one niind, one -purpose, self., 
contained and self~reliant, producing enough for all her 
daily wants, and therefore well able to stand a block ad~ 
by all the naval powers of the world combined. This 
may all be a day-dream, but that is the exact meaning of 
'the full consummation of our hopes' i and I should very 
much like the Gods to witness a duel between the 
powers bf all the world pouring into India not to punish 
her for any offence given by her, but in order to trade 
with her at the point of the bayonet; and .the Sikhs, the 
Gurkhas, · tQ..e Poorbhias, the· Mussalmans, the Raj puts, 
and all the other military races of India voluntarily 
fighting. for their hearth and home. ·If I am told that 
there never 'wil~ · be in India such unity of purpose and 
mind, I must say that there never will be Swaraj for 
Iridia, and therefore true freedom and true progress, 
moral and material. It was Canning who wrote that 
under the ~ndian sky a cloud no bigger than a man's 
thumb any moment gathers such dimensions as to 

• I 

flood a· whole country if it burat. · I have implicit faith 
in the ability of' my countrymen to hope that all the 
bitter experiences of the British Rule, at present lying 
sub-consciolls in ·the minds of the nation, may any 
moment take definite shape in the nation' recognizing 
the necessity of unity and self-sacrifice, such as to 
compel ·eitb~r repentance and a real change of heart, or 
withdr~wal, on the part of the British Government. 

I 'must ·refrain from burqening this article with any 
refutation of· the charges o{ immorality~ etc., regarding 
my- advice ·to the· student-world. · The pages of this 
journal have made ·clear to its readers the ethics of the 
fundamental position taken upon this question. I must 
close this lengthy article 'with· noticing the .absence of 
the 'only· thing-. that can :stop the inevitable progress of 
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Non-co'-operation. riz., a full and. satisfactory revision of 
the Khilafat terms and complete satisfaction about the 
Punjab. When, and if, th.e British nation respects the 
wishes of India on· these two points,· co·-operation will 
replace Non-co-operation, and Swaraj within the Empire 
will be the most natural consequence. 

But till that clear repentance comes, in spite of all the. 
resolution and all the repression that may be resorted to 
by the Government, so far as I can read the national 
mind, Non-violent Non-co-operation will and must re
main the creed of the nation that has grown weary of 
camouflage, humbug, and honeyed words. 

l2f/1 January, ~921 

THF. NEED FOR HUMILITY · 
' . 

(Hr M. K. G.\XJHII) 

The spirit of' non-violence necel'sarily ·leads to 
humility. Non-violence means reliance on· God, the 
Rock of agel'. If we would .seek His aid, we must 
approach Him with a humbl~ and a contrite heart. 
Non-co-operationists may not trade upon their amazing 
success at the Congress. We must act,· even as the 
mango tree whieh droops as it bears fruit. Its grandeur 
lies in its majestic lowliness. But one hears of Non-co- · 
operationists being im;olent and intolerant in their 
behaviour towards tho~e who differ from them. I know 
that they will lose all their majesty and glory, if they 
betray any inflation. Whilst we may not be dissatisfied 
with the progreRs made so far, we have little to our· 
credit to make us feel proud. We have to Racrifice 
much more than we have done to justify pride, much 
]QSS elation. Thousands, who flocked to the Congress 
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pandal,'have undoubtedly given.their intellectual assent 
·.to the d'octrine, but few have follow(;'ld it out, in practice. 
Leaving.aside the pleaders,· how ·many. parents have 
withdrawn their children from schools ? ·How many of 
those: who registered, their vote in· favour ,·of Non-co
operation have taken· to hand-spinning :)r ~iscarded the 

',use of all foreign cloth·? 
· ; Non-co·-operation is not a movelllent of:brag, bluster, 
or bluff. · It is a· test of 'our sincerity. It requires solid 

-and silent self-sacrifice. ·It challenges our honesty and 
·Our capacity for nation~l work. It is a movement that 
aims at translating ideas into action •. And the more we 
do; th~ more we find that much more ~ust be done than 
we had expected. And this thought of our imperfection 
must makeus humbiel. · ·· · · · · · · 

A Non-co-operatioriis.t strives. to compel attention and 
to set an example not by his violence, but by his 
unobtrusive humility; He ·allows hts solid action to · 
speak.for his· creed. ·His strength lies . in ·his· reliance 
upou; the correctness of his position~ And the conviction 
of it grows:most in his·opponent when he least inter
poses his speech between his action and . his o'pponent. · 
Speech, especially when.it is haught~, . b~trays want,. of · 
confidence and it makes one's opponent sceptical about 
·the rel}lity of the act itself. ·Humility ·therefore 'is ·the 
key to qqick success. I hope that every Non-co-opera
tionist will rP-cognise the necessity of being· humble and 
self~re~trained •. It-is· beeause so little is really· required 
to be done and because. a:llof·. that little depends entirely 
upo.n ourselves that I have . ventured· .the belief. that 

.. Swal·aj is attainable .in l~ss than one year.- > · ., · ., ; . 
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24tll Nm·~mher, 1921 

THE MORAL lSSUE 
I 

(Ur ~1. K. G.\HJJII) 

As soon as we lose the moral basi:;;, we cease to be 
tteligious. There is no such thing as religion overriding 
m~rality. Man, for instance; cannot· be untruthful, cruel 
-or incontinent and claim to have God on his side. 
In ·Bombay, the sympathisers of Non-co-operation loRt , 
the moral balance. They were enraged against the 1 

·Parsis and the Christians who took part in the welcome 
to the Prince~ and. sought to 'teach· them a lesson'; 
They invited reprisals and got them. It became after 
the 17th a game of seesaw in which no one really gained 
,and everybody lost, !jr I 

. Swaraj does not lie that way. India .does not want 
Bolshevism. The people are too peaceful to stand 
.anarchy. They will .bow the knee to any one ~ho 
restores S? called order. Let us recognise the Ind~an 
psychology. We need not stop to inquire whether such 
hankering after peace is a virtue ~r a vice. The average 
Mussalman of India is quite different from the averao:'e 
Mussalman of the other parts uf the world. His Indian 
.associations have made him more docile than his co
·religionists outside India,· He ~ill not stand tangible 
inf:ecurity 'of life and property for any length. of time. 
'The H.indu is proverbially, almost contemptibly, mild . 

. The Parsi and the Christian love peace more than strife. 
I!!deed we have almost made religion subservient to 
peace. This l).lental,ity is at once our weakness and QUr 
·strength. · · · 

Let us nurse the better, the religious, part of this 
• .For fuL'ther details of the riot~ in llotnbny rufcl'l1Cd to above, lit,: 

:appcu,l\x, · · ·I 
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mentality of ours. _'Let there ·be no compulsion In 

religion'. Is it not religion ~it~.us t~ obserVe Swadeshit 
and therefore Klzadi? B.ut if the ·religion of. others does 
not require them to adopt Swadeshi, we may not com pet 
them .. We broke the universal law re-stated in .the
Quran .. . And the law does not. mean that ther~- may .be
comp9lsion in other matters. ·The verse means that, ~f 
.i~ is bad to us~ compulsion.in religion. about,which· we
have ~~finite cop.victions, it is worse to . reso-rt to it .in 

' I:Q.atters of less momente , 
We·; can only therefore . argue and reason with our 

.opponents. The extreme to which we· may ·go :is ·Non
violent -N on-co-operati~n with them in private -lif~, for 
we do· not non-co-operate with the mEm composing the-. 
,Government, we are non-co-operating ·with ·the· system 
they administer. We decline to rerider official service to
Sir George Lloyd the Governor, . we dare not withliold 
soc,al service from Sir George Lloyd the Englishman."" 

, • Th~ folfo~-iug npp~ared in • "You-~g l~dia ,; o{ 4th August, 1921 ; 
·Bad ~~ [\aracld-Though I have not read the papers· regnrding the

stQtiing of Europeans· in Knrachi by acrowd'that was incensed against; 
the imprisonment of Swami Krishnan:md, from what i ha'fe heard 
through friends from Siudh I must confess that those whQ., threw 
stones have done a disser,·i~e to the sacred cause_ they had at h~al't. 
They have also shown little honour to the Swami by' breaking the 
pledge of Non~\·1olence. The Swami is undoubt-edly a popular and 
fearless worker. He had been producing by organised picketing a 
marked ,impression on the receipt·s of the liquor-dealers. I hear ·too 
that he was falst'ly charged with hM·ing assaulted some·one: Granting 
nil this, it was.the cl~ar duty of the popula~~ to obser~e perfect 
self-i·estraint.' It is a most thoughtless thing to assault innocent 

·Europeans, because 'the police have wrongly prosecuted and a magis~ 
trate hns wrongly, convicted, Incidents such as· these make civil 
diHobedience difficult~# not impossible.· J~et the crowd that so misbe

: hn!ed in Karnchi honoul' t~e Swami by boycotting foreign cloth, and 
hy spinning or weaving. 
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The mischief, I arn sorry. to say~ began among the
Hindus and the M ussalmans themselves. There wa~ 
social persecution,· there was coercion.· I ·.must confess 
that I did not always condemn it as strongly as I might 
have. I might have dissociated myself from the move
ment when it became at all general. We· soon mended 
our ways, we became .more tolerant but the subtle· 
coercion was there. I pas:-:ed it by as I thought it would 
die a natural death. I saw in Bombay that it had not .. 
It assumed a virulent from on the 17th.·. 

We damaged the Khilafat cause and with it that of. 
the Punjab and Swaraj. '\V' e mu~t retrace our steps and 
scrupulously insure minorities against the least molesta
tion .. If the Christian wishes·to wear the European hat 
and unmentionables, he must be free to do so. J.f a 
·Parsi wishes to stick to his Penta; he·has every right to 
do so. If they both see their safety in·. associating 
theroselve~ with the GoYirnment, we may only wean 
them from their error by appealing to their reason, not 

I ' 

by breaking their heads. Th~ greater the coercion w~ 
use, the greater the security we give to the Qovernment, 
if only becam~e ~he latter has more effective weapons of 
coercion than W9 have. ~,or us to resort to greater 
coercion than the Government will be to make lnd ia more
slave than she is now. 

Swaraj is freedom for every one, the smalle~t among 
us, to .io as he likes without any physical interference
~with. his liberty. Non-violent Non-co-operation is the 
m~thoa whereby we cultivate the free~t public opinion 
and get it enforced. When there h~ complete freedom 
of opinion, that of the majority must prevail. If we are 
in a minority, we ·can prove worthy of our religion by· 
remaining true to it in the face of coercion. The Prophet 
submitted to the· coercion of the roajor•ty and remained 
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true to his ·faith. Ani ~hen he f..lubct >himself in a 
majority, he declared to his fJllowers tha~ there should 
be no compulsion in religion. L9t us Iidt again either 
by verbal or phys1cal violence dn.part from the 'injunc-

. tion, and by our own folly further put ba<:k the hands 
l()f the clock of progress. 

2nd .~.Wa1·ch, 19~2 

NEEDLESS NERVOUSNESS 

. (B¥ M. K. GA~IJ.~l) ' 

· I am .sorry that I find' a nervous fear among some 
Hindus and:- Mahomedans that I am undermining their 
faith and that I am even doing irreparabl~ harm to India 
by my uncompromising preac]ling of non-violence. They 
·seem almost to imply that violence is their creed. I 
touch a tender spot if I talk about extreme npn-violence 
in their presence~ They confound me with tex.ts from 
the Mahabbarata and the Koran eulogising.or permitting 
violence .. Pf t4e Mahabharata I can write without 
restraint, but the most devout ·Mahomedan .will not, I 
hope;· deny me the · privilege of u~derstanding the 
message of the Prophet. I make bold to say that violence 
is the creed of no religion and that, whereas non-violence 
in most cases is obligatory in all, violence is merely 
permissible 'in some cases. But I have not put before 
India the final form of non-violence. The non-violence 
that I have: preached from Congrel'ls platforms is non
violence as a J>Olicy. But even policies· require honest 
adherence in thought, word and deed~ lf I believe, that 
honesty is the best policy, surely ·whilst I so believe, I 
must be 'honest in thought, word anl deed; otherwise I 
become an imposter •. Non-violence being a policy means 
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that J.t can upon due notice be givetr up when it provei' 
·unsuccessful or ineffective. But simple morality demand" 
that, whilst a particular policy is pursued, it mtlst be 
pursued ·with all one's heart.'' It is simple pulicy to march 
along a certain route, but the soldier who marche~ with 
an unsteady step along that route is liable to be summa
rily dismissed. l become, therefore incredulous when 
·people talk to me sceptically about non-violence or are 
·seized with fright at the very mention of the word non
violence. If they· do not believe ·in the expedient of. 
non-violence, they must denounce it but not claim to 
.believe in· the expedient when their. heart resi~t!:; it. 
How disastrous it would be, if, not believing in violence 
·even as an expedient, I joined, sav a violence party and 
approached a gun with a perturbed heart ! The reader 
will believe me when I Ray that J. have the capacity for 
killing a fly. ·But I do not believe in killing even tlie~. 
Now suppo!'le I joined an ex.perlition for fly killing as an 
·expedient .. Will· I not be expected, before being permit
.ted to join the expedition, to use all the a vaila~le engines 
of destruction, whilst I· remained in the army of fly 
killers? r If those ·who .are in the Congress and the 
Khilafat Committees will perceive this simple truth, we 
shall certainly either finish the struggle this year to a 
successful end, or be so sick of non-violence as to give 
up th'il pretention and· set about devi)o';ing some other 
programme. . . " .· ' 

I hold that Swami Shraddhanantlji has been needle!'sly 
criticised for the proposition he intended to move. His 
argument is absolutely honest, . He thinks that we, a!' a. 
body, do not really believe in non-violence even a~ a 
policy, Therefore, we shall never fulfil the programme 
.of N on.violence. · Therefore, he . Rays, let;. us go to the 
Council~ and get what crumbs we may. He was trying 
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to show.the urxreality 'of the position·of those who believe
in the policy with their lips,. whereas they.'are .lo?king 
forwardJo violence for final deliverance.: . I do say that,: 
if Congressmen do not fully. believe in the policy, they
are doing an injury' to the country by pretending to 
follow it. If' violence is to be the basis of future govern-· 
ment, the Councillors are .undoubtedly the wisest. For 
it is through the· Councils that, by th~ same devices by
which the present administrators: rule USi the Councillors . 

. hope to seize power from· the former's harids. :.I have· 
little doubt that those who nurse violence in their bosoms 
will :find. no benefit from· .the lip-profession of· Non
violence. :'I urge, therefore, with all the vehemence at 
my command, that thos~ ·who do not believe ·in non
via lence. should secede from the Congress· and from 
Non•co-operation and prepare to.·seek election or re-join 
law courts or Government colleges' as the case may· be. 
Let"there be no manner of doubt that· Swaraj established 
by non-violent means will be different in kind from the 
Swaraj that can be established by 'armed reltellion. 
Police and punishments there will be, even under such 
Swaraj, But there would be no room for brutalities such 
as we witness to-day both on the part of the people· and 
the Government. And those, whether they call them
selves Hindus or Mussalmans, who do not fully believe 
in the policy of Non-violence, shoilld abandon both Non
co-operation and Non-violence. 
- For.me,.I am positive that neither in the Koran nor in 
the MahaLharata there is any sanction for arid approval 
of the triumph of violence. Though there ·is repulsion 
enough in Nature, she lives by attraction. Mutual love 
enables. Nature to ·persist •. Man doe~· not live by des· 
truction. Self-love compels regard for others. Nation~~: 
cohere, because there is ·mutual regard among the: 
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:individuals composing them .. Some dai we mus·t exliend 
the national law to the universe,· even as we have 
'€Xtended the family law to form nations-a larger 
family. God has ordained that India should be such a 
nation. For so far as reason can perceive, India cannot 
!become free by armed rebellion for generations. India 
·can became free by refraining from national violence. 
India 'has now become tired of rule based upon voilence. 
That to me is the> message of the plains. The people of 
the vlains do not know what it is to put up an organised 
.armed fight. And they .must become free, for they want 
freedom. They have realised that power seized by 
violence. will only result in their greater grinding. 

Such, at any rate; is the rea.;;oning that has given birth 
to the policy, not the dharma, ·of Non-violence. And even 

.. as a Mussalman or a 'Uindu, believing in violence, ap
plies the creed of Non-violence in his family, so are b::~th 

called upon without question to apply the policy of Non
violence in their mutual relations and in t.heir relation to 
other races and classes, not excluding Englishmen. 
Those who do not believe in this 1 policy and do not wish 
to live up to it in full, retard the movement by remaining 
in it. · 

9th .March, 1920 

NON-VIOLENCE 

(BY l\1. K. GASJJHI) 

When a person claims to be non-violent, he is. expected 
not to be angry with one who has injured him. He 
will not wish him harm; he will wish him well; he will 

I 

not swear at him; he will not: cause him. any physical 
hurt. He will put up wi.th all the injury to which he is 
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subjected ·by the: ,,vrong doer. Thus Non-violence is: 
·complete innocence. Complete non-violence is complete 
ab~ence.of ill-wHl' against all that. lives. It therefore 
embraces even·l'ub-htiman life, not excluding; noxious. 
insects or beasts. They have not been created to feed' 
our destructive propensities. , If we only knew the ·mind! 
of the Creator; we should find their proper ··place in His:· 
creation. Non-violence is therefore in its·. active form 
good-will towards all life. It. is pure' Leve. -:I read it in 
the Hindu Scriptures, in the Bible,. in the· Korim. 

N on-violen'ce is a p,erfect state. It is a' goal towards. 
,,·hich all mankind moves naturally though uncon
sciously. Man does not become divine when he personi
fies· innocence in himself. Only then does he becom& 
tvuly man. In our present state, we are partly men andl 
partly beasts and in our ignorance, and even arrogance· 
say that we truly, fulfil the purpose of our species, wheD 
we deliver blow for blow ·and develop the! 'measure· of 
anger required for the purpose. We pretend· to believ& 
that retaliation is .the. law of our being, whereas in every 
scrif!ture we find that retaliation is nowhere obligatory 
b1:1t only permissible. · It is restraint that is 0bligatory .. 
Retaliation is indulgence requiring elaborate regulating. 
Restraint is the law of our-being. For highest perfection 
is.unat'tain~ble without highest restraint. Suffering is 
thus the badge of the human tribe. · 

The goal ever recedes f!om us. Jhe . gteater the 
progress, the greater the recognition of our.unworthiness. 
Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in the attainment .. 
Full effort is full victory. 

Therefore though I realise more than ever how far· I 
am from that goal, for me the Law of comp.lete Love i~ 
the· law of my being. Each time I fail,· my effort shall 
be all the more determined for my failure; · 
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But l am not prea(~'l,ing this flnal law through the· 
Congr?.RR or the Khilafat organisation. 1 know my. own 
limitations onlv too well. l know that any such atte1npt 
i~ foredoomed. to failtue. To ex.pect a whole ma::-;R of 
men and women to obey thut law all at once iA nor to 
know·it~ working. But 1 do preach from the Congref's 
platforin the dednctiom; of the law. What the Congre!iR 
and the Khilafat organi:-:ations have accepted is but a 
fragment of thr implications of that Law. Given true· 
workers, the limited measure of its application can be 
realised in respect of vast masses of people within a 
short time. But the little measure of it to be true mu!'.t 
~atisfy the ~a me test as the whole. A drop of water must 
yield to tho analyst the same results as a lakeful. The. 
nature of my non-violence towards my brother cannot 
be diffierent from that of my non-violence to the uniyerse. 
When .1 extend the love for my brother to the whole., 
universe, it mnst still satisfy the same test. 

A particular practice is a policy when its application 
is limited to time or space. Highest policy is therefore 
fullest practice. But honesty L•S policy while it la~ts it' 
not anything different· from honesty as a creed. A 
merchant believing in honesty as a policy will sell the 
~a1~e measure and quality of cloth to the yard aF- a 
merchant with honesty as a creed. The difference 
between the two is that, while the political merchant will 
leave his honesty when it does not pay; the believing one· 
will continue it, even though he should loRe his alL 

The political non-violence of the Non-co-operator does 
not stand this test in the vast majority of cases. Hence ' 
the prolongation of the hruggle. Let no one blame the 
unbending Englit;h nature .. The hardest fibre must 
melt in the fire of love. I cannot be dislodged from that 
position becam;;e I know it. When British or other· 
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nature does not respond; the fire is not strong enough, if 
Jit is there at all. 

Our non-violen9e need not be of the strong, but it ha's 
tto be of the truthful. We must not intend harm to the 
English or to our co-operating countrymen, if and whilst 
we claim to be non~ violent. But the majority nf us hace 
iintended harm, and we have refrained from doing it 
r\)ecause of our weakness or under the ignorant belief 
that m:ere refraining from physical hurt amounted to a 
due fulfilment· of our pledge. Our pledge of non
IViOlence ·ex;cludes the· possibility of. future retaliation. 
~orne of us seem unfortunately to have merely post
·poned the.date of revenge.\ 

Let nie not be misunderstood.· I do not say that the 
1)olicy .of non-viole~ce excludes the possibility of revenge 
when the policy . is abandoned. But it· does most 
~emphatically exclude the possibility of future revenge 
.. after a ~uccessful termination of the struggle. There
fore, whilst we are pursuing the policy of non-violence, 
-we are bound to be -actively friendly to English 
.administrators and their co-operators. I felt ashamed 
tWhen I was told that in some parts of India it was not 
safe for Englishmen or well-known co-operators to move 
.about· safely. The disgraceful scenes that took place 
.at a recent Madras meeting were a complete denial of 
non-violence. 1 Those- w~o howled' down the Chairman 
beca~se he was supposed to have insulted me,o'disgraced 

· 1themselves ·and their policy. They wounded the heart 
··of their friend and helper,· Mr ... Andrews. They injured 
. Ltheir own cause. If the Chairman.believed that I was Ia 
~scoundrel, he had a perfect right to say so. Ignorance 
js no provocation. . But_ a ~on-co-operator is ·pledged to 
p~t up with the gravest provocatrqn. Provocation there 

. would be, when I act scoun,drel:-like. I grant that it will 
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be enough to absolve every Non-co-operator from 'the 
pledge of Non-violence and that any Non-co-operator will 
be fully justified ·in taking my life· for misleading him. 

It may be that even. cultivation of such limited non
viol~nce is impossible .in the majorityof cases. It may 
be. that we must not expect people even out of self
interest not to intend harm to th·e · opponent whilst they 
are ··doing none. We must then, to be honest, clearly 
give up the use of the word Jnon-violence' in connection 
with our struggle. .The ' alternative need . not be im
mediate resort to violence. But the people will not then 
be called upon to subject themselves to a.ny•disciplina 
in non-violence. A ·person lilie me will not then feel 
called upon to shoulder the responsibility for Chauri 
Chaura.•··' The school 'of limited non-violence will then 
still flourish in its obscurity, but' without the terrible 
burden of responsibility it carries 'to-day .t 

• Riots broke out at Cbauri Chn.Ul'rdn the United Provinces earlier 
in the year which necessitated the snspJnsion of the Civil Di!'l
obedience campaign. For details, Bet appendix. 

t Mr. Gandhi amplified his views in the following noteK in Y'outtf! 
india of 9th March, 1922 : 

Petplewed.-A. correspondent from Lahore writes under date 3rd 
March.; 

"So far as the facts about' Bardoli decision' have come to light, it 
appears the decision was arrived at either under the influence of Pundit 
Malaviya or under some far-fetched notions of non-violence. ln the 
former case the act. is mol!t unworthy, nnd in the latter it iii most 
unwise. Is not the ideal of the Congress Swarnj and not non-violence ? 
People have imbibed non-violence generally, which surely must do 
for _the Congress purpose. How the brcJacheslike those at Bombay 
and \:iorakhpur can make· the engine come to a standstill, 1 cnnnot 
understand. And if M. Paul Richard· (as toM. Richard's views, 
see infra) i~ true as to your aspirations of a. World Lender through 
non-violence even 'nt the cost.'of lndinn interest,· it is surely nn. 
becoming and, excuse me· to i&ay, dishonest. 

''And have you realised the effect!! pf this sudden stand still? Mr. 
19 
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But if' Non~ violence. is·.: to· remain' the ·policy of th~ 
nation, . for its,_ fair name and that of: humanity, we· are 
bound to carry :it out 'to the letter and in the spirit. · 

'· . ,. :'1! ,,,,... ',' . ' : ' 1t.' ' I I 

.Montagu 's threat comes for tha't. Lord Reading and his Government 
are harder to U!\ tha~ ·ever' before.'. It had almost yield$!d. As to the 
public,' there is a 'general distrust prevailing among the' classes and 
the masses.,: Snrely. it is difficult to. make men play-things of the hour 
anq their disgust and di~appointment ·S~ow,bpw· the fight was carried 
on inright earqest. Dont't you perceive that it i~ a. shock and that 
tw~ 'such 'shocks. m~s't ~nervate.the c~~ba.tants altogether ? 
-' '' Be~1de~, .I have h~ard the ~espo~sibl~ ~Iussalmaus talk of with· 
drawing co~operation even from the Hindus. · Tlie' fi'gbt is religions 
with them. It is the ',J ehad 1 , I should say' God's' Command alld the 
Prophet's is no joke to .start and to stop the'.'Jehd'.at will. If the 
Hindus should re~irei they say. they must ~eyise their . own cou~se~ 
Will, Yo!l take care . to ea~e one's heart ,that. feels uneasy .on this 
acco~nt ?11 · • · · 

1 
•• • . ' 

', ' t • I , , ' . ~ ' 

!tis impos~ible to withh'old sympathy from th~ writer:: His letter 
is typical of the attitude! saw reflected in Delhi. I have already given 
the ·assurance ·that Pundit' M:ilaviyaji had nothing to do with the 
Bardoli decision. .~or have any ·' far•fetched notions of non-violence' 
anything to do with it. .The correspondent's letter is ·the best justi
fication for it. . T.o ina the Bardoli decision i-s the logical outcome of 
the national pledge of limited non-violence. I entirely endo1·se the 
opinion that Swaraj is the nat.ion's goal, not non~ violence. It is true 
that my goal is as much Swaraj ns non-violence, because I hold 
Sw:araj for the masses to be unattainable :save through non-violence. 
But have I not. repeatedly said in these columns. that I would have 
Iu.dia to become free even by violence rather than that she should re·
main in bondage? In slavery she is a helpless partner in the violence 
of the slave-holder. I It is however true that L corildhot take part ina 
violent attempt at deliverance if only ·because I do i10t believe in the 
-possibility of success by violence.·~ I cannot pull the· trigger I against 
my worst' enemy, ·If I· succeed in convincing the world of the 
11uptemacy of. the law of non-violence and the futility of violence for 
th~ progress of mankind, the corre~pondent will: find that India will 
have automatically gained her , end,. But I freely confess my utter 
inability to do so without first convh~cing I ridia that she can be free 
only by noli-violent and truthful means and no other.. , .. · 
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Ana if we int~nd to follow out the policy, if we 
believe in it, we must then quickly make up·with the 
Englishmen and the eo-operators. · We must get their 

---------
I must further confess that what Mr. l\Iontagu and Lord Reading 

~vould think of the decision did not concern me and therefore their 
threats do not perturb or affect me. :Nor should they n ffect any non
co-operator. He burnt his boats when he embarked upon his mission. 
But this I know that if India becomes non-violent in intent, word and 
·deed, even the hearts of· 1\Ir. 1\Iontagu and JJord Rending will be 
-ch:m!:(ed. As it is, marvellous t~ough our pt•ogre~s has been in non
violent action, our hearts and our speech have not become non-violent . 
. .\\11'. 1\Iontagu nnd Lord Reading do not believe in the sincerity·of 
our vrofession Ol' in the possibility of ~incere workers succeeding in 
·creating a truly non-violent atmosphere. What is therefot•e required 
jl! more and yet more non-violence. 'in intent', wot•d and deed. 

As for the people, I have little doubt that they willll!urvive the 
ijlnrifying shock. I regard the present ddpression as a prelude to 11tendy 
progress. But should it prove otherwise, the truth of the Bardoli 
decision cannot be denied. It stands independent of public approval. 
Hod i11, even thongh the whole world deny Him. Truth ~tm~rl~, even if 
.thet•e be no public support. It ill self-sustained. 
· I should be sorry, indeed, if ret~ponsible Mussalmnnswill not see the 

.obvious corollaries of non-viof(mce. In my opinion, the fight is as 
t·eligious with Hindus ns with 1\Iussnlmnnll. I agree that ours is a 
i!piritual 'Jehad'. But 'Jehad' has, like all other wars, its strict 
restriction!! and limitations. The Hindus nud 1\lussalmans sail in the 
~arne boat. The dissatisfaction is common to both and it i!r open to 
both to diHsolve partnership with each other. Eithar or both may also 
deJ~ose me from genemh;hip. ,It is purely a pnrtnel'ship a twill. Finally 
I assure ·the correspondent that, when I find that I cannot carry 
conviction home to the people, I shn.ll ·withdraw from the command 
myself.· 

.Jtllel' lntplicatioriii;-I invite the reader to study the leading article 
(given above) of the,week on non-violence:' The article became fairly 
long even with a discussion of the main ptinciples. ·I did not there• 

:fore difo!cuss the important side is11ues in it but reserved them for th& 
Notes. · , · · 

8uch for instance are the questions : 
,(1) When can even individual Civil Disobedie1lce be resumed? : . 
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certificate that they,feel.absolutel:v: sate in our midst ancf 
that 'they may, regard .us· as friends, ~although we belong 
·to.' a: radically' different s~hool-of.. thought, and·: poHties:. 
We must welcome *em to .our political platforms· as 
honoured ·g.u.6sts: · ' We· must· . rri.e'et them on. neutral. 

ol 1·•\ ,' 1 • • ; 'I'\ ' 1 o '! I ' , . ' • 

.. . ·' 

. (2).:What: kind of violence will stop Civil Disobedience? 
, "(3), Is. there . room for: ,self.-defence . in the limited .. conception. of 
Non-violence?, .•• · ·,:• : ·, · · 
~ .. (4) ,Supposing the .. Mussalmnns • '9r .the Hindlls secede, can. a non~ 
violent· campaign be-carried on by.one communty alone?. r •... · . 

; (5) Su.pposing Hindus and .Mussalmans both reject me, what wouhl 
become of my preaching ? . , · . .. . .-
! . I shall take the questions seriatim, Civil Disobedience-even indi
vidual. •civil · disobedience-:requires a tranqltil atmosphere ... It must 
not be commenced till the worker:! have assimilated the spirit of Non
violence. and have.- procured Ia certificate, of m.erit -from. the. co
operators whether English or Indian, i.e., till they. have really ceased 
to. thin~ ill of them.. .The .surest test will .be when our meetings are 
purged .. of intolerance .. and. 1our writiugs ·of :.bitterness .. Another. 
necessary' test will be our s~rious handling of the ~.;onstruative pro
gramme·. If we. cnnnot :settle down to. 'it, to me it will be proof 
positive of OJir disbelie£. in:the cap~city of Non-violence to achieve 
the purpose. . ~ ·: ,, · '' 
, Non-t;ole11,t .. AtmUlspht1·e"T:'It is not e'·ery k.ind of Yiolence that will 
stop, Oi v.il . Disobedience, . I sl:!ould not b!'l dismayed by family feuds 
even though they maY ·be sanguinary, , Nor. wlll the viole~ce ofrobbers 
baffi~ me though_ they, wo~ld be to me. a.n i11dication .of. the absence ot 
gene~al purificn~ion. Jhilt political riolenpe which .9mtst stop.Ci,vil 
Disobedience• Chnuri: ohaura .was an instance of political ¥iolence. 
rt, arose. front a poUtical .. ,demonstratjon which .we .should, .have 
avoided if w J were not capable of conducting it absolutely .'peace,. 
fully.· 1 did no.t ~How .M.a~abaund Malegaon to interrupt pur course~ 
because .. the. MQpl~h!i" 1\'{er~ , nor special. people a up they, ~ad »ot come 
under the· infiuenc~· ,of, llOthriolen.Ce .to .. any appreciable .. extent 
!llalegaon . is more. diffl.cult,: but the1·e is clear. evi~ence that the chief 
Non-co-operators had tried their best to prevent the murders,; Not 
was mass Civil Disobedience hnp:~~nent .at the time.--. It c.ould not 
interrupt.individuP.l civil di&Qbedience elsewhere.! 
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platforms as comrades. We must devise· methods ~of 
such meeti:ng. Our non-violenee must not breed violence, 
hatred and ill-will.'. We stand like the: rest of fellow 
mortals to be judged by our ·works• ', A programme of 
Non-violence for the attainment of Swaraj necessarily 
means. ability to conduct our a.ffai,rs on non-~iolent lines, 
That means inculcation of a spirit ·,of obedience.· Mr. 
Churchill, who understands only the gospel of force, is 
quite right in saying that the Irish problem is different 
in character from the Indian. . He 'means in effect' thai. 
the.Irisb having fought theirwayto.their Swaraj t),J.rough 
violence will be ·well able to maintain it by · violence, if 
need be1 India, on the other hand,·· if she wins Swaraj 
in reality by Non-violence, nius~ be able to maintain it 
chiefly by non-violent means. This Mr. Churchill . can 
hardly believe to be possible unless India . proves' her 
.ability by an ocular demonstration of the principle. Such 
.a demonstration is impossible, unless Non-violence has 
permeated society so that people in their corvorate, i.e~; 
political, life respond to. 'non~ violence; in other words 
civil instead of military .authority,,. as at present, gains . 
predomi~ance. , , , , 

Swaraj by non-vivlent means ean therefore never mean 
an interval of chaos and anarchy. Swaraj by non
violence must be a progressively peaceful revolution such 
that the transference. of power from' a close · corporatioq 
to the people's represeptatives will be as natural .as the 
~rapping of a fully ripe 'fruit from a well-nurtured tree. 
I say again that such a thing may be quite hnpossible of 
attainment. But I know, that nothing le~s is the implica~ 
tion of Non-violence. And if the present workers do not 
believe. in the probability of achi~ving such comp~r~· 
tively · non-violent atmosphere, they· should drop the 
non.violent. programme and frame another which' 'is 
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wholly different in character:.~ rr we .approach our' pro
gramme with the mental reservation that . after,•all we
shall wrest the power froni the British .. by force of ·arms, 
then.we are untrue to <>Ur profession of Non-violence.•. If 

I:. !\lr. Gandhi wns ne~er tired ~f ~mPbasisi~g that no pro~ocatiori 
would justify resort to ·dolenc~ The f()}lowingl app.eared iri Youtz} 
ImUa of 1st December, 192i:· ... -· · 

· Bl'wate o.f R1tmo1u·s~-One of the . many lessons to be learnt from the 
events is that- we, must. nerer · beliP.ve rumours and that we must 
have, Con~~ess and Khilaf~ i office~s in every W!lrd Gr large street where 
people can verify rumours'. If we are acting as' one 'man' with one 
fnirid, and we must if we are 'to succeed~ a mnsflenrn never to net 
without thinking and on mere rumours. Three-fourths ot the piuiic was 
caused by mischievQus rlimo,urs.' What does it matter if the people 
hear of temples destroyed or some big leader killed or injured ? They 
may not act without advice. Does an individual11oldier act on his own 
behalf on hearing ofa g~neral's death' or of ~ desecration of his. 
ino~qtie or temple? If he were to net so, he would harm the cause 
and b'e liable even to, he shot.. n is much'more necessary for lis to act ' 
in concert when we .are willing soldiers of peace qnd ~ore capable of 
restraint than armed soldiers and when we have to win not a, single 
baitle but the freedom of our country and religions. . - · 
· II~ You11g Indt'a of i3th July, 1921, the following note.f!ppeared: 
·· ''D~fficuUies in the ·Wag..:.. I am note however blind· to'the difficnlties 
that bestrew our path. The news from Aligarh. is disquieting. · I 
have seen the official• version ·and the other in the I1tdepertdiJtlt.' I 
~hall apologise to the people of Aligadh if. I find ·that, J, am ip the 
wrong, but the. Tn~epettdetzt correspondeurs version .i.s e;\'asive,: a,nd 
3ttempts to prove 'too much .. It does not dEmy incendiarism o·n tho 
bart of th~ mob, ·and' seeks entirely . to e~cnlpate Ul~··latte~ •. I shall 
i•equh·e· overwhelmingly 'sti·ong evidence to prov~ that the authorlti~s. 
in A.ligarh ncted wantonlyr and. maliciously: wHhout the: slightest 
p~o\;p,~a~iou. I I a~ quite prepared to find that the. pqlice ~anted to
pre~?nt .an ng~ressive. demonstr~tio~ on .the part of ~he mob, .a~d .that 
m. ~o.~o~Ii.g' ~.hey. lost self-restr~~ut ~nd.?pened fire,. !\!y pomt~ how
ever, IS tfiat· there sflou}d·be DO' aggl'BS!llveuess·. on OUl' part. nt all. 
Non-oo-oparntors:must not bully 1 Ol' '·lhtenten.·~ We. are developing 
quite ~n ·ir•·e~\stible cou~age which tc'~mes only from · waiting· 'upon. 
'God11in ,o~her wo~:4s,:.fr<>pt~~solu.~e. !,ai~~ ~I\ the.~ighteousr~eJS oJ our 
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we believe in our programme, we are bound to believe 
that the British people are not unamenable to the force 
of affection, as they are undoubtedly amenable to ·force 

~ ~~~~----·-~~·-·-·--,----~·~----·--·----

CUU8e. If We want to 'fi~isb our programma SUCCI:l,SSfully nnd during 
this year, we have no time for bluster or a show of force. We must 
be scrupulously truthful to our pledge. We cnn succeed beyond nil 
expectation, only if we remain non-violent in thought, word and deed, 
It need not be our final creed, but it mu1:1t be our present creed for 
the attainment of our goal. There need be'no difficulty in 'our not 
thinking or iipenking ill of our ndversnry, as we have found it ensy 
enough on the whole to restrain ourselves from doing ill to him. We 
must not use the pledge of non-violence and truth to c•Jver violence 
nnd exaggeration, if not untruth. Nor must we be nfmid to let, our 
best comrades go to jail.' I adhere to the belief so often expressed 
by me, that P:\lldit Sundarlal and now Pandit Makhanlal are serving 
the community better by being iu jail for the sake of conscience, than 
they would have ;being ft·ee. Those who ·think otherwise,, in my 
opinion, do not understnnd the dynamics of Non-co-operation. The 
dynamic force behind this great movement is not vocal propaganda, 
but the silent propaganda carried on by the sufferingH of the innocent 
victims of n. mad Government. 

Mr. Gandhi wrote in Youny ItzcUa of Gth Octob31', 1921, under the 
bending, a?l Aj)t A?t~cdote: , Maulana Aznd Sobnui, who bas been 
doing wonderful work for Swadeshi, was telling me a thrilling story of 
Egyptian coolness nnd bravery. He told me that once the .soldiers 
surrounded an Egyptian mosque and wanted to prevent nntionnlist 
propaganda inside it. The c~ngregation was listening to a young 
man speaking to it. He would not desi1:1t and was shot. The congre
gation remained unmoved. Another young man too~ up the discourse 
nnd was shot whilst he was going on, and thus seven young men were 
shot till the discow•se was finished, the congregation remaining 
unmoved all the while the gloriou11 sacl'ifice, wns. going, on. The 
Eg~·ptains do not believe in non.violence. But they are fine soldierl4. 
They did not wnnt the mosque to be blown to pieces nor the whole 
congregation in a vain attempt to retaliate. They wanted to show 
that they would not be cowed down, nud no orders could bend their 
~ph·it. And so, us if nothing had happened,. the discourse was finished . 

. Death nnd life became with the congregation syuonymous terms. 
The moral of the story is unmistakable. We who are. pl~dged .t "I 
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of armsJ For .the unbelievers, the Councils are undoubted .. 
ly the school of learning 'with their ·hea ty programme of 
hum11iations ·spread· pver Erfew generations or a rapid but 
bloody revolution probably never witnessed before in the 

' 1 ,1 "1 I, I • 1' ,. 1 ,I I, 1 I I ,;,.,j ri :, jl',·'l/ ,' : 

w.orld. r I have no.desire.to take,partin such a revolution. 
l.wm'~ot b~·~:willing inst~~~ent fo~ prom~ting it. The 
choice,· in my opinion, lies between honest Non-violence 

I I ·~·_ .. _._. 

non-violence are endeavour!ng.to culth•ate the bravery of .the seven 
young .Egyptians and the congregation •. We must acquire the rourage 
to face death in the' pursuit of our goal without even wishing to kill, 
and viCtory .during the remaining·three months' is'!l certainty.· 

On the use of arms,, Mr. Ga.ndhf wrote in You'l'lg ltzdta of 21st 
July, 1921 : , · , 1 • 1 " : • , : 1 • " , . . , • 1 , • • '· • 

.The .Kil'patz,.:._ The Kirpan; the Sbikh I sCimitar; is for the Shikh, 
'what', says the Secretary of tlie' ShikhT oung Man's Association, 'the 
sacred thread is to the Bt1l.hman. '· ···And now the )?unjab Government 
is trying'to divest the Shikhs ·of their 'sacred thread' 'by restricting 
its length and breadth. Much as I abhor the· p6ssession or the use 
of arms, I cannot reconcile myself to forcible prohibition. , As I said· . 
three years ago, this forcible disarmament of a people will be regarded 
by history. :is one of the blackest. ·sins committed 1by the British 
Government against India. lf people want to, possess arms, they 
ought to have them without adO'. But in the case of the Shikhs who 
have held Kirpaus without let ·or b:iudrariC3 aU these years, the crime 
is worse.: The Secretary has no difficn\tY in prov;h;tgi that this war 
against the kirpan has synchronised with repressive measures adopted 
against this brwve community. · The· reason. too· is .ol>vious. The 
Shikhs have atta~ned polHical consciousiiess1. ·They are oot content 
merely to kill at the bidding of their officers .. They want to weigh 
the pros and cons of a cause 'in which they.are called :upon .to .fight. 
Above all, they want to know where they come. in! They want' to 
beconie equal partners. ,;This is intolerable, ·and they must be .. put 
down. i'he bravest among them have, ·as the Government .imagine, 
been silenced, I. can only. hope1 that ra theP.than surrender their sacr.ed 
weapon, the~ Shikhs will court. imprisonment~ :We cannot learn 
discipline by compulsion,.·' We must learn· not to use arms or to 
use them with responsibility. and self-restraint, notwithstanding 'the 
t·ight to po~sess them. · 
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with Non-co-operation as ·its· necessary ' corollary,· or 
reYersion to responsive co-operation;; i.e:, :co-operation 
cum obstruction. · . · · ·~ · 

8th December. 1920 

SOCIAL BOYCOTT . 
rt I: , 

(BY M. K. G~::mm) . 

A correspondent writes from Hyderabad (Sind)· a letter• 
regarding ·boycott which I gladly publish; He refers. to 
what is alleged to have happened. to, Mr. ;Khaparde. 
Hyderabad (Sind) is a fa~. cry ,from Amraoti. ·~do not 
know that Mr. Khaparde has. been put to all the incon~ 
veniences that the correspqndent relates. Mr. Khaparde 
is well able to take. care of himself .. I hope, however, 
that there is much· exaggeration in. the information 
supplied to the correspondent about the treatment· 

Nevertheless, the issue raised by the correspondent is 
important and serious~ , It ~ould be a dangelrous thing 
if, for differences of opinion, we were to proclaim social 
boycott, ' ' { 1 I • 1 I . .' ' :. 

It would be totally opposed to. the doctrine of Non
violence to stop the supply of .water· and food.· This 
battle of N,on-co-operation is a programme of; propaganda 
by reducing profession to practice, not one of compelling 

. others to yield obedience by, v:iolep.ce :direct Of indirect. 
We must try patiently. to convert. our opponents. If we 
wish to evolve the spirit of democracy out of slavery, 
we ·must be scrupulously" exact in .our· dealings with 
opponents. We ma:y not replace the slavery I of the 
Government by that of the Non-co-operationists:· We 
must concede to our 'opponents the freedom we claim for 

• Omitted in this collection I., 
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ourselves ·and for which we are fighting.. The stoutest 
co-operationist will bend to the stern realities of practice
if there is real response from the people . 
. But the.re is a non-violent boycott which we shall be

bound to pra~tise, if we··a.:ra·· to make any impression~ 
We must not compromise with what we believe to be an 
untruth, whether it resides . in a white skin or a brown~ 

' I , 

Such boycott is political boycott. We may not receive 
favours from. the new Ooun'cillors. The voters, if they 
are true ·to their pledge, wili be bound to refr~in from 
making: use of th'e services of those whom· they have· 
declined to·regard as their representatives.·· They must 
ratify thefr verdict by complete ·abstention from any 
encouragement ·of the so-called representatives. . 

The public will be bound, if they are Non-co-opera·
tionists, to refrain from giving these representatives any 
prestige by attending their political functions or parties .. 

I can conceive the possibility· ofnon-violent social 
ostracism under c~rtain' '(rdreme' 'conditions, when. a 
defiant minority refuses to be.nd to the majority; ·not outr 
of any regard for principle, but from sheer defiance or 
worse. But that .time has certainly not arrived.·· Ostra
cism of a v1olent characte~, ·such' as the denial of the use 
of public wells is a species· of barbarism,'whlch I hope 
will never be 'practised· by any body of'men 'having any 
desire for national self~respect and national .·uplift. 'Ve 
will free neither Islam nor India by processes of coerc'ion,~ 

. whether among'ourselves or against Englishmen. 
· ' Young India of 2nd Febrmiry 192"2. riontaiped the following' 
· Sitti11g. Dhurna--Some students of Calcutta , have revived the 
anoient, form of barbarity iQ the for~ pf 'sitting dhul'Da '. ·, }~ortunt~
t,el:y, the Jliactic'e 'fas, st.opJied as s~on ns i~ ~a~ !.evived. T~ey, blocked 
tb~ passage of' their fellow students who wanted to go to the 
University for paying their fees or to ~ee ~ome officials of the edu
cational .department.::· J call it~ barbarity', for it is a crude way of 
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(By 1\1, K.· G~~IJIII) 
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Non~co~operation being a movement of purification is: 
bringing to the· surface all our weaknesses. as also· 
excesses of even our strong points. Social boycott is a.n 
age~old institution. It is coeval with caste. It is the· 
one terrible sanction exercised with great effect. · It is· 
based upon the notion that a. community is not bound to 
utend its hospitality or service to an excommunicate .. 
It answered when every village was a ~elf-contained 
unit, a.nd the occasions of recalcitrancy were rare. But 
when opinion is divided, as it is to-day, on the merits of 
Non-co~operation, when its.new application is having a 
trial, a summary use of social boycott in order to bend a. 
minority to the will, of: the majority is· a: species of 
unpardonable violence. If persisted in, such· boycott is 

. '' ' ~ .-~ .......... -f-"7 ·-:-~--~:- ·-:-r-1- -:--: 
u~ing coercio11, It is also cowardly because one who sits 'dhurna' 
knows that he i~ not ~oiitg to b~ trnmpled over. It i~ difficult to call 
the practice Yiolent, but it is cet·tainly wol'lle. If we fighh)ur opponent. 
went leni'lt enable him to ret~t·n the blow; But when we challenge 
him to walk o\·er U!!, knwil'!l' thnt be .wm not,. we plnce him in 
n most nwkwar·d and humiliating po~ition. I know thnt the over.
z~nlous students who 11nt dluMra never. thought of the barbarity of the 
deed. But one, who is expected to follow the voice of conscience and 
stand e,·en singlehanded in, the fnce of odds, cannot. afford to b~ 
tboughtle~s., Non-co:opemtion, if H fails, will fail only through 
internal weakues~. There is no. 1mch. thing as deftJnt inN on-co.; 
operation. It never frtilH. Its so-called repre!!entativ~s mny so badlr 
represent their caul'le that it may appear to the 11pectntors to ha\'e 
failed, .. Let N ou-c~-op.:rationi!!ts therefore beware of e~erythiug ther 
do. There must be,, no. impatience,, no bnrbnt·ity, no insolence, n(} 
undue pressure. , If we wnnt to cultivate n.,true E~pii·it of democracy, 
yve cnnuot.nff(){·d to be .intolerant. lutolernnce betrays want offaitlh 
1u one's cause.o:-1\L~K. G.: , 
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bound to destroy the mov&melit." :i Social boycott is a.ppli~ 
cable and effective .when .it i~. not. felt as a punishment 

, II ·' tl,,,:< , } '•\:) 

and accepted by the object, of boycott as a measure of 
discipline. Moreover,· soci'al'bo~c()tt to be admissible in 
a· campaign· t>f Non~'Violence. ·.must never savourofin
bumanity.= .. It"'inust ·be ·civilised·~· It must'cause·paj_n; td 
the party using it;· if it-causes inconvenience to its object .. 
Thus; depriving a -rna~ lof the services. of a· medica I man, 
as is reported to·have been·done· in Jhansi, is ail .act of 
inhumanity· tantamount in .the' moral code to :an· .attempt 
t.o·murder.· ·Lsee:no difference· in murdering a man; and 
withdrawirigmedical aid:from a·]nan who is bn the point 
i()f·.'dying. Even--:the··taws. of war,.! apprehend, requ'ire 
the giving of medicaJ relief to· tl:ie 'enemy in 'need of- ·it. 
To ·deprive a man of the.. use of an· ·only village ·well is 
motice· to :him to :quit that:·village, Surely,, Non~co
operators have acquired· no~ right; 'to use that extreme 
pressure' aga'instAhose :who do not -see :ey~ ·to eye· with 
them; Impatience and intolerance will surely kill this 
gr~at 'r~l~gious, inoveni~nt:'l \ye '.may ·,nrit_ make p~opfe' 
pur~ b~ .comp:qls~on:~ ):1\tch,less may we 9,0mpel them by 
violence to respect our opinion.*' It is uttei:ly against the 
:Spirit of democracy we want to cultivate~· ·· ·' ' 
· * It1 Youtzg · l•~tclia of .9th· 'March, 1922,' commenting on a letter 

received by him from a well-known resident of Feni in the N oakhali 
nt. Bengal alleging that the Congress Volunteer corps had become an 
.organisation for bad characters, tha: t the whole c9un'try thereabout was 
under it and that these were guilty of extortioni terrorism and humi
Jiating rowdyism,· Mr. Gandhi! 'wrote asking the Congress Committee 
to ·enquire:. · , .. . · · .. · : 

An· inquirY. therefore is a simple 'matter. Meanwhile, as I know 
:that publication is also half the l'tlmedy, I gladly place the columns of 
Young lndia at the disposal of those who can send authentic instances 
-of ·intimidation; coercion, assaults, social boycott by or on behalf of 
.Non-co-operators whether Congressmen or Khilafatistw. Indeed every 
\(Jongressman is a Khilafatist, and evc:ry Khilafatist is a Congressman, 
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• There are no doubt serious difficulties in' our! way. 
The temptatinn to resort to 'social boycott is .irresi~tible 
when· a defendant, who subtnits to· private arbitration, 
refuses to abide by its award. Yet it is easy to' s'ee that 
the application of social boycott is more than likely' to 
arrest the splendid· movement to 'settle' disputes by arbi
tration whij:h, apart from its use as a weapon in the 
armoury of Non-co-operation, is a movement fraught 
with: great good to the country .... People will take time 
·before.they accommodate ~hemselves to· priva.te arbitra
tion. · Its very simplicity and inexpensiveness will repel 
many people even as palates jaded by spicy foods are 
repelled by simple combinations. '• All awards will not 
·always be above suspicion. We must therefore rely 
upon the intrinsic merits of· the ··movement ahd · the 
correctness of awards to make itself felt.· 

1.t is much to be desired if we ·can bring about· a 
complete voluntary boycott of hiw courts. That one 
event can bring about Swaraj. But it was never expect
ed that we would reach completion in any single item 
of Non-co-operation. Public opinion has been so far 
but since we have two organiKat.iom~ in the country I appeal to both 
to be merciless in exposing our own· wt·ong.doing. I could find n 
thousand excuRes for the wrong-doing of the administmtors if only 
because we. impute to them nothing better, whereas we. claim to be 
immaculate'sofar as Non-violence nod hotiesty are .concerned, .. We 
shall bring the struggle to~ successful iss.ue. far more quickly by bein.g 
strict with ourselves. There 'is no excuse ";hat soever for intimidation • 

. coercion, assault (n social 'boycott on our part. 'I would urge the 
correspondents, who may send me letters of complai'nts, to be brief~ 
strictly accurate and to write in a clear band on one side of the paper 
only. It is not an easy matter to go t.brough tbe heavy corre8pon
dence pouring in from day ·to day. Compliance with this simple 
Widest will ensure quicker ntteution.' ' Correspondents will take care 
to avoid vague generalisations. Specific details as in the Noakhnli; 
letter· 1•.re absolntely necestiary to inspire belief and to as~:~ist inquiry~ 
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developed as to :recognise> the Co¢ts ·as signs .not of our 
liberty but. of our .sl~verY:~' .. It, has. ·.made· it ·P~actically 
impossible for~ lawyer~ to prac..tise,: .the.~r. profession .and 
be· called popular leaqers. . ; .·: .. 'i . · . 1' ~· l: : f · : ·: ) 

· N o.n-co-operatiQI\ .has greatly demoli~hed the ·:prestige 
,of law,courtsand.to:t}lat.~:x;tent.Qfthe Government .. ·. The 
~disintegrating proce$s is, slQwly..· but sur~l~ ,going . on. 
Its. velocity: :will s\}ffer <U~p.jnution if ,violent ~ethods are 
adopt13d ,to h.asten, ~t.~. 'JTh.i~·. Government of .ours is armed 
to the teeth to me~t 1:p~d ·<check. forces, .of. ·N o.n. viplence. 
;How ca:p. a.,handfuJ .of .. EngHshll1~Q. resist. a· v.olu~tary 
-expressi9n, of. op~nion accompanied by, :the.· .voluntary 
·s~lf-penial:ofthir~y,cro.re~,pf-people?,:,.':'. :.' 1 '' , .• 

! I hope, .t.he!e~o~~, that· N o~~co~.operation, :workers, wHJ 
fbeware of ,the, s~ar~s qf ,sopjal qoycott~ . )3ut, the. a,lterWl·r 
iive to social boycott· i~ .certainly p.ot.r~o~ia~ interco)lrse. ~ 
~ il,llan whq d,~ffe,s stropg 

1 
pl~a~ publi~ 1 opinlo.n , on , vital 

matters 'is not. e;ntitl~d to socialal;llenities and priviJeges . 
. We may not,takepart·in ~is .. s9Ci~l ,fv~c~ioij.sr such .. as 
;na:rriage , fea~ts, ·;We I J;J,~ay; ; not .. ~eceive :gifts fr:om hi pl. 
:But ,we Qare: no~ dei;lY ~o,cial.s~:~;yi~e .. ,. The. latter is. ,a <;luty. 
Attendance at dinner parties ·and the like· is a privilege 
-~hi.Qh it i~ ,option~ I to ,withhold .o~·. exteij<t I •• But. i()Vould 

. be .wisdom to. ,err; on the. right side and ~o . exercise .the 
·weapon even in the· limited sense described ,, by . me· on 
·rare 'and well~de:fined 'occasions.· ·And in every oase the 

. uset bf.the weaporl' will· use it' at his own· 'risk.' The 
·¥$e of i(~~ .n,.o~ as ye't' ~~~ ari,. Jorr,U i i·a ··. ~-uty ,'. ,1

, No ~ne is 
·entitled .to. its 11se; i( the:~;e js , any dallge;r of P,urting the 
:moyemen't.! ....... ,, .. f ··1:·1 . . , ... ·,, ... , '"'' . r • ,, 

I 0. ' ' ' I • • . f' I ; ' ! i . I ' I , ' I . I I ) ~ • i ; ) 1 , , : t l 

· • Further qommen,t~ng on social, ostracis~. l\11·.: Gandhi wrote iu 
rotmg llldiaof 48th, April, 1~20: ,· I I. I • 

' A write111 in·. the Time~S of ,111dia1 the·: Editor. of that wonderful 
~daily and Mrs .. l3esnnt have all in ·their own manner condemned Non-
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18th December, 1920 

(BY l\1. ~· GA:SDHI) 

The columns of "Young India" are open to· all who 
bave· any grievance against Non-co;.operators. 'One 
who knows ' has sent to the Editor· a letter which I 
,gladly publish. • He has in a covering ·letter given 'his 
name and pleaded for the publication of his letter. Sucl:t 
pleading was unnecessary in connection with a matter 

• • Omitted in this collection. 

co-operation conceived in connection with the Khilafnt movement. 
All th.e three writings naturally di~:~cuRs many side-il'sues which .1 shull 
IJmit for the time being. I propose to nn11wer two serious objections 
raised hy the writers. 'rbe sobriety with which' they nre stated 
entitles them to a greater consideration than if they had been:giv~u in 
Yiolent lnngunge. In :Non-co-operation, 'the writers think, it would 
be difficult, if not impo);sible, to avoid violence. Indeed viohmce, the 
Ti111C8 1{ India editorial says,. has already commenced in that 
·l)~tracism has been resorted to in Calcutta and Delhi. Now I fcnr that 
nstraci~m to a certain extent it$ impoRsible to avoid. I remember, in 
South Africa, in the initinlt~tages of pasllive reHiHtance campaign 

· those who had fallen away were ostraciMed. Ostrnc~m i11 violent or 
p~acefu(according to the manner in which it is prnctised. A 
eongregation may well refuse to recite pmyers after a priest who 
lll'iZel! ht~ title abo,·e his honour. But. the ostracit~m will become 
violent if the individual life of a per11on is mnde unbearable by insults, 
innu~ndoes or abuse. The renl danger of violence lies in the people 
re80I'ting to :Non co-operation, becoming impatient and reveng~ful. 
'This may happen, if, for instance, payment of taxes is suddenly witb. 
·drnwn 01' if pressure is put upon soldiers to lay down tb~ir lll'ms. · I, 
however, do not fear any evil consequences, for the simple reason that 
every re~ponsible .Mahomednn understands that· Non-co-operation to 
be successful must be totally u9nttended with· violence. The other 
·Objection l·aised is thnt those who may give np their service mny have 
to starve. That is just n posKibility bnt n remote one, for the committee 
w m certainly make due .provision for .those who mny suddenly find 

.:themselves out of employm(mtJ 
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of public importance~ ~ If the facts related by the cor
respondent are true, they r~flect no credit on the young 

. men of Dharwad. I The correspondent has connected 
the incident with N Oii~co-operation: It is· the fashion 
nowcidays to connect every · .ir1eident ~ of indecent be~ 
haviour,with·Non-co~operation. ~ I wish that the incident 
had been brought to my notice when I was· at Dharwad. 
I would then have been. able to . investigate the matter 
and dealt with {t. then •. , I may state. that stones· were 
thrown at a meeting . of. Dharwad. students that was 
held by me in the open.. One boy ~arrowly escaped 
being seriously hurt.· And it was· a' pleasure to watch 
the audience remai~ing unmov'ed'it?- spite .of the stone
throw:ing. I was.told too that. stone-throwing at meet
ings,. was: not an· unusual . occurrence at Dharwad in 
connection with the non-Brahmin movement. I state
this fact only 'to· show· that Dhal'Wad · enjoys the unen
viable reputation for stone-throwing in'a spe'cial·manner. 
I must' therefore decline to 'connect the . incident either 

'j,: ' J 'f I ' 'I 

with li on-co-operatio~. or with any anti-European 
movement. lfhough the correspondent's letter is obscure· 
on the point, it is evident from what he says th~t re
sentment was felt at the ide~ of girls taking part in a 
drarria .. The correspondent says that the drama was 
.·, •'II ', ·, ',,J,,I ··i· •, :·! •·' • ' , 

dropped in . the· . J?.ick of time .~t the desire. of the 
guardians •. '. There .tp.ust: .have been persistence to provoke 
resentment. ·1 ... : . 1 : • 1 .I 1 • , • 1 • 

· · But my.positi6n is clear;: ·No amount of ·prdvocation 
could possibly ju·stify the ho'oligariisni ·: of the 'mob of 
young ,men'. . Th.ey hid no right to P·I:e~ent. thP. perf or~ 
. man~e that.;~s .. a.t lll~t d~~~r~l~d 

1

Upon,: if the lg~ardians 
of ·the girls did not mind it.' ·.The. tr11est test of demo
cracy is{ in the ability of ·anyone' t.o act as . he likes, so 
long as he doe,s not injure the life 10r property of anyone · 
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-else. It is impossible to control: public morals by 
hooliganism. Public opinion alone can keep a society 
pure and healthy. If the young men of Dharwad did 
not like a public exhibition of Dharwad girls on the 
stage, they should have held public meetings and other
wise enlisted· public opinion in their favour. The 
movement of Non-co-operation· is· intended to ·check 
.all such abuses.· N on~co-operationists ' are 1 • undoubt .. 
edly expected, not only to refrain from taking part 
in such violent scenes as are represented to have 
taken place at Dharwad, but they are expected. also 
to prevent them on the part of others. The succesc; of 
Non-co-operation depends upon the ability of Non-co· 
operationists to control all forces of violence. All may 
not take part in the programme of self-sacrifice but all 
must recognise the necessity of non-violence in· word or 
need. . . ' 

I am surprised that the correspondent in his covering 
' ' letter speaks of the hooliganism at Dharwad in the same 

breath as the massacre of Jallianwala Bagh. He loses 
all sense of proportion when he compares the cold~ 

blooded and calculated butchery. of ·innocent men, who 
had given no provocation, with the undisciplined 'and 
thoughtless demonstration of a '.mob of young men,~ 
who were labouring under a fancied or :real wrong. 
Both acts are worthy of condemnation. But there is as 
much difference between the programme of the Dharwad 
boys and the Dyerism at Amritsar as there is between 
an" attempt at simple h~rt and a completed ·murder.· 

:w 
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lOth Novembet, 1919 . 
IHFF!CCLTIES IN OUR WAY · 

I I 

' · ' ''{Br M. K; GANDHI) · · ' 
I' • ,I 

· Our diffi.c~lties are of two . kinds; those that areo 
imposed from· without and those that are of our own 
creation .. , Th'e. latte~· are. far more dangerous, because
we .often hug them and are .therefore reluctant to remo'\t& 
them.:. Thus, for instance, the, disturba~e created: at 
Mrs. Besant's recent meetings at Bombay was ofoul"own 
making.* And it is-easier to dea1with a seditious meet
ings- procla!llation than the disturbance at Mrs. Besant'S. 
meetings. A ptohibition of ' seditious ' meetings gives· 

* Mr. Gandhi condemned hooliganism wherever found. He wrote in. 
Y.ou.ng India of 23rd February, 1921: 
'certainly, Non-co-oper~tionhasreceived a rude shock-by disgraceful 

behaviour at the Bombay and Poo~a m,cet·ings toward~ Messrs. Sh;1stti 
and Paranjpye. I have seen the explanation that the hooliganism was 
resorted to, not by Non-co-opera;ion students: but by those who. 
wanted to discredit the .. moveme'nt. itself, and to rouse prejudice 
against Non-co-operatjo11 students. The e::t;planation i.s likely to be 
partly true, for there are undoubtedly men who would for the sake of 
killing the moveme~t even create violence. For Non-co-operation to• 
pe sp~'edily successful, we mus~ b~ able to pt~vide even against such 
contingencies. A soldier cannot plr.ad oifficulties in defence of his. 
defeat; ·When General. Buller failed ~o relieve:Lady Smith; he was. 
superseded. When Lord Roberts failed to finish the SoutlL African 
War' Lord Kitchene~ to~~·over co~mimd. 'This Government will lire
on only S() long as it cari 'circumvent No~-co-operation. If Non-co
~peration stude~ts did not· want' to be discredited, why did they attend 
the meeting either in Bonibaior· in :Poona ? The notices clenrl.r 
stated. that only t4ose;who wished to hehr the other side of the ques~ 
tion were to attend. Ther~ was, therefore, no excuse for the scenes
that were enacted in Bombay and -Poona. Moreover, it is often. 
forgot tell that Messrs. Shastrinnd Paranjpye are among the ablest nnd 
the mos~ public-spirited men we have in the country. They are as
much lovers of their country as Non-co-operators themselves.. We· 
may consider them to be mistaken in their view as they consider us to· 
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us strength. Disturbances created by us undoubtedly 
we'aken our cau~e. The verbal rowdyism at Mrs. Be~ant's 
meeting was a type of violence. ·It was a distinct 
departure from the creed of non-violent Non-co-opera
tion. It may easily res,ult in physical violence. 

Those who created the disturbance ought to realise 
its seriousness for the sacred cause they have at heart. 
It is the very worst training we can give ourselves 
in Swaraj. Swara'j , presupposes mutual toleration ·of 
views, no matter how distasteful they may be to us. If 
the Non-co-pperationif;ts refuse to listen to the other 
party's views, they lay themselves opel} to the same 
charge as the Government, which, they complain; comes 
to decisions without considering their view point. Non
co.:operation against the Government, is based on, and 
is possible with, co-operation among ourselves. We 
must bring about, as far as possible and consisten.tly with 
our creed, . harmony among ourselves. Rowdyism is 
hardly the way to do Ro. By their action at the meetings 
in question, Non-co-operaqonists have still further es .. 
tranged from themselves Mrs. Besant and her friends 
and followers. The loss is· patent enough. They 
have certainly gained no new adherents by their row
dyism. In so far as the students were concerned 
in the insult offered to Mrs. Besant, they · have 
discredited themselves at a critical period in their 
be mistaken. But we shnll grievously err if we refuse to liHten to the 
nrguments of our opponents. 

Nor need we seek to justify rowdyism on the strength of English 
precedents. We may not call.the movement religious and continue 
still to copy the bluster and violence of English meetings. Our 

'. strength lies in not co~ying foreign or other precedents withot1t 
discrimination. This movement, if it is to be non-violent in essence, 
as it must be, to be successful, hns to retnin its distinctive chnrncter 
at every step and at nll times-l\f. ·K. G .. 
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evolutio.n ... · 'They are calle~ up~n,. Jn the name' of religion 
and cou:r,.try; .to ·disregard, the . .-wishes even r· of, their 
p~rents, should they. dissuade them from leaving .schools 
tainted with. Government grant· or affiliation. Such 
disregard· is permissible' only ~o ·sons, and· daughters 
who have cultivated . the sense. of scrupulous respect 
and" obedience' towards their 'parents and-elders.: That 
~disobedience. r is, a .virtue:· only· when it is resorted to in 
response to a higher .call ani has .not:':a, traca • of bitter· 

' ness, hostility; or· resenttnent inJt .. , It' is a positive vice 
when it becomes thoughtless,, insohn~t, an4 !Owdy. The 
one ennobles, ~he other :degrades .. An~ after . all, do ~-we 
not owe .anything to Mrs •. Besant's,, years; ·her past 
brilliant services, and her, sex? . The rising generation 
will commit .~uicide if it·· becomes: ungrateful. India's 
gratefulness .. ought., to, ensure for·Mrs. Besant a respect~ 
~ul heating; even when: she .opposes Indian sentiment. 
She does 1.so ~rom .pure ·motives. She .thinks· that 
we,· are .in "~m·or,: she -is of opinion that we a.re retarding 
India's progress ... Surely it is her duty to wean us •from 
what .she ·consider~ i~· our: error: . And it is our duty 
respectfully, to.consider what she says . 
. But I hav~ been told that unless, ·at· her·meetings, an 
emphatic, dissel).t .is e:x;pressed, she wquld make capital 
o~ our ~upposed ,silenc~;.and claim that .there is a larger 
boqy o~ ;Indian opinion.at her• .back than ,js really the 
c~se., .Surely ro~dyism ls not ,the o_nly w~y of express
ing dissent. The best and the chosen .way :would be. 
not to attend her meetings, unless we .wish to go 'in order 
to be ·convinced.:·' ·we need'·not swell· her aud'ienoe when 
we. know that 1we: do riot. approve of her views. ' The 
cither' way, ·lf we must .~ttend; i~. to ~nter ,ou~ .. respectful . 
dissent. at .the end of: the me~ting,. or if we consideJ; her 
remarks to be offensive,· • to express our dissent by court-

• 
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eously walking out. A noisy demonstration i!' a· !olign 
of our weakness. A dignified withdrawal is a proof of 
our strength. Rowdyism is, as a rule, intended to cover 
a minority that wishes to break up a meeting. · A 
majority conscious of it~ strength produces an eloquent 
and electrical effect both on the t::peaker, and his, or, her, 
minority of followers. · 

It is true that this rowdyism is not a result of the 
mo,rement of Non-co-operation. It is a 'legacy of our 
past. 'Ve haye been, to our harm, nurtured in the bane
ful traditions of the West iri the manner of conducting 
our meeting8. Applause and shouts of dissent are 
essentially a Western institution. With the new me
thod of non-t;iolent Non-co~operation, the old must go. 
The two cannot co-exist. If we are engaged in a duel 
between religion and irrelig~on, and if we truly represent 

. the forceR of religion, we shall have to give up even 
verbal violence and learn dignified ·ways of dealing 'with 
our opponents. ·It is through training in cool courage 
and self-sacrifice, discipline and faith in God, and 1 

therefore humility to thk tlttermost, that we shall con
serve the honour of Islam and our country, ~nd turn our 
opponents into admirers and fellow-workers. 

24th· May, 1920 
,I , , . •I 

LALA LAJPAT RAI AND THE MODERATES . '. -
Let me take the Indian Social Reformer into the 'secret 

of my methods.* .. My assistant drew my 'attention . to 
the hostile criticism , of Lalaji's speech and asked me 
whether I wished to ~ay . anything upon it. · I had not 

• Written in l'eply to a sitgge~tion thnt ,!llr. Gandhi was condoning 
if not conniving ~F f.he violence of words of hi~ followen. 
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the t~xt of his speech before me, nor had seen any 
criticisll1. I therefore wrote to Lalaji, asking him to 
enlighten me on the matter, and suggesting that he 
shou1d apologise, if a single hasty word was uttered. 
It has been my privilege on close acquaintance to find 
him _generous, forgiving and frank. He said in his 
letter that his· Bombay speech was a specially considered 
~tterance, and that· he. had not attacked any person in · 
it. He had only dealt with .the action of the Moderates 
as a party. He sent me .. the cutting for my opinion. 
This was whilst I was in S1ndh. I .was unable to read 
it· and had forgotten ali about. it, till the Reformer's 
rebuke reminded me of· it. 1 I have now read Lalaji's 
sp_eech and have. much pleasure in stat~ng that I find 
nothing offensive or discourteous in it. It is undoubt
edly in Lalaji's fighting .style. It is a party speech. 
He has adopted, I by long. residence ~n the west, the . 
Western form of criticism. · But it is best Western form. 
There is nothing vulgar in it. His charges are not 

\. unjustified by the conduct of the Moderate Ministers. 
His worst charge is that they 'have merged themselves 
in the bureartcracy. It is a serious :charg(Lto make,-but 
the instances adduced by him surely prove it. The 
Moderates may retort, if they choose, that outsiders 
<innot appreciate the difficulties of the Ministers. But 
tliat is; just what proves the error of the great leaders 
who find themselves allied with the Government. They 
should have known that such would be their' lot, or they 
should now knowby experience that it is no use being 
Ministers, until they have an effective control over the 
Government policy. All 'the ·

1

repression that is now 
going on, is almost as bad· as before.·· It makes little 
difference that now there is the ·farce of a trial. The 
fact is that most of, the politicial sections of th~ Penal 
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Code are such as to bring almost every N on-co-o'peration 
'Speech under them. I believe that, if I was charged, I 
should have to plead guilty to the charge of sedition. It 
is the duty of a Non-co-operator to preach disaffection 
towards the existing order of things. Non-co-operators 
are but giving disciplined expression to a nation's out
raged feelings. I should like to: see a considered reply 
to Lala Lajpat Rai's strong indictment. In my humble 
opinion, the speech of Lala Lajpat Rai does not betray 
.any loss of temper, and is quite in keeping with the 
advice he tendered the youth of the country in his con
cluding paragraphs. 

17th· November, 1921 

WHAT IS ABUSE ? 

(BY M. K. GASDHI) 

A correspondent from the United Provinces writes: 
"Now-a-days the atmosphere is surcharged with clamorous 

·denunciations against the Government. Almost all have Oil their 
lip11 an inexhaustible fund of abuse for ·it. Everyone en lis it 

· -wicked, uncivilised,· and what not. Every one, as it were, 
makes it his special study how to outdo the rest in abut~ing the · 
Government .. Pmcticnlly every spoech is a mere liHt of invectives 
:and imprecations. Not n single lecture but is replete with effu~ions 
-and fulminations, and the fun of it is that only Much n lecture 
iff called soul-stirring.. In short, the thing has come to a head, 
1t has become a fashion as it were. 

'' I for my part healiiily abhor this evil. },uming and fretting, 
in my view, is indicative ef weakness. It !!howe the total dearth 
·of energy in doing real work on the part of the speaker, who wants 
lo draw a veil on H by thundering forth before his audience his 
abusive eloquence. In my strict view of the matter, no angry 
word·, not even against the Government, should be uttered.' ·Troe, 
we are an injured natiot~ and our anger is a righteous one. But. 
t~hould we give vent to that anger by abuse?. Should we dh·ect our 
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. energy ju this c»annel?, On the contrary, should we not pro
fitably utilise whnte¥er amount of energy we waste in abuse in • 
doing ~ubstuntinl work? Surely :libl;sing is n~t doing real work;: 

·.nor isH a service to the motherland. ; J 

"Violence;: tom(),· does not mean actually assaulting and killing 
others, but covers also bad language .. If so, I cannot see how to
justify your own use of the epithets, "satanic," "devilish" and 
~'barbarous' '1for. the Gov,ernment: , The1·e is ~ot the. h3'ast ~ndow 
of doubt that these words come 'under violence, but that you 
being the apostle of non-violence utter ¥iolence is even in dream 
unimaginable; · ' 

So much for abusive language·. Now I take np another ques
tion. You nlwnyssaythat you and your followei'S·:have arrayed 
yom·seh·es against the English Government, and not against 
Englishmen. While you hate the system and Waiit either to'meud 
it or end i't, you have absolutely no ill-feeling towards Englishmen , 
themselves. Clearly therefore, though you want to do away with 
the system, you do not desire to expel the English. If so, even 
those who claim to be your true followers have not imbibed this 
high principle. I may substantiate this with a typical instance .. 
in the U. P. Political Conference recently held at Agra Pt. Jawa
hirlal Nehru, while advocating the boycott of ~oreign cloth, said 
that if thel:e were any who earnestly desired. to expel the English· 
from India, he was one of them, and the means he had found for 
achieving this was only Swndeshi.. This has appeared in the press, 
and !.think y~u might have read it. No~, can· Pt. Jawahirlal 
Nehru be ~:~aid to hn¥e understood your doctrine which makes us 

. differentiate between a man nnd his action, sons to make it 
quite possible for us to condemn the man's action without bear
ing ;mx ill-will toward~ him? Here at, le:ist, I cim emphatic:llly 
say ,that Nehruji',s words can be jus,tified iri Iio'~ase/ but still I 
want to know whether you approv~ or di~approve of them." 

In so far as .N on-co-op~rat~rs. i~d~lge 'i~ ~bus~, it i~ 
undoubtedly· violence, and . a breach of the pledge of 
Non~ violence.' · But I must dissent from' the opinion that 
'practically ~ve'ry speech is a'mere list of inveCtives and 
imprecations/' ''.I assure i the'' writer 'tllat 'the speeches 
are Brs full.~£.- i~vecttve·s against ,,ou~seiv~s· as . aga.inst 
the Government, and they are: more full of argument 
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· in favour of Non-violence, Hindu-Mu~lim unity and 
Swadeshi than of invectives. The best proof of my 
statement perhaps if'l, that the people have made ~uch 
wonderful response i~ all these three matters, Surely 
the p~ople have not made the progress without having· 
been effectively appealed to. , . 
. But after all, ~hat i~ abu~e? I find that the dictionary 
meaning is·' misuse, perversion, bad use.' \\''ben there-· 
fore we call a thief a thief or a rogue a rogue, we do not 
abuse him. A leper takes no offence, being de~cribed as 
such. Only the man using a particular adjective must 
mean it and be prepared to prove it. I am therefore 
unable to condemn the use of adjectives in every case 
and on every ·occasion, nor is the use of condemnatory 
adjectives always a sign of violence. I am fully aware· 
that the use of even de8erved adjectives may be a sign 
of violence, as it would be when it is used to ex.cite· 
violence against the person condemned. Condemnation 
is legitimately used when it is employed to wean the 
person from his bad habit o'r the audience from associa
tion with him. The Hindu Hhastras are full of condem
nation of evil-doers. They have pronounced curse~·. 

upon them. Tulasida~ .who was the quality of mercy 
personified has filled the .. Ramayana with adjective~

againstthe enemie~< of Rama, which it would' be difficult 
to excel. Indeed the names themselves chof-len for the 
evil-doers are sigtificant of their qualities. Jesus did 
not hesitate to draw down divine wrath upon thofoie whom 
he -called ' a generation of vipers,' hypocriteR, whited 
Repulchres.' Buddha did not spare .those whq killed . ~he 
innocent goats in the name of religion. Nor are the 
Koran or the Zend Avesta.free .from euch. w~e. , Only all 
these seers aijd prophets had no evil intention in them. 
They had to describe persons ~nd things as.d-tey were, 
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and resort to language ~o as·. to enable us to make our 
choice between good and evil .. · Having said· this much~ 
I am at one with the writer that th,e more sparing we are 
in describing the Government or the Governors,· the 
better it is for us. There is too much passion and too 

. much evil ·in ourselves to warrant the constant use of 
. . 

offensive language. · The best ·us-e we can make of this 
Government is· to· ignore its existence i an:d to isolate: 
it as much as· possible from our life, believing that contact 
with it is corrupting and degrading: · 

I have.said repeatedly that this movement is not in-· 
tended to drive out the· English ; it is intended to end 
or mend the system they have forced upon us. I have·· 
not read Pandit 'JBtwahirlal Nehru's,\ speech*· referred to. 
by the correspondent,.but I know him too well to believe 
that he ·could have said what is imputed to·him. I know 
that he does not desire their withdrawal from wanton 
delight ·and that he wiU be the first man to harbour. as 
a bosom friend every Englishman who is a lover of India 
and who wishes to remain as her ~ervant indeed. Nor, 
even in an independent India, do we conteJ,llplate prohi
bition against the residence of, Englishmen in our midst 
on terms settled by the future state of our hope. 

'· 

. 8th September, .1920 ! , . 

. DEMOCR:\CY t's: 'l\IOBOCR1CY 

(By l\1. K. GA!'DRI) . ' 

Looking at the surface there· is 'but a. thin dividing 
line betw·een mob~law and the people's law. And yet 
the 'division is complete and will persist for all time. . ' 

• Pandit Jawahirlal subsequently-wrote to Young India cll~aring 
himself 'of the charges against him.' 
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India is to-day quickly passing through the mob
law stage. The use of the adverb signifies my hope. 
It may be our misfortune to have to pass through that 
process even in slow stages. But it is wisdom to adopt 
every means at our disposal to have done with that stage 
as quickly as possible. 

There is much tendency on our part to yield to the. 
rule of the mob. Ther~ was mob rule at Amristar on 
the lOth April, 1919. There was mob rule at Ahmedabad 
on the same fateful day. It represented undisciplined 
destruction and therefore it was thoughtless, profitle~s, 

wicked and harmful. War is disciplined destruction, 
much more bloody than any yet c.ommitted by mobs. 
And yet war has been apostrophised, because we have 
been deceived by the temporary but brilliant results 
achieved by some wars. So,' if India has to achieve her 
freed6m by violence, it will have to be by disciplined. 
and honourable (in. so far as it is possible to associate 
honour with violence) violence, named war. It will then 
be an act not of mobocracy, but democracy. 

But my purpose to-day is not to write of mobocracy of 
the Ahmedabad type. I intend to deal with the type 
with which I am more familiar. The Congress is a 
demonstration for the mob and in that sense and that 
only. Though organised by thoughtful men and women, 
it may be called a mob-demonstration. Our popular 
demonstrations are unquestionably mob-demonstrations. 
Duting the memorable tour of the Khilafat mission 
through the Punjab, Sindh and Madras, I have 
had a surfeit of such. demonstrations.• I have been 

• Mr. Gandhi wrote in Young India of 27th October, 1920, under 
the heading, ''Our late tour" : 

My experiences are becoming so much enl'iched by every tour that 
it is difficult for me to cope with them and give the results to the 
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ashamed to .witnes~,. at railway stations, thoughtless· 
though unwitting destruction of passengers' luggage 
by demonstrators who, in their. adoration of their 
heroes, have' ignored everythi~g else and everybody-

rtader. I must therefore content m.yself with adding to the stock on 
the necessity of discipline and organisation. I haYe dealt with our 
experiences up to the journey to Cawnpore. I was dreading our 
approach to Cawnpore-the Cawnpore of 1\laulana Hasrat Mohani and 
Dr. Murarilal. They are both great workers ... The arrangements at 
the station were perfect. A larga crowd awaited us at the station. 
But .the discipline observed W:li:l so good that we were able to make 

. our way through two. solid rows of man without :i' single membar 
moving before we had taken our seats in the cars.' What might have 
meant a waste of thirty minu'tes was finished within five. ··The proces
sion was happily abandoned. The programme was as business-like 
as the reception at the. station. We reached at abou't 8 o'clock. We
had only a day at our ,disposal, but during that time there was a 
meeting with the workers, a private .inten·iew'witb Mr. Frazier Hunt 
of the" Chicago Tribune". a Yisit to the Widows' Home, opening of 
a national.Gujarati School, a meeting of the Gujarati ladies (a crowded 
Indies meeting), opening of a national arbitration coiJ.rt, an open-air 
meeting, and finally private chats with Yisito1·s. ,All thi!' was finished 
without any undue rush. and strain. The~·e was at fir~t a little con
fusion at the ~pen-air ~eetina:, It was dis~~Yered. that no, previous 
inst.~uctions were given to th; ~olunteers. But aft('r a lit:lle. effort. 
there too perfect silence reigned', and the audience listtned to three 
ht:~avy speeches amid perfect silence. It is my conviction that as. 
soon as we have organised and disciplined· onrseh·es,. Swamj will be 
est:1blished. An ~rganise<l refusal to be ruled by any foreign power 
i~ :,IJ that is need~~_in ~ country like o~rs ... Lucknow wa~ a contrast. 
.. , . · .. • The. night journey to Bhiwani wns perfectly restless. ·Crowds 
iilsitited' on darshatl.'' One fuan sn()'(Yested that Mahatmas needed no 
r~·gt and that it was their :duty t.~" giv'e da;·.•han. Soma were really 
a1igrj .. that we all stolidly refused to mo•eout of out: b~ds. Another 

' remarked that we mu~t ba highly incou:~idernte not to respect. the 
wishes ofthe people and get up t.o give dar~<han. At length tired and 
sleepless we reached Bhiwani. Probably fifty thbusand paople. had 
gathered from surrounding Yillnges; I was therefore afraid :that we 
, would be' crushed to atoms. But to my agreeable surprise, I found 
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-else. They have made, much to the discomfort of their 
heroes, unmuilical and harsh noises. They have :tram
pled upon one another. They have elbowed out one 
.another. All have shouted, all at the same time, in: the 

perf~::ct order there .. There WUIIJJO ru11h ol' noisy bustle nt the Ktation. 
All kept their respective places. The proceHsion was comfortably 
managed in ~pite of n dens~: tln·ong: Ordt:r obslll'\'(~d at the Pnndal was 
l'ltilllVore ~triking. It was n huge n~:ti~tic but non-pretentious Htrne
t.ure. The1·e waH uot a ~.ingle chair-not evetL· ·for tht: Pt·osidcnt. 
DiHtingui~hed visitor~ were seated ou n RubHtnntinlund commodious 
Jllatforrn erected in the mid~t of the Pundnl. Although there Wn!! 
nccomrnodn tion for 1~,000 p;wple, the Panda! appeared to be roomy. 
Th<J npproachr~s ·were wide. The gt•ound Wa!l excavated to slope 
tOWlll'(lS the centre. All th~refore had a pcl'fect view of the centre. 
The only suggilstiou I have to mak~ is that a serni-cit·clo ill u h:!ttcr 
.nnangement. There ~hould be uo 11eats at the back of the platform. 
Th~ Sindh an·angement, referred to iu theHe columnM, uf '1' iuvertt:d IlK 

T, i~ th.Jt'efore bett~r from an accoustic Atandpoint. 
L2t Bhiwnni and Hyderabad (Sindh) prc~ent a leHHOII to the approa

ching Congre8S. The Reception Committee will save n few thoutmnd 
n1pees and much !!pace if they will dispen~e with chairs whether on the 
platform (JI' below. We mu~:~t catt:r more and more for the DlllHses 
.and their lenders. We, the ~:;ducated ft:\V, hope to control them only 
.through the lenders of the masses who are a:s !'limplc :11o1 the mnR8il!! 
.thcmHclveH. It is cruel to impose chail'tl on the nmny, hecau~e the few 
~2cm to want them. 

Upon itHJuiry !found that thiH time people had come from neigh
bouring Yillage!! just for 'dnrsh:ln.' ThiH 'danh:m' has become a 
moMt embarrnsHing p1'ocest1 nnd consumes valuable time: It puts nu 

. 1t1ur.lue Ktmiu upl)u my nerves and deprivtls me of the peace I need for 
·writing during tho odd moments I ·got during my travel~~ The 
rliffieulty iH lmgoly due to want of forethought and or~anisation. 
Wot·kers must either organise the~e demonstrations inn methodical 
manner or not have them at all. Happily theMe are friendly demon
!itrations and therefore never cause trouble. But imagine the chaos 
that muKt ensue if we undertook hostile demonstrations. What would 
happen if we had to manage such crowds under fire or under angry 
(~xcitemunt? I could ~ee in Tundla that mass civil diHobedience was an . 
.irnposf!ibility with a crowd like the one there. We can do no effective 
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holy name of order 'and. peace.!·· Ten volunteers have 
been heard. to give the same order at the. same time. 
Volunteers . often become demonstrators instead. of re. 
maining people's policemen. It is a task often dangerous, 
always uncomfortable, for the heroes to be escorted 
through a· broken ·chain of volunteers from the platform 
to the .coach . intended for them. Often it is a process: 
~h~ch, although it should· occupy no' more than ·five 
.minutes, has. occupied one hour. The crowd, inste~d of 
pressing back, presses towards the heroes and who there
fore require to be protected, ·The coach is taken 
possession of by anyhody whodar'es, volmiteers being 

.the greatest sinners. The heroes and other lawful 
-occupants h$),ve to reason with the intruders that they 
may not mount the footboards ·in that summary fashion. 
The hood of .the coach is roughly handled ·by the· 
processionists. It is not often that I have seen hoods 
of motors left undamaged by, crowds. On the route 
instead of crowds lining the streets; they follow the. 
coach. ·The result is confusion worse confounded. Every 
moment there is danger of accidents; That there is 
rarely any accident at such demonstrations is not due 
to the ~kill of the organisers, but the crowd is determined 
_to put up with a!l jostling and retain its perfect good 
humour. In spite of everyone jostling everyone elser 
·one has the· slightest wish to inconvenience one's 
neighbour. To finish the picture, there is the meeting, 
an ever-growing cause of anxiety. . You. face nothing 
but disorder~ din, pressing, yelling and shouting there. 

work unless we can pass instructions to the crowd nnd expect implicit 
. obedience; ' Volunteers must therefore undergo training in· hnndl~ng 

crowds. Au' Indian crowd is easily the most manageable and docile 
. in the world, But it needs previous'preparntiou. And 'when we have 
·llOt had it,' it' ~S the wisest thing not 'to bring together crowds. 
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A good speaker arrests the attention of the audience, 
and there is order such that you can hear a pin drop. 

·' All the same this is mobocracy. . You are at the mercy , 
of the mob. So long as there is sympathy between you 
and the mob, .ev~rything goes well. Immediately that . 
cord is broken, there is horror. An Ahmedabad episode 
now and then gives you the mob psychology. 

We must then evolve order out of chaos. And I have
no doubt that the best and the speediest method is to 
introduce the people's law .instead of mob-law. 

One great stumbling block is that we have neglected 
music. Music means rhythm, order. Its effect is electri
cal. It immediately soothes. I have seen, in European 
countries, a resourceful superintendent of police by
starting a popular f':ong contro]fing the mischievous 
tendencies of mobs. Unfortunately, like our Shastras, 
music has been the prerogative of the few, either the
banter of prostitutes or high class religious devotees. It 
has never become nationalised in the modern sense. J.f 
I had any influence with volunteers, boy scouts and 
Seva Samiti organisations, 1. would make compulsory 
a proper singing ·in· company of national songs. And 
to that end I should have great musicians attending 
every Congress or .Conference and teaching mass music. 

Much greater discipline, method and knowledge must 
be exacted from volunteers and no chance comer should 
be accepted as a full~pledged volunteer. He only hind-· 
ers _rather than helping. Imagine the consequence of 
the introduction of one untrained soldier finding his w~y· 
into an army at war. He can disorganise it in a second .. 
My greatest anxiety about N on-co.;operation is not the· 
slow response of· the lead·ers, certainly not the well-· 
ineant and even ill-meant criticism, never unadulterated 
repression. The movement will overcome these obstacles .. 
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It will go in even strength. from them.· But the greatest 
obstacle is that we'have not yet emerged from theinobo• 
era tic stage. · But my .consolation lies·· in the- fact that'· 
nothing is SO easy tlS to train rtiobs,JQr 'the simple reason 
that they have no mind, no premeditatjon .. They act in 
a -frenzy.' · . 

They repent!· quickly, Our organised Government 
does not repent of its fiendish crimes ·at Jallianwala; 
Lahore; Kasur, Akalgarh, Ramnagar~ etc. But I have 
.drawn tears from repentant mobs· at Gujarariwalla and 
.everywhere . a frank· . acknowledgment · of ·repentance 
from those who formed the mob during" that eventful 
month of April.' Non-co-operation I ·am therefore now 
·using in order to 'evolve democracy.· And I respectfully 
'invite all the d<mbting leaders· to help: by refusing to 
.condemn, in anticipation, a .. process of national purifi
.cation, training and sacrifice. 

Next week 1 hope to· give some illustrations of how in 
.a moment order was evolved out· Of mob, disorder. My 
faith in the people is boundless. Theirs is an amazingly 
:responsive nature. Let not the leaders distrust them. 
This chorus of condemnation of Non-co-operation when 
·properly; analysed means nothing r less than1 distrust of 
the peopl~'s a9ility.to control themselves.~For the prese;nt 
I conclude this. somewhat lengthy article by suggesting 
~·some rules for guidance and immediate execution. 

,l, . Ther~ should be no .raw volunteers accepted for 
big demonstrations. Therefore, none but the most ex
periended should be:at the· head. · · .. ' 1 

., 2 •. Volunteers .should have a ge~eral, instructions 
book on thej;r pe.rsons. . . . ·. · 1 

_ • 1 • 3! ·. At the time of demonstratiop.s,~there mu~t be a 
review of volunteers .at which ~pecial instructions should 
. be given .. · 
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. 4. At stations, volunteers should not all be· centred 
at one point, namely, .where the reception committee 
should be .. But they should be.posted at different points 
in the crowd. 

5. Large crowds should never enter the station. 
They cannot but inconvenience traffic.: There is as much · 
honour in staying out as in entering the station. 

6. The first duty of the volunteers should be to see 
that other passengers' luggage is no·t trampled upon. 

7. Demonstrators ought not to enter the station 
long before the notified time :Wr arrival. 

8. There should be a clear passage left in front of 
the train for the passengers ... 

9. There should be another passage, if possible, half 
way through the demonstrators for the heroes to pass. 

10. There should be no chain formed. It is humi
liating. 

11. The demonstrators must not move till the heroes 
have reached their coach or till they re.ceive a pre-ar
ranged signal from an authorised volunteer. 

12. National cries must be fix.ed and must be rRised 
not any how, at any time or all the time, but just on 
the arrival of the train, on the heroes reaching the 
coach and on the route at fair intervals.· No· objections 
need be raised to this on . the score of the demonstra
tion becoming mechanical and not spontaneous. The 
spontaneity will depend upon numbers, the response to 
the cries, above all the·generallook of the demonstrators, . 
nor in the greatest 'number of noises or the loudest; _It 
is the training that a nation receives which characterises 
the nature of its demonstrations. A Mahomedan silently 
worshipping in his moRque,is no les~'demonstrative than 
a Hindu temple-goer making a noise either' through his 
voice or his gong or both. 

21 
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13 .. ·.,On .. the route the crowd. niust line and no-t follow 
the carriages.'· ·-If. pedestrians form part of the moving 
procession,· they • 'must noiselessly· and , in an orderly 
manner take thei~. places and not at their own will join 
or abstain. ·: ,;~~ · . 1 . · ·, ·' 1 • ., • •• ·~ ·' 

14. A crowd should ·never press towards the. heroes 
but should move away from them. ·: , , 

15. Those · on: the' last ... line· or ·the· ·circu·mference 
should never press forward ·but give. way when: pressu:r:e 
is ·directed towards them• .. , :.· · ·.~ .. 

.. 16. If' there are: women in the crowd, they should be 
specially protected. •' : ' : ) : " : .; ,' 'I• ' 1, I' : I 

17. Little children should never be. brought out·: in 
the midst of crowds• : I , ..... : : 11., • '·. .. : • 

. 18. At- . meetings.· volunteers· should· be·· dispersed 
among the crowd . .' They should learn flag and whistle 
. signalling in order to pass instructions from one td 
another when.it is impossible for the voice ·to carry:; 

19.·. It is JlO part of the audience to preserve order. 
They do so by keeping motionless and silent .. 

· 20. ··Above all,' .everyone should obey volunteers' 
instructions without question. . · : 

This·: list ·does not ·pretend· to·· be exhaustive. It is 
merely illustrative and ·designed·. to stimulate thought 
and discussion. ·. I hope that all the vernacular papers 
will translate this article,'. , . . · 

r, ._ .. _._ 
',,·. . . ,, 

24tli September,,i92o. 
1 
. 

. SOME: iLLUSTRATIONS 
. . 
, l ~ I . 

' (BY. :M. K.' GA!o!DHI) 
' ., 

I promised in my article .on Democracy vs. 'Mobocracy 
to give _some illustrations of my meaning out·of my own 
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.experiences. I was however unable, owing to the pro
-tracted Congress proceedings, to give those illustrations 
last week. ·I do so now. , ·When we reached Madras, a 
nuge crowd awaited us at the station., Our compartment 
was detached and fortunately drawn up in front of a 
reserved platform. What would .have happened, if we 
bad w alight together with the other passengers, can be 
better imagined than~ described. But even on the reserved 
.Platform, we were not able to get out for some time.· 
The volunteers were in the way. Instead of dispersing 
themselves among the crowd and keeping it back,· they 
.-clustered together to do us ·honour' as they thought.· 
The result was that the pressure was all directed to
wards where they and we were standing. · And ' form a 
ring ' has become the usual word of command: This 
Jorming a ring is a humiliating spectacle, and yet· it bas 
become such an institution that even when there is no· 

.-one else but volunteers' a ring' is formed round the leader 
to be 'honoured'. 

To proceed with my description, the crowd was large,: 
the noises t~ey made were so terrific that the directions 
;given by the volunteers could not be heard at all. · All 
was chaos~ My poor toes were every moment in danger, 
;of being crushed to a pulp. I often. very nearly lost my 
balance through the jostling· of, the very volunteers 
who .. were trying to .. Protect me. And but for the 'Very 
.great. care. with which they guarded me :and the assis· 
tance . rendered to them by . the stalwart :Maulana 
.Shaukat Ali, I would have fared much worse than I 
.did. The atmosphere was suffocating. Thus struggling' 
it took us nearly three-quarters of an hour to reach the 
motor car, whereas ordinarily it need' not have taken 
.three . minutes to walk out of the station to the porch • 
. Having reached the car, it was no ;easy· job to get into 
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it. ":i: had to. 1.be. shoved -into ,it in. the' best .map}ler; 
possi'ble.· :T; certainly :heaved. a sigh of. relief w~e~Jt 
found·J myself. in. the ;.,car,: ·and I thought that. both ~he• 
Maulana;·:.and J; deserved the ovation wejJ:eceived .f~om; 
the crowd cafter the .dangero.us·.:exerCise we ,had:gone.; 

' through.; .With a·littleJotethought. this mobocracy,. for: 
such it was,.could have.been.changed intQ ··a• .splendidly' 
organised and ·educative dem~nstration~: And. it· could. 
have been renderedfree·of air risk. to life.· The·. experi~! 
ene·e.·t of·- Madras was typical:' :ohmany~ We had an: 
extraordinary experience at Erode oti•our way to Salem~: 
I was fairly fagged ·out: Myr.voioe hadJ bec9me. hoarse· 
witlispeakfng. ·As at many stations, there was, here too~: 
a. 'surg)ng 1 'crowd: · It.·was ·.thoroughly:: disorganised,; 
though .lUke. everywhere else· perfectly good humou~ed. 
andirespectful •.. ·I appealed; to them not ;to .make all: 
kinds of unmusical,..·noises, told them to.disperse in an: 
orderly • manner• as · they had:. ab:eady: seen usJ . I *old., 
them too that, if they intended to take their .share rin .the · 
Khilafat and ·the Punjab' ·struggle; they were expected 
to undergo· discipline.· I was able· to reach lil-Y voice to· 
the· most intelligent amongst them. I suggested that· 
~hey should quietly rise, turn towards the station entrance· 
and noiselessly:' retire. , They listened, the rest followed. 
and the' station·was cleared in'twominuteS.'. time. '.If the· 
friends,· :who·. heard 'me,, had haggled,.·argued, objected· 
and insisted· on shouting·and remaining, tlle·:whole crowd·. 
would 'have '.detie likewise and there would have been a 
pandemon'ium t•throughout the· long time that .the train·· 
stopped·there'i,~;::: . :1~.·. •(' .:·:~; :~·r: .:11· 

I 'sha·n finish this description· by; givi'ng the reverse •of, 
-our: ·experience at Jolarpet., 'We' were·'' tra:velling:to 
Madras by tha: night train leaving Bangalore. ·.we had: 

~ be_en takin~ meetings at Salem during the day, n1ptorin~ 
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to Bangalore, a distant of 125 miles from Salem,. taking 
there a meeting in drenching rain and thereafter we had 
to entrain; ·We needed night's rest but there was none 
to be had. At almost every 'station of importance, large, 
.crowds had gathered to greet us. About midnight we 
reached J olarpet junction. The train had to. stop there 
nearly forty minutes or stopped that night all those 
terrible minutes. Maulana Shaukat Ali requested the 
-crowd to disperse. ·But the more he argued, the more 
they shouted' Maulana Shaukat Ali-ki-Jai.' evidently. 
thinking that the Maulana could not mean what he said. 
'They had come from twenty miles' distance, they were 
waiting there for hour~, they must have their s~tisfaction. 
·The Maulana gave up the struggle, he pretended to sleep. 
The adorers thereupon mounted the foot-b()ards to .hav~ 
a peep at the Maulana. As the light in our compartment 
was put out, they brought in lanterns. At last I thought 
I would try, I rose, went to the door. lt was .a ,signal 
for a great shout of joy. The noise . tore me to pieces. 
I was so tired. All my appeals proved fruitless in the 
t!nd. They ·would stop for a while to .renew the noise 
again. ·I shut the windows but the crowd was not to be . 
baftled. They tried to open the windows (rom outside. 
They must see us both. And so the . tussle went on till 
my son took it up. He harangued them, appealed to 
.them for the sake of the other passengers. He produced 
some effect and there was a little less noise. Peeping 
however went on to the last minute. . It was all well-. 
meant, it was all an exhibition of. boundless love, yet 
bow cruel,· how unreasonable ! It was a mob without a 
,mind. There were .no intelligent · men of influence. 
among them and so nobody listened to any body. 

Before :we .can make real headway, we must train 
these masses of men .who have a heart of gold, who-
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feel for 'the country, :who :want to be taught and led .. 
But a few intelligent~ sincere, local workers are needed.
and the whole nation can be organised to act Jntelli
gently, and democracy can be evolved out of mobocracy. 
This evolution is . really the· first step to successful, 
national N on"co-operation. · 

J. . 20th October, 19~0 . 

NECESSITY. OF DISCIPLINE 

' I. I' (By)l. K GANDHI) .. 

I have already remarked upon my experience's of want 
of method ~nd discipline in Madras. The sam·e want ·i$ 
being noticed·'· during the tour in· the Rohilkhund. 
Everywhere there is chaos · and disorder not· for want of 
men but because of volunteers without training. They 
are called upon to handle a situation and crowds that 
are unprecedented. ·There ·~is more noise and· bustle 
than work~;·· · .' · ·· ' 1 

' • ' • • 

I Maulana Shaukat Ali is the indefatigable organiser. 
He wants to, satisfy all parties and; therefore packs· too 
many events in any programme he arranges. To take 
only one instance. He accepted for one single daf a 
motor ride.from Aligarh. to Hathras,.thence to Etah and 
froni Etah to Kasgunj with.the prospect of a slow night 
journey from Kasgunj to Cawnpore. The motor ride 
covered a distan'ce of.90 miles. ·After a.··trying meeting 
of workers at· A ligarh l·early ·'in' the morning, we got 
into our motors at 9~45 a.m. and reached 'Hathras at' 
·about ill a.m: The. sun was burning·hot -and :fierce.J 
The inevitable· noisy procession· was there·.~· ·It· was 
followed by a huge :meeting: involving an· intolerable 
.strain ·on tile voice 'of the strongest' speaker.·~ ··We how~ 
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ever got fbr our pains resignations ,of three· honorary 
magistracies. We motored thence to Etah. There was 
a· little, more order there than at Hathras. Soon after · 
finishing Etah we motored to Kasgunj. We had acci· 
dents during the journey, the car.s refusing to move •. 
With difficulty we reached Kasgunj, Maulana Shaukat 
Ali and his companions not reaching in time for the 
train. We had several resignations at Etah .. The 
meeting at Kasgunj for its enormous size . was well 
managed but not without difficulty. TouGhing the feet 
has become an uncontrollable performance causing 
much waste of time and involving danger when it is 
resorted to in the midst of a large crowd. : 
. But the most wretched experience was the night 
journey from Kasgunj to Cawnpore. It w~s made most 
uncomfortable by crowds attending at every station. · 
They were everywhere insistent and assertive. The 
noises they made in order to wake me up were piercing 
and heart-rending. I was tired. My head w~s reeling 
and was badlyin want of rest. In vain did Mrs. Gandhi 
and others. plead with the crowds for self-control and 

· silence. · The more they implored, .the more aggressive 
the crowds became. It was a tugofwarbetweenberand 
the crowds. · The latter would put on the light as often 
as she put it off. If she put up the shutters, the crowd 

. immediately put them down. I was resting, did they, want· 
me to die a premature death? The answer was they had 
come many miles to have·dm·slwn and darshruz' they must 

· have.* ·I had hardened my heart and refused to move 
• *In l'oung I11dill of 11th August, 1921, Mr. Gandhi wt·ote under the 
heading" Discipline":· ' · I,., I : '. · 

Itis 'high time that we disciplined our~elves.' The demonstm:. 
tiolts nt ·railway stations ni·e becoming n mennce to the comfort 
of the trn~elling publi~~ 'I nm told tbnt some rnilwny p~~8engers 
who. only .·n' short ' tiine before n stntion· demomtrntioh; we1•e 
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till it was daybreak ... :But there was not a wink. of sleep 
for any~ of us during· the whole· of that night. It was a 
unique·' demonstration of love run mad. An ·expectant 
and believing peopl~ groaning·· under· misery and insult 

. believe that [have a message of hope for theru. · They 
come·from all·quarters.within walking reach to meet me. 
·r ·do believe that> Ir· have -a message of hope and 

certain deliverance, bu~? · .. 
Yes.• .It is·a big BUT. There is no deliverance an~ 

praisincr lnP WCfEl ·after One 01' tWO 'demonstrations at intel'
'medit\t: stations, h:ard to curse me. lsympathisewith them. I had 

. a fellow-passenger with me. during 'the Allahabad journey~ Owing to 
the pressure of the cr.owds that ~3sieged t)le station, he was unable to 
get :i. cup of tea or go out for his·refreshments. I should not ~tall be 
surprised 1f he ~onsider~d' me to be a p!ague. ··On !flY way back from 
Allahabad, there· was- an . 'unmanageable crbwd; con· the: Cawnpore 
platform, yelling the national cries, pressing tow:u·ds iny compartment 
and making .·every· body uncomfortable. ·The noise ·continued th.~ 
whole time, The leaders. were with difficulty &ble to make the 
crowd sit, but h could not be 'made to stop shoudog and yelling. I 
Wall asked to stand neal· the door tQ give Dal'!!ha11, 1\Iuch to the 
disappointment Of the friends who urged 'me,·I resolutely refused to 
stir out of my seat; unless there was perfect silence. . 
· This din,·noise, and bustle was due purely to want of forethought, 
management and organisation. It is best uow to avoid all demonstra
tions at stati~us, . We must consult the c~nveuience of the pas
sengers.· ·If there must be a demonstration, national' cries must be 
l'egulated'; every facility must be provided f~r the easy movement of 

·passengers.· The nation must be disciplined to handle·ma~s movements 
in a sober and methodical manner. This means previous training of 
volunteers and prev~ous discipline of .the m~sses. It is not impossible 
to give au elem.entaJ•y training in a few days. Wherever the people · 
have been previously instructed, they have respondeil wonderfully 
well. Without'·this training, we never know when the~·e might be 
an accident. It is the innate good nature of the people that has saved 
us hitherto from .mishaps. But under proper trai.ning,,' we should be 
abl~ to feel ,absolutely safe and comfortable in the ;midst of the 
biggest demonstrations. We cannot afford to be hyste~ical o~ mad. 
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no hope without sacrifice, discipline and self-control. 
Mere sacrifice without discipline will be unavailing. 
How to evolve discipline out of this habitual indiscipline? 
Nat certainly by the British bayonet or the British 
bypocrisy. The British officials J.~!e no affection for 
this Jov ing .~n~_phe~om-enaCd.emO"nstraji.on of a peaceful 
.a-;! peace-loving .people. They would put it down, if 
they coUid~by barbarpus exhibition of force even as Sir. 
Michael O'Dwyer tried and ingloriously failed. 

But if this demonstration cannot be put down by force, 
it cannot also procure Swaraj for India unless regulated 
.and harnessed for national good. There are in it· all the 
elements of success as well as. of self-destruction. It can
not lead to the promised goal if the nation in extravagaij 
.affection wastes its servants by encroaching upon their 
hours of needed rest. We must therefore cease to hold 
nocturnal demonstrations. We must have consideration 
for the feelings of the lowest of our fellow beings. We 
must not disturb the rest of a train load of passengers. 
we must learn to transmute our love for our heroes into 
unquenchable energy and useful action. Love that is 
satisfied with touching the feet of its hero and making 
noise at him is likely to become parasitical. Such love 
.ceases to be a virtue and after a time becomes a wsitive 
indulgence and therefore a vice. The greatest task 
before the nation to-day is1o discipline its demonstra
tions if they are to serve any useful purpose. Non-co~ 
·operation is not designed to create hatred but to puray 
the nation to the point of rendering it proof against 
injuri<tJS aggression whether from within or from with 
<mt. Non-co-operation to be effective must be preceded 
by co-operation between all the units composing this 
great and ancient people. Let us begin by co-operating 
with our loved ones. 
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PART IV 

THE PROGRAMME OF NON-CO-OPERATION• 

9th June, 1920 

WllAT SHOULD THE VOTERS DO? 

MR. GANDHI has devoted an article on the forthcoming
€lections to the choice of the voters in the columns of 
Navajimn. We give below the substance: 

Many who had hitherto no concern with Council elec
tions will be shortly called upon to vote for the reformed 
Councils. The powers too of elected members will be· 

• In foung I11dia of 7th July, under the heading "How no,d when· , 
to net-details of the lAt stage," nppenred the following statement . 
issued by the Non-co-operation Committee for public information andl 
guidance: 

"Many questions have been asked of the Non-co-operation Com
mittee as to its expectation and the methods· .to bo adopted for· 
beginning Non-co-operation. 

'fqe Committee wish it to be understood that, whilst they expect. 
every one to respond to their recommendation to the full, they are 
desirous of carrying the weakest member!.! • also with them. The 
Committee want .. to. enlist the passive sympathy, if not the active 
co-operati.ou, of the whole of the country in the method ~f rN:on-co-
operation. . . 

Those, therefore, who cannot undergo physical sacrifice will help by· 
contributing funds or labour .to the movement. , 

333 
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· 'found to have increased. This adds to the voters~ 

responsibility. In all our cities, the citizens have been 
·exercising the municipal franchise. And of these elec
tions it cannot be said that the electors have always 

Should Non-co-operation become necessary, the Committee has 
.decided upon the following .a,s, part ,of, the first stage : 

(1) Sunender of all titles of honour and honorary offices. 
(2) ~on-participation in Government loans. 
(3). StJspension. by lawyers' of practice and. settlement of civil 

.disputes by private arbitration. · · . ·· · • ' · 
(4) Boycott of Government .schools by pnrents. · 

4 
(5) Boycott of the Reformed Councils. 
(6) Non-participation in Government parties, nnd such other 

functions. · · ' · · · ' · 
. (7) Refusal to.acc.ep.t any civil or Qli)itary~po~~. in Mesopotamia 01' 

to offer as Units for the army, especially for s_ervice in the Turkish 
terfitorh~s now being administered in \•iolation of.pledges. 

(8) Vigorous P1'0secntion o~ "Sw.adeshi:',, ,indu~ing the ,people 
:at the time of this national and religious~ awakening, to appreciate 
their primary duty to their co~utry by ,be'ing su.tis~ed with its 

. own productions and 'manufactures. · · ' : ' ' • · : 
Sw3:deshi m~st be p~shed f01;ward ~ithout.waltin.g for the 1st ~f 

August, for it i8 an etet•nal rule of conduct no.t to be ·interrupted even 
when th~ settlement arrives. ), . 

In oi·der not to commit themselves; people w~lt·efmiu now from 
taking service eithe1• civil or military., They .will also suspend taking 

·Government loans, new or ,old. , 
For the rest, it should ·be remembered that ~on-co-operation:· does 

not commence before 1st August nex:t. · . -· 
Every effort is being, and will still be, made to avoid resot't to such 

:a serious breach . with :the Government, by urging His .1\lajesty 's 
Ministers . to secure, the, revision· of a Treaty! which· has. been so 
universally condemned, ' 1• • 

Those who realise their responsibility nnd:gmvity of the cause will 
not rict' inde~eudently; bnt in'coilcert · wlth the: Cori:nnittee. Success 

"depends entirely upondi'sciplined aud concerted Non-co-operation; 
::and the latter is''depeudent upon strict obedience to instructions, 
. calmness and absolute freedom from violence. · · 
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acquitted themselves in a wise manner. Electors' private 
relations with th_g.candidates have often weighed· with 
them more than the candidates' qualifications. ·It would 
be well if we set up a .better standard for the elections 

In the issue of Yotmg India of 11th August 1920, Mahatma Gandhi, 
wrote; 

The Non-co-operation Committee has included, in the fir!lt stage, 
boycott of law-com·ts by lawyers and of Government schools and 
.colleges by parents or scholars as the case may be. I know that, it itoJ 

.only my reputation as a worker and fighter, which has saved m~ from 
~'ln open charge of lunacy for having given the advice about boycott 
.of courts and schools. · 

I venture~ however to claim some method about my madne11s, It 
.doeH not require much reflection to see that it is through com·t'l that 11 

govemmout establi~>~hes its authority and it i~ through schools that it 
manufactures clerks and other employees. They m·e both healthy 
institution~ when the government in charge of them is on tho whoie 
juHt. They are death traps wheu the government iK unju11t. 

nr8t a~ to lall~ye,·~-No newspaper has combated my views on Non. 
>CO-opemtion with so much pertinacity and ability aH the Alluhabad 
Leaclc1', It has ridiculed my views on lawyers expressed in my booklet, 
• Indian Home Rule,' written by me in 1908. I adhere to the views· 
:then expressed. And if I find time I hope to elaborate them in thc8e 
.column~. But I refrain from so doing for the time being ns my 8pecial 
views have nothing to do with my advice on the necessity of lawyers 
:'!uspending practice, I submit that national Non-co-operation requires 
'!lllRpenl!ion of their practice by Jnwyllrs. Perhaps no one co-operates 
with a government more than lawyers through its law court11. · JJnW. 
yers interpret laws to the pe'ople nnd thus support authority. ' It is for 
that reason that th~y at·e styled officers of the court. They may be 
~alle~ honorary office-holdet'tl. It is said that it is the lawyers who 
.have put up the most Fltubborn fight against the Government. This is 
no doubt partly truo. But that does not undo the mischief that is 
inherent in the pt•ofession. So when the nation wishtlR to paralyse the 
-Government, that profession, if it wishes to help the nation to bend 
the Government to its will, mu11t suspend practice, But, .sny the 
.critics, the Government will be too pleased, if the pleaders and 
barristers fell into the trap laid by me. I do not believe it, What is 
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to the legislative Councils. ·Only ·thus shall we be able .
to make the best use of the Councils. ·I suggest also· that 
voters should not identify themselves with any party or 
its quarrels~ They should· consider candidates' views 

tl'ne in ordinary times is not true i~ extraordinary times.· In normal 
times the Go¥ernment may resent fierce criticism of their manners' 
and methods by lawyers, but in the face of fierce action they would 
be Ieath to part with a single lawyer~s support through his practice in 
the courts. . ·I • • 

Moreover, iri my scheme, suspensi"on ·does· not· mean stagnation. 
The lawyers are not to suspend practice and enjoy rest. They will be 
expect.ed to induce their clients to boycott courts. They will impro
vise arbitration:.boards in order to settle disputes .. A nation, that is 
bent on forcing JUstice from nn unwilling government, has little time 
for engaging in mutual quarrels;· This truth the lawyers will be 
expected to bring home to their clients. The readers may not know 
tbnt many of the most noted lawyers of England suspended their work 
during the late war. The lawyer11, then, upon temporarily lea\'ing 
t~eir profession, beca,me whole-time workers instead of being workers 
only during their recreation hours. Real politics are not a game. 
The la~e Mr. Gokhale used to deplore that we bad not gone beyond 
treating politics as a pastime. We ba\'e no not.ion as to how much 
the country has lost by reason of amateurs having managed it;; battle!' 
with the serious-minded, trained and whol,e- time-working bureaucracy. 

The critics then argue that the lawyers will star"e, if they lea,·e 
their profession. This caimot be snid of the Siuhas of th~ profeRsiou. 
They do at times suspend work for visiting Europe or otherwise. Of 
those who live from hand to iuouth, if they are honest men, encb local 
Khilafat Committee can pay them an honorarium against full time 

• sel'\·ice .. 
LasUy, for .Mahomedan lawyers, it has been suggeilted thnt if they 

stop their practice, Hindus will take it up .. I am· hoping Hindus will 
at least show . the negati\'e courage of not touching their :ttluslim 
bret~ren's clients, even if they do not ~uspend. their own practice. 
But I am sure no raligionsl.) n.inded,Mussalman will be found to say 
that they can carry on the fight only jf the Hindus stand side by to ide 
with them in sacrifice .. If the. Hindus dons they . must, it will be tt'~ 
their honour :md for the common good of both. But the Mussalmau~ 
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and not their party." Their character should weigh more 
even than their views. A man of c_haracter will make 
himself worthy of any. position he is given. Even his 
mista~es will not much matter. I consider it impossible 
- '-~---------·-------r-~-

must go forward whether the Hindus join them or not. If it is a 
matter of life IJ.nd death with them, they must not count the cost. No 
cost is too heavy ;for 'the preservation of one's honour,_ esp~cially 
religious · honour. · Only they will sacrifice who cannot nb::ltnin, 
'Forced sacrifice is no sacrifice. It w'ill not last. A movement lacks 
·sincerity when it is supported by unwilling workers under })l'essure. 
The Khilafat movement will become an irre~istible force when every 
:MusRalman treats the peace terms as an individual wt·ong. No man 
-waits for others' help or sacrifice in matters of private perflonnl 
'vrong. He ~eeks help, no doubt, but his battl.e against the wrong goes 
-on whether he gains help or not. If he hns justice on his !lide, the 
.Oivin~ law is that he does get help. God is the help of the helpless. 
When the Pandava brothers we~·e unable to help Draupadi, God came 
to the 'reflc~e and saved her honour. ' The Prophet wa11 pelped by God 
-when he seemed to'be forsaken by men.· 

Now fu,· 'the School~.-1 feel that if we have not the coumge to 
:su,;pend the education of our childt·en, we do not dct~erve to win the 
~~ ., 

The first stage includes renunciation of honours' or favours. As n 
matter of fact, no Government bestows favours without t~king m~re 
t!Jan the favours are worth, It would be a bad and extmvagnnt 
government which threw away its favoura .. In a government broad~ 
ba11ed upau a people's will, we give our lives to sec11re a tri'nket which 
is a symbol of service. Under an unjust government which defies a 
people's wil~ rich Jagi1'B become a sign of servitude and dishonour. 
Thus considered, the schools must be given up without a moment's 
thought . 
. For me the whole scheme of Non-co-operation h1 among other 
things a test of the inteusity and extent of· our feeling. Are WIC 

prepared to 'suffer? It has been said that we may not expect .much 
response from title-holders, for they have never taken part in national 
affairs and hllve bought their honours at too.great a price ensily to 
sacrifice them; I make a present of the argument, to the .objectors, 
~nd at~k what ahout the parents ()f school-children and the grown-up . 

22 
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for ·a m.f.Ln without character to do higher national service, 
so that',l if I were a ~oter from .among,· the ·.list,· I would 
first select men .of character· and then !·would understand 
their views;1 ·.My questions-to them would. be: .. 1: ·i ' 

(1) Do you approve of the present Swadeshi Move· 
ment? If so', are you prepared to levy heavy' import 
dilties on foreign cloth?. Will I you favQur legislation 
for'lch~apening t~e mat~rial~. and mach'inery I req_uired 
to produce Swadeshi articles?: . .. .· _. . ., . '··· .,1 

(2) Do you hold that all the affidrs··of··a 'province 
shoul~ .. be co.nducted in its own ·verna~ul.~~ ~nd.~~~t: th~ 
college.students ? ·

1
.They have no such intimate connection• .with the. 

Go.vernwent ns t4~ title~holdera. ·. Do they pr do they not feel enough. 
to e~a~l~ them, to sa!)rifice 'the s c~poling ?. , , . · . , · . . :, . · . · 

But 1 contend ~hat there is no sacrifice involved. in emptying the
s.chools.'' We must be specially unfit f~·r.~on.co-~p~rati~~ i\ we a~·~ 
I!O helple~s n~ to be unable to .manage our own educati~to tot~L 
independence of the Government. . Every village 'Should ~RMf'Hlge .the 
education of its own ~hildren. 1 :Wotlld.not ,depend upon)\n·emment 
~id. If t,here is a reo] awakening, the schooli~g nee<i'aot b)-interrupted 
for a'si~gle d~r. The. very schooi.masters.JVho.Jil.'tl uoy conducting. 
GoYernment schools, if they are good enouglt, to resi{u their office, 
could take chni·ge of national schOols:!blQ.'feach om''children the things 
they need, nnd uo't make' of the majority ~.them indifferent clerks. ·1I. 
do look to tlH~.Aligarh College'to g'ire' the lead in this matter. The 
~Qral' effect I ()l'ElR ted by the emptying Of. 0Ul' ~fadftlSfiS Will' be 
tremendous.'· I' doubt not thafthe Hindu parents and scholars woulc7 
not fail'to cbpytheir 'Mussalmati' brethren. ' . : I ,, ·.' !' ; 

. 'Iilde~tt 'whatcohld 'be grander education than that: the I parents lind' 
i5cliolars $hO'Uld put religious sentiment before :1 knowledge of letters'?'• 
If therefore no arrangement could be immediately made· for' the 
literary·instt•uction of youths who might be withdrawn, it w~uld :be
most profitabfe t.t·aining for them to ·be able to work as volunteers for· 
the cnuse·whicht may necessitate their withdrawal .from· Go,•ernment 
~chools.' ''For,· ns iti· the case ·of the lawyers, so in the cnse of boys, ;my
notion of withdrawal does not mean an indolent life: ··The withdl:nw
ing boys will,· each accOI'ding to his 'worth,! be expeoted to tnke their· 

· shru·e in the· agitation. 
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affairs of the Nation should be conducted iri Hindustani 
-a combination of Hindi and Urdu? . If you do,· will 
you endeavour incessantly to introduce the use of the 
vernaculars in administration of the respective provinces, 
and the national language in the Imperial administration? 

(3) Do you hold that the present division of the pro .. 
vinces of India was made for administrative and political 
purposes and that· ·no regard· was paid to the peoples' 
wishes? And do you hold that. this division has done 
much harm to the national growth? If you think so, 
will you try to bring out a redistribution on a linguistic 
basis as early as possible ? 

(4) Do you hold that there is not the remoteRt likeli· 
hood of India's regeneration without Hindu.Moslem 
unity? And if you think so, are you, if a Hindu, willing 
to help the Mussalmans in all legitimate ways in their • trouble? . 

A satisfactory answer to them alone · will entitle the 
candidates to my vote if I had one. I suggest these 
questions because I regard them as of great importance. 
If the electors do not see any significance in these 
questions, they may. put"' others which they consider tr) 

be of greater :importance for the upliftment of theN a tim • 
It is not the particular questions that matter'but the 
knowing of candidates' ·views on national questions. 
My attempt is to point out that we need an electorate 
which is impartial, independent and intelligent. If the 
electors do not interest themselves·. in national affairs 
and remain' unconcerned with what goes on in their 
midst, and' if they elect men with whom they have 
private relations or whose a,id they need for themselves, 
this state of things can do no good to the country j on 
the contrary, it, will be harmful. 

Now it remain~ to be considered what the ,electors 
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should. do. if· they do not receive satisfactory answer to 
their.questions or if they cannot .find: men of character. 
It is an established custom.· with regard to elections 
that· electors, if they· do not find any • candidate · to 
their liking, ·need~ not register .their votes. In such a 
case, abstention amounts to an exercise' of one;s votes. 
Exception was taken: .to this procedure that, if good 
electors refuse ·to .make their choice; bad electors woul.d 
make the worst choice. · This· is to. a bertain extent 
true. But· suppose. ·in a; certain place all candidates 
being • drunkards the · ·better portion; of' the electorate 
abstain . from voting and the candidates ' manage to 
secure · votes ·from their kind, can. they' · e.xer'cise any 
influence in· the Councils ? No doubt their vote hc:~.s its 
numerical value, but their views and ·speeches cannot 
influence the Co1;tncil .. Moreover, an intelligent abstention 
has its own effect. The electors having once fidled to 
find a proper candidate will nexhime t~ke steps. to find 
out a suitable man and elect him, and by so doing they 
'will raise the level of. their own place. In a growing 
nation; people are able to understand the national affairs 
and the1 are expected to purify the political atmosphere 
they live in and to maintain its purity. "All enlightened 

' ' and thoughtful voters w.ilHind that· :occasionally situa-
tions must arise when they will' hav(do purposely refuse 
to register their v.otes.* I earnestly hope that on such 
occasions our electors will· have ·courage' to do so. I 
hope that, when they do.exercise the vote; t~eywill give 
it to the best man,: no matter to which party he belongs. 

• The reference presumably -i's ··to the pos_sible .need for adopting 
Non-co-operation. · 
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NON -CO-OPERATION 

Mr. Gandhi writes to the press : 
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"Needles to say that I am in entire accord with Lala 
Lajpat Rai on the question of the boycott of the reformed 
councils.* For me it is but one step in the campaign 
of Non-co-operation and· as I feel equally ·keenly on 
the Punjab question as on the Khilafat, Lala Lajpat 
Rai's suggestion is doubly welcome, I have seen the 
suggestion made in more quarters than one that Non-co
operation on the reforms should. commence after the 
process of election has been through. I cannot help 
saying that it is a mistake to go through the election 
farce and the expense of it when ,we .cle~rly do not 
intend to take part in the proceedings of these Legisla
tive Councils. Moreover, a great deal of educative work 
has to be done among the people. .And if I could, I would 

• Under the hcadiug, 11 I 11hnllnot stand for election, '' Lnla Lnjpnt 
Rni wrote an article in his Urdu paper, Bawle Matm·aw, in the course 
of which, after pointing out how the Punjab wrong was condoned by 
Government, he concluded : 

TheRe new Councils can only prove beneficial to ut~ whcn·'nnd if 
· the Indian and official members work in amity and concord and to. 

gether tmlre problems of state by mutual consultation, Yet in the 
present circumstnces of the Punjab there is no prospect of the fruition 
of this hope·. If the Oit·il and Milila1'y Ga:ette correctly repreAents 
the views of Punjab officials (European), then I have no hesitntion in 
say~ng that the time has not come for Indians and Europeans to work 
together for the good of the country. I heartily desire thnt the time 
should soon co1ne, but to say that the time has come is to shut our eyes 
to facts. Until now they nre the rulers and we are the ruled. The 
Punjab Publicity Commit,tee which is a confidant of the Government 
also ~ays the same thing, As long ns that relation coutinues, it is very 
difficult for us to work together. They suspect us and we suspect them. 
In my view, therefore, I cannot be useful to mr country from inRido 
the Council,· and it is better therefore that I should not go into it.· 
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not have the best attention of the country frittered away 
in electioneering. The populace will not understand 
the beauty of ]'on-co-o-peration if we seek election and 
then resign. But it would be' a fine education for them 
if .the electors are not to· elect.' anybody- and unanimously 
to tell whos:oever man seek their· suffrage that he would 
not represent them if he so sought election so long as 
tbe ·Punjab and! Khilafat questions ·were not satisfact
orily settled. I hope, . however, that . Lala Lajpat Rai 
does not mean to end withthe boycott of the reformed 
councils. We must take, if necessary~ every one of the 
four stages of Non-co-operation ifw.e·· are to be regarded 
as a self-respecting nation. The,' issue' is clear; :Both 
the · Khilafat terms and the Punjab' affairs · show that 
Indian opin.ion counts·for little in the. Councils of the 
.Empire. It is a humiliating position, and we shall make 
nothing of the reforms if we quietly s~allowthe humilia
tion. I~ my humble opinion, therefore, the first' condition 
of real progress is the ',removal of these difficulties in 
our· path. And unless ·some be'tter ·course of action is 
devised nolens volens N on-co-ope~ation must hold the 
field.\'.' 

14th July, 1920 

:eOYCOTT OF COUNCILS 

(BY l\I.'K GA~DHI).; 
1
, ,'• 11 

. Pundit Rambhuji Dutt 'Chaudhry has ranged himself 
against Lala Lajpat Rai in· the matter of the 'proposed 
boycott· of the Councils. M~d~~s is divided, most of the 
NatiQnalist leaders~ seem ,qis.illc~in~d to boycott the 
Councils. The Jfahratia has pronounced against it in a 
well-reasoned article. :The· reasons for disapproval of 
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boycottare mainly two. (1) If the Nationalists refrain, 
the Moderates will get all the seats; (2) since through 
the Legislative Councils we have made some progress, we 
are likely to make greater progress by reason of larger 
powers having been granted to popular representatives. 

Now the first reason hardly does credit to a great' 
popular party. If it is harmful to enter the Councils, why 
should Nationalists be jealous of the Moderates entering 
the Counc.ils·? Must they participate in the harm because 
Moderates will not refrain? Or, is 'it contended that th~ 
harm can be avoided only if all join the boycott? If the 
last is the contention, it betrays ingorance of the princi· 
pies of boycott. We boycott an institution, because we 
do not like it or because we do not wish to co-operate 
with its conductors. In the matter of the Councils, , the 
latter is the deciding reason. ·And I submit 'that in 
a sense we co-op~rate by joining, even though the object' 
is obstruction. Most institutions, and a British· Legis· 
lative Council most of all, thrive upon ol)struction. · The 
disciplined obstruction_ of. the Irish members rriade 
practically no impression upon the House of Commons~ 
The Irishmen have not got the Home Rule they wanted. 
The llahratta argues that obstruction would be active 
and aggressive Non-co-operation. I ventUre to deny 
it. In my opinion, it shows want of faith in , yourself, 
.i.e., in your doctrine. You doubt and you perish.' I do 
no~ believe that either the English or the Moderate 
Jeaders can possibly · contemplate with equanimity a 
Nationalist boycott of the Councils. We are now face 
to face with the reality.• Will a single Moderate leader 
tCare to enter any Council if more than half his electorate 

• In connection with this, Mr. Gandhi wrote in Nat'jiv~~~ns follows: 
The lGt.h of November is 'somewhat of a day of trial for the people, 

because .on that day membm for the Legislative Councils will bs 
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disapproved ·of his offering himself as·: a candidate at 
all.? .. I hold that it·would be .unconstitutional for him to 
do so, becat1se .he .will not' represent his constituency; 

elected' throughout the.Bomb~y presidency. What wilr the ,:~ters do 

0 
on 'tb,at dny '? •Wliat'is their'dt1tf ?• • ; , ' ' I ' ' ' • 

(1) I hope that no Yoter will go to the· polling hooth . to ·record 
his vote. · . . . . L • • 

' (2) That all-the voters will remain indoors. , · · 
. (3} In cnse·a meeting h held away from the p~lling booth, ,:~ters 

will attend it and express themselves ~gnins.t b,eing represented ou the 
Council. ' · · ' · · · ! ' · • ·· · · ' • • • · 

(4} The work o£ c:mYassing 'signatures and of asking ;yoters not 
to vote will tease for 2! hours from the night of the 15th instai1t. 

(5) ·"Volunteers too will not do anything on' the 16th instant to 
dissuade >oters from voting. 

1 
' • • • • 

. (6) In short, those who choose I to' Yote sh~uld b~ve the' day 
wholly at their disposal. ' ' r 1 

· • · • 
1 

, • 

How can webope1 to convert >oters 'whom we ha;einot been 
able to persuade till the 15th? Surely,: we do not want to prevent any
body .from yoting by physical force. ·, Thete ean therefore be no 
persuasion on the 16th. . 

1 
• 

·our calnpaigu is one of 'educating public opinion.· When we hare 
succeeded in doing that, then, and only tl~en is Swnr~j within easy 
reach:-roung lndia of 10th NoYember, 1920. ' · · 

In Youn-g Tndia of lOth N o\'ember,1920, the following notes br 
Mr: C .. Rajago'palacharinr written to some Madras papers were also 
repro~uced :. ·. , 1 • . . • , • , • . , , • 

An acid test-England and' the whole I ch~ilised I world is now 
comp1itted ir~evocably t~ the. the~ry of, self~detet;min~tion. B~t it is 
said that India has not yet 'self. determined ·in far our of true Swaraj, 
becaus~ Congress I does uoi' represent the 'Nation :'because 'the edu
cated classes do not repl'esent:the national w~ll. Gran~ aU thi'~~~' But 
Government has now created an electorate. This electomte cannot 
but be ncc~pted by Goreri1ment and the cirilise4 ~vorld as ndeqn~tely 
represent.ing the Nation.· If the majority of this electomte votes now 
for the Punjab, Khilnfat,nnd' Swarnj, the• nation will hare clearly 
' self.determl' ned.' . ' . ) . ' .! ~ ' I : l ' ' ' ' ' 

' I' I • ·~ / , , ' 1 • • j 

l'he Choice.-India stnuds to•d:t;. ~n the parting of ways Oo 
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Boycott contemplated by me presupposes a most actiYe 
discipline and watchful propaganda and it is based on 
the assumption that the electors themselves will prefer 
----------·-~--~~·--------__....... -·-~· ~·----- __ .•.. J 

lGtb November, she will ha,·e shown whether she is going the way of 
immediate and real Swaraj or the way of bureaucratic rnuchinationR. 
Every voter must decide whether he is going to stand by those who are 
fighting for immediate and true Swnrnj-for our national honour and 
dignit.y, or stand by the Gorernm~nt that has insulted our national 
honour through the Punjab crime nnd our rtJli~ion through the 
Khilafat wrong. 

Do not rotc : 11'71)' ?-The GoYel·nment wants a frerh lea~e, unde'· 
the cloak of the people's conBent, to. continue its irreHponsible ~areer 
of crime and injustice; in effect, it wants to delude the people to pet·
petuate a system that perpetrnted the mas sa ere of J allianwalla Bagh. 
Think twice before you vote for this syste1n. The new Councils are 
like gilded pill!!.· They have been decked fc1' the occa~ion to deceive 
the voters. 

What tl1c Kcw Councils camtof clo.-The uew Councils cannot 
prevent: 

(1) A repetition of the Kbilafat inju~tice nnd the Punjab cl'ime, 
(2) Indian troops f1·om being used to keep in subjugation othet· 

nations, and, , 
, (3) Indian moneys from being spent in aiding BritiHh lmpel'inlil'lm 

and foreign wars of nggrel!!t~ion. 
ll'hat the 'N;:w Councils can do.-The new Councils can prevent 

(1) a rllnl nnd immediate Swaraj. No power has been given t() 
the Councils to vote for increase· of reRpont~ibility for full 
Swaraj, 

(2) our economic freedom, 
(3) our moral and materia~ uplift, and 

1 

(4) our inherent-~ight to be a free people. 

What ia the use, then, of voting ? 
What it means not to •t:otc. -Every vote not gh•en to the Council~, 

means a vote for Swaraj, a vote in favour of the nation's dctermina· 
tion for full pow·er and re!lponsibili,ty, a ''ote for the political and 
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ICOin.plet'e' boycott' in ·the. f~rm of. obstruction. .If it i~ 
assumed th11t the people themselves do not. want a· com;i 
-plete boycott; it would be the.duty of those who. believe 
in it to educate the electorates to appreciate the superio
l'ity of boycott over obstruction. To enter the· Councils 
is to submit to the vote of the majority, i.ei,; to 1Co-operate. 
If then we want to' stop the machh1ery· of Government, 

. as we want to,.untii we get justice .iii. the.: ,:Khn~rat and 
the Punjab matters, we must put our whola weight 

. :against the Government and refuse to accept, the vote of 
tpe ·majority in the. Council, because it will neither 
npresent the wish of the country nbr our/own which·\ is 
more. to the point, on' a matter of' principle: .. A .. minister 
who refuses to serve is. bette~ than ~~ne 'wli~ se~ves under 
p~otest. Service· under prote~t shows. th~t the ~ituation 
is not intolerable. I contend that the situation created. 
by the Government has become intolerable and therefore 

. the only course left' open to a 'self-respecting person 
is Non-co-operation: i~e., complete· abstention. General 
Botha 'refused to enter Lord Milner's Council, because 
be .ut~erly disapproved of the prii10ipl~ .th~t .gqv~rned 
I.Jord Milner in dealing with the Boers,· .And General 
l3otha succeeded1 because he bad , practically the whole 
{)f the Transvaal behind him. ·. Politically' 'cbnsider~d, 
success depends upo~ the, country accepting, the boycott 
movement. Religiously considered, succ~ss is there for 
the individual as soon as he has acted upon the principle 
he holds and his action has ensured national success 
because he has l~id the fouftdationl.·by ·showing the 
straightest way to it. · ' . · "'~ . · 

1 

The other argument is that ~e shall succeed by enter
, ing the new Councils, because .we hate after all not do.ne 

economic emancipation of India, a vot& for national Honour, Liberty 
and J.i'reedom. 
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quite so badly in having entered less popular: bodies 
before. The answer to the objection is that the dividing 
line had not then been reached, we had not lost confi
dence in British honesty and justice ·or we had· not . 
confidence in ourselves then to carry boycott to the 
successful end or we had not thought of the method in 
the way we are doing to-day. Probably all the· three 
reasons operate to-day;, After all, manners and methods 
change with the times .. We must grow with our years. 
What was good enough food for our babyhood cannot 
be good enough for manhood. . 

.. 
24th November, 1920 

COUNCIL ELECTIOXS · 

(BY M. K. GA:'\ljlll) 

The elections in the Bombay Presidency and elsewhere 
have demonstrated the success of Non-co-operation 
about Councils, in ,so far as the voters are concerned. 'In 
some cases, not a single voter seems to have registered 
his vote. What will the so-called representatives do ? 
They know that the voters have refrained from going to 
the polls· not out ·Of laziness, but out of deliberation. 
They know too that thousands of voters. have declared 
in writii1g their intention ·not to be represented. The 
me1pbers had ample opportunity of acting on the electors 
and convincin'g them of the· desirability· of v.oting. 
They cannot complain of intimidation' or ev~n picketing. 
For, the instructions were not to picket, and as far as I 
am aware, the instructions were implicitly followed. In 
the face of these facts, is it not the clear duty of the 
members declared to have been elected, not to have any. 
thing to do with the Council? Th~ electors· have 
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shown in no uncertain terms .that they do. not . want t() 
have anything to do with the ~'reformed- Councils. The 
members will" reduce representative: institutions to an 
absurdity,· if they p'ersist in going to the· Council when 
they have the clearest possible mandate to the contrary. 

If the ~o.called representatives do not obeythe mandate 
of their electors, the ,course of the · latter is quite clear~ 

'They must form. voters' associations, • and through these 
bodies pass.· votes of: no confidence ; .they must address 
their respective members notifying their disappr.oval of 
th<7ir conduct in allowing:. themselves · to be declared 
elected. It follows too that the electors must not on. any 
accou:r;tt whatsoever take any work from these members. 
For them the Counc,il does not. ex.ist. ·They must not 

. seek any r~lief ~hrough·it.~ Th<7 nex.t trial of the voters 
' The relief was sought in vail~ in the view of many. The following 

r1ppeared in romzg India on• 9th March, l92t: 
An M.L.O. Rcsigns.-Sjt, Sit!! Ram, a pleader.,' of.Kberi, '!!ends· me

a copy of his resignation as a member of the Legisl1\th·e Council of 
the;United Pro.Yiuces. 'rhe following is thu text: · 

"It is with' fee'lings of great regi·et ibnt. I beg to announce the 
resignafion of my ~ent ·in' the U. P. Legislative Council.' It wns 
nfter the announ~emeut of the Reforms thut I sought my election to 
ths Coun~il for the first time, and .I had· faith that the Reformed 
Go,·ernmetlt wpuld be d,ifferent from what it was in pre.Reform days,, 
nud that th~> reign of terror and Dyerism ·would b~ a thing of tQe pnst. 
and that there would be no more undue and undeserved repression iu 
the country,'imd thnt onl.r guilty persons would be punished nnd thut 
people would be able to do real service to the country by being retL 
1.11:ned to t.~e Councils.. The ·experience of .one. j'e:u· h;ts, however. 
belied nil m~·.b9pes. ~ hn':e se~n that arrogance nnd. hnugbtiues~; nre · 
m•Jch more in evidence. in. Council than respec.t and. good-w,il~ fot· 
others. Class l)lld communn'l int.erests nt•e still th~re.· The expln·ietlCt" : 
of my own die~trict hns convinced me ·that th~re is ~till a plnco ftir 
Dyerit~m iu the mnchinnry of the Go\'ernmeut '1\k' Young, Special 
Manager of the-Estate, committed acts Hmding toJend to ,breach of 
patlce and tyrannize.~ the entire pppuhtiOIJ of-:-:'nnd tl\:: .G.oyemment. 
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will commence when the Council is opened, if at all, in 
the face ofthis verdict. The temptation to air grievances 
by having questions put in ·the Council will be very 
great. ·The eJectors will have to resist the temptation. 

But let us hope for the good of our country that the 
members thetrselYes will bow to the verdict so emphati
cally de~lared by the' electors. 

6th Octol)er, 1920 

· THE HALLUCINATION OF LAW COURTS 

(Bv 1\I. K. GA~vm) 

If we were not 'under the spell of lawyers and law
courts and if there were no touts to tempt us into the 
quagmire of the courts and to appeal to our baseRt 

.. - . ------·,1 

lms not ~een itK way of doing any justice in the matter. Pundit tlnr. 
karnn Nath 1\Ih;ra, who pt·eachcd non-voilence to the people and 
·directed the tenants to pay up' their rent to their landlords and al!ked 
them not to reKort to. Civil DiKobedience under the prllacnt l'.lircums. 
tan~es, bas been R~ntenccd to three yenrK' imprisonment. fhe recent 
~'l!Test~ throughout the whole of India nnd pat·ticulnrly in theHe 
Provinces have led m::J to b~lieve that the govel'llment is determined 
.on the poli~y of Hhutting 'up every pmon who ·believes in the real 
.sclf.govel'Om~mt 'of India.· Unfortuna~c)y· my .temperament i11 not 
such that I can remain a part and parcel of euch a Government and 
hence I beg to tender the l'CHig•~atiou of my seat." · 

He infot·ms rrie that there are five candidates for the post. I do not 
envy the five candidates. Both Sjt. Sita Ram and they are right. Sjt . 
. Sita Ram needed pJl'Ronnl experienc.:~ to 11how him the true nature of 
.the reforms. , The elected, candidate, let. me hope, will also le:wn by 
·experience;. but even nt the end of the chapter there certainly wiU be 
~orne men who will honestly hold the opinion th:tt, whether good or 
.bad, it is only through the· Councils 'that the Bl'itish ndminiKtmtors 
give us, that we l!hnll make any progress. For Non-co-op:!rators the 
proceedings of the Council11 nnd the Ast~embly ought to be a standing 
1'r{lOf o~ the wis~om of their ~bstent,on •. 
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passions; we .would be leading a· much 'happier life. than 
we do to-day,: . Let those who frequent the· Jaw-courts"""""" 
the, best of them-bear witness to the. fact. that ·the 
atmosphere about them.: is fretid• Perjured . witnesses 
are ranged on either side, reapy to sell their very souls 
for money or for friendship's sake. But that is not the 
worst of these courts. The· worst is that they support 
the authority of a government. They are supposed . to 
dispense justice and are th~refore called. the palladile 
of a nation's liberty. But when they supp9rt the autho-. 
rity of an unrigh'teous Gov:ernm·ent, they are no longer 
palladile of liberty; they are crushing houses to crush a 
nation~s spirit. Such were the martial law tribunals 
and the .. summary courts in'the. Pu~]ab .. , We had them 
in the~r nakedness. Such. they .are even in norma I times 

' ,when it i~ , a matter of dispensing JUstice between a 
superior race and its ,helots. This is ~o all the world 
over. ·Look at the trial of an English officer and the 
farcical punishment he :received for having deliberately 
tortured inoffensive negroes at Nairobi. ·· Has a single 
EngHshman suffered the· extreme penalty of the law'or 
any.thing. ii'ke 'it I for' brutal. murders in I~dia ? Let no 
one suppose that.th.ese .things would, b~, changed, when 
Indian judges and· Indian prosecutors take the place of 
Englishmen: .. ~nglishmen ·are not: by·nature 'corrupt. 
Indians .are. not. necessarily. angels ... Both: succurnb t(} 

' ' ,J • : •i I 1 •I 1 , • • 

their ,enviro:nme:nt. , There .were .In~ian judges. and Indian 
prosecutors ·during ·.the martial law· regi~e, who were 
'g~nerallf guilty of.:just as bad practices as the English. 
'men. . Those, who I tortured', .the' ' innoc'ent . women in 
Amdts~r;. ~e~e. India,ns, ,' if ; it' was: a Bosworth' Smith in 

' ' ,,, ',., . '•·'. . .• :1 . ill .• • ,,,, 

:Manianwala who im~ulted its women! -, .. ·" ·· . 
'What I ani attacking, is the,system., Ihave no quarrel' 

with the Englishmen ·-as' such. ,. I honour· individuals 
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among them to-day as I did before my discovery of the
unimprovableness of the existing system. If anything,. 
Mr. Andrews ~nd other Englishmen I could name, are 
nearer tom~ to-day thanJJefore. But I could not tendel" 
my homage .even to him who is more than a brother to. 
me, if he became the Viceroy of India. I ·would dis
trust his ability to remain pure if he accepted the office~ 
He would have to administer a system that is inherently 
corrupt and based on the assumption of our inferiority. 
Satan mostly employs comparatively ·moral instruments 
and the language of ethics to give his aims an air of 
respectability. 

I have digressed a little for the purpose ·of showing· 
that this Government, if it was whollr, mantled by
Indians but worked as it now is, would be as intQlerable· 
to us as it is now. Hence it is that the knowledge of 
Lord Sinha's. appointment to a high office fails to fill me
with a glow of satisfaction. We must. have absolute 
equalitY' in theory and in practice, and ability to do· 
away with the British connection if we so wish. 
· But to revert to the lawyers· and the law-courts, we· 
cannot gain this desirable status so long as we regard 
with superstitious awe and wonder the so-called. palaces 
of justice. Let no individuals who get satisfa.ction of 
their greed or revenge or their just claims, be blind to 
the ultimate aim of· these courts_:_the permanence of the 
auth_ority of the Government which the'y represent .. 
Without its law-courts, the Government must ·perish in a 
dar. ·I admit. that under my plan this power of subju. 
gating the people through the courts. will still remain 
even when every Indian lawyer has withdr.awn and 
there are no civil suits in the law-courts. · But then they· 
will cease to deceive us·~ .They will have lost their moral 
prestige ai)~. therefore ·.the· air of respectability ... It)s 
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strange but it is true that, so long as we believed in ·the 
g;radual transference pf 'the .power of the English to the 

' ' . I 

people, appointments to high ·pasts in the law-courts 
were hailed as a bl~ssing. Now that we-beljeve that the 
system is incapable of being gradually mended, every 
·such appointment by reason of.· its deceptiveness ·must be • ·;regarded as an evil. Therefore every lawyer suspending 
his practice to that extent ·undermines .the, prestige ·of 
-the law-courts apd to that extent every suspension is a 
,gain for the individual as for the nation. · 

The economic drain that the·law-courts cause, has at 
no time been considered. And yet it is· not a trifle. 
Every institution founded under· the present system is 
Tun on a IJlOSt extravagant ~ca!e. Law-courts are 
·probably the most extravagantly run ... · I have some 
"knowledge of the scale in England~ a fair knowledge of. 
the Indian, and an intimate knowledge . of' the·· South 
.African. I ha_ve no hesitation insaying that the Indian 
is comparatively the most extravagant and bears no 
'!'elation to the general economic condition of the people. 
The best South African lawyers..:_and they are lawyers 

··of great ability-dare not charge .the fees the lawyers in 
India do.· Fifteen guineas is ·almost a top fee for legal 
-opinion. Several thousand rupees have been·. known to 
·have been charged in India. There is something sinful 
·in a·system ·under which· it is possible ·for a lawyer to 
·e:arn from fifty thousand to one lao I rupees' per month, 
Legal practice is· not-ought not. -to be-a speculative 
business. ·The best legal talent must be available ta'lhe 
-poorest at reasonable ·rates~ l3ut·1 we have copied and 
"improved. ripon the pra:ctice of· the ·;English lawyers. 
:Englishmen find the climate of India trying.· The habits 
imbued under a cold and severe climate are· retained: in 
.India, .. ample margin is kept ~for frequent ~igrations to 
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the Hills and to their island .home and an equally ample 
margin is kept for the education of an exclusive, and 
aristocratic type for their. children. . The sml.le of their 
fees is naturally therefore pitched very .high. But India 
cannot bear the heavy arain •. We fancy that, in order to 
feel the equals of th~se English lawyers, we·must~charge 
the same killing fees that the English do •. , It. ~auld be 
a sad day .for India if it has to inherit the English .:-cale 
and the English tastes so utterly ·unsuitable to the. Indian 
environment. Any lawyer. looking at the law-.courts a~q 
the profession· of law from. the view points I havl:) 
ventured to suggest cannot keep coming to the conclu!'lion 
that if he wants to serve the nation. to the best of his 
ability, the first condition of service is suspension of his 
practice .. He can.come to a different conclusion only if 
he succe~sfully changes the statement. of facts r have 
made. 

6th OctolJer, 1920 

THE PRO.rEs~ION OF LAw' AND WHAT IT MEANS 

. [We are obliged for this· article to Babu Rajendra 
Prasad, M. A., M. L., one of the leading members of the . 
Patna Bar, and a· member1 of the Senate and Syndicate 
of .the Patna· University. He presided ; at 1 this year's 
session of the Behar Provincial Conference. Needless 
to say, he h!iJS decided to· resign the membership ·of the 
Senate and Syndicate and to I withdraw: 'from practice. 
His dispassionate article is a result of his own 'experience 
at the bar.-'-Ed. Y. I.] .u ·,,, , . · 

Litigation in India is . a· very· expensive affair.··· The 
whole system of Law Courts and the' 'method whereby 
one is enabled to obtain justice require enormous expend
iture,.!...often hy the time orie gets the fruit of the decree, 

23 
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'' . . I one had td ·spend ·.more than 'the' property 1 in suit is 

W'orth.· · · ; · · · . · ·: . , ·· · , -~ . 
.. To beghi withJ. the· so-called legal charges come to a 
high: figure~ ,The· litigant has to pay a pretty heavy 
court fee for getting justice,• arid. surprising though~ it 
may ·seem·, ·it. is ·a ·fact that, in some llro'vinces at any 
rate/judicial stamp is a profitable source 'of; revenue to 
the Hovernm'ent · In the next place·,~ every ·law.: court- is 
infested with a'number of mnalas,: subordinate: officers, 
peons, etc·., each' one·:of:'wb'om has: to: be paid-a •certain 
fee, not authorised. by 1aw, but not for that reason any 
the less rigorously'· exacted, as the litigant knows that a 
refusal to ·pay these: perquisites of the myrtnldons ·of the 
law'• is sure to··cost him more· than :thbSe: perquisites~ 
besides ·entailing on· him: a ·lot of ~orry, trouble and 

h J, • ~ I ' . 'I ' per aps msu t. · · •! · 1 
•••• • 

It must be said to the credit of the judiciary that as .a 
body they are not open to corruption in the sense that 
the·y may be bribed, although the:t:e are exceptions. 'But 
tQ.e highest judiciary is not altogether free from other 
kinds of influ(mc'es. The anxie.ty to ·clear' :the file, to 
show quick disposal of cases, and to· stick to the techni
calities of the law as distinct from :what the. justice ·of 
the case demands, are responsible for many. a wrong 

. decision. In arguing a case before·· a/ Bench of two 
Judges· ·of a High Oourt;·a Vakil happened to make the 
unfortunate remark," My, Lords, the jus tic~: of the case 
.demands, and'.after all you have. to do justice/' when . he 
was sharply interrupted by one of the judges' ".Mr . .:..;...,you 
are entirely mistaken. We do nothing of'the sort. 'We 
decide cases.on.the record before us." 
·'.The ·Vakil could only retort: , "My Lords...;.{ am. dis

.tre~sed to hear that~" .. That· gives the keynote. to ·the 

.attitude · of· most judges • .- The subordinate judiciary 
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depend also for th~ir promotion' and preferment upon 
showing ;peedy,disposal'and a clear :file:.· They are also 
not free from the other kind of corruption, namely, that 
of consulting or considering the 'whims or what they 
fancy to be the wishes ·of .other authorities. This. hap .. 
pens especially when you have the Government· taking 
a keen interest in the result of, litigation ~ither as a 
party or otherwise. · · 

The law's delays and the. uncertaintfs of litigation 
are proverbial. Some cases have been fought for years. 
A case which comes to be decided· in the normal course 
takes at least a year before it is taken :up. for hearing; 
the appeal to the High Court normally takes two years 
.and if it goes to the Privy Council, it takes another 3 to 4 
years.• But this is so in Rhort cases. Big cases are heard 
for mont~s and some cases· are known. to have. been 
heard from day to day for 1~ months or more. Apart 
from ·the' strain on the purse of the litigant, the strain 
on the nerves is si!llply unbearable .. One cannot be 
sure if even in 25 p; c. of the cases that ·come ·before a. 
Court, real substantial justice is done. Litigation has 
·CQme to be regarded, ·and rightly so, as a sort of gam. 
bling. However just your cause and however true yout 
-case, you cannot be sure of winning it. The lawyer is 
mostly responsible for this uncertainty.· Many· a bad 

' -cau':e is' won by a so-called good advocate and lnany a. 
true cause has been lost on account of th~' folly ot in· 
-cap~acity of the lawyer engaged or. the inability of, the 
party 'to eng:ge an expensive· lawyer. In fact, the 
greater a lawyer's ability to confound and confuse the 
judge and the true issues· in .the case,· the higher is the 

·fee that he commands. And what has the country' to 
pay for this ability to make the "worse ~ppear' the 
bette~ reason ? " 
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~very village h~s ·its tout whose sole business.and means 
:of livelihood is setting people by·the;ears·of one:another. 
Hi.s ability consists in· getting u'p false !(}ases. · • His title 
to position· in ~ociety ··lies· in his capacity to ·work 
mischief The law eourts ·are full ofthis class of people. 
If you· ~0 to an out of the wiy ·village and try to settle 
a dispute between two· parties, you are usually told by 
witnesses whom you may examine that they will t~ll the 
truth·, as· they are ·:not' a-ppearing before. a .'.court but 
before· a punch. It may be that respectable lawyers do 
·not'actually' cm1ch witnesses or. forge documents, -but 
there· can· be no; doubt that· advice on· evidence amounts 
to''nothing less' than advice to the. 'client-~' Get this 
·particular ·class ·of witnesses, ·true if you · cani btlt any-
how get them to prove this and this." Therir is no 
denyi.ng · the fac·t · that by suggestion, ·insinuation, 
and 'innuendo the lawyer indicates what he wants to 
. enable him to . plead the . case. successfully,· and the 
elienfwith the help of the tout procures what the lawyer 
'wants:· In arguing a: case, the only' limit to which ·even 
rii . respectable iawy-~r. puts, which under·: professional 
'etiquitte he is required to put to himself/ is ··abstention 
1froinfalse:or untrue statementof facts. -He is free· to 
put the most abs'urd interpretation on ·ijocUnients or 
Ia~, provided' he can do so'with irirpunity on account of_ 
theJweakness of the judge· brhis adversary. And· the 
-~igher.the statu's of the lawyer,'thJ greater the impunity 
:withwhichhecanbamboozlethejudge.if,. ·' .1 :··i ·,.· 

I. '·'T.heh''again~ the lawy'er' and the' jud~e are;nc\t free to 
·dear with :a .. ca~e ori its: me~its)' ThEdudge ca·n decide 

. ;the''f~'c'ts as. he 'lil{es; 1 b~t foi•the law he has· to' 'depend 
1 not"bn~ the' ab'tg· Of the' i legisJatrire'a}ODe :·but Oll 1a·~ large 
''fuaEls 

1

of d~ci!;'lon:s \~hicli'-are 'not: al~ays 1 illimiiria ting· or 
, ~~c6n~<:nabi~~·' ~A.li& tii~ 'gre~ter :tb~ ~~utribet <>r ~ •r~cisiohS. 
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which a lawyer can skifully fling in the face of' the 
]udge, the greater is· his appreciation by the· .litigant 
public and the greater are the chances of his confound .. 
ing the judge.·. · J;. 

To add to all thi~, there are appeals, second. appeals, 
appeals to the Privy Council and so forth, and not infre
quently thP decisions of trial-courts arereversod by the 
High Courts and again resorted by the Privy· Council. 
The frequency of reversals, the want of ability in judges, 
the presence of ability in lawyers, never leave a litigant 
without a chanc~ of. success and 'hope eternal springs 
in human breast.' He sometimes wins no doubt, but he 

. wins when he has lost all, his money, his honor 'and his 
character. 

RAJENDRA PRASAD. 

·13th Octobe1', 1920 

PANDIT MOTILAL ON ~AW COURTS 

[Last week we published, from ·the able pen of Babu 
Rajendra Prasad who till lately. enjoyed a leading posi
tion on the Patna Bar, a thoughtful article: on . the state 
of litigation. and legal profession in ,India .. Pandit 
Motilal Nehru, our respected President of the .. Arnritsar 

. Congress and one of.the leading lawyers in the country 
-'!nquestionably tlte leading lawyer in his province
has no~ issu~d an appeal' to the members o(. his profes
sion. wherei~,: besides: exhorting tb,e.m to . make tAe 

. boycott of law-courts a CQm.plete Sl,lccess and organise 
Panchaya ts for arbitration, he htls; d~scribed th~.: ~viis 
of litigation, from. his . long experience of , 37, years at 
the··Bar •.. We publish the::appe~l ·in" extenso fr9m .the 
lndependerJt-Ed. Y. J.,] · "· 
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,:There cari be· no·differenc~fof:opinion as to the desir• 
ability ;of avoiding ·litigation ;jn ~'courts: and ·.;;ettling 'ali 
disputes by mutual compromise. !Or ·])rivate . arbitration; 
You may be in favour of or against- the· policy, of· Non~ 
co-operation laid down by the Calcutta Special Congress, 
you mayr dr may ·not belong to any 'Of the current schools 
Qf political thought, y.ou may; not even be. interested: at 
all in politics ;' you cannot,:-: whatever. your" position ; or 
occUpation: .iriilife, deny that' tne nature of' the ditigatiori 
introduced by British laws and encoura~ed by the machiw 
nery ·of British Courts in-this country 'is responsible! for 
some :of. the greatest evils we suffer· from. 1 ., .•. :1 ;. 1:.' i. i 
j 1 have· had the honour of,belonging' to thei legal -pro .. 
fession for the last 37 years an4 whatever its detractors 
might say; I; maintain,that it is second to none in the 
world in its high traditions and . its brilliant record of 
public service: At the same time, I cannot conceal from 
myself the fact thafthe moral"tone of the profession has 
steadily declined during IllY own experience, I and that, 
from top to bottom. · The iea.ders hav~ in. succeeding 
years 'yielded more ·and rmore to the prevailing '.I commerw 
cial spirit of the age and hav·e gone on raising their fees 
from time to time~··tm-they:·have now reached enormo~s 
figures out 'of all· proportion·· to the nature, quality or 
·quantity of the' work required to be done .. · · .. · · · I· ' • 

Th9 employment of' counsel at present partakes ·of the. 
nature ofa' contract of hiring' ~hich it v .. as· never intend
·ed to be, and 'the •gdod old principle t:1at I counsel's fees 
were · :itl.ere · hon'orarhinis -can only excite· laughter in 
these·:·advatlced' days .. ·.A'.·keen competition to ·break ·an. 
previous records· hi' the:matter' of high fees is proceeding 
between emh1entl lawyers wit\1' annual 'income' afrea.d;r 
running into 1Si:X figu'res, and it is im'possible to say where 
it will lead to. The effect of this ·on 'the unfortunate 
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litigants is thus -crisply· put in the popular .saying: 
"Adalat men: :Jo.iita, so hara, jo 'ltara, so mara."· (Success 
in Court is defeat, defeat is death.) . · · · . ' 

·.I am free to confess that I' have t'aken no sm'all part in 
this competition and, indeed, was in the ·thick of it till 
some four. weeks ago. What contribution I have made 
to the disastrous results so graphically described in the 
Hindi saying I ·cannot tell; but in the very nature of 
things, the total output during · the· last 37 years could 
not have 'been insignificant. It. is perhaps possible in 
view of modern conditions of ·life to deferid high fees 
and cite precedents associated with honoured names, but 
I am concerned here with the co,nsequences to the country 

I 

at large and these in all honesty can . only be described 
aS tuinous . . .- ... 

Much the greater evil of the present system, ·however, 
is the creation of a class of lawyers and litigants who, but 
for the excuse afforded by the ex.isting machinery of the 
-courts, would find no place in 'any decent society. Their 
methods are well known and their agents infest the 
precincts of almost every court. There can· be no great~r 
-condemnation of the· ordinary law court morality than 
what one often hears when 'litigants. of this class 
approach each other for an· amicable. settlement. "We 
are not in the court, why don't you tell the truth?'' is 
not an uncommon form in which a fact alleged by one 
party is challenged by the other. ' ·, . 
• Coming to the courts themselves, we all know what 
kind of justice is to be expected· in criminal matters 
under the special procedure prescribed for the trial of 
Europeans. During the last· 150 years, every Indian 
who has met with his death at the hands of a European 
has either ·had an enlarged spleen or his death has turned 
out to be the result ·of a pure accident• · There' has not 
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been a ·single case, so far as I am aware,· of murder pure 
and simple;,. The climax· was .reached 'm 'the Punjab the. 
otherday. After the (travesty of :justice~.:We ,have· ex:--. 
perienced· in that unfortunat_e province, 1 feel that it is t() 
drag the noble profession in the: mire t.o; practise, it .be
fore. courts which· are· 1 the :outcome _of an· unrighteous 
and · oppressive , syste~: , .The disreputable class · of 
practitioners I have just referred.to.are but the blac~ 
sheep you find 'in every fold, and under normal conditions: 
it would be t;he ·business· of the profes.sion to drive .them 
out But wheidaw courts are:made subservient ;to·,the 
ends of. the 'executive and such functions as they exercise 
ca.n be suspended at the ::;weet· will· and. pleasure of a 
.legal or a provincial de·~pot, when the enormities. com,. 
mitted" iii the name of law and order are condemned by 
the· British·· Parliament-· from;, which·: the···, courts: derive · 
their jurisdictioil,'it' is time that' we ceased to have any:.. 
thing to do' with.: these effete creations of. autocratic 
'POwer ...... , · , . . , , .. ·. : ·. . , : : 

We hold ·widely. divergent views. on. certain public 
i!Uestions, It is..idle to Wa.ste ·valuable. ·tiin.e in trying t() 
bring .about a consensus of opi~ion .,on the~;e., ... The. best 
co"Qrse is to agree. ·to· :differ till,time 111,1d experience 
show us .the:wisdom or unwisdQm of:the co1,1~se,w~ have 
'decided to follow •. Meanwhile, let ,us com bin~ ,our ener:
gies and '·make a united and .d~termi;ned endeavo~r to 

. achieve what we a:t;.,e aU agreed is wo~t~,.. ~chl.e:v:ing . 
. ·. The.increase ,of litigation. ii~ one:·. of-tho~·e: ev~l~ which 

. ,we. are all interested in c.ombating against.· ;J ea~n~stly 
·appeal to: my cou:ntrymen: .of ,.au, spade~. of political 
opinion to join i.n. a holy·, war~ ag~inst· ·this evil. · More 
specially: I .appeal· to. legal practitioners: 1p£, alL· g~ades t() 
take their.right and.p;roper- plape::at ,tbe,~head 9f the 
movement and lel).d .the campt:lign withi~ their ;respective 
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spheres of influence. By· doing , so; they would be up
holding the best traditions of the honourable profession 
to which 'they belong.· Let them organise panchayats: 
and divert to them the ceaseless stream of litigation 
which flows into the courts.• ·,They are now in the. midst 
of. the Dasara vacation and can well afford the time t<> 
approach their friends appearing ·on the opposite side 
and' advise the parties to approach each other. Open 
the campaign on the reopening day of your court ·after 
the vacation by seeing that the number of fresh litiga
tion is cut down within the narrowest limits and that a 

• The following appeared in Youi1g India: o'f 16th M~rch, 1~21 : ' 
.1 Jullundo1'' Ci,·cltlar-The inKtructions of the D~·. Commi!!sioner 

of Jullunder on the Pnnchnyats are innocent to look at. He hn!l.laid 
down the law .in an unexceptionnLle manper but ba has mist~ed th,e 
point of attack. No doubt the dcciHionl! of pd,·ate Pnnchnynts nre not 
binding in law. But only those will seek the protection of.tl•e 
Pnncbayats who wifd1 voluntarily to abide by their decisions and 
therefore 'need no proceHs of enforcement of Panchnyn t decree!!., No 
doubt, compounding of a felony is wrong, ·But no court ill the world 
can compel a man whot~e, property J!l 11tolen to lodge n complaint. 
Even in my capacity ns n lawyer, I have had the privilege of advit~~ng 
clients not to prosecute thie\'ell they had known a1id have rescued 
some of them from the pOlice.' Neither the police nor 't, ·inuch le8!1o 
did the client, compound n felony in such cnl!les: Wh~· 11hould not •n 
"Pnnchnyat excommunicate a habitunl thief? 8ociety • does not 
deprive itself of Aocial protection when law-courts are estaLli~o~hed fot 
the pupiHhment of offeml~rs. The Government have their ownremedr 
'when thny wi~h to poniMh thieves nnd other offenderM. I would thm·e
fot;e strongly adviNe the Panchaynts of Jullunder to continue their 
very useful work of giving 'people cheap, spelldy' nhd efficit~nt· juktice. 
Cnre lUU!!t of course be exercised that they resort to no' punitive 
measures. The only penalty that i!! at our disposal is the force of 
public opinion,' There is not much danger of parties who voluntarily 

.seek the protection of the Pai1chnyat disobel'ing the latter 1s verdict !I. 
We must ,run the risk of some disobedience; we m'u!!t not, in impn
tit~Jice, ·resort to force or' intiwidation 'for the purpo~E~· either· bf 
secnrin~ refel'ence to Pnnchayats or execution of their deci·ee$.'' ,! ; 
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targe~ number· of ; .. applications withdrawing. pending 
~Cases is filed:on.that day·andcontinues· tQJ.be filed :day 
•after., day. : Let, , these,. i cases .. and Qthers; which have not 
yet· g,orie ·1to • court be .disposed. of by the panchayats 
which : you will have organised: by that · time. ) , .Within 
tthe next few days,. I hope to :submit for your: approval.'ia 
·scheme· for,. the .. organisation of panchayats .and , the 
.disposal of business before them. The work; of· edticat-
1ng the' clients* and .. 'Jthe public should however. begin 
.at.mice; 1 

• • ·:. ••• ·, •• r ,I· ·' ·~ ·:.···. ·~: ., .. :1, .. , . 

' To those who: believe· in Non-co;.operation;J.:.:.and their 
11umber is legion-:LI sa.y: take your/, courage in both 
bands. and boycott .the courts completely regardless of 
.any loss or inconveniencel(you: may: have to .suffer. 
·what ·y-ou n.bw·look: upon as a loss will 'Undoubtedly· be 
ithe greatest g~in' of 'you!' life.:_gahi. to. yourse'lf and to the 
Motherland~ .•. A I few .of' you are rich;. s~me are 'well off: 
b.ut.the vast ~ajo;rity can h~rdly make the, t~o ends 
meet. ·To the rich and· the well-off, l say it is, ·criminal 
tto be either the one or the other with the wrongs inflict
oed on thlf, Motherland redlaining unredressed and the 
-possibl~~y .of .~,imilar '\vrori~s being.~epeated a~ any .. t'im_e 
.and tim.e : after time continuing undiminished. Th()se 
who can merely eke out a bare subsistence.need only. te 
'he 'reminded of t~e bieffaceable truth contained in. the 

* Ii1' ~~~w~r to a~, ~uqpl~y. .by a fri~~d a~to wpat'~ ~an falselpued 
·was to do, Mr, Gandhiw~ot~ in Y<>lmg l11dia of25thl\Iay,l~~~. upder 
the heading, • ,'A defeudlJ.pt ·~plight" z,. Those .w.hohave been ftllsely 
-cha~·g!ld by ~h,e ,Governme~t have,. gone to gaoL .'J;hose ~ho nr~ 
falsely sued p1ny,, ~f the pla~ntitf w~l not go to. privat~ arbitra~ion, 
make a stnte~ent and produce . even witne~ses without engaging a 
lawyer. He it~·m~ely to h;we ~udgmu~t i1,1 his fa~our. But ~t the 
worst he runs the r~sk.of ha~ing to Pill' a .. ~lackgual·~. ; ~ural~. Wl:~ug 
j~dgmen.ts. hll.V1~ been,givl)ij .b~for~ ~ow ~ll ,sp,i~e.of the.assi,s~ance of th~ 
~blest )aw1~rs. ,; 
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·well-known P~rsian couplet ·which means, .whatever is: 
your lot you shall have it, if: you refuse, you will be· 
forced to take it. '·,, · · ·· ., '' ·-: · · 

You may be sure that ·your country will· not forsake· 
you in the hour of your need. As you ·are aware, the· 
All~ India· Congress Committee has started a national 
fund for this 'and other purpoRes connected with the· 
Non-co-operation movement.' It is your duty to help in 
collect!ng this fund for which detailed ' im;tructions 'wm 
soon be issued. · Meanwhile remember:·'. ·, . 

"The Giver of daily bread· gives to you His wings: 
to fly "-MOTILAt NEHRU.· 

, 30th Ma1'ch, 1921 · 
lt'l' ' 

PRACTISING LAWYERS 
' ~ 

Th~ Paf;•ir~d~vot~~ a' leading arhcie to a~ ~x.amina-. 
tion of the position taken up by me regarding lawyers,• 

t ' ' ' ' ' ~ I ' ' I 

• The following appeared in routtu fudia of 20th April, Hl21: , 
A Pl'llft'Bt.-Tbe Editor, r"''1lfl . India, Ahmedabad,-Sir,...:..The· 

other day when you left jtibbulp(n·~ for Cuttnck, you hnd nu inter •. 
view with Guuada Babu at Cnlcu'tta. I have seen th~t inteniew. in, 
the "Independe1it ": of the' ~nd ingtant', which nppe11r~ to blwe 
borrowed it froin the "Sen·ant.1' I refer you ton statement in t~nt 
artideattributed to )·ou.' 

1

'' ' • • '" · ·· ' ' • ' ' • 

It rui1s· thus: ' · 
I "At Jubbulpore,. from ~here be (Mnh~tm~ Handhi) wti~ comiflg,. 
two. young men (sons of rich merchants) were lending the mo\·ement 
very successfully ngnin~t a whole host of l11wyers. Being busim•sHmeu, 
they wet·e cn~'l'ying on the work of organisation most effecti \'ely. 1' 

This stntement is incol'rect. · 
The fncts nre : 
The11e young men are not merchants,· ·They hre foundation stoues

oHhe:BdtiHh G0vernment ·in· lndin. ··They :n·e .Mnlgu~nrs •. Their· 
tmde is to realize R11. 100 from the poor tenants, give the GoYernmeut 
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and strongly ,dissents from it. · The Patrikd thinks that· 
prabt'ising ·lawyers: may continue to lead public opinion 

· on Congress platform. I respectfully suggest that any 
-such·. deviatioh from· the . N on-co~operation resolution 
will· be. a serious. .mistake•! I, a..m: ,aware/ that the 
Patrik~· thinks 1.that. the Congress has not called· upon 
.all· lawyers to I suspend practke .. J :I :vedture to· differ 
from the interpretation.;: The' I resolution,· calls. upon all 
lawyers: to: makef greater 'effort· to ·.suspend :-Practice . 
. And, in my opinion,; those.·lawyers·.who .have: not yet 

· Rs; 55 a~d lt'eep· R.s/45 with'~hJms~lves 11.8' comlniss1on and guarantee 
io recover the money even in the w9rst times .. What a Non-c'o-opera. 
tiou with the Government ! If these 1\Ialguzitrs are not co-operators, 
no one else is a co-operator. The· Malguzari system was an inventioll 
.()f Todermal by which means people could be systematically dominat
·ed by the r~lers through: the:ir. merce~:uuies; These mercenaries are 
·the Malguzars, who, you have said, are leading the movement. · 
• If a lawyer who has no~ suspended~ his practice is not a proper 
·person to be an office-bearer, certainly a Malguzat·, too ·should not be 
:au· office-bearer:· ·A 'Malg.uzar: is: 'more 'attached to' 'the Government 
thana lawyer.·;;~' ·:~"i · .•' _~~ ·1'' ·· ~ .... ··. :<: ... 

In J \lbbt:u~pore th1e~~ youn~ ~~u, ~ulguzars, a.r~ not leading the 
.movemen . .-, · · · · 
.. rhe movement iri. Subbulpore is being .led by the la~yers and the 

·whole ~ost.?f them are supporting it. I • I. ' , : I' · • • .. · 

You 'did 'not give sufficient' time to' J ubbulpore,. ~Is~ the members of 
-the Bnr'~ouid hav~ gladly 's~en yqu aud discu_ssed the matte~ :with you. 
I fully believe that it will never be wealth w~ich,wip lead the ~?ve
ment. ·It wjll always be the intellect and I hope,y~u will,c01nct the. 
·wrong impression created by the inter,•iew. . · ·' '· . 
' i' su~pended my practice 'in November last. ' 
.. ·' ·.·•· • · . ·. :;. I·• · • 1·: 

. I 

junnutPORE, 
10-4-21. .. 

· ' Iam, eto., · · 
''g. C. VARMA, 
· Barrister-at-law. 

[I am glad of.Mr. Varma's energetic protest. And J hope that the 
lawyers. of Jubbulpore are leading the N.C .. 0. Movement.· .I must 
.however adhere to my statement that the -lawyers. were conspiouo AS 
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succeeded in suspending· their· practice, cannot ~xpect 
to hold office in· any Congress organisation or · lead 
<>pinion on Congress ·platforms. Will titled. men . be· 
elected as office bearers, ·although 'they may not have 
given up their· titles? If we do, not· face the issues 
boldly, we stand in danger' of corrupting the movement. 
We must exact correspondence between precept and 
-practice. I I hold that a 'lawyer president of a Provincial 
Committee· cannot lead his province'. to victory, if· he 
does not suspend his' practice. :He simply 'will not carry 
weig.ht. I have noticed this' again and again during I rrtY 
tour~. ·Lawyers, who have hitherto led public opinion, .. 
bave1either renounced practice or public life. 

The Pairika errs in comparing· practising lawyers to 
,merchants. Not many· merchants I have yet led public 
-o.pinion, but'where they have come forward, they' have 
certainly renounced dealing in foreign cloth. The public 
will not, I am glad to be able to say, tolerate divorce 
between profession and practice; But not to seek, or 
give up public ,:Josition is one thing,· and to help the 
movement as a weak but humble follower is 'another. 

'by their absence on the day 1 \'i11ited Jubbulpore, and that the two 
_young men refen~d to by me, wc1·e,in charge of the. whole. manage· 
ment. That they nre -sons· of 'land-ho,lders . is true· enoug~. 
Theirs to~day is co-opemtion of;, ne.cessity.. ~~e , Co~gress has 
not yet calltJd upon land-holders to surtendcr their landii to 
·the Government, no1· 'is it every likely to.· The11e young mmi, like 
:!!orl'le land-holders' llOHS elsewhet·e, are 'tnking ·an' honomble pnrt. 
in the national uplift and they deserve . every: .eJlCOlWagemE:nt from 
lnwyers. There are no two opinions about the fact that intellect. \ 
_mther than riche!! will l~:ad, It might equally be admitted by,the 
.correHpondent that the heart rather than the intellect will, eventually 
lc.ad .. Character, not brains, will' count at the·cruciul moment.· And 
I fancied that the~eyoung men showed character. 1 1 should ba sorry 
to find otherwise.-~!. K.G. T , : .. 1 
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Thous1~nds:are .unable to ~arry ,gut the full advice ,of . the 
Congress r.aild.·are::-: yet· eagerly helping as silent camp-:
·followers.f:· ·That is .. the .position, ~hat pr~ctising, lawyers 
should take .. up. :It·. wilt· be . honourable; dignified; and 
consistent. · We ; may,. not, in .our: progress·: toward~ 
Swaraj,- cons.ider,. the lead:; ofaq.y classJmJndividual as 
essential to success . 

... The: Patrika· goes ~beyond the .scope o.tthe Paragraph 
of "Young India'> when it presents as.an alternative t() 
suspension', .derision and jnsult., i He: ·would be. an un
wo.rthy: Non-co:-operator.. :who ,,would .deride or insultr·a 

. lawyer; or any; one else· who is too weak:or otherwise
unable to respond to·~ the Congress.~c~!l. ' Because. we 
may not elect such. pers.ons, as. office-bearers, we· may 
not b~ intole~ant and insulting to them. ; On the c.ontra;ry, 
those·, ·who are .honestly unable. to follow. the Congress 
resolution are in every way worthy of sympathy •. 1 •· 1 

· · N or1 is . the Patrika :right· in thi~king that,·. before 
pradising lawyers: cease j to .. be .leaders, there· should 
be; .a 'comph~te. :~boycott of-law. cour~ ;.,an(a~. that,i~ 
impossible without~ a: .rebel. government,. and:afl wed(} 
not contemplate rebellion, practising lawyers may safely 
lead opinion as hitherto.·. There· is ·,an obvious. fallacy 
underlying this •suggestion. · Carried to its logical extent,. 
it' would mean. thatj·1t6! leader n'eed practise what hi! 
• ' .: , • • j , • i •,· 'o f, .,;. ' I ,,,· • ' 

preaches. .The fact IS ·that, although law courts may 
not .b~. completely. b9yc'~tted ~Y the. sacrific~ .:.or l ;Me~srs. 
Nehru. and· Das,. and .by ,our refusal to give any public 
status· to• practising· lawyers and others who have not 
carried out the Congress i:esolutioti, we have successfully 
demoiished' the prestige' 'of :these institutions, :and,· there'-

~~· I' I '1 '1'1• ' , , I· 1, li1' r1 ·I 1:.. •'' ' ' 0 

fqr~,' t.~ that. exten,t, of, the ... Gov~r~z:nent. , lf we, restor~: 
titled .;nien, .lawyers, and,,. others, jo. their stat~s ~ve11 
though they have not responded,. ~we commit national 
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suicide. Lastly, the Patrika is wro.ng in ·arguing that· 
the Congress has called for suspension in order to secure· 
the lawyer's services. · ·rhe motive~ as the preamble 
()f the original resolution clearly states, is to undermine: 
the Government's prestige by the Non-co-operation of· 
parties to the institutions on ;which the' prestige is built:' 

29tli .September, 1921 
COBBLERS vs. '!.A WYERS 

·-M. K.G. I 

. Ba\}u Motilal Ghosh,• whose mind is fresh like . that 
of a youth though he is too frail eyen to. move,. sum. 
maned Maulana Mahomed. Ali . and. me chiefly to 
urge us'.'to invite the. lawyers to .the a·ongress fold 
and in effect to restore them to their origin.al status 
"Qf unquestioned leadership of public op.inion. Both the. 
Maulana and I told him that we did. want the lawyers· 
to work for the Congress, but that those who would not 
suspend practi~e ·could i:wt and should not become 

· leaders. Moti Babu said that my mention of cobblers 
in the same breath a's lawyers had . offended some of 
them.t I felt sorry to hear this. I remember the note in 

• Welliknown, .old Indian Nationalist i for years Editor' of the 
Amrita Ba.zaar Patrika of Calcutta. . . . 

tThe following appeared in ro1mg Tndia of 25th August, 1921 :, ' 
P·mct~9iltg Latoyers-Letters continue .to pout·. in regarding prnc. 

tising lawyers holding offi'ces. in Congt'ells Committees.' Ever since 
my nrrivn\ in Bengal, the question has been still more pressiligly put 
to me. An ex-student from Dhubri writes to ask whether I eipect 
the movement to succeed under the leadership of practising law;ters. I 
cannot conceive the possibility of the movement, which ls pne of self. 
l!acrifice, llUCCeeding if it is }edDY lawyers who do not believe in self· 
~acrifice. I have not hesitated to advise that electot·s rather than be 
ably led by such lawyersl!hould be content to be mot·e humbly. guided. 1 

I can certainly imagine a brave and believing weaver or cobbler.more, 
24 . 
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these pages, and it :w~s certainly not mitten. to offend .. · 
I have said many hard things ·about lawyers; but I have
n.ever considered them to be · guilty of caste ·prejudices. 
I am sure that the lawyers have appreciated thespirit of 
my :remark~~ . .Ihopa I am never guiltyl of putting a sting
ill ~my o£ my- writings. But ~ certainly meant no offence
in tbe,par;J.graph referred to by Moti Babu. Having
been myself a lawyer, I could not so far forget myself as 
wantonly to offend .J..ll~mb~r.s .: of... the. same profession~ 
Nor can I forget the brilliant an~ ~nique services render-· 
ed to the country by lawyers ·such as PherozeshahMehta ,. 

. " . ( . . ' . - ' ~ " ' ' . ' 

R~nade\Taiyebjee, .Tel~ngl Ma.nOipo~a.~ .. ~~<;>se, Krish-
naswami ~yer, not to sp~ak 'oj the living ones. , · 

·Wlien no'one else had the' 'courage to speak, ; they 
wer~ the'voice.lof the people' and. 'gttardians of. their
country's liberty.' And, if to..dai the '~ajority of them 
are;rio lohger accepted as' leaders of' the people, itis :· 
bec·ause different qu~lities are.: req~lr~d for leadership· 
from'·'what they have : exhibited,.. hitherto. Courage,. 
endurance, fearlessness ·and abovJ ·all self-sacrifice are· 
the quaJiti~s required ·of 'our'1~aders .. A'·:p:~rson belong
ing to· the suppres'sed ~la~ses exhibiting these ·qualities
iii their fuiness would.' cettainly be1 able to leal the· 
nation; whereas the most finished .. orator, if .he has not 
these qualities, must fail. ;· · ' • · ' · · ... ; · 

~ 1 • ' ' ' " ' ~ '· • • r • ' ' : I J 

And 1t has been' a matter of keen s'atisfaction. to me to 
find the iawyers all over tnaia',' whoJ1ave not been able· 

'• .( ·;/,1 , ' • 1 
' r'', _; 'I ",/ olo•l _,. 1 \ ( • 

tq 'suspend. practice, r~adily. a$se:plingjq the proposition 
a.nd ·.being content to ··work as humble.· camp-followers .. 
A general wih find his occupation gone, if there were· 
no camp-followers'iri hi~~~r~~·l ; ~.·,·: :.: .·. '. . .. · .. 

effectively leading ·than a timid ':md scepticnl 1 1awyer. Success de ... 
l)ends upon bral'ery1 sncrifice,•trutb, •love· rind faith; 'not ~n legnl 
acumen, calculation, .diplomacy, hnte and unbelief. · 
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"But," said Moti Babu, "·there is a great deal bf 
intolerance that has crept into our movement. Non-co
operators insult those lawyers who have not suspended 
practice~" I fear that the charge is true to a certain 
.extent. Intolerance is itself a form·. of vio:lence and an 
obstacle to the growth of a true:· democratic spirit. 
Arrogant assumption of .superiority on the part of a 
Non-co-operator . who has · undergone • ·a little bit of 
sacrifice or' put on Khadi is the greatest danger to the 
movement. ''A Non-co-operator is .nothing if he is · not 

j ' . • ' • • 

humble. When self-satisfaction cr~eps over a man, he 
has ceased to grow and therefore . has become unfit for 
freedom. He who offers a little sacrifice from a lowly 
and' religious spirit quickly realises the miserable little .. 
ness of it. Once. oi1 the path of sacrifice, we find out 
the measure of our selfishness: and must'· continually 
wish to give more and not be satisfied till there is a 
complete self-surrender, I · ' 1 

' • 
1 

' 
1 

' 
1 

' 

And this knowledge ·of so little attempt~d and stilt 
less done must keep ll1

S humble i and' tolerant. It is our 
exclusiveness and the easy· self-satisfaction that have 
certainly kept ·many a waverer awar from us. Our 
motto must ever be conversion by gentle persuasion and 
a constant appeal to the head and the heart; ·We mus't 
therefore be ever 'courteous arid patient with those who 
do no~ see'e~e to eye ·with, f!S. , .We inust' resolutely 
refuse to con~ider .qur opponents as eJ)emies of the 
country. ' ' 1 • ,,, ' 

Lawyers and others' who believe in N on-co .. operation 
but have not, from ·any ,cause/ be~n· able' ,to non~po
operate .in matters 'ap~licable to them; ca~ 6'ertainJy 'do 
silent.w:ork as lieutenants .. in,Jhe .. matter. o.f ,SwGJ,deshi. 
It requires the, largest number of. earnest 'workers. 
There is no re·ason why a pr~ctising lawyer should· no't 

' I 
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make .JO~adi ;fashionable by· ·wearing; it, 1
, even . in .. qourts. 

There ,is ~o. reason .why :he;, ·and his:: familJ ~ ~hould n,ot 
spin du.ring leisure hours. :.1 have mentione~ one out ,of 
a· variety ( pf :.things that· . ca.n :be' • done·~ oy ·practising 
lawyers fo~ the attainment.oflSwaraj.~ d_hope, therefore, 
that no ; , practising: lawyet_ and fa~ th!ttr matter, no 
· •The following appeared in:Yowtg·,India,:12th January, 1922.·:· ·: i 

About Lazv)•et·s---:-Tha'i Ja,mrialal Bajaj l fund -of ·one .lac. of' Rupee's 
~hat 1Vas given l~st ~ear for the.sUJ?P,ort of lawy~rs WHl> bad susp~nd~d 
practice as a result. of the N:lgP.Uf res.olution is n,early' as it was ~nten~ 
ded to be,'exh:msted. · The' lawyers ~~nnot ·go back to .Practise 'witq • 
any show of decency,: and I am sure that' m~ny'will not cotintenauc~ 
even' the idea of a return when the'()ouritiry is r showing ·such wonderful 
exampl~ of self~sacrUi¢e.,_Bnt it would not., b3. propar; to .leave the 
lawyers to their :own resources ... I would therefore c~rt.'tiuly sukgest 
to the J;'r~vincial. C~mmittee~ that they should take up the burde~ 
subject to assistance from- 'the 'Ceritral.f~d, if it was· at all found 
necessary. The arrangement should be quickly. made' so as to avoid 
suspense and delay in the even tenor· of' nntiollal work.:· · ' f 

This, however, is the least among th~ difficulties that surround the 
lawyer class at the prese~t,moment. They are eager to , take ,part 
in the national a~akeniug. The spirit is willing, . the. flesh is w'~ak: I 
still feel that practising laW'yers cannot lead. . They cannot but weaken 
a movement which demands Mmplete, almosf r~ckless, sacrifice.: 1'he · 
whole cause can b~ lost· if top-men wJaken. at a supreme crisis. But 
the Congress h~s purposely 'opened an honourable· door. for them. 
The original draft was perhaps uncertain as .to ;any, but ~ull Non~cq7 
operators being entitJed to sign the vo,lunteer pledge. 'fhe conditions 
for them are easy of fulfilment, bein'g lnostly matters of belief Th~ 
use of Kluuh may clm~e some llttle inconveni'ence,.at first; but I feel 
sure that they will not mind it;'ff otherwise they believe'in the require~ 
ments of the pledge. And,. as am on~ N{)n-co-operiltors'imprisoninent 
covars a multitude of defects, ~racti~it1g lawyers who go through the 
:fire .of impr)s~nrnentw~ll by. t~a~ :o.ne fact ~o~~ ~o o~~~P~ the posit~o~ 
of honour wh1ch our:e was -the1rs. There 1s also the general resolnt10n 
appealing to ~nd inviting all i~cludiQi' i f\111. co-op~r~to\:s. to take up 

'-such activities as do not admit of' any 'sacrifice 'or any' differtlDC~ ()£ 

;opinion.· I hope .thel'efcire that 'lawyers wiU;' to the:best of theht abi'
lity aud oppol'~un~~Y~_fe~~ond~9.:the ,9o~nt1:y~s.,.call jn manyof..tl\.e 
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co~operating student will keep himself from serving the 
movE;npent in every way open to him. All cannot be· 
come leaders, but all can be bearers. ·And Non-co
operators, I hope, will always' make it easy for such 
countrymen to offer and render service. 

29th. Septembe1', 1920 

THE HALLUCINATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 

(B\" 1\I. K. GAXUHI) 

Much is being said and written against the· proposed 
boycott of Government-controlled schools and colleges. 
The proposal has been described. as. 'mischievous', 
'harmful,' 'opposed to the best interest of the country,' 
etc. Pundit Madan Mohan Malaviyaji is among its most 
uncompromising opponents. · 

I have been taxing myself to the best of my capacity 
in order to discover my error. But the effort has resulted 
in deepening my conviction that it fs sinful to receive any 
education under the control of the present Government, 
no matter how high its quality may be, even as it would · 
be to take the richest milk when it is taintedwith poisotl. 
-····- ....... --. -------..--;--·--.,.~------"-·-""'---- _______ ._ --··----·~--··-' ''T'' 

various ways open to them; :Where nil are expected to help none 
should be found. wanting or indifferent. Non-co-operators oi1 their 

· part instead of priding themselves upon their achievements should he 
humble enough to recef\'e all the aid that might be rendered to the 
country's caut~e. ·The ~ph·it of toleration should take the place of 
intolerntion and exclu8h·eness. j lt can do no credit to the mo\'ement 
or good t~ the cause if am:lll,, who hns 1,1othing or little to t~acl'ifice, 
claimll, by reason. of his p~tting on,Khndi,. the right of sligh~ing prnc. 
ti11ing lawyers or others w\10 may be honestly and. according ·to tbeil· 
iights serving the country in' variou's ways. Whate\'er is offered upon 
the altar of service to the motherland with a willing henrt must be 
thankfully received · · ' ' · ' · · · ' ~ 
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I ask myself why some see the truth of the proposition 
quite clearly whilst others, the accepted leaders, condemn 
it as an error. The answer I have been able to ftnd is 
that the latter do not consider the present system of 
Government as an unmixed evil as the. former do. In 
other words, the opponents do not sufficiently realise 
the significance of the Punjab and the Khilafat wrongs. 
They do not feel as the others do that these wrongs 
show conclusively that the sum total of. the activity of 
the present Government is injurious to national growth. 
I know that this is a serious statement to make. It is 
unthinkable that Malaviyaji and Shastriar cannot feel 
the wrongs even as I do. And yet that is precisely my 
meaning. I am positive that they will n.ot put their 
children in a school where there was any likelihood of 
th,eir becoming degraded instead of being elevated. 
I am equally positive that they would not send their 
children to a school managed, controlled or even 
influenced by a robber who had robbed· them of their 
possessions. I feel that the nation's children sufff:r de
gradation in .the Government schools. I feel that these 
schools and colleges are under the iniluence of a Govern
ment that has deliberately robbed the nation of its 
honour, and therefore the nation must withdraw its chil
dren from such schools. It may be that some learning 
even in such schools may be able to resist the pro-. 
gress of degradation. But it cannot be right to count
enance na'tional humiliation going on in the schools, 
because some have risen above their environment. In 
my opinion it is self-evident that the honoured leaders 
of the nation. to-day do. not realise that the Government
controlled ~hools are tainted in the manner described 
by me. 

It may be urged that the schools are no worse to~ay 
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than they were before the Punjab wrong or the Khilafat 
breach, and that we tolerated them before these events. 
1 admit that the schools are not much ·worse now than 
before. But so far as I am concerned; the knowledge ef 
the Punjab and the Khilafat betrayal has. revolutionized 
my view of the existing system of Go~ernment. My 
ignorance of its inherent wickedness made the system 
tolerable to the extent of my not rising aiainst the 
schools. And that is just the reason why I fear that those 
who oppose the proposed boycott of the schools on the 
ground of its harmfulness, do not put the same vah.J,ation 
on the Punjab and the Khilafat wrongs that I do. . 

And so I congratulate Messrs. S. B. Tilak,' Patel, 
Tripathi and others on their having given. ;up their 
colleges even as they were on the point of finishing their 
education. That is also why I congratulate Misses Desai 
and Patel for their having left their high school. It is 
perhaps not generally known that these high-spirited 
girls left the schools of their own accord as. have the 
young men. 

1 have no hesitation in wishing that the youth of India, 
both boys and girls, will, if they· have felt personally 
the deep humiliation of atrocities of the Punjab, or 
understood the meaning of the violation of the Khilafat 
pledge, without any further reflection, empty the Govern
nient-cohtrolled schools and colleges. The moral edu
cation that they will gain in a moment when th~y take 
that step will more than make up for the temporary loss 
of literary edlftcation. For the day that the boys and the 
girls empty the Government-controlled schools will be 
the day that will mark a very definite advance towards 
the goal. It will ·mark a. revolution in the national 
thought. It will mark our freedom from the hallucination 
of schools and colleges. Is not the nation able to take 
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.~~charge of its own: -~education~\without -a·ny -Goyetnment 
.int~rv:ention, protection,: advice, or grant?*.' .-Apandon~ 

1ment ·of the present school~: means. eonsciousness .of our 
l• •· Yottug· I1~dia:of.17tb No'\·ember,· 1g2o.· contained the -following: 

Hallucination of, Schools ~· Colleges ::.....:Though :we would adva
cnte and preach the Boycott of Schools a~d Colleges, with as much 
vigour and .earnestness as we do 'now,. even if the whole cost of 
'education w.ere home by- Government, we state some bets and figures 
'which Will disillusion those who belieTe it fs not possible to nationalise 
1_education without Government aid. · J ; • 

· · The total expenditor~ on· Primary J Secondary Jlnd Higher Edn
.cation, including all educational. departments,, for the :reall' 1918-1~ 
·~as Rs. 1,129lacs or 11.29 cr~res. It w~s met 1as follows : ' ' 
1 · · .. · · • ,_.'Lacs , . ·. 

- Government Treasury ., -~~ · 392 
.. Local Funds J .... 174 
. Municipal Funds ' ; . . . . ... ...... 1 r I '49 

. i . Fees .•-:- , . 1 , 319 
Public Funds _, 195·-

1,129< 

Thus it wiil be se~n that, while- the Go~ernmeni spent 3. 92 crores 
and tM Municipalities· and Loc~t Boards Rs. 2. 23 crores, tht~ people 
.spent from their ·own purse directly Rs. /).; 16 crorea. It may be noted 
that a good part of Government contribution. was· spent towards the 
.upkeep of their own costly Educational, Services .. ' r ' • I • , ~~ , . ' I • > r 

~jl~·.,l~·:·~~~: .~~~"'* \..,, • •: r,. ' 

.If we take Seconda1·y education only, which is the.chief item of 
-e~p~~di_ture and of usefulne'ss, we shali"ha~e·a~~:rth~r 'rc~~lati~n. 
-The' total aniount spent on this branch was Rs. 3.67 crores. "It was 
met' as follows : . . . ' : ' I ' ' ' . • . 

1 0 
• 

, .· · .Go:vernment Ttea~my ,. ~ ·: /-~ 
; / Municipal au~ Looalll-oards oJ I 

, 1 l!'ee.s , . . ~ , .. . 'l . 
~· Publicn~d Chnritnhl~ T'l·u~ts '' 
: ~ ,., I ' i ~ , ' r , I• 1 , 

.f· · 1 Lacs~ 

~ 94.75 ... 
. 26.36. 

• 1 1.66 ._.._ ··so 
I J..__., 

! :; ~67•11.: 
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aLility to educate ourselves, in spite ' of Himalayan 
difficulties. • . 

27th October, 1.920 
: ALIGARH 

(Bt M. K. G.\Xum) 

.Aligarh is an old institution-forty-five years old. It 
has unique traditions. ·It has a great: record behind it. 
It may claim to. have given to India the Ali Brothers. It 
is the best known c'e'ntre of Islamic culture in India. 
' Why do I seek to destroy it? Some Mussalmans 
really think that r.mean ill under the pretence .of ·wish
ing well to Aligarh. Little do they know that I am 

• The relation between destructh·e w~rk and constl'Uction is diMCU!i
sed in the following which appeared in Yo11n!1 India of 3rd XO\·ember, 
1920: ' ' ' 

Non-co-operatiou in Education.-Revered Mahatmaji,-Oue serious 
circ'umstance that impedes the advancement of yout• cause in this part 
of the country i!! the belief, shared by a section of the educated com
munity, that your efforts being avowedly deRtructive cannot be 
deemed worthy of promotion. My own faith in your work as 11 gt•cat 
lenven of good, actual nnd potential, remains unshaken as before, for I 
consider it unsound to argue that ' negative agitation,' as it comes to 
be called, ipso facto forfeits nil clnlm to rational suppot·t. · When nn 

Thuo less than Hh wns spent by Government, little mo1•e .than { 
by Government and Municipnlitie!l combined, while the re!lt Wn!l 
borne by the people directly. 

Do these figures not show that practically we oursel\'es finance the 
Governmental education system, while' nil 'along we entertain the 
hallucination that the Government does everything, und that we can,. 
with ou't Government aid, do nothing for ourselves. ·If w.f! get rid of 
this hallucination and further decide upon curtailing the u~eless uud 
costly parnphernnlia, we can very ent;ily make education, independent 
of Government control, stand on its own legs nnd make impro,·ements, 
necessn~y to suit i~ ~o the needs of the country. . , . , , 

1 
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imploring'Plinditji ~o do to the Hindu University what I 
am asking the Trustees to do to Aligarh.* .. And I .am 
certainl;r gotng to -plead witQ. __ the Bonares students as 

• The following is from Young India of 27th October, 1920: 

To ~'he Trustees of th~ : Jligarh 'colleg~.-Gentlemen,-1 know 
you are about to meet in ordarto give' your decision on a most mo
mentous issue for Islam and India. I hear that you nre calling in the 
:tid of the Government a~d the polic~ fo~ the occasion of your meeting. 
lf the rum our is true yon would be :making al grievous mistake. In a 
matter ~hichis purely domestic you need neitherthe intervention of 
the Goverpment,: DO\'. the protection. of its police. Neither the Ali 
Bl'Othl:!rs 'nor I ~t·e engag~d j,; ·br~te war,-. We .at·e eug:tged in a w:.u· 
in which our qnly w~apon 'i~ force of publi~ opinion and we shall 
l'eckou our!lelves beaten in the battle, if we do not carl·y' the public 
·w'ith us.'· In the present dispute. the test·of public bpinion will be in 
the first,instan~e yo(lr majority~, Therefore~ if you·aftet .a full.aud 
free discussion decide by a. majority, that the .college and school 
students ID\lY, not remain 'iu.the college grou.nd eithc~ ai'i stude!ltS or 
even as boarders: if they persist in thea· demand of di~affiliatiou and 
------------------·--------------------------
iudividnalbecomes enslaved, body and soul, to a, pernicious habit likt~ 
drin~, the w.atto: 

1

Weau. him is, ever. d?uble~edged, or .. to use' the 
opponents' phraseology, at once 'negative :md positive.' If the 
physician wishes to s'ucGeed in his cure he_ ~ust pl'imnrily employ all 

l ' . • . . . . . 

h1s energy in enabling the patient to resist the ~emptation and oyer-
com·e the, evil, ere he prescribes to him some substitute iu place,()~ the 
poison .. The'n~W·:recipe must needs fail to produce an effect, if con
<:omitautly, ~hep~,ti~ijt persist~ in his old habit i from which the lesson 
may b;} deduc~:d that the initial' negativ~' stage of des.t.ruction is as 
essential for cure as the Intel',' positive ' stag a of recuperation: Even 
so our country should first shake itself free from the shackles of emas
culating institutions,· in advance of any cousr.ructiva pt·ogramme of 
work that may be nnde1·takeu for its regenerati01~. I appeal to my 
<lOUlltrymen not .to be obJi~·io~lS of t.his important tJ.·uth, aud earnet~tly 
trust that ·it may be driven home in their minds by yourself), with .due 
tlmph~sis and ~re.ciuency~ 1 .. :" 1 ~ 

)Vishi~g, y~u every succ;e~s,, , , 

I• ,I'' 

Shq.,~til~~ketan,:, ! 
November 10, 1920, )' 

, .. , , · .. B.el~e\e me, . 
! ,, Very sincerely.youl'S, • , 

· DWIJE~WRASA;ri TAGORE. · 
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oear.nestly as I have with the .Aligarh boys. I have done 
the same with the Khalsa College.· The latter is the 
<mly 'centre of Sikh culture. 

the rejection of the Government gmut, th::y will bJ peacefully wjth
Jrawn. Wt! propose in that event to carry on their education if at 
'311 po~siLle in Aligarh it11elf, or elsewhere: The ~e~ire i!l not to 
-suspend their secular education f()r on\~· moment longet' than is ab
solutely necessary~ Bnt it is our sincere desire that it. Hhould be gi,·eu 
in cousi:-~teuce with the Law of blum and the honout· of India, I 
utalet·tit:tnd that in the opinion of the recogJ}izcd Ulemas it is not 
lawful for a believing Mu~lim to re~~ive the llll~illtancc of a Govcrn
m~nt that has directl.y or indirectlv souaht to cau~e the.destruction of 
the holy Khilafat :>.nd to tamper ~ith the excltJitii\'e 1\luslim control of 
Jazirat-ul-Arab. You know as well ali I do, h(nv thiR Uovernment has 
wilfully trallltJled under foot Indian bonom·. CousiH t~u tly, therefore, 
with th~ control of the passion~ hy .the people, all \'olunt:ny llf:tsoci
ation with the novcrnment i~'~ ldng withdmwn by the people. The 
leaHt that you, il1 my humble opinion, can Jo ill to decline any further 
Ho\•ernment gr:mt, disalfiliate the '-":eat institution of whieh you are 
the tru~tees and reject the chartrr of the )luslim Univer~>ity. The 
least that the Ali!.(nrh hoys cau do, if you fail to rellpow.l to the cull of 
flshuu nnd India, i!'i to Wa8h their hand~ clean of an inKtitution acknow~ 
!edging the llC!;i:;, of Horcrnmcut that h;tK forfeited all title to tho 
1tlleginuce of hlam al)(} India Jlllrl to brin:,r into being a larger. uoLh.:r 
and purer Aligarh that would. carry otit \hP. inmoilt wishes of itfl great 
founder. I cannot imagine the late illut!triou~ Sir Sycd Ahmed keep
ing his noble creation und~t· the control 'or iufluenc~ of ,th~ pl'CHI:nt 
Hoveruruent. ·• 

As I have, heeu the .ol'igii1~tor ~f the idea of disaffil~~tion of Alignrh 
nnd reject. ion of the &o~m·nme,ut gmu~, I feel ~hat J might be ,able to 
:assiHt you in your discusKion!l, and thcreft;>re, offer my humble services 
to you, and will gladly atteud your meeting if you ,'Vill allow .me to 
do KO, 1\''lm pro~eeding tq Bo111bay and shall await your answer there. 

BuG whether you wil)4 me .to att:.:ndor nc;>t,Ilwpe tha~ you will uo~ 
llummon Government intcr:ventiou in t~i~ pm·ely domestic mutter. : 

And let me tsny to the GovernmCJlt, through yon, thtlt one hears all 
sorts of t·umom•s of their l~tei1t!ons about the Ali 1Brothers and my
~elf. I hope, for the peaceful evolution of the struggle, they will not 
restrict om· liberty. We are endeavout•ing in a mo11t constitutional 
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I do· desire. pa~Sionately to ·destroy, all these 'three 
institutions as they are,,and;would strive to:raise"'':Purer 
and truer ones instead. 

I denr that these ·institutions afe in any waY,. true 
representatives of their respective cultUres. · Inasmuch 
as Islam i~ i'n peril at English hands, HinduiSm and 
Sikhism are also in p.eril. I asked an Allgarh professor 
whether he could preach complete. independence for 
India as her goal if necessary, or if the institution as 
such .could r~fuse to receive a Governor in. his official 
capacity .. He frankly ad~itted that tt 'fas· not possible • 
.And yet I make.bpld.to.say that to-day the vast majority 
of the students of India~ haV'e no regard or respect for 
British rule.. They are; disgusted with it ·They ha~e 
certainly no., genuine affection for it. · t venture te> 
submit. that to keep our boys in this false atmosphere js; 

to teach them to deny . their faith and for . us to do 

manner to conduct our propaganda. We are l!eeking to bend the 
Government to the people's will, or if it will not, to ol'erthrow 'it, not• 
by brute-force but by creating real public opinion. We hold it to be 
perfectly constitutional.. legitimate and honourable to expose the 
satanic nature of the Government, and to ask the people by appealing, 
to their heads and their hearts. 'never to their -animal passions, to. 
express their will, not in words but in action, i.e., by withdrawing all 
possible association with thll Government. . But if the Government 
wish even t.o suppress the liberty of· opinion· and peaceful action, I 
hope they w'ill issue n'o internment-orders' _against us, ,'but will im
pris~m us. For, in spite of~ur sincere desite·noi tirbffer' Civil Dis
obedieJice even in our own persons; it will not' be . possible for us t.o
re!!pect any internment orders.·· So long' as our movement is not: 
physically restrained lWe 'inust'l1!iie it in such :t!m'nu'nel' ns we cotiside!! 
to be the be:st iii the interests· of' oitr mission. '1 : ' .. ' • ' · • · ·: 

1 
· • 

• • : r ~ ' I ' : ! ' " I ' • . I • r I I ' I ( ' . ' ' I ; l I . : ' ' . ' • 

· ~.,.;,Wi~h humbl"''npolog~', , 
,, "¥ ou~ faithfq\ Sep•ant, 

, , . ; , tf .M. 1\.,G~NJ:>HI. 
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vwlence to our respective cultures .. '\Ve will not make 
a nation out of hypo~rites. · , · 
· With the. knowledge we have. of British intentions, it 

is unmanly, un-Indian, for us to accept even a portion' of 
<mr own money through hands, stained with the blood 
of the innocents at J a.llianwa.lla. We may as well accept 
gifts from a robber who has robbed us of our. property. 
Thi& Government has robbed us pf our honour: and put 
one of our religions in peril. In my humble opinion, it 
is a sin for the nation to receive education in schools 
financed by or under the influence or control of the 

' . ' Government. . . . . 
I have therefore no 'hesitation in advising immediate 

destruction of these institutions at all cost. But if the 
trustees, the teachers, ·and the parents or the boys will 
act in unison, there is no cost to be paid and everything 
to be gained. · 

I a in asking for the form .to be changed·, I do ~ot seek' 
to destroy the soul. Even as we leave bodies which we 
have outgrown, so must we leave the institutions which 
we have ·outgrown, and bring into being others, more in 
accord with our needs. How can !!Cholastic institutions 
which 'represent the youth of a nation,'lagbehind when 
the nation. is marching forward*? Several High Schools, 

• The following app~::ut•ed in Young l1tdia of 3t•d November, 1020: 
· 'l'o the I)arcnts oj Aligarh JJoy.~."'-Gentlemen ,-I know that the 

be8t of my friends are bewildered at many o£ my doings nt the pre~ent 
moment, not.the lealit nmol1'g which is my advice to the youth of the 
country. I do not wonder at their bewilderment. I have undergone 
a complute tmnl!fot·mation in my attitude toward1.1 the tsyst~::m of Gov
ernment under- which we are labouring .. 'ro me it il! satanic ev~n all 
wu11 the system uude1· llava1~'s rule according to the scJ•iptm·es of my 
l'eligion. But my fdends are not so convinced as I am of the ~upreme 
necessity of endiug this rule, unless the system undergoes a radical 
change and tht:re is definite repentance on the part of the rulert~. 

I. llhnre . too your concern about your boy A who are -learning at 
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having a i:nore' or Jess· disti'nguished record~ have throwrr 
· off the yoke of grant and affiliation: :in · Gujarat: They
are rione the :worse for it.·' 'They are all the ·'Purer ~fot it .. 

Aligo.rh. You will helieve llle when .I tell you t.hat 1 do not wish to 
hurt y·mr.feeling~.lam ~;·~elf the .father''o~ fonr.b~n wh~m Ihave 
.• I • • ~ ~· • ' ' • ' ' l f I J ' ' ' ' • • I J ' : •: ; '· .. ' • 1 ' I I 

brought _up to. ,the be~t .of Il1Y, lights .. I _have beeu an extremely 
obediellt son to my parent< and an' equally' obedient ~pupil to 'mY' 
tetichers. '• I''knbw the':value-t>f filhl d1\ty. ·But· I count duty to God 
nLove · nll .these. ! And ht ·m~· 1 opinio11; th·e time has come for every 
young man and ,yqu.n!l woman in t4is country to make. their choice 
between ·dut~::.t~ qod a~4Au~y to. o!h~rs., 1 qlaim .to :know the 
youth of our country in a fairly intimate manner;, I. know thllt 
in the majority of cases the. youth of our country'have the dete1·
t'nining of their higher education in their own h:n1ds. ·I know cases 
'iu w~ich :pat·ents find it difficult- to .wean their children from what t() 
them {the parents) appears to be the infatuation of their. children, 
about hight>r .education, I :J.nl convi.uce4 that I am doing .uq violence 
to th~ feelings ~f p~reuts whe~ I nd<lre~s our i~uug ~en and ask tl~em 
to 1eave thtir schools or college~ even in spit~ of their pnreritts. tou 
will not be 'astonished to learn that,j of t'he parents of hundred~ of boys 
who have left sch~ols or ·colleges, I have r~ceh·ed onlrtme protest and 
that from n Government sei-,·ant, whose boys have left their. colle!!'e. 
·The protest. is, based on j;he ground: that they "':ere. not even con~t,tlted 
before their boys decide~l. to le.nre their college .. In. fact my advice to 
the boys wn'~ ev~u· todi,~cri~s ~ith tb~ir parents the qne:;tiou of leaving 

, , t • , .,. 1 · , : • - ., ''- c · r 

before arrh·iitg at ·a· decision.·;·, ' · ~· · ·' · ·. · '~ ·' . ' ' 
. -I have~ myself· :appealed': to .thousn

1
nds· · of,.'p:u;en.ts at. scores of 

meetings a't which hardly n parent has objected:to the proposition of 
leaving Goverrimeut-corltrolled. schools. Indeed they have with 
woudet·ful' unanimity passed. resolutions ·on Non~co-operation in
cluding the 'item ou· schools; , 11 therefore take 'Ie:\,·e to.· think 
thnt the· parents of the Alignrh·bo~·s nre 110 less con~·inc'ed thnli the 
others· of the necessity' of withdrawing theit· children from schools 
and colleges supported of controlled: by a government that has 
participated iu· betraying the ·Mussub:nans,o£ Iuditi and has wantonly 
humiliated the nation through: its barbarous treatment of the.Punjab. 
' I hope ;rou kriow that lam R!t eager as any that our boys' education 
should 1iot be lleglected. · ~ But· I .nm cet·tainly ·'more .eager that their 

_ . educati~u is reoeh-ed through clean haud·s~ ·I hold it .to Le umnanly 
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The principals and the trustees can train the youth 
under their charge in a freer atmosphere. 

Financial considerations deter those who do not want. 
to work.' Our institutions will collapse· if. the teachers 
or the trusteps are false to ·their trust, or. 'the·:nation 
really does not want them. The programme of Non-co
operation is based on the b~lief that the nation is tired 
of the present Government and wants to change it ·with
out resorting to methods of violence. The experience 
so. far gained shows that the 'nation. does definitely 
desire the change. If there is failure or delay, it wilt 
be dm~ to want of workers~ . . .. ' . '.' ' 
--· ~·--- . __ ..........__.._ __ , __ ~ 
for us to continue to receivl;) grants for onr education from n govern. 
ment which we he:irHly dislike. Iu my lwmule opinion that would bi.t 
even dishonourable nnd dit!loynl. · , r • • 

Is it not better that our children !lqould recei,·e theh· education iil n 
free atmoRphere, l:!ren though it may be given in humble cottages or in 
the shade of tree,s :111il under t~achcrs who, being thcmHelveH ft·ee, would 
breathe into our childt·en the spirit of freedom ? I wiHh you could 
reali!le thnt the de!ltiny of our beloved land lies not in u11, the pnrent~. 
but in our children. Shall we not free them from the curse of sin very 
which ·has made u11 crawl on our bellies ? · 1 B~ing weak, we 'mny not 
have the Htrength or the will e'l"en to throw off the yoke. Bttt shnll we · 
not have' the wiHdon1 not ·to leave the curt>'ed inheritnuce to om·· 
children '? · · · 

They call lose nothin~ by pur"uing their studie8 DR free lads nnd 
las8eR. l:\urely they do't1ot'tieed Govei'unltmt tlnivmity degrees. And 
if we could but ~et rid of 'the love of Govet'nmcnt degrees fot' our boy!! 
th!:! quet:~tion of findiug tnoney for their edncntion is iu reality Bimple. 
For a_week'H self-del1ial by the nntion will provide for the education 
of it11 school-going ·children for one· yea1;. Our existing hj)jgious nnd 
charitable Hindu and Muslim 'funds can support out· education without 
even n week of-self-denial. The p1·esent effort is' no' more than' an 
nt tempt to take n referendum of our capnci ty to goverh our~el veH nnd 
to pro.tect our religions nnd our honour. • ' 

' I remain; 
Well-'wi~hel· of the youth of Indin, 

,1\t K. GA~DHl. 
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1 17th November, 1920. . 
\, 1\ . .'!' ,, : /f' ,.,., • ., j 

THE NATiONAt UNIVERSITY OF, :GUJARA.T 
1 • I• "'( • • J I; •lf.t,~,- ""':)': J •~ .•1:· J.1. ' 1 

.·By establishing a, J,ll;lhrersity.and st~rti~g1 !h9oU.ege,f at1 
Ahmedab.ad,.G:uja.ret has shown that.·,Non~co-operation 
bas a constructive sid~ as w~ll.~' .,Qn~y; bei~g.apuJ,'ifying, 
process, N on:-co-operation ~as ·tor· destroy; bE)fore it. c~n, 
~Construct. ,The National University:· stands to-day .as a 
protest against Britis~ injustice, and as. a ,vindication of. 
National ,honour. But it has come to.stay.1 It draws its. 
inspiration from the· national .ideals of a united India; It. 
stands for a religion which is the Dhartiia of the Hindus: 
and Islam of Mahomedans! · It wa;nts tq rescue the ~ndian 
vernaculars from unmerited oblivion and make them the. 
fotmtains of national regeneration and· Indian culture. 

""• \ ' , ~ , ( ' I I 

It holds 'that 'a systeiiia~ic studr_ of ~siatic cultures is 
~The following als\),aP\l-':lfed in Yoz~ng ~I,t.dia.~f 'lith ~ovember, 

19~0; • . . 1
1 

.. The Gujarat Natwnal College.-'Sever have I felt my po::lition as. 
embarrassing as I felt it at the time of inaugurating the Gujarat 
Yational College. I knew, th:~:t it marked a silent and peaceful revolu
tion. which my audience might not understand or appreciate. ~ felt 
too that the National College would sufferin comparison, if brick and 
mortar or academic distinction were to be the test. It was hardly 
possible to have a natwnal. building, when· a. g~vernment, which 
oelaime~ to be the ultjmate propri~tor of all our earthly pos'sessions, 
had ceased to be the mou~h~piece o{the nation, .and had e:ven forfeited 
its confidence--:yet the new college has. in it po~sipilit.ie~. which it is 
(mpossible to. foreca11t. May .it.· be the seed .of n!lt,ional freedom ! 
Its success will depend .upon _the combined efforts of ~he teache1·s and 
the scholars. Without any literary merit, I have ~ccepted the office 
()f Chancellor, and performed the inauguration ceremony, becnuse I 
believe. in Non-co-operation being the !~nly remedy ·for national 
l'egeneration, and because I believe t~at the staff of the College and 
members of the Senate are truly imbued with the same belief. I have 
:approached my task in prayerful humility. May God protect the new 
Uni~ersity an~ the Ooll~ge I , 
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no less ~ssential than the ·study of western scianees for 
a complete education "for life. The vast treasures of 
Sanskrit and' Arabic,' Persian and 'Pali, and· Magadhi 
have to be·ransacked in order to discover wherein lies 
the. source ·of strength for ·the nation •. , ·It' does not· 
propose merely .to feed' on, or repeat, the aneient cultures~ 
It 'rather hopes to build· a new culture based 1 on the· 
traditions · of· the past · enriched by the· ex.perience of 
later times. It stands for the synthesis of the· different' 
cultures that have come to·, stay in India;· that have 
influenced Iudian life~ and that, in .their turn, have them .. 
selves been influenced by the spirit of the sbil. This 
synthesis will naturally be of the Swa.desi type where 
(laCh culture is assured its legitimate place, and: not' of 
.Ameriean pattern, where one dominant culture absorbs 
the. reste and where the aim is not towards harmony, but 
towards an artificial and forced unity. That is why the 
University has desired a study of all the Indian religions 
by its students. The Hindus may thus have an oppor
tunity of studying the Koran and the Muslims of 
knowing what the: Hindu Shastras contain. If the 
University bas excluded anything, it is the Spirit of 
·Exclusion that regards any section of humanity as 
permanently untouchable. The study of Hindustani, 
which iR :a national, blend of Sanskrit, Hindi' and 
Persianised Urdu, has, been made compulsory. . The 
spirit of independence will be fostered not only through 
Refigion, Politics, and. History, but through, vocational 
training also, which alone can give the·· youths of. the. 
co1.mtry.eeonoinic independence and a back-bone that. 
comes out of a sense .. of ~elf-respect. The· university 
hopes to organise high~r schools throughout tb:e mofussil 
towns, so ,that edueation may be. spread ~broad~cast and 
:filtered down to the masses as .early as possible. The 

25 
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U$~ of. GujratLas: the..meditim .of .education.wiU facilitate
this process, and, ere long,.the·suicidal cleavage·.betweem. 
the .. eduGated .. a:nd.r thennon~educated :,will fbe, bridged.: 
A~d, 1as li-D effec.t of. industrial ·.education to,thef genteel' 
·fol)ts, ~n~ literary: education Jar :th~ industrialY.classes~· 
th~ 11nequ,aL: distributiou of wealtli and, t'4e J consequent: 
s9cial .. di~Qopten.t . wilL be.: considerably eh~cked. :1 Thei: 
gr.~a.t~~t4efect of the .. Government;Un)veisities hasi .beetr 
tqeJr _al,ien .Qontrol :and the false .values they have created! 
as, rega~ds ' Qare~.rs.', The Gujaratj University by ~ norr...; 
c~1op~raHng,. with, the. Governmef:\t'; has aufoinaticallr 
era~icated bot.h these.:e.vils fro¢ its· own: system.! If· the· 
f~mnders aud:. promoters; stick. tp this . resolve- tilL. the· 
Goveriu;uent becomes nationalised, it. -will help· 1 them: to. 
cu.ltiva"te .a clear :perception 1 of national . ideals, :a nib 
natiqual n~eds. Le.t .us tprayJto .. GOd -that ·.the· .. workerSi . 
get tire · necessary :faith 1 and 1strength·: to. .u.phold .:.the; 
b~i-nn~r t;hey ha,ve.. unfurled;>,,:-: .. 

____,....., 
I [tf'H.J t.l.. 

' ' 1st , Beptetnber; · f92l~ ·: 
NArro'i~i~-~ Eoucl\r:ioN' 

I : •· ~ 4 J • ) j ,.. "(: ' i ' . ;.. I ,' . i I .. ' ... t 

'.' n;(Br Ilk~· q~~p,m).r, ,; 

J. So' ,many strange .~things !'na~e ·beent ·said· about ·niy
views on national':education,· tliat it1 would'perhaps.' ·hot 
be .out, of place .to 'formulate tllein' bef0re·the ·public: : ; · i · 
1 ~In: .:my· opinion,: :the·i:e:x:isting system: ·of :education; ·iS· 
d.efectiveJ: apart· .from dts 1 associaticin(lwith ···an ~-utte'rl'y
unjust. Government; in three 'most ;important· matters·~~',. 
,,. .f: • (1) .It. is·. based :ouporr·foreign cultt1re: to lthe· almost. 

'entire e:X:clusion of. •indigenous 1 culture: ·~· : {, ) 1 ; J . ''I ( 

,, (2) It-ignores the ·culture, of ·the: hea'rt :arid ·the hand 
andconfiries itself. simply tG .the hea.dJ' ~ J 'd IT<'' 1

' ~~ k•) ~'' i ;1 
. ~· ·~ 
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(3) Real education is impossible through a foreign 
medium. 1 

Let us examin.e the th~ee defects.. Almost from the 
commencement, the text-books deal, not with things the 
boys and. the girls have always. to deal with in their 
homes, but things to whlch they are perfect strangers. 
It is not through the tett-books, that a lad learns what 
is right and what is wrong in the home life. He is 
never taught to hav~ ··any pride in his surrounding~. 
The higher he goes, the farther he is removed from his 
home, so that at the end of his education he becomes 
estranged from his surroundings. He feels no poetry 
about the home life. The village scenes are all a sealed 
book to him. His own civilization is presented to him 
as imbecile, barbarous, superstitious· and us&less for all 
practical purposes. His education is calculated to wean 
him. from his traditional culture. · And. if the mass' of 
educated youths are not entirely denationalised, it is 
because the ancient culture is too deeply embedded .. in 
them to be altogether uprooted even by an education 
adverse to its growth, If 1 had my way, I would certainly 
destroy the majority of the· present text-books and cause 
to. be written text-books which have a bearing. on: and 
correspondence with, the home , life, s9 that a. boy as he 
leatns may react upon his· immediate :surroundings; . : 

Secondly, whatever may be true of othe:r countries, in 
Indi~ at any rate where. more than. eighty p~r ,cent of 
the population is agricultural and another .ten. per ·cent 
industrial, it is a crime to make education· merely. literary 
and to unfit boys and girl,s for manual work in after-life. 
Indeed I hold that, as , the. larger part, of our time is 
devoted to labour for earning our· bread,· our children 
must from their infancy be taught the dignity of .. such 
labour. Ourl children should not be ,sQ taught as to 
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despise labour •.. , 'There-is no ·reason why a peasants;s son, 
after having gone to a school, ·should become useless, as· 
he does l:iecome,'as agricultural labourer .. It is a sad thing 
that ;our schoolboys look upon' manual 'labour with 'dis;. 
favour, if'Iwtcontempt.' :Moreover, in 'India, if we expect; 
as'. we must, every boy and gii'l of school~going age j to 
attend public schools;'we :have·Jiwt the means to' :finance 
education hi accordance with·tlie .~xisting· ·style, nor are 
millions·· of :parents· . able to pay· the:· fees, that are at 
present imposed: ·;Education-to be :universal mushherei 

I fore be free.: 'Ifancy·that, eve'n under an 'ideal·system 
of government,~ i we· shall: ~:hot~·. be: able: to· devote two 
. thousand . million rupees which· we should require 'for 
finding~ education •for· aU the children: bf school-going 
age: It· follows,, , therefore; that . dur. children must ·be 
made· to pay in labou.1' partly or wholly for all the educa- . 
tion· they receive·~ c Such universallab'our to be profitable 
can· only be (to :my .thipking) · hand-spinning and 'hand
we·aving. 'But for the •purposes· of my 'proposition, it is 
immaterial whether· we have spinning; .or any other forni' 
of labour, :so long as~ it ·can'befturned ·to. account. Only, 
it·will be·. found upbn ~x.aminaticin, that on a practical,· 
profitable-, ·and· ex~ensive ·scale; ;there is no, occupation 
other than' the·processes connected with clOth-Production 
which ca'n be introduced in orir·schools throughout India. 

·.The:·: introduction · of ·manual~ ·training 'will serve a 
double~· purpose in a poor :country. like ·oursr It will pay 
for thereducation· 'of.· out children and ·teach them. an 
occupation on which they I oa.n .fall back in i ·after-life., if 
they·ch6ose; for earning a living·.:· Such·a system must 
make cior·children self-reliant.' ~Nothing will demoralise· 
the nation so niuch as that we .. should ·.learn to despise 
labour. :. ! :'t ' I ; ,j ··.:··,·' ... : . .'J 

One word· only as· to the education ,of 'tlle heart. · I do 
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twt believe th~t this can be 1 imparted through books. 
It can only be done through the living touch of the 
,teacher. And, who are the teachers in the primary .and 
even secondary schools ? . Are they men and women of 
faith and character? Have they themselv.es received 
the 'training of the heart? Are they even expected to 
take care of .the permanent element in, the boys .and 
girls placed under their charge? {R not the method of 
engaging teachers for lower s.chools an effective . bar 
against character ? Do the teachers get even a living 
wage ? And we know that .the teachers of prima.ry 
schools are not selected forthejr patriotism. They only 
come who cannot find any other .employment. . 

Finally, the medium. of ~nstruction. , My view., on 
this point are too well known . to need re-stating. Th~ 
foreign medium has caused brain-fag, put an undue 
strain upon the nerves of ou~ . children, made them 
crammers and imitators, unfitted ,them for origil}al work 
and thought, and disabled them for filtrating . their 
learning to the family or the masses, The foreign 
medium has m~de our children practically foreigners in 
their own land. It js the greatest, tragedy of the existing 
system. The foreign medjum has prevented the growth 
of our vernacnlars. lf I had the powers of a despot, I 
w~uld to-daystop the tuition of our. boys and girls 
through a foreign medium, and require all the teachers 
and professors 'on pain of dismissal to introduce the 
change forthwith. '1 would not' wait for the preparation 
of text-books. They will follow- the . change;. It is an 
evil that needs a:sutnmary remedy. ' . ' .: 
· My uncompromising opposition to the foreign·medium 
ha$ resulted in an unwarranted' charge. being levelled 
against me of being hostile· to foreign· c'ulture: or: the 
learning of the English language; No reade'r of ''Yoi.tng: 
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India" could have misSed th~ statement often made by 
me iri these pages; tliat t· rega:rd~English~ as the 'language 
of international' commerc'e and diplomacy, and therefore' 
consider its -knowledge on 'the 'part of some of us ·as 
essential. As· it :O'ontaiiis s·bme of the richest treasures of 
thought and literature,-! WO\lld certainly encourage. it~ 
careful studyamont those who; 'have· linguistic ·talents 
and expect them to translate ! th'Ose treasures- for the 
nation in its vernac-~lars. · ., · '(· 1 • · · ·' ._, 

· Nothing can be farth~r from 'm:y thought than that· yJe 
should become exclusive , or ; erect 'barriers: But: I. do 
resrectfuly contend,· th~tf' an : ~ppreciation ~of other 
cultures can fitly follow, nev'er prec~'d~, an:· appreciation. 
and assimilation of oui own~ It Is· my firm opinf6n: that 
no culture has tre~sur·es so rich' as'auis' has.'' ··We .have 
not k'nown it;• we have~ b'e~n i made even to I. deprecate its 
study and depreci~te 1 its value. We. have almost ceased 
to live' it An academic: grasp without; pr~ctice · bahind' 
it isr like an embalmed corpse; perhaps' lovely to look at 
but nothing to inspire or e'nnobhi. ··My religion forbids 
me ·to· belittle mi 'dis-regard ·other cultures, ·a.s ·it insists 
undw pain of civil suicide ,upon. imbibin'g ~nd _living ·my 
own. .. · · · ·, · · · 

' I 

--
· 23rd ·Feh1'uary, 192i 

• : -', ,• '• I ,• ' (_ 

HOyY :MAY LAWYERS AND sr~DENTS HELf 

... (BY .1\11, :K· GANDH~) . 

Everywhere· I have been'asked whether .lawyers ·and · 
students who do not carry o'ut . the· Congress· resb lution 
affecting tl!em ·can, help --the movem(mt ·in: any other 
wa·y.* .Th~ question .is, rather strange,: for; 'it. assumes 

~ .~:Jtudents who llOn-co~operate(J should not ~owever. l'eturn to their 
s.t11,dies. ·Th? foll~wing ~ppe~~~ i~ .Y. ~~~!~g.In~~ <1.1~th January ,1920: 
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' that, if a la~yer or a student cannot. non-co-operate, as 
such, he cannot help at all... . · , ·, · 

There are· undoubtedly , hundreds · of students and 

To Yowig Bi!ngal.-Dear Young Friends,-! have just rend an 
·account of your reRp~nse to the nation's' call. ·It does credit to you 
~nd to Bengal. I had expected no leAs: I certainly expect 11till more. 
Bengal bas great intelligence, it hns a greater heart, it haH more than 
its sha:e o~ the spiritnal peritage for which our country is specially 
noted. r oi:t have mor~ imagination, more faith, and mor~ emotion 
than the rest of India. You have fal!!ified the calumny of cowardice 
·on more occasions than one. There is, therefore, no ren11on why 
Bengallihould not lt:nd now as it ha!l done befor~. 

You have taken the step: you will not recede: Yon had ample 
tLne'to think. You have paused, you have considered. You held the 
Congress' that delivered to the hntiou the met~Rage of Non-co-opera
tion, i.e,', 'of self·purification;· ~elf-Sll<)l'ifice; courage, and hope. The 
~ngpm· CongreRs ratified, d~rified, and amplified the fir~t declaration. 
Jt was delivered in the 1midst 'of Ktrife, doubt, and diHtmion. It was 
open to you to refuse, or to hesitate to reHpond. You have t~hosen the 
better, though, from a worldly-wise standpoint, less cautious 'wny. 
Y ott dare not go back without hur·tlng yourselves and the cause, 

Bnt for the eYil spell that the ex:i8ting AystemK of govm·nmcnt nnd, 
moat of all, this western education hnH cn11t upon U!!, the question will 
not be con~idered as open to argument. Can the brave Arabs retain 
theh· independence and yet be Hchooled under the negis of those who 
would hold them under bondage ·~ They will laugh nt a person who 
dare to' ask them'to go to t~eh•Jol~ that J'My be established bj their 
invaders.'' Is the· case differ~ut, or if it ill' different, is it not stronger 
i11 our case when we are cnlled upon td give up Hchools conducted 
under the aegis of a Government which, rightly or wrongly, we seek 
to bend to om• will or destroy ~; 

we 'cimnot get Swaraj I if not Olie'class in the 'country is prepared to 
work o.i1d saci:ifice'for it. ·The Government will yield not to the logic 
()f words. · It knows no logic but that of brave and true deeds. 

·Bravery of the sword they know. And they have made tbemRelve!'l 
proof against its use by UK. · Many of them will welcome· violence on 
our pnrt'. They aJ·eunconquerabie in the nrt of meeting nhd suppref!s. 
ing vioiehce: We' propose,· therefore,' to' sterilize their 'power of 
~nfiietin1g 'violence by bur :Non-violence.' Viofence dies when it ceases 
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scores of lawyers who are not 'suspending:tfJeirnonnal 
studies or their practice, as the,case: may ·:be, ·.·only:· out 
ofweakness.- A lawyer who ·cannot: suspend practice, 
tqev~ke response ·:q·om jt~ object. Non~viol~nce.is the col'lle~·-~toue 
of the edifice of Non-co~operation. You will, therefore, not he hasty 
or over-zealous i~ your dealings wit!~ those who ~~y not see eye to. eye 
with you .. Intoleru~ce is a spe~i~s of violence. ~~d. therefore against 
bur creed. Non-v!olent Non-co-op~ratiOllrlS an' object'iesson iu 
d(l!~ocrncy·.· . The ~oment w~ ur~ able, to ~h~ure .. ·nou~violepce; 1 eveu 
under circu:nstances the mos.t pro,:oking; that moweut we )lave 
achieved ·our end be~nuse· that is the moment when, we can offer 
eomplete N on-co-operatiotl. ·. . , , , . :, . r 

I ~sk~·ou ¥:Otto be frightened at the propositioJ;~.juststated. , feople 
do,not move in arithmetical progress~pn, not even in geometrical pro
gression: . , 'fbey ha ,.e been k~owu to perish ~u !J. dar; : J th,ey ha v~ been 
known to ,ris~ in a day . Js it. such a difficult thing for :li~di(t tq realise 
thnt thirty crores .of J1,um~n beings have but to feel their stre'ngtll un.d 
they can be free without ~aving to use it?. ,,As ~e had not regained 
national wnsciousness,, the .ruler~ have hitherto played JIS agn~11~t one 
anothez:. We have to refuse to do so, and.we are masters: .~ot they. 

Non-co-operation. deals fir&t with those sen~iti\·e classes 1,1pon whqt~l 
the Government has noted so successfully and who ha;-e been lured 
into the t.rap consciously, or .~uconsciou~ly ns the school-goin:g ronths. 
pavebee~.; ... ·, 11 '. ., ,·.·· ,,,1,[ •.•.• _ 1 

. ·When we come to tpink. about it, the sacl,'ifice require4 :is; iu, 
finitesimal to~· ind~':i~ual~, .. bccan:c;e the _wpple i~ di~tr~,bt't~q mpoug. ~()
J11any o£ us. · Fo1· :w~at is yoi.tr sacl'ifice?. 'l'o. ~uspeud yom;, li,tet:arr 
studies 'for on~ year or ti)l Swa~aj, i~ estab~ished.· .. If· I tould ii).fect 
the ;who)e of tbe. Stuqeut World With my faith, J k!lO"", .,t~at .tQ~ Sll~
pensio~ of $tudies need, n..ot. extend even to a ,yen~. ; ·, Ji ... 1 . ,1 'i"· 

And iu the plnce of your s•.tspended ~t~d,ies, 1 I,. ~p-q~d u:r;ge _;y,pu' ~~ 
~t.udy tJ1e .~ethod~.of.bringing al;lput S'Y~mj as quietlr as p9s~i~le ~yell 
within t~e, ~e,a,r o!grace~ , I pres~f!t you ·with ;th~, 1 S:PI~Nl~G JV'~EE,r. 
and sugge11t ,toy~u tha~ on ~t <;le'{>~nd~1 ~u~i11's ~p()n?mic, ~al mf.~ou. . 
.. But,you,are,nt)ibem~ .tQ re)~pt it if you wi~b apd go. to th,e,.Ool~ege 
that p~a.~~en.pr<;>~Pise~ t,o you ,~Y )~1.'. D~~.· ~io,s~, qf1 ro~~·:~ fe~I,o,w7 
s~ude~~a in ~~h~ .~~tion~~ 9?,llege ~~ ~u~·~m~ .~~W, , u~d~~:tqke~1 t~, ,g~re 
at, len~t ~?ur; ~ours~? spnmmg. ~,·~rr. .. ~r., .)t fs .~o ~~?ri~S~lf?J ~~~r~ a 
he~u~~ful~r~.~n4J.ob~ .nbl~ to ~ls~th.~. ~~~ .. '~ak~~ ~·~ t~·.~, ll~~~t.e Jir?~.·)· · 
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can certainly help : with:· money, · he can give his: 
spare hours to public service; he can introduce honesty 
and fair dealings in his profession, 'he can cease to 
consider clients as fit prey for his pecuniary ambition. 
he can cease to have anything to do with tout~, he can 
promote settlement of cases by private arbitration, he 
can at least do spinning .·hlmself for one or two hours 
per day, he can simplify the life of his family, he can 
induce the members of the family to do spinning · reli
giously for a certain time daily, he · can adopt for 
himself and his family the use of Khaddar. These are 
only some of the . things tha·t can be done by every 
lawyer. Because a man cannot or will not carry out a 
particular part of.the Non-co~operatfon programme, !e 
need. not be shy about the other 'iten1s. One thing a 
practising lawyer may not do; he may no longer figure 
as a leader ~n public platforms.· He must be content to 
be a silent worker. What I have said about practising 
lawyers applies to students also who cannot or will ·not 
withdraw from schools.: Most. of our volunteer~ are 
drawn from the student world. Volunteering' is a privi
lege and a student who has not been· able 'to withdraw 
from Government schools carinot;receive·privileges from 
tbe nation .. ·They too must be content to be unambitious 
servants of the nation;.: Even if; we- cannot completely 
boycott Schools·: and! ·COlleges,. we. must: destroy' their 
pre~tige. That prestige1, has almost gone and is daily. 

You have done }'out• duty by withdrawing from Govemment 
colleges. I bo.ve only' showed you the easiest :ind 'the moRt profitable: 
way o~ devoting the time at yot~r di!lpO!!al. · · . , 
· 1\lay God gi¥e you: sh:etlgtb ~ nd cournge t~ s'ustain you ·in your 
d~t~r~in~~io'\1: . , ' , :, , · · · , · 

Your well-wiKher, . 1: 
' M. K. GAN!JHl. 
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decreasing.:, .And we .must do ;nothing that .would restore 
their prestige tillthey··are nationalised. a·nd answer the 
requirements. of the .nation.: -r . !' 

1:":.: .. :~:111'· 
, 1 : :. J f! r ~~ · · 

15th June, 1921 
.1 . : j. ~ I , ' I • I l 

.. A, PAREN:I;'S DU'J:¥ 
.. i ,

1 
" ~•. ,(BYM.K:GHHDI);i, " , . . r . -

. · ". Thisyea_r, my third son .aged 21 years. has passed his 
B. A, with honours at an \ (morn;wus, expense~· He ·does 
not wish to enter Govetnment service. 1 :He wants to take 
up national ser~ice ·~nly .;'; ;My- family consists of twelve 
members.-:, I havt3, still toj~d.ucat~ five .-,boys/ I had an 
el~te, whi.ch ha.s, been sold .. to pay1ia',debt of .Rs~ 2,000. 
I~. ed*cating my three so~s, lhave spent.all my earnings 
and all this in the hope,· that my third son would secure· 
the. 1;tighest degre~. in the Univ~rsity,·. a~d,then try to 
retrieve the positibn .I have almost-lost: .:r had. ·expected 
him to be able to .take up the whole burden of my famil~ 
But now I am almost l~d to think .that I must give :my 
family up to ruin, . ; There ,is a confljct of duties,·, on ·the 
<l~e han4 and motives .on the o.ther~· :l seek yout .careful 
consideration an~.ad~·ice/:-, ... Jt.,~·· · · ... ;·:"" .. • o~· · 

This is a typic!tlJetter .. And it .. is .the:~ universality, 
almost of the attitude~.that set ·me :,against ·~the. present 
system of educatiQn y·ear~ ago;.a:gd ;r,nade :me ·change. the 
<lourse of the education; pf all. my. boys_and, other~:.w:itb. 
(in my opinion) excellent results.* The hunt after position 

· ·, f ., .; .. ,; !1: :r , · • , ·, , •: ' , . ' 

• The following appeared in Young India of 3rd Novem\:>er, 1921; 
Ecl1tcatio" and No~~~co.opcratwn,-:-To · the·· Editor, Young India, 

Sir,-In the Karti issue of the p,.ava$i, a Bengali monthly edited by 
the reputed journa:list Mr: Ramananda Chatterje~, nppea1·s an article, 
()ver the initials S. C., on ,the present educational activlties of Russia. 
In this nrticle()ccur.s a passage to which I wish to draw your attention. 
l am translating it below : · 
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:and status has rujned marty a family, and has made 
many depart from the path of rectitude. 'Who; does not 
know, what questionable things fathers of families in 

!------ -----·----- ·- -·-·-·· 

"But even under the stress of the present upheaval~. Rus~ia bas kept 
burning her torch of hiarning, faint though·,it is. :None hat! adviKed 
her, like the wi8e patriots of our country (India), to let education 
wait. Russia knows that no vital antal!'oniMm (incompatibility) exist!! 
between wat• and education, ns exlt~ts between water and oil.'' 

I apologise for the bad rendtlrink but this is .the idea contained in 
the few Bangali lines I refer to. 

I do not exactly understand what the writer means hy these line!! 
and as !\Ir. Gandhi i~ one of the "wiRe patriots who have advit;ecl u~ 
to let educatior\ wait," I would reHpectfully rcqueRt him to expreMii his 
views on the above pas!lage, as such a view is held hy a !!ection of tho 
.community which declares itRclf.to be /'~nne" and "rational." 

r ours, etc., 
Pun~lia. PIIA:-IIXDRA~UTII D.\sc;nTA. 

[I ain not surpriHed at th~ .Vit!W expn;K~cd in the f tarn .• i. In mr 
humble opinion, it betmyM at once ignorance of the vo~itlon of tho 
I wise patriots' and a diHtorted vi~:w of t:ducation. 'The Rnt~sians al'C 
not non-co-operating with their exi~ting iuHtitutions. 1nd yet in a 
litate of war there too, the torch of lmu·ning is burning faint even nil in 
Son-co-operation Hchools .. But what happ(;JH.'d in England when it 
was at Will' with Germany? How many schooln w~re then qoiug ou 
in England.? I know that the Iims of Court and many colleges were 
practically clo~ed. I know that during the Boer war not a Boer child 
hnd literary education, 'l'he Boer children's education consisted in 
.!iUffel'iug for thll sake of their country. ' 

The fact is that the preiH:nt peaceful movem~nt it! ~o ~ilent and 
gentle on the whole, that it is possible for thoHe who do not. helit-ve in 
the _doctrine to continue the educati011 · of their children under n 
system against which the country is.' waging war.' That the move• 
ment is the m01·e . effective for itll gentleness will, I prophesy, be 
recorded by the future historian with grateful appreciation, Lastly 
we have little reason to be proud o~ our educational institutions which 
by theh· very uatm·e are nccestiible to a mere fringe of our population. 
In our state of ,intoxication, we do u'ot 'perceive the disastrous effect 
.of the present system of , education on the cou~try~ 1 have 
taxed myself to, find som~thiug. to the ·ct·edit of the system in 
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need,of money for, thei;r children's :edu.cation~ · h!i-ve con
sidered1,it their. dutyo:Jo do.11 I ~am convinced that w~ 
are·· in· far'· worse ·times, unless.~ :we .. · change. the :whole 
system of our education. We have only touched the 
fringe of an ocean of children: ' The vast '·mass of them 
remain without education, not for· want of will but of 
ability and k~o~ledge .on . the·: par't qf ,,the parents. 
There is something. radically wrong, . especially for a 
nation so poor as ours,· wberl' · parents have to support so 
many gro.wn-up children, and give · them a highly 
expensive education without. the children . making any 
immediate return. · .. , .. , .... · ; ..•.. · ' 
. I ~can see ·nothing wrong .. in the children,· from the 

very threshold of . their · education, paying' for it in 
work. The simplest handic~aft suitable fot all, required 
for ·the . whole of India, is· undoubtedly spinning along 
with · the pr~vious · 'proce:sses~ If w~ introduced this' in 
our educational institutio~s,.we should .fuUil three pur
poses, make education self-supporting, train ·the bodies 
of the· children as well as their· minds,· and pave the 
way· for a complete boycott of.f~reigri yarn and 'cloth. 
Moreover,. the. children thus equipped 'will .become· self
reliant· and independent. . L would: $Uggest. to. the corr~s· 

· pondent that he should.,invite··an the members of, his 
famiiy . to contribute to its upkeep'· by ~pinhing ·or 
weaving. Urider ·my scheme, no. child, is ent'itled' to 
education, w4o does not spin. a minimum q~~'ntity of yarn. 
the way of a solution·of the various. problems'affecting tlie country: 
I'lmve fnileq to find n single thiDg ·of that charactel'. There "are 
t.q-day 7, 851, · • 94ti children receiving instruction 1 ht out schools. I 
clni'!n that it·is impossibJe,·rinder ·the present s~·stem' even to double 
the numbe~ of lenmet·s dul'ing the next fifty years.' . If education is 't() 
be·universnl, th'e system: will !hrive'to be''l'evised out of all recogni
tion. :This is,possible only by·•Non:~cOLopet·ntion .. ·Public conscience 
cannot be stung iuto:quickuess with a: wilder renied~·.t.,_!II. KG.] 
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Such· families will· acquire a prestige for ~elf-respect 
and independ~nce not hitherto dreamt of. This scheme 
does not.exclude a'lib~ral education, but on the contrary 
brings it within the easy reach 'of every boy or girl: and 
restores literary training to its original dignity by making 
it primarily a means of mental and/moral culture,· and 
Qn}y secondarily and indirectly~ means of livelihood. · · 

' . . -M.K.G. 

25th February, 1920. 
HINDU-MAHOMEDAN UNITY 

(51 .M. K. G.\SIJlH) 

Mr~ Candler * . some time ago asked me in an imaginary 
interview whether, if I was sincere in my p~ofessions of 
Hin~ti~Mahomedan Unity, I would eat and drink .with a 
Mahomedan and give my· da ught(;r in marriage to a 
Mahomedan. This question has been asked again by 
some friends in another form. Is it necessary for Hindu-

, Mahomedan Unity that there should be interdining ~and. 
intermarrying? The questiorters say that if the two are 
necessary, real unity. can never take place because 
crores of Sanatanis would never reconcile themselves to 
·interdining, much less to intermarriage. 

I am one .of those who do not consider caste to be a 
harmful institution. In its origin, caste was a wholesome ·. 
cu~tom and promoted national well-being. In my opi· 

1 

nion, the idea that interdining or intermarrying is 
necessary for national growth, .is a superstition borrowed 
from the West. Eating is. a process just as vital as the 
other sanitary necessities of life. And if mankind had 
not, much to its harm, made of ·eating a fetish and 
indulgence, we would have performed, the operation of 

, , • See pnge 162. · 



eating in priyate ev~n as ope p,erfo~m~.tlte .othe~ necess .. 
ary, functions of, life . iQ. private. ~n~~ed. · the. highest 

· culture. in ·Hinduism r~gards: ,eating . ii1 ~~atJight and 
there' are thousands .of ij:ind~s stili ljving . who will . not 
eat their food. in the P.re~~nc~ of anybQdy ~ ~ J , can :-recall 
the n~mes <lf sever~l c~lf;lJred ;men and. womeJ;J,who ate 
tLeir food in entire priva<;y r·.b:ut i who , never had any 
ill will.against anyoody and who lived on the friendliest 
terms with all. ~"' 

Intermarriage is .a , still more difficult question. If 
brothers and siste~s ca~' 'live ~n the friendliest footing 
without ever .. thinking ofmarr'yi:rig· each other, I can see· 
no difficulty in my daughter regarding every Mahomedan 
brother and vice versa .. ; · 1 hold strong views ·on· religion 
and on mardage; The greater the restraint we exercise 
with. regard to. our appetites '.whether about eating or 
marrying, the better we become from a religious: stand~ 
point. ·I :should . despair of ever cultivating amicable 
relations with the world,:if I had to recognise' the·j rigbt. 
or the propriety of any.young·m:an offering. his hand in 
marriage to my daughter dr to regard it as necessary for· 
me to dine with anybody and everybody.:. I. claim -that 
I am living on terms of friendliness with the whole world .. 
I • have never quarrelled. with a. single .Mahomedan or 
Christian, but for years I have taken ~riothing!;but fruits. 
in Mahomedan or Christian households: .I i.\vould most 
certainly decline to eat cooked' food from the same plate· 
with my son or to drink·water·:out of·a cup which his lips. 
have touched: and which has not been :washed'. I But th& 
restraint or the ex-clusiveness exercised in these matters; 
by me has never affected the Closest companionship with 
the Mahomedan· or the Christian friends or my 'sons. I . 

' But interdining and ·intermarriage· have never been: a 
bar to disunion, quarrels and worse. The Panda vas and 
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the Kauravas· flew. at one ·,another's throats without 
compunction although they· interdined and intermarried~ 
The bitterness between the . English and the Germans· 
has not yet died out. ' 

The fact is that intermarriage and interdining are not 
necessary; factors in friendship and unity though they 
are often emblems thereof .. · But insistence on either the 
one or the. other can easily become and is to-day· a bar 
to Hindu-Mahomedan ,Uuity .. If .. we make ourselves 
believe that Hindus and Mahom'edanst cannot be one· 
unless they 'interdine or intermarry, we would be creating 
an artificial barrier be~ween us which it might be almost 
impossible to remove. ·And it'would seriously interfere
with the growingunitybetweenHindus and Mahomedans. 
if, for example, Mahomedan youths consider it lawful to 
court Hindu girls. The Hindu parents wijl not, even if 
they su~pected any such thing, freely admit Mahomedans. 
to their homes as they have begun to do now. In my 
opinion, it is necessary for Hindu and Mahomedan young· 
men to recognise this limitation~ : : . 

I. hold ,it to be utterly•'impossible for Hindus and 
Mahomedans to intermarry and yet retain in. tact each 
other's religion. And the true beauty of Hindu-Maho
medan Unity lies in each rem'aining true to his own. 
religion and yet being true to each other. For, .we are· 
thinking of Hindus and 1Mahomedans even of the most 
orthodox type being able ,to regard one another as 
natural enemies as 'they have done hitherto. 

·What then does the' Hindu-Mahomedan Unity consist 
in and how ca:n it.be,best promoted? The answer is 
~imple; ·:It honsistsin~our having' a·common purpose, a;. 
common goal. and (common sorrows. , It is best pro:moted 
by co-operating to·teachlthe'common 'goal, by sharing 
one another's sorrows and by mutuar··toleration;' A. 
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eommon goal we haver~. We wish this·' great country ~of 
·ours ·to ···be :i greaterri:and ,j self~gdverni:rig .. · .We·:·have 
-enough . sorrows. to; sbare •. ~nd to-day seeing that .the 
Mahomedans ate deeply touched on:Lthe:iquestion; of 
Khilafat and their· case ,is just, nothing :ban be ~so·.:power. 
ful·for winni_ng·rMahoniedan friendship ·for the· Hindu 
.as to give:. hi~ whole-hearted support :to· the r ~ Mahoniedall 
elaim. ··;No-amount of drinking: out ofLthe~same ··cup \·or 
dining·; out :• Of the sa'i:ne . bowlJcan bind the two as this 
belp .in the Khi\afat' question. , 

And mutual,toleratiQn is· a necessity~for-all time· and 
for all·races .. : ·We' ciuiriot live· in peace :if the Hindu will 
not tolerate rthe Mahomedan form of worship of God and 
his manners· and customs or. if :the:Mahomedan will be 
impatient of Hindu idolatory·or cow~worship •. It· is ·nat 
necessary for 

1 
toleration :that: I mrist approve of what I · 

tolerate. I heartily· dislik~ drinking; · meat~eating and 
·smoking,. but I tolerate_ all these in-Hindus;Mahomedans 
.and ·Christians even as·: I ~xpect. them ·to tolerate· my 
_.abstinence from all these although they may: dislike it . 
.All the., quarrels between· the. Hindus '~nd the Maho
medans have •.arisen ·.,from . each·. wanting :tt) force ·the 
.other to his view •. ·· ' ' . . ' . . ' . 

u'.' ', (; 

· 6th ( Octobe1·; '1920 · o: 
• • •·· 

1
• t r · ,. f:' 1 

ijiNDU-MtrSLIM UNITY 
··ir ··;., · ·,· .. Li ... · 

· (Br l\f·}~:, ~A~,~HI)' J r. _ 

. There can be no doubt that .. succes8fuLNo:D.co~opera. 
iiion. depends as much·on, Hindu.;.Mnslim Unity as on 
mon-violene6. The greatest strain will be put.upon both in 
:t_he course of the struggle, and'if...it sorvives that strain~ 
-victory i~ a. ·certainty. . 1 ~ L , •. 
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A' severe strain was put upon it in Agra,* and it has 
been stated .that/when either party went to the aut~ori .. 
ties, they were referred to Maulana Shaukat Ali and. rrie. 
Fortunately there was a far better man at hand. Hakimj i 
Ajmal Khan is a devout Muslim who commands the 
confidence and the respect of both the parties. He with 
his band of workers hastened to Agra,settled the dispute 
and the parties became friends as they were nev~r before. 
An incident occurred nearer Delhi, and the same influence 
worked successfully to avoid what might have become 
an explosion.. . · · · · 
·· But Hakimji Ajmal Khan cannot be everywhere 
appearing at the exact hour as an angel of peace. . Nor 
can Maulana Shaukat Ali or I go· :~verywhere. And 
yet perfect peace must be observed between the two 
communities in spite of attempts to divide then1.t 

'About this time Hindu-Muslim relntion!l were struiunu. ut Agm 
over the cow question. 

t '£he following note written by l\k Sat ish: C. Guha nppenrcd in 
l'oung India of lOth NoV(·mber, 19~0: '.' ·' " 

Dr. Taylor's "Topography of Dacca '.' wns written in the earl~· 

part of the nineteenth century and puhli~;hed in1839 A; ·c. The book 
'relates that the t'elation be,tween the: two religions wns amicnble in 
genernl. In Chap; 9 (P. 257) of Dt•. Taylor 'I! book, we l'tmd: , , 

" Religious quartel11 between the Hindus and Mahomedans nt'e of 
t•are occurrence. These two cl:isses live in t1erfect peace nud concol'd, 
nuda majority of indh·iduals belonging to them bare tiven ovel'come 
their prejudices llO far as to smoke ft·om the same llooka '\ · 

Although, both from th~ sanitary and religious, points of view, it 
may not ba an ideal pt·nctice for any two smokers: to use the ~f.\me 
Hooka without properly washing it aft1n' each u11e, the prnctice ns 
observed nmongRt friends belonging to different religions in those days 
clent'ly shows how nmicablo the relations between the two peoples • 
were in thol:le day8. ' . 

Another book, a rnth'er earlier publication, ·1 .Thu En11t India 
Gazetteer' by Walter Hamilton (publhlhed in~ Vola; .. iu 18~8 A.C.) 
notice~ n ~:~imilnr stnte of things existin~ all over .,India nnd even tuu 

~G 
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-JWhy was there. any appeal made to the authorities at 
alLa,t Agra ? , . • If. we are· to work out .~ N:" 9n.:.~o.-operation 
with any; degree of:success, we.must be able to dispense 
with 'the protection of. the GovernD;lent ,when we quarrel 
among ourselves. :The whole sche.me of. Non-co-opera-· 
tion must break to pieces, .if our. final reliance is to be 

border :Of Illdla>where-Hindus arid Mahomedans live side by side. 
The ·book particularly refers to the following places, (1) Hindu stan 
(~orthern India), (2} Jtaugpur, (3)Ma~bar .llnd (4) the Deccan whhin 
the )Jorders of India, nnd.sucbplace.s, outside the borders as (5) Khelat, 
the capital of Baluchist:u;, (6) Afghanistan w.ith its capita'lKabul aild 
Kandahar. The materials from which the above work was compiled 
w'ete either printed documents 011 manuscript reco~d!' deposited at the 
India Board.'· The following.extractsfrom. the book are given in sup
pot:t of .our statement.that there. was.' no Hindu-Muslim problem in 
those days : · , 1 • 

1

• ' • •• ' 
1 ,, \ ,1 ' '••·/ j, , •. r f , " ' • 

(1) " llindustm~ :':"":'Open violence produced little effect on so pati-
ent a people, and "aitho~gh the Mahomedans subsequently lived for 
centuries, intllrmixed with t4e Hindus, no radical change was produ
ced in the manners or tenets of the latter; on the contt·ary, for almost 
·a century,past, the l\Iahomedans have evin:.:ed much deference t.o.the 
prejudices of their Hindu neighbours, and a strong predilection to
ward$ many of their.ceremonies.'' (:Vol..I, p. 648); 

1
'' Hangpltt' ;.,.,.The two religions; however, are. on most fl'iendly 

terms; and mutually apply to the deities or saints of the other when. 
they imagine that. npplication to their ow~ will prove ineffectual." 

• ; 1 .. 11· I I. 1 1 ··' :.: ~ • :(Vol, II., p. 478). 
" Malabar :-When the J.'ortuguese discovered India, thl\ dominions 

of the Zamorin, although ruled by a; snperstitiou.s Hindu . prince, 
swarmed with :Mahomedaus, and this class ot population is now con~ 
sidered greatly tQ exceed in numbers all,other descriptiOns of pep_ple. 
ii1 the British District of S. Malabar. This extraordin11ry progress of 
the Arabian religion. does not appenr (with .the ·exception of. Hyder 
and Tipoo) to have been either ·assisted by the countenance of ·the 
Government or obstl·ucted by the jealousy of Hindus, ;md its. rapid 
progress uud~r n series of iiindu princes demonstrates the toleration 

·or rather the iudiffereitce, manifested by the Hindus to the peaceable-
~·diffusion of religious practices and opinions at variance with their own. 

"·Deccan :-There is a considerable Mahomedan population. in the 
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upon British intervention for the adjustment of our 
quarrels or the punishment of the guilty ones. In every 
village and hamlet, there must be at least one 'Hindu and 
one Muslim' whose primary busin~ss must be to prevent 
quarrels between the two. Sometimes, however, even 
blood-brothers come to blows. In' the initial stages, we 
.are bound :to do so here and there. Unfortunately we 
who are' publie workers have 'made little attempt to 
understand .and influence the masses and least of all the 
most turbul'ent among them. During the process of 
insinuating ourselves. In the estimation of the ·.masses 

.countrieR subject to the Xizam, but tho!le of the lower clas!le~:~, who 
:11·e cultivator~;, have nearly adopted all the manners and customs of 
the Hindus.,., (Vol. lL }), 81). 

1 

"Kltdat :-The Hindus are principally mercantile speculators from 
l\Iultan and 8hikarpur, who occupy about 400 of the best house11nnd 
me not only tolerated in their religion, but allowed to levy a duty on 
gooui'l enterinq the city for the support of tb~ pagoda,'' (Vol. II 
lJ. ~1) ' 

"Ajghani:stm~ :-Bmhmanical Hindus at·e found all over Kabul, 
t"tlp'?cially in the townfl, where they carry on the trnde of brokers, 
merchant!!, bankerl'l, goldsmiths nnd gTnin-sellers. ''(Vol. I, p. 81). 

" Kabul :-Many BinduR frequent Kabul, mostly from Peshawar; 
~llld Ui'l by their induRtry they COntribute greatly to its prosperity, they · 
are carefully cheri~he<llJy the Afghnn Government." (Vol. I, p. 307), 

"Kandahar :.....:Among the inhnbitants he (Syed .1\Iustafn) receives a 
.con!ltdet·able number of Hindus (partly Kanoje Bl'tlhmans), both 
settled in the town as .traffickers 11.nd culti vatin_g the fields and gardens 
ju the vicinity. With respect to religion, a great majority of in
habitants are 14:ahomP.dans of Sooni persuasion, the country abound~ 
with )'osqueR, in which Sycd l\lustafn asserts both Hindu and Maho
·mednn worship and in Gther respects merely assimilate;" (Vol, I, 
·d. 341). . ' ' 

May we not infer that .the policy .of' Divide and rule ' adopted by 
.the foreign Go11ernment, es,peciully during the latter bali of the 19th 
Century and after, was the root cau8e of so many diilCOl'd!! between 
abe two religi~.tus peop1es i11hnbiting tlte country ? 
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a~d unt,il we have g~hi~d 'control over_' the un~ly~there 
are bound -to .. be exhibitions of hasty temp~:~? now and' 
then.· We must learn· a~ ·such times to do~ without an· 
appeal to the Governm(rnt Hakimji~ ':Ajmal Khan· has 
shown us how to do it. • 

1 

I 

. The union 'that w.e want is n'ot a . patched. up thing but 
' i • J · 1 

• '• I ' 1 

a union of hearts based upon ·a definite recognition of the 
indubitable proposition' that Swaraj for India must be an 
imposs,ible dream without 'an indissoluble l un1on between 
the Hindus and the Muslims of India. It must .not be a 
mere trQce. It cannot b~ based_ up_~n· m~tual ·rear ... It 
must be a partnership between equa ~o each respecting 
the religion of ·the other. . 

I would frankly despair of reaching such union,· if 
there · was anything in the holy Quran enjo'ining upon 
the followers- of Islam to treat Hindus as their natural 
enemies or if thel'e was anything in Hinduism to warrant 
a belief in the eternal enmity between the 'two . 
. We would ill learn our history if we conclude that 

because we have quarrelled in the past; we are destined 
sot~ contilni~ unless, some such strong power 'like the 
Britis~ keep: us by for~e of.~rms·. from: fly'in~ at each 
other's • throats. But I. am convinced that: there is no. 
warrant . in Islam. ·or Hinduism for any .. such b~lief .. 
True 'it is· that interesteu or fanatical priests. in both. 
religions have set the one against the other. It is equally 
tru'e that Muslim ·rulers like 'Christian rulers· have tised 
the ~word for·.~he 'propagation of Jheir respective faiths. 
But in spite of many dark things of the 'modern. times,. 
the worl~'s opinion to-day will as :little tolerate forci:t>le 
conversions· as'it will' 'tolerate 'forcible slayery.· That 
'probably is the most' effective. contribution of the scientific 
~pirit of the ~ge.-... That . spirit has .. revolutiop.1sed many
~false notioJJ. about Christianity as it has about Islam~ 
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I do not know a single writer on Islam who defends the 
use of force in the proselytising process. The influence_§ 
exerted in our times are far more subtle than that of the 
sword .. 

I believe that, in the midst of all the bloodshed, chicane 
and fraud being resorted to on a: colossal sca1e in the ' 
West, the whole of humanity is silently but surely 
making progress towards a better age. And India by 
finding true independence and self-expression through 
an imperishable Hindu-Muslim unity and thro•Jgh non
violent means,, i.e., unadulterated self-sacrifice, can point 
a way out of the prevailing darkness. · 

11th J.lfay, 1921 

HINDU-MUSLIM UNITY 

· (BY :l\1. K. GA~rHU) 

That unity is strength is not merely a copybook 
max.im but a rule of life, is in no case so clearly illus
trated as in the problem of Hindu-Muslim Unity. Divided ' 
we must fall. Any third power may easily enslave 
India so long as we Hindus and, Mussalmans are ready 
to cut each other's throats. Hindu-Muslim Unity.means 
·not unity only between Hindus and Mussalmans. but 
·,between all those who .believe India to be their 'home, no 
matter to what faith they belong.* . . 

I am fully aware. that we have not yet attai~ed that 
unity to such an extent as to bear. any strain. It is a 
-daily growing plant, as yet in delicate infancy, requiring 
special care and attention. The thing became clear in 

'This point was.furtht.ll' emphasised in at•ticles on Sikhs, etc. See 
Infra. 
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Nellore when the problem confronted me in a concrete 
shape. The ~ela.tions b~t~een the" two . were . none too 
happy. They'fought only'about two years ~go over 
what appeared to me to be a small, matter. It·was the 
eternal 'question . of 'play'ing mus'ic; whilst ' passing 
mosques. I hold. that I we. may 'not dignify every 'trifle 
into a m~tter of deep religious· importance. Therefore 
a Hindu may not insist on playing mus1c'whilstpassing 
a mosque. He may not even quote precedents ·in his 
own or any other place for the ·sake· of 'playing music • 
.It is not a matter of ·vital importance for him to play 
music whilst passing a mosque; One can easily appre
ciate the Mussalman sentim~nt of having solemn silence 
near a mosque the whole of ·the twenty four hours. 
What is a non-essential to a Hindu may be an ess~ntial 
to a

1 
Mussalman~ · .And in all _non-essential matters, a 

Hindu must yield for the asking. · It, is criminal folly to 
quarrel over trivialities. The Unity we desire will last 
only if we cultivate a yielding and a charitable disposi
tion towards one another. The cow is as dear as life to 

I ' 

a Hindu; the Mussalman should theref~re voluntarily 
accommodate his Hindu brother. Silence at his prayer is 
a precious thing for' a Mussalman. Every Hindu should 

, ' • , •I , • 

voluntarily respect his, M ussalmari · .. brother's sentiment. 
This however .is. a ·counsel ·of perfection. There are 
nasty Hindus as there are nasty~ussalmaris ~ho would 
pick a quarrel for nothing~ ;For, these we must provide 
Pan9hayats of unimpeachabl~·~probity and ~mpertnrba
bility' whose' decision~ must 'be biD.ding· on both part'ies . 
. Public opinion·: should I be cultivat~d • in favour of the 
. decisions ·of such' panchayats so' that no one would 
Q.u.estlonthem. · · ~ ,~ · .· · · : · : · ·. · 

I know that there is much, ·too much, distrust of one 
another as yet. Many Hindus distrust Mussalman 
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honesty. They. believe that Swaraj means Muss'alman 
Raj, for they argue that without the British, M·ussalrrians 
of India will aid Mussalman ·powers to build up a 
M ussalman empire in India. Mussalmans, on the other 
hand, fear that the Hindus being in an overwhelming 
majority will smother them. Such an attitude of mind 
betokens impotence on either's part. If not their ·nobility, 
their d(!sire to live in peace would dictate a policy 
of mutual trust and mutual forbearance. There i~ no
thing in .either religion to keep the two apart. The 
days offorcible conversion are gone. Save for the cow, 
Hindus can have no ground for quarrel with Massalman!l, 
The latter are under no religious obligation to slaughter 
a cow*. The fact is we have never before now endea-

• J'oung lndirr. of ith January, 1920, co.ntained the following: 
(,!urbr.mi mul Hindu-Muslim TJnity.-Apropos of the question of 
4!urbani, deal~ at once from n religion!! and practical poin~ of vit>w, 

·by Haziq-ul-Mulk.Ho.kim .Ajmal Khan in his l'emm·kable nddrcst~ ns 
President of the lVIu~lim League, the following quotation from au 
article by Dr .. Leitner in the Asiatic Jledeu•, puhli~bcd ns far ,back 
as lKHfl, will b3 of Ktriking interest (Di·. Leitner explaim1 that the 
Koran only speaks of the offering of the Qurbani, m3aning a 'noble 
1mcrifice ',which the earlieHt commentators explained to mean a 
"ram," and goes on to say): ; ; 

The Hindur\blui name for goat iH 'bakra,' but th.e 'k' ir. a 'kef,' 
whereas the' k 'in the Arabicword' Baqt•' or 'Bnltr' is a 'qnf, ', bnt it 
makeR ;~-11 the difference to the peace of India if the' Bakm-Id' i11 with 
a 'kef' or a 'qaf.' If it ho, as the v'ulgar call it, and h iR in. geneml 
prnctiMe, · 'a t~acrifice of goats,' or 'bnkri-ka-Jd' 01'! even bakm-Id' 
the contention between Hindu!! and Muhammadans is nt an end, but 
ns mischief makers have invented, 'baqr-Id' is a feHtival of Lhe sacri
fice of a cow, then the Pax Britannica may at any moment give way to 
n universalriKing among Hindus thr~ughout India. It is llrerefore the 

. 'most elementa.1•y · CO!Imtm~sen.~e and good Jeelint tohich, woulcl 1)oint 
out to tlte Muhatnm(ulans thrrt the' sacrifice. of a cow is not enjoined. by 
the text Ol' tradition regarding the festival, but that. on the contrary 
it is universal ns it most c~l·tainly i~ seditious in Indin. In Turkey, . 
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voured to :come toge~her,. to . adjust. our: .diff~rence~ : and 
to live. as friends bound to one ano~her as. children .of 
the ~arne sa:cred soiL ,We. have both n.ow an opportunity 
of a lifetime. . The' Khilafat question will not recur for 
another. ~und~ed y~ars. If _th~ ·Hindus ~wish .to cultivate 
eternal fri~ndship, .. with.. th~ Mu~salmans, ,they. must 
perish with t~e~ it;t the. atte~npt to. vindicate . the honour 
of ·Islan;J.. . · ! 

'•i:l •. :~· 

···':18th ':Afay, ~921.1 · 
I ' ''o I : ' ,~: ' .) 

I LET HINDUS. BEWARE 
,·,I '"' .. ' ':,' ;,. 

i • ·' -~ ;(BY l\1. ~· GA,'l))Hl). I 

Bihar· is the · land·, ·of :promise for. N on-cd~operation. 
For the.Hindu-Musli~ Unity of Bihar is proverbial. I 
·was· therefore distressed to .find that· the "\}Dity. was 
!':uffering a strain which might almost prove unbearable. 

• , : ' ' I I ' I ' ' . ; I ' ' ' : f I ' . ' ' ~ ·, f 

.Egypt, Syria nud Persitt; whel·e a cow migitt be' sacrifi<;ed without the 
lens't offence to ~uy o11e, a sh~ep is preferred ; why then should n cow 
be killed in India; where ·it is· a most· heii10ns crime in the eyes of the 
vnst niajority of. the population,' and when neithel' . scripture nor 
practice requh·es it throughout the l\Iuhammadau world?'' .. 

Dr. Leitner even urges that British soldisi·s' 'ai1d 'offi~d.als should 
receive as little' encouragement a's possible in the COUI!tlmptiou of beef. 
Haziq ul-Mulk Hakim A.jmal Khan's address shows that; in declaring 
that neither the-~ext not~ ~raditi?t! enjoined t_he sl~ug_htet~of a cow, he 
·was actuated as mlicli by true patriotism·· as· by commonsens~ and 
good fe~ling. ·It' Wtts a· tntly 'nobJe thing· on the Hakim Saheb's part 
nnd we hope that our 1\Iussalma·n cohntryrueu will as nobly respond to 
his appeal ahd h\s · prnctic:1l', 1.mggestious, -which, li!l he : rightly 
·emphasisedi ''were springing.frOl'n'the depth of honesty and sincerity" 
-and claim the ' proud privilege 'oibeing il'egarded the first to take 
the initial step towards ensuring the internal· pen.ce of the counti·y." 
We need ~.not sn.y-the Hakill!, Saheb has' laid the ·Hindu community 
under a debt of gra'titude by his boM and noble· soluiion ·of a most. 
vitalisrme. 
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I was told by all responsible leaders-both Hindu and· 
Mahomedan-who are not• given to be panicky-that it 
was taxing their resources to the utmost to avoid a 
Hindu-Mussalman disturbance .. They inforrped me that 
certain Hindus, by name Gangaram Sharma, Bhutanath 
and Vidyanand for instance, had told the people that I 
had prohibited the use"of meat to any Hindus or Mussal
mans and that meat and fish were even 'forcibly taken 
away from people by overzealous. vegetarians. I know 
that unlawful use is being made of my name in many 
places; but this is the most novel method of misusing it. 
It is generally known that I am a staunch vegetarian 
and food reformer. But it· is not equally ge'nerally 
known that Ahim.sa extends as much to human beings as 
to lower animals and that l freely associate with meat
eaters. 

I would not kill a hGman being for protecting a cow, 
as I viill not kill a cow for saving a human life, be it 
-ever so precious.~ . Needless to say 1 have authorised no 

• Mo1·c than one note appeared in l'oung India l'eganling thiA 
-question. . 

Mr. Gandhi wrot.c in roung bulia of ith .A.ugut~t, 19~0, under the 
bending, 11 Cow Protection,.: Cow protection il! an article 'of faith in 
Hinduism. Apart from its religions sanctity, it iH llll ennobling crccu. 
But we, Hindus, ba ve to-day little regard for the cow aud her progeny. 
In no country in the world are cattle so ill fed and ill kept U!l in India. 
In beef-eating England, it would be diffi!lult to find cattle with boncll 
'!!ticking out of th~ir flesh. · Most of om· 2J(tnj(l!rapole.~ ure ilJ managed 
~tnd ill kept. ' Instead of being areal bleHsing to· the animal world, 
they are perhaps ~:~imply receiving-depots for dying animalfl. We say 
11othing to the Engli~h in India for1 whoKe sake hundreds of cow~ are 
fllaughtered daily,' Our Rajas do not he!!itate to provide beef for their 
English guests. Our protection of the cow, therefore, extend!! to 
rescuing her from Mu~salman bands. TbiH reverse method of cow 
·protection has led to endless feuds and bad hlood between Hindus nnd 
Mussalmans . .It had probably caused greater slaughter of cows than 
.otherwise would have been the case if we had begun the propaganda 
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one to pre'ach vegetarianism as part 6fN on-co-operation. 
I do not know the ·persons :llamed above. I am sure that 
our purpose will be defeated.if.'propa.ga.nda o{ any kind 
·is acc~mpanied by vi~lence .. , Hindus may not compel 

in theright·ordar. We should·hrwe commen~ed, as we ought, now to 
commencej with ourselves and cover the l!lnd with useful propaganda 
!ending tq :ki~dness in the treatment ?ftca~t.le and scient~fic k~owledge 
111 the management of cattle farms. dames and pan;arapoles. We 
should devote our nttimtion of propaganda among Englishme1i in the· 
shttpe of'iuducing them voluntarily to abandon beef, 01', if they wm 
11ot do so, at least bJ satisfied with iiJlported beef. We should secqre 
prohibition of export of cattle fron~ India and we should adopt mean'& 
ot increasing and purify'ing o~r 'milk supply .. I hare not~ shadow of 
doubt that; if we proceed 'along· the11e Rane lines, we would secure 
voluntary Mussalmari support •. and when we have ceased to compel 
them to stop killing cows on ,their festival days, we would· find .that 
they have no occasion for insisting on killing them. Any show of. 
force on our part must lead. to ret.aliation and acerbatiou of feeling. 
We may ~ot make 1\Iussalma.ns or ;~.nybody respect ou~ feelings 
religious or otherwise by force. We c~n really do' so only by exciting: 
th·eirfellow~feeling~ · . 

My advice to my Hindu brethren is, ' simply help the l\lu~salmaus
in theit· sorrow in a generous and Relf-sacl'ificing Rpirit without count
ing the co11t and you wlll automatically save the cow.' Islam is :1 
noble faith:· Trust it and itfl followers. • We must hold it n crjme for 
·any Hindu to talk to them about cow-prot'ection or .any other help in 
our religious matters, whilst the Khilafat struggle is going on. 

I' 

· 1\Ir. :Gandhi w1:ote more: than once on this topic. · In l'oung £1tt~irr 
'of 16tb'March, 1920, he opposed attempt~ made to pass a bya-l:!.w 
·prohibiting slaughtsr of calves by the Lahore Municipnlity, Writing 
under the heading, "Impatient· <::ow :protectors", he declared him
f'elf agai~st securing legislative protection for t4e cow. He returned 
to the subject in Youitg India of 8th June and deprecatt:d tile attempt:; 
of the Shikni'i)uti Municipality to pass bye-laws regarding cow pt·o-
tectioll~ Under the heading,! "Save the Oow ,''he wrote: r. 
· ., The 1\iussnlmaus are striviuktheiti utmost to respect Hindu suscepti
bilities in this matter of life aild death to the Hindu .. The Muslim 
Lengue, \mdelHakimji Ajmal .Khan 's.,presidentship, carried a cow 
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Mussalmans to abstain from meat or even beef-eating. 
·vegetarian Hindus may not compel other Hindus to 
abstain from fish, flesh or fowl. I would not make India 
sober at the point of the sword~ Nothing has lowered 

protection resolution at. Amrit~ar, two years ago. 1\laulnnil Abdul 
Bnri has written upon it. The Ali Brother11, for the sake of their 
Hindu countrymen, have given up the usc of Leef in their houHe. 
:Mian Chhotani saved hundreds of cow11 in Bombay alone during the 
last Bakr-Id. We could not accuse our Mustmlmau countrymen c~f 
apathy in the matter. 

Let Uti recognise that there i~o~ an interer~t nctkely wotking to keeJ) 
us-Hindus and 1\iu~:~snlmnns-divided. Tbnt very interest i11 quite 
capable of devdoping regard for Hindu tm~ceptibilitie~ in this rcKpect. 
I !lhould hewnre of it, and distl'UBt it. I strongly ndvi~:~e the Shiknt•pm· 
friends to·wnit for their 1\IuHsalman brethren, 

Let them by nil means abstain from ull meat, RO that their 1\Iu~:~sul
man brethren mny hnve othet· meat cheaper .than beef. Let them 
comider it a sbnme to have a single cow or her· progeny ill' diHtresK, 
or under·going ill·trentmentat the hand~ of Hindus themselves. L~t 
them develop tht!ir· Goslurln i so a~:~ to make it a modul dairy farm as 
well as n home for aged and infirm cnttle. Let them breed the fine~t. 

cattle in their Goslll'lla. They will do real service to ~omafn. Let the 
Shiknrpuris one and nil become tl'Ue rwn.co-opcmtors, and hasten the 
redress of the Khilafat wrong. I promise, they will save the Cow 
~hen they have done their utrno!lt to save the Khilnfnt. 

It must be an article of faith for .:very Hindu, that the cow cnn only 
be saved by l\'Ius~almnn fl'iendt~hip. Let UK t~cogniHe fmnkly, thnt 
complete protection of the cow depend11 purely upon Mussnhnan good
will. It is as impORRible to bend t.he Mu!!Hnhnans to our will. as it 
would be for them to bend us to theirs. We nrc evolving the 
doctrine of equal and free partnership. ·We .ate fighting Dyed~m
the doctrine of frightfulne~!i. 

Cow protection is the deat'efit posse~sion of the Hindu heart. It i~ 

the one concrete belief common to all Hindu11. No one who doe!i 
'not belie\'e in cow protection, can pos~ibly bel a Hindu. It is n nol,le
belief. Cow protection menus brotherhood between man n•id beuHt. 
It is a noble seutimel1t thn t must grow by patient toil nnd tapa~ya. It 
cannot be impo11ed upon nny one. To carry cow protection nt the 
point of the sword, is n contradiction in termfl. · RiHhill of old are said 
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'the ;mor.ale. of the nation so much as violence. Fear has 
qecom~·: part. of the. national . ch~~acter. ;.Non-co· 
-operators will make .a seriou~ mistake, 'if they seek to 
-conyert 'l>eopie to thei~; qree4 by . violence~ Th~y will 
p'tay into the hands of the Government, if they use the 
'-slightest coercion towards anybody in the course of 
their. propaganda. · . · ' . 

The ,c9w .question is a big, question, . the greatest for 
a Hindu .• I yield to no .one in niy regard for the, cow. 
Hindus do not fulfil their trust so long as they do not 
possess the abil'ity to protect the cow~· That ablity can 
be derived either from body-force or''.soul-force;· To 
attempt cow protection by violence is to' re'duce Hindu
ism to Satan is~ and to prostitute to a ~ase end the grand 
signjfic.ance of co'Y' protection. · As a Mussalman friend 
writes,·.beef-eating which is merely permissible in Islam 
will become a duty,· if compulsion is resorted to by 
HiQdus. ·The latter can protect the cow onlyby'deveiop
ing the faculty. for dying,, fo~ suffering. The only 

. <Chance Hindus have of saving the cow in India from 
the butcher's kl}ife, is by trying to save Islam from the 
impending peril and trusting their' Mussalman countrr
J?en to return. nobility, i.e., voluntarily to p~oteQtthe cow 
-otlt of regard for their Hindu countrymen. The Hindus 
must scrl.lpulously refrain from using any violence against 
Mnssalmans. Suffering and trust .~re attributes of sou! 

t~have performed peiJauce f()l' the sake of the cow. Let us follow in 
the foot-st8ps of the Rishis, and ourtJelves do penance, so that w~ may 
be pure enougJI; to protect the co_w and all that the doctrine means 
nnd implies. , i 

In' .Young In(lia, of 19th June, :he added: 
:Nor must the Hindu: of Behar mix up vege'tarianism with cow

killing. · The two staud ou a differentfooting. Cow protection is the 
creed of.twenty million Hindus, vegetarianism is confined to a small 
miuority .. The latter cannot be permitted to force its views upon, others. 
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force. I have heard that at big fairs if a Mussalman i~ 
found in possession of cows or even goats, he is at times: 
forcibly dispossessed. Those who, claiming t'o be Hindus,. 
thus· resort to violence, are enemies of the cow and of' 
Hinduism. The best and the 'only way to save the cow 
is to save the Khilafat. I hope therefore that every
Non-co-operator will strain himself to the utmost t()o 
prevent the slightest tendency to violence in any shape. 
or form, whether to protect the cow or any other animal. 
or to effect any other purpose. 

28th July, 1921 
•I 

HINDU-MUSLIM .UNITY 

(By M. K. GAXDHt') 

Everybodr knows that, without unity between Hindus. 
and Mussalmans, no certain progress can be made by 
the nation. There is no doubt that the cement binding 
the two is yet loose ·and wet There is still mutual 
distrust. The leaders h'ave come to rec·ognise that 
India can make no advance· without both feeling the , 
need of. trust and common action. But though there
is a vast change among the maEses, it is still not a per ... 
manent quantity. The Mussalman masses do riot still 
recognise the same necessity for !Swaraj as the Hindus 
do.*_ The Mussalmans do not flock to public meetings 

• The following nppE'I\l'ed in l'oung India of ~Gth August, 19~1 : 
Hindu llf1tslim Unitj·-Mt;_ Saiyn<l !\lahnmmnd, President, Khilnfat 

Committee, (;uno, write!! 1\!i follow~ to the editot• • ·.r 

"I have 1:end with pniu nnd anxiety occai;ionnl remnrks in your 
paper.nbout the 1\1usl'nlmnh~ not joining the Congress. It is a mnttet• 
for regret thnt the Hindu leaders iu dit~tl'icts generally feel a sort of 
e~trnn~ernent from'thii!h• Mn11~nlmnn neighbours nnd both the Hindu 
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in the same numbers as ~he Hindus .. · This process .. can-
• ' I ~ ' ' ~ I ' ' I 

not. pe forced. .Sufficie~t time has , not passed.forthe 
liJ,ational interest to be .awakened among the Mussalmans. 
indeed I it is ~ marvel'. that, whereas but a year ago the 
M ussalmans as a body hardly' took. any 'interest in Con~ 
gress affairs,.all ·over. India thousands have ·registered 
themselves as me~bers~~~ 'rhi·s ,in itself,i~ an immense 
gain._ . 

1 But much more yet ~~mains to b~ do~e.:, It is ess~n
tially the work of the Hindus~ Wher~ver the Mussalmans 
are still found· to be apathetic, they' ~ho~ld be invited 
to come in. One often hears from Hindu quarters the 
~Complaint that Muss~l:rpans .do n?t join the Congress 
organisations or do not pay to the Swaraj Fund. The 
matural question is, have they been: invited? In every 
distrlct, Hindus must make sp~cia}: effort to draw out 
their Mussalman neighbours. There will never be. real 

and l'lluiSsalmnn workers in small districts are fired with the ambition 
"'f personal advertisement and claim a superiority which is the most 
dangerous poison to real unity~. The result is-that the Hindu workertS 
hardly take any active part in the Khilafat movement, and the gulf 
thus gets wider. The CongreHs Com~ittees ·are doing nothing so far 

1 as the propaganda work is conc'~rned; and they think that their work 
is q.uite different from that of the Khilafat Committees. This evil in 
.small clistricts is most deplorable and. in spite,of my most earnest 
endeavours to bring about a cbmpM~ union, matters hare not gone 
beyond a .surface unity •. Once the Hindus understand and realize this 
power of. unity, I ~an confidently, say that the cow sacrifice in this 
di~:~trict will ba reduced to almost nothing. Our great impediment is 
their aloofness.'' 

I should ba very sorry,· indeed, if the Hindus of lJnao are apathetic 
to the Khilafat cause. I have no doubt that the more interest the 
Hindu!.! ·take. in the Khilafat, the nearer come11 Swaraj •. Let us not 
.ignore the fact that it is !lOt. yet possible to induce Mu:~salmans. to take 
int;Jrest in Swaraj except in ;erms of the Khilafat. It ill sad but it is 
.true •. · The two communities have remnined so long estranged that the 
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equality t::o long as. one feels, inferior or .superior to the 
()ther. ! There iR no ~oom for patronage. among equals. 
Mussalman8 must not. feel the lack of education ar num
bers where they' are in a. minority. Deficiency in edu .. 
.cation must be corrected by taking education. To be 
in a minority is often a blessing. Superiority in num
bers has frequently proved a hindrance. lt is cha~acter 
that counts in the end. 

A PERTINENT QUESTION 
(lh' l\1. K. GA~DHI), 

I paraphrase below what a friend writes regarding 
the influence of the Moplah· outbreak on Hindu-Muslim 
unity~ 

Jam a staunch believer in Hindu-Muslim unity. But t!Jis !llovlah 
.flutbreak bas rnised doubt!'\ irr m:J, Sucw1s in the Kbilafat meum; 
strength to bl:tm. Strength to blam meanH attempts nt conversion. 
Have we not often been given the choice between ltilnm and the 
-~word ? Can people such :u1 ~Ioplahs learn the beauty of non.violencc? 
And even if they appreciate non-violence for the Hake of their faith, 
-will they not u~e violence for the snke of Flprending their fnith? My 
helief in the necessity of Hindu-1\Iu~lim unity i8 there. But do you 
not think that t.he quc~tion~ I have mi~ed are relt!vant? 

The questions; are ,indeed 'relevant, if only becau~e 
they have occurred t.o ~me ~o s.ane ·as· th€ writer is., ·But 
in my opinion, there is a misunderstanding abouf th€ 
·whole question. Our advocacy uf the· Khilafljt would 
. be wrong if Islam we~e . based on . 'There: is no-
~lus~.:almaus had unconsciously nlmo~t co;nc to that India wnf! 
not their home. Th~ peril to the Khllafnt hat~ opened their eyes. 
'The Hindus can take note ofthe fact, hdp their Mu~!iaiman countl'y
'men and help thamsclves, and thul'! for all time cement Hiudu-Mm!lim 
union .. Hnppily for both, whatever may be true of Unno is moijt 
·certainly not true of many .other plnces where the Hindus nre doing 
all they cnn to help the Kbilafat movement. '.fhere can be no real 
prt;>gt·ess, if th3 awakening i~ notgencral amoug both the communities. 

. ' 
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thing in the Koran to warrant the ·use of force for 
conversion .. The· holy book says in the clearest langu. 
age. possible,· 'There Is no compulsion in re!igion ~
The Prophet's whol~ life· is a repudiation· of compulsion 
in religion. No Mussalman, to my knowledge, has ever 
approved of .compulsion. · Islam would cease to be a 
world religion if it were to rely upon force for its pro-

1p;gation. ·: · 
Secondly, historically speaking, the charge of con

version to Islam hy ·force -cannot be proved against its 
followers as a body.· And l whenever attempts hav~ 

been niade to convert by force,: responsible. Mussalman~ 
have repudiated such conversions·. · 

Thirdly, the conception of Hindu-Muslim unitf does 
not presuppose a total absence for all time of wrong by 
any of the parties.· on· the contrary, it· assumes that our . 
'loyalty to the unity w~ll survive shocks such as 'forcible 
cop.versions by Moplahs, that . in ev~ry such case we 
shall not blame the whole body ofthe followers but 
seek relief against individuals by way· of arbitration 
and not by way of reprisals.~ ... ·· 

Fourthly, ~cceptance of non-~iolence for organising 
India's.freedom involve's., acceptance of non-viol'ence.for 
Hin~ht~Muslim solidarity.' 'The Moplah's have'certainly 
broken the ·rule.· But they were· prev.ented ·fro in having 
acce'ss ''to the I new. manm~statiotl. • j wh'i1st they had • 
-heard somethi~g about.theKhilaJat vaguely; they knew 
n'othing of non-violence,: r '' • • · ·· • I • ' I 

Fifthly, we.need n'ot s'uspe6t- any evil 1bef~lling India 
unde:c Swaraj; for. it is tolerably .. certain· that, ·had the
Congress ·and the . Khilafat workers been ·permitted ·to 
penetrate the Moplah ·territories; they would have been 
able to nip the eyil in the bud. As' itwas;' it is a matter 
capable of proof that' the· Khilafat workers, wherever 
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they could go, were able to exercise great restraining 
influence. To me the Moplah madness is proof of the 
Hindu-Muslim solidarity, because ·.we kept calm. As 
members of a fa~ily, we spall sometimes fight, but 
we, shall always have leaders who will compose our 
differences. and keep us under check. \ 
. Sixthly, in the face of possibilities of such madness. 

in future, what is the' alternative to Hindu-Muslim 
unity? A perpetuation of slavery? U we regard one 
another as natural enemies, is there any escape from 
ete~nal foreign domin~tion for either of us? Is not the, 
present domination worse than the possibility of forcible 
conversions or worse ? Is Hinduism worth anything, if 
it cannot survive force? Cannot the Mussalmans too 
ask th~ same question as the friend has asked ? Is there 
no possibility of a. repetition of pillage and murder pn 
the part of !}indus as ~appened in Shahabad three 
years ago? Is not th~ remedy therefore clearly Hindu
Muslim unity at all hazards? The Hindus as also the 
Mussalmans, whenever one of them goes mad, have tw.o ' 
courses left. open. Either to . di<~ valiantly without 
retaliation, that will at once· arrest the p~ogress of 
mischief; or. to. retaliate and live or .die. For indivi· 
duals both the courses will abide as long ~s the world 
lasts. All questionings arise, because we have become 
helpless. We have forgotten the divine art of dying fo~ 
our faiths without retaliation, and we have equally 
forgotten the art. of using force in self-defence at the 
peril of our lives. And Hindu-Muslim unity is nothing, 
if it is n0t a partnership between brave men and women. 
We must t~p~t. eaQh ·other always, but in the last resort 
we must trust ourselves and our God. ' 

27 
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no possibility of a.. repetition of pillage and murder on 
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retaliation, that will at once· arrest the progress of 
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lpNDU~MUSpM UNI:I"Y ,A CAMOUFLAGE? . 

' (By l\1. ~{. GA:SDHI) 

. The editorial ··notes in the ·current. number· ·of the 
Modern Revie~ contain reflections on 

1 
Hindu·Mlislim' 

unity,\vhich deserve· a ~eply. ·The: talented editor·:has 
headed them :with the' ' word,, ~amouflage,' and luis 'evi·; 
dently' come.to ·the· concl~sion that~the unity is only so.: 
called. In 'my I opinion; however, it- is not only not' 'a 

camouflag~ bufis fast be:coming a permanent reality.: I 
have made the admission in these pages, that it is a 
sapling requiring delicate handling. But it 'is 'certainly 
not a pretens~:on ·or _make' believe; if only because both 
realise the truth of the common· danger. I • 

·· It is unfortunatelystni·trrie 'that the ~6mi.nunal or' the . 
sectarian· spirit is predominant: Mutu~l d.Jstrust is still 
there. Old memories are still alive. 'It is' still true that 
at elections considerations not of fitness but of religion 
p'revail. But to recognise 'these facts is to. recognise the 
difficulty of uni6n: When both p·arties· know· them ·and 
are honestly trying to ·achieve unity' in spite of ·then1, ·it 
is hardly just to; call the attempt or the limited achieve-
ment a camouflage.- · 
. It is not ,correct to say 'that the appeal of the Khilafat 
associations against cow-killing leaves ·the Mussalmans 
cold and unresponsive .. 'In the first place, is it not a 
.cheering phenomenon 'that: Khilafat workers, themselves 
Mussalmans, ate workingto prevent 'cow-killing? Iri the 
second: place; I- venture to assure· the I editor that the 
appeal has had wonderful success in almost all the parts 
of India. Is it a. :small matter that 'the burden of cow 
protection has been taken over almost entirely by the 
Mussalman workers? Was it not a soul .. stirring thing 
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fur Hindus to witness Messrs: Chhotani and Khatri of 
Bombay rescuing hundreds of cows from their co
religionists and presenting them to the · grateful 
Hindus? · ·· 

It is certainly 'true that both Maulana · Mahomed Ali 
and I are careful enough ':riot to tread on each oth.er's 
corns:~ ·But, for frankness of :treatment, it ·would ·be 
difficult to beat us. For us the· unity is not 'a house of 
'eards' as the writer cruelly- suggests, but it is such a 
substantial fact that we would ate to keep it intact. · Let 
me inform the rMder that throughout all our journeyings 
there has never been a jar between us, never any mental 
reservations. ·The cruellest cut however is given in the 
following sentence: ·'Reading ·between the lines of 
their spe~ches, it is not difficult to see that with one of 
them: the sad plight of the· Khilafat.in distant Turkey is 
the central fact, while with the other the attainment of 
Swaraj here in India is the primary object in view.' I 
claim that with us both the Khilafat is the central fact, 
with Maulana Mahomed Ali because it is 'his religion, 
with me because, 'in laying down my life for the Khilafat, 
I ensure the safety of the cow, that is, my religion, from 
the Mussalman knife. Both hold Swaraj equally dear,· 
because only by Sw:araj is the safety of our respective 
faiths possible. This may seem a·. lower ideal. : But 
there is no concealment in it: For me the attainment of 
the ·Khilafat through India's power is the attainment of 
Swaraj. Love is the: basis of our friendship as it is 
·Of religion~ 1 ask to join Mussalman frientlship by right 
of love.. And if love persists even on the part of'·ol'le · 
.community, unity will bP.come a. settled fact. in our 
national life.· It is unjust to suggest of Maullma Ma.ho· 
med Ali that he. speaks in elegant Urdu ununderstand• · 
.able to the majority of Bengali. Mussalmans, I: know that 
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he has 1 been ,trying. hjs "best to introduce· into his Urdu 
speech IJ.S much simplicity as possible._ 1 · 

~ rt is unfortunately true that there are still Hindlus· a;l)d 
Mussalmans ~ho out of fear of one another consider 
fm;eign domination a necessity. And that has .not a 
little to do with the delay in the. attainment of our goat. 
We do not yet cJearly p~rceive that the possibility of a 
f;ree :fight between.the two communities is a lesser evil 
than th~. existence·"of foreign domination. ·And if it is· 
the interposition of the.British Governml:mt:which ke~ps 
us fr~m :fighting one an9ther, the sooner we'areJeft free· 
to :fight, the better for our manhood, our respective· 
religions and our country. It will not be a. new pheno..; 
menon·if we fought ourselves into sanity . 

. The English carried on internecine warfare for twenty
one years .before· they settled down to peaceful work .. · 
The French fought among themselves with a savage
ferocity hardly excelled during recent .times. The
Americans did nothing better before they evolved their 
pommoilwealth .. : Let. us not hug our unmanliness for 
fear of :fighting amongst ou.rseltes. The· able writer of 
the notes loves unity M much as any of us -and suggests . 
. that there. must be 'a root and branch change, a radical 
transformation and .reconstruction from the foundation." 
But he leaves the. reader to guess the remedy. It would: 
have been bet~er if he had made concrete suggestions .. 
He .. would ·evidently have us intermarry and interdine if 
only by way of a beginning. If that is the radicd 
transformation desired by him and if it is a condition 
precedent to·.: ~he attainment · of . Swaraj, I very- · 
much fear that· we would have· to ·wait at least for a 
century •. It iS: tantamount to· asking Hindus to give up 

·their religion. I do not say that it is wrol1g to. do ·so',. but 
ldo . suggest that: ~it is reformation . ou~side practical 

. ' 
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])olitics. ·And when that transformation 'comes,~ if It is· 
i!Ver to come, it will not be Hindu-.Muslim unity. ':And 
what the present movement is aiming at is to achieve 
unity even whilst a devout Mussalman retains his faith 
intact and 'devout Hindu his. I have therefore often 
-said to my audiences that the Ali Brothers and I serve 
.as an object lesson to all Hindus and· Mussalmans in 
Hindu-Muslim unity. We both claim to be devoted to 
oQUr respective faiths. In spite of the greatest regard for 
the Brothers, I would not give my daughter in marriage 
to one of their sons, . and, I know that they would not' 
give theirs to my son, assuming that, in spite of his 
being a Hindu, he so far reformed himself as to covet 
the hand of their daughter. I do not partake of their' 
meat foods, and they scrupulously ·respect my bigotry\ 
if my self-denial may be so named. And yet I do not 
know three persons whose hearts are more united. than 
'those of the Ali Brothers and myself. And I wish to 
.assure the reader that the unity is not a camouflage but 
it is a lasting friendship based upon exquisitely deli
<late regard and toleration· of one another's views and 
haHits. ' 
· And I have no ms.nner of fear that, when the protecting 
hand of the British is withdrawn from me,, either the 
Brothers or their friends would violate my freedom or 
.attack my religion. ' And I base this security from fear 
first ·upon God· and His 'promis~ of safety' ·to· every 
~reature of His who :endeavours to wa.lk in His fear, · 
.and then upon the honourable conduct Of· the Brothers 
and their friends, although I am aware that. phrsically 
any one of them is more than a match for twelve like me 
taken together. And so from the particular instance; I 
have generalised ·for the whole of India, and shown 'that 
Hindu-Mu_slim ;unity 'is· possible·, :if only· we have cluttial 
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toleration. and faith in ours~lves, and :therefore in ,the 
ultimate goodness of .human nature. . . · 

: l'---

"17th Norembe1·, 1920 
' l 'I 

'THE SIKH LEAqUE 

, (B"r!II. K. GA:XDHI) . 
' . 

Babu Kalinath Roy, the talented Editor of the Tribune, 
has kindly sent me .an extract from a press letter received 
by him from a Hikh correspondent, for.· my comments. 
The extract runs as follows.;," Mahatma· Gandhi told 
someJof the .Sikh gentlemen who. went to remonstrate 
with him on the 21st .October last on • the pernicious 
effects of his propaganda on Sikh · masses, that his 
propaganda of N on-co~o:f)eration wa~ ; non-v.icilent, that 
there were no doubt visible signs that the movement 
was likely to becom~ violent among the· Sikhs, that he 
would strongly 11rge the. Sikhs to J,'emain non-violent 
QOth in word_ and deed; but that, if :despite ·his warn-' 
ing the ~ikl1s becom~ ~iolent, he ·.shall not regret
if the British -authorities crushed them by force.· He· 
shall then let them be annihilated without letting either· 
Hindus or Mahomed.ans .come to their help, for .it shall be 
by the sacrifice (ahuti) lind total extinction of an .element· 
which is likely. to, become vi6lent that .the propaganda 
of N:o:r:t-violent. :tfon.;co-oper~tion. will.suc.ceed." Babu 
Kalinath Roy,,after. quoti.ng_the:foregoing, says: ."The· 
writer add~ t~a t at a meeti,ng of . the: Sikh 1 League these· 
word~, vere, · pu~y .. repeate~:as having been u~ed by;you 
and. ~hat yo~), wh9 ;was:. present, did::not: contradict the· 
repor~~ t; I Tpe letter.has, t J a.m I further·- inforlned; been·. 
publis~ed)y,,tpe ,Civil anrf.,Militr;n:y Gazette ofLahore. ;,_ · 
. ~~~~above, ~e-~~rks .~r~, I [Suppose, intended.to.dis9redit': 
me~; .. ~ Of ~~e 9onve~s,~tt~o~ .·referre~ ~Q :wa~· !Long~ .l~&tipg, 
J\ ........ ' . ' 
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nearly an hour. Some of the remarks made by me 
during the conversation have been torn from their 
setting and put together as though I had made them in 
the manner and the order given. The fact is that the con
versation .was carried on partly in :t;Iindustani and partly 
in English. My remarks were addressed to several 
members of the deputation. The latter had come to 
urge me not to put the idea of Non-co .. operation before 
the Sikhs, especially as I had myself w~tnessed the 
violent attitude of some members of the League. I told 
them in the course of my replies to several· questioners 
that I did not like the attitude of .. some of the tikhs 
present at the meeting, and that it filled me with grief. 
I told them 9tlso that, if I ,was permitted to speak, I would 

·warn the audience against the danger of violence, that 
it would be suicidal to do violence to co-operators and 
seek to make them Non-co-operators by compulsion. 1 
told them too that the Non-co-operators would be court
.ing destruction if they committed violence, for the 
British would in that event have an. opportunity of 
destroying the whole of the community. I certainly told 
my hearers that, so far as I could, I would dissuade bo.th 
Hindus and Mahomedans from. helping any campaign 
of violence, and that I would not, in 'this struggle· against 
the Government, be deterred by the fear Of such a 
calamity as has been described to me. 

The summary of my remarks given by the w)'iter. thus 
hardly does jus tic~ to. me. I may state that I do not. 
know the writer nor have I seen the letter from which 
l3abu Ka.linath . Roy, has ,taken the extract. I do re
collect a speaker at· the Sikh League reproducing this 
conversation. His speech was in Gurumukhi, 11nd in so 

• far as I understood him, I think he correctly represented 
the gist of my rem~rks. · 
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BRAHMINS AND NON-BRAHMINS. 
( Jl I ,·• 

(BT ~I. K. _GA~DRI} .. ' 

·When·! wrote in ".Young India" on tl:ie' Non-Brahmin 
question in Maharashtra,* I little realised that the Non
Brahmin. case was largely, · if not entirely, a poiitical 
·matter,' and that 'the complaint ~as not so much against 
the Brahmins . as a class by· the Non-Brahmins· as a 
clas~, as by some edi:icated' 1 Non-Brahmins, against the 
~.ati~nalists w~o w~re I?ostly'Brahmins. N on-B~ahinins 
mclude the : Lmgayats, · the · Marathas, the J atns and 
the "untouchabl6s/'· The latter,· bowever, · have a 
separate grievance against the other N on~Brahinins in 

. that they 'are isolated· as much by" the · Nori~Brahmins~ . 
The case for the educated Non-Brahmins· is again not · 
common to all. It may however be stated in the follow.:. 
ing terms : . · · · ·- · 

(1) Educated Non-Brahmins do not possess the sa.me 
political power that the Brahmins possess.:.!: ' .. 
. The ·latter have the largest number of Government 

f . • . I • . 

posts and seats on· representative bodies, although the 
former are, numerically, by far the strongest. . 

(2) Some Brahmins debar the Lingayats from the 
inner sanctuary of Temples; which the latter claim as 

· their own; and this false (in their estimation) claim is 
supported by the Brahmins in general. ··:•; ' 

(3) The Brahmins treat all Non-Brahmins as Shudras, 
and treat them precisely as' the Briti~h treat aJJ Indians.+ 
·· In my opinion, the Non-Brahm1n mise is exceedingly 

. . . :j, ' • ' 
• Omitted in this coliection', ' · . . 

· ·tin South Ivdia, there is s~ught to be made a'furtherdiffereuce in 
that, while the Brahmins ·cherish ~ Aryau c·ulture,· the Non· Brahmins 
cherish the Dravidian culture. 
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weak arid is certain to disappear fron1 the public life of 
Maharashtra, if the Brahmins of the Nationalist Party 
-carry out the Congress Non-Co-operation programme 
in its entirety; 
--~-------------·------

The following is fro~· rou11g India of ~7th .<\pl'il, 19~0 : 
J 1.·on-Dra.hmi1;'s cowplaint.-To the editor, Yonng l11dia. Sir,

:\Jr.Gnndhi made some remark!l regarding Brahmins and Non-Brahmin'! 
in the com·se of hit~ l~cture at the Beach in l\ladras ln~t Friday. Hi!'! 
!i~peech bus caused grentpnin to the Non.Ut·ahmin Nationalists of l\Iad
oras. It would have been highly prefemble if Mr. Gandhi hnd not nt nl1 
touched on this point; for from his Hpeech it waR evident that he wall 
-coq1plet~ly ignorant of Dravidian civilization, religion, 'culture, and 
tht: inner meaning and causes of the preso;nt Non-Brahmin movement. 
He does not seem to have recognized the sp~cial features of Dravidian 
-civilization which m111·ks off South India from the re~t of India. In 
praising the Brahmins for their contribution· to the religion nnd 
civilization of India (probably he means ~orth Inuin), he htHI 

involuntarily ca!!t a slur on the Non-Brnhmins whose ance!!tors have 
:also contributed as much as: if not more than, the Brahmins to ihe 
glory of South India as Hc~n in their lit~ra ture, religion, and 
}1hilo!!ophy. " 

It need hardly be pointed out that nothing can offend n whole 
.community like a slur of the above kind, even tltongh it mny be done 
unwittingly. ~Y one wh9se heart is overflowing with love, and for · 
whom the community has the highest regard. F·urther, the object of 
~Ir. Gandhi's recent vi~:~it and proposed long tour in the Southin the 
middle of the next month i1:1, we may take, to Htrengthen the cuu~e, 
and propagate the. movement of Non-co-operation. 

Surely, making hasty and flipp:mt remarks about a highly Vt!Xed 
question, is likely to weaken the cause he advocates rmd estrangtJ 
the syn,pathies of a vast majority of the masses who fed strongly on 
the mutter, · 

If he really wants to bridge the gulf ·unhappily widening between 
the Brahmins nnd. N on-Brahmins of South Indin, let :Mr. Gandhi take 
up the (Iuest~on in right earnest with an enth·ely blank and open mind,· 
and then he may in all pt·obability be in a position, after careful study 
to find out a solution for the problem.• Otherwis~ he will do well in 
the interest of the great Non-co-operation· movement, to leave 
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The movement owes its vitality, not to the religious or 
the social disability, but to the ·political ascendancy . of 
the Brahmins, which the. latter undoubtedly enjoy. by 
right of merit. That grievance must :vanish if the· 
Nationalist Brahmins, having evolved larger views about 
Swaraj, taboo all' Government posts and· boycott the· 
Councils and nominated seats on municipalities. It. is· 
clear to me that· the Government, inaccordance with its 
confirmed policy, will pl!ty the N on-Brahmins against the· 
Brahmins, even without the knowledge of the former, 
and endea:vour to prolong its lease of life by fostering 
quarrels between the two, and holding out political 
inducements to the N on-Brahmins . 
. It is .clear too,' that the Brahmins will take the wind 

out of the Non-Brahmin saiJ, and make that opposition 
innocuous by a right; renunciation· of every form of 
Governm.ent patronage. ·The reason why.the question 
has assumed a more acute form is that Non:-Brahmin 
leaders are trying to influence the electorate in their 
favour and are telling the electors that, .. Non-Brahmins 
being weak, they must seek the British alliance. Brah
min leaders are naturally trying to influence the same 
electors and dissuade them from using their vote. This 

I ' ............_. '\ ' 

eeverely alone the Brahmin and Non-Brnhmin controversy, in the 
comse of his forthcoming long toul' in South India. ' 

Madras, 11th April, 1921.. , C •. K.\ND:\SW.UlY; 

[I h;\Ve receh·ed more letters,. in 'il: similar· strain. The cori·es
poudents have clearly misunderstood me. I hnve not seen the l'epo1·t 
of my speech. I do not therefore know whethei' H lends it~elf to. 
misinterpretation. But I.: clnirn tbnt . the· . Brahmins 1 service I to. 
Hinduism or humanity is unaffected nnd undiminished by the nchiere-

. ments of the Drnvidian civilisnti01t which nobody denies or dispuh:!i~ 
I warn the correspondents against segregntill1l the Dmridinn South 

· trow. the Arynu North; ·.The India of to~dny is a blend not .only of 
two, but of many othet~:cultm·~ii .... l\1,,1\. (tl .. 
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gives rise to bad blood but not more than when the 
Moderates and the Nationalists are fighting. The most 
painful part of the Rituation, however, is that the Non
Brahmin leaders, wh'o claim to represent the masses and' 
to feel for them, will, by their co-operation with the· 
Government, or by seeking to better their condition by 
Government aid, actually tighten . the hold of the· 
Government on the masses. And by their countenancing· 
the Government aid they will make more difficult the· 
remedy of the Punjab and the Khilafat wrongs. The· 
Non-Brahmin policy is thus demonstrably suicidal. 
· Whatever their grievance against the Brahmins 9r· 

the Nationalists, their remedy certainly does not lie· 
through alliance with a Government, whose creed is 
economic exploitation of the masses and to that end als<> 
their emasculation. For, this refusal to right the Punjab, 
and partly even the Khilafat wrong, is ba~ed upon the 

· policy of keeping up the British prestige ·at any cost .. 
One lac of Englishmen cannot keep under subjectiont 
thirty crores of human beings merely by brute force .• 

But· it can, and does, consolidate its power, by making· 
them progressively helpless, in a tnost subtle manner .. 

-I venture, therefore, to warn the Non-Brahmin leaders 
against the danger of co-operation with the Government 
which i~ bound to hurt the very cause which they seek 
to espouse. They will not better the economic condition 
of the masses by gaining a few Government posts, or 
by being elected legislative councillors.. , · , 
.. Judge~ by the economic standard, thirty-five years of 
our political. activity have resulted in disaster. The 
masses of India to~day are less .able to stand the ravages 
of famine and disease than they were fifty year·s ago. 
They are less manly than they were at any period in 
the history of the nation .. · · 
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The i;rnpeli9ing' calamity of 'Non-Brahmin leaders 
running into .the arms of the Government· for the sup~ 
posed ·betterment of their political co}ldition can easily 
be averted by the great Brahmin party .. It is intelligent, 
it .is strong, it has the traditional. prestige ·of authority. 
It can· afford ·to stoop to conquer. A .whole-hearted 
acceptance of the . Non-co-operation programme does 
provide an automatic solution. .But it is. not · enough~ 
Bitterness will·still remain, unless the Brahmins extend 
the hand of fello~ship to those . ·who feel weak and 
injured. Complaints were made about nationalist papers 
in the Karnatak using offensive and haughty language 
towards Non-Brahmins; of Nationalistr, Brah.mins 
otherwise also belittling them · and treating them with 
contempt.' Their . ignorant Non-Brahmin . countrymen 
have a I right to expect courtesy· aqd po1;1siderateness. · 
from comparatively more enlightened. Brahmins. The 

· mass of N on-B,rahmins are still 1 untov.ched by the 
anti-Brahmin prejudice. 1 . have faith 'enough in the 
Maharashtra Bmhmin to kno.w that he will solve .the 
Non-Brahmin question in a I manner: befitting . the 'tradi
tions of Hinduism of which he is_ trustee,.· 

TO: THE PARSIS 

DEAR FRIENDS,-' I 

I know that you I ~re following with··· considerable 
interest the pr(:1sent Non:~co-operation· movement. ·You 
may know, too, that .all thoughtful N on~co-operators are 
anxic:rusly waiting to see what part you are going to play 
in the· proc.e.ss of purification: through· which: the .whole 
country is passing. I, personally; hate ever~ reason to 
have full faith in your doing the right' thing .·:when· the 
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moment for making the final choice comes to you., And 
I address these few words to you because I feel that,. 
probably, that moment has now arrived. . 

Apart from your being fellow-countrymen, I am bound 
to.you by many sacred ties. Dadabhai was the firs~ 

patriot to inspire me .. He· was my guide and helper 
when I did not know any other leader. It was to him 
that. I bore, when ret a boy, a letter of introductiozv It 
was the late uncrowned king of Bombay who ,led me in 
1896 and showed me the way to work. It was he who,. 
when I wanted to give battle to a Political Agent as far 
back as 1892,restrained my youthful ardour and taught. 
me the first· practical lesson in Ahimsa in public life .. 
He taught me not to resent personal wrongs if I would 
serve. India.. A Parsee merchant in Durban, Rustamjee 
Gborkhodoo, was among my' moflt valued clients· and 
friends in South Africa. He ga'(e freely. 'to, the public
cQ.use, and he and his brave son we;re the fir.~t among my· 
fellow-prisoners. 

He gave me. shelter ··\'hen I,was lynched, and now, too,. 
he is following the Swaraj movemellt with con~iderable· 
interest and has just donated Rs. 40,000 to it.• In my 

*The following appeared in ronng Inrlitt of 29th June, 1921: 

Parsi Gc11erosity.-Mr. Godrej of the "~afe" fnme hns eclipsed nil 
donntions to the Tilnk Swnrnj }i'und with his announcement of three 
lacs of rupees. His donntions to public purposes have been hitht:l'to. 
quite unknown. But he was induced to npp1·ecinte the necessity this 
time of n public imnounc~ment. I tend PI' my congi'ntulntiorHs to M1· ... 
Godrej and the whole Parsi Community. I wish nl!lo to testify that',. 
during the collection we~Jk in Bombnr, not n day h'as pnssed without 
Pnt•si donations. · Parsi ladies and gentlemen are also making door to. 
door collections. Parsis are also .')Vorking .ns, pickets •. 

1

Among the 
newspapers, too, ,not nll.the Pnrsi ])apers nre hostile to the Movement •. 
But Mr. Godrej's generosity~putsthe Pnrsis ensify first in .nll]ndia' .. 
Parsi Rustnmji's 52,000 would in nuy cnse hnve put the Pnr~J!I inn 
espectnble p.osition. Mr. Godrej has so'cm;ed the th·st plnce. · . · : . ; 
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humble opinion, probably the first woman in India to-day 
1s .a Parsi woman-gentle as a·lamb, with a heart· that 
!holds the whole humanity. 'To have· her friendship is 
fue rarest privilege of life. · I would ·love· to· multiply· 
ihese sacred memories, but I have· given I you enough. of 
them to ·enable you tO' understand and to ·appreciate the 
.motive of this letter.' " · ·~ } . ., f • 

1 
· 

Y ~u are a very cautious community. You are compact, 
J 

;and you rightly insist on abundant proof of the stability 
.and the morality of· any ·movement ·before you would 
take to it. . But there is now danger· ;of your becoming 
.over-cautious, and your success i'n trade · inay make you 
·Oblivious ·of the wants and aspirations· of· the· multitud~ 
.of your countrymen.' ,, ~ 1 • •• I 

I dread . the · Rockfelle:~; spirit · that seems to be 
-overtakingjhe great House· of the Tatas. ·'I dread to 
think of the . ·consequences 0f' their:: approptiating 
-poor people's properties for the doubtful benefit of 
making India industrial. · But I do believe that this is a 
passing · phase. .· Your shrewdness · wili ·show ·you the 
-suicidal nature of such enterprises.· ,· y out quick wit will 
tell you that what India rieedS· is' not concentration of 
·~apital in a few hands, but its distribution so as to be 
-within easy reach of the 7~ lakhs of villages that make 
this continent 1,900 miles loni and 1,500 miles broad. I 
know, therefore, it is a· question of time when you~ will 
throw in your lot as a community with. the reformers 
who are hungering to free India .from the curse . of an 
Imperialism which is bleeding .her tQ death. 
·But there is one'thing for which it will be· criminal to 

wait. A temperan~e wave is· passing over India. The 
people want voluntarily to become 'teetotallers. Society 
is faU developing a pub lie. opinion that .would. consider 
drinking an unpardonable vice~ ... Many Parsis make a 
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living by running liquor shops.* Your whole-hearted 
co-operation can sweep out of existence· many of these 
plague-~pots in the Bombay Presidency. The Local 
Governments almost all ·over India are making a dis
creditable attempt to thwart the movement which bids 
fair to succeed even to the point of destroying the whole 
of the Abkari reveuue. Will you help the Government 
or the people? The Bombay Government has not yet 
been seized by panic. But I can hardly imagine that it 
will have the courage and wisdom to sacrifice the drink
revenue. You have to ·make your immediate choice. I 
do not know whatyour ~criptures say about drink. I 
can guess what the Prophet, who separated good from. 
evil and sang the v'ictory ·of-the former over the latter, 
is likely to have said. But apart froth your own religious 
belief, you have to make· up your mind as to whether 
you will forward I the cause of, temperance in a whole• 
hearted manner or whether you will supinely and 
philosophically watch developments. I shall hope that 
you as a practical community of India . will actively 
and thoroughly associate yourseives with the · great 

t ' ' ' 

.• The following appeared in You11g ln<lia of 2~lth Jui1e, 1921 : 
Danger ahcarl.-The liquor-shop· picketing has nu intimate relation 

to Pn1·si". We will have to exercise gt•eat forbearance towni·ds our 
Parsi countrymen, While we cnnuot stop picketing altogether, we 
must meet the. liquor-dealers in conference, unde!'stand .their difficul
tie!l and explain our own. Mr: Godrej has enrmnrked his donation for 
liqup1~ j))'~hibition nud the uplift of the .suppresst>d cla~ses. l-et us 
not, thc1·cfore, think that nll Par~:~is are necessarily hot~ tile to the great 
ten1perunce movement. ·At the lll'ellent movement, an outbrtJnk of 
violtJuce is the mobt to be .feared fro~ the tempemnce camp;iigu, 
unless tht;J )Ioderate ministers take their comnge in both hnndll, l'efund 
all unction. bids nud ciose liiJ~or-!lhopR. I nssure them t.hat the move. 
ment can only be l'egulated, it cannot be checked. The people nre 
h~nt on ending liquor-~hops, nud tt·enting ns n crime nlllfquor-selling 
t:xcept ns a medicine by chemists. It is a matter that brooks' no· delay~ 
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temperance movement which bids fair to outshine every-
such movement in the world. . . · , . 

I am, 
. : · Your faithful friend,· 

M.· K. ·GANDHI •. ·, 

., . 8th June, 1921 

. . .TO THE ,M9DERATES. 

Dlj:A.R FRIENDS, . I . . • • 

It js a matter of no s~nall grief to me, that I find my
self es-tranged from you in· ideas, although. by . training: 
and association I have been brought. up in the comJ;>any
of_those who ha~e been regarded as Moderates. Partly· 
owing to circumstances, and partly owing to tempera
ment, I have never belonged to any ofthe great parties. 
in.· India. Nevertheless, my life has baen influenced! 
much m.ore. by men belonging to the ·Moderate.p!lrtr 
th~n th~ Extremist .. Dadabhai Naoroji,· Gokhale, Bad
ruddin Tyabji, Pherozeshah Mehta are all names to 
conjux:e with. Th~ir 'services to. the country can never 
be forgotten. They have inspired the lives of many like· 
myself throughout our. country_. I have enjoyed the 
pleasantest associations with many of the living amongst 
you. What .is it that has ·flung me away from you and 
into the lap of the Nationalist party? Why do I find· 
more in common with the Nationalists than with you?' 
I am unable to see that you love your country less than 
the _:Nationalists. I refu.se to believe that you are less 
willing to sacrifice yourselves for the· country's good,. 
than the Nationalists. Certainly, the Moderate party can 
claim as much intelligence, integrity and ability as the· 
Nationalists, if not more. The difference, therefore, lies
fn the. ideals. 
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I will not weary you with a discussion of the different 
ideals. For the moment, I will simply invite your atten .. 
tion to some of the items 'in the constructive programme 
in the movement of Non-co-operation. You may not 
iike the word itself •. You may intensely dislike, as I 
know you do, many items in the programme. But . if 
you concede to the Non-co .. operators the same credit 
for love of the land that you will claim for yourselves, 
will you not view with . favour those parts of the pro
gramme on which· there ~annat be twq opinions ? I 
refer to the drink evil. I ask you to accept my evidence 
that the country as a whole is sick of the drink curse. 
Those unfortunate men, who have become slaves to the 
habit, require to be helped against themselves. Some 
of them even ask to be helped. I invite you to take 
advantage of the wave of feeling that has been roused 
against the drink traffic. The agitation arose spontane
ously. Believe me; the deprivation to the Government 
of tha drink revenue is .,f the least importance in the 
campaign. The country is simply impatient of the evil 
itself. In no country in th~ world, will it be possible 
to carry on this traffic in the · face of the united 
and the enlightened opposition of a people, such.as is' 
now to be witnessed in India. Whatever the errors or 
excesses that were committed by.the mob in Nag pur, the 
cause was just. The people were determined -to do away 
with· the drink curse that was sapping their vitality. 
You will not bedeceived.by the specious• argument that ' 
India must- not be made sober by compulsion, and that 
those who wish to drink must have facilities provided for ' 
them. The State does not cater for the vices of its people. 
We dq not. regulate or license houses of ill fame. ,We 
do 'not provide faciliti.es for thieves. to indulge their 
propensity for thieving. · I hold drink to be more 

28 
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damnable than thieving and ,perhaps even· prostitution. 
Is it not often the .parent ·Of both ? ·I ask you. to join the 
country in sweeping out of existence the drink revenue 
and abolishing. ~the liquor-shops. Many liquor~sellers 
would- gladly ·close· ·their shops, if the money paid. by 
them· were refunded. · I: . : 1 , 

'·,What about' the education.r·of the .children?' -may be 
the question asked. ' I venture to I suggest to you that it 
i~ a r:na'tter of deep humiliation -.for. the· country to find 
its children ed:ucated from the drink revenue;·. We shall 
des-erve the curse of posteJ;'ity,. if we do not ·wisely decide 
to stop the drink .evil, even though we :may have to 
sa·crifice the education of our children.· But we need not 
I know mariy·-ofyou hav~ laughed at the idea of making 
education self-supporting: ~·by ( introducing . spinning in 

' \ 
our·schools and colleges. . I assure you that it solv.es the 
problem. of education as nothing else can.. The ·country 
cannot bear fresh taxation. ': Even the existing· taxation 
is unbearable. Not onlY'· must ·we do away with the 
opium and· the drink·revenue; b1,1t the other revenue has 
also to ·be very considera8ly. reduced, if the ever-growing 
poverty· of the masses is to be combated in the near future: 
· ·And that brings me to the· existing system of govern-
ment .... 'fhe.country:is'the poorer for the Reforms. The 
annual .expenditure has grown. A deeper study of the 
system has.' ·convinced me that no tinkering with· it will· 
do.: rA complete· revolution is .\he greatest need of the, 
time. The! ·word ·revolution· displeases· you; 'What I 
plead for, 1 however; is not · a bloody revolution, but a 
revolution in the thought-world, such as would· compel a 
.radical revision ·of ·the · standard of life in the higher 
serviGeS of. the country 0 I' must frankly confess to you 
that thel ever . increasirig·:rate ...of ~alaries paid to tne 
higher bran·ches of the Civil Service fairly frig~tens me, 
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as I hope it would frighten you~·. Is there any correspon- · 
dence. between the life of· the governors and 'of the 

. governed millions who are • groaning under their hee Is ? 
The bruised bo~ies of the latter are a standing testimony 
to th~ truth of my statement. You now belong to the 
governing class. Let it not be said that your heels are 
no softer than your predecessors 'or your associates', 
Must you also rule from Simla ? Must you also follow 
the policy that, only a year ago, you criticised adversely? 
It is under your regime that a man has. been sentenced 
to transportation for life for holding certain opinions. 
You may not plead th~t h~ was inciting to violence, for 
not very long ago you dismisseil J such pleas. ·The Ali ' 
Broth~rs have apologis~d for even a suspicion of violence .. 
in their speeches. • You will be doing a cruel injustice 
to the .country, if you allow yourselves to· believe that 
any fear of prosecution has prompted the apology. A 
new spirit has been born in the country. The fear of the 
judge within is more terrible than that of the one without; 

Do you kn9w that; during the· past · six months several 
high-souled youths, your ·countrymen, have gone to gaol, 
because they will not condescend to give security, which 
in their opinion was dishonourable for them to do ? It is 
under your regime that the ·patience of uttedy· innocent 
Mo~~as has been put ,to a severe test, and has as yet no\ 
been, found wanting. I wou1d . gladly think as I ,really 
believe that' you are not · responsible for the atrocities, 
that are at present being perpetrated in the name of peace 
.and justice.- But you will not let the public or me say that. 
you are helpless where you are not ··hoodwinked; That, 
however, would .bring me to a discussion ·of our ideals, 
which I niust not enter upon at the present m,9,inent. · If ' 
the country can. only get your assistance •n .stopping t4~j 

· • Sec 'mjra. 
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drink traffic, you will certainly add to the many sel'"iices 
that you have rendered it in the past, and, may be, that 
one' step will open. your eyes to many ·another possibility'. 

L'remain, 
, Yours, as ever, 

• M. K. GANDHI. 

· 13thApril, 1921 
THE. NA~IONAL FLAG 

(By 1\f. K. GAXDHI) . 
' .. 'I . ' , ' .. ,·, 

A flag is. a, necessity. f9r all nations~ Millions have 
died for it ·It is no ·doubt a kind of idolatry which it 
wo.uld' be a sin to destro~~ .For ~.flag represents an· ideal·. 
The. unfurling of th~ Unipn Jac·k evokes .in the English 
breast sentiments whose stre~gth it is difficult' t() ' 
measure. The Stars and. Strip.es · mean a wo:t:ld to the
Americans. The Star and the ·Crescent will cail forth. 
th~·~est braverY, 1n Isla~.. . .. '·· , , . · 

1 It wHl be neces&ary. for us, Indians-Hindus, Maho
medans, Ch~istians, J ~ws, Pars is, ~:Q.d all others to w~om 
~ndia' is their ho~e*.,-to·'recognis.e a common flag to live· 
aq.dt~diefor. ) ·.·~~ l .·.,,, ~·-~·· .. ·:. ' ,- .. ·,· .. 

*The following is from Yomr.g ~udia of 18th l\lay 1921; . 
Sikh Colour.-A friend has just drawn my attentio~. to aresolutioru 

passed bf the Sikh Lengu~ 'inv!~\ng rne to includ~ the. Sikh.. black 
colour in the national flag>·''rbi's' friend forgets '• that all other 
colours are represented on 'the white ·strip. We 'must 'not be 
parochial, provincial or clannish. Hindu and Mus~almnu colours are 
speci.."llly represented, not so much for the numbers they represeilt,.as. 
for th,e :fact.that they have remained apart for so long and that their 
mutual distrust has been au effectual bnr ngai:ast the realization of' 
i:mtional aspirations.- The Sikhs have never ha~ any quaq·el ·~itll 

! j' \ ' , , '• ' ' ' , ' , ' I 

Hindus .. And' if one has the Sikh colour separately represented, why 
not . the Parsee, · the Christian· imd the Jewish ? . I hope 'the' Sikh.' 
Leaguers will see the unpractical nature of their·suggestion, 
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Mr.P. Venkayya of the National College, Masulipatam, 
has for some years placed.be{ore the public a suggestive 
book let d.escribing .the flags of the other nations and 

~-------

. I have been flooded with letters suggestinl( change~ iu the' proposed 
national flag. I am unable to publish the voluminous correspondence. 
There is nothing striking in any of the letters. Some deplore the 
want of artistic beauty about the flag, others would make additions 
representing ,Hindu and Mahomedan symbols. The critics have 
missed the central idea. We mast not have any. religious symbols 
and we must find a clear, and permanent rally,ing object:'· That is the 
spinning wheel, according to the vast majority who believe with me 
that we lost our liberty with the loss of the spinning wheel, and 'we 
can only regain it when we. have .revived the spinning-wheel and 
reject~:~d toreign ·cloth. . . 

1 

• , • 

The following is from Young India of 4th August, 1921 :, 
The Sikh Cokmr-The Sikh friend~ are needlessly agitated over 

the colour~ in the proposed nntiot~al flag. They want the black colour 
also to·be inserted on tlie ground of their military importance. Apart 
ft•om the merits, their agitation has no point, ·as the ftag has not even 
c(lme before the All~India ,CongreRII Committee for discussion or 
<lecision. And in view of their objection, I do not propose to bl'ing it 
up before the Committee at all, so long as I have failed to convince 
them of the unreaHonableness of the demand. On the merits, I hn ve 
not the shadow of a doubt'thnt they should withdraw the objection • 
. 'fhe white includes all other colours. To n11k for special prominence 
is tantamount to a refusal to merge jn the two numerically great 
communities. I would have had only one colour if there had been 
no quarrel petweeu Hindus, and ~Iussalmans. The Sikhs· never had 
any ,difference with th~ Hindus. And their quarrel with the Mussal
mans was of the same type as th~ Hindus. It is a dangerou~ thing to 
empha~;ise our differences or ~istinctions. We must seek for poinh 
of cont.act. Distinguished .Mussalm:.m friends on heal'ing of. the Sikh 
claim advised me to adopt a single colour,. either white or red. ·But 
that too would be inadvisable. The two colours red and green should 
be there to perpetuate the growing unity. I am· aware of the difii .. 
culty of Sikh Nationalists .. The Government agents in. the Sikh 
Camp are making all kinds of mischievous suggestions to breed dis
sensions. And they are naturally afraid. The , best thing ·is not to 
worry. If they attempt to set right every grievance manufactured 
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. offering ·designs f6r' :an·· Indian ·National Flag. But, 
whilst1 have always admired· the''p6rsis'tent zeal with 
1which, Mr;t .Venkayy~ ·has::prosec\}ted the~ cause· of ·a 
, national, flag at every session of the CongJ,"ess for the 
''' 1•lff ,'I' , 'o

1' l't ' .. , ' ' t ' ' ,, ' ',: '' l,' I' 
past.Jou~ .yea.~s~ l;le. 1was .n~yerable to enthuse nie 1;,,and 
in his~ 1designs. I saw .. nothing . to . stir' the. Jlation to its 
·depths. ··It ·was· reserved for a Punjabee to make a sug
gestion 'thaVar'once;. arrested : 1attention~ . It was Lala 
H~nsraj of'Ju'nu!nder··~ho, i~ disclissiPg'th~:po~s.Nllities 

: of the' Spinning, :wh~~~;" S~gge~ted, that it', ~hou,ld 1 ~~d a. 
place ,on :our Swaraj Flag. . I could not help admiring the 
·originality·· of, the suggestion ... At Bezwada: I' asked 
Mr. Venkayya to give me a: design containing a ·spinning 
wheel on· a red (Hindu colouri·· and green· (Muslim 

. , . ··I : ,. , .· , . ' '· 
col.our)' back ground.:, His enthusiastic'spirit ena9led me 
to possess a . flag· i~ three. houra, It ~as just ~. 'tittle Ja te · 

for. presentation to the AU-India Congress .Qommtttee. 
I am glad· it 'was so.· ''On· maturer' consideration,~! S!\W' 

that the bacKground' should '·represent' th~ I other reli
gions.· also.. Hindu~M11sHm' ~nity · js' 'not ~n exclusive 

' I '!·' 1 I , '·'' , '••' , ) I, ' 

term;: it is an i:p.clus,ive. term, symbolic of the uni~y of a.ll 
'faiths domiciled inlndia.• If Hindus and Muslims can 

• When Mr. Gandhi t~lks ~f Rindu-M~sliui 'unity. he ;should be 
1 unde~stood in a broad sense, implying unity' amqng all cr~eds. ' Thus 

:he wrote in Young India 'of '1.5th August, ,l921,' under the' head'IDg. 
Ol!rwtians· and Non-do~operaiiOn: An ·Indian' Christian ·from 

11
B!Isrnh 

'North-writes:' · · 1 • ·.·,; 1 •• , : ·'': .-,.• 

\ '' : ' , • •' (1',.·, •I '1jl ' '• 1 I " 

"I am sorry to say that you do not take us Indian Christians as the 
I I. ,. ' I f ' ' • • ' • T I ' ' . • ' . • . I l • ~ • 

people Of Indm, as I have see1,1 many times rot~ng Ind~ti meutwmug 

1 

Mussalmans, Hindu,s,· Si~hs, e~c., but omitting''the Chrjstiaus. · 

against Hindus or Mussalmans or a!minst the Non-co~opem~ion move
·mtmt in general,.. they will find ~h:t ~hey will hnve no'· platform to 
stand upon. -Whether they are few or many, 'Sikh.N:itionnlists must 
know· their own mind and .stand un.moveli by anything said by theit· 

· 1detractors. · , " ·c,. . .i.: 1· • , . ·••. •. • '. 1. 
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' tolerate each other, they are together bourid to tolerate 
all other faiths. 'fhe unity is not a rrienace to the other 
faiths represented in India or to the world., So I suggest 

I should like you to believe that we lndirm Christians arc also the 
·people of Indln, an<l take much interest iu India's own affairs.: I 

I am sure; there :t·e very few who have followed N.C. 0; as Indian 
Christians have. Jhave much sympathy for my motherland's affairs. 
I am also a follow·El' of N.C. 0. · 1 

I promise to give some news about the state of Indians in 1\Iespot 
nowandthen." ~.·!· · ··''' 

I a11sure the cori'Kpondent and other Indian Chri11tians that Non-co.. 
operation is no retpecter of qreeds or ~aces, 1 It invites and ndmitsnll 
to its fold. Ma1t Indian ChriRtians have. contributed to the Tilak 
Swnraj Fund .• ~here are some noted Indian Christains as Non.co
opet:ators iu thefront rank. There iii cont~.t~nt mention of Mu~snlmnns 
nnd Hindus, at they have hitherto regarded one another as enemies. 
Similarly, thee always has been som~ cause when. any race hns been 
specially mer;ioned in these columns. 

The abo,~ ,was followed .by the following note in Young, India 
of 221J'd se~tember, 1921: 'Christian Non-co-opCl'a.fOrB-A ChriRtinn 
student -1ites: 'Though we IJ.l'e Christian students, you· are our 
nationul·~ader1 and we feel that we ought to learn from you what 
India stn.ds fov and what is. her spiritual heritnge. Will you thei'e· 
tore seurme your criticism of We~tern Christianity with constructive 
suggest1ns regarding organisation, worship and ministry?' 

:l\ry iquirer did not know that he was taking me beyond my depth. 
It is ajlenRure to me, however, that Indian Christians nre taking 
growig interest in the national movement. I know that hundreds of 
poor Jhristiaus in Bombay paid what they could to the · Tilak 
:Menfial Swaraj Fund. I know that se~ernl educated Christiami·nre 
deV[}ng their splendid talents to national work. I propose, therefore, 
to s:isfy my inquirer,-not in the' way he would have me to-but in 
the hly way I can. ,, 1 

Ilia of the near fut~re stands for perfect toleration of all religions. 
He'spit•itu~l heritage is simple living and high thinking. I consider ' 
W.tern ChriRtianity in its practical working a' negation of Christ't~ 
Clistianity .. I ·cannot conceive Jesus, if he was living in the flesh in 
O\" midst, approving .of modern Christian · brganisations, public 
w·ship or mode1·n ministry. · If Indian C~ristiaus will simply ,cJing 
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that the background. should be white\and green and red. 
The w_hite portion is intended· to. ·r present all other 
faiths,, The weakest numerically bee py the first plaM, 

to the Sermon on the Monnt, which was delive ed not merely to the 
peaceful di~:~ciples but a groaning /world, they onlinot go wrong, 
and they would find that no religion is false, and at if all live accord. 
ing to theh· lights and in the fear of God,·. they would not need to 
worry about, organisations, forms of worship ·a ministry. The 
Pharisees had all that, but Jesus would have none fit., for they ;were 
using,their office as a cloak for hypocrisy and w se ... Co-operation 
with forces of Good and Non.co-operation with forces of Evilare 
the two things we need for· a good and pure life, ' ether it is called 
Hindu, Muslim or Christian .. : · ;•· · ... 

. The following is from Yo~ng India of 19th Januru ·'192"2 ·=· 

Christia-n awakening.-Mi. Andrews writes ns folio : 
11 When I was in Lahore a short time ago in ot:der to ee Mr. Stokes 

iu the Central Jail, a ·~oup of some fifteen to t enty Indian 
Christian students came to see me. We s't dow'n 'an talked very 
earnestly together. Th~ conversation was chiefiy about :Ir. Stokes 
himself,'and afterwards they asked me particularly co rning my 
1'eoent v1sit to East .Africa nnd uganda. I tried to point It to them 
how beautiful a thing it would be. if some ·of them could o out to · 
Central Africa, not to make money I but simply to.help the. icans in 
love. The . talk went on till college time. drew near and . y said 
good-bye ... But a short time after, two of them came backn~said to 
.me : " We wanted to 'come back on behalf of every one of u\to tell 
you that we had a short informal meeting outside, after we had ~t yon 

' and we. passed a unanimous l'.esolution asking you to gi~e to .M~atma 
Gandh1 our love ·and to tell him that our hearts:were w1th h1m.\~ 

The following is from Y~ung'Ind·i<l,of 4th August, 1921: · ·~· . 
Sil'h Represenwtion.-:C regard. the .. Sikh feat• about represen ion 

at the present stage to be justified.. They have been assured .the 
Congress communal repre~enta~ioli if the .Mu~s~lmans insist updlthe 
Lncknow: compact. The .Wor~mg .(JOlllJlllttee Issued only adv~ry 
instl'Uoti~ns because of attempts to divide .1\Iussalmans. · The S

1
hs 

the~efore•are entitled to' similar assurances. There should beio 
difficulty about. issuing them. It is largely a question for the t e 
communities in: the Punjab to settle among -themselves. The C • 
. mittee .can Qnly issue helpful iustt·uotiou .. · 
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the Islamic colour, comes n~xt, the Hindu colour red 
comes last, the. idea being .that the strongest should act 
as a shield to the weakest, The white colour, moreover, 
represents purity and peace. Our national flag must 
mean that or nothing. And to represent the equality of 
the least of us with the best, an equal part is assigned 
to all the three colours in the design. 

But India as 'a nation can live and die only for th:! 
11pinning wheel. Every woman will tell the curious that 
with the disappearance of the spinning wheel, vanished 
Ind'ia's happiness and prosperity. The womanhood and 
the masses of India have bee.n awakened as never before 
.at the call of the spinning wheel. The masses recognise 
in it the. giyer of life. The women regard it as the 
protector of thei~ chastity.• Every widow I have met 
bas recognised in the wheel a dear forgotten friend. 
Its restoration alone can fill the millions of hungry 
mouths. ·No industrial development schemes carl solve 
the problem of the growing poverty of the peasantry of 
lntJia covering a vast surface, 1900 miles long and 1500 
broad .. 1 India is not a small island, it is' a big conti;nent 
which' cannot be converted like England into an indus
trial country. And'we must resolutely set our face 
against any scheme of exploitation of the world. Our 
Qnly hope must centre upon ,utilising the wasted hours 
Qf the nation, for adding to. the wealth of the country, 
by converting cotton into cloth in our cottages. The 
spinning wheel- is, therefore, as mucb. a necessity of 
Indian life "iS air and water. 

Moreover, the Muslims swear by it just as much as the 
Hindus. As a matter or fa.ct, the former are taking 
to it more readily than the ·Hindus .. For the Muslim 
woma,n. is· puidanashin· and she· can. now add a few 

• Sednfm nt•ticles ,ou spinning. , ' · :. : ,. 
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paisds to the poor resources that her husband brings to 
the family. The s'pinnlng wheel, therefore, is ·the most 
natural, as it is the most :important, common~ factor. of 
national life/·· Through it we · inform·· thEf whole .world1 
that we are determined,·so fat as our food and clothing; 
are" concerned, t~ be tohlly· independent· of the rest of it .. 
Those who believe with me will make haste to introduce· 
the spinning wheel in their home and p~~sess a nationaL 
flag ~f the design suggested by me: n :l · '· 

· It follows that the' flag must be· ·made of'' kltoddar; for· 
it is through course cloth alone that we can make ·'India 
itid.ependent of foreign .. markets for: her·cloth. · I would 
adtise all' religious 'organisations, if they· agree with my
argument, to weave' into their religious flags, as for 
inst~nce the Khilafat,··a miniature National Flag in the 
upper left hand corner: The )regulation size of the 'Flag· 
should. contain the drawi~~. o!.' a full~siz~d· spinning 
wheel. · ···. · · '· · · · · ,._ · · 

' t 

' ' . ' . ·•, ., .: . 

. 8th 8eptember~)929 
' . . ~ ' ~ 

THREE. NATIONA·L. CRIES 
' (BY M. K. GANDHI) 

During the Madras• tour, at 1Bezwada I had·occasion't(} 
remark upon the ·national cries and•I ·suggested' that it· 
would be better to have criee about ideals than merl.: I 
asked the·audience· to replace Mahatma Gandhi·ki-Jai 
and Mahomed Ali.;Shaukat .Ali-ki.Jai by- llindu-1Ylu.9sal
ma.n-ki..Jai. Brother Shaukat Ali, who followed, positive
ly; laid down the . law. ·In· spite of- the. Hindu-Muslim 
unity,: he had observed' rthat,.,.if ·Hindus shouted Bonde 
Mataram, the Muslims rang out with: :Allahoi .Akbm· ·and. 
vice versa. This, .he rightly: said, jarred· on the ear tlnd 
still showed that the:people ·did not act ·.with one mind .. 
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There should be therefore only· three cries recognised .. 
Al/aho: Akbar to be joyousiy sung out by Hindus and 
'Muslims showing that God alone was great and no other .. 
The second should be Banrle Mataram ·(Hail Mother
land) or Bharat Mata-ki..Jai (Victory to Mother Hind\ .. 
The third should be llindu~Mussalman-ki..Jui, without 
which there was I)O victory for India, and no true 
demonstration of the greatness of God. I do wish that 
the newspapers and public men would take up the 
Maulana's suggestion and lead the people only to use· 
the three cries. They are full of meaning. The first is: 
a prayer and a confession of our littleness and therefore· 
a sh~ii of humility. It is a cry in which all Hindus and 
Muslims should join in reverence and prayerfulness~ 
Hindus may not fight shy of Arabic words, when their· 
meaning is not only totally inoffensive but even ennob
ling .. God· is no respector d any particular tongue .. 
Bande Matararn, apart from its wonderful associations, 
expresses the one national wish-the raise of India to her· 
full height.· ·And I should prefer · Bande Matamm to· 
Bharat Mata-ki..Jai, as it would be' a graceful recognition 
of the intellectual and emotional superiority of Bengal .. 
Since India can be nothing without the union of the· 
Hindu and the Muslim heart, llindu-Mus.~alm.an-ki..Jai is. 
a cry which we may never forget. , · : 

"There should be no discordance in these cries. . .Im ... 
mediately some one has taken up any of the three cries,. 
the rest should take it up and not· attempt to· yell out 
their favourite. Those who ~o ·not wish to join may· 
refrain, but they should consider it a breach of etiquette· 
to . interpolate their own when a· cry has already been 
raised. 'It would be better too, always 'to followtout the· 
three cries in the"order given above·; Nor should cries. 
be incessantly' shouted. One' often hears an incessant 
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yell when a popular· leader: is passing· through a station . 
.I doubt if tthis jncessant ~lOise'.does the slightest good·to 
the nation. except .. to. provide. an indifferent. e~ercise for 
one's lungs .. MoreoverJ it :,is J?,ec~ssary. to thin~ .. of our 
hero's nerves and time. It is a national waste . to keep 
hin~ occupied in gazing at a crowd and hearing a cry in 
his praise or·~ny: other for full thirty minutes. We must 
cultivate -the sense .of proportion. · · 

' .. )' \, 

,· ,·I I ; I J 1 : ' ' ' ( ~ 

, ; : .2~st January,. ~~20 _ 
, r • • \ 

. AN APPEAL TO' MADRAS 

(Bv.l\I. K.'G . .\~~~1). 

I us·e· the wot:d Madras here in its pop1lar s~nse, mean
ing the people of the whole· of. ·the· Madras · Presidency, 
speaking all the Dravidi~n languages. : '. 
· I observe that Mrs . .Besant was disappointed that.the .. 
proceedings of the. Congress were. conducted 1mainly in 
Hindust·ani, and she·,has therefore come to the ,amazing 
conclusion 'that it· became a .. Provincial rather than a 
Nation'al assembly. I entertain·a very high regard for 
Mrs. Besantand her services to India. Na .. ·6ne, has 
popularised the idea of Home Rule: for India ·with . so 
llll,lch success as she. The best of us, much ·younger in 
age, ar.e unable to approach her in her 'industry, zeal and 
organising ability, .all devoted to the. service of India. 
She has. devoted the best· part of her mature life to the 
service Of India. and she ha.s deservedly · attained to 
. . 
popularity in India, second perhaps only to that of 
Lokamanya: Tilak. ·. But, for the .present moment, her 
views ·feipg unacceptable to a large. body of educated 
Indians, she has become somewhat . unpopular, and it 
grieves·~e to have to dis.sent publicly from her yiew~bout 
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Hindustani making the Congress provincial. ·In roy
humble opinion, it is a grave etror of judgment, and duty
compels roe to' draw attention to it. · I have attended all 
the Congress Sessions, but one, since 1915. I have studied 
them specially in order to study the utility ·of Hindu
stani compared to English for the conduct of its proceed
ings. I have spoken to hundreds of delegates and 
thousands of visitors and I have perhaps covered a. 
largel' area and seen a much larger number of people. 
literate and illiterate, than any public man not excluding: 
Mrs. Besant and Lokamanya Tilak, and I. have come· 
to the deliberate conclusion· that no. language except 
Hindustani-a resulta'nt of Hindi and Urdu-can possi .. 
bly become a national medium for exchange of ideas or 
for the conduct of national proceedings. It is also my 
deliberate opinion based upon extensive experience that 
the nation has ¥ery materially suffered by reason of the· 
proceedings of the Congress having been conducted: 
almost entirely in English except during the last two· 
years .. I further wish to state' as a fact th11t, barring the· 
presidency of Madras, everywhere else the majority of' 
the visitors and delegates to the National Congress have
always been able to understand ·more Hindustani ~han 
English. The astounding result therefore has ·been that: ' 
the Congress bas been national throughout all these· 
long years only as a spectacle but never for its real 
educative· value: In any other country in· the. w6rld an 
assembly of this character that has become progressively 
popular froin year to year would have, during thirty-four 
years of life, given a political education that would have 
had various questions threshed out before them in their 
own language. Whatever therefore the shortcomings ·of 
the last, ·congress,. it, h~s · certainly been ~more fully: 
. national than any of its 'predecessors, by . reason .. of' the-
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majority of the delegates and visitors having understood 
the' ]>roceedin'gs: ·If the audience was weary of: Mrs. 
"Besant;. ·it was• nof because. it was indifferent or dis
respectful to her,' but because it could not follow her. 
~speech, interesting and able, though ·it: was.:· And as 1 

·national. emisciousness develops ·and as the· ·appetite 
ior political knowledge and education grows, as it must, 
it will become mortl and more difficult, and. rightly so,. 
for ! a speaker, no matter . how able ~nd · popular,. to 
·command the attention of a popular .audience if he spoke 
·in English.: I therefore. appeal to ,the people· of Madras 
:presidency to' recognise the national necessity for public 
men ·to learn :Hindustani .. , Audiences .outside Madras 
·~an· more or less. u·nderstand ·Hindustani without difficul~ 
ty. · Dayan~nda Saraswati enthralled audiences outside 
Northern India with his Hindustani eloquence, and could 
be understood by even the common people without diffi~ 
.culty.! ·The nation·has very materially suffered by reason 
of the· proceedings ·of the Congress· having been cortduct
·ed in English •. That means that, out of ·a population of 
;three hundred and fifteen millions, ·only over .. thirty-eight 
milHons composing the·Madras presidency cannot foll~w
.a Hindustani speaker. I have deducted the Mahomedan 
'population, for it is com:mori~ kn9wledge .that the majority 
of the Mahomedans 'of :Madras ·presidency. understand 
Hindustani u ,The. question: :therefor.e is : ~hat is the duty 
-of the thirty-eight million inhabitants of that Presidency? 
.Should India, for their sake learn English ?1 .·Or should 
rthey for the sake: . of. two hundred and seventy:-seven 
million inhabitants of India ·learn Hindustani? The 
Jate Justice Krishnaswami, with his. unerring· instinct, 
recognised Hindq.stani as the only . possible .medium of 
rexpression .between the :differe~t parts. of ... India. ·I am 
:not aware that the ;proposition is seriously ·challenged 
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by .anybody at the present moment~: It is not possible 
ior thousands of people to make English their · common 
itongue, and it would be highly undesirable, even, if it 
'Were possible, for the simple reason that the higher and 
technical knowledg~. heing acquired through .English 
·cannot percolate to the 'masses,·as it' would if it became. 
·current among the upper cla.sses through any of the. 
vernaculars. It is easier, for instance, to' tr&nslate the 
writings of.Sir J'. C. Bose from · Bengalee into : Gujarati• 
than it is to translate Huxley frbin English into Gujarati • 
. And what does the :proposition, that· the Madrasi should 
learn Hindustani for .the. sake: of th~ ;rest of India amount. 
to? . It. F. imply means that those public workers in 
Madras who want to work outside India· and who want 
to take part in natiomil assetnblies outside the Madras 
Presidency should devqte &.n hour.a day for one year to 
learning Hindustani.. . Such' an effort would enable 
·~everal thour.;and Madrasis. to pick up sufficient· Hindu• 
.:;tani to enable them to follow at least. the drift of the 
Congress proceedings at the end ·of a year's study. 
They have got in several' parts ·of the Presidency Hindi 
.Prachar Offices where Hind~stani ·is taught free , of 
charge to all who wish to learn/* 

• Tb~ following is froni Yonng lnllia of lGth June, 19~0: 
I ha~e the greatest faith in the Dra\·idinns some day taking up 

Hind} Rtudy Aeriously.' If 1111 eighth of the industry that they put in 
mastering Englh1h were to be,devoted to learning .Hindi,·· instead of 
the reRt of India remaining a Realed book to them, they will ·be· one 
·wit11 us ns 11ever before, · I ktiow that some would 11ay the argument 
-cutf! both ways. · The Dravidians being in a·· minority, national 
economy suggests that they sbouh;llenrn the common language of the 
rest of India than that the rest should learn Tamil, Telugo, Canarese . 
and Malayalam in order to be able to converse with Dravidian India. 
It i~ for that reason that Hindi propaganda work of an intenRe, type 
has been going on in· the 1\Indrns Presidency for the pnst eighteen 
months under tbe aegis of the Hindi Sahityo Sammelan of Allahabad.· 
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I appeal to Mrs. Bes'ant;·who· is already devoting "New
India" from time . to time.· to the cause· of Hindustani. 
learning, to s'upport my appeal.' · 

In response to an appeal by me to the Agraval Marwadi Sarnmelnn. 
held in ·.Bombay last_ week, ihe wealthy Mru:w~d'is of Bombay and 
Calcutta· present the1;e s'ubscribed on the spot Rs. 50,000 for five years,. 
Hindi-propaganda in Madras Presidency, They have once more de-

. monstrated thM Hindi work is a speciality of this princely merchant 
class of India. This generous response increa~es t~e responsibility of 
the Sammelnn of Allahabad a~d of .those Dravidians who share witlb 
me the belief that Madras must take tip Hindi 'for the sake of full 
national expansion. Let po Dravidian think that learning Hindi is at 
all difficult; ' A little time taken from the recreation hour daily and in· 
a systematic manner will ·enable an ave1•age man to learn Hindi in 
one year. , I would venture to suggest too. that large Municipalities. 
might now introduce Hindi as an optional language to be learnt in the 
municipal schools. I can say from experience that Dravidian children 
take to Hindi in a remarkably e~sy · manner:· Little does nny one 
know that almost all the Tamils and· the· Telugus living in South. 
Africa can carry.on an intelligent con;versation. in Hindi. I venture. 
to hope, therefore, that the young, pien of.l\Iadras will show their 
appreciation. of Marwadi generosity ,by availing themselves of the 
facility nfl\>rded tq them of learning Hindi without )payment. 

In Young India of 2nd ~ebruary, 1921 !llr. Gandhi wrote under the 
heading, The need for 1Iindustdni; ·r have \'entured to advise evetr 
student to devote this year of our trial to the manufacture of yarn 
and learning. Hindustant. [, am thankful to th~ Calcutta students 
that they have taken kindly to the s~ggestion. Beng:;~.]_ nnd Madras 
nre the two provinces that are cut·ofUrom the rest of India for·waut 
of a knowledge of Hindustani _on their part-Bengal, be~ause of its 
prejudice ngninst learning any other language of India; nnd 1\Iadras, 
because of the difficulty of, the Dravidians about picking rip Hin
dustani.. An average Bengali ca:n. really 1earn Hindustani in two· 
mo)lths if.he gave it three hours a day and a Dravidian in si:x: mouths nt 
the same rate. Neither a Bengali nor a Dravidian can hope to·acbieve 
the same result ·with· English . in the. same time. A knowledge of 
English opens up intercourse onl;r with. the compnrati vely few English 
know~ug Indians, . whereas a ~·passable knowledge of Hindustani 
~nnbles us to hold intercourse with the largest numbel' of om· country-
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. THE CAUSE QF THE VERNACULARS 

To anyone who watched the proceedings of the'· recent 
Sahitya Sammelans it must be ciear.that ou! national 
awakening is · riot· co'nfined to· ·politics ·alone: ' The 
enthusiasm displayed, at these gatherings indicated a 
bappy change. We are giving in thought their ·proper 
place to the vernaculars in our national life. Raja Rant 
Mohan Roy's prophecy that India will one day be an 
English-speaking country, has not to-day many stars in its 
favour. The great reformer's spirit, however, still haunts 
~ome. A number of our eminent men hastily generalise' 
1n favour of English as the national :medium:· The 
})resent status of English· as a court language weighs' 
with them' unduly. They fail to see that the· present 
"Status 'of English is no· credit to us and that ·it is ·not' 
conducive to the growth of a true democratic spi~it: 
That crores of men should. learn a foreign tongue for the' 
convenience of a few hundreds of officials is the height 
of absurdity/ An instance is often cited from our past 
bistory to prove the necessity of a linguclfrwzca 'to· 
-strengthen ·the. ce.ntral . Government ?f ~he I coun~ry ;; 
Nobody disputes the necessity of a common :m~dium. 
13ut it cannot be English~ The officials have to recognise' 
the vernaculars. The second consideration that appeals 
to the Anglicists is India'~ position in th~ Empire. The: 
argument, 'put in . plain words, amount!{' to' asking1

, 

~--~---·~-·-~-~-··-·--'------:·~--........_ . ._ ____ ;_. ·~ 

men .. I do hope the Bengali!! n.nd the Pravidinn$ will com~ to the, 
uext Congress with a workable. knowledge of H~ndustani. · Our grea- !' 

test nssemblf cnuuot be. a real object lesson to the masses unless it 
:Speaks to .them in 1\ lnng11nge which the largest number can under. I 

stand. !appreciate the difficulty with the Drtlvidinns, but'nothingi~:, 
.difficult beflili.'e tlaeir iu~ustriouslove f01i the 1tlother4Lnd; ·1 I 1: ·• '· 1 ·1 
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31 crores of Indians to accept English as their common 
language, for the sake. of the other ,parts of the . Empire
whose population. is not ri:wre tlian 12 cr.ores. 

The first fact .th~t ough~ to r~ceiy~. oons\derat~onJr9m 
every student of.this, problem, is thataf~er a cen~ry 
~nq a ~alf of British Rule Engli~h ha~ f~iled to tak~ .. t~~ 
pl~ce. of a lingua. franca .of Ind~a •. ,A. kind o~ bro~~~ 
English, no doubt, doesseem·to }laye &Ucc~e~~- in t~i.s 
respect in ou;r.cities. But this fact _can only,dazzle tl;t9,se; 
who. profess. to study our.national problems; in_big cities 
like Bombay a~d Calcutta; And :What -is their popul~tion 
after all.~ It-is only 2.2 percent. of the total pop-qlation: 
of India.. The second fact that. the. Anglicists ignqre is..· 
that a yery large majority of our vernaculars are akin too 
. o)Je another, and as a .r~sult. of this 1 ' Hindi:. a~ a .lingua 
fmnc.a suits all th'e. provinces except the Madra~. ;Presi~ 
dency. In , view of . this advantage. in fa vour·of l!indi 
~nd in view of our prese·n~ natio:qal consciousness1 r ~ow 
can ~~ accept English as our, f.~'(lgua fmnca ?, .. , ·:. . , , · r i 

rr~e. solution. of this problem. wm de~ ide the ~~te ;9f 
the . vernaculars~ · In ou;r e'ducati~:r:tal syste~, ~nglish is 
s.uffered to have ·an· unnatural ,.dominance over ver:p_a
cu~ar~. , Tl;te,ext~eme ·,A~g~i~~s~s h~ld.that E~gl!~h.s~puld 

. b~ ps~~i a~ the rmed~um of i~~~J~~~io;r1' at the. ,ea~li~st age· 
possib~~·.' , rh~~-· i ~rgume~~ I ~S ~a~ed. 0:0 the ,fi).C~ .,that 
children in .a foreign .. coun~ry pick ·up the lapguage of 
the co'untrywithout difflculty·a.t an .early.ag'e; ·.:Refuting 
this' argument; the C~lcutta U niv~rs~ty Commiss~on say :. 
,, Wherea~ in a f~~eign ~du~t~y ·a ch'nd. is surrounded by 
others who speak _the larigua~e of _the country, in a: class· 
room, he is surr6unded by· others who, with'the exception 
of th~. teacher, are'as ignorant 'a~'himself ()f'the new me
diuu;l· ;· tt'.is, a .cl~ss .of. ()n,e P~.rso~ teaching many~ ~ot ;. of 
many teaching one j and it is only by experiment that class 
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. room methods can be worked out successfully.,. The 
'educational economy,' as an advantage of vernacularis~ · 
ing our educational system, has received recognition at 
the hands of the Commission. We have polnted out, in 
our issue of Feb'. 11, • that· the reco~mendations of the 
Calcutta Univ~rsity Commission in this connection are a 
further step.· The next logical step after this is 'recom~ 
mending the use of· vernac.ulars ' as the medium in our 
universities also. The Sadler Commission have made 
the matricular stage as'a halting ph\c'e between the use 
of vernaculars as the medium of instruction in secondary 
schools and tieir use in the college department. They 
have suggested as their own opinion a bilingual system 
for the future. But they also say: "We do not wish to 
prejudge the future. It is riot for us to predict whether 
the natural desire to use B~ngali to the utmost will e'ven~ 
tually outweigh the ·immense advantages of being able 
to· use a · medium common not only to the educated 
·classes throughout India, but to more t~eoples than any 
other, and giving access in' effect to the I literature and 
the scientific records of th~ world." 'Though, in view of 
the evidence submitted to therrl, the Cotpmissioners could 
not be' persuaded tolay ~own a' policy' for the 'future. in 
favour of vernacularlsing'university education''aiso,it is . 
equally true that they could not find anything. in the evi~ 
dence which supported the' Anglicist~ ·or the Bilinguists. 
Thus; though the. replies to the ·Commissioners' ·question 
do not in themselves decide1 the ' future, 'they do·" reveal , 
a· strong movement in· fa \Tour' of the hrimadia te' intro'd'uc. 
tiorlof Bengali for sorrierrinfversity. :purposes, and of its 
ultimate "intr'oduction for· :others, a :movement· of which 
there' wa 7i little sign in the debate iii the lmperial'Legis'. 
lative Couri~il bf 19l5i,,, .:r :, '·'' ')!'.• 

1
·; • · ••· ·, · · • • 

... : ' · · • ·; · · ,·1 · · • o~Htea iri thr~ ·~~·ne~'tio~l: ·: · · · .r ~: I~·' :: 



·~s~ :, :·;/,~xov~Q ;J;ND_~·/.-;: 
, , If we .st~dy, th~ P9mwis~io~~rs.~ anah~·sis .o~ the replies, 
we 9an lllO:re, fully.'_~ppre~iat~ thei~, ~emark.: I The ques" 
tion put to .. t~e r :~it*e.sses' w~s :='' _," Do, YO}l .~old ,Engl!sh 
~.h,oul~ pe ~~e~ ~s. ~~e .~~di':lm. ;9!, j~st~uction. and exami· 
n~tioi,I . ~.t ... ey~;y,, 1 sta~ge· abo:ve m~t~i~lflation ; in: the 

. 't ? " ~Dl~~rs.~,r.opnrse,j;·i r•i" .. ; .. : , ~.-1.: 1• :·:'· 1 · ~ 
- r.h~.rep!i~~ ar~ '~.!!~lysed' a~' f¢.110\VS; =sl . ".' •. . ' '.' 
, • , 1 ;(i) ~~~9i.are P?~.ipiv:ely.in, ~e ~ffirm~tive; ,., -~· ,,' ~· .. , 
• 1\f p,n . 2~ 1~r,~ in th,~ ,17ffirmative, witq sli,ght reservat~ons; 
. · .. O,ii) 16e are, in fa vou:r of a joi~t use of English and the 
vernacular ~ither side by side. in th~ ~~llle instit~t-ion, or 
i~ par~ll~UP~i~tut)o~; : :·

1 
•• '. ~··. -: .. ; ., -~ ••• •• :1 ::· .. 

· ·. (ivf~33.:repiies .. suggest the gradua~. replacement.- of 
~ri!.ish ',by_'-th~ .'~e~n-aculat as the, ~bjeot to be :aimed at ; 
. :,(y)..3.f,are~,the;negative;and .. · .. 

1
,; '": · • 

_ ... (vp. -~are ·insusQep~ible of pl1;1.ssification: , .. 
· , So .155 replies are in favour of the English-med~um. 
a~d nea~ly 138 "are 'not against using the 'verpacular
med.i~m: soo~~~r~o~ .,l~t~r. · Th~s proport!q~ is certainly 
~n~ouraging·'~o ~he vernacula~ists.,:· .Beside~, ~ven·tt~ong 
those that favour. the English-medium . there is not an 

. : ' ' : ' ' ' 1 '' '. '' ' ···- .,: ' . . . 
inconsiderable section.· of witnesses who advise the 
• , r 1 , • 1 • : • • • • • , ' , , • • • • • • ~. • ~ , • • \ 1 • • • .. ~ 

for~igq .D;lediu,m,1 b~c~~~e there is n~.; P,royision for, proper 
and suffici~nt Jextcbooks. , for different subjects. , Th\~ 
school of. 'ed\}cationists I is not agai~st, the yernacular-
i' j! 

1
.:,, •,' I'.! I • ' ' ./• • 

m~di:um ,on Principle. ·They. do ;not .like . us to get . .into 
wat~.r ,till :w~ ~ave';' le~~nt J~~mm.ing ... ·of a 'similar sort 
~u~ 111ore i. 4eci~i~~e ,is. tpeJ. ~vid~l)ce. of the remaining 
~i~ne~~e~ thl}t st~nd for tll~ .E~glish-~edium. ,._,This Ja~ter 
~y~~~~p~ ;, ~as ~~~,J?ped . the y~rp.acul~r~ ·as u~t ev~n ~o 
serve the pu;rpose of the m~diu01 o~ instruction. Th~se 
witne~ses:,betray an' ignoral,lc~ ,of the his~o~y.,9f our 
vernaculars.' There was a time -when I Sanskrit was the 
sole medium for Hindu philosophy: B~t a,· few enuthsias~· 

,1 I •I \'. I j. t r,' 
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tic scholars enriched' their ~ernacula~s with' a decent 
store of philosophic ·literature 1 and brought ' ~1nd'u 
philosophy within . the ·reach ' of . the masses; Can~. we 
not with our present ideas of organisation :do for our 
vern~culars in the sphere of science what once those 
vernacular scholars did in the 'sphere of phifo'sophy? 
As against the diffidence 'of these witnesses, the verna~ 
cularists can cite the example of Japan.· The' Rev: \V. 
E. S. Holland, Principal of St~ Paul's· Cathedral College; 
Calcutta, in his evidence, writes: "Japan, b'y the use· of the 
vernacular; has built up 'an educational system ·that 
commands the respect of the' West." 'The evidence 0 I 

Babu Ramananda Chatterjee,· the ed.itot' of the 'l.!udern 
Review, is even more convincing. , 'He says :' "The 'use 
of the vernaculars in all grades' of' ~niversity educat,ion 
is indispensably necessary. All obje6tions . have force 
only temporarily; for the most highly· developed 1modern 
languages and Hteratures were al first ·no better than 
Bengali. In their case development was obtained by 
use: and it will be obtained in our case, too, in the same 
way." Thus we find ·;that, that ~though the evidence 
before Dr. Sadler's Commission is not to-day in favour of 
vernacularising university 'education, it' does hold high 
hopes for the future of, 1t~e . Clil-1?-~~ .• of ~;he,. vernaqu~ar
meduim. Time wa11 w~e:n the ~er~acularist's .cause }Vas 

, looked upon with .. distrust~ 1 T,here'is now. not· oQ.ly 1 no 
distrust but contidenc'e , ~a·~· taken its plac~. T~~ impor
tant institutions have recently joined the cause. ··The 
Women's University of Poona and the Osnia:nia Univer
sity of Hydera.bad are· using the vernaculars as 'th((sole 
medium."Their progress ·,is I bei~g', keenly'· watc~ed by 
many,' 'rheir· s'uc.cess,.will,·~as Ju.s'ii'c~ Sir Abdur: .Rahim 
says, make the solution Qf the· problem of the verna.) 
culars easie~.·: At the<~·last convocation of • the 'Hindu 
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Un,ivers~ty,t~e :S:on. ?andit ,Madap. Mphan_.Malaviy~ 
invited all the eminent vernacula:cists to m13et in a con'!' 
fere~·ce. Vfe h,opethat ,su~h. ~D. .orga~is~d effort wil~ 
h~$te~ f,ulkre~?~niti~n of the vernp.culars ,as; II\e4ia ~ o( 
instruction.. ·. , .. ;,; . . t -~;, • •. ···'· .,. r 
'' • ' ' . • . \ • .( ~ ~ .t j. ' ... 

. The present ?istribution of provinces isanpth~r factor 
w~ich has done.no less an injury:than any. other, to. the 
caus.e ,of t~e vernaculars .. ·~he ;rr.edistribytig:q of pro-, 
vinpe~ on a linguistic ·.basis w~ll· be .cfqll9:wed by . ~-
re~al'rangement of universities. . .. : ;t, , . , , ''· , 

··.we :have shown:'a~~v~ ·.the. thr.ee ~llied ~pheres of 
work for the cause of,, vernaculars, ... .And it. is. evident 
that, unless we adva-nce this cause, ~~shall not be.able 
to remove· the growing intellectual and . cultural gulf 
betwe~.~ o,ur men and ~omen' an~ , between . ~he cla.sses 
&nd ~he m~sses. · It )s .al~o . equally .. certain that the. 
vernacular-medium alone can stimulate originality ·in 
thought in the iargest n~m ber of pers~ns. . 
' . . . ' . 

13ti~ AtN-il, 1921 
! 1... ~ 

.,<AN UNMITIGATED ~VIL I 

. In reply to a'question put t6 hi!ri in a PUQliC nieeting 
at Orissa, whether Engllsh edlicatio~.wa.s not a mixed 
evil,* inasmuch :as Lok:':Tiiak, · Babu' ·Ram }{Qhan Rai, 

• In Yotmg · India of; 2nd February,· 1921, 1\lr. Gandhi wrote as 
:follows.: .. · . • · ·.r·.· i .,:•/· ··; •;'-'····! ·· ... , .' • . ·' ··' 

. The p~el of E?~glish-,A.longsid~ 1 :·of, ·.my . 11uggestion about 
Hindustl).ni has baen the advice that the !S~udents. should, dm·i11g 
the transition period from inferiority to equality~from foreign 
domiriati9n to Swaraj, frorn helplessness to self-help-:-s~spend theii· 
study -of English. If '·w~·wish to attain· Swam] before the 'next 
Congress, we must believe in tlie' pos~ibility,· we must· do· all that 
wear~ capable, of :doing fov its advauoemeut;_.and cone must, do 
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and Mr. Gandhi were products of English education, 
Mr.'Gandhi replied as follows : ' · . 
. This is a representntive view b;Jing exp1·essed by seveml people. 
We must com1ncr the battle of Swnraj by ponquering this sort of 
willful ignorance and prejudice of our countrymen and of English
men.. The s.y~tem of educati~n is au unmitigated e\TiL I' put my 
he~t energy to' destroy th~t Rystem. I don't say that, w~ have got 
as yet any advantage from the systen\. The advantages,·. we have 

· RO f.ar got, nre in spite of the system, not because of the. system. 
Supposing the English were nothere, India would ·have marched 
with other parts of. the w~~ld,· and even if it continued to be under 

I J\Ioghu~ rule. mnriy people w'ould learn Englillh as. a language with 
a literature. The present system en11ltwes us, without allowing a 
~liscrLninating use of . English Ii'teratue. My friend had cited the 
ease of Tiluk, Ram .1\Iohan, and myself. Leave aside my ·cMe, I 
am ~-miHerable pigmy. I 

nothing that would · not advance it or would actnally; retnr4 
it .. I ~ow, adding to our knowledge of Englillh cannot accelerate our 
.Progress towards our goal and H can conceivnbly retard it. Tht) 

· latter calamity is a reality iu many cases, fot' there m·e . mnny who 
believe that we cannot acquire the 1!Pirit of· freedom without the 
.music of the English words r•nging1in our enrs and I!Onnding through 
·our lips. '!'his is an infatuation. If it were the truth, Swarnj would 
:Ue as dist:mt ns the Greek Kalendt~, English is a language of interna
tional commerce, it is the language of· diplomacy, and it contains 
many a rich literary treatmre, it gives us o.n introduction to Western 
thought and culture. For a· few of us, therefore, a knowledge of 
Engligh is·necessary. They can carry on the departments of national 
.commerce and international diplomacy, and for giving 'to the nation 
the best of Western literature,. thought, and science. That would be 
the legitimate use of English, Whereas to-day English has Ul!urped 
the dearest place in our hearts and dethroned our mother-tongues. It 
.is an unnatural place due to our unequal relations with Englishmen, 
The highest development of the Indian Jllind ~ust be pos!lible withou~ 
a knowledge of. English •. : It is doing violence to the manhood and 
11pecially the ;vomauhood . of Indill to .· encourng~ our boy$ and girls 
to think that an entry into the best society is . impossible without a 
knowledge .of Ellglish, It is too bun~Hiating a thought to be.bearable 
To get l'id ·of the infatuation for · English1 is one of the ~ssentials of 
Swaraj; I. 

1 · • 
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. , Tilak and, R~m Mohan would hare been far· greater men if they 
had not had the contagion of English'learning (clapping). · id9u't 
want your verbal approval by clapping but I want the nppt:oraD 
of your intelle'ct and reasoning~ 1 am opposed to.· make a fetish! 
of English' education. · I don't hate English education. When I 
want. to, destro~· the Government, 'I don't want to.· destroy th~ 
Engllsh lnngtmge but read English ns an Indian Natio;1alist would 
do. : Ram 1\Iohan and Tiiak (leave aside my case)' were so many 
pigmies who' had 'no hold upon the people compared with Chai-. 
tanya,· Shanker, Kabir, and Nanak: '.Ram Mohim, Tilak, I were 

· pigmies before these giants. What Shanker alone was able to do. 
· t)le' 1''hole army of English-knowing ineu' cnu 't ·do. ·I can multiply 
insfiu1ces. Was Guru GoYind·a product of English education? 
·:.Is th~re' a si~gle English-knowing· hdiau who is a match for 
Nanak, the fottnder ofa sect 'second to none in point· of valour 
and sact·ifi~e ? ·Has· Ram 1\Iohnil produced . n single martyr of the 
type of Dulip Sfugh ? I highly reYere Tilak ~nd !llohan. It is my 
honvicti{)~l thn t; if Rnin Mohan nud · Tilnk · hitd not received this 
·e~ncatiou but 'hnd ·their natural training, they would have done 
greater 'things like Chaitanya:' lf that· race has even to be rtn-i'redr 
it is to· be rerh·ed Mt hy English education. I. ·know what· 
ti·easures'I'haYe lost' in' not :·knowing llinduE:tnni and Sanskrit;: I 
nsk ~~U to ~onsider and Ya}rie the· glamour Of. edttcntion nt its trne· 
'wo1·tli .. English edt1cation has' emasculated.'us1 ;constrained· our· 
'intellebt; and the'. mnnller of imparting this edttcation has rendered! 
'its effeminate. : We want to bask in'· the' sunshine of freedom, but 
.'the' enslaving system · emascuJ:tt.es -our •nation; :Pre-British period'' 
was 11ot.'a period ·of slavery. We had some E<Ort of Swnrnj :undet· 
1\logh\11 rrihi .. In Akbar's time' the· ·birth ofn .Pratnp .was p'ossible,. 
and in Aurnng2.eb's time_ a SiYnji could flonril::h. • Has 150 yenrs of 
,Britisli'rule pr9duced any Pratnp and Sivaji ? 
"'You ha,·e got' Se\·ernl Feudatory Native Chiefs, every one of 
whom bends the' knee before the· Politicnl Agent ·nnlt adnrits his. 
slavery: 'When I find young men·• ·complnining'·,:igainst Native 
Cllie,fs,' my sympathy'.goes to ·them. 'They nre l doubly oppressed, 
When the Native Chiefs d~ so, I 'ascribe it to the , :BritiSh conquerorr 

' I . I 

~ot t<>'the Chiefs: Theyoiu•e··victin1s'• to· the· slave-owning systemp 
So my ~ppe,nl to yot1 all' is ,•i Fly fr6m this monster.~,'.' Ne,·e1· mindl 
,if yen~· beg 'from door' to door. 1 Rather 'die begging' than liYe in' 
bondn0.e.''We'm1tst be nbl~ to hold·.-the· counh-y; Who: holds the 
oountr~ now in bondage? It i!! not the English, it i~rwetheLldiau people 
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who have accepted bondage. I refuse to shed n aingle. tenr if tha 
English retire nt this moment •. : I ask. them to help us a!-! our· 
servant11, equals, ?~ud friends. I. shall nQt .allow them to lord jt 
over us with our consent. They may '~·se 'neroplnllet!, nr;ny, na~·r, 
but not our c6nsent. Renlisi. your own 'dignity e''Cll 'though· 
India was infested with robber11: 'You must do y(nir 'duty. What· 
can .be nobler than to die all free; men. of· India? . It. i11 a t~ntnuic· 
system, I have dedicated my life to:destr~y. the.systt'lll~ I ,r 

I ' 

In "Young.India ~~·of 27th ·April; 1921,· Mr •. Gandhf 
further elucidated his point under. the heading, Enalisk 
Education, He wrote: ··: ·, :1 : 'f ~· 

· . A friend asks tne .to give· my considere.d view on 
the value of English eduoation and1 explain': my• talk 
on the sands at Cuttack. I have· not read:: the· .report. 
of the talk. But I gladly respond to the .. friend's ·wish .. 
It is my ·considered. opinion that English education il'l 
the manner · it has been given. has ·emasculated the· 
English-educated Indian, it has put a. severe strain upon. 
the Indian students' nervous :energy~ .and~ has·. made .of 
us imitators.· The process· of displacing the. vernacular 
has been one ·Of the saddest ·chapters, in .the. British 
connection. Ram Mo'han Rai would have bee~ a greater 
reformer,. and Lokmanya Tilak ·would, have been a. 
greater scholar, if.they had not,to star.t. withr the handi .. 
cap of having to think in· :English a.nd ~transmit their 
thoughts chiefly in English!'.· Their effect .on . their. :own 
peopfe, marvellous as it was,. would have been· greater 
if· they had been brought uP: under a less·'· unnatural 
system, No doubt they both gained. from . their: know
ledge·of the rich treasure~ ·of· English literature,.: But 
these should have been accessible to: them-through their 
own vernaculars. ··No country can.becomer a .. nation by 
producing a race of translators. Think ;of.. what .would 
have happened to the English if they had not an 
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.authorised ,version of the Bible ... I do believe that· 
<Jhaitanya, Kabir, Nana~, Guru Goyind~~g, Sivaji, and 
fratap were greater 'men than Ram Mohan ' Rai and 
'Tilak: I know 'th~~ ... comparisons. ,ar~ · odious.

1
• ~·All ·are 

requally great in their own way. .. . . , . , , . 
But judged by the results, the effect of. Ram Mohan and 

'Tilak on the masses. is not so permanent or fat-reaching • .as that of the others more fortunately born. Judged by 
the-obstacles they nadto SUrmount~ I they.' iWere giants, 
.and both would hav'e been greater in: achieving results, 
.if they had not been handicapped: by the system under 
·which they received t~eir training. I refuse· to ··believe 
that. the Raja and the;Lokinanya.could not have thought 
the thoughts · they did witho.ut: .. a, knowledge of the 
English langUage. Of all the superstitions that affect 
India; none is ·so' great· as. ,that: a. knowledge· of. the 
English language. is necessary" for 1 imbibing I .ideas of 
Uberty, and developing accuracy of· .thought.': It.· should 
be remembered that there has been· only .one I systell!- of 
·education before the cbuntry for the past: fifty years, and 
oQnly one medium of expression forced on the , country~ 
We have; therefore,· no data before. us · as to · what , we · 
would have been but for the e~ucation. in ·the . existing 
:schools and colleges. This,· however, we do know that 
India to-day is poorer than fifty yearsr ago, less· able to 
defend herself, and her children have .less .. stamina. I 
need not be told that that is ,due; to the 1 defect .in the 
system of government. The system of ·education . is its 
mostdefective part.: It was conceived and born in error, 
for the English rulers· honestly believed the ·indigenous 
system to ·be worse than' useless.; :• It.has ~been. nurtured 
in: sin; for the tendency has'•beeri to dwarf the Indian 
body,. mind, and soul.· 
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' 1st June;~ 1921 

IENGL!SHI LEARNI,NG . 

I Elsewhere • the reader will see my humble endeavour 
in reply to Dr. Tagore's .criticism of Non-co-ope ration. 
I have since read his letter to the Manager of Shantinike
tan .. t. I am sorry to observe that the letter is written in 
anger and in .ignorance of facts.. The Poet was naturally 
irrcensed~~to find that certain students in London would 
not give. a hearing to Mr. Pearson, one of the truest of 
Englishmen, and he became equally incensed to learn 
that l had told our. women to stop.English studies. The 
reasons for my advice; the Poet evidently inferred for 
himself. . i 1 •: . 

~ How much better it. would have been, if he had not 
imputed , the· ·rudeness · of the .students to N on-co~opera· 
tion, and had remembered that Non-co-operators worship 
Andrews, honour Stokes, and gave a most respectful 
bearing to Messrs. Wedgwood, Ben Spoor . and Holford 
Knight at Nagpur, that Maulana Mahomed Ali accepted 
the invitation to tea 1 of an English official when he 
invited· him as a 'friend, that Hakim Ajmalkhan, a 
·staunch Non-co-operator, had the portraits 10f Lord and 
Lady Hardinge unveiled in .his Tibbi College and 
had invited his many English friends. to witness. the 
.cere_mony. How much better it would have been,· if he 
bad refused to allow the demon i doubt to possess him 
for one .mo:rpent, as to the real and religious character 
.of the present· movement, and had believed that the 
movement was altering the meaning of old terms, nation
.ali~nt and. patriotism, and .exten~in~ ~their scope .. 

If he, with a: poet's hnagination, had. seen. that t was 
• See infra undtJl' Non-co-~opemtiod campiug~· · · 

1. ·t Omitted in 'this rollectioni '· 
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incapable of wishing to cramp: the :q:tind of·· the Indian 
women, and I could not object to English, learning as 
such, and recalled 'the fact that throughou~~.bi'life I had 
fought for tne'fullest liberty for women, li'e\ would ·have
been saved' the ... in]ustice whicf 'he has·' done 'me, and 
which, ·r·'kiww; c.he· would:1-'n'ever' krio~ingly do ~0 an 
avowed enemy. · The 'Poeti does not know ;perhaps· that 
English is· to-day·studfed because of its coiilm'ercial ·and 
so-called political.value. Our boys think, and rightlY in 
the present ·circumstances, 'thai without English· ·they 
cannot get Go'\rernmerit service: l Girls are taught English 
as a passport to ·ntarriage~ I know ~·eveta'l instances ·,of 
women wanting tci learn English so, that they may · be 
able to talk to Englishmen in English. I know husbands: 
who are sorry that their wives cannot talk t·o .. them and · 
their friends in· English. · I know families in· which 
English is being· made the motner· tongue. Hundreds of 
youths believe that without a knbwle'dge of English 'free
dmn'for India •is practically impossible.·· The canker has 
so eaten into~ the society. that,' in ·many: cases, the only 
rueaning of Education. is. a knowledge of English. All 
these are for me' signs of our slavery and degradation. 
It is unbearable to .me· that the·vernaculars should be 
crushed a:hd starved as they have .been .. I cannot tole· 

. rate .:the idea. of parents' 'w:ritil)g ::to their children, or· 
husbands writing to their wives,'not in the own verna
culars, but in English.: I .hope I: am as great a believer 
in.free air as the great·Poet.· I do not·want my house to· 
be .walled in:on all sides and my) :windows to be stuffed .. 
. -I want the cultures :of. all the. lands to. be blown about: 
my house 1.\S freely' asi .possible.: But. I refuse to be blown 
~ff, .. my; ~~~t, :by~ ~ny •. J ~ef?s~ tq liy~ Jr. other people's. 
houses as an interloper, a. begg~r,.QJ: t=~o:elaye,. I refuse t() 
put the unnecesssry strain of learning· English upon my 
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-sisters for the ~;ake of false pride or questionable social 
advantage. I' would have our young men 'and young 
women with literary

1 
tastes to learn as much of English 

and other world-languages as they like, and then expect 
them to give the benefits of their learning to India and 
to the world, like a Bose, a Roy or the Poet himself. But 
I would not have a single Indian to forget, neglect or be 
~shamed of his mother-tong~e, or to feel that he or' she 
~annat think or express the best thoughts il'). hiA or her 
.awn vernacular. Mine i~·not a religion of' the prison.; 
hohse. It has room for the least among God's creation. 
But it is proof against insolence, pride of· ra.ce, religion 
·<>r colour. I am extremely sorry for tJte Poet's mif'1readi.ng 
-of this great movell?ent of reformation, purification 
and patriotism spelt humanity. If he will be patient, 
he will find no cause for sorrow or shame for his coun .. 
trymen. I respectfully' warn him against mistaking its 
-etcrescences for the movement itself, It is as wrong to 
judge Non-co-operation 'by the students' :ni~conduct in 
London or Malegaon's in India, as it would be to judge 
Englishmen by the Dyers or the O'Dwyers. 

Mr. Gandhi's views on the relations between English 
·culture and Indian are further elucidated in the following 
which appeared in "Young India" of 9th June, 1920 :-

" Sc~d of Race. "-Sir John. Woodroffe wrote: Dear Sir,-1 have 
just received a critici11m of my book ''Seed of .Race" contained 
in your isflue of the 11th February. (Omitted, iu this collection). 
Your reviewer: upproves of my etandpoiut, but, dealing with my 
'lltatement that Indian culture ~hould also b~ given a place together 
with Engli!!h studies, says that the tone. of this and other remarks 
'l!OUI1d8 apologetic, which seems unfortunate nud hardly consistent with 
the note which I submitted to the Calcutt~ University Commission. It 
is certainly unfortunate that lllsed language which has apparently ill 
expressed what I wanted to. say, To. co1·rect thi~ misunderstanding L 
11owwrite ..• I,am th~ last person, tq apologise for ~ndia11 culture, the 
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fostering of which I have consistently urged, not as a matter of con. 
cession or expediency, but of right-the right of every individual and 
racial soul to fully and freely express its.elf in accordance with 
Svadharma. I have done so also because I believe· in ih beneficial 
influence on the world at large. 

As your reviewer admirably says, Indilm culture is no cripple, and 
when. it borrows from elsewhere it must do 80 in its fulness and 
strength and not out of a sense of its own impotency or deficiency, 
by which I understand incapacity. Indian culture should, he says, be tlt 
once the basis; superstructute, and crown of the educational edifice. 
With thi' general proposition I agree. But what do we n1eau 
by fostering Indian culture ? Some marely understand thereby 
the teaching of what has been thought and done in the past, and 
then its mere reproduction to-day. I do not. 

I understand by this phrage primarily the liberation of the genjlral 
Indian Sangskara from ~11 alien incrustation, and then it~ nourish. 
ment, so that it may become in its turn a living cause of culture 
form~:~ to-day. These may or may not b<' the same as the forrrls of the 
past, but wha te,•er they be, they are Yitally produced as fresh creations 
and not merely taken orer into the present because they have lingered 
over, often with spPnt force, from the past. These past cultlll'~l 
forms are the useful aud indeed indispensable subject of our 8tudy
indispensable because they recall and strangthen the Sangskara which 
has produced the Arya Dharma. We steep oursehe~ in tradition, 
i10t merely to automatically reproduca it. but to make ourselves 
worthy of our forefathers, cnp:thle af being as dtnlly creative as they 
were. But t!ince they laid the fQundatious, much has happened. Other 
cultures have elsewhere grown up :md biicome knowti to India. Are 
we not to study these and appropriate from them what i8 suitable to 
us? Or nre we to build a cultural hot-house, forcing plants which will 
not live in the rude movement~~ of the air'! of Heaven? Certainly 
not. We enrich t,he Srmgsknra by e\·ery widening of our knowledge; 
therefore English and other culture!'\ Rhould "also " h3 studied. As 
niy remarks were addressed to those interested m the furtherance of 
English studies, I put it in th':l form that Indian culture must also· 
have its place. Those who have not fallen into the path of error 
ha;e scarcely need of counsel. 

It is in this way that the so-called "univ.;:rsnl " as opposed to 
"regional" culture will (if nt all) come about. A~ each mce and 
mail acts according to his own Dharma, that is according to nat,Jral 
lnw, he and they perfect their form, for Dharma is the Law of Form. 
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In perfecting our forms, we approach to others who have perfectt>d. 
theirs. ·The highly intellectual, moral, and spiritual are everywhere 
akin, and thisis as a Russian friend of mine calls it, "the International 
of Culture.'' It is not to be obtained by neglect of one's own Dharma 
and by taking a bit here and a bit there to make up some combi-
nation which is. neither "fish, fiesh, fowl, nor even good red herring." 
But in practice the following case arise~'-the case of those whose· 
intellect, capacity, general deYelopment, and opportunities do not 
permit of this both intensive and extensh·., culture. Take for in
stance the ordinary Indian peasant-what of him? If it be the fact 
that education both in his own and other cultures cannot be given~ 
then, naturally, his own racial culttne mu~t he given the first place. 
G·reat care must bz taken in dealing with the question of primary
education in India, for here the mi8chief may occur. If we sever the 
people from theh·. past tradition, it iA difficult to recall thein .. 
Whereas if they are preserved, they can be added to or impt•oveci 
later on. .All thi~ is becoming increasingly recognized now-a-days, 
when the people are getting away from what Henry James called 
"a super~titious valuation of Europe." If there is in other parts (\f 
the world a '·'rebarbarization," as Herbert Spencer feared, it may be
that in such case the True, the Good, !lnd the Beautiful will be upheld 
by a cultivated and aribtocratic India which with its roots deep in the 
past bears exemplary flower in the present. Certainly it is necessary,. 
as your reviewer does, to feel all this passionately. Those who think 
it necessary to apologise for their Race and its traditions ha\'e ceased 
to belong to the former and to be worthy to carry on the latter. The . 
late George Tyrrell, [u one of his recently published letters, s:'\ys: "1 
begin to think the on!~· real sin is suicide or not being oneself." Just: 
so. But if so, we certainly should not ~pologise for being what we
ought to be. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Bath, Yours truly, 

May 8th, 1920. (Sd.) JoH~ WqonRm'J:'E. 
[We are glad Sir John hn11 explained himself as regards his Yiew of 

the place of Indian culture in the education of indian ~·ouths. We 
hope he has not misunderstood us. We are not for reproducing old. ' 
forms without considering whether they are good or bad. Nor do we 
want a cultural hot-bouse ; what we maintain is, how much soever· 
important a knowledge of English culture may.be to the Indians of 
to-day, it need not form the sine qtta non of all I~dian education. 
What we would wish is that, when the Indian Educational System 



is fully' developed and organised, a study of ~nglish and other foreign 
·Cnl1ul'es should fornipart' of a post graduate course .. We admit that 
·.n kll6wledge Of. different miltul'es will enable ·us :to perfect' !our own 
by· assimilating the best of the· :others: :·Perhaps 1n· the God's world 
.differences will persist, but they must not represent divisions·:: they 
must.be like facets· of one beautiful gem.' Has not· I the: Lord said 
·" Nastyanto: Viistarasya Me" ?~Ed. Y. I.l · · ! : : • 

1 
• ' • • ; : 

l/ J.r.: tl .. ,·q ',t :. l 

'

127th' Octobe1·':192o' ;,) 
' ' I·' l 1 l, .,, I '11'1/• 1 JJI 

DEPRESSED ' CLASSES 

, (Br~r.~·.GA~:mu) ! ,, 

Vivekananda used to.~all the Panchamas 'suppressed 
-classes.' · There 'is no doubt that Vivek~nanda's is a more 
.acc·tirate'adjective; · We1,have suppressed. them: andhave 

!1 , '•l•t :, 'lfjl• '!1 '11: j•l· ,I , , , ,I ,1, 1 , , ' ' , 

~o~sequently ,becom,e, 
1
ourselves 'depre~sed. That w.e 

·h~ve become. the' Pariahs of the Empire'. is, inGokhale's 
language; the ·retributive justice meted:· out to ·US by a 

just God.· ··A' corresp.ondent · indignantly asks me in' a 
pathetic letter reproduced elsewher~,* what lam doing 
:for the'm~ ~ I have. giv'eii'the letter' with the.· correspon
.d~~t'a o~n heading·, ,'Should not we the ·Hipdus wash our 
·blood~tained ha~ds ·before we .ask the English to wash 
·theirs.'.? · THis is a proper' question ·reasonably put.+ .And 
if a member of a sla~e nation could' deliver the suppress-· 
.ed classeq from the1r, slavery without freeing· myself 
from my· own, I would do so to-day. But it is an impos-

. ·sible task. ·~·A slave has ~ot the freedom even. to do the 
·right tb,ing.' · It 'is right for me to·. prohibit ·the importa-

, •' 
1

, t 1 I,• ( •. ,l. ' 1' ' 

tion of foreign goodst but I have no power to bring it 
.about,' .. ·It.~as right for,Maulana Mahomed Ali'to go to 
Turkey and .to tell the ·Turks personally that India was 

·with thehrinotheir righteous '~trriggle .. He was riot free 
,. : · .. ·. i' ,, '. . ' J ( ,( • •• 

• • ~ •. , , 1 , . • Omitted i~ thia ~ollecUoQ• 
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to do so. If I had a truly national legislature, 1 would 
answer Hindu insolence by erecting special· and better 
wells for the exclusive us'e of suppressed classes and by 
erecting better and more numerous schools for them, so · 
that there woul~ be not a single member of the s~ppress .. 
ed classes left without a school to. teach· their children. 
But I must wait for that better day. 

Meanwhile, are the depressed: ·classes to be left to 
their own resources? !Nothing of the· sort. In my own 
humble manner, I have done and am doing all I can for 
my Panchama brother •. \ .. ' :· · · 

There are. three courses . open . to .. these: down-trodden 
members of the nation .. · .. For their .impatience they may 
call in the assistance of the slave-owning, Government. 
They,will get it, but they will fall from the frying, pan 
i}JtO the fire. T~;>-day they. are sla.ves of r slaves. By, 
seeking Government aid', the,y will be used for suppress
ing their kith and kin. · ,Instead. of ·being sinned against, 
they will themselves be the., sinners. The Mussalmans 
t~ied it and fa.iled. ;They.found that they were worse off 
tban befor~~ The Sikhs did; it unwittingly: and failed. 
To-day, there is no more discontented community in India. 
than the Sikhs. Gqyernment aid is, therefore,· no solution.· 
. 'fhe ,second is·· rltiection ~ of , Hinduism · and .!wholesale 
conversio~ ,to Isl~ll} o~ Christianity. And· if a change of 
religion could be ,:justified . fot .worldly,~bette'rment, I' 
would advise it without hesitation. But religion is a 
matter of the heart •.. No :physical incpnvenience can 
w-arrant abandonment of .one'a .own· religion.·· If the 
inhuman treatme~t f pf the I Panchamas ~ were . a ' part . of 
Hinduislll, its 'rejectio~ would be . a paramount duty both • 
for them and for.those fike me.who would. not:.makei'a 
f.etish even ·o! relii;ion . and: 'Condone every evil in its 
sacred name. But I believe .that untouchability is'· hd 

30 
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part of Hinduism: .. ~·:_: .. It: is. rather I its excrescence to. 'be) 
removed by every effo.rt •. ~And there is.quite a~;army-of. 
Hindu reformers· who have s'et their hea'rt upon ridding1 
Hinduism· of this blot •. · Conversion therefore, ·I hold, is 
no reme~y whatsoever.- - . 1. :•• 'I~:,:·,..·: · 'J. • 

. Theh there .remainst finally,· self-help (·and s'elf-depeti.~;' 
dence, with such aid as the' non~Pancham~ I Hindus will: 
render :of their own niotion, not as a matter·oh)atronage 
but as ·a'. matter"of duty}' 'And herein cortl'es-the' ·'Use·; of 1 

N on-co~operation-~· J. My ·correspondent was correctiy in.:~ 
formed· by Mr. Rajagopalachari and /Mr} Hatmniantra.o· 
that I would favour' well-regulated·~ N on-co:operationfor 
this acknowledged . :evil~ . · Buf Non.;co-ope~ation :means' 
independence' of. outside help, it: ineans 'effort from'with.:; 
in: . It would not be N mi;.co~operation to iiisist ori I visitJ 
irig.prohibited · areas: '·That ma{'be- :Civil Disobedience; 
if it is .peacefully carried: out. 'But· [have found to. my:· 
cost that Civil. Disobed1en6e ·requires for I greater preiimi~: 
nary training and self-control: ·All can non-co-operate~' 
but few only can offer Civil Disob~dience,! ·Therefore; 1 

I by way of ·protest: against: Hinduis~ . the Painchamas 1 

can certainJy stop aU1: contact and . oonnectioii' with· ~the:. 
other 'Hindus "so long. :-as: the special ·grievances are 

· maintained; : But.this·means· organ'ised 'intelligent effort. 
And so far as If ca.h see,: 'there.· is l no· .leader( ain.oilg the'' 
Panchamas. who can lead them to· victdry through Non~· 

t
o .... .j ,., • .•' I • ( co-operato.u.·: ,;.\· J, JJ.c:-.. '···:· ~. ·· '· 

The better way ther'efora• ·perhaps, is for~ the 'pa:ncha-' 
mas heartily: to· join the great national~ mo~ement: that is· 
now. goin~ on for throwing· off the'slaveryof the 1present·. 
GovernmEmt.t -:It is: easy 'en:oagh' 'fdr'the.;Parrch~ma.i 
1~Fov the detailed' views of ilr. Gandhi on·Hinduisni; See;inj,:a." .~ 
. tComm~u~i~g ~.?n .. the :above,,·Mr; RrG. 'Pmdhan;·a well~known 1 

~1·}ter ~nd. ~l~ader; .wrote in Y91~1~g !mz.ia, o~; 29th D..ecember,. pointing· 
. ' 
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friends ' to 'see that I N ori.~c~~operatiori I against 'this· e'Y'W 
Government: pre-su'pposes co.operation betweeri: the difJ 
ferent seeticms forming 'the Indian· nation. i The Hindus; 
must realise that, if they wish to offersuccessful Non.;co-' 
<>peration against the Government, 'they must make: 
.c~maniari ea·use with the Panchamas, even as: ·they have 
made comm<m. •Cause ; wljth! . the' Mussal~ans. ·NO~~C0 .. 1 

<>peration when· it is free from violence is essentHilly ·a I 
movement of· intensive .r self-purification. '·That . prd6ess: 
has commenced. and whetlvJr the Panchamas deliberatelyi 
take' part' in: it or hot, : tha rest of the Hindus dare not; 
<O~tb;th;·was voicing the"view of some lead~rs of the depress;dl 

.. clnsse!l when he said· thnt· the Congress politioi11ns and Swarnjists: 
were, most of them, social renctioriaries,. that,·while they talked ·ot· tho. 
Noll-co-operntio,n resolut~o~ of. the. Congress ns ma11datory ,on the 
I()Quntry, they totally ignored the resolution regarding untouchability, 
that the depre~sed classes 

1

Wl-re not and coul~ not ~e anti-Nationnlit~ts' 
and did not desire to plaYintb the hands of 'the.,G.overnmeut· becnuse 1 

tile latter •. upheld orthodo;:.;y. niid' that if. the cnmpo.ign ngo.instl 
.untouchability went ou simultaneously with the political ca.mpaign1• 

the depressed classes w~uld join the N'Qn-oo-operation movement .. ,, 
The followi~gwo.s Mr. Gandhi's note 011 the letter: "Mr. Prndhnn 

forgets that Non-co-operation. against 'thtl. Govettnm~ut means co-' 
..opemtion among the governed; and i'f Hindus do not remove the sin, 
-0f untouchability., there will b~ no Swarnj whether in one yenr or in' 
.Que .hundred years. Jf I invite the depressed classes to join the move-I 
ment of ~?n-co-operation, I .do so because I, .'~vant them. to realis~; 
their strength. Swara.j is ns tmnttainable without the removal of the 
sin of unt~uchability as it is without Hindu-~lu~lim unity)-M.K.G." 
'In Yozmg India of 3rd Yo,ember~ i92f, in reply' to a correspondent, 

Mr,'Gnndhiwrote{• ·' ., :.:'! 1 
•• ••• • ·,: · .. 1 •• '· ·, • • ·:· 

m ntouchability cannot ~e given a secondary place on the programme.~ 
Without the removal-of the .taint; Swaraj..is o. meaningless term, 
Wor.kers should welcome s~cial boyoott':and. even ·public execration. 
jn the prosecu~ioq of thei~ work. I consider the rep1oval ~f ti~touch.: 
:aiDility as -a· niost powerful :factor :in the· prbcess of.attti.inriu!nt· of 
Swaraj and for tb:i.t ~ntter · IalsG 'the·' Khilafut.' Impure· Hindulslw 
.cannot llel;p the .process of Islamic ;purification. 
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],,.,.I '· .••••... " I ' 

neglect ;•them . witho'IJ,t ha~~ering. thei~ own.' progress .. 
Hence though~ .the. :Pan chama problem is as. dear to me
as: life' itself~- I rest s.atis:fied with the exclusive· attention~ 

· to .nation.al ... N on-c.o.-.op.eration. ,. :I. feeL sure that the-
greater. includes the less. , .. .. :· · : ~·: . , , . ~ , ... ' , , 

., Closely' allied · .. to, ,this .. question.·is .the Non-Brahmin· 
questiorl.. I .wish. l had studied .. it more: closely than: 
l!,~ve b.een able to. · :A quotation .from ·my speech deli-· 

· vered. ~~t a private meeting: in>Madras has been torn 
frol)l. j.t~ co:Qte~t and misu~ed t.oJtU'ther. the antagonism· 
between .the so ... called Bra,hmins and the so-9alled . Non-
~rahmins.. I .. do• not, .wish tq retract a .word of ~h.at .I. 
said at that meeting. I was appealing to. those who are-. 
accepted as Brahmins, I told them. that, in my opinion,. 
the treatment of. N on-Brahu1ins· was as· satanic ·as the
treatme~t,ofus bythe'Eritish. T'~dded 'that the Non~· 
Brahmin~.·.··shoul~ '··be placated: ··withqut any· ado. qr
bargaining .... But , ini' ';remarks· .. ~e're ~e~er i~tended to
encourage the. powerful N on-Brahmins' of Maharashtra. 
or Madras~·· or the mischievous element among them,. 
to 'overawe the so-called 'Br~hmin's.' ·I use the word 
'~q-cid1e~'. ad~ls~d~Y.·. ,):9!:'th~ BrahHliijs .~~~ have free4. 
themselves from the thraldom. ,of superstitious orthodoxy' 
have not only no quarrel with. Non-Brahmins as· such. 
but·.ate·in every'way eager to' advance Non-Brahmins. 
wherev.er they·ite 'weak." No ·lover of hi( country . can\ 
l>.Os~(~ly . achi~f·e · ·it{gep~r~l· .. ·;~d.~anqe·. ~:·he , dared)(} 
neglect the least or his countrymen. Those N on-Brah~ 
mins therefore who are· coqueting with the Government 
are selling t.~emselves: ·and ·th~. natioft' to which they 
b~l?n~~: )~3y aU ~e~~B.',Ietth~s~...-~J1~'.}a~e ~a,ith .i~ the
Qov~;J;':Qrp.ent 4elp,,to. sustaiu it, }?ut let. nq !ndian wo~thr. 

·<>f.his birth cut otlhis.nose'to.spite the face. 
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19th Janua~y, 1921' 
'I I 1 .' 1

1
' 

'THE SIN OF UNTOUCHABILITY 

.. @Y M.t\:. GA~DRI) · , , 

· "It 1s worthy ofno~e that· ~he Subjects Comi1litte~ a~~ 
the Committee of the'Nagpur' Congress held in. Decem
ber, 1920~ accepted I without any opposition the clause 
·regarding .the sin of unto~chability .. It is wep tha.t 
the National assembly passed the resolution stating· 
that the r~moval of this blot on Hinduism was nec~s-

• ' I • ' ' ' ' I' I 

sary for the ~ttainm,ent of Swaraj. The pevil, s~.cceedJs 
onl~ by receiving help. , ~rom his fellows. He al-,ays 
'takes advantage of the weakest spots in . our natures il;l 
order to gain ~astery over. us. I Even so does the 
Government retain its· control over us. through our weak· 
nesses or vices .. ind it' ~e would. render oursel~es 
proof aga.inst its·· ma·chinations,. we must remo~e "our 
weaknesses. tt )s 'for that reason thatl ha~e· c~lled 
Non-co--operation a process ~f . purification. , 'As soon, a.·s 
that process is completed, th,is govern~e~t·t\)ust fatf~o 

I ' ' ' ' I·,., ' ' ',I, I 

pieces for want of · the necessary environment~ just as 
m~squitos cease to.ha~nt a place whose ce's'spodl~ P,re 
filled up· and dried. 1 

, •• • • ••• • ,· 

1 
• 

'Has'not a just Neme.sis .overtaken us for the c~ime of 
untouchability? Have we not reaped as we haYe sown? 
H!).ve :we not ·practised . Dyer ism and O'Dwyeris;tn · on 
our 'awn kith and' kin ? We ba ve segregated the.' pariah'' 
and we are in turn segregated in the· ·.British. OoloriieJ. 
We deny 'him the u~e/ of ·public welle(; we throw'the 
leavings of our plates . at hiin'. His ii very1 shadow 
pollutes us. Indeed there is no charge that the' pariah~' 
cannot fling in our- faces and which we do' not~ 1fling in 
the faces of English~~n .. , ' ' I • '' ' I J ,•,; 

' How is this. blot' ori 'Hinduism to be removed'?' 1

' Do 



. unto others as. you, would that 'o~hers should do unto 
you.' I have often'told :En'gli~h. officials that, if they are
friends and servants I,' of India;.- ·.they: should come down 
froni their pedestal,. cease;to,.b~·p~trons, demonstrate by 

1t~.~i~. lov~ng ~~e-~s .:~~a~ t~~Y~·,,~e)~.,e~ery ~espect pur 
.~rt~n1~' ~~~,, ~.eli~~e ~s,. _.to. b~.·.~q?a!~ 1 .; ~ _t~e.same sense 
th~.~ feh~v1e ~ep~'f,.~nghs~m~ti .~~ b~.~~~tr ~qu~ls . .Aft~r 
:t~~. e1p~p~nc~~ o~· t~~. r,unJ~?: ·r~n~ th~ .. _. K~tlafat, I have 

.. ~~~e. a st~p,fu~t~er a.~4 , a.~~eq . them Jo 1event 11nd. to 
-~~a~~ethei~ ~ear~~~: Ev~n s? .,s it, ~~ces.sary. f~r us ~i~d us 
to repent pf the wrong we ha v~ done; to alte~ our b~ha v.iour 
;~o~ar~s .. th~se ·w.~~~ ,vi~ .. : have .\s~~P~;~~~.~,·i ,bi' a:.sy~te·~ 
as devthsh as we believe the Enghsh .systen:). · of the 
:govetn:ment of lrtdi~·to be:·· w// '~u~t' ~6t ''tii~oi a'few 
• , ~ • :· , 1. J j' • . :' j · . • , • 1 1 r 1 'J r. J r • t" : l j ~ .., 1 • : i ; 1 

miserable schools at them : we must not adopt the air of 
.. I ' . ' I I •• ; • ', ( ' ' I ( I • : l t ; ·. ' I • I . 1 • : ~ ' ~ : ' ' l ;. • I I I ~ . . I I "; ' ' ' ' I • - • ' . I t 

super10r1tytoward$ .thein. We must,.treat them as our 
~blob& b~others 'a~ th~y ··are iri f~ct.r·:·w~: ~u.st .r~turn \t~ 
tt~.e~ t~e ) Jn~~~itanq? .?f .. ~111i6h,. ·:w~ have' robbed}~e~~ 
t\.nd this must not' be the act of a few ·English~ knowing 

;, • I J '., I ~ '· / I ' I' ' t • , I ~ \ ~ .,1 '.- , '' 'I,' i t I J I I ' ' ' W :' " ~~ + I I I 

.reformers merely, but it' must ·rbe ~conscious ·voluntary 
effort'.o~·i~e·~ pa~t o(th!nrias.~ies.:' ··w~· .. m'a'y ri~( ·~~it till 
'ete

1

rn'i~Yfor this 'inhch belated r~format'ion:' 'We .m~st 
'aim at brin'gipg' i't' ab,out' ~ithin'''this 'year' 'o(g~ac~t 

,, .. ·• .\ , , . •,I 

. probation, pr.~par~tion,. and. tapasya. , It ts a r~forl'Dr not 
I I .... '' • I '. I ' ' . J J \ I • . ' .. ~ '. . I I . ! ' • J ·J • I I ' ' t 

~t? folio.~ S!l'~1·pj, ,pl1ft? ~r~~~rd~}t:, .· .. ; · . ·. ! . ; :, : , · , . 

. Untouchability: is not a , sanctio;n. of religiol,l~ it. is. a. 
f I 1 ~ ~ : : ' ) I ! I ', i' ': I I • I ., I ~ .I j : ,. t I ! J ' J ,' t ' I ' ~" 't • I I 

·-4evice ofSata:Q. , . 'rhe devil has always. quoted sc:rtp-
,~~·r.es:·.: But' J~fXptur~s:,·! ca~~.~t .. t~~~~q~n()~~a.ao~. ~·nd 
'Truth,! I rher are ~tend~d .. ~~ :P~T!ft, :R~a~on ~nd tllqnpnl~te 
:rru~~·. I lap n~~ .~oi~~. t? b~rn a s~9~less ho~~e,~.be~ause
·tl~e. Vedas are repo,rted .to h~ve advised, tolerat~d, or 
is·~~ct~one,d the sacrais~:. : .. ~9r in~. ~~e, 1 y ~~a~ .a~e.~ir~na
and unwritten. ·'The letter ~p~~~~ 1 ·i ( .~~. i~, !h~. ~pirit 
.~~at gi~~t~. ,th~ .li~fH·liA~~~ , 1~qe ~p~r~ .tr?f>t~e ;-Y~4~~ is 

I 
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·purity, truth, innocence, chastity, simplicity, forgiveness, 
godliness, and all that makeS' a. man or' woman noble 
and ·brave. , There is neither nobility. nor, bravery in 
treating the great and unco~p.laining scavengers of the 
nation as worse than dogs to be despisetl and spat upon. 
·Would that God gave us the strength i and the wisdom 
.to become voluntary scave'ngers of the 'nation as the 
'suppressed' classes are forced to be.·· ·There are Augean 
~tables enough anrl'to' sp~re' forus ,to~ clean.' ' •. ' ' 

' I; ,1' 

27th April• 1921 , I .. 

Mr. GANDHI AND THE SUPPRESSED CLASSES . 
1 

' Mr~ Gandhi presided at the Suppressed Clas'ses Con
ference held at .~Ahmedabad 

1
on the .13th and. 14th 

i'nstant·. There was a . ,large.: attendance of. ladles. and 
gentlemen from the town,· though .the 1 number· of the 
untouchables was much less than expected, a rumour 
having sp~ead in 'the town that Government would. 

• arrest those of them 'who attend~do , ' ' '' I 

1 

. Mr~ Gand~i .. ~.~gr~tted jn the beginni~~ .this sm.all 
attendance, and said. that incidents as· the present took 
away what· little. faith he had in: conferences as an 
effective agency . of social' reform. I ICtherefore he 
occupied the audience shorter· than 'they' expected, it · 
would be because his, remarks would not reach all he 
meant to ad.dress and not because his enthusiasm for the 
work was in any way damped.. ..~ :.. '· · 

Coming to the subject, he said: · · ··· ( ''\' ''' · f I 

'o • ', ,,o ' ' I), l.-,, 

· . · I do.not.~now how~ am to cou\'ince those who oppose the reform, 
of the w~ong position they ho.ve taken. How am I to plead·with those 
who regard any . contact with the members of tb'e · suppressed. com~ 
.munity as ,eutailing,defi.lement tmd of which they· cannot be clennsed 
witbpu,t, nec~$snry nblutions, and. who· thus ~egard omission to perform 
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the ~~luti~ns ~-~in? jJcan. o~ly place, before_~thElm ,my.j~nermost .. 
conv~·fti?i~s: .... ,, ... ~. 1 -,.::1! 1 .·: ••••• ,. ·;. 

I regard u~touchability .as the greatest . blot. on .Hinduism, This 
idea was not brought 'bo~e .to' n:le by lijy bitttlr ~x~erietices. during the i 

s.:' African Rtruggle; ·,_ n. is not due'to th~ facti th'at I was once a~ 
.agnostic. :It ls equa'lly· wrong to think,·as some people do, that I hav'e 
~aken my. views from my study of Christian religious literature! These 
views date as far back as the time .when l was neither -enamoured ()f. 
nor w·a~ ac9uainted :with,' th~ Bible or the, folio~&~ of the Bible, ' I 

. I wa~ hardly yet twelve ~·herl thi~' I idei(hac.t' dawned on me. A 
sea venger named Uka,' an" u·ntouchable,' used th attend our house I for 
cleaning latrines. Often I wo.t!ld. ask my mother why it was wrong to 
touch him, why I was, forbidden to touch· him. If I accidentally 
touched Uka, I was askjl~ tp p'erfotm .the'.ablutions, and though I 
naturally obeyed, it was not without smilingly protesting that untouch
ability was no~ sanctioned by' religion, that it was j impossibre that it 
should be so. ~ was a yery ~utiful and obe~ent chj]d and so faras it 
·was .~on~istent, wi~h respect'for p~rents, I often had tussles 'Yit4 them 
:on'this

1

matter: '·1 told rby mother that she was entirely wrong in 
COnsidering physical COntact With Uka RS sinful. ~ " · I . ' ; 

While at ·school I would: ;.Qfte:rl 1 happen to 1 touch : the •' untouch:. 
ab}es '\.and, aS"! never would conceal the fach fro~ my parents~ my 
~other W:Ould tell me that. ~he sb.ortest cq~ ,to pur~fi~tion after the 
unholy touch was to 'ca~cel the touch by touching 'any 1\lussalmnp· 
passing by. And simply oht 6£"rJ~~rence and regar'dfor my mother 
I often did so, but:riever ·di'd so belie~ing it to oe' a reliiio'us obligation. 
After 3ome ·time we, shifted, td Pore bander, fwhere· I, made· ·my· first 
a~qua~ntance with SanskrH. t I was not ,yet put to nn English schoo~ 
and my brother.anq I wer!;} placedin.charge·Qf'n.IJ~ah!J.lan, whot~ught 
u.s ~a!nrak~~za ' and . .Vis~m< ~ttnjar ., · The .. te~ts, i' j~e :Vish~uth " 

' "sthale V'tshnu7& '''(there Is the Lord (present) in wa~er; there. ~9 the 
Lord (present) in earth) have never gone out 'of' mf memory;· A 
mo.ther~y.old d:l.l;ne used to live·close by •. ~ Now it happened' that I 
was very timid then, and wo.u.ld .. conjure I up ghosts· and goblins 
whenever the lights went out, and it .was dark., The old mother 1 to 
disabuse me of fears, suggested that l should n,mtter the'. Ra.mraksha 
texts whenever I was afraid,' and all evil spirits would fly away. ·:This 
I did and, as I thought, with good effect! I could never believe then 
that there was any .'text in thP.' &tnraksha pointing to the contact of 
the,,' untouchables,' as a sim: I did not understand· its meaning· then, 
or understood it very.imp~rfectly.t ··Bat l-was ·<:Onfident that Ram'-
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1'aksha, which could destroy all fear of ghosts', could not be counten· 
ancing any such thing as fear of contnct with the' untouchables.' 
: The Ramaya~ta used to be' regularly read in out family, 1 
Brahmin called Lndha Maharnj used to rend it. He was stricken with 
leprosy, and he was confident that R regular reading of the RamaJ•ana 
would cure him of leprosy, .and, indeed, he was cured of it; ) How 
<laD the Ramayann,' I thought to myself, 'in which one who is regarded 
now-a-days as an u~touchable took Rmtta across the Gange~ in his 
boat, countenance the idea of llDY human beings being untouchable 
()D the ground .that they were· polluted souls?' 'rhe fact that we 
nddressed · God as the · 'p~tifier of the polluted ' and by similn1· 
appellations, shows that it i11 a sin to regard any one born in Hindui11m 
ns polluted or untouchable-that it is satanic t<»do so. I have hence 
heen'never tired of repeati'ng that ifi~·a great' sin. I do not pretend 
·,that this thing had crystallised '.as a COllviction . hi me at the 'age of 
twelve, hut I do say that I did then regard i:mtouchahility ns a sin. I 
11attate this story for the information of the V nishnavas and OrthOdox 
Hindus.· · . 

I have always claimed to be a Sanatani Hindu~ It is not that I n.n 
quit~ innocent· of the Acriptnres. I am' not a profo'und scholar of 
Sanskrit;" I have:read the Vedas and t.he Upani~hnds only in transla
tions. Naturally therefore, mine is not a scholarly study of them. My 
:knowledge of them is in no way profound, hut I ~ave ~udicd them asl 
should do as a Hindu and I claim to have grasped their true spirit. By 
the time I had reached the age of 21, I Tmd studied other religions also. 

There was a time whe1t I was wavering 'between Hinduism nnd 
Christianity.' When I recovered my balance of mind; I felt thnt to me 
t1alvntion was possible only through the Hindu i·eligion nnd my fn:ith h1 
Hinduism grew deeper and more enlightened. · · · ~ ' " · ' 

But even· then I belie\ed that untouchability was no part of 
Hinduism ; and that, if it was, such Hinduism was not for me.· 
· · Tri.te, Hinduism does not regard untouchability 1111 a sin. I 'do not 

wnnt to enter into any cotitroversy'regardingthe interpretation of the 
· shastrns. · · It might be difficult for me to establish my point by quoting 
authorities from the Bhagwat or Manusmritl. But I claim 'to have 
understood the spirit of Hinduism. Hinduism has sinned in giving 
t~anction to untouchability. ·It hns degraded us, made us the pariahs · 
()£the Empire. Even the· 1\lussnlmnns caught the sinful· contagion · 
-from us; and inS. Africa, in E. Africa and in Cnnada, the Mussalmanil 
no less than Hindu!! came to be reMal'ded ns pariahs. 'All this evil has 
t·esulted from ·the sin of-untouchability. ' ,., 
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. .I ,may here recall my proposition; which i.s t4is:, , So long as the 
Hindu~ :wilfully regard. '1lntouchability .~s .part ,l>fi :their religion, S()o 

long as the mass of ;Hindu~1 .consider it .a sin . to touch a section of 
their., brethren .•.. Swaraji is:.imp!)ssible of,attnil;\meut.;, Xudhishthira 
would not enter heaven wit)lqut )lis dog .. !:low can, theu,tbe descen
dants Qf that .Yudhishtbira expect.to obtain .Swaraj: without the 
:u.ntouchables? .What Qrimes, for which'.we cop,demn.the Gq:vernment 
.as.~atanic, have not we.,peet'l guilty of,tQ)Ya~~S .Oll!' untouchable 
brethren ? j • ' I ' .;. I ' ! 'f ' I. ' I •,t i '~ I I l. I r' ; f I. r ~ .. 'I ': } ! ' I: . ' • ' :. 

. We are guiltyi of ·hax~~g s~~pressed , our .?ret~en ,; ~e, .wake them 
~my~ on ,th~ir . belli~s. i Wre .ha,v~ made,. t~~~m . ~~b tb~~r . n~ses o.n. ~he 
.ground ; with , e;resr~q 

1 
'Y~th, ,rage, W1~ push 

1 
:them., out, o~ railw~y 

compartments-:-wh~t.more ~au this has B~~tjsh 1~.~~e, do~e? · · W;hat 
charg~ 1 ~~~t we~bri.11~ .a~a~ns~ J?.re~ ~n,d, 0'1}\VY,er~ Ip~f, nqt ot¥e~s1,~~d 
even our own p~o~le,Jay,at,?tU' 1do~r~? We oug~~ ~o purge ourselyes 
pf t~,is pollutiop .... ~~ is it~l~ .. to tal~ of ,S'l"ar~j: s~Jol}g 11~ wedo npt 
prPt.~ct, the. 1venk:,and ~h!l ,helpl,ess, or .s~ long ~s,it ~s possible f~r a 
single Swnrajist to injure the feelings of any individual. . Sw~rp.j 
m~l\n~ that not, a ~i~g~~~ :f{~n41l qr l'\fus~im',.~balJ .for~ .. ·a mompnt 
n~r9gantly ,think tha~ he can. crush w.it~ impm~~ty1 ,~eek ,Fiindus,~r 
l\luslims. Un~e.s~ thi~ 1 q~nditiol1 isfulqlled, ;wi},'\Yill gt\in ~wn~l}j only 
to lose it the pext_ mo.inen t~ .. We are ,no,, b!ltt~r, ~hl!-11 ·t4~ .~rutes. un.til 
we hnye purged-oourselye~ of th~ sins 1 w~P.ax~ 1 c.om~itte4, agams~.our 
.weaker.brethrep. :: 1 • .. 1 • ,. .• , 't·; ,, . 1 ,' ·' ·', .l : .. , , .. /1::'J .: .. , . '·~·· ,: 
.. ~ut.I have, faith in me still.,ln the co~r~e :Cif wy,peregri,nations illl 
India, Ib~y,~ ·re~l~se~ .~hat ,the spjrit ()f ~iq~ess of which the l?.oet 
T'\llsidas sings ~~eloquently,, wh iq~, ,f~rms the cqrH~Nto11e o~ the~ a in 
and Yaishnava. ,religiq~% .,w,~i~~ is t~e .qui!l-tesse.JI.c~.9~ the ,B/Iagf!,pat 
and which every verse of ,the G\ta. is ,sa~p.rated with7 this kinqpess~ 
this, lor~, this charit~,·is slowly ~qt,steadily,,ga~uing; ground in. the 
hearts.of,the.massesqqhis,countl'Y· .. · ... ; · :.:! 1 1,. ,. ,.,,., 

Man:r n fr.acas. b~~ween 1 . F!h;1dus and Mus.salmans is ~.~ill·. :h.eard of· 
The~e" are 'still many of. thes~ 'who do. ,not,' ~c~upl~i ~0 wrong' Ol}e 

nnothe~. ·But, ~s ~p .~~e net result, I feel that kin~n~ss an~l p~ru;itr 
hn,ve .~nc~~ased! 1 The Hjn~us and ~~~hom~4AnsJtare .. ,become .. Gpd
fearing. .we .. have ~haken .~urselv~~ .fr..e~ ~rom ~he lmmotism of law
courts,and G~ver.p;ment sc~ools,·and,pq 1lo~ger :lab.~~r.,~nd~r;qlt\nY an-

. other hallucination,., I have alsQ r~ali~e~ that ~hPs.Ei w~om .we. regard' 
us iWteri\te and ignorant are .the v~ry p~opl~ wh.Q·.qes~r~~ to be caUe.;l 
educat~di , ,1;hey .v.re more. qultureq, tl:!an, w.~,. tl,lei~ )jveure ~ore 
righteous than ours. A littl~ .study :of;.the,pr~~e~.t-d&y~~mePt·nlity of 
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the people will show that according to the popular conception Swarnji 
is synonymous with R~m Raj-the establishment of the Kingdom of 
Righteousness ou earth. 
If it can bring any comfort to you, my untouchable, brethren, I 

would say that YOI.ll.' question does not cause so muc~ stir ns it used· 
to do formerly. That does not mean that I expect you tocense to have· 
misgivings about the Hindus. How cnn they deserve to .. be not 
mistrusted having wronged you so much? Swami Viveknnnnda used 
to say that the untouchables were not depressed, the)' were suppreil!!ed! 
by the Hindus who in turn hnd suppressed themsel\'es by suppressing 
them. · .. · . . .... •, 

I suppose I was nt N ellore on the 6th of April. I met the un touch-
abies there and I prayed that day liS Ihn"e done to-day. I do want to 
attain 1\Ioksbn. I do not want to be reborn •. But if . I have to be 
reborn, I .should be born a1·~ untouchable, so th~t I may share their 
sorrows, sufferings, and .the affronts ieveUed at them, iJ~ orqe1' thnt I 
m~y end~avour to free ptyself.~nd the~ from ,that miserable condition. 
I, therefore, prayed that, if I should be born again, I should do so not 
as~ Brahmin, Kshntriy~, Yni~:~~a, or Shudra,,but a~ au Ati11hudra. ,, 

'l'o-day is mu~h more solemn than the sixth. It is hallowed by the 
memory of the massacre of thousands of innocents. And I prayed. 
therefore; also to-day that if I should .. die with an~ of my. de~~e~ 

I UllffUCtified, With my serViCe Of the UntOUChableS Unfinished, With my 
Hinduism unfulfilled,, I may be born again amongst the untouch'n.bles 
.to bring my Hinduism to its fulfilmer.t., . . . .. . . . , 

I love scnvengering .. tn my Ashro ID, ali eighteen years old B~ahmiu 
l:td is doing the scnven~e~'s work ln, order to teach . the· :AshrRm 
~cnYenger cleanlines~.. .Th~ laq isnor.efor~er, He'wns ,bor~ and 
bred in orthodoxy~ He is a regular·reader of the Gito. and fai~hfvlly 
performs Sandbyavand:mn1 • l!is pronunciation of Snn11~rit verses .i14 
more faultless than mine. When he conducts the. prayer~: hLs ,soft. 
sweet -melodies melt one into love. But he felt that his accomplish
ments were incorpplete until he had become al11o n p~rfect s~e~ver, 
and that if he ~anted the Ashram ~we~per .to do his w~rk. well, he 
~ust do)t himself and set n,n exnllilP.~e.. , . ·, .. : . 

You should realize that yo~ are cleaning Hindu society.i You,.hn\'e 
1 therefore to purify your lives. You stould cultivate the habits of 
cleanliness, so that n'o one may point his finger at you. Use alkali
' nsh or earth, if you Qannot afford to use.sonp, ~o keep you~ selves cl~an. 
1 
Som~. of you are given to,drinking and gambling \Vhich .. you must get 

1ri,d o.f.,., ~o~t, ~ill 'poin~ yo~~ fing~li ~t·'t~~1 Brahruin11. an~ ~IIY, ex~ll.t~ey 
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. I .may here. recall my pr,oposition, w~ich is tQis :, , So long as the 
Hindus. rwilfully regard. :untouchability .as .part ,9fi :their religion, S() 

long as the mass of ;Hindu~t ,co,nsiderit a. sin .. to touc~ a. section of 
their .. brethren .•.. Swaraj; i$:··imp9ssible .of,attni~;~ment.:, Xudhishthirn 
would not enter heaven ,withqut his dog .. :aow cau, then,,the descen
dants of that. ,Yudhishthi.ra. axpect.to obtain ,Swaraj I whho!lt the 
:u.ntouchables? What c.rimes,for which',we co:p,demn.the Go:vernment 
llS·.~atanic, have not We ~eel) guilty of,tQW3fi}S Our. untouchable 
.brethren? , , ·~ •.. · , .. ,,,.,.,. 1 ·~~~··J;.,,r, ,,,.<~,':•······, 
. We are guiHy1 of.ha~~':lg s~ppressed. ,our ?rethren,; :we. ~a~~ them 
cra'Yl on ,th~ir bel~i~~. i· we ,have, made,. t~.~m r,llb th~~~ .. no,s~s o,n, ~he
,ground j with I e:yes, r~~l 'Y~th,rage, WI~ vqsh ,:them .~u.t, of raHw~y 
compartments~wh~t,more than this has B~~tjsh 11l~~e; ~o~e ~. ·; Wn~ 
charg~ 1 ~ha,t we.bdu~ ,nga~ns~ J?.r~~ an,~ O'Dwrer, rp~f. n~t ot~e~s1,~nd 
evenour own p~ople,Jay,at,p,ur 

1
do?r,.? We oug~~.~~ p11rge ourselyes 

pf t~.is pollutiop •. , I~ is jql~ . to ta~ of .. ~'j'l'ar~j: sp )oug ~~ we do npt 
.Prot~ct the; weak:,~n~ ~h~ ,helpl,ess, or.so long ~s,it ~s possible f~r a 
single Swarajist to injure the feelings of any individual. . Swqr.aj 
m~~n~ that. not a ~ipg~~ 1 ~~n<lu Q~ 1'\Ius~iw,, ,shall.fQ,11 ·a mom~nt 
n~rQgantly ·think, .t~athq ca~. crush w~t~ impu~~tYJ, :r:qeek. ,Hindus,Qr 
1\Iu!ilims. Un~es~ ~hi,s 1 ~~nditioij is fulqlled,, ;w~.w~ll g!\in ~wnr~j only 
.to lose H the pext_ mo.inent~ .. We are ;no,, better,thp:tq~,~rQtes. un.til 
we have purgedooourse.lye~ of th~ sins

1 
w~ ).l~JX~ 1 c,omrnitteQ., nga4u;~.Plll" 

weaker~reth.t·.el1.:., ·.,. :·• .. •.t.',, .. :,.IJ.."·,.f·JI:1J ,:.,·.~ ··~··•'· 
.~ut) have.,f~i~h in me.still.~:Jn the co~r~e :of wy,.peregd.nations iru 

India, lba~e, re~liseq ~hat ,the spirit .of ~dH~ess of which. the .. ~oet 
T\llsid:u~ sings~~ eloquently,, whi~Q, tprms the cqq~~r-~to~e of the.~ ain 
anQ. Vaishnav~ ,1·eligi~~% 1w~iqh is t~e.,q'\Jintesse.nc~.o~ .the ,Blzag(l,:at 
and which every verse .of ,tqe,,G,ta.i~.aatura~e~ .with7th~s .killqlle.sst 
this. lor~, this charit~~ • .is slowly ~~~.s~ead~ly,,ga~ning: ground in, ~ht7 
henrtsof,,the.mas~es~f.~hi~,country.,, .... , · 1,·' 1 \.,. 1, ••• ,,1,:. :: 

Man~ a fr~cas. b~~ween 1 .H,i1;1dus ~nd Mussalma11s is ~.till ·h.eard of• 
There" a~e ,still :many of thes~ .w~o d.o .no~· ,scrupl,ei ~o wrong. o~e
auothe~. ·But. ~s ~p ,~he.'net result; I feel that. 'kin~nf,lsB! an~1_chru;itr" 
.h11;ve .~nc~~ased: , The H~nqusand ~iahome4Ans,)Iave .. ,become .. Gpd
fearing1. :we. ,have shake~ .~ur~elv~s fr,e~ ~rom ~h~ pYPPlotism qf law
courts.and ,G,9,ver.p.~ent sc~ools, ·and,p9 1Io~ger lab,t;mr,,up~~r, mnny .a~
~ther ~allu9ination,, ~ I b~ve alsQ reali~e~ tha~ ~bps~ wh.om JV~. regard! 
ns i~liter~t~~ a.n.d ignorant are ,the;y~ry p~ople wpq·_4es~r~e to be ca.llet.i 
educated; . They are,more : qultured, than, w.e,. their )iveij ~;~re more 
righteous than o~rs. A littl~ .s~udy,:of.the.,pr~~e!l.t-dllyl,meP.tality of 
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the people will show that according to the popular conception Swarnji 
is synonymous with Ram Raj-the establishment of the Kingdom of 

" Righteousness. on earth. ' , . , · . · 
If it can bring any comfort to rou, my untouchable 1 brethren, I 

would say thnt yow; question does not~cnuse so much stir ns i~ used· 
to do formerly. That does not menu thnt I expect you to cense to have· 
misgivings about the Hindus. How can they deserve to ... be not 
mistrusted having wronged you so much ? Swami Vivekannnda used 
to say thnt the untouchables were not depressed, they were suppreil!!ed! 
by the Hindus who in turn bad suppressed themselves by suppresaing: 
them. · · · .. . , .: . : . ·., ,, 1 1 

I suppose I was at Nell ore on the 6th of April. I met the untouch-
ables ther~ and I prayed that day as I ha-ve done to-day. I do want to 
attain :Moksba. I do not want to be reborn. But if .I have to be 
reborn, l.should be born Bl~ untouchable, so th~t I may share their 
so~rows, ~uffedngs, and ,the n~r~nts i,e~eUed at them, ii~ order thnt I 
may endeavour to free ptyself and theJll from that miserable condition. 
I, therefore,,prnyed that1 if I should be born agnin,l should do souot 
as :i. Brahmin, Ksbntriya, Yais'9'a, or Shudra,,but ae au Ati11hUdrn. o 

'l'o.dny is much more. solemn .thnn the sixth. It is hallowe4 by the 
memory of the massacre of thousands of innocents. And I prayed. 
therefore; nlso to-day _that if I should .. die with auy of. mY .. de~~et;; 
unfructified, with my ser'vice of the untouchables unfinished, wi ~h my 
Hinduism unfulfilled,, I IJlay be born ag:1in amongst the ~n~ouchn,bles 
:to bring mrHinduis~.to its fulfilme1~t" . . .. . . .... , 

I love scavengering. tn my Ashr11m, nn eighteen years old Br(lhmin 
lad is doing.the scavenqc~'s· .work in. order to teach ·the .'AshrRm 
.scavenger cleanliness .. · .~be la4 is no.r.efor~cr. · He'wns 

1
bor11 ~nd 

bred in,orthodoxyf He is a regular·reader of the Gita nn4 fai~hf~lly 
performs Sandhynvand:ma,. , llis pronunciation of San~krit .verses .i~ 
more faultless than f!line. When he conducts tlie .. prny~r1 : hLs ,soft 
sweet melodies melt one into love. But he felt that his 'accomplish-

. ments were inco~plete until ~e had become ~l11o a p~rfect B":e~~er, 
· and that if he wanted the Ashram swe~per to do his wp~·k. well,. he 
must do~~ himself and se_t n.u e:xn~p.le., ... : , 

1 
• . • , 

. :You !lhould realize that yo~ are cleaning Hindu society.: You, have 
therefore to purify your lives. You stould cultivate the habits of 
clennliness, so that no one mny point his finger at you •. Use alkali~ 
nsh or earth, if you cannot afford to use .soap, to keep you~sel~es clean. 
~om~ of you a~e given to,drinking an~ gambling :which you .m~st get 
r1d o.f:,, ~o~1. ~i~l point yo~~ fiugel\ at't~e,~raluuins, an~ ~ny ey~nJ~ey 
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~re given 'to these vices. "Brit they are not looked u'pon as polluted ; 
~nd you are. You must riot ask the Hindus to emnnc.ipate· you· as a 
m,atter of favour. Hindus must do so, if they want,· in their· own -
'interest. · ··you 11hould, therefore, make 'them feel ·ashamed by your 
oO'WJl purity and cleanliness;~ I believe that we .shall have· purified 
-ourseh'es 'within the next five mdnths~ ,. If my .expectations ll.re not 
fulfilled; I will t~ink'tha t, although my proposition was :lundanientally 
correct, yet I was wrong iri my calculation; and r will again say that 
I had erred in my calculation.· · · · ·' ·. · i "'!'·• · 

'·You ·claim to be Hindus; you ·l'ead: the• Bhagavat; ·if,· therefore, 
the ·Hindus oppress you, then you should understand that th'e fault 
.(lo'es not lie i'n the Hind~ Religion: but in tho;e who 'profess it.· • In 
·ordill' to e~ancipnte s-ourselves; you .. shall 'have to phrify yourselves~ 
You shall'hinEI'to get rid of evil habits like'drinki~~: ' ': ' 
'If you want to ameliorate y'our cond'ltion,'if you want t~ obtain 

Swaraj, you should be' self-reliaht. '! l was' told' in Bombay that some 
·of you nh~ opposed to N:·C.' o.:·arfd beti~ve''that~ salvl!otion' is onl:y 
J!ossible through' the· British' Govei:nme~t. 1' Let 'nie· t.~n. you th~t you 
will n~ver be able' to' obtahi'l;edfess by discarding' i. Hindu:. Religion 
::u1clcourting the favour ofa'thir<fparty. ··Your 'emanCipation lies in 
.Yonr owh ba~ds: : .. , . 'I : I ii•'• .. ' I : ; ' • :" ; . . . ' . •. • 

. I have c<lm~ in' coritact w'ith the ~nto'uchable.s'allo1ver the co~ntry, 
·ahd I hiwe obsetved tha{immeD.se possibiiitie's.lie latent in' them of 
which neither they nor the rest' of the' Hind~s 1 s~·~Ji~' to b~ aware. 
Their intellect is of virginal purity,·: I' ask ybu 'to le'ax·h spinning and 
iveayi~g. and if you take them! up a~ a' '.pr~fession, you will k~ep 
.P6verty . from' your 'doors. I As i·~gards your a'ttitude' ·towards the 
B~nngls, ·~will repent whai I' said at Godhra. ,I ciu1n'o't'

1 
understan~ 

·wnjryou should I yout·selves I 'countenance lhe 'distinction bet.;veen 
Ulieds 'and Bharigis. ' There is no differ~nce behveeri .them •. ·'Even in 
1i~rm:¥ 'times theiroccup:ition is a~ ''hon~urablen$ that· of )awyers' or 
·Go:Vernment servants. . '. . ' : 1 .. ' . I ' ( ! ' ' • ' ' 

. 'You should now 'cease to' ac~~pt~ le~~ings,' fr~ul" plates however· 
·clean they· may' o~' represented. to: be; Receive 'gfli1n' · only7-g·Jod, 
'SOUnd grain, not rotten grain, and that too orily if it is'. 

1

COUi'teously 
•Offered; 1 If 'yo1l ill;~. 'abl~,to 1q<) all" r have asked'yoU to do,·you' Will 
s~cure' 1yri'!lr ·~maricipatiorl,' not in four ,or five months, but in SQ many 
(laY~.'· ~ f . 1 · { • ~. • ·, 1 . ' 1 • • : · J ~ r t :, 11 : ·, 1, ,. 1• • 111 • • • , • ··~ 

'' 'Tbe Hi~du~ ~re not' ~inftil by natJre; they are' sunk' in I ig~orarice, 
Untouchabilit,:v' ~ust bJ' 1 extin

1

C~ ''in'' this I very year.' tr'wo of the 
:Strclngest desires th~t kee'p'me .iri flesh :and bone' are the emdncipation 
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of the untouchables nnd. the protection o~ the cow •. When these two
desires nre fulfilled, there is Sw~raj, and ~herein lies my own ~Ioltslta •. 
May God give you otrength to \Vork out your salvation. 

J 1 1, 1 I 

' ' 'rj 
1 

'I • ! ' , ' r, I r ' ' \ , 

The ·following appeared in Young [ndia. of 27th April,. 
1921; under the heading," Disappearino 1t1itouchctl)i/ity ":: 

Of aU the sweet experiences during .my Gujarat tour,• 
none was sweeter than'thesympathetic'manner in which . 
. the 'suppressed' were received by 'the other Hindus .. 
Everywhere the audience has received my remarks OD' 

' I I I I • ' " 

• The position in 1\ladras, ~owe.ver, was different~ Mr. Gnu<lh,l wrote· 
in Y01mg btdia of ~9th September, 1921, under the heading," The· 
Panchnmas ": , 

_Nowhere 'is the ,·~_untollc:hable '' ~o cruelJy treated 'tis in the· 
Madras presidency. His .very shadow .defile~, the. Brahman, He 
may not even pass . through' Brahman streets. Non~Brnhmnn~. 

trent him no better. And between the two, the Panchama, as he is. 
called in these parts, is groun~ to atom~. And yet :Madras i11 a land. 
of mighty ~emples an~ religious devotion. Th~ people wi~h tJt~~ big. 
tilak mark!l,, their long locks and their .. bare pleau' bodies; look: ~ike 
rishis. But their religion seems nlmost, to be .exhausted in these 
outward obserrances. It is difficult to .understand this Dyerism tu
wards the most industrious anp useful citizens in a land,: thn~. ,has. 
produced Shankarn and Ramnnuja., And il) spite of the sn~an)c' trea~-· 
ment of.oui own kith nnd kin. in, t~is part of India, I_.retnin my fnitb. 
in these Southern people. I have, told them at ,all their, huge meet.ings 
in no, unc~rtnin Jerms that there. en~ be .110 Sw~rnL with.out the· 
removal of the curse from .9)lr1 ~id11t. . . , , . 1 • , , , • ! ' •... , 1 ,. , • 

I have told them, that our being treated .as social lepers in ·practi-; 
cally the whole world is due to our having trented n fifth of our own. 

, race ns 11uch, ·.Non-co-operation is a: plea for a ·change of • heart,· :not 
·merely in the English but equally in ourselves;' ,_Indeed; I expect the 
change 'first in us nnd then as a ·mat tel' of coors~ in~ the English.:· i A. 
·nation that can throw away .an age-long, curse in· d year.j 'a :nntiQn: 
that cnn shed the drink-habit as we shed our garments, n nation that: 
can return to its original industry arid suddenly utilille its spare hours· 
to ·manufacture. sixty .crores worth of cloth ·during a single year, is a. 
transformed nation. Its transformation mu11t react upon1 the world .. 
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thEi matter without resentment.· At Kalofthere· was to· 
·~e a 'meetin~ Of~.~ Unt?b}ch,~ ~ les .''tO be.' ad?~essed ~y I fil,EJ •

1 

.I pleaded w1th the Mahajans that they should permit 
me to addr~s~ them in the panda! erected for the general 
~eeting. '.'After 'some. hesitation, th~y: agreed. ,I was tq 
ba ve gone to fetch these ' outcast~s: .,! from lb.~ir qdart~rs: 
Th~ir abode:w~s too f~rfrom.tb.rpandal to'·' enable' 'them . 
to' come>·. I therefore' addreSsed (them ne~r the~ hospital~ . 

r . ll .. . . :. r ,,. . ' ., • . ' : 

But I was glad to note that m~ny or~hodox Hindus, who 
.accompan.ied ni~, freelyniixed '\Vitb:the' men and women' 
·whO' had· flocked roun·d ·me· from the· pariah· quarters. 
"But' the height of satisfa(}tion' was 'reache'd .When in 
.Shisodra, a big village near Navsa~i, there were know-

.. '.' . . '. ' .·· 

Jtmust constitute even ~or'th~· ~coffer a ·convincing demonstration 
.of God's 'existence and gi·ace; and so I say that, if India can become 
.tran~formed in this wise, no po~er on earth' c:in. deny'· India's .right 
to estab~ish Swarnj. I~ spite p.fnll the.dlouds that' ~re thickening on 

·.the Indian horizon, I make bold to prophesy that the 'moment India' 
.has ~epented of her treatment of the 'untouchables, 'and has boycotted 
·foreign cloth that moment India will be hailed,· by thd very· English 
·officials who seem to have hai·dened their hearts, as a free and a brave 
nation. Ahd because I believe that, if Hindus will, it is possible for· 

rthetn to enfranchise the so-called Panchamasand extend to them the 
rights that they claim for themselves, and it is possible f9r India, if 
·she wills, to manufacture ·an the cloth she needs even as she cooks all 
the ·food she eats, I therefore also believe that Swaraj ·'is attain·able 
their year. This transformation cannot take place by any elaborately 
planned niech!J.nical action. i' But it.ca.n take place if God's :graM .is 
·with us.• Who can deny that God is· working a wonderful change in , 
·the hearts of every one of us ? · Any way it . is the duty ' of every· , 
Congress w<ir\ter everywhere to befriend the ·untouchable bt•other; and 
tO. plead with the un-Hindu Hindus; that Hinduism of the Vedas, the· 
Upanishad~, Hi~duism of the,Bhagavadgita,eand of Shankara and . 

..Ramanuja contains no warra.atfor treating a single .human being, no, 
matter how.fallen,: as an untouchable. Let every Congr.essman plead, 
in the gentlest manner possible with orthodoxy, that the bar sinister 

:is the very negation. of Ahi.msa. 1. 
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ingly' c~.dmittid' to the plac'e reserv~d:for the elite·of the 
village, aU: the 1

! many' :bheds' who were standing at a 
distance from the great meeting which I was addressing. 
As they were admitted, not a iruan or woman 'mo'Ved or' 
protested·.' Almost every one in· the village was p~esent · 
.at the meeting. ·People ·from ·surrounding villages too 
had attended. This deliberate· and· soleriui 'admission' 
of several hundred men and women of the un'touchable · 
oelass to the centre of a great g~thering like the above is 
to me· a sure ·sign of the pure religious character ·of· the· 
movement. Mr. Vallavabhai Patel in order to make· 
assurance doubly 'sure asked those who ·approved: of the 
·step to raise their hands, ' and quite 'a forest of hands 
went UPt The experiment ·:was' .repeated 'in 'Bardolf· 
before an equally' large · audience , and with. equally · 
-satisfactory results.·· Untouchability·. is surely disap .. 
pearing; and with its disappearance the way to· Swaraf 
is 'becoming safe and easy • 

. ···~"''' . 
·, ~. \ (' : .'. I ' • ' I I 

Stl~ .· Dece~zber 1 1~20 . 

. THE CASTE SYSTEM 
1 1 . ' ' j 1 : ' I ~ 

. (By ~~: K. GASDRJ)' 1 
; I ', i.! 

I have received several angry letters about my remarks'~~ 
during my Deccan tour·onthe caste syste~·~:., I· ·am ·not~ 
publishing these 'letters,. because ·there'! is :nothing butr 
vituperation in them, and when there is''nci vituperation,, 
there , is , little· argument. about: them. .I 1am anxious to 
·open the columns·, of~'· Young India1' to opin~ons express•: 
ing dissent from its, VieWS, but the WriterS must be I brief• 
and' interesting.: Acrim.ony . .is ·no argument.· I ·a.m 
()bliged, tOi make :these rem'arks,: because 'ttfo writers I atj 

·.!Omitted in this collection;: '1 
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least would have·.: gained publicity for their letters, jf 
they ~ad 1 .not been prolix and: unintelligible . in . their 
e;xpressip:q,, .The· question,. howeveJ.'t that my correspon
dents have raised, ,comman~s attention and de~erves ·aq 

. answer., -.They argue, that the .r,et.ention. of the caste 
system,' ,spells .r~~' for -India and that :it i~ caste which.'. 
has reduced India .to slavery.-~. I;n my .. ·opinion, it is not" 
caste that has made us what we are, .. · It . was; our· greed 
and .disregard of ·essential :virtues.:which enslaved us •. I 
believe-that Qa~te has saved ·Hinduism.· fro1n · disintegra-
tion .... , · ,' , : ·•!. : ·JI 1;~ ,·r ::1: . 

But .like· ev:ery . other· institution, it has suffered from. 
exc:re.scenoes. ,{consider the four .. divisions alone to be. 
fundawenta.l, jla,tural,: and·, es~e:otia.b ;:The innumerabl& 
sub-,castes, ~re sometim.e~. a 1 Qonve~ijence,. often a hind .. , 
ranee.~. Tlle sooner t.here is fusion.th~ better. The silent:. 
destructlon and reconstruc.ti~n .to. sub-castes have ever 
gone on and are bound to conti,nue., :Social pressure and 
public opinion Can be trUR.t~d.tQ_ deal With the problem .. 

· But I am certainly against any attempt at destroying the· 
fundamental divisions. 1

· The' cast~\ system is not based 
on inequality, there1is no. question of $nferiority, and .so· 
far as there iS any such question arising, as in Madras, 

I • · 1 '.1 ··'l 1 

Maharashtra, or elsewhere,·: the ·tendency should un-
doubtedly: be checked~·· i But there1 appears to be no· valid 
reasom for ending 1the1 ;system· .because of its abuse. It· 
lend&,itself easilyr-to;reformation,·I·•The spirit ofj demo•: 
craoy,: w:hich is,-fast.spreadirig throughout India and, the· 
rest .of ithe :world, .willj without. a shadow of doubt;· purge 
the in~titutiop. ~·the 'idea. of :pr.edominance·and .. subordi-· 
liation.·~··f: ··: ~ :1:;r-,; J,;1 LJrf r:.-,.:·.0:·: 'Ji r ···:· • ;_," 

:. The spirit.· ofj·ldemacra:cy• •is , .not·.~ mechanical thing· 
. to ;be .adjusted :by· abolitio~ of, forms. :It requires change· · 

of the heart. ., If caste is ~ bar .to the"sptead of the spirit,. 
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the existence of five religions inlndia~Hinduism, ·Islam, 
Christianity, Zorastrianism, and Judaism-is ·equally a 
bar.· The spirit of democracy . requires .the inculcation 
of the spirit of brotherhood,: and I can find no difficulty 
in considering . a; · Christian or ·a · · Mahomedan to be my 
brother in absolutely the same sense as' alb]ood.brother, 
and Hinduism that is responsible for the doctrine of the 
caste is .also responsible for. the .. ; inculcation:· of the 
essential brotherhood, not merely of man but' even .. of 
all that lives. 

One of my correspondents ·suggests . that we· should 
abolish the caste but adopt the class system of Europe 
-meaning thereby I ·suppose that the idea of heredity 
in caste should be rejected; I I am inclined to think that 

. the law of heredity is an eternal law ahd any attempt ~o 
alter that law must 'lead, as it has before led, to utter 
confusion. I can see very great use1 in· considering a 
Brahmin to be always a· Brahmin throughout his life. 
If he does not behave himself like.a Brahmin, he }Vill 

I naturally cease to · command the .respect that is due to 
the real Brahmin. It' is easy to imagine the innume~able 
difficulties if one were to set up a: court of punishments 
and reW)rds,'; ·degradation·· an<f promotion.:· If .Hindus 
believe,. as they must believe · in reinQarnation, trans~ 
migration, they must know that hature will, without any 
possibility of mistake, I adjust the balance· by degrading 

.a Brahmin, if he misbehaves ·himself, by 1 reincarnating 
him in .l)..lower division, and translating one who lives 
the life of :a Brahmin in his·: present incarnation to 
Brahminhood in his next~ , . ., ·. ~ i. iiI ·1 • • , • : ~ 
, Interdrinking, jnterdinjng,. intermarrying,·~ I hold; are 
not.essential for 'Jhe,promotion~tof'therspirit: of::demo .. 

. cracy. • \·I do not eontemplate under·a. tn:ost democratic 
' · • Seep, 397~ 1 ; • • 

31' 
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constitution . I a :universality .. of' ·manners · ·and customs 
about eating, · drin'King and marrying~ . 1 We.' sh;:t-11 ever 
have·to seek unity·· in·; diversity, and I decline to con. 
sider it .a, sin for a· man not to dri~k ·or eat with any ·and 
everybody:~·:In· Hinduism;· children of brothers may.not 
intermarry,,:<The 'prohibition dcies.not.; i11;terfere with 
cordiality· of relations, probably it promotes healthiness 
of relationships~·:. ·1n ·; ,Vaishna va ·,,households, , l have' 
known ~others not dining ·in the .common kitchEm~ nor 
drinking from the same pot, without their becoming 
exclusive,· arrogant; or_ :less .loving.· :T~ese are ·disci
plinary restraints which· are not.in themselves· bad. 
Carried :to ridicu'lous extremesi .they:. :Q:Iay become harm
fu~ ·and if thefmotive, is one of:arrogation. of superiority 
.t~e res.traint. ·becomes an' indulgence,:. therefore hurtful. 
But: as time~ goes~forward,.~ and new necessities·, and 
occas~ons· :·arise;: the. custom·: regarding interdrinking, 
interd ining a:pd ( ·iriterrriarryifig,, -wilL! require; . cautious 
moq.ificationf>,otrearrangement: <':J:J:.: ; (I 

1 Thus,, whilst·,~fJam prepared· to defend, ... as :I ·have 1 

always done,r the rrdjvision of Hindus into four castest 
as Lhave· ISO ':often/said in these ;COlumns;:: 1 consider 
untou6hability to be a ,heinous·: crhhe against humanity. 
It is·.not a:sign tOf self-restrahit·but an· ar.rogant assump
tion of superjcli'i,ty.·: :,It.has served no useful purpose an~ 
it has·:s-upp~essed, ·as. nothing ·else in Hinduism. has, vast 
numbers of the human: race who are not'only.: :every bit. 
as .good.as ourselves, but are rendering in many: walks 
of life.an·ess-ential·service to the .country .. It is a sin of 
which the sooner Hinduism purges 1 itself the better it is 
for, itself,lif ,it,is .. :toLbe·recogp.ised· as 'an honourable and 
·elevating religion. 1 ~ "L know no argument in favour of its 

·retention. and I haye: na.hesitation 'in rejecting. scriptural 
· authority of a doubtful ~parac_ter in order to support a. 
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sinful institution.• , Indeed I would reject all authority 
if it is in conflict with sober reason or the dictates of 
the heart. Authority sustil.ins and ennobles the weak 

-when it is the hand-work of reason, but it degrades them 
when it supplants reason, sanctified by the' still small 
voice within• 

. . : . • . . .r ··r 
' • Occupation is no test of superiority or otherwise with Mr. dandh1. 
The following appeared in Young• iltdl.(l, of 17th November, 1921:' · :. 

Prejzulicc · an<Z Insolern:e.:.:.A· correspondent from the 'Tanjore 
District writes, saying that he .and his brother though Brahman~ fel~ 
that rather than lead a J:~.zy life, they should do some. work nnd thcf 

·• turned their hands to the plough. '· So they began agriculture. There. 
upon their fellow \'illnger~ became disgusted and excommunicated 
them. · fhey however remained 'firm in their l'eRolve. When the 
Shankaracharya of Kumbakonam visited their part· of the distrid 
;they went with their offering which was rejected, because they. had 
eommitted the sin of labouring for their livelihood. My cOrrespon
-dent tells me he is not at all put out by the Shankaracharya.'s action. 
I congratulate the brothers on their public sph·it .. Excommunication 
from a ~yrnnnical society ·is Indeed a reward ·of merit· and should be 
welcomed. To say that a Brahman should not touch the plough is a 
;parody of Varnnshramn. and a. p1·ostitution of the 'nieaning of the 
.Bhag~vadgita, Surely the .qualities predominantly nl!cribed , to the . 
. different divis~ons are not.denied to the otherR. Is bravery to be. the 
\Prerogative only of the Kshatriya and restraint only pJ the Brahman? 
.Are Brnhmnns, Kshatriyns and Shudrns not to protect the Cow ? 'Cab 
:any ~tie remain a Hmdu without readiness to die for the Cow' ? Yet I 

t!~trnngely enough, T have a letter. from· the Madras Presidency 
11el'iously telling me, that Cow protection has nothing to do with any 
hut the Vnishyas. When there is so much ignorance ·combined with 
ins~le~c~, the best thing t~ .4o .is to incur all.risks and pur~~e the 'path 
.of reform expecting time to prove 'the truth of one's position.' If we 
•COmbine love :with firmness, .We shall disarm all opposition ili the end. 
Reformers may neither relent nor become-angry,: 
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SWARAJ I~':' SW,A.DESHI 

(BY 1\i, l{. HA~DHI) · r 

:.: •The real reform that India needs is· Swadeshi ini its 
true sense. The immediate problem before· its is not 
how to run· the government Of the country, but how to 
feed and clothe ourselves. In 1918, we sent sixty crores 
of rup"es out of India for buying · cloth. If we continue 
to purchase foreign clot:. at that rate, we deprive the 
In? ian w:e~ver and spinner of. that amount .from y~ar, to 
·y~ar.·~~iihru~ p1:'r;ctiqally giring !li1n.· Qr ·her .~·n~ 9the~· ~9rk' 
in..exa1wnge. No.wonder a tenth at least of .the popula
tion 'is ·cruelly half~starved and the majority· of the rest 
1u1d~rfed·:· /He who ~as 'eye~· may< see ·for ·h~mself' that 
ilie'~~.iddi(tClass people are blteady be2ng' u?zderJed and our 
:iJabi~$.·i-~~r~·. n~t

1

. getting .. ·eno~qli·.Jrnflh .. fot,.,t~~elves. · .·f~& 
Reform Scheme, ,no matter1 how liberal it ,.is~ will .not 
lhelp to solve th" problem in· 'the immediate future .. But 
Swadeshi ·can solve it ~10;V, . I c' ·i: ' · .. : ·.. '' ' ' ' '! . I ' 

' The· P1nijabhas· 1~1ade.,.tlie· solution still clearer' to me. 
Go(h~ t~an~~~.th.a( t.~e. p'e~~tif~l.~qme~/M the P~nja~ 
have,not yet lost the cunning ·~f their :fingers .. High or 
tow; theY' still-know the art of spinning. • · They have not 
'yet'pur:rit'their spinning \vheels.as niany Gujarati wq;men 
ha~e .'doiie, '·It .·is ·to me a, pe~fect. delight to· find· th~m 
, j ( : ~~ ' . ~ ! , ! I J l 1 1 • ' ' , • I ' J ' ' 1 1 I I 1 ' ' I ' j ' 1 ' ' I • 

,t~ro~il}.g .J>alls o£1 ~~·rn! into my lap.,, T~e1. adm~·f ~h~y 
' have. time at their., disposal.fqr spinning. They ,~qmit 

that the'Khaddar·woven from their. hand-spun yarn. ·is 
~uperibri'to ·the machine-spun yarn: Our ·;forefathers 
·ware' well, a blEdo 'clothe the'mselves \Vifh little effort and 
I j j I • ' \ I \ ~ • I ' ' I ' '. ' :. . • ' ' ."' i ~ : ' ' I . I . I : 

with perfect comfort 'without' having to. buy from the ... j, ~ . . J. 1 , • • • • r · .r . . : : • : . J j • ; • • • , , • 1 l .• 

. fo~eig!k !I,larkets.,• · 
. This beautif~i.ll.rt,...,:-and yet so simple..:...is in. danger .. of . 
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· being· lost if we do not wake up betimes.. The , Punjab 
gives proof of its ·possibilities. , :But the Punjab too is 
fast losing . her hold of it. · Every· year . witnes$eS a 
decrease in the output of hand-spun yarn~.l It means 
greater poverty. in our homes and greater_ idleness• 
The women who h~ ve ceased to spin .are not utilizing 
their time in any othj;!r or· better manner than gossiping. 

But one thing is needful to undo the mischief.·· If 
every educated Indian will- realise his . clear primary 
duty, he . will· straightway, present the women of his 
household with a spinning: wheel arid provide the faci~ 
lities for learning the art of spinning. Millions of yar~~ 
of yarn can be produced from day to day. · And if 
every educated Indian will condescend to,wear the cloth 
produced ; from, such yar~, he will support and assist in 
rebuilding· the only· possible cottage industry ,of India. , , 
. Without a cottage industry; .the India:p., peasant .. is 
doomed •. He cannotmaintain.himself fro~ th~ produce 
ot·the .. land. ·He needs: a _.supplementary• industry. 
Spinning is the easiest, the cheapest and the best~ , 

I know this me~ns a· revolution in our mental outlook. 
And it is because it. is a revolution thatl claim that the 
way to Swaraj lies through Swadeshi. A nation that 
can save sixty crores of rupees per: year and distribute 
that large sum: amongst its spinners and weavers in their 
own homes w:m have' acquired'· powers of organisation 
and industry that IDI:lSt enable it. to do everything else 
nece~sary for its organic grt>wi;h,, , . . 

'The dreamy reformer. whispers;, f Wai~ till. I get res
ponsible governmei;~.t and,I will protectJndials·indu~try 
:without our."wo~en . .having, to J spin·, and, om: .. weaver • 
~aving to weave.':JThis' has J>ee.n ~ctually_lsaid,by 
thinking men. I venture. to: suggest ,that there: I is ;a 
double f~llacy·underlying the proposition, .. .,India·~annot 
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waitJ 1IOl'·" a protective·,·:tariff ·and I protection will not' 
reduce' the' cost of clothing. Secondly,· ·mere· protection 
will not hene:fit' the· starving'millions .. They'· can' only 
be helped bYbeing· enabled to supplement their earnings 
by havhig ·a spinning industry :restored. to them. So 
whetJier· we have :a, protective tariff ·or not, we shall still 
hav·e ·to ·revive· the: hand-spinning 'industry ·and stimu.,; 
iate hand.~weavhig. : · ·· · . , I ·~ 

'When the~·war: was raging, all available hands in 
.America and England.were utilized fn· .the· naval yards 
fdt building ships and they built them .too at ari 'amazing 
pace·., If T would have my' way, ·I would make every 
available ·Indian learn spinning ot' weaving and make 
him or her· do· that. work for a certain fixed portion of 
ever~ day." I I would :start with'. schools ·and !colleges;. 
pres~nting ~s they do ready-made organised units: 

Multiplication of mills'. cannot ··solve the'. proble·m. 
They will I take•', too long 'to overtake the dril.in and they 
ccinnot 'dist1'ibute ··the sixty · crores in our homes. ·'They 
can only·eause concentration of money and .labour and 
thus: make. confusion ·worse confounded:' . ~ 1. 

·· 21st; April, 1920 
~~ "' .. ','! ' 

•' I I SWADESHI 
' 'l ' ..... ' 

· · The National week: ciosed on Tuesday the 13th.l It ivas 
in e:very way a remarkable'; demonstration of Hindu
·Muslirn unity! the' determination to secure·repeal of''the 
Rowlatt ~-A.ct,··~nd· th~·! Satyagrah spirit.· The speeches 

' delivered:··were sober·and more . .tb the:point·than before. 
Ther~.:was11 no· :disordeHiness at.'anytof .. the~·tneetings 
.ofwhichwe~have received reports;~·, .l .r<"i i: .:. ;,,~, 

''•.'What:1however· ahour Swadeshi ?,·Wa.s·Swadeshi too 
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not a product of Satyagrah. spirit and- activity?: ' It 
undoubtedly· was.~ · But .. Swadeshi .w.ork· is 1the .. mo~t 

·constructive of all. 1 It does' not lend ·itself to .speeches 
1 

• Mr.Ga~dhi sharply distinguish,es Boycott from Swndeshi, sel! p.147: 
·'In Ya1mg Ind£a of 14th January ,'1921, 1'eplying to 1\Ir; Baptista, Mr. 
Gandhi pointed out among other things that Boycott wns not construe. 
tive fike Swadeshi but ''operates like nn :undue i ufluence brought In to 
secure one's purpo.ses.:' FQrther, "one.cnn m~ke,Boycott suc~es~ful 
oilly by'nn nppenl to angry passions. It may therefore result in 
unintended consequences 'and may even lead ton per'mnnetlt estrange
ment between parties. 'Mr. Baptisto.; however, denies that npp'eal to 
angry passions is n necessary· consequence of Boycott especially· if 
some: one like me were. to manage the movement.. I . venture· t() 
~hall~nge the position. A man suffering from an injustice. is exposed 
to the temptations of having his worst passions roused on the slightest 
pretext. By a!!king him to boycott British goods, you 'inculcate th~ 
. iden of punishing the wrorig-door. And punishment necessarily e''oke11 
anger.", ·, '; :•:. ·. ,·,·': ·, 

In Yow~gJnclia of 25th August, 1920, in the course of an article, 
headed "Boycott of Goods, t•~. Non-co-operation pr{lgt'amme," :Mr. 
Gandhi further wrote i . .· ., : , 

1 
, • , • : •• 

I must deal with the question of boycott which hns now received 
the imprimatur of so able a publicist ds Mr. Kasturi Rangn Aiye\lgnr. 
·, • . Uoycott of British goods is thoroughly' unpractical, for it 
involves sacrifice of their millions by millionaires; It is in my 
opinion infinitely more difficult for, a merchant to sacrifi!;e his millions 
than for a l~wyer to ~uspend hi~ prnr.tice,or for a titleholder tq give 
up hi~:~ title Ol' for a paront to sacrifice, i~ nee~ b11, .the .literary lnstr.uc
tion of his c~ildre,n, ,Add to this the impprtanG fnpt that merchanti.i 
have only lately begun t9 interest thems('lVes ll\ no lith:~. 'I ;!'hey 1,\re 
therefore yet timid llDd cautious. But .the class, to which .. the firt~t 
stage of Non-co~operatioQ. is intended to appeal,.i, ~he political cla~s 
which has devoted years to politics Jl.Ud is not m~lltallYi unprepared 
forcommunalsacrifice. 1 ·.·<! •,,. ,, 1 ... 1 · ~,: 11 ., 1 ,,, •·. ,,,,,. 1.,,:,.; 

Boycott of British good~ to be effective must be taken• up bY: the 
whole country at. once .orJtot.o.t alh It ·is •like :a ·siege,· YoUJ. can 
,carry out n siege. only when you have the requisite! men ond · iilsliru

~ ments of destruction. On~) mon scratching' a 'wan with I hi~ I fingel' 
nail111 may hurt his fingers but will produce no effect up~n the wolls. 
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so muchi as' to .solid action. · It is not 'possible to . save 
fifty. crores of rupees annuaUy.;.by speeches:or demon.
strations. ' It: involves muoh ·more than the . saving·. of: 
thjs. annuaJ1 draln.l Jt,)pvolves the .. h~nour.:of Jndianl 
~omanhood. i" Everyp;n.~~ .w.:ho -:has. any: ·~o~nec.tion. with 
the .mill industry ,knows ~that the women working, in the 
mills are exposed to temptations' and risk:.s to:which tliey 
otight 'not to 'l)e exposed: Manfjwomen• for want .of 
hom'e employment a'pcept road repair labour. ·Arid' only 
th~se/ 1 who ·kno~ ·,wha~ jh~s. labour~ is,. :~nderstand the 
risks the ~omen (run. Give . th~m, the spinning }Vh~el 
and DO woman 1need ever seek any other. employment 
tha~. sitting I at the sphiriing" wheel. . Swadeshi ·means 
'., t I, , , f I' ,o ( ' ' , j i (,I'J 1 '~I 

eyen distribution of wealth from . an occupatiOn next JD 
•I' I '•, 1 /It' <IJ r:' •1 r' ''"'· ',o• 1 '' 1 to, Jj: , .. , 1 , ' 

.importance.only. to. agricp.lture,, _I~. ~upplefl?.ents · agri'\' 
culture and therefore automatically assists materially 
to solve the problem of our growing·.~ poverty; Thus 
Swadeshi is 'our 'veritable Kamadhenu• 'supplying'all out . 
. wants and solving many of our difficult problems. '.And.. 

,! ,'' I .1.'· 1: '1 j f'o •' • 1 , I ,', 'I 1 I 

•• ! .~ The divine ¢ow iu .Hil)dQ' 1\lythology., which gives everything that 
isdesired.ofit;,•·• · .: ... · , , -; .•. , _ ., .. : ~.. :1 , . 

One title-holder giving: up his title has the: supreme
1

8atisfaction of 
having washed his hands cleaii' of th~ 'guilt' of the dohOr· and is 
unaffected by the refusal of his fellows to give up th-eirs. The motive 
·of boycott b~ing prlnitive lacks the inherent practicability 9fNon-co-
6perat1on. Tliei 'spirit of 'punishment is a sign of weakn'ess.' ·A 
strengthening ofthat spirit will retard the pro·cess of regeiieratioh. 
The· lspirit·of·1sacrifibe''is a' determination td 1·rW ourselves of our 
~weakness,ll It' 'is· therefore au' i'il"vigorating and PUI~ifyhig' process and 
is therefore also calculated to do good both to us and to those who 
evoke the spiri-trof'saorifice in us.· Above·all, if Indiar has a· mission 
of her own, she will n6~ fulfill it by copying the doubtful example of 
the West and making e\"en her sacrifice materialistically utilitarian 
instead of offering a sncrj.fi<ie spotless and pleasing even in ''the sight 
.of God~' 
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an occupation which saves our hol)our and provides our 
livelihood, becomes a religious duty. 

How can the great consummation be achieved ? The 
.answer is simple. Those who realise the importance of 
the. problem must set about working in one or all of, the 
following directions: • . 

0 0 

' 
1 

l , ' r ' ( I 

. (1) Learn spinning yours~lf wh~ther man or ~oman. 
·Charge for the 1abour. if you need moneY;, or make a 
.gift of at least one hour's labour to the nation 'daily. 

(2) Learn weaving you~self ~hether fo'r recrea.tion 
·or for maintenance. · · . · · · · · · '· ' ' · · 

(3) Make improv~ments' i~ the pre.sent handlooms 
.and ,the spinning '\fbeels, and if you are 'rich,. pky for 
them to those who would make them. · .' ·· 

(4) Take the Swadeshi vow and patronis~ the cloth 
, , • '' ' 'I , I 1 . j ~ • 

that is both 'hand-spun and hand-woven. · 
(5), Introduce such cloth among your friends a~d 

believe that there is, more art ·and humanity in Kb11di 
whose yarn has been prepared by your poor s,isters.' 1 

(6) If you are' a mother, you will give a clean and 
national ·culture to your children .and make thEn'n 'wear 
.clothes made out of beautiful Khadi which is available 
.to .millions and which can .be most easily produced. 

Swadeshi then ··means. the, creation of a most perfect 
-organisation in which every' part works 'i in·· perfect 
'harmopy with every other~ If we succeed 'in·bringing 
into being such an organisation', 'rio(only is' the s~ccess 
{)f Swadeshl assur~d, but' real Swaraj comes t9. .us 'as a 
matter of course.•. · 1 : · • ,: • • 

• For a fuller exposition of this point, ~~ee infra . , 
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· · · 28th 'April, 1920 · 

'J;'H~ ~SE.S OF. KHADDAR 

'' (By M. K. GANDHI) . 
'I ' . I .. ,. ' ' • ' 

While· the. Swadeshi movement is going' forward by-
leaps and bounds and:Mahomedans' are taking it'up as 
enthusiastically as Hindus, it. is well to consider the-

. best metho~ ()f _promoting S~adeshi: ' rhe veriest' tyro
iJl Swadeshi kn.ows that we do not manufacture ·en~ugh 
~ 0 ' ' • : • I ' • , •' (I" 1 ~ 1 ' 

cloth to supply our wants. If th~refore we· merely. use-
mill-ma.de cloth, we simply depriv.~ the poor of what 
they'' need, or at least .. increase the ... Price of mill-made
cloth: The only way therefore to encourage Swadeshi 
is. t.o manufacture more cloth .. Mills. cannot grow. like 
mush~ooms.* We ~ust, therefore, f~Ilback upon hand-

'The following is 'fro::n Young India of 28th April,' 1.920: .· 
Tlte Pr~bi.mt of the Unclotlted.:....Sk Charles · Macara of the Empire' 

Cotton-growing Association has recently published that, out of the 
world's population, 750 milli!)n people_are :well clothed, 500 million are
half clothed and 250 million unclothed. We have no such figures in 
regard to India : $till it is undeniabl~ that the proportio~ .between 
clothed and un~lotbea people is highly discreditable-to the Indian. 
Nation, especially so in view of the fact that it ranks· only second 
to America· among the cotton-growing· countries. • r It. is proved by 
the Cotton Committee that we can ·grow more and better cotton. 
We.~e indefinitely waiting for new mills to be er~cted to utilise _our 
cotton.· We look to others to pro"'"ide us with Jllncbinery. But, the-. 
situation. regarding mill m~chinery is very serious. even .in England 
which has 'been.one of'onr largest importing countries: The "Man
chester Guardian,''· in its quarterly review of the' cotton industry, 
tells us "that new mills would be so costly, .that hardly anybody 
contemplates erecting them, and consequently, there is a prospect of 
the demand for goods exceeding the supply, for quite a considerable 
period." This makes it evident that, unless we revive our old spinning 
wheels and handlooms, we cannot solve the prob~em of the unclothed. 
Nature has given us enough and it promises more; we must work to 
des.erve it., · .· , J .;.1 ~ :::r ~ ... 1 .. :J 1 • 1 .·; • 
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woven and handspun . yarn. ·Yarn has never perhaps 
been so·· dear· as . it· is to-day, and: mills are making 
fabulous profits out of ·yarn.: . Hand-spinning· helps its 
production and cheapens its price.·. . . i ,-.· 
· How to spin yarn and.· weave cloth, :is then the

question. I know from personal experience. that it is 
possible to flood the ma.rket with hands pun: yarn and 
handwoven cloth, if the standard cloth comes to be re· 
cognised as fit for wear. This cloth is called Khaddar 
in Upper India.: It is <!alled. Khadi ;jn .the Bombay 
Presidency. Thanks to Sarala ·De vi, she has shown that 
it is ·possible to make even· Saris out of. Khaddar •. She 
thought that she could best express herself during the 
National Week by wearing · Khaddar Sari anl Khaddar 
blouse. ·And she did it. • · She 'attended . parties in her 
Khaddar · Sari. Friends· thought .it was ·,impossible. 
They thought a · woman• :who had never worn anything 

· but the finest silk or the • finest Dacca .Muslin could z\ot 
possibly bear the weight of I heavy.Khaddar. ' She falsi
fied all fears and was no less active or less elegant in her ' 
Khaddar Sari than· in her finished silk· Saris. f' If you 
do not fe.el awkward in that Sari of, yours, you may, go 
anywhere and to any party and.~ you will find it would 
be well with you.:" · · It was with· some such w~rda tha.t 
her great uncle, Sir Rabindranath. Tagore, bles.sed her 
when .he saw I her in. her Khaddar ·Sari. I relate this 
sacred incident ·in 'order to show· .that two of the most 
artistic ' people of India found nothing· inar.tistic1 in, 
Khaddar.· 1 .This is the cloth :I venture to introduce to the
c"ultured families o£ India·, for titi its .use.• hangs .the · im .. 
mediate success of the"' Swadesbi movement during this 
itsinfantstage.···.:~ ·' :~ .. ~~ :1 1 ••.•• ;·· .· , ..•• ,.:.• 

; To me· :Khaddar. I is· any day. more· artistic: than the 
''See p; 49(' · 
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finest Dacca Muslin,: for . its associations.: Khaddar 
'SUpports to-day· those· whol were -sta·rving., ,. It supports 
women who have been reclaimed from a life of shame or 
women who, because.· they would .p.ot 'gd!routJor;work, 
Temairied idle arid .quarrelled, among themselves for 
want of· occupation. Kh~tddar 1 therefore las . a soul 
about it. It has' an individuality about it,, . The wearer 
is able to trace , all . ·the· processes of its.: .ma.nufaoture to 
the respective·· manufactur~rs. If .our,·tastes were not 
debased, we would ·prefer Khaddar to, sticky· calico even 
during the ·summer season',: Let those whb are now using 
it certify,· if they':will,•to the truth of my .statem9nt. 
· 'This ·Khaddar is now·: being stocked:,at the Satyagrah 
Ashram~ : AndT 'have' accumulated,· a .. stock: which is 
beyond ··the' ·ca-pacity'' of the space1 at· my, disposal. I 
therefore ask the· readers ·of'';' Young India~·: to ·come to 
the rescue by introducing Khaddar 1 in their q:wn homes. 

Needless tci·say, the,Ashrani: makes no.profits from it . 
.Any margin left'is devoted to reco\lping the loss incurred 

'1n the initial stageS' or. iri reducing the .. price of Khaddar 
Teceived from·· districts where the .cost is 'heavier than 
<elsewhere, for the cost· is not the :same aU qver. In 
inducing weavers to: take to their original :occupation,· I 
am :obliged to pay: enough. to support'the~: and for. the 
:preseht.. :. . .. .. : ' , , .. ~ ) · 
, Khaddar ·can' .be used for, making :underwear, even 
if o'ne is disinclined' to use it for. the outer1costume.,. But 

,even·1f'<me is not'inclined to .use it'. for personal wear, 
it can be"tlsed for making caps; towels, :wipers, te8.1!-Cloths~ 
satchels,· bedsheets, beddings,.·. holdalls1 . ·carpet:. pieces, 
cushions; covers for furniture, &c. Tam .ha.ving_ it dyed 
turkey.red in Swadeshi dye. It then . ~ecomes · more 
durable and looks less~ dirty when· it is .used.for carpets 
or mattress.making o~ pp~olstering. I would advise 
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those who wish to s.upport this industry' ·of 'the poor and' 
the neglected to send for the Kha.ddar by corresponding: 
with the· Manager, Khaddar 1 Department, Satyagrah 
Ashram, Saba:rmati. 

: ,·: ':,· 
• .. RATES . ' 

l)' 

~ 

. :Mill Yarn lVarp and lVeft Klwdi 
Double warp and double weft · RS. AS. P .. 

Width···· '25 Inches per yd. · . 0 . 9 , 0 
" 27 i' ., It ' ' o. 9 6 '• 
" ' 30 " ,, 0 10 () 
'J!ill Y~~l·lV'arp and lla~d S1Jztn lV~ft Khadi 

'Width 25". 20-Counts•warp per. yd. · 0 9. 6 
1/.' 

8 '0 8 () 
'It " 

'' ,, 2411 20 
•,, F' "· " 

0 8 () 

Lined Khadi I ~ 1 { ., 0 8 (). 

Red Coloured · 
" 

0 8 (). 

.lland Spun Ww:p, and TVejt 
. Khadi 2411 

.:, • . •• pe~ 1d. 0 · ~ () 
It 2711 

It ' I 0 8 , 6 
For washed Khadi add 0-0-6 to the above rates .. ~·~ , 

I' 
' '! I I 

'l1 I 

19th May,· 1920 • · ' · _ 
. ' ,, II ' 

· -SWADESHI DAY·BY:DAY.; 

. R~ad~rs 'of' "-Yo~ng India" will b~· a1greebly . sur
pri~ed to, l~arn' tQ.a~ .t~e article a:ba~·t 

1

, K;haddar ' ~as not: 
Qnly resulted in complete disposal of the stock that·had 
accumulated at the Ashram; ,but it has evoked .. orders 
from Baluchistan, the Nilgiris,·and ·e-ven Aden;· I This is 
·as it sho,ul('be. The .revival of 'the ancien~ cottage. 
·iqdustri ', 'o{ • I~dia7ha~d-spinnlng .. during leisure hou·r~ 
in: their owtr homes by the millions of women, and hanci .. . . '' '' .. 
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·weaving ·in, similar• circumstance~· ·by .men~ca:nnot but 
produce a;·silent yet effective .revolution in this. :country 
.and prevent an annual drain of crores,. qf .. xupees , which 
11eed never have left India and distributerthe. sav-ings 
;among the poor millions instead of concentrating them 
jn the hands of a few. capita'lis·t's. * Tllis is not to say 

*The following appeared in Youitg l;~dia of 6th 'J~iy I 1921 : 
'I(he'Potency'oj the Spin~ti,ig-,;heel.-No artiount of ·humlm inge

·nuity c~li manage to &istri~ute water ·over the whole land, a$li $bower 
·<lf rain can .. · No il'l'ig:).tion department, no rules of precedence, no 
inspection and no water-cess. Every thing is done w.ith an ease and 
:a gentleness ~hat by th'eiJ: very perfection evade' riotice. The spinning
·wheel, t'oo; has got the same power of ·distributing work· nn'd wealth 
in millions of houses -i:p. the, ~i;mplest :way imaginab~e. 'fh~se .:of us 

-who ,do not ~now what'it is to earn a livelihood b_y.the sweat of one's 
'brow, may consider tiie three annas a day as a pittance beneath the 
.conside~ati~n of any maa. They do not know that, evtm in these days 
.of high 'prices, there are districts in India where. 'even I three a~nas a 
.day' would be a boon to the poor.· But we mljst· not consider the 
.question of the spinniug-:w,~~el 11)-erely f~o~ the point of individual 
.earnings.· The sphl:ning-wheel1s a force in 'national regeneration. If 
·we wish for real' S.waraj, we must achieve economic independence. 
Boycott of foreign .cloth is its negative aspect. ,for this we must 
produce cloth sufficient to .()~othe .the· couJ;ttry.: ;I'his' can only be done 
by hand-spinning. All the mills that we have got, will not be able 

;together to cope with the situation.-If all rush for the thin mill-made 
-cloth, it will rise in price beyond the capapity of the ,poor, and the 
-experience of. 19P7-08 will be ~·epeated. · -

1\Ioreover, the cloth 'best suited for the thre.EL~ seasons of India is 
K1zadi. .T.hose who ~ave.u~ed Khadi during this,summer, h~ve come 
to' realise that, after, the s~ft clean touch of Khalli, it is' impossible to 
ri~~ stick~ Malmai or twin~.t K'ltMt can eriuble its; \fearer to ·-with~ 
·stand the cold of an n~erag~ winter h~ even.wool cannot! The climate 
.'Qf' india demands that .clothetJ be washed a.s. o.ften ns : possiple, Only 
Eh®i; Qa.n stp.nd .~his const:u~t ,w,as~.:. K~di was. ~~c,~Jhe dre'ss of 1 th~ 
.na~ioll at large .. One must see to; believe .

1
how ve~erable the old 

Patels and_ Deshmukhs looke4' wh~n ·dr~ssed in honie~spun. X1~tidi. 
:There, a,re instances of whole villages taking a legitilnate pride'iii the 
"fadt that,1they had to import nothing but salt ~il'tha whole ;round: of 
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that.we do not want capitalists in India; They are there 
.already. They are able to take care of themselves. It 
"is the poor millions who need to be lifted up f~om grind
·ing poverty and consequent. degradation. Nothing but 
.a full revival of the hand~spinning and the hand-weaving 
industry can raise· th~m effectively and speedily.-. It is 
'to be hoped therefore that the demand., for Khaddar 
being proved, its production will be stimulated, in every 
·nook and cornet of India. ' · ·· , . · · 

The most wonderful experience, however, uf the popu. 
larity. of Swadeshi has been that of Shri~ati · Sarladevi 
·Chaudhrani ~nd Mrs',. Mohani,. the . wife of that sincere 
.and · indefatigable. worker,, Maulana Hazrat, · Mohani. 
Writing frdm Lahore whilst preparing to go to Barreilly 
-where she had gone to attend the Khilafat Conference, 
the former says: "r have done my packing racked with 
-conflicts as to. what to , take and what n0t to take with 
me- whether to wear Khaddar dress there while addre~ .. 
:sing the audience <>r Swadeshi silk the point of which 
will not be so well understood-whether to take up .the 
trunk or to wrap up the hold-all with cloths inside. the 
bedding-whether to be smart and fashionable as ·of 
old or to be simple~ and· common· only .. I have at last 
-chosen to . be the: latter. But· it is ·taking, time and 
trouble to assimilate the new method,". ·Writing after 
her experiences of Barreilly-, ·,she says~·" Just· coming 
back from visits to Mahomedan 'families •. 'There were 
two ladies-wife and ·sister in· one place.. ·They took 

. t4e vow for Chark ha. and.· Swadeshi •. ·.In: another. , place, 

the six ~easons. With 11uch c~nditions, there 'c~uld be no drain,. no 
exploitation and therefore no Pnra-raj (Other's.Rule): 'A littlQ 'village 
-could make terms with the rulers of the land consistent with Hs ·self
respect, dignit-y and independence,. Is our Jove ofluxury so hivetol'ate·, 
that we cannot control ·jt even for the snk'e of Swnrnj? · 
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there were· six ladies who all:took .the same vow .. ,.It 
was.a fa'mily of Cutch Borahs ·very rich and cultqred,. 
settled do)Vn here since the days of the Mutiny. I 'find 
I can ·do .. the. Swadeshf· and Charka propaganda .to. 
perfection ·in r these provinces. I • My Swadeshi . dress . is 
ha vlng its 1effect. J · At a ·meeting called in·: Barreillr · by 
Mrs.:·Mohani,: .. fifteen , Mahomedan ladies took' .the: 
Swadeshi.vo~'."/' .: · , . · .' ·.. .... : · ·· · ... · 

Speaking to tbe ·Barreilly divisfonal ·conference: in 
Hindustani ·on a resolution on Swade'shi~:she laid stress: 
upon. the deep poverty of India an.d her two chief wants
food and raiment.:._and she said.that; 'if we did not know 
how: to 'manage f. our own homes and could :Dot make the 
t~o· ends· meet, we. would be -lll fitted':·to.'undertake the 
management of tlie national affairs. It was remarkable, 
sh~e ·addedj that; 'whilst the people were, ready to listen to 
speeches, which required. from: them: no action· and n() 
sacrifice,! they were cha'ry .of' att'ending ·meetings where 
they·were told home-truths' and which drew their atten
tiob>to\ tlieir ·primary duty of attending to Swadeshi at 
all c~sts~· SJie 'asked ·therri to work'in' the spirit of the 
late Vidyasagar,'who.was·:not. only not:· ashamed .. of but 
took :Pride· in:. wearing•.throughout his: life 'Khaddar cloth .. 
She adliiitted ; that return' to Khaddar. was difficult;·· but 
·an: upward • movements· were so .. · Indiarwould never be 
able. to! produc'e the. beautiful. cloth. she did . before,,. untii 
she resolutely refused' to use silks from China,· Japan~ 
France and elsewherej and: was content in the interval 
to wear cloth made out of c~arse ·yarn that daughters of . 
tndia were able to produce to-day. Her poverty and 
he~ ~a¥eq~ess.~o,o' left n.q ·<>.Pt!on, to..'th1os~! who ·rea~~ed the 
~c~~~~.pondition of the:cou:ntry,, . ~h~ 1,\ppealed to those 
.on.the.platform to.leadthe~way •. , ,. 1 .:-,· · 

The Chaudhries had not much time left to them to test 
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the truth of the above remarks in· their .own home, for 
they had·to prepare dresses for 'their:· eldeRt· son whose 
mar·:iage was to' take placewn the 14th instant.· Pandit 
Rambhuj Datta Chaudhry writes:." All marriage clothe~ 
have been.made of Swadeshi silk· made ·in Benares.:. It 
is some~hat costly but excellent stuff. We have rigidly 
excluded ·all fpreign sill\~.'"* , 1 

• • ' 

' . . ., : 

~1st J u.ly, 19~0. 
o 1' I 

THE M'(J"SIC OF THE SPINNING-WHEEL. 

(Br ~{. K. GANDIII)· 

Slowly but: surely .the· ni~sic ( .of perh~ps ~he t;nost 
• The following is from roung India of ~5th June, 192U 

Klzarli i1~ Tetn21les-Foreigti· cloth' hns "made such enci'onchment!\ 
upon out' life, th11.t we U8e it even for sncred purposes. ·Thus I1110ticed 
the use of foreign cloth for th~ 'decoration· of idols iii Puri · nltd 
Ayodhya, nnd indeed in nlmost all the temples I have visited. E'ven 
the sacred thread is not nlwnys hand.mude. It refreshes me, therefore, 
'to find n corre~poude?t from Sindh sendlug tqe news; thnt Achnrya 
~i~wnn'i .of the·qujnrat 'Vidynpi,t?~'wns the ~rst, when h

1e .rfcu~Jtly 
VIsited Smdh, to present a kltaclt cover for Hie Gmnth Snheb lll!itend 
of fortign silk whicliis usu:\lly presented'. I hope the good example 
will be followed by all devo~ees; iln~ foreign cloth' tepluced iri ·nil 
temple8 by JVwdi. · '' "· · ,, .. , · · ' 1 

• ' • '· 

•' :I, 'o ,.- • 1 1 • , I 1 11' 1 

t The foll~'\fing ia fro~r~m.ng ;India of .29t~ June, 19~~.;: ,1 1 

b~P1·aise.of.the Cllan·klla':""':A Cbristinn. ladYi wl'iteli: .,~'.I shall do 
my very beHt i~ working for winning Swaraj ,by the spiunlng~wheel. 
Just before I left: I succ1.1eded in getting good wheels made,· :.aatmm1s 
we call them ill Tomil1 And poor women came, nrld asked me to gi \'e 
them a wheel and to teach them to spin so as to emma little,for their' 
living. I then remembllt'ed the word of Christ, r L was naked and you 
clothed.me not',' I ·Was hungry ,and you. gave me not to eat~:' 1! hope 
that my Master will nolr say thnt hard word to me ~n the lJny of 
Judgment- India is naked and starving. Hllr poor w.omen whoKe 
children are crying for bread, have been tempted to sell their honour 

32 -
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ancient machine of·l India;~~ , is once . more permeating 
society. Pandit: Malaviyaji bas: stated' that he is not 
going.to .be satisfied until the 'Ranis .and the· Maharanis 

tThe following·is froniYoung India;of 6th July,.J921: . · 
·! T/te Charkhi:r.'i1dslam.-These notes have been sent by a .Mussal. 
man triend ; . , · ,. , c 

The following is related in Da-em-ul-Islam, Vol. II, by Kazi N oman 
ben. :Mahomed, the Chief Jqstice of Cairo during the time of the· 
Fatamide Khalifs of Egypt in about the third quarter of the lOth 
century A. D. He was. one of the greatest. scholars of the time, and 
has left a number of books ou religion, laws, history, philosophy~ etc.: 

" The holy 'prophet,. divine peace be on 'him,· said· tliat the best · 
occupatwn j01· a bcljeving tvoma1~ Jis. the Charklut. " 

The following commentary on the ~hove occurs in Kitabun Najah 
by Shaikh Ebrahhn ~aifee, who 1i ved. nearly 250 years ago : 

This shows that the prophet has praised the woman who keeps 
herself ~ngaged with the Charkhu, aqd similarly he has spoken highly 
of the ocQupa~ion of spinning: because there are two excellences in the 
Charkha. One is1 that it is an indoor occupation, and the second is, 
that it. is a means of earning something. How .excellent is the 
------·--~--------~--~-------------------

in order to feed them.,. And the more is the pity, as India hns enough 
of natyral rjch~s wit~in her ow,n, border.s. · She .. is lik~ a . naked 
starving woma,n sitting by the roadside in the midst &f cotton, Pice and 
wheat fields.. Why are the women of India sitting idle, while foreign~ 
ers grow fat 'on her produce? . Bec.~use they ta~e away the work ihe 
women of India ought to be doing. The spinning wheeLwill give 
India work, and give the little ones the morsel of food they are crying 
for. And to the music bf the spinning~ wheel the w~men will '.sing their 
beautiful songs, tell their stories 'of old, and 'the 'beauty ·and the 
contentment of simple home-life will be renewed. If ~had th~ gift of 
a poet, I would sing the song of the spinning-wheel, of its 'beauty and 
its usefulness, of its poetry and its religions value,t I would, sing a 
song of praise to God for helping us in our hour of need. · I should 
ask all niy sisters hi India 'to take to the spinning-wheels keeping t'he · 
wolf of'hunger and starvation and dishonour from their door. But I 
·am not gifted. · ·The song is 'singing only iln.yown soul. What can 
I do then, but let the·spinning-wheel''sing· it~ own song, while I am 
·working it and teaching others t? ~..; likewise. " 
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of Inai&· ~pin yarn for the nation, and the Ranas and the . 
• Maharanas sit behintl ~the handlooms·and weave cloth 
for tbe nation. ·They have· the· example of Aurangzeb 

occupation, which combine!! both livelihood in this world p.nd merit 
jn the next~ , . · 

It is said that the inventor of the Chnrkha has made the instrument 
a replica of the ,physical world.. Jt represents the world in/miniature. 
It consists of two parts., one 'higher and theotherlower, showing 
heaven aod earth. The rotundity of the 'wheel repre~~ents that of 
the heaveus. Its revolutions indicate the revolutions of the plnnets, 
It consi!!ts of 12 spokes representing 12 constellations. It hns two 
Jegs UJlon whici it is supported; these represent the two' poles north 
-and south. [t has a handle, which indicates the responsive quality of 
the heavens to man's work:. It has got an axis, which represents the 
relations between the powers·o, the poles and their support of each 
.other. It bas a spindle op,'wliic~ the yarn is wound. Thisreprcsents 
the earth, which produces all things. There is a thread which con· 
illects the spokes with the. sp'indle and rotates it, whereby· the cotton 
is spun. That thread represents the medium, through which pnss the 
influences of the hea\'enly bodies over the earth .. Cotton J'epresent!l 
the tour elements, out of which all things are produced, and the yarn 
J'epre~ents the three products. i.e,, mineral, plant and animal. The 
two hands of the spinner represent the angels who nn-ange the crea
tion of the creatures. The· right band indi~ntes the angels of heaven, 
nnd the left hand tho~e of the earth. Lastly the spinner represents 
•God the Creator. There i11 no God but He." 

[The foregoing description .~ay be too f:mciful fot· the modern 
J'eader. It is reproduced to show~ if the datef! ~.iven are right, what 
value was attached to tb.e spin~ing-wheel by Mussnlrunn writers two. 
Jmndred-and-fifty years .ago~...:...Ed.l".J.] '· · ·' 

• Young ~nclia of 20th Octob~r4 '19~·1, ~ontuined the following: 
The Charkha i1~ thcGita.-In the last iesue, r: have :enden'Vout•ed to 

answer the objections rai11ed by the Poet against spinning as a sacm. 
ment to be performed' by all. I have done so in all humility and with 
the deliil'e to convince the Poet and those who think like ·them; The 

' l'eadet' willobe interested in knowing thnt my belief is derived largely 
from the~· BhagnvadgitaY I have quoted the ~·~levan~ verse's in the: 
;article itself. I give below Edwin Arnold's rendering of the'verses from1 

lhis Song Cele11tial for t'he benefittof'tbose·who do not read Sanskrit!:" 
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who made .. his: own! cap~ .. A greater.ewpe.ror-Kabir-:-· 
was ( hiroself :a . weaver and has i~_mortali~ed thf:l, arb i~ 
his.poems/ _ The qu.e~ns of. Eu;rope, , before. Europe,,, ;was I 

J' 
1 w'o~kis n1ore e~~ellent'than 'idleness: I J • 

The body's life proceeds not, lacking work. 
There is a 'task of holiness 'to1 do', I ' 

! :. : :unlike world~~i nding to'il, *hich' birideth not 
I 'The faithful soul i such earthlY'duty do, 

. · J!"~ree from' ~esh·e, :md thou shalt well perform 
"by heavenly purpose. I Spake Prajnpati . ' : 

1 
I. In 'the 'beginning, when nll,'liien were made, . 

. .. .And, with mankind, tlie sacdfice.:..:.1'.Do this! · 
· Wi:irk! Sacrifice t Increase ~·nd ~ulti~l{' ' 

,. Witli sacrifice! This 'sh&Ub~ K:iinadhuk, · . 
• ' ; ' ' ' ' :j): •.• 

· Your • Cow of PlentY', gl.Y~rig back per milk 
1
• 'OHll abundance. ··.worslii]i the· gods thereby; 

' I·. The gods shnll yield ye grace. Those meats ye crave ' 
·'The gods will grrmt to Labhur, when it pays ·· ·· 1 

• 

r 1: • Titheii'in the'nltei;~flnme. 'But 1f one eat$· · · 
, 
1 :lh1UitS Of, th~ 1eai'th; ;tendei•lng tO kindly heaVen, I ' 
, · ·· Nq' gift' o~ to~I; that th1e~ steals'from his world." 
','''W'ho''!:mt offood aftedhiHr soorifiee ' : I ' • 

.. : ·Are 'quit Mfdi:iit; brit tlie{thnt'sp.rend 'a feast · <I 

'All fofthe~iuleNes;·entsi~ ~nd~ririk of'sin. ·· •.1 • • 

.. By food the li·dng lit~';' food conies 'of r~in·. · 1 

And.rnin ct>mes 'l:lf,the,pious sacrifice, I f . 'I • ·' .i 

I· • And ·sucriP,ce is pa:·li ~ith tithe~ Qf toil ; · 
Thus action lS of Brahman,' who. is On~, .~I \.I . 'I 

: i ' Th~ Only; All~pe~vading' ;'.at' all' times :. '::.. . . I 

Present in sacrifice.· · HJ tillit ·nbstnins· · · ,,.. · .I 

II:;· To helptheroJling wheels·of this great world ', '!, 

,.,·.Gluttingbis idle·sense, lives a lost life, . ,, ·, 
·.Shnmef'~Jlnnd vain. ·, · 1 1 • • .-:. • • • 1. ., 1 • :.~ 

1 ; • t , 1 ' • 1 1 • • 1 ! · i 1 : "I r i I . . ~ · ~ • , · • • 1 • · : I . . : · : ' ~ ! 1 · 1 • 1 • : 1 • , 1 , 

. ,Work pere undoubttJdly refers to physical 1nboul', and work by wav. 
o~·,·.sac~·~fi,~~ 1 c~~ ,P~~y, be:wo.rk to b~ ;done. by 'all·f~r the ~ommo~ 
benefit. . S,tch, ~ork-such sacrifice can pnly ,be spinning. 1 I do . not 
~t.~~ to,; ~~·~g~~tl that, the ~ut,hor, of th~ J;>~vine s~~g I had t~e spin11in~' 
w~e~l_. i~~> ·mi~d, .1 ~~ ~er~IY. Jnid; dow1~ a fundn1llental .pl'ipclpie of. 



eaught in Satan's t'rc~.p,· spun yarn and considered· it·a 
nohle calling. The very words1 spinster and wife,' prove 
the ancient dignity of th~ art of spinning arid weaving. 
'When 1\.dam: delved and Eve span, who: was then 1 '8. 
gentleman', ·also reminds one. of 'the same· fact· Well 
may Panditji hope to persuade the royalty of India; to 
the ancient calling of this sacred' land of ·ours. · Not·· on 
the clatter of 'arms depends the revival of her prosperity 
and true Independence; 'It depenas ·most largely· upon 
Teintroduction,' in every home, of the music of the· Rpirl
ning wheel. :'It gives sweeter musi6. and is ·more ·profi
table than the execrable hatmonium, concertina and the 
·accord ian. : ·,! · 1 • • 

· Whilst Panditji is endeavouring' in his inimitabiy 
·suave manner to perstlltde the Indian· royalty to take up 
the spinning wheel, Shrimati Sarala·Devi Choudhrani, 
who is herself a mem her I of the . Indian. nobility, .. has 
learnt the art·and has thrown herself heart and soul into 
ihe mc!Vement.' From: all the ac'counts received froi:n her 
.and oth~rs, Swadeshi has 'become a passion· with 'her. 
She says

1 

she· ·feels uncomfortable in her muslin saris 
and is content to wear the Khaddar saris even in the hot 
weather.' Her· Kh~ddar saris continu'e ·to preach true 
Swadeshi more eloquently than. h'er tongue.' She has 
spoken· to audiences· in Amritsar, Ludhiana a·nd else
where and has succeeded in enlisting the services, for 

conduct. ' And r~nding iu and applying it to In din, I can only think 
of apin11ing as the litte!lt and most n9ceptable sacrificial body labour. 
I cannot' imagine anything nobler or more national than that, for, we 
f!hould nll do the lahoul' that the poor must do n.nd thus identify our. 
selves with them and through I them with all mankind. "I :cannot 
imagine bettet• wol'ship of God than• that in His name I should labour 
fo1' the poor ~)ven as they 'do. ·'/.The spinning-wheel spelli! a . more 

· .equ'itable 'distribution of the riches 'of the· earth. ' · ' : : · .1. • • · . , 
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.her; spinning comil,littee at, Amritsar, of Mrs~ Rat.an-
• ' t •. • . 

c,hand and Bugga ;Chowdhry and.the famous Ratan ·Devi 
.:who, du~ing the frightful night of th~ 30.th April,: des
.Pite the Curfew . .Order of Qener~l Dyer, sat. all alo11-~ .in 
:th~ ;mi.dst of the. Jmndreds of the; dead and _dying,] with 
~he:~;.dead ·husband's. cold head in, her lap. Ilventure .to 
1!ende1:· mY. congratulations to these ·l~d~esp: .-.MayJhey 
:fip.d ~ola9e in the musiQ of1 the spinning wheel and,int}le 
<thoJJgl}t. that .they ar~ doing national work. I hope that 
.the .other :ladies, o{ ,t\mritsar wiU .help S.arala Devi. in.her: 
-~ffol,'ts :and that,,theA;nen of Amrltsa~ will.re~lise· their 
: Q\Yn,.quty 1in ~he Il,)~tter ~- . . . · ·. , 

In Bombay, the. readers are aware that ladies of noted 
.f_~miJi~s have·alr~ady takerl.:>~p-spinning.;~.,Their.,ra:nks 
.have~;be~n joined by. pr. Mrs. ManekbaJ ~ahadurjj_ ~h() 
. has ,~:J.lJ.·eady learnt . the art and who is. now trying , ro 
intrq<Iuce it in the Sevasadan .. , .:aer ijighness the Begum 

I Salt~ba,·; of Janjira :and. her. sister., ~Mr~. Atia. I Begum 
· Rahim~n have. also: u.ndertaken to learn ~he art I'. -~ ;tr.ust 
. that 1' these , good ladies . will, having~, learnt. ~pinni~g, 
,religiously, COI).tribute to. the nation their daily quota of 
yarnlr ··:, ... , ·, , ' . . . .; ... I , , 

~~ J-I know t¥at there arefriends~ho laugh atthis ~tte~P.t 
·to ·revive this great, art.* They remind me that,· in these 
.days :of mm~., sewing-mac4ines or typewriters,. o~ly a. 

!,., * The'followiug 'appea1•ed in Y01mg India of 15th september; 1921 : 
Hand S1Jinning and ltand-weaving.-Some people spurn the idea of 

·making in this age of mechnnjsm ha~d-spinning and hand-w(;la;v~ng .a 
,J,lationnl industry, but they forget there are :Qlillion~ pf their ,c,c;m~t~y,
·men.in ,this nge who for :W\\Ut of suitable occupation are ekingJ!Ut ;a 
most.misel·nble existence, al.ld thousands w~o die o~-·~tnrvation,.,nnll 
;underfeeding every year,. whereas pnly a . 'hundred years ago hand
·.spihning · aud hnnd-well\'ing proved an .insurance against a pauper's 
·death~; The extent to which reliefrwaa pro~·ided by this jndustry ,'is 
recorded by Mr. Dutt in his "History oflndia·: VictoriAn age" fr,om 
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lunatic can hope to·, succeed in reviving ·the :rusticated 
spinning wheel. These , friends forget that the needle 
has not yet given place to the sewing machine nor has 
the hand ·lost its cunning in spite 'of the typewriter. 
There is not the slightest reason why the spinning wheel 
may . not co-exist with the spinning mill even as the 
domestic kitchen coexists ·with the hotels. Indeed type
writers an.d sewing·· machines may go, but the ·needle 
and the reed· pen will survive, The. mills may suffer 
destruction. The spinning wheel is a national neces
sity. I would ask sceptics to go to the many poor homes 
where the spinning wheel is again . supplementing their 
slender resources and ·ask the· inmates whether the 
spinning wheel has not brought joy to their homes.-

Thank God, the reward issued by Mr. Rewashanker 
· J agjiwan bids fare to bear fruit. In a short time,. India 
will possess a renovated spinning wheel-a. wonderful 
invention of a patient Deccan artisan. , It "is made out of 
simple materials. There is no great complication about 
it. It will be cheap and capable of being. easily meaded •. 
It will give; more yarn than _the ordinary wheel.and ,is. 
capable.of being work.ed by a five-years old boy, or girl. 
·------~--~-~-----~-----~-----~--'----

' I, I I I ' •' I ' 

the investigations conducted by Dr. Buchanan for seven years, 
1813-1820, .. 0 

'.' I , ' ; , 

It will be !leim 'frpm th'e details publ}shcd in this book that Cl'Ores 
of rupees were ent·ned by these spinners and weavers by following 
their noble and honest calling. The decentt•alisation ·of the industry 
.-every village, town and distric~. having always at its command as 
much supply tl!l it needed:-nutomatically facilitated its.di11tl'i~ution 
and saved the consumer from Hail way, Excise rnd all sorts 'of tariffs 
and middlemen's profits 'that he is a victim to.day. ·If we c·a~not 
return to these days-though there is no' reason, except' 'our own bias. 
Md doubt why we should not-can we not nt len~:~t 110 organise our 
industries as to do away ,without much delay wit~ the foreign cloth 
with which our markets are being dumped to-dny 'l 
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But whether the·new: .machine. ,proves what it claims·to 
be or it does.not,, ! feel. convincedHthat.'the· revival of· 
hand-spinning and hand-w~aving. will rmak~ .the largest 
contribution to lthe· 'economic and .the moral regeneration 
oflndta~; ·The- millions must :have a,Y.simp·le.industry~.to 
supplem.ent agriculture.!, SpinniJig.,/was the> cottage in
dustry:·years ago, and if the milligns are 1to be;savedfrorh 
starvation; they mus~.be enabled to re.introduce spinning 
in· thei~ homes; and every. village triust repossess -its: own 
weave1:. '· 

i':.'IIJ_.·'-·-

I ; ~· • ·, £';.: '' ' .. : I·: 

, : . ~~th .,4.ugust, 1920 
,, . SWApESHI ·. ·; · 

' ' :: ,(BY M; K. GANlJHI) 

~-:In: criticising ·my· article' entitled', T~e ~~Music Of the 
Spinning Wheel,'* the~; Leader the 1 other day·attributed 
to 1ne ideas that I· hav~·· never. e·ntertairied.·, ·And it is 
necessary, for the purpose of .. :unilersta~ding ·tl;le true 
value of Swadeshi,' to' correct ·s6me I of: the ! current fal-

' l~Cies.~· The Lelide·t eonsider~ thatlanfputtingback th~ 
·h~nds• 'of thi clock (of progress I by att{mipting' to I replace 
mill-made cfoth and mill~spu.n yarn by hand-woven and 
·hand-spun yarn. '·'No~, f ~m makirig · Iio ·such' attempt at a 

all. I have no quarrel with the mills. My views are in
credi,bly simple:·., !ndi~·,i'equires near~~ '~3. yards .of cloth 
per head per year .. She produces, I r. believe, less' than 
half· the· amount. India grows all the ! cotton she needs. 
She"expdrts several million bales ·o(cbtton: to Japan· and 
Lanbashire and receives inuch'' of I it,[ back' i'n manu-

•• 1 1 ,, ' f ,· .,,;· ', ·' 1" ·, .. 11, ,, 1· · ' 

factp.~~d,Qalico, although she is· .capfl_ble of, producing all 
the c'loth and all the yarn necessary 1 for ·supplying her 
wants by hand,-weaving and hand:.spinni.n~, · India needs 

. 1 :(, .• · ''•·Sc!ep.497;i· '':lt.,l. "·,. ,, ... ''· ,; 
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to supplement her main occupatiqn, agriculture, ·with 
some other employment. Hand-spinning 'is· the· only 
such employ!l'"nt for millions. It. was the national 
employment a century ago.' -It 1:; not true to say that 
economic pressure and modern . machinery destr.oyed 
hand-spinning and hand-weaving.: 1 This great industry 
was destroyed .or almost destroyed by extraordinary and 
immoral means ·adopted by the East· India Company. 
This nation.tl industry is· capable 1 of . being revived by 
4!xertioll and a change in t.he national taste without damag
ing the mill industry:. Increase of . mills is no present 
remedy for supplying the deficiency. The difficulty can, 
be easily supplied. only by· hand-spinning and hand
weaving. If this employment were revived, it would 
prevent sixty million rupees from being annually drained 
from the country ·and distribute the· amount among 
lacs of poor women in their own cottages: ! I therefore 
consider Swadeehi as · an automatic, though partial, 
solution of the problem of India's grinding poverty. It 
.also constitutes a ready·made insurance poliey in time$ 

. ·()f scarcity of rain. · · · · 
But two things ate needful to bring about' the: needed 

-revival-to create a taste for Khaddar and:to provide an 
organisation fo~ the ·distribution' of carded· cotton and · 
<:ollection of yarn against payment. · · : · ·. 

In one year', by the silent labour of a' few men~ several 
·thousand rupees have· be,en distributed in Gujarat among 
several thousand po:or women: who . are' glad enough to 
~arn a few pice per day to buy milk for their children, 
·Etc. · ; · · · · I 

The argument d6es ·not ;apply to the sugar 1industry as 
the " Leader " has attempted; -' There·· is not ·sufficient 
cane grown in India to supply:· India's wants. · Suga'r 
was never a national. and ·supplementary industry •. 
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Foreign sugar has not supplanted Indian sugar .. ·India's: 
wants of. sugar have,grown. and she therefore imports: 
more sugar. But this importation do'es ·not institute a. 
drain in the sense in which import11tion of foreign cloth 
does. Production .of more sugar means more scientifi~ 

' agriculture, more and better machinery. for crushing and 
refining.~ Th'e sugar 'industry I therefore :.stands I on a 
different .platform. ; Swadeshi in~ JSligar: · is· desirable;p 
$wadeshi in cloth is an urgent necessity. : · · 

.. I .,., ; ', 
25th August, 1920, 
'!I • .. , .. _1! /,1 i•!,' 

·· KHILAFAT·AND SWADESHI · 

(BY 1\I. K. GAN~H'xj '. ~~ :
1 

! I • t I I II ~ ' ; ~ ··.r .' ~ .~ • I,· ) r~0'l' I 

_, It was not without m\lch ~isgiving.that I consented tOt 
include Swadeshi as a plank in Non-co-operation. ·But 
Maulana Has rat Mohani by his sheer :earnestness bore
me down. I fear however .that his reasons fot including 
~wadeshi ~re different from mine~ . i He is .a protagonist 
of boycott of British goods. · I cannot reconcile myself 
to the· doctrine as .I-: have 1 explained elsewhere.'*' But 
having failed to , popularise boycott, Mohani .Sahel> 
Jtccepted. Swadeshi as the lesser goo~.. . It is however 

·necessary forme to ~xplain hqw I,have'come to include 
Swadeshi in the progr~mme of Non .. co ... operation. , ' 
.. Non-co-operation is! nothinf\ but: discipline in self
sacrifice. And L beltev~ that a nation; that .is capable 
of ~irpitless sacrifice: is capable of, rising to limitless 
heights. The purer the sacrifice, the quicker the progress. 
Swaq~s'Qi offer~ every man,, W@man and child an occasion' 

, to make_ a .beginning jn self~sacrifice of a pure type .. It 
.therefore pres~~t.s: a~·opvortunity for testin!l our capacity 

: ~~~e PtJ, 487, >488. . 
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for sacrifice. It is the measure for gauging the depth of 
national feeling on the Khilafat wrong. Does the nation, 
feel sufficiently to move it to go through even the pre
liminary process of sacrifice ? Will the nation revise
its taste for the Japanese. silk, the Manchester calic() 
or the French lace and find all it~ decoration out 
of hand-spun and hand-woven cloth, i.e., Khadi ? , If 
crores of people will refuse to wear or use foreign cloth 
and be sat:sfied with the simple cloth that we can produce
in our homes, it will be proof. of our 1 organising ability" 
energy, co-operation and self-sacrifice that will enable 
us to secure all we need.· It will be a· striking demon-
.stration of national solid~rity. · 

Such a consummation cannot be achieved for the 
mere wish: It·· cannot be achieved by one man, no 
matter how capable and sincere he may be. It cannot 
be achieved. 9Y do_tting India with Swadeshi sLores. It 
can only be achieved by new ,Production and judicious 
distribution. Production means lacs of women spinning 

.in their· own homes.' This r~quires earnest men to be 
engaged in honestly distributing carded cotton and 
collecting yarn and paying for it. It means manufacture
of thousands of spinning 'wheels: It' means inducing 
.the hereditary weavers 'to return to their noble calling 
and distributing home-spun yarn amongst them and 
·selling their manufactures. It is thus only as an ener
gising agent that I can think of Swadeshi ·as a plank in 
Non-co-operation. But it' is not to be despised in that 
capa~ity. , And 1 hope that ev~ry ~orker for th.e · cause, 
even if he 'can do nothing else, .will have done something 
if he can advance Swadeshi first by 'increasing produc .. 
tion and then distribution:.· He would ,be simply moving 
in a circle ,if he, i~.satisfied with' distr,ibuting cloth that 

. is already: being manufactured.ln. india. , 
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stit Septe1nber,=l920 
·· .. · :;S~ADESH; .· 
•}j, :"':I 1 I 

'(By 1\I. ~_. :GANlllll) . 

' :. The· .. Swadeshi r prhpaganda has he en'! g6ing ·: bn in a 
nil ore or' less organ'ise (m~nrier now for the past' eighteen 
1nonths.· · Some of l·~t~ -.. esults· ~are :surprising and ·grati
:fyihg:r: It· lias 'taken:· a~fairly firm hold in the Punjab,* 

, , , ' • • , • • .. • ·~ ~.. I j ; r . : : ~ , f i ··~ · .. ,· ~ • r · .... ~ , . r·;. ~ 

· . ,' P' uder the heading, · i Swadeshi in the Pi:mjab, ".Mr. Gandhi wrote 
~ii{Yoimg 11tl7ia:of7thJ~1y, 1920': · ', ·, · · : 1 ~ .<If:· 1 · • · 

~ ~ ~ • : I ! . . 1 
I ; •• / ·, ·l ( ~ , ,.. • . • • • ~ · .... • r . : • , ! : • . \ ~ • • ... • . . • 

The Johit Sec1·etarie$ of the Bhat~at Stri l\laba Pandal, Punjab 
.Branch, se:nd·a ie'port'of the Swa'deshi activities bf'Shfilnati Saraladevi 
·Chaudhr:mi ever since her retilin to Lahore. 'from· Bombay. ~!iss 
:Roy and 1\Irs. Roslianlal, the •Secretaries, state that meetings of women 
were. )leld respecti~ely ~m ·the 23rd, 24t~ : and: 25~h ~one, at thretl 
:4i;Jre1·ent ,places in Lahore,• .All the meetings were .. attended by 
'hundre4s of .women' who. were deeply inter,ested in what Shtimati 
:Saraladevi had Ito· say:,.,.· The burden' of her discourses was India's deep 
-poverty',~:. She. tHtced 'the :causes' and in•oved that our proverty was 
-primarily due to the abandonment of 3wadeshi by the people.· The 
remedy therefore lay i~ 1:everting to Swadeshi, · ·; 
· ·., $ara.ladevi,herself writes t~··~ay .tim~ her Kb.addar Sari impressed 
'her . audiences m,ore than her. speeches, and her songs came next, her 
:sp'eecl~es Ins(. T~e good ladies of Lahore. flocked round her nnd felt 
:bet·. ,coarse put 'beautit~lly whits Sari :1-nd admired it .. Some took pity 
·Oil her that she whoonlythe: otlier' day was dressed in costly thin silk 
islll'is now decked herself in hand-woven Swadeshi Khaddar: Saru.la~ 
:de:vi wanted po·pity and ~·.etort~q that their thh• foreign. scarves .lay· 
h~avie~· on their shoulders 'Yhh t~e weight of their helpless dependence 
·on. foreign manufacture, whereas her coarse Khaddar liy light as a 
feather' on. per body with the ]~y ·of the knowl.edge that she was free, 
!because ~he wore 'garments .i'u "the' manufacture of which her sisters 
:and her brothers had· laboui·ed .. · This statement so pleased bel' audi
e11ce ~hat .. J;llo!lt. ·of ~the. :women present .tesolyed to discard foreign 
clothes. Saraladevi h:ui now been charged hy t~ese ladies to open 
a shop wher~ they could, buy Swadeshi goods. sh~'bas since addressed 
!more a~die~ces. ''She spo~e; ilt the District Conference at Sialkot 
and to a meeting exclusively:1deYOted to' ladies numbering over one. 
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Madras and the . Bombay Bresidency ... Hand'·s{!inning· 
arrd hand-weaving .. are steadily increasing in these• 
parts. Several .thousand rupees have. been distributedt 
in home.~ where women never did , any work . before •. 
And if more work of this :kind has not been done, it is. 
due to .want of workers.· 
. This is however written more to note the. mistakes or 
the past than to sum up the bright side.'· My ob!'ler
vations lead me to th~ conclusion. that,.\ whilst .the in-. 
auguration of the three vows* and Swl:l.deshi stores have· 
greatly stimulated the Swadeshi spirit, it is no longer· 
possible to advocate. the 'taking of arty1 of the three vows 
or the opening of· new Swadesh( stores for the sale 'of 
mill-made cloth. The r result of the·· propaganda r has 
been to send up, the prices· of yarn and cloth rather than 
increase . production. It is clear· that the: purpose of 
S-;v-adeshi is not served .until the quantity of yarn and 
cloth produced · is . increased .. ·The:· gain. therefore ·is 
merely moral and not material. 1 .Th~ people .have begun 
to perceive· the d.esirability. of. 1 wearing :only. Swadeshi 
cloth if the real interest of the. country: is.to be advanced •. 

But it -is·.' clear .that :we, must take ·practical steps for 
i II , 

• See Appendix; 
n' l•i ) I I '' ~ ! 

_ _____, ___ -w--~---~- ~ . ....,...__ .. __..,.T_,_., _). • •• 
• I ·• •· ol I '1 j 

I o 

th~us~nd. I hope tb~t the m~ri of Punjab; will. help. S~ral!1devi in 
her self-imposed mission. · They. ron~· · hnrnelis her tnl~nts nod her· 
willingness in founding: Swadef\bi I Sabha 'and organising Swndeshi 
propaganda on n. sound basis. My Swadeshi spirit , makes me 
impatient of gnrmpnts, thnt.4enude ,lndin of l1er, w~nlth nud equnlly 
impatient of the Smiths, the O'Brieus, the Shri Rams and the Maliks 
who den~tde' her ~£,' htir 'self-re~pect nnd i~s'o1imtly to~ch women's 
veils with their sticks, chain innocent menns if they were bent~t8, o1' 
sli'oot. them from armout~d · cars or otherwise . tenorise people into.. 
snbjeQti9n •. , 
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meeting the· growing demand for Swadeshi Cloth. ··on:e 
way; no doubt; .is tO' increase. the mills. But it ·is 'obvious 
lthat'·capitalists 'do· not need popular : encouragement. 
They know,·that: India needs much• more· cloth than is 
manufactUred by our mills. Brit'niills do not sprhig up 
[ike mushrooms. It is a matter of getting machinery 
!from outside, let alone· the difficulty of getting labour . 
.And after' all', :India cannot become· truly and' econo
mically independent so long as she inust rely o:1 the 
·supply of machinery from outside for 1 the manufacture 
,of her: cloth. · ~ 1 

·.The cleanest and the tnost· ·popular 'form'of Swadeshi, 
?therefore,· is to stimulate . hand-spinning ··and hand
~eavirig and to arrange for a judicious. distribution .of 
yarn ·and, ·cloth so manufactured.· :With a 'little talent 
.and a little industry this thing is easy.· Even as each 
nome cooks its· own food without difficulty, so 'may each 
borne weave its 1own yarn. ·And just as~ in spite of every 
lo.ome having its· own 'kitchen, 'restaurants continue to 
-flourish, so wilJ mills. continue to supply ·our additional 
-wants. .But even as because of our private kitchens we 
would not starve if every restaurant was through some 
accident closed, so would we, by reason of domestic' 
spinning, not have . to go ~aked even if every mill, by a 
blockade from the ·West,· had to stop work. Not long 

' :ago, we knew this secret of . our own. economi~ indepen
odence, and it is possible' for 'us· to tegairi that indepen
.Q~nce by a' little-effort, a little 'organising agency and a 
little sacrifice. 
Ther~fore true Swadeshi consists'in introducing the 

~pinning wheel in every household arid,'every household 
~pinning its own yarn., Man:v. a· PunjabL woman does it 
to-day. And though we. may not s.upply our own cloth 
-entirely, we shall b~ saving yearly crores of rupees. In 
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.any event, there is no other' Swadeshi than: increased 
manufacture. by.· hand-spinning· and · hand:.weaving~ 
Whether we take up hand-spinning and hand~weaving 
•Or we do not, it is 'at least necessary to understand what 
true Swadeshi is. 

22nd September,. 1920 
/ SWADESHI STORES 
. (HY l\I: K. GA~DHI) ' 

In a previous issue I endeavoured to show how stores 
for the' sake of selling mill-ma~uf~ctures did ·. not 
.advance Swadeshi in any way whatsoever, but, on the 
~ontrary, tended to send up the price of cloth. I pro· 
p:>se to show in this article how; with a small capital, it 
is po~sible to advance true Swades~i and earn a modest 
livelihood~* 

Suppose that there is a family consisting of husband·, 
wife and two chiidren one of whom is ten years old and 
the other five.· I If they have a ·capital of R~. 500, they 
.can manage a Kha.ddar Bhandar in a small way. t 
They can hire, say in a place with a population of 20,000 
inhabitants, a shop with dwelling rooms for Rs. io per 
month. If they sell the whole of the stock at. 10. p. c. 
;profit, they can have Rs. 50 per month. They have no 
£ervants .. •The wife and the children in their spare time' 
would lae expected to help in·. keeping the· shop tidy .and· 

. Jookin,g after it when the husband is out. The wife and 
children can also devote their. spare time to spinning. 

'The way in which weaving suffered for lack of organisation and 
.the remE\dy thereof nre detailed' at length in 1\lr. Hnv~ll's .Artistic 
.and lnclu-striaZ Revival in bulia . . The "Swadeshi Department of the 
:Satyagmha .Ashram,'' ~ays Young Inclia of 15th September, 1920.10 ie 

· 1being t•.un =.ll.mo,;tl}ll the &'\me liues as the scheme (Havell's) suggests." 
t See page 512. 
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:·, ·In .the .initial stageSi· the Khadaar may not sell at th& 
shop .. ~ Jn:-that case, the husband is expected to. hawk the
Khaddar .. from door,to: door and. popularise it. He will 
soon find a custom for it .. : . , . 

The reader must not be surprised at. -my suggesting 
10 p.c. profits. The Khaddar ·Bhandars are not de
signed for the poorest~ The use of Khaddar saves at least 
half the cost not. necessarily. because the Khaddar is 
more· durable (though that it certainly is) but because 
its use rev9lutionises our.tastes. I know what saving. of 
inoney· its use:;has 1 1nea~t to' m~e. Those, who buy 

• 1 r ,,, ( 1
1 • • , \ t 

Khaddar from patriotic ·motives merely, can 'easily 
afford· to pay to·p.·c. 'ptoffts on· Khaddar; '·Lastly, the
poJ;lul~rising· 'of' Khaddar· :mea:n~(·much care, devotion 
and· labour. And'· the ·owner of 1 ·a Khaddar Bhandar 
do~s not buy it ~t a :who:les~le· shop, but he must wander 
to get the best Khaddar, he must meet the locai weavers 
~nd induce them to'wea~~ h~nd.:spun .yarn. He im.ist 
~t~~~iate 'iri' his' own:disti'ict hand~spirining'among its 
wo~1erL'' He must come in touch with 1 the caraers' and 

" ' "' ' · ! , ,· 1 I '. '' t • ' r I~ ' I : "'I :· t' it • ' ' 1 ~ • 

get th~m to card cotton:·· All thts means mtelhgencet 
org~lri~atto:h I ·~nd great ability> A:maz(who cah exh-ibit 
·these' ~ualitles has··~ 'righdo ·t~k~' 10 p. c.'proflts~ ··:And 
a' Swadeshi · Bhandei· 1coridticted ()n thes·a· lines becomes 

, a . true · centr~'' of' 'Swideshi : ~cti~ity. · I comrii(md n1y 
remarks to 'th~ 'attention ~of the ~anagers . Of Swad.eshio 

• , • , • ~ 1 "' ,. 1 , • • , I : i , : • r • . 1 r , · • 

stores that. are 'already in existence; They may . not 
revoluti(nifse the.ir' method 'at once; but I have no doubt. 
that tlie'fwill advanc·e Swadeshi:.oiily to'ih!( extent ilia.t 
they, sell;Kbaddar." I ' . ' ' . 

'"· I I .I t : • • I ~ • I ' 
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The Congress• resolution has rightly emphasised the 
importance. of Swadeshi and there ' anent · o( greater 
sacrifice by:m~:rchants.' 'I 1 I,' 

1 
: 11 I •:',II;< I 

1 

•I,: 

.. .India cannot .be free ~o.long as India voluntarily en,. 
courages or tolerates :the: economic·drain which hast been 
going on for the past century and ·a halt Boycott of 
foreign ~ood·~ .means no :more and ·.n~ ;~eslrthan,,~or~ott 
of foreign cloth; 1Foreign cloth constitutes the: largest 
drain voluntarily .permitted by. u8.. It means six'ty. crore~ 
of rupees annually paid by us for., piecegoods, ,If India 
could make· a successful effort to stbp that ,drain, she 
'can 'gain Swaraj by that one act. . . . ·. ' ' I 

· r 1 , , 1 , . 11,., , .. 1· ., .. , 1 ( . • 

Indu~ was. enslave~.Jor, sa~isfying th,e ,,gr~ed pf the 
fo;reign .. cloth manv.f~eturer. · 'When , ,the East· India. 
Oop.1panY' came in, we· were· able to manufacture ail the 
cloth we. needed; and more for export,,: By process'es that 
. need''ilo£ oe des'ctibed Qere, lridia h'a·s 'beb6~~ praCtically 
~holir,.d~p~n9en.t upon roreign

1

jn'an.ufacture:· N('her 
clothing.~ ·H ,, ·, ,· . ,, .... '" 1'' : .·. : · ... · . · 

But·: we, ought not · 1o' be dependent. :·Ind~a , has the 
ability"to 'mahufacture all her cloth· if her ·children will 
l~ork for, i~~ :'' Fortun~~e~r I~d.ia"has:y~t ~n,ough'.' weavers 
t.o. suppleme:qt . the o.uHurn .. o~her, mil~s .•.. ·~he mill~. do 
not and cannot.• iqu;~e4iately. manufacture, all the. cloth 
we· want. · The reader· ·111ay not know .that,. ~vim at . :the 
present. moment, the weavers weave more cloth than the 
~mills~ But'. the latter weavEr' fl~e. 'drore · ·Y,ards"'of fi'ne 
'foreign .count8;·.'eciJai 'to· fortY: ·cro:re"yards· Qf 6oarser 
counts .. The :way to c~rry .. out~ .. s~~cessfut"boycott'of 

'Held nt Nngpur in December,.:1920; 
33 
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, foreign cloth ·is tq: h~crease .the out· put of_yarn. And 
this can only be d~n~ by ha~d-:spinning! 

To bring about'such a boycott, it. is necessary for our 
merchants* to stop all fo·reign importation, and to sell 

*.The following is from Young India of 16th February, 1921: ·· 
.. The. Dttty Qj Jlerc,han.ts.-In the course o.f. his,. spe(lch, at the 
merchants' meeting held in Calcutta on January 27; Mr. Gandhi 
spoke strongly against th~ waste of time, by' thousnnds of 'people 
who gather! :just to see him arid do nothing but shout: ' ... Shouting 
was of no avail unless they voiced ·forth their .. true feeling.. . There 
was. no, necessity for sh'outing Ba~de l\Iatara:n, :Eiindu~Mussalman; 
ki;fairand,~ll~h~ho-Akbar .. If Swaraj ~as t~ be, ~ttained .inl)~;ne 
mouths, they must ali. combine and lend a helping hand .. :Men tpust 
translate into ac"tion what they' utter~ ' o :. · · 

1 · . · • .: ~ .. ~ ! ~·' 
'' If the merchants wished! to do the :work 'of30 crores of merl; 

they must come ou~ with their money, If .they .did not.help·.:wijh 
the mo1tey,! Swn.1·aj will be difficult, but not impossible, to attain. 
If the · students did not help, if the pleaders did not help, if lDO!lied 
men did. not help, even then the attainment of' S~ru:aj wits ~ot 
impossible, because it· so very much more depended oil the labourers 
~nd· the ·agriQultul'ists. If the mercha~ts· wanted Swaraj; '-in .the 
shortest possible time, .they would. have to' make sacrifices. ~hey 
would have to · sa~rifiQe themselves, their children, -their parents, 
everything.. Tliey had prospered in trade, .but .did they· know .that 
it was a sin to deal in for~ign cloth ? They must neither bu}:, nor 
sell, ~or wear foreig~ cloth .. Let tbem send their :stocks· of foreign 
cloth to South Africa, or better burn them. Let them give up 
their l\lulml,ll pugarecs;· · They ·ought .to be proud to. wear. Kbaddar 
pugarees, 'l'he mill-o~ners were -profiteering a!ld people in, Qrissa, 
in Champaran-everywhere-were dying of .starvation .. 'l'here was 
only one remedy' and\that' was the Charka. 'If all the women and 
girls spun yarn; they would be able to . feed . themselves: But the 
merchants ~ust henceforth only sell Khaddar. The Marwaris had 
been . dealing in foreign cloth ; it was iiTeligion, they had given up 
~hei~·religion.'·' ·,,;J,' . .' ..• ,.·,, .··,',," :···J.· .,_..j.; 
Co~lp4ing, Mr. Pandhi said that they must be pure, patriotic,. a~d 

.devoted to Swnrai and Khilafat They must. use only Swadeshi 
things ln 'their households1 and sell 'only Swadeshi cloth in their 
shops. ·'That would· save' 60 ct•oi·es· and feed 'the ,hungl'Y and \vin 

. Swaraj in nine months. ' 
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.out; ev~n.at a. loss1_all· foreign cloth, .already sto~Jked in. 
Ind~, prefe{ably. to· foreign. ,buyers •.. ':f:}ley must cease 
.t9 speculate in cotton, and, keep .all the cotton required 
for ltome use. The'y must stop purchasing ,all foreign 
cotton.. I • • , • 1 • • 

· lhe,mill-owners should work their mills not for their 
.profits but. as a . national trust .and therefore cease to 
spin finer counts, and weave only for the home market • 

• I The householder has to revise his or her ideas. of 
fashion and,· at least, for the time being, ·suspend the 
use of. fine garments whi.ch are 1 not always , worn to 
. cover the. bpdy:. , !Ie sho1.1ld .. train himself to see art and 
beauty in,t~e ~pqtlessly, wh~tekha~dar ,and to apprec,iate 
.its soft unevenness. ,The hous,ehplder must learn to use 
cloth as a.· nilser uses his hoard~. , . 

And even when the householders have revised.;their 
tastes about dress, somebody will have to spin yarn for 
. the weavers •. This can, only be done by every one 
spinning during spare hours either for love or money. · 
. We are e:ngaged in· a. ·spiritual ,war~ .. We~,are not 
. ljving in n.ormal tirg~s. N otma 1 activities.· are l always 
.suspended in ·abnormal times. ,.And ··if we are out .. to 

' gain Swaraj in a year's. time, , it. means r that ·We must 
·concentrate· upqn. our goal to the ·exclusion of every 
thing else. 1 I therefore venture to suggest to the students 
.~11 over India ~.o suspend th~ir normal· studies, for one 
year 11nd devote their time ·to the: manufacture of yarn 
. by hand-spinning. It will be their greatest.act of service 
, to. the motherland, and their most. natural contribution 
to the attainment of Swaraj. ·During· the late war, our 
rulers attempted to turn every factory into an- arsenal 
for turning out bullet~ of lead. During this war of ours, 
i suggest every. national school and college being turned 
into a factory for .preparing eon~s of yarns·· for, the 
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. 'natioif.· .: The students ~\vm1ose 1 nothing by the••occupa~ 
tion : they wi1l gain a llkil1gdom' here; and' hereaftet... 
There 'is a f~mine' of cloth) in India. To assist•in r~tnov-

' , . ', • .· ,"' . I . 

ing this dearth·is surely'an·act'ofme·rit If'itis!'siriful 
to use foreign yarn, it is a virtue.to manufacture': nio're
·swaaeshi'· yarn in otder· to enable' us to cope:' with Jthe
·want that·. wolild:r be"' !created 'by:· the disuse i,of. foreign 
·yarn!.:· .. ,,,, ,,j l·-rft -,-:./ '!,:·, .. :-t~,.::,:;.' h:: .-... •· ·~·:.:,! .:.: ·,. 

'" Th~'obvi6us ·question jasked~ would"'Q.e,'ifit is so''-'ne
'cessary to ·mah\lfacture: ·yarri, why:· no~ pay· :·every: poo'r 
iperscm 'to" do.'sd? ·"·The answ~r'is that!· hand-spi!ui:ing is 
!not, and -nev~r'was;· a,t calling :uk:e ~ving;d clfrp'entry,.' 

, 'etc·. · ''U Iider' th~: prs~British' eMn·oiny1 df :I:rtd,ia, . spinning 
:Was1 ··:a:ti' 1 hbnoura l:il~ ,f ·a~d· · • Ieisu:f'ely · ~dceupa tion: for' the 
women of India. It is difficult to· revive the art among 
·the' :women in :the' time1 'at our' disposa.t' But it' is· in~ 
credibly simple and ·eaSy -ro·r;th&-'school-goers :to' respond 
·.to the'nation's caW• Let no· one· dectY i the·1wark'·as be
ing ~·der·dgatory··to•the:··dignity of-1nan .ori··studerits:.:'• It 
~was ~an· art"~onfined ~o·. the· women· i 6f ~~India', :t because· 'the 
latter had mor~ j :le1~trre'.r; I !And- being: I graEfefttl, 'inusicd, 
iaind as it·did·-notririvo1ve·any: 1gteat·exertion, 1f'.tha.drbe
'come the:mdnopoly'' of;lworneh:~· ;But it 1is \certainly as · 
graceful for ·~e:itlier •sex ~as !is ·.mu:si'crfor 1 instanc·e::: In 
hand-·spinning ·~is·· hidden·· the· · protecti:6n1 of I ':Wo'm·~n's 
·virtueJ thei ~nsurance aga:ins't famine,':~nd th~· 'dheapening 
;of. prices•;: · [n'Jitt1is ·.hidden the' secret ·of'~Swaraj. :The 
~revival': of: .ha:nd~spinning is the· least.penarice·;w~ must 
'do for the ·sin of our forefathers· in having ·succumbed to 
·.the :satanic .influences aft the foreign manufacturer:· r' ·.~.r 
1J .ThBJJ school-goers will restore:· hand-Spinning to' its 
.respe'cta.ble status.':·~ They· wlll · hasten the: process 9f 
lmaking../rha(/d.m·: fasliHmible'. ···Forni;> mother, ·or father, 
(worth 'thelnarne will ·fifus~: -to-·wear ,·cloth 'nu\de out of 
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yarn spun.,by their childreJ;J.. : ; A~d : the scholars' , prao·. 
tical recogn,ition of art will., compel thl;l ~ttention of the, 
·weavers of India •. ·rr ~e are to, w~an .the Panjabi :from. 
the ca.l~ing not of a ~.91ider. but I of the .murd~re~' of in
nocent and free people of other lands, ~e ·.~must. give 
.back to him the occupation of weaving. The r4ce of 
the peaceful Jula~is of the Punjab is all but extinct. 
It is for the scholars of the Punjab to make it pJssible 
for the Punjabi weayer to retur!l to hisjrmocent c~lling. 

I hope to show in a future issue• how easy. it: is to 
introduce this change inthe schoois' and how quickly, 
on these terms, -we can ·n.~tionalise our schools and 
colleges. Everywhere the students have asked me what 
new . things I would. introduce ·into ·,·our • nationalised 
schools. :I have inv~riably, told them .I would certainly 
introduce·spinning. I feel, .so much more . clearly than 
~ver before that,. during the· transition: period,· we must 
devote exclusive attention to .spinning and certain .other 
things of immediate national · use, so· as. to .make up fot 
past neglect.· An:d the. students will be better able and 
equipped to enter upon the new coJ.use of studies. 

Do I want to put back the, hand of the. clock ··of pro~ 
gress ? Do I want to replace· the mills. by: hand-spinl}ing 
and hand-weaving?·. Do I want ·to replace~ the 1 railway 
by, the.country cart·? Do I I want to destroy machinery 
altogether 1 · .These questions· have beeJ;J.· asked by. some 
journalists and public .. men •. · :My:i answer is: I· would 
not ; weep· :O"ter the disappearance· of machinery or 
.consider it a calamity., But I have·. ·no , design·: upon 
.machinery 'as suchJ i i What· I want to do ~at the present 
moment is to supplen1ent, the pr6duc~ion ·of. yarn ·and 
.clotJl through ~ur mills, save the millions we 'send out of 
India, and ·.di$tl'ibute·(:theni . in 1 our.: cottages·. This· I 

•see p~ 518. • 
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cannot dd 1Unles·s arJ.d r.'tnitil· the · 1n~tio11' 'Is ··p!epare.d · to 
dev·ote 'its leisure b:'ou~s to htuid-{ipinnin·g: ·.;To; that 'end' 
we· must' adopt. the· 1methods Ihav~' ~~entured r to· ·suggest 
for' popularising sp'inning'' ~s· a>,iJu·ty ratlier th~n: as" 'a' 
means of livelihood. i! ', 'I ]o I.::(, i f' ' ,,,,") I,, f.r. " 

1 ... I 1 ."')f "i f.,l: () 

, 1 ~ j I, I -.-,•,,:/JI'·.\1:• 

; \'·21zci'Febrzia1·y,.l921 ' 
·:: ,"".:t: t 1 i ;·.·, , l•j ':• / ..• ,1// 

.~!f~ D~;f:L0~·r~~mN,f~9 · 
:·, ,, (BY,~L .K. ?~X;Q~U) ,, ,., 

~ In "·The· Secret ofSwaraj,"*.•.ri have .endeavoured to 
show wltat·home~spinning means ·fol'I:'/OijrJ country:{1J Ill! 
any; ourricu I urn of the future,· spinning: mu~t :.·be': a1 com-' 
p:ulsory subject. Just ·as~ we carinoti l'irve:witlidut ·:t>reath.r 
ingland.without eating~ ·so is' iti impossible; for~ us·ito 
attain ecorioinici independence· J and.' banish ~paitperism 
from· this ancient l~nd without. reviving home~spinning1· 
I hold the' spinning wheel to :be as much·~a 'necessity iin 
eyery. household as the . hearth, .. No I other scheme that 
can be devised !will ever sol"e' the·~ problem i:of,.;.the. 
deepening poverty of the peopl~j '~ . 1 

II .1 l ! i 'j I r J { /! 
; H,ow then can spinning be· introduced ; in.: every home ? 
!.have already·, sUggested the introduction. of. ·spinning
and systematic' production of( yarn in 'every· •national 
.school.: Once our· boys.;.and. ·girls; have .Uearnt:the·.art,. 
·they· can easily. carry. it;.to' their homes'.·', ;,,: ·· "· .. ; ; w·, l i 

But. this. xequires organisation. ·A spinning' wheel 
·must be worked for twelve hours per· day • .r A' practised 
;spinner can .spin two ·tolas and. a.·.r half· ·per. hour.'· The 
.Price ·that is being paid at present is on an' average four 
annas per forty to las or one pound :of' yarn, i'.e.; one pice 
per hour. ·,Each wheel therefore should give; three annas 

'/See. p, ·513'. 
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per day .. A strong one costs seyen rupees. 'Working, 
therefore, at the rate of twelve hours per day, it can pay 
for itself in less than 38 days. I have given enough 
figures,. to work upon. , .Anyone working ·at :them will 
find the results .to be startling. 

If every school introduced spinning, it would revolu
tionize our ideas of financing education,: '\Ve can work 
a school for six hours per day and give free education 
to the pupils. SQppos~ng a boy wbrks at. the wheel for· 
four, hours daily, he. will produce every. day 10 to las of 
yarn, and thus earn for his school· one anna per day. 
Suppose further that he manufactures very littJe: during 
the first month, and that the school works only twenty• 
six days · in the month. i He can. earn after the first 
month, Rs. 1 1-10 per. month.· .. A class of thirty boys 
would· yield,· after the first month,. an income .of 
Rs. 48-12 per month. 

I have sa.id nothing about literary training~: , It can be 
given during the two hours out of the six .. It is easy to 
see that every school can :be ~made self-supporting 
without much effort and the nation can engage experi· 
enced teachers for its schools ... · , 

The chief difficulty. in working out the scheme is the 
spinning wheel. We r~quire thousands of wheels if the 
art becomes popular. Fortunately, every village car
penter can easily construct the machine. , It is a serious 
mistake to order them Jrom the Ashram .or1 any other 
place. The beauty of spinning· is that it, is incredibl~ 
simple, easily leal:'nt, ·and can be cheaply introduced· in 
every village.:: • · :. · 
· : .. The course suggested by me is. intended only for thh~· 
year of purification and ·probation,· When normal tilnd 
are reached and Swaraj is established, one hour on,ly may'. 
be given :to 'spinning and· the rest to literary· training. 
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·:9th February; 1921 

I ·~BUSING. TH~ KH~D~AR 
' t I • I ' ~ • 

A friend 'draws attention to' the • fact that many who 
have adopted ·the Khaddar costume :are ·usingr W a·s ~ 
passpo1't lfo~ arroganc~;; insolence, i and· what:. is worse, 
fraud. 1:He sa'ys that they have neither the spiritofN~m.: 
co~operation I in· the!n nor the. spirit of trutli.x Tbey 
simply· 1 'use~· the ·Knaddar ·dress· as a;· cloak. for~ their 
deceit. .AU this is' likely, espeCially during·. the. transi~ 
tiori1 stage, i.e:,·wh:Ust · Khaddar is beginning to become 
fashionab\i;l.i l I would only suggest to my correspondent 
·that such abuse of Khaddar must not even unconsciously 
be" allowed 'to be 'used ; as :an argument a.gainst its. use. 
Its use ·:to-day is .1 obligatory· ·on those who b.elieve::that 
there is·not suffiai(mt Indian mill~made'cloth: to supply 
the wants of the nation, that the wants must: be :supplied 
in' the quickest· way; possible by increasing home ··manu
facture, and that ·such manufacture is possible only by 
making home-spinning universal. The use of Khaddar 
represent!? 'nothing .more: than a most practical rec·og., 
nition of the greatest economic necessitY. of the country. 
Even a scoundrel: may. recognise this necessity, and has 
therefore" a;· perfect· right . to :we~r it. I And if a Govern
ment spy: .wore· it .td deceive people.·I would welcome 
his .;use ·,of.: Khaddar' ·as ·so. much economic gain te the, 
country~!., Only: I 'wouldr not· give.· the: wearer of, .:the 
Khaddardnore than' his·~ due. ·:And t ·would therefore· 
not~ ascribe. to:him··any' piety or :special::virtUEi,l·. U 
follows, therefore, that Oo-operationists or. government. 
servants .may:. wear . · Khaddar without. -incurring the 
danger .. oL .. being: ·mistaken rl.for: Non-co-operationists, 
We may:mo.:rnbre·shun' Eb:addar, than a:. devout t church· 

,goer.. ·may1 renOUnCe 1his. ChUrch; beCaUS81badiCharactetS 
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,go , to it for 1 duping gullible people~ .. I recall the name 
of an M~ P. wh9 successfully cloaked. many·ofhis.vices 
by pretending to be .a .staunch :temperance ·man. Not 
·very long ago, a bold and unscrupulous speculator found 
entry,, into. niost respectable r circles: by becoming a 
temperance radvocate. r Well,·.~ has . a;: ·poet said . that 
"hypocrisy is an ode to virtu·e.~ I· • • 1. . ·1 · • • 

·: 1 ,, ••• , ,• { : 1 I r ; ~, •; 

',' ;, ;] .J':. .I •• 

16th) ,F'ebr!Jary, ,1921 . 

·: · HANn(!sPINNING. :·!tJA:rN·. I. ' ' 

1 / • • •• ·: (r·r' ·,··~ ', .. • 

' (BY M. K. G.lSIHII). . . . ., 

The Set~a~~~ of India 1 h~~ ~. ·.fli~~ .· t~o at ·s~inning and 
:that js: based, as I sh~ll presently show, on ·ignorance . of 
the facts.. ~;pinning 1 ~,does: ,pr9tectJ a .woman'fl. ,virt~e, 
'because it enables women,;:•!Wh0,

1
are ;to-day ,working on 

public roads and are often ,in, da.nger; oC having . their 
·mode~ty outraged; to protE~cf themf!elyes; l.l.nd: I. know no 
·otheJ;' occupation that lacs ·of. women. can f<;>llow saye 
~spinning. ~ Let. me inform·.the jesting writer that s~veral 
·women have already. returned 1 to .the: sanctitY: of: their 
·homes and taken to.spjnnjng.which they,s.~y is ,the .one 
·occupation which means so· much bdr!\·~t .. ·(bl~ssing)~. · 

Yes,· it .does ·solve! .the. problem o(i India'~ chronic. 
·poverty and is an ·insurance against famine. The 
·writer· of the jests may. not ; kn.owl the scandals that. I 
kn<Dw ~boutiirrigation. a.ncl .,relief; works,,., ~hese works 
.arelargelya.fraud •.. i.·: .. , ,_,., . .: J•l'll!:'ll· ·' •: .. ,· ·:·,i; .. 

·The fact is. that; in spite. I of the. manufac~re of. 6~~ 7 
·c.rores. pounds of yarn, in ;1917-18, I~dia imp<;>rted seyeral 
·crore ·yards 1of fo~ei{~n . yam which , were,· wo:ven: by ~ tp~ 
mills as well ·as' the :weav.ers.. The writer. does., no,t. also 

. seem. .ta know.. that. :LUOre. cloth .isnto.;d~y: :wo;v:,en. :l)y · .QU~ 
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weavers:tha:n by mills,· but the'bull\ of it~is,foreign yarn,. 
and therefore·our .. weavers are: supporting foreign spin-· 
ners. ,J, would not .mind)it' muoh, ·if,·we,•were1 doi~g~ 
something· else ·instead, · Wheh 1 ;Spimiing was almost
compulsorily -~topped,. nothing replaced it save;sla'¢ery
and idleness. 1 Our. mills canriot to-day; spin enough for 
our wants, and' if they diil, .ihey 1will ]not' keep·\dowri 
prices unless they were compelled. They are frlmkly
money-makers and will not therefore regulate· prices: 
according to the needs of the nations, 1 

1 

And now a few figures, .. One, ~boy ~ould, if he worked' ' 
say four hours d~il;.,· spin''t' lb.'o(ya~~: 64,000 students: 

· I' ' . • 1 • I' 1 •1) 
would, therefore, spin 16,000 'lbs: per day, and therefore· 
feed 8,000 wea:vers· if a weaver·'wove two lbs, ·of hand
spun·yarn. ·But the stud~nts and ~th'er~ ·are1·teqtiired to· 
spin during this year:of purificaltion::by ~ay ofpenarice· 
in order to· poptilarise' spinning 'a:nd: to add td. tlie 'manu·
facture of hand.ospun.yarn ~0 as to· overt~ke ;full' manu+ 
Jacture during the· current' y1ar.~. I The' nation 1 rna y: be' too• 
lazy to do it. But.if all·t>ut their· bands to this work (it is
incredibly easy, it· involves ·v~rylittle sacrifice and saVes: 
an annual dr~in· of sixty crores~ even~ if it . does' nothing 
else .. t have discussed the matter with many mill-0wners~ 
severa 1 economists, ineri of business, and· n·o,.one has yet; 
been" able' to chalhmge the 'position ;he'rein' set ·forth. ' 
'.I ·.:·~J.'j,'J~.1 ·,,·).11 (''J·· .... ·· ... 

r JVhat is.p1·ofitable?~In·its'issue of the lOth, Th~ Servant' 
of India aga.in ridicules the' reviva.l of ,hand~spinning .... The· 
writer of the comments has not obviouslyJ:iyet inade'any· 
attempt to know the precis·e nature of the r ~vival advo
cated by'Mr. Gandhi: I If' the' 'inc"ome .from the ·Spinning: 
wheel is low' it can, he· ·s'ays, ''only deepen :the: co~ntry's: 
poverty instead of remed§ing 'it, .firstly;'becatise the wag& 
is not·.· sufficient for the'worker!S~ maintenance and second-
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ly, becaus~ it prevents him from following a more profit-· 
a:bfe occupation.'' His ~as'sumption is gratuitous~.· No .. 
one suggests' that hand~spinning should· replace any' 
wage-earning occupation'.. It was never made to do· 
that even ·in ·pre~British days •. It has always been. 
regarded as a supplementary occupatio·n. Assuming· 
that it was to be a wage-earning occupation-two anhas 
being the daily wage earned by an average spinrier,-it
promises a better yearly income than the average income· 
at present. The latter income has never yet been esti·· 
mated over 27 ·rupees per head per· year I · If the SertJa?lt 
of India is prepared to provide work, at·· the rate of two· 
annas pPr day, for every worker, we would entrust thou-· 
sands' of workers to 'its care. ·Rut the fact is that the· 
average 'income p~r day is not two amias and that hand-· 
spinning need'notprevent anyone from f,lllowing" more· 

• .The point that spinning was only to ben subsidiary · nnd not n 
stipplnnting industry was emphasised by 1\lr. Gandhi more thnn once .. 
In rotwg India of 4th August 1921, in reply to the Leader, he wrote:: 

No one has· e\·er said that spinning can ben means of livelihood' 
except to the very poor. It is intended to l'estore spinning to its· 
ancient posi~ion ns a universal industry auxiliary to agriculture nnd, 
resorted to by agriculturists during tho~e months of the year when 
agricultural operations are suf!pended as a matter of cour.se nnd' 
cultivators hare'otherwise little to do. For the present all people 

. alike arc invited to devote their leisure to spinning, with a view to· 
bl'ingiug nbout,a complete boycot~ of foreign cloth in course of the· 
present year. No one asks an able-bodied labourer. who .can earn
twelve an;ms a day to· give' up his work i;' ordP.r to take to spinning.. 
However; peopl~ are so poor in many parts of the country that a' 
daily wage of e\·en 3 an nne a day would be n · veritable boon t() them• 
and etiable them to tide o\'er bnd seasons;,! The: spinning wheel is. 
capable of being applied as 1\ complete insurance ngniust famit~es and 
drough~s .. 3 annas ag~in ,is only a mos~. cautious nnd conservative 
estimate. If the readerturns to the second.article on the weaving
school which CO!pmence~ to-day, he will find that the d:illy w'nge 
might · ensilfl>t '4 · 'or 5 annas: ' ': · · • ' · ' · 
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l>rofitable, ... oc.c"Q.Pations. ". 4: 1,vast populat~()n, :Jof the: 
•country :retnain, part,of;tbe year, practically1w,ithout ahy, 
·occupation .. ·; Many· 'of the women.' .of tb,e·j upp~r classe&, 
11ave ample leisure. · It .is for 'th~rpth~~ hand-spjn:ning is,. 
• :~recomm~P.d¢d as ·a profit~ble· occqpa:t~o.ndo~,; id~e hours., 
And doe$ .the.:Se;;vqnt of lndi~, 1 .ser~ously · 1 conte~d., .. that. 
the 'vast .. mass of .• st-udents,· .who spend 1 thli1.' .qays· ap.d, 
;nights in ~ram~ing, indiscriminately,. Shak~spea:re. ~ndi 
Milton, ar~. eng~ged, in a:'~ more profitable; .occupation." 
than hand-spinning? . , ,·,:~., . 1, 1 •. 1 , • ,. 

J But to :~om.~ t9. figures .. ; rhe 'Sert.'Wlt of\[ndia ~rgue~ 
that ".th~ combined, _·p~oductiOJl of alf; 'the: stu~ents of 
the ~,trts and: prqfessiQnal col.lege~7aboup 64.,000-woul~ 
not be eq~al 'to the o,utpukpf .a sjngle sp,~rin~ng(m,ill. ~~ 
Accordinttto it, 235, mills1 were able to prodqce on,ly 
r65. cro.res of yarn in one year •. L(:)t ,u~ n·ow s{)e·.ho,\V m~ch 
the nation can produce if it determines ;religiously~ to 

. ~dedicate· its' ~pa;e, h~~~s to ~pinniJ,lg.' :.'J;a,k,i~g~the popula
tion of India·as consisting of. :five. crore. families, let'us 
assume that a fourth of thein are either families ·of co
IQp.erators· ·or of those· riot ':convinced · of the virtues of 
lland~splnning. lf bnly two'. members 'of the remaining 
·f (;)Ut Cf{>fe. families, give .two.'. 'hodrs per' I qay ''tO ~'pinriiiig, 
.th~y. w.o~l~ $pin'~· crore,lbs'. of·yarn eve.ryday: i~e., ~65 
crore lbs; of yarn ·.in the year; which means nearly six 
:times as much'as the ·yarn prodllced l)yt.our·mills.·. · · · 

But.the':only'·~rdpef';.Wa:y 1of com.paring .between''the 
te,copon1iC; :vat'ue of. the, splriningl '~heel· 'arid' a s'pinning 
:ruql:i$ t~.·~pns~ci'er'_in·~·~ch.~uQa~e ,th·e:·/ c~s·t ·.of pfoduction .. 
·Every· mill~manager· knows . that the cost of one spindle 
·which: cart produce a poundi of coarse yarn '(of six·counts} 
per day 'is riot less than'-·Rs. loo:·' For a' mill producing 
2b'~600lbs.' dfc6~rs'e.'yarri, ·:~e· ha'ye''gbt:l'to 'invest for the 
full supply, of 20,000 lbs. i'no 1less:.t~.an'i.ol1a~s''o/ rupee~~ 
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Let· us see how much ·the same· capital invested o~· 

spinning-wheels would yield.··' Twenty lacs ··of rupees. 
·would: giv-e 'us· four lacs ·'of spilming 'Yheels I producing. 
on an average half a 'pound of ·yarn daily,· i.e., two
hundred thousa:nd pounds of yarn. This· is enough· to. 
show the extent of the wastefulness of the spinning mill.. 
But econ(imicl wastefulne@s · is not the 1 onlt; ·>·or the· 
principal, factor to b'e c6nsidered .. · Think' of 'the huge· 
moral wastefulness involved, of strikes and similar ~vils 

·under which the industrial' world in Europe·: is reeling. 
One shudders to tliink bf perpetuating the· inhuman slums. · 
that form an'· universar feature '·of modern ·industrial. 
towns. We11db no't speak here·· of ·the uttt)t·'impract'i-. 
'cability of erecting 'spin nih~ I hlills 'in'! a. yeat or ev~n 
'in the course of a'score ·of ·yeats, ·sufficient to' clothe· 

· the country~· ·The Servant ·of !Mia· by quoting the· 
import: figures trt~sto"·'make ·out that, ·as 1we. 1bannot 
turn out 

1

fin'e I counts either in'i our spinning 'mills ·br· 
'on' the spinning wh~el, ~we 'rriusf. remain·. deperiderit! on 
·the' 1foreigner for a· large!) p~rt of the yarti·w~! 1 import •. 
Not :being·ai Non:cd-operat'or, th~'pap~r' 1 evlidentiY lfor
gets· that the enforcerhent ~of' the iCongress 1 ·R~soiuti'o.n 
regarding abolition bf foret~n\;'o-ods presupposes abo ... 
'lit ion· of all finer' fabrics.; The ·figures of ex'ports· ·ofyarn 
·only strengthen our case.· lt :is contemplated tha't, 'not 
only should even one out of the 123 h'l,illions\' 'pounds of' 
yarn 'riot go to foreign countries' bu't, 1that not a I pound of' 
·raw ·cotton' should' be· exported: 1 In the I yea'r · 1919-20,. 
8,558,747 eMs·. of raw'lcotton of the value ·of Rs. · 58,60,. 

:40,510 was1 expoTted to foreign'' countries:~ Under:' the· 
propOSed• Sch'etne,· Where ·~very 'adttit Will' I devote , SOnle 

'Spare 1 hours· to spinning~ I there' Will be' t00ffi enough 'for· 
· evet•y pou!ld of cotton tbat:is at present· exported· 'arid. 
work ertough'fm.'~everywea\rer in the lattd.· ·' Undel' this. 
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::scheme, therefore, and under: no: other~ it is:· possible to 
!Wi~· out'econpmio f~eedom.; : . 
.' It is , ~trange Fha.~, 1 ~hilst the ~ountry's. effort~ to bring 
,-.about a c.omplete boycott of foreign cloth are. jeered at 
by. ~ section of publicists in this . country,., their . magni
~.ude·. has been i · completely .realised·,, by. :men like. Sir 
Michael ~YDwyerand Mr. Shorrot}k. -.The .latter in the 

··~OQrs~. of a very :long .. article in th:e1 E,vening. ·Standard 
.-wrjtes:. ' ;• '.' i .. ~,, ,,. ·,.' ,i-- ;J· r:. 
-,.~ .. Look Jor a mo111ent ! .at some. hard .facts rand figures . 
. •Our .. aunual t~ade with,_Indiabased, on, tQ.e. ·1most, reqent 
t figures ~vaiJll.:h.l~,, mu~t.9e wprth.at least'.£ 80,000,000 • 
. If . "~ op-co-operation " succeeds, W~t 1Sho-q.ld at one 
1-st~ok~ l~se to :that extent. in work. and: :wag~s, and this at 
~a .time,when the cry. ~f u;nemploymen(due mainly to 
the·. tardy , revival of our export , influst~\es, .. is , daily 

:growing in 13trength. Factories which. cater- for this 
:Eastern ~arket could never survive such a blow. . ... 
. • • lf~om:. the Lancashire cotton •mills a lope we ~xport 

;.annually1 about£ 34,458,000 '\VOrth of g?ods to Jndia, 
.J.and fro~, t~e. industrial centres of the Midlands and the 
.. North, i~~n and steel worth £ 21,139,000. • . . . 

Nor would the£ 80,000,000 represent :out total. .loss. 
;. So intimateiy is· o;ne trade. i

1

nterlocked.w.ith another that 
~ ~ny blow ~o tlie chief indu·stries immediately . reacts . on 
' every other industry. • ; . . ' • i .. _. ' . ' 

· lt wilLbe ·seen, :then, that, if Mr. GandhPs, programme 
',js~actua:tiy' car~ied through,.the position of this countr'y 
: will b.e v.ery. different from that represented by the latest 
· Board of Trade rf)turn . headed ".Indian Imports and 
•'. ' I ' ', ' . ' ' ' ' 

Exports." ·.Great Britain would be poorer by many milli-
.' ,ons a·. y~ar.. It· w~uld . be poorer in ~ctual earnings 
;,moreo~er: .As every pr~duci~g co~~try •. pays· for its 
·~J~mort~d, · fo9d bY. ~p,1anufactured 'goods; ~h~·. closure of 
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:any big market for 'such' goods , m~ans L inevitably a new 
.addition to the high costJ'ofli'V,ink!': 'I': I ' i. • 

0 
·, '".': 

It is''not 'necessary'no\t .to po,int out'that the. sche'me 'of 
1 )1 I ol' '·', I' Iii 1.·• , • 'I j.,'l I' I · 1 

N on.co~oper~tiondoes AOt aim at s~~cying any labourer 
outside the·oountry, it .is:~:meant. to stop him from~ star

., ving and keeping ·naked the ·people ·of Inqia.-M. D • 
... Young 'India/,,. 2nd Match,· 192t ·. · 

' ! ~ I l ' ' ' . 1 ' • • ' I ' ! ' I ' ; ' .. '' ' i ! ' .. f .' / J ' ! 

.,, .. lf1~•1'll•r·' 

I, .'II':• , •' ','I' 

18th May; 1921 · 

: . SPINNING·.· AS .FAMINE: RELIEF 
.:. ''.' ' I 1 ·.I' . 

11 ,, I ~By 1 ~f. ~~· ,Gpmn), . 

Mrs·. J aiji'Petit '1la's 'sent the 'foliow)ng n'i:>t'es · of art 
experiment b~ing. cond,ucted in 'spinning ~mong' the 
famine·stricken people at Miri near Ahmednagar. I I 
gladly publish· the I notes as the·. experiment· is being 
conducted under :the • supervis'ion of an Englishwom·an. 
Th~ reaaer will' not.' fail 'to observe I the lnethodlbal 
Planner ,in wh,ich t~e .~~rkl is,:~eing'done. 'All the diffi
-culties have been met and provided for. I Even the very 
·small experiment shows what a 'potent instrument, the 
·spinning-wheel 'is for famine relief. Pr~perly organised,. 
it cannot but yield startling, results : ' · , · 
. I ' ' ' '','. 'II ' 

In the month of Augl)t~t 1920, when the severity. of the famine was 
heing felt, the· idea of introducin'g spinning as .a.~ famine relief.' to 
l'espectable middle class people was.st:uted and Miss Latham kindly 
.gave a spinning wheel to introduce the work •.. Attempts were made to 
·inttoduce .the work especially among the Dhnngars who were UKed to 
spinning-wheel but they p1·oved futile. Spinning a thin thread .of cotton 
'1\Vos thought an impos~ibility in a village which did not know anything 
:about it. Doubts were· also entertained.· as to whether the Wol·k: if 
~akeu up would be paying or at least helpful, IIi such diff~rent. 
.ciifficulties and r0biections, the whe~el remained idle for nenl'ly three 

· months, and ill spite of vigo1ons efforts no body seemed williJtg to 
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take UII the :w.ork.; .·In P~SlEimper. J920,.' ~js~r L~tharu, *giliu · ~ent iQU!" 

more wheels through the ki~~ues~i~f1 ~I~~-~:A· ~~.ti.~ a~~. som~.: ~ot~q~1 . 
~h~y ,1':~~~ !{i~e~. f~r ~ri~l, f~ 1diff~~~~~ '.~~~1s.o~.~i: -~i~n~, ~~~ .. ~ee~e~ a 
httle hopeful, and at. last one R:unosh1 woma1~ was prev:nled upon ~q· 
take up th'e w'ork serio'usl:Y.! ~ This was.ab'out the'20th ofJ:inuary 192t, 
sii1ce when 'the '~oi'khiis· assumed w different s~ape, .. The·example of 

·this WOinan iW:\.a :ci,opie.d by ~W.O.!IDQ~~~ '\'f)W[.up.d~rtoqk to tak~ UP, t~e 
work. ~rough great perse_v;e!~t~c~. 4);~sf i?~ \ ;Y~i·n ~~~~~ t ~re~are~· by 
these three spinners, and it was sent for sale. In the me:\n time, many 
women began to make inquiril'll·and~expressed a desire to take it up• 
if it helped them financially in some wny. A rate of spinning, 6 as. a 
lb., was thljrefore fixed and it 'lielped;other spinners to ioin the work. 

Here :mother difficutly, viz., that offunds, came in the way. All the 
five wheels were • engaged and five more prepared I locally were also• 
eng·nged. The stock of cotton )Vl\s alsq exhausted. It 'seemed that 

I ., 'I I 'I .. I· ' I 

the work would suffer for want 'offunds to pi·epare wheels, purchase 
pot ton, n)}d.pay the workers~ ;Rap Bahl).dur. Chi tale 

1 
personally. saw 

) .1 I .. ' I ! : ' • I • I ' I ;_ ! ' ! ' . ' -. ,. ~ . I I ' J J ) - ' ' ' ... I ' 

this difficulty and helped 'the wo~k with a grnnt of Rs:• ·100. 1\liss. 
rJn th:uti ~ \J li\~ ~she kne,f of this ditlic~l ty; k.Iiid'ly 'se1i t''anotiler h unared~ . 
These two ·drants: came ·at 'the ·right time1 'and:· gave ti stimulus to'the 
work;: Local t{entlemen helP"~d with.theU;rown'cottJon: r! .. II ·: ( f'J.[ ~ 
. ·.The d~IA~Ii po~1 wheels w~nt rOll· tinRii~!lsin~,-1 ~a;r.- by, rd~Y·• ::- ;l?eople 
pein·g_ t?~ .ll.9P~' ~~ pay. fp;· .th~ ":~eel,,1 :!t bec~fle. ':l~cessar~. to get, the 
~~~els ~~'FPH).d locally. ~n~ ~~~d. t~~ffi. 1~1~ ~he ~1o,rk~rs;, ;rwe~t!r~s~v~~ 
more wheels were prepared wb¥Jh nlso gate work tol6cal·cnrpenters, 
who ha.d•'hb twtitki on ticc'ountfdff:inii~e! t. One (latpenter imp~ove'd ~-the 
wlieel by )making it mo~~ •light ':llJd useful £o~f fiQerJYl\tl,l! J '.l'be! Prices. 

. p£ .tlw, w~eeJ w:eF.e pn~d, at ~~·:P~~s~ 3~8, 1nnd_R~ ~ JP~r,-w.~e,~~ ~ccor~7 
ing to the quality. Thre9 ~f:t:h~~~~w~7e~~ ~ave beeH~o~df;~~ Rs. ~-8, :ls .• .' 
The total sum spent on these wheels IS Rs. 103~8-0 whtch mcludes the 
sum for the -wheels kindly·setit by·T!Irs.Petit. •·rr!. '!, · · i,,rr.t"l ... ': ·: 1 

, Though 16cal~otton wns·secured ·fo:'lthe work,, it ,iproved' too hnd' 
fbr beginnets. 1 A ~16w·rnethod therefotle:· wns introduced to !improve 
the local cotton;1which not 'only,:belped thei woi·k,·'bnt:nlso: •prorided'' 

. 'Woi·kior tt. few more personsl·!tRnw cottbn Wnlrsecur&d 1a1ld tile dirt 
:and the dry I len ves' in it· were cth:efully 'l'emo\led b'efot•El1t ·was . ginned . 
• The -rate for this work iwalrfixed 16ti> orie pice per'lb: : Anr · old man· 
'wh~·did this 'Work' got :m·:opportnnity of enrning··one anna a day; by 
·cleaning Hbs~ 6~ ra:W.cottonJ:·,After it ~wns•"thus cleaned,: :it was 
gimied with a hand-gin whioh g:ive wol'k to some women wh0o ginned,. 
•nt the 1·ate"c:>f •one anna per-10 lbs.· Qne· worunn··cimld thus ea11U. 2: as. 
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and 6 pies ~ncb day, This ginned cotton was then cleaned by 1.\. 

pinjari who charged at the rate of one anna per pound and earned 
about 8 as. per day. It would have been better and easier too, if 
cotton had been purchased from the mills, but as this cleaning proces~ 
of the local cotton provided work for a few workers, it was thought 
the more desirable in these days, A major portion of these clenning 
charges is, however, made up by the sale of cotton seed secured after 
ginning. The following ~tntement will show the expenses in'curred for 
this and the price of raw cotton for every 60 lbs. · 

. . Price of 60 lbs. of raw cotton at 20 Bs. a patia 
(240 lbs.) ... • ~.. , . .'. 

Removal of dirt waste and dry leaves at 
1 pice per pound .... , 

, Ginning of 52 lbs. of raw clean cotton at 1 anna, , . 
, per 10 lbs. 

Cleaning the Lint (17 lbs.) by. a pinjari at 
1 anna per pound ... · , ... 

Total 
Deduct'price of cotton seed 35 lbs, at 20 lbs. 

per rupee .... , ,t•• 
·I 

, 'I 

Rs. A, P. 

5 0 0 

I 0 15 0 

0 5 3 

1.0 
-~-

·1 '5'' 3 

' 1'12 0 --
Net charges for 17lbs. of clean cotton 5 9 3 

', ~ I 

I• 

Th.us the cost of one pound of cotton comes' to 5 ns. and~ pies only. 
The proportion of waste, viz. 8 lbs. in GO lbs .. of rnw cotton is too high 
and could be avoided by 'securing better arid ~lean~r cotton.· " '· · · 

.There p.re nt present 29 wheels going anr there· is. still n great 
demand for wheels. But the funds being limited, m'ore wheels could 
not be prepart>d and provided. Spinning is done by those who 
absolutely know nothing about it previously;, Consequently the yarn 
is still of an inferior sort. It is improving d'ay by day, but if a 
co~petent teacher could be secured, it woqld' improve i:npidly, 
Amongst the spinners, ,some are full-time workers· and others are 
~eisure·time workers. ' · · '·' · · ' 

About two. lbs."' of yarn are no~' prepared 'e,·~ry day' :and' the 
quantity will increase as the spinners get used 'to the work. Tn~ tate 
for spinning is ,fixed at 6 as. a ~b., 'though many wqrkers complain that 
it is IJ»t enough. As the yarn 'sent for sale realised a PriCe of' 12'' ds. 
a ~b., the spinning charges could no~ be increased without n 'lo'ss. 
. ' 34 • ' · .. 

; ,· , I 
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Every lb. of yarn I'equiresAnnas 11, pies 3 for expenses; as. 0-5-3 for: 
cotton & 0-6-0' for spinning, Thus every lb~ leaves a profit of 9 pies 
only.· The establishment an'd other charges are not .calculated, ·.With·· 
t~e present rate of: spinning at 6 as. a lb., one spinner earns 3 as. peri 
day by spinning 20 to' 24 to las, others ·earn 2' as. a daJ by spinning 15 
tolas and the rest 1! as. a day for 10 tolas, the beginners excluded •. 
The more the spinner is used to the work, the more he will.earn, · •. 
'~<\.n attempt was made to prepare cloth out of. the yarn. ·and three_ 

and a half lbs. of yarn· were given to a weaver for weaving. He,· 
however; charged an exorbitant rate for weaving. He prepared nine 
and a half yards of qloth and charged Rs. 3-9 for it, practically 1 rupee 
a lb. The cloth cost Rs. 6.0-6 and was sold at Rs. 6-3-0; •with a 
profit of as. 2, pies 6 only. To' obviate the difficulty about weaving, 
a sepal:ate'loom with one. teacher to teach weaving .to local persons 
is urgently required.· · Mariy local people wish to learn this art; A 
separate •loom will reduce the cost of the cloth prepared 1 on it below 
the prevailing market rat~.'' About 6lbs. of yarn are giv'en to different 
weavers to ascertain the exact charges, bu·t ail this difficulty can only 
be removed~py-having a special loom. 

When there was a sh'ortage of cotton and the workers h~d no work, 
wool was introduced for spinning tilt'cotto~ was ready: : This work 
was willingly tak~n up by the Dhangars. They were however re·quired 
to spin finer thread of wool than they usually prepared. They took 
soiile time ,to pick ~p the work, and now there at•e 10 wool spinners 
working fine thread. They are also paid at 6 as. a lb .. for 'spinning~_ 
Wool worth Rs. 31 at 2lbs. a rupee was purchased, lmd though the 
cotton was ready, the wlool spinning was ~ontinu~d by starting :a 
separ~te department1 a's the Dhangars readily took up the work. The 
whole process of ~l~,aning, the wool is also done by the Dhangar 
women, who get au, ex:tta anna per lb.' for it. The sorting of wool is 
car~fully looked to, .The majority' of :wool spinners use their. own 
spinning wheels but a few ai·e now asking for the improved wheel for 
preparing p~er threads. . . . . I .• • · • 

1 

• • • • •.. I • ' • • 

Dhangar weavers behig locally 'availab1e, blankets. of thA Pandhar
pur and Dawangiri pattt~rn are being prepared from this finer thr~ad 
an.d. f.Wferen't'designs ha.ve been suggested to them: '·.Tpe _Dhangars 
being .a stubborn rae~ do not readily adopt 'the new improvement, but 
tqis work ha~ set the'm t6 work up ri~w designs of. blankets which will 
pel·~anently help them in tb.eir. own professioti, They now re~ire n 
broader and improved. 'loom . and instruction' hi colouring Wool: 
Efforts are made' to secure a clever full-time weaver who will intro. 
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duee a better metbod of weaving. · 'TWo blankets were prepared and 
sold at cost price, one for Rs. 5-13-6 aild · the' other for' Rs.' 6-6 0 . 
. Orders are bejngreceived for more blankets now,·· but to continue 
the work ~ould require some· fonds. · · ' : · 

To keep so ~any persons working is not only nn .ideal form ·of 
famine relief,' but a means to promqte' village industries, and remove 
the demoralising ~ffects of sncc~ssi ve famines,' Thu11 stands the work 
IOf about one mo'nth. . It 'now requires an improved handloom, 1\. llOOd 

uachet~,.- nspeciall~om for wqol, ~ore spinning :wheels ( w~ich the 
neighbouring villa~ers are also demanding) nod many other things. 
The work is going on vigorously, and, it is hoped, will not be allowed 
to suffer for want .of funds. ' ' , · · ' ' · · · 

t ~ ! ! . I I II 

·-· 
' 1', .. 

Mr. Gandbi.wrote the following in Yo1mg bulia of 26th Uarch, 1~21, 
in the course of a~ article entitled ".Fami,ne Insurance:" .. 

'A spinning wheel eosts, say, six rupeeR.' ·u we supply a family of 
three with.'two wheels and all th~ mem.bers work at it together for. 
eight hours each; tltey will, between them; earn at least six nnnas per 
day, I claim that six anna's per· day for n family wilf ·keep it going 
during n season ·of distress •. I can conceive it to be possible for them· 
to.wol'k nt the rate ~f twelve hours each, when the work' has to be 
done in their homes at their own leisure.· They add fifty per cent, to 
the daily earning making it nine annas per day. Thus at an outlay of 
Rs. 12,000, we ~an lilupport for four months one thousand families, or 
three thousand souls, and get from them a return of 

. . 1,000 famihe11 X 6 annas '< 120 days . ; 
16 

· = Rs. 45,000 

worth of labour. Yo doubt, forty .five thousand rupees will have to 
be found in' the first instauee fur organising famine relief, in addition 
.to cnrde~ cotton imd th'e 1spinning wheels. :The whole of the yarn that. 
may be p~oduced by the famine-stricken people would be used by the 
·Dl)tio~. There will be some. little, waste during the first. month of· 
earning. I u~e the adjecti~es 'some littl~' advisedly, becaus~ cotton 
will not ba absolutely wasted.. · ' ·· · · · 1 • , · · • 

Tb~ 'o~ly ,requis.ite:s, Mr .. ~a~tdllw~~te, are; ci) the spi~~ing wbe.eli 
· {2) a suppl~ of cotton : and (3). a ready sale of yarn. Of course,' it 
is assumed that the famine is 'one of •' money· 'O:nd that''corn · is. 
:available,: · · ! · · (I 
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1' Wr.iting in ,YQlt?~g lndia of, 6th. O~tob~r,. 1921,, regarding famine !ll 
the .Ce4e<\ districts w.hichbe visi.ted, Mr .. Gandhi remarked; ' ' I 

.IPs not possible t.~ give doJes of, ch~rity to hundreds of thousa~;td:;.·. 
of men. And men who live on c~arity lose a~ simse pf self-respect. 
It is not a~ if there i~ no corn to be had in the affected area. People
ha~e DO work a'nd no mo~ey~ The Government's relief works con's1st 
in br~aking and carrying stones. A friend re~arked that the G~\·ern-

·' ', '· 

0 l .' 10 
0 •'•1 '• I , , •' , ,, ~ .• 

ment bad roads torn down and repmed in order to find work for-
th~ ~en n~d wom~n,in.distr~ss. Whether roads are. torn. dowri or 
~~t,, ~~ad ~epair is t~e ~nly, relief W.()l'~ the Government provides. I 
understood that the 'actual ~nge' that found its way Into a wom~n ~~I 
hands was' an anna' or five pice, and . not .. ~or~ than ten pice into n:. 
man's hands. I saw, on the other hand, that a Congress Committee 
was paying three annas per day to Pnncbamn women working at the 
spinnipg wheel for eight hours a day. And whl\t is being done for
the P:nichamn :women can be do~e ·for· thousands of famine-stricken 
women and, for that matter; men. In these districts s· nnuas• a day~ · 
eve!\ fo~ men., r js a \;eritable. boo~ ... , But the spinni1~g wheeJ . has 

. possibilities -w:hicb no o~er. occupati.on~,~as. For .. ~~ invo,ves Jhe 
preFm.inary. processe.a,of,gi,n~ing, nnd . c.ru:dj:qg, and ~be subsequent . 
pro·cess.of weaving. In t~~ .C~ded District~. it is p,ossible without 
much difficulty.to teach wen"ing .... And if the w~ole of cloth manu ... 
facture cnn be organised, 1 ;th~~snnds .. of men. ,can find permanent 
occupation in .their,()wn ho~es.. · ,, 
.~;,,, •.. ,11:''.1:1·~ 

~. ' ' I , ~ ' 1 : • • • I :. ' • ' I ! I j • ' ' ~ ' l I I p ' • ' I ' ", • . ' ' . l ' 

SOME FACTS A.ND COMMENT$ 
~ I' , '• • ) ; ' ; I , ; 1 • , 1 

. . ), 

The following additiortai f~·qts 'are su.riuna.rised from : 
fourzg./?z~l,~a.;.,: ,: .. -·"·"!:. ·!··t-><.·, · ..• , •. -... ··:·,, , .• , ..• , 
li The ,Loou~;'jJ;~; . .t/z~: TV/teet,~D~·J s .. B .. !::Mitra,., wrote ..to·~ 
Young Indict under •date,r .Calcutta; 12th' .. April~~·192l,.,.a, 
letter' on·' the1 lneed' fort 1f' greater [use· I of 1 hand-looms 1 ~, 
which was ftmbHshe:t>~pri: 11tli"May;·192lt ·Dr:l Mitra" 
p~inted'o~t that about 143 mlln~~ pounds:pt t~i~t . .'.~~~: 
yarn made in India were exported every year from 

' ' ' • • , · · ' • · ' l .· 1 · • • ' ~ 'r' , 11 ~ 11 1 '. r l 1 •' ·\ , .' ' 1 • · · · I ' 1 ' 

India.,and .tha~ 
1
if ~h~~· s~uff.wa~ co~y,ert:ed into, ~lot~ t~e. 

Indian.cloth probleJD,,:w~s solved'. .. !:.Dr, M~tra addeQ.. that 
if the present number of hand-looms was ·doubled. 

I 
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which .. could be easily done, 'the necessary"Cloth could 
be woven. in the country itself. · He 'therefore appealed 
to th'e readers of Young I India to increase the number 
of hand-loom~. Mr. Gandhi, commenting on the ··letter, 
stated that "hand spinning includes all that· 'the corres· 
pondent suggests and it includes much more."· The 
mill-owners cared for profit and therefore exported yarn. 
Then, the agriculturists wanted 8. supplementary industry. 
After all, hand-weaving was· progressing~ · · · ' 

Mr. A. V. Thakkar of the Servants' of India ~Society, 
continuing the above contl'oversy pointed out, in a letter 
to Young India of 3rd June,· 1921,· that fo~ every'·ten 

. new wheels introduced ·there · must 'be . one additional 
hand-loom, but. that wnile thousands 'of wheels ' were 
set ' to workj not evet1 ·a . few 'dozen· new looms were 
being made. Women were turned back, as in sc.ores of 
Khadi-producing ·centres spinning. operations were res
tricted for ·want of weavElrs. ''The loom is not less 
important than the wheel for:c lathing India, as for 
providing a supplementary industry for our semi-starved 
peasantry." Mr. Gandhi{ commenting on ·this; said 
that the' ex.isting looms· should, be fed with' hand-spun 
yarn ·instead of with foreign yarn, and .that for this the 
weavers must be trained': and the .. quality of yarn im
proved. The,. weaver's ·. wages had risen,, and there 
was ·no danger of hand-weaving not keeping pace .with 
hand-spinning. 

Iu Young Irzdia)of.29th ,June, Mr. Gandhi ,wrote, under 
the heading, "·The Messag~. ot the. Cha~ka ": l . : 1 

· There are enou.g/t weavers: {ln(l ~lJ.QUUh looms ~n .l)zdia (o 
uplace tlte.whole of,th_e fm·~ia~ impo,rt;o[clo~ll,·.' It should 
.be understood .that: Qur ')oQms11thousands o~ them ln 
Madra$, .Maharashtra, and ~~~gal:--a~e.: ,engaged in 
weaving the fine yarn in;1ported from Japan and 
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Manch~s~er.nWe 1 -must. -utilize, tb.ese fo:r.;WE!aying hand .. · 
~pun rarn ... I' And:for. thatpurpo~e,thenation:has to revise 
i~s.!aste for the th.in tawdry. and useless muslins~ I see • 
p.Q art in; ;wea,_ying l muslins,.; that. do not .cover but only 
.expose the body •. : 1

• ,· , : ·.:,'1'; 
I' 

''•' •I I 
1 , ',I , 

. , . Organisation for·! Kltaddar · -Production ....... In, . ·Young 
Jndia ·.of 11th -August, 1921,: Mr.:. Gandhi· stated that 

.while all should _spin, w~avers,·. cardets~and· {clothiers 
~hou]d also be organised. · · · I· •• , • :·r · . . . :' ..• 11' . 

~- . 'rhe ideal .n() doubt is for .every viliage to spin and 
weave for itself, just. asJo-day most villages· grow 'corn 
fo:J;" themselves. It is .easier for every 'v:illage· to spin and · 
w~a:ve for itselfthan, tog:~;pw all its C!)rni., Everyvillag.e 
c~nnot grow: 'wheat or rice, ,but erery village ·can stock 
enO\lgh cotton. an~ $pin and weave with.out any diffi· 
.culty~ . But it must be some time before we· can arrive at 
that happy state. Meanwhile,- those provinces that are 
Jt.t all organised I for_ the work, for instance, the Punj~b, 
m1.1st ·not .only. immediately exclude all ·.foreign cloth 
fr~m their own ·markets but must send .out td the parts of 
India that: ·need · their,, superfluous stock · ·ot' Khadi. 
Punjab, Andhra, Bihar~ .and: Gujarat seem. to be:.! ·the 
best organised provinces for the manufacture of Khadi. 
:And they· must busy themselves· -with the work so! as· to 
:.anticipate a famine ·of Kha;di~. ·: ··. · ·' ·: · · ~ .r. 

' : : . ~ 

·: -.. :F1'audulent lmitat-ions.~The decentralisation of produc
tion will prevent· fraud' which ·undoubtedly exist~d and 
to ·'tackle, ·wliich· Mr. 'Gandhi wrote in Young India 
of '18th; Artgust,\.' 1921: I How to d'etect and check the~e
frauds is' tile'· ·question~: 1'The 'golden. rule· of course is 
'that we'' must J spiri our o:wn'· yarn a:rid get a weaver to. 
' I . . 

' ' tl' ; · ·: . ,. • : · ·Setpp~ 508,· 540. · · ·' · · ' · 
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weave it under our superintendence. That time is un
doubtedly coming .. When we cannot_spin for ourselves, 
we must get"~he· spinning done by. the. thousands of 
spinners coming-into being all over the country. Where 
we cannot do it, ·we. must,· in choosing our Khadi, · re
ject every piece of cloth that looks at all like mill-made. 
-For coarser counts it will be most difficult to distinguish 
between imported cloth. and that manufactured by our 
mills. Hand-spun Khadi lacks the dead polish of the 
mills but is rougher to look at, porous, light to handle, 
and pleasant to the touch. It is never glossyL Another 
safeguard I suggest" is that the cloth should be un
_bleached. The third alternative which. is not ··free from 

1 

danger is that in every Congress district there should 
be Swadeshi shops licensed· by the Congress and there 
should be expert inspectors who . should constantly 
inspect the stock in licensed shops. If possible, every 
article should be stamped. I know that we are n()t 
organised and trained enough for undertaking this work 
on a universal scale. But till every' district has. begun 
to manufacture all Khadi for itself, some such. inspec
tion is undoubtedly. necessary, and whatever· can be 
honestly improvised shou~d be done.· 1 ,· 

'·'. --. 
Spinning Wheels and Education.-In the course of an, 

.article entitled, II A Confession of Error.", in roung 
.Jndia of 18th August, 1921, Mr. Gandhi wrote:· 1 

.. It would have been better to have insisted on . hand

. spinning as .a necessary part of the educational item in 
Non-co-operation., I invite those who share my belief to 

. hasten to repair the· mistake and . earnestly take up the 
work .of production . of yarn and, l.{hadi. :in :all national 

. instituti.ons which they . .intluencet .. · They will not ask me 
to supply them with teachers •. Ihave·far too few •. ·But 
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I jot down 'for them .the processes that bale :cotton ~hich 
is what· we usually have to-day1lias to go through. It 
must be first carded.: There is ·no distric~ in India which 
has. no carders1 i.e:; pinjaras ·or dhzmias. · They can card 
and a mere watchirigthem for a •day or two enables one 
to understand the ~process~ A rweek's practice at J the 
rate. of six hours per day~ will'enable·one· to card mode-
rately well.· · ·, · ~ . · ·· · ' \ , , : · ... 

The carded cot~on has to be turned into slivers or 
punis, 'an incredibly simple and easy process. : . 

The: cotton is: now ready for .·hand-spinning, ·which 
can be learnt froin'any spinner. Yarn to be yarn must 
be free from dirt, even and well-twisted. • If it is not 
well-twisted or even, it cannot' be woven. 

The' next :process. is sizing. It is 1 rather difficult 
to practice.· I have no scientific formula giving the 
quantity of ingredients. It must be learnt from an ex-
perienced weaver. . . .. r• 

Joining the thread . is also a process to be separately 
learnt.· It requires like cycling a little knack which is 
easily acquired.' ·: ' 

Lastly.' comes weaving which is r purely a matter ~of 
practice. One le~rns the principle in a day, ... The read~r 

. mus_t not be surprised at the ease with which I claim 
processes can be learnt.' All natural 'and necessary 
work is easy.· Only 'it requires· constant :practice to be
come perfect, and it Iieeds·plodding.r;,.Ability to plod 1s 

-Swaraj, It is Yoga. Not need the reader be frightened 
of the monotony,' ··Monotony is the law of nature. Look 
at the monotonous· manner in which the sun ·rises~ ·!And 
imagine the catastrophe that would' befall the . universe, 

; if the sun' 'became capricious and went in for a' variety 
· of pastime~· : But there is· a monotony that sustains arid 
a·· monotony ·that· kflls •. The· monotony of necessary 
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<>ccupations is exhilarating and life-giving.' An artist 
:never tires of his art. 1 A spinner · who has mastered h~s 
;art, will certainly be able to do sustained work without 
:fatigue. ' There is a music about the. spindle which the 
practised spinner catches without fail. And when India 
·has monotonously worked away' at turning, out Swaraj, 
·she will have produced a ·thing· of beauty which will be 
.a joy for ever. But it cannot , be without the spinning 
wheel. Therefore, the best National Education for India 
is, undoubtedly , intelligent . handling of the spinning 
wheel. 

llozv to deal with .~hortage of clvth.-M~. Gandhi issued 
an appeal to the public, headed," The Poor Man's Way," 
which was published in "Young India" of 29th. Septem
ber, 1921, in the course of whieh he stated r I know that 
many will find it difficult to' replace their foreign cloth 
all at once. Millions'are too poor to buy enough Khadt 
to replace the discarded cloth; • To them I repeat my 
advice given on the Madras· beach. Let them be satis
fied with a mere loiil'cloth •. In our· climate, we ·hardly 

. need more to· protect our bodies during the warm months 
I' ' ' •• ' I '•" l I' 

of the y~ar. Let there be. no prudery a bout dress. India 
has neve~ ~nsiste~ opjun. covering ~f,~he bod~ for' the 
males as a test of culture. · . 

I gave the advice under.a, full s.ense of my responsibi
lity. ln' order, therefore, to set the example, I propose 
to discard at; least 'up to the 31st of October my lopi and 
vest, and to contel'!t myself with':onlf a loin cloth and a 
chaddar whenev~r ,fourid 'tiecessary · for the protection of 
the body. I ad.opt the' clia'nge, b~pa~~e'l.have 'ahray~ 

• The JaJ,lliat-ul-Ulema 1vo~unteer pledge did not insist on· Klwd~lm 
on the ground that it was uot nvnilable. : . , 1 . 
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-hesitated to advise· anything . !1 rbay·· not· myself·: beo 
prepared to follow, also because. I am anxious by leading 
'the r wa y•to make •i ti .-easy. for I those,· who. 1 cann,ot .affo;rd :a 
change' on discarding their foreign garments .. I cons'ider 
the renuncitition to be alsd necessary for me·. as a sign of 
. mourning, and a· bare . head and a bare body is such a 
t;ign in' m'y• part ·.of the country. :That we I are in 
mourning is more ·and rriore being borne home to me, as 
the· imd · of · the· year is a pproachirig. and we are· still 

·without Swaraj: · I wish 'to state: clearly that I do not 
expect co-workers to renounce the use of the vest and 
topi unless they find it necessary to do so for their own 
work. 

! )I 

... Ten :f.~·epioul Reasons.:-'~ Yo~~g India 1'.pf 3rd ~ov.em-
ber, 1921, contained the {qllowing : , . , , . , . : 

The Behar Government. Publicity r Bureau has issued 
leaflets in Hindustani giving ten reaspnS:.·~hy foreign . 

, cloth should not be boycotted. .The, reader should know 
.how the reforms are wo~king. and the

1 
public, ~s bei-ng 

misled at its own-expense. Here are the reasons:· 
" ' , .,. I, , I 

. , 1. Cloth mnnu~acturi'Jdin: India is not s~fficien~ for our needs .. 
. , 2. People being used to wearing fine cloth fqr n long time. find . 
it he~vy. to w~ar gru:ill~nts 'made from Indian vnrn. · · · .-· . · . 

' ~ ' , . I "'. ' 

I ' 3. ' Even I.ndi~ . mills use foreign y~:n' for the,· fine cloth they 
weave. . 
· · 4: · If we give up· foreign cloth,·we shall be in the same 'Plight 

·we were in 1905, when, owing to .Swadeshi agitation, . Indian mills 
sent up prices and: drained our .wealth .... Thus ·IPill~owners will 
fatten 'themselves.on our ruin,, . · · . · . .· 

) ' ' I lj''f rJ l • l,j·ol•;,; I \ ' ' ' 

, 5 .. So long as foreign cloth i~, i~p~rt~d; _there is competition 
between Indian cloth and 'fortlign cloth,· and thus· the mill.owners 
'cannot raise pric~s vei~Y higb/' ·. . I • • : I I I • ' 

6. There are not enough mills imd · hnndloonis ·in India for the 
cloth required. · . ·' :. ! , · '· . , · 
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7. Hand-spinning is not profitable because it .. yields : no' morE." 
thnn.two nnnns per dny1 , ( , , • · • . · · · · ,. .. · 

8. Hand-looms produce very little: therefore much cannot be· 
produced from 'them. · · J • 

· 9. By such boycott there will be great unrest nnd commotion,. 
and India's progress will be greatly arrested. 

10. .By the ,rise in the price of clo.th the poor will suffer muchnnd' 
~iscontent will spread all over. 

The most natural thing that a~ national Government 
will ·do will be to multiply handlooms and spinning· 
wheels and flood the market with plenty of handspun .. 
A national Government will prevent the mill-owners 
from unduly raising pri~es, a national . Government 
:would . take . advap.tage of the,. glorious upheav~l to 
stabilize a great cottage industry.' It did not strike the 
author of the precious reasqns, that the millions do not 
even now wear fine cloth,· that spinning is intended for 
leisure hours, that millions will do need to pay any
thing for spinning, that they will do it themselves and 
that therefore hands pun will always be comparatively 
cheap· fotthem as home-cooked· food is ·cheaper. than 
hotel-cooked. · 
. Export of Indian ya1'n--a fallacy.-Writing ·in "Young 

India " ~f 23rd Mar9h, 1921, under the heading; "More 
fallacies, " in reply to the Bihar Director of Industries ' 
suggestion that, . since India exported in· 1919 nearly 
12 times as much yarn .as she -imported, therefore it was 
ridiculous to suggest .that India was helpless; Mr, 
Gandhi. wrote: . The revivalists .not ; only~ insist, that 
.more yarn should be manufactured in India~ but that no 
·yarn .. should· be exported from- :India ··till. the .whole 
nation is clothed in. Indian spun ·.and Indian woven 
. yarn •. Whilst the export .of yarn ·and ·.twist was JQ times 
the import, the import of piecegoods in the . same , year 
was nearly six time's as. much1 and the import. of: hand-
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'kerchiefs; etc., was twenty-three times as~ much' as- the 
·export, and there was absolutely no exporb of hosiery' to 
'balance the: iinport of hosiery worth· 'Rs., 1~4~;04,692.. I~ 
·is.from,thebondage of the sixty crore :Rupees worth of 
these imports that the country is sought to be freed by 
:means· of a revival of ·the ·spinning: wheel. · India does 
·not.need to import nner goods ·to-day, as the problem, 
·we repeat, is to clothe India and not t'o ·decorate her. . 
'· Progress:: of Khaddar Prodllction,.;,.,..''·Ramanuj .,. was 
deputed by Mr; Gandhi to Chicacole drr : Ganjam district. 
(Andhradesa} for conductiug , a · p~rsonal investigation. 
In his report published in" Young India·" of.l8th. May, 
.1921, h~ said he was convinced 'of.theJcr.tistence in Gan;. 
jam; Vizagapatam and. Nellore ~of 'both home-spinning 
.and home weaving in great· prefection~ · ·In. the village 
·of.Urirpolu,. he saw an old lady spinning yarn of 80 to 
100 counts ·with great dexterity~ , The prbcesses of card~ 
ing, c,leiming. etc~, also she demonstrated which were 
.done -to perfection.· Thesarrie was thercase with weaving. 
'.The dhoties were: .. silk ~like and, if wa~ ·claimed,, four 
'times more durable than the mill-made stuff:· Unfortu
nately, the weavers were yielding to the temptation of 
using cheap Japanese yarn!' and~ the'· art' 'of:weaving 
band~spun ~was ·near :dying out. ' · ' · .. ~, ... · · 1 • 

Pmgressbj.Kizaddar· in· Biliar,..._"yourig India." of 
:9th March; 1922,· contained the -following,.:'~· The "Bihar 
Rerald ~' is· responsible .for the 'following: I ' 

J. · !n '' the Land Revenue· :Administration Report of:: the 
Bihar and· Orissa . OovernniEmt, it is 'recorded that in 
Patna, Bhagalpur and TirhuJ ·the ; levying lo'f · ~ ahwabs ' 
has materially decreased with the gr9wing·· kno~ledge 
·among! the tenantry of their 'rights; ::and that in Bhagal· 
··pur the· opposition to' such: ·exactions has ··been stiffened 
·by the:'N cin-co-operation m·ovement/' · · '' ·., ,. 
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"The.contribution of Non-co-operation to the revivat 
of the Oharka ~nd the weaving industry is noteworthy. 
~n .Bihar, according to official figures, three-eighths ·of 
the cloth worn is woven on the hand-loo'm •. The Oharka· 
gave a further impetus to the. weaving trade. Ill Patna,. 
Tirhut, Oris~a and Cho.ta-Nagpur divisions. 'Motia', cloth. 
is being spun and woven with success. . • ,, An 
extended use of coarse cloth manufactured in country· 
looms is evident • . , , the we~ving industry of Ta.sar· 
in Navadah and Daris,. etc., in Aurangabad, continued."· 

The extract shows the steady progress made . in con •. 
structive work. in Bihar, a. place ·where 3 years ago it 
would have been. difficult. to see, a splnning wheel. any-. 
where or a yard· of home-spun khaddar • . Only .the poor· 
people of Bihar know what a blessing the Cltarh·a. has. 
been to, them . 

. 8;jne 'ifs'-If you are a wec~l'er,.feeling fQr tlie co1,1ntry ,. 
the Khilafat and the. Punjab-. . .... ·' . : , .,, ; , 

(1) You s~ould .. weave only hand~sp\;\n y~rn, a~d 
charge so as ~o.give 'you· a .living1 . :Yqu should overcome·. 
all the·difficulties of sizing and adjusting your loom to .. 
the requir.ements,.ofcoarse yarn. . .. ,·,

1 
.• : 

(2) If you cannot possibly tac~lehand-spun yarn,for· 
warp, you must, us~ Indian mill-spun .yarn for it and.use. 
har:d-spun f~r woof, ' , , ·, , I , '1 ' ' 

(3) Where even,the second altern~tiv~ is. not' 'possi-. 
ble, you should use mill-spun yarn· for both warp and 
woof. 

But you should henceforth cease to.use any foreign 
yarn, whether it is silk or cotton. · 

If you are a Congress official or worker, you should get 
hold of the weavers within your jurisdiction,, and place. 
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the ·foregoing :propositions , ·before. them for acceptance 
and help· them:tb the best of your ability. · 
· If you are a buyer; in.sist upon theJirst class of cloth, 

I,. • . . . ' 

but·· if 1 yoU: have ·not' the sense or the courage to do so,: 
take 'up 'the' secon:d ;or the third, I but" Oil If(}: account 
purchase fore'ign cloth or cloth woven in India· but made 
.of.:foreign yarn .. · · • ;· , . '. - ! ; 

· If ,you ate a househOlder; : -~ · · ; .. · · , · · ·, · · 
· · ~ -'(1)' YoU: s1lould. make a fixed deterrriil:ui tion · hence-' 

forth not td buy any foreign cloth. •· ' ; ,' .!. '! 'I ' ' 

· · "(2} :You should interview the ·weaver· h) :your n~igh-
. . . f 

'bourhood; -. and~- get him to wea·ve for you enough Khadi . 
•Ollt 0f"hofile-spun and failing that 'to :weave: out of Indian 
mill-spun·-yatn. . · · ., . ·. , , ·'" 

(3) You should deliver to · the Congress Comn1ittee:· 
all your fqreign cloth for destruction or sending :to 
.Smyrna or elsewhere outside India. 

(4) If you have not the courage to give up your 
foreign cloth, yo\1 may wear it out at home for all 'dirty 
'Work, but 11ever go out in foreign cloth.' 1 

· • 
1 

. • 

(5)'If you have· any leisure, you should devote it to 
· Jearning · th~ art of spinning I even and :properly-twisted~ 
yarn for the sake' of the nation, I • .'' 

1

: ~·: • !.! j • 

If you are a schoolboy or schoolgii'l, you' should consider; 
it ~ sin to t~ceive ·literary training,: before ~ou have 

..spun, carded or: woven· for the nation for at lea·stfour· 
J10urs per·day till the esta~lishment o~ ·swaraj._ · '· -: · -: 
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Attacks on hand-spinning notwithstanding, I cling to 
the belief that Swaraj is unattainable without the 
beautiful· art becoming p.niversal in India. , The rea
·soning applied to the proposition is incredibly simple. 
India cannot live unless her homes become self-support· 
'ing. They cannot become so, unless they have a 
·suptfiem:ehtary·occupation. 1 It willr therefore, not avail 
·if all our cloth was manufactured in .our mills; If hand
-spinnjng .. became universal, every home would get a 
"Share of the ·crores · ~nd without any·· complicated 
machinery being necessary •. And India. is able to 
manufacture . all . her own cloth. It is understood that, 
when spinning becomes. universal, 'the millions· of 
weavers and lacs of carders· will revert to. their original 
<lccupation. . · ' 

This is the economic aspect of hand-spinning. · 
· .It.will·save our women from forced violation of ~heir 
:purity. It will, as it must, do away with beginning as a 
means of livelihood. It will remove our enforced idlene~s~ 
It will steady the .. : mind) And I . verily 'believe· that,
when millions take to it as a sacrament; it ·will . turn our 

·faces God ward. 
This is tht! moral aspect of spinning. 
And when it has become universal and traffic in 

foreigp cloth has become a thing of the past, it is the 
:surest sign that India is earnest, sober, and believes in 
the non-violent and religious character of her struggle. 

At present, outsiders do not believe in our ability to 
boy.cott foreign cloth and to manufacture enough for 
our requirements by hand-spinning and hand-weaving. 
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But when it becom~~ an.~stablished.fact, India's opinion 
too, will become an irresistible force, and if necessary,. 
she can then, but ·'not till then,·resort to Civil Disobe
dience in· order to bend a recalcitrartt Government to it~ 
will. .: ~ { , , o • : ' ; I I , I ! .r 

1 
I , 

) ~This is the political aspect. ·:: . ,.! • .r 

·)Therefore;fwas sad to see tqat, ih· all Bengal, !.found! 
no' m1e ,who was a; spinning-expert and. who. d,evoted. his 
whole time ·and· atten~ion to nothing: i but ; spreading th& 
gospel·; of. hand-spinning, teaching,· ... organising and 
advising-:· . I found th~t: the masses , were· ready to take
it up, 'but they did not: know· how to go about ~t. What 
is true of.Bengal is· pe~haps true of:most provinces. W a
should' have in each ·province a:. standard clta1·kha~<'. and 
a body.of experts: to whom ~me can.· refer for advice and 
guidancer·· Much· splendid talent· co:uJdr .be utilised,. if 
there ··was!· r expert .. knowledge. available ... Who is to. 
decide· upon· the utility or otherw~se lof, over fifte~1:1 in
ventions that were exhibited in the National College. 
Hall at Calcutta? 1 saw··everywb_ere .different kinds of 

. charkas: 'iniuse.; ·But I saw no attempt to test.th~ c~pa
city of these·wheelsJ · .. Thousands. ar~· spi~ning to-~ay in 
Bengal,!·. but· ·~·there is nobody. tQ measure thelr· wor!r. . I 
thereforEHidvise all Congress Committe:es to set apart ~t 
least sixi nien and~six·women; with faith in their mi~ion 
in this direction. 

• See : infra for tests o£ , a good chnrk~. 
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I' 

37'd November,'1921 
. : · ·oo..oPERATION 

. I. ' • 

. . (BYll. K. GANDHI) 
'I J ', :, • 1 ', 1 1 1 , 1 I )'• • 1. I•, I 'lo .-.' 

Probably.very few workers have noticed. that progress 
of hand-spinning· mean.111 the greate.st voluntary oo·opera-. 
tion the world has -ever·. seen4 · It means, co-operation· 
among millions. of human·.beings •sca.tterec;l over. a very., 
wide area a1ld·'Working for .their daily bread. No doubt. 
agriculture has required much ·co-operative effort, but 
hand-s pinning requires still grea.ter: a.nd. more· honest 
co-operation.~ Wheat' grows· ·more by· nature's honesty 
than by man's. Manufacture of·yarn in our cottages is 
dependent solely on huma.n honesty. Ha.ud-spinning is 
·impossible without t.~e willing'and intelligent eo-opera• 
tion of millions of human beings. We have to arrive a~· 
~stage when the spinner like the grain-seller·is a.ssured 
of & stea.dy market for his yam as well a.s the ·Supply of 
cotton sliver, if he or she does not know the process of 
carding. Is -it any wonder if I olaim·.that hand-spinning 
can ·drive a war as if by magic the gt;owing • pauperism! · 
of the 1nasse" ? · An English· friend sends .. me a. news• 
paper cutting. showing the progress ·of· maohinerr in. 
China. He has evidentlr imagined that in advocating 
hand-spinning· I ·an;1 :propagating my :ideal·' about 
machinery. ·1 am : doing nothing of the kirld.1 ... I would. 
fa.vour ·the use .of the 1 most elaborate machinery; if 
thereby India's .pauperism and resulting ·idleness be 
avoided. I have suggested hand-spinning: as'~he only: 
ready' means of driving away penury and making 
fa. min& of work arid·. wea.lt~ : impossible'. · The:.· spinning 
wheel itself· is a piece of valuable machinery, and in 
my· own humble ·way I have tried to secure,. improve .. : 
ments in it in ·keeping with ·the speeid! condition& of 

85 I 
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India. The only que~tion therefpre. that a lover of India 
and humanity has' to address hfms~lf to is how best to 
devise practical means ·c>r' 'allevfatlng India's wretched .. 
ness and misery. N c)' ·sche~e:' .of 1 irrigation or other 
agricultural· improvement that·\ human·~:ingenuity ·:can 
conceive can· deal· with the vastly scattered population 
of India( ·or·. provide .:work for·: masses 'of mankind who 
are co~stantly. thrown lOUt of ;employment.. Imagine a 
nation working ·only' fiv:e hours per day on' an .average, 
and this not .by choice but by force of circumstances, 
and you have a· realistic picture of India: 
. If. the reader would visualise the :picture, he must 

dismiss from his mind .the busy fuss of the· city life· or' 
the grindingfatigue.of ther factory life or.the slavery of 
the. plantations. ·These' 'are. but· drops in the ocean of' 
Indian humanity.:- 'If he would visualise the' picture of. 
the Indian· skeleton',. he. must ·think:· of the e~gh,ty per 
cent. of. the population. which is working its own fields 
and which has practically no occupation for at least 
four months in the year' and ~hich therefore lives on the 
borderland of staryatioh. This is the normal condition. 
The ever , recurring famines ; make ' a large addition to 
this , enforced: idleness., What is. ·the.· work that these 
:rp.en. and .. women· can ~asily do in their owi:l cottages· 
~9 asJo JiuppleD;lent jheir very sle~der resources·? Does 
anyone still , doubt:: that it is only'. hand!spinning ·and 
:not~i.ng· else? ·And I: repeat, that· this can .be made 
universal. ;in ~:;few months'· time, .if .only the workers 
will.. ·ltldeed :it 'is Ot'!.a:iai:r way to becoming ·universal. 
E:tperts only ~re, need.ed.' Jto ·.organise it. .People. :are 
"~teady;and what is! most in i favour,, of:· hand-spinning is 
th:ati~ i~- ;qot. lL .new and, untried meth~d, but people . have 
up to recently. been' using ikr , Its successfuL reintroduc
tion does need.s~Hful ende~v.our~.hoi;Lesty and co-opera-

. ' 
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tion on the .largest. scale known to the world •. And if 
IDdia. ca.n achieve this co-operation, who shall deny: that 
India has by that one act achieved ·Swaraj? 

"I 

8th De(Jember; 1921 

INDIAN ECONOMICS 

(By M. K. GA~miu) 

A friend has placed in my hands a bulletin on Indian 
Piece· Goods ·Trade prepared by Mr! A~ c'.Coubrough, 
c; B. EA, by order of the Government 'of India. It'· 'con
tains the following prefatory note : 'The Government of 
India desire 'it ··to be understood that the state'ments 
made and the views expressed in this bulletin are those 
Qf the author himself'. 'If so, why has the ·Government 
<>f India burdened the tax-payer with. the ex.pense of 
i!luch bulletins ? The one before me is 16th in the series. 
Do they publish both the sides of the question? 

The bulletin . under review. is ··intended to be an 
.answer to the Swade~h'i move~ent •. It is an elaborate 
note containing a number of charts showing' the condi
tion' of imports and home ma.nufactlire of piece goods; 
including ·hand-woven .. I· But ·it does not assist· the 
readeJ; in ' ~tudying'. the I movement. I The . painstaking 
.author has bestowed n.o:'pains upon a study of the pre
fiient movement or its scope.· That the Government of 
India treats the greatest 'constructive and co-operative 
mov~ment i~ th~ country with 'supreme contempt 'ana 
devotes people's mbney to a va~n refutation instead' of· a 
sympathetie' study and treatment is perhaps: the bes~ 
<:ondemnation 'that can b'e 'p'ronounc~d ~pon the sys'te'tn: 
under wh•i'ch it is' carried.'. 

0 

I I 

00 0 

,·1 ,.,, .. , ,, • 
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· The· author's argument is :: · · 
(1) The movement if successful . will act not- as- a 

protective but a prohibitive tariff. 
(2) This must result in merely enriching the IrnHan 

capitalist and punishing the.consumer. 
(3) .The imports :are non-competitive in. that thea 

bulk of the kind of piece goods imported are not manu .... 
factured in India:! , · ' · 

(4) The result of boycotting such piece goods must 
be ,high prices without corresponding benefit. 
: .. (5) .Th~ b9y~o.tt:.theref~re being against th~ iaw of 

~upply and dem~nd and against the consum~r. must faiL'. 
in the end. · · . . · ' ·' ' 

\ • I I \ '/ ~ • ,. .._ 

.. (6)., The destruction of ~and-spinning which I have· 
deplored is due to natural causes, riz., 'the'· invention 'of 
ti~~-saving appii~nces and wa~ therefore inevitable .. 

I • , ,1 , ., I ' 

, , .(~) . The Indian farmer is responsible for his own: 
rui~. in that he i :has indole~tly neglected c~tton cu.lture
which was one~ so good. · · I , ; • ' · • , 

j, (8) The. best serv~ce I can render' is. therefore to. 
i~duc.e the a~riculturisttq improve t~e qua!ity:of ~otton .. 
• ; 1•

1 
(9) 'rhe. author_ c:oneludes~ .. '1f,. · h1stead of filling: 

~qme~ 'Yith:useless Chai·khas, he "'Yere to ·~tar.~· 'a propa~. 
~~tnda. fo:r, the more intensive cultivation I of 

1 

co~ton' a'nd 
~ i • ' • I I I ~ ~ J .. ; ' I I I ' 

particularly for the production of .longer stapl~. cotton,. 
his influence.would 'be felt not only at I the 'present ;dar 
but 'for i:n~ny gener~tions to come.' ... · ·' . · · ' 

The read~r.w~ll th'lS see that. what I, r~gard as the
~u.preme necessity for, the, economic salv~tion of India,, 
the author considers' to be rank. folly: I There is . there& 
fore ~o meeting ground· h~re. And, in, spite of the 
pr~fatory note ·of the Government of. India reprodyced 
by me, the. author d~es represe.IJ,t the . Government 
attitude. I have invited tl:tem and the · co-operatorS. 
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'tlE)finitely to Plake common cause with·· the. people in 
this movement at any rate. , ~hey may not mind .its 
politicaJ )mplications b~cause, they do not believe in 
them. And surely they need . not ·feel sorry, if, con
trary to their expectation, the rise·· of the . Charkha 
results in· an increase in the political power. of the 
·people. Instead of waging war against Khadi, .the·y 
·might hav:e popularised Hs ·use ~nd qisarmed the terri
ble, :suspicion they labour under .of wishing to benefit 
the foreign manufactur~r. at the expense of the Indian 
cultivator •. My invitation is open for all time. , I pro
phes~ that, whatever happens to the. other parts Qf. the 
national programme, Swadeshi in. its present shape will 
bide for eyer and ·must, if India's, , pauperism. is to be 
banished. . , 

Even though I am a layman, I make bold .. to say that . 
the so called laws· laid down in books on economics are 
not immutable like the laws of Medes and Persians, l)Qr . 
.are they universal. The. economics of England are 
·different· from those of Germany. Germany·. enriched 
herself by bounty-fed beet sugar .. England enriched 
:herself by exploiting foreign markets. What was possi-
. ble for a compact area is not possible for an area. 1,900 
··miles long and 1,500 broad. The economids of a nation 
.are determined by it~: climatic, ~eological and tempera-

~ mental conditions.' The Indian conditions are ·different 
:from the English ln all these ~ssentials. What :s meat 
:for .England is in many cases poison· for India. Beef 
tea in the English climate may be, good, it is poison for 
the hot climate of religious India., .. Fiery whisky in the 
:north of the British Isles may be a necessity~ it renders 
•an Indian unfit, for work, or society. Fur coats in 
:Sco~land are iudispensable, they will be an intQlerable 
burd~n in India. . Fre,e trad~ .for a , cou~try . which 

1 
~~.s 
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become industrial, ·whose population can and does. 'live 
'in cities,wliose·people do not mind, preying upon dther 
liations and therefore sustain the biggest navy to protect 

·their,unnatural commerce, may" be~ economically soutrd 
(though, as the reader perceives,) I 'question its morality}. 
Free trade for India has proved her curse and· he1d · her 
in bondage. · · ·. • · · 1 r. • · · -'1 : , • : 

· And now for'Mr. Coubrough's propositiong_~, ·. 1
• • -1''. 

. . (i) .The movement is intended· to serve the purpose 
'ofa~oluntary prohibitive tariff; . ' .. ' ' ·: . 
• ·: •. 

1(2) But it is so conceived as neither unduly t() benefit 
the capita list nor to injure , ~he·. consumer~· , During 
the . very brief transition . stage, the prices. ~f' home 
manufactures maybe,· as they are, 'fnflated. ··:But the 
rise can: only be temporary as the vast majority of 
consumers must become their own.manufacturem.· This. 
cottage manufacture of yarn and· cloth canno.t· oo · eJt. 
pensivi even as domestic: cookery is not. expensive and 
cannot be replaced by hotel cookery. Over twenty.frve 
crores' of the population will be doing their. own band· 
spinning arid having yarn thus' manufactured WO·l'ell in 
neighbouripg localities .. · This population is· rooted .to 
'the soil and has··at lea~t four months in t~e year :to 
·remain idle:. · · ·: · · · ) .. · . 1 :. 

' · If. they spin during those houts'·~nd have tlie·:yarn 
'wovErti. and wear ~t; no mill.;rrtade .. cloth : ca~ · · dompete 

. 'with their Khadi: ; The cloth thus 'manufacture'd;will be 
the.·cheapest possihlEffor them; If the r~st of the:: PoPU· 
·lati~n.did not take part1iri the process, it could easily be 
su.pplied· out hfthe. sur:Pius' In:an~fabtured by" the twenty-
five crores.' .··<~'.:· · ·· ·(,) '~·~,; (,i'i; ,. ·• · ·' 

: . · · ·(sr It is true: that''nonJcbmpet'itive ·imports are
·larger .tlia:n: thos~ that' co:hlpete 'with: the: :manUfactures 
-Of Indian. mills. · 'In the ·scheme ·proposed by1 me,: this 
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question does not arise-;. because the central idea· is not 
so much to carry on a commercial·. war against foreign 
countries as to utilise, the: idle hours of the nation and 
thus by natural processes' to help it to· get rid of her 
growing pauperism. '! , • ·, 

(4) I have already shown that the result of boycott 
cannot in the end be a rise in the. price of cloth. 

·,, (5) The proposed boycott is not ,against the law of 
supply and demand, because it does away with the law 
by manufacturing enough for the supply. The move· 
ment does require a change of taste on the part of those 
who have adopted finer variety and who patronise 
fantastic combinations of .colours arid designs. 

(6) I have shown, in these pages, that ·the destruc
tion of hand-spinning was designed and carried out in·a 
most inhuman manner ~by,· the agents of the East India 
Company. No amount of appliances would ever· hav~ 
displaced this national art and industry but for this 
artificial and systematically cruel manner of carrying 
out the destruction. 

I 

(7) ·I am unable to hold the Indian farmerresponsi-
ble for the deterioration in cotton culture. The whole 
incentive was taken away .when hand-spinning was 
destroyed. The state never cared for the cultivator. 

(8) · My activity, I am proud to think, has already 
turned the cultivator's, at~ention to the improvement of 
cotton. The artistic sense of the natiQn will insist on 
fine counts for which long staple is a necessity; Cotton 
culture by itself' cannot ·solve the'· problem of· India's 
poverty. ' For it will stillleave tL.equestion ''of enforced 
idleness.un~totiched.' '' ' '; · · ' · , .. · : · ·. 
'' . ', •'j r;' I ' ! ' I'' ' 1:" 

. (9) l ~herefo;re claim for the Charkl~a the honour of 
be~ng able to s.olve the problem of economic ·distress in 
a most natural, simple, inexpensive· and· businesslike 
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manner.,* ; . iThe Charkha therefore .is not only not useless 
as ;the writer Jgnorantly' suggests, but it is a useful and 
indispensable :article for. ever:rhome.: · It is the symbol 
of the, nation '5: prosperity and therefore freedom. It is 
a symbol not of commercial war. but· of com~ercial 
peace. I It 'bears · riot a' message ·of ill-will towards the 
natio.ns of the earth but of . good .. will and self-help. It 
will not'' need. tlle protection of I a ·navy threatening 
world's ·peace and exploiting its resources, but it needs 
the religious determination of mi11ionsto spin their yarn 
in their . ·own ·homes . as' to-d~y, they cook their food in 
their own homes.: . I may "deserve the curses of posterity 
for many mistakes of omission and commission, but I am 
confident~ 'of J earning it~ · blessings for ·suggesting a 
revival of ths Oharkha. ·I stake my all on it. For, every 
revolution" of the wheel spins pe~ce, good .. will and love. 
And' ~ith all that, ·inasmuch as • the loss of it brought 
about India's.·slavery, its voluntary revival with all its 
implications tnustmean India's freedom.. · 

~ ' . -: ' ' ' ! • • \ ' r • ' ; ' I • 

I· •Besides Mr. Gandhi, Mr. A. V .. Thakkar and others, Sir P.O. Ray 
the eminent Bengali ·chemist,· is also convinced ·of ·the need fo; 
Charkha. In an introduction to a pamP.hlet (republished in .Young India 
of 2nd Februaryr 1922),. Sir· P. C.· Ray urged that· it· was absurd 
for ~~ Indian earning ·one anna per day to employ ·a Manchester 
spjnne~ earning Rs. 3/5 a day, that it was useless to depend on Indian 
Mills in Bombay and elsewhere which profitee~ed at the ~xpense of 
Bengal, th~t the. 93 per cent~ of the rural populatioi:1 should hav~ 
subsidiary' employment, that khadi' could be spun 'with greater ease 
than -fine yarn and that therefore all Bengalees should take a vow t0 
uaa hand-~pun a~ d. hand-wove~ coarse. cloth only.' 
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. HOW TO BOYCOTT FOREIGN CLOTH. I •• 

(BY 1\I. K. GAXl>III) 

553 

: I I 

It is needless to ~ay, at. thi~ time of Jh·e day, that the · 
:proposed boycott of foreign cloth is not . a vindictive 
measure, but is as neces!'lary for' national existence a.s 
breath is for· life.· The· quicker, therefore,· it can be 
brought about, the better for the country. Without it, 
Swaraj cannot be established or retained after establish· 
ment. It is of the highest importanca to know how it 
<~an be brought about even before the first day of August 
next. . . ·~~ '~.~ I 

To arrive at the boycott. quickly, itis necessary (1) 
for the mill-owners to regulate their profits and to 
manufacture principally for the Indian market, (2) for 
importers to c~ase · to buy ·foreign goods,·· (A beginning 
bas already been made by three principal merchants), 
{3) for the consumers to refuse to buy any foreign cloth 
and to buy Khadi wherever , possible, (4) for the con
sumers to. wear only Khadi cloth, mill cloth being . 
retained for the poor who do not know the distinction 
between Swadeshi and Pardeshi, (5) for the consumers 
to use, till Swaraj is established and Klzadi manufacture 
increased, Kluuii just enough for covering the body, (6) 
for the consumers to destroy Pardeshi cloth, • as they 

• Under the heading, "Why Bu1·n," .Mr~ Gandhi gave, in Young 
india of 28th July, 1921, the following reasons as to why foreig1i cl6th 
:Should bs bul'ned; (1~ It revives black memories and is o. mark of 
.shame, the East· India Company having forced it on us dud i~ an 
.emblem of slavery;(2)the poor should not be given t.hese for they ought 
.not to be. dead to patriotism, dign,ity and respect. And it is after all 
making a convenience of an act of !·enunciation to ·send cloth thus dis
-carded even to Smyrna or elsewhere'abrond. · BuHhe moral objection 
to the despatch abroad is cer?inly not so strong' as to its use at home. 
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would destroy Intoxicating liquors on taking the vow of 
abstinence, or to sell it for use abroad, or to wear it out 
for all dirty \vo,rk orduri~g private hours. · 

In reply to 1\ir. N. V. Thadani who, apropos the Bombay Congress. 
Committee's decision, argued that if foreign cloth be destroyed, all 
foreign things should be dealt 'with likewise, that, if .. the East India 
Company's policy is the ,reason for ~ur11ing them, English cloth alone 
shoul~ b•l burned and that if. foreign cloth was poison to India, it was. 
mell.n to, foist it on the poor'Turks; 1\Ir: Gandhi' wrote in You1tg Indiac 
of 15th September, 1921:' ' · . 

I have already admitted 'tile weakness of. the argument in favour of 
sending foreign cloth to Smyrna. But it is a concession to Mussalman. 
opinion. Neverthele:is, the use of foreign cloth, is poison in India. 
certainly not in Smyrna, for the cloth industry has never been Smyrna 'a 
lung, as it has been India's. In burning foreign clothes, we are burning: 
our taste for foreign ftnerie~~ The effect upon India 'woUld have beeu 
equally disasti·ous, if japan instead of England bad tempted us in the 
first instance .. The motive:. was·to punish.: ·Qurselves and not the 
foreigner .. .We are boycotting pot British b~t all foreign cloth. The 
one would b~ me~ni~gless as t4e 9ther is a sacred duty. 'l'he idea of' 
burning_ springs not from hate but from repentance of our past sins. 
A moment's reflection must show. the writer. that bi:n!ning must make 
us earnest and 'thus stimulate, aa it has stiwulated,.fresh manufacture;. 
The disease had g~me so qeep, that a 11urgical operation was a necessity. 
The ill-clnd or. the naked miil~ons of India need no charity but work 
that they can ea~ily. do in their cottages. Ha\·e not the poor any: 
~eeli.ng of se1f~respe~t or patriotism.? Is the gospel of. Swadeshi 
only for the well-to-del ?..:...1\I.K.G. · 1 

• ·, • • 
1 

• '' • ' 

-. The following' appeared in'Young:India of 11th Au'gust, 1921! ·. ,' 
B1t7"1ting i1~ -!Jo.'/1-~ay.-:--lf anybody bud any doubt as. to the necessity 

llnd the_. pr~pti~nl, ;'\:'\}.lue. of . bur?~ng fot·e.ign; clothe,s,. ,those who wit
nessed the .ceremony at .1\Ir, Sobani's yard in, Parel must have had. 
their doubt~ s~~ ~t re~t .. It was a ~ost inspirfng sight witnessed by 
thou~ands ot ~pectat.o~·~. And as . the ftame leapt 'up and. enveloped 
~he ')¥hole pyramid·, there was a' ~bout· of joy feiionnding ~lu'ough the 
nir .. I~ ,wa~ q~,if.opr shackle~ .. h~d.~e~n .b~oken ·asunder •. A ~low of 
freedom .p~~sed. 'thl'O'\]gh that ' vast' concourse .. It was a poble act. 
~obly p~r;forme~;·. ,i~ has, I,~m.~ur~, ,·:struck the ·imagin:J.t!oq. of .the-
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" It is to be hoped that "all the t;Jarties referred ta in the· 
foregoing clauses will respond well and s'imu lataneously .. 
But in the end, success depends upon the pel'!listant deter ... 
ruination of the consumer.· He has simply to decline to• 
:wear the badg~ of his sl~very. 

ld September; 1921· 

ETHICS OF DESTRUCTION* 

(Br :M. K. GAsDin) 

The reader, I am sure, will apprecia.te my sharing: 
• Dwije~dranath Tngort' wrote n 'letter headt~d•, ,.,.A dilemma,"' 

under date Shantiniketan, 7th September, 1921, to l"otmg India (15th. 
September):· ' ' · ' · . 

On rending the article l;~aded, ''Ethics of Destruction " in y~ur: 
paper, the .follpwing dilettuna hn~ occulTed to me : · 

. 1. If we ·~on,sent to wear· cheaper 'foreign dothes~ our ~eople: 
will be ruined. This is hard to bear. · 

people aK nothb1g else could have so far as Swadesbi is concerne'd .. 
·And it was as well that it wns not rags that were burned, hut some of 
the fine11t tmris, shil·ts and 1 jackets were consigned to the flames. J .. 
know that in some cnses· choisest silks kept by mothers for theil' 
da.ughters' wedding were given up for burning. The value consisted. 
in destroying such costly things. · · • Not less than ~one lac and a half 

. pieces were burnt including urticles'worth several hundr·ed rupees· 
ench. I am sure it was all for the good of the country. It would! 
hnve been a crime .. to 1 .have. given such things to the poor. Just· 
imagine the poor people wearing the' richest silks. To say the least. 
it would have been •highly inartistic and incongruous. Tb~ fact is, 
that the majority of the nrticles burnt had no correspondence witlt. ti.Je, 
life of the ~oor. 'The dress of the middle dams had undergone such' 
a tranSformation tbatdt was not.fit to be given to the poor people .. 
It would have been like giving discarded costly toilet brushes to them. 
1 hope therefore that the burning .·process will continue an~ sprend 
from one end of India to·the. other nud not stop till every article of 
foreign clo.thing has been reduced to ashes ·ot· sent o,ut .of Indio.,, 
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with him .. the· £ollowing , path~tic ~nd beautiful J~tter 
-from Mr~: Andrews: , :. ,.r 1 -· · , ; , ... , '-

".I know "that your burning'of foreign cloth,i~ ~ith ~he ~dea of. 
helping , th~·, poor, but. I. ieel. that there you bave: gone :wi·png7 · If 

, ,',I ', 1 '• •
1 

, '1 I : 1 

2. If we consent to wear dearer Swadeshi clothes, we shall have 
·to submit to other hardsliips. ···· · 

In both cases, it will 1be said with equaUorce by the ,.contending 
·parties, that we must submit to Providence.' · , '; ·; 

My opinion is, that this so ca]ed submissioil"to prov~dence would 
'be in the former case submission to the wrQiig side, and in the hitter 
·case submission to the right side. 

: Bada DadnDwijendranarh Tagore (Shantiniketan)sentMr.Gandhi 
·the follo'wh1g. letter .. also upon reading thQ. ru:ticle headed' Ethics of 
:Pe,s~ruction.' ~·It is naturally 11- source of J<?Y t.o me,".wrote Mr.Gaudhi 
·in publishing it in Young buZia of 6th October, 1921,."that one so 
·venerable ai1d learned should agree ~ith the ethical position taken up 
by me in opposition ~ven to those whose opinion I Yalue and respect. 
The reader will be . gl~d to. find that, in Bada Dada 'we lin ve a Rishi 
who in his quiet ~eclusion follows the' .uationnl movement with the 
avidity of a youngniau of five alld'twenty, and is c~nstantly thinking 
~fit and praying for. its success: :t · Here is the letter~--- ·· 

There was n:merchaut, who suddenly became bankrupt, and was 
reduced to utter poverty ; at the same time his wife was bed-J·idden, 
suffering from accute rheumatic pain. ··There was anapot~ecary who 
dealt in patent medicine and always wanted cash payment from his 
customers.'. A doctor friend C:}me to see the lady, and at the snme 
time her daughter also came from: her father-in-Iaw:'s house to see her 
sick mother and brought i'\Vi.ti/ her a ten-rupee note, so that she might . 
bu~ the patent medicine which could cure her pain immediately. She · 
·handed over the note ,to th,e doctor, and told him .to' get the medicine 
froni the' apothecary's ·sbop which was nero·· at hand, apd went back. 
'The doctilr said that the medicine$ no doubt, would give her instant 
·relief, but at the same time'it would injure her health to such a degree 
that she would' remain· decrepit, throughout her life. However, the 
.doctor so,id .that he knew an electrician who was a next door neighbour 
;find' COUld CUre I rheumatism by electriC .trentmimt, hiS charge. being 
.Rs.10. per day. 'In a .monththe would perfectly cure the disease for 
JlOOd with~ut in' the· least injuring her general health. " 

But tlie patient ·insisted· that ·she w~nted immediate relief, and 
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you succeed in boycottintz nil, or 11 greater jlnrt, of 'foreign cloth,. 
it seems to me self evident thnt the price of nlill·mnde cloth will 
rise and it will hit the poor. But there is besides n subtle nppenr 
to racial feeling in that word' foreign' which day by dar 'seems. 
to me to need checking and not fomenting. l'he picture ·of your· 
lighting thnt grent pile, including benutifnl fabrics, shocked me 
intensely. ·We seem to be losing sight •of the great beautiful 
world to whJCh we 'belong and concentrating selfishly on India,. 
and this must (I fear) lead back to the old bad selfish nationalism .. 
If so, we get into the vicious circle from which Eur<~pe is now· 
trying so det~perntely to escape. But I cannot nrgue it out. I can, 
only say again, thnt it shocked me nod seemed to me n form almost 
of viol13nce i and y~t I know how _,·iolence is abhorrent to you. I. 
do not at aU like this question of foreign cloth being mnde' into . a 
religion. · ' ,,,,' :, 

I was supremely happy when you were denliug grent giant Llow~, 
at tho great fundamental moral evils, drunkenness,. drug-tnking,. 
untouchability, race · atTogance, etc., ',and1 when· you were, 1 with 
such wonderful rood beautiful tendern'ess, denling with the hideous 

repeatedly asked the doctor for thl! bnnknote, s~--tb;tshe-~lgbt-~;~;d 
for the medicine nt once. But the doctot· t·epentedly enid thnt he 
could not conscientiously give her the note for 1 the pm·pose, nnd he 
considered it to he n sin to· do .,sQ; But the lady implored and 
beseeched him to give her theuote. The doctor tht:>n took the u•ntch. 
bo:Jt from his pocket and burnt the ·note to n~hes, and f!nid that; 
she need not be afraid, for he was going to bring the electrician 
immediately at -hi~ own expense; which her huaband would pny, back. 
as soon as he repaired his fortune.-Whe1~ the hope of obtainin~ instant 
relief was thus frustrated in a. moment, the Patient said to the doctor., 
"do n11 you think fit. " So the doctor immediately ,b~·ought the electri
cian who assured her .that she would be permanently.' cured within n. 
month,)f sh"' allowed him to irreat her. Then the 'dC~ctor did what he· 
had promised to the satisfaction of all parties. . ' 
· Was the burning af the note 11 virtuous or a sinful net'! · 
. The above is exactly analogous with Mr. Gandhi's cloth b.u.ruing,. 
Mr. Gandhi refuses to give to the poor the relief that could have been 
given by distributing the foreign cloth among them.' In order to avoid 
making them permanently miserable creatures, he promised to make 
them pe1·manently happy by providing~ them with c!ot~es made by 
their own hands.-III. K. G. . · 1 

,' :' ,, , 1 • ' •• , ; •• 
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vic~¢ ,prostitutiQ'Q~: .But, lighting bonfires. ~f.}oreign. clotll. and 
telling ,pecwle ,it is. a .religious, si1~ to. w~ar .~h; ,destroying in the fire 
the .noble .bandi.work .. .o~ one's' fellow men .and. women, .one's 
brothers l,lnd sister~ abroad, saying .it ,wqul~ . b~: defiling ' to wear 
i·t.-J:. callnot :tell \YOU how. different: all. this appear.s, to me. Do you 
know ll.a1Ht6>st fear now ·to, wenr the :&:.haddar,, that you have given 
me, lest [should appear to be jugging other p~ople a~: a Pharisee 
would, s~ing, "I am holier than thou ! ". :I never ,felt like this 
before, , i , ·. ·, 1. , • 

·~~\You .know ·howd when anything· that. yo11 do h~ts 1me, I must 
ct:Y out to ;y9u !\n.d .thi,s bas hm;t me. . . : , •· . ,. . · . 

~'!' .·.wpote the Moclem ·Review articles which. I have enclosed 
eyith such eager joy~ "because l felt certain that I. had . fo~nd your . 
. (Awn life's meaning.: .:But tlJ.OW my mind cries ou~ to ,you th:it you 
are dbing something violent, distorted, unnatural. You . know 
that my lo:ve. is stronger. than. ever,- just .as your lo,·e for your 
'brother \Was -w.hen · you felt he was doing something wrong. Do 
tell me ·what wou .mean. What you. said in. Young, India about 
1:mrning did noteonvince me- a bit. :. · I· ; : :, , J • • • ••• 

It is so 'like him. Whenever. he fee~s hurt .over 
:anything I have done (and this . is by no· means the first 
.guch occasion~,· he · de luges me ·with letters without 
-wait in~ for an answer.. . For it is love speaking: to love, 
not arguing. It is the outpouring of an anguished heart; 
And so it has-_bee~ o#er the burning ,of 'foreign clothes ... 
· What, Mr .. Andrews :has put· . .in ~·.lcrvlng .language, 

' ,Correspondent~ already out of tune· with me have written 
1n coarse, angry' and· even:vulgar· words.· Mr. Andrews', 
being words' of 19ve' and"sorrow have gone deep down in 
me and com.niand ·a. full ~·nswer~ whereas the' angry ones 
1 was obliged· to lay .aside: save_ fo'r', a. pa.ss.i:ng , referen~e. 
Mr .. Andrews', being non-violent, charged:with love,have· 
told.· The othars·. being •violent, charged ·with .. malice, 
took no effect and would .. have evoked angry retorts, if 
~ was caliable of or 'disposed. to such· retorts. 'Mr-. 
Aindrews' lette~· i~. a )rpa of non-v·i~lenc~we. nee,d in 

. .order to win Swaraj quickly. 
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This is however .by the. way. I remain· just as con· 
vinced as ever of the necessity of burning~ rrhere is no 
€mphasis .in the process on race feelin.g.·· I would· have 
·done precisely the same thing in the sacred and select 
family orfrifmdly circles. 11 In all I do, :or .. advise,. the 
infallible test I apply is,· whether the particular action 
will hold good in regard to the dearest and .the nearest. 
The teaching of the faith I hold dear is unmistakable 
and unequivocal in the matter •. I must .be· the sarne to 
friend and..foe .. And it is this conviction which 1;11akes 
me: so·sure of so many of· my.acts which often puzzle 
friends ... 
. . r rel?lember havjng,,thrown into the. sea a pair of 
beautiful field-glasses; .·because they' were a constant 
bone of .contention. between a dear friend and· myself. 
He felt the hesitation at first, but he saw the right of the 
<lestruction of· a beautiful and cQstly thing, a present 
withal .from a friend. · Experience shows that. Jhe 
. richest gifts must be destroyed without compensation 
.and hesitation if they hindel'. one's , moral . progress. 
Will it not be held .a ·sacred duty to consign to the 
flames most preciou~ heirlot~ms, if they are plague in
fected? .. ; I can ren1ember having broken to bits when· a 
young man ·the loved .bangles ·of my own dear wife, 
because. they· were ;a matter. of difference between U!'l~ 
.And if I rememb~r. right, they wer~ a gift:.from her 
mother; . I. did it, not ·out of hate but out· of:.love
ig,norant, I :now .see in my J;"ipe age, . The destruction 
helped us and brought us nearer. · '! •.• . 1 

If; the emphasi~ were' on 1 all. foreign things, .it would 
be racial, parochial and wicked. The emphasis is ,'on 
all foreign cloth... The restriction makes· all the differ .. 
-ence in, the world. 1 I do bot 'want to .shut' out English 
lev~r watches qr the beautiful Japanese lacquer work. 
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But JI must destroy all :the choicest wines of Europe; eve-ni 
though they might~.have been :prepared and .preserved 
with all the mm:;t. ~xquisite: care and attention. · · Satan"s 
snares are most~ subtly laid and they .. are the ·most 
tempting, ·when · thei dividing. ·line between· right' and 
wrong is so thin as tn be imperceptible. But the line is 
there all the same,. rigid and inflexibie. Any cr·1ssfng 
of it may·mean certain death~ : · 
. .:India.is racial to-day .. ~t·is with th~·utmost' effort 
that ·I find it possible to keep, under check J the evil 
passions of· the. people. • ·The general body of the 
people are filled with ill-will, because they are weak 
and hQpelessly ignorant of the waY:. to shed their weak
ness;;: i l· am transferring the ill-will fro in m'en to things~ 
. :Love of foreign cloth.has brought foreign dominatfonl 
pauperism· and what is·~orst; ·shame: to· many a home~ 
The .reader may not-know that not. long ago hundreds 
oft' untouchable' weavers of Kathiawad ha'vizig found 
their calling gone,: :became sweepers 'for the· .. Bombay· 
municipality; .And the life ofthese'tne'n has become' so 
difficult· that many' '·lbse. their ; children : and b~come 
physical' and morahvrecks ~ some are helpless witnesses 
of·.the.;shame:of.:their daughters and even their wives. 
The .. reader·may not ·:know that many women of this 
cla.ss in Gujarat·for·:want of domestic'··occupation have 
taken to wdrk on public' roads; where; under pressure of 
one ·scirf or another. they ar'e obliged to seil their honour. 
The ·reader· may not know that the proud weavers of 
the Punjab, for want .of·, occupation, not. many years 
ago, took to.the sword, and were instrumental in killing 
the proud: and innocent· Arabs at the bidding of their 
.officers,. and ·not ·for the sake of their country but for 
the sake of their livelihood:' It is difficult to · ma.ke a 
sucoessfulappealto.these. deluded . hirelings and wean 
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them from their. murderous profession. What was·· once 
an honourable and artistic calling is now held by them 
to.:be. ~disreputable .. ; The weavers of .Dacca,; when they. 
woveAhe, world-famous,; subnum, could~.not have been 
cQnsidered disreputable. . · . · , , ; . , · .. · · · · , 

Is it 1 now:~ .any· wonder, if I consider it a sin to touch 
foreign cloth? . ,.Will it not 1be a. sin for· a· man with a 
v~ry delicate· digestive: apparattts to ... eat rich. ·'foods? 
Must he not destroy .them or give .them away? . I ·know 
what. .I would do witq riclt foods;: 'if I had a son lying in 
b~d .. who . must. not eatjhem but would still gladly ha. ve 
them. In order to wean him from the hankering, ·I 
w.ould; though ab)e. to digest tl).em myself,· refrain ·from 
e~.ting them and destrpy.,th~m .in his~presence, so· that 
the sin of eating rp.ay be borne home,to him. 1 : :. < · . 

tf pest~uctlon of foreig~ cloth .. be . a . sound proposition 
f~om, .the .. ~ig~est · mo~~l $tandpoint, the possibility-. of a: 
rise, in. the ,prjce qf,, Swadeshi eloth.n9ed not frighten 
USJ Destruction .is .th!:! quickest method.:.of, stimulating. 
production. By one supreme effort ~ndl i swift -destruc-: 
tion, India has to be awakened from her torpor and 
enforced idleness. Here is what Mr. Allen, the a:uthor 
of the Assam Gazetteer, wrote in 1905 of Kamrup: 

'' Of recent years, the use of imported clothing has been 
coming into favour,-an innovation which has little to 
recommend it, as the time formerly spent at the loom is 
not as a rule assigned to any other useful occupa.tjon." 

The Assamese, to whom I have spoken, realise the 
truth of these words to their cost. Foreign cloth to 
India is like foreign matter to the body. The destruc
tion of the former is as necessary for the health of India 
as of the latter for the health of the body. Once grant 
the immediate necessity of Swadeshi, and there is no 
half-way house to destruction. 

36 
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··Nor~ meed 'we be·: afraid; by"·evolving· the· fullest 
Swadeshi spirit, ... of dev,elo'ping: ~:' spiritr of narrowness· 
and::~exclrisi:veness. \'.We~ must·:::protect, 1our•., owrl bodies' 
frord 'dis:iuption i through\1 indulgence;·: before we would 
protect the .sanctity of others. India is to-.:day nothing) 
but ··a deadc mass ~moveable·at ·the' will of :another.; L·et 
her. become.alive by self-purification~ i.'e., '.self~restrain,t 
and 'self-denial!: .•and she·' will· be a boon to herself and 
mankind. :Let -her be: 'carelessly self-indulgent; aggres~ 
sive; 'grasping ;l I and :if Sb:9 rises;' she' will do so like· 
Kumbhakarna onlY, to·destroy and 'be a· 'curse· to' hers'elf: 
and mankind: ( :_! ;;,,,-,·i ; .. ' '''.i ·j ~._I •:~ . '·1 

. Arid for·~ firm: believer· iii Swadeshi;) tner~ ne.ed be· no· 
pha'risaical self..-sa tisf~wt1on: in ·wt:farin~f Kliadi: · A ;,Pha~· 
risee is a patron' of' virtue.,. 1The 'Wearer of; Khddi· · froniJ 
a. Swadeshi standpoint'.is Iilte a.:· man inakitig use·<Jf.his 
lungs; i;l\.:natural I and obligatory acf:··haS i 1gOt': tO' b~l 
perform'ed, whether oth(n•s·- do 'it: out bf i'ttiplir~ niotives 
or~ ·refrain' ~together,· as ·-they·' do: inot ·: b(Hieve in its 
necessity oti ·"'ltility; .· · 

... ' '. r •• ,r ' ..• 
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!HE NON-CO-OPERATION. CAMPAIGN I , 

· ' i2th May,. 1~20 · ' 

NEITHER A SAINT }WR A PO~ITICIAN 

.. (Br M. K. GAND!1I) 

kind friend has sent me the. following· cutting from 
le April number of the East and West·:·' : 'I ' ' • ' 

· .l iu 1\Ir. Gandhi has the reputation of a ~aint, but'it seems that the 
:-politiCian in him often dominates his deCisions. He has been 
making great use of hal·tals, and there·can be no 'gainsaying that 
under 'his direction hartaZ' is' I becoming a' powerful politicnl 
'weapon for uniting the educated and the uneducated on 11 single 
question of the day.· The ha1'/aZ is not without its ~isndvantages~ 

· His teaching direct action, and direct action,' however potent,,doe~ 
not work fo~ unity. 1s Mr. Gandhi quite sure that he 'is' t~crying 
the highest behests of· :~himsa, 'barmlessness?. His proposal'to 

' 'commemorate the shooting at 'Jallianwalla Baghis not likely to 
'I promote concord. ' It. js a tragl9 incident into which our Govern~ 

,, ment was betrayed,' but is the memory 'of. its'' bitterne~s worth 
retaining? Can we ''not 'commemorate the eveu't by. 'raising n 
temple of peace, to help the widows and orphans, tq bless the souls 
·of those who died without knowing why ? . The world is full of 
"Pbli~lcinns and ~e~tifoggers'w.ho, in t~e nn~e of p~triotism, poiROJi 
the mner sweetness of man and, as a result, we have wars and 

11 feuds and such sh'ameless slaughter as turned 'Jallianwalla· Bagli 
: · into a shambles. Shall we not now try for a .·lnrger sylhbiosis 

·such as Buddha an·d Christ preached,. and bring the.' world f~ 
565 
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breathe and prosper together? 1\Ir. Gandhi seemed destined t(). 
be the apostle of such a movement, but circumstances are forcing 
him to seek the way of rai.sing resis~ances and group unities. He 
may yet take u'p the larger mission of uniting the world. " 

I have given the whole of the quotation. As a rule, I 
do not notice criticism of me or my methods except 
when thereby I acknowledge a mistake or enforce still. 
further the principles criticised. I have a double reason 
for q.oticing the extract./ For, ~at only do I hope further 

I J. J . :.. .., J. 

to elucidate the principles I hold dear, but I want to 
show my 1regard forth~'· autho~ of th~ '-ci-iticisrri whom I 
know and whom I have admired for many years for the 
singular beauty of his. character.,~. ·.The critic regrets to 

II,. , , • , ;. 

see in· me a politician, whereas he expected me to be a 
saint. Now I think' that th~; word- "·saint·.,-·should be 
ruled out of present life. •· . It is too. sacred a word to be 
'· 'The followin_g' notes: ,from~ :r Yo~mg.:l India./ fUrther, :explain 
llfr.Gandhi'spositioni,-; . ;, ,, ;,,.: .. :1.·:;'_::, ·' .'. 

'A Messenger oj God '-I hav~ rec~~'·ed a ,cutting, i~ which lam 
reported to he .. ~r~dited., with being ~· mess~nger of God1. and I am 
ask~d whether· I claim to. have any,. special. I'evelatiQn from. God. I 
h:n-e already dealt with the miracles attributed to me. As to this the 
lat~st charg~;. ,I .~risf dis~w~}~~ . .I P,ray like ev~ry g~o4 ~indu. I 
behe\'e that., we :can all become messengers .of God, ~f we~ cease to 
fear 'man 'nnd.~e~k o~Iy,qod's Tru~h, .. l~o ~elieve.~ am seeking only 
God's Truth an~ have lost all .fear p£ . man. l therefore do ]e'!l that 
God is wit~ the move~ent of No~:co~operat~o~:· I ha~e np- special 
revel~tio~ ~~ 9"od's; wjll. «My. fir~ belief 1i~ ,that 'He r~y~,a),~; ~iinself 
daily, to: eve~·y h~n;tn,~., ~eing, i ~ut w~ tJlp ~ O]l! ear~ . t_o tp~ 1 ~still ~mall 
voice.' We shut our. eyes.to the Pillar of .Fire iii' £ron~ or. 118. I real·ise: 
His omnipresence. 

1

Aud 'it i~ ~pen 'to the .:Vri~er t.p' ~olikewise.-
. -~~1~ng fndia ?f. t?t~ M~~,. ,l~~!., .. f : \;",_: t ,;'r, ·;:,, . , ; ·. . 

. Bla.'l1>h1!11l)'7'A .~o!respon~ent,: ":N~s :~': ~ ~egret; }'e~s..:mullh to• 
inform you that on~. c~11~tantly s~e' ~ictures in 1fhich_ you ll.n.d, ?ther· 
~ende~s. have been:, re~~~sent~d as, ~hri,JFi:i~hna ~~d ~auqa~as res
pectively. Will you not liSe your. m~uence to ~top thts, as 1t must 
hurt' tqe religiovs f.eel~¥gs pf .-. m~~y 'like IDJ;~elf!· wh~ ~~nsi~er. Sh~i 
Krishna to have been not merely a. great man. but God mcarnate ? t 
' I ' • '.; , ,••t' ..• , ,', 1 i , ) 'Cl ' ,. • 
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lightly applied to anybody. much'leRs to one like myself 
:who· .claims only to be a. humble searcher. after Truth, 
knows his limitations, makes mistakes, never hesitates 
to admit. them ·when ·he makes them and frankly 
confesses that he,-1 like a scientist,. is ·,making ex peri .. 
ment~ about some '·of. the eternal verities~ of life+ 
but cannot even·claim· to· be a scientist because he 
can show.no tangible proof. of scientific. accuracy. in 
his methods or such tangible resUlts bf his. experiments 
as modern science demands. ·· But'thpugh by disclaiming 
sainthood I disappoint the. critic's expectations, I 'would 
have him to· give.up his regrets by an'swering him that 

The correspondent has my fullest sympathy. I have not seen \he 
pictures, but I hold it .to be a blasphemy to represent me as Shri 
Krishna. I claim to be a humble worket· an4 '~o more among many in, 
a great cause, which can only be injured rather than ndmnced by 
glorification of its leaders. ·A cali!le· has ·the best chance of success, 
when i~ is examined and followed .on·its ·own merits.: 1\leasures must 
always in a progressive society be held superior to men, who are 
after all imperfect instruments, working for their fulfilment. I would 
therciore urge, with all the s.trength at my1commnud, enthusiasts· or 
enterprising businessmen to observe some sinse of proportion and 
withdraw all such pictures, which, like the one under notice, 'are 
undoubtedly calculated to wound deep religious susceptibilities.-
Youn.g India of 13th July, 1921. 

1 
, , • • •• : • 

My AwAition.~A persistent :Clo~rell~o~de~t from. Simla asks .me 
whether I intend to found a sect or claim divinity. I have answered 
him by a private letter .. ;But he would h:lVe' me make' a public deCla
ration for the sake of posterity.'· I shohld have thought that I had in 
the iltrougest terms repudiated all claim to divinity .. ·l claim to be a 
humble servant of lndia and hUmanity, and,would like to die in the 
discharge of such service. I have no desire to found a sect. I am 

• . ' . " 'I ' 'I . 
really too ambitious to be satisfied with a sect for a following. For 
I rep'resent no· new truths. I endeav•mr to follow nnd represent Truth 
:1s I 'ln1ow it.'· 1; do claiM to throw a1new light ron'many an old truth. 
!hope that this declaration. will satisfY my inquirer nrld •others like 
him.-Yemng .India, of 25th A~gust, l92J.:. 



the politician in· me :has never dominated a single 
decision. of mine, and if r seem to take part ·in' politics, 
it is only because politics encircle. us to-day like the coil 
of .a snake frorn which one ca.nnot get .out; no. matter 
how much one tries.. I wish therefore to wrestle with 
the snake, ·as·· 1 ·have · been I doing with more: or less 
success :consciously since 1S94; unconsciously, as I have 
naw·discovered, ever since reachingyears of discretion~ 
Quite selfishly, as· I wish to live in peace in the midst of 
a bellowing storm howling round me, I have been experi
mentbig with myself and ·my friends by· introducing 
religion into politics. Let me explain what ·I mean . by 
religion. It is not the Hindu religion which I certainly 
prize above all· other ·religion~,· but the· religion whic~ 
}ranscends Hindui~J¥; w~ichph~~ges on(s ·very natur~i 
which.pinds on~ indissolubly to., the. truth within and 
Which eVer 'purifies, It iS the I permanent element in 
human· nature ·~hich counts no cost too ·great in order ta 
find full 'expression'and which leaves the soul utter!~ 
restle~s untH it has found . itself, known 'its Maker and 

• I !• • :', l'• 't,' I ,·, '• •• ' 

appreciated the true c.9rrespondence between the .Maker. 
and itself. ·. ,, .. 1 • ··.1 

· It was in that religious spirit that I came'upon. hartal~ 
I wanted to show that it is not a :kriowl~dge I of 'letters 
that would give India;consciousness of herself, 6r that 
would find I the' edudated together:· The i lzartal illu
minated the· ·~h~·~~; .o(:tndia a~ if.lli .. magic. on the ·6th 
of .April1919 .. .And ~.had: it ··not beenr Jor: the inter~ 
ruption· on· the I lOth' .,of . .April,· brough~ about by Satan: 
whispe:Hiig fear fnto) the' 'ears of a: 'governtn{mt con~ 

. I' i .,, .. I'' Ill< '.'I '. ' • I,.·~' I ' ,' 

scious .of .its. own wrong and, inciting to ange~ ~ J?eople 
• I ' ~. , , • ·' , • , 1 • , , ' ' t 

that were pr~par.ed for: it by;, utter, distrpst; of· the ;Go~ 
vernment, r India would· h'a ve . risen. to an J unimagina bla 
height. The ha1·tal had. not I only· been taken 'up. ! by . the 
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great masses of people in a truly religious spirit, but it 
was intended to be a prelude to a·· series of~. direct 
actions. · :, .._ · 

But. my critic deplores direct action.· For, he says, 
"it does not work for· unity.": I join issue.with him.' 
Never has anything been done on this . earth without 
direct action. I rejected the word "passive resistance," 

' because of· its insufficiency 'and its being interpreted o.s 
a weapon of. the weak. It was· direct action in Sout~ 
Africa which told and told so effectively that it con .. 
verted General· Smuts· to sanity. He was in 1906 
the most relentless opponent of Indian ·aspirations. In 
1914, he took pride·· in ·doing ·tardy justice by ; remov
ing from the Statute Book· cif the Union a disgracefuf 
measure which, in 1909, . 'he;, had told Lord· Morley 
would be never removed, for he then said South Africa 
would . never tolerate repeal of :a measure . which was 
twice passed by the Transvaal Legislature.· But what 
is more, direct action · sustained for· eight years left 
behind it not only no bitterness,· but the very lndians, 
who put up such a stubborn. fight against General Smu,ts, 
ranged themselves round hls banner in 1915, and fought 
under him ·in East .Africa.: It was direct action in 
Champaran which· removed an· ·age-long grievance. A 
meek submission when one is chafing under a disability 
or a grievance which one would gladfy·see removed; not 
·only does: not make for unity, but makes the ·weaki party 
acid, angry and prepares bini for an opportunity to 
explode.'· By allying myself with the weak party, by 
teaching him direct+ ·firin; ·but harm.less ;action, I make 
him feel . strong ·and rcapable. of 'defy,ing :the physical 
might. He feels braced for the· struggle,· regains· eon .. 
fidence' in;· himself,· and, knowing· that the remedy ·lies 
with himself,. ceases to harbou-r th.eJ spirit of revehge an'd 
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learns ~o p~ .s~tis:fi.~d· wit:Q:a redr~ss of ~he:wrq;ng he_.is 
seeking .to r~m~<;ly! . , . , : . · i> ,,, ; • ,, . ::: .... :.· 

It is working along the same line that I have ventured 
to. suggest·a· memorial about Ja,llianwalla·Bagh. · The
'writer.in East and· West has :ascribed to. me: a proposal 
which has· ,never :nnce crossed ·my mind~. He thinkS. 
that Lwant, '.'to commemorate ·the· .. shooting , at J alliari
walla.Bagh.·':': Nothing can .heJarther frnm rny thought 
t~an to perpetuate the· memory of a hlack:deed1 I dare
say that, before.we have come to our own, we shall have 
a repetition of the tragedy, and I•will:prepare thP nation 
for it by: trea.suringthe memory o.f··the.innocent _dead. 
'l'he widows and the .orphans . have :been and· are being 
helped, ,but we· cannot "bless· the. souls ·of those.· wP,o 
died without .. : lnl.owing: why", if we will nqt acquire the 
ground which .has i been hallowed by: innocent blood 
and there' erect a suitable mem\)rial for .them .. It is. not 
b serve, if I.ca.n help, it, as.a reminderofa foul-deed, but 
it shall serve ·~,~.s .an. encouragement to the nation. that it 
is better .to die helples~-: and unarme4. and as .victims. 
ra~her than as .tyrants. I wQuld have the future genera
tions remember :that-, we .. who )witnessed .tha.,innocent: 
dying' did 'not :ungratefully~ refuse to. cherish . their 
metuory. As M,:rs~. hnnah .truly .~remarked :when she· 
gave heri mite: to. tb,~ fund, the memoi'ial:would · • at ·least 
give,jls a.n excuse·[P.r,Hiving;. After all, it,wjll.,be the 
spitit in.which the mernoria~ is erected that. will .decide 
its chara.cter. : L: ., ~.· t ·,, ·: :·.; ·• · ·1. ··•: · 

· .. W4at was the ·larger.: 'sym9iosis':: that Buddha .andl 
Christ preached?·: :Buddha: .fearlessly carried· therwar 
into.the enemy~s :ci'tn1P and , bro:ught down:· on its, knees 
an arrogant priesthood, ~,Chri&t. drove' o.ut 'the money
changers from the. temple of:Jerusalem· and, drew) .dow~ 
curses.from Heaven·.upbn the~ hypocrites .and the pha.• 
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risees. Both were for intensely direct action. But even 
as Buddha and Christ chastised,· they showed unmistak·· 
able gentl~ness and love behind: every act of theirs .. 
They would not raise a finger against their enemies, but· 
would gladly, surrender themselves rather than the trutht 
for "'hich. they lived. Buqdha wouldba.ve died re~isting; 
the priesthood, if the majesty of his love, had .not proved 
to .. b~ ,equal to the, task ·of ,bending the priesthood .. 
Christ died:·On the cross with a crown of thorns: on his· 
head defying the might of a whole empire.· A~~ if I 
raise .resista1:1ces of a non-violent character, I sim'Plf 
and humbly follow in the . footsteps· of th~ great: 
teachers named by my critic. :. 

Lastly, the writer of the paragraph ·quarrels . with~ my 
'grouping unities '.and .would have me to take up ''the' 
larger mission of· uniting the world.' I once told him 
under a common roof thatl was probably more'·cosmo ... 
politan than he.· I abide by that expression ... Unless· 
I group unities; 1 shall• never be able to unite the whole· 
world; Tolstoy. once said .that, if we would but left· off. 
the · backs of our neighbours, .the world would be' quite· 
aLl right without 1any . .further help from us. · And, jf ·we 
cari only serve our immediate· neighbours by ceasing to• 
prey upon them·, the 'circle of unities thus grouped in the· 
right fashion will ever .grow in circumference till at la.s-n 
it is conter)llinous with that of the. whole world~ .MD'l'e> 
than 'that it is not given· to any man to try' or 1 achieve~. 
Y_dtthaa pinde thatthaa lrrahmande• is as. true, .to-day as· 
ages· ·ago when . it was · . first uttered by an · unknown• 
Rishi. .. ·~ ·. ; . . ' 

' • • !, ' ' ' ~ ' • ' ' I ' ' . . I • 

'The Sal1skrit expression means: . "As with n ball of earth; so witlll 
the whole urli'verse." What is meant to convey is that 'the chnrncteris~ 
tics of any com)lination of units will be thbse 'ofthe• units them~ 
selvestakenindividunlly~r., 1 ~' .I . . . . •., , 1 ; 
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· Had His :Excellency\ 'the Viceroy* fiat m'ade it. im
'J)ossiblifb.y liis . .,defiant' attitude im the. Punjab and' the 
Khilafat, ~I :.would have tendered him hearty cot1gratUl 
lations for substitutitig ridicule for repression in order to 
kill a movement distasteful to him.·: For; torn ~r~o'ni- its 
-context and read by itself, His Excellency's. dis&ourse 
on Non-co-operation is· unexceptionable.·· ~It· is c ·a:: symp'~ 
tom. o( translation from savagery: to . civilization. 
Pouring ridicule on one's-'opponentisi··an :·approved 
method in civilised politjcs .. r And ":if thEb me*od. is· con
-sistently continued, it will mar lean '"i!liportant :improve~ 
ment .upon .the .official· barbarity.~ of.: the. Punjab. l!is 
.interpretation ·of Mr. I Montagu's statement about the 
moveme.nt is also not open t6 ariy.!objectioli whatsoever. 
Without doubt,· a• government. has. the right to use suffici
•ent force td put down an actual outbreak of violence. 

But I regret to have to· confessr .that ··this. attempt to 
-pour ridicule on the movement; read in conjmiction with 
-the sentiments on the Punjab and the Khilafat preceding 
the ridicule, seems. to . show, that His Excellency ·has 
made it'· a · virtue ·of : necessity ,'l He. has :not finally 
.abandoned the method of. terrorism and frightfulness, 
but he finds the ·movement being , conducted :in such an 
-open and truthful .manner that any attempt to kill it by 
-violent repression \Vould not· expose him only to ridicule 
·but contempt of aU right-thinking men. 

Let us however examine the adjectives used by .His 
Exc~llency;

1

to .kilt" the.:. p1oveme~tby :··Ja'ughing .at' it •. 
It is ~futile,.:' .' ilf advised/·' intrinsipally· inane,' ', un

' Written in reply to a speech of Lot·d Chelmsford. " r, • ·' 
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pra~tical,' .~visionary.', He has. rounde~ off the adjec
tives by describing the moveme.nt as the '·most foolish 
of all foolish achemes~~ ·.His; E,xcelhmcy has, beco.me S() 

impatient of it that ,he :,bas U$ed :all. his·. vocabul~ry .for 
showing, the ; magnitud~ , :of . the ridiculous. nature, of 
Non-co-operation. ,, . · '· .· ': -,.. .. ·: , . ·, 

Unfortunately .Jqr .. IUs .Excellenpy, the. !llovernent is: 
likely to groV( .with ridicule,as it i~, .c~rtain to flouri~h ,on 
repression; 1 IN o yital movement. can be kiPe~. exc~pt by· 
the impatience, ignoranc!! Qr ,laziness o(. its authors. , A. 
movement cannot·b,e 'ina.ne' that is conducted by men 
of action as I claim theme,rnbers of the Non-co-operation 
Committ~e a~e •. Jt i~· hardly 'unpractical,' s~eing that 
if the people. re~pond, .. every .one admits that it will 
achiey~.the end~·. At the sa~ertime, it is perfectly t~u~· 
that, if there is .no r~sponse.:frpm th~ peoplei tqe ~ova~· 
ment ·will be. pqp-qlarlY·. described as 'visiona~y'. It is. 
~or: the natiqn .tq return. an effective an~wer by organized· 
Non-co-operation .. a~d change . ridicule intq respect:. 
Ridicule i.s .~ike repre!\ls io:Q .. ( Both give place to respect 
when ther fail to p~0~,~9~ t~'e_' intende( eff.ect. ·. ·,; 1 1 , , , . 

, !I 27.th.~Octobet, . .19~0 ,; · 

FROM 'RIDICt1t:E;, to...:.:...:. 
:·~.:!'(By M:j(d,\si)rri)·.:; 

.. • , : .•. : l , • • ~ .. ! •• ·J .: . .1 : , , ~ r . ::. . . ... . ·~ , ... ~ .. , . . .·; .. , , I 
:)twill pe. adp1i~te~ ,t?.~t N.~~~.9~-operati?n. ha,s 1passed' 
the .. ~.tage of ri~-~.~P1.~ti r )YP.e~~~r. ~t, •. 'YiP n,o.w be .~e~ br: 
~epre~s~on , or respect ~emains to be· seen: .Opinion has: 

l,j ' . 1.,,,, Ill J ,1, ·I· I ··I• ' . ' ' I I ' I 

already :.~.een e~p~~s~.e~ .. }~ I th's e. co 1 ¥mns . t~~ t. ~~d~i.~~lr is,' 
an ~ppr,ov,ed and, :Cinll~ed xnethQd of oppos1tlon. The· 

' j, I •. ,,I,J. ,J,,, ,,, I· J I II •'•1 1 •• : • .I 

'!'icerei,al. ridip.ule~ ~~o~~~; ~~pfe~~eq, .in unn~ces,saril.r . 
impoli~~ tem:% ~~s1 no.~.~peJ11 ~~.exc~pt~9Pt · ,,;..'.: ,.,\;: 

1
;. 
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. Had His ::Excellencyl'the Viceroy*· trot- made iFim
possibHfby his ···defiant' ·attitude on tli·e. ~Punjab and t the 
Khilafat, :r >would. ha~e ·tendered him hea'rty cm1gratUl 
lations for substitutitig'ridicule for repression in order to 
kill a movement distasteful to' him/' For; torri ~:f~o'ni its 
context and read. by itse.lf, His Excellency's. dis&ourse 
on N on-6o-operation is: u·n.ix:ceptionable/, ~Ir· is; ·aisymp~ 
tom' of\ translation from I savagery\ to ''civilization, 
Pouring ridicule on 'one's oppo'nent·isi··an ::approved 
method. in civilised politics..; r: Arid jf thEhmet~od. is con
·sistently c.Ontinued, it will rilarlr·an''i!liportant ·.improve~ 
ment .upon .the .official• barbadty .. : of; the, Punjab. J:Iis 
interpretation . of Mr.· l Montagu's; statement about the 
:movenie,nt .is also not. open t6 ariY.~objectiori whatsoever. 
Without d'oubt,· a' government. has, the right to use suffici;. 
·ent force td put down an !!.Ctrial outbreak .of violence. • 
· But I regret to have to· confess· r _that 1this. attempt to 

-pour ridicule on the movement;' read in conjunction with 
the sentiments ·on the Punjab and the Khilafat preceding 
the ridicule,:seems: to .~how' that; His Excellency ·.has 
made· it·-. a · .virtue·~ of: necessity."! .. He: has :i10t .finally 
.abandoned the :rilethod. of terrorism/· and frightfulness, 
but he finds the :movemen.t. being !COnducted :in·. such. an 
·open and truthful,manner.thatany .•attempt to kill it by 
-violent repression \Vould not- expose him only to ridicule 
'but contempt of aU right-thinking men. . ... t 

.Let us how~ver examine the adjectives used by .. His 
. ' I '~ ' ' • ' I. t I I' 1 I : L 'I ; f' '' 'I ' ' I ' .. '. I' ! .. J ' ' I j ' 

Excellencyi to .~ill the,., moyerue~~~. by· Jaughing·,fl.t it., 
It, is ! futile/. ~'ill. advised,:~.'. jntrinsipally~inane,' ', un-· 

' Written in reply to n speech of Lord Chelnisford, · · 
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prat;:tical,' ,'visionary.~ j, He has .. rounded' off the adjec
tives by describing tbe moveme.nt as the ~·most foolish 
of all fpolish acbemes/: ·.His; E,xcelhmcy has. become s(} 
impatient of it tha.t :.he~,has u~ed·all.his:.vQcab\llary .fol"' 
showing, the: ~.magnitud~ .·;of . the :ridiculous :p.ature, ·or 
Non-co~operation.. . , . . ': .,., . '· . . . . , , :. :) , 

Unfortunately:, f.<?! .. :ijis. ;E:Xcellenpy, the. movement is 
likely to gro:\V .with. ridicule.~s it i~ .. c~rtain to flouri~h .on 
repression~ , , No yital movement can be kiPe~ exc~pt ~Y' 
the impatience, ,ignoranc~ Qr ,laziness o~. its authors •. A. 
moveD.J..ent cannot:b,e 'ina,ne' that is conducted by men 
ofaction,as I claim theme.mbers of theN on-co-operation 
Comm~ttee .a~e •. Jt is· har~ly I unpractical,' seeipg that 
if the . people. respond, every .one ~dmits that it w.ill 
achiey~. the end~, At the sa~e rtime, it is perfectly tru~· 
that, if ~pere is .no r~sponse~,frpm th~ people~ the . JJ.?.Ove~· 
ment ·will be pptnJlarly· described as 'visionary'.. It is. 
for the .nation :t<> ret~r~ ~n effective an~wer by.organize~· 
Non-co-operation . an~ change . ridicule intq respect-. 
Ridicule .i.s .\ike repre~siop .. , Both give place to respect 
when they fail to pro~.~9~ th.e inte.nde4. ~ffect.' ·. 1 1 .. : · 

I . • 

.,,; :i 27.t!z.,Octobe1', .19~0 ,j ·• 

FROM 'RIDICUI:E•. '.to...:.:....:.. 
., ::.;;:tB/M.::K.·Q·;\si)Hz)·>; f 

/ ' ! ; I ; l ' I I . ' I • I I .'· .. ' ( ', ' ' f : / • ~. ; I I ' .., .· ' ~~ ' ( 't' \ ' t , ! '·' i I ' f t 

:)t wlll pe. adpli~ted ~~~,at N;~~-,~~-operati?n' h~ls ~passe?' 
th~, ~.tage qf ri~!.9~~~ti r W~e~q~l'. it, .. 'Yi~l n,?.w be .~e~ b~: 
repre~s~on . or ~espect remains to be' seen: .. Opinion bas: 

1 ' '· '··-· ·•• .• 4 \1. 1 .. , •.'\I ·• •·• • ..·, 1 
alrea.dy:~.een e~p~~~~~~.,}n, th~se. col¥~ns. th~t. ~id,i.~~~~ Is.' 
an ~pprpy1ed .. and:,.9-f~~Jp;~~,.l1lethqd, ofpPP,?.si~wp~ .The· 
"{icerega,l.. ridipyll~, l~o~~~i ~~pres~.eq, in .unJ.l~ces.s~~.i~~~ . 
impoli~~ tep-p.~, ~a.s;no~rtopeij1 F?. .. except'9Pt ' ... :;, .},:

1 

ti· 
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• I But the testi~ tiiile has now 1arri'Ved.:' Itrr a civilized 
,c'oU:ntry where rid.i1cule fails :to kill a: moveznent; it begins 
·to· command·re~pect.l! Oppbn~nts meet it·- by: respectful 
~and cogent argum~ht 'and. tlie· mutual belia vi our: of rival· 
·parties'· never I :beeoliles ·'violent, ' :Each· party· seeks to 
4convert the other oi' draw the uncertain!;elementtowards 
its side by pure :argument and re~soiling:t.' ·: .. ,r:. , .:1 
., Th~re'' is· 'little ·.,doubt: now :th~ti lhei ·bOycott' bf ·the 

•CQblli'cfls .. ·wlnr be1 €xtensive~ !Jif'.'it'is riot complete. :The 
·s'tude-ntSha 've·l>ecorile 'distUrbed. · Important'institutions 
m'a:y .any day ' beeGme :~ ttdly· national; I' I: Pandit Motilal 
·N e·hru'S:' great· rlrntineiation:.: 'of :a/Jeg~l practice which 
was1 probably'seeond:' to. ndbddt's· \s· by· itself an event' 

· .C~leutated' to ·chan,ge ridicule into·: respect. '·It· '6ught' to 
-set' people thinking seriouslyJabout 'thsirL·own ~attitude. 
There: must be' something very wrong about bur Govern-
1'Jlteht to warrant the step Pundit Motita.l Nehru has taken . 
. Post:graduate students have give1fup ·their :fellowships. 
Medical stu~ents hiive refused to appear· for l their final 
~xaminati.on. ,. 'N on-eo-'ope;ratioti in t1iese-:~ :·dircunistance·s 
c(la:llJll~t be call~d an ' inane t movemen~, I' . i l i ... l '

1
• ::: r •; 1; ' 

Either the Governmel!.t _ro.ust bend to the will of the 
·pet>'.Pii!!. whieh is being expressed in· no unmistakable 

··terms through · N ori.-e~operation,· •or it must attempt to 
~crush the movement~ py.r~pressio~~~ •:.1·: 
. Any foree used bY; ~.go;v:er9ment: 

1 
under any' circum-

·~t~~~e i8 not,. r.e~re~si?,~~" ~n : o~~~ tria~, of. a,, pers~n 
.accused of b.av1;ng advocated methods"of viOlence IS 

~?t repr~~·~.i?n~ 1 
Every. St~~e: ~~~}~~ lr~~ht. to ~u~. ·down: 

. ·v10iencEl by- force •. But the tpal· of· :M'r. Zafar ·Ah Khan 
.and two' Mdiiliis I of Panipat show~ tlia ftlie G overmrient 
is'' seek ill£ I not\ :to'' put do\vn 1or': ~revimtj viol~nce;· but to' 
·s~ppres's', eipression of opiriion;J· to' preverit: s'pread of' 
. .disaffection. Thit{ i~i: repressioii.'. ~;The' tr1als 1 ate the 
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beginning Of it. It has not still assumed a virulent form 
but if these trials do not,result ,in stifling .the propaganda. 
fit is highly likely that severe repression will ~e resorted 
rto by the government. ' ... ' r . ·.. . 

The oniy 'other way' to 'preVent tll'e I spread of a·i~affeo-
. ,.1 '• .. ' '. .J , .. 

;tion is to remove the causP.s' thereof. And that' would 
be to respect the growing r~sporise of th'e country to the 
programme of Non-co-operationJ It is too much. ·to 
•expect repentance and humility'' from a groverment in-
toxicated with success and, power. . . ·. . 

·we must therefore assume that the seco~d stage in th~ 
'Government programme:will be repres.sion. growing in 
violence in the same ratio·.as ·the 'progress of Non-co. 
operation. And if the· movement.survives repression, the 
·day of victory of truth is,. near; We mu.st then be pre. 
pared for pros~cu~i~~s, punishments, .. e.ve'Oi up to qeporta
tions. We must evolve the capacity .for going on wit~ 
our programme without the leaders •. '·That . means capa • 
.city for self-government.'' Arid as· no government in the 
world ca.h possibly put a' whole nation in prison, it must 
yield t'o its' demand oF, 'abdicate,, in f~v.9~r. ofa goven1~ 
· ment suited to· that nation. , , , · 1 

lt.is clear that abstention 'from violence and persis .. 
tenoe in the programme are our'' only and surest'·cbance 
-of attaining our end~. · ..... ' •.·.·. I. )~·. '.· . 

1 
;, • ., • •• 

The Government ,has its choice, either to respect the 
moyement. or to try ~o. repre~s it by barbarous . methods, 
Our choice··is .. either to: succumb .to ,repression or to 
<Jontinue in spite of repression. · · · · · · ·' · ··" 1

' • • 

•: 
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r.·,·:, : ,11, ·• • • ..27th OctQber., 1920 :; . ; 

'''·TO EVERY EN6LtSHMA.N IN INDIA. .. bear 'Friend, . .:~-.-~ ··:., .-. ·J·ru~, ;.<: ·(;, · · 
• . 

0 
} ( ( , ' •, ~· o; I .. '"('!' ' 'j I 0 ' ~ 

I,. wish I that .every English~an, . will see thi~ app~al 
~. , • • • .• I , r } J ', ' .• 1 I • , , , l I / 0 1 j , .i , j , 1 1 , . • 

~nd give thoughtfullattentjo~ tq it. · · · · · ·· 

.'£~~ nt~)a~~du~~ I ~y~el( to .'yo~ •. !~'· ·lp~
1

.h~~ble 
, / 1Me~s~s. H;. A. Popley a.ml.G, :m. Phillips replied to the above: letter 
stating that, so far as the Empir,ll pro~oted selfish exploitation of other. 
~aces; trilffic in 'intoxicatin.g liq~oi:s~ r.~pressive. Iegisla.tio~,. cot;tduct 
such as that led to Atnritsar· incide'nt; they desired the end ·'of .'it: 
They resented r~cial arrogance on the part of Anglo-I~diims and stood 
for governmeJlt on· d.emooratic principles for which they welcomed a 
pationi\~Assem~ly, faith in a bette;~: ideal-r-in ~commonwealth o~ free 
nations__:was however working as.a leaven among their countrymen. 
They q~estiou however th~ wisdom of boycott of schoois and ~Irr 
Gluidhi's nlli!mce with m~n who'believ'ed in the sword. ' '. . .' '. '. 

·I\h: Gandhi hiplied in Young India or'15th Decem6et, 1920', unde~ 
the heading; IC Rejoin del', ":• appreciating 'the . friendly spirit of the 
Ietter.l ·:He, howe,·er~ .tidded: . · , ·.·::: . ·~ :·. · 

The ;British nntion has e~dor.s~d t~e P11njab an~ ~h~ Khilafat crimes. 
~here is no 1d~u~~.a ~i~sen~i.ng mi~ori.~y. But a,dissenting roinority 
th,n~_sat~~fiiit~. it~el!_wi~~~ ~ m~re e.xpre~si~n o~ its opi~~?~.a~d conti?~e~ 
to help the wrong-do'er1partakes 'in the' wrong-doihg. · .And when the 
sum total Qf his energy represents a mitius ·quantity, one mayiilot pick 
out the plus. quantitie.s; hold :them up .for admiration, and ask':m 
a~mirin~ puplic..t9.pe~p ,r~~·ding .·them. ,Jt ·i~a.:fayom:it~ ~esign of 
Satan to temper evil-with a show of good and. thus. lure thP unwary, 
into the trap. The only way the world has know~ o(defeating Satan 
is' by 'shuriniilg hi'm.'! ;1 in~ite· 'English~en,· who could \vork out the 
ideal·they belie\;& in~ 'tcf)oin the ranks of Non~co:operationists: W.T. 
Stead 1 prayed for the· reverse of the British arms 1iuriiig the Boer 
war. Miss Hobhouse invited t~~~~ Boers t.o keep·~ up the fight;r;Th~ 
bE.>trayal of India is much worse than the inju~:~tice done to the Boers. 
The Boers fought and bled for their rights. When, theref~e, we are
prepared to bleed, the right will have become embodied, and the 
idolatrous world will perceive it and do homage to it. 

Mr. Gandhi concluded with justifying his position Be: Khilafat~ 
• education, etc., on the grounds explained in the previous articles. 
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' opinion, ·no Indian has co-operated with ·the · British 

Government more . than• I have for an unbroken· period 
of twenty-nine years of. public. 1life · itt •the face of 
circumstances that might well have turned ant oth~r 
man into a rebel. I ask yo11 to ·believe me when I tell 
you 'that' my co-operation was· not based on the fear 'of I 
the punishments provided by your laws 'br any other 
selfish motives. 'It'was free and vohibtary co-operation 
based on the belief 'that the. suni· total'bf'th& activity 
Of the British Government w~s for tJle,benefit of India. 
I put my life in peril four' times for the sak~ of th~:~· 
Empire,.....:.at the: time of''the" Boer war when lwas in 
charge of the Ambulance corps whose work. wa~ 'm~n·· 
tioned in General Buller's disp~t:ches; at:the tim~ 'bf the 
Z~lu revolt . in Natal when I was· in eharg.e of a similar 
corps; at the tinie of the cdmmencement of the' late war 
when I raised' an !Atnbulance: corps and as· a result 'of 
the strenuous training had a severe·· attack of .'pleurisy; 
and lastly, in fulfilment of my promise to Lord Ohelnis. 
ford at the War Conference in Delhi',· I threw myselt iin 
such an active recruiting campaign in KairarDistrict' 
involviilg iong and' trying in~rches', that t'had an'• attick 
of dysemtry' which proved: aimost fatal. ':I 'did all.th.is i~ 
the. full belief tb.at acts such as mine -ml:1st 'gain for my 
country ·an equal status 'in the Empire.· r So late: as 1 Iast 
Decembtr I pleaded hard' for a trustful co~operation<'.'t' 
fully believed that Mr.·:Llo:Vd' Ge6rge wouif·redeem his 
prbmise to 'the ~ussa]tnans'.and that t~e revelations; ot. 
the ·official atroeities 'in the Purijab wo~lfsecure full 
repata:io~ :f~r·the P~nj.abi~.' n·~~ :t~~ :,tre.·~c~err, ·~f ~r:~ 
Lloyd· George and 'tfs 1 appreciation1 by' you~ ·and th~ 
copdonatioh :·o~· th( ~unja.b·:a:tro~l~ies have'·c·o.mpletely' 
shattered my 'faith '{ii ·the good 'ihte'ntioris' ot'tl1e1 ri6ve:rnl 
mEmtafld t'he natio'n:wh'iel{is'suppbrtlng'{t/; ·;; .;: ';,. :~ ·•) 

37 



• 
1 But. though .tny faith; in~yottr go.od intentions is., gon~. 

!recognise your bravery: .and I know that wh~t you wilt· 
not yield to justLce ·ltttd reason, you will gladly .. yield~ to. 
b.rl\very~·· .... ,·~:J! ,,.r iJ_,, -: ;;': . ,·.:··.i,:-.'HI• ·;1, 

1: See:what this.$mpire mean$.t0 India: , . : , , : .· :1 · r~~.· 
1

: 'Elploitationr,of.India'5··.resourc.es:·for. the ben,efitof. 
Grea.tBJ;ltain. ,:;i ·:;>"; . .... :r J: ;i·, ·.: .: .: .• :.;:.·~ ... · 

1 •• A~ ,ev:~r~i~ncr.e~~jng . ..,mmtary 1 expenditure,;~nd a• c.ivi1 
. ser.v;(ce. .th~: PJtOSt. expe:n.sive. i~ the world. : .' ~-. : . : j I ; 

~~t.riyagant. w2r~~ng 1 o~. every:_department in utte,r; 
dis~egard of Jpdi~ 's pp.v~r.ty t:., !I , · : r: ~ , 1 1 

J)i~art;n~ll1ent and eonsequ~n~ emaspulatto~ of alwhole 
~tJo~ l~s.~ a~ f1rfUed natjon; might:imperU tb,~ Hves~pf ,a 
haJldf\11. ~f yqu .in .o:u~,rp.id,st.; h ·, .~' . , ·· i · ·j, , : .. 

. , .~raf~ic, in, Jntqxicfl.ting,. ~iqu,or.s ~and,. drug~. for 1 th~. 
purpo~~ ?f. sustaining f1Jop heavy administratiqn:~ · . , , 
'' r~~gr,e~§ively: Jep~e.~siv~. I leg~sl~tion' ill Ofder to '.S\lP-: 
~r~s~_p,n ~v~~-g_ro~i~g_agit~tiqnsee~ing t9; give, :~:xpres,1 
si_qn,toa1 t)ation,'~ ~g.ony, .. : .. · ·. · · 1 '· ::i. . ! i. ; 

Deg~ading .. treatment, : of . Indians. ·. resjding, Ln . your 
! ' ' I • . I I~ ' ' I ' ' • • •• • . .• • + 

~~~~ni~ns·~ ,,_ r. (' ;. 1;,111,, 1 , .. .• • , 1 ·: · : ·/ .. (· 1. :· ;; -: ,, · 

:.,1t.~q ~9u p~-y~ s,hqW1l :tq~aJ di~r,eg.~rd qf;pur feelipgs. br 
g~p~~fy,i~~. ~~e 1 P~~jab, ,~ad~~~is}r~~iop.' and· flouti:Pg_ the-. 
~~.s~~~lfl~.~--s~n.~i~en~~ ·.;·~···.· 1.~·1 1 .. :.: :, ; J,.,., 

.. ~-l· kp?w.: ,~op,'- W?:Uld. ! .• 11:ot., mind . ,if. we Qq:ulq; ~g~t ,and·. 
~re·~~~ ~~~ ~~~qep~r~.~~~r~w ,your ... han~~~ .. : YoUJ k~ow that 
~~: a.~~~ ,~9fer~~ss,l ~.o ... Ao tha,~., ~~r. ygu hav~ ,ensured our: 
i~c~~~.OHf. 1to, ._#,g~~. :l~n;, .. openl ~.and ho.nQ~rable ·_:b,attle~ 
~r,a;v~rr .. ,p~ :lt~Et,. b!!-Hl.e.-field: i~ I th~~: hnpossjble for 1,1s~ 
~~~yer,r -~~ :*~j~o.~l.~p~l~ ~~.m~i~~;<>p,enitgl:ls. ·;~ k~ow ~ou 
~~~~ r~~po~d~ .to'· ~h~-~-:~,!~o~1 .~ .am· engage~, m .ev9~mg 
that pra very,· 'N on-CQ;-Operatton ·means .nothtiJ.g J.es,s 

I i ' I I (' J f I ·.I ' ' j ~:· J ! . I ~ , • .'· ' ' I ... '.I..' . ' 1 '·' I ~ ' ' j 

th. !tn~_trah1in~t, in,.
1 
~e1~-s.~1critic~. ~J .. ,·myt,sbop.~~ :.~~.;cq .... 

... ftlr·'(•,.)t.lJ"!I••,r-'"r' T.t Tit'··.1"' .t.· ·,. 

operate ·with ~~u.~~~~-~~ k~oJV,t.~~tby . .;yo_ur; adw.jl}.is·. 
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tration of,this great country we are being daily. enslaved 
in ·an increasing degree ? . This r!;\sponse of the people to 
my appeal . is not due to my personalitr. [would like 
you to dismiss ·me, ·and for that matter the Air· Brothers 
too, from your consideration. · My personality1 will ·fail 
to evoke any response to ariti .. Muslim cry I i if1 I were 
foolish' enough to raise it,! as the·inagic name' of 'the .Ali 
Brothers would ~fail~to inspire the Mussalmans with 
enthusiasm jf they were madly to raise an ~a.nti .. Hindu 
cty. :.People flock in their thousands. to listen·t to. us, 
because we to-day represent the .voice of a nation groan
ing. under: iron heels,, The :Ali· ·Brothers were your 
friends as I was,, and still am. Myrreligion forbids: me 
ta bear any ill-will towards you. .fwould not: raise my 
hand against you even if I.had the· power~ I I expect:'·to 
conquer you only1 bfmy' suffering .. The·Ali ·Brothers 
will ~ertainly draw the sword, if they could,' in defence 
of their relig~on and their country. But they and I have 
made common cause with the people of India in their 
attempt t9 voice their feelings and to find a remedy for 
their distress. 

You are in search of a remedy to suppress this rising 
ebullition of national 1feeling.' I venture to suggest to 
you that the only way 'to suppress it is to remove the 

I causes. You have'yet'·the'1,powet; You can compel 
,Mr. ·Lloyd~ George, to: redeem,, his ~promises •. I I assure 
you he has kept many. escape doors. You can: compel 
the Viceroy to retire in favour of a better o'ne11 you 1can 
revise your· ideas about Sir:·Michael' O'Dwyer 1 and 
General '.Dyer~1 You1'can ·:cohipel the 'Goyernnienft6 
surnmol1. ~ '; cq~,ference: of. ,}he, xeco,g'ni~ed '"I eader~-ot the 
people, d~ly eleqted by; ,them and repr~~enting .alJ shaqes 
·of: opinion 'ISO as to devise ,means 1for granting .Swara} in 
accord.ance with the wishes of -the people of ·India·· I ''

1
' 
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But though my fa.iili in J"()t.tr good intentions, ii goo 
I recogruse you:r bravery: a.nd I knowthatwhat yon. w1 

not yield to jmtiee and reaso~ you will gladly yield ' 
bravery •. 

See Lchat tlti~ Empire means to [r~:<lia: 
·Exploitation of. India:~ resources far the ben,efit ' 

Great Britain. 
An ever-increasing milita..:ry expenditure, &nd a. ch 

service the most expensive in the world. 
E:.rtdra.ga.nt working. of every departmeni in utt: 

disregard of India's poverty. 
Disarmament and consequent emascula.tion of a. who' 

nation lest an a~ed nation might imperil the lir~~ of ' 
handful of you in oar midst. . 

Traffic in intoxicating liquors and dr'llc:,c:o"S fvr t1 
purpose of sustaining & tap heavy admlnistn.tion. 

Progressively repressive legislation in order ta $U ~ 

press an ever-growing agit?-tion seeking to gh·e expre · 
sian to a. nation's agony. . 

Degrading treatment o.f India:ns. residing in JO' 
dominions; .. . 

And you have shmm total disreg.ud of cur fe~lings :.' 
glorifying the Punjab administration and flouting t 1' 

:Mussalma.n sentiment. · 
. I know. you would not mind if we could ~ght: a J': 

wrest the sceptre from your hands. Y~u Jmuw ft. 
we are .powerless to do that, for yo~ have ens~ed (ll 
incapacity to fight ·in open ~rid honoara.ble batt c 
Bravery on the battle-field i$ thus impossi'ble for 1 c: 

Bra.veey of the souls till remains open tons. I know Y'''
Will respond to thit also.. I a.m ellc,aaged in evokiJf:: 
that bravery •. Non-co-operation means nothing h · ~ 
th?-n· tnining in, self-sacrifice.; 'WhY' should. ~ <)· 

operate With you wh~n we 'know th:it by _yoUr. admin :3. 
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tration of this great country we are being daily enslaved 
jn an increasing degree? This response of the people t6 
my appeal· is not due to my personality. I would like 
you to dismiss·me, and for that matter the Ali Brothers 
too, from your consideration. My personalitY' will fail 
to evoke any response to anti .. Muslim· cry:' if' I were 
foolish enough to raise it, a.s the·inagic name' of the Ali 
Brothers would 'fail ·to inspire the Mussalmans with 
enthusiasm if they were madly to raise an :anti .. Hindu 
cry. · People flock in their thousands. to ·listen·! to us, 
because we to-day represent the voice of 8. nation groan
ing under· iron heels.. The Ali Brothers were ·your 
friends asl was, and still am. My •religion forbids: me 
.to bear any ill-will towards you. I would not: raise my 
hand against you even if I had the power~ I I expect ··to 
conquer you onlyr by my· suffering.· The All· Brothers 
will ~ertainly draw the sword, if they could, in defence 
of their relig~on and their country. But they and I have 
made common cause with the people of India in their 
attempt to voice their feelings and .to find a remedy for 
their distress. 
' You are in search ofl a remedy to suppress this rising 
ebullition of national 'feeling.· I venture to suggest to 
you that the only way 'to suppress it is to remove the 
causes. You havel yet'·the' 1 power~ You can compel 
Mr. Lloyd George to redeem., his .promises, I I assure 
you he has kept many escape doors. You can: compel 
~he Viceroy to retire in favour of a better one,~ you can 
fevise your ideas about Sir Michael· O'Dwyer 1 and 
General 'Dyer~1 You~ 'can ,.compel the Govemmenf to 
3ultnmon a . c~~ference' of .~hi! .. recog'nisect" 1l~aders of'' tile 
;>eople, d1,1ly eleqted by ,them and r'epres~nting al(sh~qes 
lfi opinion -so as to devise :means 1

• for granting Swara.j in 
1ccord.an(}e with the wishes of the people of India.· :.· · 



. Bti:t thi~ you:~ cannot· do unless ·you consider every 
Indi~n to be in reality your ·equal and brother. I ask for 
no patronage; 1 merely. point out to you,- as a . frie~d, an 
honourable: /solution of: a grave 1 problem.;; The othe~ 
aolutibn, namely .repressionds· open to' you.. I prophesy 
tha.t. it will fail. ::It has. ~begun already.·: The Govern~. 
ment has,already imprisoned Jwo brave .o:l,e,~ of. Panipat 
for. holding. and.expressing their opinions. freely.~. An~ 
othetis~.on his trial in Lahore· for )laving· expressed 
.shnilar, 'Opin:ions.f· ·One in .the ::Oudh District is . already 
jmprison~d .. l;' Another ·awaits 1 judgment.. You ::should 
~.no.~ what is: going]_o!\' .in your midst. Ou~ propaganda 
i~ bei;ng ·carri~d .Qn. in anticipation .;of repression. ·I 
invite :you: respectfully to ~hoose the: bette'~:' way. and 
ma~!hComrnon. cause: with the: 'people; o! India who~e 
S!tlt you ar~ .eating, . To Seek to thwart th~ir. aspirations 
is :disl<;>yal~yJo the c.ou,nt;ry. 

· ·· :. I am,·:~·· 
.f:Your·faithful friend,· 

· M. Kj GANDHL' · 

,)st De~e;nl~e;'t . 19
1
20 . 

,' . ' ' ""' 
·. . . AN r ADVICE 

•.. , .. , , , (~r 1\I .. ; K. HAN_DHIJ 

:,The following· ~anoilymousi advice bas been received 
by :me : :.~ . ' I 

·I "M•1hntma I~,~ I 1 • • . , ' , 

i. ·.;: L~s;e}\ t
1

0: :a wo~an's .advice. }teject it,. but: ponder 0\'Cl'.,: it 
w,ell

1 1 
~~~ore,· Yqt;t, 'eject, au~,: p~·ay to the , 4-11-Wise fcr.vent~y f~r 

wi~d~m and in~p~ration., 9.oncentmtion is .. strength; d1verswn. 1s 
w~nkhess. Limit 'your scope· of No.n-co~overntion to only 'three 
things:· fore1gnl!goods; .tlie Jpolice ·service·, ;and >the army.· ·rrliet·e
by .. \you ··will' rt :11etndt~ 'i ~n:n · .internal: .differences and'' strengthen 
cur C\l.US~.r! #n~, ~p~e~,! S~nrai. , . <f9J~fine_., ~oU11 · e:ff~rts .i' chiefly, 
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not. whQlly, to the border tribes, the Sikh~:~, the Puujnbis,· the 
Dogrns, nnd . esp~ciall~· the Gurkhas. ~~or~ through . secre~ 
societies as hi8tory 'teaches, and not by flourish of trumpets. Do 
not threaten but strike, and strike 'o.t' the root nnd j not nt the 
branches. May God speed you nud our cause to success.-Mrs. F . .., 

The letter is undated. It is e~idently, n.ot a' ~oman's 
letter .. It is too unwoma.'nly to be a woman's letter. The 
women of India are infinitely braver. than· the 'letter 
would make them out to he. ; The'. ~riter ·writes. about 
God but is· possessed with • the · · fear . of the Br'itish 
bayonet, and would ther~fore ·.~~adlr~ make ,us~ of th~ 
Sikh and the Gurkha steel. He has . ill·digested the 
gosp~l of No~-co-oper~tion .. In his .f~ars'omeness, he 
does not s~~ that to exchange Br.i.tish brute force for any 
other brute force.is'no real remedy for the ills. of India. 
~nd if iti~ the steel. that:)~, tpd~~ide .the ls~u~, i~. ,must 
be not Sikh or Gurkha steel, .It. must be .. all-India steel. 

'' ' I , ' 'I ,/ • ,I j '. ' ' ' 

That .is the. on~ su~re~e ,lesso~,that. Europe teaches, If 
~tis bru~e.f~_rce, tha~ i~ ~o rule, th~n the .. 111;illiqns o~,I~d~a 
~nust)earll: -the art :~f war,,,o,r. ~~st J,or, e~er Jp~a.fn 
prostrate at the. feet · .0~. him:., ~h,Q 1 wi~lds . .t~he sword, 
'Yhether he is ·pardesi or ,.~made4d. The· millions .. must 
re111ai'n I dumb .driyen Ca~tl~~: ~~n·,~?~?per~,t'i'pn',l'i,s 'an 
attempt to.awaken the masses. tq a sens~ .of their .. dignity 

1 f I , , 1>) ,:• J ;,• II , I ,' • 

and Power~ .. This can .. onl;r;., ~e ihy e~apli.~g. ~~.em , ~~ 
realise ,that th~y need no~.f~ar .. br,.~te f?r~edfJ~~Y. Vf.9~1? 
~ut .. know.the ~oul.~ith~~~ , .I .!·.' .1,. ·' ·.,., :,,l, , ... 

');be Dogras,jhe, Sikhs, "the.Qurkhas, ,a.nd .~he,.~other 
martial races of India, .we .. ,do ,want, r :o:ot for, .the purpose 
of giving battle.to the British sqld~er,; QutJo~ the.Purpose 
of refraining from helping .the Br.itis4. ~oldier. to ·sub .. 
jugate us. We want our military classes to realise that. 
they only pe'rpetuate their own and our slavery by 
wielding the sword at the dictation of a British officer. 
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to the readers of" Young\ ln~ia" is. but a sample of 
examination papers set tp me ... Here is one such from 
Sindh :· l : · I·., 

(1) Do you expect tha.t' tiolence will ensue from your 
·:. '· · movement. of Non-.co~operatiom? · · 
··, If I did;· lwould not have advised it. - , . 
· (2) Explain fully the doctrine of non·violence. .: . 1 · · 

' 'Non-violence: is not doing, lVOluntarily, any injury .to 
person or property ... Thus~ I -would not punish or procure 
puhishment even of. Genera 1 Dyer. for. his massacre,: but 
I woul~~Ilpt cal~,it ,vohmt~rily doi~g I in~1;1r~.to ~~fll to 
refuse to give him.pension~ Qrto~c.ot:Jderr,m . .his _action .. -in 
fitting languageJi··Tt is·rio·part ·ofm'yyduty .to• protect·a 
niurdere~ eventhough'he may be my· son ··or father: ·I 
~of~.·'i.t. t9~~~~- my .. d~~Y t~ ~i~~~~a,w,·~y s.?PP,o;rtfr.oin hi~.· 
I ~m.n\)t kill a sna~e; ~eit~er-,~_ay Ip~rbo.ur it. 1 •• ·~·· 
:I~, (3)Jf:violence ensues frail). your movell).ent,. will you 
• 1" 1 1 retire.to.the mountains?· ;:,•ilir, .. ,I ·-; ,.1 

· ·.·If :vi6lerlc~· re'suits ftmn· N on-t)b'-operat!on;· or· if Non~ 
~b-operat6rs re~orno'viol'eh6e; Le.~' 'if India illakes vio
len~e 1h~r .creed~ and. I,have su_rylv~d,. ~ ~~~ld not, '.'~!G .. ~ 
to live iii India. She will cease :t~r· evoke any, pride; in 
me~' ~~My· patriotism: is· sub~ervi'ent to· .my,r religion~~~ I 

·cling' to India'like ~~··child to·its ·thother's·hreast, because 
I1feel th~~'sne .. giv~s me the 1 spiritu8J:noJtishrne~ti rie~d •. 
~he' ~~s.,~h~. eprl.f9;nw~nt)~at .. r~~pq~ds'~' to. 

1

: mi )~ig~est 
aspira.tiont; When· that faith is gone, I sh~ll feel like ~n 

I wolild; 'therefQre,:ip this -instance,. ·too, I first. try I to. convince' my 
fellow~members of inUtility of registration,, arid, on· failure, ·secede
from the soCiety ol· b:mk,~a'lld' educate' the public ·to boycott: such 
societies ·ov 'banks:' !'-know !that1 ·n t least in one instance, registration 
has been ·removed 1 ~and' •everyone .. knows·: that ·India· I has: thousands 
of pnregistered· flourishing· bank!! whose~~honesty 1 and ·business like 
methods\ nl'e still nmong·th:tntollders· oNhel world ...... M.K.G; .I i 'I I 
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orphan without hope of ever finding a guardian. Then 
the snowy solitude of the Himalaya must give what 
rest it can to my bleeding soul.. Needless to say, the· 
violence that would drive me to the Himalayas is not this 
violence of language or rowdyism which . my critics: 
often fling : in my face whilst reminding me of Hima
layas. It is violence not due t6 Non-co-operation, . nor 
is it violence of the real Non-co-operators. These out
bursts are a legacy of our undisciplined past. It is 
being brought under check day .by day;· It is so insigni:.. 
ficant as to be itself a mighty demonstration of the
peace that reigns supreme in India to-day.' This peace, 
in the face of pro·vocation~attempted by officials ·know
ingly or unknowingly, in the· shape of .their vex.atious 
and J often ·illegal notices, must, if , continued, in itself 
ensure Swaraj. within the year. For it shows unity of 
purpose and determination among the· people .. 

(4) What should other non-co-operators do,: if such 
· violence breaks out?. Should they stop the prea. 
· ·. ching of Non-co-operation? 

'When (if· ever) th~t rempestuous violence breaks out, 
true Non-co-operators would have died in the attempt to 
prevent · violence. Question · 3 presupposes· my sole 
survivorship. But assume that I have scuttled to the 
Himalayas, (as it would: then be. to1:escape death); the 
remaining Non-co-operators would certainly be expected 
to remain true to ·their .faith in spite :of,my'cowardly 
retreat and be living witnesses to the,ir faith·· till .. the 
flames· overwhelm 'them,' The voice' ;of I the ·preacher 
will then be drowned in the onrushing' torrent' of blood. 

(5) If ·you retire to the mountains, what will' be the 
,·fate of th'e poor students'who have boycotted aided 
·or Government institutions ? 1 •. ;, • , ': :; i · • · 

The ques~ion~r forgets· that, when.· violcuice· i reig~s 
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supreme:· ih; 1 India, ~ tliere· will be: no1 ~scho-61~ aided: or 
unaided;'-' for.· rstudents' tori attend. O:nlY, 'those· students 
are called· uporl to neave• Government·schools rwho con~ 
sider it to be. sinfuf to remain in them~ The question of 
returning to ·su'ch scliobls does not adse' iil·their· case. 
And what has:niy·retirement to the: mountains to' do with 
the,students~rwithdrawal? Every student is.· exp'ected··to 
judge for himself rwhat- i~ best for him ·and his country·. 
The movement of self:government cannot-mustnot~be 

.. made to depend upon on'e .man~ ·· I· have: but. presented 
India with a 1. new·· and matchless 1weapon, or rather an 
.extended appli(iation ofi ·an ··ancient.! andr:·tried, weapon. 
She must reject o:pabceptjtfa+ he:b own·ruse.: .r· cannot 
use :it for her. ·~ can use; have .used it, for .myself :~nd 
feel free. 1

• Others have.dorie, and feel J likewise. -;If the 
nation ruses theweapon,·she. becomes:free~ '!''' .. .,._, .,·:····'r 

(9) How .fa~r·h~s yo~r:·movement.of Non:.co.operation 
.·I )r;:. '..pr.ogressed? "J''-r"Hil•.l' .. ,,r;,,: !.!r''"'' 11 d''// · : 
-• .So far :that I fe·eu~swaraj running td us ... : If we keep 
up the same velocity, we~ shall! be a Jree 'lnati6Ibwithin · 
thisyear~~~ 1:.· 1•.:.i•1i'.' ·.:;•;•1· 1\,~ 1;:1:! ''J'"•I(I ,; 1' •·r 

I ·I (.7)LAre· you awarefthat most of; the, )Non-co~operating 
.,f, ,, ·workers :are~irresponsible?: :Have:y0ui ·ever· con: 
.,,, 'damned them?! :_,,I •· .• ':· • :'·' •·· • .... > 
·~r'I am ·not •... ·On ·the;contrary,~ I 1am aware :that ·most;of 
thenl• are respb.n'sible, sober, -h(:mest· ,and J-brave .. workers. 
~~ :h0pe ,.,r._ have ~. M.ndetnrted jrresponsibilit;r wherever I 
ha:ve:foundit~ ·:i·:•.ft• .; ~"." ·':ir- ~oi·,~;t ·d 1:·. · ·; ·. 
'I •:(8)r Undet' :what· c.ircumsta'n.ces :dor10l.Lexpect to get 

.. i .. ,,:,:S:waraHnOctotier?·J.· ~.:~ r·i l·'.r'"<··:i.~-:·,i·.~-'; ,;./ 
.· , :I have; often:mentione.d,the conditionsinthese. colutnns. 
The:c~rresp,ondent must. look, up the·,back numbets. 

. {9) Will the spinning .. wheel . solve .. the·. problem · of 
-;l::.;i·:·lli.1di~~S:poverty'.?· If:itwUl,how·?_;l ,;;- rrJ' ~,.:J 
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I ·am more ·than 'ever convinced· that, without the 
spinning .wheel,' the· problen{ of, India's; poverty. can· 
not be solved. Millions of ·India's. ipeasan~s. starve· for 
want of supplementary occupation~, U; they· haye spin· 
ning to· add to: the it slender resources,.: they can Jight 
successfully·. against pauperism , and . famine •. Mills 
cannot sdlve th~ problem. · Only hand-spinning~and 
nothing else-;-cail. When India ·,was: forced to: give 
up . hand-spinning, · she ·had no other occupation.: in 
return.· Imagine what would' happen: tq a ·man; .who, 
found himself suddenly deprived of a quarter.pf his bare 
livelihood.. Over eighty-five per: cent.; of. her population_ 
have more than Ill quarter of their time lying. idle., 

1 
And, 

therefore, even a part . from 1 :the,; terr~ble drain.: rightlY,: 
:pointed out by the a~ o .. MJ ofJndia,, sh~ has· steadily 
,grown poorer' because of, ,this •1 ep.fqrced .· ,~dleness~ :I ~he 
J}roblem is. now to utilise .thes~ billi0n&.Qf.Jhours of. ~he 
mation without disturbing.the .. rest .. Restoration ,of: th~ 
:spinning wheel is. the. ·only I possible ranswet .. I Thi~ .ba~ 
Jlothing to do :with my epeciat ,v.iew$ .,o~Anachinery:iP+ 
with the,boycott of'fbreign.goods in general. : Indi~:.-.is, 
likely to accept the answer: in .full during. this;.year.\ I~ 
'Js.rrnadnesa to,,·tinkeriwith,, the problem.:!·L atu,writing 
this -.in Puri :in fro11t. of the: .tnu~muring!,waves.:'' Th~ 
:picture of the crowd of men; 1 women,. and:chil4ren, with 
their fleshless· ribs under the very sh11dpw,;qf J aga~nath, 
.haunts ·me.. .lf l had t.he .power, ,I: .w~mld suspend, i ,eve~y, 
.other .activity ..in schools,. and collegeS1 ·ttDd every .wher~. 
else,! and popularise spinning ; prepare· out ~f thes~· lads 
.and; lasses spinning teachers,; insp~re 1 ev:ery 1oarpei1~er; to 
prepare spinning wheels i and.'ask.rthe ~ea.~hers ito·. take 
.th~se· · life-gi,ving ruachines , tq , every .hqme,, ~nd .. t~ac~ 
.them spinning.·,~ If V had .the power,, I would stoP,. a:q. 
.ounce of: cotton ftollf being exported andr woul4 have, i~ 
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turned into yarn' in these homes. II·· would not India. 
with d'epots for receiving this -yarn .and distributing. it 
arrion~rweavers. ,, Given sufficient steady and trained' 
workers, 1 would·. undertake to drive pauperism out. of 
Iridia during; this .year. This ·undoubtedly. requires a 
cllah'ge in the angle of vision and in the. national taste;. 
i regard the ·Reforms and everything else in . the nature· 
of bpiates: to tieaden our conscience. We must refus·a to 
wait '~'for·: •generations to furnish·. uq with a patient 
solution:of li' problem. which 'is ever-growing in serl· 
ousriess: ·~ Natu:re;, knows no 'm~rcy in'· dealing stern: 
justic·e.•:: lf 'w~···do, not: wake: up before .long, we· shall 
b1f wiped :.·out! ;·or· existence: ·I -invite;· the: sceptics. to· 
Visit Oriss'a, penetrate its villages, and :find out .for them.:.. 
selfes··where India·standsJ · They \vill then·believe with. 
me 'that to; pos~ess; or' to: wear, an ounce' of forqign 'cloth 
is·'a c:rirne's:gaibst Indi~~ and':hum~nity; ~r·.:am able ·to· 
restrain myself from committing •suicide I by.' •starvationt 
only becau~e !'·have falth'in 'India's. awakening,.:and her 
ability·: to' put) herself :~·on the·' way to I fre'edom from ·this 
d~s9iating -pauperism. 'Yithout fa.ith·intsueh·a· .. poss1bi
Iit~,:Ishould ·beaM to take interest ·in .. living~,, r; invite-\ 
tlie J qtiestion~r,. ·and·: every other 'intelligent lover .of his 
coU'ntry, 'to take· :part:in this privileged·,· natiol'!al' service 
in rrtaking 1spinning universal by·introducing ifin every· 

. hbme,: and1rri:ake·it' profitable for the. :nation bY. ··helping· 
to -'b:ring~a.bou·tf ~}\'compl~te. boycott 'of 1 foreign -cloth. 
during this ·:year,-· I:··have .. ·finished the :questions· and 
endeavoured to· answer them;· ,The most important fro !I' 
tlie1 

.. 
1pi'actical:··stand:Lpoint ,was 'the ; one regarding ·spin

ning/' 'I ··hope I ~have :dernom:ti'ated· the· necessity -of 
home-spinning ~s the· only' means of dea.ling with :India's 
poverty. ~1 11 rknow,:: however, !that! Hmumerable difn
cultie~1 Uetf'{ a: II worke~' 1in J puttiDg: ·the doctrlneJ into-
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.execution. The most difficult, perhaps, is that of getting 

.a proper wheel. Save in the Pu~jab where the art is 
·Rtill alive, the difficulty is very real. The carpenters have 
forgotten the construction and the innocent workers are 
.at their wit's end.. The chief thing undoubtedly, there
fore, is for the wo~ker to make himself acquainted with 
the art and the handling of spinni~g wheels. .I lay 
·down some simple tests for testing ,them. :No machi.ne 
that fails to satisfy' the tests should be· accepted or 
.() h;tributed. . ' , ' · '-

(l) 1.'he wheel must turn easily,freely, ~ndnoiseless.ly. 
(2) The.turnirig handle must be J rigidly fixed to the 

axle. . · · ' · · 

(3) The post'g must be properly·.· drive~. home and, 
joints well fixed. 

(4) The spindle must .turn noisel~ssly and without ·a 
throb in· its-. holders.·, Jarring Ao~nd,cannot be 

. ' avoided unless the hold~rs -a~e made of knit straw 
. . l-

as in the·Punjab, or of tough leather. . . 
<5) No. machine . is properly made unless it n1anu

factures in the hands of a practised spinner at 
lea~:;t 2~ tol;s of ev:en ~nd properly twisted yarn of . 
six counts in an hour. I know a youngster, who 
has not had more than perhap~·t~ree months' prac~ 
tice, having been able to spin 2~ to las of •he above 
·qual~ty of yarn' in ~5 minutes .. ~~ ~nachi~e shoul~ 
he g1ven out until ~t has been ,\Vo,ked for .at least, 
full one hour' i~ the manner suggested and found 
gati~factory. ' · · ' · '·' , ' 
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'i 13th. :Ap?·il, '1921 
t ~· j ' ' , . ·, : I I 1 ; : \ • ' • ,' 

•. SUSPEND, ;NON-00-0]?ERATION 

'(BYl\I. K: GANJJIII) .' 

Mr:, Syed Riza _t\ll has"addr~s~e~ ~ public· fetter 
advising me to suspend Non~co-operation, so as to. give· 
Lord Reading* a chande 'of ~tridying the 

1 

situation in a. 
' ' I ' : l ' J ; . " ~, 1 ' ' : 

calm atmosphere. · I:q the first . place~ I see there is 
nothing ''in. the atmosphere to prevent' a study of the~ 
situation. In the second place, what disturbancd there 
is, is either. f~~~nt~~ 'bf' the author'iti'es, 'or. the situation 
is so 1mishandled · as to ·give rise to bloodshed. In the· 
Central Provinces, the Government are foisting the drink 
traffic on a public that ·is'· enraged ag!l-inst it. Of Rae· 
Bareily, not having r.ead newspapers',thave .not suffici-· 
ent data to 'be. abl~ to·~ai anything. Inany case, Mr .. 
Riza Ali should address' his,;app~al 'to ,,the p~rmanent· 
officials who are pro,voking' ~he people and creating alarm 
in the country: ~ Thirdl'y,' lt fs not within the power of 
any one rria,n,1 evern if he ~~~shed it, to suspend a move
ment a'dopted by 'th~ 'nation through· its representative. 
assemblies:.' Foutthl:y;: wh~t ~ 1does · M'r: Riza 'Ali mean 

' . ·: . . . I . ~ , . . , ' , 
by suspension of Non-co~o,Peration?· ShOuld the title-. 
holders temporarily recall'their titles, th~ la wy'ers resume. 
practice, the s'chool-boys return. to: Government schools, 
the ~pinners 'put awa-y' their spin~i~g wheels, carpenters 
cease' niaking: new ''wheels, and tipplers renew their· 
~cquaintance'·with. the'· publicans? Does Mr.· Riza. 
Ali desire that national schools should 'for· the time-

• Lord Reading had just been appointed Viceroy. 1\Ir. Gandhi, 
while firm that Non.co-operation should not be suspended, observed 
that so kble · and justice-loving a man ns Readjng should not be 
prejudged, His appointment kindled hopes which subsequently turned .. 
into bitter di!appointment. 
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being close their doors ? ·Unthinkable as .it may seem,. 
it is evident that Mr. Riza Ali does., not . understand the 
scope of Non-co-operation, .•.he does not realise that it 
is like a ·virtue whose practice cannot b~ suspended at . 

•The following appeared in l"'oung India ofl3th April, 1921 : · 
The Times ofindia.-:-Somewhat similar to t~e misconceptions I have

alluded to is· that of the Times oj India· to whose two recent 
articles a friend has drawn my attention. 1Not being· able' to rend 
newspapers · regularly, t do not ·know how· much more I' must. be
misrl'l,Presented by other journals, when the Times of India, which~ 
supposed to know one .bettor, I hope1 innocently misunderstands nJI). 

One article credit~ me with having ~uspended. Non-co-operj\tion in 
that I advised the All~India Congress · Cominittee to concentrate on 
men, money and the spinning wheel. I fear I cannot take the credit 
for I have not advised snspeneion; and I have nh·endy shown in 
answer to :Mr. Riza Ali how it .cannot be suspended. In the othtr 
article brought to my notice,, I nm not \lOW,' the ,Mr. Gandhi of old t 

and, therefore, the render is told, I will 'not admit defeat which Non
co~operntors are said to have 

1

suffered 'itl the tlrsfstage. · ' . 
I see not only no defeat so far but I nm amazed' nt the ilwnkening 

among the people •. I hold that. it is n great thing to ha,·e crented n 
~trong publi9 opinion against the institu~ions on whi.ch a Go,·ornment 
builds its credit. The Times of India consider!! Non-co-operation 't<> 
be nn easy descent to hell.' I respectfully urge that it is a difficult 
ascent to heaven. If it was a movement to produce annrchy, sur~ly it 
could be precipitated any ·momeht The' Times of India and othe1· 
critics, who, I believe, are anxious to understand the inwardness of the 
struggle, will do well to appreciate the fact that n'ot only I but nll t6e 

' lenders nre doing theil' utmost" I to prevent' anarch}< . It is no . URe 
isolating· me from the rest .. : The critics, wlib ·conti'nue ·to suspect tile 
Ali ;Brothers; do themselve's nud the' cause· a great injustice. The 
Brothers' position is perfectly clear and intelligible:· To them ,•io
lence is lawful under give!\ circnm111tnnces.' As1 Maulaim Mahomed Ali 
often puta it; war is bad but there are worse·thirigs'thnn war'.' The 
British Government has no two·opponents more honourable thnn the 
Brothers'. 1 They mean no1 ill in ·n· spirit of' wnntonness..' They are 
hop.estly and industriously endenvonring"t~· secure a peaceful 'llettle
ment. But should their effort prove vain; either for want of response 
from the Government or the people, as lovers of their faith, they will 
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·will.· If Englishmen 1nean well by-India, if Englishmen,· 
·who are dependent··upon India for their maintenance,· 
~will be true to their salt, they must be reconciled to the 
.;abolition of the drink traffic and the total destruction of 
the traffic in foreign cloth and, therefore, also Lancashire 
,cloth.· Even whim the Khilafat is ftllly protected·; and 
iihePunj'ab wound healed~· the drink . revenue cannot be 
r'eviye~.norl the .t~se ,.qf fore!gn cloth resumed. What 
~surprises one iSL that. there are intelligent and educated 
public worker::: in the country ·who do not· see that.j;hiB· 
Governmen:t' ·must 'proceed from' wrong to wrong; so long' 
;as it<loes not clea·n~e.,'itself of. the .original.sins. : No' 

. , . ., , ' . . .I• ,. , , .. 

·doubt it can, if jt :v;ill, .. even without ;redressing . the two 
. •wrongs, co-operate with the people in :the two great 
·dynamicti.lovements-the battle against the drink evil 
.and re'iilstatefueilt of the I s'pii1ning .'wheel in 'all its 
.ancient dignity ~nd' purity .. It will, th'eJl, break .the edge 
of the two wrongs ... Such ~ co-operation"' by· the Govern
ment with the: people will, however, :increase the· 
•capacity Of the 'people to ensure rectification of tile two 
, r ' '' 1 , • 1. j 1 , 1 ~ • 

1 
', ' ' ! : ! · t ,. "' 

.not'~e~itat~ to precipitate wal' if they ~ould. .I :r~fuse to 'be con• 
:sidere4 so simple as to be readily t.'\ken ln by my companions. I 
·believe .miY compan:ions to be incapable of deceiving me.. I belie,·e 
.them to, lie God-feq.riug, brave,. and honourable men, , whOse associa
tion I prize as a p~h·,il~ge., 1 ,As for my own·nttitude,whilst my faith 

· 'woul~. not per~ it I?Je .to ,invjte or encourage a wnr o~. vtolence,. I. do 
.coutempln~e witb.'equanimity.·n ~tate of' war in ·preference to. 'the 
present·s.tnte of eft:emhmte peace imposed by. force of arms:, And <it 
is fo~ tha.treaspn that I l).m taking part )n this movement l:>f. Non
·violent . .J' Oif:C~-operntion, eYeD at the t'isk' of anarchy being the 
·ulti!D.~te re~ult_, . ~he critic~ of~ on-<:o-opeJ·ation· .1Dight, if they will, 
s~e jn e-rer.Y pn.e :~,n in ten~~ de~i~·~ t.o prevent anarchy and bloodshed . 
.In any:~as~, '\ypeth~r N OJO-flO·operator~ are, iuu'derstood ~r .. not, the~• 
,•canpot. aff.oltd t~. lq~~ J.at~ence1 , ,.They .must· continue·. to.· walk along 
1the qhose~ ~pd Jtl¥,'l'<J~ path.: 

• I 
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wrongs, and for that very reason the Government will 
not allow the peaceful progress . of the drink campaign 
and boycott of foreign cloth by increased home-manu
facture through the spinning wheel. 

· 20th April, 1921 

THE Misis• · .. · 

(ll\" .M. K. GASDHI) ,,, 

Whenever I find my friends misunderstanding the 
movement, I mutter to myself the words of a celebrated 

•Further, elucidating th~ idea iu this article, in a r~ply to The Times 
oj India, Mr. Gandhi wrote in Young India of 4th May, 1921, under 
the heading, '' Gandhi Old an~ New.'' : 

I 

The Times of India has retumed to the charge of insincerity which 
was to be inferred from its previous article which I dealt with recently 
in these columns. It is a sober article t? which no exception could be 
taken. I am certainly anxious to retain the reputation for sincerity 
which bas been' credited to me and which I certainly claim. 1\Iy 
article," The Mists,'' should generally be regarded as my liu1t word to 
my critics. I must rely upon my actions for' final explanation. No 
mun can be cailM just, sincere, or good before his death. But I would 
like to correct some of the.misstatfnnents of Tlie Ti11k!$ of India writer. 
Even when I declared Satyngraha, I was chargeu with having fallen 
lrom my original non-political state and the state of isolation. Even 
in South Africa, I was referred by my critics to. the past. Every cam. 
paign that I have been connected with, had its critic,s :wl;o praised my 
past nt the expense of the then pr~sent., I state this fact 

1
not to diaprove 

the presont charge but to steel my heart against believing iu the charge 
of unconscious insincerity and self-deception. I never' susrcuded 
.latyagraha, I certainly never retired Into private life. I susp~udcd 
Civil Disobedience, and it remains still suspended, beCILU8e I believed, 
as I still believe, the country n.ot to be ripe for it.' :My, Himalayan , 
mistake was mY miscalcul~tioQ, of the . preparedness of. 'the countrr. 
Non-co-operation of the type undertaken is not attended with any 
danger such as is attendant on Civil Disobedience. The lntter i~'not 

38 . ". 
G 
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hymn:" We shall know .each other better when the 
mists have rolled away." A friend has just sent me the 

altoays a duty as N on-co-oper~tiou is, ·.:Hence it is that I have said 
that I must continue to advise Non-co-operation even though it may 
result in anarllhy. Am I to recall my medals, or advise friends to 
recall theirs, or advise lawyers to resume practice because, supposing, 
anarchists have gained the upp~rhand? Am I fo associate myself for 
fear of anarchy with a dishonest government which believe~ in 
Dyerism as a faith? I know ~hat anarchy as a creed is devilish, but 
Dyerism is still more so, for it.i~ anarchy w.eariug the maek of con
stituted authority. Ordered anarchy is infinitdy ·worse than avowed 
anarch;;·. Only; in the latter event, l': sho\dd dissociate myselffrom the 
anarchy of the mob us I have dissociated myself from the anarchy of 
the Government. For me both are e'·ils to be shunned. ·I have not 
'asked for reprisals against the author 'of the' Jallinnwala 1\fassacr~. I 
have asked for nothing more thnn the stopping 0~ the pensions to the 
culprits and the dismissal of those who nre'yet holding office. I have 
not advised the Sikhs to give any pension to Mahant Nuraindas or to 
keep him in office. : I have ventured to advise the Sikhs to waive the 
prosecution of the murderers. as I have advised the nation to waive the 
prosecution of the official murderers in ihe Punjab. I claim consist
en~y of conduct about Amritsar and Naukhaua. I have said repeated
ly that I am acting towards the Government as I have acted towards 

·my ~wu dearest t•elntives. Non-co-operation on the political field is 
au extension of the doctrine as it is practised on the< domestic field. 
The reference to my association· with lawyers; etc., is hardly beco~ing. 
As a matter of fact., there are very few practising lawyers now holding 
office in Congress or1mnisations. t· 

I adhere to my opinion that, where Non-co-operators are in a 
majority, none who has not fully non-co~operated should hold office, 
The Congress Committee has not rejected , the proposal. I do not 
know thatpractising lawyers presented me with any address·in Surat . 
.dut I would not hesitate to receive orie even from them so long as I 
was free to wean them from the error of their ways. So far as my 
association with the Ali Brothers is concerned,: I consider it a proud 
privilege. But in'South Africa, I hnd as my associates murderers and 
'thieves, men' who had certainlY suffered imprisonment for attempts to 
murder .or steal. · Only they carried· out their . compact as toN on
violence as honour;~ly as any · other Satyagrahi. I see n~ difference 

4 
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paragraphs·- o~ Non-co-operation • in the 'Servant; of 
India' of the Uthinst. It is such a fruitless task explain
ing resolutions and motives. The year will soon pass 
away, andour actions, more than words, will demonstrate 
the meanning of Non-co-operation. · · · 

For me Non-co-operation is not suspended, and never 
will be, ~o long as the Government has not purgeQ itself 
of the crimes against India, the Mussalmans and tlie 
Punjabees, ancl so long as the system is not changed to 
respond to the will of the nation. ·Surely it· was· nec·es· 
sary to remove the hallucination about titles, law-court~, 
scl;lools and councils. I venture~ to think that ton the 
whole the Nationalists have responded nobly in regard 
to these items .. There ~re no titled men among them, 
no Nationalist lawyer who has not suspended practice 
bas any public status amorig Non~co-operators; schools 
.and colleges have furnished boys and girls who are now 
giving a good account of themselves by their sacrifice . 
when the time of their trial has arrived. Those who have 
refrained from entering the Councils are rendering, as all 
who care may see, a service which they could not have 
rendered in the Council halls. The few who have given 
up their titles have shown the way to the others. All 
these·are acting as leaven in the community. N ow1 there 
i:; little· need for verbal propaganda among these special 
~lasses. The action' and character ,of those· who have 
renounced titles, schools, courts or councils,' constitute a 
. IJropaganda more. telling and effective than s,peeches. 

• Oruitted in this collection. 
---- ------------

'between the old Gandhi and the New, except that th~ new bns a 
-clearer conc~ption of Satyn~aha and prizes the doctrine of Ahimsa 
m?re than ever. 'Sor, I promise The Times oj.India writer, is t~ers. 
any self-deception in this belief. But time must Rhow who is rigb~ 
Prec~dent is on my side. · · 
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~ation~l ~schoql~ are J11.U~ti,~>ring . thell}selv~s1 . boys are
still leaving schools aud, colleges. The Government 
~tatis~i~~·.·a~e. hop~lessly·.~f9ng, ·~ .re~embe;r hav.ing 
se~zi .. a. councillor . quoting , that le$~ than 3000 students: 
had left edu~~ti~n~l insti~utfons.· : .'rhi~ tak~~ .:oo ·count 
of thousands who are studyjng in :.nationalised schools. 
The number of ~uspensionsof .practice is ~t.eadily gr.ow
ing-see. the list of suspensions in Dhar~ar and Guntur 
given·~~ al;lother. COh,Imn.*'.· .. ':E.v~n titles .. are still being; 
surrendered. · And . as the timid or the 'cautious realise· 
~hat th~ movem~nt is a serious and' a ~eligious' effort, .that: 
it has taken permanent hold of the people, th~y ·.too wil1 
renounce. · ·· ·· . · . · · · .. 

!''shall, not ~e· $U~pri$~d if th~:;history 'of the Sp~h 
African. moyementJrepeats itself 1n India. ·I should: be
surprised lf it . proves ptherwise. The. ,mo;v-ement i~ 
South Africa· started with a, unanimous resolution. Wh(m 
the :first part began,.the m~jority weake.ned. Only', 150· 
were found willing to court imprison.lnent. Then. there-
• • ] • 1 J ~ • • • ' .. " 

was a s~ttleme:Qt and a breach and. a r.evjval •. ,Nobody· 
ev~~ b'elieved, .save~ few of us, t~at th~ response. would: 
9~me in; time .. .~ Well,· the last stage ~o~men~ed with 
~ixteen. 'men and. wo~en. who ~ought .. iipprisonment~ 
T~is; wa$: fo~lowed, .bY ,a :pe~fect storm~ The. w;Iio:le
community. rose like a surging wave; .Without orga.nisa7 I •• : ' :·.' ,, ' . ' • • • • . • .•• 

tion,· without pr,opaganda, all-Jlearly AO,OOQ.:.:_cuurted! 
imprisonment, N ea'rly te~ th~usa~d weie actuaily im
prisoned.· The ·s~quel is,known. The comrrmnity gained 
all it had fo~ght f9.!. at .. tl;le.time.' .. A bloodless. revolution, 
was effected after strenuous discipline in self:.Suffering. 
' I refuse to believe that India will do .less·.. To recaHI 
Lord banning's words~ under the blue anq. serene Imdian 
sky, a cloud no' bigger than a man's thumb, may'' appear 

· ' ·· · '."omitted here. · · · · 
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on the horizon, but it may any moment' assume' dimen
sions unexpected hy any, and no man; can tell when it 
may burst. When India as a whole will responed by 
action, I canno~ say.' But this I do' say that the educated 
classes to whom the Congress. has· appealed wili one 
day-and probably during I this · year,..:...respond in a 
manner worthy of the nllttion. . . I I • ' •• I • . ' 

But whether they do or not, the progress ot the nation 
(}annat be arrested by any person or class. 1'he unedu! 
cate'd artisans, the women~ the.' men in the street, are 
taking their share in the movement~ · The appeal to the 
educated classes paved the way for them. The goats had 
to be sifted from the sheep. The educated classes had to 
be put upon their tria!; The beginning had to be made 
by and through them.·_.. N o~-co-operation has · hitherto, 
thank God, followed .,its natural course. . ·· ·· . 
· .Swadeshi propaganda · in· its intensive' and exclusive 

form had to come and it has come in its order •. It. 'was' 
and is, part of the N on~co'-operation programme. I It is,'l 
cl~im, the biggest, 'the safest, and the surest part. :It 
could not be taken up earli'er in its present form; The 
(}Ountry had to see its way; clear to the spinning wheel. 
It had to be purged of ·the old superstitions and pre
judices. The country had to appreciate the futility of 
the boycott of Britisli goods merely, and equally of all 

· foreign goods.' It had to· see that, it lost its liberty ·by 
giving up Swadeshi in· 016th and that it could regain ·it 
iby reverting '0 hand-spun and hand-woven cloth. It had 
to see that itJost its artistic taste and talent,·· when it 
jnn'oc'ently ceased to spin and weave by the hand. It 
had to see that it was not even so much the military 
·dra'in, as the ·loss of this supplementary industry that 
:sapped tndia 's · 'vitality 'and.· made famines 1 an · ever~ 
recurring e~ent in Indian life •. · ¥en with faith in the 
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spinning wheelhadto rise in every province, and people 
had to appreciate the beauty and the use of.klzadiar. 

Al,l these things have 'now happened., .The crore men 
and women and the crore rupees are required to resusci
tate this national dharma'. The probl~m is not that of m 
few charkhas ·but of putting charkhas in every one of the 
six crore homes. · The problem is that' .. of manufacturing 
Q.~d, distributing. the ,whole ,of the cloth required by 
India. It cannot be. ·done' by one crore rupees. But if 
India gives one· crore rupees, one cror~ men and women, 
and i~t~oduces two million charkhas .i~ wo'rking'order in 
as many homes before the 30th June·, she is nearly ready 
f~r, S~araj, because the effo~t will hav~ ·cf~ated,· ·in the 
:qation as a whole, all the qijalities that . make a nation 
good, great, self-reliant and' self-contaitied. When the 
,nation has, by a voluntary effort, completed .. its ··boycott 
of foreign cloth, . ·it will be ready.· for Swaraj. Then I 
promise that the various forts.in ,the, .Indian cities. willt 

~' ! • ' , 1 ' L , l l \ ' j 

instead of being an insolent menace to .the, freedom: of 
India,· bec~me play-grounds for her children. · Then the. 
r~lations between Englishmen and ourselv~s will. have. 
bee~~ purified .. , , . , , .. i : . . , 

. Then the Lancashire vote will have been sterilised~ 
And Englishmen wili,,if they choose, remain in India ~s 
friends and, equals, w.ith one sole aim..,.-truly. of. penefit~ 
ing and. helping. India .. Non-c.o-operation: is .. a move~ 
ment intended to invite Englishmen. to co-operate. with 
us ~~ honourable terms or retire fro~ our land. , ~It is . a , ... , , I . 

moyem~nt to p~ace . our . relatioyV) .. qn a pure basis, to 
define them in a manner consistent with, .our. self-respect 
and dignity 1 . 

1 
, ' . • , , 

·.But call the movement by any other name .. C!l-11 it 
'-Swl\deshi and temperance.~~·, Assume· that all these pre· 
v.iQus months have. been a, ,wast~· 6f. ,effort, ·; J.1 invite· th~ 
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Government and the Moderate friends to co-operate with 
the nation in making hand-spinning universal and in 
making drinking a crime. Neither party need speculate 
as to the result of these two movemen~s. The tree will 
be judge.d by its fruit. 

20th Ap1'il, 1920 

DIVIDE AND RULE 

(BY M. K. GAXDIII) 

Sir William Vincent's speech • before the Legislative 
Assembly makes painful reading. I shall hope that he 
has been kept in utter darkness by his informants and 
that the speech is ignorant, not unscrupulous. 

, It is a plausible defence of the Government's policy 
of repression. It is a distortion or concoction of facts. 
It is an. appeal to our cupidity and a mis-interpretation 
of the motives of Non-co-operationists. 

He says that the declared object of Nonl"co-opera
tionists is paralysis of the Government, and that '· in 
their effort to achieve the object there is no source. of 
discontent which they have not used. " Now. both these 
statements 9-re half-truths. The primary object of Non.:. 
co-operation is. nowhere stated to be paralysis of the 
Government. The primary object is self-purification. 
Its direct result II\USt be 'parc1.lysis of a Government 
which lives on our vices and weaknesses. Similarly it is 
a dangerous· half-truth. ~o say that we have left no source 
of discontent unused. We could, not help using sources 
of legitimate disco11tent. , ,But N on-Qo-operationists have 
~igidly refraine~ from using any and every disc,~ntent, 
1f only because we .would !Weaken our cause if we did. . . .· . '• 

.. : ~Omitted in this collection. 
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The illustration of what I mean will be' best seen from 
the ,. refutation of ·the very next sentence' which Sir 
William has spoken in support of the contention : " wher
ever th~y find discord between employer and employee; 
there some agent or emissary of Non-co-operation party 
proceeds at once to foster discontent and promote ill
feeling." This is not only untrue, but it is an incitement 
to the· two to oppose Non-co-operation. The avowed · 
:policy of Non-co-operation has been not to make politi
cal use of disputes between labour and capital. They 
have endeavoured to hold the balance evenly between 
the two_:.we would be fools ·if we wantonly set labour 
against capital. It would be just the way to play 
into the hands of a Government which wduld greatly 
strengthen its hold on the country by setting capitalists 
againt labourers and vice versa. In Jharia, for instance, 
it was a N on'-co-operator who' prevented an extending 
strike. The moderating influence in Calcutta was that 
of Non-co-operators~ The latter will ·not hesitate to 
advance the cause of strikers where they have a just 
grievance. They have ever refused to . lend their 
assistance to unjust strikes. " Where · there is a 
racial ill-feeling", declares Sir 'William Vincent, 
"these emissaries hurry on their evil errand." He 
must know that this is a false statement. There is a: 
racial feeling between Englishmen and Indians. There 
is the memory ofJ allianwal~-an evergreen. But ''these 
emissaries "have been verita'ble messengers of peace. 
They have every where restrained the fury of the unthink
ing. And I make~bold to say that, but for the existence of 
the spirit of Non-violence, there would have been' more 
innoctpt blood spilt in spite of the threat of Dyerism 
and O'Dwyerism.'' · Our fault has lain in refusing to lick 
the boot that has kicked, in· withdrawing co-operation 
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until there was frank repentance .. Non-co-operators are 
to be blessed for turning the fury of an outraged people 
from Englishmen to ·the system they are called upon to 
administer. · · · 1 .. ' 

But Sir William is nothing if he is not thorough in his 
attempt to divide and rule. He declaims: "where there 
are quarrels between landlord and tenant-have we not 
seen this in the United Provinces ?-there again proceed 
these emissaries of evil to propagate unrest, and stir up 
disorder." Sir William should know that the tenant 
movement if!! under the control of Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru whose one purpose regarding the tenants has bee~ 
to etlucate them to be patient and calm. Sir William 
has simply attempted to set the· landlords against the 
Non-co-operation movement. Fortunately, tl,le landlords 
know as well as the tenants that, so long as they are 
just, they have nothing to fear from Non-co~operators. 

• The movement,' says Sir William, 'is purely destruc
tive, and, so far as I have been able to ascertain, con
tains no element of constructive ability.' It is undobtedly 
destructive in 'the sense that a surgeon who 'applies the 
knife to a diseased part may be 'said to make a destruc
tive movement. This destructive movement bears in it 
the surest seed of construction as the surgeon's knife 
contains the seed of health. Is temperance destructive? 
Are national schools springing up everywhere destruc
tive? . .Are the thousands of spinning· wheels destructive 
of a nation's prosperity? They will des tory foreign 
domination whether it hails from Lancashire or. is 
threatened from Japan. 

Having attempted to tet classes. against masses, Sir 
William proceeds to paralyse both, with ·the' feeling of 
belplessness and the fear to internal strife· and aggression 
from without. Is Hi'ndu-Muslim Unity' such flimsy stuff 
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that we shall begin to quarrer as soon as the British guns: 
are withdrawn from our shores? Were we sixty' years 
ago less able' to protect ourselves than· :we are now? · Or· 
is it nof a fact that, judged by the western standard, we· 
were nev.er so helpless as we now are? 'Self-government, 
as I ·have said ".before, connotes the power of self. 
protection, and a'country which cannot. protect itself is
not prepared for immediate and: complete . self-govern..:. 
ment.' In this one sentence~ Sir·. William. has unwit
tingly' condemned British rule and proved the necessity 
of immediate mending or ending of 'that . rule·. Accord
ing to·· my method-'-the method of' ·suffering or soul
force,-the country is to-day prepared for self-protection .. 
According to Sir William's ~standard, the reforms have 
nothing. in ..them to enable India· even· in· a. hundred 
years to. arm· herself for defence against ·a combina
tion· of worldpowers. Judged by that standard, the; 
reforms dd forge· stronger· the chains that bind India 
and make her feeL helpless.' The speaker talks glibly of 
impending destruction of every vested 'interest. He 
needs toi be reminded that the 'greatest vested interest 
of India-her· self-sufficiency-was destroyed by- this. 
foreign .·domination .and· the speaker's plan will still 
further deepen India's poverty. · , .. · I · 
, Even as · Sir William has · misrepresented Non-co
operators'.motives, so has he misconstrued their methods. 
We. have not failed· in our effort regarding the educated. 
classes. I admit tha.t the response in:r practice, might 
have been greater .from ·them. , . But I make bold to say
that the vast majority of them are 1with us ·in spirit,. 
though the flesh being .~eak, they are n~t able·to make 
whaJ f~om th~ir point. of :view ~s a; sac],'lfioe .. We have· 
been trylng to act. on· the masses from Jthe commence
ment, We :regard them as our mai;n.;stay,. for it is they-
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who have to attain Swaraj. It is neither the sole concern 
of the monied men or that of the educated class. Both. 
must subserve their intet'est in ,any scheme -.of Swaraj, 
and as soon as the masses have attained sufficient self .. 
control and learnt mass discipline, we shall not hesitate,. 
if necessary, to advise them to suspend payment oftaxes 
to a Government that ha3 never truly looked after their 
welfare and that has ·exploited and terrorised them every 
time they have shown the least symptom of rising 
against their exploitation. . 

Sir William has been extremely disingenuous in 
describing the Government's methods of dealing with 
Non-co-operation. Defence of India. Act he will not use 
against men who havi hurt nobody and, who are 
restraining people from committing violence. But he is 
using ordinary statutes against them in an extraordinary 
manner under a licence given to him by Non-co. 
operators who will not challenge orders in a court of 
law. He will not corlCiliate the malcontents by granting; 
Swaraj, ·for that would lead to anarchy. He does not· 
bother his head abo}lt the two things which have caused 
all the unrest and which have acted like two active 
and corroding .. poisons in the Indian body-the Khilafat 
and the Punjab wrongs. He does not tell us what 
catastrophe is likely •to befall India if the Khilafat. 
promises were redeemed and the Punjab wound healed. 

He has ornamented his extraordinary speech with an 
ungentlemanly and. insinuating attack upon the Ali 
Brothers who ·are putting up a noble fight for Islam and: 
India~ 'a.nd a still more ungentlemanly ·attack on a 
' o I t ' ~ 
gentleman of .. the name of Yakub ·Hasan 1

, and aTh 
ungr~ciou~. reference to his Turkish :wife. . · 

As I have said,, it was painful, for me to read the
speech, still more painful to have to.criticise .it. I assur~ 
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"the reade:~; that;· self-restrained a.s I am in language,· the 
·speech has been a severe· strain upon my 

1

capaCfty for 
-restraint. I have scored out many an adjective'which I 
be.lieve would accurately· describe Sir William's ·per-
'fori:nance. Iam sorry,.. · · ·· · ' : · 

. 2S~~ May, 1921 

. THE SIMLA VISIT 

(BY M. K. GA~DHI) 

. Many are 'asking why I waited upon His' Excellency 
rt~e Viceroy:* Some inquire why the author of Non-co
operation should seek to see the Viceroy. All waQt. to 
:kn~w the result of .the intervie\r. I like the . rigorous 
·scrutiny of the Non-co-operators, who, }.Uore than. Caesar's 
wife, must be above~ suspicion. . N on-co-opera,tion is 
:self-reliance. We want to establish Swaraj, not obtain 
Jt from others.· Then why approach . a. 'Viceroy? ' Thi~ 
is all good, so far' as it goes. And I should be a bad 

' I . . 

representative of our cause, if I went to anybody .to ask 
for Swaraj. I ·have had' the hardihood to say that 
.Swaraj could not be grant~d even by God. We· would 
have to earn it ourselve~ .. Swaraj from it~ ~ery .n~tur~ 
is not in the giving of · anybo,~y. • · . · · ' 

But we want the world with us in our ·battle for 
freedom, we wa.nt the good-~ill ,of everybody. Our 
cause, we claim, is based upon pure justice. There are 
-certain things w~ want Englishmen to surrender. 'All 
these things neer mutual discussion and mutual under
·standing. Non-co-operation is the most potent instru
ment for creating worlq ·opi~ion in ~ur fa your. So long 
.as we protested and. co~operated, the· world did pot 

'Not long ~fter Lord Reading arrived, Mr. Gmidhi had an inter,;iew 
mrith bhe:Viceroy. .. ( . ' 
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understand us. The erst while lion of Bengal in his 
e~rly days used to relate the story of Englishmen, wh(} 
asked him how many broken heads there were. in India,. 
if things were really so bad as he represented them to 
be.. That was the way John Bull understood .best. The· 
other question the world has undoubtedly . been. asking
is if things are really so bad, why do we co-operate· . 
with the Government in so pauperising and humiliating 
us ? Now the world understahds our attitude, no matter· 
how weakly we may enforce it in practice. The world 
is now curious to know what ails us. The Viceroy
represents a big world. ·His Excellency wanted to know· 
why I, with whom co-operation w.as an article of faith,. 
had non-co-operated. There must be something wrong: 
with the Government or me. 

And· so His excellency mentioned to Pandit Malavi
yaji and:to Mr. Andrews that he would. like to see me 
and hear my views. · I went to see the Panditji, because 
he was anxious to meet me. I hold him in such high. 
regard that I would not think, even if he was well and 
I could help it, of letting him come to me. · As it was, 
he was too weak to. travel to me. It was my duty to go. 
to him. And when I heard the purport of his conver ... 
sation ,with His Excellency, I did not require any 
persuasion to 'prompt me to ask for an appointment, if 
His Excellency wished to hear my v.iews. I have de
voted so much space to the "reason for my seeking an. 
appointment, for I wanted t·~ make clear the limits and 
the meaning of Non-co-operation. I • 

It is directed not against men but against measures.•· 
• Commenting on one of' Lord Reading's speeches, Mr. Gimdhi 

~-rote in Young Inclia of 13th July, 1921, under the heading, 'A Run. 
• I' ' I 1, 

mng sore'.: . .. I• • 

We admit that we did wrong in A~;~1rit~ar, 'in Kasur, in Jallinnwala. 
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!t·is not directed against the Governors, but against the 
ffiystem they administer. ·The roofs of Non;.co-operation 
~lie' not in hatred but in justice, if notin love. Gladstone 
used to draw a· sharp distinction- between bad actions 
.and bad men. He· was accused· ofdiscourtesy for using 
~f:lome very strong· e~pressioris· 'about the arts'' of his 

:and in Gujrnnwala. We have been made to p~y for it heavily. We 
thave been humiliated,: kicked. Both the innocent and the guilty have 
'\been bange~. We have oprselves ~!lade a fi:ank,.free and open confes
.sion frpiD many a platform. We · ask for no humiliation of offici;1l 
wrong-doers. All.we ask is; that they may .n~t be imposed upon us 
as masters: A~. English official' once frankly told me that,rathettha~ 

,•be p\lrty, by 1:emaining in the service, to the removalfrom the ·pension 
i'lisb of Sir.Michael O'Dwyer or General Dyer, he would res~gn. I told 
him that, whilst! could see my way to sympathisE! with such an attitude, 
he must. not expect me to agree with him. Nor did he.· Hundreds, if 
not thousa~ds, of E.nglishmen and Englishwomen copsider Sir Michael 

.:0 'Dwyer and 'General Dyer lis sil. vi ours of t~e Empire and the honour 

.. of their kind. It is highly likely that, if I 'were an Englishman intent 
upon holding India at any cost, J.would feel even as they. But! hold 
. that, so long as that attitude is retained, so long must co-operation 
... b'etween th~ Government and the people be impossible .. 

The plain fact is, that, Englishm~;>n ani not prepared to remain in 
India on the sufferance of th'e millions of Hindus and Mussalmans. 

·The latter are not prepared to: give the former any advantageous 
, position by.reason of. their controlling all the most destructive appli
. ances that human ingl)nnity has ever inve!)ted,. ';rh~re' is no choice 
1 hefore the latter! but that of making l.\ supreme effort to neutralise the 
effect ~£ alf tpose, appliances .bY ceasing ·to fear them, 'i.e., by non

. resistance. This mny all appe~r to be' arrogant or visionary. I hope, 
1however, that Lord Reading at any rate will soon find that I have 
~spoken the real mind of India. And the sooner this fundamental truth 
is realised, the sooner will there be r~nl hearty co-operation between 

lrEnglishmen and Indians. I am.longing for such co-operntion, nnd. it 
. is this~ very longing which deters me from accepting any apology, no 
,.matter how tempting, for co.operation. Non-co-operation is not born 
.. of ignorance and in-will, but it is the only effective step towal'ds 
• co-opero.tio'n, and therefore it ris~s from knowledge and love. 
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·opponents. He put up the defence that. he would have 
-failed in his duty if he had. not characterised their 
:actions as they· deserved to be, but he did not therefore 
niean to convey. that his opponents deserved the epithets 
·he had used about their acts. As a youth, when I heard 
'this defence, I could not appreciate it. Now with years 
·of experience and use, I understand how true it was. I 
nave found .some of the truest of my friends capable of 
indefensible acts. For me there are few truer men than 
'V. S. Srinivasa Shastriar, but his actions confound me. 
T:do not think he loves me less, because he believes that 
I am leading India down to the abyss. 
. ~nd so I hope this great. movement of Non-co-opera
tion has made it clear to thousands, as it has to me, that, 
whilst we may attack measures and systems, we may 
·not; must not, attack men. Imperfect ourselves, we 
.must be tender towards others e.nd be slow to impute 
.motives. · I 

I therefore gladly seized ·the opportunity of waiting 
iUpon His Excellency and of assuring him that ours 
was a religious movement 'designed to purge Indian 
·pofitical life of corruption, deceit, terrorism and the 
incubus of white superiority .. 

The reader must not be too curious. He must not 
'believe the so-called 'reports' in the press. The veil 
·must remain drawn over the details of the conversation 
between the Viceroy and myself.• ·But I inay assure 
him that I explained, as fully ~s I knew, the three 
.claims-the Khilafat, the Punjab, and Swaraj,-and gave 
him the genesis of Non-co-operation. His Excellencr 
~heard me. patiently, courteously and attentively. He 
.appeared to me to be anxious to do only the right thing. 

• An agreed statement giving nil nccount of the interview wns 
.subsequently published by. Government .. St:c Appendix .. ' . 1, , 
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We had a full. discussion of the · burning. topics as 
·between man. ·and man .. We /discus$ed the question of 
non-violence, arid it appeared to me to be coir).mon cause 
between us.' Of that I may have to'write r more ,fully 
later, r I ( :: ; 'I' ' ,' ' - " · I ~ 

' But beyond .. saying that we were· able to understand 
each other; I am unable to s'ay that there was more in the 
interV-iew. ·Sonie· may think with'me that a mutual 
[understanding is in· itself no small gain •.. Then, in that: 
·sense, the interview. was a distinct success, . · · · . • 
· But· at the 'end ·of all the long discussions! '1 am more. 
than ever convinced that our salvation rests solely upon. 
our own· effort. ' His Excellency can only help or hinder .. 
I am sanguine r enough to think that he will' help. • r . . 

We must redouble our efforts to go through our'pro~
gramme. 'It is·, clearly as follows: (1) removal of; 
untouchability~ (2) removal of the drink curse, (3) ·cease ... 
less introduction of the spinning wheel, and the ceaseless 
production of Khaddar leading to an almost . compl'ete 
boycott of foreign· cloth{' (4) registration of Congress. 
inembers;·and (5) collectio~ ofTilak Swaraj Fund. ·. 

_., 

l~t J ~l!ze, 1921 ! ... 

1 THF' POET'S' ANXIETY' 
... 

. (BY 1\I, K, GAXDHI) ; 
I t. . ·... . 

The Poetof .A.sia; as. Lord Hardinge called Dr. Tagore,. 
is fast becomin:g, if he has not already. become, the Poet 
or the· world.· . Increasing .. prestige &as. brought to him 
·increasing· r~sponsibility. His greatest service to India. 
must.· be his poetic interpretation of India's. message· to· 
the world. · The Poet is therefore •tdncerely anxious that· 
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India should deliver 'no false or feeble message "in; her 
na:me. · He is ·naturally jealous of his countrY's , re
putation. He says he has striven hard to find himself 
in tune with the present movement. He confesses that 
he is baffled. ·He can find nothing for· his lyre in t~e 
din and the bustle of Non-co-operation. In three ·force
ful letters,• he has endeavoured to give expression to his 
misgivings, and he has come to the conclusion:that Non
co~operation is not dignified en6ugh· for ·the India of· his 
vision, that it is a· doctrine :of negation and despair. He 
fears that it is· a doctrine of separation,· ~xclusiveness, 
narrowness and,negation,J ' 'I , '• • " 

·No ·Indian can feel anyLhing but pride in the poet's 
exquisite jealousy of India's honour~ · It is good that he 
shnuld have sent to us his misgivings in language- at 
once beautiful andGPlear. · I I • .: ·: • • 1 

' Iri all huniility, I shall endeavour to· answer the Poet's 
doubts; I may fail to convince him or the reader who 
may· ha~e· been touched by his eloquence; but I would 
Hke to assure him and· India that Non-co-operation in · 
conception is not any of the things he fears, and he need 
have ·no cause to be ashamed· of his country for having 
adopted Non~co~operation~: If; in actual application,· it 
appears in the end to have failed, it will be-ho "more the 
fault of the doctrine, than it would he· of. Truth, if those 
who·' claim to apply it 'in practice :do not~appearto 
succeed~ Non~co-·operation may'have come' in advance 
of its time. ·India ·and .. the world 'must then wait, but 
there is no choice for tndia save between: violence. and 
Non~co-operation.~ I •: ·I· • ; ::. :t '· ·;.:,· , :· 
· ''Nor ·::heed ·the Poet 'fear · that ·~ N on .. co~opera. tion' is 
'!~tended t.J erect 8. Chines~ wall between lndia and the 
West; 11 dri. the contrary~ N on~cd-operation is intended 
'I' J•! 1 illi.·:·~ 1 ':•'0mitted'inthiscollectio~. 1 : }'•·,:: 'I ·:.:·• 

39 .. 
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to:'pave tlle way to ·real, honcmrable and voluntary .co
operation·. based. on mutual: respect. and trust. The 
present fstruggle is ·being· waged against :compulsory 

. co.operation, against one-sided combination, against the 
atmed impbsition Of modern ·methods , of . exploitation 
masquerading under t~e. name .of c.ivilisation, ' 1 , : ' ·I ! 

· Non-co.operation is a< protest agl),inst ~an .unwitting 
and unwilling participation in:evil. · ; . . : '! 
· ': The Poet's concern' is, largely about the students •. He 
is ·ofopinion that they should not have been called upon 
to give· up .Government. schools:·before they had other 
schools to go to. Here I must.differ from him. L have 
never been. able to make ,.a fetish of. literary training. 
My. .experience has proved to my satjsfactiqn that literary 
training.: bY :itself adds· not .an inch ~to ,one's moral height 
and that character-building i~ ·; jnde;pe~d~nt 9f. lite~ary 
training~ j I aJD firmly. of opinion; ;tha~ .the:; Oovernm~nt 
schools have unmanneq us, re11!Iered. :u~ helpless a~d God
less.. They have :filled us with discpi1tent, and providing 
JlO remedy for the· discontent, have maqe u~ de~pondent. 
;They ha;verp.ade·.us :what we were' inten.ded to. become:-; 
plerks' .. and· interpreters~. A . Government .. ,builds . its 
prestige upon; the appare11tly, voluntary association :9f 
the governed ... 'And ifi j~. was .. ,wrong to .po-operate wi~h 
the Governrnf3nt.in .. kef:lping us slaves, we wer~ boun~)9 
begin with. those institutions in which our, ~sssoQia:tio~ 
appeared to be most voluntary.:; T.he youth of ~~nation 
are its hope~·~ I hold that, as .soqn as.we ,4is~overed, tha~ 
the system .. of Gove:r:p.ment,wa& :wholly, o~ mainly ,evH,. ~t 
became sinful for us to associate our childre~, wi.th ~t~. , ... 

It i~ ;no argrimentag!tinst. the sou:p.dne~s :9f the .. pro~ 
positio.n Jajd down .by JUe',tP,a~ th~ ,vas~ ~majority . ()f .. the 
students went back .after 1 the :fir~t ~ush of e~t9u~iasm. 
Their recantation is· proof rathe.r. of ,the extent of our 
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degradation than of the -vn:ongness of the step. Experi
-ence has shown that the establishment of national 
·schools has .D.ot. resultei in drawing many' more students~ 
The strongest and the truest of them came out without 
~ny ~national schools to fall back upori, and I am . con
v.in~e4·that these first ~ithdrawals are rendering' service 
of the highest order. . f • • ' • ' ' 

. ,. , I 
c IBut the Poet's protest a~ainst . the calling out of the 
b9n is really a corollary to, his obje~tion to the very 

• . , ·, , 1 I 1 

-dqclt~!Jte of Non-co-operation. He has a·horror of every~ 
~hing negative. His whole soul s~ems. to rebel ,against 
th~. n~g!J.tive commandme~ts o{ ,religl:o:n. : ·~ .~u~t' ~.giv~ 
his objection in his own inimitable ~~~guage." .. R~ .in 
'Sl~PP~~t of the present movem~nt .has often said to ·'me 
that p~ssion. for rejection is a strong~f powe~ in, .th~ 
beginning than the acceptance of ~n ideal. .rhough I 
~now it· to be a fa.ct, I cannot. tak~ it as a truth ~. ~ • 
Brahmavidya in India has for its 9bject Jlu1di (emancipa .. 
. t~on), ·while Buddhism has Ni~·r,:mq~ '(extinction). Malji 
odra:w:s our ~ttention. tq the. pQsitive and,- ·Nirvana to

1
, t~~ 

n~gative side of truth. Therefore, he emphasised the 
~~c~ q{flukha (misery) which had to be .avoided and! the 
.B~ahmavl,dya emphasised the fact of :~nandc& (joy)' which 
ba<J to be a~ained/' : Jn .these and ~indred. passages, the 
reader wi~l finq,the key. to.th~ ,Poet's mentality~ . IJ?···my 
humble , opinion, ._rejection is as much an .ideal · as the 
.acceptance of a thln~~·· I~ is as necessarr to.r~j~ct 11ntru.t~ 
. .as it. is .to accept tr:uth~· All religions .teach that .. two 
1 opposite. forces ac~ :upon us and that the .. hu~an ~~de~
.vour, consists in a. s~ries pf etetnal .rejections and accep. 
·~tanCE!S• .~ OD~C.9·operation;with eyn, ~S, ~~.much a ap~y ~S 
.cq-ppetatlO~}VIth gqodrJve-qtur~ to suggest that th~ Poet. 

}hil-S done an uncon$cious ip.justice .to ;Bpqqhi~~ i~ d~~cr~~-
jng N~n·ana as merely a negative state. I make bold' t() 
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And that time will come when the school the writer 
represents hcts become defunct, and when the military 
classes' have also understood the necessity of non
violence. 

The writer makes me suspicious about himself when 
he asks us to concentrate our attention on foreign 
goods; the police and the army. He would thus secti're 
internal unity by waiving all sacrifice, i.e, purification by 
the very classes who have h~therto led public opinion
whereas the whole battle of Non-co-operation rages 
round these very classes. It may, for the time being, 
appear to have struck a discordant note, but, in fact, it 
will achieve real unity after the process of purification is 
over. 

The writer has moreover missed the grand result 
already achieved by the absolute openness of our battle. 
In my opinion, the public ;has never expressed itself so 
1earless1y and openly as at present. , It has almost lost 
the fear of the 'highly artificial law of sedition. When 
the writer talks of secret· societies, he seems to talk of a 
bygohe age_. "'You cannot raise this great nation to its 
full helgh( by the unclean methods of secrecy.' We 
must, b.fH6idly carrying on our campaign in the light 
of the blazing sun of openness, disarm the secret and 
demoralising police department. Non-co-operation is 
nothing ir it does not strike at the root. And you strike 
at the root when you cease to water this deadly tree of 
the British Government by means of open ·and honora
ble Non-co-operation. The writer takes the name of 
God in vain, when he advocates in the sam:e breath the 
secret ways of Sata:n. 
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T would love to feel that 1 was an M.A. of the Univer
sity of Non-co-operation. But my examiners show me 
that, whilst I have matriculated in that University, I 
have yet to fill many a term in 'the college course. Of 
all my many correspondents, the Sindhi friends are the 
most searching and even provoking.* What I present 

* The following also appeared in Young India of 6th April, lg21 : · 
Saine tests.-Mr. T. B. Purohit asks several pertinent question·s 

about Non-co-operation. Before answering, it will be, perhaps, bet~er 
to lay down some .general tests. The primary motive o~ .Non-co
OJ?eration is·self-purification by withdrawing co-operation from. an 
unrighteous and unrepl;)ntant Government. The secondary obje¢t is 
to rid ourselves of the 'f~eling of helple~sness by being·indepimdent of 
all Go~ernment coritrol or supervision, i.e., to govern ourselves in all 
possible affairs; and, in fulfilling both the objects,, to refrain from 
doing ol' promoting injury, or any. violence, to individua1l.er property. 

Let us apply t~~ tests .to Mr. Purohit's questions which, are . ~~ 
foll~ws: · 

. (1) Whether a Non-co-operator can remain a member of d 
r~gistered library or reading room ? ' · : 

If I were a member; I would first move my fellow members to 
disregis.ter the library, andi£ I can)wt, I wouldresignnry membership 
and llgitate for its disregistrationt so as to, ma~e the people feel sel£-
reli~.nt.and independent. . . . ·' 
, . '(!i) Whether a .Non-co~operalor can :remain a member of 
existing registered co-operative credit societies or· banks whiclti •are 
llolely :nanaged by the public for the general public interest? 

I have some experience of these societies. Andl haw no hesitltti.om 
in saying that registration interferes with their free growth and incre• 
::tses people's dependence upon the Government. The idea of such 
soCieties is excellent and should be nur.sed,. but we need not think that 
we cannot promote such societies without GoYernment aid or inspec
tion. !.know the usual arguments in favour of registration. But on 
:m analysis, they will all be found to betray want of faith in.ourselves. 
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say that Mukti (eman.cipation) is· as much a negative state 
as)fi~and..' :E'manc:ipation from :;of·extipction 'of 'the 
bond~ge· of the flesh.leada· to.·.Anan'da (etet:nii bliss). Let. 

me ~I~~~epi~.~ 'p~r~~-~(~y ~r~~m'ent'by dfa~~~g ~tt_~~~i?~ 
to the faQt that the .:final , word· of the·· Upanishads· 
(Brahmavid.ya) is Not: .U:ieii•\vas the ·oest' d~~cripticii\ 
the authors of. the ,Upanishads were ·able 'to' find; for 
Brahman · · :J • · · • · · ' · · · · ~ · · · : 1 · :. , .l; 

; I ·*ere.fore think tliat ~he Poet has b~en unnece·ssarily
~la~med.' a:t. the '·negative aspect; ot.·Non-co-oi)erat{ion .. 
'We"liad iostthe:power of saying. ''no'. It had 'oeoCJfiie-~ 
disioiai, almost: sacrilegious to say 'no' to the' Govern ... 
n?:e~t. .Th.is delib'er~te refusal to co~operate 'is lili:e the 
,1,1 1 ·:•/' {t )' t' 1°

1 
.J I ,. • ', ', • .' ( 

necessary weeding process·. ·that a 'cultivator' 'has · t(}l 
}~sort LMore he. :s-ows." weeding --'is as necessary to
agticultu~e ·~g 'sowing~ -'Indeed, 'even 'whilst thif'crops. 
are gro~hi~,. the weeding fork, 1 as every husbandman. 
kriows~ is an instrument· almost of' daily u.se. ':The. 
nation's N ort-co-operation. is an invitation·tci th~ Govern-

• ' I ' I ! ! ' ! ' ' ' j I ) . .. ' • • • . ' • f ' ~ • • • ' 

ment to co-oper~:~.tt:)' with 1t on 1ts· own terms ·as IS every 
nation'~rlght a:nd.'every good governrherit's:duty~ I"Non
co-op~ration is !the I nation''s: notice,' that it is no 'lbnger 

' • ' , 1 ~-~ { ' ' & · ~·I • ~ ' , , I 
1 

( , • , . • , I • l 

. ~~~i~fi~d ·~6 b,e 1 !n).~tel~ge: · Th~ 'n.a~i~~ ,h~~·~.~~~e~ to. the 
harmless (fqr·Jt); na~ural and religious -doctrme ·of-N'on-
(;o.op~ratfqn ln the place· of tha·'unn~tural'ari.d ·irreligious. 
:d~ctrine ·:af violence .. And if India· is ever to ·attain the 
's~;,;r~] :of't~e Poet's.dream;·she1 wlll 'd.o s·o' only byNon
(vl~l~itt'N o~~bo~oper~ti:on~ . Let him deliver his message of 
-p~ac~ to the world; ·and feel confident that"Iridia, throUgh . 
. h·~~~~on~6·o~ope~ation: if she' remains true to her''piedge,. 
·:Wi,ifh~ve'~xemplified his inessage~·.:·Non-co.:6peration is 
· int~nded ·to 'giv'e:the ·veri meaning to: p~triatisin that·the, 
-f9e,t:Y . .f:e,a~nfhi aft~~;·· 'An In~hi· ~tost~ate at the.~eet o~ 

1 · ·• 1 1. ,.,. 'Notthlll.•.: .. ,~ ... ,:.-~ .. ~~-·,:,':,. 
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Europe , can give no. hope to humanity. An India 
awakened and free has. a message of . peace and good- · 
will to a groaning world. :t{ on-co-operation is ·designed 
to supply her with a platform from wqich · she· will 
preach the message.• · . · 

8th June, 1921 

· 'tHE VICEROY SPEAKS . . 
. (BY 1\I. ~.·GANDHI) 

! ·- I ' ·. ' 

.yV,hat the Viceroy said t with reference to Mr. Shaft'~ 
-speech, is perhaps equally true of his own. For His 
Excellency described. Mr. Shaft's speech as post-prandial 
<>:.:a tory. I have been, in my early days, a· student .more 
or. les~ .accurate of the so-called _historic speeches 
delivered by various Prime Ministers . at the Mansion 
.House. :'They seemed to me to ·have always an·air·of 
·\lnreality about them. An,d it grieves me:, after having 
·studied the speech of His Ex.oellency th~ ·Viceroy, to 
bave to say that this. one also has the same I air, of 
unreality about it. Not that Lord Rea~ing, had 
intended to clothe ,his speech with ·any such air. , On 
the contrary,' there are, in it .evident traces:.: of his 
baving laboured to de\iver . a . true message .. to an 
·expectant India. But the .speech _ has . failed, in, my 
humble opinion, ·in 4oing so, because.· .of the many 
.limitations that the office pf a. Viceroy· carr~es .with I it. 
He ·.~could . not, for, instance, . override , the .tradition 
<>f claimin~ infallibility. for, British rule.,~ He. ,laid it I 

-down. as ·a proposition, ·'beyond the. possibility, .o~, a 
.doubt,'' that "here in India ·there. can be no .t~~ce, aJ,l~ 

• For fu~·ther crit~cism of Dr. Tagore's views, see in/1•a, :' .: : d 1 

.. t Olllit.ted iu. this. collection. 
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tn hst b'e•' no· trace of 1
• racial ·.inequality. ··~ · There· is· no 

· more: unreal ·:proposition·· to th~. ear· of the Indian· than 
this, because· his experien·ce; 'be he ever so tall" belies it. 
Supe-riority 6f race is· a passion, has 'become almost a 
religion, with the average Englishman ... Nor does 'he 

· strive to conceal it from view. It obtrudes itself upon 
you in India as it does in the-Colonies. It is written in 
the Statute Book. Orte ··misses in the Viceregal speech. 
a frank recognition of the :q1any failures of the past, and 
therefore a sincere 9,esire ,fo.~ 1 open.ing a new page. 

If His Excellency, in my humble opinion, was hardly 
happy in ·his·· statement of, the 1 'fundamental principle· 
of~ British rule,' he was,J; I :feat, even: less·· so.·in· his 
:reference to· Maulanas Shaukat All and· Mahomed •'AIL 
'I recognise that he· has been exceedingly cautious iti his 
speech~·-. He has attempted not to wound susceptibilities. 
1As'·a ni~tter of fact,. there •was no'questtorr' of wourtding· 
'susceptibilities~ 1. He need not have spared· .the1Maulailas 
~whei·e they might have·erred. ··'The st!iterne:ht ·made :by 
;the brothers was instigat.ed I by' me 'and ''me alone, 'It is 
.·:a·n apology tendered to ·friends,. and. not· to ·the Govern~ 
!m~nt~ .: . ! It· is made not to evade·,. prosecution, but . to ···put 
'themselves right with·· their . own ·conscience · and ··with· 
:the it friends •. The assu~ance ·to. them,·· therefore; : tha,t 
'there;wotild be'ho prosecution ,sb long: a:s ·they :abided· 
by th~ir:rirtd~rtaking·'was gratuitous, if .. :rtot ·offensive. 
~Lord Reading's·' Government is free :to take up pro'secu:. 
·tion: a.'gainst· the brothers at· any moment they chodsel·'. ~ . 
n.:'Thisl 'ca'rripa1gn''of:Non~co-operation has no referenbe
~o lliploitMcr,· 'secr~t: 1 :or' open. The ·.only diplomacy: it 
admits 1bf is the statement and pursuance of truth at·any 
'c-6st.r"- The Viceroy showed· me; the speeches·.· I realised 
that some passages i:p. ·them: did not .~ead .well .. They · 
were capable of being interpreted' as ··ant incitenie,nt: to 
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violence, and I realised that, prosec~tion or no prosecu· 
tion, ther.e was no doubt in my mind as to· the advice I 
·should tender to the brothers. I venture to suggest to 
His Excellency that, if he is anxious to disarm Non-co 
operators, he will do so only by becoming undiplomatic 
and absolutely frank. The latter seek and need no 
shelter or protection, and L invite His Excellency to 
reciproc~te by not shielding the offenders· amongst the 
governing class. . . ' · 

·Indeed, there is no room in. the ,India of 'to-day and of 
to-morrow, for a governing class. His Excellency will 
therefore find out his mistake, if he clings to the belief 
that " Indians will respond whole-heartedly to the just 
rule whi.ch we [British} intend to carry on." I venture 
to prophesy that it is not what the 1 British 1 intend . that 
will count for the future destiny of India,· but what the 
Indians themselves intend. And they are claiming more 
and more. insistingly to govern .themselves~· anyhow. 
Good government, they are coming to see,., is no substi· 
tute for self-governmenk , · . . : 

The fear, then, is not about His Excellency's inten
tions, which T am convinced are ,gbod, but the fear is as 
to the ideal he is working for. He thinks of a high 
destiny which is in store for India at some indefinable 
period, whereas 'Non-co-operators at any rate are of 
opinion that India's hig~ destiny, is even now being 
frustrated by .th~. existing system, which appears' to' them 
to be devised for her prolonged, if not perpetual, sub)ec:
tion .. Sometime~ a·.uifference 'of degree.it~elf constitutes 
a difference of 'ideals.· And I hold 'it to' be an. ideal 
totall~ different fr~~ I~cH!L;s,' ~hen. 1anybody 'con~tders 
that, whilst the dist~nt goal must be one of freedom for 
lridia~ its. p~ese~t .stlit'e· must be that of tut~l~ge.'· Swa'raj 
is In~ia's birthright, as the· late Loka1hanya Tilak truly 
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said. :Aqd: India1 throughout these: .long, long ·years; has 
been:baulked of her birthrightf• No·wonder·that she has 
becom~impatient , ·, , · ~·.,·_,.:· , :J 1 J )' .. 

: Lord Reading :will; .perhaps, now ·better appreciate 
the· truth :6f the proposition he· has read· and heard; ·viz,, 

. that any action of the ·Government that falls short of the 
fullest repara'tion; ;however good it may appear in itself, 
will; by non~co-operators ·at least, be charged w:ith a bad 
motive, that of prolonging India's agony -in her· slave~ 
state.. ·British rule; to:-day, ·lies . under "a· shadqw. : It. is 
tainted· with the blood of the innocent victims. of J allian
wala,' and with treachery towards Islam •. ,· And even as 
the purest millr poured into a poison bowl will be· count~ 
ed by. every 'sane man as poison, . so : will· every ·act; of 
the·British1 Government be .judged ini the light .of \its 
immediate past •. i :The unrest of India· can only: be cured 
by dealing with the ·causes.which have brought it about, 
never. by covefing th~ .bitterness thereof :.by sweets of 
office or. other, privileges, no matt~;r how te.1upting I they 
maY; be, if they ·are 'not capable of . dealing· ·effectively 
with. the c.auses themselves:· , ' ... :1 ... ··; ~ 

I,' ' r ,i··' 

·' :·i 1 ~ • • • ~. ·; r· ·'/ .. J 

.. 
J'. , 29th June,. 1921 , . : 

·;" ~ ..• /.: ·.OFFICERS AND 'OFFICIALS :···· I 

·, , ' • • ' , ' :~11 ·,, I ' , , ' , ' • J -; 
1 

, i I 1 • ' • I 

The VICeroy's reply to the Ahmadiyya commumty* 
shows that he ·has passed into the hands'.of~ b'ureaucracy 
that''. is · c'leyer, .united ··and :utterly unscrupulous.. His 
def~bce' of. officers '·and' o:fficiais. 'supplies\' the' meaning of 
rac~al equality. Th~ Viceroy. see~· rio'.inequaJity in the 
impunity with which. Europe~n~ :m~y 'commit crimes 
ag:ai~.st Irtdi~n h~mapit;r .. 1:. I'.' re~~I'( th~. ·. ~·xtra.ordinary 

' ',) 1 1 J I I ~.• I , , I • , ~ .. , • , , . ' 

'!I 'I i ;.! I I ,· ,; :rr_*Omitt~d in this collection.,.i rl/ .• , :,; '."I . : ': . . . . . 
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judgment of a Punjab magistrate~ who considers that 
justice is satisfied, when he draws upon his imagination 
for extenuating causes, and fines a young Irish soldier 

. 'fifty rupees for interfering with the liberty of an inno
cent Indian woman. 

His Excellency does not care to ·study the daily press, 
which is replete with. instances of insults hurled against 
Indians by Europeans.· . He seems to be unaware of the 
fact that British officers. will not tolerate the presence 
-of Indian judges in their railway compartment. The 
Viceroy says, 'there is no foundation, I verily believe, 
for any suggestion that the British official is anxious to 
.assert racial superiority ·over the Indian with whom he 
-comes in contact.' I assure Lord Reading that his 
observation is so. contrary· to the everyday experience 
of the average Indian that it must prejudice the people 
against the soundness of his judgment . or even the 
honesty Qf his purpose. They will see in his certificates 
of character to officials and officers, a studied refusal to 
'Bee the tru.th and do justice. r They will not give him the 
benefit of the doubt, and think, as I do; that the Viceroy 
is not wilfully blind but is not permitted to see .. things, 
ex.cept so much as the bureaucracy is prepared to let 
him see. 

The fact is that it is impossible for any Viceroy to 
see the truth, living 'as he does on. the mountain tops 
seven months in the year, and in complete isolation 
even. when he lives 'on the plains. 'Imagine a business
man in Bombay, conducting his business from topfloor, 
with only lifts and phpnes ,between .him a;nd his c.lerks 
and salesmet;J.. The. p~ople of Bombay are hardly sat is-

~ ' , 1,. I I 

fied with the condition, . w:herein at least there is an-
unbroken chain .. of inhabited floors between the top 
and the ground floors. But with the big business 



house ·'.in :,Simla 1· and . the·· gr~aning · millions · on the
pla.ins,. :there .is solid· dead rock,. and even the piercing 
cry of the feeble .millions is broken into nothingness, as. 
it heaves up to the· 'mountain-top from the plains. ·Prince· 
Siddhartha was kept in such isolation that· he die! not: 
know. what misery,, 'want: and death "•ere. He was 
an honest lad.· But for an accident, he w~mld have been 
lost to the· world. Well, he was living not much above· 
his· people; He :had. the same coloured· pigment· as. 
his ,fa.ther's subjects. . Whilst , Siddhartha :was , 'living
hardly thirty· feet above· ·the people, · the ··Viceroy
lives seven thousand £:ve ·. hundred· feet· above .them .. 
It·. would be : no .fault in : lii'ml·· 'if'. he I did· not willingly· 
cut himself from the people' that •he' could I not under• 
~tand1 the people's.hopes and fears •. ·. So long·as he hves
b~th physica.lly and m'entally -in· Simla; so long .will he· 
be kept in ··ignorance of the 'truth, even ·as Siddharta 
was. But there is an accident in ·store for him, as there· 
was:fol; the renowned"y'oung rprince~· whom'' the world 

. . ' • . I. , 

worships as Buddha,' the· Enlightened:: Non-co-operation 
is the -aecident. rAnd :if Lord 1 Reading lias~ open· ~yes. 
and'·:open:ears, it w1u··not!be longi before·lle·,sees and 
hears the. truth.' ·' ·: ·.:: ··: ' 

'•, I~;},~--,-

· · ·6th Octobet, 1921 
I ' [,..' ,. ' ;I 

NOT G'OOD ENOUGH 
~. ; i 

1 
·,., I ;' ~ . , , ; j ' j ·.: 

•, (B~ ~~. K:GANPHI), . 
' 1' .·• •. ' .. 

The· Report.•of'the Repressive Laws Oomniittee*' would' 
7 ~A o~~initt~e ~ppointed.by' Gov~r.B~ne~'thnd~t the Preside~tship of 

·Dr~ Saprn, the Law 'Meinbet',reconunended the repenl of the Rowlatt 
Act,· the :Press. Act, etc., nud a modification of• the existing lnws so a~. 
'to' euilble (ioyernm~nt t~,~fpol!sess ndequp.t~ puQitlY~;po}Vprs, ,I J 1.11 •. 
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have excited thrilling interest fifteen months ago. Nd 
one now cares whether these laws are ·repealed o:r 
retained. They have ceased to frighten us, because w~ 
have ceased to fear arrests and imprisonments. We are
now seeking not repeal of particular laws or regulations. 
but a total repeal of the system that has mad~ them 
possible. We know now~ that ·the Government could 
have done (under ordinary law) all· the things (with 
slight variations) that they have hitherto done under the
laws that are to be repealed. Under pressure of neces· 
sity, the law advisers orthe Government ha.ve discovered 
a potency in· sections 144, 107 and 108 of the Oriminal 
Procedure Code,· of which they were before unawarep 
The fact is that, even if the ordinary law were to be 
changed without a change of spirit, the people of India 
will not be benefitted by it. · ' ·' , 

Though therefore the report has no' interest . for the
people, it is a document of abiding interest 'to the
student of the· ~olitical' situation in. the country. The 
report could have been written in identical language ten 
years ago by the mbst reactionary of the civilians. The
Committee conclud~s :-"Their retention .(of Prevention 
of Seditious Meetings Act and Part II of the Indian 
Criminal Law··Amendment Act, 1908) is necessary in 
view of' recent'· occurrences and 'possible' developments 
which we cannot but regard with the greatest· apprehen
sion." I have no doubt that every''repressive measure 
that has ever been undertaken has ·been passed under 
the Same I St~rn Sense Of duty t undet ·which the lawe 
mentioned are beirig retained. 

·. · I refuse to think that the 'officials who passed all the 
repressive laws took wanton delight in ~epression.l 'tord 
Curzon certainly considered the ·Partition of Bengal a. 
matter·'· :of public necessity,· and the r opponents •ofthe 
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nieasure·as ~nemies :of progress. i Sir. Michael , O'Dwyer 
honestly' believed that· the educated Classes ·were. ddiots 
-who did ncit.know.their own ·.welfare,;·,tneddled in-things 
rthey· never knewj and·,were. no benefa;c.tors 0~ the masses 
in whose· name.they. professedto:sp~ak.,~ General .Dyer 
undoubtedly thought: that, unless he i .coul4 teach us.~t 
~esson, "every ,·.Englishwom~n's life, was· in jeopardy. 
()nly in all these three cases,,. we. (includi11g the majority 
.Of the ;nembers I· oL .the , Committee) cpnsidered r the 
officials to I have perverted minds. incapable of ~nder:
·standing the· proud. spirit .oft Bengal; · of 1understa~ding 
tthe agony o~ educated· India· which; knew.., by: instinct the 
wants of the. masses more truly than th~: qfficials: in spite 
of their winter· picnics · amo:Qgst I the1.U1. a:Qd ~9f . knowing 
'that Indians would .not .be. guilty.·\Of;such .. ,diabolipaJ 
'Unmanliness as General Dyer 1 ·in , his, .. uns9ldierlike 
·manner thought 'ue to· 1 be •. :We .then·f·Used to think 

I' • . I ' 

ihe officials were1: ;w:.rong. in overri~ing the ~eople's 
·wishes . 'even. though 1. the latter.; ~D;light . ~e .. in error. 
We 'argued to: our'.;cpmplete:. satisfactio·~. tha~ we .. yz~re 
the' best judges :of our .. own cond-it~o.n.! .But n~w a 
•change has come over some of us •. Som~. of .us .occupy 
the: position analog_qu~ to; 1 that·. of:J.he ~.official~ ..... The~.\ 
•con.sid~r them$elve.sJt9, : .. be ;' trustee( Jo~. p~e _ignorant 
masses who are, being. misled by .visionar~es, if: not . also 
by unscrup'Q.lous ~gitators, and therefor~ in: the. ~eeth. of 
-their stubborn opposition (ignorant , it :may i be), ~hey 
lQarry On I r~forined' '!egislatU,l'eS,, SUppreSS, a rev,oit in 
Malabar by sacrifki1,1g precious bloo.d al~hough we, have. 

·offered· men ready to go· ·to. Malabar; ·unarm~d and per
,suade the Moplahs to· stop their , :mad ca~eer ~ of . pillage 
.and:' plunder •. They· sincerely·t, believe ~that .bY sq doi;ng 
rthey·.are servingthe·country, .. ·,.: ... 1,, ... : •. ,., .... 1 

:;r:Tbus. wed!l~e.-, no:.· better than before ;··~robably, if. not 
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certainly, we.are muc1 worse· off,,, For now there· is not 
only a foreign· ·bureaucracy to cope with, but.we have· 
also a national bureaucracy to contend 1 against,/ Well 
has· La)a Lajpat Rai remarked ·in his forceful analysis of 
the report.'that what we want is not a change of masters 
but a ·change of the system, a change in I the relations 
between· the people and the state .. The latte:r must 
represent the 'people or be ended. The reason. for the 
strange phenomenon disclosed in thereport ~s to. be 
found 'in ..the fact that the·· non-official members are· 
irresponsible, but they sincerely feel that the.y. know our· 
'interests better than' we~ ·How can any tinkering1 there .. 
fore, answer the 'aspirations of, a people that 1 are awa• 
kened. and are . :prepared to suffer for what I they • under ... 
stand to be their ri~hts ? · · ·I ·' 

• ! 

15th December,· 1921 
,, ''Ill I .. , 

IRELAND AND INDIA 
I' I 1 ' 'I , 

, (Br. :rtl~ K. GA:snax) ,. I 

I·' Ldrd · Reading has flung Ireland ·.in our. faces, 1 Let 
us contemplate for a moment that r6tnantic nation. , L 
would ,,.like th~ reader to believe· with · me that. it is not 
the blood that the Iri'sbmen have taken which has given 
them 'what appears to·· be their liberty. But it is.the 
gallons·of blood· that they.· have·; willingly, given. them
·selves. ' It is ·not the fear of losing/! more ,lives. that has 
·compelled·~ reluctant •offer from·,Engla.nd,:,but it is the 
sha:nie of any further· imposition of agony upon a people 
that l{)ves its liberty above everything. else. 1 It is: the· 
magnitude of the Irish sacrifice which has been the 
deciding factor. The late President Kruger, when he, 
with a handful of his undisciplined countrymen huded his· 
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ultimatum against ·:the -B~itish, E"(Ppire, ·said he woul4 
•stagger· ·humanity. ije meant · t,hat he would :sacrifice 
·e~ery Boer: man,~woman and\child and leave .not·~ single3 
·Boer heart 'to ·subdue,' but he. :would: ,gla~ly l~t ~~glish-:
··men roam about the· desert .soil .of South Africa .. dyed 
-with ·the blood of :the Boer. martyrs ... An~ . England 
yielded· when: she .was tired uf conceptratio~ . ca1UPS in 
which 1 Boer wonien and children :died, like; tlies, and 
when she', 'was" choked with ! the bloody' feast that : th~ 
~Boers had provided for her ... :And even so .h;ts_:Irel~nd 
'been staggering. liuinanityfor.~manya long ,year. And 
··Engia·nd 'has 'yielded :when slie is able :QO:,lo;flger t9 be11r 
·the 1. sight of blood pouring :out. of thou~a:Qds .. of ~rish 
;:art'eries/ · · 11 know for. certain that H ,is ,not1 legal suptle~ 
ties, discussions on academic justice! or resolutjons pf 

•Councils and Assemblies that will give us what 1Ve 
want. We shall have ·to--stagger humanity even as 
:South Africa and Irel~nd have·, bee:J;l obliged to. .Only 
·instead of repeating South , African. and Irish histories, 
. Non-co-operators are ··learning fro'm the living examples 
of these two nations the art' oi'' spilling their own blood 
without spilling that:of their opponents. ': n the~. could 

·do that, they :could .attain Swaraj within~ :. ~w-days or a 
few months~ But :if ·they.want slavishly tCJ follAw South 
Afrlca and' Treland,-:.Heaven ·help: I!ldia.': T~el}.. there. is 

:noSwaraj":during· the present. genera,tio~~. An4 I .~n9w 
·that' the Swaraj promised by Mr. Montag~1 J !).O. ;matter 
how 1well-intentioned h"e· m·ay.be,: will ,turn: out .to .l>e a 

·'delusion· and,ra fsnai'e.:. :.Councils ;are·; no: (actories for 
·making stdut hear.ts~': .. And, freedom.is:Utiaema,.lwjthol}t 
:·stout hearts'·to defend. it.: · 
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The following was handed to me in Delhi ; · . .. , . · 
" Mahatm~ Gandhi's ··Message to · N on-c~-~pe~~tors-

" Stop Harta1s '-'Suspend all . N~n-co~ope.;ation 'Activi ... 
:tie~ '-Oye · peopl~ of· Dellt~. i7Com~ in yo¥r. ~~~t~zd1:eds {I . 
Come in your· thousands!l!-Welc9me. H.R. H. The 

; , r, '(. : Ul / ',·r)l ·J' ' 

.Pnpc~ pf~W~.~es. . ,1 . • • : •.• , . , • • . • 

I can o~l.Y conclud'e that it .~~s iss~ed 
1 

b~ .o.~ o~ beh~lf 
·of the Government. I wish~ indeed, 'I could have sent 
~uch' ~. mesi;age~ ' As it was,' ~y I ~1isfort~ne' W1

aS t~ 'send 
•qUite the'. ,0~p0sit~;, J.Iartals Wer~ (I S~~yi~c'a~ly i: fet~fne1 
in the Bardoli · resolutions.. 'Jfi on-co-operation activ1ties 
were' not 'suspended. t I Aggre~s'ive. 'civil .Disobedience 

~ I j .\ ~ ' I I ' , I , j ! , I <" I I , , , I 

:and aggressive Q.ctivities, prepa~~tory thereto, were sus-
pended. .Apart from 'the.' .untruthfulnefls· of the placard, 
the organisers'did not ev~n se'e'that such lies could only 
.strengthe.~· ~he mov~rnent.,' ~~~~. ~.~ :~ ~ on·?.o-?pera~o.r, ~. ~? 
·not want even co-operators to resort to lies •. , !.need not 
be told that Non-co-operators too ha've b~en.foundJying·. 
It is known by this time that I spare neither. friend nor foe 
·when It is a question of departing from the oode of honour. 

I I I ,, ! I,,) :!t:, ' 

'' 

OUR SHORTCOMINGS 
, '(By M. K: GAsrmt) : 
1 , , , , 1 

1 
" . ~ I 1 r I I I 1 1 1' • ' t I I I I 1 . ~ . ) ,' • 

. Whilst Dr~; Pollen.'s. i criticis,m,~ . .,, by·.J:o~aspn :of_ 1its 
'Dr, Pollen, I.C.S .. (retired); wrote a .. Mter1to Mr,tl."iandhi1 Its 

., ignorant' preface was followed by,au uuauppol'ted,;deninl of o.ll. the 
propo~itioos that Mr. Gandhi believesut .. common with the rest of 
Indil\, viz.: (1), The Indian administration i~ the lnOrltexpensl\'e in th~ 
world~. (2) ltdin il5 poorer to-day,.thau ,it~~~ver has·,been.,,(3) The 

' I ' I . ' ' I 

t 
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drink ~vii has been neve~ so bnd as it is to-day._.(Nobod~ has conte~d_ed 
that there wah~ drink e'·H hi' India liefore the advent of the British.), 
(4)India is hbldin the la~t:resort b;ia system of t"errhrism." Mi..";Gandhi 
.Con tinned:··'' Not' 6nly dot;s Dr~ Pollen deny-these truths known to us . 
all, but lie ussel'ts that' the.ndJllinistration is cheaper than· elsewhere,. 
and. forgets_~ that ~hp, ~ndian: Civi~_Service i~ the ,most highly paid. 
service in the world, and that in ore than a third of the revenue is 
absorbed by the military service, Imagine the state of a family, 
which has to devote a third of its income for paying its doorkeepers. 
Dr. Pollen asserts tnat India.[ is 'really' a ·marvellously rich country 
inhabited for the most. part ~y ~- comparl\tively poor and reckless. 
peasantry.' He then a~k~ ~31 ~q m,1,1l~iply ~~e averag~annual income 
of_ Rs. 27 by five, ~nd,argnes t4n~ i;ts. 135. a Y,~a~ for a family of flve 
will suffice for 'its support.- 1 l' sugg~it to hiirl 'thn~ Rs.' 2-4 0 per head. 
pJr mo~th willlriot feed,; clothe and house the poores{ among the poor,. 
and that· I shohld still further·' reduce• thsi·avera-~e fbr:the masses of 
poor men~ becan~:~e it·is reached by including the' lmillioml ohnilliou. 
aires: 'j The average income of the poor; therefore; is'an,lllcontestible, 
proof,·not'oni'y.-of· the- pov~rty/ but·~f the sE:mt stnm1tion'of Ihdi:u~ 
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find that the. Indian is ·inferior to the Englishman as a 
servant. or employee. He is less conscientious, he takes 
more holidays, he requires .to be watched. We find he 
is inferor to the Englishman as a master or employer, 
he has less justice and less generosity. We find him 
inferior as an animal, he succumbs to disease, he (if of 
higher class) usually shirks exercise, and is very fre• 

. quently a worn out old man, when he ought to be· in his 
prime. His children die in swarms. Here, in Madras, 
the deaths of children under five frequently are half as 

• numerous as the births. He is inferior as a citizen, 
very seldom does he resist any pressure towards bribe
giving. He boasts of his. humanity, because he will 
not ~ill animals, but he lets even cows starve to death, 
and nowhere in any civilised land are horses and 
oxen so ill-treated as in India. In order to maintain 
purity of married life, he has built up the institutions 
of pre-puberty marriage and perp~tual widowhood, 
and yet venereal disease is even more rampant in 
India than in England, and in the name of religion 
little girls are trained up to prostitution. What record 
can India show of lives devoted to non-Indian humanity 
like all those British men and women who (to take one 
example only) are at work now in what were enemy 
countries in the war ? If India had obtained complete 
Swaraj, and were .in danger, would five million men out 
of every f~rty-five millions of population voluntarily 
enlist in her armies ? 
· "Out of her vast population, how few are the great 

men India has produced-three living, Tagore, Bose and 
, Gandhi-an extraordinarily rich crop for India I .11he' 

population of England in the time of Queen Elizabeth 
--was no greater than that of-Mysore to-day. . 

"All this may seem a very one-sided and mistaken 
40 
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view to you.' Probably it· is. But how can an En·glish
man help seeing the cornparisori between English and 

· Iridian in'sonie such light as ·that? 
· ·" If so, the remedy is in Indian hands~ and not in ours. 

You are already pointing. the way. I do not like your 
term 'Non-co-operation,' and it does· not seem to me 
to express your meaning. I should'prefer 'Independent 
action.' Let Indians abolish untouchability; let them . 
~xercise restraint in marital relations; and .~ot pro~reate 
millions of children doomed to early death, let Brahmins 
learn at school to spin and weave ·and cease to despise · 
manuallah~mr, let lndia. have one common language 
spoken and un~erstood from Kashmir to 06merin, what~. 
e"\·er local vernaculars are permitted to: .survive. When 
there is·: something to be done, let. Indians put their 
hands to the plough and not merely say, ' The Govern
ment must ... ' These: things 'you have preached, and if 
all the people who shout ' Gandhiji-ki-Jai' will do 
them, Englishmen will speedily entertain much more 
respect ·for Indians than they feel at. present. When 
these·· things are done, ther~ are plenty. :more to .do~ 
Most. important, of all~ , perhaps, is to' rebel against the 
tyranny of ancient.cmstom,: when it is no longer felt to 
be, right ·or necessary .. You· will no do'!lbt be able to 
point .out one task after: another'. Meanwhile; we· •wait 
and .. see. ·:Will that crore· of rupees be·paid up.? .. ·1Will 
the . twPnty lakhs t)f charkhas be obtained,· and .. if so, 
will they be used ? Will N on-co-opel:'ate>'rs ; l~arn; to· 
ma:i~tain self-disC-ipline and·· abstain 'from riot?'·· Will 
Gandhi' c,ease. calling ·a· Government consisting of hleri 

':who, on:the average, are mor.e ready to' make· sacrifices' 
for,.the;, service: of India:.than the·a\Terage·Indian is_.:. 
!'atanic? Will. ·_.the. temperance .. crusade ·lead: to any 
;l~~t.t~,r .:t:esult than.un bridlel illicit drinking ? :·)' · i:: 
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'"If we find these questions answered in th(:! affirmative 
_:.if-Rut sha\1 ~e? · ' ·· 

''The English are ready to give respect, when it i~ · 
·earned· Do not complain that English do not respect 
Indians: complain instead: that ,Indians' have not com-
manded respect.. ·· ~ · · 1 

• • • : · · ' ' 

"For m.y own part,, I believe you are acconiplishingand 
·will accomplish great· thjngs .. 'Man 'lives by ad mira~ 
·tion, hope and love.' On these, ~reat nations are built 

. oj I 

·up. May India. be one." · 
John Bull'$ letter shows that the writer has at .. 

·tempted to understand the movement. Much of his 
criticism is not wholly und~erved. 'John Bull' has 
:given the experience o~ the average Englishman. His 
a~eneralisations in my opini~n ~annat be su~tained. His 
experience is confined to ~· 'microscopic minority of 

. ',. ': I 

Indians, drawn to .the can.tonments from ambitious 
motives, and by no means representing the mass of tlie 
people. In my opinion, , b'ased upon an extensive ex
·perience of both the races, man for ·man, th~ Indian is, 
in no way, infe'ri~r, in a'll that matters, to any other 'race 
·in the world. Th~t as animals we 'ate inferior to English~. 
men, i:nust be admitted .• · But' that l$ due more largely 

, . I ... ' . . . ' 
·to the climate tha]l to anything else. The c)large of indif-
·fetence to the welfare of ou~ :ah'imais c~~ 'also; I thi~k, 
be easily sustained. I I do' not 'belie~e that,' except in 
:large towns, we suffer rrio:re' from· .ven-~re~l dls~ase's than 
·the ·other 'races.: Dedication of giris! to.:prostitutfon 
is certainly .. a serious~· plot on :out culture. : If' i.ndians 
·were trained in the same 'manner as :Englishmen; and 
if' India wa~~~~irriilarly' situMed'as Engliu:id, she ~ou1d 
:~ive quite a,:. good' account or herself. But we I have 
.a different 'culture; wliieh; !'hop~~ we will · r'et.airi' ·:u 't11~ 
·end of time;:· lndia:'s;temperanient: is f1ot ;;arlilie:·n She 



would refuse .to ,see any··greatness ~n sending her ·mil·· 
l . / I I ' l ' : ' J ) ' I I : ' ! ' ! i I J ·" I j ' ; " • ) 1 j ' J ,. • I j ~ ' ' ' .:. • ' ' 

lions to the trenches for the purpose .. of ~illing.Jellow • 
.rn:en, ey~n thou~h ,th~. ;l~tt~r.m;.g~t :,P.~-~.'; ~_r,~o~.·!· ~~dia,. 
including her Mussalman populatjon, is .in, :rp.y opinion, 

' 1 1 1 ·' , 1 
• I I I ! :. , I .~ . ) ' I ' · ' • J l · I ' ' J ; 1. , .. ' • 

~or~ ~~tt~d for l~~l~~s~~erip~ .' tha,J;lr; for , . in~i~t!ng 
suffering upon others. It is in this beli~~J}~at: J,. have 
ventur~? -~~ offe.~l tq,.,h~r. N 9~~ePi9J?~r~tiop.. ,as a , rep1edy 
for her many ills. _Whethe~ she,"fill. re~lJY,. respond o~ 

:) , "'' ,j\, , 1 .I I i•• • 

npt, re~ains ~o ,be seeu., .. If )~tjhl!.s. been, ~~k~n-,uP .. purely: 
from revengeful motives, it wi 11 fail. r Jf• it has been 
taken up, a~ I bel~ eve.~ it h.as, b'eeJ:\, ~~~r. the. purpose
of . self-purification and, ,se~~-~a~~ifice,,_ it. i~ b~~nd t() 
succee4~ . ,. ·. . . . , , 1,. • . . • •• , ·1 . •• _; · • • 

·That .Indians are not a natipn · of cowards, is , proved 
~Y. ~he p~rsonal br~very, an~ .~aring othe.r. ~artial races~ 
whet~e~· Hin.du, ¥ussalman,. Sikh or, Gurkha .. My:; 
·point' · js that the ·spirit of fighting is. foreign to India's. 
soil, and that. probably she has. a higher. part to play in· 
the' evolution of the world. Time alone can show I what. 
fs.to be het destiny:. · · 

' . :. . . . . ' . . . . . . 
, B11~ 'John Bull' is entitled to trea~ a~l.I: have sa(d. iru 
answer as so much special pleading. 'twould, far rather,. 
th~t'we t~ok such criti'cism as a friendly w~rning, and. 
that we began to ridourselves of alfour. impuritie~.- 1 
ag~e~ I with,' John Bull'' that it is better' to command 
respect than .to . grumble about the want of it. Al\d 
that:i~· exactly the reason why India has taken up. Non
co-operation. The. writer does not like. the. word .. I 
would reject it to-day, if. I could find a better. .But it is. 
the only ~ord that .meets the case. We have co-ope
rated 'long enough in .our .own·. degradation. It is our
duty to ~efus~ to do so any longer, One need not even 
appor~fo~. the. blame. Th~ fapt stands, a~ 'John ,Bull' 
has piopedy ad~itted, that the av~rage_Engli~hm_an, has. 
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little respect for us.· We must therefore stand aside, 
till we and they feel as equals. 

But there is the other side to 'John BuB's argument. 
His attitude betrays race-repugnance. Assuming the 
shortcomings to exist, just as they are described by the· 
writer, is that a reason for looking down upon Indians as 
inferior beings? Or, does not ·the doctrine of equality 
require mutual regard, irrespective of the posse~sion of 
the same qualities? Does not 'John Bull' commit the 
same error that , I;Dany Ifi~dus do regar~ing,. ,the 
'untouchable~'? If I am right in calling the spir~t of un
touchability satanic, am I less right. in c·alling the 'cult 
'Of ·English syperiority also by the same name.?· Do 
EnglishmP.n behave towards their less fortunate bre
thren,. in the satne way as they beha ~e towards Indians? 
Do they not consider themselves to be born to rule, and 
Indians ·born to obey, even as Hinduism is said to have 
.consigned .the 'untouchables~' to perpetual subjection ? 
My whole soul has ·risen ·against the·•existing system 
of Government, because · I· believe that 'there· is no 
!real freedom for India under the 'British connection, if 

I ' 

Englishlllen' -cannot .. ,iive· u'p :the' fetish of: th~ir' pre· 
-destined superiority. This attitude of Englishmen has 
.deprived the tallest Indian of any· chance of . rising to 
hi~ full height,~and thereforet in' spite·: of ·an the good 
intent.iobs of i~div'id\1al En~Hsh adfuinis~r.ators,· we have 
really ~ost :ln our .own ~stimation, so. much so that many 
.of us ·have·come to belie~e th~t we ;re.Q:uire a long p:9urse 
.of training under the English, whereas it is my, con
vi~tiori that we 'are to.;day ·'quite fit to·· gO'Vern I ·ourselves, 
and therefore we ~ust . resoluteit 'refuse t'o co .. dperate 
with' th~m in the 'administr~tion' 'of refo

1

rms that I fall 
:short of fuli ~elf-g~ve.mment,::,.we w\ll p.o doubt 1~ake 
mistakes,·· more perhaps- than· now. We· ~shall l~arn 
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tp.rough our m~~tflt~es, :peyer by. bei~g forcibly preyen.tedl 
from making them. 

• • ~ ' I ' ~ I 

: '29th J t~?l~~)921 '; 
1 

I 

1 

'A. PtANTER1s LETTER· 
'•, 

. ~he followiiJg, appea.~ed in .Youn{J India of 29th j~ne,. 
~921: .,. (')I • i < o "I : ·,. , •• . 

0 

' o j I! •,• " 1 '1 ' .-' 'l .! 

· To.'Mt; ·Gandhi and ·othe.rs coirnected with theN on~co~. 
operatioli'ln.o~einent !' i j• i .;. 1 

' ' 1 ·,I ' I i .I I 
1 o) 1 1 

11 ·~··': 1 , · •,1· ' . 1 ' '· • ' I 

' .. Gentlemeu,'...:..H:ive you ever' stopped t'o consider· where yottt·· 
Nori-M-oi)erntioft movement is going tolend.Jiid,iB to? :t.~peak '.if 
permitted to '(I o so,.for :Assnm .. N ou-co-oper:lti9n is pot the r~medy
or l,m;igQt;sny,, i, ~ot the qure forth~ e:vident tlrils you are trying tO> 
remedy, bu~ Legislation. Legislation. ~.t~d. compulsory Education. 
are the. thing~ required in tlie oi·der mimed>Coi>li'es'in' A8sa~ :ire 

. ve!·y welllookea'after 'by1 the Europeans on' Emiopean-controiiE;d, 
tea' gln·dei1~,bt1t even on such gardens, Iregi·et to s.:ay: tbn t the desire· 

· on the 'J)nrt of yom·~ own countrymen to e:x:tott. money by unfair· 
means f.rom the poor coolie~ is more prevalent 

1 
~hau. i~, sh~ul~ be .. 

. The .'~nges, on t~ngnrd.en~ are distinctly , g9o~ . .)\fy <lOolies ~ar~ 
. on ~u 1.\~·emge for ·men Rs. ·10-3-8, .foi· women 'Rs. 6-1278,· for 
. childre1i Rs. 4-'15-9. (Sept.1920; Governmin1t Return.) In addition 
'·to' these'wnges, fr~e'fuel, free medidne •. free· medical at'tendance,. 
. free 'housing ncc.ommodation', .free grazing grouud, free ~he~-lnnq,. 
.rice tmppli~d nt .much below bazaa\' rat~s, wl~e~, there, is f. f~.m.ine 
on ,.,.....these are the comforts bestow!ld on all the tet\ garden coolies 

' 'of Assam, nnci i feel S~l'e you 'iiu agree ~ith' me,: 'that:.' you ~alll 
'take a horse tothe wuteti:but yo1hiannot makeblm drhik, 1'·nmt 

·, yorl mi1i t~ke n boolieto the:work,but: you caimotmake him work; 
'lmd h1 erery trnde in' the world a· man must w.ork. Piece-.w.orkil'l

, giyen on te.n gnl·?el,ls, n~td ll, cooli~ . C~I/- llasqy e~r~ -~' t~ .10 n~ums. 
; dallyJ :;tl,ld a WQme~ ~.to 6 a nuns, i.e., i,nthe busy season~ J1 ther 
. WQl'k, ,vith nll the ,comfoiotjS' above '•iamed, c:m ,'you, N on:c~)~OJ,:)er!t'-· 
'tor~, ti'UI hfnli~; ~nr tlie ten 'plan'tei• is' not· doi~g his (lU t;{ town't1d~. 

' the colol!e •: No. Y o\11'' ,.~ountirymen' lU'e . ·.begint1fttg ! to· t•ealize 
i·thnt: the' poor coolie is not"quite such:doo) ns he used to be, ~nd 
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not quite so much can be extorted out of him now-a-days, and as 
money mnst come from somewhere, you are endenvouriag to take 
it through the coolie by telling him that he is under-paid, sweated 
labour, ill-treated and n host of other lies. Where nre your 
reformed ·:ouncils and where is you1· legislating? At the rate 
you people are tra\'elling, you will be looking for your re~t 
shortly. 

What then is required? Iu As~am, the pay of the Indian staff 
should be increased 100 per cent. This would stop the pret~ent 
dissatisfaction amongst the Baboo clerks, who in mo~t cnses hare 
to support huge families ou salal'itJs which nre inadequate, and to 
live they are compelled to get the montJy from somewhere; hence· 
they extort from the weak, being unable to from the 11troug . .My 
staff consists of one bend and two junior clerks, nll di~gracefully 
paid. 'rhey do not steal; they cnn 't becau!!e I am too cute for 
them. I am exceedingly sort;Y for them, but lUI I :tm struggling 
to live, I cannot help them from my snltuy. Why should I·~ My 
employerR do not permit me to pay thc.m more, but it is bound to 
come sooner ot· Inter by agitation and co-operation, not by Non. 
co-operation. The pt•esent mothodfl of your followers haven 
Bolshevik tendency by turning o.land now flowing with milk and 
honey into n chaos,· and cau!ling complett~ disorganization 

·Agitate, agitate. Co-opet·ate, co-operate, co-operate. Legislate, 
legislate, legislate. I ask you to banit;h Non-co-operate from your 
mind, it it! ut~dess.· 

I want to see 'in As11am: 
1. Free Lnbom·. Liberty is wealth. 
~. That every Indian can trnvlll to any part of India from 

famine at·ea to plenty without any restriction. 
3. Legislation, the Harne for the poor and the rich, the snme 

for the lndinu and the European. 
4. Legislation for th':l tn•ottlction of Indian women and their 

Eurasian children. 
iJ. 'l'he Panchayat a11 a legal powet· on every ten garden, of 

which the manager must be pt•esident nnd if the Indian can be 
tried by Pnucbaynt, so can the European. (l!y coolies have per
mist~ion to try me.), 

6., ~ayment of sick allmyance to coolie!! compulsory. 
7. Ret~trictiou of coolie maninge11 abolished. 

. 8. 'Confillement allowance to prCO'll:lnt women compultwry 
, for six ~no~th1:1. , . 

1 
• ; 

1 
~ , • " . 
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You will admit all these suggestions are fott -legislators, ·not for 
Non-co-operators: therefore·· agitate, co-operate, legislate, and 
Love;· '' Mobuf"Dayal "Jfia" Beechar. · " · ' ' 

. Wh~t are your members of Cou~~ii doing?, :~Ia~·~ them work, 
. make' them pass ,suitable la~s, ~fl,ke: them listen to the voice of 
the people. My strength is the love of my people (coolies); their 
strengthis the lov.e of their people, ,Indians, Non-co-operators, 
co-operators, agitators, Legislators, or it'should be a house that 
is di~ided against itself and can~ot stand~ therefore co-operate. 

I I co-operate w.lth ali Indians that I ~eet ·~r. ha~e. dealingwith, 
' from the Chamar t'o the Brahman, from the coolie'. to the Rajah . 

.All are God's own, all are human,· all I regard as my brothers. 
Where I can help I help, where I can alleviate· trouble I do so, 

. where I can teach I teach. ;Let. brotherly love continue; jt is not 
' .·obtained by ;N on-co-~peration, but bi·otherly love .is co-operation. 

I am glnd to be able to tell· you that I ani the manager of the 
, most contented aud.the best paid labour force in tea, and I can 
.truthfully say that I have always,.ever since I have been in India, 
. made a point of alleviating the sufferings of my coolies, though 

.. of course one cannot please all. This has been done by co-opera

. tion 1\nd no strike. has or will take place on. the garden under my 
· contvol.. I speak with confideQce. .So I ask you, Mr. Gandhi, to 
stay your .hand and the hand of your · syn;~pathisers, and stop this 
mad exodus from Assam. Think of the thousands .of de:).ths being 
caused by this stampede. Two. wrongs· ,will never make one 
right. · , · . . '" . · · 

· ·l pe1·sonally am very 'much against ·tile . methods 'employed in 
every tea garden except niy·OWll and a few others; They are, 
I admit' a disO'racEi to the te:i industry, i,e.,' gardens worked 
through' the Baboos. But· what is required · i~· co-operation, 

1 agitation,· legislation, and not yout· methods, namely, Bolshevism 
with a Non-co-operation tendency. The truth hurts no one. 
' Apolo'gizingfor the tone of my letter,: which only speaks my 
·mind; i, , ' :I, .. ,, I 

I·· r ·remahi; I I 

" Chi tace confessa. II 
" He, w~6 keeps silent ~onfesses. '.' 

· Mr. Gandhi replied to the ab~~~ : ~s .·folio;:, I ~ublis h 
this letter without an alteration. The writer has sent m (I 
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bis name, but wishes to remain anonymous. 'i have seen, 
'both in Natal and Champaran, the writer's prototypes. 
He means well, but does not know that he· is no more 
than a fine cattle-keeper. Once admit that men may 
ibe treated like cattle, many· a European manager 
·would earn a certificate of merit from a Prevention of 
<Jruelty to Animals Society. I know from ex.perience, 
that free medicine, free medical attendance, free housing 
.ac~mm·odation and free graz.ing-ground are so many 
·tricks of the trade, designed to keep the 'coolie' a serf 
-for ever. He would be a freer man for being paid full 
·wages and charged for housing and niedicine. ·Free 
:grazing ground is to him, almost like breathing, indis· 
pensable. Euraftian children tell on every.~state the 
·story of man's and woman's shame. If I had the power; 
1 would stop d.ll the· estates, where the crime against 
'Indian womanhood is proved by the presence of Eura
·sian children. I know the problem is difficult. But, if 
the European learnt to respect the. chastity Of the Indian 
woman as his sister's there would be no I Eurasian 
-children born out of wedlock. I am no believer in' free' 
~intercourse. The subject is too painful, the chastity of 
·man and woman too . sacr.ed for me, to enable me to 
write with restraint on what I have seen, on euch estates, 
.and heard. I do not for one moment wish to suggest 
that Indian managers ·would not commit , the same 
·crimes that European'roanagers clo.. ·r know that their 
·colour hides th.e shan1e in the fa~es of their crimes • 
·creation. But I do maintain that the European: manager 
·does with impunity what·the. Ind~an''d'are ·not. B~~ t 
must· close this chapter. here .. Th~ .. disingenous. sug. 
;gestion that ·the 'manager· 'should 'J be' ·the President of 

, . ' .I , . , , . . .. • 

Panchayats, gfvesa.way the planters' 'case·. The corres~ 
IJondent's advice regarding '·N on~co-op(mition proc·eed s 
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from ignoran.ce. J.can assure him that I nev~+, advisedl 
~·single coolie ,in Assam to strike . .I\ do not profess tOt 
kno!V the p~oblem of .labour th~re •. ·He. should, uiore;.. 
oyer, knc;>w that there is no Non-:co-operation going on 
with capital or capitalists, Non-co-operation is, going: 
on· with .the ,existing Government as .a system.: ,But 
there. is bound .to b~ N on-co7ope17ation, where"Ver there 
~s evil, oppressi<J:Q: t1,nd ,.injustice, whether. anybody 
wishes it or not. The people, havi~gfound the rem1fiy, . 

. ·will resort to it-. If they, do so stupidly. pr. unjusti:fial>ly,. 
they alone will .be the real losers. , . I do J;l.Ot ·believe that 
legisla~ion Of, <lebates in the Cou:Qcil~ can do much goqd, .. 
Notu~ti~ em.Pl~yers, begi:Q· to loo.k, upon ·Iabo:urers. as. 
members of. *e.ir own .family, 1 ,c;>r untit ~~e; latter . ar'e· 
ed:ucated t,q ~nderstand their .own rights· and .~now. the· 
m~thod of securing them, wil\ .labo~rers .. be. ~ble to 
better their posi~ion •. , Legis~at.ion. in ~dvanQe of publjc: 
opinion is pften worse th.an. useless, ·Non-co-operation. 
I '-' ' ' ' •••,•! ' ' ' I' i 

is.t1le quickest method. of. creati~g public I opinion, in the· 
:p~~~ent .case a change o~ man.~ers, ·or, ~s I have often put. 
it, pf heart . I 

~·· 

13th July; 1921 · 
·. l! .·1 •. ·, '' '.TO EVERY; ENGLISHMAN' IN: INDIA . 
DEAR FRIEND, , ... ;. ::, \ :.· '·i , . i· : 

. I: . .' , ,., ,:., ! .•• 1.' '· 

., This is. the second tim·e. l.venture, to aqdress you. . I. 
knowi that mps't ·of you · dete~~; N ~~~?.o-oi>er~t~on.: Bu·t t 
wo~l<l'inv.ite you ,tq isola ttl two .of my; acti:v~ties f,rom th~t 
~e·~~~· if~pp ca,~·~,hi~~·~, ~re~.i~ f~~~~o~~st~.. '.:·:: ,! ·, h 

t cannot prove my honesty, ,if you do not feel it. Some· 
or'~y Indiat;J f!le.nds: 1c~arg~· i~le.witb. .camou~age·,, when 

I ,'l"\1 1 rt,j II I 1 1• I • J'l ,, I '>II' 

I say we need not hate Englishmen, whilst we may ,hat~~ 
the' ~¥st~m t~f.y ~~!~ ,est~.bli~~'ed.',\~m· t.r.~~ng ~9 show. 
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them that one may detest the wickedness of a brother 
without hating him. Jesus denounced the wickedness· 
of the Scribes and the Pharisees, but he did not hate· 
them. He did not, enunciate this law of love f9r the· 
man and hate for the evil in him for himself only, but 
he taught the doctrine for universal practice. Indeed,. 
I find it in all the scriptures of the world. 

I claim to be a· fairly accurate student of human 
nature and vivisector of my own failings. I have dis-· 
covered that man is superior to the system he propounds •. · 
And. so ~ feel that you as an individual are infinitely 
better than the system you have evolved as a corpora
tion. Each one of my countrymen in Amritsar on that. . . 
fateful lOth of. April, was better than the crowd of which 
he was a member. He, as a man, would have declined. 
to kill those innocent English bank managers. But. in 
that crowd,. many .a' man forgot himself. Hence it is 
that an Englishman in office is different. from an 
Englishman outside. Similarly an Englishman in India. 
is different from an .Englishman in England. Here in 
India, you belong to a system that is vile beyond descrip
tion. lt is possible,. therefore, for me to condemn the 
system in the strongesG terms, without considering you 
to be bad and without in1 puting bad ·motives to .every
Englishman.: You are. as much slaves of .the system 
as . we are. I waQt you, therefore, to . ~eclprocate, and 
not impute. to me motives which you cannot read in. 
the .wr~tten. word. I give you the whole of my motive 
when . I. tell you that I am impatient to . end or. mend 
a system, which·· .has made • India. s~bs.ervient t~ a. 
handful. 1·of ,. Y.O~ and which has . made. Englishmen 
feel secure only in the shadow of ,the ~arts and. ,t)le· 
gun,s that: obtrude themselves on one's notice in India .. 
I~ is ~ d~~rading s pect~cle' I for I Y.O~ 'I and. r9r :us. I ,O.ur 
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.CorpOrate life ·is based on mutuai· distrust and fear. 
'This, you·· will admit; is 1 ·unmahly~' A :system that is 
-respons'ible for•' ·s'uch a·l state of: thing,• 'is· necessarily 
·s~tabic. You shoulf be a:ble· to · Hve in. India ·as a:ri 
int'egral .·part of; its people ahd ·not' always as foreign 
,J~ploiters·; One .; : thousand' 'Indiari I lives ; against :one 
English ~ife is a doctrine of dark 'des'pair,· and' yet, 
'believe me,· it 'was enunciated in 1919 by the highest· of 
:yah in th~dand·.: :; ;; ·, ' · · " · · 
.- Talmost feel :t~mpted to invite yon· tor join me in 
·destroying' a: systeffi:· that .ha~ dragged· botli you· and 
11s' down. · But· I: ·feel I ~cahnot as yet· do so. · We have 
·hot show:n ·ourselves' earnest,·' self-s.·actificing and ·selfM 
··restrained enough for tha.fconsumm.ation.· I .. ,~ ' J . 

• But I do· ask :y-ou to help us in the boycott 1of. foreign 
rcloth and in the anti~dritik 'carrtp~fgril ::; i i . 
' The'· Lanca.shire' ·cloth; ·as; English.r historians·· have 

-shown; was fo'rced. upon India, and her'own world-famed 
lf1:aimfactures' .. : :-w·e're r~ deliberately ·ahd: ·':systematically 
'TUined •. India: is; lthei·efore;i-·at the r ~ercyl n'ot' only of 
Lancashire bttt' ·'alsoi JOf 1 

.r Japan,·: France ·~nd 'America: . 
.Jirst see'what this'has meant to lndia:·~we send'out 1 of 
India every year sixty c'rores·:(more or less) of rupees for · 
•Cloth', I 'We· grow 'enbugh cott'on for 'our own ~cloth. 1s 
!i't·not· madness to send cotton outside 1India,. and have' 11t 
mia:nufa·cturedJ 1nto cloth· there and shipped ta-us? Was 
tit rigb~tto reduce Indi~ tel' such a helpess state? I! 1

'' 

'.'A hundred and fifty ye~rs 'ago, we· riianufactuted ali 
·:Our bloth; ·Our womeil' spun~ fihe: yarn irl ·their own 
•cottages,· iand·supplemented' the earnings r:af their· .hus.:. 
n'ands. I tThe villag'e weavers: wove that yarn:'· 'It' was an 
iddi~pensabl¢ part ··of' national econohiy ·hi' -'a vast 
;agric~ltura l'country like ours', I It enabled US' in a most 
inatural rriatn1·er to utilise· our leisure .. To-day dur~women 
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have lost the cunning· of. their, hands, and the enforced' 
idlen~ss of millions ~~s impoverished :the land. Many
weavers.have .becpme sweepers. Some. have taken -to• 
the profession of hired soldiers. . Half the rae~ of artistic 
weavers has .·.died out,, and the other half i!\· weaving 
imported foreign yar~ for ;want ~f finer hand-spun yarn~ 

You will, perhaps J?.OW · understand . what boycott 1 of 
foreign cloth means to India ... · It is not devised as a. 
punish~.ent •. If t,he. Gove,rnment were to-day to redress 
the Khilafat and th.e Punjab wrongs and consen~- t() 
India:. attaining immediate Swaraj, the boycott move· 
ment must still continue. Swaraj means at least the 
power to conserve Indian industries that are vital to the 
economic existence of the nation, and to prohibit such im • 
ports as may interfere with such existence. Agriculture 
and hand-spinning are two lungs of the national body~
They must be protected against consumption at any cost. 

This matter does not admit' ·of any waiting.. The in .. 
terests of the foreign manufacturers and the Indian 
importers cannot be considered, when th(~ whole nation 
is starving for want of a large · productive occupation' 
auxiliary to agriculture. 
. You will not mistake this for a movement of genorat 
boycott of foreign goods.' India does not wish to shut 
herself out of international commerce. Things· other 
than cloth which can be better made outside India, she
must gratefully receive upon terms advantageous to the
contracting parties, Nothing can be forced ·upon her .. 
But I do not wish to peep into the future •. : I am certainly 
hoping that· before long it 'would be possible for India 
to co.operate with England on equal terms: Then will 
be the time for examining trade relations. For the time
being, l bespeak your help in bringing about a boycott 
of foreign cloth. 
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··of sirt1ilar; and'· 'equal. importanc~' is· the: campaign 
:against drink. ; The' :liquor-shops I are a~:' insufferable 
•curse imposedr upori society. There· never was: so· much 
awakening am'ong the' people :as now'~po'n this question'.· 
1 arlin it that here it' I is the 1Indian ministers ;who 'can 
lt,Hp more' than you ·c~~. But' I ~mild like ;y.Ou to speak 
-out your mind 'clearly . on the· question:; Under every 
·systerri of'government,' total prohibition,· so far. 'as·r can 
see; will be insisted upon by the nat'ion. :You can'·a~sist 
·the: growth of the ever~'rising' agitation; by thro~i~'g 'f~ 
~the·weight ·of your influence o:h th~. side of;the nation. · 

r I r : ' • ' ! ' , ~ J ' ' , I I '' ' 

.····~~··-·.· 

! •''9th ·~Jay;' 192( 
: · f , 

1 
·: \ ; • ! '} ~. 1 : r ' , · t' ·• • · , ! ·, ·' : 1 

SOME QUEST~ONS AN~WERED 
, I , ' ' ' ' 

. ·, 1'rom time to time, c~Mr; Gandh'i was·· asked to answer 
'qu.estions and. clear difficulties.( The following are from 
Yoltny· India •: . ' ,, I • '. j ,• .. , r 

Cm·ping C1·.iticism.~Often do · young ·men · criticise 
·the conduct of leaders without just cause~., The· ·latest 
instance that has come to 'my. notice· is, rath~r strik;. 
ing. ·A .special: train. was arranged ..for: a." visit. to 

· Sindh. This was tod niuch for· a: correspondent. ·' He 
thought. that. the deaders· had•indu·lged'ln a''waste of 

. na'tion~l fundS.1• 'I had. not stopped; to inquire the rea!'lOn 
why, the special was arranged.: ·He advised:me·to ·cancel 
the 'special and give . a day. more to Sindh and ··save 
the, :money,, If. he had :inquired • into 'the matteri the 
friend would have discovered that r witho'ut'the special it 
·was.·impossible to take me to :Mirpur Khas, that I could 
"l)othave giVen.a.day,tnore'to Sindh !rwithout disturbing 
.. the ·.r~st of the progra~rile, that: it :was necessary 'for' in~ 
··to go to M'irpur Khas and that the expense was:compara-
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iively small. Criticis'm of pu bJic ~en is a welcome sign of 
·public awakening.· It keep~ workers on the alert.' Thos~ 
·who pay have a right to ensure e.conomy. There is un
·doubtedly an extravagance often noticed about popular 
-demonstrations, much money is ~pent in tin~elsplendour. 
The expense is often thoughtless. . And we are likely to 

:_gain by fearless critic ism of public expenditure··· ·or 
;general conduct Of public men.· But all such criticism 
must be well· informed' and thoughtful'. All carping 
'Criticism must be avoided." · · 

·.Whilst on the question of rt~.ilway; travelling, I 'must 
Temark that there is still noticeable a desire to avoid 3rd 
da~s tra veiling. I am sorry to say that, being no longer 

• The followin~nppenreq iu·l,.owzg lnd·ia' of lAth August, 1921: · 
S(I'/IW Questions rt~ul .dnsn•cr11-An EngliHh' friend sent me five 

•.fJUestionR for anRwer. • .!11 they were iuteresting, I reprouncJ fmm 
:memory both the (JUestions nnd the nnswer11.. , 

·(l) Do yon think tim~ will increase ot· decrease the cli'vergcuce ·of 
•views between you uud Lord !tending. · . 

Jnsll)t'I'-The dh·ergence is nsJikeJy to uect·eaHe n~ it i!l to inct'C!:lRC 
(2) When Jo you ~x'J)cct to cHtnblhlh ~w:u·aj '! 
:Ins,-I am tryitl;{ to e!itnbliflh ~overnmcnt over. tity11elf nA 1':\pidly 

·ns ·poKtlible. I cnnnot estnhlit~h 8wn.l'uj.for India .. But I do certainly 
.. expect her 'to estnhliMh it dul·ing this ve~·y yen!', , . , , 

· (3) Do you now think the Prinle Minill.tcr to he more satauic ~t·. 9\'il 
·thnuevcr?· ''-' '' ·~.~ '' · ·,' ' I'.,. ··•. . .• : 

'.ln1.-I mu~t confes~ that the· Prirlte: 'l\liui~te1: i'!' an cni!lma t.o me! 
Be. certaiuly, ~till· owes to: J.ndi:\n, Mufls:tlm:tlll! a doht· which he ·llnS 
fai)edtodiijchnrge. i'. •' ,• ,,~ 1 .• , •• I .1:;: :·:· .• ,' 

( 4•) Why do you not encm~·;~g~ the J1tini~tcr~ born and Lredl iu you~ 
•OWll counti·y WhO are trying to Cf)tablish' tlirough the l'eformed cotiuciJs 
ftill·respo~siLl(q~o\·et;nment for: Ind\a ~' · i • .,. · • ••• 

1 
'' • • • • · • " 'J': 

I .~ns,-J ~·t~t I e~pectfuJly refUii6 to ell~OUl'Ugtl the minfsterg untJI 
they wnsh theit• hand~ .clean of a Fyst(Jm wbiob m1e11 thom M tools for 
.qchnaingindia.. ,,.1 r.'i'; 11 ,_ -~ 1 , ;:1,,, 1,, .. ,J··r.r 

, (I)) ; Do ~Otl think n, ,Ke,ne~ ~f.IJ11W?Ul':i~ ~~~~e~~:ll'.)'; 11) lifp} 1 I • '.i'.r, 
· .1ns.-If I had no .Hense of bnruoul', ;I ~hould long .n~o, h:~\;c cpm .. 

mittedlnicide:-:ILI'CG .... '" I· ~··· IJ I·, '.·• ·'·' 11
' ••• 

11 
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p~ys~ca.lly .a.ple ~0 tra. v:eL3rd I class,( I am ~eprived ~f: the-· 
~nestima_qJe.:~.xp~rience.s of..third cla$s railwaytrayelling .. 
It,: .affords. ~1;1 opport~nity . of .cQntact, ;with the· na~ional 
~ip,~ . fhic]l . ~9thing . else. <jo~~··, Jt · .en~bles one, to! 
7-e~der I seryjce w~ich can no~; ,be o~~.~\Yise. ·.rendered. I 
~~uld .. therefore u:rge ,al_l. :workers , to~·. avoid. 2nd. class 
tr~v~:,i~n~:,·sav~ in: ;rH~ c,ases. · No.,one perhaps. knows. 
better.: than . I_ do , the :discomfort of 3rd; cJ.ass railw~y· 
ira veiling .. I 'put, ·it down. parltly to callq;~.~s railway· 
inanagement and partly to bad· nat~OJ:lal .habi~s. that 
ignore . tbe convenience; of the neighbours.. Observant: 
wo~kers travelii~g 3~d .class wo~ld efficientlydeal with. 
th~ d'isreg~rd 

1
botb 'of . the manag~~e~t ~;tnd the pas-

sengers. ~here 'is no doubt that 2!}d class travelling is 
not ·within the reach of the masses. And nation~ I servants
may claim no privileges not enjoyed by the latter.-· 
"M. K. G." in Young !niia ofllth·M~y, 1921. · · · 

-·· 
Is Non.co-opemtio;l·· a·t~ti-Gove1'1111lel~t? -In the course· 

of an article in "Young India" of 19th . May, 1920,.. 
under the heading, .''Some objections answered/' Mr. 
9-andhi wrote in reply to a friend : · . . . . , 
J My friend objects to my' statement that Non~co-opera-
tion is not anti-Government, because he considers 
that refusal to serve it ·and pay' its taxes· is actually· 
anti-Government: I respectfully dissent from the view. 

~ If a brother has fundamental differences with his 
/ broth~r, and association' \~ith the "latter invoives his. 

partaking of what in his opinion is an injustiqe, I hold. 
that it. is his brotherly· duty to refrain from serving his. 
brother and sharing his earnings with him.· This hap.: 
pens in ·everyday lif~. Prahlad did not act against his· 

. father when he declined' to' 'assooilite _himself w~th the: 
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latter's blasphemies. Nor was Jesus anti-Jewish when 
he declaimed against the Pharisees and the hypocrites, 
and would have none o( them. In such matters, is it 
not the intention that determines the character of a. 
particular act? It is hardly correct as the friend sug
gests that withdrawal · of association under general 
circumstances would make all government impossible~ 
But it is true that su~h withdrawal would · make all 
injustice impossible. 

. Non-co-operation .Programme.-In " Young India" of 
18th August, 1920, replying to Swadesamitran, defending 
the Non-co-operation programme, Mr. Gandhi stated 
inter alia: 

I agree with th~ Editor that the quickest and the 
largest response is to be expected in the matter of sus
pension of payment of taxes, but as I have said, so long 
as the masses are not educated to appreciate the value 
of non-violence even ~hilst their holdings are being 
sold, so long must it be difficult to take up the last stage 
to any appreciable ~xtent. 

. I 

I agree too that a sudden withdrawal of the military 
and the police will be a disaster if we have not acquired 

- the ability to protect ourselves against robbers and 
thieves. But I. suggest that when we are ready to call 
out the military and the police on an extensive scale, we 
would find ourselves in a position to defend ourselves. 
If the police and the military resign from patriotis 
motives, I would certainly expect them to perform the 
same duty as national volunteers, not as hirelings ·but as 
willing protectors of the life and lihertr of their country-

' men. The movement ·of Non-co-operation is one of 
automdtic adjustment. 'If the· Governme~t schools are 
emptied, I would certainly expect national sch!¥lls to 

41 
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come into being, If the lawyers .as a whole suspended' 
practice, they would. de:vise arbitration courts and the 
nation ,will have expeditious 'a:nd cheaper method of 
setting private disputes and awarding punishment to 
the ·wrong-doer. 
; Regarding the leaving of civil employment, no danger 
is feared, because no one will leave his employment, 
unless he is in a position to find. support for himself and 
family either through friends or otherwise. 

Disapproval of the proposed withdrawal of students 
betrays, in my humble opinion, lack of ·appreciation· of 
the true nature of· Non-co-operation .. It is true enough 
that we pay the money wherewith ou'r children are· edu~ 
cated. But when the agency imparting thn education 
has becomei' corrupt, we may not employ it ,.without 
partaking of the agent's corruption. When students 
leave schools or colleges I hardly imagine that the tea
chers will fail to perceive the advisability of themselves 
.resigning. :But even if they do ~ot, money can hardly 
be allowed to count where honour .or religion are • at 
stake. ' r. ~ 

A~ .to the boycott of the councils, it is riot the entry of 
the Moderates or any· other persons that matters so 
1nuch as the entry of those who believe in N on~co-ope
:ration~ You. may not co-operate at· the , bottom .. ;A 
councillor cannot remain in: the councii ·and. ask the 
.gumasta who cleans the council table to resign~ 

· . · The Depressed Classes and .. · Education,,_In '; Young 
.India"-., of 24th .November,, 1920, ~nder the. heading, 
.'' More·difficulties/' Mr.:Gandhi wrote wit}l reference to 
·_criticisms about the Gujarat National University: 
· · The simple reason why there is noM ussalman re'presen
tativ,e on the Sen!l!te is th!lt no higher educated. Mussal-
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man, able to give his time, has' been found to take 
'Sufficient interest in the national education.movement. 
I merely refer to this · matter to show that we must 
reckon with attempts to discredit the movement even 
by misinterpretation of motives. That is a difficulty 
from without and easier to deal with. · 

The 'depressed' classes difficulty is internal and 
therefore far more serious, because it may give rise to a 
split and weaken the cause-no cause can survive in
ternal difficulties' if they are indefinitely multiplied. 
Yet there can be no surrender in the matter of principles 
for the avoidance Of splits. You cannot pro mate a cause 
when you are undermining it by surrendering 'its vital 
parts. The 'depressed' classes problem is a vital part 
of the ·cause. ·Sivaraj is as' ·inconceivable without' full 
tj:!paration to the 1 depressed ' classes as it is impossible 
without real Hindu-Muslim unity' .. In my 'Opinion we have 
·become 'pariahs of the Empire' because we have created 
•I pariahs' in our midst. Th~ slave: owner is always 
more·hurt than the slave: We shall be unfit to' gain 
Swaraj so long as we would keep in bondage a fifth of 
the populatton of Hindustan. Have we: not made the 
'pariah' crawl on his belly~ Have we not . segregated' 
him ? And if it is religion so to treat the ' pariah,' it i's 
·the religion of the white race to segregate us. And if 
it i's no argument for the white races to say that we are 
satisfied with the badge of our inferiority, it :is less for 
us to say that the 'pariah' ·is satisfied with· his. Our 
slavery is complete when we begin to hug it. ·: 
· The Gujarat Senate therefore counted the cost when it 

refused to bend before the·· storm; This N·on-co-ope~· · 
ration is a process of I ·self purification. We' may not· I 

cling to putrid customs and claim the pure ·hOoD: ~of• 
Swaraj:·· 



. (tovernment . and,. Non:.co-operation.-In Yourig India 
of 9th March, .1921, in reply. to. the Viceroy's two speeches 
stating the: Government had d,one all it Qould .toward$ 
K;hilafat and that N on-cq-operatiQn led only to .. a.narchYt: 
Gandhi s.ai4 : .. . . i , • • I • . , • I • ~ 

One who sincerely sympathi~es with a starving. man 
is presumed to share such sufferings, and is not expect
ed to shoot him when. t~e latter shows sy~ pton;ts. of 
becm;niJ;lg mad through the :pa~gs of hunger. The . res
P.9nsibqity I for: anarchy1 if i~ does over_~ake India,· .wiil 
therefore re$~ '!ith the. Indian .. GoverrimEmt and :with 
those' who 'support it in spite. of, its WJ'9.Dgs, not r. -q.pon 
those .who.]:'efuse to :perform its w~ongs, not upon. those 

,who refuse to perform the. i~possible task o~ m~king 
people forget vital. wrong~ and t~y to direct th~i~ anger 
in a proper channel. . . · ·! 

His Excellem~y wonders at the d~scription · of . t}le 
'G,ov~rnment as satanic. He i$ wrong. in adopting the 
descrjption for himself. For no.body ha~ accused indi
vidual& , of being. ~atanic. His · Exc~ll.ency's adroitly. 
taking ·in that category. his Indian colleagues, \s. too 
ar,tles~ to:deceive ··anyone .. · But .the system that)he 
Viceroy: a'11d his colleagues, :whe~her Indian or. English, 
admini~ter, p~ssesses all the attributes of Sa.tan4iec~it
fulness, hypocrisy, unscrupulousness, and' unmitigated 
tyranny on occa~ion .and its justification. tempered by 
half-hea~tea . copfessiqns. His. Excelle:QCY· D;l,a:y .. rest 
assureq that tP.ere is zw :partiality .in N on-co-operatipn4 
There is alw~ys a place of honou~ for an Englishman 
in the· ran.k$ of: Non-co~op,eratiqnists. And no Indian 

· co .. operator will be ~P~:red the criticism· that. may. be 
deserved by him .. for his complicity in th~ crimes of an 
evil government, :. I 

His Exqellency is on safest groun~ when he epunci-
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ates the doctrine of meeting N Qn-co-operation by 
propaganda-by the counter propaganda of co-operation. 
He is entitled to take all the comfort he can from the 
fact that both the title-holders and the students have 
made a poor response in point of numbers and that 
sufficient Indians have been found to act as members of 
the reformed legislatures. Non-co-operationists, wh'ilst 
admitting that the numerical response might have been 
greater, manage, however, to take pleasure in' .. the titles 
and the schools and the law-courts having fallen into 
disrepute. These institutions no longer remain the 
objects.of idolatry than they once were. Non-co-ope
rationists are satisfied that practising lawyers and 
:title-holders can no longer be popular leaders. They 
know that 'even those, who have not given up titles, 
practice, or schools, are at heart non-co-operators and 
-confess their weakness. 

His Excellency has been misled by his advisers in 
believing that non-co~operationists have only now turned 
their attention to the masses. Indeed, they are our sheet
anchor. But we are not going to tamper with them. 
We shall continue patiently to educate them politically 
tilt they are ready for safe action. There need be no 
mistake about. our 'goal. .As soon as we feel reasonably 
-confident of non-violence,· continuing . among. them. in 
. ~pite of provoking • executions, we shall. certainly call 
upon the sepoy to lay down his arms and the peasantry 
to suspend payment of taxes. We are hoping that that 
time may never have to be reached. We shall leave no 
stone unturned to avoid such a serious 'step. But we 
will not flinch when· the movement has come and the 
riead has arisen. ' 
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Ilu?~'lanity v. Patriotism-Gandhi mote in Young India 
.of) 6th -.March, 1921; .. , , , . . · , . , , 
, A dear ·fri~nd has .drawn my attention· to. what he
considers is an unfortunate 1appeal ~o' patriotism rather 
than humanity in my.letter to the Sikhs.* The portion 
:objected to is this.: ''The purest way: o{ seeking justice 
against.the murders is not to s.eek it ... The perpetrator~ 
:whether they: ,are , Sikhs, Pathans ·or Hindus, are ,our 
countrymen. "·rTheirpunishment cannot. recall the dea4 
to life. · I would ask those· .whose hearts are lacerated to 
forgive them, not out of their weakness"""""for they are 
able in every way to have ·them· punisJled,--but . out • of 
their immeasurBtble strength. ' Only the st:~:ong can for., 
give;·" . I have read the foregoing again and again .. ! I 
feel··that if. I had to rewrite the .letter,'! .should not alter 
a single ·word in it. My appeal in th~t 1etter· is to the 
.Sikhs as Indians. And .it was enough :for .me tor confine 
my appeal to the point that could bG. easily. appreciated 
and· reached: by those whom I,.was .. •addressing.: The' 
mairt reasoning would be the same .. for all,. and at. all 
times. ·:My letter· as addressed to. the Sikhs .:wou.ld h'a ve. 
lost its force somewhat 'if I -had broa'dened the appeal .as 
from ·patriotism to humanity;• A Sikh·.:who will waht.to 
punish a non-Sikh· criminal but :woqld· fo.rgive. a Sikh 
may be'told that to· him Sikh and Indian must mean the 
same thing in niatters:such as ·the incident .covers .. :The 
a·ppeal to .an lndian·as ·agaiirst an Englishwanwill.be to 
his:humanity' rather than to his patriotism-: .. · . . ·' 

But I am free· "to cdnfess that in the r present. state .of 
feeling, an Englishman· may easily •misinterpret the 

• motive· of the letter~: ·For me' 'patriotism .. :is' the· same as 
humanity. I am patriotic because I am human and 
humane. It is not exclusive. I will not hurt England 

• Omitted in this collection 
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or Germany to serve India. Imperialism has no place in 
my scheme of life. 'The law of a patriot is not different 
from that ofthe patriarch. And a. patriot is so much the 
less a patriot if.,he is a lukewarm humanitarian. There is 
no conflict between private and political law. AN on-co
operator, for instance, would act exactly in the same 
manner towards his father or brother as he is to~day 

acting towards the Government. 

The Destructive Part-Replying to the Lehder which 
suggested, with refer~nce to the Bezwada Programme, 
that he had suspended Non-co-6peration, Mr. Gandhi 
wrote in Young .India of 8th June, 1921 : ~~ . 

The vocal propaganda of the destructive part in the 
first step in Non-co-operation is over. We know exactly 
where we are, regarding the titles, the law courts,. the 
schools and the councils. ; I believe . N on~cd-operators 
are ·satisfied that these institutions· have lost thei~ former 
prestige. The opponents are entitled to comfort .in the 
knowledge that. the. numerical response has not.'been 
large enough to be striking; Those· that have responded 
to ·the call, constitute the most effective though silent 
propaganda ·in the direction . .' .But one thing is . clear. 
There. can be no. resumption of co-operation, till the 
three c9nditions laid down .by the Congress are satisfied. 
The Bezwada programme,~ I admit,. is not: in itself . 

•Under the heading, ·"The Need of th.e Hour," 1\Ir. Gandhi wrote in 
Young India of 8th June, 1921: ' 
. The following may serve as a working basis::- . , , . , :. . 

(1} Salaried men to pay one-tenth of their ~onthly pnf. , . , . 
(2) Lawyers, doctors, merchants and such others to pay one-twelfth 

of th~ir nett annmil.income as nt the end of May last .. 
(3} Propertied men to pay 2! p. c. of the; valuntiom. of their 

• r property. . 
( 4) All the others to pay not lel!s than four anna a each. , . · 
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enough to~establish Swaraj. But I do hold that it is a· 
very'substantfal ste'pto"ards it: The fulfilment of the 
·programme will inspire the. nation with self-confidence, 
and enabh) it to take the other steps, 'if· necessary. One 
ctore electors~ for, to become Ocingress members is to 
be'corue 'electors' for national representatives for. various 
bodies-is to find the nucleus for a real,electorate under 
Swaraj. To have twenty lacs of spinning-wheels., in 
working order, is to know that India is determined to 
drive out poverty, to become self-reliant· and to achieve 
.her economic independence· .. Theicollection of one crore 
.of rupees is' a tang'ible 'token of the nation's: .determin.a-
tion to.achieve her destiny.l. ~: · · ·j, . 

. we have soi .fed ourselves with the history of other 
l;lations, that'we find it impossible to believe '.that we 
can attain our end without a repetition of thirty years' 

I : , . 

·'Or a .hundred years' war,· and therefore without military 
training and huge armament. . we do not r care to read 
our:o·wn hisbry and remember, that whilst kirigs ·have 
·conie and kings have g'one, whilst dyna~ties have been 
forme-d and destroyed, India has rema.ined unmoved and 
unaffected. · We will not read the lesson of the late war 
that it is not so m.uch' niilitart preparation ~e ·w~nt, as 
a:change of our own outlook upon India'R future. Habit 
.has forced :the conviction. upon us that :we,. th~ 'count
less l millioJls, a·re nothing before one· hundred .thousand 
.Englishm.en, not all· of whom. are even·.administrators . 
.As soon as we have discarded the awe of. the British 
rule; and ceased to consider ourselves ·as 'cheap· as dirt, 
we s~all be free:'·. I know· that ·it is possible to perform 

• I, , ' ' 'i , • ,,' I ,, l 

If all were. to pay according to this scale, ther~ would' be severul 
crores of rupees ... ;But one is aware that Non-co-operators and sympa
thisers are drawn from all classes. No single classissowhollyNon· 
co-operationist as to. feel ~e personal respoJlsibilityior payment 
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this revolution of thought during the year, and it' is 
my hope that India will be ready for it during the time.· 
Hitherto, we have promised ourselves many things and 
fulfilled little. If we were to turn up even two years old 
resolutions of the Congress, we shali find that we have 
failed even to send petitions we had. resolved upon. 
H~therto. we have looked up to the' Government to do 
everything for us, and we have found it almost wholly 
irresponsive in everything that matters. We have there
fore been filled with blank despair. We have ceased to 
believe in ourselves or the Government. The present 
movement is an attempt to change this winter of our 
despair into the summer of hope and confidence. When 
we begin to believe in ourselves, Englishmen will, I 
promise, begin to believe in us. Then, and not till then, 
is there any hope of co-operatiqn between the Govern· 
ment and us, The existing system of government, it 
will be fom1d upon analysis, is, based upon a/.scientific 
study of our weaknesses~ which have rather been promot .. 
-ed by it than reduced. Non-co-operation. is, therefore, 
as much a protest against.our own weakness, as aga~nst 
the inherent corruption of. the existing system. British 
.a~d Indian, we become impure by- ·belonging to lt• The 
withdrawal from it of one party purifies both. I invite . 
~ven the sceptics to fallow the · programme of. Non-co
<>peration as a trial,. and I promise that ther~ will be 
Swaraj in India during the year, if the programme is 
<:arried out in its fulness. 

Conscience or Expedience-A correspondent ·wrote . to 
Young Dzdia of 19th:January,·l921: · 

0 

i'Our conduct would lie quite consistent if we did not take onr 
· stand ot' religion or. consc:ience but 0 11imply peclnl'ed that we 
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.. . . wanted to render this Government impotent and would employ
~uch means (provided they are peaceful and, not immoral) as• 
would help us to achieve our object .. Then there would be no. 
question of the' money coming from the Gov~rnment being tainte(] 
or otherwise, though withdrawal of students from Go;ernment or 

· aided institutions may even then be undertaken if we thought we 
woul4 thus help to render the Government impotent. Huch with
drawal will.then be based not ·on any principle of religion or 

, . consci~nc'e but simply on the principle of expediency.' • 
,'' ' J '\ ' ' ' 1',. 1 • " 

Mr. Gandhi replied to the above as follows: 
:I have a horror of the word 'e:kpediency' because of 

its bad odour .. As a rule,· expediency is often opposedi 
to morality' and does not exclude the use of violence. 
'But the writer has removed the 'Sting from. the • word by 
using it in.its root: meaning.· For he insists upon being 
moral and peaceful. • I would therefore not quarrel with 
the admirable presentatton. :ofrthe argument. I have 
presented Non-co-operation in terms of religion because: 
l enter politics only in so far as it develops the·religious
faculty • in me. ·My oorres.po~dent has presented. the 
case in terms of politics. ··I submit that·my·presentation 
is ·freer from pitfalls tha11- his. . There certainly is room 
for stages in a ·.religious as in a · political programme. 
The fu~damental distinction is that ·a· programUI& 
conceived· 1n ·a religious 'spirit· admits of'·,no .tactics or 
compromise with' things- that matter. I Our present Non-· 
co-operation refers ·not,· so· much 1 to· • the paralysis of 
a wicked· government . as to ' our being ·proof. against 
wickedness. It aims therefore. not af destriction hut at. 
construction. It deals with causes rather than with 
symptoms. 
··In answer to questions by a· Muslim coirespondentt 
Mr. Gandhi wrote inter I alia .! in''· Young India I of 4th 
May; 1921: .1 think that .only God~fearing people can 
become true Non-co-operators. But the programme of 
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~on-co-operation does not require a man to declare his 
faith. Any person believing in non-violence and accept
ing the Non-co-operation programme can certainly 
'become aN on-co-operator .•. ·The correspondent misap
prehends the position. The nation has not embarkedJ 
on complete Non-co-operation,· not for want of faith or 
will, but for want of abitity. It has, ther&fore, 11ot called 
upon Government servants as yet to give up their posts .. 
But any such servant is free to throw up his office· 
whenever he likes. But there cannot be such a call 
until all reasonable precautions are taken · against an 
outbreak of. violence. Not until the nation is in a. 
position to find occupation for such men, can the call 
therefore be made. Thus, here, there is no question of 
expediency as it is generally understood.' But purest 
religion is highest expediency. Many things are lawful 
but they are not all expedient. The Jaw, the Ideal of 
Non-co-operation, is before the country. 

·27th October, 1921. 

THE SECRET OF IT. 
I 

A correspondent sent Mr; Gandhi a formidable: .list of 
questions about the struggle which deserve public notice. 
He commenced thus: "You·will admit that both your 
followers and .non-followers are in a state. of suspense 
as regards the aims of your political activities. · Can you 
therefore be charitable enough to enlighten; them by 
answering the following questions ? " The· following 
are the questions and ans'Yers : 
. 1. Are you really a Mahatma ? 
. I do not feel like being one .. Rut l do know that I am 

among the humblest of God's creatures. · 
I 
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· 2. · If so; will you define the word Mahatma ? 
Not being acquainted with · one, I· cannot give any 

·definition. · -. · · 
, 3. If not, did you ~ver tell ·yo'lr followers that you 

:are not one? · · . 
The more I repudiate, the more it·is used. 
4. Is your ·'soul force' attainable by ·the ignorant 

:masses ? , . .~ , 
They. have· it already in abundance. Once upon· a 

·time an expedition of French scientists set out in search 
·of knowledge and in due course reached India. They 
·tried hard to find it, as they had expected; among· the 
learned ones but faile:i. Unexpectedly they found it in 
.a pariah home. · 

5 .. :You say machinery I has beeri the bane of civi
lization. Then why do you allow yourself to travel in 
·railway trains and motor cars? .. 1. · 

There are certain things· which you cai:mot .escape all 
.at once, even whilst you are avoiding.them. This earthy 
·case in which I am locked up is the bane of my life, but 
I am obliged to put' up with · it and. even indulge it as 
·this friend knows. But does he seriously doubt that, the 
·machine age was responsible for the organised murders 
:during the late war? Asphyxiating gas and such other 
.abominations have not advanced us by an. inch. · 

6. Js it a fact that formerly you. travelled third class 
. in railway trains and: now you· travel j~ special trains 
.and first class · carriages ? · 

Alas! the .correspondent is correctly informed. The 
·Mahatma-ship is responsible.fpr the SP,ecial trains, and 
ihe earthy case for the degradation to the second clas!!l. 

7. In what relation do you stand to Count Tolstoy? 
· ·As a dt"V:Jted ·admirer.~ who owes much in life1 to 

:him. ·~ ... 
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8. Why do you not define Swaraj ? Do you not feel'. 

that you are in duty bound to define the word at least 
to your. followers. 

In the first place the · word . is indefinable; in the· 
second place, if the correspondent will turn 'io the file 
of Young India he will find a workable ·definition 
there. I will try another here. It means complete free
dom of opinion and action without interference with. 
·another's right to equal freedom of opinion and action .. 

' . 
Therefore it means India's complete control, of sources 

· of revenue and expenditure without interference from or· 
with any oth.er country. 

9. What will be your own position when Swaraj is. 
obtained? · 

I would certainly like a prolonged and perhaps well- · 
deserved holiday. . 

10. When Swaraj is attained, how are thl:l political 
and religious interests of. Mussalmans to be safeguarded?· 

They will not need any safeguardir.g, because every
Indian will be as free as very other Indian, and pecause 
there will then be mutual toleration, respect and love, 
and therefore mutual trust. 

11.. Do you honestly believe that Government . will 
pack up and beat a hasty retreat from India ,an the 31st 
of October, 1921 or at any other time within this year 
that you will be pleased fix? · , · 

The Government is the system, and I do believe that. 
it can be destroyed even before the 31st October, if the 
Hindus, the Mussalmans, the Sikhs, the Parsis, the 
Christians and the Jews of India will. I am .still hoping 
tbat they will destroy it before the end ofthe year. But 
under the new system not a singl~ Englishman .who 
wishes to remain in India as her faithful 11ervant ·need 
leave the country. 
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I 12. Do; you not~ think that the Go·vernment is too 
weak to check your propaganda ? 

I certainly do, and it is becoming daily·weaker; 
:·13. Would· you .~leave your own son undefended :.if 

{which God'forbid}he was being prosecuted for ·murder, 
:not for sedition·?. 1 

• • 

· I teally believe··that I have the' courage to do so. I 
.certainly had the hardihood to give that advice to many 
.a dear friend. And I have already advised a dear friend 
.of the Andhra district to sake· the whole of his ·valuable 
_property by not' 'defending. a ·civil suit· wh'ich has· b.een 
;brought against him from pure political malice. ' · · 

14. What should your son (for· example) do' if.: some 
·One defrauded him of some money and has made himself 

· ,~scare~.- · ' '· j : , ' • • : · • • • 

My son if he i~ a good Non-so-operator.Jwould .cer-· 
.t

1

ainly' let the thief keep the· money. · · Maulana Shaukat. 
Ali was robbed of Rs. 600 nine months ago. ·He knew· 
;the 'person who has .'robbed him. He thought DO more 
.about it; I · '' · 

15. What was-. the effect of y-our Satyagraha on the 
Punjab? ''• I. I'' ' ' 'r 

I~ Sir ' Michael O'Dwyer would not 1et the message 'of 
,Satyagraha te'ach ·the Punjab. Some Pm:ijabis there
fore got excited, ·a few went mad. Sir Michaef O'Dwyer 
.became madder still and butchered 'innocent men by 
.deputy. But· ·Satyagraha is a powerful tonic,. and now 
.the Punjab is as lively as' any other province·: of· India, 
.and is showing' in ·-spite of her mercurial population. a 
.degree·of self-restraint that' is worthy of emulation by· 
.the rest of the provinces~ ' ·· : · : · I • 

16. · Do you really believe· that Non-co-operation can· 
~emain non~ violent,, ·. I : 1 I • ": I • • • 

Certainly. The wonderful restraint shown by' the' 
I 
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-people over the arre~ts in Sindh, Karnatak and East 
'Bengal is proof of it. 

17. How do the forcible conversions of Hindus and 
-pillage of Hindu homes reflect upon the unity of Hindus 
.and Mahomcdans in India? 

They have put a severe strain upon Hindu patience, 
but it has stood the strain and its survival proves that 
the unity is based on knowledge. . No M ussalman 
;approves of the Moplah fanaticism. 

18. What ia the actual cause of this rupture of Hindu. 
Muslim unity in Malabar ? 
· Theie is no rupture· of the unity in the disturbed area. 
'The Moplalis could not at any time have considered 
Hindus as their brethern. The causes of the violence 
.are that as in the Punjab in 1919, so in Malabar now the 
message of Non-co-operation was only vaguely delivered 
when its progress was arrested by the authorities. The 
Moplahs were never particularly friendly to the Malabar 
Hindus. They had looted them before. ·Their notions 
of Islam were of a very crude type. They were kept in 
utter darkr1css by the Government and neglected both 
by Mussalmans and Hindus. Being wild and ·brave but 
'ignorant, they have mistaken the mission of the Khilafat 
.and acted in a savage, inhu~an and irreligious manner. 
It is quite improper to judge Islam or. the Mussalmans 
.of the rest of India by the present conduct of the 
Moplahs. 

19. Can you say what. made you to couple the Kbilafat 
with the Punjab wrongs?, 

The Khilafat wrong , was born ' before ·the ·Punjab 
wrong and I made it my own.i'n ~he year 1918, at the 
Delhi War Conference · (vide · my ·open . letter to the 
Viceroy). Non-co-operation was conceived at •Delhi in 
.1919 .before the Punj~b wrong had taken definite shape. 
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The latter was tacked to the Khilafat, when it became 
clear that it requ.ired as. drastic a remedy as the Khilafat 

20. .Can'you say why.the Mahomedans of India' are 
so:··demonstrative for the Khilafat,· when the Maho
medans of other Islamic countries .do not seem to care· 
for it? 
, I do not k~ow that non-Indian Mussulmans do not 
care for the Khilafat, but if they do· not and the Indian 
Mussab:pans do, for me it is proof enough that the latter 
have developed greater religious consciousness than the· 

' ' former. · ·. · · :. I 
. 21. Since the Sultan of Turkey has failed to · defend! 
the Muslim holy places, has he any. right now to be· 
considered a Khalifa ? 1 

This is hardly a question for a Hindu to answer.· But 
if I may venture a reply, the Khilafat rests in the Turks 
by right of valiant defence for hundreds of years. The·. 
Sultan may have failed, the Turks have not. The 
Khilafat agitation ·does not centre .round an individual 
but round an idea, which is at once · temporal, spiritual 
and political.. If the Turks camiot defend, if the Mussal
mans of the world 'do not by their power of opinion and 
active sympathy stand by the Turks, .both they and the

1 

latter will suffer irretrievably. Such an event will be a 
calamity for the ·world, for I believe that Islam' has its 
place. in the world 'as much as Christianity and every 
other religion. Chivalry demands the support of the· 
Turks in the hour of their need. 

22. Is th,e economic law that man must buy in ·the· 
·best and the cheapest market wrong? 

·It is one of the mostjnhuman among the maxims laid 
down by modern economists. Nor do we always regu
late human relations· by .any such sordid considerations . 
.Ai Englishman pays more :(an~ rightly). for the. English: 
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collier in preference to cheap ('my) Ita.lian labo.ur. Any 
attempt to introduce cheap labour into England will lead 
to a revolution. It would be sinful for me to dismiss a 
highly paid faithful servant because I can get a more 
efficient and cheaper servant although the latter may be 
equally faithful. The economics that disregard moral 
and sentimental considerations are like wax works that 
being life-like still lack the life of the living flesh. At 
every crucial moment, these new-fangled economic laws 
have broken down in practic':!. And nations or indivi
duals who acce'pt them as guiding maxims must perish. 
There is something noble in the self-denial of the Mussal
man who will pay' more for food religiously prepared 
or a Hindu who will decline to take food unlesR it is 
ceremonially clean. We lost when we began to, by our 
clothing in the cheap markets of England and Japan. 
We will live again, when we appreciate the religious 
necessity of buying our clothes prepared by our own 
neighbour's in their cottages. 

2:~. Is picketing non-violent? , 
It certainly has been non-violent in the vast majority 

of cases. It was the easiest thing to resort to violence 
in picketing, but th~;~ volunteers all over, have exercised 
great restraint. 

24. Do you explain the beauty (spiritual or otherwise) 
of bonfires, when many people are going half-naked in 
the country and are shivering at the thought of the 
coming winter? 

I do ; for I know that their half-nakedness is due to 
our criminal neglect of the fundamental law of life in 
India that she should wear only handspun just as she 
must eat only home-cooked food. My giving my dis .. 
,carded foreign clothes to them will only prolong the 
agony. But if the warmth generated by the bonfires are 

42 
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care for the Khilafat, but if they do· not and the Indian 
Mussalrpans do, for me it is proof enough that the latter 
have developed greater religious consciousness than the· 
former. ! 

21. Since the Sultan of Turkey has failed to . defend! 
the Muslim .holy places, has he anY: ·right now to be· 
considered a Khalifa? 

This is hardly a question for a Hindu to answer.· But. 
if I may venture a reply, the Khilafat rests in the Turks 
by right of' valiant defence for hundreds of years. The· 
Sultan may have failed 1 the Turks have not. The
Khilafat agitation does not centre .round an individual 
but round an idea, which is at once · temporal, spiritual 
and political.. If the Turks cannot defend, if the Mussal
mans of the world ·do not by their power of opinion and 
active sympathy ·stand by the Turks, .both they and the~ 
latter will suffer irretrievably. Such an event will be a 
calamity for the ·world, for I believe that Islam' has its 
place. in the world 'as :much as Christianity and every 
other religion. Chivalry demands the support of the· 
Turks in the hour of their need. 

22. Is th,e economic law that man must buy in 'the· 
·best and the cheapest market wrong? 

It is olle of the :tnostjnhuman among the' maxims laid 
down by modern economists. Nor do we always regu
late human relations· by .any such sordid considerations. 
AD. Englishman pays more :(and right1y) for the English: 
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collier in preference to cheap (.;;ay) Ita.lian labo.ur. Any 
attempt to introduce cheap labour into England will lead 
to a revolution. It would be sinful for me to dismiss a 
highly paid faithful servant because I can get a more 
efficient and cheaper servant although the latter may be 
equally faithful. The economics that disregard moral 
and sentimental considerations are like wax works that 
being life-like still lack the life 0f the living flesh. At 
every crucial moment, these new-fangled economic laws 
have broken down in practic~. And nations or indivi
duals who acce'pt them as guiding maxims must perish. 
There is something noble in the self-denial of the Mussal
man who will pay more for food religiously prepared 
or a Hindu who will decline to take food unless it is 
ceremonially clean. We lost when we began to 1 by our 
clothing in the cheap markets of England and Japan. 
We will live again, when we appreciate the religious 
necessity of buying our clothes prepared by our own 
neighbour's in their cottages. 

23. Is picketing non-violent? , 
It certainly has been non-violent in the vast majority 

of cases. It was the easiest thing to resort to violence 
in picketing, but thl:' volunteers all over, have exercised 
great restraint. 

24. Do you explain the beauty (spiritual orotherwise) 
of bonfires, when many people are going half-naked in 
the country and are shivering at the thought of the 
coming "'inter? 

I do ; for I know that their half-nakedness is due to 
our criminal neglect of the fundamental law of life in 
India that she should wear only handspun just as she 
must eat only home-cooked food. My giving my dis
, carded foreign clothes to them will only prolong the 
agony. But if the warmth generated by the bonfires are 
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kept u:p till the last piece is burnt, the warmth will last 
for ever, and each 'successive winter will see the nation 
more and 'more invigorated. 

17th November, 1921 

MY INCONSISTENCY 

(BY M. ~· GANDHI), 

A correspondent asks some pertinent questions in the 
following pungent fashion: 

"When the 'Zulus broke out for liberty against the 
British usurpers, you helped the British in suppressing 
the so-called re be Ilion. Is it a. re hellion to try to1 shake 
off the foreign yoke? Waf; Jean D'arc. a rebel? Was 
Geo'rge Washington a rebel? Is De Valera. one? You 
may say that the Zulus had recourse to violence. I then 
ask, was the end bad or the means? The latter may 
have been so but certainly not the former'; so you 
will be kind enough~ to explain the riddle. In the 
last war, when the gallant Germans and Austrians 

~ were fighting so bravely against a world combination, 
you raised recruits for the British to fight against the 
nations that had done India no harm. Whenever there 
is a war between two races, one has to hear both parties 
before coming to a decision either for or against any of 
them. In the last war, we had a one-sided version only and 

l 

that from a nation certainly not renowned .for truthful·· 
ness or honesty. You have all along been an advocate 
of passive resistance· and non-violence. Why then did 
you induce people to take· part in a war the merits of 
which they knew not, and for the aggrandisero.ent of a 
race so miserably wallowing in the mire of ,imperialism? 
You may say you. had faith in the Britisl} bureaucracy. 
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Is it possible for any person to have faith in an aliett 
people at all who~e acts have· run so glaringly counter to 
their promises? It cannot have been so with a person 
·of such high attainments as yourself. So you will please: 
.answer the second. riddle. 

"There is another point to which I should like to refer. 
You are an advocate of non-violence. Under the preRent 
·circumstances, we should be strictly non-violent. But 

· when India wilt' be free, should we strictly eschew arms 
€ven if a foreign nation invaded us ? Would you also 
boycott railways and telegraphs and steamers even when 
they will have ceased to promote exports of the products 
·of our soil ?" 

I hear and read man1 charges of inconsistency about 
myself. But I do not·answer•them as they do not affect 
any one but myself. The questions however raised by 
the correspondent are of general importance and deserve 
notice. They are by no means ' new to me; But I do 
not remember having answered them in the columns of 
Youn(J India. 

Not only did I offer my services at the time of the 
.Zulu revolt, but before that, at the 'time of the Boer 
war, and not only did I ra.ise recruits in India during 
the ·late war, but I raiRed an ambulance corps in 
1914, in London. If therefore I have sinned, the cup of my 
·sins is full to the brim .. I lost no occasion of serving the 
-Government at all times. ·Two questions presented 
themselves to me during all those crises. What was 
my duty as a ·cftizEm of the empire as l' then believed 
myself to be,. and what was my duty· as an out and out 
believer in the religion of Ahimsa-Non-violence? 
· I know now that I was wrong in thinking that I. was 
.a· citizen of the empire~ But on those four occasions;. I 
:did honestly believe that, in spite of the many.disab.ilities · 
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that my country. was hbouriJ)g.under, it was making its 
way toward~ .freedom, and that .on the whole the Go-. 
vernment from the popular ·stand-point was not wholly 
bad·. and. that· the British administrators were honest 
though insular and dense. Holding that view, L set 
about doing what an ordinary E.nglishman .would do ,in 
the circumstances. . I was not wise or important enough 
to take independent action. I had no bu~~ness to. judge 
or scrutinise ministeriai decisions with th~ solemnity of · 
a. tt·ibunal. ' I did not impute malice to the ministers 
either at .the time of the Boer war, the .Zulu revolt.or the 
late war. 1 did not consider Englishmen nor do. I now 
~onsider them as particularly bad or worse· than .other: 
human beings. I considered and still consider them . t() 
be as capable 9f high motives and.actions ·as any other 
body of men and. equally capable of making mistakes~ 
t·therefore felt that I sufficiently discharged my duty 
as a man and a citizen by offering my humble services. 
to the .empire in the hour of its need, whether local or 
general. That is how I would expect e.very Indian t() 
act by, his country under Swaraj. I would be deeply 
distressed, if on every conceivable occasion every one of 
us ·were to be a law unto oneself and to scrutinise in 
golden . scales. every action of our future Nathmal 
Assembly. I would surrender my judgment in most 
matters to ·national representatives, taking particular 
·care in making my choice of such representatives. 
I know that in no other manner would a democratic 
,government be possible for one single day. 

The whole situation io now changed for me,. My eyes,. 
I fancy, are opened. Experience has made me w!ser:.. 
I consider the . existing system of government to be 
wholly bad and requiring special national effort to .end 

· oQr mend it.. It does notnossess within itself a.ny capaalty 
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for self-imprdVement. That I still· believe many English 
administrators to be honest does not assist me, because 
I consider them to be as blind and deluded as I was 
myself. Therefore .I can take no pride in calling· the 
empire mine or describing myself as a citizen. On the 
contrary, I fully realise that I am a pariah untouchable 
of the empire. I must therefore constantly pray for its 
radical reconstruction or total destruction, even as a 
Hindu pariah would be fully justified in so praying about 
Hinduism or Hindu society. 

The nex.t point, that of Ahimsa,' is. more abstruse. My 
conception 9f Altimsa impels. me always to dissoci~te 
myself from almost every one of the activities I an~ 
engaged in. My soul refuses to be satisfied so long as 
it is a helpless witness of a single wrong or ·a single 
misery. But it is not possible for me a weak, frail', 
miserable being, to mend every wrong or to hold myself 
free of blame.for all the wrong I see. The spirit in me 
pulls one way, the flesh in me pulls in the opposite 
direction. There is freedom from the action of these 
'two forces, but that freedom is~ attainable only by slow 
and painful stages. I · cannot attain freedom by a 
mechanical refusal to act,' but only by intelligent action 
·in a detached manner. This struggle resolves itself into 
an incessant crucifixion of the flesh so that the spirit 
may become entirely free. 

I was again an ordinary citizen 'no wiser than 'my 
fellows, myself believing in Aliimsa and the rest , not 
believing in jt at all but refusing to do their duty of 
assisting the Government because they were actuated 
by anger and 'tnalice. They were refusing out of their 
ignorance and weakness. As a fellow worker, it became 
my duty ~o guide them aright., I therefore placed ~efore 
them ·their clear duty, explained the doctrine of. Allimsa 
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to them and let.them·make theiJ;' choice.which they did .. 
I do not repent of my action . in ·terms of Ahimsa. For 
under Swarajtoo, I would not hesitate to advise those 
who would bear arms to do so and fight. for the c.ountry, .. 

23rd February, 1921 

·A CIVILIAN REPLIES· 

::.·we reproduce below the:correspo~dence'that recently 
took place between Mr. Fremantle' of ·the Iridian Civil 
Service and Mr. Gandhi, with ~eference to the latter's 
letter "To every Englishman·· in Indi~ "· publi~hed ·in 
these columns.:· . :' : (' .. , ' . .. ' . ' : . . . ; . 

~h. FREl\t.\.NTLE~s LETTER 
'j'•;, 1' ' 

'I,'o Mabntma Gandhi Sahib, 
,., I ! .A ' I ' . . I 

. Sir,-;-1 bn're not had the pleasure of perusing in full the open 
·letter to .Europeans in India which I' understand you indited last 
year, and· am acquainted with its contents ~erely through a Hindi 
·translation whichlhave partly rena:: . 
, :·You began, l. believ~, by some. detail of the services you had 

. :ren~ered.to the British Empir~ .. Have: you;ev~r asked yours,elf,.' 
and if you have not, l would reqm1st you to do so now, bow fnr 

( ' I ' ' 'I , 

you can hoP,e to impress us with them, h:nipg ·in regard the 
· t'ircumstances. ·Between August 4, 1914 and November 11, 1920,. 
'thousands of Englishmen, I am not. including those thousands· 
: 'Yho fought because they were already in the· sen ices, or, fot' 
country's sa~e or for adrenture, ,or . who were couscribed~ 

.th?us:lllds of Englishme11 joined the colours me~ely for justice's 
. sake. All of ~hese lost.n;ten who had no, lust for conques't, who 
·would never ha,•e fought in the Boer'Wnr or aiiy other war' of 
which they in their consciences did not approve, cheerfully faced;. 

·.not death merely,~that :was nothing,-but the exquisite torturE'. 
, t>f lyin~ wounded for, hours in "No man's Land, " and the fouf 
·. ign_ominy of n Ger.mnn prisoner's camp.. l\Iany were wounded 
·,again 'and again. .Many more who have escaped· un~cathed were 

1
' SiX; Je:'U'S ago stnrtiug hopefully. On' their Careers and ~OW 'see 
·themselves; by their own voluntary net in joining up'cheei'fully 
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at the call of right, reduced to indigence. And all this not for a 
particular moth·e, but, I repent, to establish a universal principle. 
Compared with these what have you sufferer:} ? What hare you 
lost that you should ·presume to place your:-wl£ upon an eminence 
on the strength of any loKseM or !4ulferings, and to lecture others? 

An eminence! Yes, you are upon one, I will not deny it, but 
of what ele,·ation ~ Do you know the dt~lightful story of 
Alphonse Dnudet about the Alpine Cluh, at Tarscon ? You 
may hnve seen the low hills be ~peaks of, from the train between 
l\Inrseilles nnd Paris. They had zeal and "sclflesHne!ls "-these 
memberR; their arrangements were pc·rfect; they hnd axes to 
their zeal and !'opes and a! pen stQck~ and all the paraphernalia of 
mountaineers ; they climbed zealously and with reckleRs courage 
to the ,·ez·y topmost point which they from their provincial 
boulevards could de~cry; but it wa~ not Mount Blanc. Scarcely 
one-tenth a a high ! Just l'limilarly you have met·ely reached just 
the highest pinnacle within your own orbit of vision ancl cannot 
get higher without first going down, which you m·e not likely to 
do. There is another thing which distingu.iHhes you, yom• "idea
liHm .. , I do not myself think great things of that shallow qnality, 
that miscalled ideali!!m which tm·nR from history and expericnc~ 
to erolve n misty Utopia out of the inner consciousueHM. To me it 
seems more like cynicism. To suppose, for example, that the hlfl· 

tory of the dealings of the West with India, a history of the deter
mintiOII of British and F1·ench traders; soldiers nnd ndminiHtrntorM 
to settle among people who believed that the WeHt had something 
valuable to give, of the relinqniRhmcnt-often voluntary-of large 
territories in their sway, the eventual secure eMtnblh~hment of n. 
pax Britannica, to suppose that this was all merely n sort of Beelze
bub'~ progress ending in the aggrandisement of n power with Sata. 
nic attributes-ill not this to take a cynic's view of human nature ? 

But though you have not that higher idealism which looks hard 
at the facts and perceives the ideal in them,· which finds in the 
great march of history n continual progreRH towardR good, you 
hare yet idealism of a kind', low, you are yet high above the 
depths, abore those revolutionaries whose weapons nre lies, the 
dagger, and the bomb. Violence you will not have within the or
bit of your personal inf\uP.nce ;-we have much to be thankful for. 
On truth you nppenr to set a peculiar value. One would suppose 
that you were in possession of some special Ithuriel's spear, the 
.touch of whose celestial temper "no falsehood can sustain.'" It 
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would be a mistake however were we to be so dazzled by the high 
idea you set before yourselves as not to realise that pract\ce toils 
painfully behind. Not only-to take a recent example-does your 
unnecessary letter to H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught* contain two 
blatantly false statem:mts, but truthful yourself in the main, you 
are not-if newspaper reports . are correct-scrupulous ~bout lies 
uttered in your presence. Witness the di~gusting a~persion on a 
British officer now recognised as the Kachgarhi fable, about his 
brutally slashing the face or neck of the helpless dying Patban. 
It is said that when thes~· edifying details had baen recounted 
before you by the Khilafat iecturer you, far from rebuking what 
the most elementary knowledg<J of Englishmen and their ways 
would have revealed as an absurd concoction-got up at the close 
and made a feeling allusion to the ·story, treating it as accepted 
truth.. The "Tribune "apology is published; we await yours 

. and are likely still to await it. For what is your responsibility? 
/Merely. that of getting the s~al of your approval on a lie. And 
what is the seal for your approval worth ?, . Little e'l"idently in 
your own estimation. 
· But a publi~ expression of r~gret for publicly countenancing a 
gross libel is a sacrifice to truth too great for you to make. It 
would be too much, too, to expect you to rea.lize what we mean 
by ingenuousness ; to. comprehend that a plain man does not-as 
you do--postpone thtJ issue "'f orders counteract.ing the ~:xcessive 
zeal of subordinates till it is too late. Bqt you are not a plain 
wan. If you were, you would condemn a rule permitting direct 
pressure to be brought on school boy~ of over sixteen to' leave 
school, but not upon those under sixteen,. as the most' trans
parent humbug. , But we cannot expect you. to. see thi~. You 
cannot perceive .Mont Blanc from whare you sit, even although it 
is ~pon a pinnacle of veracity far above the Serbonism morass of 
that riff-raff of followers of yours which undertook to explain to 

1Pul].jab peasants, what the Rowlatt Bills were about. 
If you have had patience to f9llow_ me so far, you will have 

been enabled dimly to perceive why I am far indeed from accept
ing your .claims to a sort of spiritual ascendancy, claims which, 
lam afraid, strike me :rs profane. Neither they nor anything 
else that I know of entitled you to wdte an " Open Letter to 
Europeans in India." But as you have done ~o, I consider 
myself equally entitled to reply. 

· · .. ~ See infra. 
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I do uot ask you to retrace your 8teps. ~ ot only because it 
would b~ uselesii to do so-not only becau~e I would not for the 
·credit of human nature nnd the good of India have yon re\"eal 
:yourself what I suspect you of being at heart-a co-operntor 
waiting only for a Huitablc time to come to t~erms with thi~ 

.Sana tic Government. :X o, the reason is because you arc already 
o()Jl the right path, if you would only pur~ue it furt.her, even 
though you yourself hardly know why it i~ the right path. 
You have rigM ideas, howeve1·, if you have come by them. But. 
it iR nece8sary to strip off m;worthy motives. Cease creu 
to recognize Gorernment by sh·uggling agnin11t it. Take a ~tcp 
further and ignore it. Those of us who loYe learning for its 
Qwn sake and ha\"e been shocked time and again to see it purRned 
for the sake of degrec,-and the degree itself valued only all a 
stepping stone to Government service.--would be ~lad indeed to 
see educational inRtitutions which are really independent of Gov
ernment.. Then again there is ligitation. Y <'11 appear to have recently 
recognized the ovil,-nn evil groMHly apparent to myself from the 
<lay,-twcnty years ago,-whcn I fino~t landed in thiM country. But 
it iR well that you liare done so. Only in the )aKt few monthK in 
my diHtrict I have had to deplore two distresMing cnMcs of homicide 
ariMing directly out of litigation. Empty our lnw com·t11, not 
because you are under the fond imprcs~o~ion that Goverumont likes 
them full, but simply because liLiguousneRs iK bnd. Another idAn 
is that of home industries. It is puerile to connect the spinning
wheel with Swaraj, nH if it were any more likely to introduce 
Swaraj than the American Constitution or the Great l\Ioghal. 
But you are on the l'ight road if you teuch yom· fellow country
men to lovo nnd beautify their homes more than they do, to 
-esteem the dignity of manual labour, and to discard shoddy 
machine-made goeds. Tf the Spanish saying is true that fine 
words butter no parsnips it is equally true that har1:1h wordH do 
not either. The work that lies before you needs tio admixture of 
t•aeial hate. If you can carry it through; it will be a hnrd task 
enough, ·and yet an easier, as well ns a more uKeful, one than the 
subm·sion of the Briti11h.Government. 

12TB.FEllRUARY, 1921. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) A. F. FREMA.N'l'LE, 
lnllian Cit'il &rvkc. 
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1\h. GANDHI'S REPLY . 

Dear Sir,-I have just received your ietter of the 12th: 
inst. , You will please excuse me if I do· not reply to 
your letter in detail. · · 

You have hardly done justice 'to yourself, in criticising 
a lettP.r you have never seen and whose translation you 
have only partly read. If yo.u ;had read the .letter, you 
would have seen that I did not mention my services to 
demonstrate my sufferings, much less to show that they 
were selfless. I mentioned them merely to· show how 
consistently loyal · I was to the British connection 
even. in the midst of adverse conditions', My services· 
were not selfless, because I believe that I. would by 
those services be assisting my country's progress to
wards freedom. Your mention of British bravery and 
selflessnes~ is therefore irrelevant. British bravery 
and capacity for suffering are beyond question. The · 
claim to national. selflessness, you will permit me to· 
deny in .toto. I .did not believe. then, the world does. 
not believe to-day, that the late war was· one for 'justice 
·or was selfless.. You wanted to crush the· Germans; and 
for the movement you have succ~eded. ldo not believe 
that the Germans are the fiends the English Press has 
made them out to be, nor do I believe that the world 
wbuld have come to an end if they had won. 
··You think that I am on an eminence. I assure you 
that I'am ~naware of that. I am however on the.t,op of 
a valcano which I am trying to turn into hard .. incom
bustible rock. It may erupt any moment before I have 

I I 

succeeded. That unfortunately has ·always been a 
possible fate for a reformer. · 

My idealism worries you. If you had taken pains to 
read my writings,· you would have· known that it' is in· 
tensely practical. 
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You have rightly guessed that I am at bottom a co
operator. How would I be otherwise having been that 
for nearly thirty years ? I am certainly waiting for the" 
first opportunity to co-operate, ·but believe my co-opera
tion will not be tendered until Englishmen have realised 
the necessity of settling the Khilafat terms in accordance 
with the Mpslem senqment, until they have repented of· 
the calculated torture of the Punjab, and until they have' 
ceased to consider themselves as our patrons and rulers. 
India will gladly have Englishmen as friends, fellow
workers and equ.al partners in India, but if they desire to 
exploit the country for their own gain, they must do so if 
they can witho.ut our co-operation: 

You have seen fit to ·accuse me of deviation from 
truth. Here~·again your amazing ignorance is to blame. 
You were rightly ·informed that I believed the statement 
about the Kachagari incident, made to 'me upon oath 
by persons whom' I had no reason for doubting. I pub
lished over my signature a denial• as soon as I received it. 
I refer you to the file of Young India. Lastly, may I 
ask you to try to study and understand the movement of 
Non- co-operation? You will find that it is not anti
English in spirit. It is a religious movement, it is a 
purifying, movement. It is a movement intended to 
resist injustice, untruth, terrorism and to establish Swaraj 
in India. You ,wmradmit that it is better to replace 
mutual distrust and fear by trust and fearlessness. 

This movement is an ~attempt to end that unhappy 
state. And I seek your co-operation in the effort. 

I am, 
Yours Faithfully, 

,(Sd). M. K. GANDHI. 

'Omitted in this collection. 
I 
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13th October, 1921 

THE GREAT SENTINEL 

(By M. K. GAXDHI) 

The Bard of Shantiniketan has contributed to the 
:Modern Review a brilliant essay* on the present move
ment. It is a series of word ,pictures which he alone 
can paint. It is an eloquent protest against authority, 
~lave mentalit~ or whatever description one gives of 
blind acceptance of a passing mania whether out of 
fear or hope. It is a welcome and wholesome reminder 
to all workers that we must not be impatient, we must 
Jlot impose authority no matter how great. The poet 
tells us summarily. to reject anything and everything 
that does not appeal ·to our reason· or heart. ·If we 
would gain Swaraj,: we must stand for Tr'uth as we know 
it at any cost. A reformer who is enraged ·because his 
message is not accepted must retire to the forest to learn 

· how to watch, wait and pray. With all this one must 
heartily agree; and the Poet deserves the thanks of his 

. ' countrymen for standing up for Truth and Reason. 
There is no doubt that our last state will be worse than 
-our first, if we· surrender our reason into some body's keep
ing. And I would feel extremely sorry to discovf.!r that . 
the country' had unthinkingly and blindly followed all I 
had sEfid or done. I am quite conscious of the fact that 
blind surrender to love is often more mischievous than a 
forced surrender to the.lash of the tyrant. There is hope 
for the slave of the brute, none for that of love. 'Love is· 

· needed to strengthen the weak, love becemes tyrannical 
w.he11 it exacts obedience from an·unbeliever. To mutter 
a mantra without knowing lts value is unmanly. It is 
good, therefor~,· that the Poet has invited all who are 

*Not included in this collection. 
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slavishly mimicking tho call of tha c/vli'kha . boldly to
declare their revolt. H'is essay servo-; as a warning to us. 
all who in our impatience are b~trJ.;rr.vl int 1 intolerance· 
or even violence against th >~'! vv!t 1 (iLfer from us. I 
regard the Poet as a sentinel war.ling U"i against the 
approach of enemies called Big Jtry, Lethargy, In
tolerance, Ignorance, Inertia and othr~r members of that. 
brood. 

But whilst I agree with all.that the Poet ha~ said as. 
to the necessity of watchfulness lest we cease to think,. 
I must not be understood to endorse the proposition 
that there is any such blind obedience on a large scale, 
in the country to-day. 1 have again and again appealed 
to reason, and let me assure him that if happily the
country has come to believe in the spinning wheel as 
the giver of plenty, it has dune so after laborious 
thinking, after great hesitation. i am not sure that. 
even now educated lndia has a.ssimilate.l the truth 
underlying the Charkha. He mu~t not mistake the sur
face dirt for the substance underneath. Let him go. 
deeper and see for himself, whether the charkha has. 
been accepted from blind faith or · from reasoned. 
necessity. 

I do indeed ask the poet and the. sage to spin the· 
wheel as a sacrament. When there is war, the poet 
lays down the lyre, the lawyer his law reports, the· 
schoolboy his books. The poet will sing the tru~ note· 
after the war is over, the lawyer will have occasion to 
go to his law books when people have time to fight. 
among themselves, When a house is on fire, all the
inmates go out, and each one takes up a bucket to 
quench the fire. When all about me are dying for 
want of food, the only occupation permissible to me 
is to feed the. hungry. lt is my conviction that India.. 
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js a: house on fire because its manhood is being daily 
·scorched, it is dying of hunger because it has no work 

.!to buy food with. Khulna is starving not because, the 
·people cannot work, but because they have no work. 
'The ·Ceded Districts are passing successively through a 
fourth famine. Orissa is a land suffering from chronic 
famines. Our cities ·are not India. India lives in her 
:seven and a half lacs of villages, and the cities live 
.upon the villages. They do not bring their wealth from 
other countries. The city people are brokers and com
mission agents for the big houses ·:of: Europe, America 
.and Japan. 'L'he cities have co-operated with the latter· 
in the bleeding: process that has gone on for the past 
·.two hundred years. It is my belief based on experience, 
that India is daily growing poorer. The circulation 
.about her feet and legs has almost stopped. And if we 
-do not take· care, she· will collapse altogether. 

To a people famishing and idle, the only acceptable 
·form ib. which· God can dare appear is·work and pro
mise of food as wages. God created' man to work for 
his food, and· said that those ·who 'ate without work 
were thieves. Eighty per cent. of India are compul
·.sorily thieves half the year. Is it any wonder if India 
has pecome one vast prison? Hmiger is the argument 
that is driving India to the spinning wheel. The call of 
the spinning· wheel is the noblest of a!l. Because it is 
the call ·of love. ·.And love is Swaraj. The spinning 
wheel will' cur'9 the mind' when the time is. spent on 
necessary physical labour ·can· be · said ·to do so.· We 
must think of millions who are· to:.day less than ani
mals; ·who· are almost in a dying state. The spinning 
wheel ;is 1 the ~eviving draught for the millions of our 

. dying countrymep and countrywomen: : ' Why should I 
who have no need to work for food; spin?' :may be ·the 
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.question asked. Because I am eating what does not 
belong to me. I am living on the spoliation of my 
·countrymen. Trace the course of every pice that finds 
its way into your pocket, and you will realise the truth 
of what I write. Swaraj has no meaning for the mil~ 
lions if they do not know how to employ their enforced 
idl1ness. .The attainment of this Swaraj is possible 
within a short time and it is so possible only by the 
revival ofthe spinning wheel. 

l do want growth, I do want self-determination, I do 
want freedom, but I want all these for the soul. I doubt 
if the steel age is an advance upon the flint age. I am 
indifferent. It is the evolution of the soul to which the 
·intellect and all our faculties have to be devoted. I have 
no difficulty in imagining· the. possibility of a man 
.armoured after the modern style making some lasting 
and new discovery for manki~d, but I have less diffi· 
·culty in imagining the possibility of· a man having 
nothing but a bit of flint and a dail for lighting his path 
or his matchlock ever singing new hymns of praise and 
·delivering to an aching world a message of peace and 
good will upon earth.. A plea for the spinning wheel is 
.a plea for recognising the dignity of labour. 

I claim that in. losing the spinning wheel we lost our 
'left lung. We are therefore suffering from galloping 
·consumption. The restoration of the wheel arrests the· 
progress of the fell disease .. There are certain things 
which all must do in all cl~mes. .There. are certain 
things. which all must do in certain climes. The spim~ 
ning wheel is the thing which all must turn in the lndian 
·Clime for the trirasition stage at any rate and the vast 
majority must for all time. 

It was our love of foreign cloth that ousted the wheel 
from its position of dignity. Therefore I consider it a 
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sin to wear foreign cloth.· I must confess that I do not 
draw. a sharp or any distinction betw~en economics and 
ethics. Economics that hurt the moral well-being of 
an individual or a nation .are. immoral and therefore
sinful. Thus the economics .that permit .one country to 
prey upon another are immoral.- It is ~sinful to buy and. 
use articles made by sweated labour. It is siflful to eat· 

' American wheat and let my neighbour the grain. dealer 
starve for want of custom. Similarly it is sinful for me 
to wear the latest finery of Regent Street, when I know 
that if I had but worn·the things woven "by the neigh
bouring spinners and weavers, that would have clothed 
me, and fed and clothed them. On· the kno~ledge of 
my sin bursting upon me, I must consign the foreign 
garments to the flames and thus purify myself, and 
thenceforth re~t conten~ with the rough Khadi ma~e by 
my neighbours. On kn'owing that my neighbours may 
not, having given up the occupation, take kindly to the 
spinning wheel, I must take it up myself and thus make 
it populat•, 

I venture to suggest to the Poet that the clothes I ask 
him to burn must be and are his. If they had to his 
knowledge belonged to the poor or the ill-clad, he would 
long ago have restored to the poor what was theirs. In 
burning my foreign clothes I burn my shame. I must 

·refuse to insult the naked by giving them clothes they 
do not need, instead of givinfl' them work which they 
sbrely . need. I will not ~o·mmit the sin of becoming 
their patron, but on learning that I had assisted in 
impoverishing them, I would give them a privileged 
position and give them neither crumbs nor cast off 
clothing, but the best of my food and clothes and 
associate .myself with them in work. 

Nor is the scheme of N on-co·operation or Swadeshi an. 
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exclusive doctrine. My modesty bas prevented me from 
declaring from the house top that the message of Non-co
operation, Non-violence and Swadeshi, is a message to 
the world. It must fall flat, if it does not bear fruit in the 
soil where it has been delivered. At the present moment 
India has nothing to share with the world save her 
degradation, pauperi.;:m and plagues. Is it her ancient 
Shastras that we should send .to the world ? Well they 
are prin'ted in many editions, and an .incredulous and 
idolatrous world refuses to look at them, because we, the 
heirs and custodians, do not live them. Before, therefore, I 
can think of sharing with the world, I must possess. Our 
Non-co-operation is neither with the English nor with 
the West. Our Non-co-operation is with the system the 
English have established, with the material civilisation 
and its attendant greed and exploitation of tbe weak. 
Our Non-co-operation is a retirement within ourselves. 
Our Non-co-operation is a refusal to co-operate wi~h 

the English administrators on their own terms. We 
say to them, 'Come and co-operate with us on our terms, 
and it will be well for us, for you and the world.' We 
must refuse to be lifted off our feet. A drowning man 
cannot save others. In order to be fit to save otl}.ers, we 
must try to save ourselves. Indian nationalism is not 
exclusive, nor aggressive, -nor destructive. It is health
giving, religious and therefore humanitarian. India 
must learn to live before she can aspire to die for 
humanity. The mice which helplessly find themselves 
between the eat's teeth acquire no merit from their 
enforced sacrifice. 

True to his poetical instinct the Poet lives for the 
morrow and would have us do likewise. He presents to 
our admiring 'gaze the beautiful picture of the birds 
~arly in the morning ~:~inging hymns of praise as they 

43 
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soar into the sky:. These birds had their day's:food and 
soared with. ·rested wings in whose veins new blood had 
flown during the·· previous night.· But ·I have had the 
pain of watching· birds who for' want of strength could 
not be· coaxed even into a flutter of their wings. The 
human bird under the Indian sky gets up weaker than 
when he pretended to retire. For millions it is an eterJ?.al 
vigil or an eternal trance.· It is an indescribably painful 
state which has.to be experienced to. be realised: I have 
found it impossible to sooth suffering patients with a 
song from. Kabir. ·The hungry millions ask for one 
poem-invigorating food. They cannot be given it They 
must earn it. And they c&.n earn only by the sweat ·of 
their brow • 

. 
Niyatham kuru,karmathvam karmajyaayohyakarmanah.: 

Yag.uyaarthaath karmanonyathra lokoyam karmabandhanah: 
Thadarttham karma Kountheya mukthasanga: samachara 

Sah:l yagnaah: prajaah srishtva purovnacha prajaapllthihi: 
Anena prasavishyaddvarnesha Voasthishtakaarnaddhuk 

\ " ' ' 

Devaaubhaavayathaanena the devaabhaavayantbu vah: 
Parn~pnrarn bhnavayanthnh: sreyah: pnramavaapsyattha 

Ishtaanbhogaanhivodevna dnasyanthe yagnyabhaa.vithaah. 
'lhairdattaanapra~aayaibhyo yo bhuu~the sthena eva sah : 

Yagnasishtaasinah: santho mutchyarnte sarv.akilbishaii : 

{8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Bhujat:Qth~ the thvagham paap~a ye pachnnthyanthrnakamnaath (13) 

Anuaathbhavanthi dhuthaani parjanyaadannasambhavah: 
Yagnyanthbhnvl\thi parjauyo yagnah: knrmasnmudbhavah: (U) 

K.arma brahmoobha vam viddhi brahmnaksharasarnudbha vnm 
Thnsmnathsarvagatham brahrna nithyam,yague prathishtitham (15) 

Evarn pravarthitham.chdkram naanuvarthnynthiiha yah: . 
Aghaay~rindriy~araal1lo m~gham pn,arttha· sa jiivathi (16) 

· Gita-CHAPTER III. 
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In these verses• is contained for me the whole truth of 
the spinning wheelas an indispensable sacrament for 
the India of to-day. If we will take care of to-day, God 
will take ·care of the morrow. 

20th October, 1921 

THE MEANING OF THE MOFLAH RISING 

(BY l\1. K. GA~DHI) 

A correspondent from Scotland takes me to task for 
not dealing sufficiently with the Moplah rising t in these 
-columns. The result, he says, has been that those in 
Great Britain who are in the habit of studying Indian 
affairs have been induced to believe that an Islamic 
ikingd•om is established in India. The reproof is not 
wholly undeserved, but I have not shirked duty in the 
matter. I have been simply helpless. I wanted to go 
to Calicut and reaeh the bottom of the trouble as I 
ibelieved I could have. But the Government had willed 
it otherwise. I am sorry to believe, but it is my belief, 
that the men on the spot do not wish to give Non-co
-operators the credit for peacefully ending the trouble. 
They .are desitous of showing once more that it is only 

'the British soldier who can maintain peace in India . 
.And I could not then give battle to the Govornment by 
.O.isregardmg the instructions not to enter the disturbed 
.area. 

• The general seuije of the verses it! " pel'form right action, for 
action is supreme to inaction, and, inacth·e, even the maintenance o'f 
ithe .body would not be pos~ible." The Vcl'ses summadlle the whole 
,philo8ophy of the GUa 04 free from attachment, perform right action " 
.rega11dless of the fruits thereof, For Edwin Arnold's traoelation of 
.the~e werses, See 1,, 500. 

t &e Appendix. 
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· . l sho.uld like to ·think. better of the men· on the spot. 
It- is contrary to my nature to believe in the depravity of 
human .. beings. But there is so much evidence about me . 
of the depravity of the bure~ucratic mind that.it. will 
stop at nothing to gain its end. It is the literal truth 
I tell, when I say that before I went to Champaran, I 
did not believe the stories I· was told of atrocities com
!~~itted against the peasantry of Champaran. When I 
went there, ~ found· the state much wor:;e than was 
described to me. I had refllsed to believe that innocent 
people could have been murd~:n·ed in cold blood' without 
warning as they were in J allianwala Bag h .. I had refused 
to believe that human beingl:l could be mad'e to crawl 
~tpon their bellies.-· But on reaching the Punjab, I found 
to .my horror that much more than what I was tol8. had 
happened. And all this was done in the name of peace 
and order so called, but in reality for the purpose of . 
sustaining a false prestige, a false system and an 
Unnatural commerce. It is true that a strong Lieutenant
Governor was able to attain justice· in Champaran in1 
.the face· of. overwhelming opposition .. : But that was. 
really an exception due .to; exceptional ca;uses.. And so· 
.I.Jeel the· Moplah revolt has come. as a blessing to a. 
system that is crumbling to pieces by th~ weight of its: 
own enormity, · 

·The Moplah revolt is a test for Hind·Us: and Mussal .. 
mans .. Can· Hindu friendship survive tM strain put 
upon it? Can Mussalmans in the deepest recesses of 
their hearts· approve of the conduct of the Moplahs ?' 
~Time alone can show the reality. A verbal and forcedl 
philosophic· acceptance of the inevitable is: no test of 
. Hindu friendship; The Hindus must have the courage· 
and the faith to 'feel that they ·can protect their religjoru 
in spite of such fanatical eruptions.. A. verbal disap-
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proval by the Mussalmans of'. Moplah madness is no · 
test of Mussalman friendship. The Mttssalmans · must 
naturally feel the shame and humiliation of the Mqplah 
conduct about forcible conversions and looting, and they 
must work away so silently and effectively that such 
things might become impossible even on the part of the 
most fanatical among them. My belief is that the 
Hindus as a body have received the Moplah madness 
with equanimity and that the cultured,Mussalmans are 
sincerely sorry of the Moplah's perversion of the teach
ings of the Prophet. 

The Moplah revolt teaches another lesson, viz.~ that 
each individual must be taught the art of self-defence. It 
is more a mental state that has to be inculcated than that 
our bodies should be trained for retaliation. Our mental 
training has been one of ,feeling helpless. Bravery is 
not a quality of the body, it is of the sol\1. I have seen 
cowards encased in tough muscle, and rare courage 
in the frailest body. I have seeri big. bulky and muscular 
Zulus cowering before an English lad and turning tail 
if they saw a loaded revolver pointed at them. I have 
seen Emily Hobhouse with a paralytic body exhibiting 
courage of the highest order. She was the one noble 
woman who kept up the drooping spirits of brave Boer 
generals and equally brave Boer women. The weakest 
of us 'phy~ically must be taught the art of facing dangers 
and giving a good account of ourselves. What was 
more detestable, the ignorant fanaticism of the Moplah 
brother, or the cowardliness. of the Hindu brother who 
helplessly muttered the Islamic formula or allowed his 
tuft ·of hair to be cut or .his vest to be changed ? ·Let me 
not be misunderstood. I want l:foth the Hindus and 
Mussalmans to cultivate the cool courge to die without 
killing. But if one has not that courage, !want ·him to 
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cultivate the ·art of killing and being killed,. rather 
than· in a cowardly manner flee from danger. For the 
latter:, in spite of his flight, does commit mentallzimsa. 
He flees because he has not the courage to be killed in 
the act of killing. 

There· is yet anolher lesson the· Moplali outbreak 
teaches us. We dare not leave any section of our 
countrymen in utter darkness and ~xpect not to be 
overtaken by it Ol\l'selves. Our English 'masters' were 
uninterested in the Moplahs becoming· orderly citizens 
and learning the virtue of toleration and the truth of 
Islam .. But we too have neglected our ignorant country
men .all these long centuries. We have not felt the call 
of love to see that no one was left ignorant of the neces
sity of humaneness or remained in want of food or 
clothing for no fault of his own. If we do not wake up 
betimes, we shaJl find a similar tragedy enacted by all 
the submerged claS$es. The present awakening is 
affeoting ali classes. The" untouchables" and all the 
so-called semi-savage tribes will presently bear witness 
to our wrongs against them if we do not do penance and 
render tardy justice to them. 

23rd Februaty,•1922 
i 

NO END TO MY SORROWS 

(BY 1\I. K. GA~DHI) 

The Manager of the Lokap~anya has forwarded to zpe 
the following interview between the representative of 
that paper and Mr. Paul Richard. He asks me to publish 
it and to offer my remarks upon it. I do so not withou~ 
great hesitation and reluctance, but often a public· 
worker has no choice. He has to overcome reluctance 
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as .also hesitation. It was sorrowful for me to have 
to correct what was an honest but gross misrepresenta
tion of my views about Shantiniketan.* There are some 
things which one holds sacred and which one does not 
care to discuss in public. The interview that I am now 
asked to publish adds to my many sorrows. Here is it: 

"Questiou :-After the lm;t po8tponcmcnt of civil disobedicnco nt 
Bnrdoli, the number is incrensing among the Non-co-operationif!ts who 
do not unrlerstand the mind ot the Mahatma. What do yon think 
about it? 

"Answer :-~verything is easy to understand in the attitmle of 
l\Inhntmn Gandhi if one rcmemiJers that his true nim iH not what 
people generally think, but what he has expressed to me a few dny11 
ago, saying "I do not work for freedom of India, I work for non. 
violence in the world nnd that i~ the difference between me and .Mr. 
Tilak. Mr. Tilnk was telling me, 'I would ~acrifice even truth for 
freedom of my country,' but I am ready to sacrifice even freedom fur 
the Rake of truth.'' In the light of theHe words you can nudcrt~t:md 
the reason of the actual postponement of uationnl programme, until 
the spirit of violence bns been shaken everywhere in India; that 
mean~ probably until the end of the world ! 

"The mind of .Mahatmnji can be expreh~>ed in n word-' Non
violence at any cost ' ; just us the mind of Mr8. Bet~ant and of the 
moderate party can be ·expressed by the motto "Law and Order at 
any cost" : and such is also the will of the Government. But the will 
of the national soul behind nnd above all is 'At any coRt n. new Lnw 
and a new Order.' 

"'!'his will of the llew spirit in India·, Asia and all over the world, 
i8 the only one which by any way it~ sure to triumph." 

I had a rare tim~ with Mr. Pa~l Richard. We had 
many happy hours together. I could see at once that 
our views of life. were fundamentally different in some 
respects, but. that did not' matter in, the slightest degree 
to me. We met each other a.s distant acquaintances. 
We parted as the bes.t of friends. Though it is. now my 
lot to criticise what Mr. ~aul Richard has said, ,my 

• See infra. • . 
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regard for his learni~g; for his hmhallity and his philo
sophy remains undiminished. But I cannot help express
ing my deep ''regret that he should have related what 
was sacred conversation betw:een him and me and that 
in an attenuated form. He makes me cut a sorry :figure 
in that interview. It is not possible to deny the sub
stance of it, and yet torn from its context and put in the 
language of Mr. Paui Richard, it makes me look so utterly 

.ridiculous. The Maharashtra pa~ty and I are endea
vouring to understand each other. We are comingdaily 
nearer. That party would rightly resent any reflection 
on. my part upon· the career or the character of one of 
the greatest of Indians and one who rules that p1;1.rty's 
hearts as no other man rules the hearts of any other set 
of men. Mr. Paul Richard and I were engaged in a 
deeply religious discourse. I was trying to give to him 
the fundamentals of my own faith. I was arguing upon 
the sharp difference that both he and I observed between 
us, and whilst I was elucidating my point I came upon 
the differences between the Lokamanya and myself in 
a 'reveren·t spirit. Aft~r many a frank chat with the 
Lokamanya I had come to see that on some vital matters 
we would never agree; Drawing illustrations from his 
inexhaustible store of S'anskrit learning, he used to 
challenge my interpretation of life. and frankly and 
bluntly would say·, truth'and untruth were only 'relative 
terms, but at· bottom thete was no such thing as truth 
and untruth just as .there was no such thing as life and 
death.. Whilst I 1could not resist the abstract presenta~ 
tion,· I detected a flaw in its application to actual life and 
I put it before him 'in all reverence. In my opinion, we 
never misunderstood each· other. At Sinhagad where 
both 'he and I were trying to take rest we ·came closer 
together. I noticed that he wa·s fearless and sincere ;n 
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the enunciation of his views and he tried to live up to 
them. I could discover also the reasons for the mar
vellous hold he had on millions of his countrymen. I 
have claimed no superiority· for myself. I only know 
that we fundamentally differed, but my respect ·for 'him 
grew with greater contact, and I believe that his affec
tion for me also grew as time went on. The remarks, 
therefore, that were made to Mr. Paul Richard were 
made, I assure the reader, in no disparagement of the 
eharacter of the illustrious deceased and I hope that the 
bald presentation of that difference in the interviews 
will not in any way acerbate the members of thd great 
Maharashtra party whose hearty co-operation in the 
national struggle I value so highly and in order to con
ciliatt:: whom I go many a mile so long as I have not to 
sacrifice my principle.· 

Mr. Paul Richard's presentation of my views about 
non-violence is really a caricature. I have no doubt 
that he understands me in the manner in which he has 
represented me. There is undoubtedly a sense in which 
the statement is true when I say that I hold my religion 
dearer than my country and that therefore I am a Hindu 
first and nationalist after. I do not become on that score 
a less nationalist than the best of them. ·I simply there
by imply that the interest:s of my country are identical 
with those of my religion. Similarly when I say that· I 
prize my own salvation above everytliing.else, above the 
salvation of India, it does not mean that my personal 
salvation requires a sacrifice of India's · political or any 
other salvation. But it implies necessarily that the two 
go together. Just in the same sense I would decline to 
gain India's freedom at the cost of non-violence, meaning 
that India will never gain her freedom without non
violence or through violenc~. That I may be hopelessly 
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wrong in holding the view is. another matter, but such is 
my view and it is daily growing on·me. I have so often 
remarked that whatever may be true of other countries, 
India's salvation lies only through the path of non
violenc~. If Mr. Paul Richard had understood me cor
rectly he would have pacified his interviewer by saying 
that I believed that India could gain her liberty quickly 
only through non-violence and that therefore so long. as 
the country accepted my guidance the country would 
have to be satisfied with my. limitations and therefore 
permit me to guide her so long a·s the country believed 
that, as it is circumstanced, it had no means open to her 
fo~ gaining her end, except by non-violence and truth. 
Mr. Paul Richard had made the position worse. by 
remarking that if India's freedom depends upon non
violence, it will never be attained. It passes comprehen
sion how he could have omitted to take notice of the 
phenomenal progress made by the country in the 
direction of freedom. Indeed, I claim that India is 
substantially free to-day, she has found the way, she is 
asserting herself, she has thousands of her children
men and women-who. have learnt the so.vereign virtue 
of sacrifice without retaliation, and it is my certain 
conviction that ·i~ only workers will wor'k out the con
structive programme placed before them with !ndustry 
and honesty, I have not a shadow of a doubt that we 
shall gain.all the three ends in no time. I do not for 
one moment believe that the Congress workers cannot 
control forces of hoqliganism that exist in the country. 
Only .we have. not tried whole-heartedly ·to' gain that 
control. 
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15th :March, 1922 

HIS SORROW IS MY SORROW 

[The following reply by Mr. Paul Richard ,tQI · 
Mr. Gandhi's article, "No End to my Sorrows" In Young 
India of February '23, was received some time ago. As 
it appears from subsequent correspondence that Mr. 
Richard wanted it to be published, Mr. Gandhi handed 
it over to me about half-an-hour before his arrest on the· 
night of the lOth instant.-K.] 

A few lines of an interview have brought sorrow to the 
:Mahatmaji. I am pained at it: his sorrow is my twrrow. He i~:~ 
for me more than a friend. ~ wa11 a stranger and a vagabond, 
and he welcomed me. I am bad, and h~: bas been good to me. 
For him I have reverence and love, The last thing I would do is 
to grieve him and make hi~ burden heavier. I am surprised that 
he has attached ~uch importance to this interview. .My opinion 
is of very little value in•public affairs. I would gladly andJ 
thankfully accept his reproaches and remain silent; but I can 
also comment on my own words in perfect accordance with his 
views and wishes. Though I bdieve, for men such a11 we are, 
nothing sacred need remain Hecret.. I should deeply repent if I had 
really repeated what was "a sacred conversation between us. " 
But in this interview I have quoted only two word!! out of n 
conversation of two hours; nn.d one of theije is itself a quotation, 
of a well-known. utterance, di!!CU~sed many n time in many a 
paper, and attributed to the great Tilak, the Knrmade,·a,' "wh() 
died in order to conquer." . 

My poor mind fully ncccpts the charge of misunderstanding. 
fot• it fails even to understand in what way it has mitmndcrl!tood. 
I fail to understand alHo how any intelligent and benevolent mind 
can misunderstand the obvious meaning of the. few word!! that I 
hare quoted. It is plain that when Mt·. Tilak, expressing in a 
forcible 'nanner his wonderful pn triotism, said : '' I will sacrifice 
even Trtith,for the freedom of my country, 11 he meant by these· 
words,'' for the freedom of my country I nm ready to l!acrifice 
everything, including myself, my own soul, and the Truth whichr 
is the soul of my soul, and my snlvut\on, tothe salvation of my 
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people. "For the Saviour is he who does not care to save himself, 
who loses· himself in sa vi1~g ~thers." I fail to understand how the 
followers and .the admirers o~ the master-patriot could in :my 
way be "acerbated " by the quotation of one of his masterful 
sayings, 'and how they ca'n be otherwise than proud of him, if he 
has really pronounced such a noble; grand and selfless utterauce. 

In the same way when the Mahatmaji said, "I am read~ to 
.sacrifice. e'ven f~eedom for the "ake of Truth and Non-violence, " 
it is obvious that he does not. mean' that this. sacrifice has in any 
·way to be doM. Everyone knows that the two things are closely 
·associated in his mind and action. ·But it is obviou~ also that if 
for any reason he has to choose . between these two things, he 
means that he will choose the Truth and Non-violence rather than 
the freedom of India. And in saying this, he also expresses in a 
Jorci~le manner this beautiful, fact that for him personal or even 
imtional interests are of less importance than mord principles 
:and .human progress. And thus he reveals himself .as greater 
than the greatest patriot, as a prophet of huma~ity~ ~.messenger, 
:an incarnation of the god of Non-violence in this world .. 
. I fail to understand in w~at way this presentation can be a· 
misrepresentation, this mag~ification "a caricature,'' and how 
my language can make the Mahatmaji "so utterly ridiculous:" I 
;nccept again this evithet "ridiculous·~. but only for my bad 
language. , Each one fights the English as he can, and this is 
my way of Non-co-operation,-linguistic Non-co-operation and 
:Speech disobedience. 

One thing, however, I have not said, and I could also complain 
to have been misquoted, I ne\er remarked that" if India's free
doTQ depends upon non-v)olence it will never be attained." I 
simply said that if the national programme has to be postponed 
., until the spirit of non-violence has been shaken everyw,here in 
India, it means, probahly, until the end of the world." 

As for freedom of India, I have full faith in it; I have uncea
:Singly said that it wilJ com~, that it is coming; but perhaps by 
o0ther ways.· :It may come neithe.r by violence nor by non-violence. 
It may come from England itself, even as it' came ~o her at the 

'fall of the Roman Empii·e. I· .For, great changesare_impending in 
England, in Em;ope, in the whole world. The ways of God are 
most· often the most unexpected· ones. It is this way that I 
:expect. 1. What I ~ave always said is that if the national movement 

I does not bring freedom 'to India, it prepares I India for freedom· 
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It leads to ~he awakening of thtl masstls ; .this awakening of the 
maNRes to social chaos, this chaos to new creation, cthi!l new· 
crantion to greatness-and this grentue11s will make India rea1ly· 
for and worthy of the freedom which comes to her. 

Is there nny. room for any "Sorrow " ? 

EFFECTS OF NON-CO-OPERATION 

From time to time, Mr. Gandhi examined the. effects. 
of Non-co-operation on individuals and on the country. 
The following from Young India relate to them : 

How it purifies.-Every one knows Mr. Abbas Tyabji,. 
Retired Chief Justice of Baroda, a son of the patriot 
Badraddin Tyabji. Ever since his labours on the Con-. 
gress Committee's Punjab Report, Mr. Abbas has been 
doing some service or other to the country, but Non-co
opercJ.tion has revolutionised h.is life, as it has many other· 
lives. Mr. Abbas, though old, is now working night and 
day in Kheda, in order ,to finish its part of the Bezwada 
programme. He is not used to the strenuous life of the· 
peasant. And yet he is at the present moment engaged 
in mixing with the simple farmers ofKheda on their own 
terms. Young friends working with him tell me that he is. 
beating every one of them in ene~gy and application. I 
am sure the reader will appreciate the following from a 
letter, which he wrote to me· in reply to mine betraying: 
anxiety about his h~:alth. This is what he says : 

"I assure you, you need have noMhe slightest anxiety about my 
health. I have not been healthier for many years. In fact, the 
Khaddar adopted at Bezwada has simply made me twenty years 
younger. What nn experience I am having? Everywhere I am 
received most cordially and affectionately even by the women of 
the villages. Most of the places.visited by me have subHcriLed. 
twice or thrice their quota. It is only the big towns like. Anand 
and Nadiad that lag behind. But Nadiad, where I have ab,oeady 
k!J~CI~t four days, is coming up, and I feel that it wm make ~pits. 
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quota, if indeed it does not e\'en go beyond it. To-day I am going 
to K!i'padvanj, and I shall continue to pass my nights 'at N adiad ; 
otherwise the good friends will go to sleep ! 

. ' 
''Some of our workers are lacking in 'go:, ··I suppose they 

represent the very respectable class to which I have ceased to 
belong. God ! what an experience? I have so much love and 
affection frolll the common folk to whom it is now an honour to 
belong! .It is this fakir's dres'! that has broken down all barriers .. 
And now men and women meet me as I would have them meet. 
If one had only knpwn years ago, how the 'fenta,' the 'saya,' the 
'angarakha,' boots and stockings separated one from one's poorer 
.brethren! How, so dressed, it was impossible to get them to 
confide in one; is what I realise only now. How 'much I have 
missed in life, is just dawning on me. 

" How much the mo\'ement has affected the course of ~y life, 
is only dimly perceptible to me. Still I do perceive it, which is 

· what counts. To realise what pleasure there is in giving is also 
. a fresh experience. "-29th June, 1921. 

The Beauty of it.-By the kind permission of the Pandit 
.Motilal Nehru, I reproduce the following instructive and 
~ntertaining description, word for word,· of his· life at 
.Ramgadh where he was recently recuperating : 

The climate and the surroundings of the little hill top on which 
I am perched all by myself save for one servant has agreed with 
me J'emarkably. There; is a trace of asthma and cough still left 
but it is bound to disappe~r with returning health and strength. 
The only pity is that I am not allowed sufficient time for the after 
cure, and this is due to the past sins of p'rofessionullife which are 
still following me. Out of the hundreds of briefs on my hands 
when I suspended practice, there Wl•re two which I could not give 
up. One of these cases came on immediately before Snrp's 
marriage, and was to a certain extent responsible for the break-

· down of my health, and the other is now interfering with my rest 
· cure. It is a ·long original tritll and begins on the 5th of ,July, 

l'equiring three or four days' previous study. lam trying to have 
it shunted off after the All-India meeting in Lucknow, but have 

·,provisionally fixed the 30th June, as the date of my departure 
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from Ramgadb, If I am only allowed a couple of weeks more, I 
can promise you that I would be as strong ns n bull, but perb.apl! 
it is not tlafe for a Non-violent Non-co-operator to be so ~trong in 
3Jody. 

You will be intet·ested to know the kind of life I am lending here. 
In the good(?) old days, two kitchen•establishments-oue English 
and the other Indian-accompanied me in the hills. After Chhota
Hazri in camp, we would start off for the jungl~:: with n full 
equipment of rifles, short guns and ammunition, nnd on occasions 
"Vith quite a little army of beaters and killed such innocent crea
tures at; came on our way till late in the afternoon-lunch and 
tea being served in the jungle with as much punctilious care ns at 
home. .\. hearty dinner awaited our return to camp, and after 
doing full justice to it we slept the sle!!p of the ju~t ! There was 
nothing to disturb the even tenor of life except occasional anno
yance uta JStupid miH~ which saved the life of some pool' ben~t . 
.And now -the brnsR cooker (purchased in Delhi wlwn we we1·e 
all there for the openinp of thr. Tibbi college) has taken the place 
of thE' two kitchens, a solitary servant not over-intelligent that of 
the old retinue-three small bags containing riel!, dnl and umsnla 
that of the mule loads of provision!! (I shall ne\'er excu~o~e Kamin 
fot· making these bngl'! of Bidet~hi cloth instead of Khadi)-one 
~quare m~al of rice, dal, vegetables, RometimeH khh· (milk and 
rice cooked to~ether) iu the middle of the day, that of brenkfu!!t, 
lunch and dinner ala.' Anglai.~er-lots of fruit with morrting nnd 
aftN·noon tea and an occaMionnl egg or two when available. The 
Shikar has gh·en place to long walks and the rifles and guns to 
hooks, magazines and newspapers (the favourite book being 
Edwin Arnold's S01~g Celestial which is now undergoing a third 
reading). When it rains hard as it ia doing now, there is nothing 
but to write silly letters like this, " What a fall, my country
men !" But really I have never ~njoyed life better. Only the 
rice has given out, and I have applied Bmhman-likr. for a dole 
from the ministerial store~! of J agntnat'ayau who happens to be 
near.-:!l.lt .July, 1921. · 

Two Stu.dents.-Messrs. Mahomed Husain .?-nd Shafique 
Rahman Kidwai are students of the Natio11al Muslim 
University. They were posted jn the Andhra District 
by Maulana . Mahom~d AU • ., They were there doing 
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great work in a most unassuming manner .. They have· 
already gone to gaol whilst their chief is still on his. 

·trial. The circumstances in which they went to gaol 
are graphically described in their letter written on their· 
way to prison, which I give below in full : 

After seeing you off at Guntakal, we went to Adoni where we 
received' a wire from . .l\Ir. Harisan-ottama Rao calling us to. 
Cuddapah because three Congtess workers had been arrested1 
there. We wen't there on the eleventh October, and Wl)l'e working. 
with some of our _Guntur friends. We held senernl meetings and 
formed Congress and Khilafat committees. On the 21st October,. 
in a monster meeting of over six thousand people, we distributed 
the Fatwa and the audience reiterated the Karachi resolution 
standing. We also procured 1,400 signatures on the spot anlli 
collected two thousand and five hundred rupees for Angora. Or. 
the evening of the 24th, all the workers were served with 'fm order 

·under Sec. 144, gngging UR for two month:. Yesterday ~arly in, 
the morning, we were served with summons to appe~r before the 
court :md furnish securities fot• good behaviour. Accordingly, we 
went to the court and had an informal talk with the Superinten
dent. of Police ( 1 European) for twu hours, with the permission of 
the Collector. The case then began and we were·charged uudel' 
Sec. 108 for seditious speeches nnd undt:r Sec. 12i-A for sedu
cing the soldiery by dist1·ibuting the Fatll'a ai1d explaining it. 
After two prosJcuting witnesses were examined, we gnre our· 
statement and the court adjourned till four iil the afternoon. 
Every one was nmaz<ld to see that we were t\llowed to go to OUl' 

place in the city without any sort of police custody. W:e 
returned to the court at four and the ·Magistrate asked us to·· 
furnish securities which we refused to do. The Magistrate then. 
sentenced us to 6 months' simple imprisonment and snid:''Gentle
men, it is a painful duty to sentence men of your stamp." He 
then shook hands with us. The Superintendent then embraced1 
us and said, "I wish to work hand in hand with you for the good. 
of the country." Even then they did liot take u~ in custody. \\~e 

went to the mosque, said our prayers and walked to the station. 
with the people of the town and there we found u sub-insiJector· 
and two constables waiting to take us to Central Jail, Vellore .. 
This sort ofbehaviour was· never· expected from 'the. police a8 •. 
they behaved with ~Jr. Rnmanmrti :md others very roughly,, 
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We art: glad that we have followed in the footsteps of our loving 
:nod re8pected Principal Maulana M~homed· Ali and congratulate 
ourselves that we are the first to be imprisoned for the so-called 
seducing the military by distributing the Fatwa. and reiterating 
the Karachi.resolution. We have done our duty n.nd request yo11 
·to bless us w~th your prayers. We are cheerful a~ heart ,and 
pray to God to endow us with ~ourage and flt.l'~>ugth to . undergo 
all rigours and hardships, ~ 

I do not know whom to congratulate· Drost, the brave 
youngmen, the M agistra.te and the police, or the Princi
pal who has moulded the character of these young men. 
As for the Government which sends such. innocent men 
to prison, I can only say it is digging its own grave in a 
way no N on~co:.op~\'ator can.-3rd Novembe·r, 1921. 

Language of t~e. lleart.-The fire . of suffering bas 
• . I' . . I ' 

brought. for.th some fine thoughts clothed m beautiful 
language. ··I must confess that I havP. seen nothing like 
it before' in all the ponderous speeches and addresses 
which have tickled our ears or delighted our intellect. 
Whether one looks at Lalaji's ·manifesto, Pandit Moti
lalji's message, or Maulana 'Abul Kalam Azad's:, ·one · 
-ca-nnot fail to be struck with their beauty. But no one 
has bee'n more touching, more fervent, more prolific 
than the President-elect. · He has · poured forth short 
-crisp messages that have come straight from the ·heart. 
I wish some enterprising publisher will collect ·an these 
messages.and pu~H~h them in book fo·rffi, 'But! cannot 

· resist the temptation of culling two passages from , his 
mes::age to the.· students .given I after hearing of two 
years' rigorous ' imprisonment awarded to Professor 
Jitendralal Banerji. The first 'is a ·striking quotation 
frem Jiten Babu's own·' v-igorous state.ment before the 
oeourt. Here it is : 

11 1f iVis a sin to have d~Smnnded liberty for my countrymen with 
full and passionate intensity of soul, then I have sinned grievously « t 



·· t4in4ed 'beyond pardon' or penitence nnd! I 'r"ejoice that· I have so
~Eit!:fieii:' 'lfitJs an i>ffeDCe fo htn;~ 'asked.' my people to shake off 

•:the'fetteri! of; foreigil'sertittide·•iha(degrades' and dwarfs' our 
· :huninri'ity;then I 3m one of'the in·ostoffending souls ali-re, and I 
:re]oice that 'God ga,;e me the 'c6urnge ··and hardihood t.o commit 
:·atieb ''im·o'ffence: And ·a~ the All-merCiful gave me courage and 
r sWength ·tn the pnst to speak out;the'truth'that is 'Within ·me, so I 
hope that He jill give me endur:mee. iri the future ·to go through 

;,the agony of Jan 's·11Al'ig4teous ·peJ'secution." . r , , J 
,,-; ~nd, ~er~ ;ar~ t~e .c.losingparagraphs oi. Deshabandu:s appeal: 

1 What is Jitendralal Banerjee ? I ask the students of Calcutta 
,. · , •,. ," • , " 1 , , ~ ~·~ 1 • .. : -: • • .~ •· . ,. . ( ·r · ~ . · , . • • · • . · 

·to l'eahse-the ti·uth of h1s hfe: Words cannot com·er It.' The . 
· ~oi;k' thaflie: did,' the life:whirih h~ ·lived; the €iu.alities of his ·head 
i hud henrtr. all.culinjn:il!ng in ·the 'gr:md s~arifice which he h:ui the 
cour!lge ~.9 mak~-these nr~ m~r~ ~loquent~t~an ~ny words t¥.~ .I 

r~can .~~plp.r.. 1 , • 1 • . • • ,"
1 

\ ~.·.·. ·, . , , •. \ 

,·: . , ~. ~·.~s~_.ag~i.n,.~ha.t is·Jit~n~t;a.Ial Bane~~ e.~.?_ l wish with all t~e· 
cr;avmg of m:~'heart the students of Calcutta knew bow to nnswer 

:this· t,uesti'on~·:· "He had.: ~ven' his tife for the well-~eing of iii~ 
'de:tide¥ofed students~ Are there non!f now' to tell us the mem1in!!.· 
.Pf l~Jl; ~ae1~fice n.ot by'·speaking angry wQrds;)~cit' by shedding idl~ · 
,t~l'~: p~t. br: ta~ing, up_.th,e cau~e he ~o,:ed s~ well :md .by sh·eng'-
the¢pg, that cau&e by their .own sacrifice? .. . .. ; . , . 
, '<':Merelr existi'rig is not living .. I wish I coutd· say stud.~nts ~f 
C:l16utta' were· liting ns men· ~hould lh··e; as 'Jitendralai· Banefiee 
iived. New' that his body is imprisoned, is there no one amongst the 

·students of Caloutta who· has th~ heart to hear the call of his soul?" 
: .. J:.et,po P,ne l~nder.rate the ·iJl)port:mce ·of these· appeals ss mere 
emoiion~ Let.np one belittle Of scoff· henceforth at Bengal's 
e~l~ti'?,~:";, .Ben.W;l~)~as. ":JO~ed ~Llt ,to .th~~cail o~ the countr.y in. a 
manner not expected eYen by: .me w1th al~ , my staunch fa1th m 

! Beb'gni .. ·All the i·esp-onse .thnt :is being made· is· not ro~fined to· 
Calcutta merely nor to Chittagoug but to=every pl:ice.in Bengal 
wliet•e repressipn has gone. It is 11ot £roth: One does- not undergo 
;suff~ri,ng. by ~mpty appeals or;empty·ell'\Otionalism., Bengal bns 
; pr~v.~d the .solidity of her. em~tion.-:-22ud· D.:cembet, 1921. 
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· 15th ·necember, · 1921 · 

A CROP OF DIFFICULTIES. 

A Bihar corespondent who gives his natrie writes as 
follows: , 

'' I was to Home extent con~idered ,to be a zealous. worker iu. 
the cause of our .country's ~elfare. I had sided 'with non-co~ 
oper~tion with f~ll belief that it was religiously compulsory upori 
every Moslem. I never deceived myself with any hope of India's 
·regeneration through Non-co-operation nor have I yet been pef.i 

· Rnaded to hope so. On the contrary, I believed that we .were to 
Non-co-operate with the British Government at ,the ~acrifice of 
nur best interests. By tqiB I do me:tn that I consider Non-co
operation to be les~ effective but I do' 'm~st ,strongly'. say that 
our countrymen are not capable' of adhering' to it with perfect 
nim-violence .. I have had opportunities enough 'to see that yom· 
licntenants.nre more anxiouR 'to mako a·. name than do a·ny · good 

. to the cauf!e they ,stand for. I think the JllOrale ()f the country 
hn!l so far deteriorate~ that it iR beyond possibility that our 
present gene1·ation can eff~di vely practise N on-co-operatiol\ 
with non-violence. LA it not strange· that a responsible lender 
like your~elf. could shut his eyes to this apparent and abject 
condition of things ? ~· · , . · ... ·. 1 

.~·I hav~ tnxe<l.p1y bmin ,to the last degree to find .the reason 
why we are in such a hui·ry about Swaraj, Of course to 
delay would be s'iuful i£ ~waraj was within our grip, but after S() 

much evidence of f11ilm;es', why' do y~u still s't.ick to dating the 
ndvent of Swaraj by months? If it was only to rouRe the teemii1g 
masses, I am afraid the idea waH not well conceived as clcnl' from 
recent happenings,' To give out nbsurd hopes .is nothing· but' 
playing with people's pasRion. . , , 

"I make bold to beseech you in the· itltereHt of. l~dia and 
Indians to make a halt. Let us first train the couiit!·ymen and 
then march them to do battle. We have Leg~n the fight with 
bad Roldicrs: It is better to accept defeat for next offensive 
than defend with such conditions. I am sure God's laws ore 
just, an4 therefore l11lam makes it conditional to see the capa~ 
city befo~·e taking up ~ny thing. The pilgrimage ~~ l\~ecca i6 one 
of the five Fundamentt~ of blum but not for all and sundry. T9 
work for· Swaraj, i.e., freedom of one's country, ou'ght to be' one' 
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of our foremost 'duties;_'b~t ~s it nojr~rn~~ty to try us far beyond 
our capacity? I am afraid this hurry·is at the. root of most of 
the mischief done. 'r 

1 
• ; ! • ' ' ' • ·_ • 

"I should like to hear .through To~ng India your views.' 1 
,. 

He is a well known Bihari. There is no doubt' about 
his honesty.·. I therefor'e gladly respond to' his ~ugges
t~on 'to give a public reply to his letter ... Though ·Non
co-operation; :w~s in the first 'instance .. co~ceived in 
connectio~ with the: ·Khilafat, neither I; nor· my first 
associates ever thought that Non-co-operation with the· 
Briti'sh G~.rver.irrr~ent involv~d any' ~acrifice 'whatsoever 
of th~ cot;tn~ry'~ i~t~;rests. On the. contrary, .·we believed 
that, ,if we;cou~d compel s'u~render'.to th~· just' dema'nds 
of.the Mussalma.ns of India regarding the. Khilafat~ we 
could also compel: surrender• in the·matter of the Punjab 
and consequently in the matter of Swaraj.: Non-violence 
Via's believed from. the · very commencenuint to be an 
int.egral part' of N on-~o-o.peration, and ·if the fo~mer failed 
the lat,ter faile4 ;ipso facto. Indeed, the recent happenings 
have furnished abundant proof of the progress of non
violence. 'They show, I hope· conclusively, that Bombay's 
aberration was an· isolat'ed inst~nce1 in no way sympto
m~ tic of ~he general condition of the' country. A year· 
ago, it .would ha~e been impos~ible for.1the Governmfnt 
to arrest so many ·leaders .of the front rank in .1 so many 
parts of the country leaving the people absolutely self
controlled. It would be a mistake to suppose that it is 

.,. ''.r·) ·,, ', ' " . ,, 

the·macliine gun .which has kept all . the pe.ople under 
restraint.·. ,No. doupt it ~as: its share, .. but h~ who runs 
m.ay see that there are hundreds, if not thousands·,· of 
people 'in India, to-day to whom machine guns have 
ceasM to be~~ 1terror'.' Nor: ban I subscribe to . the 
dpctrine that ,the': countr; 'ha's· suff~red _:deterioration. 
On}he co.n~r~r!, every pr~vince1 can· .. 4e~onstrate the 
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marvellous revolution brought about by this movement 
of purification in ·the · lives of people. A distinguished 
Mussalman friend was telling me only the othet' day how 
the younger generation of Mussalmans' was reclaimed 
from a life of indolent and atheistical luxury to one of 
religious simplicity and indus tty. '' ·· 

We are certainly in a hurry to get Swaraj. Who can 
help it? Were the Moplahs in the death-wagon in a 
hurry when in their asphyxiated state they were crying 
out for a breath of fresh air and a drink of water? The 
death-wagon of foreign domination in which we are 
suffering from moral asphyxiation is infinitely worse 
than th~ Moplah death-wagon. And the wonder is that 
all these long years we have not felt the want of the 
oxygen of liberty. But ha~·ing.known our state, is it not 
most natural for us to cry out for the fresh air of 
Swaraj? I am unable to accept any blame for havinr. 
set the time limit. I would have been wrong not to do 
so, knowing as I did that, if the people fulfilled the 
conditions·· which were capable of easy fulfilment, 
Swaraj was a certainty inside of twelve months. If the 
atmosphere of non-violence is truly established, I make 
bold to say that we shall achieve the substance even 

· during the remaining· days of this year, though we 
might have to wait for the form yet a while. The time 
limit was not fixed in order to rouse the teeming millions, 
but it was fixed in order to rivet the attention of 
Congressmen and Congresswonten on their sense of 
immediate duty and on the grand consequence of its 
fulfilment. Without the time limit we would not have 
collected the crore nor would we have introduced so 
many spinning wheels, nor manufactured thousands of 
rupees worth of handspun Khadi and distributed lakbs 
amongst the poorest workers in the country. It is not a 
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signr ·,of,;bad· soldiery . .to ·find Bengal,.,the United .Pro• 
vinces,:,andr:.tb:e Punjab supply1ng,·prison.ers ·as. fast 
a&,.Governnient lean: take .them;. i And ·,:when .the· word 
pass.es: ·round.!the· other p:rovinces :·for: repres~ion .,of a 
violent. type,.~Ldoubt not that they .:will.shine just,. as 
brilliantly as the· three. f9rtunate' ones .. I h'a;ve mentioned. 
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MISCELLANEOUS .. 

. 7th July, 1921 · 

, +HE PRINCE 

(By l\1. K. GANDHI) 

Mr. Baptista has written to the Bombay Chronicle on 
the forthcoming visit; of His Royal Highness, the Prince
of Wales and has combated views.he imputes to me •. 
Much as I should like for the present to. observe silen~e
on this delicate subject I cannot allow it to be said of me 
that I would ' visit the sins of ministers· on the Prince." 
I entirely agree with Mr. Baptista that the Prince has n() 
voice in the . governm~nt and that he is not concerned 
with the acts of the ministers of the Crown, much less 
with their blunde~s. I am just as keen as any one could 
b~ to give a royal reception to the Prince. !}.nd ,it is be-

. cause 1 appreciate the·constitution and.it~.;working that 
I would .boycott the.visit under present. conditions. It 
is because I know that the Royalty is above politics .th!iot"· 
I would not !}.llow the ministers; or.the Government of 
India, if. I can help it, .to use the Prin~~· for their own 
polit.icQ.l purposes. If I can do nothing else,. at least I 
must not become .a tool in the hands .Qf the.ministe~s and 
the Government of India and allow them, un~e~ c9ver Q~ 

697 
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the Prince's visit, to make their hold of India tighter ana 
to demonstrate to' the world that under their benign 
administration the whole of India is happy and content
'€d. For let there be no mistake that such will be the 
1result if we remained silent and, under a mistaken sense 
of loyalty or of the con~u't~tion', gave any reception to 
iihe Prince. On the contrary, I hope that our loyalty 
Tl'equires us to mak~ ih~le~i to'Hl~ 1 ·.::M~jesty's ministers 
rthat if they send the Prince to India, we shall be in no 
:mood to join any receptions they might arrange. I 
would tell them in no veile~.language that we are sick 
:at heart over the Khilafat and the Punjab questions and 
that whilst we are :fighting'them for very life, we must 
mot be expected to co~ope:~;ate .. w.ith t}lem in giving recep
ti0ns to His Royal Highness. We would be doing a 
wrong to ·the'• public;\ if we neglected·our .. clear· duty: of 
€dttcating them to a; true:t·perception of the; meaning of 
the·· propos·ed,, Royal visit. t Let it be·· known that/ the 
Prince will: arrive bt'and with the ad'vice' nf, r the··. minis/ 
teTS~· and consent; and. approval .of ·the·: Government' of 
l!ndia1·: ~The' ·visit· therefore will be'· not ian :act .,of the· 
'Prince' butr:that'of the ministers and in boycotting: the' 
~is it at "this juncture, we •would be visiting their sins upon 
thems'elves and~not on :the ·Prince.·; In' ·otheri words, ~we 
would not be'playing·intb .their hands;· .. Supp'o·sing the 
:miil.ist~rs sent.-Sir 1 Michael! O'Dwyer l to .. replace. Lo~d i 
•Chelmsford· and h&·arranged; the · rec'eption,- would ·:Mr~1 
:Baptista h~ve us to fall intd Sir Micha~l~s trap·~ Suppose~ 
rfhrther th!at.:he/ irisultedthe( Punjab: tinder 1 the' P.rinoe's; 
·nose by ignoring .tlle ··Punjab leaders~, should the Punjab . 
.Pocket the insult' arit3oirl'the receptio:h because Royalty: 
j~ above: ipolitics'-t'·i :.TtJI~ say so') would· be."to betray:· a: 
.Woeful' . display cif ~ignorance. of the meaning:· ot ~ loyalty 
·.and·:politi'd;1 • • • 
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I venture to suggest 'that if the Australia:n people were 
intensely dissatisfied with th~ acts nr 'the blunders· of the 
the ministers in· the sense we are;:·they would' bdycott ~he 
vfsit ·,without· the· slightest hesitation~, .. The ~inistets 
-want to·make political capital outof the 'proposed·visit .. 
It is our duty to refuse to let 'theri:r'do so., . : 1 ;~ 

Mr. Baptista says and I agree that we are .in mourning. 
1Ie therefore hopes that the Prince would not be· sent but 
if he is; Mr.· Baptista says, we should give hjm a welcome 
in spite of the mourning. I want the prince to come and 
therefore I would 'try to rerriove the ·cause of mourning 
.and· not take, it · as a. settled J fact.·· I would tell· 'the 
ministers that as we want to give the· Prince an enthusi .. 
. astic welcom~,: they should remove the Khilafat and the 
Punjab grievances. : I sliould' further tell·· them that if 
they-' did ·not do so 'and still persisted in sending the 
!Prince to ·India, they would be respon·sible for placing 
the people in the awkward position of having to boycott 
Jthe visit or the ·reception. · · · 

- J• 

4th August, .1920 : 
' ''I ' , i ~/: ·, 

WHO .IS. pi~LOYAL ~ I 

· Mr. Mohtagu has discovered a new· 'd'efiniti6n of dis
'loya.Iity .• 'He considers niy 's'uggestiori to boyc6tt the 
-visit of' the Prince of Wal~s to oe'dislo'yal and some 
·newspapers taking the cu'e from hiin ha.'ve calied person's 
who have 1pade. the ·suggestion:' ~n'inalu~erly.' ·· They 
nave even attributed' to these ~·u:tma'~ne'rly'' persons the 
·suggestion of 'boycotting the· Prince.' : '1 d·raw a 'sharp 
.and 'fundamental· 'distinction 1 bet~een·' boycotting the 

I • In the course of a speech 'in the' Commons,' 1\Ir. Montngu st~t'ed 
1that the rnovement'to boycott the. Ptlince,s visit I -was a disloyal onei 
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Prince '~nd boycotting any welcome, arranged for him. 
Peraonally I: .wo.uld ·extend· the,heartiest welcom:e to His 
Royal·)Highness· if he: came 'Or .cou1d. come .without 
official :patronage·: and the I prot~cting· wings .. of ~he· 

Government of the day, . Being the : heir to a constitu
tional monarch,.the Prince's. movements ·are regulated 
a~d dictated by therministers no matter how _much the
dictation"· may ~be 'concealed :beneath' diplomatically 

. polite: language., I~ suggesting t4e boycott, therefore, the
promoters ·have·: suggested boyQott , of an insolent bu
r~aucracy and dishonest ministers ~f His Majesty. . 

You caf;lnot have it both .ways. It is true. that under a. 
constitutional.'." mo'n~rchy; ··the :royalty is above politics .. · 
But you cannot. send the.: Prince· on a poUtical visit for 
the purpose· of! making·· politicaLcapital out of· him, and 
then complain that those, :Who :will not play your game 
and, in orde:r; tot chec~mat·e:. you, proclaim ·a .boycott of· 
the·Royal vi~ it, do not know· constitutional, .usage. , For 
the Prince's visit is not for plea.sure. Jlis, Royal. High .. 
ness is to come, in Mr. Lloyd George's words, as the 
"Ambassador of the British ·nation," in other words, his. 
own amqassador in ;order.to. issue .a certificate of merit 
to him and possibly t~ give the ministers a new lease of 
life. The wish is designed to consolidate and strengthe:q 
a power that spells mischief for India. , Ev.~n· i ·as it is,. 
Mr .. .Mo~t~g~ .'h~s fQ~~~·~~~ . ~~at the welc~me' 'YilL 1 pro~
~ably be: ~f~e.l\~~ .l~Y-~ ~ny. hi~~ertQ. ex.t~:q~ed tq ~oy~lt.y,. 
meaning that . the, people are., not really. and deeply 

• ' . ~ l ' J i I ·' ~ L' J ' . 1 ' I . ' ' • • j ' • ~ 

affected and, stirred . by :.t~e official , atr~cities in th~· 
p~'.nia~.~nd the,D;J,a'nifestly 4ish~n~st .. breach of' ~ff!.Clal 
decla~ations on, the .. Khilafat.· :with the. knowledge 
tha't' Ind~·a'.W~Sl: bl~~ding'l at h~.a~t, the' Gov~rnment of' 

, 1 I I ~ I I ' ' ' I t' •• ' : ' ' • I . I ) } ' ' I ' • ' .' ' ' ! • 

India .should have. told· His Majesty's: 11ministers that 
the mome~t ·~~s ,inopportu~e , for ,sending·, the Prince .. 
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I .venture to submit that it is· adding insult to injury 
to bring the ·Prince and through ·his visit to steal 
'honours and further prestige for a Government 'that 
deserves to be dismissed ·with disgrace. I claim that I 
prove my loyalty • by saying . that India. is in no mood, 
is too deeply in mour~ing, to take part in and to wel
<:ome His Royal Highness, and that the ~ministers 

.and the Indian Government show their ·disloyalty by 
making the Prince a eat's paw of their deep political 
game. If they persist, it is the clear duty of India· to 
bave nothing to do with the visit. 

l.~t Decembe1', 1920 

ROYAL VISITS: THEIR 'USE' AND ABUSE 
. . '. 

(BY c. F. ANDREWS) 

With the visit of the Duke of Connaught to this 
country still pending, it is of the greatest importance 
for the people of India clearly to understand how these 
xoyal visits are often unscrupulously used by Govern .. 
:ment for political purposes. The idea is, first of all; sedu .. 
· lously propagated that the ro1al visit has nothing· to do 
-with politics; that the Royal Family' are above politic~ 

-that they are strictly neutral in their political attitude~· 
'Then, afterwards, the news is placarded on all sides 
·.that' a great political ·success has been · obtained. The 
late King Edward VII was rightly called the greatest 

• In Young lnclia of 17th November, 1921; 1\Ir, Gandhi wrote in 
reply_ to a correApondeut, · 1\Ir. A. ,Ji. Jaya'linhani: (1) As a Non-co. 
operator1 I neither own nor disown. George. as my King. I have 
·dissociated myself from the system administered under the King's 
name. I keep inyself free to give my :;llegiancc to· him, if I can 
:nttainmy ftlll growth in' his kingdom and can secure full redress of 
.the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs. . · · ' ! · , . , 
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dipl.otnatist;in the: British. empire: • .The present· Prince· 
.of.Wales .:has now :earned the title of' 'Our Greatest 
Ambassador.". 
• .If .it were , merely_, the·. spreading of messages of good
wilL and pea·ce ·to: all ,na~ion.s. -t4at could· be accom
plished ;by. such, diplomatic arid ambassadorial tours,. 
the~ world might. be all th~. bett~t. for .. them .. ·But the· 
danger .always. 'lu'rks.at:the back; that) sonia distinctly 
political objects· :·may be aimed at behind the sce'nes ;~ 

that. ervil. systems, .. which' have .. power arid 'authority 
behind them, may receive .. from~ them•an added • power· 
and an added authority fo~ _o,ppression of the poor and 
subjection of the weak. Even to-day, the greater pro
portion of Europeans .on the continent of Europe believe· 
that the .. vi$ its ·of King Edward were ·Used by English 
politicians for, the encirclement of Germany . by a ring· 
of hostile powers. ' Whether that opinion is right or
wrong; need· not. be discussed here. ·I only wish to point 
out,·how from a.bitter past experience, these royal visits· 
are surely feare& in Europe. Europe has had her hard! 
lesson,~ to. ,learn; and:, the proverb ·is true,-" Once bit,. 
twice shy;.''. :r :. · .~:i 

.!.wish now·to·.telHhe story of what happened, behind! 
the·scenes,: in. the .. Prince of:Wales'. ·rec.ent. visit of Fiji. 
The :facts have just, come to light;. and they are most 
instructive;:.· , , i .. , . .~ . . ' . , . ' . J. • 

·:' The ,,Indian coron1unity ~ .. were · suffering1 at the time~ 
from a. mast paHlful injustice. ·They had · been charged 
with the: offence: 10f'stirring up racial hatred. against the 
Europeans ,and: breaking out· into.' open· rebellion';. yet 
the truth. was ·simply.this;.tliat the Indian labourers were
nearly statvi'ng .. ~nd had sJtJ;"uck :work in order to obtain 
from the plutocratic .Colonial. Sugar Refining .Company 
a more just and equitable share oftbe enormous profits 
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from sugar.' 'The 'dolonlal Sugar Refinin((Com'pany 
had reaped thes~r st\cces!>ive profits· ·out of Indian 'hibour, 
·year aftl3tyear, duting the War. A.fter the''W~r also· 
these had·. gone· on· still: further increasing. · Yet the· 
Company continually refused to sha.te 'what they had 
gainedwiththe!ndianlab'olirers."'; :,,_.,,,... · 

When I was .in Fiji ·Jn 1917, there 'Was: ~n attempted 
suicide of an Indian. In open Court the: Indian declared 
that he 'could not bear to se·e his young children:· crying; 
for bread and: to have nothing'to give tlieni to eat·.' 'The· 
judge dismissed· him with a ·warning .. 'That, was ·cold, 
comfort· indeed!,. ·.And what can be said strong endugh 
about the oppression of the poor by 'this wealthy Sugar 
Company with its many ci.'ores of capital? ' Yet it held 
out to the last, against a mere rise in· wages of 3d.· per· 
da:y when I tried to negotiate this for 'the Indian h.:. 
bourers in the Colony in 1917. 

The Indian community, when freed at last frO'm inden·· 
ture, demanded a· decent living wage-the wage' of a free 
man and a free woman. I know for certain-that the· 
C.; S. R. Oompanrtiould easily have afforded to give this. 
out of its surplus'profits:~ iBut it would ·not bridge· froin, 
its bard and fast 'positiorl'; and when at last the· strike· 
began, the news was eve'rywhere spread · abrbad that 
the Indians were in' open rebellion'· and. were proposing 
to n.'lassacre the Europeans. Troops with machine •guns. 
w~re · hurri<~d 'in 1l. warship of the New ZeaHui.d Navy, 
from Auckland, and the Indian labourers were terrorised 
back' into their work, without getting their rise in wages .. 
· Soon after these troubles, the Indian·· Community 

wished to present an address to the Ptince 'of Wales: 
who· 'came to :Fiji. · They asked permission from: the 
Governbr to state· their position ·hi the· following terms·~ 
+'We do not 'think 'it proper to pain your Royal Highness-
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'by describing our· secular :difficulties · l).nd. grievances, 
·which will not l'~main hidden. fo your Royal f Highness. 
~One thing; however, we are compelled. ~o bring to your 
:;notice. It Js. the fact that we have been misrepresented 
·to the effec~ t)la.t;our recent agitation, for.: better rights 
;and economical improvement ·was·. based on racial 
·feelings. · This has wounded ·our hearts:. ·. This surmise, 
·on the part of, the authorities,, is not only without· any 
:foundation; but is a great slur and· .an· irrepar('!.ble stain 
.on our character, which should be removed at once."' ' ' · • .These were the proposed . words. But the Governor 
·cut them.o~t·of the address altogether,: and· subs_tituted 
others, whjch, while .seemingly· a· mere· abbreviation, 
·were actually ·a perversion qf the meaning .. ~he Indians 
·wished to -say that the accusation, -of racial hatred, 
levelled against-th~elves, were unjust -and unbearable. 
·What they were made to. ~ay,· was that ther~; was no 
·racial feeling on the part of any .. one . at all,~ither 
European or Indian. Now this was the opposite of the 
truth; because the European racial feeling had been 
excessive. .I wish my readers to ~otice hew suqtly a1,1d 
-cleverly this was done. The Gc;)V(~rnor of Fiji struck out 
the wor:ds.~f the.addre.ss pf welcome, which I have stated 
.above, ;md substituted the following: · · , 

" We do., not think -it proper to, Tefer to. political 
.matters. It is' inevitable, .however,. ·.that- your . Royal 

'. . . 
Highness ~hould ,have heard of the rec~t-Indian troubles 
in Fiji; and we desire to assu.re you ~.that they were due 

·solely to economic causes and not to any racial feeling." 
The Indian Community protested against this perver· 

·sion of their o,wn meaning. But the . Governor of ·Fiji 
insist~d, and the Indians weakly gave way ... The result 
was that the Prince of.Wales was prompted to·pick out 
~those very ~o~ds declaring that. there. was no racial 
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feeling, which would· camouflage the whole matter. · 
They were telegraphed all over the world by Reuter. 
We received. them. here in India. ·London, and New 
York, and Capetown, and Tokio, and Melbourne rece.ived 
them also. The Prince stated that " lie zcas glad to !tear 
that the 1·ecent Indian troubles had not been due to any 
racial feelings." Thus the impression was spread abroad, 
that the Europeans were very good friends of the Indians 
and were living in social friendliness with them. ·The 
truth all the while was this, that the Europeans, as I 
have said, had brought troops from New Zealand and, by 
sheer military power, crushed Indians back into accept
ing the harshest terms of settlement. They had even 
passed racial laws against the Indians, marking them 
out from all other races in Fiji. 

This incident in Fiji affected the honour of a few 
thousands of Indians in that colony. The Duke of 
Connaught's visit will affect the honour of nearly thirty. 
two crores in India itself. Let us take warning from this 
weak surrender of our poorer Indian brethren in Fiji. 
We cannot blame them for that surrender, for their man
hood has been crushed by servile labour. 

But let us not weakly surrender ourselves, or put'trust 
in Governments, which can use such weapons of com
pulsion as these. The only course, which is dignified 
and self-respecting, during the coming royal visit of the 
Duke of Connaught is to refrain altogether from offering 
addresses of welcome. Such a royal visit at this crisis 
is nut welcome to us. It cannot possibly be welcome. 
Silence therefore.is golden. 

45 
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' 9th February, 1921 
j : '• 1' 

1 
, , , "I(,,, 1,.. , 

TO, H. R. f£. THE DUKE OF pONNAU({HT .. , .. 
' , , r • I J I • !_ 1 l 1 ' ' ' 

1 ~ o i I 1 I 1 • , I ~ , , • • ' ·•, , 

, The following letter, wpich h~s· -.~ppe'ared in ,the Press, 
was sent by Mr. Ga~dhi to, H.'.It ·H.' ''rhe:.tiuke of Co~-

. ' : ' ·,· 'l ' ' '>, ' 

naught last week: · , .· · 
. ; Sir~-;-)!our._R.~Y:~t ~ighness m~.s.t have h~ard a great 
de\11 about . N," on-co-operation,· N on-eo-'operationists, and 
their method$, ' ang,' incidentally, ''of' me,' 'its humble 
au~·h?r. t fear, ··that the ·'info~mation given 'yo~r Royal 
Highness must ·have been in its nature one~sided· .. I owe 
it t~. you, to my friends and myse'lf, th~t I should place 
before you what I .conceive. to ·be ·the scope of N ~n-co
operation, as followed not only :bY ine, but my clbses't 
associ~tes, such. as Messrs; ·Shaukat Ali and · Mahomed 
Ali. . . , . . . 

, , I!, ' '' 
For me it is no joy and pleasure. to be actively 

associated in the boycott ofYour Royal .BJghness's vi~it. 
I have tendered .loyal, v:oluntary ·'assistance to the 
Government for an· unbroken period of nearly 30 years 
in the full belief that through ·that lay' the path of 
freedom for my .. country. It was, · therefqre, no slight 
thing for me to suggest to 'my countrymen that we should 
take no part in welcoming Your Royal Highness. .Not 
one amongst us has anything against you as an English 
gentleman.' we hold your person as sacred as that of a 
dearest friend~* I do not know any of my friends who 
would n:ot guard jt with his life if he found it in danger. 

*Young-India of 1st December, 1920, contained the following: 

The Duke's T'isit.-His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught 
will be soon in our midst. It is a matter of great sorrow to me that 
I should have to advise a complete boycott of all public functions 
held in his honour. He is personally an amiable English gentleman. 
But, in my humble opinion, public interest demands that this official 
vit!it should be strictly ignored. His Royal Highness comes to sustain 
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I We are lwt· at war with individual Englishmen. We 
··seek ·not to· destroy" English life.· We do ·desire to 
·destroy the system that has eniasculated our country in 
body, mind ' and soul. We·. are determined to battle 
with all our might against that in English' nature which 
bas made· O'Dwyerism' and Dyerism possible in the 
Punjab and has resulted ·in a wanton affront upon 
Islam, a faith professed by seven crores of our country
. men. we consider it inc'onsistent with. our self-respect 
.any longer to1 brook: the Bpirit of superiority and 
dofninance which has systematically ignored and· dis
regarded ·the sentiments of thirty crores of innocent 
people of India on many a vital matter. It is humiliating 
to us. It cannot b~ a matter of pride to you that thirty 
crores of Indians should live day in anrl day out in fear 
of their lives from one hundred thousand Englishmen 
.and, therefore, be under subjection to them. 

Your Royal Highness has come, not to end the system 
I described, but to suRtain it by upholding its prestige. 
Your first pronouncement was a lc1udation of Lord 

n.Villingdon. I have the privilege of knowing him. 1 
believe him to be an honest, amiable gentleman, who 

·will not willingly hurt even a fly,· but he certainly failed 
.as a ruler. He allowed himself to be guided by those 
whose interest it was to support their power. He is not 
reading the mind of the .Dravirlian province. Here, in 
a corrupt sy!!tem of government, he comes to whittJWn!!h an irreRpon
Hible burcaucr~lcy, he comes to make us forget the· unforgettable, be 

· comeH not to h~Jal the wound1:1 inflicted upon us, but to mock u~ by 
:fliuging deceptive reforms at us. To welcome His Royal ]:IighneHS 
iH to O.!!I:!Ociate with him iu promoting our own di~honour. :So 
j:(OVernment official, W~lcther he be European or Indian, has a right to 
claim any welcome or honour from us so long as the government, 
rwbose power he represents, remains unrepentant and unresponsiv<J 
to the one thing needful 
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Bengal, you ;1re issuing a certificate of merit to a Gov
ernor who .is again, .from all I have heard, an estim~ble 
gentleman, but who . ~nows. nothing ()f the heart. of 
Bengal and its yearnings. Bengal is not Calcutta. Fort 

· William and the palaces of Calcutta res present an in
solent exploitation of the unmurmuring and . highly 

.· cultured peasantry of this fair province. . . 
The . Non-coMoperators have come to the co~cl~si~n 

. tha.t they must not be deceived by the. reforms
1
that 

tinker with the problem of India's distress and humilia
.timi, nor must they be impatient and angry. We must 
not .in our impatient anger resort to stupid violence •. 
We freely admit that we must take our due share of 
blame for the existing state. It is not so much British 
guns that are responsible for our subjection as our 
voluntary co-operation. 

Our non-participation in. a hearty welcome to Your 
Roy13,l Highness is thus, in no sense, a demonstration 

. against your high personage,. but it is against the system 
you come to uphold. I know individual Englishmen 
cannot, even if they will, .alter the English nature all· of 
a sudden. If we would be t~e equals of Englishmel1, we 

.. must cast off fear. We must learn to be self-relia1;1t 
. and independent of schools, courts, protection, a.nd 
patronage of a Government we seek to end, if it will 

.. not mend. 
Hence this no:q-violent non-co-operation. I know we 

have not all yet become non-violent in speech and deed, . 
. but the re8ults so far achieved have, I assure Your Royal 
Highness, been amazing.· The people have understood 
the.secret and value o~ non-violence as they have never 

·.done before. He, w4o will, maY. see that this )s a , reli
, gious, purifying movement: ·we are leaving off 1 drink~ 

We are trying to rid India of the curse of untouchability-
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We are trying to throw off foreign tinsel splendour, and 
by revertingto the spinning wheel, revive the ancient 
'and poetic simplicity of life. We hope thereby to 
sterilize the existing harmful institutions. 

I ask Your Royal Highness as an Englishman to study 
this movement and its possibilities for the Empire and 
the world. Vve are at war with nothing that is good in 
the world. In protecting Islam in the manner we are, 
we are protecting all religions j in protecting the honour 
·of' India, we are protecting the honour of humanity. 
For our means are hurtfu I to none. We desire to live 
on terms of friendship with Englishmen, but that friend
ship must be friendship of equals both in theory and in 
practice, and we must continue to non-co-opera.te, i.e., 
to purify ourselves till the goal is achieved. I ask Your 
Royal Highness, and through you every Englishman, 
to appreciate the view-point of Non-co-operation. 

I beg to remain, 
Your Royal Highness's faithful servant, 

(Sd.) M. K. GANDHI. 

27th October,· 1921 

HONOUR THE PRINCE 

(BY 1\f. K. GANDHI) 

The reader must not be surprised at the title of this 
writing. Supposing that the Prince was a blood brother 
in a high place, supposing that he was to be ;xploited 
by neighbours for· their own base ends, supposing 
further that he was in the hands of my 11eighbours, 
that my voice could. not effectively reach him and that 
he was being brought to my village by the said neigh. 
hours, would I not· honour him best by dissociating 
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myself frorp. all the. ceremonial ~hat lllight ,be. arranged 
in his' honour' fn.t!h~; proces~l.of exploitatio~: and' by-. 
letting him know by ·every.means at my· disposal that · 
he was being exploited?* would I not- be a traitor' tO· ' , . , , I , , . , 

him if I did not warn·,him against 'entering the trap 
prepared for him by my neighbours? , . 

I have no manner of doubt that the Prince's .visit is 
being expl,oited for advertising:the 'b~nign' British rulr 
i:p. India.. It is a crime against us if His Royal High
ness is being brought for. personal pleasure and sport. 
when India is seething with discontent, when the masses 
are saturated with disaff~ction towards. the system under· 
which .. they are gqvern~d, wh~n. ,fami~~. is ragjng in 

*The following appeared in Young India ~f ,lOth July, 1921 :. 
The: P1·ince's Proposed Yisit.-It is a grea~ pity that' the talk 'of th~ 

prince's ~·isit has been revived and a provisional date fixed. India will 
refuse to welcome a representaive of a system of which she is sick 
unto death; And if his ~isit is forced upon an unwilling India there 
must be the same effective. Hartal on the day of His Royal 
Highness's visit that there was on the Duke's visit. I repeat once 
more that Non-co-operators have 'nothing ·against the Prince as. 
~l man. But he cannot be divested of the office he holds. Whilst it is. 
tme that the King and his heirs d@ not actively meddle in the affairs 
of state (wh.ich is a convenience for the state), be is as effective a 

\representative of the existing system of Government ·as the most 
meddlesome Prime Minister or Viceroy. I am disposed to think that 
ns a supporter of the institution, he is more effective by reason of his 
isolation. If the Prince comes, he will not come to bles's the Non-co-. 
operators or the cause, but to sing the song of praise for a Government 
which is responsible for the dishonour of the Punjab, for breach·· of 
faith with the Mussalmans, for forcing the drink trnffic on India, for 
impoverishing her and for so ~ma8cnlating ht~r that she almost thinks 
she must remain in slavery for an unthinkable time. In my humble 
opinion, the projected visit will be an insult added to. injury. And it 
will be the duty of erery N on-co-operntor, respt:ctfully but firmly an(r 
in no uumistnknble manner, to express his strong disapproval of all 
1'\nch efforts to bolster up a system which iF; tottering to its fnll.-
M;K,G.. 1 •1 • 
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Khulna and the Ceded Districts and when an armed 
conflict is raging in Malabar: it is a crime against India 
to spend millions of rupees on a mere show when mil· 
lions of men are living in a state of chronic starvation. 
Eight lacs of rupees have been voted away by the 
Bombay Councn alone for the pageant. 

The visit i~ being heralded by repression in the 
land. In Sindh, over fifty.six Non-co-operators are in 
gaol. Some of the ·bravest of Mussalmans are being 
tried for holding certain opinions. * Nineteen Bengal 
workers have been just imprisoned, including Mr. 
Sen Gupta, the leading Barrister of the place. A Mus
salman Pir and three other selfless workers are already 
in gaol for a similar 'crime'. Several leaders of 
Karnatak are also imprisoned, and, now its chief man is 
on trial for saying what I have said repeatedly in these 
columns and what Congressmen have .been saying all 
over during the past twelve months. Several leaders of 
the Central Provinces have been similarly deprived of 
their Fberty. A mo~t popular doctor, Dr. Paranjapye, 
a man universally resp~cted for his selflessness, is 
suffering rigorous imprisonment like a common felon. 
I have, by no means, exhausted the list of imprisonments 
of Non-co-operators. Whether they are a test of real 
crime or an answer to growing disaffection, the Prince'!' 
visit is, to say the least, most inopportune. There is no 
doubt that the people do not want His Royal Highness 
to visit India at the present juncture. They have ex
pressed their opinion in no uncertain terms. They have 
declared that Bombay should observe Jlm·tal on the day 
of his landing at Bombay. It is a clear imposition upon 
the people to bring the Prince in the teeth of their 
opposition. 

• See infra 
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What are we ·to do in the circumstances? We. must 
organise .a complete boycott of all functions held in the 
Prip.ce's·' honour. We must religiously· refrain> from 
attending· charities fe.tes or fireworks organised for the 
purpose. We must refuse to illuminate or to send our 
children to see the organised illuminations. To this 
end we musfpublish leaflets by th'e million and distri
bute thein amongst the people, telling them ·what their 
duty in the.matter is, 'and it would be true honour done 
to the Prince if Bombay on the day of his ·landing wears 
the appearance of a deserted city', · · 
· But we must isolate the Prince from the person. We 
have· no ill-will against t~e Prince as man. He pro• 
bably knows nothing of the feeling in India, ·he probably 
knows'nothing·about repression. Equally probably· he 
is ignorant of the fact that the Punjab: wound is still 
blee.din.g,· that the t.reachery towards India in· the matter 
of the Khilafafis still rankling in every Indiarr breast, 
and that on the Government's own admission the re.o 
formed councils contain members who; though nom~nally 
elected, do not in any sense represent even the few lacs 
who are on the electoral rolls. To do or I to. attempt to 
do any harm to the person of the Prince would be not 
only cruel and inhuman, 'but it would be on our part a 
piece of treachery towards ourselves and him, for we 
have voluntarily pledged. ourselves to be and remain . 
non-viole.nt. · Any injury or insult to the Prince by us 
will be a greater wrong done by us to Islam· and India 
than any the English have done. They know no better. 
We can lay no such claim to ignorance, we have with 
our eyes open and before God and man promised not 
to hurt a single individual in any way ·connected with 
the system we are straining every ne~ve to destroy. It 
must therefore be our duty to take every precaution 
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io protect his person as our own from all harm. 
rn· spite of all our effort, we . know that there will be 
some who would want to take part in the various func
tions from fear or hope or choice. They have as much 
Tight to do what they like as we have to do what we 
rike. That is the test of the freedom we wish to have 
.and enjoy. Let us, whilst we are being subjected by an 
insolent bureaucracy to a severe irritation, exercise the 
,greatest restraint. And if we can exhibit our firm 
resolve to have nothing to do with it by dissociating 
ourselves from its pageant and at the same time we show 
forbearance towards those who differ from us, we would 
.advance our cause in a most effective manner. •I 

29th Decembe1', 1921 
til 

'ONE STEP ENOUGH FOR ME I 

(BY M. K. G.\:-<JJlii) 

.. 
Mr. Stokes is a Christian who wants to follow the 

1ight that God gives him. He has adopted India. as his 
home. He is watching the Non-co-operation movement 
from the Kotagiri hills where he is living in isolation 
from the India of the plains, and , serving the hillmen. 
He has contributed three articles*' on Non-co-operation 
to the columns of the Servant of Calcutta and other 
papers. I had the pleasure of reading them during my 
'Bengal tour. Mr. Stokes approves of Non-co-operation 
but dreads the consequences that may follow complete 
·success, z.e., evacuation of India by the British. He con
jures up before his mind a picture of India invaded by 
the Afghans from the North-west, plundered by the 

• Omitted in this collection. For 1\lr. Stokc.s's views, sec his 
.J.'1alimtal Self-1'calisation. 
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Gurkhas from the Hills.· For me: I say with C~rdinal 
Newman : ' I do not ask to see the distant. scene ; one• 
step enough for me.' The business is essentially· reli ... 
gious. The business of every God~fearing man is to 
dissociate himself from evil .in total disregard of conse-· 
quences. He must have faith in a good deed producing,· 
o.nly ·a good result : that in. my · opinion is . the a ita 
doctrine of ·work 1 without attach~ent ... God does 1 not; 
permit him to peep into the ·future. He follows truth, 
although. the following of it may endanger his very life .. 
He knows 'that it is better to die in the way of God ·than 

. to, live in .the way of Satan. Theref9re whoever is 
satisfied that this ,Government represents the activ~ty of 
Satan has no choice left to him but to dissociate himself 
from it. 

However, let us consider the worst that can happen 
to India on'a sudden evacuation of

1
India by the British .. 

What does .it matter that the Gurkhas and the Pathans 
attack us? Surely we would be better able to deal with 
their violence than we are with the co~tinued violence, 
moral and physical, perpetrated by the . present govern-· 
ment. M·r. Stokes does not seem to eschew the use of 
physical force. Surely the combined labour of the 
Rajput, the Sikh and the Mussalman warrior in a .united 
India may be trusted to deal with plunders from any or· 
all the sides. Imagine however the worst: Japan over-· 
whelming us from th:e Bay of Bengal, .the Gurkhas. from 
the Hills, and the Pathans from the North-West. If we 
do not succt-Jed in driving them QUt, we make terms with 
them and drive them out at the first opportunity, This 
will be a more .manly course. than a helpless submission 
to an admittElrlly wrongful State. 

But I.refuse to contemplate the dismal outlook. If 
the movement ~ucceeds through Non-violent· Non-co-· 
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operation, and that is the supposition Mr. Stoke~ has 
started with~ the Englis,h whether they remain or retire,. 
they will do so as friends and under a well-ordered 
agreement as between partners. I still believe in the· 
goodness of human nature, whether it is English or any 
other. I therefore do not believe that the English will 
leave .in 'a night.' 

And do I consider the Gurkha and the Afghari being· 
incorrigible thieves and robbers without ability to res-· 
pond to purifying influences ? I do not. If India returns· 
to her spirituality, it will react upon the neighbouring· 
tribes ;* she will interest herself in the welfare of these· 
hardy but poor people, and even support them, if neces-· 
sary, not out of fear but as a matter of neighbourly duty .. 
She will have dealt with Japan simultaneously with the 
British. Japan will not want to invade India, if India 
has learnt to consider it a sin to use a single foreign 
article that she cart manufacture within her own borders .. 
She produces enough to eat, and her men and women 
can without difficulty manufacture enough cloth to cover· 
their nakedness and protect themselves from heat and~ 
cold. We become prey to invasion if we excite the· 
greed of foreign nations by dealing with them under a. 
feeling of dependence on them. We must learn to be· 
independent of every one of them. 

Whether therefore we finally sucoeed through violence· 
or non-violence, in my opinion, the prospect is, by no, 
means, so gloomy as Mr. Stokes has imagined. Any 
conceivable prospect is, in my opinion, less black than 
the present unmanly atid helpless condition. And we· 

*Mr. Andrews writes that it was the nlahntmn's intention to work 
among the l>order tribes and make them friends a.nd even die in th(:) 
attempt, if nec~ssnry. See his 'fereltce Mac Bwiney and tlte ~iew World'. 
lrlovement. 
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•cannob d~ better than following out .fearlessiy and with 
1}pnfiqence the . open: :and· horio\:J.rabl~i p~ogramme. of 
Non-vi~t~nce'and···sacrifice' th~t ~~ have mapped ·for: 
·ou~selves.* ·: · · · 

4th May, 1921 

THE.AFGHAN .BOGEY 

(BYl\1. K, GANDHI) , 
•• '• , I • 

The reader will :findi elsewhere a st;ring of ·questions 
·put by a correspo.ndent.t The most .bnportant relates· 
to a speech. delivered by Maulana .Mahomed Ali·. on. 'the 
fear of an Afghan,in~~sion. I have not. ),'ead Mau.lana 
Mahomed Ali's.speech.referred.tq· by the .corre$ppnd~nt. 
·nut whether he .does or not, I would, jn a ~ense, certainly 
.assist the Amir of Afghanistan, if·~~. waged war against, 

. · the British .Government. ·.That is to say, I would openly 
tell my countrymen. that it would be a crime to., help a 
'Goyernmentwhich had lost the Q9nfidence of .the nation. 
to remain in power. On the other hand, I would not ask 
Indians to raise levies for the A~ir. That would be 
:against the creed. of non-violence accepted by both 
Hindus and Muslims for the purpose ofthe Khilafat, the 
.Punjab and Swaraj. And I apprehend that .Maulana 
M ahomed Ali ·.could ytot mean more in his speech than 
·what I have suggested. He could not ve~y well do other
·wise, so long as the Hindu-Muslim compact subsists. But 
it would be found upon an examination of the case, that 
the compact is indissoluble. Dissolution of the compact 
~The Congress Working Committee advocated in October, 1921, a 

foreign. policy for India based on th~::se princi vles and condemned the 
use of Indian troops abroad in :Mesopotamia, etc., with whose peoples 

;the Indians hnd no quarrel. · · 
t Some of these questions are answered ell:lewhere. See page 651. 
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meatt~ destruction. of. India's purpose. I cannot conceive· 
the present possibility; of Hindus and Muslims ·~ntering
upon a joint armed revolt .. And Muslims can. hardly 
expect to succeed with any plan of an armed revolt. 

However, I warn the reader against believing in the· 
bogey of an Afghan invasion. Their own military 
writers have often let us into the seqret that many of the· 
punitive expeditions were manufactured for giving the· 
sold.iers a training or keeping idle armed men occupied .. 
A weak, disarmed, helpless, credulous India does not 
know. how this Government. has kept her under its. 
hypnotic spell. Even some of the best of us to day really 
believe that the military budget is being piled up for 
protecting India against foreign aggression. I suggest 
that it is being piled up for want of faith in the Sikhs,. 
the Gurkhas, the Pathans, and the Rajputs, i.e., for waflt 
of faith in us and for the purpose of keeping us under· 
forced subjection. My belief (I write under correction) 
is that the anxiety of the. Government always to have a 
treaty with the Amir was based, not so much upon the· 
fear of a Russian invasion as upon the fear of losing the· 
confidence of the Indian soldiery. To-day there is. 
certainly no fear of a Russian invasion. I have never· 
believed in the Bolshevik menace. And why should any 
Indian Government, to use the favourite phrase of the· 
erstwhile idol of Bengal, 'broad-based upon a people's' 
affection,' fear Russian, Bolshevik or any menace? Sure
ly a contented, and a powerful India (all the more), in 
alliance with Great :f3ritain, can any day meet any inva
sion upon her. But this Government has deliberately 

· emasculated us, kept us under the perpetual fear of our· 
neighbours and the whole world, and drained India of her· 
splendid resources, so that she has ;lost faith in herself 
either for defence or for dealing with the simple problem 
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:.o~ the growing ~ovei'ty~· . I, the~efore, do certainly-hope . 
: thaqhe Amir' :~ill':nofenter.'ihto.: :i'n;Vi treatyj ·with this 
~{~6v_~rnme~f.' r 'Any such' treatY· ciin' only ni'eail 1 unholy 
bargain·: agairist Islam· ·and' Indi~;.r -This' 1 G6V"~rnnient 

'being unwilling to part ~ith O'Dwyetisml as an·:.' e1mer
; gency ' measure, being unwilling to: keep its faith·' 'with 
· the Muslims, (f mu~;'t de~line td treat the Go'\TE{rn:inent of 
India'. separately; from I the Imperial\ Government) and 

. beh]g 'unwilling to let India rise· to her full height, wants 
Afghanistan to ertMr into. a tr~aty 'Tof i 6fferl0e1 against 

·. Ind.l~. * · I hope that there is but on·e: 'opiniott" so . far as 
·· .. ·*On ~~r~ Andt·ews aski~g Mr.' Gandhi whether the:above article was 
. not lm invitation to. th~ Afghans to invade.Illdia and whether thereby 
. he .did not becorne a party to violence, Mr.·: Gapdhi,wrote in Young 
. India of 18th May,;l92l, denying that he. invited Afghans, expressing 
i tis .nnxiety that .. they should not go to Jndia's ~ssistance and affir'mjng 
that ,India 'was quit~ 'capable of settling with the ~~ver~~ent 
without extran'eous aid. He added: .· ' . ' · 
' What however I' would do is totally different from· what I can do. 
I am sorry to have to confess that the movement has not yet acquired 

· such hold on the soldier class as to enbolden them to refuse assistance 
to the Governmen* in time of, need. >when, _the soldie~ class has 

. realised tpil~ they live for the nation, nod ~hat it is a travesty of a 
''soldier's calling when he undei·takes to kill to order, the battle of 
·India's worldly freedom is won without more .. .A.s it is, the Indian 
soldier is as much subject to fear as tl:ie layman: He fills the recruit
ing ranks, because he believes that there is no other means of 
'livelihood. The Government has made the profession of killing 
. attractive by a sy~tem of special ~·ewards, and by a .system of skilfully 
. devised punishments has made it well nigh impossibltl for the soldier 

once he is in, to get out with on t difficulty, In these circumstances I 
. do not deludtl myself with the belief th!\t the British Government 

will be without Indian help in the event of an irqmediate Afghan 
invasion. But it was.my duty, especially when challenged, to put 

·.before the nation the position logically arising from non;co-operation. 
It was necessary, too, to wm·n the nation against being frightened 

,. by the ,Afghan bogey.' ' · 
The second part of the question contains, in my opinion, a miscon--
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Non-co-operators are concerned> Whilst unwilling our
·selves, we cabnotwish others to . co-operate' with the 
·Government. ' 

·-
25th. Ma!J, 19n · 

THE FRONTIER FRIENDS 

(BY~ M. K: GA~nm) 
I ' ' t ' ,, I ~ I ! I 

The Punjabees living. on the F+ontier . deserve the 
·sympathy. of.the whole ·of India. They are exposed to 
.attacks from the neighbouring tribes; they are defence
less, and from all the accounts received by me, t~e 
Government seem to give them little or no. protection, 
and now-a-days. the . rule for the officers, if :any . one 
complains"" is to ref~t · the complainant to . the • Ali 
Brothers and to me. If we bad charge of the Frontier, I 
know what we would have done. We would certainly 
have died ,in the attempt to defend the unarmed popu
lation of the districts~ . We would have, if necessary, 
armed the population for self-defence. But what is 
more, we would have won over the tribesmen and turned 
them from marauding .bands into trustworthy neigh
bours. But we have to take things as they are. I 
assume that the Hindus and. the Mussalmans 'are 

ception of ~on-violence. It iH no part of the duty of' a }ion-violent 
Non-co-operator to as~i~t the Governn.ent against war made upon 
it by others. A Non-violent Non-co-operatot' may. not ~ecrutly or 
openly encourage or as~iHt any such war. He may not take part 
directly or indirectly in it. But it is no part of his duty to help the 
·Government to end the war. On the contrary, his prayer would be, 
as it mu~t be, for the defeat of a power which he seeks to destroy. I 
therefol'e, 80 fnr as my creed of Yon-violence is concerned, can 
-contemplate an Afghan invasion with perfect equanimity, and equally 
so far as India 'a safety is concerned. 
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friendly to one another, and . that no Mussalman trai
torously helps the tribesmen against his: Hindu brothers~ 
The Mussalman population on this side of the Frontier is: 

· in, an exceptionally strong position to help. 
We must not despair of the tribesmen. We have to() 

often considered them to be hopeless. In my opinion,. 
they are amenable to reason. They are God-fearing~ 
They do not loot merely for .pleasure. I believe that they 
are themselves coming und.er the influence of the wave 
of self-purificat.ion that is spreading. 

I know that the process of reforming the tribesmen is: 
slow 'and tedious. It provides poor comfort to those that 
are robbed of their possessions or their dear ones. 

The difficulty is to be traced t~ the same cause we 
fear Englishmen, and we have become slaves. We fear
theiribesmen and we are satisfi~d with our slavery1 we 
are thankful that we are protected. by the former against 
the latter. I cannot imagine a greater humiliation for the 
self-respecting man to be dependent, for the safety of 
himself or his family, on those who he thinks prey, upon 
him. I would prefer total destruction of myself and my 
all to purchasing safety at the cost of my manhood .. 
This fe~ling of helplessness in us has really arisen from 
our deliberate dismissal of God from our common affairs. 
We have become atheists for all practical purposes .. 
And therefore we believe that in the long run we must 
rely upon physical force for our protection. In the face· ' 
of physical danger, we cast all our philo~ophy to the 
winds. Our daily life is a negation of God. If then w~ 
would but have a little trust in God, i.e., ourselves, we· 
shall find no difficulty with the tribesmen., Only in that 
case, we will have to be prepared at times to surrender 
our possessions and under. certain circumstances our· 
lives rather than our honour. We must refuse to believe 
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that our neighbours are savages incapable of responding 
to the finer instincts in man. 

Thus consistently with our self-respect there are but 
two courses open to us, to prepare in so far as we wish to 
defend ourselves, however weakly, against robbery and 
plunder, or to believe in the capacity of our neighbours 
to respond to the nobler instinct in man and to endea
vour to reform the tribesrden. I apprehend that the two 
processes will go hand in hand. We must avoid the 
third at any cost, that is, reliance on the British bullet to 
protect us from harm. It is the surest way to national 
suicide. 

If my writings can reach the tr\besmen, I wonld 
certainly urge them to leave their predatory habits.* In
as much as they loot a single manor woman, they believe 
the teaching of the Prophet whose name they prize 
above all others and whom they believe to be the mes
senger of the God of mercy and justice. It is the duty 
of every Mussalman and Ulema who has any influence 
with these simple men to. tell tl:Jem that if they will play 

• The following nppear~:d in Young India of 5th•M:ty, 1921, under 
the heading,'' Kidnapping nt the Border:" 

The recent inHtance of kidnapping a European girl by tribcHmen on 
the North-west Border shows that they are no re8pccters of perHons. 

The Abhyodaya of Allahabad has however publiAhed from its corres-
. pondent harrowing detail~ of kidnapping of IIinduR. S3vci·al Hindus 
from theN.-W. Border have al~o been coming to 1\fr.Gandhi,compl:tin
ing of/mero bers of their fumi lies hu ving b\jcn kid napped and ransomed 
after heavy J.-rtym,mts. One man from Bannu told him that his peoplr. 
were obliged to pay Rs. 14,000as ran~om. 'fhe Hindu complainuntR 
have even been questioning the utilitJ of Hindu-Muslim Unity,ifsuch 
things cou~d hnppen at the Border. With nil our de~ ire to secure relief 
from the depredations complained of, we fail to see how Hindu. 
Mu~lim unity can be blamed for the continuance of the mischief. 'fhe 
Mahomedans of India huvt:, as a rule as much, or as little influence as 
.the Hindus over these free booting · tr·ibes who have been kncwn to 

46 
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·their part in defenling Islam from impending danger, 
the least they can do is to refrain from molesting their 
neighbours,·who have done ·not only no harm. to them 
but who, whether they are Hindus or Mussalmans, are 

.doing their best to safeguard the honour of Islam. 

The following appeared .in Young India of 13th 
July, 1921: 

Frontier Friends.-Mr. Mahomed Nawezkhan, B.A., 
LL.B., of Bannu, writes a long letter on my appeal to 
the Frontier Friends. I propose to give a briE)f summary 
of it instead of reproducing the whole letter, which is 
too discursive for the columns of Young India. He 
thinks that th~ tribesmen who learn the message . will 
giadly respond. He traces the history of the annexation 
of the· territory of the tribesmen, and proves that before 
these territories were annexed, there were practically no 
raids. Moreover, all were equally armed, and therefore 
the raided parties were well able to' take care of them~ 
selves. But after annexation, the tribesmen who were 
wantonly robbed of their lands treated both the Hindu 

carry a":ay Mahomedans almost as frequently as Hindus. In the first 
instance, it is the office of the Government to protect t'1e Border 
villages from the free bootere. Secondly, it is for the Hindus them· 
sel v~s to b~ resourceful enough, tg combine together, f~r resisting the 
_attacks of desperadoes, Thirdly, both the Hindus and the :Maho. 
medans living in these Border villages !ihoulJ. open communications 
with the tribesmen and induce them to behave better, promising them 
pecuniary help for a temporary period if they are likely to starve, 
having been used for generations to li\·e simply on depredations. 
And lastly, it is certainly expected of those Mahomed:ms who have 
any influence over or connection with the tribesmen to wean them 
from their unneighbourly habits. If all the remedies are simultaneous
ly adopted, we have no doubt that the evil will be brought under 
cl)ntrol, if it is not entirely eradicated. 
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and the Mussalman inhabitants of the annexed territories 
.as their enemies, the more so as the latter helped the 
Government in subduing the tribesmen. The writer, who 
-claims an intimate acquaintance with the situation, is of 
opinion that the tribesmen have been no respecter's of 

'religions, and have subjected to their depredations the 
Hindus and the Mussalmans alike, and that Mussalmans 
have never been known to assist tlie Hindus against the 
raiders. In proof of impartiality, the writer instances 
the cordial treatment meted out to the Hindus in the 
independent territory of the F,rontier tribes. He states 
·that the Hindus living there have greater freedom of 
worship than even in the British territory. Their social 
status is any day better than under the British Govern
ment, and the Maliks are ever ready with all their might 
to defend their Hindu friends' living within their 
jurisdiction. The writer gives it as his judgment that 
the British Government in the Frontier Province has · 
.sinfully abdicated its function of protecting the inhabi
~ants, who have unfortunateiy come under the so-called 
protecting wings of the Bl.'itish Empire. He winds up 
·"b.is letter by saying that the Frontier regulations are 
~orth studying, the procedure there is most arbitrary, 
and the life. and property of the people are at the mercy 
of military officers who are incapable of giving judicial 
·decisions. Extra Assistant commissioners, he says, in 
.effect disgrace their commissions and become instrUr. 
ments of injustice and oppression. No man's honour is 

~safe in the hands of these administrators. They have 
the power to put under lock-up any respectable man 
upon the slightest suspicion. 
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1st June, 1921 

THE AFGHAN AD ARM 

(BY 1\I. K. GANDHI) 

It must be.a matter of surprise to many people as it is: 
·to me that Mr. Bepin Chandra Pal should be alarmed a( 
the Afghan cry raised in interested quarters. He is a 
believer in full Swaraj, and I venture to suggest to Mr. 
Pal that we cannot establish Swaraj in India, till we rid 
ourselves of the feeling of helplessness. Swaraj means · 
our preparedness to deal with the Afghan and every 
other menace in our country. The whole ,scheme of 
Non-co-operation is based on trusting other people, and 
if they prove untrustworthy, on our being prepared to 
meet their deceit by self-suffering. I remind Mr. Pal of 
~hat he truly said at Allahabad at the Hindu-Maho
medan Conference in reply to Dr. Sapru that the s'ame 
power of combination, resourcefulness and suffering that 
would end the present system of slavery, would enable, 
us to deal with every other system of a similar nature. 

Pan-Islamism, which Mr. Pal fears, is an admirable· 
doctrine in 'so far'as a Mussalman wishes the solidarity· 
of all Moslem states. It would be a dangerous doctrine,. 
if it were to mean a combination of Islamic powers for· 

· the purpo~e of exploitin~ the world or converting it to· 
Islam by force. No sane Mussalman of my acquaintance· 
has ever entertained the 1atter idea. The world is grow-· 
ing sick of the domination of brute force. 

I assure Mr. Pal that I do not believe in flirtation with 
.. any sentiment. I reject those that are bad, and hug 

those that are good. I ·do not believe that serious 
Mussalmans will welcome Afghan rule, any more than 
serious Hindus would. In writing my article on the! 
Afghan Bogey, I was minded only to defend the correct. 
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position of a comrade, .~nd to warn India against being 
frightened by the interested cry. 

I totally dissent from Mr. Pal's view that the event of 
an Afghan invasion, or even the mere circulation of a 
rumour of such invasion, will incite a very large part of 
our Mus lim population to lawlessness, if not to open 
il revolt." On the contrary, it is my firm belief that the 
Mussa\mans have too much at stake to-day-the honour 
of their religion-to do any such foolish act. As Maulana 
Shaukat Ali has said so often, the Mussalmans are too 
shrewd to mix up'violence with non-violence. Mr. Pal 
has done a grave injustice to the Hindus by attributing 
to ' a very large proportion' of Hindus 'a desire to settle 
their own account with the Mahomedans.' He has, I 
venture to assure him, 1:\ntirely misread the Hindu mind, 
The Hindus are as much in earnest about thE' cow, as 
the Mussalmans about the Khilafat. And the former 
know that they cannot save the cow-the cherished 
dream of every Hindu-without the good-will of the 
latter. I promise that the Hindus will forget every 
wrong done in the past by every Mussalman, when the • 
latter help them to save the cow, as I know every 
Mussalman will feel eternally grateful to the Hindus, if 
he finds ,that he has retrieved the honour of .Islam by .. 
their voluntary aid. 

I deny in toto the truth of the proposition laid. down 
by Mr. Pal that Muslims and Hindus would welcome 
an Afghan invasion. The protests that have been made 
.against the supposed intentions of Maulana Mahomed 
Ali are surely. enough .to convince anybody that India 
will not tole:t:ate an Afghan invasion. 

Mr. r'a:l !luggests that, if the Ami1.' invades and if we 
·do not aid the Government, there can only be a revolu .. 
tion. I venture to suggest another alternative. If India 
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as a Non-co-operating India does not assist, the Govern-
. ment will make terms with the pe~ple. I do not consider 
the British people to be so utterly devoid of commonsense 
or resourcefulness as to leave India, rather than come 
to terms with her and heal the Khilafat and the Punjab
wounds. That India does not yet possess the pow~r t<> 
command attention, I ~now only too well. I have. simply 
suggested a contingent.alternative. 

Mr. Pal sees a difference between Lalaji's and my 
cl.eclaration at Simla and our previo~s declarations. I . 
know none-neither Lalaji nor I-have ever welcomed 
an Afghan invasio.n. But I gladly lay down my ·own 
position in categorical terms. 

(1) I do not believe that the Afghans ~want to invade 

India. 
(2) I believe that the Government is ful1y prepared: 

to meet an Afghan invasion. 
· (3) I am sorry to confess that, if there was an Afghan 

invasion, every Raja and Maharaja will render uncondi
tional assistance to the Government. 
· '(4) I believe too that we as a people are still so· 
demoralised, diffident and ·distrustful of Afghan inten
tions, and Hindus and Mussalmans of one another,: that 
many would in mere panic rush to the help. of the 
Government and thus still further strengthen the chain 
that binds India. . 

(5) In theory, it is possible to distinguish between. 
an invasion of India and no invasion of the British 
Government for the. purpos~ of the Khilafat. In practice, 
I do 'not believe· in ·the Afghans invading India to· 
embarrass the Government, and being able in the event 
of being successful to resist the temptation of establish
ing a kingdom in India. 

(6) In spite of such belief, I hold it to be contrary t~ 
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the faith of a Non-co-operator to tender unconditional 
assistance to a Government which he seeks to end or 
mend.· 

(7) A handful of conscientious objectors may make 
no impression on the then current of events, but they 
will sow the seed for raising a manly India. 

(8) I would rather see India perish at the hands of 
Afghans, than purchase freedom from Afghan invasion 
at the cost of her honour. To have India: defended by 
an unrepentant Government that keeps the Khilafat and 
the Punj"'b wounds still bleeding is to sell India's honour. 

(9) My faith, however, in the British nation is such 
that when we have shown sufficient strength of purpose, 
and undergone enough measure of self-sacrifice, the 
British people will respond fully. My reading of history 
is that they do not yield to justice pure and simple. It 
is too abstract for their ' commonsense. ' But they are 
far-seeing enough to respond to justice when it is allied 
with force. Whether it is brute-force, or soul-force, they 
do not mind.· 

(10) It is the duty of every Non-co-operator to let the 
Afghans know that he believes in the capacity of Non
co-operation to restore the Khilafat to the pre-war 
status, and that India does not want their armed inter
vention, that Non-co-operators would appreciate their 
refusal to enter into any deal with the British Govern
ment for holding India in subjection, · and that Ihdia has . 
none but the friendliest feelings for her neighbours. 

CONDITION OF LABOUR 
Mr. Gandhi'writes in the "Nava Jivan" of the 8th 

instant: 
Two paths are open before India to-day, either to 
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introduce' the western principle of' Might is right' or to 
uphold the eastern principle that truth alone conquers, 
that truth knows no mishap, that the strong and the 
weak ha~e alike a right to secure justice. The choice is 
to begin with the labouring class. Should the labourers 
obtain an increment in their wages by .violence? Even if 
that be possible, they cannot resort to anything like 
violence, howsoever legitimate may be their claims. To 
use violence for securing rights may seem an easy path, 

· buD it proves to·be thorny in the long run. Those who 
live by sword die also by sword. ·.The swimmer often , 

. dies by drowning. Look at EurQpe. No one seems to 
be happy there, for, not one is contented. The labourer 
does not trust the capitalist and the capitalist has no 
faith in the labourer. Both have a sort of ·vigour and 
strength but even the bulls have it. They fight to the 
very bitter end. All motion is not progress .. We have 
got no reason to believe that the people1 of ]lurope are 
progressing. Their possession of wealth does not argue 
the possession of any moral or spiritual qualities. King·· 
Duryodhan was a master of. untold wealth, but with a 11 
that he was a pauper 'in. comparison. to .Vidura and 
Sudama.: To.day the world adores Vidura and Sudama, . 
whereas Duryodhun's name is remembered only as a 
byword for the evil :qualities ·one should shun. 

What shall we do then? The. labourers in Bombay 
made a fine stand. I was not in a position to-know all 
the facts. But this much I could see that they could 
fight in ·a better W!iy.. The mill-owner may be wholly 
in the wrong. In the struggle between capital and 
labour, it may be generally said that more often than not 
the capitalists are in the wrong box. But when labour · 
comes fully to realise its strength, I know it can become 
more tyrannical 'than capital. The mill-owners will have 
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to work on the terms dictated by l~bour, if the latter 
-could command intelligence of the former. It is clear, 
however, that labour will never attain to that intelli
,gence. If it does, labour will cease to be labour and 
become itself the mastpr. The capitalists do not' fight 
·on the strength of nioney alone. They do possess 
intelligence and tact. 

The question before us is this: When the labo:urer~, 
remaining "What they are, develop a certain conscious-

. ness, what should be their course ? H. would be suicidal 
if the labourers rely upon their numbers or brute-force, 
i.e., violence. By so doing, they will do harm to indus
tria:::; in the country. If, on the other hand, they take 
their stand on pure justice and suffer in their person to 
secure it, not only wUl they always. succeed but they. 
will reform their masters, develop industries and both 
master and men will be as memoers of one and the same 
family. A satisfactory solution of the condition of 
labour must include the following:· . 

(1) The hours of labour must leave the workmen 
some hours of leisure. 

' ' 

(2) They must get facilities for their own education. 
(3) Ptovision should be . made, for an adequate 

supply of milk, clothing and necessary education for 
their childr'en. 

(4) There should be Ranitary dwellings for the 
workmen. . , 

(5) They should be' in a position to save enough to 
maintain themselves during their old age. 

None of these conditions is satisfied to-day. For this 
both the parties are responsible. The masters care only 
for the service they get. What becomes of, the labour
-er does not concern them ? All their endeavours are 
generally confined to obtaining ma~.imum service with 
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minimum payment. The labourer, on the other hand, tries· 
to hit upon all tricks whereby he can get maximum pay· 
with minimum work. The result is that although th& 
labourers get an increment there is no improvement in 
the work turned out. The relations between the two 
parties are not purified and the ·labourers do not make
proper use of the increment they get. · 

A third party ha·s sprung up between these two 
parties. It has become the labourers' friend. There is· 
need. for such a party. Only to the extent to which 
this party has disinterested friendship of the labourers· 
can it befriend them. 

A time has come now when attempts will be made to. 
use labour as a pawn in more ways than one. The
occasion demands consideration ·at the bands of those
that would take part in politics. What will they choose?' 
Their own interest or the service of labour and the-
. nation ? Labour stands in sore n~ed of· friends. It can
not proceed without a lead. What sort of men give this· 
lead will decide the condition of labour. 

Strikes, cessation of work and Hartal are wonderful 
things no doubt, but it is not difficult to abuse them .. 
Workmen ought to organise themselves into strong: 
Labour Unions, and on no account shall they strike· 
work without the consent of these Unions: Strikes. 
should not be risked without previous· negotiations with 
the mill-owners. If the mill-owners resort to arbitration,. 
the principle of Panchayat should be accepted. And 
once the• Panch are a'ppointed, their decision ·must be· 
accepted by· both the parties alike, whether they like it. 
or not. · · 

Readers, if you are interested ·in ameliorating the
condition of labour, if you want to befriend the workman. 
and serve him, you will see from the above that there is 
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only one royal road before you, viz., to elevate the· 
workmen by creating between the two parties famlly· 
relationship. And to secure this end there is no path 
like Truth. Mere increase in wages should not satisfy 
you.: you must also watch by what means they get it and 
how they spend it. 

6th October, ~920 

WAGES AND VALUES 

The fo·llowing is a free rendering of Mr. Gandhi's· · 
address to the mill-hands of Ahmedabad on the occasion. 
of the second anniversary of the struggle that took place
between the mill-owner and the mill-hands : 

I do not propose to examine the duty of the capitalist .. 
If the labourer alone were to understand his rights and 
responsibilities and confine himself to the purest means,. 
both must gain. But two things are needful-both the 
demands and the means adopted to enforce them must. 
be just and clear. It is an unlawful demand which. 
seeks merely to take advantage of the capitalists ' posi
tion. But it is an altogether lawful demand when the· 
labourer asks for enough wages ·to enable him to main-· 
tain himself and to educate his children decently. To· 
&eek justice without resorting to· violence and by an. 
appeal 'to the goodsense of the capitalist by arbitration. 
is lawful means. 

In order to achieve the end, you must have Union~ .. 
A beginning has already been made. I trust that the· 
mill-hands in every department will form their Unions. 
and every' one should scrupulously observe the rules. 
that may be formed for them. You will then ap
proach the mill-owners through your Unions and if,. 
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the decisions of the former do . not satisfy you, you 
will appeal to arbitration. It is a matter for satisfaction 
that both parties have accepted the · principle of 
.arbitration. I hope that that principle will be fully 
·developed and that strikes will for ever become an 
impossibility. I know that strikes are an "inherent right 
of the working men for the purpose of securing justice, 
but they must be considered a crime immediately the 
·capitalists accept the principle of arbitration. Wages 
.are improving and there is every possibility of a con
tinuous improvement. But there is equal need for 
reducing hours of labour. The mill-hands seem to- be 
working twelve hours. or more. 

The mill-owners tell me that the mill-hands ar9 lazy, 
they do not give full time to their work and they are 
inattentive. I for one cannot expect attention and appli
-cation from those who are called upon to work twelve 
hours per day. But I' would certainly hope that when 
the hours are reduced to ten the labourers will 'PUt in 
better and almost the same amount of work as in twelve 
hours. Reduction in hours of labour has brought about 
·happy results ·in England. When mill-han~s learn . to 
identify themselves with the interest of the :mill-owners;· 
they will rise and with them will rise the . ivdustries of. 
our country. I would therefore urge the :mill-owners to 
reduce the hours of I a bour to ten and urge the. mill-hands · 
to give as much _work in ten, as they have been doing in 
twelve. 1 -. 

It is now time to examine the use we should· mak~ of, 
the increasing wages and the hours saved. It would be 
like going into the frying pan out of the fire to use the. 
increase in wages in the grog-shop and the hours saved 
from the gambling den. ·The money r~ceived, it is clear, 
.should be devoted to education of our children, and the 
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time saved to our education. In both the~e matters the 
mill-owners can render much assistance. They can open 
cheap restaurants for the working men where they can 

. get pure milk and wholesome refreshments. They can 
open reading-rooms and provide harmless amusements 
and games for them. Provided such healthy surround· 
ings, the craving for drink and gambling will leave them •. 
The Unions also should attempt similar things. The1 
will be better employed in divising means of improve· 
ment from within than fighting the capitalists. 

It is a sign of national degradation when little children 
are removed from schools and are employed in earning 
wages. No nation worthy of the name can possibly 
afford so to misuse her children. At least up to the age 
of sixteen they must be kept in schools. Similarly 
women also must be gradually weaned from mill
labour. If man and woman are partners in life and 
complementary each of the other, they become good 
householders only by dividing their labour, and a wise 
mother finds her time fully occupied in looking after her 
household and children. But where both husband and 
wife have to labour for mere maintenance, the nation 
must become degraded. It is like a bankrupt living on 
his capital. 

And just as it is necessary for the labourers to develop 
their minds by receiving education and to educate their 
children, so it is necessary to develop the moral faculty 
in them. Development of the moral facU'lty means that , 
of the religious sense. The world does not quarrel with 
those who have a true faith in God and who understand 
the true nature of religion. And if it does, such men 
turn away tbe wrath of their adversaries by their gentle .. 
ness. Religion here does npt mean merely offering one's 
uamaz or going to the temple. But it means knowledge 

' 
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·of one's self and knowledge of God, and just as a person 
-does not become a weayer unless he knows the art of 
weaving so does he fail to know himself unless he 
-complies with certain rules. Chief amongst these are 
three that are of universal observance. The first is· 
observance of Truth. He who does not know what it 

. is to speak the truth is like a false coin valueless. The 
·second is not to injure others. He who injures others, 
.is jealous of others, is not fit to li~e in the world. For 
the world is at war wit}.l him, and he has to live in per
:Petual fear of the world. We. all are bound by the tie 
·of love. There is in everything a centripetal force 
withou.t which nothing could have existed. Scientists 
tell us that without the presence of the cohesive force 
.amongst the atoms that comprise this ·globe of ours, it 
would crumble to pieces and we would cease to exist, 
.and even as there is cohesive force in blind matter, so 
much must there be in all things animate and the name 
for that cohesive force among animate beings is Love. 
We n~tice it between father and son, . between brother 
.and sister, friend and friend. But we have to learn to use 
that force among all that lives, and in the use of it con
-sists our knowledge of God. Where there is love there 
is life; hatred leads to destruction. I hope that Anasuya 
Bai will help you to learn this· great law of Love and I 
.ask you if you recognise her love towards you to recipro-

, cate it by feeling in·your own persons that same love to
wards the whole of humanity. The third rule is that we 
have to conquer our passions. It is calledBrahmacharya 
in Sanskrit. I do not use it here merely in its accepted 
narrow sense. He is not a Brahmacltari, who, although 
he may be a celebate or may be living a chaste life as a 
married man, otherwise gives himself up to a variety of 
indulgences. He alone is 'capable of knowing himself 

t 
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who brings under complete subjection all his passions. 
He who exercises self-restraint in its widest sense is also 
.a Brahmaclzari-a man of faith, a true Hindu or a true 
Mahomedan. 

It is a breach of Brahmacharya to hear questionable 
language or obscene songs. It is licentiommess of the 
tongue to utter foul abuse instead of reciting the name 
of God, and so with the other senses. ·He alone can 
be considered the true man who having subjected his 
passions becomes perfectly self-restrained. vVe are like 
a rider who cannot keep his horse under control and is 

.·quickly brought down. But one who, drawing in the 
reins, keep the animal under subjection stands a fair 
<:hance of reaching his destination. Even so does a man 
who can control his passions make for the goal. He 
.alone is fit for Swarajya. He alone is a seekPr after truth. 
He alone becomes capable· of knowing God. It is my 
earnest wish that you will not reject these remarks as if 
they were copybook maxims. I ask you to believe that 
we shall never go forward until we have learnt the value 
of ohserving these truths. What I have told you is a 
fragment of my own experiences. My service of you is 
due simply to my love for you and I partake of your 
sorrows, beca~se I hope thereby to justify myself before 
my Maker. What though your wages were quadrupled 
aud you had to work only a quarter of the time you are 
doing now, if, notwithstanding, you did not know the 
value of true speech, if the Rakshasa in you injured others 
.and gave· the reins to your passions. We must have 
more wages, we must have less work, because we want 
clean houses, clean bodies, clean minds and a clean soul, 
and we strive for better wages and less work in the belief 
that both are essential for 'this fourfold cleanline:;s, But 
if that be not the object to be achieved, it would be a 
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sin to attempt and get better wages and reduce the hours·. 
of labour. May God grant you and Ansuyabai the 
power to achieve the end. 

16th February, 1921 

STRIKES 

CBr 1\I. K. GAxnHr) 

1 Strikes are the order of the day. They area symptom 
of the existing unrest. All kinds of vague ideas are • 
floating in the' air. A vague hope inspires a 11, and great 
will be the disappointment if that vague hope does not 
take definite shape.· The labour world in India, as 
elsewhere, is at the~ n1ercy of those who setup as advisers 
and guides. The latter are not always scrupulous, and 
not always wis·e even when they are scrupulous. The· 
labourers are dissatisfied with

1 
their lot. ·They have 

every reason for dissatisfaction. They are being taught,. 
and justly, to regard themselves as being chiefly instru
mental in enriching their employers. .And so it requires 
little effort to make them lay down their t,ools. The· 

. political situation too is beginning to affect the labourers 
of Ind'ia. * And there are not wanting labour 'leaders 
who consider that strikes may be engineered for political 
purposes. 

*As a sign of labour's awnkening1and patriotism the following from 
Young India of 11th August, 1921, ma.r be read with interest: 

Labourers' llfite-The public have no idea of the part labourers 
have played in contributing to the Tilak Swamj Fund. Twenty-one 

· thousand mill-hands of Ah•nedabad have paid nearly Rs .54,000 to the 
Fund and this at the prescribed rnte, i.e., one-tenth of their monthly 
wages. Seven thousand have become members. Similarly though not 
so scientifically or largely us tbc Ahmedabad lnbourers, the Bombay 
•abourers have also sent their purses unasked. It is a sign of the 
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In my opinion, it will be a most serious mistake to 
make use of labour strikes for suqh a purpose. I don't 
deny that such strikes can serve political ends. But 
they do not fall within the plan of non-violent non-co
operation. It does not require much effort of the 
intellect to perceive that it is a most dangerous thing 
to make political use of labour until labourers under
stand the political condition of thP. eountry and are 
prepared to work for the common good."' This 

*Reg:mling sympathetic strikes and the use of ~trik,!s ns n pnlitical 
weupon, the following from roung India. of ~~m.l S~:ptember, 10~1, 

will be rend with intere~t : 

OJ Strib:.s-The AsHam Beugal Railway and the liteamer strikes 
were out of the ordinary, the fir~t attempt. ns I have found, to han· 
l'tl'iker; out of sympathy for tho~e outside labour union~. The ~trike~ 
were thtrefore symputhetic, humanitarian or political. I had the 
pleasure of meeting the strikers all orer the railway line, but t>peci:illy 
at Gauhati, Chittagong and BariHal. Having talked to them ft·eely, 
I have come to the conclusion that the people did not fully realiHe 
the co~t of their undertaking. But having embarked on th<J ~:~trike, 
they have endeavoured to suffer the conHequence. It is alwap 
dangerous nnd uncharitaLle for au out~ider to ~ay, what he would 
have done if h<J had the handling of a Rituation. But if ouc may hazard 
an opinion, I think that the laLomerK were not ready for a philanthro
pic Htrike. In my opinion, the labourers and artiMans of India have 
not yet nt'l'iYed at that degree of national consciousness, whidt i:-~ 
11ecessury for succesl!ful sympitthetic ~trikes. The fault it~ our~. Wt~ 
who have interc~ted ourselves in national Rct·vicc, have not until 
z·ecentiY 11tudied the wants and a:-;pirations of the!>t~ claRAes, not' t:•kcn 

time~. As the labourers become more organiHed nnd thiuk of the 
country as well al:! tbemselveH, they will fight for.n due adjustment of 
priceH of tnanufacturc!\ to the making of which they contribute so much 
labour. And then there will be no que!!tion of mills charging exorbi
tant pricc:t~ just to swell the tihan~holderll' dividends irreMpecti \'e of the 
intere~ts of the working mau ot· the consumer. A time must come, 
nud tho ~oonet• the better, when there would be a respectable propor
tion between dividends, wages and prices. 

47 
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is hardly. to be expected of .them all of a sudden 
and until.they have b~ttered their own condition so as 
to enable them to keep body and soul: together in ·a 

the trouble of informing them of the political situation. We have 
hitherto believed, that only those who had passed through high schools 
and colleges were fit to take part in national work. It is hardly 
therefore proper to expect the lab~uring and the' artisan cl:u:>s all of a 
sudden to appreciate) and sncrifice themselves for interests outside 
their own. \Ve may not exploit them for politicaJ or any ~ther endll. 
The best service we can render tbem and take from them at the 
present stage is to teach them self-help, to give them an idea of their 
own duties and rights, an~ put them in a position to secure redress of 
their own just grievances. Then nnd not till the1i are they ready for 
political, national or humanitarian service. 
· Any premature precipitation of sympathetic strikes must therefore 

result in infinite harm to our cause. In the programme of non
violence, we·must rigidly exclude the idea of gaining· anything by 
embarrassing the Government.· If our activity is pure and that of 
the Government impure, the latter is embarrassed by our purity, if it 
does not itself become pure. Thtls, ·a movement of· purification 
benefits both parties. Whereas n movement of mere destruction 
lenves the destroyer unpurified, and brings him down to· the level of 
those whom he seeks to destroy.· ' 

Even our sympathetic strikes therefore have to be strikes of self
purification, i.e., N on.co-operation. ·And so, when we dedare a strike 
to redress a wrong, we really cease. to take part in the wrong, and thus 
leave the wrong-doer to his own resources, in other words enable him 
to SCI) the folly of continuing the wrong. Such a strike can only 
succeed, when behind it is the fixed determination not to revert to 
service. 

Speaking, therefore, as one having handled large succe~sful strikes, I 
repeat the following maxims, already stated in these pages, for the 
guidance of all strike leaders : 

(1) There should be no strike without a real grievance. 
(2) There should be no strike, if the persons concerned are not 

able to support themselves out of their own sa·vings or by engaging in 
some temporary occupation, such :is ·carding, spinning and weaving. 
Strikers should never depend upori"public subscriptions or other 
.charity. · 
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·decent manner.· The greatest . political contribution, 
therefore, that labourers can make is to· improve their 
own condition, to become better informed,· to insist on 
their rights, and nven to demand proper w;;e by their 
employers of the manufactures in which they have had 
such an important hand. The proper evo~ution, there
fore, would be for the labourers to raise themselves to 
the status of part proprietors. Strike~, therefore, for 

(3) Strikers must fix an unalterable minimum demand, 
1
and 

declare it before embarking upon their strike. · 

A strike may fail in spite of a juHt grievance anu the ability of 
~lrikers to hold ont indefinitely, if there are workers to replace thmn. 
A wiHe man, therefore, will not strike for increaHe of wn~e!l or oUter 
comfortR, if he feels that he can be easily replaced. But a philanthro. 
pic or patriotic man will strike in Rpite of supply being grenter than 
the demand, when he feels for and wishes to aH~ocinte himl'elf with 
his neighbour'!! distress. Needless to Any, there i~ no room inn civil 
Htl'ike of the nature described by me for violence i11 the ~hnpe of 
intimidation; incendiarism or otherwise. I ,;Jwuld therefore he extro
mely sorry to find, that the recent derailment near Chittn1::ong wn.l'l 

due to mischief done by any of the strikers. Jnchted by the te~bl 
suggested by me, it is clear that friends of the Rtrikcrs should nevct• 
have advised them to apply for or receive Cou~rJ.'CH!I or any other public 
funds for their support. The value of the striker!!' HJ'mpathy Wrt!i 

· diminiHhed to the extent, that they received or accepted financial airt. 
The merit of a sympathetic Rtrike lies in the inconvenience and the 
loHs ~uffered by the sympathisers. 

As to what should be done now for or by the striker~, who have in 
14pite of threats and temptations manfully held out--and they are mol'c 
than 50 p.c,-,-1 have nlready given my opinion to the Bengal Provin
cial Congres~ Committee. And by that I wi~h to abide. If the 
strikers struck on the sole issue of sympathy for the outraged coolie~ 
nt Chandpur and without intimidating their brethren, they had every 
moral right to do. so,· and they showed au unexpected measure of 
patriotism and fellow-feeling. I hope thnt they will refuRO to rejoin 
service, until the Government hnve fully and frankly apologised, and 
refunded to the parties concerned the monies paid for the repatriation 
of the coolies~ ' 
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the present should only. take. place for .the direct better~ 

ment ·of labourers ~· lokand, when .they have acquired 
the spirit of patriotism,·Jor the regulation of 'prices of 
.their manufactures .. · 

The conditions of a successful strike are simple.* 
.And when they are fulfilled, a strike .need never fail. 

·. (1) The ·~ause of the strike must be just. 
(2) There should be practical unanimity among the

strikers. 
• (3) There should be no violence used against non

strikers. 
(4) Strikers. shpuld be. able to maintain themselves 

*Strikes should not mean absence of discipline or resort to lightning 
.strike. The following appeared in rowzg India of 1st ·December, 
1921: ' 

Stril•es-When Hartal takes place what. should mill hands and other 
employees do who cannot get leave from their unsympathetic or alien. 
~mployers ? In terms of non-violence there c:1n be but one answer. 
An employee who gives himself. leaYe uses violence, for he commits 
a criminal breach of the contract of his ser\·ice. He cannot absent 
himself without the permis8ion of his employer. All he can do is to 
resign, if he is not satisfied with his employer. But this too a body of 
employees may n.ot do all of a sudden. For they may not in order to 
enforce their political opinion thr~nten to leave without due notice. 
In short, mill.hands and such other employees should not be encourag
ed to co-erce. their employers into giving leave. Non-violent action 
is not quite so simple as one may, imagine. I have heard men 
describing as Non-violent· the holding tight of the legs· of persons 
proceeding to drink-shops. ·Himilarly youngsters have classed foul 
abuse of liquor dev.lers among .Non-violent acts. This is merely. 
playing with language and bore bitter fruit in Bombay. We must 
be true to ourselves if we wish to give Non-violence a fair trial. 

' E.ven it we cannot make our thought Non-violent, we must so regulnte 
()Ul' speech and action as to make them completely innocuous. If we 
find it hnpossible or too difficult t6 practise, we must give up the 
attempt but we must not blame one of the grentest doctrines of life 
for our incapacity. If failure has to be writtenngninsj us, it won't be 
failure of Non-violence but of the violent· to respond to it. 
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-during the strike period without falling back upon Union 
funds and should therefore occupy the1i1selves in s?me 
useful and productive temporary occupation. 

(5) A strike is no remedy when there is enough other 
.labour to replace strikers;· In that case, in the event of 
unjust treatment or inadequate wages or the like, resig
nation is the remedy. 

(6) Successful strikes .have taken place even when 
all the above conditions have not been fulfilled, but that 
merely proves that the empldyees were weak and have a 
guilty conscience. We often make terrible mistakes by 
copying bad examples. The safest thing is not to copy 
·examples of which we have rarely complete knowledge 
but to follow the conditions which we know and recog
nise to be essential for success. 

It is the duty of every well wisher of the country, if 
we are to attain Swarajduring the year, not.to precipitate 
any action that may even by a day retard the fulfilment 
of the great national purpose. · 

I 

9th JJarch, 1921 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PEASANTS OF THE UNITED 
PROVINCES 

We give below a free rendering of the Hindi insturuc
tions addressed by Mr. Gandhi to the peasants of the· 
United Provinces during his visit to Oudh.* Pandit 

• The following appen1·ed in roung ln<lia of 18th l\Iny, 1921: 
Tht: Za11ii1~(lars n~td tha Ryots.-Whilst the U. P. tiovernment is 

<:rossing the bounds of propriety, and intimidating people, thE~re is 
little doubt tbut the Kisans too are not makingwiBe use of their newly 
f'onnd powet·. In ~everal Zn.mindariel!!, they are said to have: over
stepped the mark, taken the law into their own hands and to hn ve · 
.become impatient of anybody who :would not do as they wish, They 
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Motilal N ehru,,in his· capacity as president ·of the Kisatt 
Sabha, has distributed theni in thousands among the· 
peasantry. 

Attait.ment of Swar~~ or redress of grievances is
impossible unle&s the . following rules are strictly·. 
observed: 

· 1. We may not hurt anybody. We may not use· 
our sticks against anybody.' We may not use abusive·· 
l~nguage or exercise any other. undue pressure .. 

2. vVe may not loot shops. . . . 
3. We should influence our opponents by kindness, 

not by using physical force nor stopping their water· 
supply nor .the services of th~ barber and the was herman~ 

· · 4. We may not withhold taxes from the Govern-
ment or rent from the lan~lord. 

: 5. Should there be any grievances against Zamin-

are abusing social boycott and are turning it into an instrumei1t of 
violence. ·They are reported to have stopped the supply of water, 
barber, and other paid services to their Zamindars in some iustancet) 
and even suspended payment of the rent due to them. The Kisan 
movement has receired an impetus from Non-co-operation but it is 
anterior to and independent. of it. Whilst we will not hesitate to 
advise the Kisans when th'e tnolll~nt comes, to suspend payment of 
t:n.:l)s to the Go\'ernment, it is not contemplated that at any stage of 
Non-co-operation we wouid seek to deprive the Zamindars of their 
reut. The Kisan movement ~u'st be confined to the improYement of 
st~tus of the Kis::ms and the.betterlllent of the relations batween the 
Zu~indars and them .. The Kjsans must be adrised sc~upulously to
al'Me ~Y the term~ of their ag1;eerrieut with the Zamindars, whether 
tlUCh is written or 'i~fel;ted from custom. Where a'custom or even a 
written contract ~s bad, they may not try· to t1proot it by violence or 
without predous reference-to the Zamindars. In every case there 
should be a friendly discussioni with the Zamindars and an attempt 
made to arrive at a settlement. Our capacity for Swaraj depends upon. 
our c.npacity for solving without reference to, or intervention of, the· 
GoYernmeut,.all the varied 'and complex problems that must arise i11 
the affairs of one of the biggest and ·the most ancient nations like ours. 
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dars, they should be reported to Pandit Motilal Nehru 
and his advice followed. 

6. It should be borne in mind that we want to turn 
Zamindars into friends. 

7 •. \Ve are not at the present moment offering civil 
disobedience; we should, therefore, carry out all Govern
ment orders. 

8. We may not stop railway trains not forcibly 
enter them without tickets. 

9. In the event of any of our leaders being arrested, 
we may not prevent his arrest nor create any distur
bance. We shall not lose our cause by the Government 
arresting our leaders; we shall certainly lose it if we 
become mad and do violence. 

10. We must abolish intoxicating drinks, drugs 
and other evil habits. 

11. We must treat all women as mothers and sisters 
and respect and protect them. 

12. We must promote unity between Hindus and 
Muslims. 

13. As amongst Hindus we may not regard any 
one as inferior or untouchable .. There should be the 
spirit of equality and brotherhood among all. We should 
regard all the inhabitants of India as brothers and 
sisters. 

14. We may not indulge in gambling. 
-, 15. We may not steal. 

16. \Ve may not tell an untruth .on' any account 
whatsoever. We should be. truthful in all our dealiiJgs, 

17. We should introduce the spinning wheel in 
every home and all-male and female-should devote 
their spare time to spinning. Boys and girl$ should also 
be taught and encouraged to spin for four hours daily. 

18. vVe should avoid the use of all foreign cloth 
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and wear cloth' woven by therweavers fro)ll yarn spun by· 
ourselves. 

19. We should not resort to law ·courts' but should 
have all disputes settled by private arbitration. 

The most important thing to· remember is to curb 
anger, never:to do violence and even to suffer violence 
done to us. 

8th Jane, 1921 

THE ASSAM COOLIES 

(Br ~!. K. GAXDIII) 

I have purposely refrained from dealing with this 
trouble, though I have remained ·in touch with 'Mr. 
Andrews and others, who are on the spot dealing with 
it. I refer to the trouble onlY to state that 1 knew 
nothing of its coming. I sliould be sorry, . if anybody 
used my ·name to lead the men to desert their emplo
yers. lt is clear enough that it is purely a labour trouble. 
It ·is . adn1itted that the employers reduced the wages. 
Both Mr .. Das and Mr. Andrew~ report that the trouble is· 
purely economic,~· and that the coolies ha \Te a sub-· 
stantial grievance ... It is evident· that the reformed 
Government has failed to cope with it. I observe that 
the Times of India has made the most illegitimate use of 
the trouble to i1.11pute enmity to English commercial in
terests in India. · It has become the fashion to attribute 
hatred. to N on-co~operators. I make bold to say that 
Non-co-operation has alone prevented. racial feuds and 
disturbances, and directed the anger of the people in th~ 

*Mr. Andrews'g detailed SUl vey ·of the situntion nppt:ared in the 
.1/o(lem P.cv.icw wherein he dwells on the oppression of the poolj. 
consequent on A~;sam troubles.,. , 
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·proper cl1annel. The aim of Non-co-operation is to hurt 
·no interest whatsoever, by reason only of its belonging 
to a race. Its aim is to purge every interest of its in
jurious or impure character. Every English or Indian 
interest that is based on injustice or brute force, or is 
.-antagonistic to the growth of India as a· whole, is 
undoubtedly in peril. No interest that is supported 
merely by brute force but not by people's, good-will, can 
·possibly survive the fire of Non-co-operation. lf the 
.Assam planters are not sustained by the exploitation of 
Indian labour, they have nothing to fear. A time is 
certainly coming, when there will be no more uncons • 
-cionable dividends. The profits of big concerns must 
hear relation to the wages of the workers. I lay down 
i~hese categorical propositions, because I know that 
Non-co-operation is beyond the reach of the bayonet. 
lt has found an abiding place in the lndian heart. 
Workers like me will go when the hour has struck, but 
Non-co-operation will remain. I am aware, too, that the 
·labouring class in India has not yet become enlightened 
:enough .to have the ability to regulate the relations 
between capital and labour on a just basis •. But that 
time is coming soon,-faster than we may imagine. 1 
.am hoping that the capitalists,. be they European or 
Indian, will appreciate the new awakening, and the new 
force that has arisen in our midst. 

21t,.July, 1921 

THE SHADOW OF SIMLA 

(By :\I. K. GA~DHI) 

lf proof were wanted that the movement of Non-co
· operation is neither anti-British nor anti-Christian, we 
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have the instance of Mr. Stokes, a nationalised British 
subject and staunch· Christian, devoting his all to the 
eradication of the evil of Begar. Mr. St9kes is. a con
"\Yinced :N on-co-operatQJ and Congressman. I think I am 
right in saying,.that he has come to it by slow degrees~ 
No Indian is; giving such battle to the Government as 
Mr. Stoke::;. He has veritably become the guide, philo- · 
sopher and friend of the hillmen. The reader should 
know that Be gar is going on under the shadow of Simlar 
under.the Vicero.y's nose as it were. And yet Lord 
Reading is powerless to remedy the mi~chief. I have· 
no doubt, that he· is willing enough. But he cannot carry 
t,he district officers and others with him. And some of 
the officials are so unscrupulous that, if they cannot have 
their way in the territories directly administered, they 
do so through the native states. Now, on the hills near· 
Simla, there are small native states in which the British 
officer is all-powerful, more so in his own jurisdiction 
than the Viceroy. He can make the states do as he 
wills, and yet profess to be unconnected with their· 
doings. There is one such state under the Court of. 
Wards. And it is here, that through the influence of 
the Deputy Commissioner of Simla; repre!>sion is going 
on in · order to suppress the Begar· move·rnent; The 
chosen way, which as a Parsi friend corrected me dates. 
lJot from British days but from Adam's, is to lop off tall 
poppies. The axe must be laid at the root. And so the 
most efficient and cultured of the poor hillmen, n~med 
Kapur Singh, has been: pu:t under lock and key. Here is 
a graphic description of the way evjdence was collected .. 
'People were subjected to a reign of terror. The Simla 
Police were brought, a number of them arrested, all the 
people' scared by threats of, machine-guns and Kala-· 

· pani~ . .' . It was in such an atmosphere, that the evi·· 
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dence for the prosecution was collected.' This reminds 
one of the Punjab martial law days. 

Naturally the hillmen feel sore about this persecution 
of their trusted leader. I hope that; under Mr. Stokes's 
inspiration, they will resolutely refuse to do any Begar 
at all even for full value, until their leader is discharged. 
They must not weaken, but must invite upon their 
devoted heads the wrath of the authorities, and face 
imprisonment even as he did. 

Why this persistence in exacting Begar? For the 
I 
authority' the influ.ence and the comfort of the officials 
and officers depend upon the continuance of Begar. 
·without it, they cannot sport and kill wild beasts in the 
forests of t~e Himalayas. The Duke could not have 
been taken· for shikar to the mountain fastnesses, if 
Begar had gone out of use. For the doubtful pleasure of 
shooting tigers and innocent ' game,' a way had to be 
cut by impressing the .labours of thousands of unwilling 
villagers. If the beasts had intelligent speech· at their 
command, they ·would state .t'L case against man that 
would stagger 'humanity. ' I can understand the shoot~ 
ing of wild beasts which come to annoy us. But I have 
found no cogent reasons .advanced for wasting treasures 
upon organising parties for satisfying man's thirst fqr 
blood. And yet, if there was no Begar, there would be 
no 'sport' for the officer or the globetrotter. I need not 
have the practice of. Indian princes and ·precedents from 
the Mahabharata flung in my face. I decline to be slave· 
to precedents or pra.ctice I cannot understand or defend. 
on a moral basis. 
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·· 21st July, 1921 

POSITION OF WOMEN . · 

(By M. K. GA:SDHI).' 

Shrimati Saraladevi. of Katak writes:-" Don't you 
.admit that the treatment of women is as bad a disease 
'.as untouchability itself? , The attitude of the young 
• nationalists 1 I have come in coutact with, is beastly in 
ninety cases out of a hundred. How many.of the Non
<Jo-op.erators .in India do not regard women as obJ'ects of 

' I 

enjoyment? .Is that essential condjtion of success-
:Self-purification-"-possible without a change of attitude 
towards women ?" . 

I am unable to subscribe that the treatment of women 
is a 'disease as ·bad as 1 untouchability. I Shrimati 
Saraladevi has grossly exaggerated the evil. Nor can 
t]+e charge levelled against the X on~co-operators of mere 
.gratification of lust be ·sustained. A cause. can only 
lose by exaggeration. At the same time, I have no 
-difficulty about subscribing to the proposition, that in· 
·order to fit· ourselves for the Swaraj, men must cultivate 
much greater respect than they have for woman and 
her purity. Mr. Andrews has struck a much truer note 
t~an this lady, when he ·tells us . in burning language 
that we dare not ·gloat over. the shame of our fallen 
:sisters. That any Non-co-operator could have been 
found willing to relate with gusto that there were some 
·Of these: erring sisters who': reserved themselves for Non
·Co-.operators, is a degrading thought. There can be no 
·distinction between Co-operators and Non-co-operators 
in this matter of vital importance for our moral well
being. All of us men must hang our heads in shame, so 
long as there is a single woman whom we dedicate to 
-our lust. I will far rather see the race of man extinct, 
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than that we should become less. ·than beasts by 
making the noblest of God's creation the object of our 
lust. But this is not a problem merely for India. lt 
is a world problem. And if I preach ngainst the 
modern artificial life of sensual enjoyment, and ask 
men and women to go back to the simple life epito7 
mi~ed in the charkha, l do so because 1. know that, 
withottt an intelligent return· to simplicity, there is no 
escape from our descent to a state lower than brutality. 
I pa~sionately desire tht.? utmost freedom for our women. 
I detest child marriages. I shudder to see a child 
widow, and shiver with rage when a husband. just 
widowed with brutal indifference contracts another 
marriage. I deplore the criminal indifference of parents 
who keep their daughters utterly ignorant and illiterate
and bring them up only for the purpose of marrying 
them off to some young man of means. Notwithstanding 
all this griet and rage, I realise:the difficulty of the 
problem. Women mu'st have votes and an· equal legal 
status. But the , problem does not end tlfere. It only 
commences at the point where women begin to affect 
the political-deliberations of the nation. 

To illustrate what I mean, let me relate the enchant
ing description a valued Mussalman friend gave me of a 
talk he had with a noted· feminist in London. He was 
attending a meeting of· feminists. A lady friend wa~ 
surprised to find a Mussalman at such a meeting! She
inquired how he found him.self there. The friend said 
he had two major and two minor reasons for so doing. 
His father died when he was an infant. He owed all 
he was in life to his mother. Then he was married to 
a woman who· was a real partner in life. And he 
had no sons but four daughters all minors in whom as a 
father h~ was deeply inte~ested. Was it any wonder 
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-that he was . a 1 feminist?. He. went on. Mussalmans . 
were accused of· indifference'· to womeri. ··There never 
was. a grosser libel uttered; The law of Islam gave 
equal rights to women. He thought that man for his 
lust had degraded woman. ·Instead. of adoring the soul 
within h.er, he had set abQut adoring her body, and 
he had su,cceeded so well in his ·design, . that woman 
to-day did not know that· she had begun to h:1g her 
bodily adornment which was almost a sign of her 
slavery. He addedwith his voice. almost choked; if it 
:was not so, how could it be, that the fallen sisters de
lighted most ·in the embellishment of the body? Had we 
(men) not crushed the very soul out of them ? No,. he 
said regaining, self-possession, he wanted not only the 
mechanical freedom for women, he wanted also to break 
down the shackles that bound her of her own will. And 
so he had inte_nded to bring up his.·· daughters to an 
independent calling. , 

I ne.ed not pur~ue the ennobling conversation any 
further. l want my fair correspondeni to ponder over 
the central idea of the Mussalman friend's discourse and 
tackle the problem. Woman must, cease to consider 
herself the . object of ~an's lust. The remedy is more 
in· her hands tha~ man's. S}le must refuse to adorn 
herself .for men, including her' husband, if she will M 
an equal partner ·with man. l cannot imagine Sita 
ever wasting a single moment on pleasing Rama by 
physical charms. 
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15th September, 1921 

OVR FALLEN SISTERS 

(Br ::\1. K. G.\~Pm) 
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The first occasion I had of meeting those women who 
·€arn their livelihood out of their shame was at Coca· 
nada in the Andhra province. There it was a r~~w 
moment;;' intervi'ew with only half a dozen of them. 
The second occasion was at BarisaL Over one hundred 
of them rr..et by appointment. They had sent a letter in 
.advance, asking for an interyiew and telling me that 
they had become members "of the Cougress and subs
cribed to the Tilak Swaraj Fund, but could not 
understand my advice not to seek office in the various 
Congress Committees. They wound up by saying that 
they wished to seek my advice as to their future welfare. 
The gentleman who handed me the letter did s'o with 
.great hesitation, not knowing whether I would .: be 
offended or pleased with the receipt of the letter. I put' 
him at ease by assuring him, that it was my duty to 
serve these sisters, if I could in any way. 

For me the two houn;I passed with these sisters is a 
. treasured memory. They told me that they,were over 
· 350 in the midst·of a population of about 20,000 men, 
women and children. They represent the shame of ·the 
men of Barisal, and'the sooner Barisal gets rid of it, the 
better for its great name.· And what is true of Barisal is 
true, I fear, of every city.. I mention Barisal, therefore, 
as an illustration. The credit of having thought of 
serving these sisters belongs to ·some young men of 
Barisal. Let me hope that Bar.isal will soon be able to 
·claim the credit; too, of having eradicated the evil. 

Of all the evils for· which man has made. ,himself, res
-ponsible, none is so degrading, so shocking or so brutal 
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as his abuse of the better half of humanity to me, the• 
female sex, not the weaker sex. It is the nobler of the· 
two, for it is even to-day the embodiment of sacrifice,. 
silent suffering, humility\ faith and knowledge. A. 
woman's intuition has often proved truer than man's. 
·arrogant assumption of superior knowledge. ·There is. 
method in putting Sita before Rama and Radha before
·Krlshna. Let us not delude ourselves into the belief,. 
that this gambling in vice has a place in our evolution 
because it is rampant and in soine cases even state
regulated in· civilized Europe.* Let us not also per
petuate the vice on the strength of Indian precedents • . 

*The following appeared in roung Inclia of 18th August, l~l~l : · 

Plag1te-spots oj Lucknow.-An English friend writes to me at 
Lucknow: · 

~· I am just writing to ask .you to write a word before you go to some 
one in authority among your supporters lm·e in regard to the brothels· 
'in Lucknow. I ·was talking to the military police this morning in 
Aminabad, and it seems that there are some fifty of these places in 
·that locality frequented by soldiers (some of .whom ha>e been court
martialled as it is out of bounds) Europeans and Anglo-Indians. He 
did not say anything about Indians, but I heard the other dny that 
they also go to these women. A word from you as to this debasing 
()f manhood and lack of self-toutrol would do more than anything 
'else to counteract this evil. I will pledge myself to do all I can to- · 
help in the matter." 

I wish I could share the English friend's belief that my word has the· 
power he attributes to it. -As I write this paragraph, the picture of 
the dear sisters who visited me at Cocanada after night-fall haunts. 
me. They were dearer to me after r'le:ll'nt of their sha;ne. ·It w::t:;. 
only by suggestion they could tell me what their life was. As the 
spokeswoman spoke to me, she had shame and s·orrow written in he1·· 
e~·es. I could not bring myself to hold them guilty.· I devoted mr 
speech after thi~ meeting to the necessity of personnl·purity. Mr 
heart therefore aoes'out to th~ fallen sisters of Lucknow. They are 
driven to a life ~f shame; I am satisfied that th,ey do not go. to it 
from clioice. ·And the beast in man has made the detestnble crime n. 
lucrath·e profes~iou. Lucknow is.noted for its ·loYe of ease. But 
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We should cease to grow the moment we cease to 
discriminate between virtue and vice, and slavishly copy 
the past which we do not fully know. We are proud 
'heirs to all that was noblest and best in the by-gone age. 
·we must not dishonour our heritage by multiplying past 
errors. In a self-respecting India, is not every woman's 
virtue a; much every man's concern as his own sister's? 
Swaraj means ability to regard every inhabitant of 
India as our own brother or sister. 

And so, as a man I hung my head in t:.hame before 
'these hundred· sisters. Some were elderly, most were 
between twenty and thirty, and two or three were girl~ 
:below twelve. Between thern all, they told me, they had 
·six: girls and four boys, the eldest of whom was married 
'to one of their own class. The girls were to be brought 
up to the same life as themselves, unless something else 
·was possible. That these wcmen should have considered 
:their ·lot to be beyond repair, was like a stab in the 
'living flesh. And yet they were intelligent and modest. 
Their talk was dignified, their ~.nswers were clean and 
·straight. And for the moment their determination. was 
.as firm as that of any Satyagrahi. Eleven of them pro
mised to give up their present life and take to spinning 
.and weaving from the following day, if they received a 
------------~--- ---··----

Luck now is also the seat of a )lussnlm:m divine. It hal'. its full share 
of nil that is noble in hlnm. For the Hindus Luck now is the capital 
f>f the Province where the spotless Sita nnd Rama ro:;med nnrl reigned. 
It recalls the best days of Hindu purity, nobility,bravery nnd Hteadfast
nes!l to tl'uth. ~on-co-operation is self-purification, and I urge all the 
non-co-opera torR and others to deal with this. morn} plague ofLucknow. 
I hope no custodian of Lucknow's good name will remind me that 
Lucknow is no wot·se than t)le oth<!r cities in India. IJuckuow hns 
come in by chance as an illustration. We at·e responsible throughout 
:J:ndia for the purity and the safety of our womanhood. Why should 
·not Lucknow lead·~ 

48 
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helping ha:Q.d. The others said they would·take time ta• 
think, for they did not wish to deceive me. 

Here is work for tlie citizens of Barisal.* Here is work: 
for all true servants of India, men as well as women. If 
there are 350 unhappy sisters in a population of 20,000, 
there may be 52,50,000 in all India. But I flatter myself 
with the belief that four-fifths of the population of 
India. which liye in the villages and are purely· 
agricultural, are not touched by the vice. The lowest 
figure for all India would therefore be 10,50,000 women 
living on the sale of their own· honour .. Before these 
unfortunate sisters could be weaned from their degrada· 
tion, two conditions have to be fulfilled. We men must 
learn to control our passions, and these women should 
be found a calling that would enable them to earn. 

*The following appeared in Young India of 17th November 1921; 
Pallen Si.stcr$.-The render will be glad to learn that the work of 

reclaiming the fallen si!iters of Barisal has been taken up in right 
earnest. Dr. Rai writes saying that many of them have been visited,. 
and spinning is being introduced among them. · Jagndish Babu who 
has been in charge of Babu Ashinikumar Dutt's school for years has 
promised to guide the young workers who have undertaken this 
responsible ser,•ice. !hope that those who ha,·e taken up this muchp 
needed service will not leave it hal£ finished. They must be prepared. 
for disappointments, they must expect slow. progress. It is only in 
such work that is free from excitement or imm~dinte promise of 
renown that one's lore of service for its ow~ sake is tested. I com• 
mend the example of Barisnl to the othP.r cities also. Tllis purifying. 
:work has .to- be done even after Swamj. Now enry ·One is qualified 
for it. Those therefore who feel the call and have the requisite purity 
should turn 1heir attention to the eradication o£ this growing rice . 
. The moremeut naturally has two .branches, the reclamation of fallen,, 
f:iistertl and the weaning of men froD;l the degrading vice which makes . 
. man look upon his sistei s with lust and tempts him to make her a prey. 
to it. The qualities required for both the branches 'gf work are the· 
.same, and the work should be simultaneously done- in bo.th the bran .. 
ches, if it is to bear fruit. 
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an honourable living. The movement of Non-co
operation is nothing, if it does not purify us and 
restrain our evil passions. And there is no occupation 
but spinning and weaving which all can take. up 

· without over crowding. These sisters, the vast majority 
of them, need not think of marriage. They agreed that 
they could not. They must therefore become the true 
Sannyasinis of India. Having no cares of life but of 
service, they can spin and weave to their heart's 
content. One million fifty thousand women diligently 
weaving every day for ejght hours means that number 
of rupees per day for an impoverished India. These 
f!:isters told me they earned as much as two rupees per 
day. But they they admitted, that they had many 
things needed to pander to man's lust, which they 
could discard when they took to spinning and weaving, 
reverting to a natural life. By the time 1 had finished 
with my interviews, they knew without my telling 
them, why they could not be office-bearers in Congress 
Committees if they did not give up their sinfulness. 
None could officiate at the altar of Swaraj, who did not 
approach it with pure hands and a pure heart. 

11th August, 1921 

TO THE WOMEN OF INDIA 

Dear Sisters, 

The All-India Congre33 Committee has come to a 
momentous decision in fixing the 30th September next, 
as the final date for completing the boycott of foreign 
cloth begun by the sacrificial fire lit on the 31st July in 
Bombay in memory of Lokamanya Tilak. It was 
accorded the privilege of setting fire to the huge pile 
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containing costly sadis and other dresses which you 
have hitherto· considered fine and beautiful. I feel that 
it was right and wise on the part of the sisters who gave 
their costly clothing. Its destruction was the most 
economical use you could have made of it, even as des
truction of plague-infected articles is their most econo
mipal and best use. It was a necessary surgical operation 
designed to avert more serious complaints in the body 
politic. 

The women of India have during the past t~elve 
months worked wonders on behalf of the motherland.* 
You have silently worked away as angels of mercy. 
You have parted with your cash and your fine jewellery~ 

*The following appaared in l"oung India of 22nd Decembet·, 1920 : 
Behold the Woman.-We may learn much from the women of 

India. I wish the Eugli::;hm.m as well us om· unbelie,·en in the 
efficacy or the necessity of Non-co-operation were to witness the 
demonstration of the women of India in farour of N on·co~opemtion. 
Everywhere they have flocked in their hundt·eds and thousnnds. They 
have even con-ie out of their Purd~1h~ and given Maulnna Shuuknt Ali 
and m~ their blessings. They have instinctively understood the 
purity of the movement. Their hearts hare been.touched. They have 
given up their pearl and dium~nd b:mgles, their necklaces aud their 
rings. All have come-both rich and poor-and given us their bless..
ings and accompanied them with rich gifts, rich because of the absolute
ly voluntary nature thereof. ThtJy have understood, too, that the 
purity of the ,poor women of India is hidden in the mu~ic of the 
spinning wheel. They do not flock to the standard of Non-co-opera-
tion through hatred. ' 

The other si(lc.-But the men are impatient and grievously err as 
they are reported to have done at Delhi and in Bengal. It was cruel 
and sinful to deny the rights of burial to the corpse of a man whom 
the so-called Non-co-operators (if they were Non-co-operators) 
disliked. It was filthy to. th1·ow, at a place in East Bengal, night soil 
on ~candidate who had. stood for election·as a councH member, or to 
cut the ears of a voter for daring to exercise his vote. These are just 
the ways of defeating om own purpose. Non-co-operation is non
violent not merely in regard to the Englishmen and GoYernwent 
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You have wandered from house to house to make co llec· 
tion-:. Some of you have even assisted in picketing. 
Some of you who were used to fine dresses of variegated 
colours and had 'a number of changes during the day, 
have now adopted the white and spotless, but heavy 
Khadi sadi reminding one of a woman's innate purity. 
You have done all this for the sake of India, for the sake 
of the Khilafat, for the sake of the Punjab. There is no 
guile about your word or work. Yours is the purest 
Facrifice untainted by anger or hate. Let me confess to 
you that your/spontaneous and loving response all over 
India has convinced me that God is with Uf;, No other 
proof of our struggle. being one of self-purification i~ 

needed thau that lacs of India's women are actively 
helping it. 

Having given much, more is now required of you. 
Men bore the principal share of the subscriptions to 
the Tilak Swaraj Fund. But completion of the 
Swadeshi programme is pos!'lible only if you give the 
largest share. Boycott is impossible, uuless you will 
sun·rwler the whole of your !(}reign clothing.• So long as 

• Of To111il l\'omnn.-A. friend wdtes from Tirupnti: 

"'l'lu> l(reatest ouHtacle in the wny of succe!ls of our movement in 
Mndms are our women. Home of them are very reactionnry :md n 
very large number of the high clnsH Brahmin Indies have become 
addicted to mnny of the western ''ice~. They drink coffee not less than 
three times a day and conl'ider it very fashionnble to drink more. In 
dress they nre no better, they ha\'e given up the homely cheap cloth 
nnd nre running after CO!Itly foreign cloth. In the matter of jewel!!, 

official I". It hm1 to be equally Ho ns between ourselves. A co-operntor 
iij a~ much entitled to freedom of action, speech nnd thought nt1 the 
talle8t among ~on-oo-operatorH. Non-co-operation is directed against 
nil ~Ia Vt:l'Y. Every Non-co-operator therefore retards the function of 
his cnu~e by resorting to violence. It is n sure si!{n of wnnt of faith of 
his mi!lsiou. 
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the taste persists, so long is complete renunciation im
possible. And boycott, means complete renunciation, 
We must be prepared to be satisfied with such cloth as 

Brahmin ladies excel all oth~rs. Among Brabmim;, Shri Vaishuava 
ladies are the worst sinners. When m~n are trying to return to a 
purer life, our ladies are becom!ng extravagant. While going to 
temples to worship God, they cannot think of a plain, simple dress. 
They should wear the costlie:>t jewels available and still more co8tly 
laces. I know of mauy'honest women who refuse to go to temples 
uecause they have not got rich c!llthe.; and costly jewds." 

lam loth to think that what the friend who is himl::lelf a Non-co
operating Vaishnuva pleadet· says is all true. And l am inclined to 
disb3liere the statement that the Tamil sisters are wor~e than the !'est 
in the matter of love of gaudiness. All t~e R:une, his letter ought to 
i'ier\'e as a warning to the Tamil sisters. They mtst revert to tbe 
original simplicity and certainly God will be better pleased with 
those who wear the spotless Khadi sadi as a symbol of the inner purity 
than with those who are gaudily dressed. Our temples are not :neant 
for show btilt for expression of humility and' simplicity which are 
typical of a deYotional mood. There should be a continuous propa
ganda amongst women in the l\Iadras Presidency with reference to the 
evil complained of. 

The following appeared in :rormg' Jnclia of 25th .August, 1921 : 
Tamil Sisters again.-.! South Indian lawyer sends me the following 

note: 
. "Khadi is. not as widely used in the Tamil province as in the other 
provinces, mainly because the women-folk do not wear it. The 
spinning-wheel is not much in e\·iaence for the same reason. Plain 
wh~te cannot be worn by. married women here. They can only wear 
dyed sad is. In former times cotton was the only wear of ladies. Now 
ex:cept by the poorest, cotton sa.dis are discarded, and silk sailis form 
tbe daily wear. Silk sadis were at first locally manufactut·ed at 
Korauadu (near l\Iayavaraw) and later on at Conjeeveram, and dyed 
with Indian dyes. Thoy·cost ft·om Rs. 10 to 30. They were only oc-· 
casionally used. Lately the market has been exclusively captured by 
Baugaloi·e sa&is dyed with German· or English dyes, the least of which 
<~osts about Rs: 50. This presi:es oil the poor · Brahlllan householder 
!>pecially as he has to clothe the nie>nbers of his family only with 
these ; and when it ·is the daily wear, he bas to go in for a number of 
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1ndia can produce, even as we are thankfully content 
with such children as· God gives us. I have not known 
•a mother throwing away her baby even though it may 
appear ugly to an outsider. So should it be with the 
patriotic women of India about Indian manufactures. 
And for you only hand-spun and hand woven can be 
them. On ma1tiage occasions the minimu111 co~t of a safli fit fot• 
,presentation is above Rs. 100. :Many a decent family iii ruined by :~ 
marriage, mostly on this account. This ruinous habit, which was 
confined to the Brahmans, has spread among other classes also. 

"Besides the queHtion of expense, there is tltc other :tHpcct of 
•Comfort and convenience. Silk ill non-absorhing and heavy, :mrl work
.in~ or cook~ng in His martyrdom. It is alway!:! hot here except for 
·one or two months of the year. There is also the peculiar insanitary 
.habit of not washing the more costly sa<lis lest they 11houM lose colour 
and g-et crimpled. The perspiration and ~mell emitted nrc awful. 

")!any a householder on the verge of ruiu woulrl feel gmtefnl to 
-you if you would bring about a return to economy, Kimplicit,r and 
·comfort." 

I hope the workers in 1\Iadra~ will deal with the e,·iJ cnmplainetl of 
in the conespondent's letter. I dread my forthcoming ri~it to .Jiadm~. 
I Hhare the correspondent's feeling that the Ta·nil woman i:o~ over-fond 
of her tlilk sadi. There is no more unwhole:~olne garment than ~ilk in 
·a hot climate like .that of Madras. .Aud one hundrecl rupee~ for :t 

sat.li is a criminal wn~te of money inn poor country like India. ~[en · 
arc no better, for they nrc proud of their handwo,·en pugri.~. £lhoti.1 · 
.nparna~, little thinking that the yarn u~ed for thel'lo thin~~ i~ all 
foreign. Strange as it may appe:.u·, aL~ot;hent Xlwli iK cool~:t· than, 
.tho fine garments which are so pri:t:ed by men. I am hoping, however, 
th11t my faith in the spirituolity of 'familinns will be reuliHed even in 
that difficult matter of Swadeshi, and that they will percei\·e the 
>Spiritual necessity of co~plete renunciation of foreign cloth and· 
:return to the Oharkha. In the melting plains· of )ladras and ,Andhr:.t. 
1 can imagine no industry so helpful at! the gontlc~moving ,Clutrlcha. 
Dravida land is responible for· sending out the largest numher of 
emigrants to a life of se'rvility, and exile. Restoration of. the Charklu:t. 
·automatically solves that difficult problem of enforced emigration~·· 
Land alor.ie cannot support the poor peasantry of India even if thore • 
-wns no assessment' to be paid,' · 
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regarded as Indian manufatures. During the.,rtrar.si
tion stage you ca;n·only get coarse Khadi in abundance. 
~ ou may add all the art to. it that your taste allo;s or 
requires. And if you will be satisfied with coarse Khadi 
for a few months; India need not despair of. seeing a 
revival of the fine rich and coloured garments .of old 
which were once the envy and the despair of the world .. 
I. assure you that· a six months ' course of self:denial 
will show you that what we to-day regard as· artistic is 
only falsely so, arid that true art takes note not merely
of form but also of what lies behind. There is an art 
that kills and an art that gives life. The ·fine fabric 
that we have imported from the Wes.t or the far East has 
literally killed millions of our brothers and sisters, anct 
delivered thousands of our dear sisters to a life of shame~ 
True art must be eviden~e of happiness, contentment andi · 
'purity of its authors. And if you will have such art 
revived irt our midst, the use of Khadi is obligatory on· 
the best of you at the present moment; 

And not only is the use of Khadi necessary for the 
success of the Swadeshi programme, but it is imperative· 
for every one of yoq to spin during your leisure hours._. 

· I have suggested to boys and men also that they should.J 
spin. Thousands of them, I know, are spinning 'daily .. 
But the main burden qf spinning must, as of old, fall~ 
on your shoulders. Two hundred years ago, the women 
of India ~pun not only for, home demand but also. for 
foreign lands. • They spun .not merely coarse counts. 
but the finest that the world' has ever spun. N9 !Uach,ine 
has yet reached the' fineness of the yarn spun by our· 
ancestors. If then we are to cope with the demand for· 
.Khadi during· the two mo'nths and afterwards, you must 
for~n spinning-clubs, institute ~pinning,9ompetitions. and 
flood the Indian market ·with hands pun· yarn. Fol,' . this. 
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purpose some of you have to become experts in spinning,. 
carding and adjusting the spinning-wheels. This means 
ceaseless toil. You will not look upon spinning as a 
means of livelihood. For the middle class it should 
supplement the income of the family, and for very poor· 
women, it is undoubtedly a means of livelihood. The 
spinning-wheel should be as it was the widow's loving 
companion. But·for you who will read this appeal, it is 
presented as a duty, as Dhm;ma. If all the well-to-do· 
women of India were to spin a certain quantity daily,. 
they would make yarn cheap and bring about much 
more quickly than otherwise the required fineness. , 

The economic and the moral salvation of India thus 
rests mainly with you. The future of India lies on your· 
knees, for you will nurtu.re the future generation. You 
can bring up the children of India to become simple,. 
God-fearing and brave men and women, or you can 
coddle them to be· weaklings unfit to brave the storms 
of· life and used to foreign fineries which they would 
find it difficult in after life to discard. The next few 
week~ will show of what stuff the women of India are 
made. I have not the shadow of a doubt as to your· 
choice. The destiny of India is far safer in your hands. 
than in the hands of a Government that has s<J exploited 
India's res1urces that she has lost faith' in herself. At 
every one of women's meetings, I have asked for your· 
blessings for the national effort, and I have done so in 
the belief that you are pure, simple and godly enough to 
give them with effect. You can ensure the fruitfulness of' 
your blessings by giving up your foreign cloth and during: 
your spare hours by ceaselessly spinning for the nation ... 

I remain, 
Your devoted brother, 

M. K. GANDHI.. 
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15th De~ember, 1921 

. WOMEN'S PART 

(BY 1\I. K. G.qDHI) 

The women of Calcutta have obstructed the gentle
'men of Calcutta by trying to sell Khadi and a telegram 
·in the newspapers has announced that they have been 
·consequently arrested. The company includes the, 
·devoted partner of the President-elect, his widowed 
·sister. and his niece. 1 had hoped that in the initial 
·stages at any rate women would be spared the honour of 
,going to gaol. They were not to become aggressive 
civil resisters. But the Bengal Government, in their 
impartial zeal to n.1ake no distinction even of sex, have 
·conferred the honour upoh three. women of Calcutta. I 
"hope that the whole country will welcome this innova
~tion. The women of India should have as much share 
in winning Swaraj as men.· Probably in this peaceful 
·struggle, woman can outdistance man by .many a mile. 
·We- know that she is any · day superior to man 

~ 

·in· her religious devotion. Silent and dignified suffering 
'is· the badge. of her sex .. ·And now that the Govern
ment of Bengal have dragged the woman into the line 
·of fire, I hope that ·the women all over India will take up 
the challenge and ·organise themselves.·. In any case 
·they were bound, when a sufficient number of men had · 
been removed, for the honour of their sex to step into 
their places, ' But now . let it be side by side with men 
1n sharing the hardships of gaof life. · God will protect 
'their· honour .. When as if·. to mock mim her natural 
-protectors:. became helpless ·to prevent· Draupadi from 
being denuded· of· her last piece of cloth, the power of 
ber own virtue preserved 'her honour. And so will it be 
to the· end.of time. Even the weakest physically have 
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been given the ability to protect their own honour. Let 
"it be man's privilege to protect woman, but. let no 
woman of India feel helpless in the absence of man or 
in the event of his fa.iling to perform the sacred duty of 
protecting her. One who knows how to die need never 
fear any harm to her or his honour. 

I would suggest to the women of India quietly but 
·without loss of time to collect names of those who are 
·ready to enter the line of fire.* Let them send their offer 
to the women of Bengal and let the latter feel that their 
·sisters els~where are ready to follow their noble example. 
It is likely that there will not be many forthcoming to 
:brave the risks of a gaol life and all it must mean to 

• The following i8 from Youug India. of 22ml Dcccmber,l~t:!l: 
::idling Xlvtdi.-The lead given by Shrimutis Yasantid·~ri IJ,,~ anti 

·Fnuiladeri in ~clliug llhadi from hoUI;c to hou~c uml hawk in:.: it in 
''treet.s ha~ been quickly taken up in the oth'.lr part:; of the conn try. 
:Shrimnti Sarala Deri write!~, "I have to go immediately to the city 
to arrange to send, 40 lndic11 in :!0 groupH under two volunteer~ l'ach 
to Hell Khndi in 20 lanes." In 1\Iadrn~ too they arc orl.(alli~in!{ 
similarly. I cannot conceive any better occupation for ladie~ c~peeial-
ly be~ides hand spinning that populariHin~ J{/wli Ly huwldng it 
themselves. It is fine training in throwing off fal~e pride or fai~•J 
mode8ty. And it is a most harmless challenge to the police to at'l'lJHt 

them, if they dare. But if the practice i!l to become common, it mut~t 
lJe re~uluted by grown up ladieR of position and without any i.Iustcr. 
~eedleH~ to say, there should be no undue prestmre put upon the 
public to. buy. We must not sicken them. Our businc~s is merely 
to t:tke this most useful national ware to their doors and gi\'e them 
.the choice of buying 01; rejecting it. 

The following appeared in Yonng Inclia of ~8th July, !9:!1. 
Women a.., Pickets.-A Parsi sit;ter ,write!$ to say .that wheu pi~:kct

·ing is recommenced in Bombay, shP is quite pt·epared to join any 
·party that may be raised and she hopes tlmt many other ~i~tcrs will 
•come forward, Slui is of opinion' that if women re11pond in lar!.(e 
mumbers, their presnece will be lln effecti \'C check On violence. f 
·entirely endorse her remarks, and hope that mnlty other sish:l'!!: will· 
·~end in their names to the Committee nt Bombay as candidate~. 
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women. The nation will have no cause to be ashamed,. 
if only ·a few offer themselves. for sacrifice in the first 
instance. 

Men's duty is clear. We must not Jose our heads .. 
Excitement will not protect our women or. our country. 
vVe have asked Government neither to spare women nor· 
children. It certainly did not in the Punjab, during 
those martial law days. I consider it decidedly more· 
civilized that the officials in Calcutta should on a legal 
pretence arrest our sisters in Calcutta for what they· 
consider is a crime than that a Bosworth Smith in the 
Punjab should spit upon, swear at and otherwise humi-· 
liate the women of Manianwala. vVe did not offer our· 
women to be insulted thuswise. B:.It W3 do offer our 
women for imprisonment, if they will arrest them in the 
prosecution of public service. We must not expect the· 
Government to look on wHh indifference, whilst the 
women are spreading the gospel of Swade~hi and under-· 
mining the very basis of its existence,_:its traffic in 
foreign cloth and the consequent ability to exploit ~ndia's 
resources. If, therefore, we, men, allow our sisters to take· 
part in tbe Swadeshi agitation, we must concede the· 
right qf the Government to imprison them equally with 
men .. 

We· must therefore control our anger. It will be· 
cowardly to challenge a duel and then swear at the
adversary for taking up the challenge. Men must fill 
the gaols. Men must prove to the Government that the· 
awakening is not confined to a few men, but it has 
permeated the masses,· that the spirit of non-violence 
possesses not merely a select· number, but that it posses
ses the best part of India. We must show by our· 
conduct that the sudden eruption was an exception .and 
11ot a symptom of a general disease. And now, wheu. 
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the cause for irritation is almost the greatest, is the 
time for showing the greatest forbearance and self· 
restraint .. I modify the adjective by. uc;ing an adverb 
before it. For I do not think that the greatest irritation 
has yet been offered. I can conceive occas\ons which 
may cause irritation to the straining point. If we are 
to gain freedom and vindicateJ;he honour of tbe Khilafat 
and the Punjab, we must pay a much higher price and 
not lose equanimity in the midst of the greatest possible 
irritation. Let us prepare for the worst and give credit 
to the Government for decency by expecting the

1 

least. 
Let us acknowledge frankly that in most cases they are 
obeying the laws of war by being courteous. If they 

·handcuffed Pir Badshah Mian and Dr. Suresh Banerjee, 
they have not done so in the case of the Ali Brothers, 
Lala Lajpatrai, Maulana Mohiuddin or Pandit Mot.ilal 
Nehru. Nor would I quarrel with handcuffing, if they 
imposed it on all. ·It is a gaol regulation to handcuff a 
prisoner. I should certainly have loved to travel to 
Allahabad to see Pandit Motilal Nehru and his son being 
handcuffed together and made to walk to their destina
tion. I would have lovr:d to watch the radiant smiles' 
on their faces in the consciousness of their handcuffs 
hastening the advent of Swaraj. B~t the Government 
did not provide any such treat. What I do not expect, 
what I do not want for the sake of man's dignity, is a 
repetition of petty and degrading insults of the Punjab 
or the unthinkable inhumanities of the Moplah death 
wagon. But Non-co-operators have stipulated for no such 
immunity. We have conceived the possibility of the 
worst happening, and under a full sense .of our responsi
bility pledged ourselves to remain non-violent. Swaraj 
is within our grasp: let it not step away from us by self
forgetfulness. 
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With · leaders in gaols, there should be hartal.c; 
wherever the Prince goes. No meetings are necessar; 
to organise.them. The people have sufficient training: 
for spontaneous action. Let the Government realise· 
that· it was not force,· but willing response that 
brought about ltartals. There must be nowhere any 
tmauthofised or ill-conceived Civil Disobedience. Every· 
forward step must be taken with the greatest delibera-
tion· and calmness. The people can discuss things in 
their own homes. The merchants meet a thousand times
for 'business. They may easily discuss and decide-· 
matters arising out of the situation as it developes hourly .. 
Rut whilst I would like hartals to follow the Prince, L 
would take no risk of violence and would not 
countenance the slightest exereise of force or threat of it .. 
Absence of prescribed hartal would somewhat discredit 
us, but an outbreak of violence would retard our progress. 
and may even indefinitely postpone Swaraj. 

I hope, too, that every vacancy in the ranks of· 
delegates will be filled, and that there will be a full 
.attendance at the Congress of members who will ha-re· 
·made up their minds as to what they want and how they· 
will have it. 

Whilst this was. being printed,. ad vice was. received 
that the three ladies were discharged after a few hours•· 
. detention. Nevertheless, I allow the writing to go to the· 
public, as the argument. holds good in the main. I. 
observe~ too, that the ladies have been dis':!harged with a 
caution! 

Jvfaulana Abul Kalam Azad.-Begum Abul Kalam. 
Azad sends me the following telegraphic message by 
letter. post : , . 

"Judgment has been delivered to-day in' the· cast-r 
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against my husband Maulana Abnl Kalam Azad. He 
has been sentenced to only one year rigorous. impril'on- · 
ment. This is astoundingly less than what I was 
waiting for. If conviction and imprisonment be th~· 
reward of national se!'vice, you will admit that great in
justice has been done to him in the inadequacy of the· 
sentence. It does not even approximate to the minimum 
of his deserts. I make bold to inform you that' I offer· 
my humble servic~s to fill up the gap caused by his 
absence in the rank of national workers in Bengal.. 
All those activities which he performed will still continue·· 
to be carried on normally. This is a heavy burden· 
for my shoulders, but I have fullest faith in God's help. 
Undoubtedly, the vpid created by his absence is not 
merely in work in Bengal, but also in all-India a~tivities. 
It is, however, beyond my fragile frame to endeavour to 
make up for the bigger void. Before this, during his 
last four years' internment, I have gone through a first 
test, and I am confiqent that, in this my second trial, I 
will with God's grace come off triumphant. For the· 
last six years my health has been very broken down and 
mental ex.ertion has become a .positive torture. That 
was whv the Maulana hitherto insisted on my not taking 
an active part in his activities and patriotic strivings. 
I had, however, all along determined to consecrate my 
whole being completely and unreservedly to national 
duties after his conviction. From to-day, I will dischage · 
all the duties connected with the Bengal Provincial 
Khilafat Committees with the assistance of my hrother .. 
My husband has asked me to convey to you his loving 
and rev.erent greetings and the following message : 

'At the present juncture, both the sides-the . Govern
ment and the country-are wholly· unprepared for any· 
compromise. The only duty before. us is to prepare 
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·ourselves. Bengal will, in the next stage, also retain 
·the lead which it has establised to-day. Kindly add 
the name of Beng~l to that of Bardoli Taluka. And if 
:any time comes for a settlement, do please not giye to 
·our release the importance which is unfortunately being 
·attached to it to-day. Have tlie.terms of settlement·fixed 
with the single end in view of our national aspirations, 
unconcerned with the question of our release.'" 

I have not yet received the telegram, although the 
letter of advice tells me that it was sent both to Ahmeda
bad and Bardoli. I am able to give the telegram to t4e 
public, only because the Secretary of the Bengal 
Provincial Khilafat Committee has very kindly sent me 
a copy by letter post at the instance of the Begum 
·saheba~ It is a matter of no small comfort that ladies, 
occupying the highest station in life, are coming 

·forward, one after another, to step into the breach 
·created by the withdrawal of male national workers. I 
·tender my congratulations to Begum Abul Kalam Azad 
·for her having offered to take her share in the public 
·work. The readers will take to heart the message of the 
Maulana. It is perfectly true that neither the Goyern
ment nor the country i~ to-day prepared for any compro
mise. The Government will not be, till we have suffered. 

·long and suffered more. Bengal has certainly led in the 
·direction. Bardoli has yet done little. Twice has i~ 
been baulked of its privilege by cruel Nature, but it is a 

·matter of no cons:quence whether it is Bengal or Bardoli 
·which leads, so long as we·get rid of a system which, as 
is daily becoming more and more clear, is based upon 

·terrorism. In the present mood of the country, there is 
little danger of the vital interests being sacri~ced, as the 
Maulana fears, to the momentary pleasur~ of securing 
·the release of Non-co-operation prisoners. 
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A Wife's Faith.-Mrs. Stokes in writing to Mr. 
An~rews, says: 

"I know it well that when my husband is in jail with 
many other sons of India, suffering for the s~ke of 
righteousness, he is sure to be happy. I am quite confi, 
dent that the Almighty God will hear the cry· of the 
oppressed and deliver His judgment." 

The reader will be glad to hear tliat Mr. Stokes i~ 
happy and well in his prison. He is occa_sionally seen 
by friends in Lahore. 

9th Felmtary, 1921 
A MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE 

(BY M. K. GAXDIU) 

The reader will find elsewhere* the text of the corres
pondence between the municipality of Nadiad and the 
Government of Bombay as represented by the Collector 
of the District of Kaira in which Nadiad is situated. 
Nadiad is an important town in Gujarat with a popula
titm of about 35,000. Its municipality has an elected 
chairman and contains a majority of elected members. 
Nadiad· is noted for its educational activit,;r and has the 
honour of having produced• some of the best educated 
·sons of Gujarat. The town has two high schools. Its 

1 aided high school has been nationalized.. The munici
pality runs several primary schools which· instruct over 

' five thousand children. 
The question before the citizens was to nationalize all 

the primary schools. The rate-payers, instead of with
drawing the children from these schools, passed a reso
lution calling upon the rruniclpaljty to nationalize the 
primary schools. They were in receipt of a yearly grant 

• Omitted in this collection. 
49 
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of Rs. 21,000 and were naturally under the control and 
supervision of the Education Department. , The munici
pality, therefore, resolved in accordance with the 
instructions of the electors to nationalize the scho:;ls and 
informed the Government accordingly. It will be noticed 
that the municipality in its proceedings has directly 
referred to the Congress resolution on Non-co-operation 
and has adopted this bold policy in furtherance of the 
attainment of Swaraj.* 

*,,lahatma Gandhi seem~ to be of opinion that municipalities being 
elected bodies should, whereYer pos'.>ible, carry out the wishes of the 
electorates; The following notes from ronilg iluiiafurther elucidate 
his visws; 

The faithful j..:w.-All honour t.o the few )Iuuieipalities which hare 
had the courage to coma to the right decision of abstention from the 
Peace celebrations. While it is ·a sign of our growing civic con. 
sciommess, the paucity serves but' to bring into high relief the ground 
we have to cover bl'fot·e we can·prove to the world that we are a self
resJkcting people. Th!.l proceeding8 at th;! mec~ing of some of the 
c)rporations where the question of participation came to be considered 
will illustrate our meaning. The .Ahmedabad Municipality has 40 
-councillors. About thirty ath::nded the m~:eti.ng ·and, whil~t about 
three-fourth of the number voted ag'llinst participation, one-fourth 
voted for it. Now, it is impossible to bdieYe that thosl;l who voted 
agaiu!>it, and they W3l'e a very large majol'ity, could have. been till the 
day of the meeting insensible to tl, .. pnblic feeling in the matter, ~ut 
they were smdy ind;fferent in tht: matte¥ until a letter protesting 
against the contribntion came for consideration. In Allahabad, there 
was no quorum on the firRt day the question came to be considered, 
and on the day it was decided there was a small attendance. That is 
also an index of om· indiff:erenc~. In .\.mmoti, whil:~t the question 
whether somtthing should be contribtlted or not was dropped 
nltogether, beca.u:;e the councillors realh,ed that the contribution was 
ngainst the strong current of public· feeling and against law, there 
were som<J who e'\"en then decided that they should contribute to tho 
Peace celebmtions fund privately. The instance of Amraoti suggests 
a painfult·eflection. It sh~ws thnt, though the members there had a 
full appreciation of the ·public feeling in the matter,some of them had 
not the ncn:e to t:-~ke a decisive action eYeu in a matter in which they 
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There was the technical point about the municipality's 
·.statutory obligation to conduct schools under the 
·direct supervision of the Government. On this the 

thought the law was clear and adopted the doubtful clcvice ·of 
·compensating for the displeasure of Govcmmcnt by prinlte uontribu. 
tions. These instances have a distinct moral for both the voting 
.public and the municipal councillors. The fact that many munici
palities voted the contribution means not that the mcmbet·~ Wt!l'e all 
in favour of participation and they could not be insonllible to t.he statu 
of public feeling in the matter, but because they either have given no 
thought to a matter of the most vital importance or becau~e they at'tj 

·<:owed down by :J: superstitious fear of displeasing the authoritiet-~, 
'The beginning though small is au umnistakehle index that the rapid 
growth of public life will bl'ing in councillors with better KenKe of 
:self-ret~pect and their duties as representatires of the people.-17th 
December, 1920. 

lVortlty of Imitation.-Mr. Vithalbhai Patel i~:~ never eo happy at~ 

rwheu he is fighting Municipal or Legi1dative Council!!. He was there
fore in his element on the 6th inst., when he moved and Clll'ried in tho 
·Thana District Board the following resolutions: 

1. This Board. expresses its sorrow to find that the ~ale of liquor 
is on the increase, resulting in the lot!H of public momls, health anrl 
:wealth. 

~. This Board welcome!! the popular movement for removing the
evil, and congratulates the organisert~ upon this exhibition of n spirit 
..of public service. 

3. This Board notes with regret the nb~ence of any powet• of 
· ,prohibiting the s.ale of liquor within it~:~ jurisdiction. Therefore, the 

·Board is of opinion, that it should take advantage of: ~~n tho }Jowers it 
1possesl!es of undertaking picketing on itM responsibility, of helping 
·Congms Committees and of compensating those liquor-dealers who 
.may voluntarily undertake to close their shops. . 

!. For the purposes aforesaid, the Board hereby appoints u. 
·Committee consisting of the Chnirmnn, the Vice-chairman, the movet• 
·and M:t•. Acharya with powers to conduct or contJ•ol picketing and to 
·tbring about total prohibition. • 

5. The Board authorises the said Committee to incur an expenst;t 
<not exceeding Rs. 3,000 as a beginning, and will be prepared to inour 
:-greater expenditure in future, if necessary. 
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municipality's attitude is thus stated. "It is in com-· 
plete sympathy with th~:: movement of Non-co-operation· 
designed for the attainment, among other things, of full 

This is distinctly a com·ageous step. If the Board persists in the· 
enforcement of its rer,;olutions to the bitter end, and brings about a, 
spjedy closing of all the liquor-shops within its jurisdiction, it will 
have covered itself with glory, and will have rendered a signal sen·ice· 
to the country. I hope that Mr, Patel's initiative will be copied by 
other members and councillors throughout India. A simultaneous 
move on the part of Local ]3oards and :Municipalities all OYer India 
will Rtrengthen the hands of reformers all O\er, will force the hands 
of the Government and i= therefore likely to obviate all danger of 
violence, which a three-cornered tussle between pickets, the police and 
the publicans is likely to precipita.te.-13th July, 1921. . 

A l.Inwicipal ]fodcl.-The Rajpur (C. P.) Municipality has adopted1 
by a majority the following propo8als: 
· That all the boys reading in the Municipal schools should ha\'e the 

national uniform of Khadi coat or Kudla and Il7tadi cap from the 1st 
.August 1921. 

That the bt August, 1921 should be declared a holiday in all the· 
Municipal schools and offices ju honour . of the Lokamanyn BnL 
Gangarlhnr Tilak. 

That this Committee expects its sen·ant.s to use country-m~\de cloth .. 
· That all dresses supplied to Municipal serrants should be of Khadi. 

It is a wise use the Rnipnr Municipality has made of its powers .. 
Indeed all the municipalities can carry out all the constructire perma •. 
nent features of Non-co-operation without being wholly Non-co-ope
rationist. There is not one .among the foregoing.pt,.oposals, to which 
t·easonable £xccption could possibly be taken by anybody. Any 
municipality which adopts Swadeshi, the vernacular of its provil1ce as. 
the medium of its proceedings, the amelioration of the suppressed 
classes, the abolition of the drink traffic, prostitution. itnd such other 
things will assist the work of national purification, and thus justify its. 
existence.-llth September, 1921. 

lVcll clone Nagpu,-,-The Municipality of Nagpur certainly deserves 
,congratulations for its public service, in that it ha1o1 taken a referendum 
on' total prohibition. The result is striking·. Two thousand three 
hundred and forts· ~three voters registered their votes. Of these two· 
thousand three hundred and thirty-two recorded their votes in favour 
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:Swaraj and, so long as this municipality remains in 
·existence, it will be its bounden duty to help the people 
·of N adiad in achieving the national purpose. • • So 
far as the legal difficulty is concerned, it is respect¥ 
'fully suggested that .~ec. 58, if it runs counter to the 
·express wish of the residents of N adiad, must au toM 
matically remain in abeyance because, if the Board 
·correctly understands the temper of the people of 
Nadiad, they are clearly determined to have nothing .to 
do with Government control over the education of the 
.children, and it need hardly be pointed out that the 
Board is in full sympathy with the determination of the 
people." 

No one can take exception to the admirable spirit of 
the people or the correctness of the attitude of the mu
nicipality. Of course, the Government may, if it dare, 
·disband the municipality. But any such disbandment 
of total prohibition. Six with re~cl'\':ttion~, und only jive votetl · 
:against prohibition. The reader will be pained to find that of tho 
the voter~ ngain!lt pro!J.ibitiou two we:re graduates. It i~ JlOK'Iiblc to 
.look at the re\·elation in another light: and Hay that t.hc two graduate~:~ 
had tbe com:ngeof then· conviction to incm: populm· odinm and vote 
.iti accordance with tl1eir consCienc~. Th.n·e i'H no dot1ht ns to the 
educati,·e \'filue of ~nch a referendum. I w i~h the Secretary of the 
·CongresH Uommitt~Je, at who~e.im;tancJ th~J p111l wab tak!HI, had given 
the full Rtrenqth ,frf the clec.toru.l. t·oll. It h; to be. hoped that other 
municipalities would follow tbe example of Nagpur . ..:..~Oth September, 
1V21. f . I " • 

Imitate Lahore,-Tl.te iiuuicipality of 'Lalun.'e' which contains n. 
majority of Son-co-operntot·s ha~ resolved that all its cab-drivers and 
Kuch otlwr employees shall went· Khadi caps and that nil municipttl 
·department!! are to UHC all much Khadi as pos11ible. The lawyers of 
d\.mritHar are ~aid to have adopted Khadi for their dreslies. I hope 
that the other lu!.micipalitics will follow the good example set by 
Lahore and that the lawyers' aU O\'el' India will follow the Amdts:u· 
1precedent. This is about the least that they can do foi' the country 
:and Swadeshi.-llth August, 1921. 
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must be· futile, if the rate~ payers are determined not to• 
ha'\7e Government control over the education of their· 
'children. This is a peaceful revolution on a small scale. 
The success of the movement is ·due to the cohesion of 
the. people . and their ability to manage and finance the· 
;education of their children. Violence being eschewed,. 
the people of N adiad are able to give an education in 
Swaraj to their children. What is true of the munici
·pality regarding the education of the children is true of 
the whole of India in every other respect. 

When the people have one mind, ability of.manage-· 
ment, and recognise the necessity of non-violence, if 
only as a business proposition, Swaraj is won. Finance· 
is a matter of little consideration. For the Government. 
does not bring money from heaven. It receives, to. 
paraphrase an expressive Gujarati saying, an anviL 
weight of metal and returns a needle weight. And the· 

· pity and the disgrace of it is that, even with that nig
gardly donation, it imprisons and emasculates the 
'tender mind of the nation. Were it notfor·self-delusion,. 
we would at lea&t refuse to be party to the ruin of our· 
own children. The municipality of Nadiad has showru 
how easy the whole process of nationalization of edu
·cation is; Lala Daulat Ram's articles* have shown how 
~easy the question of finance is·, and how the ordinary· 
'fees .are almost enough to conduct all our educationaL 
institutions. I hope that the object lesson given by th& 
!municipality. of Nadiad. will not ·be lost . ~pon other 
municipalities similarly situated. 

"Omitted in this collection. 
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25th Ocfobe;,· 1921 

CHIRALA- PERALA 

(BY l\1. K. GA~OHI) 

Chirala-Perala is in fact one village not far from the 
sea, with a nice climate and containing a cdmpact popu
lation of about 15,000. The place is situated in the 
.. ~ndhra Province, and possesse~ in Mr. Go pal Krishnay ya. 
a talented and self-sacrificing ~leader, who has by hi~ 

perseverance and sacrifice been able to hold the people 
together without difficulty. Municipal government i~ a 
transferred department. The Mini~ter in charge began 
last year to make his presence felt by these bran~ 

people. A vexatious trading license was imposed upon 
them. They retorted by trading without a license 
The result was a prosecution and convictions against· 
the resisters, who, including an old woman, went to gaol. 
The Government has been endeavouring to impose a 
municipality on the people, who protested against the 
measure. But what could a minister who had accepted 
office in the t~eth of public opposition do but seek to 
impose his will upon the people and show that he cared 
little for it? 

Let us see what the municipality meant to the people; 
certainly not better sanitation, for the place was un
usually well kept by the people themselves; certainly 
not more education, for the people were non-co-operators. 
It meant more taxation, more interference with their 
liberty. This was an intolerable evil for the people. 

They therefore decided to remove to a bare place of 
ground near by outside the municipal area. They 
erected huts there for residence and evacuated Chirala· 
Perala about May last. Nothing daunted, the Minister 
has sought and received the assistance ·Of the Revenue 
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·Department which has levied penal cesses in respect of 
the sheds on the ground that they were erected on Gov. 
ernment waste. The :r:ate for each shed is Rs. 10-2-6, 
whereas the value thereof is only Rs. 25. Ji this 
pa1,ment is not made, the occupants have to vacate the 
sheds. · 

The commencement of repression is thus described in 
its note by the Andhra Provincial Congress Committee : 

In the repression at Chirala-Perala, the roll of honour i~> leng~ 
thcning. Already 12 men and one woman have serYed out their 
term of imprisonment for refusing to pay the municipal taxes. 
Three men are now undergoing rigorous imprisomuent. in the 
Central Jail at Rajahmandr.v, six more are awaiting orders of 
inctu·cerntiou. It is extni.ordinury that these were sentenced to im
prisonment uearly a month ago and the sentence held in abeyance. 
We have not beard of any other .instance i.n which convicted 
persou8 are quietly told that they might go home and ltWai•.order~, 
not even bail bonds heing taken from· them. .Many more in 
Chirala-Perala are preptLL'ed to fill the prisons. The struggle is 
being carried on with l'tJillfll'kable vigour and persistence: though 
the dislocation of busine~s cauiitd by the evacuation ;wd the loss 
of living in the case of • poorer inhabitants have entailed strious 
hardship. 1 I 

The property ofthe convicted persons has been :•ttached and 
brought to sale a number of ti~es at Bapatla a'nd at Gnntur for 

, t:ealising the amount of fine le\·icd on them.. But no bi.dders have 
come forward in either place. This is an eloquent Mtimouy to 
the sympathy gene1·ally felt for the sufferings of thoi Chirnln
Perala patriots. 

Here we ha.ve a concrete instance. of the meaning of 
the reforms ahd responsibility. ! ·doubt not that the 
Minister believesthat what· he is doing is good for the 
-people. Did not the · English officials, whenever' they 
imposed anything on us even the Rowlatt Act, seek to · 
justify·: the imposition on the ground· of public weal ? 
What N on-co~operation is fighting amon'g other things, 
is· the spirit of patronage. We must have the liberty to 
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~do evil before we learn to do good. Even 'liberty' must 
·not be' forced' up~n us. The democratic spirit demands 
.that a most autocratic minister must yield to a people's 
will, or resign office. He must· be patient enough to 
•carry enlightened public opinion with him even in tbe 
most perfect measures 9f amelioration. 

The brave people of Chirala-Perala have cha!lenged 
.the Government to ·do its worst and rtfused to have a 
.municipalitt. They need not have done so. They 
might have waited for Swaraj. But they chose to do 
-otherwise. The responsibility is entirely theirs. They 
may not now yield in any circumstance what~oever. 

Nor must they under provocation lose their heads. They 
must cheerfully let the Government subject them to any 
penalty it chooses to inflict upon them. By their meek 

.and unyielding suffering, they will cover themselves and 
India with. glory, and will give an object, lesson to the 
.country in non violence. · 

21th Octobet, 1921 

MUNICIPALITIES, BEWARE 

The . Government of. Born bay note* regarding the 
Ahinedabad, ~urat and Nadiad municipalities, shows 
that it refuses to see the writing on the wall.t lts 

·dictatorial tone is now n9 longer in keeping· with the 
• The S ote condemned the action of th~ municipnliticH in H,Yrnpa. 

tllisiug with and handin~ over their t~chool~ to Xou-co-operator8 and 
· cxhotted the rute-pnyers to safeguard their int~reHtl! by procccdiug 
.a~ain~t the municipal councill~r·s ~nder the law. · 

t roung India of llith February, 19~~. contained tho following: 
.llwrcclabacl anrl Surat.-Ahmedubad and Surat ,;\IUnicipalitie!l have · 

:been Hllperseded-not becnus!l they have been found inefficient but 
1hccau~c they have Lccn too efficient and too independent. These two 
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rising spirit of the people. Its incitement to the indivi-
, ' 

dual rate-payers to sue the councillors who believe they 
have performed their duty is hardly dignified. The· 
proper course for the· Government was to let the munici
palities take their own course and not to invite trouble ... 
As it is, the Government note is (falcula ted to precipitate·· 
a crisis. The councillor~ must take up the challenge· 
and dare the Government· to disregard the municipalitiest. 
if they choose. The municipalities must have the right. 
to misgovern themselves, if they wish. If a city is mis-
governed, it is as much the rate-payers' fault as is the· 
..................................... _,,,,, ___ , _____ ,,_,, __ ,,,,,,_,,_,_,,_,,,,,,_,_ ......... ____ ... . 
1nunicipnlities and that of Xndind haYe been putting up a brave,. 
dignified and orderly fight against. the Government interference and~ 
nndue control. Their crime con8isted in freeing primary edu·;ation 
from Go\'ernment control. They gn,·e up Government assistance. 
and noted th:1t the elected councilloi·s who h~ve commanded a 
majority h:we always acted after close consultation with the rate-
payers. Bnt that is just what t4e Government evidently does not 
want. It makes the public opinion effective. 

The duty before the councillors and the electors is quite simple .. 
They mu~t I' till retain control of primary education. The rate-payers 
may refuse to pay t,he rnte!l to the no;ninated committees that the 
Government umy impose upo1i thn citizens and they must pay for the 
national education of their childt·en. The councillors must keep
together nnd put up as it were a national municipality in so far as it 
is practicable. In my opinion, there is hardly a department, for· 
running of which enlightened citizeris require Government aid. The1•e 
is no earthly reason why t,he Ahmedabadis, the Nadiadis and th~ 
Sumtis, ~hould not be uble. to !!Weep and light their own streets 
educate thiJir own children and look nfer their sick and their water
supply without hanging on to the Gorernrnent. The police control 
they do ·not possess. The only thing for which they may need, 
Government assistance is in enforcing payment of rates. Replace 
Government force by force of public opinion and you have the sane-· 
tion for collecting rates. ·More money is raised in Ahmedabad L:r 

' voluntn~·y contributions thnn by' enforced rates. The public willlj 
watch the duel between nominated committees and popularly elected\ 
l'epl'csentat.ives in awukened Constituencies, 
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councillors'. But our wise Government, whilst recognising· 
the independent existence of the municipalities, want~ 
to stick to the letter of the law which killeth and would 
itself rule instead of letting the municipalities alone, so· 
long as they do not cost the Government anything. The 
municipaUties must. now take up the challenge and pre-· 
pare for action on its part, Government may succeed in 
getting a few rate-payers to file suits. That will be the· 
least it can do. The most it can do is to disband the· 
municipalities concerned. And the most of the Govern-· 
ment should prove most welcome, if only the protestantl' · 
are a strong body. Assuming that they are, they must 
simply educate the rate-payers to understand what i~ 
happening and to prepare them for battle. I can ~ee · 
Swaraj peP.ping even through the Government note, if the· 
latter take and the former are ready for action. So long· 
as there is no disbandment~ the municipalities have all 
power; as soon as there is disbandment, the Government 
is powerless, assuming of course that the rate-payers are· 
ctrong, intelligent and united. The rate-payers are all 
that but they require· to be organised for action .. 
Hitherto the people have b.een the football of officials or· 
so-called representatives. Non-co-opE~ration enables the· 
people to become the players in the game.· Represen·· 
tatives must represent or they perish. 

17th Norember, 1921 

THE PEN OR THE SWORD 
( 

(Uy M. K. GANDHI) 

In Lahore on the Mall there is a statue of J ol.ln Law-· · 
renee · with a defiant look in the face, with the pen in , 
the right hand and the sword in the left. The writing; 
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·underneath is, 'Will you ·have the pen or.._the sword?' 
As a work of art it is said to be very· good. But it has 

. always been a matter of offence to the citizens of 
Lahore. They neither want the. pen nor the sword im-,. 
·posed upon them. 

The statue is municipal property. It was put up in 
the early eighties when the sense of self-respect was 
·not so keen as now, though I. understand that even when 
it was put up, some of the citizens keenly felt the 
·indignity. .Recently the' Lahore Municipality Pllssed a 
resolntion by a majority vote,· ordering removal of the 

·statue to the Town Hall building pending final disposal. 
The resolution· was sent in due course to the Govern
ment as all resolutions are. Three or four days after, an 

·engineer was sent by the. Municipality to see how the 
·statue could be removed. Without any · noti~etto the 
Municipality, the Deputy Commissioner sent a party of 

·police to turn away the engineer and his men. ,And 
when the· Municipality wanted to know why and qow 
this undue ·interference took place, th~ Commissioner 
:issued the following order : 

· "At n geueralmt:etiug of the Lahore :\iunicipal Committee held 
. on the 8th intltant, the followiug'resolution was pns~ed with regnrd 
to the Lawrence St.atue : 

(1) 'l'hnt the statue·be remoYed, · · 
(2) that it ·mny be remoYed for the present to tlie Town Hall 

:building, 
(3) that a sub-committee be appointed to consider the final 

·disposal of the statue. . . 
I consider at pres~nt from n pertt>:nl of such records as I hare 

·been able to consult, that statu~· ~an not be remo,·ed from the 
·i present site without the consent of the Punjab Goremment. • 

Secondly, I consider from the tone of the debates in the C01n •• 

. mittee on this 1mbject that it i~ pos~ible that the statue, after· 
removal by~ the committee; will hot be ti'eated With proper respect, 

-with the res,ult that annoyance will be; caused to a number of the· 
; residents of Lahore. . 
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For these reasons, and pending consideration and decision L.r 
th~: Government of its l'ights iu this matter, 1 suspend the execu
tion of the t.wo fir~t part!'! of the abo,·e rm;olution relating to tlw 
imuwdiate removal of the statue. 

lt is clear that the Deputy ComiD:issioner was guilty 
of assault in having sent the police to tarn out the· 
engineer who was· doing his legal duty. The Com-· 
missioner's order is an illustration of the meaning of the 
pen. The Commissioner's pen is just as much an outrage 
as the Deputy Commissioner's sword. The Commis
sioner, because he ha·s the sword, has arrogated to. 
himself judicial powers which do not belong to him. 
·whether the Municipality has or'has not the power to· 
dispose of its owri property is purely for a Court of Law 
to de~ide. And what right has the Commissioner to 
impute malice to the Municipality? The fact is that 
the Commissioner cannot tolerate the disappearance 
from a fashionable quarter of Lahore of the spirit that 
the statue represents. So he has not hesitated to dictate 
the law to the Municipality. 

Thus what was but an ordinary incident in the affairs 
of a M uniripality which has . responded to the new 
awakening has become a matter of the highest public 
importance. The citizens, the rate-payers of Lahore, . 
must by public meetings support the Councillors who 
have been instrumental in passing the resolution. The 
councillors must take prompt action and give tJOtice, if 
they have not already done f:iO, that unless Government 
show good reason to the contrary, the Municipality must 
do its duty and remove the statue. 

The Commissioner has unintentionally given a golden 
opportunity to the civil resisters of Lahore to try civil 
resistance in the cleanest and the most intensiv~ · 
manner. If the Government defy the Municipality and 1 
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use its brute force to prevent removal of the statue,. the 
··Civil resisters can, after d,ue notice to tbe Government, 
proceed to the site with the intention of removing the 

·statue and offer themselves for arrest or being shot, if 
the Government so .wishes. 

But this last step can only be taken· by disciplined 
people. It can onlY be taken when Lahorians are ready 
to act as one man. There·should be no crowds gather
ing. Only a few individuals can go at a time, say five, 

,of whom one will become the spokesman. They must 
·not bluster, must not argue but simply court arrest. For 
the immediate object would be not the removal of the 

·statue but inviting arrest. Removal must be the result, 
if enough men a:nd women offer themselves as sacrifiee. 

·There must be a perfect spirit of non-violence prevailing 
. among the people in order to ensure the success of such 
civil disobedience. 'V'hilst I point out the drastic 
remedy of civil disobedience, I must ·warn the citizens 
of Lahore against adopting the advice without the 

;greatest deliberation. My own experience of a Lahore 
. crowd is that it does not think. It knows no di~cipline. 
The volunteers must work methodically amongst the 
people to create an atmosohere of peace and discipline. 
'I was grieved to notice that, at the Convocation meeting 
organised on the 9th instant, by the N a tiona I Board of 
Education, several people had entered Bradlaugh Hall 

·without tickets and without permission. This is not 
merely undhril but criminal disobedience. For they 
entered by force wb.ere they knew their force would not 
be resisted by force. Su,ch men are unfit for civil dis
obedience which presupposes a scrupulous and willing 
observance of all laws which do not hurt the moral 

·sense. Obedience to laws of voluntary associations as 
·the rule of the managers of the Convocation is only the 
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1irst step to voluntary and ungrudging obedience to the 
laws imposed by the state. Thoughtless disobedience 
!n.eans disruption of society. The·first thing, therefore, 
Jor those who aspire after civil disobedience is to learn 
the art of willingly obeying laws of voluntary associa-
tions such as Cbngresses, Conferencel4 and other bodies 
.and similarly ob'e_ying the state laws whether they like 
them or not. Civil disobedience is not a state of law
lessness aud license, but presupposes a law-abiding 
="Pirit combined with !'elf-restraint. 

13tli July, 1921 

A CONFESSION OF FAITH 

{Br M. K. G \~nm) 

A strange anonymous letter has been received by me, 
.admiring me for having taken up a cause that was 
·dearest to Lokamanya's heart, and telling me that his 
spirit was residing in me and that I must prove a 
worthy follower of his. The letter, moreover, ad
m.onishes me not to lose heart in the prosecution of the 
.Swaraj programme, and finishes off by accusing me of 
'imposture in claiming to be politically a disciple of 
·Gokhale. I' wish correspondents will throw off the 
.slavish habit of writing anonymously. We, who are 
·devoloping the Swaraj spirit, must cultivate the courage 
of fearlessly speaking out our mind. The subject
matter of the letter, however, being of public importance, 

.demands a reply. I cannot claim· the honour of being a 
fol10wer of the late Lokamanya. I admire him like 
millions.of his countrymen for his indomitable will, his 
·vast learning, his love of country, and above all the 
J}Urity of his private life and great sacrifice. Of all the 
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men of modern times, he captivated most the imagi
nation of his people. He breathed into ·us the spirit of 
Swaraj. No one perh11.ps · realised . the evil of the. 
existing system of Government as Mr. Tilak did. And I 
in all· humility I claim to deliver his message to the· 
country as truly as the best of his disciples.· But I am. 
conscious that my method is not Mr. Tilak's method,:l' 

*The following is from Young India of 28th January, 19~0: 
Lok. Tilak wrote to Young India under date Poona city, 28th~ 

January, 1n20: I am sorry to ~ee that in your article on 'Reform. 
Resolution ' in the last issue, you have represented mens holding that 
I considered ' ever.v thing fair in politics.' I write this to yon to ~ay 
that my view is not correctly represented herein. Politics is a game 
of worldly peopl~, and not of Salulus, and instead of the maxim 
"akkhodhenajine kkhodham 1' as preached by Buddha, f prefer to rei.• 
ou the maxim of Shri Krishna" ye gatthnn mamn prapadyan:the 
thnamsthattbaiva bhajnamyabam ". That explains the whole cliff
renee and ulso the meaning of my phrase 'reRpou~ive co-opemtion '. 
Both method~ are equally honest and righteous but the one is more 
suited to this world than the other. Any further explanation ahout 
the difference will be found in my "Gita-Rahasya." 

l\Iahatma Gandhi replied to the :tbove as follows: I naturally feel 
the greatest diffidence about joining issue with the Lokamnnya in 
matters iuro!Yiug questions of interpretation of religious works. B.nt 
there are things in or about which instinct transcends even interpreta
tion. For me there is no conflict between the two texts quoted by the 
Lokamanya. The Buddhist text lays down nn eternal principle. The 
text from the BhagYad Gita shows to me how the principle of conquer
ing hate by love, untruth by truth, cun aud must be applied. If it be 
true that God metes out the same measure to us that we :11ete out to 
others, it follows that, if we would e8cape condign punishment, "We 
may out-return angerfor anger but !lentleness even agninst anger. And 
this is the law not for the unworldly but essentially for the worldy •. 
With deference to the Lokamn.nya, I venture to say that it betrays 
mental laziness to think that the world is not for Sahdus. The 
epitome of all religions is to promote l'urtt~hartha, and Fttrushartlta 
is nothing but :1. despemte attempt t.o become Saltdu, i.e., to become 
gentlemnn in every sense of the term. 

:Finally, when I wrote the tit:utence about' c:verything being f.tir in .. 
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And that is why I have still difficulty with some of the 
.Maharashtra leaders. But I sincerely think that Mr. 
Tilak did not disbelieve in my method. I .enjoyed the 
privilege of his confidence. And his last word to me in 
rthe presence of several friends was, just a fortnight 
before his death, that mine was an ex.cellent method if 
the people could be persuaded to take to it. But he 
said he had doubts. I know no other method ; I can 
.only hope that, when the final test comes, the country 
will be proved to have assimilated the method of Non
'Violent Non-co-operation. Nor am I unaware of my 
·other limitations. 1 can lay no claim to scholarship. I 
have not his powers of organil'ation,·r have no compact 
<Iisciplined party to lead, and having been an exile for 
twenty-three years, I cannot claim the experience that 
the Lokamanya had of . India. Two things we had in 
-common to the fullest mea~ure-loYe of country and the 
·steady pursuit of Swaraj. I can, therefore, assure the 
.anonymous writer that, yielding to none in my reverence 
.for the memory of the deceased, I will march side by 
·side with the foremost of the Lokamanya's disciples in 
the pursuit of Swaraj. I know thap the only offering 
.accepatable to him is the quickest attainment of Swaraj. 
!by India. That and notring else can give his spirit 
·peace. 

Discipleship, howeve-r, is a sacred personal matter . 

. politic!!' according to the Loknmanya'8 creed, I had•in mind his oft. 
repented quotation" shaddhrun prnthi ~;haddh,\'nm." To me it euun • 
. cinteH bad law. And I shall not despair of the Lokamanya with all hi:-~ 
.acumen agreeably surpri8ing India QUe dny with a rlhiloaopbical disser
tation proving the fnl8ity of the tloctrine. In any case, I pit tho 
·cxperi~nce of a thit·d of a century against the doctl'ine underlying 
·• !!haddham prati Hhaddhyam." The true law is" Rhaddham 1p1·atyapi 
·~atyam.'' 

50 
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I fell at Dadabhai's feet in 1888, but he seemed to be too· 
far away from me. I could be as son to him, not dis--. 
ciple. A disciple is more than son. Discipleship is a 
second birth. It is a voluntary surrender. In 1896, I 
met almost all the known leaders of India in connection 
with my South African mission. Justice Ranade awed 
me. I could hardly talk in his presence. Badruddin 
Tyabji ·fathered me and asked me to be guided by 
Ranade and Pherozeshah. The latter became a patron .. 
His will had to be law. " You must address a public 
meeting on the 26th September, and you must be· 
punctual." I obeyed. On the 25th evening, l was to· 
wait on him. I did. 

1
' Have you written out your speech?" he inquired .. 
"No, Sir." 
"That won't do, young man. Can you write it out to-

night?" 
"Munshi, you must go to Mr. Gandhi and receive the . 

manuscript from him. It must be printed over night and 
you must send me a copy." Turning to me, he added,. 
" Gandhi, you must not write a long sp~ech, you do not 
know Bombay audiences cannot stand long addresses."· 
I bowed. ~ 

The lion of Bombay taught me to take orders. He did: 
not make me his disciple. He did not even try. . 

I went thence to Poona. I was an utter stranger. My 
host first t,ook me to Mr. Tilak.~ I met him surrounded 
by his compa'!lions. He listened, and said, "We must 
arrange a meeting for you. But perhaps you do not 
know that we have unfortunately. two· parties. You· 
must give us a non-party man as chairman. Will you 
see Dr. Bhandarkar?" I consented and retired. I have 
no firm impression of Mr. Tilak, except to recall thfl.t he 
shook off my nervousness by his affectionate familiarity M 
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I went thence, I think, to Gokhale, and then to Dr • 
. Bhandarkar. The latter greeted rne, as a teacher his 

pupil. · · 
"You seem to be an earnest and enthusiastic young 

man. Many people do not come to see !Jle at this the 
hottest part of the day. I never now.a-days, attend 
public meetings. But you have recited such a pathetic 
~tory that I must make an exception in your favour." 

I worsh,ipped the venerable doctor with his wise face. 
But I could not find for him a place on that little throne. 
It was still unoccupied. I had many heroes, but no king. 

It was different with Gokhale, I cannot say why. 1 
met him at his quarters on the college ground. It was 
like meeting an old friend, or better still, a mother after 
a long separation. His gentle face put me a.t ease in a 
moment. His minute inquiries about myself and my 

' doings in South Africa at once enshrined' him in my 
heart. And as I parted from him, I said to myself, 'you 
are my man', And from that moment, Gokhale never 
lo!'t sight of me. ln 1901, on my second return from 
South• Africa, we. came closer still. ·He simply 'took me 
in hand', and began to fa~hion me. He was· concerned 
about how I spoke, dressed, waiked and'ate. My mother 
was not more solicitous about me than Gokhale. There 
waR, f'O far as I am aware, no reserve between us.· It 
·.vas really a caRe of love at first sight, and it stood the 
~everest strain in 1913. He seemed to me all I wanted 
as a political worker-pure a:.; crystal, gentle as a lamb, 
brave a:~ a lion and chiYalrom:; to a fault. lt does not 
matter to me that he may not have been any of the~e 
things. It was enough for me that I could discover no 
fault in him to cavil at. He was and remains for me 
the most perfect man on the political field. Not, there
fore, th§t.t we had no differences. We differed even in 
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1901 in our views on social customs, e.g., widow re
Inarriage. We discovered differences in our estimate· of . . . 
western civilization. He frankly differed from me in my 
extreme views on non-violence. But these differences 
mattered neither to him nor to me. Nothing could put 
us asunder. It were blasphemous to conjecture what 
would have happened if he were alive to-day. I know 
that I would have been working under him. I have 
ma~e this confession, because the anonym,ous letter 
hurt me, when· it accused me of imposture about my 
political discipleship. Had I been remiss in my acknow
ledgment to him who is now dumb? I thought I must 
declare my faithfulness to Gokhale, espe~ially when I 
seemed to be living in a camp which the Indian world 
calls opposite. 

4th .A.ugust, 1920 

LOKAMANYA 

• (BY ~L K. GA~DHI) 

Lokamanya, Bal Gangadhar Tilak is no more. It 
is difficult to believe of him as dead. He was so much 
part of the people. No man of our times had the hold 
on the masses that Mr. Tilak had. The devotion that 
he commanded from thousands of his countrymen was 
€X.traordinary. He was unquestionably the idol or his 
people. His word was law among thousands. A giant 
among men has fallen. The voice of the lion is hushed . 
. What was the reason for his hold upon·his country

men ? I think the answer is simple. His patriotism was 
a passion with him. He knew· no religion but love of his 
country. He was a born democrat •. He believed in the 

. rule of majority with an intensity that fairly frightened 
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me Bnt that gave him his hold. He had an iron will 
which he used for his country. His life was an open 
book. His tastes were simple.* His· private life was 

• Tht· f0Jlowing appi.!arcd in roung lnrlia of' ~th Augu8t, 1~~1: 
Jlrmi 11 i~cc11ccs of Lolimnnnyrt.-Wben Lhbmanya W!:nt 1n Dt·lhi 

to interYiew Mr. :Mont:~gu, Go\'el'nmeut. prohibited the holding of 
any proce~~ion in his honout·. The illitemte p!:opln on the ~trett 
were talking :m10ng tho:mHelvcH :-" ,\j Poonn-k:l. Raja nne-rnla lwi. 
~arkar nH-so bahut dnrti hai." (The King of Pooua i~ ~om in!! to-1lnr· 
(~orernment arc mightily afraid of him.) · 

A friend of Tilak once aRkcd him in com~P of' coll\'l'l'~atir•n, 

' Bal\'antrao, what portfolio will you :-~elect nrul•·r ~wnraj ·~ Will you 
he Prime .}linister or will yon be Foreign Memhet· '!' Tilak rtpllld 
'No, Sir. t'tul~r Sw:uaj I will becomr>. Pt·nfe~~or of )f:tthemntic~ in n 
8wade~hi college and retire ft·om pnJ,Jic life. I 1lctt·~t polit.ic:;, I Htill 
wish to write a book on difft•rential calcnlu~. The countr,v i~ in a 
Yery bad way and none of you i~ doing anything for it. So I nm 
compePcd to look i11to the matter.' 

! 
There wa~ n meeting in Bombay, where many Mcholars attended, 

Tilak d1!livered nlenrncd nnd original addre~s on Chnltlrnn civilit~ntion 
and th•! parallels between. Indian and Iruninn civiliHations. When . 
the meeting was over, the Pre~ident who walla Par~>~i Maid,' 1\Ir. Tibk, 
yon at'E' mnking a misnHe of your tnlents. With !luch n magnificent 

· intellect, you nrc eminently fitted for hiHtoricnlresearch, and if you 
dc\·ote yonrt~elf to it, yon will acquire n worlt.l-widc l'eputntion. 
Leaving this. why do you entangle )·ourt~elf jn tb.e mi1·c of politicR 'l' 
Tilak replied,' India is not a 11tm·ile woman. When there is Swnrnj, 
there will be thouH~nds of 8CholarH like rny~clf. To-day there j11 p. 

t<npreme nece~sity for every one of n~ to run to our country'" 
~;ucconr. nud to de\'ot.e ottr abilitie~. om· energy and our all tn the 
attaiHment of Swnrnj.' ' 

When the" RaKbt.mm:ttn "was t~!nrted in BomLny, thcl'tlW:t~ll talk 
nbout taltles, chairs nnd other l'equit~itel! for its office. Tilnk Ktlid. 
"When we started Ute' KeRnri 'and the ' Mnrntlm ',we hnd 110 1'\Udt 

parnphcrnnlia of (ditorinl dignity. We g-ot not u pie from the 
rnrus. We ustd to I Oil up om· b~cdding, nnd that served· ut! n!! a 
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spotlessly clean. H~had dedicated his wonderful talents 
to his country. No man preached the gospel of the 
:::>waraj w1th the consistency and the insistence of Loka
manya. His countrymen, therefore, implicitly believed 
in him. His courage never failed him. His optimism 
was irrepressible. He had hoped to see Swaraj fully 
established during his life-time. If he failed, iL was not 
his .fault. He certainly brought it nearer by many a 
year. It is- for us, who remain behind, to put forth 
redoubled effort to make it a reality in the shortest 
possible time . 
. Lokamanya ~as an implacable foe of the bureauc.racy, 
but this is not to say that he was a hater of Englishmen 
or English rule. I warn Englishmen against making 
the mistake of thinking that he was their enemy. 

I had the privilege of listening to an impromp:u, 
learned discourse by him, at the time·ofthe last Calcmta 
Congress on Hindi being the natronal language. He 
had just returned from the Congress pandal. It was a 
. table. Our articles, written on· such loose yielding stuff, were still 
powerful and trenchant enough." .. 

When theN ew English School was first started, it natumlly diu not 
get very bright students. Its boys were either dull or ruischierous. 
When some one was disappointed at thi!l, Tilak said,' there lies 
our real test. When we make something even of such boys, the people 
will begin to believe in us.' 

Tilak drew a salary of Rl!l. 30 from the school. One of his comi'ades 
remarked that ou su~h an income· they would lmrdly be able to sare 
enough to purchase funeral ruquisites in case they died. Tilak 
replied,' Society must bother about it more than ourselves. They 
will see to the burning of our corpse for purposes of sanitation,· if 
uot of hero-worship.' . 

D. B. KALELKAR, 
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treat to listen to his calm discourse on Hindi. In the 
-course of his address, he paid a glowing tribute to the 
English for their care of the Vernaculars. His English 
visit, in spite of his sad experience of English juries, 
made him a. staunch believer in British democracy and 
'he even seriously made the amazing suggestion that 
India should instruct it on the Punjab through the cine-· 
matograph. I relate this incident not because I share 
his belief (for I do not), but in order to show that he 
·entertained no hatred for Englishmen. But he could 

' . 
not and would not put up with an inferior status of lndia 
and the Empire. He wanted immediate equality which 
he\ believed was his country's ·,birthright. And in his 
·struggle for India's freedom: he did not spare the Govern
ment. In the battle for freedom, he gave no quarter and 
.asked for none. I hope that Englishmen will reMgnise 
the worth of the man whom India has adored. 

For us, he will go down to the generations yet unborn 
.as a Maker of Modern India. They will revere his me
mory as of a man who lived for them and died for 
them. It is blasphemy to talk of such a man as dead. 
The permanent essence of him abides with us for ever. 
Let us erect for the only Lokamanya of India an 
imperishable monument by weaving into our own lives 
hi~ bravery,·his $implicity, his wonderful industry and 
his love of his country. May God grant his sou 1 peace. 

17th Nol'ember, ,1921 

'INTROSPECTION 

(BY M. K. Gxsmn) 

Correspondents have written to me in path~ tic langu
•age asking m~ not to commit suicide in .January, should 
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Swaraj be not attained by then, and should I find myself 
outside the prison walls. I find that language but· 
inadequately expresses one's thought, especially when 
the thought itself is confused or ·incomplete. My writing 
in the Navajivan was, I fancied, clear enough. But I 
observe that its translation has been misunderstood by 
many. The original· too has not escaped the tragedy 
that has overtaken the translation. 

One great reason ~or the misunderstanding lies in my 
be.ing consipered almost a perfect man .• :friends wha. 
know my partiality for the Bhagavad-Gita have thrown 
relevant verses at me, and shown how my threat to· 
commit sucide contradicts the teachings which I am 
attempting to live. All these mentors of mine seem to 
forget that I am but a seeker after Truth. I claim to
have found the way to it. I claim to be making a cease-· 
less effort to find it. But I admit that I have not yet 
found it. To find Truth completely is to realise oneself 
and one's destiny, i.e., to become perfect. I am painfully 
conscious of my imperfections, and therein lies all the· 
strength I possess·, because H is a rare thing for a maDJ 
to know his own limitations. 

If I was a perfect man, I own I should not feel the· 
miseries of my neighbours as I do. As a perfect man, l 
should take note · of them, prescribe a remedy andl 
compel adoption by the force of unchallengeable Truth. 
in me. But as yet, I only see as through a glass darkly 
and, therefore, have to c-arry conviction by slow and 
laborious processes, ~nd then too,. not always with 
success. That being so, !would pe less than human if, 
with all my knowledge. of av.oi<labl~ misery pervading: 
the land and of the sight of mere skeletons under the
very shadow of.the Lord of the Univetse, I did not fel:'l 
with and for' all the suffering but dumb millions Of India .. 
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The hope of a steady decline in that misery sustains me ;: 
but suppose that, with all my sensitiveness to sufferings,. 
to pleasure and pain, cold and heat, a'nd with all my 
endeavour to carry' the healing message of the spinning· 
wheel to the heart, I h:~.ve reached only the ear and~ 
never pierced the heart, suppose further that at the end· 

1 

of the year I find . that the people are as sceptical as 
they are to-day about the present possibility of attain-· 
ment of Swaraj by means of the peaceful revolution of· 
the wheel. Suppose further~ that I find that the excite-· 
ment during the past twelve months and more has been 
only an excitement and a stimulation, but no settled 
belief in the programme, and lastly suppose that the 
message of peace has not penetrated the hearts of 
Englishmen, should I not doubt my tapasya and feel my 
unworthiness for leading the struggle? As a true man,. 
what should I do? Should I not kneel down in all 
humility before my Maker, and ask Him to take away 
this useless body and make me. a fitter ihstrument of 
service?· 

Swaraj does consist in the change·of Government 
o.nd its real control by the people, but that would be· 
merely the form. The substance that I am hankering· 
after is a definite acceptance of the means and, therefore,. 
a real change of heart' on the part of the people. I am 
certain that it does not require ages for Hindus to dis-· 
card the error d. untouchability, for ;Hindus. and Musal·· 
mans to shed enmity and accept heart friendship as 'an. 
eternal factor of national life, for all to adopt the charkh(t· 
as the only universal means of attaining India/'s econo
mic salvation and finally for all to believe that India's 
freedom lies only through non-violence, and no other 
method. Definite,, intelligent and free adoption by the 
nation of this programme, I hold, as the attainment of: 
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·the substance. The symbol, the transfer of power, is 
·sure to follow, even as the seed truly laid must develop 
into a tree. · 

The reader will thus perceive that, what !accidentally 
·stated to friends for the first time in Poona and then 
·repeated to others, was but a confession of my imperfec
tions and an expression of my feeling of unworthiness · 

·for the great cause which, for the time being, I seeni to 
be leading. I have enunciated no doctrine of despair. 
Dn the contrary, I have felt never so sanguine, as I do 
at the time of writing, that we will gain the substance 
during this year. I have stated at the same time as a 
practical idealist that I should no more feel worthy to 
lead a cause which I-' might feel myself diffident of 
·handling. The doctrine of labouring without attach-
ment means as such a relentless pursuit of truth as a 
retracing after discovery of error and a renunciation of 
leadership without a· pang after discovery of unworthi
·ness. I have but shadowed forth my intense longing to 

1 
lose myself in the. Eternal and become merely a lump of 
·day in the Potter's divine hands,· so that my service may 
become more certain, because uninterrupted by the baser 
·:self in me. . 

19th Janua.ry, 1921 

. "INDIA" AND THE BRITISH COMMITTEE 
'I~ I 

'The·~ Chronicle", I observe, calls the decision ·tO end 
·the British Committee and 'India' an unfortunate deci
·sion. The argument advanced in support .of the view 
is that ·the Constitution Committee had not advised 
•abolition of the· British Committee and 'India',~ and that 
·both were doing good work. ·It .. is true 'that the 
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'Constitution Committee had not recommended abolition. 
But it should be remembered that· the Committee was 

.app:-Jinted at the Amritsar Congress, and its report was 
·conceived before the Non-co-operation resolution of the 
. Special Congress. Much has happened since then to 
revolutionize the country's ideas about foreign propa-

. ganda and the British Committee. The abolition ·wa~:a 
matter of principle. It was felt that a Non-co-operation 
Congress could not keep a foreign agency for helping 
its work. The Congres~ ha~ deliberately burnt its boats. 
It has decided to become self-reliant. The question of 

·efficiency of the Committee as constituted becomes 
·irrelevant. It is hardly dignified for the Congress in the 
altered situation to subsidise a foreign agency for doing 
propganda work. No amount of misrepresentation 

. about it could possibly blot out effective action by the 
nation. 

'Whether you advertiae the fact or not, a body not 
receiving the food it needs dies. Whether we advertise 

; the fact or not the moment we cease to support the 
·Government, it dies a natural death.· Personally I dislike 
·even the resolution voting the money to be used at the 
·discretion of the All-India Congress Committee in foreign 
propaganda. We want all the money we need in this 

·country. I would far rather invest Rs. 45,000 in spin
ning wheels or establishing primary schools than in 
wasting it in advertising our work. Every good deed 
is its own advertisement. And 1 shall certainly hope 
that the money will still be saved for a better purpose. 

;So far as the newspaper 'India' is concerned, we are 
•certainly better without it. It raised in us false hopes·. 
The British people are as much on their honour and 
•trial as we are. If they choose to be misinformed 
1by interested or dishonest journals, we cannot help 
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them. Have we not. published the Congress Punjab" 
report? Who believes it? Mr. Montagu discredits it· 
and the Briti~h, public echoes his opinion. In the art of 
advertising bogus things, the British journalists are to 
be beaten only by the Americans. I would not enter 
into the unequal competition and court defeat. 

We must adopt new methods for combating the .eYils. 
of sensational and untruthful journalism and public life .. 
The Congress has given the lead by abolishing the 
Committee and its organ 'India.' 

9th .March, 1922 

FOREIGN PROPAGANDA 

(BY. 1\I. K. GA:SDHI) 

I see that there is a great de{l-1 of misunderstanding· 
about the scope of foreign propaganda undertaken by 
the Working Ocmmittee. I see that it was a mistake not 
to have published the report that was adopted by the· 
Working Committee. Her·e it is : 

To 

Bardoli, ..,2nd Feb., 1 ~~2. 

,Th~ Chairman of the Working Committee . 
·. • of the All-India Congr~s'i Committee, Delhi. 

Sir,-At the meeting of the Working Committee held at Sumt. 
on 31st January last, the following resolutio~ was pnss.:d : 

"The Working Committee records its· firm conviction that 
dise-emin·ation of correct news about Indian political situation iu. 

· foreign co~ntries is absolutely. ~ssen~inl and refers to Mahntmu 
Gandhi all the correspondence on the subject .of foreign propa
ganda now with the Working Secretary ~ith a request that he 
should prepare a definite scheme in that behalf at an early date 
so as to enable the next' meeting of the Working Committet' to· 

· ! · consider it." · 
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Having considered the re~olution·and the papers forwarded to 
me by the Secretary, I beg to report as follows:-

In my opinion, it is not only unde8irable but it may prove even 
harmful to establiRh at the pret~ent stage any Agency in any foreign 
·country for the dis~emination of correct new~ in such country 
.nbout the political situation in India, for the following rea~ons: 

First, because it would dis true t public attention and instead of 
making the people feel that they have to rely purely on their own 
~treu~th, it will make them think of the effect of their actions on 
foreign countries and the eupport the latter can render to the 
national canRe. This does not .mean that we do not care for the 
world's ;upport, hut the way to gain that support is to imo~ist upon 
the correctness of every one of our actions and rely upon tho 
automatic capacity of Truth to spt·ead itHclf, 

Seco11rlly, it i8 my e~pcrience thnt when an Agency is csta bli~hed 
for any Kpecial pm·pose, ill(lependent interest reaHes to a certain 
extent nud what is distributed by the Agency ill previoul~y diR· 
·counted as coming from interested quarters. 

Thirdly, the Congress will not be a Lie to exerci11e effecti ro 
(;heck on:r such Agencies, and there is great danger of authorita
t.ive distribution of wrong information and wrong ideas about 
the struggle. 1 

Pourtltly, it is not poss\ble at the present moment to send out 
of India any person of importance. for the sole purpose of 
.di~ticmiuating news in foreign countries, for such men are too few 
for the internal work. 

I a;n, therefore, of opinion that the work of publishing tho 
Congress Bulletin should be better organised, if necesMary, hy 
engaging a llpecial editor for the purpose and by sending tlw 
·Con!-rress Bulletin regularly to that chief news agencies of tho 
·world. The editor should be instructed to enter into correspon
·dcuce with those newspaper::~ or news agencies which may be found 
to interest themRel\'eR in Indian queMtions. 

It is my firm Opinion based tlp0ll experience gained through I 

the conduct of the joumals I ha,·e edited in South Africa aud here 
that the mo1·e solid. the Congress work and the sufferings of the 
·CongresM men and women, the gJ.'eater the publicity will the cau8c 
attain Y·iithout ·~pecial effort. From the exchanges of letter and 
cone~pondence that I recei\'e day by day fron. all part's of the 
world in connection with the conduct of l:"ozmg India, I ol.H!en·u 

·that never was so much' interest taken in· Indian affairs tht·ough~ 
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out the world as it is to-day. It follows th~t the interest will' 
increase in the same proportion as the Yolume of our- ~ufferings .. 
The very best method of disseminating correct information 
abo~1t the political situation, therefore, is to make the Congre~~ 
work purer, better organised and to eroke a greater spirit of 
suffering. Not only is curiosity thereby intensified, but people 

. become more eager to understand the inwardness and the t>xnct. 
' truth about the situation. 

I remain, 
Yours faithfully, 

. (Sd.) M. K. GA~WHI. 
After having gone through all the papers' that were· 

given to rrie ·and after having heard all the argument~ 

for and against, I remain convinced that at least for the· 
present we want no news agency outside. India. We 
want the whole. world with us, but we shall not get it by 
carrying on a .foreign agency. We can only send·. 
correct information to those who care for it. If a foreign 
country ·does not keep its own agency for gathering 
inform~tion from a particular country or about a parti-· 
cular movement, it is probf to me that that country is not 
interested in it. We have been without our agency in 
London now for nearly 15 months. I venture to think 
that we are no worse off to-day than we were 15 months 
.ago. We are certainly better off because and· to the 
extent tllat we have ddne substantial work in India itself .. 
There are more people •in the world interested to-day in 
·rndia than they ever were. We, therefore, owe it to 
them that we place at their disposal correct information,. 

· but our duty must end there. ·I have before me a letter 
from Italy from an Italian editor. telling me how deeply 
interested people in Italy are in the Indian movement,, 
and the Italian newspaper:S are therefore busy instructing 
the Italian public in Indian affairs. This is what I call 
a natural and organic movement, but if on the strength. 
of this information we were to ·establish an Indian. 
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agency in Italy to awaken further interest,'we would not 
mend matters but would spoil them by overdoing. We 
~hall therefore better consult our own interest by relying 
upon our own strength to speak for itself. 

Moreover, the Non-co-operation movement is one of· 
~elf-help. Its formula is 'we shall succeed only to the 
extent of our strength and no further.' No certificate of• 
merit from the world will give u& success, if we have not 
earned it, by the sweat of the brow. No condemnation 
of the movement will kill it, unless we are ourselves so 
fickle-hearted as to give it up by reason of the condem-. 
nation. Let us not therefore turn our attention from 
our own work. Let us simply mind our work and. 
let sure that the world will mind us without any fur
ther effort. I am really jealous of even taking away 
from their work some of the young men who necessarily 
have to be engaged in the preparation and distributiort 
of the Congress Bulletin. But we have really no authen
tic record of the progress of our. work from week to 
week. The Congress Bulletin will therefore be useful 
as well for workers in India as it undoubtedly wiH be 

· for our friends in foreign countries. 
Being almost impatiP.nt to see the work inaugurated, 

the Working Committee has given me a free hand in 
organising the Bulletin. I hope to issue the first Bulletin 
next week·and thenceforth it would be issued from week 
to week. The Bulletin will be sent to all the readers of 
rouna India at a nominal charge to cover a part 
or the whole of the cost of paper a:tld printing. Younu 
India has a registered circulation of over 25,000 and 
it goes to almo~t all part~ of the world. It has a com-· 
prehensive exchange liRt. The price for the subscribers 
to the Bulletin only will be announced later. The method 
I have s!retched is intended to save the Congress as much 
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·-expense as possible and to give the widest publicity to the 
Bulletin. Whereas Young India represents my own 
·views and those of my associates in the conduct of the 
journal, the Bulletin will contain nothing in the shape of 
iindividual views. It will be mainly a record of Congres~ 
activities all over India in aU its multifarious department, 
and an epitome of newspaper opinions, both pro-Congress 
.and anti-Congress. It will contain a Khilafat s-ection 
·registering all Khilafat activities during the preceding 
-week. Such a Builetin cannot become a success unless 
there is co-operation from all Congress and Khilafat 
workers. I invite therefore all who are interested in the 
Bulletin to send their suggestions and news addressed to 
the Editor," Congress Bulletin" c/o Young India. Cor-

. respondents will ·please take care to mark all such 
-correspondence for the'~ Congress Bulletin" in order to 
·save the Young. India staff from having to haridle 
··correspondence intended for .the Bulletin. To start 
with, I would ask e1orery Provincial Congress Committee 
to send the number of members on its provincial re-

:gister, the number of village and district organisations, 
the names and addresses pf nationalist newspapers, the · 
.number. of national educational institutions with the 
average attendance. during the past 6 ·months, the 
number of Panchayat and all other information regarding 

:Non-co-operation activities . 

• 6th October, 1921 
HINDUISM 

(BY l\I. K. GANDHI) 

In dealing with the problem of untouchability during 
·the Madras tour, I have asserted my claim to being a 
·.Sanatani Hindu with greater emphasis than hitherto, 
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and yet there are thingf' which are commonly done in 
the name of Hinduism, which I disregard. I have no 
desire to be called a Sanatani Hindu or any other, if I 
am not such. And I have certainly no desire to steal in 
a reform or an abuse under COYer Ot a great faith. 

It is therefore necessary for me once for all distinctly 
to giv~ my meaning of Sanatana Hinduism. The word 
Sanatana I use in its natural sense. 

I call myself a Sanatani Hindu, because, 
(1) I believe in the Vedas, the Upanishads, the Purana~ 

and all that goes by the name of Hindu scriptures, 
and therefore in amtaras and rebirth, 

{~) I believe in the Vamasltrama dharma in a sense in 
my opinson strictly Vedic, but not in its present popular 
and crude sense. 

(31 I believe in the protection of the cow in its much 
larger sense than the popular. 

(4l I do not disbelieve in idol-worship. 
The reader will note that 1 have purposely refrained 

from using the word .divine origin in reference to the
Vedas or any other scriptures. Ifor I do not believe in 
the exclusive divinity of the Vedas. I believe the Bible. 
the Koran and the Zend Avesta to he as much divinely 
inspired as the Vedas. My belief in the 'Hindu 
scriptures does not require me to accept every word 
and every verse as divinely inspired. Nor do I, claim 
to have any fir:;;t-hand knowledge of these wonderful 
hooks. But I do r.laim to know and feel the truths 
of the . essential teaching of .the scripture:;;·. · 1. 
decline to be bonnd by any interpretatiop, however 
learned it may be, if it is repugnant to reason,or moral 
f;ense. 1 do most emphatically repudiate the claim 
(if they ad\ance any such) of the present Shankara
"'haryas and Shastris to give a ·corrEct interpretation 

51 
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of the Hindu scriptures. On the contrary, I believe 
that our· present knowledge of these books is in a 
most chaotic state, I believe implicitly in the Hindu 
aphorism, that no one truly knows the Shastras who 
has not attained p~·rfection in Innocence tAlnmsal, 
Truth (Satya) and Helf-control (Brahmacharya) and . who 
has not renounced all acquisition or possession of wealth. 
I believe in the institution of Gurus, but in this age 
millions must go without a ·Guru, because it i:- a rare 

'thing to find a combination of perfect purity and per
fect learning. But one need not despair of·ever knowing 
the truth of one's religion, because the fundamentals 
of Hinduism as of every great'religion are unchange
able, and easily understood. Every Hindu believes in 
God and his Oneness, in rebirth and salvation. But that 
which distinguishes Hinduism from every other religion 
is its cow protection,. more than its Vanwshmma. 

Varnashmma is, in my opinion, inherent in human 
nature, and Hinduism has simply reduced it to a science. 
It does attach to birth. A man cannot change his varna 
by choice. Not to abide by one's rarnn is to disregard 
the law of heredity.. The division, however, into in
numerable castes is an unwarranted liberty taken with 
the doctrine. The four divisions are all-sufficing. 

I do not believe that interdining or even intermarri
age necessarily deprives a man of his status that his 
birth has given him. The four divisions define a man'•s 
calling, they do not restrict or regulate socialintercourse. 
The divisions define duties, they confer no privileges. It 
is, I hold, against the genius of Hinduism to arrogate to 
oneself a higher status or assign to another a lower. All 
are born to serve God's creation, a Btahman with his 
knowledge, a Kshatriya with his power of protection, a 
Vaishya w~.th his commercial ability and a Shudra with 
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·oodily labour. This, however, does not mean that a 
Brahman, for instance, is absolved from bodily labour, 
or the duty of protecting himself and others. His birth 
makes a Brahman predominantly a man of knowledge, 
the fittest by heredity and training to impart it to others. 
There is nothing, again, to prevent the Shudra from 
acquiring all the knowledge he wishes. Only, he will 
best serve with his body and need not envy others their 
·special qualities for service. But a Brahman wh~ claims 
,superiority by right of knowledge falls and has no 
·knowledge. And so with the others who prid9 themselves 
upon their special qualities. Vm·Jut.~hra ma is self-res
·traint and conservation and economy of energy. 

Though therefore Varnashrama is not affected by 
interlining or intermc:trriage, Hinduism does most em
phatically. di!'courage interdining and intermarriage 
between divisions. Hinduism reached the highest limit. 
of self-restraint. It is undoubtedly a religion of renuncia .. 
<tion of the flesh, so that the spirit may be set free. It is 
no part of a Hindu's duty to dine with his son. And by 
restricting his choice of a bride to a particular group, he 
·exercises rare self-restraint. Hinduism does not regard 
.a married state as by any means essential for salvation. 
Marriage is a 'fall 'even as birth is a 'fall. ' Salvation 
is freedom from birth and hence death also. Prohibi
tion against intermarriage and interdining is essential 
for a rapid evolution of' the soul. But this self-denial is 
no te8t of rarna. A Brahman may remain a Brahman, 
·.though he may dine with his Shudra brother, if he has 
not left off his <iuty of service by knowledge. It follows 
from what I have said above, that restraint in matters or' 
marriage and dining is not based upon notions of 
·superiority. A Hindu who refuses to dine with another 
from a sense of superiority misrepresents his Dharma. 
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Unfortunately to-day, . Hinduism seems to consist: 
merely in eating and not eating. Once I horrified a. 
pious' Hindu .by taking toast at a M ussalman's house. ] 
saw tha.t he was pained to see me pouring milk into, 
a cup handed by a Mussalman friend, but his anguish 

· knew no bounds when he saw me taking toast at the 
Mussalman's hands. Hinduism is in danger of losing: 
its substance, if it resolves itself into a matter of 
elaborate rules as to what and with whom to eat .. 
Abstemiousness from intoxicating drinks and drugs, 
and from all kinds. of foods, espec'ially meat, is un
doubtedly a great aid to the evolution of the spirit,. 
but it is by no means an 'end in itself. Man·y a man 
eating meat and with everybody, but living in the fear 
of God is nearer his freedom than a man religiously 
abstaining from meat , and many other things, but 
blaspheming God in every one of his acts. 

The central fact of Hinduism however is cow pro .. 
te'ction. Cow protection to me is one ·of the most. 
wond~rful phenomena in human evolution. It tak~s the 
human being .beyond his species. The cow to me· 
means the entire sub-human world. Man through the 
cow is enjoined to realise his identity with all. that lives~ 
Why the cow was. selected for apotheosis is obvious to 
me. The cow was. in India the best companion. She 
was the giver of plenty. Not only did· she give milk,. 
but.she also made agriculture possible. The cow is ·a. 
poem of pity. One reads pity in the· gentle animal.. 
She is the mother .to millions of Indian mankind. Pro-
tection of the cow means 'protection of the whole dumb 
creation of God. The ancient seer, whoever he was,. 
began with the cow. The appeal of the lower order of 
creation is all the more forcible because it is speechless .. 
Cow protection is the gift of Hinduism to the world •. 
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And Hinduism will live so long as there are Hindus to 
-protect the cow. 

The way to protect is to die for her. It is a denial of 
Hinduism. and Ahini.sa to kill a human being to protect 
;a cow. Hindus are enjoined to protect the cow by their 
fapasyu., by self~purification, by self-sacrifice. The 
present~day cow protection has degenerated into a 
'Perpetual feud with the Mi1asalmans, whereas cow 
·protection means conquering the' Mussalmdns by our 
~ove. A Mussalrnan friend sent me some time ago a 
book detailing the inhumanities practised by us on the 
•cow and her progeny; how we bleed her to take the 
'last drop of milk from her, how we starve her to emacia
tion, how we ill-treat the . calves, how we deprive then.1 
·of their portion of milk, how cruelly we treat the oxen, 
how we castrate them, how we beat them, how we 
overload them. If they had speech, they would bear 
witness to our crimes against them which would stagger 
the world. _By every· act of cruelty to our cattle, we 
·disown God and· Hinduism. I do not know that the 
·condition of the cattle in any other part of the world is 
·so bad as in unhappy, India. We may not blame the 
Englishman for this .. We may not plead poverty in our 
·defence. Criminali1egligence is. the only cause of the 
miserable condition of our cattle. Our Pan}tr.t.poie.~, 

;though they are an answer to our instinct of mercy, are 
~a clumsy demonstration of its execution. In~tead of 
being model dairy farms and great profitable national 
institutions, they are merely depots for receiving decrepit 
-cattle. 

Hindus will be judged not by their tilaks, not by the 
'Correct chanting 9f mant·ras, not by their pilgrimages, not 
by their most punctilious observance of rules but 
by their ability to protect the cow. Whilst professing 
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the ·religion of cow protection, we have enslaved! 
the cow and her progeny, and have. become slave~' 
·ourselves. 

It will now be understood why I consideF myself a 
Sanatani Hindu. I yield to none ,in my regartl for the· 
cow. I have made the Khilafat cause my own, because· 
I see that through its preservation full protection can be 
secured for the cow. I do not ask my M ussalman friends 
to save the cow in ~onsideration of my service. My
prayer ascends daily to God. Almighty, that my ~ervice· 

·of a cause I hold to be just may a-ppear so pleasing to· 
Him, that he may change the hearts of the' Mussalmans, 
and fill them with Pity for their Hindu neighbours andJ 
make them save the animaJ the latter hold dear as life
itself. 

I can no more describe my feeling for Hinduism than· 
for my own wife. She moves me as no other woman in 
the world can. Not that she has no faults; I daresay, she· 
has many more than I see myself. But· the. feeling of an1 
indissoluble bond is there. · Even so I feel for and about 
Hinduism with all its faults and limitation!'. Nothing· 
elates me so mu6h as the music of the Gita or the Ra
mayana by Tulasidas, the only two. books in Hindujsm 
I may ·be said to know. When· I fancied I was taking: 
.my last breath, the Gita was my solace. I know the vic~ 
that is going on to-day in all the great Hindu·· shrines,. 
but I lbve them in spite of their unspeakable faHings: .. 

··There is an interest which I take in them an· which·I take· 
in no other .. I am a reformer tllrough and through .. But 
my zeal never takes me to the rejection of any of the 
essential things 9f Hinduism. 1 I have said I1 do: not 
disbelieve in idol :worsh'ip. · .An idol do.es not excite any
feeling.·ofveneration .in. me .. ;But ·I think that idol 
worship is part of. human nature. , We. hanker· after 
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~ymbolism. Why should one be more composed in a 
church than elsewhere ? Images are an aid to worship. 
No Hindu considPrs an imag~ to be God. I do not con
sider idol whorship a sin. 

It is clear from the foregoing, that Hinduism·is not an 
exclu:.:ive religion. In it there i:• room for the worship 
of all the prophets of the wodd. It is not a missionary 
religion in the ordinary sense of the term. It has no 
doubt abf'orbed many tribes in its fold, but this absorp
tion has been of an evolutionary, imperceptible character. 
Hinduism tells every one to worship God according to 
his own faith or Dhrmna, and so it lives at peace with 
all the religions. 

That being my conception of Hinduism, 1 have never 
been able to reconcile myself to untouchability. I have 
always regarded it as an excre~cence. It is true that it 
has been handed down to us from generations, but so 
are many evil practices even to this day. I Rhould be 

• ashamed to think that dedication of girls to virtual 
pro:.:tit.ution was a part of Hinduism. Yet it is practised 
by Hindus in many parts of India. I consider. it 
positive irreligion to sactifice goats to Kali an1 
do not consider it a ·part of Hinduism. Hinduistti 
is a growth of ages. The very name, Hinduism, was 
given to the religion of the people of Hindusthan by 
foreigners. There was no doubt at one time sacrifice of 
animals offered in the nanie of religion. But it is not 
religion, much less is it Hindu religion. And so also it 
Reems to me that when cow protection became an article 
of faith·with our ancestors, those who persisted in eating 
beef were ex-communicated. The civil strife must have 
been fi£lrce. ·Social boycott was applied not only to ·the 
recalcitrants, but their sins wera visited upon their 
children also. The practice which had probably · its 
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origin in good intentions hardened into usage, and even 
verses crept in our sacred books giving the practice a 
permanence wholly undeserved and still less justified. 
Whether my theory is correct or not, untouchability is 
repugnant to reason and to the instinct of mercy, pity or 
love. A religion that establishes the worship of the cow 
cannot possibly countenance· or warrant a cruel and 
inhuman boycott of human beings. And I shou}d be 
content to be torn to piece::; rather than disown the 
suppres:;ed classes. Hinius will certainly never deserve 
·freedom, nor get it if they allow their noble religion to 
be disgraced by the retention of the taint of untoucha
bility. And as I love Hinduism dearer 'than life itself, 
the taint has become for me an intolerable burden. Let 
us not deny Goi by ... denying to a fifth of our race the 
right of association on an equal footing. 

29th September, 1920 

THE MEA.NING OF THE EMPIRE 

(BY l\I. K. GAXDIII) 

"' The following circular has been ·issued by the 
Education Department: 

''Teachers and Educational officers .of this Presi
dency should be asked to co-operate in bringing about 
a right understanding of the meaning of the Empire 
and in dispelling the idea that the Empire is based on 
force and militarism, by encouraging the parties concern
ed to look upon each other as .brethren in advancement 
of the liberal aims and mutual friendship and sympathy 
particularly in India where a contrary feeling· is gaining 
ground." 

It is dated at Poona, the 1st instant. 
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The circular in my opinion is a triumph of Non-co
•operation. We have been often told authoritatively 
rtha't the Empire is based finally on force. 'When an 
.attempt is being made to isolate this force, and to show 
by not meeting it hy force that it is utterly useless 
when it is not backed by the co-operation, conscious or 
unconscious of the people, we have a circular calling 
upon the teacher-s to co-operate in showing that the 
Empire is based not on force of militarism, but that it is 
'ba~ed on mutual friendship. This I consider a triumph 
·of Non-co-operation, because force recedes into the 
background. Sir Michael O'Dwyer flaunted his brute 
.force in the face rJf the nation, and terrorism reigned 
·supreme for a time. It did not answer. Now it is to be 
·covered under soft-sounJing phraHes. It too must fail. 

The circular is hypocritical. The talk of friendship 
.and sympathy between terrorists and their victims is to 
.add deception to tyranny. The way out is through Non-
·co-opera.tion. ' 

It is a vain attempt to expect to secure friendship hy 
false pretentions. The best and only way to secure the 
real friendship of the people and to prove to them that 
the Empire is not based on force and militarism, i~ to 
withdraw the superfluous military force even at the risk: 
·of losing the Empire, to trust the people, and for English
men in general to regard us in every way their equals in 
thought and in deed. This presupposes righting, the 
Khilafat wrong in accordanc~ with the Mussalman 
·sentiment and to give full reparation regarding the 
.Punjab . 

. But this seems impossible for the . general body of 
Englishmen to do. They have been brought up to work 
upon us as mere chattels. I invite the attention of the 
!reader to the account of the treatment of our .countrymen 
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in New Zealand. I cannot conceive anything more
wantonly brutal than the doings of, the white men of New 
Zealand. It is not as if the c~lonists are a depraved 
people. They are brave, generous, charitable and 
cultured in their' own sphere. But they are thrown 
off their balance immedia:tely they come jn contact 

· with us. We are their natural prey. And culture is 
no bar to their maltreatment of us, even as culture is n(} 
bar to the killing even say of sna"kes by the majority of 
mankind. I have not used a far-fetched illustration. 
Thousands of Englishmen cannot ·bear the idea of an 
Indian claiming or living on terms. of equality with. 
them·. White superiority, as Mr. Andrews has ·shown, 
has becoine a religion. President Kruger used to say· 
that God had ordained' Asiatics to be whitemen's slaves .. 
He even introduced the idea in his statute book. He· 
was frank and he. avowed it. Others believe it, practise 
it, but would fain break its force by using euphemistic 
language or worse. 

It is not possible to blame anybody but ourselves for· 
this badge of inferiority, and we alone can ,remove it by· 
supreme effort. 

23rd March, 1921 
'FOR GOD, KING AND COUNTRY' 

(Br 1\I .. K. GA~DHI) 

During my peregrinations I once came across boys in 
uniforrn and asked them what their uniform meant. I 
observed that their uniform was made of foreign cloth or· 
,cloth woven out of' foreign yarn. ·They said it was 
scouts' uniform:· They whetted my curiosity by the· 
answer. I was eager to know what they did as scouts .. 
The answer was that they lived for God, King and. 
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Country.' Who is your King?' I asked. 'King George,•· 
was the reply. 'How about J allianwala? Supposing· 
you had been in that place on the 13th April1919, and 
were asked by General Dyer to shoot your terrifieO. conn-. 
trymen, what would you have done?' 

'Of course I would not have obeyed the command.' 
'But General Dyer wore the King's uniform?' 
'Yes, but he belongs to the bureaucracy, and I have· 

nothing to do with it·.' 
I suggested that he could not r-;eparate the bureaucracy· 

from the King, that the King was an impersonal ideal 
ex.istence which meant the British Empire and that no. 
Indian could remain loyal, in the accepted sense, to the 
Empire as it was at present represented and be loyal to. 
God at the same time. An Empire, which could he 
responsible for the terrorism of the Martial Law regime, 
that would not repent of the wrong, that could enter into· 
secret treaties in breach of solemn obligations, could 
only be reckoned as a godless Empire. Loyalty to such 
an Empire was disloyalty to God. 

The hoy was puzzled. 
I continued my argument. 'Supposing our country 

becomes godless in order to enrich itself, exploits other· 
people, trafficks in intox.icants, goes to war for the sake· 
of extending its trade and resorts to fraud in order to. 
sustain its power and prestige, how can we be consis-. 
tently loyal to God and country? Must we not for~ake 
the country for the sake of God ? I suggest, therefore,, 
that you should bind yourself to be faithful and loyal. 
only to God and none else in the same sense and in the 
same breath.' 

There were many of his companions who were deeply· 
interested ·in the conversation. · Their chief too came in .. 
I repeated my argument to him and asked him to tax . 

• 
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'himself and· stimulate the inquiring spirit of the grown 
up young men whom he was guiding. Hardly was the 
. absorbing topic exhausted, when the train steamed out 
·of the station. I felt sorry for the splendid lads and 
understood better the deep meaning of the movement 9f 
Non-co-operation. There can be but one universal 
·creed for man, that is loyalty to God. It includes, 
when it is not inconsistent, loyalty to King, count:ry, 

:and humanity. But it equally often excludes all else. 
I hope that the youth of the country as well as their 
tutors will revise their creed and set themselves right 
where they are convinced of their error. It is no small 
matter for tender minds to have formulas presented to 
·them which cannot bear scrutiny . 

. 27th 4pril, 1921 

THE CURSE OF BETTI~G 

(By .l\I. K. G.\:'WHI) 

'' You will earn the gratitude and thanks of thousands 
·of wives, both European and Indian, if you can succeed 

· in putting a stop to betting at the races. My husband 
·was an ideal ·husband-until he took to betting at the 
races.. We are now in debt, and, although he draws 
.a good salary and aoes not drink alcohol, we are hard 
up, and I am .sure this is the experience of very many 
wives. I have often implored him on my bended knees 
·not to go to the races but to no purpose. And does it 
·not seem very hard that wives and children should 
~suffet because their husbands cannot refrain from going 
1to the races and losing • money ? 

".It is true that alcoholis ruining thousands_, but bet
iting at the races is certainly ruining tens of thousands. 
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"B~~ practically robbing the public, the \V. I. T. Club· 
can affJrd to pay its European employees hand~ome · 
salaries. If you were only in the know,. I am' sure you 
would agree with me that hanky-panky tricks are carried 
on by the Turf Club, and thus the public are cheated 
and robbed of a lot of money. Do, for God's sake, try 
and right matters. Things were certainly better when, 
the bocJk-maker~ were allowed to take bets on the race
course . 

. "Sir~ 1 am sure you are acquainted with a number of· 
men on the new Councils, and, with their aid, I do hope
you will succeed in putting a stop to betting at the races. 
lf GoYernment wo1fld take over and manage the totes, ] 
am ~nre, things would be more fair and square. The· 
public invariably lose and those who w'in are the owner:-. 
of horses and their trainers and jockeys; and is it not a 
scandalous shame that Government should connive at it,. 
simply because some of their big officials are keenly 
interested in horse racing? 

"I had better not offer my signature 'tJ this letter as 
my husband is in Government serYice; but I pray that 
you will interest yourself in what I have written and 
succeed in stopping betting at the races." 

This letter has been travelling with me for some time. 
The reader will share my feelings that it is a pathetic 
letter. Anonymous letters are rarely valuabl'e. But this 
one is certainly an excepti.on, though the writer haf;. 
chosen not to disclose her name. 

I know nothing ?f horse-racing. I have ever looked 
upon it with horror for its associations. I know that 
man.r men have been ruined on the race course. 

· But I must confess I have not ha1 the courage to write 
anything against it. Having seen even an Aga Khant 
prelates, viceroys, and those that are considered the· 
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~best in the land, openly patronising it and spending 
thousands upon it, I have felt it to be useless to write 
.about it.* ·As a journalist and 'reformer, my function is 

'*The foll<'wing also appeare~ in x·oung India : 

'The Ow·se of B.::tti1tg.-Babu Bhagwandas, the learned Chancellor of 
·the National University, KashJ, has sent me extracts froml\Iauusmriti 
QD the sin of b~tting. I reproduce them ~elow .: 
' "The King should diligently keep gambling (dyltla) and betting 
(samahvaya) away from the State ; for these two vices destroy the 
.State and th~ sovereign themselYes. (221) 

Gambling a1,1d betting are indeed as daylight robbery: and the rnler 
:should endeavour diligently to eradicate them. (222) 

That wherein inanimate things are used, t~at is dyuta, gambling; 
··'~~ 

;that, wherein living things are used, that is sdwthvaya, betting. (t~3) 
He who does these himself, or causes them to be done by: otherst 

.secretly or openly, may be punished by the ruler IVith punishment up 
to that of death, at th~ ruler's discretion, like ch~ats and impersonators 
.Pretending to follow vocations other than their rightful ones. Or 
gamblers and betters (kitawah) may be banished from the laud, like 
those who practise prostitution under cover of dancing and singing and 

·acting, or those who make and sell spirituous liquors and other ~uch 
-cruel deceivers and spreaders of vice and followers of sinful trades • 
• (2~4-228).-26th May~ 1921. 

'Satya I wrote under date 25th :May, 1921:. 
I am gl:Jd, Young India and its Editor have 'taken up the question 

.. of the evils of betting. I feel, however, that n casual article in Young 
Jndia is not enough to root out this evil, imported from the west. The 
evil has spread fr.om the idle rich to the commercial communities, the 

11niddle classes, the labourers working in factories, imd the schoolboys. 
·Over and aboYe thouEands of pe~·ple regularly going to the Races 
·week after week, there are thousands more, to whom temptation to 
gamble comes in the shape of bucket-shops, openly plying their trade 
in the heart of the city. The Government have appointed a com
.mittee to consider the question of closing down' these shops, and they 
'Will have some Legislation at the next sessions. But that is not 
enough. Public opinion must be created, and it must be definitely 
:shown that race-going and betting is as bad as drinking and prostitu
·,tion. E'or this, a stronO' agitation is required, and I hope, readers of 

::1 i 

J."cung Inc7ia will resp'ond to it. . 
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to call public attention to these vices about which there 
is likelihood of public opinion being created. Much as 
I disapprove of vaccination, I deem it to be waste of 
-effort to draw public attention to the eyil. I must own 
that I had not the courage to bring the drink traffic in 
the campaign of purification. It has come unsought 
The people have taken it up of their own accord. 

The surest sign that Non-co-operation is a movement 
of purification is that many abuses are being .removed 
by the people without any guidance or preaching. And 
it is in such hope about betting that I have published 
the above letter. 

I am aware that the writer would be satisfied merely 
with some modification. What is required is a total 
·destruction of the pest. Betting at races is a part of the 
.gambling mania. If only the people will Non-co
operate, the evil will die a natural death. Thousands 
who attend the race cour~e do so merely for fun. They 
.attend either to see horses run breathlessly, or because 
it is the fashion, but they, nevertheless, aid and abet the 
1ruin of many a gambler. 

But betting is, I apprehend, more difficult to deal with 
than drinking. When vice becomes a· fashion and even 
.a virtue, it is a long process to deal with it. Betting is 
not only fashionable but is hardly regarded as a vice. 
Not so drinking. Fortunately, it is still the fashion to 

~Ir. <hmdhi replied ns follow~ iu fo11ug India of 22nd June, 1n~1 : 
A~ I hare already said, unfortunntely the races nnd gnmbling in con. 

nection therewith nre fllRhionable. They do not excite the Rame 
fechng of shame th!\t drinking does, Race-going, therefore, is more 
difficult tn deal with t.han drinkinj.!. 'Sntyn' knows the evils ofraee
going in n special manner. I invite him to come out in the open, filii I 
,per~onally tackle the rice which i~ ~lowly but surely undermining tho 
anorals of societ.r. 
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consider drinking a weakness, if not- positively a vice
Every religion bas denounced it with more or les~ vehe· 
me nee. But betting- has escaped much special atten
tion. Let us hope, however; that the vigilant public will 
find a more innocent recreation than attending the race 
course, and thus show its disapproval of gambling at. 
the race course. 
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'CONGRESS AND SW ARAJ 

7th J ({Jl/Utl'y, 1920 

THE CO~G RESS 

(By ~I. K. lh:'innr) 

THE Congress this time was for many of us a pilgrim~e 
because of its having been. held in Amritsar. Jallian
wala Bagh was visited during the Congress ~ week by 
tthe thousands of delegates and visitors with the pilgrim 
mind. It is said that some touched the blood-stained 
·earth with their foreheads, some took away with them a 
little of that earth to be preserved ~s a sacred treasure. 
Some used it as viiJhuti, and smeared their foreheads 
with it. All went to the Bttgh as a sacred duty. There 
is no doubt many went to the Congress only as a mark 
.,)f their respect for the memory of the innocent dead. 

The speeches of S'wami Shri · Shraddhanandji, the 
-Ghairma n of the ·Reception Committee, and of the 
Hon'ble Pandit Motilal Nehru were models of sobriety 
.and breathed an earnest spirit. Each bore the indi
viduality of its author. The Swami's had a religiou~ 
ring about it. He was full of good-will towards· mankind • 
... How can we hate Englishmen if we love Andrews, 

• The Si!~~iou of the Conh'l'f.'Sll held nt Amrit:s:1r in Decemuer, 1~1~. 
kl9 
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· ·The third absurdity :is the· terr)ble, evergrowing
waste of money .in :cr.eating a huge. ·panda I.. · The Indian 
climate~admits ofholding meetings. in.the open air. But 
I refrain'froni say:ing more on· this mf!,tter as·, the AU~In
dia .Congress Co!llmittee has appointed a ·sub-committee 
c.onsisting>of-'.Messrs. · Kelkar,:·r. .'B .. Sen,· A. Ranga
swami lyengar,·.the Hon'ble V:. J. Patel and myself to· 
consider the whole constitution of the Congress. 
'..The resolutions .of the Congress show · that there are· 

very sharp divisions and as .time ·goes forward, parties. 
are inevitable; ';Hitherto ·the Congress has represented' 
only one party, but it cannot·.be kept any longer as one· 
party organisation, if it is not to have. seceders from it 
on an increasing .scale fromJ·year .tc> year. Measures: 
must be devised wheraby all parties.. can· be represented\ 
on it and the annual assembly can retain its· truly natio
n~ I character. 

Let tlS consider the resolutions .. Take the ·condemna":' 
tion of the' excesses .. There is no. doubt 'that without 
that. resolution some of .the. resolutions would have lost 
all force and valne. .We .could not with any justificatioD! 
c.ondemn: the excesses of the· authoritieS:and therefore: 
urge, tl1e dismissal of General Dyer; or Sir Michael o·· 
Dwyer, or ev.en the Viceroy's recall;. if we were not 
ready 1 to condemn Otlr own. That resolution was the 
necessary pmuaschitta for: the m9b frenzy in April. If 
we are. to make ordedy' progress, we must .unequivocally 
<lis~;tpptove of violence being committed by the people· 
in any shape or form. It is true that often in the, West 
mob violence is resorted· to, but by creating a strong 
popular. opinion against it, .we must make such violence 
impossible in India. Few can deny that on the sixth of 
April, .India found itself i:l possession of a new force and 
a new power-a force tl1atcould prove irresistible under 
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almost every conceivable circ.um!'tance provided that 
truth was on our side. 1 lt is my firm belief that had the 
developments of Satyagraha not be2n interrupted in April, 
by our own folly, not only would the Rowlatt Act have 
been remov~q from the Statute Book but we would lmYe 
heen spared the humiliating and degrading spectacle pf 
a British general running amuck. l.ndeed we shall find 
it impossible, when we have fllll control over our national 
affairs, to carry on the Government of the country with
out self-restraint. ln a va~t country like Inrlia where the 
people are ordinarily peacefnl, we shall find it impos~ible 
to carry on th~ Go\'ernm2nt if moh rule become~ the 
cu~tom of the land, and in order to check that tendency, 
popular opinion is a far greater and more potent instru
ment than the employment of phyRical force. 1 wo'nld, 
therefore, give the first place in point of 'importance to 
this resolution as a token of the correctness of our 
conduct and fo.r the sake of a. lead to th'e country. These 
resolutions of the Congress, especially those that require 
any action'on the part of the pe'ople, are valuable for the 
formation· of public ·opinion; and l hope that workerR 
recognizing thefttll force 'of the truth ~nderiying the 
resolution will o~1 due ooc~sion impress upon the. people 
the necessity .of refraining frat~ violence. . . · 

Only less in importance than the · resolution on 
condemnation was the resolution on Reforms.* Whilst 

• roung India of Hth .January, 
1

COiltaim:d th(' f~llowing: 
Tlie .llcfor?ll.~ J:,•,,olution in tlte Cou;:,·~·s.~.-The lteforml! HeMolu. 

tion lm:; UJc:ll tlu: ~nl,jcet of much eritiei!im in the l1ret~!!and it muy Lc 
iuteresting to sulllmarisc the criLici:-~m h~.:ru Lt·il!Hr. The "Scl'\'ullt of 
India" is of opinion that the <.:'nugresK fail!.!d to.givo the lead to tlw 
country mainlY. Lecnusc of thv "tJH~untial weakne~~ ol' Mr. Oaudhi'K 
position" that hl! diu not ~ct out to examine in detail the Rcfol'm Act 
:ts Mrs.llesaut did, 1\hs. Be:;nnt in a leading article in "New India" 
c~argcs Mr. Gandhi and Pandit l\Juhwia.ii with not haviug ~tood firmly 
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I subscribe. entirely to the proposition that India is fit 
now for responsible·Government, fdo notf~r one moment 
believe 1 that we can get · it without working for it. We 
can work either by adopting' obstructive tactics, or by 
co-operation. ·Healthy obstruction is· a condition of our 

We must ever obstruct untruth; inJustice and 
by their first amendment, and ~uyt~ that had they done so," they would 
hn"e carried it, for Mr. 'l'ilak had told his followers to yield at the 
last moment." She bas no doubt that l\It-. Tiluk is using 1\Ir. Gandhi 
:m.d Pundit Mnlaviaji as tools :Hi three years ago she says he was using 
her in a Rimilar wny. The "Leader" is of opinion that the Resolution 
means JU'actlcally a rictory for the " Super extremists "and that the 
reHolntion as it w~s pnssed in its finnl form "does not at all e\'etits 
brlng out clearly tho sense tho oxtl·emists would co-operate with the 
nuthori.ties in making the Reforms a success." It complains that after 
emphatically explaiuillg·the plain connotatio11ofthe w.ord "disappoint
ing.", Air1 Gandhi f~iled to stick .to his amendment and t~e re.sult was 
.that a comprom1seclause was at last added, which differed in' no wi~e 
fro1~ ~tr.llal's iim~;~d~ent :ind of course Mr. Pal made no sect·et of 
his attitude in thil't 1n moring the a~endment he did, he only made 
light of the idea of co-opet·ation and almost jeered the idea of thanking 
Mr. 1\Iontagu. The "Leader" is clear that "Me.ssrs. Pal, D_as, and 
Satya11,1urthi h~d thei~ way and Mr. Gandhi ~ust acnkowledge that he 
inclu~ing: Pnudit Malttvjya and l\k Jiunah were defeated." · · 

.lnrefreshing c~~trast'witl~ these opinions is that of the Times ;j 
India. It will be remeiubered that before the Resolution 'bad bed 
passed at the Congress the paper 'had elpressed the opinion t.hat the 
"doctrine p~·eached nt. Amritsar i~ for all practical purpo.ses the 
doctrine of ~j~union. ~', ,After the acceptance of the .Resolnti~~. it 
seems to be satisfied that the party which "de..Jired to use the Reforms ... 
whole-heartedly for the advancement oftbe country, in the confident 
knowledge that ~·ood work will quicker bring the expansion of res
ponsible institution," substantially prevailed in the end. It adds that 
the exact working of the amendment is immaterial, and that haulting 
though the final Res'olution was, "it was in the right direction " and 
''the main and important fact is that the Congress pl~dged itself opei1 
to do, what in fact all had made up their minds to do, namely, to co
()perato in the Reforms. 11 

The comment on the above appear~ oi1 pag-e 826 of this volume; 
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,..evil. It was because I did not consider, and do not 
·consider, the Reforms to be an evil or unjust and because 
I consider them to be a progressive step towards res pan. 
~ible Government, that I decline to consider them to be 
. disappointing, however inadequate and unsatisfactory 
.they may be. I endorse Mr. Bepin Chandra Pal's 
-opinion that for me to decline to consider the ·Reforms 
-disappointing means that I did not expect them. I had 
·certainly much fear that· the Reforms might not go 
throughwhen they did and I was unprepared for material 
improvements in the measure as it was originally pub
lished. The opponents of the amendment admitted that 
they would co-operate when co-operation was essential 
for the country's good and not hesitate to obstruct when 
ob~truction advanced it. That no doubt was the only 
meaning, and no other, of the amendment of which Thad 
the honour to be in charge. But let it be said to the credit 
of the opponents that they res is ted the amendment as long 

. a!'i they could, because they frankly said that they had 

.. a faith in the bureaucracy even under the altered condi
tions,.'· In my humble opinion, it is a wrong attitude. The 
Royal Proclamation.has been framed in a most liberal 

·5pirit. It is full of:good-will and it :would have bee-n 
wrong on the part of the Congress not to have responded 
to the King's call for co-operation. My faith in human 

·nature is irrepressible, and even under the circumstances 
of a most adverse 'character, I have found Englishmen 

, amenable to reason and persuasion, and as they always 
wish to appear to be just even when they are in reality 
unjuo;;t, it is easier to shame them than others into doing 

·the right thing. · Be tha.t1 however as it may, it would be 
.a fall from our culture and it would be unwise not to 
:grasp the hand of fellowship!' extended through the 
Proclamation. If we are strong, we shall lose nothing by 
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beginning. with: co~operation. , We at once place , the 
bureaucracy: in ·the. wrong by our readiness to co-operate· 
ior the common purpose. ·, ~, ·· 

-It. was e·qually.important for us to. thank ~I,r. Montagu 
for his valuable services in connection w:itb the:Ee~orpis. 
The Hon?ble :Pandit.Madan MohanMalaviya, Mr~ Jinnah. 
arid r :therefore. felt .that even at the risk of di~iding the 
house we were bound to press· .. the amf)ndment home •. 
That ultimately there was a: comprqmise shows the good 
imture of IJokfl~lanya Tilak and· Mr. Das •. H was, a 
perfect plea~ure to see both: of .them, whilst · holding to· 
their, views~ anxious not to ·divide ~the house, And it 
w,as equally a pleasure to see. so. many on the platform. 
working to secure a comprom~se. 

\i. 

14th Janum·y, 1920 
' ·~ , ,. 

THE REFORMS RESOLUTION. IN THE CONGRESS 
I ' ' II ,. .' 

The div.ergence of views on the Reforms,. ·Resolution,. 
sumll)arised in one1of our .notes,·~ is not to be wondered 
at. Compromises never give comprete: satisfaction to all 
parties. In thei~. very nature they must just fall short 
of that and,yet be acceptable to all.: In our opip:ion, the 
country did . get the lead through the . Congress 'that it 
was possible to give it. The Congress must, if it is to 
serve the .. country, more and.·more tend to represent not 
one .view but many and, that not merely in the Subjects 
Committee, but .. ori, the qpen platform. Th~re · is no· 
denying the fact there a:re· several parties in the country~ · 
Extremist and Moderate do not cover all parties. There· 
are, for instance, in the extremh,t camp Mr. Kasturiranga. 
Iyengar's,· Mr. Das's and; .Lokamanya Tilak's parties ... 

,~·~e'-' p:~ge 8~3 
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No doubt they sailed I under the extremist flag, But .as · 
differences become accentuated, as they mu:;t. be in 
course of time, each group will begin to assert itself.. 
The Hon. Pandit Malayiaji represents a body of opinion· 
distinct from the Extremist. Similarly in the moder11te · 
camp there are undoubtedly diYisions, which as time· 
goes on will become sharper, rather than otherwise, and 
wilhn pmpe;: cun.,litlltiou there is no .reason why the· 
Congress should not represent a resultant of all these· 
different views thm.~hed out with rohnne.~8 (1/Jr!IIP('OIIIillfl' 
rli(Juity on the Congress platform. For the first time in 
the history of the Congress, an open and reasoned dis-· 
cussion took place before the delegates, on a matter of 
the greatest importance to the country, and for the first 
time were.those elaborate preparations made in order to 
ascertain by their votes the decision of the Congresl'l .. 
That in itself in our opnion was something worth 
attaining. But there was more than this. No doubt it 
was open to either party to push the matter to a division .. 
We cannot accept Mrs. Besant's view that L, Tilak had! 
told his followers to yote for Mr. I Gandhi's amendment 
if he had held 'out, and evlw if Mrs. Besant's informa .. · 
tion is correct, it would hardly have been proper for· 
Mr. Gandhi to have pushed the matter to such an 
extreme. His amendment alone bro.ught forth Mr. Pal's .. 
The latter was purely tactical move. Had the audi· 
ence been cal.led upon merely to decide between the· 
original proposition, i.P., without co-operation and thanb, .. 
and Mr. Gandhi's, with thanks, a 'division would· 
have been a duty, But Mr. Pal's amendment came as 
a feel(~r and also was an earnest of t~e extremist 
groups to conciliate. an opposing amendment, so long: 
as they could consistentlydo so. Mr. Pal's amend
ment could not be ,accepted because of the·offensive~ 
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-word''use' in it. Naturally therefore a third amendment 
·providing _a middle course had to be framed and comfort 
1lies not merely in the fact of th~ compromise but in 
·the fact that all were anxious to avoid an open division. 
:Surely for the country it · means that the Congress 
·desires to co-operate with the authorities in so far 
as that co~operation can hasten the advent of the respon
·sible (}overnment, and to thank Mr. Montagu for his 
valuable labours on the reforms. We would certainly 
'have liked it better if. the graceful language of the original 
.amendment had been accepted, if thanks ·had been ex
:pressetl in warmer terms and e-xtended to Lord Sinha. But 
,it would have been wrong to divide the ·house after the· 
:principle of co-operation and thanks was granted by the 
rthree leaders'. We are unable to assoc:ate ourselves with 
;the suggestion that L. · · Tilak in accepting the: amend
.mEmt wanted to use Messrs. Malaviya and Gandhi as. 
1his tools, and if ·they allowed themselves· to be so used 
·lt would not be the Lokamanya who would be to blame, 

. 'but Messrs. Malaviya and Gandhi would be clearly held 
·,blameworthy for their simplicity. ·For, as party for
mation· progresses,· we suppo~e it would b~ considered 
.quite the' proper thing 'for party leaders to use others as 
tools so long as· there are any to be used. Care will 
-therefore have to 'be taken rather to purify our politics, 
.than for fear of being used as tools to hesitate to take 
·the right course. L. Tillik represents a definite school 
-of thought of which he makes no secret.· He ·considers 
"that everything ~s fair 'in politics. We have joined issue 
·with him in that conception o~ ·political· life. We consi
·der that· political life of the country will become 
:thoroughly corrupt, if we import . western 'tactics and 

· methods. · We be.lieve that 'nothing but the strictest 
~dherenc'e to honesty, fairplay ann charity can advance 
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the true interests of the country. But we refuse, because· 
of the essentia 1 difference just pointed out,, to he lieve · 
that. in accepting the amendment L. Tilak was guided· 
by any motive other than th'it of meeting his opponent~·· 
views so far as it was possible. On the whole, therefore, 
in our opinion, the analysis given by the Times of Indio· 
is the only true analysis of the position ultimately· 
arrived at under the compromise. 

15th Septemher, 1920 

THE CO~GRESS 

(lh )1. K. G.\~ Ill! I) 

Never has the Congress* been called upon to decide· 
an issue so momentous as the one it was called upon to· 
decide at its special Ression, presided over by Lala 
Lajpat Rai. Never perhaps has the Congress witnessed 
such determined opposition as was offered to the Non
co-operation resolution. And yet never, within my 
experience, has a decisive rnajority listened with such 
respect and attention to the opposition argument as it 
did at the laRt session. .Again never has there. been such 
united opposition shown to a Subjects Committee resolu
tion by the noted leaders of the pe.ople. 

Mrs. Besant ~as a fine record of service to India .. 
Pandit Madan Mohdn Malaviyaji is a name to conjure. 
with. He has to his credit an unbroken record of many 
years' brilliant Rervice to the country and an unble-. 
mished character. ·Mr. Da.s leads a party ever growing· 
in influence and strength. I felt the late Lokamanya Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak's absence most. keenly at such a june .. 
tnre. Mr. Baptista·led the D3ccan. Mr. KastLu·i Ranga. 

• Special Congt·~~s held nt Calcutta. 
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Aiyengar, 'the talented editor of the' Hindu,' led the 
Madras Nationalist party. All! these ;and· many other 

I leaders. strenuously opposed the Non;co~operation reso
: lution. ·I, warned that great audience against, accepting 
my proposal, unless I they were prepared to suffer and 

·were convinced that· true Non-co-operation was possible 
· only through the programme submitted by me. But the 
. audience wanted action, wanted suffering.' The voting 
was elaborately registered.. The Congress pandal was 

. cleared for the purpose of voting. Lala Lajpat Rai per

. sonally ~uperintended the operation. It lasted for six 
·hours. All the provinces but the Central Provinces ,and 
. the Berat·s voted in favour. of my resolution. The Central 
Provinces gave for ri~y~ proposition 30 votes as against 33 

.Jor Babu Bipin Chandra·Pal's. I give the figures below: 
:For Res. :For Amendment. 

'Bom.bay 243 93 . 
. Madras 161 135 
:Bengal· 551 395 
.u.P. 259 28 
.. Punjab 254 92 
Andhra 59 '12 
Sindh 36 16 

.·Delhi· 59 9 
Behar 184 28 
Burma 14 4 
C. P. 30 33 
Berar 5 28 

1855 873 

My resolution adopted the principle of I the whole 
. of the Khilafat Prog't'amme, even non-payment of taxes, 
.. and advised for· immediate ·adoption, boycott of titles 

f 
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and honorary offices, law courts by litigants, schools anrl 
colleges and reformed councils. Babu Bipin Chandra Pal 
p'roposed a mission to England to present our demand:'\ 
and meanwhile to establish national schools, formulate 
arbitration courts and not to boycott the councils. Hi~· 
reRolut.ion would have meant in effect seeking election 
to the councils, and these probably adopting obstructive 
tactics.. This meant a virtual postponement of the rea 1 
struggle to the next general election. The opposition, 
therefore chiefly centred on the boycott of council~. 

And the Congress has decided by an overwhelming 
majority that the councils mu~t be abandoned. I hope 
1that those who do not believe that boycott of councils 
wor~ld postpone the attainment of Swarajya (let alone 
hastening. it) will work with all their might to advance 
the purpose of the Congress. 

An analysiR of the votes shows that the country wants 
Non-co-operation. Mrs. Besant who consistently, fear
lessly and frankly opposed it had very f"w adherents. 
l do not propose to examine the merits of the case at the 
present moment. My argument is before the country in 
favour of boycott of councils, schools and courts. Nothing 
l heard on the Conjress platform has shaken my belief 
in the necessity or the efficacy of these steps. But I 
would respectfully address. n. few words to the majority. 
.and to the minority . 

. To the majority I would. ·say: 'The hour of the 
greatest triumph is the hour· of the greatest humi
lity. The majority has taken upon its should~::rs a 
tremendous responsibility. Every individual voter in 
favour of my propoRa.l has certainly bound himself, if 
11e is a parent, to withdraw his children from schools or 
eollt>ges subject in any way to Government control. 
Ever~r voter being a lawyer is bound at the earliest 
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opportunity to suspend his practice ·and promote the: 
cause·· of .settl~ment of disputes . by .Private arbitration .. 
Every candidate for. the Councils, who has voted with. 
the majority~ has. undertaken: to withdraw· his candi-· 
·dature, every such voter to refrain from voting at the-: 
elections. Every delegate voting with the majority· Las~ 
bound himself: to· stimulate hand-spinning az:d hand-· 
weaving and in his own person to use only' hand-spun· 
and hand-woven cloth. Everyone of the majority having:; 
accepted the principle of non-violence, self-s·acrifice ancl 

, discipline· in regard to .non-co-operation is bound to. 
treat the minority with respect and fairness. We· may 
notqse physi9al or wordy violence ,against then!. vVe· 
must endeavour by our intensive practice ·and by scru .. 
pulously honourable inethods to convert it to our views
Those who voted with the minority were either weak or .. 
not ready. Some few doubted the· .rightness of with-· 
drawing children.froni schools for instance; But· when 
they see schools being emptied, national schools spring-· 
ing. into being, lawyers suspending practice and yet not 
starving, and. the .councils deserted at least by the best 
or nationalists; ,they will soon I begin to believe in the• 
programmE', 1 lose their weakness a~d I be themselves 
ready to adopt it. . We need not therefore be impatient 
with the minority, because it does not see eye to eye· 
with us. 

To the minority, I :would say, they have lost in a fair 
fight~: Unless now therefore it is a matter of conscience· 
with. them; ·they must come forward to prosecute .the· 
programme of Non-co-operation in a most vigorous. 
manner; ·Those who think that the majority bas grie
vously erred are no doubt entitled to carry on a 
campaign of. conversion of the ·majority to their views .. 
By far the largest number in tN.e minority, however, have' 
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accepted the principle of establishment of private 
arbitration-courts and national schools. They wanted 
only a postponement of the boycott of councils. I venture 
to suggest to them that now that the majority has decid
ed in favour of quicker pace, the minority should 
accept the verdict and help to .make the programme a 
success. 

Boycott of foreign goods finds a place in my resolution. 
lam ~orry for it. ' I may.not !':tate how it came to find a 
place there. But as it did not conflict with my con
science, and in order to show my reasonableness, 1 
undertook to move a resolution whose musical harmonr 
was marred by a false note. B::>ycott of foreign cloth is 
induded in Swadeshi. Boycott of all other foreign 
goods is a senseless proposition, if only because it is a. 
virtual impossibility. BJt if the introduction of tl~e 
addendum stimulates us to sa.crifice our luxuries and 
superfluities, it would have served a good purpose. lt is 
certainly our right and duty to di~card everything 
foreign that is superfluous and even everything foreign 
that is tll'ceswry, if we can prJduca or manufacture it in 
our country. 

3rd NocemlJer, 1920 
THE CONGRESS CONSTITUTION 

(BY M. K. GANDIII) 

The belated report of the ()ongr~sR Constitution Com
mittee has now been published for general inform~tion, 
and opinion has been invited from all public bodies in 
ordor to as1ist the deliberations of the All-india GongreHs 
Committee. It is a pity that, small though the Constitu
tion Committee was, all the members never met at any 
one time in spite of efforts to have a meeting of them all. 

~:3 
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accepted the principle of establishment of private 
arbitration-court~ and national schools. They wanted 
only a postponement of the boycott of councils. I venture 
to suggest to them that now that the majority has decid· 
ed in favour of quicker pace, the minority should 
accept the verdict and help to ,make the progrumme a 
success. 

Boycott of foreign goods finds a place in my resolution. 
I am ~rJrry for it. · l may, not state how it came to find u. 

place there. But as it did not conflict with my con
science, and in order to show my reasonableness, 1 
undertook to move a resolution whose musical harmonr 
was marred by a false note. B:>ycott of foreign cloth i~ 
induded in Swadeshi. Boycott of all other foreign 
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virtual impossibility. BJt if the introduction of tl~e 
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certainly onr right and dut1 to diicu.rd everything 
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3rJ Not:eml,er, 1920 
'l'HE CONGRES8 OONS'l'ITUTIUN 

(Hr M. K. GANum) 

Tiw belated report of the Gongrass Constitution Com
mittee ha~ now been published for general inform~tion, 
anrl opinion has been invited from all public bodies in 
ordur to as1iflt the deliberations of the All-lndia CongreHs 

: Committee. It iR a pity that, small though the Constitu
, tion Committee was, all the members never met at anr 

one time in spite of efforts to have a meeting of them all. 
~:~ 
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It is perhaps no body's fault that all the menibers could 
• I 

not meet. At the same time, the draft report has passed 
through the searching examination of all but one mem
ber, and the report represents t}le mature deliberations 
of four out of the five members. It must be stated at the 
same time that it does not pretend to be the unanimous 
opinion of the members. Rather than present a dissenting 
minute, a workable scheme has been brought out leaving 
each member free to press his own vi~ws on the several 
matters in w~ich they are not quite unanimous. The 
most important part of the constitution, however, is the 
alteration of the creed. So far as I am aware, there is no 
fundamental difference of opinion between the members. 
In my opinion, the altered creed represents the exact 
feeling of the country at present moment. 

I knew that the proposed alteration has been subjected 
to hostile criticism in several newspapers of note. But 
the extraordinary situation that faces the country is that 
popular opinion is far in advance of several newspapers 
which have hitherto commanded influence and have 
undoubtedly moulded public opinion. The fact is that 
the formation of opinion to-.day is, by no means, confined 
to the educated classes, but the masses have taken it 
upon themselves not only to formulate opinion but to 
enforce it. It would be a 'mistake to belittle or ignore 
this opinion, or to ascribe it to a temporary upheavai. 
It would be equally a mistake to suppose that this 
a wakening amongst the ma~ses is due either to the acti
vity of the Ali Brothers or myself. For the time being 
we have the ear of the masses because we voice their 
sentiments. The masses are by nu means so foolish, or 
unintelligent as we sometimes imagine. 'They often 
perceive things with their intuition, which we ourselves 
fail to see with our intellect. But whilst the masses 
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'know what they want, they often do not know how to 
·express their wants and, less often, how to get what they 
·want. Herein comes the use of leadership, and disastrous 
results can easily follow a bad, hasty, or what is wor:;e, 
selfish lead. 

The first part of the proposed creed expresses the 
present desire of the nation, and the second shows the 
·way that desire can be fulfilled. In my humble opinion, 
·the Congress creed with the proposed alteration is but 
an extension of the original. And so long as no break 
with the British connection is attempted. it is strictly 
within even the existi ug artie le that defines the Congress 
•Creed. The extension lies in the contemplated possibility 
of a break with the British connection. In my humble 
·opinion, if India is to make unhampered progress, we 
must make it clear to the British people that, whilst we 
desire to retain the British connection, if we can rise to 
our full height with it, we are determined to dispense 
with, and even to get rid of that connection, if that is 
necessary for' full national development. I hold that it 
is not only derogatory to national dignity, but it actually 
impedes national progress superstitiously to believe that 
·our progress towards our goal is impossible without 
British connection. It is this superstition which makes 
some of the best of us tolerate the Punjab wrong and 
.the Khilafat insult. This blind adherence to that connec
tion makes us feel helpless. The proposed alteration in 
the creed enables us to rid ourselYes of our helpless 
-condition. I personally hold that it is perfectly constitu
tional, openly to strive after independence, but lest there 
may be dispute as to the consitutional character of 
.any movement for coniplete independence, the doubt· 
.ful and highly .technical adjective "constitutional" 
.has been removed from the altered creed in the draft. 
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Surely it should be enough to .ensure that the methods: 
for achieving our end are legitimate, honourable, andl 
peaceful. I believe that this was . the reasoning that~ 
guided my colleagues in accepting the proposed creed •. 
In any case, such was certainly my view of the whole· 
alteration. There is no desire on my part to. adopt any 
means that are subversive of law and order. I know,. 
however, that I am treading on delicate ground when I. 
write about law and order; for, to some ofourdistinguish-
ed·Ieaders even my present methods appear to be lawless. 
and conducive to disorder. But even they :will, perhaps,. 
grant that the retention of the word 'Constitutional'' 
cannot protect the country against methods such .as, I 
am employing. It gives rise, no doubt, to a luminous 
legal. discussion, but any such discussion is fruitless. 
when the nation means business. The other important 
alteration ·refers to the limitation of the number of 
delegates. I believe that the advantages of ~uch a. 
limitation are obvious. We are fast reaching a time· 
when without any such !imitation the C'ongress wilL 
become an unwieldy body. It is difficult even to have· 
an unlimited number of visitors; it is impossible to. 
transf'!.ct n_ational business, if we have an unlimited, 
nurtiber of delegates. . 

The next important alteration is about the election 'of 
the members of the All-India Congress Committee making: 
that Committee practically the Subject Committee, and 
the redistribution of India for the purposes of the Oon·
gress on a linguistic basis. It is not necessary to comment. 
on these alterations, but I wish to add that, if the Congress 
accepts the principle of limiting the number of delegates,. 
it would be advisable to introduce the principle of 
proportional representation. That would enable alL 
parties, who wish to be represented at the Congress. 
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I observe that the Sermnt of India sees an inconsistency 
~etween my impli~d acceptance of the British Committee 
·so far as the published draft constitution is concerned, 
.-and my recent article in Young India on that Com
mittee., and the newspaper India. But it is well-known 

• The following oppeared in I"onng India of :!Oth pctober, 19~0: 
I gladly l'eproduce in another column an open letter Rent to me by 

]Iiss Normanton.(Here omitted.) I do not know the lady save by her 
'Writingf! iu "India" whilt1t it was being edited by her, Her views on 
.::s-on-co-operation are reft·eshingly strong and her unqualified suppul't 
.of the boycott of the reformed Councill'l ought to prove consoling to 
the waTerers. But I would ask my render not to overweigh the effect 
.of the boycott on the Bt·itish public or the League of ~ationt~. It iii 
-bettet' for us to rivet our attention on !Jllr own duLy irrespective of 
•the effect of its performance on out11ide opinion. We hnv.3 over-esti
•rnated the effect of out• action on Bt·itil!h public opinion nnd in doing 
·so have often damaged the true interest:'! of the nation. At the ~:~ame 
.time, Miss N ormanton's argument appears to me to be perfectly sound. 

What will however interest the puhlic mot·e are perhupB her view<~ 
•ou the Bl'iti~h Committee. I do not know the merits of tho con
troversy she discusses.! But apnrt from the merit)!, her views on tho 

•eoHKti tu tiou of the Committee would app~ar to be original. I entirely 
-:tssociato myself with het't'em:u·k thnt a Bt•iti!!h Committee, to be true 
to the name, should be composed ex:clu!liv~l~· of the Bt·itbilt people au(J 

,'financed by them. It is then mot·e likely to exe"t in6uence ou British 
:public opiniun than now, 

In anycnse, we would then hnve n real index of the Britil!h inter-
· est in Indian affairs. I endorse 1\Iit~s Normnntou'~:~ vieW!! about tho 
·1JeWKp~lper "India" also. The pnper costl! m1~ch more than it is worth. 
Its influence on English opinion is practically nothing and it i1:1 an 
indifferent vehicle of English opinion for India's enlightenment. Its 

·-only value therefore con !lists in its pal'liamentury reports which can he 
reeei,·c•l and di~tributed by the All-India Congre111:1 Committeu with 
·very little cost. An entel'lH'ising new11pnpcr could take over that duty 
·any day and make it a paying venture. ArHl now that we. have 
embarked on Non-co-operation and are determined to become self. 
·Tcliant, it would be more consiAtent fot• UA to dis-e~tnbliHh the BdLi~h 
Committee and stop" India." It wonld save a needles~:~ wat~te. of 
~pnblic money and turn our attention more toward!! ourselve~. · ' 
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that for several years I have held my present views: 
about the eJCistence ,af t~at body. n would have been 
irrelevant for rpe, perhaps, to suggest to my· colleagues. 
the extinction of that committee. It was not our function· 
to report on .the usefulness or otherwise of the Committee ... 
We were commissioned only for preparing a new· 
constitution. Moreover, I knew that colleagues were not. 
averse to the existence of the British Committee. And 
the drawing-up of a new· constitution enabled me to· 
show that, where there was no question of principle, I 
was desirous of agreeing quickly with my opponents. 
-----~-~--·-- ·----------------

It is not easy for me to reconcile myself to the alternative suggested. 
·by 1\Iiss N oi·manton, 'l:iz., that we should hare a kind of an adrisory· 
committee or :ui advisor or resident in' London to help the propo!!~ed. 
British Committee with suggestions. I would far rather concentrate 
all our attention and all our best workers on work in "India. The 
harvest is truly rich and the labourers are few; We can ill-spare a 
single worker for foreign :work. It will be time for us. to ~onsider the, 
propriety of sending a representatire abroad after· we have created ~ 
permanent impression in India itself by substantial and solid work . 
. ' [We are in possession of further evidence, which we have receh·ed 
from another esteemed correspondent in London, in connection with 
.the very unsatisfactory condition of the newspaper "India." The total 
circulation of "India," our oorrcspondent informs us, is 500 only (!)• 
220 in Great Britain, the rest in India. Last year's, income was 
£4-17-0 (!!)only, while expenditUl'e for the current year is estimat-. 
ed at ;£ 3300. This is how our correspondent puts it: 

For the maintenance of "India'' we pay-that its the poor people in 
India pay-£ 1800 a ye:u· out of which Mr. Syed Hm.sain ~s Editor-· 
Sec~·etary gets £ 550 a year with effect from October 1, Mr . .l!'enner 
Brockway as co-Editor-8ecretl\l'y. get's £550, 1\Ir. G. P. Blizzard as. 
Secr~:tary £ 400, the typist £ 150, clerk £ 150. · 

The paper has had a cbequered career but was never a success from 
the propagandist point of view. It has neYer had a constructive 
policy. To squander £ 1800 on a 3d. weekly with a circulation of 
500, and to spend another £ 150G on establishment charges, £ 3300 in. 
nil, looks like reckless extraragance.-Ed. Y. 1.] 

For further views about foreign propng:mdn see Sut>ra page 79J. 
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in opinions .. But I propose certainly to press for abolition 
of the Committee as it is at present constitutei, and the 
stopping of its organ India. 

5t/i JWIIlfll'!/, 1921 

THE CONGRESS 

(Br ~I. I\. GA~I•HI) 

The largest and the mm~t important Congress* ever 
held has come and gone. It was th~ biggest demons.: 
tration ever held against the present system of Govern-!. 
ment. The President uttered the whole truth when he 
!'aid that it was a Congress in which, instead of the 
President and the leaders driving the people, the people 
drove him and the latter. It was clear to every one on 
the platform that the people had taken the reins in their 
own hands. The platforw would gladly have moved at 
a slower pace. 

The Congress gave one day to a full discussio~ of the 
creed and voted solidly for it with but two dissentients 
after two night's sleep over the discussion. It gave one 
day to a discussion of Non-co-operation resolution and 
voted for it with unparalleled enthusiasm. It gave the 
last day to listening to the whole of the remaining 
thirty-two Articles of the Oonstitutiont which were read 
and translated word for word'by Maulana Mabomed A.li 
in a loud and clear voice. 1.t showed· that it was intelli
gently following the reading of it, for there was dis~ent 
when Article Eight was reached. It referred to non
interference by the Congress in the internal . affairs of 

'Tile ~e~sion of lht> Con~re~K held at Nn~rmt• in Dceembcr, 1!.1~0. 
t8ee Appendix. 
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the Native States.'* The Congress would not have 
passed the proviso if it had meant that it could. not 
even voice the feelings of. the people resfding in the 
territories ,ruled by the princes. Happily a resolution 
f;lUggesting the advisability of establishing Responsible 
Government in their territ.ories enabled me to illustrate 
to the audiencf~ that the proviso did not preclude the 

• The following appeared in l"oung lnclin of 17th November, 1~21: 
Pcudator;v States.-The All-India Congress Committee baring defined 
the Congre~s policy regarding foreign states, the dtmand was natmally 
made to define its policy towards our own states. The broad outlines 
~lf Congress policy were formula ted by the Congress at the Nugpm· 
cSes~ion, namely of non-intE>rventiou in the internal affiuirs of tl1ese 

·states. The states thenu;elveh could not wish for anything better or 
more unequivocal. And the All-India Congress Committee can only 
define the policy within the four corners of that resolution. Rtrictly 
in accord with that resolution, Congress workers hare refrained from 
taking the message of Non-co-operation to the' states, except its per
manent, purifying or economic parts which would hold good e\'cn 
without Non··~o.operation. These are the drink evil, .SwadP.shi, Hindn
l\luslimunity, non-violence and untouchability, The Congress can 
have nothing but good·Will towards these states, so long us th~it· 
subjects are well treated, And· even when they are ill-treated, the 
Congress cannot and will not exercise any pres<~ure or foz~ce -s:we that 
.Of public opinion; And therefore nationalist organs do not hesitate 
to discuss, when necessary, in strong langmtge the grievances of the 
subjects iu some of these states. '!'he thonghtlelis. arid wanton ill
treatment,. for instance, of Seth Jamunlalji aud his part~· in the 
confines of Bikaner state whilst they were prosecuting merely their 
~ampaign of Swadeshi has justly evoked hostile ct·iticism. The liberal 
states may therefore look for every encoumgement from the Congress. 
:~.nd the reactionary ones at the most fierce criticism of their methods 
:md measures. Moreo'fer, the Congt'css c:umot but sympathiiie wit.h 
the state~:~ in their humiliatiug plight. The imperial powtr has used 
them ns pawns in its game of exploitation. They are least aiJle to 
resist the illegHimato and insidioui) pressure that is bt·ought to bear 
npon them from tima to tim~. They must therefore reali~e that the 
increase of people'::~ power menu~ dt!creaso of the humiliating influence 
described by me·. 
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t(Jo~gress from ventilating the grievances and aspirations 
·of tbe subjects of these states, whilst it clearly prevented 
rthe Congress from taking any executive action in 
·connection with them; as for instance holding a hostile 
·demonstration in the·Native States against any action 
·of theirs. The Congresf4 claims to dict~te to the Govern
.ment but it cannot do so by the very nature of it.;; 
.constitution in respect of the Native States. 

Thus the Congress has taken three important steps 
.after the greatest· dr liberation. It has expressed its 
·determination in the clearest possible terms to attain· 
·complete self-government, if possible still in association 
with the Britis.h people, but even without, if neces-
sary. lt proposes to do so only• by means that are 
'honourable and non-violent. It has introduced funda-
mental changes in the constitution regulating its 
;activities and has performed an act of self-denial in 
voluntarily restricting the number of delegates to one 
for every fifty thousand of the population of India and 
has insisted upon the delegates being the real repre
·sentatives of those who want to take any part in the 
political life of the country. And with a view to 
·ensuring the representation of all political parties, it has 
.accepted the principle of" single transferable vote." lt 
has reaffirmed the Non-co-operation resolution of the 
:o;pecial

1
session and amplified it in every respect. It has 

·emphasised 'the necessity of non-violence and laid down 
that the attainment of Su:rmt) ls conditional upon the 
·complete harmony between the compon~nt parts of India, 
.and has therefore inculcated Hindu-Muslim unity. The 
Hindu delegates have called upon their leaders to settle 
·di~putes between Brahmins and non-Brahmins and have 
urged upon the religious heads the necessity of getting 
rid of the poison of untouchability. The Congress has 
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told the parents of school-going children, and the law
yers that they have not responded sufficiently to the· 
call of nation and that they must make greater effort in 
doing so. It therefore. follows that the lawyers who do 
not respond quickly to the call for £uspension and the 
parents who persist in keeping their children in 
Government and aided institutions must find them
selves dropping out from the public life of thP. country .. 
The country calls upon every man and woman in lndia 
to do their full share. But of the details of the Non-co-· 
operation resolution, I inust write later. 

:30th March, 1921 

THE CUNGRESS CONSTITU'l'ION 

(BY M. K. GANDFII) 

The last Congress* has given a constitution whose· 
working is in itself calculated to lead to Swaraj. It is 
intended to secure in every part of India representative 
committee working in conjunction with, and under 
willing and voluntary submiss~on to, a central organisa
tion-The All-India Congress Committee. lt establishes 
an adult. suffrage open to men and women, subject only 
to two qualifications, signing of the creed and a nominal 
payment of four annas. It is intended to secure due 
representation of all parties and communities. If, then •. 
it .is honestly worked, and commantls confidence and. 
respect, it can ·oust the prosent Government without the 
slightest difficulty. For, the latter has no ,Power except· 
through the co-operation, willing or forced, of the people. 
The force it exercises is almost through our own people. 
One lac of Europeans, without our help, can only hold. 

•Nagpur Congress held in December, 19!0. 
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less than one-seventh of our villages each, and it would 
be difficult, for one man, even when physically present 
to impose his will on, say, four hundred men and women
the average population of an Indian village. 

The problem before us, therefore, is one of opposing 
our will to that of the will of the Government, in other· 
words, to withdraw our co-operation from it. lf we are 
united in purpose, the Government must obey our will 
or retire. It is the disturbing factors of which the Gov
ernment avails itself for the consolidation of its power .. 
When we are violent, it resorts to terrorism ; when we· 
are disunited, it resorts to bribery; when we are united,. 
it resorts to cajolery and conciliation ; when we are 
clamant, it puts temptations in the way of those who 
cry out most. All, therefore, we need do is to remain 
non-violent, united, and unresponsive to bribery and 
cajolery. 

Surely, there is not much education required . to 
accomplish this much among a people who are cultured 
and intelligent. It is not difficult to present to them a. 
common purpose and a common platform which they 
can appreciate and understand. But this means not 
talking, but acting apd organising. I suggest that we· 
concentrate on registering before the 30th June, in ·an 
accurate manner, at least one crore of members in the 
Congress organisation. No registration is to be deemed 
complete without the payment of four annas ant\ the 
acceptance of the creed. We must aim at enlisting· 
every adult member of every family. It should be our· 
boast to have as many women as men on our register!S. 
We should have all the Mussalmans, all the castes, all 
the artisans, and al~ the pariahs, whom we can induce 
to come to our register. It will then become a most. 
democratic register of voters that the world can show .. 
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lfthe suggestions made by ine are acceptable, we have 
·to concentrate our attention up-to the 30th June, on 
;getting: . · 
I (1) One crore Rupees for the Tilak Swaraj Fund, 

(2) One crore· members on the Congress register, 
(3) The spinning wheel introduced in twenty lacs 

of homes . 
. . In order to register one crore members, I estimate that 

we shall have canvassed at least twenty lacs of homes, 
•counting five members to a family. Workers can certainly 
persuade Congress families. to take up one wheel per 
·family. Twenty-five lacs of spinning wheels in twenty-
·one provinces, is not an ambitious scheme. 

Let us not waste our resources. in thinking of too many 
·national proble~1s and their solutions. A patier1t, who 
tries many nostrums at a time, dies. A physician, who 
experiments on his patient with a combination of reme-

·dies, loses his' reputation and passes 'tor a quack. 
·Chastity in work is as essential as chastity in life. All 
·dissipation is bad. We have hitherto all pulled our own 
way, and 'thus wasted away national strength in a most 
·extravagant manner. 'ro boycott foreign cloth with
'in th~ year is a practical feasibility .. · To b~ring into 
being a working organisation· for the Congress is an 
·easy thing for honest workers. The collection of one 
·crore of rupees, in a methodical mam1er will at once 
·create· confidence and will be a tangible to'ken of our 
·earnestness and detern:\ination. 

This programme does not mean cessation of the other 
.activities of Non-co-operation. They go on. 'Drink and 
untouchability must vanish. .The education niovement 
is steadily going forward. The national institutions 
~that have ~prung up will, if they are efficiently managed, 
:~ake headway and attract students who are still hesitat-
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ing. The pleaders, always a cautious and calculating 
clal's by training, will, as they see the movement pro-· 
gressing more and more, fall in line with the rest of the 
country. Boycott of law courts by the public is making 
fair progress. These things do not now require concen-· 
tration of universal effort. They apply to special classes .. 
Bnt the three things mentioned by me are the most 
e:-:sential: they must be done now, and without them the· 
movement, as a mass moyement, must be pronounced a 
failure. . 

51ft Junuor!J, 1921 

MR. GANDHI'S SPEECH ON THE CREED 

"The object of the Indian National Congress is the·· 
attainment of Sw11rajya by the people of lndia by all 
legitimate and peaceful means. '' 

There are only two kindl'l of objectio~1s, l'lo far u~ I 
understand, that will be advanced from this platform •. 
One i~ that we may not to-day think of dil'solving the 
British connection. Wh~t l say .is that it is derogatory 
to national dignity to think of permanence of British 
connection at any cost. We are labouring under a 
grievous wrong; which it is the personal duty of every 
lndian to gCJt redressed. This British Government not 
only refuses to redress the wrong, but it refuses to· 
acknowledge its mistake and so long as i't . retains it~· 
attitude, it is not possible for us to say all that we want 
to be or all that we want'to get, retaining British con nee-· 
tion. No matter what difficulties be in our p~th, we mu-;t 
make the clearest possible declaration to the world and 

· to the whole of India, that we may not possibly have 
British connection, if the British people will not do this. 
elementary justice. I do not, for one moment, suggest. 
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that we want to end the British connection at all costs, 
unconditionally. If the British conne.ction is for the 

. advancement of India, we do not want to destroy it. But 
if it is inconsistent with our national self-respect, then it 
'is our bounden duty to destroy it. There is room in this 
resolution for both-those who believe that, by retaining 
British connection, we can · purify ourselves and purify 
British people, and those who have no belief. As for 
instance, take the extreme case of Mr. Andrews. He says 

. all hope for India is gone for keeping the British ~onnec
tion. He says there must be complete severance--;-com-

·.plete independence. There is room enough in this creed 
for a man like Mr. Andrews also. Ta~e another illustra
,tion, a man like myself or my bt•other Shaukat Ali. There 
is certainly no room for us, if we have eternally to sub-
. scribe to the doctrine, whether these wrongs are redressed 
or not, we shall have to evolve ourselves within the 
British Empire: there is no'room for me in that creed. · 
Therefore, this creed is elastic enough to take h1 both 
shades of opinion and the British people will have to 
beware that, if they do ·not want to do justice, it will be 
the bounden duty of every Indian to destroy the Empire. 

I want just now to wind up my remarks with a per
sonal appeal, drawing your attention to an object lesson 
that was presented in the Bengal· camp yesterday. · If 
you want Swaraj, you have got a demonstration of how 
to get Swaraj. There was a little bit of skirmish, a little 
bit of squabble, and a little bit of difference in the 
Bengal camp, as there will always be differences so long 

. as the world lasts. I have known differences between 
husband and wife, because I am still a husband; 1 have 
noticed differences between parents and children, 
because I am still a father of four boys, and they are all 

·strong enough to destroy their father so far as bodily 
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·struggle is concerned; I possess that varied experience 
of ~us band and parent. I know that we shall always 
have squabbles, we shall always have differences; but 
the lesson that I want to draw your attention to is that 
I had the honour and privilege of addressing both the 
parties. They gave me their ·undivided attention and 
what is more, they showed their attachment, their 
affection and thei~ fellowship for me by accepting the 
humble advice that I had the honour of tendering to 
them, and I told them I am not here to distribute 
justice that can be awarded only through our worthy 
president. But I ask you not to go to the president, you 
need not worry him. If you are strong, if you are brave, 
if you are intent upon getting Swaraj, and if you really 
want to revise the creed, then you will bottle up your 
rage, you will bottle up all the feelings of injustice that 
may rankle in your hearts and forget these things here 
under this very roof, and I told them to ·forget their 
differences, to ~rget the wrongs. I don't want to tell you 
or go into the history of that incident. Probably most 
of you know. I simply want to invite your attention 
to the fact.* I don't say they have settled up their differ
ences. I hope they have, but I do know that tbeyunder. 
took to forget the differences. They undertook not to 
worry the President, they undertook not to make any 
demonstration here or in the Subjects Committee. .All 
honour to those who listened to that advice. 

I only wanted my Bengali friends and all the other 
friends who have come to this great assembly with a 
fixed determination to seek nothing but the settlement 
of their country, to seek nothint:t but the advancem~nt of 
their respective rights, to seek nothing but the con
servation of the national honour. I appeal to every one 

• See infra 
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of you to copy the example set by those who felt aggriev-
. ed and who felt; that their heads were broken .. L 
know, before we have done with this· great battle ~n. 

' which we have embarked at the special sessions 
of the Congress, we have to go probably, possibly 
through a s~;a of blood, but let it not be said of us or· 
any one of us that we are guilty of shedding blood, but 
let it be said by generations yet to be porn that we· 
suffered, that we shed not somebody's blood but our own,. 
and so I have no hesitation in saying that I do not want 
to show much sympathy for those who had their heads 
broken .or who were said to be even in danger of losing: 
their lives. What does it matter? It is much better to·· 
die at the hands, at· least, of our own countrymen .. 
What is .there to revenge ourselves about or upon? So. 
I ask everyone of you that, if at· any time there is blood
boiling within you against some fellow countryman of 
yours, even though he. may be in .the employ of Gov
ernment, even though he may be in the Secret Service,. 
you will take care not to be offended and not to return 
blow for blow •. Understand that the very moment yon 
return the blow from the detective, your caus.e is lost.. 
This is your non-violent campaign. And su I ask every
one of you not to retaliate but to bottle up all your rage,. 
to dismiss your rage from you and you will rise graver· 
men. .I am here to congratulate those who have res
trained themselves from going to the President and. 
bringing the dispute before him. 

Therefore, I appeal to those who feel aggrieved to fee 1. 
·~hat they have done the right thing in .forgetting it and 
if they have not forgotten, l ask them to try to forget. 
the thing; and that, is the object less·m to which I 
wanted to draw your attention, if you want to carry this. 
resolution. Do not carry this resolution only by accla-· 
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matlon for tllis resolution, bu't I want you to· accompany 
the carrying out of this resolution with a faith nnd· 
resolve which nothing on earth can move. That you 
are intent upon getting Swaraj at the earliest possible· 
moment and tha't yon are · intent upon getting Swaraj 
by means that are legitimate, that are honourable and 
by means that are non-violent, that are peaceful, you 
have resolved upon, so far you can say to-day. ltVe 
·cannot give battle to this Government by means of steel, 
hut we can give battle by exercising, what I have so often 
·called, ".~oul force," and soul force is not the prerogative 
of one man, of a, Sanyasi or even a so-called saint. Sou I 
force is the prerogative of every human being, female or· 
male, and therefore I ask· my countrymen, if they wan~ 
to accept this resolution, toe accept it with that firm 

·determination and to understand that it is inaugurated· 
under such good and favourable auspices as I have' 

·described to you. 
In my humble opinion, the Congress will have done: 

the rightest thing, if it unanimously adopts this resolu-· 
tion. . . . May God grant that you will pass thi~· 
resolution unanimously, may God grant that you wiHt 

.also have the courage and the ability to carry out the 
.resolut-ion and that within one year . 

. 29th J ll11C, 1921 

THE WORKING CO~lMITTEE AND ITS FUNCTION 

(By )[. K. HA~Illlll) 
'' 

The resolutionf' of the Working Committee have cotn()o · 
in for some hostile criticism. Its ruling questioning the
propriety of Non-co-operating lawyers attending law .. 
·~~ourts and Non-eo-operating ·defenda.nts entering ·upoa 

&4 
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their defe,nce in .law-courts, has been seriously called in~ 
quest!on1 and it has even been suggested that its rulings 
'Jil1ay be ·dis~·egarded. It is, therefpre, necessary to ex-, 
Q.l11ine the functio.n of the W o~king Committee. And 
before we can ,under~tand this, we must understand the· 
Congress Constitution. · 
• The goal of the Congress is attainment of Swaraj by 
pe;tceful and legitimate means. The Congr~ss must be 
'fOrked, so ~s. ~~ . hasten 'India's progress towards her· 
destined g9al.. TP.e, Constitution is. so devised as to tax 
and prove .the nation's capacity for self-government. 
It undoubtedly sets up a system of voluntary Govern
IUent, in which the only force available is public opinion 
and the , g~od-~·il.l of the peop~e. And seeing that the 

·Congress is to-day engage~ in opposing, and if need be, . 
.. ~e~troying the e:;dsting system,. if follows that the greater 
th~. auth~rity of the Congress, the less must pe. that of 
the Government. When the Congress .commands com-. 
plete confidence and willing obedience to its· instructions,. 
there is ~ull. Swaraj .. For, then the Government must 
respect po.pular. opinion expressed. through ~he. Con--

..gress, or must commit suicide.. The Congress must,. 
therefore, be.come the most! united, the strongest in 
char&cter and the largest org[lnisatiqn in the land. The 

·Congress policy, therefore, must command the readiest 
acceptance. 

The Congress meets in· session only once a year. It 
· lays down policies~ The All-India Congress Committee 
is designed to carry out the Congress policy as embodied 
in its resolutions. It must interpret all resolutions, and 
.attend to all new matters, with the same authority as the. 
Congress. The members may debate upon different pro-· 
positions and interpretations as·much as they choose, but 
except .on matters of vital principle, the dissenters must 
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conform to, and faithfully carry out, the resolutions of 
the majority. The discussions in the Committee are not 
open for rediscm;:sion in public. In order to make the 
All-India Congress Committee an efficient body, the 
Constitution has provided for a Working Committee of 
fifteen, which must meet often and must be able to deal 
with all the matters delegated to it by the All-India 
Congress Committee. It is designed to exercise all the 
functions of the All-India Congress Committee, when 
the latter is not sitting. It must watch and guide public 
opinion, it must interpret it, it must keep all the subsi
diary organisations in working order, it must attend to 
.All-India. finance, it must distribute it, and whenever 
deci~ion on matters of grave importance haH to be taken, 
it must summon a meeting of the All-India Congres~ 

Committee :for direction. The Working Committee is to 
the Congress, what a Cabinet is to a Parliament. It~ 

decisions must command respect, if we are to evolve con
stitutional government during this year. Naturally, 
therefore, its members must be those, who comrp.and the 
grer1test respect of the All-India Congress Committee and 
of the nation. It dare not take any hasty decisions, and 
it must be a homogenous bnriy. lt cannot have two 
policies or two parties within itself. "Whilst the Con
gref:s represents the whole nation, and may therefore have 
every type and all parties, the Working Committee 
must consist of men representing the policy and the 
partv, that have the confidence of the majority of the 
delegates. Its decisions have largely to be unanimour-;. 
When a member cannot pull on with the re:;;t, he can 
resign, but he may not obstruct or .affect the · delibe
rations of the Committee by an open discussion of its 
deliberations in the Press. Whilst, therefore, the deci
sions of the Working Committee should be .carried out 
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by Congre.ssmen, it is not an irresponsible body. It 
can be dismissed by th.e All-India Congress ·Committee 
by a vote of no confidence. Its decisions are subject to 
be reviewed by the A!l-India Congress Committee, and 
even set aside for grave reasons. In my. humble opinion, 
unless the Working Committee carries weight with 
:people, it is hardly possible to attain Swaraj during 
this year. Every one of us must, therefore, work to 
make the Congress an irr~sistible body by it~ reso
lutions being carried out in every little detail. What 
the Govern~ent does in the last resort by force of arm~, 
the Congress expects to do by force of affection. The 
Government has rendered .itself irresistible by striking 
terror in the hearts of the people; the Congress must 
make itself felt by ~ecuring the free-will acceptance of 
its doctrines and policies. Non-violence, ·thus,· runs 
through everything connected with the people's pro
gramme. But each organisation expects to succeed 
by reason of people's co-operation. Loyalty to the 
Congress decisions is a sine qua noll of success of the 
Nagpur determination to achieve Swaraj during the 
year. 

--·-

lOth November, 1921 

THE ALL-INDIA CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

( Uy :M. K. (hXDI:II) 

The present All-India Congress Committee met for the 
last time at Delhi on the 4th November. The arrangements 
were under the control of the renowned Hakimji Ajmal 
Khan. He is ailing and badly needs rest. But he will 
not have any. His spacious house and Dr. Ansari's have 
been turned into Dl;armaslwlas for the accommodation 
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of guests,' whether· Hindu or Mahomedan. The Hindu~ 
have their prejudices scrupulously re~pected. Those 
who will not take even water at a Muslim house are 
provided ~eparate quarters. · Here in Delhi one certainly 
finds Hindu-Muslim unity in full working order. The 
Hindu~ implicitly and gratefnlly ·accept Hakimji'~ 
leadership and they do not he~itate to place their religi-
ous intere~ts too in his keeping. ' 

The All-India Congre~~ Committee is tho People'~ 
Parliament elected annually. It has year hy year grown 
in importance and representative character. And to-day 
it is undoubtedly the mouthpiece of all those adult men 
and women belonging to any religion or party who can 
afford to pay four annas, who accept the simple creed 
of the Congress and who ha\re (:a red to have their names 
entered in the Congress register. A~ a matter of fact, 
the delegates include Hindus, Mussalrnans, Sikhs, Chris
tians almost, perhaps, in their numerical proportion. I 
do not know whether it ha~ Pars is and Jews. J.t bas a 
very fai~ proportion of w'omen delegates. It has also 
Pmwh,tmo delegates. J.f any interest is under-represented, 
the fault lies with that inte~est. The delegates are all 
unpaid and attend at their own expense and pay for 
their· own board and lodging. lf the healthy practice 
on the part of the inviting cities of entertaining the 
delegates as guests has !i1prung up, it is a sign of the 
liberality of tl:te citizens, no part of their statutory obli· 
gation. The majority of the~e elected representatives 
travel third cla!'s and are satisfied with mere elernentary 
comfort~. The hou~e of this People's Parliament consisted 
of a te111porary canvass pmdal with a few ~hrubs to de
corate it. Chairs and tables were proYided, 1 pre~ume. 
because it would have been difficult to ensure sufficient 
cleanliness and freedom from dust in the com pound where 
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the pandal was erected. , Yello:w-coloured Khadi cloth 
~~rved as table-cloth for the President's table. The 
. memberl', both men and women, were dressed mostly in 
coarsl~ Klwdi, a few only had what is now known as the 
]ezwt~.da fineness. The dreRses were ~jmple and of 
lndian style. I have gone into the . .;e details, becam-:e the 
All-India Congress Committee to many of us is a model 
for the future Parliament under Swaraj. It is in keeping 
with the real state of India. lt i~ somewhat a reflection 
of the pDvet·ty of the _c:mt1try,' its simplicity and of its 
~limatic requirements. 

Contrast thit-: with the fa1se show, the pomp and the 
extravagance at Simla and at the new Delhi! 

As the outer, so the inner. The most important busi
ness of .the nation was finished in n. most busine:.~slike 

manner inside of twelve hours. Nothing was done o1· 
. . ' 
allowed without the closest scrutiny. The resolution on 
the dispute between the President and the Working 
Committee was discussed in the calmest manner possible. 
Jealqus of its· own rights, the Commi.ttee. ~atified the 
decision of the Working Committee that the right of 
interpretation of s11bstantive law belonged· to it rather 
than the Pres,ident. It would not however allow any
thing. to ~ppear in 'the. resolution which could by any 
stretch of ima'gination be considered discourteous to the 
P~shle~. \ ' . 
·' The 1~esolution of the 'session was, ho·,yever, the one on 
Civil Disobedience which I give below: 

"Whereas there is not much over one month for the 
fulfilment of the national determination to establish 
Swaraj before the end of the year, and·. ~hereas the 
nation has demonstrated its capacity for exemplary 
·self-restraint by observing perfect non-violence over 
.the arrest and imprisonment of the Ali Brothers and the 
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'other leaders, and 'whereas it is desirable for the nation 
to demonstrate its capacity for further suffering anct 

. . J 

·discipline, discipline sufficient for the attainment of 
Swaraj, the All-India Congress Committee authori~e~ 
every province, on its own responsibility, to undertake 
Civil Disobedience, including non-payment of taxes, in 
the manner that'may be con~idered the most suitable by 
·the respective Provincial Congress Committees, subject .. 
to the following condttions : 

L In the event of individual Civil Disobedience, the· 
individual must know hand spinning, and must have-

, completely fulfilled that part of the programme which is 
applicable to him or her, e.y., he or she must have 
entirely discarded the use of foreign doth and adopted 
only handspun and hand-woven garments, must be a 
believer in Hindu-Muslim unity and in the unity amongst 

. all the communities professing different religions in 
India as an; article of faith, mnst believe in non-violence 
as absolutely essential for the redress of the Khilafat 
and the Punjab wrongs and the ·attainment of Swaraj; 
and if a Hindu, must, by his personal conduct,, show tho.t 
he regards. untouchability as a blot upon nationalbm . 

. 2. In the event of mass Civil Disohedience, a Dis
trict or Tahsil should be treated as a nntt, and therein a· 
vast majority of the population ri1Ust have adopted full 
Swadeshi and mnRt be clothed out of cloth handspun 
and hand woven in that District or Tahsil, and must 
believe in and. practise all the other iten~s of Non-co
operation. 

Provided. that no civil resister sl-tould expect to' be 
· Rupported out of public funds, and members uf the 
families of civil resisters u~dergoing sentence wiH be
expected to support themselves by carding, hand-spin~ 
ning, and hand-weaving or any other means. 
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Provided further that upon application by any Pro-· 
yincial Congress Committee, it is ,open to the Wo~king: 
Committee. to relax the conditions of Civil Disobedience,.. 
if it is satisfied that any con~itions should b'e waived." 
. Those ·who were eager ·to ·start Civil Disobedience· 
immediately brought forward a series of' amendments: 
which they supported with considerabl~ skill, and yet 
the speeches were models of brevity. Every one of the 
amendments was rejected after the. fullest discussion •. 
The chief debater was Maulana Hasrat Mohani, who 
~eing impatient for CiviL·Disohedience could not under-
stand the imposition of the tests laid down for would-be 
civil resjsters. ·. One an~ only one addition was accepted. 
at the instance of the Sikh delegates. They . ,are mos~ 
sensitive about their special rights .. If, therefore, Hindu-;· 
Moslem unity was maintained, Hi.ndu-Moslem-Sikh 
unity in the Punjab must also be insisted upq,n. 'Then 
why not mention the othe~s ? ' was the burden of other
speeches. The result was, that 'unity among, all the· 
communities professipg other religions' was added. It 
is· a wise addition, for it shows that Hindu-Moslem unity 
is not a menace but it is a symbol of unity among all . 
. Whilst, therefore, there is perfect unanimity in the· 

Committee, it ·would be wrong to suppose that there 
is no obstruction or opposition in the Committee. .. 

_ 4"£he Maharashtra party is a capable and d!illed body .. 
It has adopted the programme more from loyalty to the 
Congress and the rule of majority th~n from deep· 
conviction.* It is giving a trial to a programme in which; 
it has not implicit faith. It makes its presence felt by 
mild obstruction. But it js too patriotic to carry 
obstruction to the point of destruction. Mr. Abhyankar 
fortifies _It by his R ledge-hammer oratory. Mr. Aney-

'Sec infra. 
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~upports it by his cu.lm logic. Mr. Jamnadas 1/~ehta is· 
the freelance of the party. He effectively ul'ef'i the 
Committee for· developing his debating skill and ob
structive t~ctics. The Committee refu~es to treat him 
seriously, and he lets yon know that he does not expect 
to be. treated F'eriously. The. house laughs at his ex
pense and, he heartily . joins in it. He enlivened the 
proceedings at the out~et by proposing himself to the 
chair if no · oth'er member ~auld allow himself to be 
proposed in the place of a member of the ·working Com
mittee. He considers the members of the Working 
Committee to be all honourable men, and the measure 
of the honour is, that they are constantly in his opinion 
arrogating' to themselves .rights they do not po~sess .. 
The reader, however, must not think that all this il' 
don~ with ,any poison in the performance. I have not 
known a ·better-behaved or more good-humoured 
assembly. And I regard the Maharashtra party to be 
an acquisition of which any nation would feel proud. 
Indeed, I refer to the party to emphasise my contention 
that the Committee is composed of men who know their· 
minds and who are determined to give a good account . 
of themselve's in their effort to win J,nrlia's freedom . 

. I 

4th August, 1920 

THE CONGRESS AND NON-CO-OPERATION 

(By 1\1, K. GANDHI) 

The Hon'ble Pundit Malaviyaji, for whom I entertain 
the highest regard and whom I have so often described 
as Dharmatma, has appealed to me both publicly and 
privatelyto suspend Non-co-operation till the Congress. 
has pronounced upon it. The Ma!t;·atta has also done . 
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likewise. These appe~Is· have made· me pause and 
think, but I regret to say that I have not been able to 

·respond to them. I would do much and give much to 
please Punditji. I ,am anxious to receive his approbation 

. and blessing for all my act'ions. But a. higher duty 
requires me not· to turn from the course mapped out by 
the N on~0o'-operation Committee. There are moments 
in your life when you must act, even though you cannot 

·carry your best friends with you. The still small voice 
\vithin you must always be the final arbiter wheQ. there 
is a conflict of duty. 

The reason for asking me to suspend action is that 
the Congtess w:ill presently meet arid c'onsider the whole 
question of Non-co-operation and give its verdict. It 
would therefore be better, says Punditji, to await the· 
Congress decision. In my hurp.ble opinion, it.is no Con
gressman's duty to consult the Congress before taking 
an action in a matter in which he has no doubts.· To 
do other~ise may'mean stagnatidn. 
' The I Congress' is' after all . the ' mouth-piec~ of the 
nation. And wheh one has a policy or' a ··pr~gramme 
which one would like to see 'adopted, but o~ which one 
wants to cultivate public opinion, one naturally asks the 
Congress to discuss it and form an opinion. But when 
one has an unshakable faith in a particular policy or 

. action, it' would be ·'folly to wait for the Congress 
pronouncement.. On the. con.trary, one must act and 
demonstrilte its efficacy so, as to qommand acceptance 
by the nation. . . . . 

My loyalty to the Congr'ess l'equire~ me to carry out 
its policy when it is not contral'Y to 'tny conscience. If 
I am in a n.1in6dty; I may not pursue my policy in the 
name· of the Congress .. The decision 'of the Congress on 

. any given question therefore 'does n?t mean that it 
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-prevents a Congressman from any action to the contrary, 
"but if he acts, he does l'O · at his own risk and with the 
knowledge that the Congress is not with him. 

Every Congressn1an, every, public body has the right, 
·it is sometimes their duty, to expre~s their own opinion, 
act upon it even and thus anticipate the verdict of the 

'Congress. Indeed it is the best way of serving the 
nation. By initiating well-thought-out policies, we 
furnish data for a great deliberative body like the 

·Congress to enable it to form a well-informed opinion. 
The Congress cannot express national opinion with uny 
definiteness, unless at l~ast !'Ome of u~ have already firm 
views about a particular course of conduct. If all 
suspended their opinion, the Congrel's must nece8sarily 
suspend its own. 

There are always three cla~ses of people in an in!'titu. 
· tion. Those who have favourable views on a given 
policy, those who have fixed hut unfavourable views on 
it and those who hold no fixed views. The Congress 

·decides for this third and large group. I hold fixed 
views on Non-co-operation. I believe that, if we are to 
make anything of the reforms, we will ha.ve to create a 

'pure, clean and elevating atmosphere instead of the 
present fretid, unclean and debasing- atmosphere to 
work them in. I believe that our first duty is to compel 

. justice from the Imperial Government' in regard to the, 
Khilafat and the Punjab. In both these .matter~. in-

. justice is being sustained by untruth and insolence. I 
therefore consider it to be the duty of the nati(Jn to 
purge the Goverlnnent of the uncleanness before they 
can co-operate with each other. Eyen opposition or 
obstruction is possible where there is mutual re~pect. 

. and confidence. At the preAentmoment, the governing 

.authority has no respect for us or our feelings. ·we have 
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no faith in it. In these circumstances,. co-operation is a 
crime. Holding these strong views, I can serve the-· 
Congress a.nd,the country only by reducing them to
practice and thus affording ,to the Congress material for· 
forming an opinion. . 

For me to suspend ;Non-co-operation would be to 
prove untrue to the Mussalman brethren~ They have 
their own religious duty. to perform. Their religiou~ 
sentiment has been deeply hurt by- a total disregard of 
laws of justice and their own promises by British minis-· 
ters. The Mussalmans must .take action now. They 
cannot await the Congress decision. They can only 
expect the Congress to ratify their .action and share 
their sorrow$ and their burdens. .Their .action cannot 
be delayed till the Congress has decided on a policy nor , 
can their course be altered by .an adverse decision of 
the Congress unless their action is otherwise found to be 
an error. The Khilafat is a matter- of conscience with 
them. And in matters of conscience, the Law of Majority 
has no place. 

8th December, 1921 

WHAT TO DO? 

CBr.l\L K. GAsnm) 

Mr. Jayakar's address has. been 'followed by a con
ference of all Maharashtra at Akola. Mr. J ayakar is a 
thinker, he loye:;: his country. He commands and 
deserves respectful attention. Those who gathered to
gether at Akola are earnest patriotic seasoned soldiers. 
They are amongst the boldest and the most disciplined 
workers in\ the land. :And one has to pause and think. 
when they dissent from a programme. 
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Mr. Jayakar's address and the proceedings of the 
Akola conference have made me think furiously. There 
~~ no difficulty about umlerstanding and appreciating 
the ~uggested modifications. It is a programme, if l 
may venture to say so, of unbelief.· It is based upon 
the assumption that Swaraj is not attainable within a 
:-hort time and that we must make such use as we can of 
the exi~ting machinery with a view to improving it. 
The programme now being worked is based upon the 
belief th1t the existing machinery i~ worthless and its 
nse only retards our progress and distra.cts attention. 

The corner-stone r.f the national movement' is Non
·cO-r!peration with violence ·whether of the pen or the 
·!'word. Enucation ani! legi~lation are the instruments 
·to-day in the hanils of the \~iolent. To make use of their 
law court.: or their legis],,tures or their schools i.; to take 
part in their violence. There i:o: a fundamental rlistinc .. 
tion between the two proces~es. The (Jne is a septic and 
the other antiseptic. They are diametrically opposite. 
In the one you rely upon the inherent purity of the 
~ystem to de~troy all poisonous germs that have entered 
the body, and in the other you resort to outside applica. 
tions, stronger poisons to destroy the intruding germs. 
Both may be effective, but they cannot be used at the 
:same time. \Ve definitely rejected the antiseptic treat
Jrent last year. The majority at Maharashtra frankly 

r 
suggest a return. 

\Vearenolongerinthe dark. We have the results 
·of fifteen months' working of the new· method. Rejec
tinn of courts, schools and councils is an integral part 
·of the programme. , We may not give ·up parts because 
we have not achieved full success, if we are convinced 
that in themselves they are desirable. Although we 
haye not succeeded in emptying the three institutions, we 
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have demolished their prestige. They neither worry· 
nor dazzle us. That many parents, many lawyers and 
many law~givers have not responded, shows that we· 

,. must . make a greater attempt to wean them, not now by· 
arguing but by the exemplary conduct of abstainers. 
For me they are tlie Government. Just as I may not 
apply for a paid post because no Government servant 
resigns, I may not join tlte ranks of voluntary servants. 
because the latter do not come away. I am convinced 
that the country has risen because of the abstention even 
of the few· from association with these emblems of the 
existing Government. 

Inadequate response is an· eloquent. plea if you will f~ · 
establishing better schools and panchayats, not for· 
confession of incapacity by returning to the fleshpots of 
Egypt. 

But we have passed the stage of argument.· When 
the sun is shining, youdo not need to demonstrate its 
heat giving power by argument. And if anybody· 
shivers in spite of being in the sun, no amount of argu
ment can convince him of the sun's warmth, nor may y.ou 
quarrel with the shivering one. He must seek other 
means, if there be any, of warming himself. My plea is 
for everyone to act according to his belief. The Con
gressprovides the widest platform. ·Its creed .is incredi
bly simple. A full-fledged co-operator as well as a 
nationalist who wants a change in the programme can 
work in it. Let us not push the mandate theory to 
ridiculous extremes and become sla\res to resolutions of 
majorities. That would be a revival of brute force in a 
more virulent form. lf rights of minqrities are to be 
respected, 1 the'majority must tolerate. and respect their· 
opinion ·and action. There is no reason: whatsoever why 
nationalists may not practise as lawyers or send their-
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children to Government schools or seek election to tho 
councils and ~till belong to the Congress. Only they 
may not act i~1 the name of the Congress so long as they 
have not brought round to their view the majo,rity of 
Congressmen. It will he the duty of the majority to 
10:ee to it that minorities receive a proper hearing and are 
not otherwise exposed to insults. Swaraj will be an 
absurdity if _individuals have to surrender their judgment 
to rnajorityi 

I wish to make a personal appeal to all Congressmen. 
t would ask them to believe me when I say that as leader · 
and orginator of the movement inaugurated at Calcutta, 
l would feel hampered if I have not the hearty eo-opera
tion of those who Yote for the programme. I would glad- · 
ly find myself in a minority and confidently expect to 
march to Yictory. This Government cannot stand for 
one day tlv~ determined religious opposition of one 
district, if only the others will not interfere in the' manner 
Bombay did. 
' There is room enough in our great country for aR many 
parties as there are honest men. I :would wel~ome an 
efficient and able' organisation containing men, who be
lieve in using Government institutions, and findiag what 
warmth they can give them. even as I would have all 
organisations to extend toleration to those whole-hoggers 
who wLsh to cut of all possible cunnection with the 
Government; 'rhere is no reason why a province which 
can carry the people with it should not organise itself · 
even on either basis. 

I plead, that is to say, for a truthful programme and 
truthful parties. Let people. only work programmes in 
which they believe implicitly. Loyalty to human insti
tutions has its well defined limits,r To b~ loyal to an 
organisation must not mean.f:ubordination done's settled 
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conviction~. Parties ·may fall and parties may rise, but 
if we are to attain freedom,' our deep convictions 'must 

': L'emain unaffected by such passing changes. 
We: are on the eve of a new life. We may not see the 

image of Swaraj risen before us at the end of the month, 
but we must feel'the warm glow of the coming· event in 
no unmistakable fashion. .A.nd we shall feel· it only if 

· every one of us ·will tty to be true to himself. To belieYe 
in the infallibility of our means is to attain Swaraj. 
The vote of the 'Congress this year must not' be a leap in 
the dark. It must not be any-more in the nature of an 
experiment. It should be an· emphatic endorsement or 

. rejection of the existing programme. 

2na 'March, 1922 

CONGRESS f.. F~TISH 
We must avoid the Congress becoming a fetish. I 

love the idea of everybody becoming a Congressman' 
. and e~erybody yielding willing and intelligent obedi
ence to -the Congress resolutions. ·But I abhor the idea 
of anybody becoming a Congressman merely because it 
is an old or a great institution or yielding obedience to 
its resolutions whether one' likes it or no. The rule of 
majority has a narrow application, ·i.e., one should yield 
to the majority in rnatters of detail. But it is slavery to 
be amenable to the majority· no matter what its deci
sions are. Thus notwithstanding Congress resolution, it 
is wrong, in my opinion, to withdraw. from councils or 
not to covet election thereto. , if one. believes that 

. councils are even a tolerably good institution. It· is 
similarly wrong for a lawyer to suspend practice merely 
because the Congress says· so. Democrac~ is not a stata 
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·in which people act like sheep. Under democracy, 
individual liberty of opinion and action is jealously 

.. guarded. I, therefore, believe that the minority has a 
perfect right to act differently from the majority so long· 
as it does not act in the np.me of the CongreKI:l. A prac~ 
tising lawyer may become a Congressman; ht~ cannot be· 

·called a Non-co-operator. He cannot and should not; 
therefore, ·be on the All-India Congress <Jommittee. 
~imilarly one who does not wear hand-spun and hand
woven Khaddar or a title-holder or a councillor may: 

· not be called" Non-co-operators" though all those may 
. be Congressmen. • . . 

But not only do I think that a Congressman is not 
bound by the resolutions which he does not approve of, 
he is also entitled always to go beyond the Congress 
re:-;olutions, provided that he does not violate the creed 
and if he does not act in the 'Dame of tho Congress . 
. Hupposing that the restrictions put by the Uongress do. 
not suit a particular province, that that province has 
even voted against them, that tha.t province finds that it. 
·can look after itself, it has every right to go forward· 
.and justify its rebellion by success. The Congress only 
finds the highest common factor, but it may conceivably 
he far short of the requirements of a particular province.· 
·That provinee may, if it has confidence and if it is not. 
likely to jeopardise any Congress interest, certainly go. 
on with its· own programme on its own responsibility 
. and at the risk of a vote of censure from the Congress. 
This, in my opinion, is what ~he spirit of democracy 
requires. What I have stated is an illustration of 

. domestic Civil Disobedience. Thus and th11F1 only shall 
we' save ourselves from false ;idolatry. 
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~26th 'January~-1921 
,· , . • ' , ' I ~ 

HIND $WARAJ' OR THE INDIAN HOME-RULE 

(ur 1\I. K. GAs om) 

···It is certainly my good for,tune that this .booklet of 
-mine . is receiving wide attention. The original i!:l in· 
·Gujarati. ·It had a chequered career. It WilS first.: pub-· 
Hshed-in the colu\)Jns of the' Indian Opinion' of South 
Africa.-., It was written in 1908 during my .return 'voyage·· 
from ·London oo South Africa in answer to the Indian 
school. of violence~- and 1ts pro~otype in South Africa •. 
. I came jn contact with every known Indian anarchist in 

··London. Their bravery impressed me, but I feel that their· 
-'!eal·was misguided. I felt that violence was no remedy 
·-for;India's ills, and that her civilization required the 
-use <tf .a different and higher weapon for self-protection .. 

•The-· 7Safyagraha of South Africa was still an infant 
h~rdly two years old. But it had developed sufficiently 
to ··permit me to write of it with some degree; of confi-. 

;d,(mce. :Jt was so much appreciated that it was published! 
as a· ·booklet. I· It attracted some attention in India. The 
Bombay fJovernment prohibited 'its circulation. 1 replied. 
by publishing its translation. I thought th~t it was. 
due 1 to my English friends that they should know its 
contents.· In my opinion, it is a book which can be put 
into dhe hands of a child. It teaches .the gospel of 

·1ove in the place of that of hate. It rep,laces. Yiolence 
with self-sacrifice. It pits soul-force against brute force._. 
If.; has gone through several editions and I commend it 
~·thoSe who would care to read it. I withdraw nothing . 
.except· o~e word of it, and that · in·deference· to a lady 

...friend. I have given the reason for the alteration in the· 
1)reface to the Indian edition. 

-The booklet is a severe condemnation of 'modern, 
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civilization.' It was writte11 in 1908. My conviction is 
deeper .to-day than ever. I feel.that, if India would 
discard • Modern civilization,' she can only gain by 
doing so . 
. But I would warn the reader against thinking that l. 
am to-day aiming at the Swaraj described therein. 1 
know that India is not ripe for it. It may seem an 
impertinence to say so. But such is my conviction. 1 
am individually working for the self-rule pictured there
. in. But to-day my corporate activity is undoubtedly 
devoted to the attainment of Parliamentary,. Swaraj' in 

• The following note!! appeared in Young India in regard to thi!l 
term: 

\Vhat ·~9 Swaraj ?-"The Times of Indio." question!! whether I luiVI: 
nny clear notion of Swaraj. If the writer will go through the back 
umnllers of Young India, he will find a complete anKwer to the 
quc~tion. But I may mention here briefly that the lea!it that Swuru.i 
means is a tmttlement with the Government in accordimce with the 
wishes of the cho!len representatives of the people. Therefore thu 
C..'rtllgt'C!!I! representative~;, if they can make good thei1· claim by pl'ovirl
iuz an inexbnustible Aupplyof prisoners,will have a determining voic1~ 
in any settlement that may be made. Swaraj therefore mean!! tht• 
~;~1pacity of the people of India to enforce their d6mands. 1 totally 
dis15ent f1·om the Viceroy's view that Swaraj mu~t come from the 
British Parliament unless it comes through the swo1·d. The BritiHh 
l)arliament will not ratify the people's wish when the • sword ' hnd 
made it irresistible. N on-co-opflratorR ttre trying to nRe the sword of 
!'t'lf-sacrifice in preference to that of steel. India's Roul is pitted 
against B1·itish steel. We ~o~hall not have to wait long to know what 
popular Swaraj is.-15th December, 1021. 

The Memling of Swaraj.-A friend from South Africa writes tv 
~ay that several EuropennK thcrtJ are prepat·ed to hlf!p the lltrugglc 
for Swaraj, but they want to be atlKUred on certain pointK. As the 
points rai~erl nrc of geneml importance, I gladly deal with them here. 

(l) Doc~ Mr. Gandhi's Swaraj mean sorereign independence, or 
full reRponsible •Government within the Empire on tlw 
Dominion lines ~ 

I should ce:rtainly be sati~fied with full re~ponsible Government on 
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civilization.' It was writte~ in 1908. My conviction is 
deeper to--day than ever. I feel.that, if India would 
discard 'Modern civilization,' she can only gain by 
doing so. 

But I would warn the reader against thinking that 1. 
am to-day aiming at the Swaraj described therein. 1 
know that India is not ripe for it. It may seem an 
impertinence to say so. But such is my conviction. 1 
am individually working for the self-rule pictured there
in. But to-day my corporate activity is undoubtedly 
devoted to the attainment of Parliamentary .. Swaraf~ in 

• The following note!! appeared in Young India in regard to thi~ 

term: 
What ·~9 Swaraj ?-"The Times of India" question!! whether I han: 

:wy clear notion of Swaraj. H the writer will go throu~h the buck 
nnmber~ of Young India, he will find a complete ant~wer to tlw 
question. But I may mention here bt·iefly that the lcaHt that Swaru.i 
uwans is a t~ettlemcnt with the Government in accordance with the 
wi~he~ of the chosen representatives of the people. Therefore thtt 
Cnngt·e~fl representative!!, if they can make good their claim by pt•ovid. 
iu::r an inexhaustible 11upplyof prisoner~, will have a determining voia 
in any settlement that may be made. Swaraj thcrefm·o mean!! the 
c;~1pacity of the people of India to enfot·cc their demands. 1 totally 
tiis~ent ft·om the Viceroy's view that Swaraj mu~t come from the 
British Parliament unless it comes throu~h the sword. The Bdtii!h 
l,arliament will not ratify the people's wish when the 'sword' h11d 
made it in·ct~istible. Non-co-opera torR are trying to nf!o the 1\Wurd of 
H·lf-~acrifice in preference to that of steel. India's Ronl is pitted 
:l!!ainst Briti8h steel. We Hhall not have to wait long to know what 
popular Swaraj is.-15th December, 1921. 

The Meaning of Bwaraj.-A friend from South Africa writes tu 
~ay that several EuropennK thertl nro prepared to Mlp the struggle 
1'or Swaraj, but they want to be ar;Ktu'ed on certain pointn. As the 
point!'l t•aiserl nrc of general importance, I gladly deal with them here. 

(l) Doetl Mr. Gandhi's Swaraj mean ~overeign independence, or 
full re!lponlliblc • Government within the Empire on tht· 
Dominion lines ~ 

I should cHtninly be snti~fied with full responsible Government on 
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accordance with the wishes o.f the people ·of India. I am 
not aiming at destroyjng railways or hospitals, ·though I 
would certainly· welcome their. natural destruction. 
Neither railways nor hospitals are a test of a high and 
pure ·civilization~ .. At best they are, a. ·necessary evil .. 
Neither adds ·One .inch to the moral stature of a nation. 
Nor am I aiming, at .a permaneJ).t destruction of law 
cour.ts, much .as I reg~rd it as a 'consu~nmation devoutly 
to be wished for.~ , ;Still less aril I trying. to destroy all 
machinety. and~mills. It requires a higher simplicity and 
renunciation than the people are to-day prepared for. 

The only.part. of the programme which is now being 
carried out in its entirety is that of Non-violence. But I 
regret to have to confess that even that ·is not being 
carried out ih the spirit of the boQk. If It were, India 
would e'stablish Swaraj in a day .. If India adopted the 

' I' ' ' ' ' 

Dominion lines, if the Khila:fat and the Punjab wrongs are redresHed. 
India cannot remain withiuthe .Empire, H the lutter cannot redt·ess the 
two wrongs, for full responsible Government will have no meaning for 
India, if she cannot .refuse to give pensions to officers who hare 
wronged her, or if she cannot secure .a settlement of the Khilafat 
terms. England then becomes au' enemy country' for India. 

. (2) Do the Muslims claim Pnlestino, or will they restore 'it to the 
· Jews who are the original owners ? 

The Muslims claim Palestine as an integral part of Jazirat-nl-Arab. 
'They are bound to retain its custody, as an injunction of the Prophet. 
But that does not mean that the Jews and the Christians cannot freely 
ao to Palestine., or even reside there and own property. What nou
Mnslims cannot do is to acquil'e sovereign jurisdiction. The ;Jews can. 
not receive sovereign rights in n place which has been held for 
centuries by Muslim 'po:wer~ by right of religious conquest. Th"' 
Muslim soldier~ did not shed their blood in t.he late war for the pw·
pose of surrencloring P!llestine out of Muslim control. I would like my 
Jewish friomls to impartially consider the position of the seventy 
million MuHlims of India. As a free nation, can they tolerate what 
they must regard as a treacherous disposal of their !!acred po~~cssion? 

. -6th April, 1921. 
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doctrine of love us an actiYe part of her religion and 
introduced it in her p')litic", tlwaraj w0uld descend upon 
India from heayen. But J. am painfully aware that that 
event is far off as yet. 

I offer the!'e comments, becam.;e I observe that much is 
being quoted from the hooklet to discredit the prr.sent 
movement. I have even seen writings suggesting that l 
am playing a deep game, that J. um using the present 
turmoil to foist my fa(l~ on IndiJ., and am making reli
giou~ experiments at lndia's expen~e. I can only awnver 
that 8atyawahn is made of stern0r stuff. There i:-: 

nothing reserved and nothing s2cret in it. A portion of 
the whole theory of life descrihGcl in 'Hind ~wara.i' il' 
undonbteclly being carried into practice>. There i;-; no 
dan~~er attendant npon the whole of it b:!ing practised. 
But it is not right to scare away people by reproducing 
from my writings passages that are irrelevant to the 
issue hefore th~? countrr . 

. 23r,1 Pel!i'/w.ry, 1921 

THE CONDITIONS OF SW AHAJ 

(Br :\T. K. C,\:\DIIl) 

Swaraj is easy of attainment beforn Ootober next, if 
certain ~imple conditions can he fulfilled .. I ventured to 
menti(Jn one year in HAptemher last, because I knew that 
con•litinm: w~re inrrcdibly simplo and 1 felt that the 
atmosphere in the country was re~ponsive. Past five 
months' experiencf! hal' confirmed me in the opinion. l 
am convinced that the country has never been so ready 
for estitblishing Swaraj as now. 

But it iR necessary for us as. accurately a~ possibl<> 
to know the conditions. One supreme indispensable 
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condition is the continuance of non-violence. Rowdyism, 
hooliganism, looting that we have recently witnessed 
are disturbing elements. They are danger-signals. \Ve 
must be able to arrest their progress. · The spirit of 

· democracy cannot be established in a year in the midst 
of terrorism whether governmental or popular. In some 
respects, popular terrorism is more antagonistic to the 
g~owth of the democratic spirit than the governmental. 
For the. lat'ter strengthens the spirit of• democracy, 
whereas the former kills it. Dyerism.. has evoked a. 

yearning after freedom as nothing else has. But internal 
Dyerism, representing ·as it will terrorism by a majority, 
will establish an oligarchy such as stifle the spirit of all 
free· discussion and conduct. Non-violence, therefore, 
as against the Government and as between ourselves, is 
absolutely essential to speedy success. And we must be 
able·to devise means. of observing it.on orir part in spite 
of the gravest provocations. . ' 

The next condition is our ability to bring into being 
the Congress organisation in terms of new constitution, 
which aims at establishing a Congress 'agency in every 
village with a proper electorate. . It means both money 
and ability to give effect to Congress policies. What is 
really needed is not a large measure of sacrifice but 
ability to organise and to take simple concerted action. 
At the present moment we have not even succeeded in 
-carrying the Congress message to every home· in the n 
lacs of villages of India. ~o do this work;.means at least 
·250 honest workers for as many districts, who have 
influence in their respective districts and who believe in 
the Congress programme. No village, no circle need wait 
for instructioiJS from headquarters for founding their 
1•espective organisations. 

There are certain things that are applicable to all. 
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'The most potent thing is Swadeshi,. Every home mu<>~ 

11ave the spinning wheel and every v'illage can organis~> 
;itself in less than a month and become self-supporting 
.for its cloth. Just imagine what these silent revolution 
means and there would be no difficulty in sharing my 
·belief that Swadeshi means SW(t}'(lj and Swltdhar/lla. 

Every man and woman can give some money-be it. 
·even· a pice-to the Tilak Swaraj Fund. And. we nee(~ 
have no anxiety about financing the movement. Every 
man and woman can deny himself . or herself all luxury, 
. all orpamentation, all into:::.icants at least for one year. 
And we shall have not only money but we shall have 
boycotted many foreign articles. Our civilization, our 
.culture, our Swara.j depend not upon multiplying om 
wants-self-indulgence, but ·'lpon restricting our w:1.nt~ 
-self-d(mial.' 

We can do nothing without Hindu-Muslim unity 
.and without killing the snake of untouchability. Un
toqchability is a corroding poison that is eating into the 
vitals of Hindu society. Vw·wwshmm is not a religion of 
superiority and inferiority. No man or God can con4 

·sider another man as inferior to himself. He must 
·consider every man as his blood-brother. lt is tho , 
·cardinal principle of every religiou. 

If this is a religious battle, IJ.O argun~ent is necessary 
.to convince the reader that self-d~nial must be its 
:supreme test. Khilafat cannot be saved, tlie Punjab 
.humanity cannot be redressed, without godliness,;God4 

tliness means change of heart-in I>Olitical language, 
•Changing the angle of vision. And such a change can 
•come. in a. moment. My belief is that India is ripe for 
•that change. . · 

Let us then rivet ou'r attention on : 
.(1) Cultivating the spirit of non-violence. 
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(2) ·Setting up Congress· organisations in every· 
village. 

(3) ·Introducing the spinning wheel in every home
and manufacturing all the cloth, required for our wants,.. 
through the village weaver. ' · 

(4) Gollecting as much money as possible. 
(5) Promoting Hindu-Muslim ·unity and 
(6) Ridding Hinduism ofthe curse of untouchability

and otherwise purifying ourselves by avoiding intoxicat
ing drinks and drugs. 
· . Have we honest, earnest, industrious, patriotic workers
for this very ·simple programme? If we have, Sward. 
will be_ established in India before next October. 

22~d September, 1920 

SW ARAJ IN ONE YEAR.: . 

{Br 1\1. K. GANDHI) 

Much· laughter has been indulged i~ at my expense· 
forhavhig told the Congress audience at Calcutta* that 
if there was sufficient response to my programme of 
Non~co-operation Swaraj would be attained in 'one year .. 
Somt:: have ignored· my condition and laughed because 
of th~ impossibility; of getting Swaraj anyhow within 

·one· year.t Others have spelt the' if' in capitals and: 
' •cnJ~utta Special Congress. · · " 
· t'rhe following appeared in .Young India of 29th December, 1920: 
!()waraj itt nin.e numths.-Askecl· by the " Times '.' reptesentative· 

-;\s t9'his impressions formed ilS a result of his (lctivities during the last 
tbree months1 extensive experience copyis that this movement of Non
co-operatio~· has come to stay, 'and it is most decidedly a purifying 
movement, in spite of isolated instances of rowdyism,· ns for instance 
at l\lt·s. Besant's me9tingin Bombay; ~t soine places in Oelhi, Ben}~al 
:mel eYen in Gujarnt. The people u~e assimilating day after day the· 
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~uggested that if' ifs' were permissible in argument, any 
absurdity could be proved to be a possibility. My pro
po!'ition however is based on a mathematical calculation. 

~pirit of non. violence, not necessarily ~sa creed, but as an inevitable 
policy. I expect most startling reEmlts, more startling than, ~ay, tlw 
discoveries of Sir J. C. lloRe, or the acceptance by the people of non
violence. If the Go'\'ernment could be assured be~·ond nny po~!-dbi
lity of doubt that uo violence would eYd' j,e offered t,y m1, tho 
Government would from that moment niter its character, Hnt:ou. 
f'ciously and involuntarily, but none the less surely on that nceouut." 

"Alter itA character,-in what directions?" askctl the Times 
representati \'e. 

''Certainly in the dit•cction ":hich we ask it ~hould mov,: that 
being in tho direction of Go\'crnment becoming rcH)lonsiYe to every 
call of the natiou, " 

"Will you kindly explain further?'' asked the rcpre~cntatire. 
"By that 1 mean, " Kaid Mr; Gandhi, "people will be al>le by a~Hert

ing themselves through fixed determination and sclf-~o~acrifice to gain 
the redress of the Khilafat wrotH(, the Punjab wrong, ami attnin the 

' Swaraj of tucir choice.,, 
"But whnt is your f:lwai·nj, and where doeH the Gorcmmcut collie 

in there-tho Gnvermnent which you say will alter it~ character 
uncotli'lciously ? " 

"My Swarnj, '' said l\k Gandhi, "is tho Parliamentary Uonrn
meut of India in the modern Hci!Ae of the term for the time bein!{ 
ancl that Govcmment would be secut·ed to UK either throngh the 
fl'ienrlly offices of the BritiHh people or without them. " 

'' What do you mean b,r the phrase,' without them?'" qu .. ~t.ioncrl · 
the interviewer. 

"This movelUl'lll, '' eontinued Mr. Gandhi, . "is an endeavour to · 
purge the prc~ent Govcl'llment of tieiiMmeHi'l and greed which deter· 
mine :tlmo11t E'l'el'Y one of thuit· ucti,·itieH. Suppo~;e that we haro made 
it impos~;iblc: b,v disHociation from them to feed tlwit· greud, They 
might not wish to rcn;1ain iu India, us lmppeueu in the ca~e of Somali
land, where the moment its :tdministration ccasPtl. to be :t payin!,! 
propoHition they omcuated it." , . , 

"How do you think, " a~k<·d tho rl'IWC:~entatire," iu practice thil! . 
will work out.'?" 

" '\yhat I han· ~ketched bcfm·o yon," ~aid Mt·. Gaudhi, "is the final ,'o 
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And I venture to say that true Swaraj is a practical im
: possibility without due fulfilment .of my condition~. 
; Swaraj means a state such that we can maintain· our 
:separate existence without the presence of the English. 
If 'it is to be a partnership, it must be a partnership at 
will. There can be 'no Swaraj without our feeling and 

. possibilit.y. What I expect is that nothing of that kind will happen· 
In so far as I understand the British people, I will recognise the force 

· of public opinion when it has become real and potent. Then, and 
· only then, will they realise the hideous injustice which in their name 
the Imperial ministers and their representatives in India have per-

. peti'Uted. They will therefore remedy the two m·ong~ in accord~nce' 
with the wishes of the people, and they will also offer a constitution 
exactly in accol'dance with the wishes of the people of Indiu, as re-

' })l'esented by their chosen leaders. " 
"Supposing that the British Government wish to retire because 

India is nota paying concern, what do' you think will tl1en be the 
. position of India ? " . · 
. ·Mr. ·Gandhi answet·ed: "At that stage surely it is easy to under- . 

: stnud that India will then have evolved either' outstanding spiritual ' 
. height or the ability to offer violence again~t ·violence. She will have 
. evolved au organising ability of a high order, tmd· will 'therefore be in 
every way able to cope with any emergency that might arise. " 

"In other words, " observed the Times representative, "you expect 
the moment of the Bl"itish evacuation, if such a contingency arises, 

·will coincide with the moment of India's preparedness and ability 
: and conditions favourable for India to take orer the Indian ndmini • 
. stration as n going concern and work it for the benefit and advance-
ment of the nation?'' 

Mr. Gandhi answered the question with nn emphatic affirmative. 
· "l\ly expel'ience during the last months fills me with the hope," con
tinued .Mr. Gandhi, " that within the nine months that remain of the 

. year in which I have expected Swnraj for India we shall redress the 
·two wt•onnsmld we ~:~hall see Swaraj established in accordance with "' . . 
the wh~hes of the people of India.'' 

"Where will the pt;esent Governnicnt be at the end of the nine 
;n·ot1ths ?" · A~k~d the Titiws representative: . . 

J\lr. Gandhi, with a significa1:t smile, said: "ThP. lion will then lie 
· wit.h the l:unh." 
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'being the equal::; of ·Engli~hmen. To-day we feel that we 
are dependent upon them for our internal and external 
·~eeurity, for an armed peace between the Hindus and the 
Mu~salmans, for our education and for the supply of 

·daily wants, nay, evep for the !'ettlement of our religious 
squabbles. The Rajahs are dependent upon the British 
for their powers and the millio·naires for their millions. 
The British know our helplessness and Sir Thomas 
Holland cracks jokes quite legitimately at the ex.pense of 
Non-co-operationist:<. To get Swaraj then is to get rid 
of our helplessness. The problem is no doubt stupendous 
·even as it is for the fabled lion who having been brought 
np in the company of goats found it· impossible to feel 
·that he was a lion. As Tolstoy Ul'ed to put it, mankind 
often laboured under hypnotism. Under its spell con
tinously we feel the feeling of helplessness. The British 
themselves cannot be expected to help us out of it. "'On 
t.he contrary, they din into our ears that we shall he fit 
ro govern ourselves only by slow educative proce.~s,es. 

The Times suggested that if we boycott the councils 
we shall lose the opportunity of a tr.aining in !:lwaraj. I 
have no doubt that there are many who believe what 
the Times says. It even resorts to a falsehood. lt 
.audaciom;ly says that Lord Milner's Mission listened to 
the Egyptians only' when they were ready to lift the 
boycott of the Egyptian ·council. For me the only 
training in Swaraj we need is the ability to defend 
ourselves against the whole world and to live our natural 
life in perfect freedom even though it may be full of 

·defects. Good Govemment is no substitute for self· 
·Government. The Afghans have a bad Government but 
it is self-Government. I envy them. The Japanese 
dearnt the art through a sea of blood. And if we to-day 
·had the . power to drive out the ·English by superior 
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brute. force, we would be counted their superiors~. 
and in spite of our . inexperience in debating at 
the Council table or in holding· . executive offices, we 
would be held fit to govern ourselves. For brute· 
force 'is the only test the west has. ·hitherto recognised .. 
The Germans were defeated not because they were 
:necessaril'y in the wrong, but because tbe allied Powers 
were found to possess greater brute strength. In the end,. 
therefore, India must' either learn the art of war which 
the British will not teach her, or·she m·ust follow her own 
way of. discipline and self-sacrifice through Non-co
operation. It is as amazing as it is. humiliating that le~s 
than one bundred-thous~nd white nien would be able to· 
rule.thre~ hundred and fifteen million Indians. They·do· 
so somewhat undoubtedly by force: but more by securing· 
our co-operation iri. a thousand ways and making us more 
ancf more helpless and dependent on them as time goes . 
forward. Let us not· mistake, reformed councils, more 
law-courts and even governorships for real freedom or 
power. They are but subtler methods of emasculation. 
The British,cannot r'ule us by mere force. .And so they 
resort to all means, honourable and dishonourable, in 
order to retain their,hold on India.' They want India's 
billions and they want India's man power for ·their im-· 
perialistic greed. If we refuse to supply them with men 
and money, . we achieve our goal/ namely, Swaraj,. 
equality, manliness. · . , . 

The cup of our humiliation was filled during the c. losing 
scenes in the Viceregal Council. Mr. Shastri could not 
move his resolution on the Punjab. · The Indian victims 
of J a llianwala. received Rs! 1250,· the English victims. of 
mob-frenzy received lacs.· The officials who were guilty 
of c·rimes against those whose serva:nts .they were, we.re 
reprimanded. And the . councillors .,vere ·.satisfied. If 
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india were powerful, India would not have stood this 
.addition of insult to her injury. 

I do not blame the British. If we were weak in num bGrs 
.as they are, we too would perhaps have resorted to the 
same methods as they are now employing. Terrorism 
.and deception are weapons not of the strong but of the 
weak. Tl;e British are weak in numbers, we are weak in 
spi~e of our numbers. The result i:; that each is dragging 
the other down. It is common experience that Englishmen 
lose in character after residence in India and that Indian's 
lo~e in cuurage and manliness by contact with. English. 
men. This pt•ocess of weakening is good neither for us 
.two nations, nor for the world. 

But if we Indians take care of ourselves, the English 
.and the rel-it of the world would take care of themselve-:, 
Our contribution to the wodd'~' progres!i mu~t, therefore, 
consist in setting our own house in order. 

Training in arms for the llresent is out of the question. 
I go a step further und .believe that India liJ.s a better 
mission for the world. 1t is within her power to show 
that she c.an ac~ieve her destiny by pure self-sacrifice, 
i.e., self-purification. This can be done only by Non-co
operation. And Non-co-operation is possible only when 
those who commenced to co-operate begin the proces:o; 
of withrlrawal. lf we can but free ourselves from the 
threefold maya of Government-controlled schools, Gov
ernment law-courts and legislative councils, and truly 
·control our O\vn education, regulate our disputes and be 
indifferent to their legislation, we are· ready to govern 
ourselves and we are only then ready to ask the Govern
ment servants, whether civil or military, to resign, and 
the tax-payers to suspend payment of taxes. 

And is it Sllch an impracticable proposition to expect 
parents to withdraw their children from schools ancl 
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colleges and establish their own! institutions or to· ask~ 
lawyers to suspend their practice a~d devote their whole· 
time and attention to national service against payment, .. 
where necessary, of their maintenance, or to ask .candi
dates for councils not to enter· councils and lead their
passive or active 'assistance to the legislative rpachinery · 
through which all control.is exercised? The movement· 
of Non-co-operation is nothing but an attempt to isolate
the brute ·force. of ·the British from all the trappings . 
under which it is hidden and to show that brute force . 
by itself cannot for one single moment hold India.· 

But I frankly confess that, until· the three conditions. 
mentioneq by .me are f?lfilled, there is no Swaraj. We
may not go on taking our college degrees, taking
thousands of rupees monthly ·from clients for cases-' 
which can be finished in five minutes and taking the· 
keenest delight .in ·wasting national time on the council 
floor and still expect to gain national self-respect. 

The last, though· not the least, important part of the· 
maya still remains to "Qe considered. That is · Swadeshi. .. 
Had we -not abandoned· Swadeshi, we need not have 

I . 

been in the present fallen state. If we ·would get rid of .. 
the economic slavery, we must manufacture our own· 
cloth and at the present moment only by hand-spinning· 
and hand-weaving. 

All this means discipline, self-denial,- self-sacrifice,. 
organising ability, confidence and courage. If.we show 
this in one. year among the classes that to-day count, __ 
and make public opinion, we certainly gain Swaraj 
within one year. If 1 am. told that even we who lead· 
have not these qualities in us, there certainly will never .. 
be Swaraj for India but then we shall have no right to· 
blame the English for what they are doing. Our ~alva-
tion and its time'are solely dependent upon us. 
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130~ July, 1921 
' AN INDIAN REPUBLIC 

An esteemed correspondent writes: 
"Your attention must have been drawn to !"tatement:-: 

made by }.~au lana Mohamed Ali and Shaukat Ali that,· il 
no settlement is arrived at before Christmas· regarding. 
our campaign, an Indian republic will be "declared at the· 
Ahmedabad session of the Congress. Special irnpor-· 
tance attaches to this statement, as it is not made by· 
any irresponsible person but by responsible leaders like· 
the Maulanas. It is felt, however, that the statement i~ 
both unfortunate and premature, and is likely to come in· 
the way of the programme laid down for the. country by 
the Congress. The·country as a ·whole has responded· 
magnificently to ~he appeal· of the· Congress, and il' 
prepared, excepting certain sections, to work for the· 
attainment of Swaraj. l would ·ask you to give your· 
views regarding the Maulanas' statement, and to assure 
the public that no departure from the policy of Non
violent Non-co-operation accepted by the Congress, will 
be made." 

I am sorry to have to confes~, that I have not seen the 
Maulanas' declaration, but I have no hesitation in giving: 
the assurance, that no stone will be left unturned by me 
to prevent a departure even by a hair'" breadth from the 
policy of Non-violent Non-co-operation that has been 
deliberately adopted by the .country. Nor do I entertain. 
the slightest fear of any departure from that policy on. 
the part of the Brothers. T have however no difficulty 
about understanding the Maulanas' mind. They are· 
quite capable of saying, that if India does not get the· 
relief she demands in the matters of the Punjab and the. 
Khilafat, she will at the· next session of the Congress. 
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make a d:~claration of independence. Swaraj wit!tb 
Empire is a possibility, only if England washes her h 

· clean of the taint of the Khilafat breach and the Ja.l 
wala Bagh massacre. The Congress creed has 
purposely made elastie enough to admit of a den 
for independence. To go no further, the :Maul< 
have, after all, if they have, but reiterated the opi 
pronounced by Mr. Andrews, who, unlike me, consi 
that there is no room in the British Empire for a 
respecting and self-governing India, and who e.IJ 
that some day, I shall myself be drh··en to that posit. 
I an:: differently constituted. I never give up hopE 
long as there is the least chance, and I have f 

. enough in the British people to feel that, whilst t 

will test our determination and strength to the u t. 
most, they will not carry it to the breaking P<1 
They are too self-conscious to part with an II 

. awakened and strong for the sake of shielding Dyer 

. and O'Dwyerism and of the que5tionable advant 
of Greek friendship. The Non-conformist conscie 
which is ignorantly hostile to the just aspirations of 
brave Turks, will prove yielding under the Indian str 
which is daily gathering force. Long before the C 

. gress meets, if India pro,es true to herself, I look forw: 
not to a Declaration of Independence, bm to an hono 
able sertlement that will satisfy the just demand 
India re: the Punjab and the Khilafat, and that will as..;;· 

. to her full immediate Swaraj in accordance with 
wishes of her chosen repre~ematives. Let di~ rea~· 
however, not run away with the idea, that my foreca..s 

. based upon any knowledge of what is going on in Sii 1 

or Whitehall. I base it upon my profound belief in 
. ability of India during the next three months to as~ 

herself, i.e., in the ability of India to carry out 
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almost complete boycott of foreign cloth, and by still 
r~reater self-restraint to prove her ability to adopt Civil 0 

Disobedience of a very stern character. 

5th January, 1922 

INDEPENDENCE 

(BY l\1. K. GA:\D11I) 

:VIaulana Hasrat Mohani put up a plucky fight for 
Independence on the Congress platform and then as 
President of the Muslim League and was happily each 
time defeated. There is no mistake about the meaning 
of the }IIaulana. He wants to sever all connections with 
the British people even· as partners and equals and even 
though the Khilafat question be satisfactorily solved. 
It will not do to urge that the Khilafat question can 
never be solved without complete independence. vVe 
are discussing merely the theory. lt is common cause 
that if the Khilafat question cannot be solved without 
complete independence, i.e., if the British people retain 
hostile attitude towards the aspirations of the Islamic 
world, there is nothing left for us to do but to insist upon 
complete independence. India cannot afford to give 
Britain even her moral support and must do without 
Britain's support moral and material, if she 'cannot be 
induced to be friendly to the Islamic world. 

But assuming that Great Britain alters her attitude, as 
I know she will when India. is strong, it will be religi
ously unlawful for us to insist on independence. D,or it 
will be vindictive and petulant. It would amount to a 
denia 1 of God, for the refusal will then be based upon 
the assumption that the. British people are not capable 

·of response to the God in man. l:)uch a position is 
56 
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:untenable for both a believing Mussalman and a. 
believing Hindu. . ;. 

India's greatest. glory will ·consist not in regarding: 
Englishmen as. her implacable enemies fit only to be· 
turned out of India at the first available opportunity but 
in ·turning them into friends and partners in a new 
commonwealt]l of nations in the . place of an Empire· 
based upon exploitation of the weaker or undeveloped 
nations and races of the earth and therefore finally· 
upon force. · 

Let. us see clearly what Swaraj together with. the·· 
Britis4 .. connection , means. It means undoubtedly
India's · ability to declare her independence, tf she
wishes. Swaraj therefore will not be a. free gift ·of th.e· 
British Parliament. It will be a declaration of India's, 
full.self-expression. That it will be expressed through 
an Act of Parliament is true. But it will be merely ~ 
courteous ratification of the declared wish of the people· 
of India e~en as it was in the case of the Union of South, 
Africa. Not an unnecessary adverb in .the Union scheme
could be altered by the House .of Commons. The ratifi ... 
cation ·in ot'r case will be of a treaty to which Britain' 
will be party; ' ; ; . ·; 

Such Swaraj may not come this year, may not come: 
within our generation. But I have contemplated nothing 
less. The British Parliament, when the. settlement 
comes, will ratify the wishes of the people of India as 
.expressed not through the bureaucracy but through her 
freely chosen representatives. 

Swaraj can never be a free gift by one nation to· 
another. It is a treasure to be purchased with a.nation's· 
best blood. It will cea3e to be a gift when we have. paid 
dearly for it. The Viceroy was confused when. he . said·. 
that Swaraj would have to come from the 'Parliament. 
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unless it came by the sword. ·He· paid no compliment 
to his country when he allowed his audience to infer 
that England was incapable of listening to the moral 
pressure of suffering, and he insulted the intelligence of 
his audience if he wi~hed it to understand that the British 
Parliament would give Hwaraj when it wished, irrespec
tive of India's desires and aspirations. The fact is that 
Swaraj will be a fruit of incessant labour, suffering 
beyond measure. 

But His Excellency is unused to any' substitute for. the 
sword and therefore does probably think that by exercis
ing our debating skill in the legislative councils, some 
day or other we shall be able to impress the British 
Parliament with the desirability of gra11ting us Swaraj. 
He will soon learn that there is better and more effective 
substitute for the sword and that is Civil Disobedience. 
It is daily becoming increasingly clear that Civil Disobe
dience wiil afford the course of suffering through which 
India must pass before she comes to her own. 

We haqe not come to our own. There i~ still mutual 
distrust between Mussalmans and Hindus. The un
touchabltJs have not yet felt the glow of the Hindd touch. 
The Parsis and the Christians of lndia do not yet know 
their future under Swaraj to a certainty., We have not 
yet learnt the art nor realif;ed the necessity of obeying 
our own laws. 'l'he spinning wheel has not yet found u. 
permanent place in our. homes. Khruli baH not yet 
become the national gatment. In other words, we have 
not yet underl'tood the art or the conditions of self
protection. 

There ,is still a body of opinion diminishing in volume 
but not yet negligible which considers that violence 
alone will bring Swaraj to us and that therefore violence 
might be permitted to continue side by side with 
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non-violence, i.e., our non~violen.ce sho~ld be regarded 
as merely a prelude to and a preparation for violence. 
Those who hold these views little know that their 
attitude constitutes a fraud upon the world. Our pledge 
requires that whilst we are under it we believe in the 
efficacy of non-violence for the quickest attainment of 
our goal. Each one of us is under a sacred obligation 
to cancel the pledge as soon as he believes that Swaraj 
is unattainable by non-violenee or except by violence. 
Non-violence is a creed while it lasts. It is an expedient 
because it is an' experiment. But whilst we are under 
the pledge, we are· not only bound to believe in and 
observe non-violence but -:;e are equally bound to 
persuade others: to .. be. non-violent and condemn those 
who do violence. I am more than e\•er convinced that 
we have not reached our goal because even we who 
have subscribed to the Congress creed have not all 
remained non-violent in word and deed nor endea \~oured 
to 1le non-violent in thought or intent. 

8th December, 1920 

ON THE WRONG TRACK 

(BY 1\I: K. GAXDill) 

·Lord Ronaldshay has been doing me the favour of 
reading my booklet on Indian Home Rule which is a 
translation of Hind Swaraj. His Lordship t:lld his 
audience that if Swaraj meant what I had described it 
to be in the booklet, the Bengalis would have none of it. 
I am sorry that Swaraj of the Congress resolution does 
not mean the Swaraj depicted in the booklet: Swaraj 
according to the Congre~s means Swaraj that the people 
of India want, not what the British~ Government may 
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condescend to give. In so far as I can see, Swaraj\vill 
be a Parliament chosen by the people with the fullest 
power over the finance, the police, the military, the nayy, 
the courts and the educational institutions.* 
- I am free to confess that the Swaraj I expect to gain 
within one year, if India responds, will be such Swaraj 

• In the course of n 8pcech at Calcutt.t on l:Jth October, 1!1~11,' l\lr. 
rrandhi had something to ~ay on bis idea of S1ramj. lie ~rtid : Lord 
Ronnldsbay who has done me the honour of readi11::! my bookll·l on 
Home Rule has warned my count.rymen against cngnr,:ing them~Piw·K 
in a ~truqglc for a Swaraj ~ueh as is.descrih.;d in that booklet. Xow 
though I do not want to withdraw n single word of it, I woulr~ ~a~· to 
you on thi~ occasion that! do not a~k India to follow out to-day the ITil'

thodH pre~eriiJed in my booklet. If tht:y could do that, thty would ha 1 l' 

Home Rule not in a year Lnt in a day, and India IJr reali~iug that 
ideal wants to aCfJnirc an a.-ccndency onr the re~t of tlw world. But it 
must remain a day dream mor~ or le~s for the time being. What I nm 
doing to-day is that I am giring the country n pardonable programme, 
not for the nholition of Jaw courts, post~, telegraph!! anrl ofrnilwap, 
but for the attainment of Parliamentary Swnrnj. 

He added : It was not a joke wh~n I Raid on the Congl'(~~s platform 
that Swaraj would hll e~taLlished in one nar if there waH sutlicient 
responHc from the nation. . . , 

I have propoKed a limited prog-ramme workable within one ye:n· 
haYing e~pecial regard to the educated classcR. We Hcem to he labour. 
ing under the illusion that we cannot po!!Hibly lire without Council~, 
law courts and schools p1·ovided by the Government. The morncnt 
we are disillusioned we have Swaraj. It iH demuralisin({ both for 
Government and the go,-erned that a hund1·ed thommnd pil!.(rim~ 

l'hould dictate termR ton nation rornpo~cd of three hundred millionH. 
And how is it they can thuH dietnte tcnnK?. It iA because we han buen 
divided an1l they have ruled. I have ucvel' forgotten Hume't~ frnnk 
confcHHion that the Briti>h HO\"('l'lltllL'Ut WI\S ~n~tained by the policy of 
''Divide and Rnle. '' Tlll'rcfore it is thnt I have !:lid Htl'eKs uponllindu
MoHlem Unity ns one of the tnoHt impo1·tant cf)MentialR for the ~<ucce~s 
of Non-co-operation, But it ~hould be 1.10 lip unity, nor l1aninnnity, it 
should be a unity broad-based on a recognition of the heart • . . 
Light brings light, not dnrkne~~. nnd nobility done with a noble purpose 
will be twice rewarded. 
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as will make practically impossible the repetition of the 
Khilafat 'and the Punjab wrongs, and will enable the 
nation to do good or evil as it chooses, and not be ·'good' 
at the dictation of an irresponsible, insolent, and godless 
bureaucracy. U:rider that Swaraj, the nation will have 
the power to impJse a heavy protective tariff on such 

· foreign goods as are capable of being manufactured jn 
India, as also the p~wer to refuse to send a single soldier 
outside India for the purpose of enslaving the surround
ing or remote nationalities. The Swaraj that I dream of 
will be a possibility only when the nation is free ta 
make· its choice both of good and evil. 

I adhere tJ all I have said. in that booklet and I would 
certainly recommend it to the reader. Government over 
self is the truest Swaraj, it is synonymous with moksha 
or salvation, and I have seen nothing to alter the view 
that doctors, lawyers, and railways are no help, and are 
often a hindrance, to the one thing worth striving after. 

But it has.become·the fashion now-a-days to ascribe 
hatred 'to N on-co-operationism. ·And, I regret to :find 
that even Col. · Wedgwood has fallen into' a trap. I 
make bold to say that the only way to remove hatred is 
to give it disciplined vent. No man can-I cannot
perform the impossible task of removing hatred so long 
as contempt and despise for the feelings of India are 
sedulously nursed. ~tis a mockery to ask India not to 
hate when in the same breath India's most sacred feel
ings are 'contemptuously brushed aside. India feels 
weak and helpless and so expresses her helplessness by 
hating the tyrant who despises her and makes her crawl 
on. the belly, lifts the veils of her inuocen:t women and 
compels her tender children to acknowledge his power 
by saluting his flag four times a day.· The gospel of 
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:N on-co~operation addresses itself to the task of making 
the people strong and self-reliant. It is an attempt to 

·transform hatred into pity. 
A strong and self-relia.nt India will cease to hate 

.Bosworth Smiths and Frank Johnsons, for she will have 
~the,power to punish them and therefore the power also 
to pity and forgive them. To-day she can neither punish. 
nor forgive, and therefore helplessly nurses hatred. 

16th February, 1921 

WHAT WILL KILL NON-CO-OPERATION? 

(BY :M. K. GA:";JJJII) 

Certainly violence on the part of Non-co-operators. 
l3ut that is not what I wanted to answer. What can the 
-·Government do to kill Non-co-operation ?-Is the ques
tion I have been asked. A settlement of the Khilafat in 
. accordance with the Muslim demand, a settlement of the 
Punjab in accordance with the Indian demand, and tl1e 
;grant of Swaraj in accordance with a scheme to be 
framed by authorised representatives of the nation. . 

What is Swaraj? That is the next question. It is 
partly answered in the foregoing paragraph. No one 
man can produce a swaraj scheme because it is not one 
rnan's swaraj that is wanted nor can a soheme be 
framed in advance. What may satisfy the nation to
·day may not satisfy it to-~10~row. Out evolution is and 
must he an organic growth. National will is therefore 
subject to change from day to-day. But some broad 
outlines can certainly be laid down in advance of Swa
raj. The nation's representatives must have full control. 
(')vcr education, law, police a·nd military. We must have 
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full financial control. And if we are to· be self~govern
ing, not a soldier can leave India without ·our· consent. 

What about European interests? They will be as safe 
in a self-governing India as they are to-day. But there 
will be no privileges of a superior race, no concessions 
and no ·exploitation. · Englishmen will live as friends in 

· every sense of the term but not as rulers. · · · 
And as to the British connection, nobody, so far as I am 

aware, wants to end it for the sake of ending it. There 
must be complete independence if England's policy is 
in conflict with the Muslim sentiment on the Khilafat 
question or with the Indian sentim~nt in the Punjab. In: 
any case, it must be a partnership ·at will, based upon· 
mutual love and esteem. 

Is India ready for this? Time will• show. I am con-
vinced that it is. The Swaraj that the Congress 
demands is not ·one ·that is to be granted by England •. 

·It must be that which the· nation demands, and can 
enforce, in the same sense that Sou.tli- Africa received .it-
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PART VIII 

TOWARDS CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

22nd 8rplember, 1921 
1

THE LAST ACT 

(By M. K. G.\~WIII) 

'THE much talked of arrest* of Maulana Mahomed Ali 
~~1ok place at Waltair, whilst we were on our way to 
Madras. 1 am writing this in the train, just after writing 
(JUt a few telegrams. The train halted at Waltair for 
over twenty-five minutes. Maulana Mahomed Ali and I 
were ·going outside the station to address a meeting. 
Hardly had we gone a few paces from the entrance, 
when I heard the Maulana shouting to me and reading 
the notice given to him. I wa.s a few paces in front of 
'him. Two whitemen and half a dozen Indian police 
·composed the party of arrest. The officer in charge 
would not let the Maulana finish reading the notice, but 
,grasped his arm and took the Maulana away. With a 
smile on his lips he waved good-bye~ I understood the 

• Arrc~tcr.l under :-lees. lOi anti 108 Ct·.P.C. only to be taken hl 

Kamchi to b:J tried uudet· Sl.!cs.l~l-A and 12!-A I. P. C. The arrc~t . 
. inaug11rated a cnmput~tl of retn·e~Rion against the Non-co-operation 
movement which wns intensified when the Prince of Wales anivcd 

c:t few days !at~.:r. Sec: appendix, 
~!ll 
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meaning. ·I was to keep the flag flying. May God help 
me to prove worthy of the message of a Comrade with 
whom it was a privilege to w~rk. 

I continued my journey to the meeting place. I asked 
the people .to remain ~alm, and fulfil the Congress pro
gramme. I then retraced my steps, and went where the 
Maulana was being detained. I asked the officer in 
charge whether I could. see.the Maulana. He said he 
had orders to let his wife and Secretary only meet him. 
I saw Begum Mahomed Ali and Secretary Mr. Hayat 
coming out of the detention room. 

Waltair is a beauty spot in Andhra. It is a sanatorium. 
I envied the Maulana his arrest at s'uch a lovely place. 
He was contemplatingstaying at Waltair a few days to 
rest and complete liis accounts of the deputation. But 
ths unexpectedly long stay in Bengal and the Moplah 
oqtbreak' had rendered it impossible. · . 
· .God had willed it otherwise. He wanted to g~ve the· 
Maulana enforced· re$t 1 And I know. ,that he. is happy 
in his detention. . · 1 ••.. ,-

:.Here is a copy of the warrant of arrest • 

"To' 

.F'. E. CUNNINGHAM, EsQ., 
De1mty Inspector ChmeraJ of l'olic.:, 

C. I. n. aml J:ai/u:a.y.~, Madras, 

Whereu~ Milhomed Ali is. to b~ cnllell on to show cause why he 
should not be bouud over to keep the pence or to he of good behnviom · 
for n period ·of one ye!\r under 8eos. 107 and 108. Cr. P. C.; yon nt'l· 

hereby directed to :m·~st the said l\lnhomcd Ali ~nd product' him· 
before me. Therein fail not. Dnted tl{e lith duy of September, 1921. . 

. : . (Sd.) .J. R. HUGGISS, 
, 

1 
• Dt. Jlagi~tratc, r:i.:ag(lpaiam.'' · 

Is it not ftmny ·that he, who has not only been himself 
peaceful, but has endeavoured; and' tpat successfully;' to I 
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·ensure peace among others and who has been a pattern 
·of good behaviou~, should be1 called upon by an insolent 
power to be 'bound over to keep the peace and be of 
good behaviour'? A Government that is evil has no 
room for good men and women except in its prisons. 

What has happened to the younger is bound to happen 
to the elder brother.* They call themselves Siamese 
twins. They ara inseparable. And if the one has 
misbehaved, the other undoubtedly has. I hope, that by 
;the time this is in print, India would have learnt of the 
Maulana Shaukat Ali's arrest. 

In imprisoning Maulana Mohamed Ali, the Government 
has imprisoned the Khilafat. For, the two brothers 
are the · true<st representatives of the Khilafat. They 
·cannot rest so long as the Khalifat remains practically a 
prisoner and their holy places virtually under non
Muslim control. The imprit:~onment of either or h0th 
means a flat refusal to recognise the Khilafat claim. 

The Government will however find that they have 
not succeeded ·in imprisoning the spirit of the Brothers, 
.and that the Khilafat struggle will rage all the fiercer 
.for their imprisonment. The ~;pirit of the Brothers ~ill 
.live in every true Hindu and Mussalman who will keep 
the Khilafat flame steady and shining. 

)3nt the Brother~ to-day stand for more than the 
Khilafat. They want Swaraj and the redress of the 
Punjab wrong equally with the redress of the Khilafat 
wrong. They are too honourable to sell themselves 
~even for securing the redress of the Khilafat wrong. 
To them the three are inextricably mixed up. It cannot 
well be otherwise, for to grant or to get the one· is to 
grant or to get the other. 

For me the imprisonment is a good omen. T!:te 
·~hankat Ali was nl~o subsequently arrested und.tuken to Kar:wbi •. 
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Goverm;nentwere playing with the 'thing so long as they· 
were arresting the rank and file. Every Government: 
that does not wish to yield to popular will is bound to· 
arrest popular leaders and attempt to crush the popular 
spirit. With the Indian Government, it has become the· 
code of horiour to arrest and imprison ]eaders and yield 
to popular will when there is no grace left in the giving .. 
· This imprisonment therefore may safely be regarded! 

as a preliminary to the establishment of Swaraj. Only
the Swaraj Parliament can unlock the gaol gate and' 
relieve the Brothers and their fellow prisoners with 
becoming honours. For this is a fight to the finish. 

The best tribute we can pay the Brothers and their· 
fellow prisoners is to throw away all doubts, fears and 
lethargy. We have been doubtful as to the value of 
non-violence and Swadeshi for attainment of 01~r goal,. 
and our ability to finish the programme within the year. 
We have entertained fear regarding our ability to· 
undergo the necessary sacrifice, and we have been pro
secuting our programme lazily. Let us. imitate the· 
co~rage, the faith, the fearlessness, the truthfulness, and· 
the vigilant incessant activity of the Brothers, and we· 
shall certainly attain Swaraj. 'Therein fail not' were 
the concluding words of the Magistrate's order. Well,. 
the officer in ·charge 'failed not': Many an Englijh 
officer, be it said to his credit, has lost his life in .trying· 
not to fail. The Congress and the Khilafat command,. 
mandate, advice, whatever it may be called, is. 'Therein 
fail not.'. Shall we; during the remaining period of 
grac.,e,·so work as to be abJe to report to the Congress,. 
'we nave failed not'? The orders are clear·: 

(1) Be non-voilent even under the greatest provocation~ 
(2) PreserYe Hindu-Muslim unity even under the: 

.severest strain. 
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(3) Boycott the use of foreign cloth, eyen though yot~· 
may have to be satisfied with the merest loin-cloth, and\ 
take to ·hand spinning, during every odd moment that 
can be spared. ' 

When we hare carried out thes.e conditions, but not 
till then, are we ready to offer Civil Disobedience, tlu1.t 
will compel obedience from the mightiest Gcn-ernment 
to a people's wi~h. · 

6th OctolJel', 19~1 

FI{EED0~1 OF OPI~IOK 

The following ManifestO' appeared in "Young India,. 
of 6th October, 1921 : 

In view of the prosecution of the Ali Brothers and 
others for the reasons stated in the Gorernment of 
Bombay Communique''' dated the 15th September 19~1,. 

we, the undersigned, speaking in our indiYidua.l capn· 
city, desire to state that it is the inherent right of every 
one to express his opinion without restraint about the 
propriety of citizen~ offering their sel'\·ices to, or rc· 
maining in the employ,of the Go\·ernment, whether in 
the civil or the military department. 

We, the undersigned, ~tate it as our opinion, that it is 
contrary to national dignity for any Indian to f:Cl'YC as a 
civilian, and more e~pecially as a soldier, under a 
system of Government, which hls brought about India'R 
economic, moral and political degradation and which 
has used the soldiery and tho police for repressing· 
national aspirations, as, for instance, t1;t the time of the 
Rdwlatt Act agitation, and which has used the soldiers 
for crushing the liberty of the Arabs! the Egyptians, the 
Turks and other nations who have done no harm to India~ 

'Omith:u in thi~ collection. 
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We are also of opinion that it is the duty . of every 
Indian soldier and civilian to sever his connection with 
'the Government and find some other means of liveli-
hood. ' 

)I,K; C1andhi ;.A.bdulKalam Azad, (Calcutta) ; Ajmal Khan, (Delhi); 
Lajpatrai, (Lahore) 1 Motilal ~ehrn, (Allahabad); Sarojini Naidu, 

·{Bombay); Abbas Taiyabji; .N.C. Kelkar; V. J. Patel; Vallabbhhai J. 
Pat.el, (Ahmedabad); J\I. R. Jayakar, (Bombay); D. V. Gokhale, 
(Poona) ; S. G. Banker; J awahirlal Nehru, (Allahabad) ; Gangadhar B. 
Dcshpande, (Belgaum) ; Lakshmidas Tersi; Umar Sobani; Jamnalal 
Bajaj; M. S. Ane, (Amraoti) i S. E. Stokes, (Kotg-ci.rh, Simla); M. A. 
A.nsari, (Delhi); Khaliquzzaman,(Delhi); K. )1. AbdulGafur, (Delhi); 
.\.bdul Bari,(Lucknow); Krishuaji Nilkanth, (Bdganm)'; C. Rajagopa
lachari, (:\Iadrns); Konda Veukat~ppayya, (Gnutur); G. HarisarYottam 
Rao, (Guntur); Anasuya Sarabhai; Jitendralal Banerji; l\Iushir Husen 
Kidwai, (Delhi); Shyam Suudara Chakranll'thi, (Calcutta); Rajeudra 
Prasad, (Patna);AzadSobani, (Lucknow); HazraDiohani,(Cawnpore); 
3Iabade(l Haribhai Desai; Barjorji :f'ramji Bharucha; Yakub Hasan; 
B.S. ::\Iunje, (Nagpur); ,JeramdasDol:ttram: .M. R. Cbolkar,(Nagpur); 
V. V. Dartane, (Bhusaval); Ahmed Haji 8icli~k· Khatri, (Bo.mbay); 
Hudar Ramachandrn Rao, (Andhra): D. S. Yija;yarao, (Lahore); B.L. 
:Subaramayyn, (Andhra); Mia ~Iahomed Haji Jan ~hhomcd Chhotani." 

6th October, 192~ 

EXPRESSION OF OP~NION 

Mahatma Gandhi wrote in " Young India " of the 6th 
·October, under the above heading: 

·when in any movement violence is religiously 
·eschewed, it !>ecomes a .propaganda movement of the 
purest type. Any attempt to crush it is an attempt. to 
·Crush public opinion~ And such the present re:nress~on 

*In a snbEequent issue of l"oun.g India, .:\Ir. G:uHlhi stated thnt in
.numerable letters had beeu1·eceired by him requesting that the writer's · 
name nl~o be added to the list of sig-natori'es of the m1nifesto indud
in~ one from l\Ir. C. R. Dns. ' 
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has become. 'Vhy should I not express my profound 
convict.ion, 

(1) that it is sinful to ~erve the Government in any 
capacity whatsoever, especially that of a soldier, 

(2) that it is sinful to drink intoxicating liquors, 
(3) that it is ,l'inful to wear foreign cloth, 
(4) that it is sinful to gamble or speculate in food

stuffs or cotton? 
The Government may, as it is carrying on a counter

propaganda, successfully draw recruits for, civil anrl 
military employment, by various methods induce people 
to drink and wear foreign cloth and speculate in food
stuffs and cotton, and thus continue to· govern so long as 
people intentionally or ignorantly co-operate with it. It 
will fall the day the people are convinced to the 
contrary. And just as I carry on my propaganda among 
the wine-bibbers and the cotton speculators to wean 
them from their evil ways, I claim the right. to tell the 
soldier fa.ce to face what is his duty in accordance with 
my opinion. Why should the soldier be kept in 
ignorance of what is going on in the country? Is the 
Government afraid, that if he comes to know the truth 
he will no longer serve it? A Government worth the 
name should be able fully t) educate the soldiery and 
hold its loyalty. But in lndia everything i:o; armed,
'peace, loyalty and opinion. Only the people are 
disarmed. Our duty therefore i~ clear. vVe must claim, 
even though it be on the gallows, to hold and openly to 
express any opinion we choose, ~o long as we do not 
directly or indirectly cause violence. That is the battle 
of N on-viol:mt Non~co.operation. It! must be fought to 
the finish. I warn the public that the prosecution for 
'tampering with the loyalty of the army' is but the 
precursor of prosecuti9ns for tampering with the loyalty 

57 
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of the people to foreign cloth. What w:~.s the burning 
of the Khadi vests and caps of .the ·young .men' of 
Calicut?, What is the crusade ().gainst the students of 
. the Vizagapatam Medical School, if it is not an insensate 
crusade against Kltadi? . r . 

13th October, 1921 

THE FEAR OF DEATH 

(Br M. K GAxnm) 

I haYe been collecting descriptions of Swaraj. One 
of these would be: Swaraj is the ·abandonment of the 
fear of death. A nation which ~llows itself to be in
fluenced by the fear of death cannot attain Swaraj, and 
cannot retain it if s~mehow attain,ed. 
, English people c~rry their lives in their pockets . 
.Arabs and Pathans consider death as nothing more than 
an ordinary ailment; they never weep when a relation 
dies. Boet women are perfectly innocent of this fear. 
In the, Boer war, thousands of you:og Boer women became 
wido~ed. The\" never cared. It did not matter in the . ~ 

least if the husband or the son was lost; it was enough · 
and more than enough that the country's honour was 
safe. What ·booted the husband if the country was 
enslaved? It was infinitely better to bury a son's 

~....,; .......... - ....... +Jo ............ •··- ....... ~--· ....... -- •• ~ ... ---~ 

mortal remams and t9 .. ~h~rish his Jml'nor}~)]lemory 
tlian to briiig ~lniup~~.t(\.__~~.rf~ Thus did the Boer women 
steel their':hearts and cheerfully give up their darlings 
to the angel of Death. · 

The people I have mentioned kill and get killed. But 
what d those who do not kill, but are only ready to die 
themselves? Such people become· the objects of a world's 
adoration. . They are the salt of the earth. 

The English and Germans fought one another; they 
. ' 
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:killed and got killed. The result is that animosities 
'have increased. There is no end of ·unrest, and . the, 
present condition of Europe is pitiful. There is more of 
deceit,· ~nd each is anxious to circumvent the •rest. . 

But the fearlessness which we are cultivating is of 1l 
nobler and purer order and it is therefore that we hopq 
to achieve a sigi)al victory within a very short time. 

When we attain Swaraj, many of us will have given up 
:the fear of death; or else we shall not have attaineq 
'Swaraj. Till now mostly young boys have died in the 
•cause. Those who died in Aligarh were all below 
;twenty-one. No one knew who they were. If Govern
ment resort to firing .now, I am hoping that some men of 
'the first rank will have the opportunity of offering up the 
·:-:n~preme sacrifice. 

\Vhy should we be upset when children or young men • 
·or old men die? Not a mo·nent passes when some one 
:is not born or is not dead in this world. We should feel 
the stupidity of rejoicing in a birth and lamenting t\ 

.death. Those who believe in the soul-and what Hindu, 
Musalman or Parsi is there who does not ?.._know that the 
·soul never dies. The souls of the' living a~ well as of the 
·dead are all one. The eternal processes of creation and· 
·destruction are going on ceaselessly. There is nothin~ 
in it for which we might give ourselves up to joy Ol' 

·sorrow. Even if we ex.tend the idea of relationship 
only to our countrymen and take all the· births in the 
country as taking place in our own family, how .many 
births shall we celebrate? lfwe weAp for all the deaths 

· in our country, the tears in our· eyes would never dry. 
This train of. thought should help us to get rid of all fear 
·of death. 

India, they say, is a nation' of philosophers ; and we 
have not been unwilling to appropriate the compliment 
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Stili, hardly any other 'nation becomes so helpless in the· 
face of death as we do. An.i in India again, no other 
community perhaps betrays so much of this helple~sness
as the Hindus. A single birth is enough for us· to be 
beside ourselves with ludicr:ous joyfulness. · A death 
makes us indulge in orgies of loud lamentation which 
-cpndemn the neighbourhood to sleeplessness for the 
'!light. If we wish to attain Swaraj, and if having attained 
-it, wish to make it something to be proud of, ·we must 
perfectly renounce this unseemly fright. ' '; 
·And what is imprisonment to the man who is fearless: 

of death itself.? If the reader will bestow a little tho\tghr 
upon the matter, he will find that if Swaraj is delayed;. 
it is delayed becatlse we are not prepared calmly to meet 
death and inconveniences less than death·. · 

As .larger and larger numbers of innocent men come· 
out to welcome death, their sacrifice 'will become the· 
potent instrument for the' salvation of all others ;· and· 
there will be a minimum of suffering: Suffering cheer-· 
fL1lly endured ceases to be suffering and is transmuted 
into an ineffable joy. The man who flies from suffering 
is the victim of endless 'tribulation before it has come to 
-him, and is half dead when it does come. But one who 

As cheerfully re~dy for anything and everything. that 
comes, escapes all pain; his cheerfulness acts as an; 
anresthetic. · . 

I have been led to write about this subject, because we 
have got to envisage even.death, if we will have Swaraj' 
this very year. One whq is previously prepared often, 
escapes :accidents; and this may well be the case with: 
us. It is my firm conviction that Swadeshi constitutes 
this preparation. When · once Swadeshi is a ·successt 
neither this Govermnen.t nor any one else will feel the· 
necessity of putting us to any further t~~t. 
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Still it ·is best no to neglect any contingency whatever. 
Possess ion of power makes men blind and deaf; they 
·.cannot see things which are under their very nose, and· 
·cannot hear things which in~ade thefreiir·B:- There is 
thus no knowing what this power-intoxicated Govern
ment may not do. So it seemed to me that patriotic men 
·ought to be prepared for death, imprisonment and simiLtr 
·eventualities. 

The brave meet death with a smile on their lips, bu~ . 
.they are circumspect all the same. There is no room 
.for foolhardiness in this non-violent war. We do not 
propose to go to gaol or to die by an immoral act. We 
must mount the gallows while resisting the oppressive 
.laws of this Government. (Translated from the Gujarati. 
Namjium by D.) 

8th Decem!Jer, 1921 

IN EA'RNEST 

!By l\I. K. G.\:itmr) 

The arrest of Lala Lajpatrai and Messrs. Lalkhiln, . 
.Santanam and Gopichand in the Punjab, of Messrs. 
Phooken and Bardolai in Assam, Babu J itendralal 
Banerji in Bengal, Maulana Mohiuddin and others in 
Ajmer and Mr. Harkarannath Mishra· and others in 
.Lucknow means business/* It shows not merely that 
the Government is in earnest but that it is not going to 
tolerate Non-co-operation any longer; no longer h; it ..a 
.question of putting down violence, it is one of compelling 
.co-overation. And this is as it should be. The Govern • 
. ment had to appear in its true colours some day or othe1·. 
No Prince had such welcome as is being offered to. th(} 

•for other meaMure~ and methodH of rcpre~Hion, .'14:<: nppondix. 
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Prince of 'Vales.·· The chosen leaders of the people are·' 
being· put' away so that the latter may accept the lead' 
of the Go\~ernment and so that ther~ may be no hartal' 
on· the day of the.· Prince's' entry into· the various 
provinces. 

All this the Goyernment' of India, constituted as it is,. 
has·· a right to do, and we non-co-operate because it 
claims and exercises such right on due occasion. The 
right· consists in its imposing its will upon the people,. 
not recognising that of the people to have their own way 
except on pain of being imprisoned. The issue is clear,. 
and neatly summed up in the Lawrence statue whose· 
removal the Gov~rnment will not allow, although it is: 
the· property in law of the. people. It must govern ·by 
the Pen· or the Sword. Once more the choice has been 
offered to the people. Will they accept the honourable· 
imposition of the Sword and reject the degrading dicta-~ 
tion of the Pen ? 
· The people cannot complain if after fifteen months'' 
training they do not know what to do. Indeed the best 
thing they can do is to do nothing, i.e., to remain as they· 
were ' and continue as if nothing extraordinary had 
happened. England did not stop the war because Lord. 
Kitcheper died. 'Business as usual was her motto. She· 
was well organised for violence-well enough to do 
·-without ·a general' or to 'find· an endless succession of 
:generah::. Are we· so'well organised for Non-violence 
ar;.todo without leaders, i.e., haye an Emdless succession, 
·Of the111 ~? · · 

:In the pe.rson of Lala Lajpatrai the Government have· 
arrested ·one of the greatest ofus,' His name is known 
all over India. His self-sacrifice has enshrined him in 
the.hearts of his countrymen. '•He has laboured as very· 
few hav·e for non-violence side by side with the freest 
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expression and organisation of public opm10n. Hi~ 
arrest typifies, as notl!ing else can, the attitude of the 
Government. 

The Punjab has lost no time in choosing a successor.* 
.. The Punjabis could not have made a better choice than 

by electing Agha Safdar. He is one of the tn1e~t of 
Mussalmans and one of the bravest of Indians. Hi~ 

services are all rendered in a most unassuming manner. 
I have no doubt that he will command the :-:a me lo~'al cn
operatinn that Lalaji has. The best honour tJ1at the 
Punjabis can do to Lalaji is to c0ntinue his work as if 
he was in their mid~t. 1.t is blind, foolish and selfish 
lnve which dissolves with the disappearance, permanent 
or temporary, of the earthy tabernacle which holds the 
deathless sp,irit. The Punjabis 'may not always get an 
Agha Safdar to guide them in the place of Lalaji. He 
may be removed from their midst sooner than we 
may e:<pect. In well ordered organhmtions· leaders are 
elected f•lr conYenience of work, not for extraordinary 
mcJ·it·. A leader is only first among eqnalH. Home one 
mu!'t he pnt first, but he is and should be no Rtronger 
than the weakest link in the chain. Having therefore 

. made our selection we muRt followhim, or the chain is 
broken and all is lom;e. 

1 wish 1 could impart my faith to the people that 
.nothing mnch remains to be done in order to take U!'l to 
the hea~en. The way is clear b9fore u~. 'rhe President
elect ha" ~rated it in unquivocal t rms: 'My first word 
and my lu~t word b you is never to fors:1.ke the Ideal of · 
Non-violent ~ on-c·.l·oparati >n. I know that som~times 
the provocation i:' R:> great that it is extremely difficult 
to remain non-violent in thought, word arid deed. The· 

• .\bout th~.: proeedm"<· th:tt pJopl.! Hhould adopt in l'a~~ <•fancst~ 
and nf C~tnduet in jail, ~l'C illjl'll. 
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success of the .movement, however, depends upon this 
great principJe.' . 

In order to enable. us to enforce this great principle in 
our own lives, we must avoid all occasions for provoca. 
tion. We therefore need no demonstrations now nor big 
meetings, we must discipline .those who have· become 
awakened to withstand provocation and to do construc
tive mtional wnk which is organisation of carding, 
hand-spinning and hand-weaving, so as to enable the 
nation. to supplement her slender resources and to find 
work for the idle hours of the millions. Hindu-Muslim 
unity is an article of faith with us. It is not to be culti
vated or demonstrated except by all working together 
for national uplift and, therefore, devoting their time 
exculsively to manufacture of J(hati. 

· As soon. as we have attained a complete boycott of 
foreign cloth and begun to manufacture our own· Khadi 
in our 'respective provinces and villages, we can become 
free probably .without having to resort to· mass Civil 
Disobedienc~. Therefore aggressive Civil Disobedience 
should be avoided, at least till after finis.hing the boycott 
of foreign cloth and qualifying .for the manufacture of 
of hands pun Khadi. Defensive Civil Disobedience which 
is forced on us in the prosecution of our campaign we · 
ought to welcome, whenever it comes. 

It 1 will be a distinct sign of weakness and unfitness 
· for Swaraj, if these imprisonments dishearten or demo~· 

ralize us. He is no soldier who is afraid or unwilling to 
. pay the· toll demanded of him. The more he is called 
upon to pay, the more glad he is to find himself the first 
to have to pay. Let us believe and know that we must 
provide the Government gaols with all the work they 
can take. I am con~inced that it is not argument but 
suffering of the innocent that appeals both to the 
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per::;ecutor and the persecuted. The nation will shed 
her slothful indifference and the GoYernors their callous
ness by the flight of such suffering. But it must be the 
willing suiiering of the strong and not the unwilling 
suffering of the helpless weak. Those who have gone 
<>rare about to go to goal can say,' It is finished.' vVe 
who remain outside have to prove worthy of their 
finished work by continuing their work till we have set 
them free or han joined them .. He serves best who 
suffers mo~t. 

15th Dett•mlw;, 1921 

DESHABA NDHU DAS 

Lord Reading has been as good as his word. The 
highest in the land has not been immune from arrest. 
Lord Ronaldshay had perhaps given the public to under

. stand that he .would not be arrested till after the Congre~s 

. anrl, then too, if he did not behave himself. But Lord 
Heading's threat was later than, and therefore cancelled, 
the implied opinion of Lord Ronaldshay. Why should 
the President-elect be left free, if he en listed volunteers 

. and issued manifestoes ? There was no cessation in the 

. activity for bringing about haria[ on the day of the 
Prince's a rriv;1l in Calcutta. It was r-;ome such reasoning, 
l suppose, that was applied in effecting the arrest of the 
President-elect. His arrPst was accompanied by that 

·of other prominent workers. Maulana AbulKalam Azad, 
·one of the most learned among M ussalman divines, Ma ulvi 
Akra.mkhan, the Secretary of the Khilafat Committee, 
Mr. Sasmal, Secretary of the Provincial Congress Com
mitt~e and Mr. Padmaraj Jain who exercised influence 

·over the Marwadis were arrested with the Pre~ident
·elect. This must be obviously to prevent hartal. These 
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arrests mean that the authorities 'do not want to tolerate· 
even quiet persuasion and canvassing. They want in 

· fact a forcible opening of shops. They will not adopt· 
the way of Colonel Johnson and threaten to open the-· 
shops . and put soldiers ·in Charge, but they wish to·· 
influence the timid shopkeepers by arresting their leaders. 
The merchants of Calcutta have now a chance of showing 
their determination and independence by observing 
complete hartal in spite of the withdrawal of leaders. 
It is more necessary than ever for the people now to 
observe lwrtal· on. the 24t~. The idea of making a 
demonstration has now become a subsidiary object •. 
The honour of their leaders requires the people of Calcutta 
to observe a complete lwrtal. It wifl be a pro~f of their· 
confidence in their leaders and proof al~o of the exercise· 
Of their own 1 free will. I am hoping that the people of· 
Calcutta will not fail to do their obvious duty on the 24th 
instant. And ·· riow 'that their leaders are withdrawn 
from them, every non-co-operator will constitute himself. 
a leader forkeeping the peace. They cannot do better· 
than simply keep thernselves at home on the 24th except 
volunteers wh~se duty it will bet:> protect from harm 
those who 'may ch~ose to open their shops. I assume that 
both· the Congress and the Khilafat Committees have 
elected fresh, office bearers. 0~1r trne testis certainly now .. 
The assumption of leader~hip to-day is like tbe assump
tion of Lord Mayorship by the late Mac Swiney. It 
carries \vlth it the liability for in:imediate imprisonment .. 
If the. nation is truly awakened, there should be: a 
ceaset'ess flow of leaders and men and wo1nen to be led •. 
Our supply inust always be equal to .the deniand ~ade 
upon· us by the Government. We win when we hav(~' 
e;tablished .~ufficient credit for ~urselve~ for' being able' 
to cope with the demand. 
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THINGS THAT SINK 

(lh: ;\I. K. G.\SD11£) 
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To imprison those who, whether high or low, break 
the commandment!'\, to treat them as common felons, to 
deprive them of their privilege~'!, one can under
stand. I would not call that foul play. 1f yon incur the 
wrath of one who is over you or who has you under hi:; 
power for the time being, to be punished by him for 
your disobedience is what you expect. But if hP. humi
liates you, if he makes your children, do things you and 
they do not like and which you are not required in law 
to do, if he treats you like dirt, it becomes unbearable. 
One learns that in Coconada a Magil'=trate had the 
Swaraj and the Khilafat flags pulled down, that he issued 
order~ prohibiting the use of f'nch flags for one week,. 
that the children of a school were compelled to salute 
the Union Jack, that a distinguished Professqr in 
Calcutta, going out in his academic costume and, on thr. 
strength thereof, going up to an officer to stop a wanton 
hunt. of inoffensive men, was brutally assaulted for his 
innocent inquiry as t0 the cause of the hunt, that a party 
of hraYe cultured young men were kicked about by those· 
who were their warder~ for the time being. Thef'e are· 
thing:-; that sink. These humiliations show that there is 
little change in the mariners of our 'masters '. The· 

\ O'Dwyerian spirit has not died out. Of what use is it that 
L(Jrd Ronaldshay sends for the injured Profesflor~ soothes 
him and assures him that the thing will not happen 
.again'? What will not happen again? The Professor· 
will not be assaulted'! Of course he. will not be during· 
the present crisis. The Professor himself will not again 
presume upon his academic costume and challenge an 
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·officer very soon .. But has th1:1 officer.any respect for the 
Professor? The Professor did not seek r~lief for himself. 
He interceded for injured humanity. Will Indian huma
nity be protected ~nd respected in future because of his 
Lordship's assurance? It is the habitual training 
:given to the soldier that matters. He is converted into 
a vicious animal to be let loose on harmless people on 
,given occasions. The Dases and the Azads have gone 
to gaol to prevl:!nt a repetition of such unmanly and 
brutal exhibitions. They have welcomed imprisonment, 
in order that even the worst c"riminal may be protected 
.i;f.gainst wanton injury, that even he may not have his 
:self-respect wounded. They have not gone to gaol for any 
mechanical transference of power. The organic change 
they want, that Lala Lajpatrai has been pining for years, 
that has become the breath of life for the ease-loving. 
Motilal Nehru and has made of him practically a Fakir, 
js not to be brought about by Lord Ronaldshay, however 
well-intentioned he may be in his apologies, nor by Lord 
Read.ing's smooth phrases and his personal care that 
·officers and men might not overstep the limits of law. 
The organic change will be and can only be brought 
.about by the suffering that has come to the people and 
for which, thank God, they find themselves prepared. A 
.cautious friend in order to restrain my optimiem tells me 
.that the suffering has only just begun, that for the end 
in view we 1uust pay a much higher price still. He 
really expects that we shall have to invite a repetition of 
Jallianwalas and that, instead of approaching the 
triangle~ of the crawling ·lane fame tremblingly and 
reluctantly, we shall have now to walk to them cheer
fully and with a steady step and suffer lashes for refus
jng to crawl. I assure the friend that my optimism has 
,room for all these things and much .worse that he can 
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imagine. But I promise, too, that if India remains calm 
and unperturbed and does.not retaliate;eYen mentally
a very difficult process, I admit, and yet not so difficult 
in India's present exalted mood,-our very preparedness 
and consequent absence of re-action will exhaust the· 
brute spirit for want nutrition, and Lord Reading,. 
instead of talking big things to' us, will himself adopt 
the human language of penitence and see ample occasion 
in the Indian atmosphere for a new diplomacy. 'V'here-· 
as if we forget ourseh-'es and our pledge, we must be 
readyfor'a thousand Jallianwalas' a:1d India being turned 
into a vast shambles. The President-elect bas prepared 
us for such a consummation. He is sure that we have· 
shed the fear of the prison. He is almost certain proba
bly from the e~perience of his brave son and his 
company that we will be prepared to undergo the ordeal 
of assaults. But he bids us give up the fear of death 
itself. If that time is in store fnr Uil, l hope that there 
will be non-violent Non-co-operators enough in India, of 
whom it will be written: 

'Th"'Y suffered bullets without anger and with prayer· 
on their lips,·even for the ignorant murderer.' 

Well, if the reports are to be credited, two .Assamel'e · 
volunteers have been whipped, the volunteers of Lahore· 
have meekly borne the wanton assault~ committed on 
them. This fight is not a joke. vVe . have disciplined 
ourselves for the past twelve months anrl more, and we· 
must now go' through it to the end. There is no turning 
huck. 

rrhe following appeared in You~.Jrf India of 17th 
December, 1921 : 

Vice;oy's 8/wre.-I at'n sorry that I susped Lord 
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··Reading of complicity in the plot to unman Indi~ ·for 
eternity. A friend has suggested an alternative. He 

·says that, whilst Lord Reading must be held responsible 
for the threats used by him in his recent utterance, he 
might be quite unaware of the lawlessness of the subor-

·dinate officials or that he must have become helpless, the 
·subordinate officials having simply disregarded his 
wishes to be strictly within the law. I must reject both 
the interpretations. Lord Reading, if he is trying legiti
mately to suppress popular lawlessness, must study and 
regulate the development .of his campaign which he will 
not even allow to be called repression.' If his subordi-

. nates being interested parties have gone out of hand, he 
must forthwith resign, and at least publicly disown and 
condemn such illegalities and assaults and not attempt 
to excuse them on the flim'sy plea of 'trying times.' I 
have myself suggested a possible explanation. His 
Excellency sympathises with our aspirations, and know
ing his own countrymen, realises· that we have got to be 
severely tried before they think of coming to terms ; he· 
is therefore trying and directing repression to see how 
far we are capable of bearing it and therefore sincere in 
our desire for freedom, and then having made out a case 
for us his clients, desires to compel a settlement. I am 

. afraid, however, that I have to state the case only to be 
rejected. Human nature does not work quite that way. 
Lord Reading is not so entirely selfless, and if he is, he 

. cannot possibly remain in charge of a Government which 
under its present constitution can give no relief to the 
people. It is therefore with the greatest reluctance th~t 
I am forced to conclude that Lord Reading is trying to 
emasculate India by forcibly making free speech and 
popular organisation impossible. I am prepared to 
believe' that, in all this, he thinks that he is doing good 
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:~o us and that we are not yet fit to be called men and 
women. He will soon have his eyes opened. \Ve mm~t 
·not quarrel with his belief. Nor need we feel anxious 
·about it. Let us acquit ourselves like men and women, 
;and we shall find that everything and everybody become 
favourable to us. 

22nd December, 1921 
HOUND TABLE CONFEREXCE 

The p~ges of ''Young flu lin" ·are rarely occupied with 
.an examination of what rulers think. It is an idle 
speculation. But as the papers are di!"cu.ssing, advising 
and debating upon such a conference, I have considered 
it appropriate to devote some space to an examination 
of the mentality of the chief actor in the cirama, now 
being played in India. ln my opinion ~uch a conference 
is 1 bound to prove abortive, ti II Lord Reading is dis· 
.abused of the iden. that Non-co-operation is confined to 
a few mi'lguided zealots. If he wants co-operation and 
·contentment, he must placate Non-co-operators. He 
must see that Non-co-operation is not the riisease, it is 
the chief symptom of a disease. The db,ease consists 
in a triple injury to the people of India. And no pal
liative will soothe the patient so long as the centre of 
the disease is not tackled. Utitside the redres~ of the 
Khilafat and the Punjhb wrongs and the grant of 
:Swaraj in accordance with a scheme framed by the 
·chosen representatives of the people, repressi(Jn is 
the easiest and the shortest way to a :'cttlement. No 
Viceroy can, I freely confess, po!<lsihly allow things to 
drift. I admit that he must suppress civil disobedience 
.as he would an armed rebellion unless he is prepared to 
,remedy the evil towards which the disobedience is 
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directed~ Abstract truth has no valua, ui1less it incar
nates in human beings wh.o represented .it by proving their 
readi~ess to die for it. :Our wrongs live because we· 
only pretend to be .their living r~presentative~. The
only way we can prove our claim is by readiness to 

. !'iuffer in the dischar6e of our trust. We are on a fair· 
· way to proving ourseh;es worthy of it. But 1 hardly 
think we can yet claim. to have given conclusive proof. 
Who knows if we shall not be found wanting when 

' imprisonment means utter discomf~rt, and even lashes ?· 
Who knows how many of us are ready to mount the· 
gallows? 

In my opinion, therefore, a conference at which the 
Gov:ernroent is represented will be useful only when the· 
latter has tried . t.he Non-co-operators to its satisfaction 
and measured their strength in qu~ntity and quality. 

But since Non-co-operation is a method of cultivating· 
public opinion, I would certainly welcome a conferenee 
of co-operators and N on-co-ope~at~rs. I am sure that 
they, want the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs redressed. 
I am ·aware that they want freedom for. the country a:: 
much as Non-co-operator~. It h\l.S given me much 
pleasure to see almost every moderate journal condemn-. 
ing the present. r'epressive policy of the 0 wernmen~. l 
had expected nothing ~ess. And I know that, if Non-co
operators keep self-restraint,.d€1 not become violent, do· 
not abuse their opponents, every liberal will become a 
Non-co-operator. Indeed even Englishn1en will veer· 
round to the Non~'co-operators and the Government will, 
as it then must, capitulate. That is the expected and 
intended working of the method of Non-co-operation .. 
It reduces friction to a minimum. And, if to.day it . 
.seems to have produced a contrary effect, it is because 
Non-co-operators have only now begun to see that it is. 
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·not enough to have been fairly Non-violent in deeJ. It is 
equally necessary to be Non-violent in word and thought. 
It is unlawful for a Non-co-operator even to wish ill to 
his enemies. What our opponentR dread most is undis
·ciplined violence breaking 1mt under cover of Non
·violence. They do not believe in our sincerity, i.e.', 
of the vast majority of us. They see in it nothing but 
·chaos and perdition. This repression therefore has 
.come as a blessing in disguise. It is showing r.hem and 
us that we hav-e acquired influence over- the populace 
to keep it under check even under provoking oircum
·stances. Our restraint has not yet been tried longo 
•enough to be considered permanent. We are still in a 
state of uncertainty. The people in Sialkot did stray 
.away from the line, be it ever so slightly. \V'e have 
,had so many such little jerks that we do n~):, possess 
·the sense of security required to inspire an "'ntsider's 
.faith• in the movement. I Wl)nld therefore welcome every 
opportunity of meeting the co-operators on neutral 
ground or for showing the 1,1 nw fide.~ of N on-cO-(iperators. 
The Government has shown itself in true crJ!ours by 
.declaring its intenti6n to suppress Non-co-operation us 
such. It was on safe ground so long as it soug11t to put 

·down vi0lence or incitement to or approval of it. 1. have 
theref0re no doubt that the co-operators will rise to a 
man against the Government madness-this vain attempt 
to stifle expression of opinion and agitation for redress 
·of grievances. But I warn our friends against ·entertain- ' 
.ing the idea of a conference with the Government till· 
they find that it i;; truly penitent and means to appre
·Ciate tho popular side. Let there be no conference on 
the boycott of welcome or the right of holding public 
.meetings or forming associations of volunteer~ or others . 
:so long.as they have no violent purpose. Boycott of the. 

58 
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welcome will and must continue so long as th~. people's; 
lv)shes are flout.ed, and public meetings. and associ'ations

.o.re elementary rights on ~hich there can be no' parley
ing, We must fight for them. 

Let it be understood that Non-co-operators ate not 
offering Civil Disobedience that they had' intended: to .. 
Their insistence on calling and attend\ng public meet-· 
ings and forming peaceful volunteer associations ought. 
hot to be dignified by the name of Civil Disobedience .. 
Non-co-operators are merely 'on the defensive. They 
have not taken, as they certainly int~nd to take,· the 
offensive as soon as they are fairly certain of non.:.. 
violent atmosphere. The Government has obliged them 
by anticipating them and providing them with a test of 
their own capacity: 

22/!(l December, 1921 

THE PROPOSED CONFERENCE 

Referring to Lord Ronaldshay~s speech at the Bengali 
Legislative Council on Monday la.st, Mr. Gandhi mad~ 
the following statement to the correspondent of the 
~ssociated Press at his Ashram late in the night: I haye' 
read Lord Ronald.shay·'s speech(' in the Bengal Legisla
tive Council. Whilst I appreciate the note cf conciliation· 
about it, I cannot help saying that it is most misleading .. 
I do not want to criticise those parts of tile speech· 
which lend themselves to criticism. I simply want 
.to say that tbe present situation is entirely his own: 
.and the Viceroy's doing. In spite of my strong desire .. 
to avoid suspecting the Government of India and the· 
Local Governments of a wish to precipitate a conflict 

· •omitted in this collec~tion. 
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with the people, up to now all that I heard and read 
leads me to the conclusion that my suspicion is justified. 
Whilst I do not wish to deny the existence of some sort 
of pressure, even intimidation, on the part of individuals, 
I do wish emphatically to deny that in connection 
with the phenomenal hartal on the 17th November, in 
Calcutta, there was any intimidation, organised or initiat
ed by or on behalf of the Local Congress or the 
Khilafat Committees. On the contrary, I am certain that 
the influence exerted by both these bodies was in thQ 
direction of avoiding all intimidation. Moral pressm·e 
there certainly wag and will always be in all big move
ments, but it must be clear to the simplef-1t understanding 
that a complete hartal such as Calcutta witnessed on 
the 17th November, would be an impossibility by mere 
imtimidation. But assume that there ·was intimidation. 
\Vas there any reason for disbanding Volunteer Corps , 
prohibiting public meetings and enforcing laws which 
are under promise of repeal? Why has no attempt 
heen made to prove a single case of intimidation? It 
grieves me to have to say that the Governor of Bengal 
has brought in the discovc1•y of swords or sword-sticks 
in one place in Calcutta to discredit large public organi
sations. Who intimidated ,the people into observing a 
complete ha.rtrd in ~llahaba'd after all the leader~; were 
arrested and in spite of the reported.undue offichi:l pres
sure that was exercised upon shopkeeper~ and ghari
wallas at that place? Again; HiF~ Lordship says, "lf we 
are to assume that 'thiH development means the.t·e is 
genuine desire t0 bring about improvement, there must 
be a favourable atmosphere. In other· words, it will be 
generally. agreed that to trust must be an essential 
preliminary to any possible conference. If responsible 
leaders of, Non-co-operation now come forw~rd with 
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definite assurance that this is the correct interpretation, I · 
should then say we were in ·sight of such a change of 
circumstances a-s would justify Government in reconsider-· 
ing the position. But words must be backed by deeds. 
If I were satisfied only that there was general desire for 
the conference and that responsible N on-co~operation 
leaders were prepared to take action, then I should be 
prepared to recommend my Government to take steps in 
consonance with the altered situation." This is highly 
misleading. If wherever words "Non-co~operation 
leaders" occur, the word" Government" were put in, and 
if the whole of the statement came from a Non-co-opera-

. tor, it would represent the correct situation. Non-co
. operators have really to do nothing, for they have precipi
tated nothing. They are over-cautious .. The disturbance 
in Bombay was allo\\ed to override their keen desire to 
take up.aggressive Civil Disobedience, but in the present 

· circumstances the phrase "Civil Disobedience" is really 
a misnomer. What Non-co-operators are doing to-day, I 
claim, every co-operator would do to-morrow under 
similar circumstances. When the Government of India 
or the Local Governments attempt to make our political 
existence or agitation, no matter how peaceful, an utter 
impossibility, may we not rest'st such attempt by every 
lawful means at our disposal? I cannot imagine any
thing more lawful "Or more natural tl:lan tha.t we should 
continue our volunteer organisations purging them of 
every tendency to become violent and continue also to 
hold public meetings taking the consequences of such a 
Rtep. Is it not proot of the law-abiding instinct. of 
hundreds of young men and old men that they have 
meekly, without offering any defence and without 
complaining, accepted imprisonment for having dared 
to exercise their elementary rights in the face of Govern-

' \ 
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ment persecution? And so it is the Government which 
is to prove its genuine desire for a conference and an 
ultimate settlement. It is the Government which has to 
arrest the fatal course along which repression is taking 
it. It is the Government that is to pr0\1e to Non-co
operators its l1rJJ/It .fides before it can expect then~ to 
take part in any conference. 'When the Gorernment 
does that, it will find that there is an absolutely peace
ful atmosphere. Non-co-operation, when the Govern
ment is not resisting.anything except violence, is a most 
harmless thing. There is really nothing for us to 
suspend. Vv e cannot be expected; until there is actual 
settlement or guarantee of settlement, to ask schonlbnys 
to return to Government ~chools or lawyers to resLHJW 
practice or public men to become candidates for the 
Councils or title-holders to ask for return of titles. In 
the natu.re of things, it is ther~fore clear th,tt Non-co
operators have to do nothiug. Speaking p<Jrsonally, 1. can 
~ertainly say that if there is a genuine desire for a con
ference, I would be the last person to advise precipitating 
aggressive. Civil Disobedience, which certainly it i:-; JUY 
intention to do immediately 1 am entirely satisfied that 
the people have undet•:...tood the secret of Non-violence; 
and let me say the h~t ten days' events have shown that 
the people seem clearly to understand its inestimable 
value. lf then the Governmer~t recognises that Non-co
operator.;;; mean business and intentl to suffer limitles.;;)y 
for the. attainment of theif goal, let the Government 
·unconditionally retrace its steps, cancel the notifications 
about disbandment of voliJnteer organisations and 
prohibitions of public meetings and realease all those 
men in the different. provinces who have been arre:;ted 
and sentenced for ·so-called Civil Disobedience or for 
any other purpose given under the d!i'finition of Non-co-
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operation but excluding acts of violence, actual or 
intended. Let the Government come down with a heavy 
hand on every act of violence or incitement to it, but we 
must claim the right for all time of expressing our opi· 
nions freely and educat.ing P!lblic opinion by every 
legitirnat,e and non-violent means~ lt is therefore the 
Government who have really to undo the grave wrong 
they have perpetrat~d and they can have the conference 
they wish in a favourable atmosphere. Let me also say 
that, so far as I am concerned, 1 want no conference to 
consider the ways and means of dealing with Non-co· 
operation. The only conference that can at all avail at 
this ~~age i~ a conferencl:! called to deal with the causes 
of the present discontent, namely, the Khilafat and the 
Punjab wrongs and Swaraj. Any conference again 
Which can usefully sit at the present stage l11USt be con
ference that is .really representative and .not a conferen.ce 
to which only: those whorn .. the Gf>v-ernment desire are 
invited. 

19th Januar!J,l922 

THE ·VICEROY'S REP~ Y 

Interviewed by Associated Press correspondent, Mr. 
Gandhi made the following statement regarding Lord 
Reading's speech at Calcutta in reply to: the deputation 
led by Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya: I must qonfess 
that I have read the Vicereg~l utterance with deep pain. 
I was totally unprepared for what I must, respectfully 
call his :n:;lischievous misreprese·ntation of the attitude of 
the Congress .and the $hilafat ~rganisations. in connec
tion with the visit of His Roy.al Highness, the Prince of 
Wales~ Every resolution passed byeither. organisation 
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·and every speaker has laid the greatest stress up:m tho
fact that there was no question of showing the slightest 
·m.will against the Prince or exposing him to any affront. 
'The boycott was purely a question of principle and direct· 
el a:;':l.inst w1at we have held to he the unscrupulou~ 
wethods of the bureaucracy. I have always held, at1l hold 
·even now, that the Prince has been hronght to India in 
Drder to strengthen the hold of the Civil Service corpo
Tation which has brought India into a state of abject 
paupersim and political serfdom. If I am proved to bo 
wrong in my supposition that the visit has that sinister 
1neaning, I shall gladly apologise. 

It is equally unfortunate for the Viceroy t0 say that thrJ 
'boycott of the welcome means an affront to the British 
·people. His Excellency does nnt realh::e what grievou~ 

wrong he is doing to his own people by confusing them 
with the British a~ministrators in India. Does he wish 
'India to infer that the British administrators here repre
sent the British people and that agitation directed 
against their methods is an agitation against the British 
people? And if such is the Viceregal contention and if 
to conduct a vigorou~ and effective agitation against tho 
methods ·of bureaucracy and to describe them in theil· 
true colours is an affront to the British people, then I am 
afraid I must plead· guilty. But then I must also say in 
all humility, the Viceroy has entirely misread and misut1~ 
derstood the great national awakening that is taking 
·place in India. I repeat for the thousandth time that 
~it' is not hostile to any nation or any body of men, hut it 
·is deliberately aimed at, the system under which tho 
•Government of India is being to-day conducted, and l 
promise that no threat and no enforcement of threat!-~ 

'by ~he Viceroy or any body of men will strangle that 
.agitation ·or send to rest that awakening. 
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I have said in my reply to Lord Ronalds~ay's speech· 
that. we have not taken the offensive ; we are not the·· 
:;tggressors, we have not got to stop any. single activity .. 
It is the Government that is to stop its aggravatingly-

. offensive activity aimed not at violence but a lawful, 
disciplined, stern but absolutely non-violent' agitation .. 
It is for the Government ofindia and for it alone to bring 
about a peaceful atmosphere, if it so desires. It has 
hurled a bomb-shell in the midst of material rendered 
inflammable by its own action and wonders that the 
material is still not inflammable enough to expl'ode. The· 
Immediate issue is not now the redress of the three· 
wrongs; the immediate issue is the right of holding public 
meetings and the right of forming associations for· 
peaceful purposes. And in vindicating this right we are 
fighting the battle not merely on behalf of Non-co-opera
tors, but. we are :fighting the battle for all schools of 
politics. It is the condition of any organic growth, and 
I see in the Viceregal pronouncement an insistence upon 
submission to a contrary doctrine which an erstwhile· 
exponent of the law of liberty has seen fit to lay down 
upon finding himself in an atmosphere where there is 
little regard for law and order on the part of those very 
men who are supposed to be custodians of law and order. 
I have only to point to the unprovoked assaults being· 
committed, not in isolated cases, not in one place, but' in 
Bengal, in the Punjab, in Delhi and in the United Prov
inces. I have no doubt that as repression goes on in its. 
mad career, the reign of terrorism will overtake the whole· 
of this unhappy land. But whether the campaign is. 
conducted on civilised or uncfvilised lines, so far as I 
can see, there is only one way open toN on-co-operators, 
indeeed I contend, even to the people of India. On this . 
..question of the right of holding public meetings ·a~d 
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forming associations there can be no yieding. ..,N e have· 
burnt our boats and we must sail onward till that primary 
right of human beings is vindicated. 

Let me make my own position clear. I am most anxi
ous for a settlement. I want a Round Table Conference ... 
I war1t our position to be clearly known by everybody 
who wants to understand it. I impose no condition~, 

but when conditions are imposed upon me prior to the 
holding of the coqference. I must be allowed tn examine. 
those conditions, and if I find that they are suicidal, 1. 

· must be excused if I don't accept them. The amount of 
tension that is created can be regulated solely by the· 
Government of India, for the offemh·e has been taken 
by the Government . . 

19//t Jonllrtl'fJ, 1922 

THE MALAVIYA CONFEHENC£ 

(llr .M. K. G.\XJIIIJ) 

The Conference') was both a success and a failure. lt 
was a success in that it showed an earnest de~ire on the· 

. part of those who attended to secure a peaceful solution 
· of the present trouble, and in that it brought under one 

roof people possessing divergent views. lt was a failure 
in that, through certain resolutions have been adoptedt' 
the Conference did not leave on my miml the impression 
that those who assembled together as a whole realiserl 
the gravity of the realissne. The mind of the Conference 

• A l'Oilfl'I'IJilCe of leader!ol of all parties, artangl'd l1,V Pandit 1\la)a. 
\'iya, was hdd in Bombay on 14th Jannary. 1!1:!~, at whil'h o\'l:r a 
hundrl'rl h·ndl'I'S of all parties from nll Jll'O\'inceM were t't·c~ent. It 
recolltlll\'llth:d Rtopping of repre!!~ion and the coHvoking of a round 
tablu conh·rence between Government ntH.l Xon~co.operatorH and 
other lcud~rs. Go1ernment rej3ctcd the propn~als. }'or fnl'thl·l' de
tails see appendix, 
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·seemed to be centred more on a round table conference 
·than upon asserting thepopularright offreespeech,free 
. association and free press which are more than a round 
table conference. I had expected on the part of the 
Independents to declare their firm attitude that no matter 

"how much they might differ regarding the method of 
Non-co-operation, the freedom of the people was a com
mon· heritage and that the assertion of that right was 
three-fourths of Swara.j ; that tliereforeJ;hey would defend 
that right even with Civil Disobedience, if need be. 

However, as the attention of the Conferonce could not 
be rivetted on that point, but on a round table confe
rence, the discussion turned upon the essentials of such 
.a conference. 

My own position was clear. I would attend any con
ference as an individual, without any conditions. My 
purpose as a reformer is to convert people to the view I 
hold to be rjght and therefore to see everybody who 
would care to listen to me. But when I was asked to 
mention the conditions necessary for an atmosphere 
favourable for a successful conference, I had to press 
home certain conditions. And must own that the 
Resolutions Committee approached my view-point with 
the greatest sympathy and showed every anxiety to 
eccommodate me. But side by side with this, I observed 
:an ,admirable disposition on its part to consider the 
Government's difficulties. Indeed the Government's 
·case could not have been better presented, if it had been 
-directly and offici<illy represented in the Conference. 

The result was a compromise. The withdrawal 0f 
:notifications and the discharge of prisoners coming 
under the notifications and of the jatwa prisoners, i.e., the 
Ali Brothers and others who have been convicted in 
respect of the jatwas regarding military service, was 
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•::ammon cause. The Committee saw the force of the 
·suggestions that the distress warrants should be dis

... charged, the fines imposed upon the Press, etc. should 
be refunded and that the prisoners convicted for non. 

'.Yiolent or otherwise innocent activities under cover of 
the ordinary laws should bo discharged upon the proof 
of their Non-violence. For thi~ purpose, I had suggested 
;the committee appointed by the conference. But on the 
·Resolutions Committee showing that, it would be difficult 
ffor the Government to accept such an uncontrollecl 
recommendation, I agree!i to the principle of arbitration 

·now imported in the resolution. The !'iecond compromise 
·is regarding picketing. My suggestion was that in the 
·event of the round table conference being decided upon, 
Non-co-operation activities of a hostile nature should be 

·suspended and that all picketing except; {J(IItrL fide peace. 
ful picketing should also be suspended, p~nding result of 
the conference. As the implications of hostile activities 
J.ppeared .to me to be too dangerous to be acceptable, l 
hastily withdrew my own vv;ording and gladly threw 

·over even hona fide peace.ftll picketing, much though 1. 
'regretted it. I felt that the friend~• interested in liquor 
picketing for the sake of temperance would not mind 

i the temporary sacrifice. 
I agreed too to advise the Working Committee to 

postpone general mass Civil Disobedience comtempl,\ted 
by the Congress to the 31st instant in order to enable the 

'Committee and the Conferenca tc .enter into negotiations 
with the Government. This, I felt, was essential to show 
our bona fide.~. We could not take up new offensives, 
whilst negotiations for a conference were being conducted 
by .responsible men. I further undertook to advise the 

'Committee, in the event of the proposed conference 
·coming off, to stop all hartals pending the conference. 
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This I hold to be inevitable. lla;tals are a demonstration 
.against bureauc.racy. We cannot continue them, if we· 
are conferring with them for peace. Workers will bear 
ill mind that as yet no activity of the Congres~ stops save 
general Civil Disobedience. On the contrary, enlistment 
of \~olunteers and Swadeshi propaganda must continue 
without abatement. Liquor shop picketing may continue 
where it is absolutely peaceful. It should certainly 
continue whera notices unnecessarily prohibiting picket·· 
ing h1n been issued. So may picketing continue • regarding schools or foreign cloth shops. But whilst all 
our activities should be zealously continued, there should 
be the greatest restraint exercise::l and every trace of 
Yiolence or discourtesy avoided. When restraint and 
courtesy are added to strength, the latter becomes irresis
tible. Civil Disobedience being an indefeasible rightr 
the preparations' for it will continue even if the conference 
comes off. And the preparations for Civil Disobedience 
consist in: 

1. the enlistment of volunteer:;, 
2. ·the propaganda of Swadeshi, 
3. the removal of ·untouchability, 
4. the training in non-violence in word, deed and 

thought, 
5. unity beetween d!verse creeds and classes. 

I hear that many are enrolled as volunteers in various 
parts of India, although they do nC>t waar Khadi, do not 
belieYe in complete non-violence, or, if they are Hindus, 
do not believe in untouchability ·as a crime against 
humanity. I cannot too often warn the people that every 
deviation from our own rules' retards our progress. lt is 
the quality. of our work which will please God and not 
qu~ntity. Not all the lip Mussalmans and the lip Hindus 
will enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Islam is no stronger· 
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than the Kingdom of Heaven. Islam is no stronger than 
the best Mussalman. Thousands of nominal followers of 
Hinduism balie their faith and discredit it. One true and 

, perf(!ct follower of Hinduism is enough to protect it for 
all time and against the whole world. Similarly, one 
true and perfect Non-co-operator is any day better than 
a million Non-co-operators so-called. The best prepara
tion for Civil Disobedience is to cultivate civility, that 
is truth and non-violence, amongst ourselve:o; and our 
surroundings. 

An Unjottwwte lncitll"ni.-The abrupt withdrawal of 
'Sir Sankaran Nair* was an unfortunate incident. In my 
opinion, he had nothing to do with my, or later, with 
Mr. Jinnah's opinions. As Speaker, especially, he was 
exempt from any implied or express identification with 
.anyborly's views. 1 cannot help feeling that Sir 
.~ankaran erred in the conception of hi.;; duly a~ Speaker. 
But as we pl'Ogress towards democracy, we must be pre
pared even for such err~meous exercise of independence. 
I congratulate Sir Sankaran Nair upon his boldly exer
·cising his indep,endence, which I have not hesitated to 
·call cussedness in private conversation, and upon the 
independence of the Commitfee in not suffering a nerv
ous collapse, but quietly el~cting Sir Vishveshwarayya 

.and voting thanks to the retiringSpeakerfor the services 
,rendered. 

" '~ir ~anbmn wa~ the sp~aker of the Boutha~· L.~a,Jrn' f \1nl'~rcucJ 
·I) II the fir~t day and retired the Kccond day alle){in~ t ll'l t in dew of 
)Jr. Uandhi · 6 a I ti tude, thtre wa~ no uRc for a eon t't•l't'lh t·. 
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19!/t Janua;y, 1922 

.THE DEMANDS 

(Br M. K. GANDIIJ) 

In ord~r that all may approach the rouni table con. 
ference with perfect knowledge of the Congress demands, 
I laid all our cards on the table and reiterated the claims 
'regarding the Khilafat, the Punjab and Swaraj. Let me 
repeat them here: 

(1) So far as I can write from memory, full restora
tion to the Turks of Constantinople, Adrianople, Anatolia, 
including Smyrna and Thrace. Complete withdrawal of 
non-Muslim influeneefrom Arabia, Mesopotamia, Pales
tine and therefore Syria and withdrawal of British troop~ 
whether English or Indian from these territories. 

(2) Full enforcement of the report of the Congress 
Sub.Committee and therefore the stopping of the pension~ 
of Sir Michael O'Dwyer, General Dyer and other officers 
named in the report for dismissal. 

(3) Swaraj means, in the event of the foregoing 
demands being granted, full Dominion statu~. The 
scheme of such Swaraj should be framed by represen
tatives duly elected in territs of the Congress Constitu
tion. That means four annas franchise. Every Indian 
adult, male or female, paying four annas anrl signing 
the Congress creed, will be entitled to be placed on the 
electoral roll. These electors would elect delegates who 
would frame the Swaraj constitution. This shall be· 
giYen effect to without any change by the British Parlia· 
ment. 

If the Congress programme is so cut and dried, where 
is the necessity for a conference ?-asks the critic. I 
hold that there is and there always will be. 

The method of execution of the demands has to be· 
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<Jonsidered. The Government may have a rea~onable 
and a convincing answer' on the claims. The Congre:o;s
men have fixed their minimum, but the fixing of the· 
minimum means no more than confidence in the justi,e 
of one's cause. lt further meanR that there is no room 
for bargaining. There can, therefore, be Ilo appeal to· 
one's weaknes:- or incapacity. The appeal can only be· 
addressed to reason. If the Viceroy summons the con
ference, it means either that he recogni~es the justice of· 
the claims or hopes to satisfy the Congregsmen, among 
others, of the injustic~ thereof. He must be confident of 
the justice of his proposals for a rejectio.n or reduction of 
the claim. That is my meaning of a meeting of equals 
who eliminate the idea of force, and instantly shift their 

, ground as they appreciate the injustice of their position. 
I assure His Excellency the Viceroy and everyho~y con
cerned that the Congressmen or Non-co-operators are as . 
reasonable beings as may. be found on earth or in India .. 
They have every incentive to be, so for theirs is the duty 
of suffering as a result of rejection of any just offer. 

I have heard it urged that on the Khilafat the Imperial 
Government is powerless. I should like to be convinced 
of this. In that case and if the Imperial Government 
make common cause with the Mussalmans of lndia, 1. 
should be quite satisfied and take the chance with the 
Imperial Government's genuine assistance of convincing 
the other powers of the justice of the Khilafat ·claim. 
And even when the claim is admitted, 'much require!-! to . 
be discussed regarding the execution .. 

Similarly. rQgarding the Punjab. The principle being 
granted, the details have, to be settled. Legal difficul
ties have been urged about stopping the pensions to . 
• the dismissed official~. The reader may not know that 
Maulana Shaukat Ali's pension (I suppose he occupied 
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the same status as Sir Michael O'Dwyer) was stopped 
without any inquiry or previous notice to him. I believe 
that service regulations do provide for removing officers 

. a,rcl officials from the pensions list on proof of gross 
neglect of duty or disloyal eervice, Anyway let the 
Government prove a case for refusal to grant the Punjab 

.demand save the ple.a of the past services of these 
.officials. I must refuse to weigh their service to the 
Empire against their disservice to India, assuming the 
possibility of two such things co-~xisting. 

S)Varaj scheme is undoubtedly a matter on which there 
will be as many, minds as there are men and wom~n .. 
And it is eminently a thing .to be debated in a conference .. 
But here again there must be a clean mind and no mental 
·reservations. India's freedom must be the supreme r 

interest in everybody's mind. There should be no· 
·Obstruction such as the preoccupation of tht: British elec·· 
tor or the indifference of the House of Commons or the· 
hostility of the House of Lords. No lover of India can1 

·possibly take into account these extraneous matters . 
. The only question to consider will be-is India ready for1 
what she wants ? Or does she ask like a child for food·· 

·she has no stomach for? That can be determined not by, 
.outsiders but by Indians themselves. 

From that standpoint, I do consider the idea of the· 
. conference for devising a scheme of full Swaraj prema·· 
ture. India has'not yet incontestably proved her strength .. • 
Her suffering is great indeed, but nothing and noli 
prolonged enough for the object in view. She has to gc · 
through greater discipline. I was punctilj.ously carefu, 
not to make Non-co-operators a)arty to the conferencE. 
resolutions, because we are still so weak. When India ha.1~ 

·evolved disciplined strength, 1 would knock myself a1: 

. the Viceregal door for a conference, and I. know that thE 
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Viceroy will gladly embrace the opportunity whether he 
be an eminent lawyer or a distinguished militari!'lt. I 
do not approach directly, because I am conscious of our 
weakness. But being humble I make it clear through 
Moderate or other friends that I would miss not a single 
opportunity of having honest conferences or con!'lulta. 
tions. And so I have not hesitated to advise Non-co
operators thankfully to meet the Independents and 
place our services at their disposal to make such use of 
them as they may deem fit. And if the Viceroy' or a 
party de~ires a conference ·it would be foolish for 
Non-co-operators not to respond. The case of Non-co
operators depends for success on cultivation of publiC' 
opinion and public snpport. They have no other force 
to back them. If they forfeit public opinion, they hn:ve 
lost the voice of God for the time being. 

For the manner of preparing the scheme too, I have 
~imply suggested what appears to me to be a most feasi
ble method. The All-India Congress Committee has not 
considered it nor has the Working Committee. The 
adoption of the Congress franchise is my own sugges
tion. But what I have laid down as the guiding principle 
is really· unassailable. The scheme of Swaraj is that 
scheme which popular representatives frame. What 
happens then to the experts in administration anrl otherg 
who may not be popularly elected? In my opinion, they 
also should attend and have the vote even, but they 
must necessarily be in a minority. They must expect 
to influence the majority by a constant appeal to the 
logic of facts. Given mutual trust and mutual respect, 
a round table conference cannot but result in a satisfac
tory and honourable peace. 

59 
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7th July, 1920 

PURE ,CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

All the readers of" Young India" may not know that 
Ahmedabad came under a heavy fine for the misdeeds 
of\he April of last year.* The fine was collected from 
the residents of Ahmedabad but some were exempted at 
the discretion of the collector. Among those who were 
called upon to pay the. fines were income-tax payers. 
They had to pay a third of the tax paid by them. :Mr. 
V. J. Patel, a noted barri(;)ter, and Dr. Kanuga, a leading 
medical practitioner,-were among those who were unable 
to pay. They had admittedly helped the authorities to 
.quell the disturbance.- No doubt they were Satyagrahis, 
but they had endeavoured to still the mob fury even at 
some risk to their own persons. But the authorities 
would not exempt them. It was a difficult thing for 
them to use discretion in individual cases. It was 
.equally difficult for these two gentlemen to pay any fine 
when they were not to blame at all. They did not 
wish to embarass the authorities and yet they were 
.anxious to preserve their self-respect. They c4..rried on . 
no agitation but simply notified their inability to. pay 
the fine~ in the circumstances set forth above. There
fore an attachment was issued.. Dr. Kanuga is a very 
.busy practitioner and his box is always full. The 
watchful attaching official .. attached his cash box and 
-extracted enough money to discharge the writ of execu
tion. A lawyer's business cannot be conducted on those 
lines. :Mr. Pa.tel sported on cash box. A sofa of his 
sitting room was therefore attached and ~dvertised for 
sale an:i duly s~ld. Both these Satyagrahis have thns 
.completely saved their consciences. 

See p. 15 
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Wiseacres may laugh at the folly of allowing writs of 
•attachment and paying for the collection of fines. 
Multiply such instances and imagine the consequence to 
the authorities of executing thousands of writs. Writs 
.are possible when they are confined to a few recalci
rtrants. They are troublesome when they have to. be 
executed againsc many high-souled persons who have 
~done rio wrong and who refuse payment t; vindicate a 
·principle. They may not attract much notice when 
·isolated individuals resort to this method of protest. 
But clean examples hav~ a curious method of multiply
·ing·themselves. They bear publicity and the sufferer~ 

in~tead of incurring odium receive congratulations. 
M.en like Thoreau brought about the abolition of slavery 

1hy their personal examples. !:;ays Thoreau:'' J. know 
this well, that if one thousand, if one hundred, if ten 
men whom I could name,- if ten honest men only-aye, 
if onf' honest man, in this state of Massachnsette"l ceasinu 
lo holll slaceswere actually to withdraw from this co
partnership.and be locked up in the country gaol there
for, it would be the abolition of slayery in America. 
For it matters not how small the beginning may seem to 
·he, what is once well done is done for ever." Again, he 
·'lays," I have reontemplated the imprisonment of the 
·offend~r rather then seizure of his goods--though both 
will serve the same purpose, because they who assert 
the purest riglJ.t' and consequently are mol'1t dangirous to 
a corrupt.State, commonly have not spent much time in 
.accumulating property." We therefore congratulate 
Mr. Patel and Dr. Kanuga on the excellent example set 
·by them in an excell(mt spirit and in an excellent cause. 
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3nl Norember, 1921 

REQUISITE CONDITIONS 

Those. only can tuke up Civil Disobedienc~, who believe
in willing obedience even to irksome laws imposed by
t.he State ~o long as they do not hurt their ~onscience ,or 
rt~ligion, and are prepared equally willingly to suffer the· 
·n.3nalty of Ciyil Disobedience. Disobedience to be civil. 
b~ts to be absolutely non-violent, the underlying principle· 
being .the winning over of the opponent by suffe~ing,. 
i.e., love. . 
· For.the purpose of the. Khilafat, the Punjab or Swaraj 

civil resisters rm~st implicitly believe in the necessity· 
of Hindu-Muslim unity based not upon e~pediency :but 
upon real affection. Civil resisters must believe ·in 
Swadeshi and therefore use only handspun. Humanly 
speaking,· if. ~ot 'eYeD one out of the two hundred and 
fifty districts of India is thus ready, I consider the attain· 
went of Swara} duringtbis year nearly impossible. lf 
ol.wdistrict co.n be found where ninety per cent. of the
population haye completely boycotted foreign cloth and 
·are manuf::tctu.ring all the cloth required by them by hand 
epinning and hand weaYing, if the whole of the popul~-· 
tion of that district, whether Hindu, Mussalman, Farsi, 
Sikh, Chri~:;tian or Jew, is living in perfect amity, if 
the whole of its Hindu population is purged of the sin of 
untouchability and if at lea:st one in erer"" ten of its 
inhr~bitants i:- capable of suffering imprison~1ent or even 
mounting tit~ gilllows, and if, while that district is civilly, 
pea.cefully und honourably resisting the Government, the· 

)'31St of India remai~s non-violent and united and prose
cntl:!s t~e progrlmme of Swadeshi, I hold it to be perfectly
possible to est:J.bli5h Swaraj during this vear. I shall 
hope that there are several such districts r.ead,r. In any-
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·case, the method now to adopt is for worker~ to cotWUl· 
trate on and develop their own districts without refereru:c 
to the rest. They must not invite imprio::onment till they 
.are ready, nor must they avoid it if it cumes to the111 
unsought. They should make no !'peeches but simply 
finish the Swadeshi programme ina bu~ines~like manpn·. 
Where workers find no re~ponse from their distrlr~1·:, 
they must not get disheartened but should f-. imply becoi~ie 
·expert carders, spinnP.rs and weaver~. Their out-tum 
will be their best and whole work whil.-r th~ir neighbow·1 
;are thinking what to do. 

lOth November, 1921 

THE MOMENTOUS ISSrE 

(BY M. K. G.\~vur) 

The next few weeks should see Civil Dh=obedience in 
'full working order in some part of India. With illustrn,~ 
-tions of partial and individual Ch·il Di.:cJbedience Uw 
·country has become familiar. Complete Civil Dhwhedi
·ence is rebellion without the element nf Yiolence in .tt • 
.An out and out civil resi~tersimply ignores the authoritr 
·of the state. He becomes an ou'tlaw claiming to d;•;. 

regard every unmoral state law. Thu,, for instance, Ito 
may refuse to pay taxes, he may refuse to recognhn 
the authority of the state in his daily intercourHo. 
He may refuse to obey the law of tre~pa,;s and 
·claim to enter military barracks in order to ~peak to 
the soldiers, he may refuse to submit to limitatiow~ 

upon the manner of picketing and may 'Picket within 
the prescribed area. In doing all tbi~, he never us•1~1 

force and never resists force ·when it is used agaiw:t 
!him. In fact, he invites imprisonment and other ust:n. 
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of force against himself. ·This he does, because, an<f 
when he finds the bodily freedom, he seemingly enjoys: 
to be an intolerable burden. He argues to himself that 
a state allows personal freedom only in so far as the· 
citizen . submits to its regulations. Submission to the
state law is the price a citizen pays for his personal 
liberty. Submission, therefore, to a state wholly ol"· 
largely unjust is an immoral barter for liberty. A citizen 
who thus realises the evil nature of a state is not satisfied~ 
to live on its sufference, and therefore appears to the
others .who do not share his belief to be a nuisance to, 
society, whilst, he is endeavouring to compel the state· 
without committi~g a moral breach to arrest him. Thus: 
consid9red, civil resistance is a most powerful expressioill 
of a soul's anguish and an eloquent protest against the· 
continuance of an evil state. Is not this t~e history of 
all reform ? Have not reformers, inuch to the disgust of 
their fallows, discarded even innocent symbols associat-· 
ed with an evil practice ? 

When a body of men disown the state under which·. 
they have hitherto lived, they nearly e£tablish their own 
government. I say nearly, for they do not go to the 
point of using force when they are resisted by the state .. 
Their' business I as of the individual is to be locked up· 
or shot by the state, unless it recognises their separate· 
existence, in other words bows to their will. Thus three· 
thousand Indians in South Africa, after due notice to the·· 
Government of the Transvaal, crosse.d the Transvaal, 
border in 1914 in defiance of the Transvaal immigration. 
law ·and compelled the Government to arrest them .. 
\Vhen it failed to provoke them to violence or to coerce 
them ·into submission, it yielded to their dem~nd. A 
body of civil rssisters is, therefore, like an army subject 
to all the discipline of a soUier, only harder because of 
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want of excitement of an ordinary soldier's life. And as 
a civil resistance army is or ought to be free from 
passion because free from the· spirit of retaliation, it 
requires tb.e fewest number of soldiers. Indeed one 
perfect civil resister is enough to win the battle of Right 
against Wrong. 

Though, therefore, the All-India Congress Committee 
has authorised Civil Disobedience by ProvincialCongres!'
Committees on their own responsibility, I hope they will 
put due emphasis on the word 'responsibility' and not 
start Civil Disobedience with a light heart. Every cond i
tion must be given its full effect. The mention of Hindu
Mllslim unity, non-violence, Swadeshi and removal of 
untouchability means that they have not yet become an 
integral part of our national life. If an individual or a 
ma~s have still misgiving about Hindu-M1:slim unity, 
if they have sti~l any doubt about the necessity of non
violence for the attainment of our triple goal, if they have 
not yet enforced Swadeshi in its completeness, if the 
Hindus among that mass have still the poison of 
untouchability in them, that mass or that individual are 
not ready for Civil Disobedience. Indeed it would be 
best to watch and wait whilst the experiment is being 
carried on in one area. Reverting to the analogy of the 
army, those div.isions that watch and wait are just as 
much co-operating actively as the division that i~ 
actually fighting. The only time, whilst the experiment 
is going on, that individual Civil Disobedience may be 
resorted to simultaneously, is when the Government 
obstruct even the silent prosecution of Swadeshi. Thus 
if an order of prohibition is served upon an expert 
spinner going to teach or organise spinning, that order 
should be summarily disregarded and the teacher should 
court imprisonment. But in all other respects, in so far 
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as I can judge at present, it will be best for every ot.her 
part of India scrupulously to respect all orders and 
instructions, whilst 9ne part is deliberately taking the 
offensive and committing a· deliberate breach of all the 
unmoral state ·laws it- possibly can. Needless to add. 
that any outbreak of violence in any other part of India 
must necessarily injure and may even stop the experi
ment. The other · parts will be expected to remain 
immovable and unperturbed, even though the people. 
within the area of experiment may be imprisoned,. 
riddled with bullets or otherwise ill-treated by the!l 
authorities. We must ·expect them to give a good I 
accountofthemselves in every conceivabfe circumstance .. 

17th November, 1921 

CIVIL VERSUS CRIMINAL 

(Gy M. K. GAXDUI) 

When a .man wilfully breaks his own laws, 'the dis-· 
obedience becomes criminal. For he commits the breach 
not against himself but against some one else, and not 
only escapes punishment for the breach, for there is none.• 
-provided against himself by the maker of laws, but he• 
a voids also the inconvenience caused by their observance .. 
What is true of the individual is true of the corporation .. ~ 

. At the present moment, one observes this criminal breach/ 
by the Government of its own laws throughout India .. 
Sections of the Penal Code and the Criminal ProcedurE 
Code are being freely abused. And because Non-co 
·operators refrain· from questioning orders· issued bs
.Officials, bare-faced illegalities are being committed bS~ 
them with impunity. We have seen this in Bulandshahn 
in Chittagong, all over Sindh, and nowhere so syste .. 
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·matically and so deliberately as in the Madras Presi .. 
·dency. Mr. Yakub Hassan has pointed out with great 
justification that his arrest and conviction are contrary 
to the spirit of the Viceregal pledge. Indeed, .it is 
against not only the !'pirit of Lord Reading's pledge but 
it is against the letter even of his predecessor's com
munique in which it was declared in solemn tones that, 

·so long as Non-co-operation remained non-violent, there 
would be no repression. No one dare accuse Mr. Yakub 
Hassan of having incited to violence in his Tanjore 
;address before an audience of picked representatives. 
Nor wM any violence done in the Tanjore district as a 
result of his speech. The Magistrate in the case of Mr. 
lyer of the De.~halJhaktan actually admitted that there 
·was not a trace of violence in the writing that was 
impeached and that .lt actually contained . exhortations 

·to Non-violence. Mr. Ramaswami Iyengar, .a leading 
pleader of Coimbatore, has been arrested for a spirited 
letter to the Flindu, though there was no violence in 
it. And so have Dr. Varadarajulu and Mr. Gopala
'krishnayyah been arrested for their speeches and writ-
ings, although it is known that they not only do not 
incite to violence but that theirs is actually a restrain
ing influence in the face of provocation. Is it any 
wonder if one infers from this campaign of repression, 
.an intention on the part of the Government to invite 
violence? In not one of these cases I have mentioned 
'has there be.eJt.any out.b.reak of violence as a result of 
the speeches and writings concerned. And so we see 
·that the Government is guilty of criminal breach of 
its own laws. And what legal remedy has the afflicted 
individual against the Government? There is certainly 

·no sanction provided against the Government in law 
·when it prostitutes the law itself to its own base ends. 
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When therefore a Government thus becomes lawless in· 
an ·organised manner, Civil··D!sobedience becomes a 
sacred duty and is the only remedy open specially to, 
those'who had no hand in the making of the Government 
or its laws. Another remedy there certainly is, and that" 
is armed revolt. Civil Disobedience is a complete,. 
effective and bloodless substitute. And it -is well that 
by exemplary restraint arid discipline in the way of 
submission to unjust and even illegal orders we have· 
created the necessary atmosphere for Civil Disobedi~. 

ence. For thereby on the one hand the tyrannical nature· 
of the Government has been made more ma~ifest, and 
on the ·other by willing obedience we have fitted 
ourselves for Civil Disobedience. 

It is equally as well that Civil Disobedience is being· 
confined even now to the smallest area possible. It 
must be admitted that it is an abnormal state, even as a 
corrupt and unpopular Government should be in civilised 
society, like disease, an abnorma 1 state. Therefore, only 

· when a citizen has disciplined himself in the art of 
voluntary: obedience to the state laws is he justfied on 
rare occasions deliberately but non-violently to disobey 
the1p, and expose himself to the penalty of the breach .. 
If then we are to achieve the maximum result in the 
minimum of time, whilst fiercest disobedience i" going· 
on in a limited area, perfect submission- to the laws must. 
'be yielded in all the other parts so as to test the nation's 
capac'ity for voluntary obedience and for understanding· 
the virtue of Civil Disobedience. Any unauthorised 
outbreak of disobedience, therefore, in any part of India. 
will most certainly damage the cause and will betray an 
unpardo~able ignorance of the principles of Civil Dis-· 
obedience. 

We must expect-the Government to take the strictest 
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measures to suppress this impending defiance of 
authority, for on it depends its '\"ery existence. It~' 

instinct of self-preservation alone will actuate measures. 
of repression adequate for suppression. And if it fails,. 
the Government of necessity disappears. That is, it 
either bends to the national will or it is dissolved. The 
greatest danger lies in Yiolence breaking out anywhere· 
by reason of provocation. But it would be wrong andi 
unmanlyto invite the sternest measures and then to be· 
incensed against them, apart from the fact that it will be· 
a breach of our solemn pledge of non-violence. I may· 
be arrested, thousands who take part in the peaceful· 
revolt may also be arrested, imprisoned, even tortured .. 
The rest of India must not lose its head. When t~e· 
proper time comes, the rest India may respond by 
undertaking Civil Disobedience and inviting arre"ts,. · 
imprisonments and ·tortures. It is the Racrifice of the 
innocent we want to make. That alone will appear· 
pleasing to God. And therefore, on the eve of the great 
batt I~:: the nation is embarking upon, my earnest exhor-
tation to every Non-co-operator is to fit himself for Civil 
Disobedience by fulfilling to the letter and in the spirit 
the conditions of Civil Disobedience laid down at Delhi,* 
and to enstire non-violence everywhere. Let us not be· 
satisfied that we remain non-violent individually. We· 
boast that Non-co-operation ha~ become universal in_ 
India. We boafolt that we have acquired sufficient influ
ence even over the unruly mas~es to restrain them from.. 
violtnce. Let us prove true to our claim. 

' See appendix. 
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8th December, 1921 

BARDOLI 

I have paid in the company·of Maulana Azad Sobhani 
the much expected visit to Bardoli taluka. It has a . 
population of nearly one hundred thousand. It has 
·about 140 villages. It had about sixt~·five Government 
·schools; Of 'these fifty-one have been nationalised. The 
·Government· scho'ols are continued in some cases but 
'have an attenda.nce of less than 10 boys. The national· 
·schools have charge of over six thousand children, includ-
ing a few hundred girls. And spinning is compulsory 

·in all these schools, though it is not yet being regularly 
·taught or practised. Most of the schools have been 
·nationalised only during the past three· months. In all 
··the villages I found the ~omen taking keen interest in 
the national movement. We met thousands of people 

·and visited six villages during the two days of our stay. 
The majority of men were dressed from top to toe in 

·handspun Khadi and a large number of women too were 
·so dressed. Those who were not, complained that they 
'Could not obtain. Khadi. This does not however mean 
"that the people, either men or women, have given up the 
·use of their old foreign stock. ·Many, I am sorry to say, 
still use it for domestic wear. Much is still left to be done 
in the shape of manufacture of Khadi. There is a good 
·number of wheels but very few looms in the talulm. The 
reader will be pained to hear that. its $taple. crop is 

·cotton which bas hitherto bee'n all exported. Thefe is 
·complete harmony~ ,between Hindus and Mussa_lmans. 
The relations with the co-operators have not been bitter. 
'The untouchables freely attend meetings. I have how-
•ever suggested that it can hardly be considered satisfac
;±ory so long as the managers of ~ational schools do not 
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go out of their way to bring 'untouchable ' children to· 
their schools and villagers do not take a personal intere~t. 
in the welfare of these suppressed countrymen. Many 
lhuor shops are deserted. From all the accounts received 
b\· me ther-e has been little or no intimidation resorterl 

• I ' 

to in order to achieve this very wonderful result. In two 
or three cases, volunteers visited villagers, and on the· 
parents hesitating to withdraw their children from 
Government school5, sat dhuma and fasted until the · 
bewildered parents had complied with their request. I 
told the workers that even this kind of pressure bordered 
on violence, for we had no right to make people conform 
to our opinion by fasting. One may conceivably fast . 
for enforcing one's right but not for imposing one's 
opinion on another. 

There was too a social boycott of a liquor dealer who 
had not kept his promise. I have advised even against 
8uch a boycott. among a people so helpless as ours. 
Strong public opinion must for the time being be our· 

J ... • I 

o'nly remedy for correcting internal abuses. Social 
boycott such a~ r-;topping barbers, washermen, etc., is 
undoubtedly a punishment which may be good in a free. 
:--ociety but it becomes oppressive in a country which 
ha!' for years been governed by force. 

But I wo.5l remarkably struck by the almost completely 
J)eacefulmanner in which the taluka ofBardoli has made· 
a radical change for the better in many departments 
of life. It was an agreeable surprise,, too, to find the . 
movement being handled by elderly men who have 
never taken part in politics. The reader will be pleas-. 
ingly astonished to find that all the wonderful work in · 
Bardoli has been done by unpaid volunte9rs. Bardoli 
happens to be a taluka in which there are few pauper~ 

and most pe::>pb have easy meanR of livelihood. This . 
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manifestation ·of public life is all the more remarkable 
·on that account and is mainly, if not entirely, due to the 
utterly selfless services of a band of able and enthusias

. tic workers who only know to do or die. · But iri spite of 
.all this great work, I was reluctantly obliged to give my 
verdict in which Maulana Azad Sobhani fully concurred 

.and which was accepted by the noble: band of workers, 

.that Bardoli before it challenged the might of a great 
Empire, must complete its Swadeshi programme to the 
extent ·of manufacturing sufficient hands pun to clothe 
titself, must freely admit untouchables into the national 

:schools and must be so far non-violent that solitary 
,unarmed co-operators and English and other officials 
~ight feel absolutely secure in their iuidst. ·And those 
.conditions, God willing, the good people of Bardoli 
have undertaken to fulfil· in a few months' time. An 
·elderly co-operator put down six months at the outside . 
. An e'nthusiastic young man who kne~ what he was 
;talkin~ about put down the period at one month. I cl~ie 
this happy recollection of our visit to Bardoli by inform
.ing the reader that several co-operators whom I met 
.testified to the peaceful and zealous manner in '_Vhich 
the volunteers had worked in this taluka which, let us 
hope, will still have the privilege, if necessary, of gi·ving 
.battle to the Government. 

5th·· J wwary, 1922 

THE IMMEDIATE ISSUE 

(BY l\I. K. GASDHI) 

Swaraj, the Khilafat, the Punjab occupy a subordinate 
.Place to the issue sprung upon the country by, the Gov
•ernment. We must first make good the right of free 
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·'Speech and free association before we can make any 
further progress towards our goal. The Government 
~auld kill u~ if they could by a flank attack. To accept 
·defeat in the matter of free speech and free association 
is to court disaster. If the Government is allowed to 
destroy non-violent acrivities in the. country, however 
. dangerous they may be to its exist;mce, even the 'mode-
rates' work must conie to a stani still. In the general 
interest, therefore, we must defend these elementary 
rights with our lives. We cannot be coerced into wel· 

·i!oming the Prince nor can we be C(Jerced into disband
ing volunteer assdci:].tion or giving up any other 

.activities which we may deem desirable for our growth. 
The safest and the quickest way tn defend these rights 

is to ignore the restriction. We must speak the Truth 
under a showet• 'of bullets. We must b~nd together in 
.the face of bayonets. No cost is too great for purchasing 
·these foundamental rights. And on these there can be no 
·compromise, no parleying, no co:!fference. Withdrawal 
.,of notifications of disbandment and prohibition orders 
.and discharge of all who are imprisoned for non-violent 
.activities must precede any conference or 'settlement. 
We mnst be content to die, if we cannot liv'e as free 
men ::J.nrl women. 

I wi~h I could persuade everybody tbat Civil Di..;obc-
·di~nce is the inherent right of a citizen. He dare not give 
it up without ceasing to be a man. Civil Disobedience is 
never followed by anarchy. Criniinal Disobedience can 
lead to it. Every state puts down Criminal Disobedience 
by force. It perishes, if it does not. But to put down Civil 
Disobedience is to attempt to imprison conscience. Civil 
Disobedience can only lead .to strength and purity. A 
·civil resister never use~ a.rms and, hence, be is harmless 
.to a state that is at all willing to listen to the voice of 
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public opinion. He is dangerous for an autocratic state,. 
for he brings about its fall by engaging public opinion' 
npon the matter for which he resists the state. Civil 
Disobedience, therefore, becomes a sacred duty when the 
state has become lawless, or which is the same thing,. 
corrupt. And a citizen that barters with such a state 
shares its corruption or lawlessness. ' 

It is, therefore, possible to question the wisdom of 
applying Civil Desobedience in respect of a particular acr 
·or law; it is possible to ad\rise delay and caution. But 
the right itself cannot be allowed to be questioned. It 
is a li>irthright that cannot be surrendered without 
surrender of one's, self-respect. 

At the same tin~e that the right of Civil Disobedience 
is insisted upon, its use must be guarded by all conceh·· 
able rt:strictions. EYery possible provision should be 
made against · an outbreak ·of violence or generaL 
lawlessness. Its area as well as· its scope should also be 
limited to the barest necessity of the case. In the 
present case, therefore, aggressive Civil Disobedience 
should be confined to a vindication of' the right of free 
speech and free association. In other words, Non-co
operation·, so long as it remains non-violent, must be· 
allowed to continue without let or hindrance. \Vhen 
that position is attained, it is time for a representative 
conference to 'be summoned for the. settlement of 
Khilafat, the Punjab and Swaraj b~t not till then. 

12th Janucrry, 1922 
LIBERTY OF THE PRESS 

(Brl\I. 1\. GANDHI) 

One by one the pretensions of the Government that. 
the reforms represent more liberty and more concession. 
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to popular feeling are dropping out under the stress of 
circumstances. The pretensions can be justified, only if 
they can stand the test under a severe strain. Liberty 
uf speech means that it is unassailed, even when the 
speech hurts; liberty of the Press can be said to be truly 
respected only when the Press can comment in the seve
rest terms upon and even misrepres~nt matt~rs, protection 
.against misrepresentation or violence being secured not 
by an adminisitrative gagging order, not by closing down 
the Press but by punishing the real offender,·leaving the
Press itself unrestricted. Freedom of as~ociation is truly 
respected, when assemblies of people can discuss even 
revolutionary projects, the State relying upon the force of 
public opinion and the civil police, not the savage military 
at its disposal, to crush any actual outbreak of revoluti-on• 
that is designed to confound public opinion and the State 
representing it. · 

The Government of India is now seeking to crush the 
three powerful vehicles of expressing and cultivating 
public opinion and is thus once more, but happily for 
the last time, proving its totally arbitrary and despotic
character. The fight for Swaraj, the Khilafat,· the· 
Punjab means a fight for this threefold freedom before 
all else. 

The Independent is no longer a printed sheet. The· 
Democrat is no more. And now the sword has descended 
upon the Pratap and the Kesa1'i of Lahore. The Band~ 
Mataram, Lalaji's child, has warded off the blow bv 
depositing Rs. 2,000 security. The other two have had 
their first security forfeited and are now given ten days •· 
notice to deposit Rs. 10,000 each or close down. I hope· 
that the security of Rs. 10,000 will be refused. 

I presume that what is happening in the United 
Provinces and the Punjab will happen in the others-

Go • 
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·in· due course, unless the. infection is . prevented from 
spreading by some action on the part of the public. 

In the first place, I would urge the Editors of the 
papers in question to copy the method of the Independent 
and publish their views in writing. I . believe that an 
·Editor who has anything worth saying and who com
mands a clientele canttot be easily hushed so long as b is 
body is left free. He has delivered his finished message 
·as soon as he is put under d~ress. ·The Lokamanya 
spoke more eloquently from the Mandalay fortress than 
through the columns· of the printed Kesari. His influ
ence was multiplied a thousandfold by his incarceration 
and his speech and his pen had acquired much greater 
power after he was discharged than before h!s imprison
ment. By his death he is editing his paper without pen 
and speech through the-. sacred resolntion of the people 
to realise his life's dream. He could not possibly have 
done more, if he were to-day in the flesh preaching his 
.Jlantra. ·Critics like llle would perhaps be still finding 
fault with this expression of his or that. To-day all 
criticism is hushed and his J.lantm alone rules millions of 
hearts which are determined to raise a permanent living 
memorial by the fulfilment of. his .Mantm in their lives. 

Therefore let us first break the idol of machinery and 
leaden type. The pen is our foundry and the bands of 
willing copyists our printing machine. Idolatry is per
missible in Hinduism when it subserves an ideal. It 
becomes a sinful fetish when the idol itself becomes the 
ideal. Let us use the machine and the type, whilst we 
can, to give unfettered ex.pression to our thoughts. But 
let us no.t feel helpless when they are taken away from 
us by a 'p.aternal' Government, watching and controlling 
·every combination of types and every movement of the 
printing machine. 
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But the handwritten newspaper is, I admit, a heroie 
rre~edy meal\t for heroic times. By being indifferent to 
the aid of the printing room and the compositor's stick 
we ensure their free retention or restora,tion for all time. 

We must. do something more. \Ve must apply Civil 
Disobedience for the restoration of that right before we 
think of what we call larger things. The restoration of 
free speech. free association and free Pre:-~s is almost the 
whole Swaraj. I would therefore respectfully urge the 
conference that is meeting on Saturday* next at the 
instance of Pandit Malaviyaji and other distinguished 
·sons of India to concentrate upon the removal of these 
·Obstacles on which all can more heartily. join than upon 
tbe Khilafat, the Punjab and Swaoo.j. Let us take car~ 
-of those precious pennies and then the pound will taken 
.care of itself. 

25th JantWi'fJ, 1922 

NON·PAYMENT OF TAXES 

cnv ni. K. G.\som) 

'The idea of non-payment of taxes is in the air. The 
.Andhras have made us more familiar with the cry than 
. .any other part of India. Whilst the Congress has given 
provincial autonomy to every Province, 1. have ventured 
to warn the provinces against embarking upon a non
payment catilpaign till I had tried the _experiment 
myself in some area under my own sup~rvision. i· I 

• Se~ p. 921. 
t The following .appeared in Yonng India of 1 ~)th .J aumu·y 1921·: 
I ob~~rve a desire in some places to precipitate maHs Civil Dis

<>bedicnce hysu~petiding pa_.rmcnt of taxe~. ,But I would urge th4j 
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a.bide .by .that warning. I must also. draw attention to• 
·the ·fact 'that we are not to start offensive Civil Dis-
~bedience ti!l the 31st instant, ·or if it is sooner;· t'nl the 
Mala~iya 'Confer~nce · Committee kiwws the result of 
I :. · .. ,. . . 
negotiations· and knows that the proposed round-table 
'conference is not to come off. Therefore anysu.spension 
·of taxes at the present moment can only be· reg~rded as. 
'temporary holding back, pending the result of the nego-· 
tiations carried on by that Committee. But 3lstJanuary 
will' be soon upon us. And'it is necessary to consider· 
·the question ofnon-p~yment of taxes in all its bearings .. 

On this 'subject, a friend who is in deep sympathy with 
the national movement, and who is a fairly accurate· 
student of it, thus e~ptesse~ 'his apprehensions·: : , 

"I have often thought to what extent the non-violent. 
Non-co-operation -movement transgresses the religious. 
limits, when it embark~; ori Civil Disobedience in the 
greatest caution before embarking upon the dangerods adventure. 
We must not be indifferent about'violence, and we must make sure of 
mas!les exercising self-control whilst they are witnesses to the confisca
tion of their crops and cattle or forfeiture of their holdings. I know 
that withholding of payment of taxes is one of the quickt~st methods of 

. overthrowing a Government. I am equally sure that we ha,·e not yet 
. e.volved that degree of strength and dis·;ipline which are necessary for 
·<J~ndncting a successful campaign of non-payment of taxes. Not asingle 
tehsil in India is yet· ready, except perhaps Bardoli and to a lesser 
degree Amnd. More than fifty per cent. of the population· of such 
tcltSil has to rid itself of the curse of untouchability, must be dressed 
in JOw.di manufactured in the tehsil, must be Non-violent in thought, 
word .and deed, and n1ust be li-ring in perfect friendliness with all, 
whether co-operators or Non-co.operators. Non-payment of taxes 
without the necessary discipline will be an act of unpardonable 
madness. Instead of leading to Swaraj, it is likely to lead to no.Raj. I 
must therefore .repeat the caution I have so often uttered that mass . 
{}ivil Disobedience ought not to be tried in the first instance, except 
.olinder my personal supervision, and certainly never without the.fuifil-
lnent of the conditions laid down at Delhi. 
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-'form of non-payment of taxes. I bok upon the non• 
violent Non-co-operation as essentially a spiritual move
ment. I know Mr. Gandhi does not t~ink it otherwise. 
Will not the programme of the non-payment of taxes· 
transgress. the religious limit and lead to violence and 
bring in to the movement people who are not as yet satu
·rated with the principle of non-violence? Is not Mr. 
Gandhi h6lding out, however unconsciously, a material 
bait for his spiritual.movement by which he means tQ 
conquer the Government? Recent events have shown 
that the temper of violence and the belief in violence al:'e 
·not eliminated from our character in the masses. And, 
·therefore, it would be a leap in the cilark fraught. with 
disastrous consequences to carry out the programme of 
·Civil Disobedience in the form of non-payment of taxes. 
I am therefore most anxious that Mr. Gandhi should not 
begin Civil Disobedience in this form as yet." 

The validity of the objection lies in the statement that 
·.the non-payment campaign will bring into the movement 
people who are not as yet .:;aturated with the principle of 
non-violence. This is very true, and because it is true, non
·pa.yment does' hold ou~a material bait.' It follows, there
fore, we must not resort to non-payment became of the 
.possibility of a ready response. The readiness is a fatal 
·temptation. Such non-payment will not be civil or non:. 
·violent, but it will be criminal or fraught with the great
est possibility of violence. Let us remember the ex
perience of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru when the peasant~ 
.after the.y had taken the pledge of non-violence, told 
him that if he advised them to do violence, they would 
be certainly ready to do so .. Not until the peasantry is 
·trained to understand the reason and the virtue of cii'il 
.non-payment and is prepared to look with calm resigna. 
it ion upon the confiscation (which can only be temporary) 
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a.bide .by . that warning. I must also· draw attention to•· 
''the ·fact ·~hat we are not to start offensive Civ'n Dis-
6b.ediin~e· ti!l the 31st instant, ·or if it is sooner;' t'm the 
Malaviya''ConfE!r~'nce · Committee knows the result of 
I . . ... 

negotiations· 'and knows that the proposed~ round-table· 
'conference is not to come off. Therefore anys·u.spension 
'oftaxes at the present moment can only be.reg~rded as. 
'temporary holding back, pending the result of the nego •. 
tiations carried on by that Committee. But 3lstJanuary· 
will' be soon· upon us. And•it is necessary to consider· 
'the question ofnon-pkyment of taxes in all it's bearings .. 
· On this :subject, a friend who is in deep sympathy with. 

the national movemP.nt, and who is a fairly accurate· 
studerit of it, thus et:ptesses :his apprehensions·: : i 

"I have often thought to what extent the non-violent 
Non-co-operation ·movement ttansgresses the religious. 
limits, when it embarks oii Civil Disobedience in the 
greatest caution liefore embarking upon the dangerods adventure. 
We must not be indifferent about 'violence, and we must make sure of 
mnstles exercising self-control whilst they are witnesses to the confisca
tion of their crops and cattle or forfeiture of their holdings. I know 
that withholding of payment of taxes is one of the quicktst methods of 

. overthrowing a Government. I am equally sure that we hare not yet 
. e.volved that degree of strength and dis·;ipline which are necessary for 
-<J~ndacting a successful campaign of non-payment of taxes. Not asingle 
te7tsil in India is yet ready, except perhaps Bardoli and to a lesser 
degree Anand.. More than fifty per cent. of the population· of .. such 
teTtSil has to rid itself of the curse of untouchability, must be dressed 
in .h,7w.Ji manufactured in.the tehsil, must be Non-dolent in thought, 
word and deed, and n1ust be living in perfect friendliness with all, 
whet6er co-operators or Non-co.operators. Nou-payment of taxes 
without the necessary discipline will be an act of unpardonable 
madness. Instead of leading to Swaraj, it is likely to lead to no-Raj. I 
must therefore .repeat the caution I have so often uttered that mass 
.Civil Disobedience ought not to be tried in the first instanc~, except 

' ..Under my personal supervision, and certainly never without the.fu~fil
lnent of the conditions bid down at Delhi. 
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·'form of non-payment of taxes. I bok upon the non• 
violent Non-co-operation as essentially a spiritual move
ment. I know Mr. Gandhi does not ttlink it otherwi~e. 
Will not the programme of the non-payment of taxes 
transgress. the religious limit and lead to violence and 
bring in to the movement people who are not as yet satu
·rated with the principle of non-violence? Is not Mr. 
Gandhi h()lding out, however unconsciously, a material 
bait for his spiritual.movement by which he means tQ 
conquer the Government? Recent events have shown 
that the temper of violence and the belief in violence are 
·not eliminated from our character in the masses. And, 
therefore, it would be a leap in the mark fraught. with 
·disastrous consequences to carry out the programme of 
·Civil Disobedience in the form of non-payment of taxes. 
I am therefore most anxious that Mr. Gandhi should not 
·begin Civil Disobedience in this form as yet." 

The validity of the objection lies in the statement that 
·.the non-payment campaign will bring into the movement 
people who are not as yet saturated with the principle of 
·non-violence. This is very true, and because it is true, non-

. ·payment does' hold ou~a material bait.' It follows, there
·fore, we must not resort to non-payment because of the 
.possibility of a ready response. The readiness is a fatal 
·tern ptation. Such non-payment will not be civil or non
·violent, but it will be criminal or fraught with the great
est possibility of violence. Let us remember the ex
perience of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru when the peasant~ 
.after they had taken the pledge of non-violence, told 
him that if he advised them to do violence, they would 
:be certainly ready to do so .. Not until the peasantry is 
·trained to understand the reason and the virtue of ciiJil 
.non-payment and is prepared to look with calm resigna:. 
it ion upon the confiscation (which can only be temporary) 
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Of their holdings and the forced sale of theil' .. cattle ancF 
other belongings, may they be advised to withhold pay
i"ilent of taxes. Th~y must be told what happened in holy 
I'a.lestine. .A.rabs who were fined were surrounded by 
soldiers. Aeroplanes were hovering over head. And the· 
sturdy men were dispossessed of their cattle. The latter· 
were impounded and left without fodder and even water .. 
Vfhen the Arabs, stupefied and rendered • helpless, 
brought the fine and additional penalty, as if to mock 
them, they had their dead and dying cattle returned to. 
them. Worse things can and certainly'will happen in 
India. Are the Indian peasantry prepar.ed to remain 
ab!iolutely non-violent, and see their cattle taken away 
from them to die of hunger and thirst? I kno,v that such 
things have already happened in .Andhra Desh.· If thp 
peasantry in g'eneral knowingly and deliberately remain 
peac~ful eyen in such trying circumstances, they are 
nearly ready for non-payment. . 

I say 'nearly re~dy,' for non-payment is intended to· 
transfer the power from the bureaucracy into our hands~ 
it is therefore not enough that the peasantry remain non
viol~ut. Non-violence is c'ertainly nine-tenths of the· 
battle, but it is not all. The peasantry may remain non:
violent, but may not treat the untouchables as ·their 
brethren; they may .not regard Hindus, Mussafmans, 
Christians. Jews, Pa'rsis, as the case may be, their: 
brethren; they may not have learnt the economic and 
the moral value of the charkha and the kltaddar. If they· 
have not, they cannot gain Swaraj. They will not do all 
tliese things after Swaraj, if they will not do them now. 
'They mu.st be taught to know that the practice of these 
national virtues means Swaraj. 
· _Thus civil non-payment of taxes is a privilege capable 
of b~ing exercised only after rigorous ·training. .And 
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even as Civil Disobedience is difficult in the case of a 
habitual offender against the laws of the State, so is Ciril 
non-payment difficult for those who have hitherto been 
in the habit of withholding payment, of taxes on the 
slightest pretext. Civil non-payment of taxes in indeed 
the last stage in .Non-co-operation. We must not resort 
to it, till we have tried the· other for.ms of Civil Disobe
dience. And it will be the height of unwisdom tc}· 
experiment with non-payment in large or many areas in 
the beginning stages. 

I hear the talk even of refusing payment of rent to 
Zamindars. It must not be forgotten that we are not 
Non-co-operating with Zamindars, whether Indian or 
foreign~ \Ve are engaged in a fight ~ith one big Zamin
dar-the bureaucracy-which has made of us anrl the 
Zami,ndar~ themselves serfs. We must try to bring round 
the Zamindars to our side, and isolate the big Zamindar. 
But if they will not come to us, we must be patient with 

· them. We may not even · proclaim a social boycott 
against them. That is to say, we may not refuse social 
service ~uch as dhobie, barber, etc., to them. In. areas 
under permanent settlement therefore, there can be no 
non-payment c~mpaign except in respect of cesses that 
might be payable directly to the Government .. But the 
mention of Zamindars merely shows the difficulties that 
bel'et us in the pursuit of no-ta:x: campaign. All things 
con~idered, therefore, it is rny deliberate opinion that 
the no-tax movement for the objects of the Congress 
:;;hould be, for the time being, left to me; meanwhile 
workers can develop their own districts along construe. 
tive lines. They can discover various other methods 
of offering mass Civil Disobedience, and then, as the 
people become purified and enlightened, lead them on 
to non .. payment. 
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As for the A~dhras where preparationsonan intensive 
~Gale have alreadv·been made, I do not wish to damp the 
ardour of. the workers. If they are satisfied that th~ 
people in the .selected areas fulfil all the tests laid down 
at Delhi,* and that they are capable of endless suffering 
without retaiiation, I have nothing to say but to pro
nounce 'God bless the 'brave Andhra.s.' They must 
know that the responsibility will be entirely theirs for 
any mishap that may occur, They will not be blamed' 
. by anybody', if they do not take up the no-tax movement. 

' 26th J alll~ary, 1922 

POLES ASUNDER 

(By :M. K. GA~nHI) 

The debate in the As:;embly and the Council ·of t{tate 
affords the clearest possible justification for my distrust 
~f the Government and, therefore, any round table con- ~ 
ference at the present moment. The Government sup
porters consider the Congress demands to be impossible 
and.repression to be the only way possible to' put down 
Non-co-operation. If I believed the Congress demands 
to be impossible and the use of force to be justifia.ble 
forputting' down the pursuit of impossible ideals, I 
should also v~te with the Government. I have, therefore, 
no difficulty about understanding and even appreciating 
the attitude of the Government and its supporters. 

But I oppose the Government and thoroughly distrust 
, it, because I. so thoroughiy. understand its attitude. 

Indi~ can. never attain freedom by going along the route 
the Government will take her. · 

Let us see. 
• Sec appendix. 
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Why is the Khilafatdemand impossible? All that the 
Congress asks in effect is that Government of India 

. and the Imperial Government, if they wish to retain the 
people's co~operation, should work with them in getting 
the demands fulfilled. They should, therefore, perform 
that part of the obligation which rests with therr:, and 
vigorously prosecute the rest ~s if it was their own 
grievance. What will the Imperial Government do if 
France were to attempt to deprive England of Dover, 

. and India were secretly to help France or openly to 
show indifference or hostility to England's struggle to 
~eta in Dover? Can Indians be expected to sit. idle 
when the Khilafat is vivisected? 

What is impossible about the Punjab demand? Why 
do they talk about the legalities of the case? If they will 
take care of the moralities, legalities will take care of 
themselves. As a boy I learnt a. legal maxim that where 
there is a cohflict between Law and Equity, the latter 

·should prevail. It is not with me a copy book maxim. 
But I am told it is immoral to ask for the deprivation of 

. a pension, which is but deferred pay. Why has Sardar 
· Gauharsingh been deprived· of his "deferred pay" and 
why are the other pensioners threatened if they should 
take part in the })resent agitation? Does a servant who 
vilifies his employer receive pay or pension? Have bir 
Michael O'Dwyer or General Dyer ever admitted their 

• I error of jud&ment'? Why should the children of the 
murdered men ·of Jallianwalla Bagh, or .'the .men· who 
were brutally flogged or made to crawl, although they 
had done no wrong, pay those who were responsible for 

·these barbarities? I do not know a single principle of 
ethics, save that of might, that ca:1 justify the ·continua~ 
tion of pensions to servants who are unrepentant. The 

·viewpoints of the two parties are so different that what 
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appears .to be just and inoral to the one, appears unjust 
and immoral to the other. I venture to claim that in 
asking for the stoppage of pensions, the Oongres8 is just, 
without being vindictive. it waives penalties. It merely 
refuses still further to participate in the wrong by conti
nuing to give pensions. The truth is that the Government 
still considers the two offenders to be distinguished 
servants of the Crown; That attitude has to be changed 
before a repetition of the Punjab becomes impossible. 

).s with the Punjab so with Swaraj. It appears to the 
Government impossible to return to India what is hers. 
Reforms by instalments is the motto. The underlying 
idea is not to give anything, unless it is absolutely 
necessary. The differences are so great that I dread to 
thmk of Swaraj before the Khilafat and the Punjab 
wrongs are put away. They seem so simple in the state. 
ment.' But they are as difficult as Swaraj, be.cause their 
redress means obedience to India's will. 

This is aU cold logic. There is nothing impossible 
about the demand's. The impossibility consists in the 
unwillingness of· the power-holders to part with the 
power that should never have been theirs. 

Why should there be repressiCin at al~ if only the 
Government will do their duty? Assum·e that violence 
is ,a certainty if mass Civil Disobedience is precipitated. 
Are the people to be baulked of their rights for fear of 
violence? It .does not strike the co-operators that they 
uphold injustice and add insult to it, when they accuse 
civil resisters of precipitating a crisis. The Government 
are deliberately inviting a crisis. They are precipitating 

. violence by removing every one who has any influence, 
over the people and who can keep them non-violent .. 
Co-operators do not see that ~the action of the Govern
ment is like that of a man, who refuses to give food to ~ 
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hungry man and then threatens to shoot him whilst he 
is attempting to help himself. 

In the midst of an enervating atmosphere such as our,:;, 
the duty before Non-co-operators is clear. They must 
keep exemplary patience. They must not be goaded 
into precipitate action. They must refuse battle where 
they are not ready. It is no business of the Government 
to keep us Non-violent or to help us to remain so. Even 
their method of restraining violence is exasperatingly 
violent. In one respect, however, we must feel thankful 
to them, for their protest and criticism amount to nothing 
but this, that we do not know how to practise our creerl. 
and that we are incompetent to inflict successful violence, 
even if we would. Let us adm'it both these arguments. 
We must be true to our creed. Then it is common cause 
that the Government must lay down arms. And let 
those who do not believe in the creed at least see that 
!llf!iu is neithet read!f1107' 1ril/inu to mfet riolcnre with 
1'i(J/ence. I wish those who believe in the necessity or 
violence for India's freedom will realise the truth of my 
position. They must not think that because they are 
ready and willing to do violence, India is likewise ready 
or wilting. I claim that India is unready, not because 
Rhe is helpless but because she ·is unwilling. Therefore· 
Non-violence is unexpectedly succeeding, whereas vio
lence, in spite of the vaunted talk of human nature,. 
would have failed. India's · past training for ages, I 
mean the training of the masses, has been against 
violence. Human nature in India has advanced so far· 
that the doctrine of Non-violence is p1ore natural for the 
people at large than that of violence. Let us also 
remember that the experiences of Bombay and Madras 
prove my proposition.· If the people of lndia were 
violent by nature, there was enough in Bombay a,nd 
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appears to be just and moral to the one, appears unjust
and immoral to the other. I venture to claim that in~ 
asking for the stoppage of pensions, the Congress is just, .. 
without being vindictive. it waives penalties. It merely· 

· refuses still further .to participate in the wrong by conti. 
nuing to. give pensions. The truth is that the Government 
still considers the two offenders to be distinguished 
servants of the Crown. That attitude has to be changed 
before a repetition of the Punjab becomes impossible . 

. l1s with the Punjab so with Swaraj. It appears to the· 
. Goyernment impossible to return to India what is hers .. 
Reforms by instalments is the motto. The underlying· 
idea is not to give anything, unless it is absolutely 
necessary. The differences are so great that I dread to 
thmk of Swaraj .before the Khilafat and the Punjab· 
wrongs are put away. They seem so simple in the state..: 
ment." But they are as difficult as 1:\waraj, because their· 
redress means obedience to India's will. 

This is· aU cold logic. There is nothing impossible· 
about the demands. The impossibility consists in the 
unwillingness of· the power-holders to part with the 
power that should never have been theirs. 
· Why should there be repressi6'n at al~ if only the· 

Go"\"ernment will do their duty? Assume that violence· 
is ,a certainty if mass Civil Disobedience is precipitated .. 
Are the people to be baulked of their rights for fear of 
violence? It .does not strike the co-operators that they 
uphold injustice and add insult to it, when they accuse· 
civil resisters of precipitating a crisis. The Government 
are deliberately inviting a crisis. They are precipitating· 
violence b.y removing every one who has any influence· 
over the· people and who. can keep them non-violent .. 
Co-operators do ·not see that 'the action of the Govern
ment is like that of a man, who refuses togive food to ~ 
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hungry man and then threatens to shoot him whilst he 
is attempting to help himself. 

In the miJst of an enervating atmosphere such as our5, 
the duty before Non-co-operators is clear. They must 
keep exemplary patience. They must not be goaded 
into precipitate action. They must refuse battle where 
they are not ready. It is no business of the fJovernment 
to keep us Non-violent or to help us to remain so. Even 
their method of restraining violence is exasperatingly 
violent. In one respect, however, we must feel thankful 
to them, for their protest and criticism amount to nothing 
but this, that we do not know how to practise our creed 
and that we are incompetent to inflict successful violence, 
even if we would. Let us adm'it both these arguments. 
We must be true to our creed. Then it is common cause 
that the Government must lay down arms. And let 
those who do not believe in the creed at least see that 
!111/iu is neither readJf110t willinu to 11U'et ?'iolcncc with 
riolf'nce. I wish those who believe in the necessity of 
violence for India's freedom will realise the truth of my 
position. They must not think that because they are 
ready and willing to do violence, India is likewise ready 
or wilHng. I claim that India is unready, not because 
she ill helpless lmt because she ·is unwilling. Therefore· 
Non-violence is unexpectedly succeeding, whereas vio
lence, in spite of the vaunted talk of human nature,. 
would have failed. India's · past training for age!o1, I 
mean the training of the masses, has been against 
violence. Human nature in India has advanced so far· 
that the doctrine of Non-violence is ]Uore natural for the 
people at large than that of violence. Let us also 
remember that the experiences of Bombay and Madras 
prove my proposition.· If the people of lndia were 
violent by nature, there was enough in Bombay a,nd 
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Madras to give rise to an unquenchable conflagration • 
. A little violence like dirt is enough to disturb or soil a 
peaceful or clean surface, but either being a foreign 

.. addition is soon removed. To train India for violence . 
. and thus to wrest Swaraj by violence is 'a work of ages, 
I verily believe that this wonderful manifestation of 

··energy and national consciousness is purely and simply 
·due to the advent 9f Non.violence. People have come 
·to their own. Let no. hasty action arrest its progress. 

26th January, 1922 

AN" ENGLISH LADY BLESSES 

'An English lady' \Vho sends her name and address 
'Writing from Calcutta, says : 

"It elevates one to see the admirable way in which Mr. Gandhi. 
shows us the truth and opens our eyes to the atrocious things that 
our so-called noble Government are doing daily. The letter that 
an 'Bnglish missionary'* has written is admirable. I ain afraid, 
there are many more like her, but are too proud to come forward 
and acknowledge thd noble work that l\Ir. Gandhi is doing. His 
·patience and work are like the spring that lies hidden fat below; 
No matter what the world :.:nay preach, God will give him a harvest 
greater thau he expects. It is only those who work in silence 
reap the harvest. Millions are watching and judging him. But 
there is One above all, watching and judging tach struggle in his 
daily life, and when his toil and struggle are over, his work and .. 
name will live for ever. His name will be wotshipped by millions 
who have· gained frEledom by his hard work. God bles~ and spare 
him and his dear wife, and give them both health and strength to 
go on until this strJ:!.ggle is over, which will not be long." 

It is not without hesitation that I share this letter with 
"the reader. Although written impersonally, it is so 
.. personal. But I hope there is n~ pride in me. I feel I 

•omitted in this collection. 
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recognise fully my weakness. But my faith in God and· 
His strength and love is unshakable. I am like clay in 
the Potter's hands. Aud so in the language of the G ita,. 
the compliments are laid at His feet. The blessings such 
as these, I confess, are strength-giving. But iny reason 
for publishing this letter is to encourage every true Non-• co-operator in the non-violent path he is pursuing, and to· 
wean the false ones from their error. This is a terribly 
'true struggle. It is nut based on hate though men of hate· 
are in it. It is a struggle which is based on love, pure and' 
undefiled. If I felt any hate towards Englishmen or those· 
who in their blindness are associated with the blind· 
administrators, I have the courage to retire from the· 
r.;truggle. A man who has the least faith in God and His. 
mercy, which is his justice, cannot hate men, though, at 
the same time, he must hate their evil ways. But having 
abundant evil in himself ·and ever standing in need of· 
charity, he must not hate those in whom he sees evil. This 
struggle, therefore, is intended.to make friends with Eng-. 
lishmen, and the whole world. It cannot be by false· 
flattery but, by plainly telling Englishmen of India that 
their ways are evil a·nd that we will not co-operate with 
them 80 long as they retain them. If we are wrong in.so 
thinking, God will forgive us, for we mean no ill to them 
and we are prepared to suffer at their hands. If we are· 
right, as sure as I am writing this, our suffering will· 
open their eyes 'ev(m as it has opened those of 'an 
English lady'. Nor is she the only one. I meet English-. 
men during my travels. I do not know them, but they 
greet me cordially and wish me success and pass on. 
True, as against scores who thus bless me, there are 
hundreds that curse me. These curses also I am bidden 
to lay at His feet. They come from ignorance. Many· 
Englishmen and even some Indians consider me and my 
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;activity to be mischievous. Non-co-operators must to
lerate even the.se. ~f they get angry ~nd retaliate, they 
lose the ba.ttle,-whereas if they suffer,. they win without 
fail and without delay. The whole of the delay is due, I 

-am convinced to . our shortcomings. We have not been 
.always non.violent. We have, contrary to our pledge, 
laboured ill-will. Our opponents, the English adminis
trators, their co-operators, the Taulkdars, the Rajahs, 
have distrusted. us and have .felt afraid of us. We are 
bound by our pledge to clothe them with the fullest; 
protection. Whilst we may not help them in the ex
ploitation . of. the poor and the weak, we must not harm 
them. Though they are in a hopeless minority, they must. 
be made to feel safer in our midst .than they are behind 

. the bayonets .. If we were in a hopeless mino'rity, ours 
·would b~ an easier position-we would long ago have 
prov~d our faith. As it is, our numbers embarass us •. 
'The dissatisfaction with the present regime is common. 
to us; but not the burning faith in non-\'iolence. We· 
must not be satisfied. till we have rendered impossible· 
the disgr~ceful scenes that took place in Madras.'~' We: 
must not, with non-violence on our lips, obstruct .court; 
proceedings. Either y;e seek ·imprisonment, or we do~ 
:not. If we do, we must let the Government take us away· 
.as fast as they wish. The struggle is prolonged to th&. 
·e=tent that we fail to understand the implications of 
.non-violence. 

* When the Prince al'l'ived -in :Madras, .there was :; b~:rtul, but 
·.there was soroe coercion in some pnrts of the city, 
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26th January, 1922 

FRAUGHT WITH DANGER 

(By :M. K. GA~HllU) 

",Jhajjar is a tehsil town in the Uohtak district with a popula
~tion of about 11,000. It bas got a Municipality with 4 nominated 
·.and· 8 elected members. The President is t•lcctcd. Yet the 
Municipality was not sympathetic towardt~ popular activitic~. 
Therefore the local Congress worker11, ri~htly ur wrongly ii!KUNl 
:a notice upon the Municipality without any permis~ion from tho 
Dishict Coogre!ls Committee, thntif it did not make itself popular 
within 15th to 22nd ,January, the Cungre~o~s Committee will taku 
,pomssion · of'tho Town Hall. The ~Iunicipality ignored this 
notice altogether. On the other hand, the local leading worker, 
Pandit 8riram, was charged under section 107, nntl8ent to pri~on 
for a year by the D. C. on the l!ith ,Janu:\rj', the fir~t day of tho 

:allotted period. The Pandit unveiled a portrait of the JJokamany·.t 
in the Town Hall on that day, for wbieb the D. C. had givu11 
,previous permission upon un application ft·om tbe Munici palit.y. 
After Pandit Srirnm's imprigooment, the President of the local 
·Congress Committee and the volunteers took poMseKsion of thu 
Town Hall on the 16th. A regulut• guard of volunteers was liet 
.up. The volunteers took possession also of the font' gates of the 
town and disturbed the octroi nl'l'angement. ...\..s soon Ui'l thi:i 
news reached Rohtak, I started for Gajjar, foL' Lala Shyamlnl 
waij not present there, having gone to :b'etozepur.Jhirka to attend 
a Congress Committee meeting. The people nrc even bent 
on. violence. I advilled them at night to remain non-violent, 
which produced some effect. But :m infincntinl tll'enchct' of 
X on-violence is necessary to convert them. On the 18th night nt 

.8 p.m., some respectable citizenl! of the town called togctlwt• 
Congress workers and 1\Iunicipal Commissioner~ and tried to 
settle the matter umi~:ably. AU the elected members excepting 
the President, who was abtwnt, and two nominated member~ of 
the Municipality, agreed to re~ign. And it was decided nlt~o thnt 
the Town Hall 'would be under the control of the Congress Com
.mittee. However, the mutter will be finally Kdtled at noo11 
to-day. The volunteers arc still guarding the premises. Tho 
people have proclaimed by l'anchayet a ~ociul hoycc>tt of the Hix 
witnc~~cs who stood against Pt. Sriram, t'iz., the Tahsildar, 
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Thandar, Lambardar, ·and the President, Vice-President and 
Secretary of the .Municipal Committee. · The Town Hall W<B. 

erected with public subscription in me;nory of the late Queen 
Victoria. For some 5 or 6 years it rer~ained uncared for, but 
now for.the last ten years or so the Municipality has taken charge 
of the building. If the settlement arrived at the confer.cmce of 
the 18th night is not observed, popular excitement will arow 
which may, I fear, ultimately lead to violence. The localle~ders. 
and volunteers are unbending. I am writing this at 10 a. m., on 
the 19th. Please guide us as to what to do by wire or by letter· 
to the address at Rohtak." 

Thus writes (the original is in Hindi) Lala Daulatram 
Gupta, acting President of Rohtak District Congress; 
Committee. The action of the Congress workers in 
J ahjjar is audacious and inspiring. But it is fraught 
with the greatest danger. It. has reached the border· 
line of violence and in discipline. I can fully appreciate· 
the noble desire of the people to possess their own 
property. Municipalities are perhaps the greatest fraud 
palmed off upon India .. The Government has hitherto· 
used them for consolidating its power. But where the· 
citizens are united, they can attain the municip~l home-· 
rule in a moment. I have not yet described the quiet, 
orderly and evolutionary revolution that is going on in 
three big municipalities in the Bombay Presidency, viz., 
Ahmedabad, Surat and Nadiad.* Of that, some other· 
time. It is not as yet a completed picture. But Jhajjar· 
will outpace the three municipalities, if it remains. 
steady and absolutely non-violent. Possession of the 
Town Hall can be., retained · without any ado, if the 
citizens of the place are unanimous. It cannot be 
retained, if there is ~eal opposition: Any outbreak 
of 'popular violence will be a crime of the first magni· 
tude, because it. would be wanton and unprovoked. 
India, in the language.· of Maulana Abdul Kalam, is 

' · • See pnge 769 
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the greatest Gurdwara; it is the largest Town Hall. 
And if we have not yet succeeded in possessing it, we 
may wait for the occupation of the Town Hall of Jhajjar. 
The Congre;;s officer;; nut.qt surrender it, (1) if there is 
the slightest fear of violence, (2) if the elected members 
oppose the act of occupation, (3) if the Committee at 
IRohtak, or failing that, the Committee at Lahore vetoes 
:the occupation, (4) if the Police demand it at the point 
-of the bayonet, unless the occupiers are prepared to die 
at their post without retaliation or ~esentment, and if the 
other citizens are certain not to get excited, impatient 
and violent. 

The occupation appears to me to be a hasty act, hut if 
it can be defended non·violently, the defect can be 

.. cured. 
There is no harm in surrender. We shall gain strength 

by retracing every false or hasty step. What may have 
been taken wrongly, must be given up, and can be 
'retaken by methodical work. In the case of Jhajjar, if 
.the Town Hall has to be surrendered, it. can be retaken 
by the elected members, who are in a majority, pa~sing 

.a reHolution giving the use to the Congress Committee. 
lf the elected members will not do so, the electors may, 
by a requisition, call upon the elected members to give 
·effect to their views. 

Social boycott of the witnesses who gave evidence 
.against Pandit f3ri Ram is clearly a mistake and will 
.defeat its own end. We must not resort to social boycott 
of our opponents. lt amounts ·to coercion. Claiming 
the right of free opinion and free action as we do, wa 
must extend the same to others. The rule of majority, 
when it becomes coercive, is as intolerable as that of a 
·lmreaucratic minority. We must patiently try to bring 

, 1round the min()ri.ty to our vie'v by gentle persuasion and 
1)1 
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argument.' Having been trained only to do thing~ by· 
order and under fear of punishme!lt. we are likely. in the 
consciousne~s of strength we· are· daily acquiring. 't·J 
repeat the mistakes of the rulers in an exaggerated form 
in our relations with those wbo may happen to be weaker 
than we are·. That will be a worse state ·than the first. 

I am aware that, by discussing Lala DaulatranJ Gupta's. 
·letter 'publicly. r am exposing th~ actors in the little· 
drama in Jhajjar to misrepresentation and risk. The 
authorities can e:1sily distort and exaggerate .the facts. 
related, as they are often prone to do. But as the matter 
is of great importance, and as the workers haYe· ~xposed 
themseh·es to greater rh:ks than I can possibly expose 
them to, I h9.ve felt it my duty publicl~ todiscu:-s the 
pros and con:: of the act of o~cupation which, though 
fraught with danger. commands one's admiration for it5· 
bra"fery. Non-co-operators have burnt their boats. They· 
have no ·secrets. But correspondents who wish to 
write in confidence are welcome to do so. I shall respect 
their confidence. But as all my work is · done in open 
daylight :J.nd as my post passes through the hand~· of 
many helpers, I would like to discountenance confidential 
correspondence as much as po~sible. Though the Go·rern-
ment, be it said to their credit, have generally not tamper-

. ed with my correspondence. the corre5pondents must 
al5o note that. like all corre~pondence, mine is eqm.lly at 
their mercy. 

2nd Fef,ruary, ~922 

BARDOLI'S :nECISWN 
(Hr l\1. A. GA"SDHr) .. 

Burdoli has come to a momentous deci5ion. It ltJ.f

r.:ade its fined and irrevocable choice. · Vithalbh~i P;:ttel 
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the President, addressed a conference of the repre!'enta. 
tives oftheTalukain a speech impre~sive for its warning. 
He certainly did not mince matter~. There wa~ an 
audiencP of klwddar clan representatives numb~ring 

4.000. There were five hundred. women, a large majority 
of whom were also in klwJdar. They were ·interested 
and interesting listeners. It was an audience of 8ober, 
responsible men and women with a stake. 

I followed Vithalbhai and went through e\·ery one of 
the conditions of mas.s Civil Disobedience laid down by 
the Congress.''' I took the sense of the meeting on e\·ery 
one of the conditions separately. They understood the 
implications of Hindu-Muslim Parsi-Cbristian unity. 
They realised the significance and the truth of nonw 
violence. They saw what the remo\ral of untouchability 
meant; they were prepared, not merely to take into 
National School~, but to induce 'untouchable' children 
to jqin them; they have had no objection to the 'untouch
able' drawing water from the village wells. They knew 
that they were to nurse the 'untouchable' sick as they 
would nurse their ailing neighbours. They knew that 
they could not exercise the pririlege of non-payment of 
revenue and other forms of Civil Disobedience until they 
had purified them~elves in the manner described by me. 
They knew too, that they had to become industrious and 
spin their own yarn and weave their own kluulrlar. And 
lastly, they were ready to face forfeiture of their moru
ble!', theit· cattle and their land. They were ready to 
face imprisonment and even death, if necessary, and 
they would do all this without resentment. 

There wa-. an oB dis~entient voice on the question of 
untouchability. He said, what I said was right in theory , 

•The conditinus Inid down by the All-India Con~re~~ Comtnitte'! nt 
its Delhi mertin~ on 4th NorcmLcr, 19~1. ::;,•c appendix. 
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but it was difficult in practice to break down the cu~torn 
· all of a sudden. I drove the point qqme that the audience 

had made up its mind. · · · 
Before the larger meeting, I had met the real workers 

. about fifty in num her. Befofe that meeting, Vithalbhai 
Patel, some workers and I conferred together and felt 
that we should pass a resolution postponing .the decision 
for about a fortnight, to make the Swadeshi preparation 
more· complete and removal of untouchability more cer
tain, by actually having untouchable children in all the 
sixty National Schools. The brave and earnest workers 

. of "3ardoli will not listen to · the ·postponement. They 
were certain that more than· 50 per cent. of the Hindu 
population were quite ready about untouchability and 
they were sure· of being able to. manufacture enough 
klwddar ·for their future wants. They were· bent on 
trying conclusions with the Government. They bore 
down every objection raised by Vith"albhai Patel, and 
.t\bbas Tyabji, with his hoary beard and ever smiling 
face, was there to utter the warning. BU:t ·they would 
not budge an inch from their position and so the 
resolution which I give below was unanimously 
passed: 

"After having fully understood and considered the 
conditions as e~sential for the starting of mass Ciril 
Disobedience; this Conference of the inhabitants of the 
·Bardoli Taluka resolves that this' Taluka is fit for mass 
Civil Disobedie.nce. 

· "This Conference is of opinion : 
(a) That for the redr.ess of India's grievances, unity 

among Hindus, Mahomedans, Parsis, Christians and 
<>thet communities of India is absolutely necessary. 

(b) That non-violence, patience and endurance are 
the. only remedy for the redress of the said grierances. ' 
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k) That the use of the spinning wheel in every 
home! and the adoption of hand-spun and hand-woven 
garments to the exclusion of all other cloth by everr 
indh·idual are indispensable for India's freedom. 

,,11 That Swaraj is impossible without complete 
removal of'untouchability by the Hindus .. 

(,.) That for the people's progre!'s and for the attain
ment of freedom, readiness to sacrifice movable and 
immo\·able property, to suffer imprisonment and, if 
nece""ary, to lay down one's life is indispensable. 
. "This Conference hopes that the Bardoli Taluka will 
have the privilege to be the first for the aforesaid 
l'lacrificeR, and thi~ Conference hereby r~spectfully in
forms the ·working Committee that unless the Working 
Committee otherwise decides or unless the proposed 
Round Table Conference is held, this Taluka will imme
diately commence mass Civil Disobedience under the 
advice and guidance of Mr. Gandhi and the President of 
Conference. 

" This Conference recommends those tax-payers of 
the Taluka who are ready' and willing to abide by the 
conditions laid down by the Congress for mass Civil 
Disobedience, will refrain, till further instruction, from 
paying land revenue and other taxes due to the Govern
ment." 

Who knows the issue? Who knows whether the men 
and women of Bardoli will stand the repression that the 
Government may resort to ? God only knows. In His 
nam~ has the battle been undertaken. He must finish it. 

The Government have acted hitherto in a most exem
plary manner. They might have prohibited the Con
.ference. They did not. They know the workers. They 
could 'have removed them long ago. They have not 
done so. They have not interfered with any of the 
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nctivities of the· people. They have permitted them to 
make all preparations. I have watched their conduct 
with w.onder and admiration. Both sides have up to the 
time of. wr.iti~g behaved· in a manner worthy of chival
rous warriors ,of old. In this battle of peace, it ought not 
to be otherwi~e. If the battle continues in th.is fashion, 
it will end only in one way. Whoever ,has the ear of 
85,000 men and wo.men of Bardoli will gain the aay. 

The 'Vorking Committee has :o sit and pass . its judg
ment upon Bardoli's decision. The· Viceroy has still 
choice and will have,. yet a.nother choice given to him. 
~o charge of hurry, want of preparation or thought, no 
charge of discourte.sy will it be possible b bring against 
the people of Bardoli. 

Therefore, · 1 , , 

!.: Lead kindly':Light,.~mid the·encircling gloom, 
. . Lead Thou me on ; · 

TO 

The night is d~rk, and, Lam far from home; 
L~ad Thou me on. 

:_~ ,' 

. 9th 
1

Fe/Jruary,' 1922 
. )ln. G.\NDHI'S LETTER TO TtlE VICEROY 

'' I ,I 

. HIS EXCELLENCY 

.· . . The Viceroy, Delhi. 

·~Hr,---~ardoli is a ·small-. teh.~il in the Surat District 
in the. Bombay Presidency, having a population of about 
S7,000 all told. 

On the 29th ultimo, it decided under the presidency of 
Mr. Vithalbhai Patel to embark on masg Civil Disobe
dience, having proved its fitness ·for it in terms of the 
resolution of the All-India. Congress Committee which 
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Jllet at Delhi during the first week of ~onmbet last. 
Rut as I am perhaps chiefly responsible for Bardoli's 
·ilecision, I O\Ve it to Your Excellency and the public to 
explain the situation und~r which the decision has been 
iaken~ 

It was intended under. the re~olution of the All-India 
Congress Committee, before referred t-), to make Bardoli 
the first unit for ma~s Civil Disobedience in order to 
mark the' national revolt agaim:t the Government for its 
-consistently criminal refusal to appreciate India's resolve 
regarding the Khihtfat, the 'Punjab and Swaraj. 

Then: followerl the unfortunate and regrettable rioting 
·nn the lith November last in Bombay, resulting in the 
postponement of the step contemplated by Bardoli. 

~Ieanwhile, repression of a virulent type has taken 
11lace; with the concurrence of the. Government oflndia, 
1n Bengal, Assam, the United Provinces, the Punjab, th~ 
Province of Delhi and in a way in Bihar and Orissa and 
·elsewhere. I know that you have objected to trse of the 
·word • "repression'' · for describing the action of the . 
. authorities in these provinces. In my opinion, when 
:action is taken which is in exce~s of the requirements of 
a situation, it is undoubtedly repre~sidn. The looti~g of. 
property, assaults on innocent people, the brutal treat
me'nt of prisone~s in the jail~ including floggipg can in 
no sense be described as legal, civilized or in any way 
11ecessary. This official lawlessness cannot be described 
hy any other term but lawless repression. Intimidation 
hy Non-co-operators or their sympathisers to a certain 
•extent in connection with lwl'lals and picketing may be 
.admitted but in no case can it be held to ju!<ltify the 
wholesale suppression of peaceful volunteering or equal
Jy peaceful public meetings under a distorted use of an 
.extraordinary law which was passed in order to deal 
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With activitieS Which Were manifestly ViOlent both ifL' 

intention and action, nor· is it possible to designate as: 
otherwise than repression, action taken against innocent 
people under what has appeareq to many of us an illegal 
use of the ordinary law, nor again can the administra-· 
tive interference with the liberty of the Press under a law· 
that is untler promise of repeal. be regarded as anything· 
but repression. ' 

The immediate task before the country, therefore, is to· 
rescue from paralysis freedom of speech, freedom of 
association and freedom of the Press. In the presen~ 

-mood of the Government' of India and in the present 
unprepared state of the country in respect of complete. 
control of the forces of violence, Non-co-operators were· 
unwilling· to haye anything to do with the Malaviya 
Conference whose object was to induce Your Excellency· 
to convene a Round Table Conference. But as. I was: 
anxious to avoid all avoidable suffering, I had no hesita-· 
tion in advising the. Working Committee oftheCongress:. 
to accept the· recommendations of that Conference • 

. Although in my opinion the terms were quite in keeping 
withyouro,vn requirements as I understood them through 
your Calcutta speech and otherwise, you have sunimarily ~ 
rejected the proposal. 

In the circumstances, there is noth .. ing ·before the 
country but to adopt some non-violent method· for the 
enforcement of its demands including the elementary 
rights of free speech; free association and free Press. ln. 
my humble opinion, the recent events are a clear depar
ture from the civilized policy laid down by Your Excel-. 
lency at the time of. the generous, manly and uncondi .... 
tiona! apology of the Ali Brothers, viz., that the Govern
ment of India should not interfere with the activities of 
Non-co-operators so long as they rernained non-violent 
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in word and deed. Had the Government'!'\ policy 
remained neutral and allowed public opinion to ripen· 
and have it~ full effect, it would have been possible to 
advise postponement of the adoption of Civil Disobedi- · 
ence of an aggre<ssive typo till the Congress had acquired 
fuller control over the forces of violence in the country 
and enforced greater discipline among. the millions of 
its adherent~. But this lawless repression (in a way 
unparalleled in the history of thiK unfortunate country) 
has made the immediate adoption .of masfol Civil Di8· · 
obedience an imperative dut~T~ The Working Committee· 
of the Congress has restricted it to only certain areas to· 
be selected by me from time to time, and at present it is· 
confined only to Bardoli. l may, under said authority,. 
give my consent at once in respect of a group of 100' 
villages in Guntur in the Madras Presidency, provided 
they can strictly conform to the conditions of non
violence, unity among different classes, the adoption and 
manufacture of handspun khwli and untouchability. 

But before the people of Bardoli actually commence
mass Civil Disobedience, I would respectfully urge you · 
as the head of the Government of India finally to revise· 
your policy and set free all theN on-co-operating prisoners. 
who are convicted or under trial for non-violent activities 
and to declare in clear terms a policy of absolute non
interference with all non-violent activities in the countryt 
whether they be regarding the redress of the Khilafat or. 
the Punjab wrongs or Swaraj or any other purpose and' 
even though they fall under the repressive sections 
of the Penal Code or the Criminal Procedure Code or· 
other repressive laws subject always to the condition of 
non-violence. I would further urge you to free the Press 
from all administrative control and to restore all the 
fines and forfeitures recently imposed. In thug urging, I 
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;am asking Your Excellency to do. :what is being· done 
to-day in every country· which is deemed to be under 
·civilized Gov-ernment/If you can see your way to make 
·the necessary declaration within seven days of the date 
of publication of this manifesto, I shall be prepared to 
,advise postponement:of Civil Disobedience of.an aggres
·sive character, tilL the imprisoned workers have, after 
their ·discharge, reviewed the·· whole situation and 
·considered the position de novn.- If the· Government 
make the requested declaration, I shall regard it as an 

·honest desire on its part to give effect to public opinion 
;and shall therefore have no hesitation in advising the 
·country to be engaged in further moulding public opinion' 
without violent restraint from either side and trust to its 
·working to secure the fulfilment of its unalterable 
· deiuands. · Aggressive Civil Disobedience• in .that case 
will be taken up· only ·when the Government departs 
:from its policy of strictest neutrality or refuses to yield 
ao clearly ex.pressed opinion of the \rast majority of the 
~p~ople of India. 

I remaiii, : • · 
Your Excellency's faithful· 

servant and friend, 
M.K.GANDHL 

9th February, 1922 

THE ONLY ISSUE · 

(Br )1. K. GA:sDm)· 

It 'vas not without de~p th~ught and p~ayer' that I 
·wrote the letter to His Excellency the Viceroy.'A< ·It is 
:not a threat because eve'ry word in it is meant. It is a 

• Gi\'Nl abo\'e 
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"hea;tfelt prayer to the tyrant to de~i:~t from e\·il. Lord 
Reading i~ not the tyrant. The !'ystem of which he is 
"himself an unconsciou~ apcl helpless victim is the tyrant. 
"But every !'ystem hecomes embodied in a person. To
·day it is personified in Lord Reading, ·no matter how 
unconscious he is of it. I haye ·invited him in all 
lllltnility seriou~ly to consider 'the po.;:iti0n and ask 
l1imself whether the official lawlessness can in any case 
1Je justified. Let him turn to the week's ~ummary to 
·which the old heading" In Cold Blood,., is restored. 
1t is all true if the witnesses are not all liars. Hhould 
ihese thingi! he? 

But what of defiance of anthority ·> Must defiance (non
·,·iolent at least) indeed of authority be met by barbarous 
;and wicked abuse of it? 

If the Viceroy- cannot or will not see ·suci1' an· ihcredi
·bly simpie issue, must India sit ~till? Defensive Ch·il· 
Di~obedience 1111181 continue at any co:o;t. lf 'the whole 
·of J.ndia were to ~ay that e\·en peaceful public meetings 
may not be helrl without permission, that peaceful 
·volunteer as~ociation may not be formed without per
mission and that newspapers cannot be puhli~hed without 
permi~sion. that prohibition cannot be accepted. For a 
:man may not be expected to a!-lk f~'Unother':o; leave to 
hreathe or eat or drink. The three things I have men
tioned are the breath, the fc>od and the drink of public 
!life.+ 

·•omittell iu this collection. Fnr the nntur~: ol' the ..:untent:3 thr.rc
·nf, .,,.,: a ppcndix t1111ler Repression. 

·!For the Go\·erHmcnt 1l1' !tulia's n·ply nntl the )[ahatma.ii'!$ com
l•ncnts thereon, ,qce nppJndix. 
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2nd February, 1922 

AWA.KENING IN ANDHRADESHA 

,(Br l\I. K. G.~~mu) 

To the date of writing, the following · two telegram~ 

have been received at the "Young India" office frmn 
the Secretary of the .Provincial Congress Committee: 

(1) "The Andhra Provincial Congress Working Com-· 
mittee met yesterday at Guntur in Desabhakta's house .. 
Messrs~ Bhogaraju, Pattabhi Sitaramayya, Tanguturu 
Prakasam,·Dhanmayya,. Ramchandra Rao, .Kasiodhunf 
Nageswarrao, Dandu Narayanrao, De~abhakta Kanda 
Venkatappayya and others were present. Several ryotl' 
from different parts of the District, including Pedanandi .. 
padu, also, attended the meeting and made representations
of' the conditions prevailing in their places. A graphic· 
description w~s given how many male adults, including 
very aged men~ enlisted themselves as volunteers in each 
one of the 50 '\;illages .. in the neighbourhood of 
Pedanandipadu and how every one· fully clad in khaddar 
has been serving and obse~ving strict non-violence in 
spite of provocation sometimes given by the military 
drafted there, the attachments of movables and . high
handed removal of parts and bulls .even without a show 
of restraint. They have also stated that in almost all 
villages all the village officers including the rettiullfi 

have resigned their appointments. Accounts of resigna
tions of village officers in other areas also were given .. 
The Working Committee after prolonged deliberation aJ 
a measure of special caution adopted the following· 

· resolution: . 
"This Co'mmittee is of opinion that the' Guntur Dis

trict Congress Committee should, instead of carrying on 
the campaign of noil-payment of taxes in seyeral talukas. 

I 
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·simultaneously as previously re~olved by them, limit 
the area and appoint a Committee to investigate as to 
how far the Delhi conditions are satisfied in the said 
.area and resolve on the que~tion of final refusal of 
taxes in accordance with the opinion of the said Com
mittee." 

(2) ~~ Guntur Congres~ Committee met day before 
yesterday in the house of De~abhakta at 1 p. m. for the 
purpose of considering, amongst other things, the resolu
tion of the Working Committee of the Provincial Congress 
of the 25th on the question of non-payment of taxes. 
)fr. Anche Siviah, a leading ryot, and President, District 
oCJongress Committee, presided. Mr. Prakasam who 
·came here for the Working Cornmittee meeting of the 
Provincial Congress Committee was nlso present. In 
response to a requisition made to them, leading ryots 
from d~fferent Talukas in the District and some Congress 
workers also attended the meeting. Having been invited 
to explain the situation in their· respective taluka.~ 

.and jirca8, representative ryots gave ·accounts of the 
progreRs of the movement among the people. Most of 
them Rhowedtheir determination to carry on the campaign 
in !ilpite of all difficultiefl, while some expressed that 
·some of the conditions of the Delhi resolution had not 
been fully satisfied in the jircu .. ~ to which they belonged,. 
.and that there was need for fUTther preparation in the 
matter of untouchability, and in one or two even in 
respect of non-violence. Mr. Prakasam addressed the 
meeting dealing at some length on. the responsiblity 
1lf the step taken up by the people of the District. He 
·quoted and explained the letter of Mahatmaji regarding 
non-payment of taxes published in the Bnmba!J Cltro
nicle of the 26th. Mr. Venkatappiah stated that the 
necessity for conveying this arose out of the letter 
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addressed. to him by Mahatmaji and S'lbsequent con·e~
pondence .. with ~him. Delhi resolution referred to areas . 

. where intensive prepamtions had been made. Amongst 
those that spoke on the oceasion was Mr. Patri Anantha
row of Atulur, who, in vie·:v of his imminent arrest by
the police, came to the meeting, gave an account of the
readiness of the people of his village and areas he had 
visited, and urg~d upon the ne~essity · of continuing the
movement undeterred, .and left the meeting saying that 
he would be ar~este_d forthwith. Hardly had he passed 
a few paces from· the meeting when he was arrested and 
taken away. by the police. N9twithstanding this incident,. 
the meeting continued till 8 p.· m. when it was adjomned 
to yesterday,. not one amongst the audience getting out. 
of the meeting. The members of the District Congress· 
Committee reassembled in the house of Desabhakt:.L 
yesterday morning at 8 a. m.1 and after prolonged dis
cussion the following resolutions were adopted: 

(1) In view of the resolution of the "\Yorking Com. 
mittee of the Andhra ··Provincial Congress Committe~ 
dated the .2:jth, this meeting appoints the gentlemen 
named below, as a special committee to enqpire in the 
different areas of Guntur DistriCt as to how far condi
tions of Delhi Resolution ha,·e been satisfied and how 
far they have qualified themselves for Civil Di~obedience
by way of non-payment of taxes, and send up their 
report to the District Congress Committee by the lOth 
Febrtlflry. This Committee further resolyes that, soon 
after the receipt of the report above mentioned, it be 
placed before the meeting of the District .Congress Com ... 
mittee and a final resolution be adopted on the question 
of non-payment of taxes and until then the people in 
the areas specified in the resolution passed at Ponur. do 
continue. ,the suspension of non-payment, of tJ.xe:r .. 
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Members of the Special Committee are Sjt T. Praka~am,. 
Dandu Narain Rau and K .. Kageshwar Rao. 

(2) This meeting tender~ it~ hearty congratulation~ 

to all patriots who have been sent to jail from thi:-. 
District since the meeting at Ponur. This meeting· 
expresses its grateful apprecjation of the resignation!' 
by village officers in different parts of the District, and· 
urges .upon other yillage. officers also the nec~ssity of 
giving up their offices and helping the great national 
movement. 

The following is the As~ociated Pre~s message about 
Government preparation!'; 

In regard to the state of affairs in Guntur where 
Civil Disobedience and non-payment of taxes campaign 
and resignation of Yillage officer.;; are in operation, Madras· 
Government propose to undertake emergency legiEllation 
in direction of amending Madras Revenue , Recorerr 
.Act t2 of 1864) mainly to do away with intervening 
period allowed under the pre:'ent Act between distraint 
and attachment of property and to .bring at once t•) 
:-ale effects of ryot who refuse to pay his dues. Othet· 
step5 will also be taken by Government on the executive 
t'ide such as institution of disobeying area subject to 
such exemptions as may- be ordered by the r Government 
in favour of per:0on::: \vho ~hall, by date to be prescribed,. 
haye paid · into · Government treasury or to officer 
appointed for the purpo~e taxe~ due from them. Where 
land i'3 bought in by Government owing to combination 
to prevent bidding, opportunity will be taken to provide 
bnd for memberg of depressed claf'ses. \Vith regard tl) 
resignations of village officers the Government say they 
cannot be accepted under the ·circumstances . and if ofii .. 
cers refuse to carr: on dtttie:oo they mu;;;t be dismissed.'" 

In my opinion. the Govermuent has the right to take· 
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precautionary measures of the kind foreshadowed. It 
has the right to suspend ordinary legislation when it is 
threatened with combined suspension of its revenue. 

· That a wise Government would not exasperate public 
. opinion into refusal to pay taxes is of course true. But 
;.a Government that rides roughshod over populn.r 
. opinion, cannot be expected to allow itself to be ex.tin
. guished without an effort. The least, therefore, it wcu Id 
. do is to protect its re·ninue collection. Nor is it possi-

ble to cavil at the proposed transfer of confiscated 
property to the members of the depressed iclasses. Such 

; an arrangement should suit l?oth parties. Non-co-ope
rators have undertaken to be non-violent, to risk the 
loss of their all for the purpose of gaining their end and 

· must therefore, allow their belongings to be sold. The 
. Government, on the other harid, must try, if it can, to 
break the movement of non-payment and to apply all 
remedies just enough to secure collection. The pro
posal to allow the depressed classes to bid for and· 
purchase forfeited lands is ideal. What can be better 
than that the forfeited lands should be temporarily 
occupied by the very classes whom we want to see 

· raised from their depressed state? 
I use the adverb 4 temporarily,' for the present occupiers 

must have faith in their mission to know that they must 
, get Swaraj and that under Swaraj they must be restored 

to their original status with honour added thereto. The 
. depressed classes, who are being used as pawns in the 
. game by the Government, cannot be adversely ~ffected 

by dispossession, for it will be the primary care of the 
, Swaraj Government to see them well.settled, happy and 
. contented. 

So much for the necessary Government measure. The 
· panic that has possessed them shows a guilty consci-
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~Cnce. Tbey do not rely upon their .popularity to secure 
:payment. They have to rely upon the bayonet and 
persecution to do so. They are arresting popular leaders 
.and goading the people to violence so as t:> enable 
':them to justify 'bloody ' measures. · 

And therein lies the test of the Andhras. They have 
'hitherto proved their bravery and sacrifice. Their chosen 
·leaders have gone to jail. Their cattle have been taken 
.away from them and they have remained still. The 
,worst, however, is yet to come. 'When the Government 
.military is opened on them, they are expected to expose 
their willing breasts, not their unwilling backs~ to the 
bullets and still not harbour revenge or resentment. 
They must let their utensil~ and belongings be taken 

·.away from them, whilst, like Draupadi or Prahlad, they 
.:are praying to God and proving their faith in Him~ 
· Non-payment is a privilege. This is meant not to 
•enrich the resisters, but by their voluntary poverty to 
tenrich the nation: And they can exercise the privilege 
·only if thoy have purified themselves, only if they are 
wearing handspun kharldar to the exclusion of foreign 
.cloth and, if, being Hindus, they have washed themselves 
.clean of the taint of untouchability and are r)repared to 
.treat the untouchable as a privileged brother. They 
r~ust not grudgingly touch him, but they must lovingly 
.embrace him and serve him. The touch must be a token 
·of true penitence even &.s we expect the Government to 
'be truly penitent r~gardmg the many wrongs done to us. 
Ne niggardly acceptance· of the inevitable will appear 
pleasing to God. It must be a thorough change of heart. 
We must share our schools with them, we must share 
·our public places with them. We must nurse them in 
theirsi~kness .as we would nut·se a brother. We must not. 
/be thefr patrons. We . must not twist religious texts 
· · nz· ' · 
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against them. "re must expunge texts that are of doubt •. 
ful origin and are capable of interpretation against their
human rights. We mu~t gladly give up custom that is. 
against I reason, justice, 'and religion of the heart. "• e• 

must not ignorantly cling to bad custom and pa.rt with. 
it whe,n we must, like' a miser parting with his ill-gotten: 
hoard out of pressure and expedienc~ 
t have .dwelt at length .u:Pon untouchability because I 

lta\~e received wires and· letters warning 'me against· 
accepting assurances· of compliance with the Congress 
condition about untouchability. They tell me that 'the. 
Andhi·as are not ready to give up untouchability. I 
urge' the leaders to be strictly on the watch. The. 
slightest de'\"ia~ion from the right path will irreparably·· 
injure our cause. God requires the purest ·sacrifice. 
Hinduism is on its trial equat'ly with Islam and Chris-
tianity. Hindus will be false representatives of their. 
religion of the Upanishads, which recogn'ises no privi'
lege but that of merit and which accepts riothing that 
does not. appeal to the heart. and reaso!l. 

The Andhras are' ~ virile people. 'proud of their 
traditions. They are devoutly religious p~opl~. cap~qle 
of s~crlfice. Much 'is expected M them by the country 
and I have 'every hope that they· will not be found 
wanting. They ,v-ni lose nothing by waiting if th~y 'are 
not ready for e:\md fulfilment of all conditions. :8ut 
they will 'lose all aild in serve the-' country if they gr) t:)' 
.battle without 'tilil preparation. · · · · . · 

:· ' ' ,I,' 

2·nd Fehru.dry, 1922 

DANdER OF MASS MOVEMENT 

\Vhih:t. tl1ere is ev~·ry' reason for self .. gra.tifi~atlqn bver 
·~t\SS awakening; it' would be. foolish to 'igrior~ i'ts ·tin~ 
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doubted dangers. 1 have just read a notice in the papers 
that a girl has been pretending to be my daughter and 
receiving on that account all kinds of attention. I do 
not mind owning, I should be proud to own, th'ousand~ 
of good, restrained girls as my daughters. They will do 
credit to me and the country. The world· would recog. 
nise thetn as meinpers of an ever increasing family br 
adoption. As it is, I have to reJTiark for the tenth time 
that 1 do not possess the good fortune to have a daughter. 
There is a tiny 'untouchable' girl whom I do proudlr 
call my adopted daughter. She has brought happiness 
to me, and I hope by the time she has grown up she will 
bring truth and humility to her future field of service. 
To-day she is a veritable 'deyil'. She believes, in all 
play and no work. She finds it hard to work without 
the ebony ruler which used to keep her straight in her 
parental home. But I do not mind this charming idler 
of seven years claiming me as father. There are al:o:o 
some grown up girls who permit me the pleasure of 
claiming them as my daughters, bnt then they make it 
difficult for me to live up to the standard they exact from 
me. They are eYer in danger of my being a disrredit
able father to them. But I mu~t inform all the girls of 
India that I decline to run the risk of being di~c~edited 
by their forcible adoption. I want certainly to adopt all 
the exacting girls like the ones whose names too 1 dure 
not give to the world. 

But the reported forcible adoption of me by a girl is a 
comparatively harmless pastime. I hear that a gentle~ 
tnan by name :Motilal Puncholi hailing from Udepur 
claims to be iny disciple and to preach temperance and 
what not among the rustics of the lbjputana State~. 
He is reported to be surrounded by an armed crowd 
of admirers and establishing his kingdom or sorr:e 
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otherdom wherever he goes. He claims too miraculous' 
power. ·He or his admirers are. r~l'o~t~d also to have 
done ~ome destructive work. I wish that people will 
once for all understand that I have no disciples. I have 
for the time ~eing at any rate no existence apart from 
the Congress and the Khilafat Committee. .All my 
activity is referable to these tw.o organisations. None 
works in my name: none has au~hority to· use my 
name save under my own writing! No one has any 
work .saye the Congress or the Khilafat work. .And 
nobody has any authority from me to use any arms, 
even sticks, against any person. 

I understand that these brave but simple rustics .have 
been induced to re~use payment of taxes due to the 
State· to which they belong. .They are even told that I 
have asked the tax-payers belonging. to the Sirohi State 
not to pay more than Rs~ 1! each. Now I know 
nothing of all· this. No one consulted me about the 
matter. Pandit Ramakant Malaviya, Chief Minister of 
the State, has kindly brought the matter to my notice 
and he tells me that great mischief is being done in my 
.name. If my writing reaches these countrymen at all, 
I would like to tell them that they should lay all their 
grievances before the State authorities and never resort 
to arms. If th~y wish to withhold payment of tax 
.which they consider excessive, it is their right. But it 
is a right never t) be exercised lightly. They must 
.cultivate pub He opinion and let .their.'~se, see.· the light 
.of day. ·If they do not take these pr~c~utions, 'they will 
find everything and eveybody arrayed ag~inst them and 
they will fini themselves heavy loser~ in the end. 
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2nd Fcbtuary, 1922 

A WARNING VOICE FROM BENGAL 

There is a friend, an old and tried sernnt of the 
nation, who never fails to inform me of threatening 
clouds that appear in time and again on the horizon in 
Bengal. This time he warns me against countenancing 
a general non-payment movement. He thinks that 
precipitate action is quite likely. in Bengal as most of the 
leaders are in jail. I cannot complain, but I cannot help 
noting that the imprisonment of leaders is due to the 
criminal folly of the Government which has treated 
the real peace-makers as if they were peace-breakers. 
The Government are inviting violence. They are, as if 
of a set purpose, preparing the country for vielence. But 
here· again I must not complain. I admit that most of us 
had expected all this and more, and yet we came to the 
conclnsion that we had to take our courage in both our 
hands and move forward without faltering. Our tru~t 
then was,· as it to-day is, in God. 

But I know (hat we must take every possible precaution 
to avert every unexpected crisis. I have therefore 
strongly advised and advise again that wisdom require~ 
that all.parts of lnd ia should wait for the experiment 
which I have undertaken personally to snperviFe. Bengal 
ha'l done much. She has worked wonders, she has 
suffered much, is still suffering and is still keeping her
self under great restraint. • ·I would appeal to all the 
Bengal leaders to rest on their oars and not to take a 
single new step. Let them by all means assert the right 
of free speech and free association. But there is no 
occasion for embarking on mass Civil Disobedience, or 
non-payment, which is one phase of it. The ·workers 
will ha.ve taken the masses through a richer discipline by 
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advising them to p~y the rents due for the current 
period. 

The followin.g appeared in ''Young India" of 9th 
March 1.922 : 

Oalculta's Unreadiness :-A correspondent in the 
course of a letter from Calcutta writes: 

":My mind compels me to say that 'Bengal is doing 
nothing about Swadeshi in comparison to the neighbour
ing Province of Bihar. It is lagging far behind. Even 
those who boast themselves of being volunteers are not 
clad in klwddat. I have travelled through almost all the 
important quarters of this great town, but have not 
found a single person clad in khaddar. In Bihar, on the 
other hand,· you will rarely :fin"d a man wearing foreign, 
cloth. In the villages they have not yet begun t(,l wear 
kliaddar dhoties, but the attempt is being made to replace 
mill-made dhoties with khaddar ones." 

I ha, ve merely given a few extracts from the corres
pondent's letter. He goes on to say that, if Calcutta's 
unpreparedness is :refl~cted in. the Yill~ge~ of. Bengal 
also, the battle of S'ltyagraha cannqt be won. This 
lette~ is supported by several oth~:rs, bu~ I a~ not 
prepared to admit that even in Calcutta no prpgress has 
been done in the khaddar movement. At the same time, 

·I fear that the charge against Calcutta is mainly true. 
khaddar wear in Calcutta is rather .an exception than 
the rule, and there is no de.nying the fact that full 
Satyagraha is impossible without full complianc~ with 
the conditions precedent. If we are to usher in peaceful 
Swaraj-and Swaraj attained by peaceful means must be 
peaceful Swar~j-we must be as ready for construction 
as we se~m to be for destruction. : Boycott and. manu
facture, evacuation and occ~pation, . djs~bedience and 
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obedience must go hand in hand, if we are to avoid an 
interval of confusion, anarchy n.nd civil strife. The 

; ~haadar movement is the larges~ part of construction. 
\Ve dare not neglec.t it if the strng.gle is to remain non
. ,~iolent to the end, 

9th Pebmary, 1922 
AGGRESSIVE 1:s. DEFESSIVE 

It is now necessary to understand the exact distinction 
'between aggressive Civil Disobedience and defensive. 
Aggressive, assertive or offensiYe Civil Disobedience is 

·non-violent, wilful'· disobedience of laws of the state 
whose breach does not involve moral turpitude and 
which is undertaken as a ~ymbol of revolt against the 

·state. Thus disregard of laws relating to revenue or 
·regulation of personal conduct for the convenience of 
·the state, although such laws in themselves inflict no 
hardship and do not· require to be altered, would be 
. assertive, aggressive or offensive· Civil Disobedience. 

Defensive Civil Disobedience, on the other hand, is 
·involuntary or reluctant non-violent disobedience of such 
:laws as are in themselves bad and obedience to which 
·would be inconsistent with one's self-respect or human 
·dignity. Thus formation of volunteer corps for peace
tful purposes, holding of public meetings for like pur-
poses, publication of articles not contemplating or 
inciting to violence in spite of prohibitory orders, is 

• defensive Civil' Disobedience. And so is conducting of 
·peaceful ·picketing undertaken with a view to wean 
people from things or institutions picketed in spite of 

·orders to the contrary. The fulfilment of the conditions 
mentioned above is' as necessary for defensive Civil 

JDisobedience as for offen'iive Civil Disobedience. 
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9th February, 1922 

AMO~G CHRISTIA ~ CIRCLES 

The talk, I hear, is going the round am9ng Christiaru 
circles that I have said in private conversation that hadl 
India been equipped for the use of arms, I would cer
tainly have resorted to and advised the use of arms. I 
had fondly hoped that such a thing could never have· 
been said and believed of me in India. I assure . my 
Christian and .other readers that I hav:e never made any. 
such' s;tatement to any. person whatsoever. On the 
contrary, it has been. my belief and practic.e for o.ver 
forty years deliberately to practise the doctrine of Non
resistance to evil, not to retaliate... There ~re .more in~ 

stances than one in my public life when, with t~e ability. 
to retaliate, I have .refrained from doing so and advised 
friends· to. dp likewise.· My, life is dedicated to the· 
spread of that doctrine. I read it in the teaching of. alb 
the greatest teachers of the world, Zoroaster, Mahavir,. 
Daniel, Jesus,. :M:ahomed, ljanak .and a host of others .. 
Indeed, I am not sure that we do justice. to Moses, when~ 
we >impute to him the .doctrine of retaliation in the sen~e· 
that he .made H . obligatory on his. followers to eX!lCt 
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. It may· be· 
my ·wish that is father to the thought.· But I .do think 
that in an age when .people were . un~estrained in 
their appetite for. the enemy's blood, Moses restricted~ 

retaliation to equal measure and no ;ffiOre. 'But I must. 
notJead the reader. into. religious. discussion. .Whilst,. 
however, nqn~violence is .. !lOW, .has ~ver .been and' I. 
pray to God it ever may be,· ~Y 1 final·, creed for all. 
occasions, ·it is true that there are thousands in the· 
ranks of N ~n-co-operation,, .~·ith w~olll: ·n~n-violence · is. 
an expedient or a policy to which they are not com-· 
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mitted for all time and all circumstances. They believe· 
that for India and she is constituted, there is no method· 
but that of non-violence for regaining her freedom .. 
And this they believe, not merely because she has no· 
arms or training in them, but also because with her· 
diverse creeds and races there is nothing for her but 
constant internecine strife, if her children began the· 
habit of invoking the God of war for every occasion. The 
best of us are beginning to see inore in the doctrine of 
non-violence than wlien we first approached it. 

In this connection, my attention has also been drawn· 
to a paragraph in the Dnyanodaya; Sadhu Sundarsingh,. 
it is there stated, 'made quite plain his profound disap·· 
proval of Mr. Gandhi's methods, telling .him in so many 
words that they can lead. India to nothing but ruin·and 
useless suffering.' I am sorry that the Sadhu's name has
been thus dragged into the controversy. But now that 
it has been, in justice to the Hadhu and the cause, I must 
say that, so far as my r~collection goes, not only did he· 
not disapprove of my methods. in 'so many words', but 
he entirely approved of them and agreed that India had 
no other choice. We had the closest communion. The· 
Sadhu came purposely to understand some things about 
which he had no first-hand knowledge. He did not 
know, for instance, what the implications of the Hindu
Muslim friendship were and where the minorities stood 
and whether the movemertt could remain non-violent to 
the end. We had long discu~sions over all these and 
other matters, and he certainly left on me the impre~sion 
that for a religious man there was no c'our~e left open .. 
The greatest difficulty undoubtedly is about the masses
keeping D;On-violent to the end. With men nothing may 
be possible, for God nothing is impossible. I would 
fain have avoided any reference whatsoever ·to our-
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·conversation. But the friends who have brought the 
matter to my notice tel~ me that Sadbu Sundersingh is on 
the waters, and that the paragraph in qu~stion is beip.g 

·exploited to \vean Indian Christians from the movem~nt~ 
It has to stand or fall o~ its<own merits. No certificate 

·can save it, if its professors betray thei~. trust; no 'c~n~ 
· · demnation can injure it .permane~tly if the professors· 

rema.in true to it to th~ end .. B~t I felt that I co~ld~ot 
··withhold. frpm the pubii~ what I k~e~· .about S~dhu 
: Sundersingh's views. . . 

9th F~bruary,~ 1922 

· CAUTION ABOUT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE 

Writing of his own District, Lala Shyarnlal of Maltra 
·.says : "The District Magistrate. here does not believe in 
making arrests, unless there is apprehension of a brea.ch 

·of t~e peace.· The. result is that our volunteers are 
'having their own way •. Nq for~ign cl.oth is being im
·ported. No liquor contract has been sold." Lala 
· Shyamlal then inquires whether in the districts where 
·no arrests are made ·people. should go out of their way to 
··court arrest. . I thought that I had made the positio~ 
.absolutely clear in previous issues. ·whilst w~ may do 
nothing to a void arrest in the o~dinary course of our duty, 
we must not go outside om; beat .in order to compel 

•arrest .. That would be either a·ggl'es!'iiye Civil Disobedi
. ence or criminal disobedie!lc~.: The latter is· out of 
·question. The former i.e., aggressive Civil Disobedience 
is a right to be exercised when necessary and when we 

.are thoroughly ready, and is also a duty we must 
.1ischarge if~e are ready and cir~umstances require the 
1perform~rice oi'it. · But aggressiv{Civil Disobedience, 
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-whether mass or in<Hvidual, is a mo!'t dangerous weapon 
·though also mo.~t effectin among ·an the. peaceful 
w~apons at .opr disposal. I am myself sati~fied that the 
·country as a whole is not ready for this form of self
. assertion. \Ve have to go through much greater and 
·stricter discipline. We luj.ve to understand the exact, I 
was almost gping to say, t~e !'piritual Yalne of obedience 
·to laws and discipline which may be irksome and even 
repugnant tq n~~ Assertive Civil Disobedience is a right 
:that accrues to us only after severe topasya through 
·which we have not yet gone. Any p~emature resort to 
.assertive Civil Disobedience therefpre may precipitate a 
-crisis we neither anticipate nor want, and which we 
lll\lSt avoid by every means we C<~n think of. The least, 
·.therefore, that we 1~1ust do is to aw!).it the result of the 
·experin;wnt I personally wish to condpct .. lt is a new 
.thing and surely, simple prudence requires us to watch 
·that experiment. lndeed·, if aggresl'ive Civil Dis
·obedience, whether mass or individual, is attempted in 
·other parts of lndia, it is likely to embarruss me and 
·damage the country's cauRe, I invite the attention 
{)fall Non-co-operators tq the resolution of the Working 
·Committee':.: which now makes it incumbent- upon 
.all the Congress organisations to refrain from aggres
·sive Civil Disobedience except with my express con
. sent and, so far as r can see, the only ex.ccption I 
.am likely to make will be in fayour of a . group of 
100 villages in Andhradesha .. But even there I have 
informed Sjt. Konda Venkatapayya that, if it is at all 
possible for him to avoid taking the offeu~ive, I would 
.appreciate it, and that he would resort to it, only if he 
found that retracing wou_ld he demoralh:ing and if, 
'humanly speaking, he was certaii1 of n-on-violence being 

• S(e appendix. 
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observed throughout And3radesha, and also certain that: 
the other conditfons laid down by the Congress were· 
strictly fulfilled. 1 have a suspicion that in many parts 
of Indi~ the condition about the hand-spun khadi is not: 
being strictly carried out and that 'we are not yet everya 
where cured of the disease of untouchability. In my
opinion, the ability to go to jail is of far less consequence: 

, than ability and the readiness to observe in their fulness· 
the conditions about Hindu-Muslim-Sikh-Parsi-Christian-' 
unity, about untouchability and hand-spun khadi .. 
Without' a dae fulfilment of the~e conditions, we shall 
find that all our going to jail is bravado and' so much· 
wasted effort. · Self-purification is tpe main considera-
tion in seeking the prison. Embarrassment of the Gov-· 
ernment is a secondary consideration. It is my unaltera-
ble conviction that, even though the Government· may 
not feel ·embarrassed in any ~ay whatsoever by the 
incarceration or even execution of an innoc.ent, unknown 
but a purified person, such' incarceration will be the end.' 
of that Government. Even a single lamp dispels the· 
deepest darkness. Non-co-operation is not allopathic· 

'treatment,!·it is homeopathic. The patient does not taste· 
the drops given to him. He is sometimes even incre
dulous, but'' if the homeopaths are to be trusted, th~ 

tasteles~ drops or the tiny pills of homeopathy are 
far ~1ore potent than ounce dozes or choking pills: 
of allopathy. I assure the reader that the ·effect of 
purifying Non-co-operation is more certain than the 
effect of homeopathic 'medicine. ·I do wish, therefore, .. 
that everywhere non-co~operators.· will' insist upon due· 
fulfilment of all the conditions of civil disobedience. 
One may be a lawyer, title-holder, even a councillor· 
and yet properly eligibl~ for Civil Disobedience, if he is 
sincerely non-violent in thought, word and deed, wears~ 
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·hand-spun klwtli as a sacred duty, shuns untouchability 
.as an intolerable evil and believes in the unity of all 
races and classes of India as for all times essential for 
.the . well-being and the. attainment, as also retention, of 
:'Swaraj. 

23rd Fdmt 'li'IJ, 1922 

ESSENCE OF CIVIL DISOBEDIE~CE 

A friend, a Congress official, writes from Simla: 
" In the present mood of my countrymen, I find certain 

.members belonging to different Congres~ organisations, 

.in order to comply with your behests regarding the 
practising of Civil Disobedience, have found out certain 
novel methods of disobeying law by staging certain 
plays whi('h. have been prescribed by the· Government, 
.for instance, Zltkluni-i-Pnnjoh which was staged some
time ago in M ultan and very recently in Sim Ia, resulting 
.in arrests in both the cases. Now, may l ask your 
.,opinion about this form of disobedience which was 
practised before the date fixed as laid down in the reso-
·lution of the All-India ·Congress Committee, viz., 15th 
.January, 1922? Further, were the actors in these plays 
justified in informing the Government in a spirit of 

.. defiance beforehand that they were going to stage a 
proscribed play and by such action inviting arrests? 

"Furthermore, I will draw your attention to the stormy 
;literature which is issuing forth from, Delhi and other 
places in the shape of cheap poetical.booklets and is 
being r~cited by small boys and by certain irresponsible 
·volunteers (for I must call them irresponsible) contain
ing matter which is obviously inconsistent with the 
principle of non-violent Non-co-operation, inasmuch as 
.it contains words and phrases which are calculated to 
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spread hatred and· create contempt against every
individual Englishman in this country and may result 
in violence. I bring this fact to your notice becauset 
methinks, that the authors pose to I be Non-co-operators 
and to be with you in this struggle for the salvation of 
our dear motherland. May I ask if this kind of propa-· 
ganda, instead of proving hE'lpful, will not bring about 
mischievous results ? " 

The staging of the play was cerhinly not justified if 
it was done ·before the 15th January: It·wa;s·also not 
justified if it was done without the consent of the Pro
·vincial bongress Committee. Every form of Ci\"il Dis
obedience ·was subject· to the previous sanction of the 
local C01igress Committee.· The staging of the play \vas 
also unjustified if the play itself was c~lculated needless
ly to excite passions arid to induce hatred. Assuming 
that all the conditions I have named were fulfilled, th.e 
managers were quite :Hght in giving previous informa
tion to the Go\"ernment·in a dignified manner, because 
the essence of Ch·il Disobedience is that it is public and 
made specially known to those interested in arresting. 

As to the "stormy 'literature," it is a sad thing that 
pamphlets such as the writer alludes to are being 
published and so largely patronised. The writer has 
mentioned two such booklets. I am, however, not print
ing the names. Saine other correspondent sends me 
one of the booklets also for my' edification and advice. 
The titie as well as the contents are objectionable and 
brea'the notliing but hatred. It is our duty to bring 
ever'y wrong. to p~blic notice, but there are ways and 
way~ of doing· the .things.~ No point is gained by 

. • The following is from Yonng India : I gladly publish though 
uot without sorrow, a letter ( omittt:d in this collection) from :i Madras 
corresponde'nt on 'tbe.recent occurrences in that city. Evidently thtJ 
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putting things offensively. The offence contains in the· 
fact it~elf. To embellish such facts is to detract from 
the demerit, and at the present moment when people are· 

hooliganis n was far more serious than described in the first impre~ .. 
sions given by Dr. Raj an. )11'. Rajagopalan is justified in blaming the 
Non-co-opera tors. 

It is difficult til'di~tinquish between hooligans and Non-co-operator~ . 
when hundreds or thou~;ands take part in smashing cars, swearing at 
innocent passengers or threatening a cinema-keeper. :Non-co-operator~ . 
cannot 'have the rake and eat it too. They claim to be· millio'ris, 
They claim to ha,·e almost the whole of India at their back. We um~t 
either regulate our procedure in accord:mce with om· creed or di:;so
ciate ourselves entirely from all ma~s activity, even if it imolws 
self-ostracism. We ha,·e still many lz(lrfals to go through. Let 
Delhi, Nagpur and other placeR beware. I would adri8e them not tv . 
have any 7zartals at all, if they c:muot with certainty, avoid thc 
disgraceful ~cene~ enacted in Bombay, and unfortunately repeated . 
in :Madra~. I hopr that the l\Iadras Con~ress Committee will sift tht· 
mutter thorouglily and take all the blame that attaches to it. After 
the frightful ~.:xperience of TiomLay, Madras ~hould han been fully 
iu~ured ngaiiJ~t allri~k of mob violen('C. ~lr. Rajagopalau's letter j, 
fortified with another from an acth·e :Knn .. co-opemtor. As he makt·~ 
detailed chaqes, giving namc5, I 8imply content mysl'lf with gi\'in!! a 
few extract~. The writ~:r ~ays: 

"An e~·c-witne~s to the mad cxcc~~e~ of that dny, I ~J,all be f:d•e to . 
my creed of Jwn.violence, if I do not deplore the harlal a:; a mi~eraltle 

·failure. The racial bitterness of the Pulianthopc day~ ·has r~.:rivefi. 
r ou have r•roha!Jly read th~ bitter speechet> <•f the ' llOII·Bralnniu I 

ltuderl:! in their confederation. At a time when you are straining 
your every nerve to bring the moderates round to your point of view, 
we, in :Madms, have succeeded in widening the gulf between U!! and the 
uon-Drahmins on the one hand, and the Adi-Dravida~ on the other .. 
The least that we can do by way of l'e{'aration is a frank confeR~ion of 
<•ur weakncs~, and a relif:!iom; endeavour from now to promote inlet·· 
communal unity, e~pecially between the l'auchama~ and other~." 

I do not he~itate to criticise the Governmrmt for sparing- neither 
man, woman nor child. llut the Government have no creed of non- . 
violence to fetter their discretion. Their creed i~ terrori~in in tl11: . 

hst resort. But non-co-operators have to Le above suspicion .. 
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1. under the pledge of non-violence, publication of such 
,literature is highly reprehensible. It spreads anger and 
--·~-- ---II----

: ~Iadras leaves much to he desired if the two letters ~·eferred to by me 
:-at all tell. a true story. · I have little doubt that it is in the main true. 
·Then non-co-operators and their friends have certainly not left man, 
•-woman or child free from their unholy atten.tion. It was a bad 
. .-augury of ~waraj to have interfered with women, to have molested 
the poor scout'boys, and otherwise played havoc with the liberty of 

. the people, no matter how provoking :;heir participation in the wei-
. come to the Prince was. . 

We have more to fear from ourselves than from the violence or 
mistakes of the Government. The latter, if we use them aright, do 

,11s good, as they hav~ already. . 
Our own violence or untruth will be veritable death for us. If we 

. -are not able to 'set ~ur' own house in order we shall cartaiuly destroy 
.-ourselves. Noll·co~operation will be a by~ord 'of execration and 
1reproach. · 
· In this connection I canno~ ·help noticing a cutting given:_to me 
. from the Bangoo1~ Daily News. It runs : 

·• We are credibly informed that the wife of. Ni~ain~ddin, hackney 
~carriage owner, East ~angoon, got a divorce ·.from her huRband on 
Thursd~y lnst, on the ground that he disobeyed the Fa twa in taking 

. his gharries and persuading others to ply at the time of the Prince's 
visit." 

I make bold to say that ~hoever ·granted the divorce (~ssuming 
. the truth of the ~tatemen1l) grievously erred against the law of Islam 
::and decency. Divorces are not so lightly granted in Islam. If 
hartal.scan be brought about by means such as the foregoing state

' ment suggests, they can do no good whatsoever. They are no free 
.. expression of public opinion. But I ·am less con~erued with the expedi
. ence of hartals than with the good name of !slain ~nd Non-co-ope· 
ration. The law of _Non-co-operation demands p~rfect tolei·atiou 

: and respect for the opposite opinion' and action . .' ·The law of islam, 
in so far as a non-1\Iuslim can speak of it, requi~es -~qually stl'ict to
leration. Nothing could have so deeply hurt the Prophet as the 

i intoleration of the };leople of Mecca during the early period of his 
. ministry towards the new Faith he was preaching. He could not 
., 1lossib1y therefore at any time have been party to intolerance. 
· • There shall be no compulsion in religion ' must have descended t~ 
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makes the task of offering Civil Disobed.ience more and 
more difficult. 

16th Februm·!f, 1922 

THE CRIME OF CHAURI CtiAURA 

(ll\' M. K. GANnm) 

God has been abundantly kind to me. He has warned 
me the third time that there is not as yet in India· that 
truthful and non-violent atmosphere which, and which 
alone, can justify mass disobedience, which can be at 
all described as civil which means gentle, truthful, 
humble, knowing, wilful yet loving, never criminal and 
hateful. 

He warned me in 1919 when the Rowlatt Act agi
tation was started. Ahmedab~d, Viramgam, and Kheda 
erred; Amritsar and Kasur erred. 1 retraced my steps, 
called it a Himalayan miscalculation, humbled myself 
before God and man, and stopped not merely mass Civil 
Disobedience, but even my own which I know was in· 
tended to be civil and non-violent. 

The next time it was through the events of Bombay 
that God gave a terrific warning. He made me eye
witness of the deeds of the Bombay mob on the 17th 
November. The mob acted in the interest of Non-co· 
operation. I announced my intention to stop the mass 
Civil Disobedience which was to be immediately started 

him, when some of his new converts were more zealouK than wise iu 
the preaching of the new faith. 

Whether we nre Hindus or MussalmnnH or what, docs not Inattcr. 
The ~pirit of democracy which we wnnt to spread throughout India 
cannot be spread by violence whqthcr vcl'bal or phyHicnl, whether 
direct, indirect or threatened. 

G3 
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in Bardoli. The humiliation was greater than in 1919. 
But it did me good. I am··sure that the nation gained by 
the stopping. India stood for truth and non-violence by 
the suspension. , 

But the bitterest humiliation was still to come. 
Madras did give the. warning, but I heeded it not. But 
God spoke clearly through Chauri Chaura. I under
stand that constables who were so brutally hacked to 
death had given much provocation. They had even 
gone back upon the word, just given by the Inspector, 
that they would not be molested, but when the pro
cession had· passed, the stragglers were interfered with 
and abused by the 'constables .. The former cried out 
for help. The mob returned. The constables ·opened 
fire. The little ammunition they had was exhausted 
and the~ retired to the Thana for safety.. The mob, my; 
informant tells me, therefore set fire to the Thana. The 
self-imprisoned constables had to come out for dear life,' 
and as they , did so, th~y were hacked to pieces and the 
mangled remains were thrown into the raging flames. ~ 

It is claimed that no Non-co-operation volunteer had 
a hand ip. the brutalit'y and that the mob had not only 
the immediate provocation, but they had also general 
knowledge of the high-handed tyranny of the police in 
that district. No provocation gan possibly justify . the 
brutal murder. of men w~o had been tendered defence
less and had virtually thrown themselves on the mercy 
of the mob. And when India claims to 'be non-violent 
and hopes to mount the throne of Liberty· through non
violent means; mob-violence even in answer to grave 
provocation is a: bad a.ugury. Suppose.th~ 'non-violent: 
disobedience of Bardoli wa~ permitted. by God to sue-· 
ceed, the Government had abdicated in favour of the! 
victors of Bardoli, who would control the unruly element 
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·that rmu;t be expected to perpetrate inhumanity upon 
·due provocation? Non-violent attainment of self-govern
ment presupposes a non-violent control over the violent 
·elements in the country. Non-violent Non-co-operators 
·can only succeed, when they have succeeded in attaining 
·control over the hooligans of India, in other words, when 
the latter also have learnt patriotically or religiously to 
refrain from their violent activities, at least whilst the 
campaign of Non-co-operation is going on. The tragedy 
at Chauri Chaura, th~refore, roused me thorou~hly. 

'But what about your manifesto to the Viceroy and 
:your rejoinder to his reply?' spoke the \'Oice of Satan. 
rrt was the bitterest cup of humiliation to drink. 'Surely 
•it is cowardly to withdraw the next day after pompous 
.ihreats" to the Governri1ent and promises to the people of 
Bardoli.' Thus Satan's invitation was to deny Truth 
.and therefore Religion, to deny God Himself. I put 1my 
·doubts and troubles before the Working Committee and 
other associates whom I found near me. They did not 
.all agree with me at first. Some of them probably do 
not even now agree with me. But never has a man been 
blessed, perhaps, with colleagues and a.ssociates so 
•considerate and forgiving as I have. They understood 
•my difficulty and patiently followed my argument. The 
:result is before the public in the shape of the resolutions 
·of the Working Committee. * The dtastic reversal of 
·practically the whole of the aggressive programme may 
be politically unsound and unwise·, but there is no doubt 
that it is religiously sound, and I venture to assure the 
.'doubters that the country will have ga.irted by ni'y 
bumilhiticm and confession of error. · 

The ·:oilly virtue I want to claim is Truth and Nori
wiolence. I lay no claim to superhuma-n powers. I want 

·~cc i11jm. 
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none. I wear the same corruptible flesh that the weakest:. 
of my fellow beings wears, and am therefore as liable to· 
err as .any. My services have many limitations, but 
God .has up to now blessed them in spite of the 
imperfectipns. · 

For, confE-Jssion of error is iike a broom that sweeps: 
away .·dirt and leaves the surface cleaner thari.before~ 
.I feel.stronger for my confession. .And the cause must 
prosper for the retracing. Never has man reached his. 
destination by persistence in deviati_on from the straight 
path. 

It has been u~·ged that Chauri Chaura cannot affect 
Ba.rdoli. ~here is danger,· it is argu·ed, only if Rardo}i1 
is weak enough to be swayed by' Chauri Chaura. and.is 
betrayed into violence.. I have no doubt whatsoevei·· 
no that account. The people ofBardoliar~, in my opinion, 
the most peaceful in India. But Bardoli is but . a specie 
no the map of India. 'Its effort cannot succeed unless. 
there is perfect co-operation .from the ~ther parts. Bar~ 
doli's disobedience will be civil only when the other· 
parts of India remain non-violent, just as the addition 
of A grain of arsenic to a pot of milk renders it unfitas 
food so will the civility of Bardoli prove unacceptable· 
by the addition of the deadly poison fromChauri Chaura~ 
'The l~tter represe~ts India as much as Bardoli. . . 1 

Chauri Chaura is'after all an aggravated symptom. I 
have never imagined that there has been no violence,. 
mental or physical, in the places where repress.ion is. 
going on. Only I have believed, I still believe and the· 
pages of Young India amply prove, that the repres-· 
flion is out ofall p~oportion to the insignificant popular· 
violence in the areas of repression. The determined 
holding of meetings in prohibited, area. I do not call 
violence. The violenoo I tam referring to is the throwing: 
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<0f brickbats or intimidation and coercion practised· in 
·stray ca~e~. .As a matter of fact, in Civil Disobedience 
there should be no excitement. Civil Disobedience is a 
preparation for mute ~mffering. Its effect is· marvellous 
though unperceived and gentle. But I regarded a certain 
amount of excitement as inevitable, a certain amount of 
1mintended violence even pardonable, i.e., I did not 
•consider Civil Disobedience impossible in somewhat 
imperfect conditions. Under perfect conditions, dis
·obedience when civil is hardly felt. But the present 
movement is admittedly a dangerous experiment under 
fairly adverse conditions. 

The tadgedy·· of Chauri Chaura i~ really the index 
finger. It shows the way India may easily go, if drastic 
'J)recautions. be not taken. If we are not to evolve 
'Violence out of non-violence, it is quite clear that we 
must hastily retrace our steps and re-establish an atmo
~...;phere of peace, re-arrange our programme and not 
'think of starting mass Civil Disobedience until we are 
-sure of peace being retained in spite of mass Civil Dis
·obedience being started and in spite of Government 
:provocation. We. must be sure of unauthorised portions 
not starting mass Civil Disobedience. ' 

As it is, the Congress organisation is still imperfect 
..and its instructions are still perfunctorily carried out. 
We have not established Congress Committees in every 
·one of.the villages. Where we have, they are not per
fectly amenable to our instructions: We have not 
probably more than· one crore of members on the roll. 
"\Ve are in the ·middle of February, 'yet not many have 
1:mid the annual four annas subscription for the current 
year. Volunteers are indifferently enrolled. They do 
not conform to all the conditions of their pledge. They 
do not even wear hand-spun and ~and-woven khaddar. 
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All the Hindu volunteers have'not yet purged them-
selv~s of the sin of untouchability .. .A II ar~ not free from 
the taint of violen~e. Not by .their imprisonment are 
we going to win Swaraj or serve the holy cause of the 
Khilaf~t or attain the. ability to stop · pay,rnent to faith
less servants. Saine of us· err in spite of our~ elves .. But 
som,eothers amqng us sin wilfully. They join volunteer 
corps well knowing that they 'are not and do not intend 
to remain non-violent. We are thus untruthful even as 
we hold the Goyernment to be untruthful. We dare not 
enter the kingdom of Liberty with mere lip .. homage to 
Truth and Non-violence. . . 

Suspension of mass Civil Disobedience and subsidence· 
of excitement are necessary for furth~r progr~ss, inde9d 
indispensable to prevent further retrogression. I hope~. 
therefore, that by suspension every Congressm~n o'r: 
woman will not only not feel disappointed but he or she· 
will fee.l relieved of the burden of unreality and of 
national sin. · 

Let the opponent glor~. i~ our humiliati~n or so called' 
defeat. It is better to. be ch~rged with cowardice· and 
weakness than to be guilty of denial of our oath and sin 
against God.. It is million times better to appear untru~ 
before the world than to be untrue. to ourselves. 

And so, for me the suspension of mass Civil Disobedi·· 
ence and other 'minor activities that were calculated to 
keep up excitement is not ·enough penance for my 
having been the instrument, howsoever involuntary, of 
the brutal violence by the people at Chauri Chaura. 

I must undergo. personal cleansing. I must become a 
fitter instrument able to register the slightest variation 
in the moral atmosphere about me. My prayers must 
have much deeper truth and humility about them than 
their e'.'idence. And for me there is nothing so heipful 
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and cleansing as a fast accorripanied by the necessary 
mental co-operation. 

I know that the mental attitude is everything. Just as 
a prayer may be merely a mechanical intonation as of a 
bird, so may a fast be a mere mechanical torture of the
flesh. Such mechanical contrivances are valueless for 
the purpos~ intended. Again, just as a mechanical 
chant may result in the modulation of voice, a mechani
cal fast may result in purifying the body.. Neither will 
touch the soul within. 

But a fast undertaken for ful,er self-expression, for 
attainment of the spirit's supremacy over the flesh, is a 
most powerful factor in one's evolution. After deep 
consideration, therefore, I am imposing on myself a five 
day's continuous fast . permitting myself· water. It 
commenced on Sunday evening, it ends on Friday 
evening. This is the least I must do. 

I have taken into consideration the All-India Congress 
Committee meeting in front of me. I have in mind the 
anxious pain even the five days' fast will cause many 
friends; but I can no longer postpone the penance nor 
lessen it: · 

I urge co-workers not to copy my example. The 
motive in their case will be lacking .. They are not the 
orginators of . Civil Disobedience. I am in the unhappy 
position of a ~urgeon proved skilless to' deal with an 

1 admittedly dangerous case. I must either abdicate or 
acquire greater skill. Whilst the personal penance i~ 
not only nece-3sary but obligatory on me, the exemplary 
Relf-restraint prescribed by the Working Committee i~ 
surely sufficient penance for every one else. It is no 
small pt~nance and if sincerely carried out, it can become 
infinitely more fruitful· than a greater fulfilment of the 
vow of non-violence in thought, word and deed or the 
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spread of that sprit. It will be mor~ th~n food for 1~e 
during the· week to observe that comrades' are all silently 
and without . idle discussion,. engaged in •fulfilling the 
constructive programme . sketched by the Working 
Committee, in enlisting Congress m'~~bers after making 
sure that they .~nderstai1d', the Congr.ess cteed of truth 
and J;lOn-viohmce for the attainmetlt of S~araj, in didly 
life and religiciusly spinning for a fixed time, in introduc
ing. the wheel o~ prosperity and freedomJri every ho~e, 
in_ visiting 'untouchaqle' homes and finding out their 
wants, in inducing national'scho~Is'to · receive 'untouch
able' ·children,_ in organising social service specially 
designed to find a common platform for every variety 
of man and woman, and in visiting the homes which the 
drink curse is desolating, in establishing real Panchayats 
and in organising national schools, on a proper· footing. 
The workers . will be better engaged in these activities 
than in fasting.·. I hope, therefore, tl~at n~· one will join 
me i!1 fasting, either through fals·e sympathy or in 'igno
rant conception of the spiritual v~lue of fasting.· 

All fasting and all penance must as far as possible be 
secret. But my, fas~ing is both a.' penance . and a punish
ment, ~nd .a ·p1mishi:nent 11as to be public.. It is penance 
for me and punishment for.those whom I try to serve, for 
whom I loveto live-'and would equally l_o.ve to. die. They ( 
have uniptentionally sin'ned against the laws of the 
Congress, though they were sympathisers if not actually 
connected with it. Probably they hacked the constables
their countrymen and fellow beings-with my· name on 
their lips. Th~ only way love punishes is by suffering. 
I cannot even· wish them to be arrested. But I would let 
them know that I would suffer for their breach of the 
Congress creed. ·I would advi~e those who. feel guilty 
and repentant to hand themselves voluntarily to the 
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1Gover~mentfor punishment and make a clean confession. 
1 hope that the worker~ in the Gorakhpur district will 
'leave no stone unturned to find out the evil-doers and 
urge them to deliver .themselves into custody. But 
·whether the murderers accept my advice or not, I 
would like them to know that they have seriously inter· 
fered with Swaraj operations, that, in bein~ the cau~e 
·of the postponement of the movement in Bardoli, they 
·have injured the very can~e they probably intended to 
·serve. I would like them to know, too, that thi~ move
ment ;is not a Gloak or a preparation for violence. I 
·would, at· any rate,~uffcr every humiliation, every torture, 
.absolute ostracism and death itself to prevent the 
movement from· becoming violent. or a precursor of 
·violence. I make my penance: pUblic also, because I am 
now denying myself the opportunity of sharing their lot 
with the prisoners. The immediate issue has again 
·shifted .. We can no longer press for the withdrawal of 
notifications or discharge of prisoners. They and we 
must suffer for the crime of Chauri Chaura. The 
incident proves, whether we wish it' or no, the unity of 
'life. All, including ~ven the administrators, must suffer. 
·Chauri Cbaura must stiffei1 the Government, mm.;t still 
further corrupt the police, and the reprisals that will 
follow must further demoralise the people. The sus
pension and the penance· will take .us back to the 
position we occupied befor'e the tragedy. By' strict 

. ·discipline and purification we regain the moral confi
·dence required for demanding the withdrawal of notifi-
·cations and the discharge of prisoners. ' 

If ''"e learn the full lesson of the tragedy, we can turn 
the curse into a blessing. By becoming truthful and 
·non-violent, both in spirit O.nd deed, and by making the 
:swadeshi, i.e., the k!wddn.r programme complete, we can 
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establish full Swaraj and redress the Khilafat and the· 
Punjab wrongs without a single person haYing to offer· 
Civil Disobedience. 

23rd February, 1922 

BARDOLI AND ~\FTER 

Mahatma Gandhi wrotejthe following notes in Youwr 
India in justification of the Bardoli Decision,: 

Only '6 .Months' Simple' for the President.-If Begum. 
Abul Kalam Azad and the Maulana>A' himself complain 
about the inadequacy of the sentence pronounced· upon 
the Maulana Saheb,"' what must be the' feeling of the· 
President of the Congress and his devoted partner on 
having heard that he togetherwith Mr. Sasmal was to 
have only. 6 months' simple imprisonment? Why on· 
earth the trial should have been dragged and judgment 
postponed it such an untheatrical sentence was to be 
pronounced, only the Government .can ~ell. The gossip 
that was sent to me along the rails was that the Govern~ 
ment were seeking a suitable opportt~nityfordiseharging 
both the Maulana ·and the Deshabandhu. The latest 
gossip which is supposed to be authentic, I dare not 
disclose. , Nor is it of importance for the reader to know. 
We must take, .not even excluding the President, our lot 
~s it comes to us. I am receiving biting letters from 
corrsepondents accusing me of simplicity, of hard
heartedness, of faint-heartedness and all such kindred 
weaknesses. Some correspondents tell me that I haYe 
sold the cause of the prisoners. Others tell me that I ha ye 
thrown all my Non-co-operation views to the winds and 
I have been faithless to the President of the Congress~ 
Fortunately, many years of service haYe given me a 

'For being a me1~1bcr of an uuJa":fnl·assC'mbl~· undl~l' tho():. L.A •. 
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fairly tough hide and these shafts do not pierce it, 
but I do assure all these impatient critics that not a 
particle of the principle of Non-co-operation has been 
surrendered by the resolutions. On the contrary, re-
fusal to suspend mass Civil Disobedience in the tace 
of grave warnings from Nature would have meant a 
complete surrender of the fundamental principle o'f Non-· 
co-operation. The discharge of prisioners I purposely 
brought to the surface when it became a point of national· 
honour; because with the change of issue from the· 
immediate attainment of the triple goal to the immediate· 
attainment of the three-fold freedom, the demand for the 
discharge of prisioners became a natural consequence .. 
But Chauri Chaura .has raised another immediate· issue, 
riz., terrible penance and a fierce process; of purification 
and this penitential purification requires the sacrifice of 
the imprisioned workers and the temporary sacrifice of 
many of our activities which have revivified the nation. 
But such things· happen in all wars, much mo~e fre
quently in spiritual warfare such as ours is claimed to· 
be. I call it spiritual in the sense that we have resolutely 
declined to make use of physical force for the attain
ment of our end. We were in danger of being drifted 
away from our moorings, and it was necessary for us to· 
return, but the return is merely meant to give us greater· 
purity, greater perception and therefore greater strength,. 
and if Non-co-operators have to become seasoned soldiers. 
for the nation's battle, they will doubtless understand the 
value of wa'iting and preparing. He who waits for pre-· 

'paration or otherwise, advances the cause as much as 
the warrior who stands three feet deep in the trenches .. 
All our sufferings will have been lost upon us if we do· 
not realise these elements of the science of war, whether· 
it is spiritual or physical. 
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Construct ire. Pr~grm~1iw.-Hence it is that the con
·structiye progra~me has· been fram<ld. · It will steady 
=.and calm us. It wHl wake our organising spirit, it will 
make us industrious, it will render us fit for Swaraj, it 
-will cool our blood. We shall be spat upon, laughed at, 
·sworn at, may be ev~·n kicked and cursed. 'Ve must 
put' up with it ali ·in as much as we have harboured 

.. ~nger in our breasts even though we have been under 
the pledge of lnon-yiolence. I·must frankly state that 
unless we can ,retrieve our steps deliberately, cultivate 
'non-violence and manufacture Khaddar, we cannot rende1; 
·effective help to the Khilafat, we· cannot get redness of 
ithe Punjab wrong, nor can we attain Swaraj. Mi 
;leadership is perfelctly 'u~eless if ~ cannot convince co
·workers and the public of the ab~olute and immediate 
mec~s~ity of: vigorously pros~cuting the constructive 

I ' • I 

~rogra.mme~, I , , 

1
.. . . 

'\Ve must know whether we can get a crore men and 
-wom.en in all India, who believe in the attainment o~ 
:Swdraj by peaceful, i.e., Non-violent and legitimate, i.e .. 
!truthful means. · · . , · 

Vve'must get money f~r the prosecution. of Swadeshi, 
and we will 'know ho\'f many people, there, are in India. 
who are willing honestly to pay, one rup.ee ~mt of .every' 
hundred of their past' year's income to the Tilak 'l\Ie~ 
morial Swaraj Fund.. This subscription . the Committee 
EXpects from Congressmen and· sympathiserso. 

Vve must speJ?.d money' like water iri introducing the 
-spinning wheel in, every home, in the 'manufacture and 
:the distribution of khaddar where~er required. 

Surely we have long neglected the 'u~touchable '~ 
brother. He has slaved for us too long .. We must now 

:serYe him. ' . . 
Our liquor picketing bas done some good but not 
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substantial. Not till we pierce the home of the drunkard~ 
shall we make any real adYance. \Ve must know why 
he drinks; what we can substitute for it. "\Ye mu~t h1ve· 
a census of all the drunkards of ,India. 

Social Service Department has been looked. at with. 
the utmost contempt. If the Non-co-operation move
ment is not malicious, that department is a necessity .. 
"\Ve want to render alike to friend and foe service in 
times of distress.· "\Ve are thereby able to keep our· 
relations sweet \Vith all in spite of our political aloofness. 

Lr.wahinn at d.--Social sen·ice and temperance reform~ 
were laughed at as part of the struggle of Swaraj. It 
was a painful exhibition of ignorance of the essentials. 
of Swaraj. I claim that human mind or human society 
is not divided into water-tight compartments called 
social, political and religious. All act and react upon· 
one another. What is more, the vast majority of Hindus 
and Mussalmans have joined the struggle believing it 
to be religious. The masses have come in, because they 
want t,o save the Khilafat and the Cow. Deprive the· 
Mussalman of the hope of helping the Khilafat and he· 
will shun the Congre~s; tell the Hindu he cannot save· 
the Cow if he joins the Congre~s, he will to a man leave 
it. T~ laugh at moral reform and social service is tG 
laugh at Swaraj, the Khilafat and the Punjab. 

Even the organisation of schools was laughed at. Let 
us see what it means. We ha,~e demolished the prestige· 
of Government schools. It was perhaps necessary in 
1920 to do the picketing and certainly not to mind the· 
boys being neglected, buL it would be criminal any 
longer to picket Government schools or to neglect 
National institutions. We can now only draw more· 
boys and girls by putting existing ,}:ational schools on, 
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·a better footing. They have the advantage of being 
institutions where they breatqe free air. an~ where they 

·are not· shadowed. But the · advantage. of scientific 
training in· .. carding, hand-spinning and' hand-weaving 

. and of having intellectual training in. keeping with the 
~requirements. of the· country must be added. We shall 
· show by successful experiment the superiority of train
. ing in National schools and colleges. 

Even the Panchayais come in for ridicule. Little did 
· the critics realise that the masses in many parts of 
India had ceased to resort to law courts. If we do not 

· organise honest Panchaya{~, they will certainly go back 
·to the existing 'tawcourts. · ., 

Political Result~.-N or is a single step· devoid of vast 
·political results. Adequate manufacture and universal 
· use of khaddar means a permanent boycott of foreign 
cloth and automatic distribution of sixty crores of rupees 

. annually arnong the poor people. Permanent disappear

. ance of the drink and the opium evils means an annual 

. saving of seventeen crores to the people and a diminutio~ 
· of that revenue fQr· the Government. Constructive effort 
·for the ~nto~chables means the addition to the C~ngress 
ranks 'of six crores of men and women who will for ever 
be bound to the Congress. Social Service Department, 

·,if it becomes a live· thi.ng, will restore the strained rela
. tioris that ex.ist to-day among co-operators (whether 
Indian or English) and Non-co-operators. To work the 
fuir constructiv'e programme therefore is to achieve all 

· we!want. To fail in fulfilling the programme is to post
pan~ all possibility of.effective Civil Disobedience. 

I I ' ' 

Need of Excitement !-Some friends aTgu~ that in order 
:to continue the struggle the people need some stimulant. 
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'No 'person or nation can be kept alive merely upon 
.::timulants. \Ve have had much too much of it latterly. 
And the antidote now is a ·depressant. If therefore 

·depression follows the cessation of all ~ggressive 
activities and people forsake us, it would not only not 
hinder our cause but help it. Then \te shall not have to 
~boulder the responsibility for the Chauri Chaura. Then 
we could go forward with a steady step without any 
·danger of having to look back. If however we can 
·~urvive the depression and keep the people with us, we 
·shall have' positive proof that the people have caught the 
message of non-violence and that the people are as 
·capable of doing c·onstructive work as they have shown 
.themselves 'capable of doing destructive work. \Vhatever 
·the result, the present excitement must be abated at any 
•COst. 

TVhat of flu~ Kltilo,ful ?-Several Mussalma:n· friends 
'have said : "Your programme is good for Swaraj but it is 
too slow to be good enough for saving the Khilafat. The 
Khilafat question will be solved in a few months and 
·whatever can be done must be done now." Let us 
·examine the question. The cause of the Khilafat,.thank 
·God, is safe in the hands of Gazi Mustafa Kamal Pasha. 
He has retrieved the prestige of the Khilafat as no 
Mussalman of modern times has done. India has in my 
opinion helped not much by her money though that has 
meant something, but by Hindu-Muslim unity and by 
telling the Government in the plainest terms possible 
that India will have nothing to do with the Government 

. and will rleclare complete independence if England 
persists in her anti-Tur~\ policy and exploits India's 
resources against the Turks. The greater the strengtl1 i~ 
.that declaration, the greater becomes the prestige of 
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Islam and the: greater the power 1 of. Mustafa Kemal·' 
Pasha. Some people thi~k that mere tem~orary em,bar
i·assment ·of the· Government by a few : tho'usand men,. 
irrespective of qualification, going to jail' 'will make ' the. 
Govern'ment yield to our wishes. · Let us not und~rrate: 
the power of the Governm~nt. I a·m sure that the· , 
Government does possess as yet the power to crush the· 
spirit of violence .. 'And it is· nothing but violence to go· 
to Jail 'a:nyhow. It is the 'suffering of the pure and God-· 
fearing which will tell, not the bluster of the rabble .. 
The purer India becomes, the stronger she becomes .. 
P.urity is the o~ly weapon of the weak in' body. The· 
strong in body in their insolence often mobilise their 'hard1 

fibre'. an,d s~ek: to usurp the v~ry function. of the Almigh· 
ty. But when that 'hai·d fibre' comes in contact, not 
with its like, but with the exact, oppos_ite, it has· nothing
to work against. A solid body can only move on and 
against another solid body. You cannot build castles· 
in the air. Therefore, the"impatient Mussalmans must 

. see the obvious truth that the little di~or~anised bluster· 
of the rabble, whether it expresses itself py going to jail 
or' by bur~ing buildings or by making noisy' demonstra
tions, will be no match. for the organised insolence of 
the 'hard fibre' of the 'most determined people in the· 
world."' This terrific ins~lence can only be; met by the· 
i1tter humility of the pure and the meek. God helps the 
helpless, not those who· believe they can ·do something .. 
Every page of the 'Koran,, teaches me, a non. Muslim, this 
supr~me lesson: Every sura of the Koran l;legins in the 
name of God, the Compassionate and the 'MercifuL 
Let us therefore be st'rong in soul, though weak in 
body. ' 
. If . the M ussalmans 'believe in the policy of non-· 
,~iolence1. they must give it a fair trilil and they will not 

I ' I ' ' • 
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have given it any trial at all, if they harbour anger, i.e., 
violence in their breast,s. 

As it is; by our bluster, by show of force, by violent 
picketing we shall estrange more than intimidate men 
into co-operation with u~. And how can we dare ~eek 
co-operation by compulsion when we have refused to be 
coerced into co-operation with the Government? Must 
we not observe the same law that we expect others to 
observe towards us? 

lf the Treaty of Sevres is not revi~ed to our satisfac
tion, it is not finished. The virtue lies in lndia's ·deter
mination, not to be satisfied with anything less than her 
demands. After all, Mustafa Kemal may not insist 
upon the settlement of the J azurut-ul-Arab. We must 
continue the fight, so long as it is not returned in tact to 
the Mussalmans. If the Mussalmans consider that they 
can gain their end by force of arms, let them secede 
from,the non-violent alliance by all means. But if they 
know that they cannot, let them carry it out in thought, 
word and deed, ane they will find that there is no surer 
or quicker remedy for assuaging their grief and redres~
ing the Khilafat wrong. 

'SmnerMwlt.~'.-1 have carefully read Mr. Kelkar's 
article in the Mahratto criticising the Bardoli reso
lutions. I acknnwledge the gentle and conRiderate 
manner with which he has handled me. I wiRh I could 
persuade him and many who think like Mr. Kelkar that 
what he calls a somersalt was an inevitable operation. 
ConsiRtency is a desirable quality, but it becomes a 
'hobgoblin' when it refuses to see facts. I have known 
disposition~ of armies changed from hour to hour. Once 
during the Zulu revolt, we were all asleep. We had 
definite orders for the morrow. But suddenly at about 

(14 
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'midnight, we were awakened. and ordered to retire be-· 
hind bags of grain which served as protecting walls, 
because the enemy was reported to be creeping up the 
hill on which we had encamped. In another hour it wa:s 
understood that it was a false alarm and we were per
mitted to retire to our tents. All the 'Somersaults' were 
necessary changes. Remedies vary with the variation 
in diagnosis. The same physician. one day detects 
malaria and gives a large dose of quinine, detects ty. 
phoid the next and stops all medicine apd orders careful 
nursLng · and fasting, la..ter ·detects con~umption and 
orders change and solid food. Is the . physician 
capricious or cautious and honest? 

. Without being·untruthful and indifferent, if not stupid, 
I· could not do what Mr. Kelkar suggests I should have 
done at the time of theeBombay Conference. It would 
have been .untruthful to have yielded to the. Moderate 
friends beyond what was conceded, as the Indian sky ap
peared to me to be clear blue and promised to remain !:lo. 
My diagnosis may be blamed but not my decision based 
on the then diagnosis, nor could I ppssibly conceal the 
demands especially in th~ teeth of the Viceregal declara
tion at Calcutta that nothing was to be expected in the 
matters of the Khilafat and the Punjab, and that, as the 
reforms had only just been granted, no advance was to be 
expected. I would have been unfair to the Viceroy as 
also to the Moderate friends, if I had not said that our 
det~ands wer9 emphatic and clear-cut. To have then 
suspended mass Civil Disobedience would have be~n a 
weakness. But Chauri Chaura darkened the horizon 
and I discovered a new diagnosis. It would have been 
idi~tic on my p~rt ~otto have declared in. the clearest 
pMsible language that the patient required a drastic 
change of treatment .. Not to have suspended after 
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Cbauri Chaura would have been unpardonable weak
ness. I assure the reader that Bardoli's unpreparedness 
ihad nothing to do with the decision. For Bardoli, in my 
{)pinion, was quite able to give battle. I have stated 
:several times in the columns of Yowtu India and 
Nam J iran that I considered Bardoli to be quite ready 
.for the fray. 

The fact is that the critic~ do not realise the implica
tions of Civil Disobedience. They seem unconsciously to 
.ignore the potent adjective ' Civil.' 

The more I think of the Bardoli decision and the more 
I rehearse the debates ~nd the talks at Delhi, the more 
-convinced I am of the correctne~s of the decision and 
. .of the necessity of Provinces stopping all offensive 
'.acth~ities for the time being, even at the risk of being 
.considered weak, and forfeiting popular applause and 
snpport. 

2nrl .:.11M eli, 1922 
THE ALL-INDIA CONGRESS COMMITTEE 

(By M. K. GASDIII) . 

The session, just past, of the .All-India Congress Com
mittee was in some respects more memorable than the 
Congress. There is so much under-current of violence, 
both conscious and unconscious, that I was actually and 
·literally praying for a disastrous defeat. I have always 
been in a minority. The reader does not know that in 
.South Africa I started with practical unanimity, reached 
.a minority of sixty-four and even sixteen, and went up 
again to~a huge majority. The best and the most solid 
work was done 'in the wilderness of minority. 

I know that the only thing that the Government dread 
is the huge majority I seem to command. They l~ttb 
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know that I dread it even more than they1 I have become· 
literally sick o~ the adoration of the unthinking multi
tude. I would feel certain of my ground if I"was spat 
upon by them.. Then there would be no need for 
confession of Himalayan and other misc~lculations, no 
retracing, no re-arranging. 

But it was not to be. 
A friend warned me against exploiting my dictator:... 

ship. He little !rnew that I had never once used 1t, if 
only because the legal occasion had not yet arisen for· 
its use. The 'dictatorship' accrues to me only when the· 
ordinary Congress machinery is rendered unworkable by 
the Government. 

Far from my consciously or unconsciously exploiting· 
my' dictatorship', I have begun to wonder if I am not' 
unconsciously allowing myself to be 'exploited.' I con-
fess that 1 have a dread of it such as I never had before .. 
My only safety lies in my shamelessness. I have warned 
my friends of the Committee that I am incorrigible. I 
shall continue to confess blunders each time the people· 
commit them. The only tyrant I accept in this world is 
the' still small voice' within. And even though I have· 
to face the prospect of a minority of one, I humbly 
believe I have the courage to be in such a hopeless 
minority. That to me is the only truthful position. 

But I am a sadder, and I hope, a wiser man to-day. I 
see that our non-violence is skin-deep. VV'e are burning 
with. indignation. The Government is feeding it by its 
insensate acts. It seems almost as if the Government 
wants .to see this land covered with murder, arson and 
rapine, in order to be able once more to claim 'exclusive 
ability to put them down. 

This non-violence therefore seems to be due merely to. 
our helplessness: It almost appears as if we are nursing, 
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in our bosoms the desire to take revenge the first time 
we get the opportunity. 

Can true voluntary non-violence come out of this 
-seeming forced non-violence of the weak? It is not a 
futile experiment I am conducting ? What if, when the 
fury bursts, not a man, woman or child is safe and every 
man's hand is raised against his fellow being? Of 
what avail is it then, if I fast myself to death in the event 
of such a catastrophe coming to pass. 

\Vhat i3 the alternative? To lie and say that what I .. 
know to be evil, is good? To say that true and volun
tary co-operation will come out of false and forced 
·CO-operation is to say that light will re~mlt from dark
ness. 

Co-operation with the Government is as much a weak· 
ness and a sin, as alliance with suspended violence. 

The difficulty is almost insurmountable. Hence with 
the growing knowledge of the fact that this non-violence 
is merely superficial, I must continually make mistakes 
and retrace, even as a man wading his way through a 
tractless forest must continually stop, retrace, stumble, 
he hurt and even bleed. 

l was prepared for a certain amount of depression' 
·disappointment and resentment, but l c01i.fess I was 
totally unprepared for the hurricane of opposition. It 
became clear to me that the workers were in no mood to 
·do any serious work of construction. The constructive 
programme lent no enchantment. They were not a 
·Racial reform association. They could not wrest power 
from the Government by such humdrum reform work. 
They wanted to deliver 'non-violent' blows ! All this 
.appeared so thoroughly udreal. They would not stop 
think that even if they could defeat the Government by 
.a cbi'ldish display of rage, they could , not conduct the 
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Government of the country for a single day without: 
serious and laborious organisation·and construction. 

We must not go to gaol, as Mahomed Ali would sayt 
'on a false issue.' It is not any imprisonment that will lead· 
to Swaraj. It is not et•ery disobedience that will fire us: 
with the sprit of obedience and discipline. Jails are no
gate-way to liberty for ·the· confirmed· criminal. They 
are temples of liberty only for those who are innocence
personified. The execution ofSocrates made immorta
lity a· living ·reality: for us,-not so the execution of 
countless murderers. There is no warrant for supposing· 
that we can steal Swaraj by the imprisonment of 
thousands of nominally non-violent men with hatred, ill
will and violence raging in their breasts. 1 

· ·It would be otherwise, if we were fighting with arins,. 
giving and receiving blow for blow. The imprisonment 
of those who may be caught intimidating, assaulting: 
and murdering will certainly embarrass the Government 
and when they are tired, they would as elsewhere yield .. 
But such is not our fight to-day. Let us be truthful. If 
it is through 'show of force' that ·we wish to gain 
Swaraj, let us drop non-violence and offer such Yiolencer 
as we' may. It would be a manly, honest and sober 
attitude-an attitude the world has been used to for ages 
past. No one can then accuse us of the terrible charge
of hypocrisy. 

But the majority will not listen to me. In spite of aU 
my warnings and passionate plea for rejecting my 
resolution, if they did not believe in non-violence as 
indispensdble for · the attainment of our gaol, they 
accepted it without a single · n1aterial change. I wouldl . , 
ask then'l. 'therefore to realise their'responsibility. They 
are now bound not to rush to· Civil Disobedience. but to
settle down to the ·quiet work ·Of const~uction. l'woulrJ 
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urge them to be indifferent to the clamour for immediate 
action. The immediate action is not courting imprison
ment, nor even free speech and free association or free 
pen, but self-purification, introspection, quiet organisa
tion. We have lost our foothold. If we do not take 
care, we are likely to be drowned in the waters who~e 
depth we do not know. 

It is no use thinking of the prisoners. When I heard 
of Chauri Chaura, I sacrificed them as the first peniten
tial act. They have gone to jail to be released only by the 
strength of the people, indeed the hope was the Swaraj 
Parliament's first act would be to open the prison gates. 
God had decreed otherwise. We who are outside have 
tried and failed. The prisoners can now only gain by 
serving the full term of their imprisonment. Those who 
went under false pretences, or under any misapprehen. 
sian or under a mistaken under.o;tar.ding of the movement 
can come out by apologising and by petitioning. The 
movement will be all the stronger for the purging. The 
stoutest hearts will rejoice in the opportunity of unex
pectedly greater suffering. Though thousands of Rus
siam; have' rotted' in the Russian prisons for years and 
years, those unhappy people are not yet free. Liberty 
is a jilt most difficult to woo and please. We have 
shown the power of suffering. But we have not suffered 
enough. If the people in general· keep passively non
violent. and if only a few are actively, honestly and 
knowingly non-violent ~n intent, word and deed, we can 
reach the gaol in quickest time with the least suffering. 
But we shall indefinitely postpone the attainment, if 
we send to prison men who harbour violence in their 
breasts. 

Therefore, the duty of the majority in their respective 
provinces is to face taunts, insults, and if need be 
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depletion in their ranks, but determinedly to pursue their 
goal without swerving an inch. The authorities mis~ 

taking our suspension fo1· weakness may resort to still 
greater oppression. We should submit to it. \Ve should 
even abandon defensive ·Civil Disobedience and con
centrate a.ll our .energy on the tasteless but health-giving 
economic and social reform. \Ve should bend down on 
our ,knees and assure the Moderates that they need fear 
no harm from us. We should assure the Zamindars that 
·we have no ill~will against them. 

The average Englishman is haughty, he does not 
.understand us, he considers himself to be a superior 
being. He thinks that he is .born to rule us. He relies 
upon his forts or his gun to protect himse1f. · He des
pises us. He wants to compel co-operation, i.e., slavery . 
. Even him we have to conquer, not by bending the knee, 
.but remaining aloof from him, but at the same time not 
.hating him nor hurting him. It is cowardly to molest 
,him .. If we simply refuse to regard ourselves as his 
.slaves and pay homage to him, we have done our duty. 
-A mouse can only shun the cat. He cannot treat with 
her till she has filled the points of her claws and teeth. 
!t the same time,. we must show every attention to those 
few Englishmen who are trying to cure themselves and 
fellow Englishmen of .the disease of race superiority. 

The minority has different ideals. It does not believe 
in the programme. Is it no~ right and patriotic for them 
to form a new party and a new organisation? They will 
.then truly educate the country. Those who do not 
believe in the creed should surely retire from the Con
gress. Even a national organisation must have a creed. 
One, for instance, who does not believe in Swaraj has 
no place in the Congress. ·I submit that even so has one 
who does not believe in' peaceful and legitimate means, 
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110 place in the Congress. A Congressman may not 
believe in Non-co-operation and still remain in it, but he 
·cannot believe in violence and· untruth and still be a. 
·Congressman. I was therefore deeply hurt when I found 
opposition to the note in the resolution about the creed 
and still more when I found opposition to my paraphrase 
<>f the two' adjectives 'peaceful' and ' legitimate' into 
'non-violent' and 'truthful' respectively. I had reasons 
forth~ paraphrase. J was seriously told that the creed 
<lid not insist upon non-violence and truth as the indis
pensable means for the attainment of Swaraj. l agreed 
to remove the paraphrase in order to 'avoid a painful 
.discussion, but I felt that truth was stabbed. 

I am sure that thm'e who raised this opposition are as 
patriotic as l claim to be, they are as eager for Swaraj as 
·every other Congres~nnan. But 1. do say that the patriotic 
spirit demands their loyal and ~trict adherence to non
violence and truth and if they do not heli~ve in .them, 
they should retire from the Congress organisation. 

It is not national economy to let all the ideals be sharp
ly defined and to work independently of one another? 
That then which is most popular will win the day. lf 
we are going to evolve the real spirit of democracy, we 
~hall not do so by obstruction but by abstention. 

The session of the All-lndia Congress Committee was 
.a forcible demonstration of the fact that we are retarding 
the country's progress towardl> Swaraj, and not the 
<Government. Every mistake of the Government helps. 
Every neglect of duty on our part hinders. 
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2nd March, 1922 

THE BARDOLI RESOLUTIONS 

The following resolution was passed on the 25th ultiino1 
at the session of the All-India Congrel)s Committee held.l 
at Delhi: 

The .All-India Congress Committee having carefullr 
considered the resolutions passed by ·the Working Com
mittee at its meeting held at Bardoli on the 11th and! 
12th 'instant, confirms the said resolutions noted therein· 
and further resolves that individual ·Civil Disobedience· 
whether of a def~nsive or aggressive character may be· 
commenced in respect of particular places or particular· 
laws· at. the instance of and upon permission being· 
granted therefor by the respective Provincial Committee;: 
provided that such Civil Disobedience· shall not be· 
permitted unless all the conditions laid down by the' 
Co.ngtess or the All-India Congress Committee or the· 
WorkingGommittee are stictly fulfilled. · 

Reports havi'Ilg been received from various quarters. 
that·picketing regarding foreign cloth is as necessary· 
as liquor picketing, the All-India Congress Committee· 
authorises such picketing of a bona fide character on the 
same terms as liquor-picketing mentioned in the Bardolf, 

I . . 

resolutions*. The All-lndia Congress Committee wishes. 
it to be understood that the resolutions of the Working· 
Committee do not mean any 'abandonm~nt of the ·original 
Congress· programme of Non-co-operation or permanent 
abandonment of mass Civil Disobedience, but considers 
that an atmosphere of necessary mass non-violence can 
'be established by the workers concentrating upon the· 
constructive programme framed by the Working Com
mittee at Bardoli. 

Gil'en below 
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The All-India Congress Committee holds Civil Di~
obedience to be the right and duty of the people to be· 
exercised and performed, whenever the State oppose~

the declared will of the people. 
Note :-Individual Civil Disobedience is disobedience· 

of orders or laws by a single individual or an ascertainedi 
number of group of individuals. Therefore a prohibited 
public meeting where admission is regulated by tickets
and to which no unauthorised admission is allowed, •~ 
an instance of Individual Civil Disobedience, whereas a· 
prohibited meeting to which the general public is· 
admitted without any restriction is an instance of Mas&. 
Civil Disobedience. Such Civil Disobedience is defensive 
when a prohibited public meeting is held for conducting· 
a normal activity, although it may result in arrest. It 
would be aggres!'ive if it is held not for any normal 
activity, but merely for the purpose of courting arreF~t 
and imptisonment. 

The following appeared in Young India of 2nd· 
March, 1922: . 

The Bardoli Resolutions: (As revised and confirmed"• 
by the A. I. C. C., 11th February, 1~22) : 

1. The Working Committee deplores the inhuman· 
conduct of the mob at Chauri Chaura, in having brutally 
murdered constables and wantonly burnt the police thana 
and tenders its sympathy to the families of the bereaved .. 

In view of Nature's repeated warnings every time mass
Civil Di:o.obedience hal' been imminent and some popular· 
violent outburst has taken place indicating that the· 
atmo~phere in the country is not non-violent enough for 
mass Civil Disobedience, the -latest instance being the· 
tragic and terrible events at Chauri Cbaura near Gorakh-· 
pur, the \Vorki~g Committee of the Cong-ress resolve~· 
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that mass Civil Dispbedience contemplated at .Bardoli 
.and elsewhere be suspended, and instructs the local Con
:gress Committees forthwith to advise the cultivators to 
pay the land revenue a~d other taxes due to the Govern
ment and whose payment might ha\1e peen suspended 
in anticipation of mass Civil Disobedience, and instructs 
them to suspend every other preparatory activity of an 

·offensive nature. 
,The suspension· of mass Civil Disobedience shall be 

·continued till the atmosphere is so non-violent as to 
•ensure the non-repetition of popular atrocities such as 
.at Gor'akhpur or hooliganism such as at Bombay· and 
Madras respectively on·the 17th NoveJnber-1921 and 13th 

..J aiiuary last. 
In order to promote .a peaceful atmosphere,. the Work

ing Committee advises till further instruction all Con
. gress organisations to stop activities· specially designed 
to court arrest and imprisonment save normal Congress 

. activities including voluntary hartals wherever an ab
solutely peaceful atmosphere can be assured and for that 
end aU picketing shall be stopped save for· the bonafide 

. and peaceful purpose of warning the visitors to liquor
shops against the evils of drinking, such picketing to be 
-controlled by Perso.~s of known good character and 
·specially selected by the . Congress Committees con
·Cerned. 

The Working Committee advises till further instruc
tions the stoppage of. all volunteer · processions · and 
public meetings merely for the purpose of defiance of the 
notification regarding such meetings ; this, however, . 
. shall not interfere with the private meetings of Congress 
and other Committees .. or public . meetings which are 

·,required for the conduct of the normal activities of the 
•Congress. 
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Complaints having been brought to the notice of the
Working Committee that ryots are not paying rent~ to· 
the Zemindars, the ·working Committee advises Congres~ 
workers and organisation~ to inform the ryots that such 
witholding of rent~ is contrary to the resolutions of the 
Congre~s and that it i~ injnriou~ M the best interests of 
the country. 

The Working Committee a~sures the Zemindars that 
the Congress movement i~ in no way intended to attack 
their legal rights and that even where the ryots have· 
grievances, the Committee·~ desire is that redress ~hould. 
be sought by mutual consultations and by the usual 
recourse to a1 bitration. 

Complaints having been brought to the notice of the 
Working Committee that in the formation of Volunteer 
Corps great laxity prevails in the selection and that 
insistence is not had on the full use of hand·spun and 
hand-woven klwtldar and on the full observance by 
Hindus of the rule as to the removal of untouchability 
nor is care being taken to ascertain that the candidates 
believe fully in the observance of non-violence in intent, 
word and deed in terms of the Congress resolution, the 
·working Committee calls upon all Congress organisa~ 
tions to revise their lists and remove from them the 
names of all such volunteers as do not strictly conform 
to the requirements of the pledge. 

The Working Committee is of opinion th;.\t unless 
Congressmen carry out to the full the Congress constitu~ 
tion and the resolutions from time to time issued by the· 
Working Committee, it is not possible to achieve its 
objects expeditiously or at all. 

The foregoing resolution will have effect only pending 
the meeting to be specially convened of the All-India Con •. 
gress Committee and thereafter subject to confirmation. 
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~b.Y it, the Secretary to call such meeting as early as 
iPOSsible after consultation with Hakim Ajmal Khan. 

II. In the opinion of the Working Committee a 
project is necessary for ·the purpose of finding employ
.ment for those who may give up Government service 
.and to that end the Committee appoints Messrs. Mian 
Manomed Haji Jan Mahomed Chhotani, Jamnalal Baj~j 
~and V. J. Patel to draw up a scheme for consideration 
by the specia 1 meeting of the All-Ind.ia Congress CQm
mittee. 

III. 12th February: Whereas the Gorakhpurtragedy 
•is a powerful proof of the fact that the mass-mind has 
not yet fully realised the necessity of non-violence as 

.. an integral, active and chief part of Mass Civil Dis
obedience, · and whereas the raported ·indiscriminate 

"acceptance of persons as volunteers in contravention of 
the Congress. instructions betrays want of appreciation 

·of the vital part of Satyagraha and whereas in the 
opinion of the Working Committee the delay in the 

.attainment of the national aim is .s~lely due to the weak 
.and incomplete execution in practice of the constitution 
·of the Congress and with a view to perfecting the 
.internal organisation: 

The Working Committee advises all Congress organi
.sations to be engaged in the following activities: 

(1) To enlist at least one crore of members of the 
··Congress, 

Note (i) :~Since peaceful '" and legitimate meaust are 
. the essence of the Congress creed, no person should be 
,enlisted who does not believe in such means as indisp~n
:sable for the attainment.of Swaraj. .The creed of the 

• Replaced for peace ( n.on-violen.cc ). 
t " " lcgitimatmess (truth). 

This i~ a fresh addition. 
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(Jongres!'. must therefore be carefully explained to each 
person who is appealed to join the Congress. 

Nute (ii) :-The workers should note that no one who 
.does not pay the annual subscription can be regarded as 
.a qualified Congressman; all the old members are there
fore to be advised to re-register their names. 

(2) To popularise the Spinning Wheel and to 
·organise the manufacture of hand-spun and hand-woven 
khaddar and populari~>'' its use hy house tu house l'isil. * 

Nole:-To this end all workers and office-bearers 
should be .dres:-;ed in klwddar and it is recommended 
that, with a view to encourage others, they should them

: selves learn hand-spinning. 
(.J) To organise national schools. 

Note :-No picketing of Governmet schools should be 
resorted to, but reliance should he placed upon the 
superiority of national schools in all vital matters to 

. rlruw•stwlents from Ouvermnent and aided sclwuls.t 
(.4) To organise the Depressed Classes for a better 

.life, to improve their social, mental and moral condition, 
to induce them to send their children to national schools 
and to provide for them the ordinary facilities which the 
other citizens enjoy. 

Nute :-Whilst therefore where the prejudice against 
the untouchables is still strong in places, separate 
schools and separate wells must be maintained out of 
Congress funds, every effort should be made to draw 

·such children to national schools and to persuade the 
people to allow the !mtouchables to use the common 
w·ells. 

{5) To organise the temperance campaign amongst 
. the people addicted to the drink habit by house to house 

•Replaced by the A. I. C. C. for said. 
t Replaced for command att.:.ac~nc.:. 
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visits and to rely more upon appeal to the drinker in his' 
home than upon picketing. 

(6) To organise village and town pancha!Jafs for the· 
private settlement of all disputes, reliance being placed 
:"lolely upon the force of public opinion and the truthful
ness of panchayat decisions to ensure obedience to them. 

Note :-In order to avoid even the appearance of 
coercion, no social boycott should be resorted to against 
those who will not obey panclwyat's decisions. 

(7) · In order to promote and emphasize unity among· 
all classes and races and mutual good-will, the esta-. 
blishment of which is the airh of the movement of Non
co-opera.tion, to organise a social ·service department 
that will render help to all irrespective of differences in 
times of illness or accident. 

Note :-A non-co-operator, whilst firmly adhering to· 
his creed, wilf deem it a privilege to render personal 
service in case of illness or accident to every person 
whether English or Indian. 

(8) To continue the Tilak Memorial Swaraj Fund 
and to call upon every Congressman or Congress sym
pathiser to pay at least one hundredth part of his annual 
'l.ncome for the year 1921, every Province to send every 
month 25 per cent of its income from the Tilak Memorial 
Swaraj Fund to the All-India Congress Committee. 

The above resolutions shall be brought before the 
forthcoming session of the All-India C-ongress Com
mittee for revision if necessary.* 

•Revised as above statea. 
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9th J[a;ch, 1922 

INTERESTING INFORMATION 

Though now stale, the report is:o;ued by Messrs. Pra
kal'am, Nageshwara Row and Narayan Rao about the 
preparedness for mass Civil Disobedience of the areas 
selected by the Guntur Distric.t Congress Committee 
makes interesting reading. The Commissioners divide 
the area into two parts : Peddanandipadu Firka and aU 
the neighbouring villages forming•one'contiguous whole. 
and the second the rest of tte Firkas consi~ting of 
Palnad, Vinukonda, Settanapalle and portions of 
Ongole, Narasaraopet, Tenali and Repalle. The Com
missioners found that the second part of the selected 
area fully satisfied. the conditions about khaddar but 
not so about untouchability, although there was a great 
advance in the mentality of the people. As to non
violence, whilst the Commi!:sioners admit that the people 
are non-violent hy temperament, they say: "Still we 
d(Jubt whether they could withstand a provocation or 
insult if it is of an extreme nature." They found that the 
condition about Hindu-Muslim t1nity waslarg~ly fulfilled. 

Of the first part of the area, the Commissioners are 
much more enthusiastic. They estimate the total 
number of voltmteers at about 4,000. ,"They are clad in 
ldwd<lat uniform with badges."" Men of all ages have en. 
listed themRelves. We found even men of 60 to 63 years 
doing acth·e work. ln some villages there were Pan~ 

chama volunteers doing active work and freely mixing 
with others. The excellence of the organisation amonl! 
these ryots consh:•ts in their devotion to duty and obser· 
vance of non-violence as part of their· religion." 
. As to ldwddor the Commisflioners remark: '.'.Most of 
the village~·are self-conrained. In some villag0s almost 

'G5 
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every house has on~ or }llOre c!tarkas, actually working. 
The yarn made in each village· is woven generally by the 
village.Panchamas. Even orthodox Brahmins have been 
getting their clothes· made: by their Panchama brethren. 
In most of the villages :more than .50 per cent. wear 
ldwddarmade by. themselves. In some the percentage 
is as high as 95." • · : . 

Remarking upon untouchability,. they say.:· '' vVe 
were surprised at the·. extraordinary' progress made by 
some of the village's ·in this area· in their attempt to 
remove ·untouchability :within so short a time. \Ve could 
not b~lieve that· it.wasihunianly'possible to effect such 
a revolution in the· minds of these countrymen of ours. 
We found the so-called untouchables admitted into the 
pant'hayat Board. In some places orthodox. Brahmins 
took the P.anchamas by hand and seated t.hem in . their 
niidst, and in some places they are admitted into the 
:premises'of Brahmins! to do the same senrices which 
other castes have been doing.' One rich Brahmin gentle
man. told us. thatr he and· some of his friends· in the 
·neighbouring villages would spend all ·their income 
to make .i provision for . their· needy Panchama bre
thren.'' . Their final opinion, however, is : ·" In some 
villages untouchability has ceased to exist and 'in several 
it is likely to .disappear soon. We consider the progress. . . 

not uniform ·arid not sufficient.~· Their final summing-up 
is: .. "No doubt all this.is a good .record, but it is diffi· 
.cult to see how far the .masses can 'remain absolutely 
peaceful.· if more. drastic ·and inhuman measures are 
-employed~ 'rhe time at their disposal for discipline has 
been too ·short.·: .They have been just -at the beginning of 
the fight'. WeJ.considel!'it more advisable to postpone 
the. campaign until the p(;lople have :sufficient_ time .to 
.steel their hearts against all engines of oppression." · 
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I have given relevant. extracts fronl this valuable 
~·eport to show: (1) the utter impartiality with which the 
·Commissioners approach their mission, (2) the marvellous 
progress made in the sel'ected area in fulfilling the 
conditions laid down by, the Congress, (3) the necessity 
for much greater work before the idea of Civil Di~obedi
ence could be approached with any ~onfidence. 1. am 
aware that extraordinary efforts were being put forth in 
many parts of India. for the fulfilment of the Congres~ 
conditions in order that the people might be able 
to exercise the privilege of Civil :Qisobedienco .. ' That in 
itself is certainly a iuatter for congratulation, but the 
work of construction ought not t'o have to depend upon 
stimulation. It must go on irrespective of the excitement 

. of Civil Disobedienc~. Removal of untouchability, 
manufacture of k/wdtlar, Hindu-Muslim. unity, cultiva· 
tion of non-'violence are not measures of a te1nporary 
character. They are the four pillars on which the 
:-tructure of Swaraj must for ever rest. Take away ·any 
one of them and it must topple down.. The greater, 
therefore, the progress in these four matters, the nearer 
weare to Swaraj, and the nearer also to capacity for 
·Civil Disobedience. Indeed, even disobedience, if it is 
truly civil, excludes the idea of excitement. Wh~~ 
Dan~el threw open his doors in defiance of the laws of 
Medes and Persians, when John Bunyan became a non
·conformist, when Latimer thrust his hand into the fire, 
when Prablad embraced the red-hot iron pillar, not one 
of these civil resisters of old resisted under excitement. 
On the contrary· they were, if possible, more collected 
and deliberate than on ordinary. occasions. Absence of 
excitemei,J.t is an infallible test of Civil Disobedience. I
therefore hope that the good people of the selected area. 
will not go to sleep now that mass Civil Disobedienco 

~ 
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has been suspended but that they will go on with the 
programme of construction with greater zeal and de
votion~ 

lOth 1Y01.:cmber, 1920 

11\ I .!1~ ARRESTED~ 

(TR,\SSLATED FJ:O<Il 1\lr., GANDHI's ARTICLI.: Hi J.:a~·firm:) 

I have been constantly thinking of what the peo,ple 
would do in oase I am arrested. M v co-workers aiso 

I ,. • 

have heen putting this qtiestion to me. · V\l1at would be 
the plight, ~f India; if the people took to the wrong path 
through'Iove run mad? ":-hat would be my o,;,n 'plight 
in such a case ? 
· Rivers of blood shed by the Government cannot frigh·:. 

ten me ; but I would he deeply pain'ed even,. if the peopl~· 
did so much as abuse the Governiuent for my ~ake 
or in my name. It would be disgracing. me if the pe~ple 
lost their ~qnilibrium on my arreH. The nation can· 
achieve no' :progress merely by depending upon me. 
Progress is·· pOs$ible only by their u~derstanding an<! 
follow.ing the path suggested by me. For this ·reason 
I desire that the people should maintain perfect self
control and consider the day of· mr arre8t as: a day of 
rejoicing.'· I desire that even the weaknesses existing to~ 

.dar· should disappear at that tim·~. · 
Wha£ ·can be · the motive ~)f · the Governrilent ir. 

arr~stirig. ~{e? The Gaverninent are 'not'·my enemy-; 
for I ha,'e not a grttiir of enmity toward~·them; 'But 
thev beiie\•ethat I am the soul of all this agitationithat; 
if' i am ''remo\;ed.: the· ruled'. and 'the·. rulerfl. would be: 
left ·in pe~ce~ th~t the 'peopl'e a'l'e : blirfdly ·fdllowing me~ 
Not ohlv n~e Go\~ernment, but ··-~t)I!~e of our:le~der;; :\{SO 

~ ~ ' ll 
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·;;hare this belief. How, then, can the Government put 
the people to the test'? How can the Government 
a;;certain \Vhether the people. understand my. advice or 
<t.re simply dazzled by my .utterances? The only. way 
left to them is to arrest me. Of . course, there still r~
mains an alternative for .them and that lies~ in the 
remo\ral of the causes which have led me to offer this 
advice. But intoxicated as they are with power, the 
Government will not see their o~n fault and even i( 
they do, t)ley will not admit it. The only way then that 
remains for them is to measure the strength of the 
people. They can do this by arresting me. If the 
people are thus terrorised into submission, they can be 
said to desetve the Punjab and the Khil~fat wrongs. 

lf, on. the other hand, the people resort to violence, 
they will merely be playing into the hands of the 
Govemmeut. Their aeroplanes will then bomb the 
people, their Dyers will shoot into theiu, and their 
Smiths will uncover the. veils of our women. The're will 
be other officers to make the people rub their noses 
against the.ground, crawl on their .bellies, t~nd . undergo 
the scourge of whipping .. Both those ,results will. h~ 
·equally bad and unfortunate. They will not lead to 
Stcw·aj.. ln other countries goverm~ents ·h~v~ been 
Dverthrown by sheer brute-force, bnt I have often Hhown 
that India. cam19t attain (imaraj by that force·. What,· 
then, should the peoplH do if I am arrested ? The 
answerno\v .is simple. The people 

(1) should preRerve peace attd calmne~s, 
(2) should not observe IIrtrlals, 
\3) should not hold meetings, 

but . ·: 
(4) should be fully awake. 

I should certainly expect- · 
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(5) all the Government schools to be .vacated and 
shut down.' ,. :' ' · 

(6) Lawyers to w:thdraw from practice, in greater 
numbers: . · · ; .. . · ·:.- · ·· 

... (7) Settlement by private arbitration of cases pend .. 
ing l~efore the Law Court~.' · ·.. · ., 

.<8) Op{ming· of numerous national ~chools and 
colleges; , ·' · · ··· : 
. (9) Rem1ncl1itiori .of ·all 'for'eign cloth in favour of 
'the exclusive us~ of .pa:dd ~pun· ·and hand woven ga~·~ 
inents by lacs of' men and women, and selling or burning 
of any foreign cloth ~n stock.' ' 

I (10) None to enlist in the' army or' in any other Gov--
ernment Service. \ ". · · · · 

(11) Those·: ~ble· to earn· th~it livelihood· by other· 
means to give 'up Government Service~, civil and e,;en 
military. · ' i 1 

(12) Contribution of' as· much as is wanted towards-
national funds. . ' 

(13) Title holders. to surrender titles in greate~ 
:riumbei"R. 

(14) Candidates to wi.thdraw from elec~ions, or if 
alre~dy elected to res.ign their seats. . 

(15) Voters; who have not yet made up their minds,. 
to resolve that it is sin to send' any representative to the· 
Councils. .. ' ·' . .!· ·: - ·,: ·' 

If the people resol've and carry this out, they would 
not have to· wait for Stra/·aj' even for a ye~r~ If they 
can exhibit this much strength; we shall have attained: 
SlDal·aj. : t 

I shall ~hen be set free under the nation's seal. That 
will please me. My freedomto.day is like a prison to me .. 

It will only prove the people's incompetence, if they
use violence to release me, ·and then depend npim my. 
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help to attain Stcamj for them. Neither I nor anyone 
else can get Swami for the nation. It will be got on the 
nation proving its own fitness. 

In conclusion, it is useless to find fault with the Govern
m~nt. vVe·. get what Government. we de~erve. When 
we improve, the Government 'also is •bound to improve. 
Only when we improve. can we attain Swaraj. Non-co
operation is the· nation's determination to iniprove.. Will 
the ·nation abandon the resolve and begin to co-operate 
after my arrest? 1.f the people become mad and I take to 
violence and as a result of it crawl on their hellies, ruh 
their noses on the ground, salute the Union .Jack anrl 
walk eighteen miles to do it, what. else is that but co
operat'ion? lt is better to die than to submit to crawling 
&c. ln fine; consider it from ·any point of view, the 
course suggested by me is the right one for the people 
to take. 

9th .Marcil, 1922 

IF I AM ARRESTED-
, '(BY,M. K. GA~Dll!) 

· The rumour. has been revived that my arrest is im .. 
minent. lt is said to be regarded as a mistake by some 
officials that I was not arrested when I was to be, i.e., on 
the 11th or 12th of ·February, and that the Bardoli 
decision ought not to· ·have heen allowed to affect the 
Government's programme; lt is 'said, too, that it is now 
no longer possible for the Government to withstand the 
ever rising agitation in London for my arrest and depor~ 
tution. I my~elf cannot see how the Government can 
avoid arresting me, if they want a permanent abandon~ 
ment of Ch,il Disobedience, whetter inclividual or maHs. 

· 1. arlYi~ed the Working Gommittee to suspend mass 
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Civil Disobedience at Bardoli~ because that disobedience 
would not have been civil, and if I am now ·advising all 
provincial· workers to · suspend even· individual Civil 
Disobedience, it Is because·l know that_ anydisobedie~ce 
at ·the present stage. will. be not ·civil: but .criminal.: A 
tranquil atmosphere is an indispensable condition o£ 
Civil Disobedience. It is humiliating for me to discover 
that there is ·a· spirit of violence . abroad and ·that . . 
the· Government of. the. ·United Provinces has been 
obliged to enlist ·additional police for avoiding a repeti~ 
tion of Ch~uri · Chaura. I dol not· say that all that is 
claimed to have h.appened has happened, but it is impossi
ble to ignore all the· testimony that is given:in proof of the 
growing spirit ofviolence in some parts.of those provin
ces. In spite of my ·political differences .with Pundit 
Hridayanath Kunzru, I regard him t0 be above_wilful 
perversion of trut.h. I consider him to be one of the most 
capable among public w:orkers... He is not a man to be 
easily carried. awa;.· ,.When,·' therefore, he gives an 
opinion upon I anything, ·it 'immediately arrests my 
attention. Making 'due aJlowance' for the colouring of 
his judgm~nt by rea.;on of his pro~Gove~nment attitude, 
I am unable to dismiss his report of the Ohauri Chaura 
tragedy ·as unworthy of consideration·, ; Nor is it possible 
to ignore letters. received from zemindars and others in
forming me. of the violent temperament and ignorant law-. 
lessness in the United Provinces .. ,. I have before me the 
Bare illy report signed by the Congress Secretary. Whilst 
the authorities behaved like madmen and forgot themsel~ 
ves in their fit of anger,· we~ !tre not,: if that report is to be 
believed, without fault. The volunteer procession . was 
not a civil demonstratitn. It was insisted upon in spite 
of a sharp division of opinion in our own ranks. 
Though the crowds that gathered were not violent, the 
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-.~pirit of the demonstrations was undoubtedly violent. 
1t was an impotent show of force wholly unnecessary 
for our purp0se and hardly a prelude to Civil Disobedi· 
·encc. That the authorities could have handled the 
procession in a better spirit, that they ought not, to have 
interfered with the Swaraj flag, that they ought not to 
bave objected. to the use of the Town Hall which was 
town property as Congress offices in view of the fact 
that it had been so used for some months with the per
mission of the Town Council, is all very true. But we ha vc 
ceased to give credit to the authorities for common or 
reasonable sense. On the contrary, we have 1-let ,our
:;;elves against them because we expect nothing but 
unreason and violence from them, and knowing that 
the authorities would act no better than they did, we 
"honld haye refrained from all the previous . irritating 
·<iemonstrations. That the U. P. Government are mak
;jng a mountain out of a mole-hill, that they are discount
mg their own provocation given by the murdered m~n at 
·Chauri C~aura is nothing new. All that lam concerned 
with is that it is not possible (or us to claim that we 
have given them no handle whatsoever. It.is therefore 
as a penance that Civil Disobedience has been suspend· 
·zd. But if the atmosphere clears up, the people realise 
the 'full value of the adjective I civil I and become in 
·reality non-violent both in spirit and in deed, and iLl 
find that the Government still do not yield to the 
people's will, l shall certainly he ~he first .Person to 
advocate individual or mass CivU .Disobedience as the 
'case may be. There is no escape from that duty without 
the people wishing to surrender their birthright. 

1 doubt the sincerity of Englishmen who are born 
fighters, when they declaim against Civil Disobedience 
.as if it was a diabolical crime to' be punished with 
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exemplary severity. If they have glorified arme<f 
rebe'Ilions '~nd _re~orted' to the in on due occasions, why· 
a:reniany of them· up in arms against the very idea of 
civil:'res'istarice? ··I ·c'an understand their saying that the· 

I j I. ' I ~ • • 

attainment of 'a' non~ violent atmosphere· is a virtual 
impossibility 1n India. I do' iwt- believe·. it, but I can 
appreciate such an objectionJ Wha:t,·:however, is beyond 
my compreHension' is the deadset 1nade against the very 
theory of .Civil. -Disobedience, as 'if it· was something: 
immoriil. 'ro e:Xpect'ine to give up the preaching of Civil 
Disobedience· is tb ·ask· me to .give u'p preaching ·peace, 
which woiild be· tanta1iiount to asking me to commit' 
st11c'ide. ·: " I: - • · , 

·r have now 'been told that the Government are com.:
passing the destruction of the th.ree week lies ·which I am 
conducting, 'viz;, · Yonng Indict, Guja;•ati: Nava J.ivan and 
lli1tdi NcwttJivan.· Ihop·a tt1at.the rumour has no founda-
tion. r Cl~inJ I that these three jOUflllilS .are insistently 
preaching :hothi~g· but peace and 'good· wilL Extraor-
dinary care' is taken to give nothing but truth as r find 
it, to 'the readers. Every inadvertent inaccuracy is 
admitted and !'corrected. The circulation of all ·the· 
weeklies is·· daily'growing. The conductoi·s are volun-
tary workers,' 'in some cases taking no !'alary whatsoever· 
and iti the others receiving mere maintenance money .. 
Profits are all returned to the subscribers in some shape· 
or" other ;or are utilised for 'some constructive public 
activity Or bther.· 'I cannot say that I shall not feel a 
pang,. if these. j9u11nais cease·1·to · exist. But it is the· 
easiest thing 'for the: Government to put them out. ·The· 
publishe1.1s! and printers are all· friends and co-workers. 
My compact with them· is that the moment Government 
asks for security; that· ·moment the newspapers must 
stop. I am· conrluc~ing: them upon the. assumption that 

I , 
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'vhatever dew the GoYernment may take of my activitie!'. 
they at least give me credit for preaching through the~e· 
new~papers nothing but' the pmest non-violence and 
trllth,'according to my lights. . 

fhope, howeYer, that whether the Government arre~t 
me or whether they stop hy direct or indirect mean!' the 
publication of the thre~· journals, the public will remain 
unmoYed. It is a ~1atter of no pride or· pleasure to me 
but one of hmniliation that the GoYernment refrain fro Ill 
arresting me for fear of an ontb1·eak of uuiver~al violence 
and awfnl slaughter that any such outbreak must involn. 
lt,would he a sad comrnenfary upon my preaching of, 
and upon the Congress and' Khilafat pledge of, non
violence. if my incarceration was to he 11 si~nal fo1· 11 

storm all over the coimtry·. Surely, it wottld be a 
demonsh'ation·· 'of India';;; nnreadiness for a peaceflll 
rebellion. 'It would 'be a 'triumph for 'the bureaucracy, 
and it would be almo~t u fithll proof of the correctness 
of the po!'ition taken up hy the M6derate friends, ri:·.,. 
that India can never be prepared for non-violent disobe
dience. I hope therefore that the Congress and Khilafat 
workers will strain every nerve and show that all the 
fears entertained by the Gorernment and their supporters 
were totally wrong. I promise that such act of :;;elf
restraint will take us many a mile towards our triple: 
goal. 

There· should therefore be lwrtals, no noisy demon •. 
stratiom;, no processions. l would regard the oh~ervance 
of perfect peace on my arrest as a mark of high honour~ 
paid to me by my countrymen. What 1. would love to. 
see, however, is the constructive work of the Congress 
going on with clock-work regularity and tpP. speed of the 
Punjab Express. I would love to see people who have 
hitherto kept back, voluntarily discarding all their foreign, 
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·cloth and m~king ~ .bonfire , .of it, , Let them fulfil the 
·whole of the :constructiye programme fr11med at. Bardoli, 
.and they will not only rele~se . ?le and other prisoners~ 

'but they will also inaugurate Swa1:aj and secure redress 
·Qf. th~, Khil~fat. and the. Pu,njab. \vrongs. Let them 
remember· the four . pillars of. Sw~raj: Non~v.iolence, 
Hin~u-M9slem.,Slkh~Parsi-Qhristain~J ew. unity, total re~ 
moval, of un.touc~ability and manufacture of hand-spun 
.and.hand-~oven ,khaddar completely. displa,'cing foreign 
-cloth·. · . . 

',', 'tl: ' 1 ,I . 

I do not know that my removal from their midst will 
not.be a ben~fi.t',to the•.peopl~. In the first instance, the 
superstition about. t4e possession of. supernatural powers 
by me will .be demolished .. Se9ondly, the be.lief that 
p·eople ha,~e accepte4 t~e N on:~~~~pe.rat.ion programme 

,·only upder.myJnfluepp~ .a~d that the.r .~ave. no. indepen
·4ent ft;tith, jti it .wip ·pe.dis}.)roy.ed .. Thi;rdly, our capacity 
f?r Swaraj_,~ill ~e .Ptoved .. bY ~ur .. 

1
ability to cond1,1ct .our 

·~C.tivities .in spi_te .?
1
f .tP,e J withdra~al e~en Of the Ofgtna~ 

to~, of t~e cmrent programm~. Fourthly and selfishly, it 
will g~ve 111A a nniAt anrl nhvsical rest. which perhaps I 
·deserve. · 

''• 
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ARREST AND TRIAL 

15th March, 1922 
ARREST AND AFTER 

THE long expected has happened at last. The wished 
ior, longed for ,consummation has been reached. Mr. 
Gandhi pined for his arrest and imprisonment by the 
Government under which it became intolerable for him 
to live. His heart's desire has been fulfilled. He now 
feels hil~1self free, though imprisoned. 

Even from the 8th instant the rumour of his arrest 
began to thicken. He left for • .\jmere that day on an 
urgent invitation from Mr. Chhotani by an afternoon 
train, and it was even whispered that he might be 
arrested on the way. Nothing however happened then. 
In the meantime, th~ rumour 'yas growing from hour to · 
hour. A suspicious telegram from' Ajtnere made Mrs. 

·Gandhi and some others to run up to the Sabarmati 
Station to see him safely return. He reached the Ash
ram in the afternoon of the lOth as free as ever and as 
if bursting under the weight of his simple and child
like joy. 

At the Ashram the rmnour of the last two days was 
being received with calm and stolid indifference. For 
there have been so many final partings since he had 
decided to start Civil Disobedience in Nove~ber 11:)-st 
that the ideas of arrest, imprisonment or even worse 
became quite common and familiar. So the daily routine 
of·work of the Ashram was not disturbed in the least 
by these rumours. Only' when the .day wore on, the 
evening came and the bell rang out the hou:r of prayer, 
there was a sudden hush all around as all the Ashramites 
proceeded with 'anxious and hasty steps to join their 
Bapzt in his last prayer, perhaps for a'long time to come. 

1038 
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He was unusually light and happy and played with the 
. children like one of their own spreading the contagion 
of his lightness and happine:o;s all round. , 

• ..\.fter the prayer lle returned to his work as usual and 
. dictated replies to some correspondence. During thi~ 
. time, friends continued to come to see hi.m from the city, 
bringing tit-bit:'i of news all of which .went to confirm 
the prevailing rumour. 

111 

Mr. Gandhi arose at about quarter to ten·::' for his last 
.ablutions before retiring and the small as~embly, that 
had all thi~ time surrounderl him began to disper1-1e. 
}!Ir. Banker who had come with Mr. Shvaib and 
Anasuyabai to confirm the strength of the rumour 
also departed at that time. A few minutes after, Mr. 
Shvaib returned I with. A nasuyabai and. brought the 
news that Mr. Banke1 was arrested and that the 
ti. P. wa:- waiting on the road for ~1~. Gandhi'::. 

. arre~t. The news spread in a min\].te thoughout the 
Aslmtm quarters, and almost all the inmates, men, women 

. and children, hastened to Mr. Gandhi to bid him farewell 
and have his blessings. At his desire, his favourite 
Gujarati hymn which describe~ the qualities of a true 
•Uaisluw.va was sung in chorus. After this, he accosteq 
·each one of the Ashrwnites in suitable terms, encouraged 
them all by his sprightliness and abundant joy and then 
prepared to surrender. himself .. While proceeding from 
his residence to the Police Officer on the road, he express
ed himself several times that he felt very happy and 
gratified over the arrest .. 

• )Jr. ~:mdhi wa~ arrested at 10-:30 l'.~L by Mr. 1-l<Jaley, thll Superin
tendent of' ·Police, .Ahmedabad on a I complaint in re~pcct of four 
articleH in l'oung Inclia, namelr; ''Disaffection a Virtue," of 15th . \ 

·June 1n1 and three 'othct·s referred to elsewhere. :\Ir, Sbvaib took 
up thv editorship till 1\Ir. C. Rajagopalachnri who was .:;pr•uintod 

, editor took charge. 
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Maulana Hasrat Mohani who travelled with Mr_ 
Gandhi from Ajmere by the same train and 8topped at 
Ahmedabad cauie to the Ashmm just before the arrinL 
of the Police Commissioner and when Mr. Gandhi harl. 
retired for his· ablutions. Mr. Gandhi was supremely· 
happy when he met the Maulana just before hi~ arrest .. 
They embraced each other with feelings of mutual 
esteem and regard. The ~aulana seem to ha'\"'e been 
deeply moved by this and assured Mr. Gandhi that he 
would give his whole-hearted support to the cause of 
non-violent .Non~co-operation. · 

Both Mr. Gandhi and M.r. Banker were taken to the 
Sabar!nati Jail. Mrs. Gandhi with a small company of 
four or five was allowed to accompany them and ~eP. 

them lodged in their quarters, whic~ consists of a row of 
eight rooms with an open verandah about 10 feet wide·. 
and a fairly large courtyard with a line of· small trees in: 
the 'middle. The t\YO rooms given to them are furnished 
each with an iron cot, a matress, two sheets, a pill0\'1', a. 
blanket and a carpet·. Light is pro\·ided in the eyening .. 
'rhe doors of the rooms are J.nade of wooden frames, the 
planks about six·inches wide with thick iron bars fixed 
in them, the distance between two bars being a little· 
over an inch. The whole place was scrupulously clean!. 
· The next day they~· were produced. before the trying· 
Magistrate, Mr. Allan Brown, I.C.S., who held his court 
at the Commissioner•s office; outside the city proper and 
under the~shelter of the c·antonmentand easily accessi·
ble by rail ·from Sabarmati. The news was kept a 
secret. Yet a good many spectators who were permitted: 
by the Magistrate attended the trial. . Five· .witnesse~ 
consisting of the D. s.· P. Mr: Healey,· the' Registrar of 
the Bombay I-J:igh .. Court, Mr. Dinsh~w Gharda, Mr •. 
Chatfield, the District Magistrate .of Ahmedabe1d,, a Sub-· 
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Inspector and a C. I. D. subordinate of police were 
examined by.the prosecutor 01.1. the Government side. 
l'here ·were tW"o issues on which these evidence~ were 
taken and articles from Younu India were read before 
the Court, -viz., (1) proving the editorship and (2). proving 
the intention of the articles. These were simple issues 
llpon which several precious hours of the day were use
lessly spent simply to keep up the forms of law. But it 
appeared to be unreasonable that so much time should 
be taken to prove a self-evident fact. There was also 
an air of artificiality or theatricality about the whole 
business. The dignity and aloofnesf-1 maintained by the 
trying Magistrate even while taking down statement 
from his friends, colleagues and superiors had an element 
of acting which. was admirably done; similarly the 
deference shown to the chair of justice, irrespective of 
the person who may occupy it for the time being. Per. 
haps these are matters of traditions which grow upon 
those whose d~ily duty is· to practise them, But to a 
new observer they appear incongruous, out of place and 
unnatural, although dignified and invested with gravity 
~~~~00~ . 

What struck. one most during the whole. affair 1 of Mr. 
Gandhi's arrest and trial was the. perfect peace and good. 
will that was maintained between the two parties. Mr. 
Gandhi seems to. have infected with his gentlene~s of 
F~pirit the whole atrnol'phere of the court-room and even 
the men and officers of the police who came into contact 
with him. ,Ahmedabad seems also to be specially fortu. 
nate in having a pair of very nice gentlemen in its District 
Magistrate Mr. Chatfield, and the D. S.'P. Mr. Healey. 
On the night of the lOth, when Mr. Healey carne to 
arrest Mr. Gandhi, he never entered the precincts , of 
the Ashmm but kept on waiting on the public road till 

GG 
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Mr. Gandhi himself felt that he should· not tarry any 
longer. · There was no show of force at all. Mr. Healey 
came with only one associate. His martial uniform was 
thoroughly out of harmony with his courteous' manners 
and, his gentle face· and I bearing.: When he drove away 
with Mr. Himdhi and. Mr. Banker· amidst the subdued 
-shouts of joy' of:th ·eA'shram Pe.ople, :it did not . appear 
that there had been any arrest; at alL· ' He ·was as if one 
of the friends of 'the company. Simila~ly, Mr: Chatfield's 
graceful,.way of parting after· his deposition, ·touched 
.every heart in the ·court "room. 'All this experience 
taught bne h6w·to differentiate··a roan from as ystem and 
gave practical'' illustration' of the possibility of waging 
an implacable war against a system without bearing any 
m~will or 'hatred against 1

• the 'persons· who may form 
part-of-it. They. taught als·o how there could be mutual 
appreciation of heart between ·Indians and Englishmen~ 
and increased one's ;·longing' to see· tha~ ·appreciation 
properly: and soundly ·based after the demolition of the 
present unrighteous '"system · of Government and the 
establishment of Swaraj in India. · 

When Mr. Gandhi was asked about his occupation, he 
uttered 'the three ·words· : ~~ Farmer and Weaver" with a 
slow,. clear:·,,and · emphatic·· accent•. I The ·magistrate 
was ·aS' if· I startled, j be·oause· the answer was,: so 
out of ·the· ordinary. ·.·He paused a little before rioting 
them down,· perhaps to ascertain· :vhether Mr. Gandhi 
was· .. reaUs · serhms in making that declaration. Little 
did .·he .:lcn·ow· that' Mr. Gandhi's whole· philosophy of 
work "and: 'existence· was'summed· ·up in those three 
words,·and~that they are the shibboleth of India's revolt 
against ·western exploitation of her r~sources and the 
domination' of western culture and life. 
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23rd March, 1922 
I' 

THE GREAT TRIAL 

At the Circuit House at Shahi J3ag, the trial of Mr. 
1Gandhi and Mr. Banker commenced· on,Saturday noon, 
the 18th of March, before Mr. C. N. Broomsfield, I. C. S., 
District and Sessions Judge of Ahmedabad. . 

Sir J. T. Strangman with Rao Bahadur Girdharlal 
·conducted the prosecution, while the accused were 
undefended.·, The Judge took his· seat at 12 noon, and 
-said there ·w~s a slight mistake in the charges framed. 
'Which he corrected. The charges were then read out by 
the Registrar, the offence being .in three articles pub· 
lished in theYoung India of September 29, December .15, 

.. of 1921 and February 23, 1922. The offending articles 
were then read out: first of them was, " Tampering with 
Loyalty"; the second, "The Puzzle and Its Solution"; 
.and the last was "Shaking the Manes." 

The Judge said the law l'equired that the charge should 
·not only be .read out but explained. In this case, it 
would not be necessary for him .to say much by way of 
explanation. The charge in each case was that· of 
bringing or attempting to bring into hatred or contempt. 
or exciting er attempting to excite disaffection towards· 
His Majesty's Government, established by law inBritish 
India. Both the accused. were charged with the three 
offences under section 124 A, contained in the articles 
read out, written by Mr. Gandhi and printed. by Mr. 
Banker. The words 'hatred and contempt' . were words 
the meaning of which was sufficiently obvious. · .The 
word ' disaffection' was defined under the section, where 

• The complaint in reBpect of the earlier article, "Disaffection, a. 
··:virtue," seems to ha vo been dropped 1lUh8er1uently aft~r cnq uiry by, 
·the Magistrate, 
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they were told that ~i~aff~ctiop.1 included disloyalty and. 
feelings of enmity, and the word used in the 'section had 
also been interpreted by th~ High Court of Bombay in a. 
reported case as me:i:riing:political alienation or discon. 
tent, a spirit of. disloyalty to· Government or existing: 
authority;, ·.The .. charges having been read out, the Judge 
called upon the. accused. to plead to the charges. He· 
asked· Mr. :Gandhi, whether he pleaded guilty or claimed 
to be tried. · ; . , 

Mr; Gandhi:: I plead guilty to all the charges .. I ob-· 
~serve that :the King's name has . been omitted from the· 
charge, and it has been properly omitted . 
. rThe Judge: Mr. Banker, do you plead guilty, or do you 
claim to be tried? · 
· Mr .. Banker : .. I plead guilty. 
Sir J. Strangman then wanted the Judge to proceed 

with the trial full1; but: the Judge said he did not agree: 
with what had been ·said by .. the Counsel. · The J udg~ 
said that froin the time he knew. he was going to try the 
case, he had thought over the question of sentence, and 
he was prepared to ·hear· anything that the Counsel· 
might have to say, or Mrj Gandhi wished: to say, on the 
sentence. ·rHe honestly did not believe, :that the mere 
recording of· ·evidence· ·jn: the .trial 'which Couns.el had 
called for would make no {sic) difference to theni, one 
way or the· other. He, therefore;:proposed to accept the 
pleas.· 
. ·Mr .. Gandhi smiled at this decision. 
; .. The Judge said nothing· further remained but to pass. 
sent'ence and before doirig so, he liked to· he·ar Sir J. T. 
Strangman: ··He' was· entitled. to· bas~ his general re-· 
marks on the charges against· the accused and on 
their pleas. 

Sir J. T. Strangman: . It will be difficult to do so. I 
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.ask the Court·· that the· whole 1natter may be properly 
considered. If I stated what has happened before the 
Committing Magistrate, then I c.an show that there are 
many thing~ which are material to the question of· the 
sentence. 

The first point, he said he wanted to make out, was 
that the matter which .formed the subject of the present 
charges formed a . part of the c.ampaign to spread 
disaffection openly and systematically to render Govern
ment impossible and to overthrow it. The earliest 
article that was put in from ''Young India " was dated 
25th Mays 1921, which said· that. it was the duty of a 

. Non-co-operator to create disaffection towards the Gov
ernment .. The counsel then read out portions of articles 
written by :Mr. Gandhi in the Yonng India. 

Court said, nevertheless, it seemed to it that the Court 
could accept plea, on the materials of which the sentence 
bad to be based. 

I 

Sir J .. Strangman said the question of sentence was 
entirely for the Court to decide. The Court was always 
entitled to deal in a more ·general manner in regard to 
the question of the sentence, than the particular matter 
resulting in the conviction. He asked leave .. to refer to 
articles before the court,' and what result might have 
been produced, if the trial had proceeded irl order to 
ascertain what the facts were. · He was not going into 
any matter which involved dispute. • 

The Judge said there was not the least objection. 
Sir J. Strangman said he wanted;. to show that these 

.articles were not isolated. They formed part 'of an 
organised campaign, but so far as " Young India " was 
concerned,. theyi would show that from the year 1921. 
The Oounsel· then read out extracts from the paper, 
dated June 8, on the duty of a n~n-co-operator, which 
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·was to preach .disaffection towards the existing govern
ment and preparing the country for Civil'Disobedience:.. 
Then in the same number, there was an article Oil' 

di~obedience. Then 1in the same number there ·was .an' 
article on "Disaffection-a virtue·" or something to that 
effect. Then there was an article on the 28th of July 1921,. 
in which it was -stated that "we have to destroy the sys~ 
tern". Again, on September 30, 1921, there was·an article· 
headed, ·"Punjab Prosecutions", where it was stated' 
that a non-co-operator worth his name should preach1 
disaffection. That was all so far as "Young India "wa& 
concerned. They were earlier in date than the article,. 
"Tampering with Loyalty", and it was referred to the· 
Governor of Bombay. Continuing, he said the accuse<l 
was a man of high educational qualifications and evid
ently from his writings a recognised leader. The harm 
that was likely to be . caused was considerable. They 
were the writings of an educated man, and not th~ 

writings of an obscure man, and· the Court .must consider· 
to what the results of a campaign of the nature disclosed! 
in the writings must inevitably lead. They had examples. 
before them in the last few months. He referred to the
occurrences in Bombay last November and Cha uri Chaura. 
leading to murder and destruction of property, involving 
many peo~le in misery and misfortune. It was true that 
in the course of those articles they would .find N on-vio
lence was insisted upon as an item of the campaign and as. 
an item of the creed. But what .was the use of preaching: 
Non-violence when he preached disaffection towards. 
Government or openly.'instigated' others to overthrowc 
it? The answer to that question appeared to him to· 
come from Cllauri Chaura, Madras and Bombay. These· 
were circumstances'which he asked the Court to take· 
into account in sentencing the accused, and it,would be: 
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for the Court to consider those circumstances which 
involve sentences of severity. 

As regards the second accused, his offence was lesser. 
He did the publication and he did not write. His 
offence nevertheless was a serious one. His instruc
tions were that he was a man of means and he asked 
the Court to impose a substantial fine in addition to 
such term of imprisonment as might be inflicted upon. 
He quoted Section 10 of the Press Act as bearing on 
the question of fine. When making a fresh declaration, 
he said a deposit of Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 10,000 was asked in 
many cases. 

Court: Mr. Gandhi, do you wish to make a Rtatement 
on the question of sentence? 

Mr. Gandhi: I would like to make a statement. 
Court: Could you give me in writing to put it on 

record? ' 
Mr. Gandhi: I sh~ll give it as soon as I finish it 

reading. 
, Before reading his writ'ten statement, Mr. Gandhi 

spoke a few words as introductory remarks to the whole 
statement. He said: 

Before I read this stateme1t, I would like to state that 
I entirely endorse the learned ·Advocate-General's re
marks in connection with my humble self. I think 
that he was l!ntirely fair to me in all the statements 
that he has made, because .it is · very true and I ha. ve 
no desire whatsoever to conceal ·from this Court the 
fact that to preach disaffection towards. the existing 
system of ·Government has become almost a pato:sion 
with me, and the learned Advocate-General is also 
entirely in the right V?hen he says that my preaching 
of disaffec.on did. not commence with'my· connection 
with Young India, but thaw it commenced much earlier; 
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and in the statement that I ain about to read, it will be 
my painful duty to admit' before this Court that it com
mence~ much earlier than the period stated by· the 
Advocate-General. It is the most painful duty with me, 
but I have to discharge that duty knowing,the responsi
bility that rests upon my shoulders, and I wish to 
endorse all the blame that the learned Advocate
General has thrown on my shoulders in connection with 
the Bombay occurrences, Madras · occurrences and the 
Chauri Chaura occurrences. Thinking over these deeply 
and sleeping over · theni night after night, it is impos
sible for me to dissociate myself from the diabo,lical 
crimes of Chauri Qhaura or the mad outrages of Bombay. 
He is quite right when he says that as a man of respon
sibility, a man having received a fair. share of educl:l-tion, 
having had a fair share of experience of this world, I 
should have known tne consequences of every one of my 
acts. I knew that I was playing with fire, I ra:n the 
risk, and if I was set free, I would still do the ~arne. I. 
have felt it this morning that I would have failed in my 
duty, if I did not say what I said here just .now. 

I wanted to avoid violence, I want to avoid violence. 
Non-violence is the first artillle of my faith. It is also 
the last article of my· creed. But I had to make my 
choice. I had either. to submit, to a system which I con
sidered had' done an irreparable harm tq Jll'y country, or 
incur the risk of the mad fury of my people bursting forth, 
when they understood the truth from my· lips. I know 
that my people have sometimes gone mad. I am deeply 
sorry for it and I am therefore here to submit not to a light 
penalty but to the highest penalty. I do not ask for 
mercy. I do not plead any extenuating .act. I am here, 
therefore,. to invite and cheerfully submit to the highest 
penalty ~hat can be inflicted upon ~e for what in law is 
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a deliberate crime and what appears to me to be the 
highest duty of a citizen.· The only course epen to you, 
the Judge, is, as I am just going to say in my statement, 
eithet to resign your post, or inflict on me the severest 
penalty, if you believe that the system and law you are 
assisting to administer are good ·for the people. I do 
not expect that kind of conversion, but by tht:! time I 
haYe finished with my statement, you will perhaps. have 
a glimpse of what is raging within my breast to run 
this maddest risk which a sane man can run. 

The Statement was then read out. 

STATE~iENT 

"I owe it perhaps to the Indian public and to the 
public in England to placate which this prosecution is 
mainly taken up, that I should explain why from a 
staunch loyalist and co-operator I have become an un
compromising disaffectionist and N o_n-co-operator.. To 
the Court too I should say why I plead guilty to the 
charge of promoting disaffection towards the Govern
ment established by Jaw in India. 

My public life began in 1893 in South Africa ·in. 
troubled weather. My first contact with British autho
rity in that country was not of a happy cltaracter. I 
discovered that as a man and an lndian I had no rights. 
More correctly, I discovered that I had no right as a 
man, because I was an Indian. 

But I was not baffled. I thought that this treatment 
gf Indians was an excrescence upon a system that was 
intrinsically and mainly good. I gave the Government 
my voluntary and hearty co-operation, criticising it 
freely where ·I felt it was faulty but n~ver wishing its 
destruction. ' · 

ConsequP.ntly when the existence of the Empire was 
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threatened 'in 1899 by the Boer challenge, I. offered mv.-: 
~Services to it, raised a volunteer. -ambulance corps and' 
served at several actions that took place for the relief of 

· Ladysmith.·. Similarly in 1906, at the time of the • Zu ltb 
revolt, I raised a stretcher-bearer party and served.till 
the end of the 'rebellion'. On both these occasions 1, 
received medals and was even mentioned in despatches .. 
For my· work in South Africa. I was given by Lord! 
Hardinge a Kaiser-i-Hind Gold Medal. When the war: 
broke o~t in 1914 between England and Germany, I 
raised a volunteer arnbula'Llee corps in London consisting
of the then resident Indians in London, chiefly students .. 
Its work was acknowledged by the authorities to be· 
valuable .. Lastly, in India, when a special. appeal was 
made at the War Conference in Delhi in 1918 by Lord' 
Chelmsford for recruits, I struggled at the cost of my
health to raiss. a corps ·in Kheda and the. response was: 
being .made when. the hostilities ceased and orders' 
were received that no more recruits were wanted. In all 
these efforts at service I was actuated by the belief that 
it. was possible by such services to gain a status of fulL 
equality in the Empire for my countrymen. 

The first shook carne in the shape 6f the Rowlatt .Act,: 
a law designed to rob the people of all_ real freedom. I 
felt called upon to lead an intensive agitation against it •. 
Then followed the Punjab horrors beginning with the 
massacre at Jallianwala Bagh and culminating' in crawl-· 
ing ·.·orders, public flogging and other indescribable hu
miliations. I disco.vered .too that the plighted word of the' 
Prime. Minister to the Mussalmans of India regarding· 
the i~tegrity of Turkey and the holy places Of Islam waS· 
not likely to be fulfilled. But in spite of .the forebodings. 
and the grave warnings of friends, at the Amritsar Con
gress in 19.19, I fought for co-operation and working the· 
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Montagu-Chelmsford reforms, hoping that the Prime· 
Minister would redeem his promise to the· Indian Mussal
mans, that the Punjab wound would be healed 'and that 
the reforms, inadequ.1te and unsatisfactory though they
were, marked a new era of hope in the life of India. 

'But all that hope was shattered. The Khilafat pro
mise was not to be redeemed. The Punjab crime wa~ 
white-washed and most culprits went not only unpunish
ed but remained in service and in some continued tu 
draw pensions from the Indian revenue, and in some 
cases were even rewarded. I f:law too that not only did 
the reforms not mark a change of heart, but they were· 
only a method of further draining India of her wealth 
and of prolonging her servitude. 

I came reluctantly to the conclusion that the British 
connection had made India more helpless than she ever· 
was before, politically and economically.- A disarmed 
India has no power of reE~istance against any aggressor 
if she wanted to engage in an armed conflict with him. 
So much is this the case that some of our best men 
consider that India must take generations before she can 
achieve the Dominion status. She has become so poor· 
that she has little power of resisting famines. Before· 
the British advent, India spun and wove in her ·million~ 
of cottages just the· supplement she needed for adding 
to her meagre agricultural resources. Thi~ cottage 
industry, so vital for India's existence. has been ruined 
by incredibly heartless and inhuman ~processes as 
described by English witnesses. Little do town-dwellers 
know how the semi-starved masses of India are· slowly 
sinking to lifelessness. Little do they know that their 
miserable comfort represents· the brokerage they get 
for the work they do ·for the foreign exploiter, that 
the· profits and the brokerage al'e sucked from the· 
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masses.. Little do they realise · that the Govern
ment established by law. in· British India is carried on 
for this exploitation of the masses. No sophistry, no 
jugglery in figures can ex.plain away the ·evidence tha~ 

the skeletons in many villages present td the naked eye. 
I have no doubt whatsoever that both England and the 
town-dwellers of India will have . to answer, if there is a 
<Jod above, for this crime against humanity which is 
perhaps unequalled in history. Th~ 'law itself in this 
·Country has been used to serve the foreign ex.ploiter. 
My unbiassed examination of the Punjab Martial Law 
·cases has led me to believe that at least ninety five per 
·cent. of convictions were wholly· bad. My experience 
·of political cases in India. leads me to .the conclusion 
that in nine out· of every ten the condemned men were 
totally innocent. . Their crime consisted in the love of 
their country. In ninety~nine cases out of . hundred 
justice has been denied to Indians as against Europeans 
in the ·.Courts .of 'India. This is not an exaggerated 
picture. It is the experience of almost every Indian ~ho 
has had anything to .do with such cases. In my opinion, 
the administration of the law is thus prostituted conscious
ly or unconscio:usly for the benefit of the exploiter. : . ·. 

The gr~atest misfortune is that Englishmen and t.heir 
Indian associates in the administration of the country do 
not know that they are engaged in the crime I have 
attempted to describe. I am satisfied that many English
men and Indian officials honestly believe that they are 
administering one of the best systems devised , in the 
world and that India is making steady though slow 
pregress. They do not.know that a subtle but effective 
system of terrorism and an organised display of force · 
on the one ha~d, and the deprivation of all powers of 
retaliation or self-defence on the other, have emascu. 
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lated the people and induced in them the habit of 
simulation. This awful habit has added to the ignor-· 
ance and the · self-deception of the administrators. 
Section 124·A under which I am happily charged is 
perhaps the prince among the political sections of the 
Indian Penal Code designed to suppress the liberty of 
the citizen. Affection cannot be manufactured or· 
regulated by law. If 1ne has no affection for a person 
or system, one should be free to give the fullest expres
sion to his disaffection, so long as he does not contern •. 
plate, promote or incite to violence. But the secti(Jn 
under which Mr. Banker and I are charged is one under
which mere promotion of disaffection is a crime. I have 
studied some of the cases tried under it, and I know that 
some of the most loved of India's patriots have been 
convicted under it. I consi'der it a privilege, therefore,: 
to be charged under that section. I have endeavoured 
to give in their briefest outline the reasons for my 
disaffection. I have no personal· ill-will against any 
single administr.ator, much less can I have any disaffec-· 
tion towards the King's person. But I hold it to be a 
virtue to be disaffected towards a Government which in· 
its totality has. done more harm to India than any 
previous system. India is less manly under the British 
rule then she -~~~I_~a~_befQr~. fuldfrig~~~uc_h-~~h'elie( l. 
t'.0ii@ill.fio~in...to..ha..ve ~Jfectionlor..Jhe .. 8 yst;m .. 
And it has been a precious privilege for me to be able· 
to write what I have in the various articles, tendered in. 
evidence against me. 

In fact, 1 believe that I have· rendered a service to 
India and England by showing in Non-co-operation the 
way out of the unnatural state in which both are living. 
In my humble opinion, Non-co-operation with evil is as 
much a duty as is co-operation with good. But in the· 
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-past, .N 01;1-co-operation has-.been deliberately expressed 
'in violenc~. to the evil doer.: tam endeavouring to show 
~o my country~en that. v-iolent .Non-co-operation only: 
multiplies evil andjhat as evil ·can only be sustained by_ 
violence, withdrawal of support ofeyil requires complete 
abstention fro~ violence ... Non-violence implies v.olun
tary submission to the penalty for Non-co-operation. 
with evil. I am here, therefore, to iJ?.~ite and submit 
-cheerfully to the .. highest penalty t4at ·can be inflicted. 
upon me for what :in law ,is a.deliberate crime and what 
.appears to me to be the highest duty of , a citizen ... Th~ .. 
~__nly cour~J>l!~l!J.~~ Judge1 l~ .. ~Uh~~sjgn 
:~o~r-~~~t~~~--~~~~_i_a:~e_r?.P:~elf 'J._r..Q_~ evil2 ·if yo~ 
·f~_ett.~at t~e ~aw you are call2~-~p@.to_a.<!_mjij.is.t~!l~ 
·evil anq that'"ln.re.alltyl~·am. ~nnocent; or to inflict on. 
me the severest ilE~nal1y Ify<m·~oeHe~ ,th~t the system 
.and the law you are ~ssisting to administer are good, 
for the. people of this country. and .that my· activity · is. 
therefore injurio\ls. tp the public weal." 

Mr. Banker: I onlywa.nt to say that I had the privilege. 
of printing t4Else article~ and I plead guilty to the charge •I 
I have.n,othing to say: as-regards the .sentence. 

· : ' · · ·. ·' · rmi<1un,GMENT · · 
, ,. I'· , ' , ' ' . •,, ' . 

The following is.the full. text of :thE! judgment : 
Mr. Gandhi, .you hav.e made my task easy in one way1 

'by pleading guilty to the ch~rge, Nevertheless, what 
remains, namely, the determination of a just sentence, is. 
perhaps as difficult a proposition as a judge . in this 
·COunt~y.coul~ pave to face._, .;The la~ is no respecto~ of 
persons. Nevertheless,. it will be impossible to ignore 
-the fact that you are. in a different category from any 
person I have ever tried or am likely to have. to try. ~ 
~ b~~!~p~ssible to ig~ore the. fact t~h . .J.n. t~ .. ~Ye!_ 
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•of millions of your countrymen, you al'e a great patriot 
.and a grei!-t leader:~. Even-- tliOr.ie.who differ from-· y~u 
.ju politi~s Jook upon-you as a man oChlgh ideals 
and o(noble and of even Raint.ly life. I have to :deal 
with you in one character only. It is not my duty: and I 
-do not presume to judge or criticise you in any: other 
-character. It is my duty to judge you as a man ·subject 
to the law, who by his own admission has broken the 
1aw and committed what 'to an ordinary man must 
.appear to be grave offence against the State.· I' do not 
forget that you have consistently preached against 
-violence and that you have on many occasiom;, as I am 
willing to believe, done much to prevent violence. But 
baving regard to the nature of your political teaching 
and the nature of many of those to whom it ·was 
addressed, how 'you could have continued to believe 
that violence would not be the inevitable consequence, it 
1Jasses my capacity to understand. 

There are probably few people in India, who do not 
sincerely regret that you should have made it impossi
ble for any Government to leave you at liberty. But it 
is so, I am trying to balance what is due to you against 
what appears to me to be necessary in the interest of 
the public, and I propose in passing sentenc~ to' follow 
·t,he precedent of a case in many respects similar to this 
·case that was decided some twelve years ago, I mean 
the case against Bal Gangadhar Tilak under the same 
-section. The sentence that was passed upon him as it 
finally stood was a sentence of simple imprisonment for 
six years. You will not consider it. unreasonable, I 
think, that you should be classed with Mr. Tilak, i.e., a 
sentence of two years simple imprisonment on each 
<:ount of the charge; six years in all, which 1 feel it my 
duty to pass upon you, and I should like to, say in doing 
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so that, if the course of events. in India should make it 
possible for the·. Government, to reduce the; period and 
release you, no one will be. better pleased than I. 
. . The: Judge to .Mr.' B~nker : I assume you have been 
to a large e.xtent under the influence of your chief. The 
sentence: that I propose to pass ·c upon you is simple im
pri~onment for· six months o~ each of the. first tw() 
countst that is to say, ~imple. imprisonment for one year 
and a fine of a thousand rupees. on the third. count, with 
six months. simple imprisonment in default. 

. : MR. GANDHI ON THE JUDGMENT . 
<Mr,·Gandhi said; I would say one word. Since ,you 

have done me the honour of recaUing'the trial of the late 
Lokamanya·Bal Gangadhar TilakJ I just want to say that. 
I consider it to be the ·proudest privilege , and honour to 
be associated with his name.· So far as .the s~ntence 
itself is concerned; I certainly consider that it.is as light. 
as a•y judge would . inflict on. me, and so far as the 
whole proceedings are concerned, I must say that I c~uld 
not have expected greater courtesy. 

Then .tP,e friends. of ~r. Gandhi crowded tound him 
as the Judge left· the Court and 'fell; at his feet. There 
·was much sobbing 9n the part of. both men and women. 
But all the while, Mr .. Gandhi was smiling and co.ol and 
giving· encouragement to everybody who came to him~ 
Mr. Banker also was smiling and taking this in a light
hearted· way.· . After all his friends had taken leave of 
him,. .Mr. (jandhi was taken out of the Court to the 
Sabarmati'•Jail. 

And 'thus the great trial finished. 



TO HAKIMJI 

16th J[arch, 192~ 

TO HAKD[.JI 

The following letter ha~ been arldre~.;ed by ~~ r. 
Gandhi to Hakim Ajmal Khan: 

SABAinlATI JAIL, 1~/lt J/i/nh, 19~~ . 
... 

My dear Hakimji, 
Since my arrest this is the first letter 1. have com

menced to write after having ascertained that under the 
Jail Rules I am entitled to write as many letter~ at" l 
like as an under-trial prisoner. Of course you know 
that Mr. Shankerlal Banker is with me. I am happy 
that he is with me. Every one knows how near he ha:'> 
come to me-naturally, therefore, both of us are glad 
that we have been arrested together. 

1. write this to you in yonr cap~:\city as Chairman of 
the Working Committee and, therefore, leader of both 
Hindus and Mussalmans or better still of alllndia. 

1 write to you also as one of the fo'remo~t leader!4 of 
11ussalmans, but above all 1 write this to you as an 
esteemed friend .• l haYe had the privilege of knowing 
you since 1915. Our daily growing a~sociation has 
enabled me to prize your friend~hip as a treasure. A 
staunch Mussalman, you have :-hown in your own life 
what Hindu-Muslim unity means. 

'Ve all now rea lise, a~ we have never before reall.-ed, 
that without that unity we can net attain our. freedom, 
and 1. make bold to ~ay that without that unity- the 
Mnssalmans of India cannot render Khilafat all the 
aid they _wish. Divided, we must ever remain slaves. 
This unity, therefore, cannot he a mere policy to be 
db•carded when it does not suit us. We can discard it 
only when we are tired of Swaraj. Hindu-Muslim 

G7 
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unity must be our creed to last for all time and under 
all circumstances. 

Nor must that unity be a menace' to the minorities
the Parsees, the Christians, the Jews or the powerful 
Sikhs. If we seek to CJ;ush any of them, we shall some 
day want to fight each other. · 

I have been .drawn so. ... close to you chiefly because l 
know that you believe in Hindu-Muslim unity in the full 
sense of the term. 

This unity in my opinion is unattainable without our 
adopting Non-violence as a firm policy. I call it a policy 
because it. is limited to the preservation of that unity. 
But it follows that thirty ctores of Hindus and Mussal
mans, united not for a time but for all time, can defy all 
the powers of the world an~ should consider it a 
cowardly act to resort to violence in their dealings with 
the E~glish administrators. We have hitherto feared 
them and their guns in our simplicity. The moment we 
'realise our combined strength, we shall consider it 
unmanly to fear them and, therefore, ever to think of 
striking them. ·Hence am I. anxious and impatient to 
persuade my countrymen to feel non-violent, not out of 
our weakness, but out of our strength. But you and I know 
that we have not yet evolved the non-violence of. the 
strong. . And we have not done so, because the Hindu.~~ 
Muslim union has not ·gone much beyond the stage of 
policy. There is still too much mutual distrust and con
sequent fear. I am not disappointed. The progress we 
have' made in that direction is indeed phenomenal. vVe 
seem to have covered in eighteen mont!:ls' time the work 
<>fa generation~ But infinitely more is necessary. Neither 
the classes nor the masses feel instinctively that our union, 
is necessary as the breath.of our nostrils. · 

For this consummation we must, it seems to me, relr 
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more upon quality tlian quantity. Given a suf1icient num
ber of Hindus and Musf:almans with almost a fanatical 
faith in everlasting friendship between the Hindns and 
the Mussalmans of India, we shall not be long before the 
unity permeates the masses. A few of us must first 
clearly understand that we can make no headway without 
acceptint; non-violence in thought, word and deed for 
the full realisation of our political ambition. I would, 
therefore, beseech you and the members of the Working 
·Committee and the All-India Congress Committee to see 
that our ranks contain no workers who do not fully 
realise the essential truth I have endeavoured to place 
befot•e you. A living faith cannot be manufactured by 
the rule of majority. 

To me the visible symbol of all-India unity and, there
fore, of the acceptance of Non-violence as an indispens
.able means for the realisation of our political ambition 
is undoubtedly the dwrklut, i.e., khaddar. Only those 
who believe in cult itatiii(J a non-violent spirit and 
·eternal friendship between Hindus and Mussahnans will 
daily and religiously spin. Universal hand-spinning 
and the universal manufacture and use of hand-spun 
hand-woven khruhlrtr will be a substantial, if ·not abso
lute proof of the real ~;nity and non-violence. And it 
will be a recognition of a living kinship. with the dumb 
masses. Nothing can possibly unify and revivify India 
as the acceptance by all India of the spinning wheel as 
a daily sacrament and the kharldar wear as a privilege 
and a duty. 

Whilst, therefore, I am anxious that more title-holders 
·should give up their titles, lawyers law-courts, scholars 
the Government schools or colleges, the Councillors the 
Councils and the soldiers and the civilians their posts, I 
·would urge the nation to restrict its activity in· this 
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direction only to the consolidation of the result5 already
achieved and to trust its strength to command further· 
abstentions from association with a system we are seek
ing to mend or end. 

Moreover, the workers are too few. I would not waste 
a single work'er to-day on destructive work, when we ha·re· 
such an enormous. amount of constructive work. But 
perhaps, the most conclusive argument against de,·oting 
further time to destructive propaganda is the fact that the· 
spirit of intolerance which is a form of violence has never 
been so rampant. as now. Co-operators are estranged· 
from us; .they fear us. They say that. we are establishing. a 
worse bureaucracy than the existing one. vVe must re-
move every cause for such anxiety. Vile must go out of 
our way to win them to our side. \Ve must make English
men safe from all harm from our side. I should not 
have to labour the point, if it was clear to every one as. 
it. is to you and to. m~. that our pledge of Non-violence 
implies 11tter humility and good-will, even towards our· 
l:>itte'rest ;Opponent. , This necessary spirit will be auto-
matically realised! .if only, India will deyote her sole 
attention.tcfthe work of construction suggested by me. 
· I flatter mY,self.with the .belief that my imprisonment 
is quite enough for. a long time to come. I believe in all 
,humility that I have noill·will against any one, Some 
of my friends would not have to be as non-violent as I 
~m. But. we contemplated the imprisonment of the 
most :innocent. If I may be allowed that claim, it i::i· 
Clear that I should not be followed to prison by anybody 
at all. ·we do want to par~;tlyse the Government consi
dered as a systEH!J.-:-not,. however, by intimidation,. but by · 
the irresistible pres~ure of our inno.cence. In my opinion, 
it .would be i;ntimidation: to fill the jails anyhow. · And. 
why .should more i!lr.ocent. :men, seek imptisonment · 
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till one c.on5idered to be the most innocent hafl been 
found inadequate for the purpo~e. 

My caution against further courting of imprisonment 
does not mean that we are now to shirk imprisonment. 

· lf the Goyernment will take away eyery non-ciolent non
eo-operator, I should welcome it, but it should not be 
hecause of our Civil Disobedience, defensive or aggre!'
~ive. Nor, I hope, will the country fret over those who a,.e 
in jail. lt will do them and the country good to serve 
the full term of their imprisonment. They can be fitly 
discharged before their time only by an act of the Swaraj 
Parliament. And I entertain an absolute conviction that 
universal adoption of kluuldar is Swaraj. 

I have refrained from mentioning untouchability. I 
am sure every good Hindu believes that it has got to go. 
Its removal is as necessary as the realisation of Hindu
}Iuslim unity. 

I have placr:!d before you a programme which is in 
my opinion the quickest and the best. No impatient 
Khilafatist can devise a better. May God give you health 
and wisdom to guide the country to her destined goal. 

I am, 
· Your~ sincer~ly, 

(dd.) M. K. GANDHI. 

23nl Mal'clt, 1922 
HAKIMJI'S REPLY 

The. following is the reply sent by Hakim Ajmal 
Khan to Mahatma Gandhi's letter which was ub lished 
,in the ''Young India" of 16th March, 1922. 

Ahmedabad, 17th March 1922 
:My Dear Mahatmaji, 

I have received the letter which you wrote to me from 
.Sabarmati Jail and thank you very sincerely for the 
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kind sentiments that you have expressed towards me .. 
Whether I really deserye them is another question into 
which I do not propose to enter. 

I am glad that Mr. Shankerlal Banker is with you in· 
the jail.· He has great affection for you and possesses 
qualities which have endeared him to you. I feel sure· 
that his company in jail will be a source of extra. 
pleasure and satisfaction to you . 
. I can, however, f~el happy at. your arrest only when I 

find that, as .a mark of the profound respect that it has. 
for you, the countr~ takes still greater interest in the· 
national movement than it did when you were free. But 
it gives me infnite pleasure to see that the country ob
served ·perfect peace on ·your arrest. This is a clear
sigp. of the spread of the spirit of Non-violence in the 
country, . which is· as essential for our success as pure· 
air is for life. 

I have no doubt that the secret of the progress of our· 
country lies·in the unity of the Hindus, the Mussalmans 
and other . races of India. Such a l.mity should not be 

· based on policy, for that, in my opinion, will only be a 
kind of armistice which might with difficulty be sufficient 
for present requirements. But I clearly see that the two· 
great co'nimunities are coming closer to each other every 
day. And although the number of men whose hearts are· 
absolutely free from any sectarian prejudices may not 
be very great in the two communities, I feel convinced 
that the country has found ,the road to real unity and· 
will advance on it with steady steps towards its goal. 
So highly do I prize the unity .of race~ inhabiting our .. 
country that, if th~ country gave up all other activities 
and achieved that alone, I would consider the. Kbilafat 
and the Swaraj questions p.utomatically. solved to our· 
satisfaction. For the achievement of our objects is so. 
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intimatety connected with this unity that to me the two 
appear identical. 

The question naturally arises, how are we to achieve 
this living and la~ting unity ? I can find only one answer 
to that. We can only achieve it by the sincerity and 
purity of our hearts. Not until every one of us has 
driven 'selfishness out of his mind, will ·our country 
~ucceed in achieving its object. I know that the differ. 
ence~ which have been created by a century of thiit 
system of Government cannot very soon be eradicated 
and, therefore, we cannot expect our efforts to bear fruit 
immediately. But there can be no doubt that we have 
accomplished the work of generations in months and 
have actually achieved what th'e pessimists among us 
con~idered impossible of achievement. 

1. do not consider the question of the Khilafat in other 
words, the question of the evolution of Islamic policy, a 
passing phase. Just as in centuries past, it presented 
itself in one form or another, FJo. will it in centuries to 
come. God alone knows how and when H will finally 
be solved. Therefore, even those who do not. believe in 
Hindn-Muslim unity in the true sense of the term must 
understand that even as a policy it carries centuries 
under its arms. It is an admitted fact that looking to 
the present condition of India, next to Hi~du-Muslim 
unity in importance is the question of Non-violence. 
How far have our efforts, or rather your efforts, been 
succeHsful in that direction is shown by. the progress of 
events. But the moHt striking pro.of of all of our suc'cess 
in that direction is afforded by our North-West Frontier 
Province where Non-violence had the least chance of 
success. When w~ find our brethern in that comer of 
India generally oppo~ing the shield of Non-violence to 
the violent attacks of their opponents, we feel convince:l 
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that the spirit of Non-violence has spread and is spread
. ing satisfactorily in the country. 

Doubts are entertained. with regard to: the United 
Provinces in this matter; but my own• opinion is that in 
consequence of the dearth of national workers, the Con
gress creed has not been sufficiently explained to the 
people. I feel sure, 'however, the United Provinces will 
v·ery: soon come up to the level of other Provinces. 

·If some extraordinary or special causes have occasion
ally led to violence· in ·some parts of the country, they 
!i!hould afford no ground for despair. We should not be 
unprepared for such stray cases, when we remember that 
we have been working 'Yith a limited number of workers 
in tbe midst ·of a population 9f 33 crores and working 
for eighteen months ·only .. At the same'time we ·should 
not minimise the significance of such occurrences and 
concentrate all Ot;J.r efforts on preventing their recurrence. 
Unity of the .races inhabiting India and. Non-violence 
are the two· essential' con'ditions· · for· the success of the 
Present movement. · · · ' . ' , . · . • 

Khaddar, too,; no doubt :is .of' in;valuable help to us in 
the achievement of our objects,': It will derrionstrate our 
unity and show us how ,far we. have advanced towards 
Swaraj,. · I do not think that· picketing is so· necessary 
for popularising khaddar .as the country considers it to be. 
The country considers 'it a :short cut and spends its limited 
time over it; although as you yourself have observed, the 
real, work lies·in creating in' the minds of our people love 
for home-made things. ·· But so far, I think, our ·Congress 
Commi'ttees have ·not s'Ufficiently devoted their time and 
attention to it1 This ·is the reason why they want to 
n~ake up for this· neglect by adopting the comparatively 
easier method of picketing. I, however, hope that in 
future the various Congress· Committees would adopt 
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as their ideal to per:o-uade people to use hand-spun and 
hand-woven klwddm· and prefer it to picketing. 

Yot1 have al~o touched upon the question of untoucha
bility· in your letter. On the face of it, it ·might appear to 
be a eommuna l question. It isreally a national question, 
for, the country as a whole cannot progres~ until and 
unless its component parts progress too. J.t is the duty 
of every person who has the interest of the country 
at heart to interest himself in all such question as 
affect our national growth. Consequently, everything 
which comes in the way of the material or moral . 
progress of the country must engage . our attention. 
lt i~, therefore, as much a Muslim question as Hindu. 
Similarly, if the Mussalmans are hack ward in education, 
every good Hindu should think of their educational 
advancement, for every step in that direction is a step 
towards the educationctl advaneement of the country as 
a whole, even though it may. superficially appear to be 
to the advantage of one community only. I hope, there
fore, the country will pay to the question of untouchabi
,Jity the attention that it deserves. 

Bordoli and Delhi resolutions ·.invite the country to 
· eoncentrate its efforts on the constructive programme 
laid down by you.. l hold that if we were to start CiYil 
Disobedience, we 'would not have the necessary· atmos
phere required for the success of the constructive pro~ 

, gramme. It is very difficult to find. a via media. I trust 
the Working Committee will fully consider the question 
and adopt a proper and suitable course. 

Now that we are starting constructive work, we should 
re-organise the Congress office to suit our requirements. 
\Ve should divide the work and create seperate depart
ments for different works, each under a member of the 
'\Vorking Committee selected for the purpose. 
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In the end, I join you in your prayers and ~~ish tcv 
assure you that, though my failing health will not enable· 
me to be of very great service to my country, it will be· 
my earnst endeavour to discharge my duties, until Mr.-

. c. R. Das is once more amongst us. May God help US· 

in the sacred work which you and the country have 
undertaken for truth and justice, and may your going to. 
jail lead to the achievement of our triple goal. 

Yours ~incerely, 

MOHAMAD AJMAL KHAN. 

1\Ins. 'GAXDHI'S )IESSAG E 

My dear Countrymen and Countrywomen, . 
My dear husband· has been sentenced to-day to sir 

years simple imprisonment. While I cannot deny that 
this heavy sentence has: to ·some extent told upon me, I 
have consoled myself with the thought that it is not 
beyond our powers·to reduce that sentence and release .. 
him by our own exertion~ long before his term of 
imprisonment is over. 
·I have no doubt that, if India wakes up and seriously 

undertabs to carry out the constructive programme of 
the Congress, we shall succeed not only in releasing him,. 
bU:t also in solving to our satisfaction all the three issues 
for which we have been fighting and suffering for the· 
last eighteen months or more. · 

The remedy, theref~re,·lies with us. If we fail, the 
fault will be ours. I, therefore·,·appeal to all men· and 
women who feel for me and have regard for my husband 
to wholeheartedly concentrate on the constr'lctive . prO-· 
gramme and make 'it a success. 
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Among all the items of the programme, he laid the 
greatest emphasis on the spinning wheel and klwdtlar .. 
Our success in the!'e will not only solve the economic 
problem of India in relation to the masses, but also free 
us from our political bondage. India's first answer, then, 
to Mr. Gandhi's conviction sh0uld be that: 

(a) All men and women give up their foreign cloth 
and adopt k/wddar and persuade others to do so. 

(1,) All women make it a religious duty to spin an<f 
produce yarn every day and ·persuade others to do so. 

(c) All merchants cea!'e trading in foreign piece-· 
goorl::. 

KASTURIBAI GANDHI.. 
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APP EN DICE:; 

[ A ] 

SOME OBITER DICTA 

THE following notes appeared in "Young lndia" 1Ht 

the dates npecified againl't them: 
Gowl!ti Ciuaretle.~.-Of all the abuses to which my 

name has been put, I know nothing so humiliating 
to me as the deliberate association of my name with 
cigarettes. A friend has sent me a label purporting to 
hear my portrait. The cigarettes are called 'Mahatma 
Gandhi' cigarettes. Now I have a horror of smoking as 
I have of wines. Smoking I consider to be a vice. It 
deadens oue's conscience and is often worse than drink, 
in that it acts imperc~ptibly. It is a habit which is 
difficult to get rid of when once it seizes hold of a person 
It is an expensive vice. lt fouls the breath, discolours 
the teeth and sometimes even causes cancer. It is an 
unclean. habit. 'No man has received my permission to 

. associate my name with cigarettes. I should feel thank
ful, if the unknown firm were to withdraw the labels 
from the market, or if the public would refuse to buy 
packets bearing such labels.--13th Jal!ltary, 1921. . 

Lokamanya and Non-co-operation.-The up-country 
1071 
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English papers in gi·\"ing obituary notices about the late,-· 
Lokamanya Tilak have attributed to him Yiews agains;t 
Non-co-operatiori. So far as we are aware Mr. Tilak 
held very strong views on Non-co-operation. 'Ve know· 
that he assured Maulana Shaukat Ali that, if the Mussal
mans offered Non-co-operation, his party and the Hindu~
in general would certainly follow them. The deceased· 
had no final views on the details of Non-co-operation 
including boycott or' councils, but when Maulana Shaukat· 
Ali with Mr. Gandhi visited him at Sirdar Graha before· 
going to the Punjab, he said that, if the Mnssalmans 
boycotted the Councils, he and his party would follow
suit. It is therefore strange that Yiews should be attri
buted to the deceased which he · neYer held.-llth· 
August, 1920. 

Gorernment Non-co-oJ;emtion.--Mr. Gandhi wrote in' 
reply to a correspondent regarding railways anrl tele-
graphs: 

I am not inyRelf banishing the personal use of these· 
conveniences myself. I certainly do not expect the· 
nation to discard the1r use, nor do I expect their disuse· 
mder Swaraj. But Ido expect the nation under Swaraj 

not to believe, that these agencies· necessarily advance· 
our moral growth or are indispensable for our material 
progress. I would advise the nation to make a limited 
use of these agencies and not to be feverishly a~xious to 
connect seven hundred and fifty thousand village's ·of India 
·by telegraph and railway.· The nation, when it feels the· 
glow of freedom, will realise that they were needed by 
our rulers 'more for our enslat"ement than for enlighten-
ment. · Progress is a lame woman.· It can only' come 
hopping. You cannot sendlt·by wire or rail . 
. ' Therefore, if we beHe,·e in our progr:lmme, we nm5t not 
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:mind i'f the Government non-co-operate with us in every 
particular. I hear from Mr. Rajagopalachari and'.A:gha 
:Safd8:r that they are not permitted to send full telegrams. 
It is a' surprise to me that they permit the transmission of 
.any telegrams at all or let us travel or meet each other. 
Having madeup my mind to expect the worst, nothing 
that tlte Government does in the shape of curbing ·our 
activity surprises or irritates me. It is struggling for it~ 
very existence, and I feel tha't I would h~ve done much the 
same that this Government is doing if I was in its place. 
Probably I should do· much worse. Why should we 
expect it to refrain from using the powers it has ? ·Only 
we must find' the means of living. and carrying on our 
Non-co-operation without its aid. We must keep our 
heads, even if inter-provincial communication is denied 
to us. Having got our programme, each province must be 
able to carry on its own activity. Indeed· it may even 
be an advantage, for in the event of communication 
being cut off, we should be unaffected by reverses in 
·other provinces.-17/h Nm•ember, 1921. 

Slow but Sw·e.-If the luxury of wire.s be denied to us, 
·we must manage with the post. If the postal com-. 
munication be also stopped, we must use messengers. 
Friends travelling to and fro will oblige us. When· the 
use of the railways is denied, we must use other methods 
·Of conveyance. No amount of ·slowness imposed from 
-without can checkmate U:s if we are sure within. 'Rock 
-of ages cleft for me, let.me ·hide myself in thee' is a 
prayer common to all reHgions. If we can but throw 
ourselves into His lap as our only Help, we shall come 
·out scatheless through every 'ordeal that the Governn'lent 
.may subject us to: If' nothing happens without· His 
_permitting, where is the difficulty in believing that he is, 

. G8 
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fi.·ying us eve~ through. tlJ.is _Government ? I would take· 
o.ur complaints to. Him and be angry: with Him for . so' 
cruelly trying ·u~.. And He :~ill soothe us and forgive us,. 
if we .will but trust Him. T,he way to stand erect before
the'tyrant is not to. h~tehim, not. to.strike him, but ·to
humble ourselves b~fpre God and cry out to· Him in the' 
hour of our agony .-.-15th D~cembei, 1921. . . . 

. ' -· 

Is it a.Breach ?.:_Friends have suspected me of hav-
. •·. I .. 

ing 09mmitted a 
1
breach of the Congress resolution, in 

that· I have appeaied to the Moderates· to. co-operate with 
us in the liquor: campaign and, ~speciarlly, in that I have 
a.ctually· invite~ them .. to .legislate f~r. prohibition. A 
friend, asks, " Why sho~ld we seek the help of the COUll:-· 

_cils, whi9h we have boycotted? .. Does it: not. ~e.an a 
modifi~ation ofy~ur pr~vious attitude?" I y~n~ure tQsay. 
that it does not.;. There \s all the differep.ce between a. 
cJ:tailenge, an.d a. p~tition. If I had .a pp~a.led out of .our· 
helples'sness, it ,would ·have been a breach ·of the Con--

: gress resolution and a modification of q1y own attitude .. 
But, in my opinion; I strengthen our · po~ition, · when. I 
invite the 'Moderates in gentle language to do their duty, 
and prove their claim to be popular representatives. I 
s~e nothing w.ro~g in·· inviting the ~oderates and the 
Gqvernment ·to. co~operate wi~h us in all we a~e doing. I. 
see .nothing wrong. in ~ppe~ling to th~ Mod.erates or even. 
tq the Goveriunent'through. their auth,orise~ channels, to. 
help us·· in the. Khila.fat and. the Punjab matters, or tQ.-. 
sliu.t: up ail the !~quor-s.hops: pr, to do,t every 9~e of th~ir· 
schools with spinning-wheels ·or to recognise the force. 
of public op1.nion. ·and to. prohibit, by)egislat_io~. the 
import of foreign cloth1 . For, . if they 1 ~~cceed in. doing; 
these things, t would 'c"e~se to 'think evil o(the institutiop. 
they adore or adminis.ter.' , In making:. my appeal~ I hav:e-. 

I ' '' • " ' "' • ' ' ' ~ , ·.,. ' 
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shown them a way to partial reinstatement in public 
estimation, and have furnished myself and the country 
with a further effective cause, in the event of the failure 
of the appeal, to demonstrate' the wooden nature of the 
system. I have· appealed, not as ·myself a part of the' 
system, but as an outsider . ....;.6th July, 1921. 

.. If Mus.salmans or llindus Secede.-If one of the big 
communities secede from the compact of· Non-violence, 
I admit that it is most difficult, though certainly not im
possible, for one party only .to. carry on the struggle. 
That party' will need to have an invulnerable faith in 
the policy of Non-violence. But if one community doe~ 
realise that India. cannot gain Swaraj for generation!' 
through violent means, it can by its consistently non
violent, i.e., loving, conduct bring round all the opposing 
parties to its side. 

If both the parties reject me; I should keep my peace 
just as ever and most decidedly carry on my propaganda 
of Non~ violence. · I !lbould then not be· restricted as I am 
now. Then I should be enforcing my creed, as to-day I 
seem to be enforcing·only the policy .-9th March, 1922. 

Self·d(~fence.-The Non-co-operators' pledge does not 
exclude the right of private self-defence. · Non-co
operators are under prohibition as to political violence .. 
Those, therefore, with whom N on~co-operation is not 
their final creed, a're certainly free to defend themselves 
or their dependents and wards against their assailants. 
But they may not defend themselves against the police 
acting in discharge .of their duties, whether assumed or 
authorised. Thus there was no right. of self-defence 
under the pledge against Collectors who have, I hold, 
illegally be laboured volunteers.-9th March, 1922; 
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·Party Organisation·s,.,._Replying to a. .letter in August. 
1919, of Mr. G. s.· Arund'ale, M:r. Gandhi wrote: · 

"Y au suggest the desirability of unity. I think unity 
<lfgoal we have~ But parties1we. shall ha.ve;.._we may 
not find a common denominator for improvements. For 
some will·want to g,o further, than others. I see no harm 
in a wholesome variety. What !'would rid o~rselves of, 
is' distrust of one another and·. imputation of motives. 
Our b'esetting sin is not. our differences; but our littleness. 
we wrangle over words, we fight often. for . shadow and 
lose· the substance· ... ·. · . ~ It is not our differences 
that rea~ly matter. It- is the. meaimess; behind that is' 
ugly.''..:.:..5th Pebrua;y, '1920. • . 

. . . ' . 
J?re~dom of Minorities,,_Mahatma Gandhi incessantly: 

emphasised the importance of ·safe-guarding tbe rights· 
of the minorities. He wrote inter alia .on 9th February, 
1921, under the heading, "The Greatest .Thing": · 

Shall we·copy Dyerism and O'Dwyerism, even whilst· 
we .tl.re 'condemning it?· Let not our rock be violence 
and devilry. Our rock must be non-violence and god-· 
liness. , Let us, workers, be ·clear· as to what we are 
about. Swaraj depends upon·our ability to control all the 
forces dj violen.ce on our- siqe. Therefore, there is no 
Swaraj within one year, if there is· violence on the part 
of the people. 

We must then ·refrain from sitting dhurna, we must 
refrain: from crying 'shame, shame' to.any body, we 
must not use any co.ercion to persuade our people to 
adopt our way .. we-must guarantee to them the same 
freedom we claim for ourselves. ·we must not tamper 
with the masses. It is da:ngerous to make political use 
of factory labourers or the peasantry--not that we are 
not entitled to do so, but we are not ready for it. We 
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have neglected their political (as distinguished from 
literary) education all these long years. We have not got 
enough honest, intelligent, reliable, and brave worker!' 
to enable us to act upon these countrymen of ours. 

Cmmnunal Representation.-We have absurdities en
ough in India in communal representation being 
dt:lma.nded by other small groups, because the principle 
has been conceded in the case of Mahomedans. But 
when the cry for communal representation comes from 
Indians in Burma, .the absurdity becomes criminal. 
We understand some Indians of Rangoon have pleaded 
for communal representation in the Burmese Council to 
be formed under the reforms. We do hope that the 
demand wil) be withdrawn before mischief is done. The 
Burman will have every right to resent any such separate 
treatment of Indian settlers there. We are in Burma aR 
guests of the Burmese for their and our mutual good, not 
for the exploitation oftheformer. Their welfare should 
be our first consideration. As a friend correctly points 
out the Indian demand would be like Gujaratis or Ma1· .. 
waris claiming communal representation for themselves 
in the Bengal Council. Surely, Indians of Burma would 
have a right to enter the Burmese Council, only if they, 
by force of ability and service, can command the Burmese 
vote. We, who desire that nobody should set up claims' 
in India which are against our interests, are bound to 
guard against ·desiring rights in Burma in conflict with 
the interests of the Burmans. And yet that is precisely 
what lies at the bottom of this demand for communal 
repre~entation by Indian settlers. We, therefore, trust 

· that wiser counsel will prevail. and that we shall hear 
no more of communal repl'esentation for IndianR in 
Burma.-21st April, 1920. 
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Lawyers and 1Volnnteering.-1n reply to Mr. Ramadas 
Chhokra., Batttat~Law of Lyallpur, Mahatma Gandhi 
wrote: ,_. ·: , , 

Lawyers ~~annot become office-bearers.: They could 
not become members of executive committees. But the 
Volunteer's pledge is for the. purpose,. among others, of 
nullifying the effect of the .. disbandment· .notices of the 
Government. In my opinion, a lawyer . w}lo :conscien
tiously signs the pledge is sufficiently pure for the purpose 
of going.· to jaiL .And the very fact of his readiness to go 
to jail ensures suspension of pra.ctjce: for the period of 
imprisonment. ~uspension contemplated by theN on-co~ 
operation resolution is meant· to las·t till .Swaraj is at
tained, which a lawyer may not be able to brave; though 
he .inay not niind,. by. signing the. pledge, the, risk of loss 
of practice, shquld he have.to go to.jaitrln the one case 
suspension is a certainty, in the other a possibility-'-very 
rerr.ote, if a large· number took·the pledge. The' gain in 
lawyers ·s ign)ng the .pledge. is· great. They show their 
open symp~thy,with the cause .in a:-Iimited sense perhaps, 
and they definitely. arid in their. own persons[ 'advance 
the .cause ofSwadeshi. I would give ,much to see ·the 
lawyers having the ·courage of discarding. their 'totally 
unnecessary fpreign ·cloth and foreign cut, and taking 
up the khaddardress and .thus identifying themselves 
·with the wonderful manifestation· of the mass spirit 
All the cloth that is ha.ndspun and handwoven, whtlther 
wool, silk or cotton,· is khaddar. But it is expected that no 
one will take to silk or wollen khaddar, except when it is 
required by· climatic or other urgent considerations~ . 
The fashion certainly, should be, as Dr. Ray says, to 
wear the coarse khaddar •. · Let me repeat what I have· 
said before; .the khaddar that is coarse to· look at is 
like tussor silk soft to the touch; and protects the skin 
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·much better than the soft-looking klwdi.-2nd Feb,·tu'lr!J, 
1922. 

A Threatened lnfliction,..;_I have just heard that Mr; 
Painter, who has distinguished himself by his wanton 

·provocation ~f the people of Dharwad, is to be promoted · 
:and inflicted upon Gujarat as Commissioner. An 
Qfficial, who in the public estimation has dh;graced 
'himself, earns rewards from the Government for meri
torious ·service. I hope that Gujarat will mark in a 
Ruitable and special manner its disapproval of the in
::;ult sought to be offered by the Dharwad Collector being 
imposed upon it. Gujarat will have, if the rumoured 
appointment is actually made, a unique opportunity of 
·showing how such insult can be dealt with in a Non-co
operation spirit. We must distinguish between the man 
and the Commissioner. We must boycott the latter and 
Tender social service to the former. We must therefore 
permit him to ·receive an· he may reasonably' need as 
man for creature comforts, but if we have the people 
with us, the Commissioner Mr. Painter may not get a 
blade of grass for the upkeep of the dignity of his 
{)ffice. We must therefore inculcate among the people 
the habit of refusing salaam to him in virtue of office. 
They must not send any applications to him. They 
must not, whilst he is touring in the country, Rupply him 
with any conveniencE- whatsoevc:!r. Ilt4 must be made, 
lin every digilified and peaceful manner, to feel that he 
.is not wanted as an official in Gujarat. The munici· 
.palities containing Non-co-operators should refuse to 
~recognise him as Commissioner in every way possible. 
If we have developed the spirit of real independence 
.and manliness, we would refuse to put up with an official 
who has forfeited public bpinion as Mr. Painter has. 
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What, ~or instance, would ,be ~aid of·us, ~f Col... Frank 
Johnson or Gen. Dyer were' imposed upon us? We, 
have to p~ss through certain rigid tests as proof or' our 
~apac~ty for se~f .. Go:vernme~_t. :One of.them is refusal to 
submit.to .natip~al ,insults. Indeed, if :We had. evolved 

. th~t ca,pacity ~ufflciently, I. would expect .even ,the 
emplo.yees; who~~'\lld co:rt;Ie,under Mr: .Painter's direct 

. control, 1to resign :by -yvay of protest. We have such 
mortalfeflrOf loss ,of livelihopd, .that.the. employees ~re 
the las,t :to be expe.oted 1;o 4.evelop that. :~e~se . of self-
respe.ct which is so )lecessary ~or national existence. But 
their :reluctanc.e :will not materially interfer.e with att~in
ment o~ Swaraj this Near, if ·~he .general. public is· res.;. 
ponsiv;e enough., rt is tim.e for them to assert themselves 
indhr.id;qa~ly: as :well.as, col.lec~ively. ·We must begin our 
battle with ·.a disciPl,in,ed and ,cpmplet.e · hartal. w.hen 
the ;gentleman .enters AhmedabaQ. if 'pe does. And to. 
the .el1d, .at. seeing ,tha t,ther.e. is ample time, th~ Provincial 
Congress Committ.ee should secure .permission .from :the 
Working Committee for · ,d,e.clarlng .a hartal ,all over 
Gujarat in the ev.ent of Mr. Painter being sent to Gujarat 
in any official. capacity. ~fa hartal becomes JJ.e.cessary. 
I need ·hardly say that it ·m:ust ,be completely voluntary .. 
The labourers should partici12ate after due notice and. 
permission.~8th September, 1921. · 

. Distress JVaJ!·rant s.-:-Inquiries are being· ;made .in 
several places as to iWhat should be done in case~ ·Where 
fines are imposed and .distress warrants issued for re
covery. .·One finds a readiness . to . suffer imprisonm.ent 
and assaults, but not loss of goods. The ano;maly is at 
first sight diffic.ult.to .understand,, but it is really easy to· 
appreciate. We are so much tied d.own to Ot;lr goods· 
and other possessions that, when no disgrace attaches to• 
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imprisonment, we prefer the inconvenience to loss of 
property, But we must perceive that we will lose a 
winning' game, if we are not prepared to sacrifice our· 
earthly possessions as well as .bodily ease. for the sake 
of it. In an ill-managed state, a rna.n with conscience· 
pawns to it his goods, all other wealth, and his body 
and sets his conscience free. This struggle, therefore,. 
can give us victory, only if we become indifferent to 
everything through which the state can press us into 
subjection to its will. We must be prepared, therefore, 
to let our goods .and our land be taken away from us. 
and rejoice over the dispossession even as we rejoice to
day over .imprisonments. We must rest assured that 
the Government will be more quickly tired of selling· 
our chattels than it is already of taking charge of our 
bodies. And if we are sure, as we must be of winning· 
full Swaraj before long, we must have faith enough to 
know that all the land that can be taken away will return 
to us intact and the best part even of money. When 
Belgium was overrun by the Germans, the Belgians knew 
that they would return to their own lands so long as they 
retained the will to suffer for the restoration of their 
property. The late Gei).eral Botba was a fugitive from 
his own rich :nossessions including hundreds of acres of 
land and finest cattle in South Africa. He did not count 
the cost, put up a fine fight and bepome virtually the 
crowned king of South Africa and had all hisproverty 
returned to him with honour. We may not do less than 
the Boers and the Belgians, especially as our~ . is a 
struggle in which we a~~ pledged to make all sacrifice and 
exact none. We must voluntarily, though temporarily,. 
embrace poverty,· if we will banish pauperism and. 
pariahdom from the land. The sacrifice of the ease by 
a fP.w of us is nothing compared to the reward which is. 
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1n store for ·us, viz., the resto~ation of the honour and 
:prosperity ofthis holy iand.-12th January,l922. 

·~. 

The ]falaviyas.~The most remarkable feature in the 
l'emarkable Non-co-operation struggle is the fact that it 
has divided families .. .And of all such instances, none is 
-so striking as the division in the Malaviya family. It 
·furnishes, in my opinion, an object-lesson to India· in 
toleration and Civil Disobedie~ce. Pandit Malviyaji's 
1oleration is really beyond compare. ·I know that he is 
.-against seeking ·imprisonment. I know too, that if he 
·:believ~d in it; he is not the_ person to shirk it. I should 
11ot be surprised to fiD.d him, when·the agony has reache.d 
white .'heat and ~hen his faith in·' Britsh justice is 
completely gone.'like mine, to be the foremost in seeking 
imprisonment. Brit whilst he is himself against the 
'Course of Ofvil Disob~;dience for the present, he ha~ 
·;never interfered with the choice of even those who are 
·nearest •to I him 'and over whom he has unquestioned 
.authority by right of love and eldership. On the con~ 
trary, he has left even his own sons abs'olutely free to do 
. as they please.' To· me. the instance of Govind's Civil 
Disobedience is ·one to treasure. Panditji tried hard to 
·wean that brave 'boy in his· .awn gentle and sweet manner~ 
·Govind tried his very best to carry out what he knew to 
·be his father's wish up to the last moment. He prayed 
for light. He was torn by conflict . of duties. The 

.. arrests of the Nehrus proved too strong for the young 
man. · And invoking the blessing of his great and greatl 
hearted:· father~ ·he decided to throw himself into the 

.-struggle, and the ·jails Of India:probab1y·'hold'no more 
,joyous heart than Govind Malav iya's. I make bold to· 
·say that'he ha:; by his act of Givil Disobedience proved 
.as dutiful' to . his father as he has been dutiful to his 
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~~ountry. Govind's act is a pattern for our time in dutiful 
<Jivil Disobedience of children·. There is, I am sure, rio 

.. gulf between father and son. Probably Malaviyaji is 
prouder of his son Govind now than he was before the 
.latter's decision to seek imprisonment. It is truthful acts 
like these which prove to me the religious nature of the 

· struggle.-12th January, 1922. 

1'h~ Police Conjerence.-The address delivered by 
'Babu Purna Chandra Bishwas; Deputy Superintendent 
·of Police, as President of the All~India Police Confer
ence held some time back in Calcutta, has not drawn 
the same amount of public attention as its importance 
·deserves. Purna. Babu has lucidly stated the whole 
·Case for the police. There is no doubt about the 
unpopularity of the police in lndia, and the present 
·outrageous acts of repression have probably added to it. 
But we must not forget that the police are mere ins tl'U· 
rnents wielded by the Government. 'fhe President says: 

"llcre in India, the laws arc made by Government and the people 
:are of opinion that the laws are made to rule them, to control thci1· 
natlll'al aspirations and not fortheir benefit .. We maintain the dignity 
<>f the11e laws and cnfot·co them. '!'hat is one t'caHon why we at·c t~o 
very unpopular." Again-" With the inauguration of thtl Reforms 

· &bc.mc, the people have begun to l'caJise that it iH the }aWH that Ul'C 

unpopulal' and not the polico, and that our only fault is that. we are to 
·.cal'ry out those unpopular laws." 

The idea of ruling the people, of dominating them, of 
·controlling their uatural aspirations,, as the President 
. says~ runs through the whole sys tern of , bureaucratic 
organ.isation in India. And as that work is done more 
·directly through the agenoy of the poiice, it is interest-
ing to read the confession of a distinguished member of 
;that service on the matter:· 

"When I spenk of our unpopuhlrity; I c:umot·refmin from uttering, 
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· ~houg)i .unpleasa-nt it. may be, ~hat our conduct·rules and t~e attitud~· 
.of our superiors ruther accentuate our estrapgement from the public .. 
We cannot freely mix with them, indep~ndently invoke their hearty
'co.-operation and sympathy; for whi~h 'there is the ~eatest need for· 
our duties : if we do so, we are, on flimsiest pretexts, looked upon with 
suspiCion by superiors, even penalised and our promotions are s'topped •. 
I ask, comradeR, who·are responsible for this? I can at once say, we 
hnve absolutely no fault except that we belong to this unpopular· 
depnrtment,and it is our 8Uperiors a~dconduct rules that·widen this
gulf." 

But though the Government utilises the Indian police· 
in this ·~ay, does it. treat them any the better on that· 
account? The ban of ;racial inferiority sits upon them· 
as tightly as upon the general mass of the people,. 
as the long list of their grievances will show. It is: 
producing restlessness in the service, indications of 
which are not wanting. The President thus cautiously 
expresses it~ · 

· "What will be ·the effect, if the subordinate police refuse .to. obey· 
~he command o~ their sup.erior officer f9r dispersing or firing on a 
riotous mob? You may laugh at t.he idea, I too know that such a thing: 
is impossible or at least undesirable: But no one know~ how things 
change. J ou must not forget that the people of the conn try are no· 
longer afrnid of jail, and this spirit has alt~o been 'imbibed by the 
subordinate police." 

Purna Babu had to pay.for all this out-spokenness. He· 
was summoned before Sir Henry Wheeler. and ordered. 
abruptly to join duty. But the delegetes mildly remon-· 
strated• against the order, and Purna Babu was' trium
pbantly br<>ught back from his· train ''and: taken· in a 
procession: to the conference to finish the p~oceedings.--
26th llanuary,"1922, . . . 

The A11peal to Nature and; /listory.~In reply to tbe· 
Rev. G. H. Macfarlane who wrote a sarcastic letter to the· 
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~Mahatma about: his achievement, Mr. Gandhi replied 
;as follows: 1 

The writer asks to know the accomplishment of the 
·movement. It has brought about a tremendous awaken
ing among· the people. Whereas ·they had given up 
'hand-spinning entirely, to-day thousands of homes are 
spinning hundreds of thousands of yards of . yarn. 
Whereas handspun garments had gone out of U~E', to~ 

·day thousunds of men and women are wearing klwddar 
·which has resulted in driving away hunger ~rom 
·thousands of homes. The . people . know that Swaraj 
means their power over the purse, the law, the police, 
and the military. They know that there can be no 
peace till the Punjab wound is healed ·and the Khilafat 
·wrong is redressed . 
. The nations have progressed both by evolution and 

revolution. The one is as necessary a::~ the other. 
Death, which is an eternal verity, is revolption, as birth 
.and after is slow and steady evolution. Death is as 
necessary for man's growth as life itself. God is the 

.. great R~volutionist the world has ever known• or will 
'know. He sends· deluges. He sends storms where a 
:moment ago there was calm. He levels down moun
itains which He builds with exquisite care and infinite 
·patience. I do watch the sky and it fUls me with awe 
.and wonder. In the serene blue sky, both of India and 
England, I have seen clouds gathering and bursting with 
. a fury which has struck me dumb. History is more a 
record of wonderful revolution than of so-called ordered 
progress-no history more so than the English. And I 
beg to inform the correspondent that I ha.ve seen people 
trudging slowly up mountains and have also seen men 
:shooting up the air through great heights. 

Swaraj is India's birthright. The British sys.tem has · 
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balked· her of it .. · India·· is struggling: to regain her lost 
liberty, and in doing so she is trying not to: repeat but 
to make new. his torr: In the . process ·she . betrays a 
woeful desire· to ·repeat ·it as in Bomba'y, i MAdras and 
Malegaon. Malabar· is· not to .be mixed up with the: 
movement. ·Independence necessarily . means freedom~ 
to err. . Lastly, I assure the··writer and others 'who 'think' 
like him· that the movement is not one of ill-will, but of' 
good will towards alL Time alone ·can prove' the truth: 
of it~ . The agony does nof·permit us· to see .the riew· 
birth concealed beneath it. Let . us watch, wait, and' 
pray.-2nd Feln;uary, 1922. . · 

., ' 

Force vs. · Non·violence.:...:....Mr. Zacharias argues in the· 
Servant of India that the Khilafat is based on force.· 
T~e KhilaJat is the earthly representative of Islam 
pledged to defend it even with the sword. And how can 
1; a believer inJlon-violence, fight to sustain ·an institution 
that is permitted to resort to physical force for "its. 
defence? 

• 
1 Mr.· Zacharia's 'is· right in ·his· description of the: Khila..:. 

fat.. He is wrong in his estimate of. the ·function . of a 
votary of non~violence. -A . belieyer i~ non-violence is 
pledged not to resort' to' violence of physical force either· 
directly or indirectly in defence of anything, but he is 
not precluded from helping men or institutions that are 
themselves not based on non-viol~nce. :If the reverse 
were the case, I would,: for instance, be' precluded from · 
helping India to· attain Swaraj, because the future Parlia .. 
ment of India under Swaraj, I know for certain, ·will be 
having some rn:ilitary; alid police·. forces, or 'to take a 
domestic illustration, I -may: not help a son to secure· 
justice, because forsooth he is· not a'believer·in'non •. 
violence', · 
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Mr. Zacharias' proposition will reduce all commerce· 
by .a believer in non-violence to an impossibility. And 1 

there are not wanting men, who do believe· that com· 
plete non-vi~lence means. ~omplete cessation of all 
activity. 

Not such, however, is my doctrine of non-violence .. 
:My business is to refrain from doing any violence 
myself, and to induce by persuasion and .service as 
many of God's creatures as I can, to join me in the belief· 
and practice. But I would be untrue to my faith1 if I 
refused to assist in a just cause any men or. me!lsures 
that did not entirely coincide with the ,Principle of non-. 
violence. I would be promoti~g violence, if, finding the· 
Mussalmans to be in the right, I did not assist them by 
means strictly non-violent against those who had trea
cherously plotted the destruction of the dignity of 
Islam. Even when both parties believe in violence,. 
there is often such a thing as justice on one side or the 
other. A robbed man has justice on his side, even. 
though he may lie preparing to rega.in the lo~t property 
by force. And it would be accounted as a triumph of 
non:violence,, if the injured party could be persuaded to 
regain his property, by methods of Satyagrah, i.e., love 
or soul-force rather than a free fight. 

Of course it is open to Mr. · Zacharies to reject my 
claim as a devotee of non-violence, in' view of all the 
limitations I have mentioned. I can only suggest to him 
that life is a, very complex thing, and truth . and non- . 
violel_lce present problernR, which often defy analysi:-~ 

and judgment. One discovers truth and the method of 
applying t~e only legitimate means of vindicating it, i.e.,, 
Satyagraha or soul-force, by patient endeavour and 
silent prayer. I can only ass.ure friends that I spare no 
pains to grope my way to the right, and that humble, but. 
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•constant endeavour and silent prayer are·always my two 
·trusty companions along the· ,weary but beautifur path 
rthat ~u se~kers• must tread.-lst J u1ze, 1921. 

1 r: 

British vs. Other Govermnents.-'Observer' in the· Times 
·of India asks'· me ·whether the British 'i~ not a better 
·Gove'rnmentthati the Mogul and the Maratha.' I must1 

· dare·to say, that the Mogul and the Maratha Gover~ment 
were better thaB. the ·British, in· that the· nati~n as a· 
whole was not so emasculate or so impoverished1~S it i~ 

• to-day. We were not' the Pariahs· :of the Mogul or the· 
Maratha Emire. We". are'. Pa.~iahs 'of the British 
Empire.-·2~d·June, i921. , . 

· Cause of India's Decay.-A correspondent asks, 'Is it 
not true that the ioss of Hindu Kingdoms is.·on ac'couni 
-of the people having attained to the highest order of 
spirituality?' I do not think so. We know, as a matter 

·of fact, that the Hindus have lost each time for' want of 
· s·pirituality, in other words, moral stamina~ The Rajputs 
fought amongst themselves for trifles and lost India. or 
personal bravery there· was a great deal, but of rea.l 

·spirituality there. was ·a great dearth at the time. Why 
. did Ravana lose and· Ram a with his ·monkeys win if it 
was not for the latter's · spi~ituality? Did not the 
Panda vas win bacause of their superior spirituality? 
. We often . confuse spirituaf knowledge with spiritual 
. attainment. Spirituality ·is not·· a matter· of knowing 
scriptures and engaging in philosphical discussions; It 
is a matter of heart culture, of immeasurable strei1gth. 
Fearlessne·ss is the first requisite of spirituality. Cowards 

.. can never be moral. · · 
The Root· Cause.-The·. same correspondent· further 

. asks, 'Don't' you tliink that the success .of· the present 
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1oreign Government is due to the oppression of the poor, 
the weak, of the so-called untouchables by the higher 
·dasses ?' This oppression· by us of our own kith and kin 
.is certaiuly the root cause. · It is a fall from spirituality. 
The curse of foreign domination and the attendant 
.texploitation is the justest retribution meted out by 'Jod 
to us for our exploitation of a sixth of our own race and 
'their studied degradation in the sacr~d name of religion. 
Hence it is that I have put the removal of untouchability 

·.as an indispensable condition of attainment of Swaraj. 
Slave-holders ourselves, we have no business to quarrel 
with our own ;:,lavery if we are not prepared uncondi
rtionally to enfranchise our own slaves. vVe must first 
·Cast out the beam of untouchability from our own eyes 
'beford we attempt to remove the mote from that of our 
·• masters '.-13th Octoher, 1921. 

An Essentir~l Condition of Swarez,j.-The following ap
:peared interalir1 in an article entitled Thefts on Rrtilways: 

Swaraj can be maintained, only where there is a 
majority of loyal and patriotic people to whom the good 
()f the nation is paramount above all other considerations 
whatever including their personal profit. Swaraj means 
·Government by the many. Where the many are im
moral or selfish, their Government can spell anarchy and 
nothing else. I am in this movement, only as· I believe 
.that the many are good and true at the bottom but being 
.cowardly and careless are ignorant of their inherent 
.qualities, and that when once they have realised the 
,power of goodness, they will begin to practise it and 
succeed in the attempt.~-28th July, 1921. 

Need jo1· Simplicity.-In an article entitled, "The Dis
.rtress in Puri," Mahatma Gandhi wrote inter alia: . 

69 
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,. In India; it must be held to be a crirne·to spend money
on dinner and marriage parties, ftlmr7.~lw.:; and other· 
luxuries so long as millions of people are starving. 'Ve 
would not have a feast in a family if a member was. 
about to die of starvation. If India is one family, w~ 
should ha\e the same feeling as we would have in a. 
private farnily.-22nd Decembe1', 1920. 

Bow to .Kill Swadeshi.- 1Ve are. farriliar with the· 
official ban put upon the Klwdi cap in yarious parts of 
India. In Bihar, I heard that a magistrate actually sent 
·hawkers to sell foreign cloth~· Mr. Painter of Dharwad 
fame has gone one better, and has is~ued an official. 
circular in which he says : / 
·· '·An officers subordinate to the Collector and District· 
Magistrate are desired to take steps to make people 
realise, that in as much as India produces less than her· 
population requires, a boycott of for~ign cloth and its . 

. destruction or export must inevitably lead to a serious. 
rise in prices, which may lead to a serious disorder and 
looting, and that these consequences will be the· resultt· 
:nofof any action on the part ofGovermnent, but of Mr. 
·Gandhi's campaign;'* . ·. · . 

In ·two other paragraphs, means' are indicated of 
·combating th'e Swadeshi propaganda; i.e., by holding· 
meetings, and· by dealers who are oppo!'led to boycott 
attending the Collector's ·office at stated hours. The 
Madras Government have issued a still more pedantic 
~irc.ular ... The.•meaning of these circulars is obvious ... 
Pressure is·to be put'upon: the dealers and others not to 
eountenance boycott; The subordinate- officials will 
· • It subsequently transpired that ~;imilar circulars had been is~:~u~d 
iltrpughout the country in pursuance of the Gov:ernment of Itidi:•.':i. 
instructions in the rxultter. · · 

! .. 
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take liberties which the author~ of cicular:o; may not 
even haYe contemplated. . . . The people have been 
purposely or ignorantly kept in the dark hitherto. 
They have been wrongly taught to believe that all the 
cloth needed cannot be manufactured in India'.E; home~ 
as of yore. They have been figuratively amputated, and 
then made to rely upon foreign or mill-made cloth. I 
wish the people concerned will give the only dignified 
answer possible to these circulars. They will forthwith 
burn or send out all theirforeign cloth, and courageously 
1llake up their minds to spin and weave for their own 
requirement·'· It is incredibly easy for every one who 
is not an idler.-151/i S<'pfemf,er, 1921. 

Fur EmpluyeeR,-A corre8pondent inquires, "vVould 
you advise the servants of railway companies, European 
firms and others who do not want their servants to 
!'~Ubscribe to national funds or wear Khnrli, to resign in 
obedience t<1 the Congress call'? " I should have thought 
that such a question could nob require solution at this 
almost the last stage in the struggle. The surprise to 
me is, that any person can ~till remain in an office 
where he cannot follow his religion or maintain se.lf
respect. T,hat hundreds of clerks find it impossibl~ 
to leave their offices although they are prevented from 
wearing the life-giving Klwdi or ~ubscribing openly to 
national fund, Rhows the depth to which we have sunk. 
lt did not requi:;e the stern les~on of Non-co-operation t1) 

learn the elements of self-rel'lpect. And yet, that is just 
what N on-co-opera.tion has been doing all these months. 
1 commend to every employee the example of the brave 
Vizagapatam medical :::tudents who would not leave 
their, Khadi dress for the sake of being able til remain 
in their school.-3rd J{ovemher, 1921. 
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1 
Deferred Pay.-The G.overnment have found no diffi· 

culty · in. stopping the deferred pay as pensions are 
now-a-days called, of Mr. Vinayakrao, Joshi of Dharwar 
for no other reason than that he has tried to serve· his 
country. Whereas, Sir Michael O'Dwyer who never 
loses an opportunity of vilifying educated Indians and 
of insolently patronising the masses, as if they were 
little children always needing the attention and care of 
an elder,and · General Dyer, who still believes that he 
performed a simple duty when he massacred the innocent 
men in Jallianwalla Bagh, continue to draw pensions. 
\Ve are told that there are legal difficulties in stopping 
their pensions and· that if the legal obstacle can be 
surmounted, it would be immoral to take away their 
pensions. Verily there is one law for an Indian, another 
for an "Ji;nglishman·; one law for a patriot, another for a 
persecutor. What is moralinthe case of one is immoral 
in th.e case of the other! I congratulate Mr. Joshi on his 
::o;pirited reply to the Government and on his patriotic 
-courage in foregoing his pension, when it became a 
n1atter of choice between service of his country and re· 
tention of his pension. Mr. Joshi's sacrifice strengthens 
.India's cause. His material loss is India's moral gain. 

13th October,. 1920 

IN CONFIDENCE 

. [ receive so many letters questioning me regarding 
c~libacy and I ·hold such strong views upon it, th~t I may 
no longer, especially at this the mo~t critical period of 
national life, withhold my views and results of my ex-
-perience from the reader.s of Young India. . , 

The word in Sans~rit corresp.onding to celibacy is 
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Brahmacharya* and the latter means much more than 
celibacy. Brahmacharya means perfect control over all 
the senses and organs. For the perfect Brahmachari 
nothing is impossible. But it is an ideal state which i:'o 
rarely realised. It is almost like Euclid's line which 
exists only in imagination, never ~apable of be;ng 
physically drawn. It is ·nevertheless an im}mrtant 
definition in Geometry yielding great result. So mar 
a perfect Brahmachari exist only in imagination. But 
if we did not keep him ~onstantly before our mind's eye, 
we should be like a rudderles!' ship. The nearer the ap
'Proach to the imaginary state, the greater the perfection. 

But for the time being, I propo:-;e to confine myself to 
Brahmacharya as in the sense of celibacy. I hold that 
a life of perfect continence in thought, speech and 
actio~ is necessary for reaching spiritual perfe'~tion. And 
the. nation that does not possess such men is the poorer 
for the worst. But my purpose is to plead for Brahma
charya as a temporary necessity in the present stage of 
national evolution. · 

We have more than an ordinary share of disease, 
famines and pauperism-even starvation among millions. 
We are being ground down under slavery in such a 
subtle manner that many of us refuse even to recognise 
it as such, and mistake our state as one of progres~ivc 

freedom in spite of the triple curse of e~onomic, mental 
and moral drain. The everg~owing military expenditure, 
and the injurious fiscal pol)cy purpot::ely designed to 
benefit Lancashire and othei British interests, and the 
extravagant manner of running the variou~ department~ 
of the state con~titute a tax on J ndia which has deepened 
her poverty and reduced her capacity for withstanding 

• Fur ful'tlwr .detaiiH 011 tllc ~uh,itct, H'c .tlw Mahatma\ (;uid~ to 
Health nntllndian IfomA.! liul.:. 
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di!'leases. The manner 'of adminis.tration has, in Go-
, khale's words, 'stunted' national growth so much that 

the tallest of us have to bend: lndia was even made' to 
crawl on her belly in Amritsar. The ·studied insult of 
the Punjab and. tJie refusal to apologise for the insolent 
breach of the pledged word to ·Indian Mussalmans 
are the mast recent examples of the moral drain. They 
hurt the very soul· within us. The process of emascu
lation would be complete, if we· submit to those two 
wrongs.· • 

Is it right for us who know the situation to bring forth 
children. in an·· atm'osphere so debasing as I have des
cribed? We only multiply slaves and weaklings, if we 
continue the process of procreation whilst we feel· and 
remain helpless, diseased and famine-stricken. Not. 
till India has become a free nation, able to withstand 
avoidable starvation, well able to feed herself in times 
·of famine,· possessing· the knowledge to deal with 
malaria, cholera, influenza and other epidemics, have we 
the right to bring forth progeny. I· must not conceal 
from the reader the sorrow I feel, when I hear of births 
in this land. I must ;express that for years I have con
templated with sat.isfaction the prospect of ·suspending 
procreation by voluntary self-denial. India is to-day 
ill-equipped for taking care even of· her. present 'popula
tion, not becaus~ .she is over-populated, but'because she 

·is forced to' foreign domination whos·e creed is pro
gres,sive exploitation of her resources. 

How is the suspension ·of procreation to be brought 
about? Not by immoral and artificial checks that are 
resorted to in Europe, but by a life of discipline andself· 
{}ontrol. Parents must teach their children the practice 

. of Brahmacharya. Accord ing to the Hindu Shastras 
the· lowest a.ge at which boys may marry is 25. If the 
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mothers of India could be inclined to believe that it is 
l'inful to train boys and girl:.; for a married life, half the 
marriages of India will automatically stop. Nor need 
we believe the fetish of early puberty among girls, 
because of our hot climate. I have neve!.' known a 
grosser superstition than this of early puberty. I make 
hold to say that the climate has absolutely nothing to do 
with puberty. What does bring about untimely puberty 
is the mental and moral atmosphere surrounding our 
family life. Mothers and other relations make it a 
religious duty to teach innocent children that they are 
to be married when they reach a particular age. They 
are betrothed, when .the are infants, are even babes in 
a1·ms. The rlress and the food of the children are also 
aids to stimulating passions. We dress our children 
like dolls, not for their but fo1· our pleasure and vanity. 
I have brought up children by the score. And they have 
without difficulty taken to and deligl,ted in ·any 
dress given to them. We provide them with all 
kinds of heating and stimulating foods. Our blind 
love takes no note nftheir capacity. The result undoulJt. 
·edly is an early adolescence, and unmature progeny 
and an early grave. Parents furni!'lh an object lesson 
which the children easily grailp. By. reckless .indul
gence in their passions they serve for their children as 
models of unrestrained licence. Every untimely addi
tion to the family is amid trumpets of joy and feasting. 
The wonder is that we are not less restrained than we 
are, notwithstanding our surroundings. I have not a 
shadow of doubt that married people, if they wish well 
to the country and want to see India become a nation of 
strong and handsome, full-formed 1f1en and women, they 
would practise perfect self-restraint and cease to pro
create for the time being. I tender this advice even to 
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the newly married. It is easier not to do a thing at alt 
than to cease doing it, even as it is easier for a life
abstainer tO·l'elllain teetotaller than for a drunkard Of" 

even a·temperate man to abstain. To remain erect is· 
infinitely easier: than to rise from a fall. It is wrong 
to say that continence can be safely preached only tCY 
the· satiited.. There is· hardly any meaning, either, in 
preaching continence 'to an enfeebled person. And my 
point is. that whether we are young or old, satiated or 
not, it is' our duty at the present moment to snspendl 
bringing forth heirs to our slavery; 

May I P·)int out to pareuts that they ought not to fa~l' 
into the argumentative trap of the rights of partners .. 
Consent is required for indulgence, :never for restraint,. 
this is an obvious truth. . 
· When we are engaged in a death grip with a powerfut 
govern:r:rent, we· shall need all thE:l strength physicaJ .. 
material and moral and spiritual. We cannot gain it 
unless we husband the one thing which we must prize· 
above eve:tything else. Without this personal purity of 
life, we must ·remain a nation of slaves. Let us not 
deceive ourselves by imagining that, because we consider 
the system of government to be corrupt, Englishmen· are· 
to be d.espised as competitioners in a race for personaL 
virtue. Without making any spiritual parade of. the· 
fundarr.ental virtues; they practise them at least physi
cally in ·an abundant measure. Among those who are 
engaged in the political life of the country, there are 
more celibates and spinsters than among us. Spinsters 
aniong us are practically unknown, except the nuns whn 
leave no impression on the political life of the country. 
Whereas in Europe~ thousands claim celibacy as _a 
common virtue. 

I now place before the readers .a few simple ntles: 
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which are based on the experience not only of myself .. 
but of many of my associates. 

(1) Boys and girls should be brought up simply anrl 
naturally in the full belief that they are and can remain 
innocent. 

(2) All should abstain from heating and stimulating· 
foods, condiments such as chillies, fatty anrl concen
trated foods such as fritters, sweets and fried sub-
stances. 

(3) Husband and wife should occuvy seperate room:o-. 
and avoid privacy. ' 

· (4) Both body and mind should be constantly and' 
healthily occupied. 

(5) Early to bed and early to rise should.be strictly· 
observed. 

(6) All unclean literature should be avoided. The· 
antidote for unclean thoughts is clean thoughts. 

(7) Theatres, cinemas, etc., which tend to stimulate· 
passion should be shunned~ · 

(8) Nocturnal dreams need not cause any anxiety. A 
cold bath every time for a fairly strong person is the· 
finest preventive in such cases. It is wrong to say that 
an occasional indulgence is a safeguard agaim;t invo
luntary dreams. 

(9) Above all, one must not consider c(lntinence even. 
as between husband and wife to be so difficult as· to he· 
practically impossible. On the contrary, self-restraint 
must be considered to be the ordinary and naturaL 
practice of life. . 

(10) A heart-felt prayer everyday for purity makes; 
one prcgre~sively pure. 
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22nd December, 1920 

. THE SIN OF SECRECY. ,, . 

One of the curses of India is often the sin of secrecy. 
-For fear of an unknown consequence we talk in whispers. 
Now here has this secrecy oppressed me more than in 
Bengal. Everybody wishes to speak to you' in private.' 
The spectacle of innocent youugmen looking around, 
.before opening their lips, to see that no third party 
overhears their conversation has given me the greatest 

. grief. Every straz:ger is suspected of belonging to the 
secret service. l,have been warned to beware of stran

; gers. The cup of my misery was filled, when I was told 
that the unknown student who presided at the students' 
meeting belonged to the secret service department. I 

· could recall the names of at least two prominent leaders 
who are suspected in.high lndiaJ;l circles of being spies 
of the Government. . . 
' I f~el thankful to God that for years past I have come 
to regard secrecy as a sin, more especially in politics. 
If 'we reali~ed the presence of God as witness to all we 
say and do, we. would not have anything to conceal 
from anybody on earth. For, we would not think un-

. clean··thoughts before ·our Maker, much less speak them. 
It is usc leanness that seeks secr~cY. and darkness. The 
~tendency of human nature is to hide dirt, we do not want 
to see or touch dirty things: we :want to put them out 
of sight. And so must it be with our speech. I would 

·suggest that we should avo'id even thir~king thoughts 
we would hide from thr world. 

Thi:;; desire for secrecy has bred cowardice amongst 
us and had made us dissemble our speech. The best 

. and the quickest way of getting rid of this corroding 

. and degrading 8ecret Se1·vice is for· us to make a 
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final effort to think everything aloud, have no privileged 
·conversation with any soul on earth and to cease to 
fear the spy. \Ve must ignore his presence and treat 
everyone a~ a friend entitled to know all our thoughts 
and plans~ I know that I have ac.hieved moRt Ratisfac
tory results from evolving the boldest of my plans in 
broad daylight. I have never lost a minute's peace for 
having detectives by my side. The public may not 
know that I have been Rhadowerl throughout my stay in 
India. That haR not only not worried me, but I have 
€nn t<iken friendly services from theRe gentlemen: 
many have o.pologi:;;ed for having to ~hadow me. • As a 
rule what I have spoken in their presC'hce has already 
been published to the world. The result il-l that now I 
·do not even notice the presence of these men and I do not 
know that the Government is much the wiser for having 
watched my movements through it!'! secret agency. My 
opinion is that these agents accompany me as a. matter 
of form or routine. They certainly never bother me. f 
venture to make a present of my experience to every 
,young man ip Bengal and for that matter in lndia. No 
·nne need think that my public position, and not my 
·openness, saves me from offensive attention. It is the 
simplest thing to seP that moment you cease to dread 
the presence of the ~'PY and thNefore refuse to treat him 
.as such, that moment his presence ceases to offend you. 
Soon the Government will feel ashamed to ·have it~ 

secret service department or, if it does not, the secret 
police will be :;;ick of an occupation which f:erves no use. 

Non.eo-operation is es~entially a cleansing process. 
lt deals with causes rather than Rymptoms. The detec
tive department is a symptom of th~ Recrecy which i~ 

the cause. Removal of secrecy brings about the full 
·disappearance of the s0cret sen·ice without further effort. 
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The Press Act i.s a symptom of thP. disease of cowardicep 
If we would boldly,declare .our intentions, the Press Act 
will die of inanition. The beginners will have to suffer· 
for their so-called daring. I· hear that the · Sen·ant of 
Calcutta has .been served with a warning for its tenacity
to take over .an article from Younq Jndia condensing
Mr. Rajgopalacha;ri' s admirable instructions· to voters .. 
I notice too that the most telling passages of my speech 
in Calcutta have been omitted by the Press~ evidently
for fear. of the censor. I would far rather see a com-· 
plete stoppage of a newspaper, . if the editor cannot 
witho-qt fear ~f. the consequence freely express his senti-:
ments Qr publish: those. which he approves. 

Non-co-operation, while it gladly avails itself of the· 
assistance that may be rendered by the Press,is,-has.to· 
be-by it~ very nature independent of the Press. There· 
can 'Qe no doubt that e.very thought we .print is being: 
printed on sufferance. As soon as its circulation takes· 
effect, the Government, for the sake o.f its existe1we, will 
try to prohibit it. We may not expect this or any govern-· 
mentto cqmmit suicide. It must either reform or repress" 

In the ordinary, course, repression must precede reform 
under a despotic government such as ours. The stoppageo 
of the circulation. of potent ideas that may destroy the· 
Governmen,t or compel repentance, will- be the least. 
among the weapons in its repressive armoury .... We must,. 
therefore, devise methods of circulating our ideas unless. 
and. until the whole Press becomes fearless, defies con
sequences and publishes ideas, even when it is in dis-· 
agreement with them, just for the purpose of securing: 
its freedom.. An editor with an original idea or an. 
-effective prescription for India's ills can easily write· 
Jhem out, a hundred hands can copy them, many more· 
can read them out to thousands of listeners. I do hope~ .. 
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·therefore, that Non-co-operation editors, at any r<lte, will 
I 

:not refrain from exprPssing their thoughts for fear of 
the Press Act. They should regard it as !'linful to keep 
·their thoughts secret-a waste of energy to conduct a 
newspaper that cramps their thoughts. H is negation of 
.nne's calling for an editor to have to suppress his best 
.th•mghts. 

[ B] 

THAT APOLOGY 

The Ali Brothers' apology'"' still continues to tax 
·people's minds. I continue to receive letters expostulat
·ing with me for having gone to the Viceroy- at all. 
.Some consider that I have bungled the whole atTair, 
others blame the Brothers for having for once weak-
·ened, and that in deference to me. 1 know, that in a 
·short while, the storm will blow over. For, in spite of 
all I have heard :and read, I feel that !did the right thin~ 
·in responding to the Viceroy's wish to know my views. 
It would have been wrong on my part to have \vaited for 

. a formal w1·itten invitation from His Excellency. 1 feel, 
too, that I gave the best advice possible in the interests 
·of Islam and India, when I asked the Brothers to make 
.the statement issued by them. The Ali Brothers have 
showed humility and courage of a high order in making 
the statement They have shown that they are capable 

.'of sacrificing their pride and their all for the sake .of 
,their faith and country. They have served. the cause by 

'The Ali ll!'Others, at the instance of Mahatma nandhi, isMue!l a I 

.~tatomcnt repudiating any intention to incite people to dolence in the 
speeches.·, See infra •• Agreed Statement." 
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making the statements, as they would have injured it by
<ieclining to make it. 

In spite of all that conviction in me, I am not surprised: 
at the remonstrances I am receiving. They but show 
that the methods now being pursued are new, that the 
country will not surrender a tittle of its just demands,. 
and for their satisfaction, it wishes to rely purely upon 
its own strength. . . 

I give below the relevant parts of the strongest argu-
ment in condemnation of my advice and it~ acceptance 
by the Brothers. The letter, moreover, is written by one 
of the greatest among the Non-co-operators. It is not 
written for publication at all. But I kn~w the Writer 
will not mind illY,, sharing it with the reader. For I have 
no doubt that he represents the sentiments of several 
thoughtful Non-co-operators. It is my humble duty to 
discuss the issues ar~sing from the incident, and the 
implications of No.n-co-operation. It is only by patient 
reasoning, that I hope to be abl~ to demonstrate the 
truth, the beauty and the reasonableness of Non-co
operation.· Here ~hen are the extracts: 

"The statement of the Brothers, taken by itself and read without 
·reference to whnt has preceded and. followed it, is a manly enough 
document. If in the heat of the moment they have said things which 
t.hey now find, may reasonably be taken to i~:\re tl. tendency to incite 
to violence, they have, in publishin~· their regret, taken the onh· 
honoumble course open to public men of their position. I 8hould 
also have beeil prepared to"justify the undertaking they hare given 
for the future, had that undertaking beeij, nddressed to those of their 
'co~workers, who unlike them~elvel!l, do· not beliere in the cult ot 
violence in any circumstances whatever. But the gener:1l word.~, 
public assurnnce and promise to.all who mny require it, cnnnot in th~ 

-circumstances leave any one in doubt as to the particular party wh(}· 
did require. such.' assurance . and promjse ', nn.d at whose· bidding it 
was given. The Vjceroy's speech hasnow made it perfectly cle:lr,. 

'3nd we have the indisputa_ble fact tba~ the leader of theN on-co-o-pe •. 
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ration mo\'t:llll'nt has been treatiu!:( with the Gon:muwnt, and has 
l'ccured tl1e ~uspen~ion of the prosecution of the Bt·othcrs, by inducin~ 
them to g-ive a public apology and :111 undertakin!{. 

"In this ricw of the ca~c,-atu] I fail to ~ce what other riew i~ 
}llls~iLle-nry H:rious qnc~tiou~ nffectiuq the whole mon•ment al'iH· 
for considE;ration. Indecd, it l'Cem~ tr1 rm· that the whole principl~ (II' 

Non-co-operation ha8 L~:u1 ;11 1 en away. 
"I :un not one of tho~t· who fi~ht ~hy of the very name of Go•:eru

ment, nor of theM who lCiok 11pon :.111 l'YClltual 8cttlctnent with the 
Gover omcut ~~~ tlw only mean:- of obtaining rcdrcs ~ of onr wrongs 
and e~tublisbiu~ Swaraj. I believe iu what you hare conHt:mtly 
taught, Yiz., that the :1chiel'l'm•~nt of Swam! I'e8tH entirely and ~olcly 
with m. At tluJ same time, I do not, nur so far as I am aware, do you 
exclude the po~~ibilit,r of a ~cttlcment with the Gurernment Ull(ler 
proper conditions. ~uch ~<cttlement, how~vcr, can only relate to· 
principles, and can have nothing to do with the coun::nieuce or safety 
nf individuals. Iu ,a bod~· of co-·worktrs, )'ll\1 cnuuot make distinc
tions between ruan allllman, and the humLlel't of them is entitled to· 
the same prott:diou at the hatu.b of the leader~ a~ the UJost prominent. 
~core!', if twt huudret.b, of our Jllt.·n hare willingly gone to qaol fl•t' 

HKill!{ langua(l'L' far b' stt'(•ng :hau that iudul~cd in by the Brother!!. 
Some at lca~t of thebe oould easily han· been ~avcd by !,!iving a 8imilar 
:tpology and ;uHh:rtakiu![, :md yet it iteVel' oceurcd to nny oue h• 
ad rise them to do ~~.~. On the contrary, their action wa~; applauded Ly 
the !Paden, and the whole of the Nou·co-operationi~t prc~s. The CH:-il', 

which tuore foreiiJiy than auy otlt(·!' comes to my n1ind at the moment, 
is that of Hamid Ahmad,who has n~cHitly heeu sentenced at Allah:ibad 
to tran~IH,l'hdion for life and forfeiture of property. h tlwre an~· 
t·eaHon why thi)O mnu llhoulu uot he saved'~ I find .Mnulnnnl\lnhomed Ali 
pa~ ~him a hid1 trilJutt in l1i:; ]Jomb:Q' speech of the :IOtlt l\Iay. What 
~.:ou~ola\ion this tribute will hriu~ to llamiu Alnnnd frow a wuu, 
~imilarly j;ituatl·d, who has ~and himself b~· r111 apolo~r and an unrlt·r
tak.in~, I cuuuot l':ly. Tlltn tbct·c al'l' ~o mauy others rotting irt gaol 
who hnve ('OIIImitted no offeucc, aud u great many ulore already 
pickl'd out for tht: same fate. h it enough for u& to Henri them our 
good wishe~ from the safe poKition" we ourRelves enjoy ·~ 

II The Viceroy in hi~ ~peech hMi made it clear I that the only definite 
l'l·~ult of the several interviews you had with him, j., the rtpology and 
t.he undertaking from the. Br:o.thers. You h:1n~ al:-o m:.~de· it quite 
doar in your KUhllequcnt speechcH, th:.lt our cawrmign i~ to go oo . 
l!nab~ted. It ::;cew.~ tlmt no point involving any principle har; bee,. 
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settled, except wha't needed no negotiating on either side, viz., that 
;there is to be no incitement to violence. I do not say that in this state 
~)t things there should have been no treating with· the Government 
·though much can·be said· in support of the view.· When it was found 
that the game tiad to be played ~out, it would have been quite 
.Ji~timate for two such honourable adversaries as yburself and Lord 
Reading to agree to ~he rules of the game, so as to avoid foul play on 
·either. These rules would, of course, apply to all' who took part 
:in the game, and not to certain favoured individuals only. The most 
;essential thing was to agree upon the weapons .to be used. While 
· certain local Governments profess to meet propaganda by propaganda, 

they at•e really using repression of the worst type.l\Iany other similat· 
. ·points would, in my opinion, be proper subjects of discussion, even 
·when no agreement could be arrh·ed at on the main issue. 
· ·"I hope you will not misunderstand me. I ·yield to uoue in 1ny 
admiration of the: sacrifices 'mhde by the· Brothers, ·and consider it a 

·high pi'ivilege to have ·their personal friendship; What·has been 
'preying upon my m:iud for some time pa'st is, that we, who are directly 
·responsible for many of our :workers ~oing to goal and suffering 
other h~rdships, are ourselves practically immune. For example, the, 

··Government could not possibly have devised any form of punishment 
·which would cau~e some of ns more pain and mental suffering, than 
sendi'ng in'nocent boys to goal for distributing leaflets, while the author 
1·emained free. I think the time has come, when the lP.aders should 

·welcome the opportunity to suffer, and stoutly 'decline all offers of 
· es~ape. It is in this view of the case that I hav~ taken exception to· 
··the action of the Ali Brothers. Personally Iloye t.hem.'' 

The letter breathes nobility and courage. And· those! 
·very. qualities have led. to a misapprehension of the· 
·situation. 'Th(hinfortunate :utterance of the . Viceroy is: 
·responsible for the m1sunderstanding. ; . 

Tlie ap~logy, of the Broth,ers is, not made to the Gov-· 
.. ernment. . it. is addressed and tendered to friends, _who· 
·drew their attention to their speeches. It was certainly· 
· ~ot giv~n ' at the bidding of the· Viceroy.' ·I betray .. no' 
·· confidence,·whim I say.that it wa·~ not even suggested: 
·: ~,Y. ·. hirp; ,. A.s' sqon .. as .~ ~aw .. the ~peeches, I stated, in1 
\.order .t9. prov:~ bp.nq fides. of tha Brothe.rs, and the .entirely· 
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non-violent character of the Movement, that I would 
invite them to make a '::-;tatement. There was no que~tion 
of bargaining for their freedom. Ha,·ing had my atten
tion drawn to their speeche~, I could not possibly allow 
them to go to gaol (if I could prevent it) on the nround of 
proved iucitemenl to riolence. I have given the same 
advice to all the accused, and told them that if their 
speeches were violent, they should certainly expre!'s 
regret. A non-co-operator could not do otherwi~e. Had 
the Brothers been charged before a Court of Law, l 
would have advised them t~ apologise to the Court for 
some of the pas!'a.ges in their speeches, which, in my 
opinion, were capable of being interpreted to mean 
incitement to violence. It is not enough for a non-co
operator not to mean violence ; it is necessary that thil" 
speech must not ·be capable of a contrary interpretation 
by reasonable men. \Ve must be above su5picion. The 
success of the Movement depends upon its retaining it~ 
absolute purity. I therefore suggest to the writer and to 
those who may think like him, that the whole principle 
of Non~co-operation has not only not been 'given away ' 
as the writer contends, but its non-violent character has. 
been completely vindicated by the Brothers' apology, 
and the case therefore greatly strengthened. 

·what, however, is galling to the writer, is that whilst 
the Brothers have remained free, the le5ser light:- are in 
priEon for having spoken less strongly than they. 

That very fact e:hows the real character of Non-co. 
operation .. A Non-co-operatot· may not bargain f,)r 
personal safety. It was open to me to bargain for the 
l\berty of the others. Ther1 1 would have ginn away 
the whole case for Non-co-operation. I did not bargain 
eyen for the l3rathe.rs' liberty. · I stated in the cleare'lt 
t-~t·ms, that no matter what the Gqvernment did, it would. 

70 I 
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be my duty on meeting t4e Brothers· to advise them to 
make the statement to save their honour. 

We must 'play the game,' whether the Government 
reciprocate·or not. Indeed, I for one do not expe~t the 
Government to play the game. It was when I came to 
the conclusio~ that there was no honour about the 
Government that I non-co-operated •. Lord Reading 
may wish, does wish to do right and justice. But 
he will not be permitted to. If the Government were 
honourable, they would have set free all the· priso
ne.rs, as · soon as they decided not to prosecute the 
Ali Brothers. If the Government were honourable, they 
would not have caught youths and put them in prison, 
whilst they left Pandit Motilal Nehru, the arch-offender, 
free. If the Government were honourable, they would, 
not countenance bogus Leagues of Peac·e.* If the Gov. 
ernment were honourable, they would have long ago 
repemted for their heinous deeds, even as we have for 
every crill\e committed by our people in Amritsat, 
KasY.r, Viramgam, Ahmedabad,· and recently in Male
gaon. I entertain no false hopes or misgivings about 
the Government. If th~ Gov(ilrnment were to-morrow 
to arrest the Ali Brothers, I would still justify the 
apology. They have acted in' the square, and we must 
all do likewise. Indeed, inasmuch as the Govern
nient are still arresting people for disaffection, they are 
arresting the .Ali Brothers. 

The writer· iS', again, not taking a correct view of 
Non-co-operation in thinking that Non-co-operators, 
wbo are in gaol, are less fortunate than we who are 
QUtside. · For me, solitary confinement in a prison cell, 

* Amansabhas or Leagues of Peace were established in the province 
undei· official pt·essure and influence to combat Non-co-operation, 
.especially in the U; P. ' 
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without any breach on my part of the code of ~1 on-co
operation, or private or public morals, will be freedom. 
For me, the whole of India is a prison, even as the 
master's house is to his slave. A slave, to be free, must 
-continuously rise against his slavery, and be locked up 
in his master's cell for his rebellion; The cell-door is 
the door to freedom. I feel no pity for those who are' 
·suffering hardships in the goals of the Government. In
nocence under an evil Government must ever rejoice on 
the scaffold. It was the easiest thing for the Brothers to 
have rejected my advice, and embraced the opportunity 
of joining their comrades in the gaols. 1 may inform 
~the reader that when during the last stage of the South 
African struggle I was arrested, my wife and all friends 
heaved a sigh of relief. It was in the prisons of South 
Africa that I had leisure and peace from Rtrife and 
;struggle .. 

~tis perhaps now cl~ar why the Non-co-operation 
prisoners may not make any statement to yttin thei1' 
fref'dom. 

THE AGREED STATEMENT 

The following appeared in "Young India" of 4th 
_.\_ugust 1921 : 

His Excellency'~ attenti•~n baH been dit·ected, and uotahly by 1\Ir. 
·Gandhi, to v:u·iou!l ~tatements that have nppeured, and to infer~Jnccs 

that have been drawn in the public Prcss,t·clating to the conversations 
'hetween His Excellency and 1\Ir, Gandhi, conceming:Mt•, 8hankatAli 
and l\Ir,l\luhomed Ali, which in some reHpccts do not correctly reprc
llcnt'the purport of thoHe communications. 

·The interviews between the Viceroy and :Mr. Gandhi re~ultcd from 
a eonver~ation between the Viceroy and·Paudit .Malaviya, relating to 
tue conditions generally prevailing in India. His Exceliency informed 
Pl\ndit Malaviya of the Govemment'R dccbiou to commence crhninal 
proceedings against Mr. Shaukat Ali for having made speeches inciting 
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to violence and the discussion turned upon the di!iturbances that might 
possibly ensue. Pandit 1\Ial:rdya expressed the opinion that it wonl~l 
be of advantage for His Excellency to meet :r.lr. Gandhi. His Exctl
lency replied that he would be glad to meet Mr. Gandhi and hear his· 
liews, if he applied for nn interview. On the ne:st d:rr, Mr. Andrews. 
saw His Excellency and suggested that he should ~ee Mr. Gandhi. It 
8hould be obEerved that various important matters were discussed: 
during these COD'n:rsations and that the proposed inten·iew behn:en 
His Excellency and 'Mr. Gandhi was intended to have reference to the 
situation generally. His Excellency is, however, aware that P:mdit 
1\lalaviya, in inviting Mr. Gandhi to Simla; did not refer to the cou:.; 
templated proceedings against 1\lr .. Shaukat Ali and Mr. 1\lahomed· 
.Ali. 

Iu due course Mr. Gandhi came to Simla, at the request of Pnudit 
l\1alaviya and Mr. Andrews, and asked for nn interview, withHis Ex
cellency, which wns immediately arranged. At the first interview, ncr 
mention was made of the proposed prosecutions. The conversation. 
relnted to the causes of discontent in India. Upon the next occasion. 
His Excellency stated that: according to the Gof'ernment reports. 

· ~·esponsible Non-co-operators hnd made speeches inciting to t'iolenre,. 
contrary to the doc.trine t"l.drort~ted by 1\lr. Gandhi. l\1r. Gandhi l't'· 

pudinted incitement to violence on the part of any of the responsiql~: 
Non. co-operators and said that, if he was sntisfied that any of them had: 
incited to violence, he would publicly repudiate them and their 
teaching!\, unless they withdrew their· ~tatements that amounted to in
citement to violence. His .Excellency mentioned the names cf th~: 
Ali brotheri:' and p~omised to' show 1\'Ir. Gnudhi pnssage in their 

. !>ipeeches which, in his opinion. wer(· cak·ulated to incite to violence, 
. and when the passages were nctually read to 1\lr. Gandhi be ndmit-
ted that they were cnpable of bearing the interpretation Hi~ Exct'l
lenry put upon them. He, howe'\'er, n~serted that he was convinced 
thnt it was not intended by 1\lr. Shanknt Ali and 1\Ir.l\Iahomed Ali tO' 
indte the nudience to violence. 1\Ir. Gandhi ndded that he would see 
them ns !500n ns he kft Simhnnd ad rise them to express publici~· their 
regret for the unintt:ntionnl incitement, contained in the pnssnget!. 
His E-s;cellency, thereupon, a8ked whetlu:-r, in view of the importance' 
of the dorumt>ut, :Mr. Gandhi would show him the draft of the state~ 
ment he intended toadvi~e Mr. Shaukat Ali n~d Mr. Mahowe~ Ali 
to pnbli~h. 

It was at this stag~:: the Viceroy 'said that it was proposed to 
institute crimin~l proceedings 11gain~~ot Mr. Sbaukat Ali and Mr~ 
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11ahomed .\li in l't!!'iJlcct of the~c p:ts~a~es an1l ·that., if .:\lr. Gandhi 
~howed hi!n t.he statement and it ~arisficd him from rho 8taudpoint of 
hi~ Government, he would use hi~ inftnencfl to pl'e\'cnt the institution 
•lf pro~!'eution, for·, the Viceroy ~aid, tho object of the Governmenl. 
•would be attained if the making of ~pceches of n violent character was 
in future prevented. .:\lr. fl.andhi readily nqrced to show tho state
Juent. The draft statement was duly ~howu by :\Ir. fl.audhi to Hi~ 
"Excellency, who pointed out that the introduction nf certain 
ll:tl'a:;(raphs !(ave the Htntemcnt the appearance of a mnnifesto, iueludin!! 
that of the r·eli!(ions creed of Ur, ·shaukat Ali ancl Mr. !llahornml 
Ali. The Viceroy obscn•ed fm·ther that the stabcmerlt was incomplete 
i'iO far as it did not contain :t promiKc to refrain in the future from 
speeches inciting to \'iolence :lllrl added that nft.er puhlieation of the 
::;tatcment ::\Ir. Slmukat Ali ancl ~k Muhnmcd Ali c•mld ~ive an.v 
explanation by means of speedtes, provided they did not infringe the 
law. ~Ir. Oanclhi :n:rcPd to delete the parn~rt·apb~ in quest, ion and to 
add a pa~~n~c to CO\'el' prnmiHc'l of futJn·o conduct. Hi~ Excelleney 
then informed Mr. Gandhi that if Mr. Shaukat Ali and i\tahomml 
Ali si!l"ned tbe 8tatemcnt ns then alternrl by i\lr. Gandhi, with the 
addition of the promi~e as to the fntur•J conduct, stepH would he 
taken to su~pend the institution of pt·oceeuin~~ and that no pt'oHccution 
would take place so long as the promi~es given in the publi~>hetl 
~tatcment were obset·ved. Tho Go\·ormncnt. remained free to take 
up pro~eeutions for the pa~t speeches. The Viceroy all•led that, in 
the event of the publication of the statement by :\[r. Shaukat Ali and 
:!\Ir .• \fahomed Ali nnd of tho Gov()nnneut rcfmininq in c:onKc•tucncc 
from the pt·osecutionK, it would be ncr.e~sury t,o i~~ne a .:mmnunitJue 
cxpl:tininq tho uttittule of the Government. Ther·e. waH, however, no 
·desire to bargain. )h. Gandhi cvcu said thut, whether the prose
cutions took place or 1wt, he would bo bound, after havinq )\hown tlw 
t!XImcts to hil'l frieudii for theit• own honour· nnd that of tho eao~e, to 
·advil'!e them to express ptthlidy their regt·et. 

Dul'in!.{ the whole discus!lion, IIis Excellency and ~k O:tndhi were 
actuated by the desire to )Jrcvcnt nny untoward event.s that mi!(ht 
l'e:mlt from the prot~ecutions, lt!l nl11o to prevent HpeedleH inciting to 
violen1;c. The Viceroy informed 1\h. Uundhi that he mi~ht not be 
ai)le to prevent the commencement of pt·occedin!(~, if the Htatenwut 
was not published with the lea~t possible delay. '!'here W:tij uh·eady 
much discussion of the spcecheK not only in India hut also in tho Unit
·ed Kingdom. ~Ir.Handhi aqrccd that the Ktatement should be puhlishetl 
..,ithout delay, :\lr. Gandhi then left Simla and ~orne day~:~ afterward& 
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*elegrp.phed to His E:l:cellency that Mr. Shuukat Ali and l\Ir. Mahomed' 
Ali had signed the statement with. immaterial alteration and sent it to 
the Press for publication. The alteration was as follows: For the pasl'
nge in .Mr .. Gandhi's drnft statement, "We desire to f;tate that we 
never intended to incite to violence, but we recognise that ccrtaiu. 
passages in our speeches are capable of bearing the interpretation put 
upon them,'' l\Ir. Shaukat Ali nnd n1r. Mahomed Ali put, "We des.ire 
to state that we ·never intended to incite to vioience, . and· we never 
imagined that any passages in our speeches were cnpabl~ of bearing· 
the interpretation put upon them, but we recognise the force of our 
friends' argument and interpretation." 

After the publication of the statement, :m offit:ial c01mnuni~ue was 
i~sued by the.Go\'ernment. The terms of the communique were not 
actua~ly settled until just before its is!.lue and Mr. Gandhi nerer saw it 
although the substance of it, ns already indicated, had been communi. 
cated to him .. The mnin part of the intctTiews between His Excel
lency and 1\lr. Gandhi consisted of conversations which ranged orer· 
the various causes of discontent in India, including the Punjab distur
bances, the Khilnfat agitation, the Treaty of Sen-es :md the general 
condition of the people., .l\Ir. Gandhi did not submit any scheme of 
Swnraj to His Excellency, nor was a scheme of Swamj discussed at 
the interriews. 

· Commenting on the above ''Agreed statement,"' 
Mahatma Gandhi·wrote: · 

His Excellency, the Viceroy~· has .now issued a; state
ment agreed.between him .and me regarding the inter
views, I had the honour of having with him. The state
ment sets forth all the details that the public need know .. 
I do not propose to discuss it. 'In my opinion it makes. 
it clear that the apology,'as !have called the statement 
of regrets, jnitiated with me, that it was .conc.eived before 
I ever knew of the impending prosecution for .the 
speeches that were shown to me and that .it was neither-

. suggested · nor made for fear· of the prosecution ·of the 
, . . . " , , . I 

Brothers, cerbiinly not .to avoid imprisonment.~, It is my· 
: The 4-Ii Brothers "·ere :ll'fe~tcd and prosecuted in the second wee~ 

of September, Ul~l. The following appeared in romzg India of 2~th' 
September, iiztcr alia in au appeal to the 1\Iuslims.: . / 
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fir1n belief that the Brothers have rendered a great 
l'ervice to the cause by making the statement. I do not 
ngret having given them the advice. I wish also to 

\\'hilst the armt of 1\Ianlunas Shaukat Ali and Mahomed Ali ha~ 
tou:hed everr Indian heart, I know what it has meant to you. The 
lmve broth~rs are staunch lovers of their country, ·hut they are 
l\Irt~~almans first and everything el:le afterwa.rdA. It mu~t be so with 
c,·e·y religiously-minded man. The brothers have for years paRt 
reptesented all that is best·and noblest in Islam, No two~Mussalmans 
han done more than they to raise the status of Islam iu India. They 
ltavt promoted the cause of the Kbilafat as no two other l\lu!!salmanl-1 
of l!dia ha\'e. For they have been true, and they dared to tell what 
they felt, e\'en in their internment in Chindwara. Theirlong intern· 
mentdid not demoralise or weaken them. They came out juHt n11 
braveas they went in. 

An( since their release from internn.ent,.they have shown t.hem
l'elres true nationali!its, and you have taken pride in the it· beiu~ so. 

TheBrothers hare by their simplicity, humility and inexbastible 
enc!'gy fired the imagination of the mnsses as no other :Mussulman hns. 

All these qualities h:l.\'e endeared them t.o you. You regard them 
as yom ideal men. r ou nre, therefore, sorry of their separn tion from 
you. 1t:any besides you miss their genial prel!encc. l!'or me, they had 
hecome inseparable. I seem to be without arms, li'or anything 
connect~d with MuMsalmnns, Shauknt Ali w:ts my guide and friend. 
He nevEr once misled me. His judgment was sound and unerring in 
molit C!lSls, With the BrotherA among us, I felt Pnfe about Hindu
l\lnlllim mity, the value of which tho~· understood as few of us have. 

But wlilst we all miss them we must uot'give way to grief or dejod
tion. w, must learn, each one of us, to stand alou'e. God only is om 
iuf:lllible Lnd eternal guide. 

'fo be dtjected is not only not to have known the Brothe1,s, but it i~, 
if I may ~nture to ~ay so, not to !mow what religion i11. 

For dove not learn in all religionM, that the spirit of the dear one~ 
nbitlet> witlm; C\'CU when they phpically leare us? Not only is the 
:;pirit of tb, Brother" with· ns, but ther nre Sl!f\'in~ Letter by their 
"'uJfcring, t.lan if th,~y were in our midst giring uH Home of their own 
com•:tqe, hoye and t•ncrgy. The secret of Non-violence and Non-co· 
operation lit~ iu our renli~>ing that it iii through suffering that wear& 
to attain ourgoal. What ill the i·emmciation of titles, councils,lnw 
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place on record my appreciation of the willingness' wit~ 
w~ich Lord· Reading approached· my request for the 
publication· of an agreed statement. In· the lengthY. 

court::; and scl..tooli! hut n mea:surE\ .. (ver~r iilight indeed) of suffering? 
That preliminary renunc!ation is a prelude to the. larger suffering-tie 
hardships of a gaol life and even the final consummation on t~e 
gallows, if need be. The more we suffer and the more of us suff,r, 
the nearer we .are to our cherished goal. i 

The 'Cal'lier and the more clearly we re.;:ognise that it. is not pig 
meetings aud demonstratiqus that would give us ricttory, but q~iet 
Rtiffcring, the c:u·lier and more certain will our victory be. / 

I hn,·e made Your cause my own, because I believe it to he j~st. 
Khilnfat, l hare understood from your best men, is an ideal.. Yo1 are 
not fighting to sustain any wrong or even misrule. You are hading 
the Turks, because they represent the gentlemen of Europe,, and 
because the Europe:ur and especially the English prejttdice agtinst 
them is due, not to the Turks :being worse than others as men: bot 
to their beinq Mussalmans and ·not as·siniilating the modem spfit of · 
exploitation of weaker people and their lands. In fighting f~· the 
Turks, I you are fighting to raise the dignity and the pttrity of yor own 
faith; ·· · . : I 

You have naturally, therefore, chosen pure methods to,attan your 
end. It cannot be denied, thnt both Mussalmans and Hindus hiVe lost 
much in moral stamina, Both of us have become poor represet'tatives 
of our respective faiths. Instead of each one of us. becomi1~ a true 
child ofGod, we expect.other's to live olll' religion and even tl die for 
us. But we have now chosen a method that compels us to tll'll, each 
one of us1 our face towards God. Non-co-operation presuries that 
our opponent with whom we non-co-operate i·esorts to meth~s which 
are ns questionable as the purpose he seeks to fulfil by suchlnethods. 
We shall tlmrefore find favour in the sight of God only bylchoosing 
methods whicli are different in kind from. those of Olll' ~pouents. 
This is a big claim we have made for ourselves, and we fu attain 
success with in the short time appointed by us, ouly if O\f methods 
are in reality radically different from those of the Governnent. 

Hence the foundation. of out' movement rests ~u comple.e non-viol
ence, whereas violence is .the final refuge of the Govermnlnt. And as 
no energy can be ct·eated without resistance, our non-r/Sistance to 
Government violence must bring the latter to .n stnndstH. · But onr 

I 
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·correl'pondenc.e that ensued between us for setting the 
form and the language of the statement, 1. did not 
·observe on His Excellency's part any inclination to 

Hnn.violence to be true mn~t be in wottl, thoug-ht and deed. It make~ 
Jh> ditf.:t·enee that with yon non-violeuce ill an expedient.• Whil~t it. 
l:t~ts, you cannot consi8tently with your pledge h:trbour de11ignl! of 
violence. On the contrary we must have implicit faith in our pro

. :.(tamme of non-violl•nce, which prcsuppoHeR perfect accord between 
thon:.(ht, word and uecd. I would like every l\lu~~aln1an to reali!-le, while 
ihc necasion for anqer is the greatest, that by non-violence nlrme ~~an 
we !{:tin complete dctory cnn during this year. 
~or is non-violence a visionary pt•ogt·am,)le. J u~t imagine what the 

united resolve of ~even crot·cs of Mn~~almaus (not to count the Ilindu~) 
mnHt tw~:in. Should we not have ~uecceded already, if all the tith~~l 
men had given up their titlcH, all the lawyer~ had ~uspctH.lcd their· 
practice and all the stndcntH had left thcit· schools and all had boy-

. ,·otted conneii~S? But we muKt rccogniMc, that wit,h lllany of u~ the 
·.He~h has proved too weak. Seven nore~ arc called :\f.n!IKalmanH ami 
twenty two crorcs arc called Hindu~, hnt only a few arc tmc MuH~al
man~ or t.rnc Hindu~. Thcrt:forc, if we ha\'e not gained onr ohjccti~Le, 
the cause lies within u~: .\.nd if Olli'N iH, as we daim it is, a reli((iouH 
•tn1ggle, we dare not be(;ome impatient save with yourselves, not even 
with another. 

The brothers, I am ~ati~fh:d, are aB innocent aH I claim I am, of 
incitement to violence. Theirs, therefore, i11 a KpotleK~ offcrin!.(. They 
.have done all in their power for Islam and their conntry. ~ow, if 
the J\:hilafat and the Punjab wrongs arc not rcdre~scd awl Swamj is 
lH>t established during thi8 year, the fault will be yours and mine. 

We mu~t remninnon.violeut, hut we Hmst not lHJ passive. W c 
must repent the formula of the Brothers regarding the dut.y of soldier!! 
and invite imprisonment. We need not think tlmt the stru~glc cannot 
go on without even the be~t of l!H, If it cannot. we nrc neither fit fot• 

: ~waraj nor for redressing the Khilufat or tho Punjab wrong. We 
must declare from a thou~nnd platforms that it is Kinful fot· any 
Mut~,;alman or Hindu to serve the cxiHtiug GoYemment, whethet' n~ 
!>oldier or in nny other capacity whatsoever. 

Abovo all, we mm;t concentrate on complete boycott of fot·cign 
·doth, whether British, ,Japanese, American, French or any other, and 
begin, if we hnve not already done Hfi, to introduce spinning whcclt~ 
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avoid mention of any rele~ant detail. On my part, !had .. 
informed him that I had no intention to hide anything· 
whatsoever; The public, therefore, have a full statement 
from both sides. 

The suffering must not be accompanied by any· 
resentment against Government. On Pandit Motilal 
;Neh,ru being arrested, Mr. Gandhi wrote inter alia in 
~'Young India" of 8th, December, under the heading,. 
" Love, not Hate" : · 

In the moment of our trial and our triumph let me· 
declare my faith. I believe in loving my enemies. I 

, believe in non~violence as the only remedy open to·· 
the Hindus, 1v.fussalmans, Sikhs, Parsis, Christians and 
Jews of India. I believe in the power of suffering to· 
melt the stoniest heart. The brunt of the battle must 
fall on the first three. The last named three are afraid 
of the combination of the first three .. We must by our
'11one~t conduct demonstrate to them that they are our· 
kinsmen. We must by our conduct demonstrate to every 
Eng;lishman that he is as safe in the remotest corner of 
India, as he professes to the machine gun. 

and handlooms in our homes and manufacture nll the cloth we need •. 
'fhis will be nt once a test of our belief in non- violence for our 
country's freedom and for saving the Khilafat. It will be a test also 
of Hindu·l\lu11lim unity, and it will be a universal test of our faith in 
our own programme. I repeat my conviction that we can achieve our 
full purpose within one month of a complete boycott of foreign cloth. 
For we are then in a position, having confidence in our ability to 
control forces of violence, to offet• Civil Disobedience, if it is nt all 
found necessary. i 

I can, therefore, find no balm for the deep wounds inflicted upon you 
by the Government other tbnn non-violence; translated into action 
by boycott of foreign cloth and manufacture of cloth in our owa 

bomcs. · 
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Islam, Hiduism, Sikhism, Christianity, Zoroastrianism. 
and Judasim-in fact, religion i~ on its trail. Either we 
believe in God and His righteousness, or we do not. My 
a~sociation with the noblest of Mussalmans bas taught 
me to see that Islam has spread not by the power of the 
sword, by the prayerful love of an unbroken line of 
its saints and fakirs. Warrant there is in Islam for 
drawing the sword; but the conditions laid down are so 
strict that they are not capable of being fulfilled by 
everybody. Where .is the unerring general to order 
.J ehad ? ·where is the suffering, the love and the purifi
cation that must precede the very idea of drawing the 
sword? Hindus are at least as much bound by similar· 
restrictions as the 'Mussalmans of India. The Sikhs 
have their recent proud history to warm them against 
the use of force. We are too imperfect. too. impure and 
too selfish, as yet, to resort to an armed conflict in the 
cause of God as Shaukat Ali would say. Will a purified 
India ever need to draw the sword? .And it was the 
definite pro~ess of purification we commenced last year· 
at Calcutta.* 

\vhilst we must not avoid arrest, we must not provoke· 
it by giving unnecessary offence. 

We must hold the Congress at any cost in spite of the· 
arrest of every one of the leaders, unless the Government 
dissolve it by force. And if we are neither cowed down 
nor provoked to violence but are able to continue 
national work, we have certainly attained Swaraj.- For· 
no power on earth can stop the onward march of a 
peaceful, determined and godly people. 

• Non-co-0pernrion WaH lirAt :LC('(·pted hy the Cougrc~s at Calcutt:• 
in 8eptember, lV~U. 
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CONDUCT IN PRISON 

lV!ty Sn.ffer ?~Imprisonments are not courted with 
ihe object of embarrassing the Government, though 
:as a matter of fact they do. They are courted for the 
·sake of discipiine and suffering. ·They are courte'd 
because we consider it to be wrong to be free under 
·.a government we hold ·to be wholly bad. No stone 
should be left un turned by ·us to make the Government 
realise that we are in no way amenable to its control. 
And no Government has yet tolerated such upon'·defi
;ance, however respectful it 1'nay be. ·It might safely 
1;herefore be said 'that, if we are yet outside the Prison 
-wall~, the cause lies as much with us as.· with the 
'Government. We'· are · nioving cautiously in our cor
porate· capacity. We are still voluntarily obeying many 

.. of its laws. There· was, for instance, ·nothing to pre~ 
·'Vent me from disregarding the Madras Government's 
·order and courting arrest, but I avoided· it. There is 
nothing to prevent me save my prudence or· weakness 
·from going without permission into the barracks and 
being arrested for trespass. r certainly believe the 
barracks ·to be the nation's property and not that of a 
-Government which i' I . no ··longer recognise as repre
sentative of the people; ·Thus there is an apparent 
inconsistency bet~een the statement on the one hand 
that it is painful to remain outside the prison walls 
'under a bad Government· and this deliberate avoidance, 
on the other hand, of arrest:upon grounds which are not 
:strictly moral, but largely expedient. We thus avoid 
imprisonment, because first we think that the nation is 
not ready for complete civil revolt, secondly we think 
that the atmosphere of voluntary obedience and non-
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violence has not been firmly e:-tablishect, and thirdly we 
ha\e not done any constructive, corporate work to inspire· 
self-confidence. \Ye, therefore, refru in from offering. 
Civil Disobedience amounting to peaceful rebellion, hut 
court imprisonment merely in the Ol'dinary pursuit of. 
programme and in defence of complete freedom of· 
opinion and action, short of revolt. 

Thus it is dear that our remaining outside the gaol !'I· 
of a bad Government has to be ju:::tified upon ve;y ex
ceptional grounds, and that our t;waraj i~ attained when, 
we are in gaol.or when we have bent the Government t1l · 
our will. Whether, therefore, the Government feel em-. 
barrassed or happy over our incarceratinn, the onlr saf~ · 
and honourable place for us is the pri:'on. And if this. 
position be accepted, it follows that when imprisonment 
comes to us in the ordinary di:;charge of our duty, we 
must feel happy because we feel stronger, because we 
pay the price of due performance of dnty. And if ex hi· 
bition of real strength i~ the best propu.gunda., we mu~t 

believe that every impri~onment strengthen~ the peopl.::s 
and thu~ bring::: thvaruj nearer.-:3/'d Novt~lllllel', 19!1. · 

131ft Decunl1e;•, 1921 

WORK IN GA.OLS 

An e~teemed friend asks: me whether now th:.~.t the 
Government have provided ;ln opportunity for hundred~· 
t(• find themselve~ imprisont:d and us thc)Usand:-; ar~ 

responding, will it not be better for the prisoners b> 
nJfu.se to do any work ;X, in the gaols at all? I ant 

•Mahatma G:\udhi \l'fote iu Young lndta of 17th 1\t)veml..(·l', 1~121 : 
A.,; Non•co-opemtvrs v.t mnst work in tile gaolH, for we do not unn. 

<:•J .opN:.te with g~.o\1-1 ~ .... ~uch. We ~ubmit to th-: court~' di~cipline 
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afraid that the suggestion comes from a misapprehen
sion of the moral position, We are not Olit to. abolish 

:gaols as an institution •. Even under Swaraj, we would 
have our gaols. Pure Civil Disobedience, therefore, must 
not be carried beyond the point of breaking the unmoral 
laws of the country. Breach of the laws to be civil 

. assumes the strictest and willing obedience to the· gaol 
·discipline, because disobedience of a· particular rule 
. asaum.es a willing acceptance of the sanction provided 
for its breach. And immediately a person quarrels both· 
witli th.e rule and the sanction for its breach, he ceases 
to be civil and lends himself to the precipitation of 
chaos and anarchy. A civil resister is, if one may be 
permitted such a claim for him, a philanthropist and a 
friend of the state. .An anarchist is an enemy of the 

·state and is, therefore, misanthrope. I have permitted 
/ 

myself to use the language of war, because the so-called 
. constitutional method has become so utterly ineffective. 
But 1 hold the opinion firmly" that Civil Disobedience is 
the purest type of constitutional agitation. Of course, it 
becomes degrading and despicable, if its civil, i.e., non
violent character is a mere camouflage. If the honesty 
of non-violence be admitted, there is no warrant for 

. condemnation.even.of th\e fiercest disobedience, because 
of the likelihood of its leading to violence. No big or 

I 

when we are dragged to the courts. Civil Disobedience by its very 
nature requires us to yield complete obedience to gaol regulations, for 
as civil resisters invite imprisonment and, therefore, are bound 'to· 
suffer the rigours of its discipline. But we can civilly resist such 
regulations as' are not only irbome,or hard to bear but are humiliating 
·or specially designed to degrade NoJ.l-CO-operators. Our self-respect. 
·demands willing obedience to gaol discipline. The saip.e self-respect 
may require resisteuce to misbehaviour, euphemistically called disci
pline. For instance, we would refuse to draw lines with·our.nom, 

·whether within or without gaols. 
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·swift movement can be carried on without bold risks, 
:and life will not be worth living, if it is not attended 
with large risks. Does not the history of the world 
--show that there would have been no romance in life, if 
there had been no risks ? It is the clearest proof of a 
degenerate atmosphere that one finds respectable people, 
leaders of society, raising their hands in horror and 
indignation at the slighest approach of danger or upon 
.an outbreak of any violent commotion. We do want to 
-drive out the beast in man, but we do not want on that 
account to emasculate him. And in the process of 
finding his own status, the beast in him is bound, now 
and again, to put up his ugly appearance. As I have 
often stated in these pages, what strikes me down is not 
the sight of blood under every conceivable circum
stance. It is blo~d spilt by the Non-co-operator or his 
·supporters in breach of his declared pledge, which 
paralyses me as I know it ought to paralyse every honest 
·Non-co-opera tor. 

Therefore, to .revert to the original argument, as civil 
resisters, we are bound to guard against universal indis
cipline. Gaol discipline must be submitted to, until gaol 
government itself becomes or is felt to be corrupt and 
immoral. But deprivation of comfort, imposition of 
restriction and such other inconv!:!niences do not make 
gaol government corrupt. It becomes that, when priso
ners are humiliated or treated with inhumanity as when 
they are kept in filthy· dens or are given food unfit for 
human consumption. Indeed, I hope that the conduct 
of N on-co~operators in the gaol will be strictly correct, 
dignified and yet submissive. We must not regard 
ga.olers and warders as our enemies, but as fellow human 
beings, not utterly devoid of the human touch. Our 
_gentlemanly behaviour is bound to ~is arm all suspicion or 
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bitterness. I know that this path of discipline, on the one 
hand, and fierce defiance, on the other, is a very difficult 
path, but there is no royal road to Swaraj. The country 
has deliberately chosen the narrow and ·the straight 
~ath. Like a straight line, it is the shortest distance .. 
But even as you require a steady and experienced hand 
to draw a straight line, so are steadiness of discipline 
and firmness of purpose absolutely necessary, if we are 
to walk along the 'chosen path with an unerring step. 

I am painfully conscious of the fact that it is not going 
to be a bed of roses for any of the civil resisters. And 
my head reels and the heart throbs, when I recall the 
lives of Motilal N ehn1 and C. R. Das in their palatial 
rooms, surrounded by numerous willing attendants and 
by every comfort and convenience that money can buy, 
and when I think of what is in store for them inside the· 
cold unattractive prison walls where they will have to 
listen to the clanking of the prisoner's chains in the 
place of the sweet music of their drawing rooms. But 1 
steel my heart with ,the thought that it is. the sacrifice of 
just such heroes that will usher in Swaraj. The noblest 
of South Africans, Canadians, Englishmen, Frenchmen .. 
Germans have had to undergo ~much greater sacrifices· 

1) " 
than we have mapped out for ourselves. 

2.9tlt Decem!Jer, 1921 

A MODEL PRISO~ER 

"Should Non-co-operators shout Bande · l\fatara.m 
inside jails against jail. discipline which ma.y excite 
ordinary prisoners to violence, should Non-co-opera-· 
to:rs go on hunger strike for the improvement of 
food or other conveniences, should . they strike work: 
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inside jails on ha·rtal days and other days? Are Non
co-operators entitled to break rules of jail discipline 
unless they affect their conscience?" Huch is the text 
of a telegram I received from a Non-co-operator friend 
in Calcutta. From another part of India when a friend, 
again a Non-co-operator, heard of the indiscipline of 
Non-co-operator prisoners, he asked me to write on the 
necessity of observing jail discipline. As against this, I 
know prisoners who are scrupulously observing in a 
becoming spirit all the discipline imposed upon them. 

It is necessary, when thousands are going to jail, to 
understand exactly the position a Non-co-operator priso .. 
ner can take up consistenly with his pledge of non
violence. Non-co-operation, when its limitations are 
not recognised, becomes a licence instead of being a 
duty and therefore becomes a crime. The dividing line 
between right and wrong is often so thin as to become 
indistinguishable. But it is line that is breakable and 
unmistakable. ' 

What is then the difference between those who find 
themselves in jails for being in· the right and those 
who are there for· being . in the wrong ? Both wear 
often the same dress, eat the same food and are 
subject outwardly to the same· discipline. But whilst 
the latter submit to discipline most unwillingly and 
would commit a breach of it secretly, and even openly 
if they could, the former will willingly and to the best 
of their ability conform to the jail discipline and prove 
worthier' and more serviceable to their cause than when 
they are outside. We have observed that the most 
distinguished among the prisoners are of greater service 
inside the jails than outside. The co-efficient of service 
is raised to the extent of the strictness with which jail 
discipline is observed. 

71 
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Let it be remembered that we are not seeking to 
destroy jails as such. I fear that we shall have to main
tain jails even under Swaraj. It will go hard with us, if 
we let tpe real criminals understand that they will be set 
free or be very much better treated when Swaraj is 
established. Even in reformatories by which I would 
like to replace everyjail under Swaraj, discipline will 
be exacted. Therefore we really retard the advent of 
Swaraj, if we encourage indiscipline. Indeed the swift 
programme of Swaraj has been conceived on the suppo
sition that we being a cultured . people are capable of 
evolving right discipline within a short time. 

Indeed whilst on the one hand Civil ·Disobedience 
authorises disobedience of unjust laws or unmoral laws 
of a state which one seeks to overthrow, it requires meek 
and willing submiss.ion 1 to the penalty of disobedience 
and therefore cheerful acceptance of the jail discipline 
and its attendant hardships. 

It is now therefore clear th~t a civil resister's resis- · 
tance ceases and his obedience is resumed as soon as he 
is under confinement. In confinement he claims no 
privileges becaus.e of the civility of his disobedience. 
Inside the jail by. his exemplary conduct he reforms even 
the criminals surrounding him, he softens the hearts of 
jailors and others in authority. Such meek behaviour 
springing from strength and knowledge ultimately dis
solves the tyranny of the tyrant. It is for this reason 
that I clairri that voluntary suffering is the quickest and 
the best remedy for the removal of abuse~ and injustices. 

It is now manifest that shouts of Bande Mataram or 
any other in breach of jail discipline are unlawful for a 
Non-co-operator to indulge in. It is equally unlawful 
for him to commit a stealthy breach of jail regulations. 

Non-co-operator will do nothing -to .demoralise his 
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·fellow prisoners. The only occasion when he can open .. 
'ly disobey jail regulations or hunger-strike is when an 
:attempt is made to humiliate him or when the warders 
themselves break, as they often do, the rules for the 
·comfort of prisoners or when food that is unfit for human 
·consumption is issued as it often is.* A case fol' Civil 
Disobedience also arises when there is interference with 
.any obligatory religious practice. 

• The Ali Brolhcr.s.-1 repwduce the following tdc~'l·am received 
from Karachi by post, Lecan~e it would not be sent by the nuthoritie~: 

'' :;\l0ulana Mohammad Ali reduced 25 lbs. in jail. Light at ni~ht. 
Mt permitted tQ him though recommended by ~Iagistratc and J\Icdical 
•Officer. Superintendent opposed to allowin~ this. 

"l\Iedical Officer recommended groundnuts or extmct. of cheese by 
way of food for Moulnna Mohammad Ali on account of diabete!!, 
.Superintendent not disposed Lut after all provided \o:l'Oundnnts wm·th 
·one anna per day and on Moulann's in~istencc raised it to two annas. 
This scrvcH as hi11 morning m~al. 

"Deviating from usunl treatment Moulann Shaukat Ali, Doctot· 
:Kitchlew, Moulvi Nisat· Ahmad, Pir Gulam Mnjdid all convicted at 
Karachi trial for com;pirin~ to Heduce Indian troop!! from their 
·allegiance were a8ked on Saturday the 28th, to submit .to search of theit• 
;person, a practice commonly >followed in cn~·e of com·icts. This 
·cont~i~Jb! in mnking the priMoners absolutely naked with the excep
-tion of a langoti made loo11e. The pt'illoncrs in this c~mdition nre 
asked to raise hands aud open their mouths n11 though to ~how if there 
·was anything bidden anywhere. This humiliation 1\Ioulana Shauknt 
Ali nnd his companions were snved 110 far. On Saturtlay 28th, on heing 

·a11ked to submit to this they refused. On Monday the 30th, their pet·son 
was forcibly searched and as punishment for refusing voluntarily to 
suhmit to this indignity and. humiliation the forenamed leaders have 
been confined to solitary cells for one month. In Holitary cells prisoner!'~ 
t~re allowed insufficient bedding and that at night alone. 1\Ionlana 
·Sbauknt Ali and his companions thus forced to Kay their prayers on 
uncleaned ground contrary to theit· religious susceptibilitieH. Moulvi 
:Nisar Ahmad was searched while offering his prayct·s. 

".Moulana Mohammad Ali protests and domllnds like treatment. 
·"The lenders in jail ready to obey all Jail Rules except tho8e tha\ 
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ON PICKETING 

Tlte.Indian Social Reformer conte.sts the utility of 
picketing in its own vigorous style. Without entering 
upon any examination of its argument, I would perhaps 

offend against their Religion or against sense of honoul' and 
dignity as Indians or human beings. 

"The j.ail authorities were up to the last moment asked by the lead
ers to refer the matter to Government but they refused to wait." 

It is evident that instructions have gone forth that the policy of wise 
., discretion is to give place to the policy of cast iron rigidity 'bf 

enforcement of prison rules. Imagine .M:aulana Shaukat Ali or•au;r 
of the high-spirited prisoners standing almost naked before the Jail or 
and in the presence of one another and submitting to what to them 
must be a most humiliating examination. I can understand the neces
sity and utility of such e::g;amination of confirmed criminals for whom 
alone the ordinary prison regulations are framed, but it is nothing 
short of lunacy to enforce obedience to such regulations on the part o:E 
men who apart from their political.agitation have been regarded as 
orderly citizens and in some cases e'l"en as distinguished public men. 
To enforce sonu; of the present regulations in respect of such prisoners 
is hopelessly to ignore tho reality and to court trouble. Ordinary 
discipline must be exacted from the best of men when they happen to 
·be in prison, lDOI'e so when they coui't imprisonment. Discomfort of 
jail life they must expect nnd cannot grumble at. Respect for the jail 

. officials must be exacted from them if they will not give it voluntarily 
and gracefully. Our drscipline must not take the form of humiliation. 
Discomfort must not be torture, and respect must not take the form of 
crawling on one's belly. And therefore, on pain of being put in ir·ms 
in solitary confinement or of being shot, Non-co-operating prisoners 
must decline even in the name of discipline to stand naked before the 
jailor, must decline in the name of discomfort to wear stinking clothes 
or to eat food that is unclean or indigestible and must similarly decline 
t:ven in the name of respect to open out their palms or to sit in a 
crouching position or to shout 'Satrkar Ek Hai 1 or 'Sarkar Salam' 
when a jail official is passing. ·And if the Government is now inte'ut 
tlpon putting us through t.he fire in the jails nnd subject us t.o physicaL 
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take up less space if I simply state my view and experi
ence. Picketing in its nature must be temporary, but it 
is like what a stimulant is in medicine. Drink is more 

pains in order to bend us, we must respectfully rlecline to be humiliated 
and must fall hack upon God to give us stt·ength to witl.u;tand studied 
humiliation and to suffer phyRical tortures in11tead. Let the proud 
Brothers and their comrades purify the Karachi Jail. 

But be the treatment what it may, the course before those who arc 
put in pl'i~on is clear. We mu~t not be irritated into taking a.false or 
-a hasty step. Our final salvation lies in the strictest adl1erence to our 
pledge. If we feel keenly, let us be still more non-violent, not let!S so; 
let us fmther couc1mtrnte 011 Civil DiRobedience, let u11 lose no time in 
fulfilling the condition~ neces~ary for Civil Disobedience. Let Hindus, 
1\Iussalruans and othet· races come still cl01;er, let us ridiourselves of 

· the remnants of foreign cloth still in our posRession, let us bcl!tir 
·our~clres to manufacture more hand~puu kluuli. Our progress depend!! 
upon calmly fulfilling the programme mappeu out by ourselves, and 
not wasting a sin!!le miimte in idle frcttiug auu fuming. Let us no~ 
:wony about the ill-treatment of those who are in jail. The Govern. 
ment have maue 110 terms with us as to treatment. We have uncoudi. 
tionally sm'l'tmuered om· bodict~ to them even to be hacked to pieces 
-without a quiver, if God will give us the Htrength. We muHt not lo~e 
t~mper <in any account . 

.l!onlana Slzattilat Ali's .~uggc.,tlons.-In the course of a letter, 
,,Jatcu 21st ,January, 1U2~, to his ~on, on the subject which was pub
lished in Young India of 22nd Febi'Uary, 1n22, Moulana Shauknt Ali 
!'nggested the following instruetionl! to priRonerH : 

(1) They must be courteous to all especially to their fellow 
prisoners and Indian warders who are weak and helpless aud made to 
•lo dirty work .. We must lift them up and give them real courage and 
teaeh them pnrtiotism and discipline. Along with thiR, we mut~t have 
full confidence in ourselves aud in our capacity for suffering. 

m We must ask for clean food, clothing and bedding. But this 
i~; th~Jiea~t important thing in my opinion. The more important things 
·l.'Ome later. 

(3) We ;nust do as much ~ork as we can easily accomplish:without 
-detriment to our health. If forced to do more than our strength or 
·eircurn~:~tances permit, we can readily retaliate by refusi Dll to work, the 
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a disease than a vice. I know scores of men who would1 

gladly leave off drink if they could. I know some who 
have asked that the temptation might be put away from 

only weapon in Otll' hands. It is a strong weapon and so as to 
used carefully. This weapon can always bring the jail people to their 
senses, but it is not easy to wield it. We must cheerfully face the 
penalties nn~l through suffering defeat them. Hunger-strike i:; an
other weapon; it is here weak and Muslims cannot use it. It only 
weakens om· health while we .must really get strong here, Loth 
physically and. spiritually. n'<~ must teach this Gorernmcnt both 
outside the jail and inside of it tl1at it cannot coerce or force us to· 
do things against Olt1'1dshes. At the same time we must not shirk 
work or show that we are n~t c:,tpable of bearing hardships. Thertl 
are some very humiliating practices which we must refuse to per
form: 

(a) Every evening nll cloths are taken off and only in a little flin 
we show that we have not concealed anything in our loins. 

(b) Jail parade, whe~·e you are ruada to do things which kill self
respect and in the name of discipline, humiliates you. 

(c) Paying the call of nature with many people round about you 
and a warder watching you and so forth. 

(d) Azan must be ope~ly said by each 5 times d~ily at prayt:r 
time .. They objected to my calling Aza11 but I smiled and t.old t.he 
Superintendent that he should never ~xpect such a thing from me and 
should not even mention them~· He kept quiet. The result is that 
iiqw nearly four times more people say their pmyers than before, and 
Azan 'the beautiful is heard in four places daily. Of course we mu~t 
see that no violence is used. Tell our great chief that non-violence 
iR maintained by prisoners also. They loYe and respect us and J think 
will obey U:l cheel'fully. The Supei'intendent thinks that if all politi
cal prisoners were like me his life would be happy, ~ neYer complain,. 
'never ask for anything, and I am always laughing and singing." 

Mnhntma Gandhi commented on the aboYe as follows: 

I do not think that I need add anything to the letter by way of 
supplementary instructions. Besides laying 'down the instructions, it 
sarves anothel' useful purpose. It sets at re11t 'all doubts as to the 
Brothers' attitude. I know that they are uot implacable. They tu'" 
rnost reasonable but, thank God, they are also firm. They will yield; 
not an inch out of their weakness. 'l'hey will yield everything by· 
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them. In spite of the temptation having been put away 
at their instance, I have known them to steal drink. I 
do not, therefore, think that it was wrong to have re
moved the temptation. Diseased persons have got to 
be helped against themselves.* If I have a son who is 

'Mr. S. N. Ra.r of Benares wrote to l'onng lntlh of 15th Septem· 
her, asking Mr. Gandhi to explain why, while he diHapproved of Hittiu!( 
Dlum:a he approved of pickctting. He wt·otc with reference to 
Calcutta boyH picketing the examination hall: 

Wh811 the picketing party laid themselreM before the gat.eway, 
they did iiO on the very url:{nment that "diseaHed per:-;onH have got to 
be helped against thcmHe!VeH." As brothers who deemed th,~m~clve~ 
LleHsed in truly unden;tanding your advice ahout modern educatiou 
ar.d in poKse~,Hing boldneR~ enough to leare their colleges, they thou(.(ht 
it;t duty incumbent upon them to diHsuade their brothers from appear
ing at the examination. Lying fiat on the h'l'ound ito~ indisrmtably nn 
oriental way of mom! pel'~uasion. It waR nothing but. humility 
preached in i ttl real a~pllct. If I am truly inspired with the feeling 
that drinking is a dire rice and every one has to be saved from its 
cluteheR, shall J be deemed UHiug phyHical force if I lie down in front 
of the drinking den und ask the in lending drinker to trample over my 
body and gtt his drink ? Here in this cn.ne I appeal to his heart. And 
by moral perHntt!:!ion I understand appealing to the heart. Dy laying 
themselves in front o£ the Se•ate Hout~e, the Bengal pickets appealed 
to the heart of the examinees and certainly tliat was moral perR!l!lsion, 

Mr. Gandhi replied :u1 followK: 
The writer assumes. without wanaut, that I would countenance 

tiquur-shop picketing of the t.rpe di11cribed ·in his letter. If the 
uuHeemly obt~tructiou of the pas~ft.ge had been pcr~iKtcd in there would 
h:we been a revulsion of feeling- in the country. aueh a~ woulcllmve 
thoroughly discredited N ou.co.op~ratiou. 1\lorcover it is a far-fetchr!d 
aualogy to compare the drink habit with education. In tlte matter of 
education, it is a conflict of ideals, aud Nowco.opemtion iii for thi~ 

generation a new ideal. Whereas of drirtk the conflict is betwe~n 

reason. Being God-fearing they are capable of cntcrihg into their 
opponents' real difficultieR. Given perfect sincerity in the opponent 
and readineSA to do right and acknowledge the Wl'Oilg, no opponent 
need fear or distrust them. But to think of placating !lluHalman~ 
without placating the BrothJrs is to attempt to ignore Islam in India. 
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addicted (say) to gambling, and a gambling company 
imposes itself on me to tempt my boy, I have either 
violently to knock the company down or to post watches 
at its offices, in order, if possibte, to shame my son into 
not going there. It is true that there are other gambl
ing companies some distance for my place. Still I 
take it, I would be held in the right in having posted a 
watch at the company's door. I must make it difficult 
for my son to gamble. If the Reformer accepts the doc
trine of state prohibition, it must accept the corollary 
of picketing, so long as the state is a tyranny being 
perpetrated in the fa.ce of public opinion. What, for 
instance, should the public do, if the -state were to build 
palaces in every street for women of ill fame, and issue 
to them licences to play their trade ? Will it not be its 
duty, unless it destroys these palaces inhabited by vice, 
to quarantine them and warn the public of the danger 
of falling an easy prey to the temptation forced on it ? 
I recognise the necessity of using only men and women 
of character as pickets and of guarding against violence 
being offered to those who insist on drinking in the face 
of public opinion. Picketing is a duty a citizen must 
discharge, when he is not helped by the state. What 
is a police patrol, if it is not picketing against thieves ? 
The police use the gun, when the thief betrays an incH-

abstinence ;nd a recognised rice. A young considers a virtue 
to go to a Government college, a drinker knows drinking to be an 
evil habit, The educated youth reads newspapers, knows all the 
argument for nud against. Visitors to liquor-shops read nothing and 
not being in the habit of attending meetings; hear notbiug. Picketing 
therefore, in the case of colleges and schools was not only superfluous, 
but in the manner it was canied out, constituted a sort of violence 
utterly unjustified ln any event and for a :Non-co-o~erator a breach 
of his pledge, 1 am glad, therefore, that the picketing st?pped, ~f it 
did, as a result of my severe criticism. 
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·nation to break into another's house. A picket use!ll the 
'J)ressure of shame, i.e., love, when he warns a· weak 
brother against the dangers or the drink evil. The 
Reformer has attributed to picketing claim!!! never put 
..forth on its behalf. 

22nd December, 1921 

THE RIGHT OF PICKETING 

Tl}e Government must have thought that Bombay 
having stopped picketing of liquor-shops, all other 
. places would necessarily follow suit. But Poona has 
·shown that it is a right that cannot be abandoned 
without •good ·cause. As soon as orders were issued 
to prohibit picketing, h we decided to break the orders," 
·says Mr. Kelkar, "and this 'morning notice has 
been sent to the District Magistrate that we shall 
·even to-day proceed to brea.k the order, at a place and 
time specified. Myself, my son and Messrs. Bhopatkar, 
·Gokhale, Pa'ranjpye and about 16 others will form the1 

first batch. · Succession will, I am sure, be provided for 
'by those who are left behind. Let us see how far Poona 
gives an account. of itself in this matter." The party 
went, they were arrested, their names taken, and they 
were let off. Fresh parties have since been regularly 
going with the same result. Of course, Maharashtra wil 
never lag behind in suffering. It possesses the hardes 
body of workers in India. It is remarkable how in 
·every province the front rank leaders have run the 
boldest risks. But whilst Mr. Kelkar and his party 
'had not the good fortune to be imprisoned, the Ajmer 
people fared better. On prohib.ition notices being 
.issued, the· workers regarding· picketing as a 'religious 
·,right' took up the challenge. "Swaraj · Seva volunteers 
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were posted," says Pandit Chand Karan Sarda, "on an 
liquor shops. The Government also posted its polic& 
force 'and mounted Sewars on each shop with orders to 
arrest .the pickets, As soon as one batch was arrested~ 
the reserve volunteers took their place. The police· 
arrested only 17 volunteers who were summarily tried 
and sentenced to 4 months and 3 week.s rigorou!' 
imprisonment." They ofi\ned no defence. No more 
arrests seem to have been made at Ajmer. Where 
picketing can be practised without violence and ill-will 
against the liquor dealer or the drinker, it is a moral 
duty. That it has advanced the cause of temperance as .. 
nothing else ,has, no one can deny. Only the other day, 
at Karamsad, the Christian and Hindu Dhedhs gratefully 
informed me that as a result' of picketing they had 
banished drink from their midst. Bombay has forfeited 
the right for the time being at any rate, because of its 
wanton and malicious destruction of Parsi liquor shops 
and its diBgraceful behaviour towards Parsis and Chris~ 
tians on the fatefull7thNovember, and the two following 
days. I.· hope, however, that wherever picketing is 
practised, it will be entrusted to men or women of 
unimpeachable character, and carried on in the friend. 
liest spirit. We do not want to make people virtu on!' by 
force. 

23rd February, 192~ 

OUR LAXITY 

A reliable correspondent writes to me saying that 
in Allahabad and Benares, the volunteers have been 
enlisted without regard te their qualifications.* Hardly 

•The following appenred in rou.ng India of ~3rd February, 19~:!,. 
under .the bending " rather free, thuu sober": 
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50 c.ould be found dressed in handspun khaddar· 
from top to toe. Some more could be found wearing 
khaddar for outer covering, all the rest being foreign
cloth. The same corres:rJondent says that some of the 
volunteers do not mind an occasional drink and that 
they are not tested as to their belief in non-violence and 
that in many instances the local Congress officials have 
lost control over them. It has been: officially reported 
that there are 96,000 volunteers enlisted in the United 
:Provinces. If it is a fact that there are so many volun
teers on the roll and that the vast. majority of them do 
not conform to the Congress conditionsl they are worse 
than useless. The complaints mentioned by me are· 
formidable, yet as a matter of fact, I have not exhausted 
them all. The same news comes from Calcutta, again 
from a reliable source. My informant tells me that 

Just as I am writi1ig these notes, my assistant puts into my hand a 
cutting from the Leacler, containing the text of Pandit Gopinath 
Kunzru's lettt~r, deBcribing in the cnlmeRt manner possible what befell 
him and hiR friend when they were purchasing in Agra brandy fr•om a 
liquor shop for outward application for a patient. The volunteers 
would not allow them to take the brandy in spite of all the a~snrunce 
of bona fides given by Pandit Kuuzrn. This is not only not non
violeiice but i~ unadulterated violence. Peaceful picketing does not 
mean that so long as no phy~ical violence is used, any kind of pressure 
could be exercised. The volunteers, if they had remaincrl true to their 
pledge, would have allowed safe passage to Pandit Gopinath and his 
friend. The picketer~' duty is merely to warn drinkers against the 
vice of drink, not molest them or otherwise prevent them if they will 
not listen. If we may force temperance upon the people belieYing it 
to be good for them, the English administrators and their Indian sup
porters are certainly performing an analogous operation. They too 
force the present system on us well believing that it is good for u:-:;. If 
the Swaraj volunteers may, therefore, take such liberties as they have 
undoubtedly k\ken in respect of Pandit Gopinath Kunzru, they are 
seeking not to change the system, but the masters. I would rather have 
India to be free than ~ober if freedom has to be sold to buy sobriety,. 
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'hundreds who have gone ·to jail know ·nothing about th, 
pledge,* are not dressed in khaddar, are not dressed eveJ: 

~in Indian mill cloth but have gone to jail wearing foreigr 
-cloth, and that they have had no training in non-violence: 
A correspondent from Rohtak writes bitterly complaim 
ing that in many parts of that district the volunteers dr· 
~not obey instruction and make the position of Congres. 
·official~ most difficult and embarrassing. 

If one-tenth of these complaints is true, I fear that wr 
·have not been able to cope with the wonderful a.wa.kem 
,ing and to bring under control all the new additions tr• 
·the Congress organisation. It is possible that it i1 
nobody's fault that this is so. The Government precipii 
tated a crisis by hurling the notifications about publiu 
meetings and volunteers at us. . The challenge had t,, 
be and was taken up, New ,fl.nd inexperienced men 

* The following about volunteer pledge, on the lines of which th1 
.Ahmedabad Congress al~>o adopted a pledge, appeared in Young Inclii 
of 22nd December, 1921 : 
· To show the thorough nature of the work of ~nauring peace that ii 
.be~1g doue in Delhi, I extract the following remarkable pledge fro111 
Mr. Asaf Ali's letter which he wrotlj when he offered -himself anu 
fifty. two others for arrest : 

"With full consciousness of the omnipresence and omniscience O• 

God I declare that it shall be my solemn duty (1) to attain Swaraj b:. 
peaceful means, (2) to preserve and foster unity between the member 
~md followers of th~ various communities and religions of India, (3) t,. 
regard no class or comii:lunity as contempt!Lle or untouchable, (4) t· 
sacrifice life and property fol' the honour and interest of my country. 
(5) to wear clothes made of cloth handspun and hund.wonm in th1 
country, (6) to obey without demur the orders of the officers, (i) Sl· 

iong as I am not discharged from the Corps, to observe myself anu 
perliuade others to observe non- violence (or as ·long as the Congl'eS· 
continues to follow this policy) and finally I will cheerfully bea• 
prirations and troubles which may confront me during my connectiOll 
with the National Volunteer Corps and neither I nor any of m;: 
dependents and relations expect any compensation. " 
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found themselves clothed with office and they were· 
called upon to deal with a crisis which would have tand· 
to its utmost the capacity even of tne experienced leaders. 
withdrawn from public guidance. 

There is much to be said in favour of this argument. 
No one need therefore be blamed, but we must not blink 
the facts. On the contrary, we must face them sternly, 
boldly and set our own house in order. No army in the
world has yet marched to victory, which has not con-· 
sisted of soldiers possessing the qualities of them. An. 
army of peace has greater need to exhibit the qualities
laid down for its soldiers. It would not do to retort that 
the standard i~ too high. A recruiting· officer who takes· 
recruits below the standard renders himself guilty of 
dishonesty, if he tak~s such recruits knowingly. All h~ 
can do is to report to the head-quarters that he cannot 
get recruits on the conditions prescribed, but on no· 
account will he be justified in departing from them. 

The conditions laid down by the Congress were read 
· by myself in detail to the whole audience last December· 

in the Congress pandal. They were exhaustively djs .. 
cussed by the All-India Congress 'Committee and the· 
Working Committee, and then theywere explained byrne 
to the delegates and visitors from the different provinces 
at numerous informal discussions. The plea of impossi
bility of fulfilment cannot therefore be accepted. The 
delegates knew what they were about. They were 
nearly 6,000. They came to represent their respective· 
constituencies and there should have. been no difficulty 
about the fulfilment of the conditions. 

I should personally be satisfied with 300 volunteers 
thoroughly understanding and complying with the con
ditions, but I should not care to,lead a struggle with. 
30,000 volunteers who know nothing of and care· less. 
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;about the ·conditions·. The reason is obvious. In the 
·one case. I have at least 300 stalwarts to support me, in 
the other case I have· to carry a burden of 30,000 men, 

·not volunteers, who are a drag upon me. The 300 would 
help me, would obey instructions, but 30,000 will cer· 
tainly not carry out instructions and may throttle me. 
We must therefore once. for all make up our minds that 
:.all the resolutions which are passed by the Congress 
Working Committee have to be fulfilled literally. They 
·ar·e part of a swift· and practical programme upon whose 
·due fulfilment rests the future of India, the redress of 
the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs and the attainment 

·of Swaraj. · Resolutions by themselves mean nothing if 
they are not to ·be·, c~rried out llJ. full. We used to 
;eomplain when our resolutions, which were in days gone 
by addressed to the Government, were not carried out by 
it. Who is to complain when the resolutions voluntarily 
;and deliberately passed by us are . no~ carried out by 
·ourselves?. I, therefore, strongly advise all Congress 
·and Khilafat organisations to see that they are strictly 
enforced in their respective jurisdictions. If they~ do 
not, it is they who will endanger the movement and no 
.one else. It is for us to make or mar the future. 

[ E 1 
2nd Febl'Uary, 1922 

POLITICAL AGENCIES 

Repression is slowly spreading its net in all directions, 
;and now-a-days precedes the Prince's visit as if to prove 
to the people the might ~is Royal Higheess represents. 
As he is expected in Indore, Babus Badrilal Aryadutta 
.and Chhotelal have been deport~d from In~ore Camp by 
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the Agent to the Governor-General. Orders have also 
been issued prohibiting public meetings within the 
-aesidency area. It may be that public life is not so 
well organised in these Residencies as in British India · 
proper. But if it is, I have no doubt about the duty of 
the residents of the camp. If they can retain the non
violent spirit and if they are at all well organised, they 
~hould hold meetings notwithstanding the orders, and 
risk deportation or imprisonment. ln my opinion, those 
who are deported should return to b(:' arrested. 

A similar story comes from Kathiawad. lt seems that 
the Princes of Kathiawad have arranged Shikar partieR 
.and other non-political but expensive amusements for 
H. E. the Governor. The subjects of the States are 
.angry, not over the Governor's visit, but over the ex
pem~ive amusements arranged in his honour. Probably 
.the Governor ·does· not even appreciate them. Why 
should these functionaries always want amusements? 
It is not as if they are without any, whilst they are 
working at headquarters. Indeed these amusements 
themselves mus~ become a task for at least some of 
them. Neither party can be natural at these shows. 
They must put on their best behaviour and observe their 
respec"tive distances. They must always act both offi. 
cialls and correctly even when they are meeting unoffi .. 
cially. In the ·circumstances, it would certainly save a 
great deal of time and expense if these amusements 
were cut down and the visits limited to State business 
only. Moreover, the Shikar parties offend vegetarian of 
Kathiawad. The people of Kathiawad cannot but re
·sent, even when they say nothing, the waste of animal 
.life for no purpose whatsoever. . I am told that, in order 
.to draw the beasts of prey, goats have to be sacrificed 
ior days in advance. Such Shikar, over which so much 
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innocent blood is spilt and is without any risk of life or
limb on the part of the Shikari, is robbed of ~11 charm· 
and becomes a mild copy of the law that prevails be-
' tween the Governme~t and the people in India, whereby 
the public are always the sport of the Government which 
never runs any risk. It is not the Mosaic law of tooth· 
for tooth, but it is the 'law of bullets against brickbatsr 
life for a scratch .. When the hunter runs no risk, it is 
not good sport but is :downright cruelty. But the Agent· 
to the Governor in Kathiawad evidently could not to-

. lerate protest meetings even ·against the extravagance 
of the Princes and has therefore·, it ·appears, prohibited' 
public meetings and arrested Messrs. Munilal Kothari: 
and Mansukhlal Ravjibhal Metha. 
.. All this activity in the ·Agencies is a new develop •. 
ment. I congratulate 'those we are arrested. The law 
of non-vi~le'nce is just as imperative in the Agencies and. 
the States as it is in the.· pure British . are~. What is 
more, the residents in the States must not embarrass the 
latter in respect of or in :the interest of the movement of 
Non~co-operation w1th the Government. They may 
:fight against their loca! grievances but even then not in 
the intensive · Non-co-operation manner except under
very grave circumstances and except when public opinion 
is with them. In the States, the subjects cannot claim to· 
have exhaUsted· all their resources with the Princes 
themselves. They must form public opinion, carry ioo· 
.·agitation and otherwise organise 'the'mselves. I· ~f~n· 
hear the talk that' the Congress becariie· us~ful only' when· 
·Non-co-operation carrie in. This iSJ· an utterly wrong 
view of the situation. The·,:c.ongress agitation paved 
·the way for Non-co-operation.·' The latter was th~:fittklg
corollary to the previous Congress activities. The Con
'gress has always been inlndia the greatest demonstra-
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tive and effective agency for ventilating people's 
grievances. It has always been a true register of popular 
strength and weakness. The States subjects, too, must 
have their Congress and Conferences quite apart from 
the British Indian prototype and probably differently 
managed. They may learn from the mistakes of the 
parent body but they have to go through that preliminary 
discipline. A mere unexaggerated exposure of a wrong 
is by no means a small matter. Wrong like vice 
flourishes in secrecy. It dies of sunlight. Therefore let 
the subjects of States organise themselves quickly and 
in a methodical manner without mixing up and spoiling 
their local matters with the National Congress. The 
States subjects can work as so many are doing on the 
Congress and for the Congress outside the States area. 

TOO SACRED FOR PUBLICATION 

9th February, 1922 

There are thingf: one does not like to see published, 
not because there is anything secret about them but 
because they are too sacred for publication. Some
times the published version gives an impression totally 
different from the spoken sword, even though the report
ing may be ever so,accurate. Wheni call a little child 
a fiend in perfect good humour or with a frown, it 
would ,not do to report ·me as having called some 
one a fiend without giving long explanations as to . 
the why and the how. Some such disservice has been 
done by the manifestly friendly reporter of a conver
sation and a discourse at Satyagraha Ashram as reportw 
ed in the Bombay Chronicle of the 2nd instant. I dislike 
such things being reported. In a swift conversation 

72 
I 
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there are many things understood. An accurate report 
of such a conversation is impossible' without copious 
footnotes. I am, for instance, reported as having said 
that Shantiniketan is for material progress and Satya
graha Ashram exis.ts solely for spiritual progress. When 
the Poet sees this, he will either laugh at it if he remem· 
hers that I could ,not possibly .say or mean any such 
thing about Shantiniketan, or he will be angry and 
d€spondent that even I should be ·so hopelessly ignorant 
and inartistic as not to see the spi~ituality of Shantini
ketan. The Poet, I feel sure, is not likely to do me the 
injustice of. thinking me capable of holding the belief 
imput~d to me. I could say to the Poet, as indeed 
I h~ve dorie, that Shantiniketan lac!\s discipline. 
He had laughed o'ver it and even endorsed my 
criticism and justified it, saying he was a Poet and 
Shantiniketan was for his amusement. He could only 
sing and make others sing. I was free· to introduce all 
the discipline I liked but he was only a Poet. The reader 
must know that I hav~ lived at Shantiniketan for more 
than once. I am permitted to regard it as a home of 
retreat. My boys have had shelter there and at the 
Gurukula when I was· away in England. My co'nver
sation with the Hindi_ teacher was on the basis that both 
he and I were l9vers of Shantiniketan. How can 
Sh~ntiniketan be otherwise than ~piritual when the 
-author of pure spiritual poetry is the dominating spirit 
there? I am not so dull as to think that a place where 
Devendranath Tagore lived could be devoid of spiritu
ality. The readers of Young India are aware that I 
receive spiritual draughts from Shantiniketan from time 
tq time sent by Badadada* .who is incessantly watching 
over m~ and praying for the ·success of my mission. I 

1 •Dwijendranath Tagore. 
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bas ten to inform the reader that I regard many professors 
-and teachers of Shantiniketan as highly spiritual and 
·good men whose association I have valur::d as a privilege. 
rr must further inform the reader that I consider Bengal 
'to be the most spiritual among our provinces. The 
·whole of my conversation which is nnfortunatcly 
nported was carried on in a humorous strain. I have 
often claimed among lovers of Shantiniketan greater 
spirituality for Satyagraha Ashram than Shantiniketan. 
But such competition and daim must not be interpreted 
into an assumption of superiority. I am most desirous 
to keep Satyagraha Ashram veiled from the public.· vVe 
are there a hand of humble unlettered workers knowing 
·our own failings, trying to understand them still further 
and undoubtedly intent upon finding the truth and 
wanting to live and die for it. Comparison~ between 
kindred, but not identical, imtitutions must never be 
made. But if a comparison must be made, in spite of 
the early rising and the discipline of Satyagraha Ashram, 
I would vote really and sincerely for Shantiniketan as 
an elder brother. It is older by far in age and I know it 
is so also in wisdom. But there is that 'but'. Th(l inmates 
of Shanti.niketan must beware of the race that the little 
place in Gujerat is running. 

Having said so much of Shantiniketan by way of 
reparation, I have no time or space left for giTing my 
version of the morning course nor must I attempt it. It 
•came from the very pith of my soul. I could not report 

· it myself with the same force. I heard a sister givejt 
in one sentence. It wa~ so true. I wish the unknown 
:friend had never thought of reporting it. The report 
-does not convey the central truth of it. 
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there are many things understood. An accurate report 
of. such a conversation is impossible~ without copious 
footnotes. I am, for instance, reported as having said 
that Shantiniketan is for material progress and Satya
graha Ashram exists solely for spiritual progress. When 
the Poet sees this, he will either laugh at it if he remem
bers that I could ,not possibly .say or mean any such 
thing about Shantiniketan, or he will be angry and 
despondent that even I should be ·so hopelessly ignorant 
and inartistic as not to see the spirituality of Shantini
ketan. The Poet, I feel sure, is not likely to do me the 
injustice of. thinking· me capable of holding the belief 
imput~d to me. I could say to the Poet, as indeed 
I h~ve dorie, that Shantiniketan lacks discipline. 
He had laughed o'ver it and even endorsed my 
criticism and justified it, saying he was a Poet and 
Shantiniketan was for his amusement. He could only 
sing and make others sing. I was free to introduce all 
the discipline I liked but he was only a Poet. The reader 
must know that I have lived at Shantiniketan for more 
than once. I am permitted to regard it as a home of 
retreat. My boys have had shelter there and at the 
Gurukula when I was· away in England. My conver
sation with the Hindi teacher wa£ on the basis that both 
he and I were lovers of Shantiniketan. How can 
Sh~ntiniketan be 'otherwise than ~piritual when the 
.author of pure spiritual poetry is the dominating spirit 
there? I am not so dull as to think that a place where 
Devendranath Tagore lived could be dev·oid of spiritu
ality. The readers of Young India are aware that I 
receive spiritual draughts from Shantiniketan from time 
tq time ,sent by Badadada * . who is incessantly watching 
over me and praying for the . success of my mission. I 

' •Dwijendranath Tagore. 
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bas ten to inform the reader that I regard many professors 
.and teachers of Shantiniketan as highly spiritual and 
·good men whose association I have valu~;·d as a privilege. 
rr must further inform the reader that I consider Bengal 
to be the most spiritual among our provinces. The 
·whole of my conversation which i~ unfortunately 
Teported was carried on in a humorous strain. I have 
often claimed among lovers of Shantiniketan ~reater 
spirituality for Satyagraha Ashram than Shantiniketan. 
Tiut such competition and daim must not be interpreted 
into an assumption of superiority. I am most desirous 
to keep Satyagraha Ashram veiled from the public.· \Ve 
are there a hand of humble unlettered w:orkers knowing 
·our own failings, trying to understand them still further 
and undoubtedly intent upon finding the truth and 
wanting to live and die for it. Comparison:; between 
kindred, but not identical, institutions must never be 
made. But if a comparison must be made, in spite of 
the early rising and the discipline of Satyagraha Ashram, 
I would vote really and sincerely for Shantiniketan as 
an elder brother. It is older by far in age and I know it 
is so also in wisdom. But there is that'but'. Tha inmates 
of Shanti.niketan must beware of the race that the little 
place in Gujerat is running. 

Having said so much of Shantiniketan by way of 
Teparation, I have no time or space left for gi-ving my 
version of the morning course nor must I attempt it. It 
•came from the very pith of my soul. I could not report 

· .it myself with the same force. I heard a sister giv e.Jli 
in one sentence. It was' so tl'ue. I wish the unknown 
friend had n~ver thought of reporting it. The report 
·does not convey the central truth of it. 
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I HAVE LOST ALL CREDIT 

2a1·d February, 1922 
A friend from Lahore without giving his name sends; 

me the following thundering note : 
"On Tuesday the lith, I rend the Tribnne and the resolutions

therein, passed at the emergency meeting of the All-India Conf:.ll'ess 
Working Committee.* On 1\Ionday when I came from my office, l 
heard a flying rumour that l\Iahatmaji had postponed the date of the 
mass Civil Disobedience, but at that time I thought the news devoid of 
foundation, After a short time, a friend of mine hawked me at n:r 
house and we went to bazaar. His face was somewhat sadder than 
usual. I enquired of him the reason.of his sadness. He said he was 
utterly disgusted and so gave up the idea o'f following this movement. 
Mahatmaji was going to give up the lead of this movement and at the 
same time he had addsed all the Provincial Congress Committees not 
to emol any more volunteerli. No picketing propaganda should b~ 
undertaken as long as' the special session of the All-India Congre!'f'.. 
Committee had not confirmed what to do further. 

"The people are· of thi:~ opinion that ~·ou have turned yom· fact ant} 
become fickle-minded. They will co-operate with the G.overnment 
without any hesitation and join the ceremony of His Royal Highness 
the Prince of Wales. ·Some say that they will not obserYe Jiarta1 and 
will accord a hearty reception at Lahore. 

"Some •nerchants are un.der the impression that you hare repwn~c1 
all the restrictions from all liquor shops and t'ideshi cloth . 

." Truly 'speaking, each and erery one in Lahore city is holding. 
meeting in the bazaar us well as in the hou~e. and you will forgive. 
me if I will say boldly that they are condemning the action of the 
All-India Congress Committee. 

' I now for my sake ask you these questions .• 
"(1) Will you now gire up the lead of. this morement ?. If sor 

why? 
",Will yoix be good enough to let me know why you h:we given 

such instructions to all Prorincinl Congre~s Committees? Hare you 
given an opportunity to Pandit 11ialaviya for a Round Table Confer~ 
~nee for a settlement, or has Pandit Malaviya agreed to embrace your 
movement in case the Go\ernment has not turned true to its words ?. 

• Where the" Bardoli decisio~1 "suspending cirii Disobedience was. 
arrived nt. 
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"(:l) Grant a comt1romise is arrau!!ed and the Khilafat and the 
Punjab wrongs are redres~ed and in the ca~e of Swamj the Hovemmcn\ 
may only e:~:tend the reforms, will you be ~atistied with that or conti· 
llltc your activities till you have got the full dominion status ? 

"(4) Suppo~e no decision is unived at. Will Pandit ::\Jala\·iya 
·and all others who are connected with this conference come to yom· 
"'ide, or will their fate remain in the balance just aR now~ 

"(5) In case no deci~ion is arri"l"ed at, will you give up the idea of 
.Civil Disobedience, if there'is dan!.(el· of violence? 

"(lj} Is your intention now to disband the present volunteer 
-corps and enli~t tho~c who know spinning nnd w•:ar hand~pnn and 
handwoven kltaddnr ? 

"(7) Suppose violence has made appearanew when you have start,ed 
l)'nnr masH Civil Di~obe•lienee, what wil! yon do at that time'? Will 
sou Htop your ucti\'ities at the Yery moment ?n 

There is much more criticism in this letter than I have 
·reproduced. The writer tells me that the people are so 
disgusted that they now threaten to become co-operators 
and are of opinion that I have sold Lala Lajpat Rai, • Del'habandhu Chitta Ranjan Das, Pandit Motilal Nehru, 
the Ali Brothers and others, and tell me that if I give 
up the leadership, there are thou:-ands who will leave 
this world by committing suicide. I ~nay assure the 

'<litizens of Lahore, in particular and the Punjabis in 
.general, that I do not believe what is said of them. I 
w;;ed to receive such letters even during the Martial Law 
days, because of the sul'pension of Civil Disobedience, 
but I discounted all the news and on my reaching the 
Punjab in October, I found that I was right in my 
analysis of tile Punjab mind and I discovered that there 
was no one to challenge the propriety of my act. I feel 
still more confident of the correctness of the decision of 
the Working Committee, but if .it is found that the 
.country repudiates my action, I shall not mind it. I 
.cari but do my duty. A leader is useless when 
he acts against the promptings of his own conscience, 
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surrounded as he must be by people .. holding all kinds: 
of views. He will drift like an anchorless ship if he· 
has not the · inner v~ice to hold him firm and 
guide him. Above all, I can easily put up with· 
the denial of the ~vorld, ·but any denial by me of my 
God is unthinkable, and if I did not give at this critical 
period of tbe struggle the advice that I have, I would be· 
denying both God and Truth.· The telegrams and
letters I am receiving from all parts· of the country
thanking me for my decision-telegrams from both 
non.co.operators ~nd co-operators-confirm my belief 
that the country appreciates the decision and that the 
Lahore writer has given undue prominence to some' 
heated bazaar talk which was bound to take place after 
the Bardoli decisio11 which, all of a sudden, disturbed all 
previous calculations. I can understand the effect of 
the first shock, but I am also sure that when the peoplR 
begin to analyse the implications of pon.violence, they 
will come to no other conclusion than that of the Work-
ing Committee. . 

And now for the questions of the correspondent : 
(1) I am not likely to give up the lead of the move.: 

ment unless I have a clear indication that the people 
want me to. One method of giving that indication is 
an adverse vote of the Working Committee or the All
India Congress Committee. 

(2) I assure the public that Pandit, Mala viyaji had· 
absolutely no hand in shaping my decision. I have 
often yielded to Panditji, and it is always a pleasure for· 
me to yield to him whenever I can and always painful to 
differ from one who has an unrivalled record of public 
service and ·who is sacrifice personified. But so far as. 
the decision of suspension is concerned, I arrived at it 
on my reading the detailed ·report of the Chauri Chaura. 
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tragedy in the Chronicle. It was in Bardoli that tel~
grams were sent convening the ·working Committee 
meeting and it was in Bardoli that I sent a letter to the 
members of the Working Committee advising them of 
my. desire to suspend Civil Disobedience. I went there
after to Bombay at the instance of Panditji, who,' 
together with the other friends of the Malaviya Con
ference, undoubtc:dly wished to plead with me for a 
suspension and who were agreeably surprised when I 
told them that, so far as I was concerned, my· mind was 
made up, but that l had kept it open so that I could 
discuss the point thoroughly with the members of the 
Working Committee. The suspension has no reference 
to a round table conference or to any settlement. In my 
opinion, a round table conference is bound to prove 
fruitless. It requires a much stronger Viceroy than 
Lord Reading has proved to he to perceive the situation 
in the country and then to describe it correctly. I 
certainly feel that Pandit Malaviyaji has already come 
into the movement. It is not possible for him to keep 
away from the Congress or from danger, but the Bardoli 
decision was arrived at purely on its merits, and I could 
not have shaken from the original purpose, had I 
not been unnerved by the Chauri Chaura tragedy which 
was the last straw. 

(3) Nothing short of a full Dominion status is likely 
to satisfy me personally, and nothing short of complete 
severance will satisfy me, if the Khilafat and the Punjah 
wrongs remain unredressed, but the exact form does not 
depend upon me. I have no clear-cut scheme. It has 
to be evolved by the people's representatives. 

(4) At the present moment there is no question of a 
settlement. Therefore, the question as to what Panditji 
and all others will do is premature, if not irrelevant, 
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But assuming that. Panditji holds any conference and 
that its resolutions are ignored by the Government, 
Panditji and others will act as all self-respecting men 
do in such circumstances. 

(5) I can never give up the idea of Civil Disobedi
ence, no matter what danger there is of violence, but I 
shall certainly give up the idea of starting mass Civil 
Disobedience, so long as there is a certain danger of 
violence. Individual Civil Disobedience stands on a 
different footing: 

(6) There is no question of disbanding any Volun
teer Corps, but the names of those who do not conform 
to the Congress pledge have certainly to be removed 
from the list, if we are to be honest. 

(7) If we have understood the essential parts of 
non-violence, we can but come to one conclusion that . . 
any eruption. of widespread violence-and I ·call the 
Chauri Chaura tragedy widespread for the purpose
automatically stops mass Civil Disobedience. That 
many other parts of the country .have nobly responded 
to the spirit of non-violence. is good, but it is not good 
enough to continue 'mass Civil Disobedience even as a 
most peaceful meeting is disturbed if one man obstructs 
or commits violence. Mass Civil Disobedience for 
becoming successful requires a non-violent environment. 
The reason for restricting it to one single lmall area is 

' I 
to prevent violence elsewhere. It, the~efore, means that 
mass Civil Disobedience in a particular area is possible 
when the other areas passively co-operate by remaining 
non-violent.· 

REPLY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
The Government of Indh iu a Co:n:nunique published on the 
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•filh February replied to }Ir. Gandhi'~ Bat·doli letter, repudiating his 
l'tatements and urging that the i~Aue hcfore the country waR no longer 
'between this or that. pro~rarnme of political adnwce, hnt Letwccn 
lawlcs~ncs!'l with all its consequences on the one hand and the main. 
tenance. of tho~e principles which lie at the root of all civilit~ed 
•Hovcrmnents. )lr. Gandhi i~sut>d the following rejoinder: 

I have very carefully read the Government's reply to 
my letter. I confess that I was totally unprepared for 
·such an evasion of the realities of the case as the reply 
~betrays. 

I will take the very first repudiation. The reply says 
they (the Government) emphatically repudiate the state .. 
ment that they have embarked on a policy of lawless 
repression and also the suggestion that the present 
rcampaign of Civil Disobedience has be9n forced on the 
N onMco-operation party in order to secure the elemenM 
tary rights of free association, free speech and free 
press. Even a cursory glance at my letter would show 
•that, whilst Civil Di3obedience was authorised by the 
All-India Congres~ Committee meeting held on the 4th 
November, at Delhi, it had not commenced. I h~:~.ve 
made it clear in my letter that the contemplated mass 
·Civil Disobedience was indefinitely postponed on account 
of the regrettable events of the 17th November, in nom~ 
bay. That decision was duly published and it is within 
.the knowledge of the Government as also the public 
.that herculean efforts were being made to combat the 
still lingering violent tendency amongst the people. It 
.is also within the knowledge of the Government and the 
public that a special form of pledge was devised to be 
_,igned by volunteers with the deliberate purpose of 
keeping out all but men of proved character. \The 
primary object of these volunteers' associations was to 
Jnculcate amongst the masses the lessons of non· 
violence and to keep the peace at all N onMco-operation 
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functions. Unfortunately, the Government of India lost 
its head completely. over the Bombay events andt 
perhaps, still more over the very complete hartal on the 
same date at Calcutta. I do not wish to deny that there 
might have been some intimidation practised in Calcutta,. 
'but it was not, I venture to submit, the fact of intimida
tion; but the irritation caused by the completeness of the 
hartal that maddened the Government of India as also· 
the Government of Bengal. Repression there was even 
before that time, but nothing was said or done in 
connection with it. But the repression. that came in the· 
wake of the notifications proclaiming the Criminal L·aw 
Amendment Act for the purpose of dealing· with volun
teers' associatiqns and the Seditious Meeting Act for· 
the purpose of dealing with public meetings held by 
Non-co-operators, came upon the Non-co-operation com-· 
munity as a bombshell. 

I repeat, then, that these notifications and the arrests 
of Deshbandu · Chittaranjan. Das and Mou~ana Adul 

. Kalam Azad in· Bengal; the arrest of Pandit Motilal. 
Nehru and his co-workers in the U. P. and of Lala 
Lajput Rai .and his party in the Punjab made it aboo
lutely necessary to take up, not yet aggressive Civil 
Disobedience, but only defe~sive Civil Disobedience, 
otherwise described as passive resistance. Even Hir· 
Hormusji Wadia was .obliged to·declare, that, if the 
Bombay Government followed the precedents set by the 
Governments of Bengal, U. P. and the Punjab, he would 
be bound to resist such notifications, that is, to enrol 
himself as a volun~eer or to attend public meetings in 
defiance of Government order to the contrary. It is thus 
clear that .a case has been completely made out for Civil 
Disobedience, unless the Government revised its policy 
which has resulted in the stopping of public meetings· 
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public association~ and the Non-co-operation pre~~ in· 
many parts of India. 

Now for the statement that the Government have em
barked on a policy of lawless repression instead of an 
ample expression of regret and apology for the barbarous 
deeds that have been committed by officers in the name 
of law and order. I regret to find in the Government 
reply a categorical denial of any lawless repression. In 
this connection, I urge th~ public and Government care
fully to consider the following facts whose snbsto.nce is 
beyond challenge: (1) Official shooting at Entally in 
Calcutta and the callon:-1 trt:!atment even of a corpse, (2) 

The admitted brutality of the ·civil guards, (3) The for
cible dispersal of a meeting at Dacca and the drugging of 
innocent men by their legs although they had given no 
offence or cause whatsoever, (4) Similar treatment of' 
volunteers in Aligarh, (5l The conclusive (in my opinion)· 
finding of the committee presided over by Dr. Gokhul 
Chand about the brutal and uncalled for as~aults upon 
volunteers and the public in Lahore, (6) The wicked and 
inhuman treatment of volunteers and the public at 
Jullundur, \7) 'fhe shooting of a boy at Dehra Dun and 
the cruelly forcible dispersal of a public meeting of that 
place, (8) The looting admitted by the Bihar Government 
of villages by an officer and hiR company without any 
permission whatsoever, from any one, but as :o:tated by 
Non-co-operators, at the invitation of a planter, a~saults 
upon volunteers and the bm:ning of Khaddal' and papers 
belonging to the Congress at Sonepur, (9). the midnight 
searches and arrests in the co'ngress and Khihfat offices. 

I have merely given a sample of the many infallible 
proofs of official lawlessness and barbarisul.':t: 1 have 

• Young I11dia puLli~hcd from week to 'IVP(·k dctailrcl aceount~ of 
these ca~es of alleged lawlesH rcprcs~ion. 
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.mentioned not even a tithe of what is happeD:ing all 
·over the country. I wish to state, without fear of success-
iul contradiction, that the scale on which this lawless· 
ness had gone on in so many provinces of India puts 
into shade the inhumanities that were practised in the 
Punjab, if we except the crawling order and the. massacre 
at Jallianwalabagh. It is my certain conviction that 
the massacre at J allianwallabagh was a clean transaction 
.compared to the unclean transactions described above, 
.and the pity of it is that, because people are not shot or 
butchered, the tortures through which hundreds of in
~offensive mel) have gone through do not produce a 
·sufficient effect to turn everybody's face against this 
Government. · 

But as if this warfare against innocence was not 
enough, the reins are being tightened in the jails. We 
know nothing of what is happening to-day in Karachi 
jail, to a solitary prisoner in the Sabarmati jail and to 
a batch in the Benares jail, all of whom are,as innocent 
as I claim to be myself. Their crime consists in their con
stituting themselves the trustees of national honour and 

·dignity. I am hoping that these proud and defiant spirits 
will not be sent into submis:sion masquerading in the 
official garb. I deny the right of the authorities to insist 
on high-souled men appearing before them almost naked 
or paying any obsequious respeqt to them by way of 
salaming with open palms brought together, or reciting 
to the intonation of "::>arkar~ike-hai. , No God-fearing 
man will do the latter even if he has to be kept standing 
in his stock for days and· nights, as a Bengal school
master is reported to have been for the sake of the 
dignity of human nature. · 

I trust that Lord Reading and his draftsmen do not 
know the facts that I have adduced or are being carried 
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away by their belief in the infallibility of their employees .. 
I refuse to believe in the statements which the public· 
regards as God's truth. If there is the slightest exaggera
tion in the statements that I have made, I shall as· 
publicly withdraw them and apologise for them as I am 
ma:king them now, but, as it is, I undertake to prove the· 
substance of every one of these charges if not the very· 
letter and much more of them, before any impartiat 
tribunal of men or women unconnected with the Govern
ment. I invite Pandit Malaviyaji and those who are 
performing the thankless task of securing a round table· 
conference to form an impartial commission to investi
gate these charges by which I stand or fall. 

It is the physical and brutal· ill-treatment of humanity
which has made many of my co-workers and myself 
impatient of life itself, and, in the face of these things, I 
don't wish to take public time by dealing in detail what 
I mean by abuse of the common law of the country but I 
cannot help correcting the mis-impression which is likely
to be created in connection with the Bombay disorders, 
disgraceful and deplorable as they were. Let it be 
remembered that, of the persons who lost t.heir lives, 
over 45 were Non-co-operators or their sympathisers, the· 
hooligans, and of the 400 wounded, to be absolutely on 
the safe side, over 350 were also derived from the same 
class. I do not complain; the co-operators, the Non-co
operators and the friendly hooligans got what they' 
deserved: they ~egan the violence and they reaped the· 
reward. Let it also not be forgotten that, with all 
deference. to the Bombay Government, it was Non-co~
operators, ably assisted by Independents and co-opera· 
tors, who brought peace out of that chaos of the two· 
days following the fateful 17th. 

I must totally deny the imputation that the application. 
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·of the Criminal Law Amendment Act was confined to 
.associations the majority of the members of which had 
habitually indulged in violence and intimidation. The 
prisons of India to-day hold some of the most inoffensive 
:men and hardly any who are convicted under the' law. 
Abundant proof can be produced in support of this 
·statement as also of the statement of the fact that almost 
wherever meetings have been broken up, there was 
.actually no.risk of violence. 

The· Government of India deny that the Viceroy has 
·laid down upon ·the apology of the Ali Brothers the 
·civilised policy of non-interference with the non-violent 
.activities of Non~co-operators. 1 am extremely sorry for 
this repudiation. The very part of the communique 
·reproduced in the reply is in my opinion sufficient proof 
that the Gover~ment did not intend to interfere with 
such activities. The Government did not wish to be 
inferred that speeches promoting disaffection of a less 
violent character were not an offence against the law. 
I have never stated that breach of any law was not to. 
'be an offence against it, but I have stated, as I repeat 
now, that it was not the intention of the GQvernment 
.then to prosecute for non-violent activities, although 
!they might amount to a 'technical breach of the law.· 

As to the conditions of the conference, the Govern
:ment reply evidently omits to mention the two words: 
"and otherwise'~ after the words." Calcutta speech" in 
my letter. ·I repeat that the terms" I would gather from· 
the Qalcutta speech. and otherwise" were nearly the 

·same that· were mentioned . in the resolutions of the 
Malaviya Conference. What are called the unlawful 

. activities of the N. c.,o. party, being a reply to the 
notifications of the Government, would have ·ceased 

. automatically with the withdra:wal: of those notifica-
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tions, because 'the formation of yolunteer corps .. and 
public meetings would not be unlawful activities after 
the withdrawal of the offending notification. Even 
while the negotiations were going on in Calcutta, the 
·discharge of Fatwa prisoners was asked for, and I can 
only repeat what I have said elsewhere that, if it is 
·disloyal to say that military service under the existing 
system of Government is a sin against God and 
humanity, I fear that such disloyalty· must continue. 

The Government communique does me a c~uel wrong 
imputing to me a desire that the proposed round table 
conference should be called merely to register my 
decrees. I did state, in order to avoid any misunder
standing the Congress demands, as I felt I, was in duty 
bound, in as clear terms as possible. No Congressman 
·could approach any conference without making his 
position clear. I accepted the ordinary courtesy of not 
-considering me or any Congressmen to be impervious to 
reason or argument. It is open to anybody to convince 
me that the demands of th'a Congress regarding the 
Khilafat, the Punjab and Swaraj are wrong or unreason
able and I would certainly retrace my steps and, so far 
as I am concerned, rectify the wrong. The Government 
of India know that such has been always my attitude. 

The communique, strangely enough, says that tbe 
<lemands set forth in my manifesto are even larger than 
those of the Working C~mmittee. I claim th~t they 
fall far below the demands of the Working Committee, 
for what I now ask against the total suspension of 
Civil Disobedience of an aggressive character is merely 
the stoppage of ruthless repression, the release of 
prisoners convicted under it and a clear declaration of 
policy. The demands o~ the Working Committee 
included a Round Table Conference. In my manifesto, I 
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ha,re not asked for a Round Table Conference at all. It 
is true that this wanting of a Round Table Conference· 
does not proceed from any expediency, but it is a 
confession of present weakness. Ifreely recognise that,. 
unless India becomes satuarated with the spirit of non
v\olence and generates disciplined strength that can only 
come from non-violence, she cannot enforce her demads,. 
and it is for that reason that I now consider that the 
first thing for the people to do is to secure a reversal of 
this mad .repression and then to concentrate u,pon 
more complete organisation and more construction. And 
here again the Communique does me an injustice by 
merely stating the Civil Disobedience of an aggressive 
character will be postponed until the opportunity is
given to the imprisoned leaders of reviewing the whole
situation after their discharge and by conveniently omit
ting to mention the following conclusion of my letter. 
"If the Government mak~ the requested declaration, I 
shall regard it as an hon.est desire on its part to giye· 
effect to public opinion ·and shall therefore have no. 
hesitation in advising the country to. be engaged in 
further moulding public opinion without violent rest
raint from either side and trust to its working to secure 
the fulfilment of its unalterable demands. Aggressive· 
Civil Disobedience in that case will be taken up only 
when the Government departs from its policy of strict
est neutrality ·or refuse to yield to the clearly expressed 
opinion of the vast majority of the people of India." 

I venture to claim extreme reasonableness and modera
tion for the above presentation of the case. The 
alternative before the people, therefore, is not, as: 
the communique concludes, between "lawlessnes~ 
with al,l its disastrous consequences on the one hand 
and on the other the maintenanc'e of those principles 
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which lie at the root of all civilised Government." 
:Mass Civil Disobedience, it adds, is fraught with such 
danger to the State that it must be met with '' sterness 
and severity." The choice befere the people is mass 
Civil Disobedience with all its undoubted dangers and 
lawless repression of the lawful activities of the people. 
I hold that it is impossible for any body of the self-respect
ing men for fear of unknown dangers to sit still and do 
nothing effective when looting of property and assaulting 
of innocent men are going on all over the country in the 
name of law and order. 

24th November, 1921 

.THE BOMBAY RIOTS 

A Deep Sta·in.-Under the foregoi'ng headi~g, Mr. 
Gandhi ·published the following . note after having 
witnessed the ~nfortunate disturbances in Bombay: 

The reputation 'of Bombay, tho hope of my dreams, wa~; being 
1tained yesterday even whiM in my simplicity I waH congratulating 
the citizens upo'n their non-~iolcuce in the face of proYocation. For 
the volunteers 'with their captain were arrested during the · Jll'cviou~ 
night for pasting posters under authority on private property. The 
posters advised the people to byocott the ;welcome to the Prince. 
They were destroyed. The Swarnj Sabha1

,; office was mysteriously 
entered and the unused pbsters, so far asl am aware not declared 
un1aw!ul, were :lltio remo'l"ed. The Prince'~:~ visit it8e)f and the 
circumstance~ attending the ccrmoniall'! arranged and public money 
wa~ted for the manufacture of a welcome to His Royal Highness 
constituted an unbearable provocation. ·And yet Bombay had 
remained self-restrained. This, I thought, was a mat tel' for con~,rratula-· 
tion. The burning of the 'pile of foreign cloth was an eloquent 
counter:,demonstration to the interest.ed official demonstration. 

Little did I know that at the very time that the Prince was past!ing 
through the decorated route and the pile of foreign cloth was burning, 
ln anothet part of the' city the mill hands were in criminal disobedience 

73 ., ' 
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of the wishes of their mastet·s emptying them, fil'st 'one and then the 
others, by force, that .a swelling mob was molesting peaceful passeu~ 
gers in . the tramcars. and ,holding up the tralil: traffic,' that it was 
forcibly depriving those ·that were wearing foreign caps of ;;heir 
head-dresses and pelting inoffensive Europeans. As the day went up, 
the fury of the mob now intoxicated with its initial success rose also. 
They burnt tramcars and a motor, sma!'hed liquor shops and· burnt 
two. · r 

I heard of the outbreak at about 1 o'clock .. I motored with some 
friends to the area of disturbance and heard the most painful and the 
most humiliating story of molestation of Parsi sisters. Some few 
were assaulted, and even had their sadis torn from· them. ·No one 
from among a crowd of over fifteen hundred who had iurrounded · 
my car denied the charge, as a Parsi with hot rage and quivering lips 
was with the greatest deliberation relating the story. .An eldedy 
Parsi gentleman said, "Please save us from this mob rule.'t This 
news of the rough handling of Parsi sisters pierced me like a dart. I 
felt that my sisters or daughters had been hurt by a violent mob ! Yes, 
some Parsis had joined the welcome. . They had a right to hold their 
own view· free of molestation. There can be' no 'coer~ ion in Swaraj, 
The Moplah fanatic who forcibly conYert's a Hindu believes that he is 

"!requiring religious merit. A non-co-operator or his associate who 
uses coercion has no apology whatsoever for his criminality. 

As I reached the Two Tanks, I found a liquor shop smashed, two 
policemen' badly w~unded and lying uncons~ious on cots without 
anybody caring for them. I alighted. Immediately the crowd 
surrounded me and yelled "Mahatma Gandhiki jai," That sound 
usually grates on mr ears, but it has grated never so· much a·s it 
did yesterday when the cr'owd unmindful of the two. sick brethren 
choked me with the shout at the top of the.ir voices. I rebuked them 
and they were silent. · Water was brought for the two wounded men. 
I requested two of mY, companions and some from the crowd to take 
the dying policemeQ, to the hospital. I proceeded then to the. scene a 
little further up. where I saw a fire rising. There were two tramcars 
which were burnt by the crowd. On returning, I witnessed a burning 
motor car. I appealed to the crowd to disperse. told them that they 
had damaged the cause of the Khilafat, the Punjab and Swaraj. I 
returned sick at heart and in a chastened mood. 

At about five, a few brave Sindhi young men came to r~port that in 
Bhindi Bazaar the crowd was molestin.g every passer-by who had a 
foreign cap ori. and even seriously beating him, if he refused :to give 
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'11p hi~ cap. .! bra\'e old ParMi who defied the crowd and would not 
:~ive up his Pugrec was badly handled. Maulana ~\.zad Sobhani and I . 
went to Bhindi Bazaar aud reasoned with the crowd, told them that 
t.hey were denying their rcli~ion by hurting innocent men. The crowd 
made a show of di:;persing. The Police were there but they wen• 
exceedingly re~trained. We went further and, on rctracin~ our !ltcps, 
Ionnd to our horror a liquor shop on fire. Even the fire brigade was 
(lbstructed in its work. Thanks to the efforts of Pandit Nckiram 
Sharma and others the inmates' of the Bhop were able to come out. 

The trowd did not consist of hooligans only or boyR. It WIH1 not au 
unintelligent crowd. They were not all mill hands. It was C!:!Henti· 
ally a mixed crowd unprepared and unwilling to listen to anybody. 
For tho moment it had lo1:1t its head. And it was not a crowd but 
lleverul crowds numbering in all not leHH than twenty thou~and. It 
was bent upon mischief and destruction, 

I heard that there was firing resulting in deaths and that in the 
Anglo-Indian quarters every one came in for hard beating, if he did 
not put off his Khadi cap or shirt. I heard that many were Heriously 
injured. ~ am writing thi!l in the midst of six Ilindu and ~lu~:~~:~ulman 
workers who have just come in with broken heads aucl bleeding and 
•me with a broken nasal hone and other lacerated wounds and in danger 
Qf losing his life. They went to Parelled by 1\laulanas Aznd Sobani 
and Mozzam Ali to pacify the mill hands, who, it wn~ reported, were 
holding up ~ramcars there. The worktrs, however, were unable 
to proceod to their destination. They returned with their bleeding 
wounds to speak for themt~elves. 

Thurs the hope of reviving mast~ Civil Disobedience lm~ once more in 
my opinion been daHhed to piecell. The atmosphere for mass Civil 
Disobedience iB absent. It is not enough to Ray that Rnch an utmo
!!phere is to be found in Bardoli, and, therefdre, it may go on Hi«:le by 
side with the violence in Bombay. This is impossible. Neither 
Bnrdoli nor Bombay can be treated as sepal'ate, unconnected units· 
They at·e parts of one great indivisible whole. It was possible to 
isolate Malabar. It was also possible to disregard Mnlcgaon, But tt 
is not possible to ignore Bombay •. 

Non-co-operators cannot escape liability. It is true that ~on.co. 
opet·ators were ceaselessly remon~trating everywhere with the people 
at considerable risk to them11elves, to an·e8t or stop the mischief and 
that they are responsible for saviug n1an} precious lives. But that is 
n0t enough for launching out OJ) Civil Disobedience or to discharge us 
from liability for the violence that has taken place. We claim to 
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have establi~hed a peaceful atmosphere, i.e., to have attained by our 
non-violence sufficient control over the people to keep their violerice
u~der cheek. We have failed when we ought to' have :mcceeded. 
Foi•'yesterday was:i. day of our ~riaL We were under ow· ph:dge. · 
bound to protect the person of the Prince from any harm or in~ult. 
And we broke that pledge inasmuch as any one of U!; insulted or in
jured a single European or any other who took part in the wdcome 
to the Prince. . They were as much entitled to take part in the wel
come as we were to refnin. Nor can I shirk my own personal 
responsibility. I am more instrumental than nny other in bringing 
into being the spirit of revolt. I find myself not fully capable of 
controlling and disciplining that spirit. I must do penance for it. 
For me the struggle is essential~v religious. I believe in fasting and! 

·prayer, and I propose henceforth to' observe evey 1\londay a twenty-
fdur hours' fast till Swaraj is· attained. · 

The working Committee will have to devote its attention to the 
sit~ation imd consider in the light there of 'whether mass Civil Dis
o~edience' can be at all encourged until we have obtained complete 
control over the masses. I have persomilly come deliberately to the 
conclusio.n that mass Civil Disobedience cannot be started for the 
pi·esent. I. confess my 'inability to conduct a campaign of Civil Dis
obedience to a successful i:.;sue unless a completely non-violent spirit 
is ge~erated am01ig th~ people. I am sorry for the conclusion. 'It i~ 
a humiliating confeRsion of my incapacity, but r know' that I shall 
appear more i)Ieasing to m·fl\fuker by being what I am instead: of 
appearirtg to'be what· I am' not. ·If I can have nothingto do with the 
organised Yiolence of the Government,' I can have legs to do with the· 
unorganised violence of the pe'ople. I would 'prefer to be cru~hed 
between the two· · 

I l· . ' 

APPEALS ON THE SI'l'UATION 
j ' • • ' • 

As, soon as riots broke 'out in Bombay on November 
17th,. Mahatma Gandhi engaged' himself who1ly in re
est.ablishing peace by visiting tpe disturbed areas and 
issuing appeals to· his co-workers as well as to the· 
b:reakers ·of peace. These were published in· "Young 
India" of 24th November and 1st December as ~e~l as 
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in the Press. '\Ve give below a summary of thes'e 
.appeals: 

Mr. Gandhi's Appeal toBombayCitizena.-Thisappcal :.\Ir. Gandhi 
wrote at 3 30 A.l£. on the 19th November. "I must refuse," he said in 
it, "to eat or drink anything but water till tho Hindus :md Mussal-

. ruans of Bombay hare made peace with the Parsis, tile Christians 
nud the ,Jews, and till the :Non-co-operators have made P<':tce with 
the co-operators." "The Swaraj that I hal'e witnessed during t.he 
la~t two days has stunk in my no,Rtrils." '·I invite my fellow~worker~.·· 
be :tddt~d, "not to waHte a sin~h word of sympnth,v for me. I need 
()r d.:s~rvc none. Bnt I invite them to make a ceaseless effort to 

'regain control OV(jr the turbulent elements." "The )lussalman8 have 
to my knowledge," c~ncluded Lhe 1\Iahatmaji, "ph yed the leading 
van duri.ng the two days of carnag~. It has d~cply hnrt me.' I ask 
every Mussalman worker to ris•1 to his full height, to rcali:-~e hiA duty 
to his faith and ~ei.! that the carnage stops." 

An Appeal to the Mavalia (Hooligans) of Bombay.-ln thi!-1 appeal 
which 1\ir, Gandhi issu\!d on the-2l~t November, he wrote infer alia: 
JlWb(jther yon call yourself a Hindu, MuHsalman, Pahi, Christian or 
.Jew, you hare certainly failed to considHr even your own reli!-(ious 
interests ... You have used them:\ssawakeniugforyour own lust 
for plunder, rapine, and even indulging in yom· WOl'Rt animal appetite. 
Some of my friends would, I know, ttccuse me of i~norance of human 
Mture. If I believud the charge, I would plead guilty and retire from 
human a~semblies and return only after acquiring knowledge of 
human nature." Mr. Gandhi went on to ~tate that he had no difficulty 
in controllinq the Indian Mavali~:~ of S. Africa and concluded by 
~IRking' them tO Htop t•ctaJiation and give him and hill Worker~ a chance 
to.work umon~ them. 

To Co-workers.-In his appeal to co-workers dated 2~ud ~ovcmbcr, 
J\lahatma Gandhi stated that the majority. being weak enough to do 
·violence, the minority, ,Jews, Par sis and Christians, sought Govern. 
:ment aid anti indulged in retaliat,ory madness with that aid against 
the.white cap-wearing innocent men without the police or the military 
raiKing n. finger to stop it. "So the task b~fore the workers,, he ~aid, 
"is to take the blows from the Government and our cn·in~:t country. 
men." "We mnRt tlccure the co-operation of the rowdies of Bombay 
. , , They .must either he alllen:l.ble to our lo\'e or helplcKsly submit 
to the bayonet. They .may not seek shelterundet· the banner of non. 
i ~ole nee for tho purpose of doing violence. . . . We must rench 
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the rowdy element, befriend them and help them to understand the
religious character of the struggle. We must neither neglect them 
nor pander to them. We must become their s errants." Continuing 
l\Ir. Gandhi emphasised thu.t the workers must respect the freedom of 
others to co-operate, to use foreign cloth or whate'fer they like to do. 
"Our struggle," be concluded, "consists in winning. opponents, in
cluding Englishmen to our side. We can only do so by being free 
from ill-will against the weakest or the strongest of them. And this. 
we can only do by being prepared to die for the f:tith within us and 
not by killing those who do not see· the truth we enunciate." 

Fast Broken.-Peace was restored the next day and, at the instance 
of the leaders of all the communities of all political parties, Mahatma 
Gandhi publicly .broke his fast at a public breakfast. Speaking on the 
occasion, he said he found peace only in'an empty stomach as a ret>ult 
of the disturbances and exhorted all not to· resort to 'fiolence in the 
future but eRch community and party to respect· the freedom of tht
other. 

MOPLAH OUTBREAK 

On August 19th, the :r.Ioplahs of Malabar broke out in open revolt. 
The immediate cause for the outbreak was the attempted arrest by 
the District Magistrate of some Khilafat workers at Tirurnngadi. The 
Moplahs, however, seem to plead grave provocation in the ~;bape of 
ruthless repression of all legitimate actiYities. The Moplahs not only 
resisted the arrests, but broke out in open rebellion at first against 
Government, but subsequently against the Hindu population as well. · 
There wet·e innumerable cases of looting Hindu houses, forced con
versions and unmentionable atrocities on the Hindu population as a 
result of 1\f.:>plah ignorance and fanaticism. The Mu!'lim public were 
naturally unwilling to believe these and at least one or two IIIuslim 
public men almost condoned these. Moulana Hasrat I\Iohani, for 
instance, was one such and he said that l\Iopla~s simply fought for 
their religion. The Congress workers in Malabar naturally resented 
this. Mahatma Gandhi, writing under the headinfl " Hindus and 
Moplahs" in Yotmg India .of 26th January, 1~22, while sympathising 
with the'Hindus, pointed out that Non-co-operation was self-reali
sation and that the Hindus must develop sufficient strength of will t() 
withstand brute force and die in the act, if necessary. 

Undet· the headinq, "The two incompatibles," 1\Ir. Ga~d,!li wrote in 
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Yout~g India of Gth Septemb(;r, 1~21, condemning lllopbh violence 
and pointinq out that violence i~ the obRtacle to Huccess. 

CO~GRESS RESOLUTIO~S 

AmritHar, Calcutta, :Sagpnr anu Ahmedabad rc~olutions are sum
marised in the History of "N on·co-operation given in the beginnina- of 
ilio~~. ' . 

DELHI CONDITIO~S 

See the" HiHtory of Non-co-operation!' gi\'ell in the beginning of 
the book. 

Cl!AURI CllAURA RIOTS 

See the "HiKtory of N on-co~operation'' in the beginninq of the book. 

SWADESHI VOW 

The following ill the Swado~hi vow tmgge~ted for adoption by all: 
"With God as my witncs~, I solemnly declare that from to-day I 

Hhall confine myself for my personal requirements, to the use of cloth 
manufactured in India from Indian cotton, ~:~ilk and wool; and l shall 
altogether a.bstai n from nsing foreign cloth in my pofisession." 

It will be noticed that the above permits the U!!e of Indian mill· 
made cloth. The two other vows were more difficult of fulfilment. 

THE SATYAGRAHA PLEDGE 

The following is the text of the Satyngralm, Pledge: 
1 Being conHcientiously of opinion that the Bills known as the Indian 

Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill No. I of 1919, and the Criminal Law 
(Emergency PowerH) Bill No. II of 1919, are unjm;t, subvcrRive of the 
principle of liberty and juAtice, and destructive of the elementary 
ri[.thts of individual!! on which the safety of the community as a whole 
and the State itself is based, we solcmnfy affirm that in the event of 
theRe Bills becollling law until they are withdrawn, we shall refu8e 
civilly to obey these laws and such other lawH as a committee to be 
hereafter appointed may think fit and further affu·in that in this 
l.ltrnggle we will faithfully follow truth and refrain from violence to 
life I person or property. 
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CONSTITUTION OF THE INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 
o:eGANISATION 

As adopted by the Congress of 1.908, and amended by the 
Congi'CSses of 1911, 191t, 1915, 1916, 

1917, 1918 and 1920 

THE OBJEcr 
ARTICLE I.-The object of the Indian National Congress is the 

attainment of Swaraj by the people of India by all legitimate and 
peaceful means. 

ARTICLE II.-The Sessions of tlze Congress.-(a) The Indian 
National Congress shall ordinarily meet once every year during 
Christmas holidays 'at su.ch a place as may have been decided upon at 
its previous se~sion or such other placeoas may have beeu determined 
by the All-India Congress Committ~e hereinafter referred to. 

(b) An extraordinary session of the Congress may be summoned by 
the All-India Congress Committee either of its own motion or on the 
requisition of a majority of the Frovincial Congress Committe~s. 
wherever it may deem it adrisable to hold such a se~sion; and the 
Articles of this Constitution shall apply with such modifications as 
the All-India Congress Committee may consider necessary in. respect 
of each session. · 

Component Parts of th~·Congress Organisation 

ARTICLE III.-The Indian National Congress Organisation ~hall 

consist of the following : 
(a) The Indian National Congrel'\s. (b) Provincial Congress Com

mittees. (c) District Congress Committees. (d) Sub-Divisional. Tnluqa 
or Tehasil, Firka or other Local Cpngress Committees. (e)' The All
India Congress Committee. (f) Such other committees outside India 
as may, from time to time, be recognised hy the Congress in Jhi.s 
behalf. (g) Bodies formed o~ organised periodically by the Provincial, 
District, Taluqa or Tehasil, tFirka • or other Local Congress , Com
mittees such as the Reception Committee of,the . Congress and the 
Provincial, District, 'l'aluqa or .Tehasil or other Local Conferences. 

ARTICLE TV.-Membership-No person shall pe eligible to be a 
member of any of the organisatio~s, referre<l to· in the foregoing 
.Article~ unless he or she has attained the age . c:if 21 im<! .'espresses in 
writing" his or her acceptance of the object and tl;e methods as laid 
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·down in Article I ~f this Co,nstitntion and ·of the Rul•·s of the 
Congress. 

Provincial Congress Committees 

.lr.TICLE v .. -The following shall bdhe, Provinces with bead
quarterswentioned against them nnd, Wh!.:l'C 110 hcadqu:lrtCl'S :li'C 

mentioned or in every other ca~e. the l't:!!pective t't·ovincial CongreS!! 
·Committees shall have the power to fix or alter them from time to time. 

l) il' • ,1, ., 

. PHOVINCE LA:'-lGUAG·~ HEAll·QU ARTER 

1 ~ladras ... (Tamil) Madra~ 

:! Andhra ... (Telngu) 
3 Karnatak · .' .. (Cannre~e) Gada!:( 
4 Kerala .. (Malnyabm) Calicut 

City of Bombay · ... (1thrnthi & Gujrati) B~mbay 
(j )lalm:u;htr:t ... (Murathi) Poona 
7 Gujrat ... (Gujruti) Ahmcdnbad 
R Sindh ... (Sindhi) 
v United Provinces .: .. (fl1nd.u:;t:mi) ·· Allahabad 

10 Punjab · ... '(Pttnjabl) Lahore 
11 :Frontier Prov. ... (Hindustani) Ptlshawnr 
12 Delhi· . .. ( Hindustai1i)' Delhi 
p 
" Ajmnt', l\lcrwar, 

& Br. Rajpu;ta:n;t · ... (llindaHluui) · ~\jmet' 
14 Central Prov.'; · ... (HinduKt:mi) ,JuLbulpore 
15 Central Prov. ... (Mnrathi) Nagpm· 
16 Beltnr ·· ... (:\latathi) Amrnoti 
17 Bdn1r ... (flindn~tm~i) Patnn 
lR nkal Oz·issa ... (Oriya) 
19 Ben!{:tl & Surma Valley ·· .. ; (Bl·ngali) Caleutta 
20 AsAam ... (AsRameRe) G:mhati 
21 Burma •.• (Burmese) llanuoon 

Provided thnt the All-India Congt'(·s~ Committee may from time to 
tim~ atlsigu particular Indian States to particular Provinces and a 
Provincial Con!{i·ess Committee may \nits tum allot particular Indian 
States asRigned to it hy the All-India 'CongreHs Committee to parti
cular Districts within its jurisdiction. 

'·The existing Provincial Congress Committees shall forthwith 
proceed fo t·eot·ganise themselves in tor'ms of this Constitution. Such 
oreorganisation shall be· final, 'until it is I'evi!!~d by the All-India Con~ 
gress Committ~c. 
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. AR,TICL~ VI.-(a~ There shall be a Prorincial Congress Commit tee
m and for each of the I>fo,·inces named in the foregoing article:·· 

(b) Each Provincial Congress Committee shall oruanise distriet and! 
other commitees referred to in article Ill· and sh;ll have the power 
to frame rules for ~aying down conditions of memb~rship and for the 
conduct of business, not inconsistent with his constitution or any rules. 
made by the All India Congress Committee. . 

(c) Each Provincial Congress Committee shall consist of representa
tive elected annually by the membera of the·district and other Com
mitees in accordance with the rules made by the Provincial Congress· 
Committees. 
ARTICL~ VII.-_ru:en!ber ship of local. Congress Organisation-Every 

pmon not diaqualified under article IV and paying a subscription of 
4 as. per year shall be entitled to become a member of any organisa
tion controlled by Provincial Congress Committee~:!. 

ARTICI.E VIII.-Election. of Delegrt,ttes-Each Provincial Congress 
Committee shall be responsible for the election of delegates to the· 
Congress creed. . . 
~o one shall be qua!ified for .election who is not of the age of 2ll 

years and who does not subscribe to the Congress creed. 
The number of delegates shall be not more than one for every 50 

thousand of the inhabitants of the Province in its jurisdiction,. 
including the Native States therein, in accordance with the last 
census: provid~Jd, however, that the inclusion of Native States iq the 
electorate shall not be taken to includn any interfe~ence by the· 
Congress with the internal affairs of such States. 

Each Provincial Congress. Committee· shall frame rules for the
election of delegates and representation of minorities, speciab 
interests of classes needing special protection .. 

The rules shall provide for the organ~sation of electorates and• 
shall prescribe the procedure to be adopted for securing the propor
tional repl'esentation (by a single transferable vote) of ev~Jry variety 
of political opinion. 

The rules framed by each Provincial Congress Committee shall be 
sent to the General Secretaries of the Congress not latter than the 30th 
April1921, which rules shaU be published for general information by 
the Secretaries as soon as possible after the reciept thereof.· 

Epch Provincial Congress Committee shall send to the Receptioll' 
Commi~tee of the ensuing: Session of the Congress, an alphabetical 
list of the delegates so elected containing t~e full·name, occupationr 
age, sex, religion and address of each of them to1reach the Committee 

) '• 
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not latter than the 15th day of December every year ,and in the case of 
an Extraordinary SesBion, not latter than ten days before ·tho dah• 
advertised for the holding of such Session. · 

ARTICLE IX.-Subscription {rt) Each provinciul'CongreRs Com. 
mittee •hall pay annually such subscription to the All-India Congret~~'
Committee as may be fixed by the latter from time to time. 

(b) No Member of the Cong-ress Committee shall vote at the 
election of representatives or delegates or be elected ~~~ :mch, nnleR!:I 
and untill he has paid the snbscriptiolt due by him. 

ARTICLE X.-Delegation Oertificates-Ench committee referred tQo 
in the'Article VIII shall issue certificates to the delegates duly 
elected in accordance with the form hereto att:whed, marked appen
dix A, and signed by the Secretary of the Committee. 

ARTICLE XI.-Del!!gation fees -Every delegate on presenting ~ncb a 
·certificnte and paying a fee of Rs. 10 at the Congress office shall 
receive a ticket entitling him to ndmi!-1sion to the Congress Panda!. 

ARTICLE XII.-RigJtt to t•ote-Delegates ~hall alone have the 
power of voting that the Congress ~ittings or otherwiRe taking pa1•t in 
its deliberation11. 

ARTICLE Vlll.-Reception Committee-The Reception Committee 
shall be formed by the Provincial Congress Commitee, at least 11ix 
months before the meeting of tho annual session and may include 
ptlrsons who are not members of the Provincial Congress Committee. 
The Members of the Reception Committee shall pay not le8~ thnn 
Rs. 25 each. 

ARTICLE xu·.-Tbe Reception Committee !!hall elect ih Chairman 
and other dtice bearers from among its own members. 

ARTICLE XV.-It shnll be the duty of tl e Reception Co1"11mittec to 
collect fonds for the hpensel! of the Congress Session, to elect 
President of the Congre~s in the manner set forth in the following 
article, and to make all necessary nrrnngements for tlw reception and 
accommodation of delegates and guests, and as far as pmcticable, of 
visitors, and for the printing and publication of the rcpol't of tho 
proccedingB, and to submit a statement-of receipt and expenditure tQo 
the Provincial CQngrefls Comlllittee within 4 months of! the Congres~ 
Session. 

ARTICI,E XVI.-Election of Presidcnt.-The scverr\l Provincial 
Congress Committees shall, as far as possible, by the end '.lf June. 
suggest to the Reception Committee the names of pcreon11 who arc, 
in their opinion, eligible .for the PreKidentship of the Congress nt1 the 
Reception Committee shnll,nR far as po!!sible, in the first week 1 f Jtlly, 
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·:submit to all the Provi~cial Committe~s the ·names as ~u~'mested for 
h . , ""' 

t e1r final recommendations, provided that such final recommendation 
will be of any one, but not more, of such names, and the Reception 
Committee ~hall as far as possible meet on the month of .iucrust to 

'd II' ·consi er such recolflmendations. If the persoJI recommended by a 
majority of the ProYincial Congress Committees. is accepted by a 
majority of the members of the Reception Committee, present at a 
special meeting called for the purpose, that p,erson shall be the 
President of the next Congress. If, howerer, the Reception. Com
mittee is unable to accept the president recommended by the Provin
cial Congress Committees, or in the case of emcrgency,by resignation, 
·death or otherwise of the President elected in this manner, the matter 
shall forthwith be referred bJ it to the All-India Congress Com
mittee wh~se d,ecision shall be arri~ed 'at, as far as possible, . before 
the end of September : in either case the election shall be final pro
vided that in ·no case shall the person •so elected as President 
:belong to the provi~ces in which the Congress is to be held. 

The President of a special or extraordinary session shall be elected 
by the All-India Congress Committee, subject to the ~ame Provision. 

ARTICLE XVII.-Disposal of Fzmds.-(a) The Reception Com
mittee shall, through, the Provincial Congress Committee of the 
ProYince, remit.to the All-India Congress Committee not.later than 
two weeks after the termination of the Congress Session, ordinary or 
extraordinary, half the deligation fees from the Congress Fund. 

(b) It the Reception Committee has a balance aftet: defraying. all 
the expenses of the session, it shall hand over the same to ,the Provin
cial CongreEs Committee in the Province in which the session was 
·held to from the ProYincial Congress Fund for that province. 

ARTICLE XVIII.-Audit.-The receipts and expenditure of the 
Reception Committee shall be audited by an auditor or auditor~. 
appointed by the Provincial Congress Committee concerned, and the 
statement of accounts together with the .iuditor's repoi;t shall be sent 
by the Provincial ConQTess Committee not later than six months from 
the termination of the Congress to the All-India Congress Com
mittee. 

The All-lndi~ Congreu Co;mitt~~ 
ARTICLE XIX.-The All-India Con!!1.·ess Committee shall consist of 

:350 members; exclusive of Ex-Officlo mE-mbers. The. Ex~Officio 
members shall be all past president of th~ Congress and the General 
.l:lecretnries and treasurers of the Congress. 
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Each Provincial Congress Committee shall elect the alloted numbc1' 
of members of the All-Iutlia Congress Committee from among the 
members of the CongresA Committee within their juri~diction. 

The allotmeut ~hall be on the basis of the population according to· 
the linguistic redil'trihution of Provinces or in such other manner :\1'! 

may appear more eCJnitable to the All-India Congress Committee, 
and shall be published by the All-India Congres1-1 Committt~e before 
the 31st day of January, l~:n. 

The method of election shall h.: the same as already prescribed for 
the election of delegates. 

Election to the Ali-Inuia Con~11·e~s Committee Bhall ordinarily be 
in the month of ~0\'ember. 

The fir8t All-India Congr·e~s Committee under this Constitutio 1 11hall 
l>e elected on or before the 30th J.une 1921. Until then the member~ 
o~ the All-India· Congre~s Committee recently elected llhall continue 
in office. 

ARTICLE XX.-The Secretaries of the respective Provinci:l.l Con
gress Committees ~<hall issue certificates of membership of the All
India Committee,to the pers~nt! so elected. 

ARTICLE XXI. -The All-India Congrcs~ Committee t-~hallbe the 
Committee of the Congre~s from year to year and deal with all the 
new matter!:! that may ari~e during the year and may not be provided 
for by the Congt·e~s itself. For this purpose, the All-India Congres11 
Committee shall have the power to fmme it~ own ruleB not incon
sit;tent with this Constitution. 

ARTICLE XXII -(a) The President of the CongreMH ~ball be 
the Chairman of the All-Indi:L Congt·ess Committee· for the year 
following. · 

ARTICLE XXHI.---7'hc General Secretaries-The Indian ~ational 
'Congress ~hall ·have three General Secretarie!! who shall be annually 
elected by the .Congre~~. They shall prepare the report of the work 
of the All-India Congres~·Cornmittee during the year and submit it 
with~ full acc~unt of the fund!! which may come into their bands to 
the All-India Conaress Committee at a meeting to be held at the 

, :-, I 

place and about the time of the session of the Congress for the year ; 
and copies of such account nnd report shall then be presented to the 
Congress and sent to the Congress Commit.tees. 

'ARTICLE XXIV.-\Vorking Commiltce.-'fhe 'All-India Congt'eHs 
Committee ~hall ai its first ~eetirig appoint a Working Committee 
consiBting of the Presidel1t, the General Secretaries, the Treasuren1 
and nine othermcmbtrs,'which shall perform such· functions as may 
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lbe delegated to it. from time to time by thtL:~ll~India Congress 
Committee. 

ARTICL.E XXV.-:-Mcctings oj tile All-India Congress Committee
The AU-India Congress Committee shall meet as often as ma,y be 
necessary for the discharge of its obligations, and every time upon 
requisition by 15 members thereof, who shall state in their requiliition 
the definite purpose for which they desire a meeting o~ the All-India 
Congress Committee. · 

The Subjects Committee 

ARTICI.1E XXVI.-Subjects Committee-The members of the All
India Congress Committee shall constitute the Subjects Committee 
for the ordinary or' the extraordinary session following . 

.. ART!(::LE xxvnr...:..The SubjectsC~mmittee shall meet at least two 
·da,rs before the meeting of the Congress in open session. At this 
meeting, the President-elect shall preside and the outgoing Secretaries 
shall sub~it the draft programme of the work for the ensuing session 
·of the Congress, including re!lolutions reeommended by the different 
Provincial Congress Committees for adoption. . 

ARTICLE XXIX.-The Subjects Committee shall proceed to discuss 
the said programine and shall frame resolutions to be 1mbmitted to the 
·open session. 

ARTICLE XXX.-The Sub]ects Committee shall also meet from 
time to time, as the occasion may requil·e, during the pendency of the 

· Congress Session. . . ' 
Contentious sub}ects, and Interests of 11Iinorities.-(a) No subject 

·shall be passed for discussion by the Subjects Committee or allowed to 
be discussed at any Congress by the President thereof, to the intro
·ductiou of which .the Hindu or Mahomedan Delegates as a body 
object by a majority of tths of their number; and if, after the 
-discussion of a~y subject; ~hich has been admitted for discussion, jt 
shall appear that the Hindu or Mahomedan Delegate~, as a body, are 
iby majority of tths of their number, opposed to the resolution which 
it is proposed to pass thereon, such resolution shall be dropped. 

AR'riCLE XXXI.-Rules.-The All-India Congress Committee shall 
:have the power to frame rules in respect of all matter not covered by 
the constitution and not inconsistent with its articles.· · 

ARTICLE XXXII .. ~ Repeal._,.. The a~ticle and the creed of the con
stitution now in force .are hereby repealed without prejudice to all 
:acts done thereunder. 

1 
• • • · 
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DRAFT MODEL RULES FOR PROVI:SCI.AL CO~GUEf;R 
COMMITTEES 

Z following draft rules Were suggested in f01111g ]IIdia: 
The old Provincial Congress Committee or the old DiHtrict 

tC g ess Committee of a newly created Province shall from thl' Pro
vincial Congress Committee under the new Constitution. 

t!. The uiHtinq members who accept the new creed shall forthwith 
procet:d to divide the Province into districts, tile existing politicul 
·districts being retained' whet·ever possible. 

3. Each such district shall divide itself into Taluka~ or Tahsils, the 
mdsting divisions being retained as far as poH~ible. 

4. Each Taluka shall divide itself into firkns or drclell, 
5. Each existing District CommitteC~shall enrol, from amoug the 

'Villagers within its jurisdiction, as many members a!! are eligible under 
the constitution and those members shall form the electoral roll for 
tho election of delegates to the Congress and representativct~ for the 
varimu1 dit~trict Congress Committees. 

6. An alphabetical list of members with the full n:mw and address 
-and occupation of each shall be forwarded to the Provincial Con~tJ.·esli 
·Committee every Monday. 

i. Each District Committee shall be responsible tor tho collection 
()f snb~cription of the members and shall remit half of the procecdf! to 
the Provincial Congress Committee at the same time Ill'! the list 
referred to in rule 6. 

8. Each village containing' more than five members of a CongreAR 
()rganisation formed for it shall elect its secretary, treasurer, chairman 
and two other members who shall form the Village Panchayat or 
Mahajan. 

9. Each Httch Panchayat shall be responsible fot· the primary educa
tion of every child, male or female, residing in the village, for the 
introduction of spinning wheels in every home, for the organisation 
of hygiene and sanitation therein, and for carrying out all the other 
items of the Non-co-operation Resolution of tf~e Congress, in so far 
'1\s it is applicable to such villlage. 

10. It shall be the duty of every .Distl'ict Committee ~o sup(Jrvise 
and regulate the w<irk of village and other orgnni~ations within its · 
jurisdiction. 

11. Each District Committee shall consist of ten memberR elected 
by the members belonging to the different organisations and shall as 
far as possible conroin 1\lussalmanf! in proportion to the Mussalman 
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population of the District and shall contain so far as possible at least
one niemb~r beionging to the' femaie' se:x:'and on'e·'b~longing to' the 
depressed classes. · · · ' ' · · ' 

12. The representatives of a District Committee so elected shaU 
from among themselves elect their chairman,· treasurer, and secretary. 

13.' The representatives elected to the District Committees shall 
elect representatives to the Pronncial Congress Committee~'~ subject · 
to the same provisions as in'rule II. The number to be ten'more 

• than the uu::nber att.ached for the A. I. C. C.. . ' · · 
14. The representatives so elected shall 'ele.ct ft·om among them~ 

selves chairman, secretary, treasurer and four other members who shall 
conduct the affairs o{ the pro'vii:lCe and 'shall be responsible to the 
Provincial Committee for the' due ronying out of the Congress re. 
solutions from time to time ' · 

15. The election of representatives to the District Congress Com-· 
n: ittees shall take place on the 21st February 1921 and shall be on the 
basis of the roll of members as on the' 15th day of February, nt. 
Sp.m. -, 

16. , Elections shall take place at a'convenient place to be nppointed 
by each District Congress Committee in ali open m3 niler and at a meet. 
ing of the electors convened for the purpose, the secretary of the· 
com'mittee shall be the convener and the election officer. · 

17. The electiou :Of representat.ires of the Provincial Congress. 
Committee shaU take place on th13 4th .Mnrcb 1921 at the head-qua~ters 
of the Province. The Secretary of the outgoing Provincial Congress 
Committee shall be the convener and the election officer .. 

18. Electors of the Pro•incinl (;ongrl:lss .. Committee may register. 
t~eir yote by post. , , , ... 

19 Results of all elections shall be sent to the press for pu!Jlictl· . 
tion by the Secretary. , . , 

20. The Secretaries of the f.rovincial :Congress (;ommittees . and 
the District Congress Cop1mittee should, so. far as ppssibh!, be whole-, 
time workers. and may if necessary be pai~ ol,lt of the Provincial or, 
District funds. : . . · 

21. El~ction of delegat~s to the . Congress tihall take place on the 
15th November 1921. 

2i. ·. The Provincial· Co~gre.ss ·committee. shall as~ign as far as 
possible in proportion of. th~ population of each Taluka of delegates 
to be elected by .it. And the elections shall ta.~e p~ace in such Tnluka 
~t a centrrl place to be 'selecte~ 9~\ the D,i~t~ict Committee and shal.l 
be supery1sed by agents affilia.ted by $e Di~~r~c~ Committees. · 
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23. The rc11ult of election~ !\hall be forw:mled by the respecth·e 
j)i~ttict Committee not latter than tl1e h.t Decem bel' 192L , . . . 

:H. The Provincial Cong-re11s Committee :shalt meet ~t len~t' on'c~ 
every month and consider reports from Dit~.trict. organizations and 
adopt measures for the furtherance of the rc~olutionR pa~scd by the 
CongreHfl. 
, ~~. These rules .shall ho in force for one year enQ.ing 31st 
~cccmber 1921 and. till such time as they are reccvied by . t~e ... ncw 
Provincial CongresB Committee or nlte1·nd or amended from time to 
time. ' · · . ' 

Commenting on the above, :Mahatma Gandhi wrok : , . 
For the purpose offaciliating the work of the Provincial pougrci'!K 

Committees, I have ventured to frame the foregoinr: draft rules :whinh 
they will naturally ~Iter aA they plca~c orre!cct in toto . .They me 
merely designed to serve for guidance. There is no time to lo~e if · 
we are to set the whole of the new machinci'Y in motio11. by tho: 
end of June, ns we are bound to, under the new conKtitution. 
If we can being into being the new orgnnit~~tion in an orderly and 
efficient manner and 11ncceed in enrolling hundreds of tbodAnnds 
of men and women as nctivtl workers, determind to carry .. out the 
N <m·co-operation rcsolution, he who runs mn.y 11ec that, we ~;hall 
have accomplished a .peaceful and. bloodless revolution w'itbin, one 
yea1·. The whole of the scheme o,f Non-co-operation is based upon 
the supposition that the British control is ,independent ,upon. the 
voluntary association with it of the people. 'n is true that it is. 
unconscious i it is true, too true, that is due to fear ; it is true that 
it i!!'dne to n variety of tempting linducemontH held out to a few of 
us. The present'movement then is nn attempf to • Mhow that the 
moment we cease to give~our voluntary association, to fenr and Le 
tempted, that moment we become a free people. I hold that thi11 
process is not FlO difficult as many imagine.: The current yenr will 
show whether my opinion is justified. The thonsnnds who gathered 
under Congress panda! have shared my belief.1 It is now for them to 
tranalntc their belief into action. 

AN INSTRUCTIVE TABLE 

The following 'appem·ed in Youn{India of .• January 'l~U: , 

1 By the courtesy ~f the Secretary o£ the Recuption Committee, I ain 
74 ' . '' ' '1 
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able ti> 'give, ~he f?llowing table, showi~g the n~~ber of delegates who 
attended thb. Congress and 'their com'position .~:.:..' · · · · · · · · ' 

d • ;. ~ ,1 ! j , .\ ,' , ,; I {1 ! ,,} I 

NU:UBER OF DELEGATES 
,, 

" 
No. Name of Province 

1 Andhra.' 
2 'Kerala. 

1 

'3 Mahar~shtra ;, ' 
4 Karnataka 
!; Gujarat 

I,, 

6 Bombay 1
; "' l• 1 ~~: · 

7 Burma: ·· :r ' .~. 
'S ··Punj~b'and·N.W.F/· 
·g Sindh ·; 
to nethi 
l 1 Rajputana ; · 
12 Utkal ' · · · 1 

13 C~1 P. '(Maratlii) 
14 Assam '. •••'" 
15 Berar ' ' :.. •) · : I 

16 ·' Madras ·: 
17' Bengal' r 'I .· 

18' United Provinces'::.:'~"' 
19' C I P. (Hiudusthani) ', 

"'2d Bihar · 1 
... 

. N ~. of. l)elega tes 
under the constitution 

... 
';I 

· ... 

I 360, '' '' 
260 
192 
320 
185 

18 
100 
540 

7t 
100' 
400 
300' 
50 ' 
63 

' '61 
410' 
986' 
96•} 

. 209' 
; '588 
.....,..._. 

i ,6,173 

'ANALYSIS OF.THE ATTENDANCE'' 
!I ' .. 'I '''J .: I' 1 '' ' I 

No~.· · ·. Ladies,: .Mqsal,. . , Parsil,., ~ikhs • Autyajas 
;L 

2 
.3 

·* 
:5 
.6 
"1 
8 

:9 

" 8 
; "lr.''d' 

1 
9 

11 
3 

''17 
,,fl.'(• 

' ... ,,10 
! ~· 

9 
29 
22 
: :.2! 
.2 
67 
'li' 

.h·· ... i• ····•·· 
'., ... ~.I •. .··•· ... ,• 

'"5 

~·~ ... ... 
I .l. ··.· 54' ... 

·j ,. 
·~. ... . .. · 

I 

·Artual. 
arrivals 

383 
' J di 

263 
304 
185 
17 
56 

518 
63 
92 

399 
lOS 
44 
l7 
58 

162 
*a73· 
883' 
2C5 
~58 

4,726 

The rest 
365 
32': 

~53' 
266 
145 
15 
51 

380' 
. 61 ' 
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~0. Ladies )I usa!. · Parsis Sikhs Antyajas 'l'he rest 
10 7 13 4 68 
1 1l 13 37& 
12 3 tn5 
13 5 I I' 3R .... •l I• ... 
14 :! 1~ 

1~ 2 5 5 
16 2 13 147 

17 10 36 . 4 323 
18 10 114 :i . •761 

19 h .29 1 70 
7 83 I ·' 468 21 ._, 

'" 
......___ 

106 469 5 6io 2 4079. 

It will be noticed that o\lt of the total permiRsiiJlu (6,175) ns many 
all 4.726 attended the Congress. Hitherto· the nu~ber 'has. been 
RWelled by "h:)enl dcle~ates Who could' under the o}d constitution 
become delegates for the at!king by simply }laying Rs: to. 'l'his tim<! 
not even Pandit Malaviyaji coulq ·. h,<; }'el!'arded as a delegate becaoHe 
be was not elected. 'fhe nciu\ll attendance of 4, 726 wns therefore n 
fine record. Thnt1 tha (] llited Pro~inceK and Bengnl, 'in' spite of · ~>~o 
many arrestfl, could have sent 888 and 373 ret~pectivc)y, and the far· off 
As~am should have sent 17 and Utkal1i,8, shows the keen interest that' 
iH being taken in the National Ass~~bly. No less r·emarkable is the 
attendance of 1061lady ddegates ~epreHenting almost nil the provinces. 
The attendance of 65 Sikh!! . delegates muHt also be regarded aK 
altogether remarkable. Hardly few Sikhs 'attended two years ·ago. 
Hut not th:\t commhnity is everywhcir.e pushing itself forward in all 
national.movcmcntR. The number of 469 Mussalman delegates is a 
good numbe1', but we must not be satisfied till w'e have got the full 
<wota' which must blf m<!l'c thah' ,1200. l am 11nro thaf there' 
w~l'e moi·o tha'n 2 'untouchable ' delegates. · I cunnot ·imagine 
th6 'Pribj:i.U :iud the Andhr'a provinces' not·· 11ending' hny such 
delegatet~, 'l,he pret~cucc of s 11arsi delegates ill of course beyond 
thiJir numerical proportion which iR; 2, The Parsis, as I have 
so oft11P remarked, have in proportion to .their numbers occupied the 
forcmos.t place whether in point of ~<acdice, attendance, ability. or 
gimerosity. I know' as a matter of fact that thet;e were at ieast two· 
Christi:ms. And of course, if Messrs. Stokes ·anq Georg~ J ~seph.had ' 
been free, they would have attended. But it is up to th~ Hindus and 
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non-pos8ession. We wear foreign goodt~ in preference to simpl£,· 
goods made. iu our own hand looms ~ecause custom attributes greater 
beauty to them. Artificial beautifying ,.,f the body is a hindmnce ~o 1t 

Brahmachal'i ; he will, therefore, a void the use of any but the simplest
goods. Therefore, the vow of Swadesh·i requires' the use of simple and 
'!Jim ply ~ade clothing to the exclusion of even buttons, foreign cuts. 
etc., and so. wHl Swadeshi ~e applie4 to every !department of life ... 

2. FEARL.E~SNESS 

· He who is acted upon by fear can hardly follow Truth or Ahims:r .. 
Managers wiU,·therefore, endeavour to be free from the fear of kings·,. 
people, caste, ·families, thieves, robbers, ferocious· 'animals such aj. 
tigers and even ·death. ·A truly fearless man will defend himself 
againat other!! by truth-force or ~ouUorce. 

, • J ·'' • . I 

VERNACULARS 

· It is the belief .of the managers that no nation can make rear 
progress i by abandoning its 9wn languages ; . they will, ,therefore, train 
themselves through the medium of their respective verna<·ular' and a& 
they desire to be o.n ter~s o~ in.timacy with their brethren from all 
parts of India, they · willl~urn 'the chief Indian language, they will 
learn that also. '·' ,. · · · · 

'• / .. · 'f 

I 'I I HAND LABOUR 

M:uiag~rs believ~ that bodily labour is a' duty'_impos~d by natdre· 
.upon mankind. We may, therefore, -resort to bodily ·labour alone 
for our sustenance and use our IJlCntal and spiritual powers for the· 
COmmon good only I and as th~ largest percentage in the world liveS 
upon agriculture, managers will devote some part of their time to· 
workirg on the land: and w~en.such is not possible, perform some 
other bodily labour. · · ·: .. ··' 

' ,,,;: HAND\ ~OOMS 

Managers believe that ~ne of the chief causes of povert.y.in theland' 
is the virtual disappearance of ·cotton-spinning wbeels and hand looti s .. 
They will,:· therefore, make a grE:at effort to revive this industry by
working upon'band looms themselves • 

. POLITlCS 
' , I I I ' ~ , '' ' 

Politics, economic progress, etc., are D.Ot consid~re4 to be inde~ 
pendent branches of learning but that they are all rooted in religion. 
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An effort will, therefore, be :m~dc to learn Politics, Economic~, 
'Social Reform, etc., in a religions spirit, and work in 'connection 
with these matters will be taken up 'by th~ iMnagers with 'energy 

! I J ' 

·and devotion. 

CANDIDA'IE8 

TboHe who are dcsirous'bf following out the foregoing programme 
'but they nre not able immediately to take the necc!lsary vows may he 
-admitted all candidates.'· It is obligatory upon them to conform to thr 
~bscrvanccs referred to abo~e, ·though they dO not take the vow!!, 
·whilst they are in the Ashram 'and they will occupy the !!tatu!l ot' 
!Dmnngcrs, when they are' able to take the necessary vows. 

, (3) STUDBSTS · 

· 1. · Any children' whether boy!! ot' ~iris from· four years ancl 
,·upwards may be ad'ntitted. ' 

2. Parents will h:t veto em·t·ender all control over their chilclreu. 
3. Children may not be permitted to visit their parentfl until the 

•whole course of study is finished. • 
4. Students will be taught to observe all the vow a ohl:!crvable by 

-the managers. 
• 5, They will be taught }Jl·inciples of religion, n~riculture, h1mrl 
1oom weaving aud literature. · 

6. Literary knowledge will be imparted through tho respective 
·vernac!!lai'R ofthe students and will include' 'History,: Heography. 
Mathemnt.ics, EconomicH, etc., learniug of S:mHkrit, llindi nnd nt. 
least one Dravidian Vernacular;i~1 obligatory. · • 1 • : 

7. English will be taught us a second language. 
8. They will be taught ·Urdu, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu and 

tDovanngiri character!!. 
9, Managers believe that the' whole course· will''bt! completed 

in ten years. Upon reaching the age of m"Ljority, littidchts will be 
given the option of taking the vowe referred to in sd~tion I or retire 
·from the Ashram, if its· programme has' not commended' itself to 
them. ·· '" •· · ' ·•· · ···. 

10. This option they will exercise when no longer they will require, 
4tlle assi11tance of their paren'ts or other guardians, 

11. Evlll'Y endeavour wUl be made to teach tho students from 
>the very beginning not to have the fear, 11 what shall I do for my 
.maintenance if and when I become llu iudependent rpan. 11 

12. Grown up persons 'also' · may 1 be. admitted ns students. 
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~~··~~~-----~~~-
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ThC' {ollowiny are the thrre article8 publislied in "Young 

India , which formed the su~ject matter o/ the charae 
against Mahatma' Gandhi and Mr. Banker:,--

19th September 1921 
TAMPERING, WITH LOYALTY 

His Excellency the Governor of Bombay had warned 
the public sometime ago, that he 'meant business', that 
he was not going to tolerate the speeches that were being 
made. In his note on the Ali Brothers and others he has 
made clear his meaning. The Ali Brothers are to be 
charged with having tampered with the loyalty of the 
sepoy and with having uttered sedition. I must confess 
that I was not prepared for the revelation of such hope
less ignorance on the part of the Governor of Bombay. 
It is evident that he has not followed the course of Indian 
History during the past twelve months. He evidently 
does not know that the National Congress began to 
tamp~r with the loyalty of the sepoy in september last 
year, that the Central Khilafat Committee began it earlier 
still, for I must be permitted to take the credit or the 
odium of suggesting that India had a right openly to tell 
the sepoy and everyone who served the Government in 
any capacity whatsoever, that he participated in the 
wrongs done by the Government. The Conference at 
Karachi merely repeated the Congress declaration in 
terms of Islam, but speaking for Hinduism and speaking 
for nationalism ·I have no hesitation in saying that it is 
sinful for anyone, either as soldier or civilian, to serve 
this Government which has proved treacherous to the 
Mussalmans CJf India· and which had been guilty of the 
inhumanities of the Punjab. I have said this from many 
a platform in the p!OH<~ of Hf()~. P.rd d l hc:n ro 
asked individual sepoys to come out, it has not been due 
to want of will but of ability to support them. I have 
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. 'r.he .B. N. Fr~ss, Printers, Ma.q1·as. 
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19th September 1921 
TAMPERING WITH LOYALTY 

His Excellency the Governor of Bombay had warned 
the public sometime ago, that he 'meant business', that 
he was not going to tolerate the speeches that were being 
made. In his note on the Ali Brothers and others he has 
made clear his meaning. The Ali Brothers are to be 
charged with having tampered with the loyalty of the 
sepoy and with having uttered sedition. I must confess 
that I was not prepared for the revelation of such hope
less ignorance on the part of the Governor of Bombay. 
It is evident that he has not followed the course of Indian 
History during the past twelve months. He evidently 
does not know that the National Congress began to 
tamp~r with the loyalty of the sepoy in september last 
year, that the Central Khilafat Committee began it earlier 
still, for I must be permitted to take the credit or the 
odium of suggesting that India had a right openly to tell 
the sepoy and everyone who served the Government in 
any capacity whatsoever, that he participated in the 
wrongs done by the Government. The Conference at 
Karachi merely repeated the Congress declaration in 
terms of Islam, but speaking for Hinduism and speaking 
for nationalism ·I have no hesitation in saying that it is 
sinful for anyone, either as soldier or civilian, to serve 
this Government which has proved treacherous to the 
Mm;salmans of India' ahcl which had been guilty of the 
inhumanities of the Punjab. I have said this from many 
a platform in the prun<e of ·Hrq~. 'P.rd if) t!nt ro 
asked individual sepo}s to come out, it has not been due 
to want of will but of ability to support them. I have 
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not hesitated to tell the sepoy that, if he could leave the 
service and support himself without th ~ Congress or the 
Khilafat aid, he :should leave at once. And I promise 
that, as soon as the spinning /wheel finds· an abiding: 
place in. every .home and Indians. begin to feel that 
weaving gives anybody any day an honourable liveli
hood; I shall not hesitate, at the peril of being shot, to1 
ask the Indian sepoy individually to leave his service andl 
become a weaver. For, has not the ~epoy been usedli 
to hold India under subjection, has he not been used tol 
murder innocent people at Jalliamvala Bagh, h3:s he nott 
been used to drive a way innocent .men, women andl 
<:hildren during that dreadful night at Chan9pur, has he 
not: been used to subjugate the proud Arab of Mesopota
mia, has he not be.en utilised to crush the Egyptians lr 
How can any Indian having a spark of humanity in him1 
and any Mussalman having any pride in his religion feel! 
otherwise than. as the Ali Brothers have done? .The.· 
sepoy has been used more often. as a hired assassin tharn 
as· a .s.oldier defending the liberty or the honour of the 
weak and the. helpless. The Governor has pandered tc 
the basest in us by telling us what would have happenec: 
in Malabar but for the British soldier or sepoy. 
venture to inform His Excellency that Malabar Hindu~· 
would have fared better without the British bayonets, tha11, 
Hindus and Mussalmans would have jointly appeased thE: 
Moplas, that possibly there being no Khilafat questiorn 
there would have been no Moplah riot at all, that at the.· 
worst supposing that Mussalmans had common cause 
with the Moplas; Hinduism would have relied upon it~ 
creed of non-violence and turned every·Mussalman into a1 
friend, or Hindu valour would have been tested and! 
tried. The Governor of Bombay has done a· disservice 
to himself and his cause (whatever it might be) b)l 
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fomenting Hindu-Mussalman disunion, and has insulted 
the Hindu as, by letting them infer from his note, that 
Hindus are helpless creatures unable to die for or defend 
their hearth, home or religion. If however the Governor 
is right in his assumptions, the sooner the Hindus die 
out the better for humanity. But let me remind His Excel
lency that he has pronounced the greatest condemnation 
upon British rule, in that it finds Indians to-day devoid 
of enough manliness to defend themselves against 
looters, whether they are Mopla, Mussalmans or infuria
ted Hindus of Arrah. 

His Excellency's reference to the sedition of Ali 
Brothers is 'only less pardonable than his reference to 
the tampering. For he mnst know that sedition has 
become the creed of the Congress. Every Non-co
operator is pledged to preach disaffection towards the 
Government established by law. Non-co-operation, 
though a religious and strictly moral movement, delibe
tately aims at the overthrow of the Government, and it 
is therefore legally seditious in terms of the Indian Penal 
Code. But this is no new discovery. Lord Chelmsford 
knew it. Lord Reading knows it. , It is unthinkable 
that the Governor of Bombay does not know it. It was 
common cause that so long as the movement remained 
non-violentnothing would be done to interfere with it. 

But it may be urged that the Government has a right 
to change its policy when it finds that the movement is 
really threatening its very existence as a· system. I do 
not deny its right. I object to the Governor's note, 
because it is so worded as to let the unknowing public 
think that tampering with the loyalty of the sepoy and 
1sedition were fresh crimes committed by the Ali 
Brothers and brought for the first time to His Excellency's 
notice. 
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However,· the duty of the Congress and Khilafat 
workers ~s. clear. We ask for no quarter; we expect 
none from .the .Government. We did not solicit the 
promise of ipupunity from prison so long .as we remained 
nop-yiolent. We may not now complain, if we are 
imprisonep for sedition. Therefore our self-respect and 
our pledge require us to remain calm, unperturbed and 
non-violent.. We have our appointed course to follow. 
We must reitera~e from a thousand platforms the formula 
of the Ali Brothers r~garding the sep0ys, and we must 
spread disaffection openly and systematically tili it 
pleases the Government to arrest us. And this we ~.Io, 
not by way of angry retaliation, but because it is our 
Dharm1.. We must wear Khadi even as the Brothers 
have worn it, and spread the Gospel of Swadeshi. The 
Mussalmans must collect for Smyrna Relief and the 
, Angora Government. We must spread like the Ali 
Brothers the Gospel of. Hindu-Muslim Unity and of 
non-violence for the purpose of attaining Swaraj and 
the redress of the Khilafat and th~ Punjab wrongs .. 

We . have almQst reached the crisis. It is well with a 
patient who survives a crisis. If on the one hand we 
remain firm as a rock in the presence of danger, and on 
the other observe the greatest. self-restraint, we shall 
certainly attain o.ur end this very year .. -M.K.G. 

15th December 1921 
A PUZZLE AND ITS SOLUTION 

Lord Readlng is puzzleq and perp~exed. Speaking in 
reply to the addresses from the British Indian Associa
tioQ and the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce at 
Calcutt(\, Hjs Excellency said; , " I confess that. when I 
contemplate the activities of a section of the community, 
I find myself still, notwithstanding persistent study eve'C 
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since I have been in India, puzzled and perplexed. 1 ask 
myself what purpose is served by flagrant breaches· of 
the Ia w for the purpose of challenging the Government 
in order to compel arrest? " The answer was partly 
given by Pandit Motilal Nehru when he said on being 
arrested that he was being taken to the house of 
freedom. We seek arrest because the so-called freedom 
is slavery. We are challenging the might of this 
Government because we consider its activity to be 
wholly evil. We want to overthrow the Government. 
We want to compel its submission to the people's will. 
We desire to show that the Government exists to serve 
the people, not the people the Government. Free life 
under the Government has become intolerable, for 
the price exacted for the retention of freedom is 
unconscionably great. Whether we are one or many, 
we must refuse to purchase freedom at the cost of our 
self-respect or our cherished convictions·. I have known 
even. little children become unbending when an attempt 
has been made to cross their declared purpose, be it 
ever so flimsy in the estimation of their parents. 

Lord Reading must clearly understand that the 
Non-co--operators are at war with the Government. They 
have declared rebellion against it in as much as it has 
committed a breach of faith with the Mussalmans, it has 
humiliated the Punjab and it insists upon imposing its 
will upon the people and refuses to repair the breach 
.anrl repent for the wrong done in the Punjab. 

There were two ways open to the people, the way of 
.armed rebellion and the way of peaceful revolt. Non
co.operators have chosen, some out of weakness,\ some 
out of strength, the way of peace, i. e., voluntary 
suffering. 

If the people are behind the sufferers, the Government 
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must yield or be overthrown. If the people are not with 
them, they have at least the satisfaction of not having 
sold their freedom. In an armed conflict the more 
violent is generally the victor. The way of peace and 
suffering is the quickest method of cultivating public 
opinion, and therefore when victory is attained it is for 
what the world regards as Truth. Bred in the 
atmosphere of law Courts, Lord Reading finds it diffi
cult to appreciate the peaceful resistance to authority· 
His Excellency will learn by the time the conflict is over 

I 

that there is a higher. court than courts of justice and 
that is the court of conscience. It supersedes all other 
courts. 

LordReading is welcome to treat all the sufferers as 
lunatics, who do not know their own interest. He is en
titled therefore to put them out of harm's way. It is an 
arrangement that entirely suits the lunatics and it is an 
ideal situation it it also suits the Government. He will 
have cause to complain if having courtt.d imprisonment,. 
Non-co-operators fret and fume or' whine for favours' as 
Lalaji puts it. The strength of a Non-co-operator lies 
in his going to goal uncomplainingly. He loses his 
case if having courted imprisonment he begins to. 
grumble immediately his courtship is rewarded. 

The threats used by His Excellency are unbecoming~ 
This is a fight to the finish. It is a conflict between the 
reign of violence and of public opinion. Those who are 
fighting for the latter are determinEd to submit t.o any 
violence rather than surrender their opinion.-M.K.G. 

23th February 1922 
SHAKING THE MANES 

How can there be any compromise whilst the British 
· Lion continues to shake his gory claws in our faces?· 
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Lord Birkenhead reminds us that Britain has lost none 
-of her hard fibre. :\lr. Montagu tells us in the plainest 
language that the British are the most determined nation 
in the world, who will brook no interference with their 

. purpose. Let me quote the exact words telegraphed by 
Reuter:,....... 

"If the existence of our Empire were challenged, the 
discharge of responsibilities of the British Government 
to India prevented and demands were made in the very 
mistaken belief that we contemplated retreat from India, 
then India would not challenge with success the most 
determined people in the world, who would once again 
.answer the challenge with all the vigour and determina
tion aUts command." 

Both Lord Birkenhead and Mr. Montagu little know 
that India is prepared for all the hard fibre that can be 
transported across the seas and that her challenge was 
issued in the September of I920 at Calcutta that India 
would be satisfied with nothing less than Swaraj and 
full redress of the Khilafat and the Punjab wrongs. 
This does involve the existence . of the 1 Empire, and if 
the present. custodians of the British Empire are not 
satisfied with its quiet •transformation into a true Com
monwealth of free nations, each with equal rights and 
each having the power to secede at will from an,honour
able and friendly partnership, all the determination and 
vigour of 'the most determined people in the world' and 
the 1 hard fibre' will have to be spent in India in a vain 
effort to crush the spirit that has risen and that will 
neither bend nor break. It is true that we have no 'hard 
fibre'. The rice.eating puny millions of India seem to 
have resolved upon achieving their own destiny without 
any further tutelage and without arms. In the Loka
manya's language it is their' bil·thri!{ht ', and they will 
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,.have. it in spite of the' hard fibre' and in spite of the
vigour and determination with which it may be adminis.
tered. In'dia cannot and will not answer this insolence 
with insolence, but if she remains true to her pledge~ 
her prayer to God to be delivered from such a scourge 
will certainly riot go in vain. No empire intoxicated 
:With. red wine of power and plunder of weaker races 
has yet lived long in this world, and this British Empire, 
which. is based upon organised exploitation of physic
.ally wea~er races of the earth and upon a continuous 
'exhibition of brute force, cannot live if there is a just 
God ruling the universe. Little do these so-called re
presentatives of the British nation realise that India has 
already given many of her best m'en to be dealt with by 
the British 'hard fibre •. Had Chauri Chaura not inter
rupted the even course of tt.e national sacrifice, there 
would have been still greater' and more delectable offer-· 
jngs placed before the Lion, but God' had willed it 
ptherwise. There is nothing, however, to prevent all 
.those representatives in Downing Street and Whitehall 
from doing :their worst. I am aware that I have written 
strongly about the insolent threat that has come from 
across the seas, but it is high time that the British people 
~·ere made to r:ealise that the fight that was commencecl 
in 1920 js a fight to the finish, whether it lasts one mbnth 
or one year or many months or many years, and whether 
_the representatives of Britain re-enact all the indescri
bable orgies of the Mutiny days with redoubled force or 
whether they do not. I shall only hope and pray that 
God will give India sufficient humility; and sufficient 
strength to remain non.;violent to the end. Submission 
to. the insolent challenges. that are cabled out on due
occasions is: now an utter impossibility.-M.K.G. 
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SATYAGRAHA MANIFESTOES . 

' 
[About Marc~ and April 1919, Mahatma Gandhi. 

issued a number of manifestoes, messages and 
. leaflets expounding and popularising the doctrine of 
Satyagraha .. The Satyagraha leaflets particularly 
are not now available anywhere. We give in this 
section a collection of these which have been secured 
with greatest difficulty.) 

FIRST STATEMENT TO THE PRESS 

Mr .. M. K. Gandhi sent the following to the Press 
under date 2nd March 1919:-

1 enclose herewith the Satyagraha pledge regarding 
the Rowlatt Bills. The step taken is probably the most 
momentous in the histor.y 1of India: I give my assurance 
that it has not been h~stily taken. Personally, I .have 
passed many a sleepless night over it. I have epdeavour
e.d ~uly to appre~iat.e G~vernmenfs po~ition, but I have,· 
been unable , to find any, justification ..for the extra
ordinary Bills: l..h.ave r~ad the Rowh~tt Committee'~ 

• J ' ' I ' ~ ' ' ' ' ' 

report. I have gone through its narrative with admira-
tion. Its reading has driven me to conclusions just the 
opposite. of the C~mmittee's. I. shourd: .conclude from 
t~e report t9at s~~ret violence is confined .. to isolated and1 

verY, small parts of _India, and to a microscopic. body of 
people. The existence of such men is truly a danger to 
society. But th~ passing of the Bills, desig~ed to affect 
the whole of.. ~ndia . an~ :its :people an~ arming the 
~overnmept. wjth powers out of all proportion to t~e 
situation sou~ht to be ·de~lt with, is a ~reater danger. 

75 
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The Committee utterly ignore the historical fact that th~ 
millions in India are by nature the gentlest on earth. 

Now, look at the setting of the Bills. Their introduc
tion is accompanied by certain assurances, given by the 
Viceroy regarding the Civil Seivfce and the British 
commercial interests. Many of us· are filled with the 
greatest miggivings about the viceregal utterance. I. 
frankly confess I do not understand its full scbpe and 
intention. IHt means that the Civil Service and the 
British c6mmercial interests are to be held superior to 
those of India and its political and commercial require
ments, no Indian can accept' the doctrine. It can but 
end in a fratricidal struggle within the Empire. Re
forms may or may not come. The nee4 of the moment 
is a proper and just understanding updn this vital issue. 
No tinkering with it will produce real satisfactibn. Let 
the great .Civil Service corporation understand that it 
can remain in India orily as its trustee and servant, not 
in name, but in deed, and let the British commercial 
house understand that they can remain in India ob.ly to 
supplement her requirements, and not to destroy indige
nous art, trade and manufacture, and you have two 
measures to replace the Rowlatt Bills. They, I promise, 
will successfully: deal with ariy cm1spiracy against the 
State. . · 

Sir George Lowndes* simply added fuel to the fire 
when he flouted public opinion. He has forgotten his 
Indian history'or h~ would have known that the Govern
ment he represe·nts has, before now, surrendered its own 
considered opinion to the farce of public opinion; 

It will be now easy to see why I consider the Bills to 
be an unmistakable symptom of a deep seated disease 
in the governing body. It needs, therefore, to be drasti

' The then Law Member of the Government of India. 
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cally treated. Subterranean violence will be the remedy 
applied by impetuous and hot-headed youths who will 
have grown impatient of the spirit underlying the Bills 
.and the circumstances attending their introduction. The 
Bills must intensify the hatred and ill-will against the 
·state, of which the deeds of violence are undoubtedly an 
'-evidence. The Indian Covenanters, by their determina-
;tion to undergo every form of suffering, make an irresis
·tible appeal to the Government, towards 'which they 
bear no ill-will, and provide, to the believers in the 
.efficacy of violence as a means of securing redress of 
.grievances, with an infallible remedy and withal a 
remedy that blesses those that use it and also those 
.against whom it is used. If the covenanters know the 
•use of this remedy, I fear no ill:from it. I have no business 
to doubt their ability. They must asce'rtain whether the 
disease is sufficiently great to justify the strong remedy 
:and· whether all milder ones have been tried. They 
thave convinced themse!ves that the disease is serious 
-enough, and that milder measures have utterly failed. 
The rest lies in the lap of the gods. 

THE PLEDGE· 

Being conflcientiously of opinion that the Bills, 
known as the Indian Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill 
No. I of rgtg, and the Criminal Law (Emergency 
Powers) Bill No. II of 1919, are 'unjust, subversive of 
the principle of liberty and justice, and destructive 
of the elementary rights of individuals on which the 
safety of the community as a whole and the state 
itself is based, we solemnly affirm that, in the event 
·of these Bills becoming law and until they are with
drawn, we shall refuse· civilly to obey these law's 
.and such other Ia ws as a Committee to be heteafier 
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appointed may think fit and we further affirm that 
in this struggle we will faithfully foliow truth and. 

:refrain itom violence to l~f~, person or property .. 

MESSAGE TO MADRAS . 

. . On 30th .March. 1919, ~t 'a meeting at th.e Madras; 
Triplicane Beach· the . following message of Mahatma 
Ganphi .. who could not attend the meeting, as. he had 
1fdt for B.ezwada that day, was read:-· · 
. I am sorry thqt I shall not be with you for this even
)ng's meeting, as I must t~ke the train for Bezwada in 
orde~ to keep my engage~ent with our Andhra friends. 
But before my departure, I wou!'d lik'e to reduce to writing 
~Y impressions of the t.our through the Southern part of 
the P~esidency, which I have· just completed, and t() 

~~swer some criticisms and some doubts that have been 
offer.ed by friends: 

l have visited Tanjore, Tiichinopoiy, .Madura, Tuti
corin · and ·Negapatam; and taking the lowest estimate,. 
the people addressed' must have been not iess thari thirty 
thousand. Those who have a right to give us warnings, 
to express misgivings ,and who have just as great a love 
of the motherhuid as we claim tohave, have feared that 

• ' ~ • J • • ' • - • ' 

however well-meaning we ~ay be, and however anxious. 
we may be to 'avoid vjolence, the people who may join 
the mo~ement ·under an e.nthusiastic impulse may· not be 
abJe to exercise Sl,lfficient'self~control and may b~eak out 
fnio violence, resulting.in'needless loss of life,,and what 
}~~ore,, jnju~Y;. to the natio~.al caus.~s. · After embarking 
_upon the movement, I began ·addressing meetings at 
Delhi. t passed then through Luckno1V, Allahabad and 
'13om bay to Madras. My exper.lence ofall thes'e meetings 
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snows that the advent of s'atyagraha has already altered 
the spirit of those who attend the Satyagraha meetings. 
Jn Lucknow, upon an innocent remark by the Chairman 
as to the manifesto signed by some of the members of 
the Imperial Legislative Council disapproving of our 
mJvement,'the audience cried out "Shame, Shame!" I 
drew their attentio:1 to the fact that Satyagrahis and 
those who attended Satyagraha meetings should not use 
such expressjons and that the speeches at our meetings 
-ought not to be punctuated with either marks of. disap
proval or of approval. The audience immediately 
understood the spirit of my remarks and never after
wards made any demonstration of their opinion. In the 
towns of this Presidency as elsewhere, ~hilst it is true 
that the large crowds hav~ refrained from any noisy 
·demonstration out of regard for my health, they have 
fully understood the nece,ssity 

1
of refraining from it on 

the higher gro~nd. The leaders in the movement have 
.also fully understood the necessity for self-restraint. 
These experiEmces of mine fill me with the greatest hope 
for the future. I never had any apprehensions of the 
danger our friends fear; and the various meetings I have 
described, confirm my 'Opt~mism. But I would venture 
further to state that every precaution that is humanly 
possible is being and will be taken to avert' any such 
·danger. It is for that reason that our pledge commits 
the signatories to the breach of those laws that . may be 
·selected for the purpose by a Committee of Satyagrahis; 
and I am glad that our Sindh friends have understood 
their pledge and obeyed the prohibition of the Hyderaba~ 
Commissioner· of Police to hold their inoffensive 
procession, for it is no part of the present movement to 
break all the la ~s of the land, the breach of which is 
;not inconsistent with the· pledge. A Satyagrahi is no~ 
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thin~ if not instinctively law-abiding, and it is his law-
abiding nature which exacts from him implicit obedi
ence of the highest law, i.e., the voice of conscience, 
which over-rides all other laws.' His. Civil Disobedience 
even. of certain .. Jaws is only seeming disobedience. 
Every· Jaw gives· the subject an option, either to obey the· 
primary sanction or the secondary; and I venture to· 
s~ggest that the Satyagrahi by inviting the secondary 
sanction obeys the law. He does not act like the 
ordinary offender who not only commits a breach of the 
laws of the land whether good or bad, but wishes t<> 
avoid the consequences of that breach. It will seem,. 
therefore, that everything that prudence may dictate has 
been done to avoid any untoward results. 

Some friends "have said, 'We understand your breacb 
of the Rowlatt legislation, but as a Satyagrahi there is 
nothing for you in it to break. How can you however 
break the other Jaws which you have hitherto obeyed •. 
and which may also be good?' So far as the good laws 
are concerned, i.e., laws which lay downmoral principles,. 
the Satyagrahi may not break them, and their breach is 
not contemplated, under the pledge. But the other laws 
are neither good nor bad, moral pr immoral. They may 
be useful, or may even be harmful. These laws one 
obeys for the supposed good government of the country. 
Such laws are laws framed for purposes of revenue, or 
political laws creating statutory offences. These laws. 
enable the Government to continue its power. When,. 
therefore, a Government goes wrong to the extent of 
hurting the national fibre itself, as does the Rowlatt 
legislation, it becomes the right of the subject, indeed it 
is his duty, to withdraw his obedience to such laws, to· 
the extent it may be required to bend the Government to· 
the national will. 
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A doubt has been expressed during my tour, and by 
friends who have written to me, as to the validity i'n 
terms of Satyagraha of the entrustment of the selection 
of the laws for breach to a committee. For, it is argued 
that it amounts to a surrender of one's cons~ience to 
others.. This doubt betrays a misunderstanding o( the 
pledge. A signatory to the pledge undertakes, so far as 
he is concerned, to break if necessary all the laws whic.b 
it would be lawful for a Satyagrahi to break. I~ is not, 
however, obligatory on him to break all such laws. He 
can, therefore, perfectly conscientiously leave the selec
tian of the laws to be broken, to the judgment of those 
who are experts in the matter and who in their turn are 
necessarily subject. to the limitations imposed by the 
pledge. The worst that can happen to any signatory is 
that the selection may not be exhaustive enough for him. 

I have been told that I am diverting the attention of 
the country from the one and only thing that matters, 
viz., the fqrthcoming Reforms. In my opinion the Row
latt legislation, ·in spite of the amendments which, as the 
Select Committee very properly says, does not affect its 
principle, blocks the way to progress, and therefore to 
the attainment of substantial reforms. To my mind, 
the first thing needful is to secure a frank and full 
recognition of the principle that public opinion properly 
expressed shall be ·respected by the Government. I am 
no believer in the doctrine that the same power can at 
the same time · trust and distrust, grant liberty and 
repress it. I have a right to interpret the coming reforms 
by the light !hat the Rowlatt legislation throws upon 
them; and I make bold to promise that1 if we do not 
gather sufficient force to remove from our path this 
great obstacle in the shape of the Rowlatt legislation, 
we shall find the Reforms to be a whited sepulchre. 
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. Yet another objection to answer. Some friends have 
argued, "Your Satyagraha movement only accentuates 
the fear. we have of the onrush of Bolshevism. " The 
fact, however, i~ that if anything can possibly prevent 
this calaniity descending upon our country, it· is 
Satyagraha. Bolshevism is the necessary result of 
modern materialistic civilization. Its insensate worship 
of matter has given rise to a school which has been 
brought' ~p to look upon material advancement as the 
goal, and which has lost all touch with the finer things. 
of life. Self-indulgence is the Bolshe'vik creed,· self
restraint is the Satyagraha creed. If I can but indl.lce 
the nation to accept . Satyagrapa, if only as a predomi .. 
nant factor· in life, whether social or political, we need 
have no fear of the Bolshevik propaganda. In ·asking 
the riation to accept Satyagraha, I am asking for the 
introduction in reality of nothi~g·ri~w. I have coined a 
new word for an ancient law that has 'hitherto mainly 
governed our lives, and I do prophesy· that, if we disobey 
the Ia w of the final supremacy of the spirit over matter, 
of truth and love over brute-forces, in· a few years' time 
we shall have. Bolshevism ·rampant in this India which 
wa.s once so holy.' . 

DUTY OF SATYAGRAHIS 

Mr. Gandhi wrote the following· let.ter to the Bombay 
' ' (Jhronicle under date 3rd April 1919. · 

I ventu.re to seek the hospitality of your columns to 
make a few remarks on the Delhi tragedy. It is alleged 
against the Delhi people who were assembled at the 
Delhi Railway Station, : . ·· <11 ' 

· (I} that some of them wer.e trying to coerce the 
sweetmeat sell~rs into closing their stalls:; 1 
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(2) that some of them were forcibly preventing 
people from boarding tramcars and other vehicles; 

(3) that some of them threw brickbats; 
(4) that the whole crowd that marched to the station 

·demanded the release of the me'n who are said to be the 
·Coer<~ers and who were for· that reason arrested at the 
instance of the Rail way authorities; 

(5) that the crowd decli~ed to disperse, when the 
Magistrate gave the order to disperse. 

I have read Sanyasi Swami Shra'ddanandji's account 
·of the tragedy. I am bound to accept it as true, unless 
it is authoritatively proved to be otherwise, and his ac· 
-count seems to me to deny allegations I, 2, and 3. But 
.assuming the truth of all the allegations, it does appear 
to me that the local authorities in Delhi have made use 
·of a Nasmyth hammer to crush a fly. On their action, 
·however, in firing on the crowd, I shall seek another 
opportunity of saying more. 

My purpose in writing this letter is merely to issue a 
note of warning to all Satyagrahis .. I would, therefore, 
like to observe that the conduct, described in allegations 
I to 4, if true, woulg be inconsistent with the Satyagraha 
;pledge. The conduct, described in allegation 5, can be 
-consistent with the pledge, but if the allegation is true, . 
the conduct was premature, because the committee con
templated in the pledge has not decided upon the dis
-obedience of orders that may be issued by Magistrates 
·under the Riot Act. I am anxious to make it as clear as 
I can that in this movement, no pressure can be put upon 
people who do not wish to accept our suggestions and 
advice. The mov.ement being essentially one to secure 
the greatest freedom for all, Satyagrahis cannot forcibly 
·demand the release of those who might be arrested, 
~.vhether justly or unjustly.· 'The essence of the pledge 
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is to InVIte imprisonment. And until the committe; 
decides upon the breach of the Riot Act, it is the duty o: 
Satyagrahis to obey without making the slightest adli 
m~gisterial orders to disperse, etc., and thus to demor. 
~trate their I a w-abiding nature. I hope that next Stirida 
at Satyagraha meetings, all speeches will be fr~e fror 
passion, anger or reseritment. The movement dependi 
for its success entirely upon perfect self-possession 
self-restraint, absolute adherence to Truth and an urr 
limited c~pacity for self-suffering. . , , . ' . 

Before closing this letter, I would add that iri opposin 
the Rowlatt legislation, the Slityagrahis are resisting th1 
8pirit of terrorism which .li~s behind it ~nd of which it fi 
a most glaring symptom. The Delhi tragedy impose 
an added responsibility upon Satyagrahis of stealin. 
their hearts an'd going on with their ·struggle until th1 
Rowlatt legislation is withdrawn. '' · 

TO MY COUNTRYMEN 

Mr. Mahadev Desai wired as follows to the fres; 
under date lOth April 1919: . . 

Mahatma. Gandhi, on his way to Delhi, was at Ko~ 
served with an order not to 'enter the Punjab, and not 't: 
enter Delhi, and restrict himself tp Bombay. :The,officeJ: 
serving the ,order, treated him most politely, assurin; 
him it would be his most painful duty to arrest him if h 
elected t~ disobey, but that· the~e w~uld be no ill-wi: 
between them. Mr. Gandhi smilingly said,. he mu~ 
elect to disobey, as it was his duty and that the office· 
ought also to <,io what was his duty.' 
. 'In the few minutes that 'were left to us, he dictated th 
~allowing . message, laying special emphasis ~n his ora1 
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messages to me as in the written message, that none · 
shall resent this arrest or , do anything'. tainted with 
~ntruth or violence which were sure to damn the sacred 
cause. 

The message reads : 
It is a matter of the highest satisfaction to me, as I 

hope to you, that I have received an order from the 
Punjab Government not to enter that province, and 
another from the Delhi Government not to enter 
Delhi, while an order of the Government of India 'served 
on me immediately later, restricts me to Bombay. I had· 
no hesitation in saying to the officer who served the 
order on me that I was bound in virtue of my pled~e to· 
disregard it which I have done, and I shall presently 
find my set f a free man, my body being taken by them. 
in their custody. 
, It was galling to me to ren;tain free whilst the Rowlatt 

legislation disfigured the stat4te Book. . 
· My arrest makes me fr~e. It now remains for you to 
do your duty which is clearly stated in the Satyagraha 
pledge. Follow it ~nd you will find it will be your 
Kamadhenu. 
, I hope there will be no resentment about my arrest. 
I have received what I was seeking, either withdra wal• 
of the Rowlatt Legislation or imprisonment. The depar
ture from truth by a hair's breadth or violence committed·. 
against anybody, whether Englishmen or Indian, will, 
surely damn the great cause the Satyagrahis are· 
handling. . 

I hope the Hindu-Musli~ unity which seems now to· 
have taken a firm hold of the people will become a 

. reapty and I feel.con'{inced that it. will only be a reality 
if the suggestions r' have ventured to make in my com~

' munication to the press are carried out. The responsi ... 
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bility of the Hindus in the· matter . i~ greater than that 
-of the Mahomedans;. they· being in. a triinority, and I 
hope they will discharge their responsibility in a manner 
W(i)rthy'of their country. I 

. I have also made. certain suggestions regardihg. the 
·proposal. 6f SwadeshL Now, I commend thetn:to y6ur 
:serious attentio·n and' you will find that' a:·~ your ideas or 
.·satyagraha. become matured, the Hindu-Muslim ·unity 
.are but'patts of Satyagraha. ··· i ~ ' · i · ·1 

Finally; it is ;mv firm belief that ·we shall' obtaid 
:sarva,tiori only tht;ugh suffering and not by reforms 
dropping· on ·~s from England, no ma.tter how unstirit
·inglyth'ey might be granted. The En'glish 'are a grea.t 
nation, but the w~aker also go, to the' wall if they come 
in ~on tact with I them. When they are: themselves 
·.courageous, they, have borne untold sufferings and they 
·only respond to courag~ and sufferings;: and partnership 
·with them is only possible after we ;have · developed 
'iripomitable courage 'and the faculty ';for'· unlimited 
-suffering.' · There is a fundamental differen:ce between' 
their ci~ilization and ours. 'They believe in the doctrine 
<>f violence or brute force as the final arbiter. My 
reading of our ci villzation'-fs 'that v;e are' expe'cted (to 

·believe i~ soul force or moral for~e as th~ final arbiter,l 
.and this is ·satyagraha .. we 'ire groa~ing under the 
-sufferings y.rhi~h :we l~ould avoid if we could, because 
we' have swerved 'from ''the path' iaid down 'for us by 
.ancient' dviiization; . i • . • • 

1 

I hope that Hindus, Mohamedans, .Sikhs, · Parsees;, 
Christians, Jews and all who are born in' India or wh~1 
made India their land: of adoption' will, fully participn.te! 
in these n~tion.al observances, and I hop~ too' that womeru 

' ( ' t:i I "i: I ·. , • ,' 

\Will take therein as ·full a share as men. 
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SATYAGRAHA AND DURAGRAHA 

. Mr. Gandhi returned to Born bay on the 1 Ith April. 
having been prevented from entering the Provinces of 
Punjab and Delhi. An order was soon after served on. 
him requiring him to confine his activities within the 
limits of the Bombay Presidency. On arrival, he issued. 
the following message: · 
1 I have not been able to understand the cause of so much 
excitement and disturbance that followed my detention. 
It is not Sa.tyagraha. It is worse than Duragraha. 
Those who join Satyagraha demonstrations were bound. 
one and all to refrain at all hazard from violence, not to. 
throw stones or in any way whatever to injure anybody. 

But in Bombay we have been throwing stones. We 
have obstructed tramcars by putting obstacles' in the 
way. This is not Satyagraha. We have demanded.the 
release of about so men who had been arre'sted for deeds. 
of violence. Our duty is chiefly to get ourselves arrested .. 
It is breach of religious duty to endeavour to secure the· 
'release of those who have committed deeds of violence. 
We are not therefore justified on any grounds whatever 
in demanding the release of those who have been arrc:st· 
ed. I have; been asked whethe·r a Sa'tyagrahi is res
ponsible for. the results ~hat follow .from that movement. 
I have replied that the'y ·are. !therefore ·suggest that if 
we cannot conduct this movement without the slightest 
violence from. our side the rr.'ovement might have. to be 
abandoned or it may be necessary to give it a different 
and still more restricted shape. It may be necessary to· 
go even further. The d~e may caine for me to offer 
Satyagraha aga.inst ourselves. I would not deem it a 
disgrace that we die. I shall be pained. to hear of the· 
death of a ·satyagra~i, but J ·Shall consider it to be the· 
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proper sacrifice given for the. sake of struggle. But i'f 
those who are not Satyagrahis, who sha'll not have joined 
the movement,. who are even against the rrio~ement, 
received any injury at all, every Satyagrahi will' b.e 
responsible for that sinful injury. My responsibi!'fty 
will be a million times heavier. I have embarked upon 
the struggle with a due sense of responsibility. 

I have just heard that some English gen,pemen have 
; been injured. Some may even have died from such 
·injuries. If so, it would be a great blot on Satyagraha. 
For me, Englishmen too are our brethren. We can 
have nothing against them, and for me sine~ such as I 
have described are simply unbearable, but I know how 

:to offer Satyagraha against ourselves. As against out
·, selves what kind of Satyagraha can I offer? I do not see 
what penance I can offer, excepting that it is for me to 
fa.st and if need be, by so doing, to give up this body and 
thus prove the truth of Satyagraha. I appeal to you to 
peacefully disperse and to refrain from acts that may .in 
any way ·bring disgrace upon the people of Bombay. 

RULES OF CONDUCT AT MEETINGS 

On 14th April 1919, Mr. Gandhi has , issued the 
following advice to the public: 

In order that Satyagraha may have full play and a 
, chance of permeating the masses, in my humble opinion 
the followi~g instructions shouid be strictly obeyed: 

Some of the items may require change later, the rest 
. are inviolable principles of Satyagraha. No procession, 
~ no organised demonstration, no hartal on any account 
· whatsoever without instructions of the Committee. 

All police orders to be implicitly obeyed. 
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No violerice,, no stone-throwing, no obstructions to 
~ramcars and other traffic, no pressure to be exercised 
against any one. 

At public meetings no clapping hands, no demonstra
tions of approval or disapproval, no cries of shame, no 
·Cheers, perfect stillness, perfect obedience to instructions 
·of volunteers or management. 

SUSPENSION OF THE FIRST CIVIL DISOBEDlENCE 
CAMPAIGN 

On 18th April 1919, Mr. Gandhi, who arrived in 
Bombay that day from Ahmedabad, addressed the 
following letter to the Secretaries of the Saty<:tgraha 
Sabha: 

'It is not without sorrow that I feel compelled to 
advice temporary suspension of Civil Disobedience. I 
,give this advice, not because I have less faith in its 
.efficacy, but because I have, if possible, greater faith 
tha.n before. It is my perception of the law of Satya
:graha which impels to suggest suspension. I am sorry 
that when I embarked upon a mass movement I under
·rated the forces of evil, and I must now pause and con
sider how best to meet the situation. But whilst doing so, 
I wish to say that from a careful examination of the 
tragedy at Ahmedabad and Viramgam, I am convinced 
that Satyagraha had nothing to do with the violence of 
the mob and that many· swarmed round the banner of 
mischief raised by the mob largely because of their 
affection for Anstiya Ben and myself. Had Government 
in an unwise manner not prevented me from entering 
Delhi and so compelled me t.o disobey their orders, i 
feel certain that Ahmedabad and.Viramgarn would have 
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remained free from the horrors of the last week. lib 
otherwords,.Satyagraha has neither beeh the ~'ause nor. 
the occasion of the upheaval. If anything, the. presence 
ofSatyagraha pas .acted ·as a check, h'owsoever slight,. 
upon previously e:l{isting Ia wless elements. ,. 
·.'As · rega~ds the· ev~nts in the Punjab, it isadinitted 
that they are unconnected with the Satyag~aha move
ment. In the course of the ·satyagraha struggle in Southo 
Africa several thousand indentured Indians had struck 
work. This. was a Satyagraha strike and therefore, entire
ly peaceful and voluntary. Whilst the strike· was going 
on, a strike of European miners, ·railway employees, etc~ 

was declared. Overtures were made to me to make com
~on cause with the European strikers. As ·a Satyagrahi,~ 
l'did not require a ~oment's consideration to decide not 
t~ do so. ··I went furthe~ and for fear of our strike being, 
classed with the strik~ of Europeans, in which met.hods 
of violence and the use of arms found prominent place, 
ours was su$pended and Satyagraha .from that moment 
ca:me to be re'cognized. by the Euro.peans of. South. 
Afr,ic3r as a humble an.d honest movement and) in the 
words· o(General Smuts, a" constitutional movement." . 
•j"l ''. •J' ·. ' • , , \, i' .. '1 1 

1. ' 

. I cari >po no less at. the present cntt.cal ;moment. ~ 
- .11 ' 'j I' ' I' I . . ' ' . ' I ' I • 

would be untrue. to. Satyagraha if I al~ow.ed it, byr any 
-:·· I . . ' . . I 

action of mine to be used as an occasion for. feeding 
.. · 'I I · . I , ·:: 

tio,lence, for embittering relationsbe.twe.en the English 
and the Indians. Our Satyagraha must,. th~refore, now 
co~sist in cea~'etessly h~lping .· th~ 'apth~rities in all .the 
ways avajlable tp iis .as S.atyagr~his to r~stpreorder and. 
to curb la wle~snes.s. I We 'can turn' the iragedies·going 
9~ before U~ito gpod ac~ountif we ~?U\~ .. b..~t succe.ed in 
gaining the .a.dherence of t.he masses to the.~undap1ental. 
prihciples .~(Sa.tyagraha. Saty'agraha. i~'like~a ban ian 
tree with innumerable branches. Civi.l Di.spbedien~e is . 

. , , I , · ·. , · .· . ··' .l. 
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one such branch. Satya (truth) and Ahimsa (non
violence) togethe~ make the parent trunk from which all 
innumerable branches shoot out. 'N e have found, by 
bitter experience, that ·whilst in . an atmosphere of 
lawlessness, Civir Disobedience found ready acceptance, 
Satya· (truth) and Ahimsa (non-violence) from which 
alone Civil Disobedience can worthily spring, have 
commanded little or no respect. Ours then is a 
Herculian task, but we may not s~irk it. We must 
fearlessly spre~d the doctrine of Satya and Ahimsa and 
then and not till then, shall we be able to undertake 
mass Satyagraha. 

My attitude towards the Rowlatt legislation remains 
unchanged. Indeed I do feel that the Rowlatt legislation 
isone of many causes of the present unrest, but in a 
surcharged atmosphere I must refrain from examining 
these causes. 
. The main and only purpose of this letter is to advise 
al~ Satyagrahis to temporarily suspend Civil , Dis
obedience,, to give Government effective co-operation in 
restoring order and by preaching and practic·e to gain 
adherence to. the ft.mdamental principles mentioned 
above. 

MR. HORNIMAN'S DEPORTATION 

. On 27th April Mr. Gandhi· issued the following 
p:~anifesto on, rec~ipt oL. the ne~s of Mr. H;orniman's 
fleportat~on : . 
, To brqther~ and sister~,-With great sorrow and equal 
pleasure I have inform you that Government have to-day 
removed ~r ... Horniman from Bombay and he has been 
.placed on board a steamer bound for England. Mr. 
H;orniman is, a ~ery brave, ·and generous Englishman. 

76 
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He has given' us the mantram,· liberty. · He has fearlessly 
exposed the wrong wherever ht!. has 'seen it and thus has 
been an ornament to the race to which' he .belongs and 
rendered it'a :great ·service,"· Every Indian·· knows· his 
services to India.~ I ·am sorry1 'for the'~ event because a 
brave Satyagrahi has been deported while. I retain m~ 
phy~icalliberty. I am ·glad because Mr: Horniman has 
been given the 'occasion- of fulfilling his piedge. The 
publication of the. Chronicle will, for the time bei~g, be 
aiscontinued because the 1directors have: wisely 'decided 
not to accede to the improper demands of ·Government. 
In reality, however, the continuance of the Chronicle 
without Mr. Horniman would be like· an' attempt' to 
sustain a body wh'eri' the soul has' ·depa~ted. The 
condition I have described ~s truly serious. Satyagraha 
is· on·· the anvil.· At the same .• time·. this is a:· fine 
opportunity for demonstrating its purity and its 
invincibility. It wilt' rest with Saryagrahis and other 
inhabitants of India 'to" take ·advantage of the 
opportunity. I can fully appreciate the deep wotiad that 
will be caused to every Satyagrahi by the separation of 
a brave comrade~ The National cause will certainly feel 
hurt to find that the one who presented it with a daily 
drdught of liberty is no more in its midst. At a time 
like this Satyagrahis and · others will in my opinion 
demonstrate their true affection for Mr. Horniman by 
only remaining perfectly calm. It will be sheer thought· 
lessness t~ ·break the peace. Modern civilisation 
challenges the ancient. The Satyagraha now going on 
is based upon the teachings of the ancient civilisation. 

· and if India accepts Satyagraha, the superiority of the 
ancient civilisation will be indicated. The world will· 'see 
modern civilisation in its nakedness and there is no 
doubt that its votaries' will retrace .their steps.· The 
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following are the practical suggestions I venture to 
place before you. 

There should be no stoppage of business anywhere 
in Hindustah; there should be no large public meetings 
·Of protests, no processions ; no violence of any kind 
whatsoever; every effort should be made to stop any 

,tendency thereto. I ask Satyagrahis and · the 
sympathisers not to Jose faith in· the efficacy 6f 
Satyagraha and firmly to believe that the Satyagraha 
pledge will be carried out in its entirety.-M. K. G. 



' I • 

SATYAGRAHA LEAFLETS .,. ' . 

DISTRIBUTION 01?' 'PROHIBITED LITERATURE 
I 

:· 1he foll~~i~g ,was issued on 7th April, rgrg, on behal~ 
~f the Bombay Sa~yagraha Sabha: . 

1 Satyagrahi~ should receive copies qf prohibited litera
ture for distribution; A limited number of copies can be 
had from. the Se~retaries of the Satyagraha Sabha. 
Satyagrahis should, as far as possible, write their names 
and addresses as sellers so that they may be traced: 
when wanted by the Government for prosecution .. 
. Naturally, there can be no question of secret sale of 

this literature. At the same time, there should be no· 
forwardness either, in distributing it. It is open to• 
Satyagrahis to:form small groups of men and women t(} 
whom they may read this class of literature. The 
object in selecting prohibited literature is not merely to· 
commit a civil breach· of the law regarding it, but it is. 
also to supply people with clean literature of a highJ 
moral value. It is expected that the Government will. 
confiscate such. Satyagrahis have to be as independent 
of finance as possible. When, therefore, copies are
confiscated, Satyagrahis are requested to make copies 
of prohibited literature themselves or by securing the
assistance of willing friends and to make use of it until 
it is confiscated by giving readings to . the people from 
it. It is stated that such readings would amount to1 
dissemination of prohibited literature. When whole· 
copies are exhausted by dissemination or confiscation,, 
Satyagrahis may continue Civil Disobedience by writing~ 
out and distributing extracts fro:n accessible books. 
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THE "SATYAGRAHI" . 

On 7th April 1919, :\Ir. Gandhi issued as Editor the 
first nu:nber of the" Satyagrahi," an unregistered single 
sheet newspaper, in contravention of the Press Act. It 
was issued for sale at one pice per copy. 

It thus referred to the risks it underwent: "The editor 
,is liable at any moment to be arrested, and it is.'impossi
ble to ensure the continuity of publication until India is 
in a happy position of supplying editors enough to take 
the place of those who are arrested.. It is not our in ten· 
tion to break for all time the Ia ws governing the publi
cation of newspapers. This paper will, therefore, exist 
.go long only as the Rowlatt Legislation_ is not with~ 
drawn." . ! ' 

The article went on to give the following advice to 
Satyagrahis:" We are now in a position to expect to be 
.ar.rested at any moment. It ·is, therefore, necessary to bear 
in mind that if any one is arrested, he should, without 
<:au.sing any diffi~ulty,allow himself to be arrested, a·nd, if 
-summoned to appear before a Court, he should do so. No 
defence should be offered and no pleaders engaged in 
the matter. If a fine is imposed with the alternative of 
imprisonment, the imprisonment should be accepted. If 
·only fine is imposed, it ought not to be 'paid {but' hi's 
property, if he has any, should be 'allowed to be sold. 
There should be no demonstration of grief or otherwise 
made by the remaining Satyagrahis, by reason of the 
arrest and imprisonment of their comrade. It cannot be 
too often repeated that we court imprisonment, ·and we 
may not complain of it when we actually receive it; 
When once imprisoned, it is our:duty to 'conform to all 
prison regulations, as prison refor'm is no: part 'of our:t 
reampaign at the present m'l:nent. ·A S:lty:~grahi may' 
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not resort to surreptitious practices. All that the 
· Satyagrahis do can ·only ·and must be done openly. 

· .. Regat~ing the civil breach of the·Iaw governing the 
pu,b_H<!ation of Qewspapers, the idea is to publish in. 
~very,. Satyagraha; Ce.n.tre a :·written newspaper without 
registering it. ~t need. not occupy more than one side of 
~alf a foolscap,,·. When such .a newspape.r is edited, it 
will be founq pow difficult it is to fill up half a sheet .. 
It i.s a weU· ~nQWO·· fact that a vast majority of news~ 
pap~rs· <;ontain much padding. Further,. it cannot be 
d;enied ~bat. newspaper articles written under the terror 
of tl)e very stri(;t ,newspaper I~w have a double meaning~ 
A: .Satyagr?.hl fqr. whom punishments" provided by law 
h,ave lost all t.error. can give only in. an unregistered 
newspaper his thoughts and opinion unhampered by 
~ny other ~OJ;l~ideration than that of his own conscience. 

· His newspap~r1 therefore, if otherwise well edited, can 
Qecome a mq~t P9W~rful vehicle for transmitting pure 
i~eas·in a concise manner and there need be 110 fear of 
inabjlity to circulate a hand~ written n~wspaper, for it 
w)ll,be 1t~e duty of those who may receive the tirst copies 
t9 ;re-copy t.il.l at last the process of multiplication is 
1r1-ade to cover if necessary ~he whole of the masses of 
India .and it m~st not be forgotton that we.have in India. 
the traditio1:1J of impar.ting instruction by oral teaching. 

; I 

SELF-EXAMINATION 

. ·.Satyagrah~ I has. made unexpect~dly .rapid progress in. 
the course. of1 ope short week. But it is necessary to· 
~onsider wh~ther the movemenr is progressing in the· 
f:ight. djrection or I not. S~veral very regrettable and 
untoward incidents have occurred. 
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It has been brought home to Satyagrahis that 
Satyagraha is not an easy weapon to handle. Satya
g~ahis have been often asked if they are not responsible 
for the varied consequences of this struggle. We have 
always answered this inquiry in the affirmative. 
Satyagrahis will always folio w truth, and will not by 
thought, word, or deed, hurt anybody. They will carry 
on the struggle with such self-restraint and discipline as 
will enable them to acquire firm control over the people 
whose sympathy and co-operation they desire and have 
already been successful in winning in such an appreci
able degree. Tbe ~ experienc~ of the last week has 
clearly shown that Satyagrahis.are not yet in a position 
to. control the masses. The true spirit of Satyagraha 
ha~ not yet permeated the people with the result th~t 
they are not yet able to express their feelings in a 
manner worthy of Satyagraha. This undoubtedly casts 
a slur upon Satyagraha. 

:All the same, the Satyagrahi v..ill not be discouraged. 
It is only when the Rowlatt legislation is withdrawn or 
when he has sacrificed himself at the altar of truth that 
he .will rest He ,will learn from his daily experience! 
during the struggle, educate the people, explain to them 
in public and in private the ~ecret of Satyagraha. · He 
will make it clear to them what priceless happiness can 
be found iq suffering, in refraining from returning evil 
for evil, in adhering to truth, in Se1crificing himself. He 
will capture. their h~a~t~ with love aodwill show them how 
to conquer ,our enemies by love. The path of a Satya .. 
grahi is beset with insurmountable difficl!lties. But in 
true Satyagraha there js neither disappointment nor 
defeat .. As truth is all powerful, Satyagraha can never be 
defeated. India is a vast country. and the ancient law of 
Satyagraha appears new to. our countrymen, but this 
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cannot deter us. Satyagrahis will work day and night 
to· educate 'the people and ·will show to them that true· 
Satyagraha can be .·our '' Kamadhenu.1' If he is I not 
heeded, he will plead with the people, will offer Saty'a..: 
graha even to them, by fasting urito death and sa will 
induce his countrymen to join in the crusade,· whi'cl'i· 
must end in victory.-16th :April19i9; 

--· 
I ,· 

" TO MY SISTERS. AND BROTHERS " 

I could not speak to you at length in m~ address at the 
Satyagrahashram on Monday last; but t wish to place' 
my thoughts before the public through a· few leaflets.' 
Let me first render accounts. I had received till ·yester: 
day Rs. 770 towards the Fund suggested by ·me.· I 
request that there should be no delaY: wlth regard to this 
fund, and that none in Ahmedabad should be found 
wanting iri his duty.· This fund· has had its origin' in 
the idea of penance, but its· public' utility is no less :thad 
its penitential value. · I visited the Civil Hospital yester:.: 
day in compan·y 'with Ben Anasuya and.Mr ... Krishnalaf 
Desai, and spoke to. all the patients there; J ·I see thatwe 
shall· have to 'get pecuniary help to the' families of1 tlie 
many of the· wounded;, I learnt on the· spof that ~2 'of 
the meil brought there had died· ofthe ·wounds: Ther~ 
is no. doubt,' there ·have beeh inany>tnore deaths:· ·:A 
clear duty, therefore, lies upon us, as dtiiens; to find oht 
the families of the' deceased :and to' give them what help 
we can. I have· been,. asked·· as to· who will be the 
beneficiaries of these moneys? I a,m afraid th'at we courd 
not compensate those, who have. sustained loss of· pro.: 
perty ; we can render· so'me little help ·only to the I faml.l. 
Hes of the dead and wound.ed~ These inClude two or 
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:three Englishmen; (now ascertained to be one); our first 
duty is to render help to their families, since we are 
responsible for their deaths; .We had no excuse whatso· 
·ever for killing them. They have been killed simply 
·OUt of animosity. If we do really repent for what we 
have done, it is our duty to aid their families. That is 
the least penance we can do: I have been able to see 
that most of our brethren:,. too, who have died, were· 
altogether innocent. I saw amongst the wounded several 
boys of IO or II. Otir next duty is· to help all these. 
A man from Viramgam ·came to me complaining that he 
had lost two of his brothers. Very likely many more 
·such cases will be forthcoming. If Viramgam also pays 
-its. quota to the Fund, we might be able to· extend our 
.help to them. If it fails, I· am afraid, we shall not be 
able to render that assistance. : 

Some of us believe that we can obtain our rights by 
:such acts of terrorisation,· violence and arson. Satya· 
graha, on the contrary, holds that the rights so obtained 
·should be rejected. I admit that, of the two parties using 
brute force, the one possessin·g·rriore of it than the other 
apparently gains its end. My 40 Y'ears' experience tells 
me that objects so attained do not permanently benefit 
the winner. There may well be two opinions on this 
point. But there'can be no difference ofopinion on th~ 
fact that, so far as brute force is concerned, we are no 
m:J.tch for the Government;· Our· i:)hysical force is 'as 
nought before theirs. 'i would dare say, therefore; that 
t~ose who. advise us 'to use physical force are· sadl~ 
mistaken, and we should never listen to their ad'vice~ 
Expediency tells us that there is one and 'only one 

·recourse for us and that is Satyagraha or Dharmabala 
(i.e. spirit force). Now Dharmabala can spring only' 
from· suffering; Oppressing, harrasing, or ass'aulting 
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others cannot ·add to our .· ~piri.tual strength~ The 
events. in, .Ahmeq~bad would have' been impossible, 
h~d 'Ye. but a true •s.ense, of Dharma~.' It is one of our. 
duties to prevent mischief. If ·the men and women of 
Ahme~abad, could. be ·brav~,:all ~ischief wou.ld cease . .' 
It is: obviously ·a far greater thing to overcome mischief 
by Spirit Force, than t~ do so by Brute' Force. We have 
seen that violent outbreaks have~ not benefited us at all .. 
1 have already sq.id that they had nothing to do with my 
release. ' The outbreaks commenced on the roth.' The· 
decision to;release me in. Bombay wa~ arrived at on the 
9th. It cannot therefore hav~:;be~n in any way the 
result of those qutbreaks. .Moreover, those who ha_ve 
faith in Satyagraha .should· be the last.1men to resort t(} 
violen~e to s;ecure. my ,release.! · : .. · . . · 

Let us now consider what.f1,1,rther loss. we: have sus
tained. . I reminded you. on M<;>nday ·that the Offices 
which · wer~ burnt down .b~;lon,ged· to ourselves. B~t we. 
have an: indirect ownership· therein, and the. fact that 
the exp~n~es of rebuilding 1 them may perhaps not. fall. 
di~ectly on us may make us i1;1diffet€mt to the mischief 
9one. The )oss · to our. commerce by closing,, of the 
Telegraph Office may also f?il to af{~ct us; Bl.lt con
sider the consequen<;:e of burning. down the University 
'Examinat\on P~ndal. I·,up.~erstand that it was erect.ed, 
PY. a contractor, it. was his property ~nd .was: .worth 
about Rs. I8,ooo. ·Who.,will compensate the contractor r 
Can we. imagin~. the .soreness of his feelings? S!Jrely the 
incendiaries must never have .thought of-making up fpr 
the Joss. I am informed that· there were many orna
~ents deposited in the District ~ourt Treasury as being
matt~!~ of dispute in Civil: cases and .<;>therwise. Some 
estimate. their. value. at .Rs. so,ooo,: while others value 
them ~t a ~igher figure still, We. know:nothing. about 
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the owners of these ornaments. They have lost them 
for good. Government may not compensate them; and · 
even if they do, (t will be from our money. The poor 
innocent people, who have thus lost their ornaments, will 
not perhaps so much as approach the Government to• 
demand them. .Where was the justice of our ferreting 
out from Rao Bahadur Bulakhidas' house, all the things. 
therein and making a bonfire ~f them? I have been told 
the Rao Bahadur's career has been far from good; that 
he harasses the people. Granting that this is so, may 
we, therefore, burn the property of such officers? If 
people were thus to take the ia w into their own handsr 
there would be an end to peace and public safety and ei 

perpetual reign of terror would prevail. If any and 
every person, aggrieved by an officer's conduct, were t() 
be regarded as within his rights to violate the person 
and property of that officer, no officer would be safe. 
A country, where such a state of affairs prevails, is not 
considered to be civilised, and the people there live 
in constant fear. Consider the hideous barbarity 
of burning alive the Ava! Karkun of Viramgam. What 
offence had he committed?. Or if he had committed any~ 
why had we not the courage to obtain his dismissal r 
Sergeant Fraser, an, innocent Englishman who had 
sought refuge in an Indian house, was marched out of 
the house and 

1
hacked to pieces. What can India gain 

out of such a piece of br~tality ~ One direct result we 
have already had and that is, the bitterness of feeling 
between th.e English and ourselves has been augmentedr 
;md several innocent lives have been. ·l~st. The only 
resu~t to obtain rights through association and co-opera
tion with such hooligans can he that if such attempts 
succeed, the rights so obtained could be enjoyed only on 
conditions imposed by the hooligans. Rights so obtain-
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·ed are not rights at all, they are rather the signs of our 
·enslavement. The events of Ahmedabad and Viramgam 
are no indication of our heroism ; th€y do . not in any 
way prove our manliness; they have simply disgraced 

·US; our movement has received a set-back; Satyagraha 
has had to be restricted. In giving you this bare picture,. 
:my purpose· is to show how thousands of people, who 
·disliked such violence, put up with it as helpless and 
.powerless creatures. It indicates that at this moment, 
we do not possess the true force of Dharma and Truth .. 
at is therefore that I have said that there is no salvation 
.for India except through Satyagraha. I shall endeavour 
as best as I can, to explain what this Satyagraha is in 
later leaflets, which I entreat my sisters and .brothers to 
·Carefully read and understand and· ponder upon and 
·carrr out the suggestions made therein. 

M.K.G .. : 

•CHARACTERISTICS OF MAHATMA .GANDHI'S. W;RITINGS 

There are two ·poems pubiished and being distribu
ted, entitled "Mahatma Gandhino Satyagraha '' and 
·'!Mahatma Gandhina Udg~r." They bear the signature 
·of Labhshanker Harjiwandas Dihorkar.- The ideas ex
pressed' in these verses are' not mine:. Some of them are 
poisonous, calculated to p~omote ill-will · and excite 
·passions. They are; therefore, opposed to Satyagraha. 
1 therefore advise all brothers and sisters not to accept 
.anything as written by 'me. unless it is sign'ed by me~ 
The present times are so critical that one cannot be too 
·cautious about anything lest he might be led astray. . 

My writings cannot be poisonous, they must be free 
from: anger, for it'is my special religious· conviction that 
we cannot truly attain our goal by promoting ill-will 
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against the rulers or any one else. There can be no· 
room for untruth in my writings, because it is my unsha· 
kable belief· that there is no religion other than truth. 
and because I am capable of rejecting aught obtained at 
the cost of truth. My writings cannot but be free from 
hatred towards any individual because it is my firm. 
belief that it is love that sustains the earth. There only· 
is life where there is love ... Life without love is death. 
Love is the reverse of the coin of which the obverse is 
truth. It is my firm. faith and it is my experience of 
forty years that we can conquer the world by truth and 
love •. I believe that we can remedy the mistakes of our 
rulers by means of truth and love, and my· writings can 
therefore have no incitement to violence to person or 
property. It is obviously not possible for me to read! 
everything that is written or printed in my name and I 
would . therefore ask everyone to apply the above
mentioned test to all that purports to be published in my 
name and I further wish and pray that every one should 
reject anything that has the slightest trace of untruth, 
disaffection, hatred, violence and the like. I do not know 
the author of the poems mentioned above, but should he 
see this leaflet, I advise him that it is necessary for him 
before attributing ·any words or.statements to any one to 
show them. to him and obtain his permission to publish 
them .as his. This is the least that prudence and self-
restraint' demands. · M. K. G. 

. . 
WHAT THEN OUGHT WE TO DOl 

It is a good .omen for Satyagraha that Bombay. has 
preserved peace in spite of the unendurable separation 
of Mr. Hominian from us. I hope that it will be· 
preserved· whenever our other friends are arrested and. 
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even if I am arrested. The Government are· ~ntitled to 
arrest ·those .whom they 'suspect. Moreover;, in our 
movement we consider it the proper thing to be arrested 
.and imprisoned, when 'before our conscience \we are 
.found guiltless. How can we, therefore, be angry wheil' 
.any Satyagrahi is arrested? We ought to know that the 
~sooner innocent rn:eri are arrested the sooner will this 
struggle end. I have heard, some people say that in 
Satyagraha also'the end is achieved by. violence. They 
argue· that when Satyagrahis are arrested, people 
become excited, resort .to. violence and thus get their 
·demands acceded to. I held this to be· i a: dreadful 
·superstition. The· reverse is the truth. By the arrest of a 
Satyagrahi, violence ensued-in Ahmedabad and we have 
·experienced the results of that violence. .The people 
there are cowed down.· Gujerat which never had the 
military in jts midst' has had an experience of it.. It is 
my firm conviction that the victory of, Satyagraha is 
.attainable bnly: by adherence to truth, avoidance of 
violence and by suffering. My experience in South 
Africa, Champanin, Kaira and other places fully. bear 
'OUt the truth of my statement. So long as we · do not 
appreciate . this. truth, we are in 'no way fitted for 
.Sa-tyagraha. The question arises-" What then ought we 
to do? Are we to sit with folded hands in spite of Mr. 
Horniman's deportation?" I reply 'that the .observance 
of perfect calm is itself a demonstration of our grief 
·over the separation, and of our intense activity along 
Satyagraha lines, and by maintaining the same calmness 
·of spirit we shall be better able to reach our goal and to 
welcome back our friend. When Hindustan accustomed 
in the .course bf this struggle to rely only upon truth and 
non-violence, we shall be .able to begin Civil Disobedience~ 
Some say that it will take years before India recognises 
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the supremacy of Truth and Non-violence and therefore 
it must take years to bring this struggle to a .successful 
·end. I would content myself with saying that when 
·once the forces of Trut'h and Ahlmsa are set in motion, 
the speed as they move becomes so accelerated that 
they take no time in perme.ating millions. For, what is 
needful is to produce an impression of Truth and 
Non-Violence upon their hearts and to infect them with 
faith in the efficacy of these two forces. If the Satya. 
grahis are true it need not take longer than a month or 
two to bring about this result. 

I venture to tender the following advice in order that', 
as suggested above,· Truth and Non-Violence may 
permeate the masses with an ever-increasing velocity. 
Great movements all the world ·over depend for their 
success largely upon the mercantile class. Bombay is 
a great emporium of trade in Hindustan, indeed in the 
world. With what rapidity will the force of truth move 
if the merchants of Bombay were to avoid untruth and 
all the faults flowing from it, even though introduction of 
truth in their ousiness may mean smaller profits or even 
loss. ·What greater honour can we pay to Mr. Horniman 
than by adopting honesty as our watch-word in our 
mercantile transactions? The foundations of our. 
success rests in Truth and, if it pervades mercantile 
affairs, it will be a play-thin~ to pull down the other 
citadels of untruth~ I feel convinced that it is not difficult 
for those merchants of Bombay who have regaql for Mr. 
Horniman to act according to the advice tendered by me 
that, if we can impress the Government· with the truth 
in us and by strictly observing the principle of 
non-violence assure them of their harmlessness, it may 
not be necessary for us to resume Civil Disobedience.-
28th April 1919. . M. K. G. 
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BE PATIENT AND HAVE FULL FAITH,. 

Broth~rs a~d Sisters,· · 
Friends have)een·incessantly telling me, a.s.trong 

feeling,prevails that ~~me way .ought to be found to giv~ 
expression ,to popular feeling in the matter of Mrt 
Horniman;'s .deportation. ; Th~ desire- is quite naturaL. 
But as I have already. observed, the fact that we have 
preserved peace is itself an eloquent demonstration of 
.our feelings. It is my

1
• ~pedal opinion, that such pr~~ 

servation of peace is only pq~.~ib.Je: ~qer~'Satyagrq.ha ~~ 
go~ng. on. I bel~~ve t~a~ .~he. authoriti:es have al~o been 
amazed at the profou~dP,eace prev.ailing. tqr9ughout the· 
city. And no wonder. The Government know that 
pop~l~~;feeling regarctl~g Mr. ~o~qiman runs high. I~ 
order that a demonstration·))f this feeling may not run 
in u~clesirable. chan~~ls, the G~vernment :have ~made 
elaborat~ ~ilitary disp~sition~., :But hi~. hig~lr credi-
1tabl~· ~o B~mqaythat the Military have had tp remain 
idle~ )t, ·is ; a .. 'VonnY ach,jevement fqr ~atyagraha. I. 
ha.ve :no. doupt \hat if,.pe_9ple could J~u~J·restrai.n, them; 
se1ve~ on ~1~ o~~asion3, th.e nation wou~d occupy/a· ~uc~ 
.high~! st~tus~,: .No. Ot;Ie. ne.~d ,· f!.SSUJ;Qe Jhq.t, w~ have no~ 
b~en taking<;>r, that· we,~hal( no,.Joqger.take fl1e.as,ure& 
for gett~ng Mr~. Horniman pack .iJ;l our. midst,, Of al.l 
measures th¥c present calmness· ~s the.: greatest.. Yet I 
.suggest that . t~o.&i who· are. kee.p: ·on. ~uspension. o~ 
.l?~sip~ss: may q~yote. a .day's ·profits:, ~o. some pt~;bliq 
activ~ty.' ~ut tge;~hief thing 1;~111 de.sirqus c;>f -in· -thh 
leatleti~ the fO\lmying :. '(he agitation, hitherto, adopteq 
in thi~: c;quntry is~ as different- from:; Satyagraha as t~~ 
Noqh:~oJe.isJrom the$outh.. 1 A.o ~appreciation of .this 
fC:C~ ·~~11 pf. itse} f; ff;IT)OVe. fQ4PY ·Of: OUr perplexities .. Y'J,~· 
h~ye, se~n· that there is a difference betweeq sa'tyagraha. 
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meetings and others. Satyagraha is based upon 
Religion. In it only truth, calmness, serenity, patience, 
fearlessness, etc., should alone be seen. A Satyagraha 
strike must differ from the others. I have already 
quoted an occasion when a Satyagraha strike had to be 
suspended when a different strike was declared. What 
we exp~ct to attain by acclamations in ordinary 
movements we often gain by silence, in Satyagraha. 
The human voice can never reach the distance that is 
covered by the still small voice of conscience. Instances 
to show the unique character of Satyagraha can easily 
be multiplied and we ought not to be surprised to see 
things not going in the orthodox fashion. And I 

• I 

therefore, beseech all not to be agitated because they see 
no outward demonstration over Mr. Horniman's deporta .. 
tion. I ask them to be patient and to have full faith 
that by going along the path of Satyagraha we shall 
meet our brother all the sooner for it.-28th Aprit 1.919. 

M. K. G .. 
.. -

OBSERVE SELF~RESTRAINT 
' . 

'J 

Sisters and Brothers, 
I have two letters from Mr. Horniman which I expect 

you must all be. anxious to read. ,_The one addressed to 
me reads:- · 
My Dear Mahatmaji, 

They are taking me a way at last. I have been rushed 
off without notice. This is only to say 'Au revoir' and 
to ask your blessing. God speed y·ou in your work for 
the Indian people. 

I shall do what I can wherever I am. 
' . Ever Yours affectionately, 

(Sd.) B. G. HORNIMAN 
77 
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That to Mr. Jainnadas is as follows:.....,.- : 
My dear J amnadas, 

I hope~whatever happens Bombay will remain quiet. 
·. I ·don't know whether this letter will reac~ you, but if 
it does, give my love to eve'ry body. In· the mean while, ,I 
shall. work for India wherever I may be. · 

Ever yours, : · 
(Sd.) B.· G. HORNIMAN~ · · 

Both · these,: .letters· were :.written by him: from S. s. 
''. Ta kada." Further .news is that his health is alright, that 
he is •being· well looked after and thatthe'officers have 
.treated him witJl aU courtesy. The order of deportati011 
means· that ··Mr: Horniinan: will .be absolutely. free··on 
reaching ·England) :that :there . will . • be • no restriction 
whatsoever .on his liberty, and as: he is resolved to work 
for: India :wherever he is, it is likely· that he will render 
great ~~rvice to India while in England. This, however, 
is . but :a. poor consolation .for the people. They. would 
be satisfied only if the order of deportation 1s withdrawn 
and we cannot sit still till_we

1
find,him back in our midst. 

We know how we can get him back ·in our midst. The 
first and the foremost thing is to observe self-restraint 
and to 'Jearn ·to keep phce.' If we break the peace we 
shall only be delaying Mr. · Horniman's' ·return and 
paining him.-80tk April 1919. 

M.K.G.; 

SATYAGRAHA. AND CIVIL OBEDIENCE 

Brothers and Sisters, 
Letters continue to pour in containing. complaints 

about the so-called inactivity regarding Mr. Hornim an's 
deportation. Most of these letters are an:nym Jus. One 
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.of them states that it does not matter even if violence be' 
the result of our holding large meetings etc. It adds: 
that we shall gain nothing without violence and that 
without it we shal.l not be able to bring Mr. Horniman 
back to India. 

It is simple enough to give a reply· to the foregoing 
along the lines of Satyagraha. If violence be the condi~' 
tion of Mr. Horniman's return to India, then Satyagrahis 
have to be content with separation. But there' iS abso·' 
lutely no fear of any such result from non-violence. We 
can certainly bring about his return by Satyagraha,i 
Indeed we can hasten it by Satyagraha alone-~Satya~ 
graha consists at times in Civil Disobedience and ·other· 
times in civil obedience. It consists at times in declarJ 
ing hartal, or holding large public meetings or arranging· 
processions and other times in refraining from 'any one 
or all of these thing~. Satyagrahis may· not do a single 

·thing that would bring about or encourage violehce. At 
the present 'rrioment people are' in a' ferment, they are 
angry and it is likely that large meetings, processions, 
.hartals may increase excitements and even end in 
violence. Both the peop!'e and the Police are liable to' 
err and both may have to suffer for the mistake of either.' 
It is therefore clear that Satyagrahis ought to prevent 
-such untoward results by every means at their disposal. 
Therein lies their Satyagraha. · The nation can only rise 
'higher by reason of the effort to be put forth, the disci
pline to be undergone and the soul-force to be exerted for 
the attainment of such an end. When the people have 
disciplined themselves to remain 'calm, to curb anger, to 
'handle processions with self-restraint, to bring about 
hartals without threat or violence, when volunteers are 
.:;o trained that the people listen to a.nd act according to 
itheir instructions, we are in a p:>sition to hold meetings, 
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d((cl~re ~~rtals and arrapge processions~ It is enough: 
tq see ,t_ha~ .the .. just de~ands of a people so trained 
be~om~ )~resisti~le~ The pre~ent activity is directed 
t,owards ~e. ~ttainiJ;~en.t of that end and I urge all to read 
this .leaflet and those who are able to help, to go to· the· 
~~tyagra~a S~bha· offices and have. thei~ names. regis~ 
t_ered as. helpers. . , ' . . 
. ·:N~~ let us for a moment exa~i~e: not from the Satya .. 
grab~ Itut from .t.he ordinary standpoint, the p~op,a~ition. 
t!J~~ ~e 1 can by .viqle~~ei bring about. Mr .. Horniman's: 
~?f,ly ret~rn o~ ,ac,co.mplish our .other objects.. I believe· 
th.'\t. wha~js true ~nq,possible i1,1 other countries ·is not 
1\ec.ess~ri.Iy true and po~sible in Hindus·tan,. India has. 
fro,rp times imm~morial rec.eiv~d ~ different tr~inb?g,. In. 
India, one cannot re~all a, time whep. the wh,ole people 
were e~gaged in the use of brute~force •. It is my belief 
that India de.liberately ab~ndoned uni~er.sal use of brute. 
for.ce .. We· h~ve· noted the results .. of violen.ce in the· . 
Pu.nj~b .. ~· Ahmedab~~ i~ still suff~ri~g~ , We sha·ll here·· 
after be .able .to measure the full dreaqful effect of 

1 I , , I ', , 1 •• I I I 

violence. , One ~uch effect .is the ·suspension of, Civil 
J;>jso.bedience •.. · W. ~., :~ugh.t, ·'therefore, to consider a's. 
~rroneou~ the. p,elie~ that. by violenc~. we can hasten .l\1r .. 
Horn!man's.return.or ga_in ,other1 ~bjects. . . , . 
. : Jn one of t)lp ),etters. r,ec.~~ved ~y me, it i,s argued that 
~a~y agrah~s have po r~gh~ r~. advise: others to refrain 
from deq19nstrations .. etc;,] ~ven .if they choo_se . 19 do· 
so~ ! But we observe 4t the present moment in Hindus
t~Q. ·a ~a~t nulllber of people ,'are de~irous of taking part. 
it\ all Saty~gral)a. activiti

1
es, ot~~r than Civil Disobedi-

enc~. This state of things .causes as much anxiety as. 
plea sur~.; .. It ~brows a tremendo~s· responsibility upon 
Satyagrahis. ·one of them· is· this :lf the people are 
i~terestedin Satyagraha and are desirous 'o( experien-
~ • • ' • ' t • ' ' ' ' 
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dng its wonderful results, Satyagr'ahis have td so act 
that the people may become trained to participate in the 
movement in strict accordance with its principles and 
its fundamental principle is adherence to truth and non
violence to person or property, and when the people 
:have accepted this principle the whole: work· will have 
:a demonstration of the effi::acy of Satyagraha.-l'lt May 
1.919. 

M.·K. G. 

WHEN. IS SATYAGRAHA GOING TO BE RESU_jlED? 

When is Satyagraha going to be resumed? is the ques
'tion many have been asking me.· There are two answers. 
One is that Satyagraha has not at all ceased. As long 
as we practise truth, and ask others t<l do so, so long 
:Satyagraha can never be said to have ceased. And if 
all practise truth, and refrain from violence to person 
.and property, we would immediately get what we want. 
But when all are not prepared to do so, when Satyagrahis 
are only a handful, then we have to devise other methods 
·deducible from Satyagraha. One such method is Oivil 
Di.sobedience.· I have already explained the reason why 
this Civil Disobedience has been for the time being susl 
·,pended; As long as we know that there is every likeli• 
.hood, bordering on certainty, of rioting and violence 
following· Civil· Disobedience, so long ·disobedience of 
1a ws cannot be regarded as Civil Disobedience, llut it is 
·disobedience that is thoughtless, undvil,:·and devoid of 
trutH. Satyagrahis may n.ever cdtnmit ·such'·. disobe;. 
dience: The· resumption of Civil Disobedience can how.:. 
ever be haste'ned by the Satyagrahis completely' fulfiiJ .. 
ing thei.r duty, ~fy confidence in Satyagrahis has led 
me to assume that we shall be fitted for resuming Civil 
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impossible. We are aware that the que~tion regarding 
Turkey etc., have caused greater hurt to our Mahomedan 
brethren than has been caused to Hindus,· Mahomedans: 
and others by the Rowlatt legislatiOn.. But they cannot 
solve their difficulties by ill-wilL These difficulties can 
only be. solved by' proper· deliberation;' by properly 
framing: an'd publishing 1their demands :1and ·by firm 
adherence thereto. i So doing, they can enlist 'the help 
of· Hindus1 P.arsis, Christians: in fact the whole world 
and thus make their demands irresistible •. If we harbour 
ill:-will or anger against the Governme~t on account 
of the Rowlatt legislation or Islamic. or other ques
tions and therefore resort . to violence, we shall be 
powerless even to consolidate Indian opinion. The 
gulf between the English. and ourselves will widen 
anCJ. we shall be no nearer the goal. Victory attained 
by: violence is tantamount to a defeat, for it is momen .. 
tary.: Then. there is increase of il.l.;will between both 
the .parties and each prepares to give battle to the other. 
There is no·such u·ntoward:end to Satyagraha. A Satya~ 
grahi, by, reason of suffering for his principle, draws 
towa{ds himself universal sympathy and even melts the 
heart of:the: so-called enemy.·. Had ·:we no~ erred in 
Ahmedabad· and Viramgaum . the hist~,ry of the move~ 
ment would, ha:ve been 'written diff~r~ndy. Then~ would 
have: been no increase of ill-will betw~en the English 
and ourselves, no military 'dispositions such as we see 
about ·LJS and yet our. determination to get rid of· the 
Rowlatt legislation would have remained just as ·firm~ 
The movement against it would have gone much further 
forward; . probably' by . this: time it might ha've been 
cro~ned · with success resulting at the same time in a 
bridging of the gulf between, the English anp ourselves. 
It is however never too late to mend: we can retrace our 
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-steps. The retracing consists in curbing anger and ill· 
will against the English and therefore refraining from 
violence. As a matter· of fact, the mistake in passing 
the Rowlatt legislation is not of the English nation nor 
.of the English in India~ It is purely of those in 'autho~ 
rity .. Nations are often ignorant o(what is done in their 
names. The powers that be do not make deliberate 
mistake~, they act as they think fit. That fact however 
·does not cause the people any the less harm and there1 
fore whilst we harbour no ill-will against those in 
.authority, we spare no pains in taking effective steps for 
mending the mistake but regarding it only such and no 
.more we refrain from violence and secure its reversal by 
·self-suffering.-8rd May 1911J. 

M. K. G. 

SATYAGRAHA IS IMPOSSIBLE SO LONG AS THERE 
IS ILL-WILL 

Brothers and Sisters, 
We have seen in .our last leaflet that the actions of'a 

·satyagrahi should not be prompted by fear from without 
ibUt by the voice from. within· and that a Satyagrahi 
·should not think of.attaining his objects by harbouring 
ill-will towards' his opponents but should win him over 
by his friendliness. I see that many hesitate to ·accept 
the second proposition. ·They argue: ~How can we help 
being angry with wrong. doers?, It is against human 
nat~re to do otherwise. How cari we separate the wrong 
·from the wrong doer?. How is it possible to direct our 
.anger against th; wrong without directing it against the 
wrong-doer?' A father, far from 'getting angry with his 
·son, often expresses his 'disapproval of wrong action by 
taking suffering on his o.wn . person. Only on such 
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mutual. conduct is continuance of Jriendly ·relations 
b.etween father an<;i ~on possible. ·These relations cease 
~it,q tpe ceasing of such.co.nduct.~~ It is our daily lot t<> 
go through these :(!xperiences and .hence the' proverb. 
'Let quarrels perish .. [ ·;We :c~n live in peace. and be free. 
fr<>m our' fearful position ·oply if we apply the · dom~stic 
lq w to our relations, with th'e Government. The. doubt 
need nqt be raised whether the domestic Ia w can at alL 
be extended .to our .... relations , with the Government and 
w,hether the. law Qf love.does.not for its operation require 
~eciprocity. In ·satyagr~ha both the parties need not 
be Satyagrahis~,. Wher~ both the parties are Satyagra
his ·there is no~ play; for Satyagraha. no opportunity 
for the test of love. Insistence· on truth can come 
in~o play only . when one party practises untruth or 
injustice. Only then can love be tested. True friend
ship is put to the test only when one party dis
regards the: obligation of· friend~hip.' 'we stand to
love everything Whe'~· I We are angry against the 
Government. Mutual distrust and. mutual ill-will are 
thereby augmented:, But if we act .without in' the least 
being angry ·,.with .the Government, .but also without 
being cowed down by· th:eir· armed force, and without 
submitting to .what we believe to be injustice, injustice 
would of itsem. be removed: and we would easily ·attain 
the equality whfch is. !Our: goal. . This equality does not 
.depend on pur pdwer to answer .their. brute-force with 
,brute-force, put .·onJ our! ability to stand our grouncl 
;without. fear of brute-force, and real featlessness is not 
possible without love~, A clear victory 'for·Satyagraha is 
impossible. so long as there is ill-will\· But those· who
believe themselves to be weak, are incapable ofloving. 
Let then our .first. act every~ morning be to make the 
.following resolv.e. for the day: 'I shall not fear anyone· 
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on earth. I shall fear only God; I shaH not bear ill-will. 
towards anyone. I shall not submit to injustice from 
any one. I shall conquer un~ruth by truth and in re-
sisting untruth I shall put up with all suffering '-.Jth 
Mau 1919. 

M.K.G. 

HARTAL 

Brothers and Sisters, 
Bombay has borne with great calmness the separation· 

of Mr. Horniman. The long-sustained calmness observed 
by Bombay even under unendurable circumstances has. 
demonstrated its capacity for self-restraint. But . the· 
discussions at the meetings of the Satyagraha Sabha and: 
reports of popular discussions show that the minds of the 
people are by no means appeased. T•hey are desirous of 
publicly expressing their grief and feelings in some way· 
or other. The desire is and must be irrepressible. The· 
people will never forget what Mr. Horniman has done· 
for them. He has given them a new life, a. new hope and 
there is no doubt that they have remained calm. in the· 
hope that an occasion would be provided for them to· 
mark their pure affection for Mr. Horniman. The· 
Satyagr,aha Sabha last,'night decided aft.er mature deli-· 
beration that next Sunday, I Ith instant, should be the· 
day of observance of hartal, fasting for 24 hours reckon-· 
ing from previous evening, and private religious devo-· 
tion in every home. 

The first suggestion i. e. hartul \s applicable to the
City of Bombay.· In times of unrest such as we are 
passing through, it does not seem proper to declare 
hortal in other places. Not to observe it in other places 
is .for the people thereof an act of self-restraint and in the 
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City of Bombay; too, it is to be confined to independent 
·business men.~ Those: who are e~ployed . in public or 
private offices are ln ~0 wa~ to suspend b'usiness unless 
1hey ~btain leave. There shbuld be no pressure exerted 
upon anybody, no force used against any one with a view 
·to induce suspension. For suspension brought about by 
force is no suspension, for a.·mind acted upon ·by force 
·continues to contemplate the act from which it is 
Testrained by force. We ·are bound not only not to 
·interfere with a man who wants to open a shop or a 
Ohariwalla who wishes to ply for hire, but to afford him 
·every protection. I hope that b::>th men and women in 
.Bombay and elsewhere who have no religious or medicat 
·objection will observe the fast and devote the day to 
ifeligious contemplation· and try to understand the true 
nature of Satyagraha by recalling 'the illustrations of 
Satyagraha from ttheir own scriptures. We shall con:. 
sider hereafter. the efficacy of fasting as an aid; to 
national progress, 'to the development of national ideals 
and. to the attainment of restraint over our passio:1s such. 
.as hunger etc. Forth~ time being .it is enough that we 
-observe an absolutely voluntary Satyagraha hartal next 
Sunday in the city of B:>mbay, we, observe 'a fast 
everywhere and engage in private religious devotion hi 
a spirit of calmnes's and love. We shall thereby a'dd to 
our honour and speed Mr. Horniman's return . ..!-5th 1 May 
1919. ' . ' ' I. 

M .. K .. G.' 

I ' 

HARTAL: ITS RELIGIOUS SPIRIT . ' 
Hrot·hers and Sisters, · · · 

To' deciare a: ·lw1·tal is no small·· matter.·' lt'·requires 
strong. reasons to support it. Let us therefore. examine: 
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t,he justification for it. The citizens of Bombay are 
impatient to give some outward evidence of their deep. 
affection for Mr. Horniman. They can provide it in a 
striking manner by means of hartal. Everybody's feel. 
ings will be tested thereby. Moreover,, hartal is an 
ancient Indian institution for expressing national sorrow 
and we can therefore demonstrate through .hartal our· 
grief over the d.eportation, and hartal i~ the best metbod 
of marking our strong disapproval of tqe .action of the 
Government. It is a means, more powerful than monster· 
meetings, of expressing national opinion. Thus we serve 
three purposes by hartal and all ,of them are so great 
that we do not expose ourselves .to the charge of 
exaggeratiou in declaring hartal .. 
, This m~ch is. cl,ear that none of the purposes above .. 
named will .be served if suspension · of business is 
brought ·about through. fear of public opprobrium or 
physical pressure. If suspension were to be brought 
about by terrorism and if Mr. Horniman came to know 
it, he could not but be displeased and grieved by the. 
knowledge, and such artificial lwrtal would fail to pro
duce any effect upon the Government. Hartal forcibly 
brought about cannot be considered Satyagrahi hartal. 
In any thing Satyagrahi there should be purity of 
motive, means and end. I therefore hc>pe that no man 
<>r woman who is unwilling to suspend business will in 
any way be interfered with, but that he or she will be 
guaranteed protection from any harm whatsoever. I 
1pould far rath~r wish that people did not .suspend bu:~iness 
on Sunday in the city of Bombqy and that the organisers 
were exposeq to ridicule ~~an that force wa-s used upon a · 
single person in order to make him suspend business. In 
order· to avoid all risk of commotion in Bombay on· 
Sunday, the idea c;>f holding ·public meetings has been. 
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·discounte'nanced and all hA~e been advised to reinain 
:indoors; · As all Satyagraha ·activity should be· guided 
by the religious spirit, I 'have suggested'that we should 

·fast ·for twenty folir hours and devote the day to religious 
·Contemplation, ·and it· is to be hoped that all the memi 
bers of families including children and: servants will 
iake part· in· the :religious observance.:· Hindus mcty 
1bave Bhagwad Gita read td them. · It takes four hours to 
1read through it' with clear pronunciation :-and·· other 
!Hindu religious books might be read in addition or in 
1place of it. Thb :Mahomedans and other~ may have 
•their own scriptures read to them. It will be a ·proper 
way of spendi'ng ;the day to read the :stories cf great 
:Satyagrahis such as Prahlad, Harishchandra~ Mirabai, 
Jmams Hasan· and Hoosein, Socrates and other~. It'~ill 
be ·opportune· also to explain: ·to family gath~rings Mr. 

:Horniman's title tb'dur affection. : The ·chief thing td be 
:remembered is that we may not fritter away-next'Sunday
·in playing cards; Ohowpat, ga'mbling or in sheer laziness, 
.but that it should be so spent as to make us better men 
. and. women ! for ·national service. Better placed and 
well-to-do families will, I hope, invite such of their 
neighbours. as may be poor, 'solitary or' ignorant, t~' 

-participate in the religious devotion. A broth'erly spirit 
·is cultivated not by words but only by deeds. 

Mr . .Motilal·Dahyabhas Zaveri of Kalbadevi Road has 
just :dropp.ed in and informed me that· before the news 
·of the declaration of.hartal next Sunday,: he had issued 
invitations for a wedding· party on that day. He also 
'said there were many such parties to be given on the· 
:same day. ·.Mr. Motilal was most anxious that· he and 
his friends should take part in the observance. I venture 
to advise that so far· as the religious part of the wedding 

-ceremonial was concerned, it should be gone through 
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without disturbance, but that dinner parties and other 
;rejoicings might be postponed to Monday. :His patriotic 
.affection for Mr. Horniman ·was such that he immedi .. 
.ately accepted the advice and I tender it for the accep
tance of those who may be similarly situated._:;6th May 
1919. 

HARTAL ANP FASTING 

Brothers and Sisters, 

M. K. G.··· 

By hartal, fasting ancl'religious devotion on Sunday 
next the people propose to demonstrate to the Govern
ment in terms of Satyagraha that it is not ·possible for 
them to bring about true contentment ·by force of arms: 
So long as the Rowlatt legislation is not withdrawn; so 
long as the Government continue 'to suppress men like 
Mr. Horniman who carry on innocent 'agitations against 

.such acts of the Government, not only is true contentment 
impossible, but discontent must increase. All the world 
-over a true peace depends not upon gunpowder but upon· 
:pure justice. When Government perpetrate injustice and 
fortify it by the use of arms, such acts are a sign of 
anger and they add injustice to injustice. If people also 
become angry by reason of such acts on the part of 
·Government, they resort to violence and the result is bacf 
for both, mutual ill-will increases. But whenever people 
.regard particular acts of Government as unjust and 
express their strong disapproval by self-suffering, 
Government cannot help granting redress. This is the 
way of Satyagraha and the people of Bombay will have 
.an opportunity on Sunday next of gi·ving expression in 
.a clean manner to such disapproval. 

A hartal brought about voluntarily and without 
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pr~ssure is a. powerful. rpeans .of showing popular 
disapproval,!bu.tf.asting is even more so.: When people 
fa.stin a religimJs spirit and thus demonstrate their grief 
before God,. it: ~eceives a· certain. response. ·Hardest 
~e~rts are impressed by it.· Fasting is regarded by aU 
religions as a·great discipline. Those who voluntarily 
fa~t become gentle and purified by it. A pure fast is a 
very powerful prayer. IUs-nG small thing for lakh~ of 
people voluntarily to abstain from food· and such a fast 
is a Satyagrahi fast · It ·ennobles individuals and 
nations. In it there should be no intention of. ~xercising 
undue pressure, upon the Government.. But w~ d<> 
observe that like so many other good acts this one of 
fasting· too is sometimes .. abus~;d. In India we often see 
beggars threateniQg of fast, fasting, or pretending t<> 
fast, until they receiye .. what they ask for. This is 
d~;agrahi fas~ing and .the person· ~o fasting degrades 
himsel( and. jt ,wil.l pe th~ proper-~hing to let such people 
fast. . ,It is fal.s~!ldndn.ess to give. anything under pressure. 
of su_ch fastip._g .. If it -were to be otherwise, fasting may 
be )esorted to. ev~m :for secudng unlawful d~mands. 
Where it is a . question of , qe~ermining ,the justice or 

' . 

otherwise o(a particul~r .act. there .is no room for any 
Qther.force, but ~hat of: a :reason regulated by the voice of 

· conscienc.e.· The coming. fast is thus in no way to be 
~nterpr~ted a~· cie~igned ~o put pressure upon the Govern.-· 
mc.nt.-7th May)91p. 

; / 1 .• ' ; J .. ''). M.K.G. 

BOMBAY'S TEST 

Brothers and Sisters, ::1. ( 
Bombay will be tested on Sunday~:-To observe ha1'tal,. 

f~st, , religious contemplatiQn ··:are easy endugh for 
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sensible peopJe. Bombay will prove he~ sensibility on 
Sunday. In Engianci,more. especially 1n Scotla.nd, busi
ness is suspended every Sunday for religious reasons. 
Trains too are running most !sparingly. Even in India 
p~blic offices are closed' on Sundays. .There would 
therefore, generally, be no occasion for anxiety over 
hartal. There is just a little anxiety about our harlal be
·cause of the present unrest and because ours is intended 
to be an expression of our grief and respect. From the 
news received from different quarters and· from. the im
pression gathered from meetings that have been held to 
explain the reasons for the' Sunday observance, there is 
every reason to hope that Bombay will do credit t6 her .. 
self and India by observing perfect calm on Sunday. 

It is to be wished that in every mosque, church and 
terriple ·and in every assembly visitors will be told to 
suspend business'and advised to fast, and de~ote the day 
in religious contempJ'ation' and observe peace. 
· I have stated in the first leaflet on· the hartal that 

employees may only suspend work on receiving permis
sion from their employers. But those who are working 
in hospitals, or in connection. with the sanitation of ·the 
town, dock-labourers handling the grain to be despatched 
to famine areas ought not to suspend work at all. In a 
Satyagrahi hartal we are bound to give the first place to 
public weal, more especially the requirements of the 
poor. And when we use the sense of discrimination 
fully in all our activities, out ~difficulties will disappear 
even as the mist before the morning sun.-9th May 1919. 

M.K.G. 

78 
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HATRED EVER KILLS-LO\ .. E ~"'EYER DIES 

Brothers and Sisters, ._ . 
)ly. one request to Hindus, ~Iahgmedans, Par 

Christians and Jews is that by .our conduct to-morr 
we may demonstrate. to the Go\'ernment our absolut 
harmless intention. and show that nobody in Born l 
wishes to commit a breach of the peace, and furt 
show that Bombay is capable of discharging heavy 1 

ponsibi!ities with patient calmness. \\"e should .at 
same time demonstrate that we are capab;e of actine: 
perfect unity and determined to secure a fu:fi.Jment 
our cherished mil. But we do not desire to ob1 
justice b)• harbouring ill-\fill against the Go\frnrr 
but b}' good-will. ··Hatred ever kills, Love ne\""er t 

Such is the vast difference between the two .. \\"'ha 
obtained by l..oYe is retained for a~l time. \\.ha 
obtained by Hatred pro•es a harden in reality; fot 
increases Hatred. The dutr of human being is to d 
nish Hatred and to promote Love. I pray that B:>m. 
will obserre full hartal, fast and pray and do all this 
loving spirit -lOth Jhy 1919. 

11. K.' 

PE..-\C"'.t.FCL HART AL 

Brothers and Sisters, 
Bombay covered itsea with glory by presetTing pe' 

calm, and the citizens have sbo~n by their pea< : 
haria/ they have understood a portion of Satya{) I 1. 

They have done true honour to :\Ir. Horniman and der. < 

strated to Government that they disapprove of 
deportation. Bombay has set a worthy e:lample tc 1 

who!e of India. It is a matter of pride for Bo:nbay 1·, 
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the Satyagraha standpoint, that some shops were open. 
This fact proved the voluntary character of the hartal. 
Many caus,es contributed to the: S9CC~ss . .o,f .tq\s remarka
ble demonstration, but the' chief among 'them was the 
perforri1ante ··Of· theiir duty 1b'y i vohnHeers' .:·under . Mr. 
Vitnalda~ Jerajant. ·;They h'ad· i :c6hlnietjced operations 
from thltci>mmencemen~ of the taJ~)·outartal; ah& we 
had· thth~sults 'of.their efforts'yesterday. ·Our· thanks 
are: due~also to the police.'· If ·aggre~sive milit1rtdisposi
tions · had· been made, the people .would have become 
exCited and the task of preserving'·peace: ~ld \have 
been 1huch; ·more· difficult: · ·' · 

A1nation enjoying or desiring to'en'jdy Swaraj' must 
possess the 'following fdu'r·attributes: -·- ' ., .: .. ; '' 

(r) The police should be the'l~ast rieeded fot ~self
protection and there should be ·concord between them 
,and the people:- . 

(2) Jails should be the least patronised; 
(3) The hospitals should have few cases; and 
(4) The law·tourts·should have the leashvork.· · 
Where peopile' do violence, commit 6times; · and 

nbt exerCising control over their senses and committing 
a breach ofnature's· laws become diseased· and engage: 
in perpetual quarrels resulting in Ia:w-shits, they are ndt 
free but in bondage. We shaH-learn the first.chapter·of 
S waraj and Liberty when India ad\lpts the example of 
Bombay as a p'erman·ent way M·Jife . .,~.;;:.zpJth May 1919. 

M. K. G.' 



[ ··. I I ] ' 

. · MAHAT~AJI'S ·' EAR:LIER WRITIN ~S 

,[Q~ 2lth' April, 1919 ~hen·~. ·a. ·G. Hqrniman~ 
~ditor of Thf,,','.Bpmbay Chronicle,". w~~ d,eport~d, 
~.aha~~a Gandhj 1 wa~ ,requested: tQ s~perl-;i~e .th~ 
editing_ of" Young Indi~" which was then: under 
the control of a, Bomb,ayi Syndicate .. Betw~en this 
date-~~~· the: :oc~Q~er. fqll~wing, ¥Jhen Mahat~aji 

. se~ur,~d, full ~on_trol. ~.J;Jd ownership of the journal. 
and removed to Ahmed:1qad, many contributions. 
.from ,his ]:)~D. appear,ed in· the, journal. S~~e" of 
these which ·wer~. 1ypical of his writings in .those 
days are give,n below.] , 

• , . I 

14th Juru/ 1919 

THE BOMBAY M~IFESTO * 

We are g~ieved to.· h.ay~ .to criticise the manifesto of 
loyalty: issued by a nufQb1ef, of .well.known citize~s of 
Bombay .. W,ith .deference to the .signatories, w~ :feel 
constrained to observe that it is not a document that 

I t•' '·' ''• ., I, • ' 

reflects any ·cr~dit on Bomb?y, the first city of India. 
Qur JoyaHy1. ro~st. b.e ; '!- ; ~~ry ,indifferent virtue, ifr it' 
requi~es . · per~odical prote~tations. . Englishmen,. for 
instance, .never PfO~~st .thei~ lpyplty.:. Th~y s\1QW£it in: 
thei~. deeds .. · ! We hold that it should be, above suspicion~ 
Every Indian who asks for, agitates for reforms is loyal 
to the British connection because he seeks not to destroy 
it, but to alter its nature. He wishes to rise from the 
status of a serf to that of an equal partner in the 
Empire-by no means a mean or an unworthy ambition. 
We believe that the King's representatives will be 

• Omitted in this Collection. 
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better advised if they, will not foster the spirit of 
protesting loyalty. This constant prote~tation debases 
both parties-those who desire protestation and those 
whd indulge in it. Action is the only true test. And 
we submit to all concerned that our atmospher.e will be 
all the purer for being cleared of the ·cant of loyalty. 
We remember Lord Milner· having once told a Boer 
deputation that was effusive. in its loyal declarations 
that it would be monstrous if they were not loyal. He 
asked for deeds. We would appreciate a similar rebuke 
from a ruler. against effusive demons~rations of loyalty 
which often mean nothing. · We venture to suggest to 
the signatories that thousands of men and women 
throughout the length and breadth'o( India who stemmed 
the tide of violence in April were more truly loyal than 
they, and yet' no declaration of, loyalty is needed of 
;them. They are the silent and most efficient police of 
~he Empire of Ia w and order. But for the Herculean 
efforts of hundreds of men who worked for peace in 
Bombay-and we would .gladly 1dd the forbearance of 
•the authorities- -the tale in Bombay. would have been 
differently told. And yet they are not signatories to the 
.Jocument. .. ,'· 
, Let us examine the Manifesto. The citizens of Bombay 
who have .signed the document" view :with horror and 
·~etesta\ion the atrocious deeds of la wlessn~ss recently 
.committed in certain parts of the Presidency and 
-els~wher~ in India." Every sane man. mus.t. share the 
¥iew.: But of what use can its expression be nearly two 
months after, the outb~rst ~ : It can only be ju~tified on 
the assumption that the unfortunate disorder represented 
not a sporadic and unintentional outburs~ but deliberate 
and continuing acts of a body of peopJ~ bent on,mischief 
,directeq against the G)yernment. . T~e fact that serious 
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disorder wa:s- confined· only. ,to the Punjab and certain 
parts of Guja:rat on}y shows thatitwas a sudden outburst,. 
Ci.lue to.local•causes!~·,.Qf the causes in Gujarat,.we have 
eodugh: ·evidence to prove 'thati the outburst was sudden 
and not deliberately ·planned.·· That some evilly disposed 
.persons took •adva:ntage of· the temper of the mob and 
·organised and C!l.irected it, is patent enough., But Bo

.acadetnic pronouncement upon it. by the citizens-. of 
Bombay at the present moment can affect what has 
passed. Many who took •part in the event~ are probably 
murh. mor.e sorry. then the signatories for the; disorders 
·to which ·they were·unwittingly drawn.· Of-the Punjab 
the true causes have yet to be' known. Ev:idence is. 
d:aily coming in to show that 'probably the provoc:atio·n 
given at the time to the mob was s"o great that-it would· 
form an. extenuating circumstance of. no mean impor· 
tance. Any· way, the. unreserved condemnation of the 
Punjab disorders· at this time of the day is as uncalled 
for as .it is urigradous. And it is not a necessary 
ingredient in the support tendered to the Government 
of Bombay, • which is what the signatories ·have set out 
t(l) do. 

We submit further that this one·sided condemnation 
represents but a partial truth:· What was the cause of 
the sudden fury of people who have rarely, if ·ever 
before, been· known to have taken· part in such organised 
disorder?: Have not Governmental acts and measures. 
contributed to th~· resentment·· of the •rilob thaf· found 
·expression in deplorable lawlessness? We hold that a 
loyal citizen ·only half performs his function when he 
corrects the people· and is ·silent about tb'e- mistakes ·of 
the rulers. For, the· mere putting down of Ia wlessness,. 
without removing t'h<e causes therefor, wiH be a ·remedy 
worse than •the disease. It was the duty of the sig-
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natories to· bel p the authorities by tracing the :causes of 
the d'is0rders .. : '· 1 

'T1w, :second par~graph· of the Manifesto ignores\ ·the 
) lessons ·or··History.' ·English ·history is ·replete with 
instances of criminal disobedience; for, ·armed rebellions 
are no less resorted to for the purpose .of bringing 
about• reforms.. Satyagraha b~ing 6ur creed, we would 
dsociate . ourselves with condemnation of criminal dis.o 
obe'dience itt every case,-for we would fain have· India 
unleatn the lessons ofEnglish history and replace crimi
nal :by Civil 'Disobedience. But the ilh.istrious authors of 
the Manifesto have condemned ·both 'civil and criminal 
disobedience; We wish that' the ·doctrine of Civil 
Disobedience· :had· been so " sedulausly ·promulgated 
amongst i'gnOrant people'' as tb make its promulgation 
successful. In that case, there· would have been: no dis
orders ·to deplore or condemn. By "binding" them
selves ·"to combat these doctrines as far as .possible by 
every means in ·our power", the signatories ~have; we 
firmly believe, ~dually, though ever 'SO Utlknowingly,: 
encout~ged critnirlal '• disobedie-nce. Disobedience of 
some sort is implanted in the human breast.. An, undis
ciplined man, impatient of what he believes to b~ wrong, 
resists·n byforce·of a.rins, i.e., by criminar disobedience: 
);. disciplitted man, knowing ·himself to be an imperfect 
being ·and' likely to err, resists wrong by suffering in · 
his own person, i.e., by Civil Disobedience. Atefornier, 
whether political or social, does some time or other 
resist authority which he ever .. obeys for the common 
well-being, never for its own s~ke. . , . 

A part of th~ 1 l~st' paragra.ph' of th'e' Manifesto is a 
ret)etitiC>n of~ the first,· and the remainder ·gives·· the 
reason for issuing' it which, to say the: least, puts His 
Excellency, Sir'George Lloyd, in a bad light before 'the 
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public. ForJ they 1 say:, :"we make this I declaration. in 
response to the address made to us by Hi~ Excellency, 
Sir George Lloyd ·in his spee~h .of ~pril 16th last, 
wherein he appealed to ali leading. citizens to make. 
cleat their determination to uphold th~ .cause of Ia w and 
order and I to trample 11,1nderfoot the twin Demons of 
Lawlessness and. Disorder." We should be sorry . to 
think that His Excellency .could ever ha~e approved of 
the wording .of the. Manifepto, as the quotation would 
lead ,one to suppose., His Excellency appealed for. help 
whilst the fire had ·nardly died out. He would. be a ·hal;! 
helper who, when hailed to bring a buc~etful of water to 
quench".a fire,r brought .. it.after even the ·ashe.S.had be~n. 
removed. ; T,hen. th~y. c.o.uld have responded py prompt 
action ,in tbe shape of condemnati~n and going amongst 
the pepple to appease them and to understand their. 
gdevan~~s •. : Toe response now, .can. best .be made by 
suggestjng .Pre:venttve, me~hods such as the removal of 
knmyn, causes of di~content, e! g..,~t9e;Rowlatt legislation 
a~c\,the, .Moslem~ grievance.. A~~ .~dpitie>nal, ,metho4 
would beJo suggest tp~1 ,appqintment pta comr;nitt,ee of 
enqui~y, for investjgating the' other causes. pf discont~nt 
r~ferr~d;to,)Jy .Mr, i MpQtagu; as. also ~he immediate cause 
9f.~m9.b-:violence. , ,.W ~.r¢g~~t )? ,say .that the authors o~ 
the. .ly.lani.festo hCJ,ve failed ~i~h~r to, acr prpmppy,: 3? they 
might p~ve, on the .. outbreak of . violence,: c:>r ,no,w to 
~ugge$t1, a&·Jh~y_.<;>.ught. to h~v:e,· pre,xentiv~ .rnetbod~ .. 

· ;, ·ath' July 1919; '.. · · 
·1' ' 

THE DUTY. OF 'SATY AGRAHlS 
" .. . . I ' I ' .. • .. I j t :-. ' I t . L' ! ! .. I I I. • ~ ' \ ' • 

. Jhe .. apov~ ,WC\S,, th~ titl~ g~v.en :by Mr. ,Ga,nd,hi .to.th~ 
address ;w.hich;h~ Q,eliver~d befor~ a· 1-f.adiad audience 10!l 

Sunday .lapt.. Mr:, ;Gokulq~s. p.r ,J~!~ti!.: Pre§i~~nt.: ot the 
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:N'?.diad Municipality, presided. B~tween two to three 
thousand people w~re present.· The· following is the. 
:substanc~ of f\1r. Gandhi's speech as edited by himself:-

·Mr. Gandhi speaking on the subject said that he had 
.a special claim on the people of Nadiad in particular 
and tpe population of Kaira in general, as .he had lived 
for so long in their midst. and was ,surrounded with so 
,rp~Jch affection from them. His largest experiments 
were carried on in Kaira. It was no small matter for 

1la ~-abiding people to suspend tht: payment of rev~nue. 
It was a very serious responsibility he had taken upon 
his shoulders in advising. them to do so. The actual 
working or' thai' experiment showed ~hat there was no 
-cause for regret .. It was acknpwledged by officers ,con~ 
cer~ed that this was a, most peaceful, .orderly and be
-coming demonstration of their grievance. It was . thi~ 
·exemplary, a:nd successful act of Civil Disobedience· 
which betrayed him into the miscalct;tlation of April .last 
and,·if ~e then co,n.sidered his 111ist~ke to be as big as the 
V:i.nd.hya R~nge, now after ~onger experience he, felt,th~~ 
it was a Himalayan miscalculation. Not only, however,· 
was his claim upon the Kaira people ,based upon the 
revenue struggle but a~ so upon the r,ecruiting campaigp. 1 

Mr. Gandhi furthet: said:-The first was to ~he people\ 
1iking: recruiting by ~eason of lof!g disuse in the train .. 
oing·of ar,ms and of absence of real affection was unat
iractiye and ,unpl~asant, and .yet· I know that yo~ had 
begun to .respond, nobly and I feel confident that had 
the· wa~ beeq, prolonged, K~ira would have quite volun
ta~jly contributed r'rorn the middle clas~~s· proqably. not 
less than 1,000 recruits. ~had 1t!l.~refor,e hoped as I still. 
hope that Kaira would play no mean part in the work of 
·natioria(rege~e~~tio.~ 1 ~n.d th~·t .~Y:servic~ to the m,ather-:. 
11and ,will be. rendered Jargely, through you or perhaps 

~ ~ • , I 1 • \ . • I , 



mar~} c'6rr~ctly; 1speaklbg, . Gu'jarat.. ·.-Arid:. so a's :1 I tnaY. 
.na've to offer CiVil Disobedience a~ a; very early date,: I 
thought. i would) ;~peak to. yoii; to~day;about the 'duty' of 
Satyagrahis1• ~I it is1 hardly"possible it(f' urid.erst'and this, 
duty'' without 1a 1correct· appreciation' ·of 'the m·eanin~f 
of Satyagraha.· (I· ~have ·already. g'iVeri jts ,:definiH~n;:· 
but the mere defin'ition·· often ·fails';to'iconvey· 'the tru~ 
meariirtg.·; ··Unfortunately,~popuhlr Imagination 1·nas picf 
tured :satyagraha'·as'j,pur'ely iand· .. : s·impl}; Civil Dis-· 
obedience,~ if ·.'11'0t r in 'soltle cases I everl Criminki.: Dis
obe'tlience:·l The:lattth·;: as you all·know, .. is .. tbe v·ery' 
opposite di' Satyagfa ha. f 'Tnle forin~r I i.e.,' t::ivil :Disob'edi~ 
ente/is ·undoubt~dly· an, 'importinf :branch, but' by;·no: 
me·a'ris· :a} ways;' the main o:partt;;of Satyagraha. To~day ,.· 
for' ins'tanc~, ~·bn· the lqll'~stiori' of Rowlatt legistafionl Civil· 
Dis.obedience · has·/: gone ; 'into·:· the· i' backgrou'nd. As. 
Saty~graha ·is beirlg1 brought into play ori a large' scale 
0Il 1 !the ' ~~litical :; fi•el'd, for the fir~t I' tifi{el it lso'j ,in , an 
exp·etimdn'tal sf1ge ... :' I 'atn '.therbfore·: ever rriakirig ··new 
di1stover'ies: :·.• A.nd"my erro~ I in trying> to •:let 'Civir: 
Disobedience tak~ 'the 'people 1 'by :St'orm, 1'~pp~~rs to me· 
to'lbe· Him~tlajrap becaUse· of ;~he' ·discovery I h'ave :~ade~: 
namely,' 'that. 'h:e; 'onJy 'iS: able ·ancl~' aft~ins . the ri,ght. tO· 
dffet' Civil Disobedierite·· who has lb1own hdw ~,to offer 
vo1.tiniary and delibenite 'obedience·.' to th.e Ia ws ·ofth~ 
state,'in which;:be.is living~ Iri~ibnly 1a.fterj::one:·ha·s. 
~oltintarilyr·obeyed' ~uthTaws· a thousandr tim'e!;; tft'at an. 
occ~sioriJ rlghltly. conies' 'tJ him civilly tb,.!disohey. :certalri: 
law·s> · Not'[s·it'nec.es·sary fot'\roiuntai-y obediehce tha+ 
the law's:to!be ''obeye'd·~Jst;·b~ goo~·!' :Thetei~re· m~nf 
un.just laws':w hi.ch r ~ ·go<:ld bit1z~n oheys so'·')o_n'{as th~y 1_ 
do n'ot,.huri his 'self-resped' 6r 1the:"morall being,' and 
when·nook· back upon piy 'IirJ, 1 Icarln:ot reca~l :~: :!dngle 
dccasion' when l have obe~/ed ·a lalw ~hethd of Sodetr 
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or the· State because of the fear- of punishment. I have 
obeyed bad Ia ws of the Society as well as of the State,. 
believing that it was good for me an'd the State or the 
Society to: which· I belonged to 'do ·so, and- I feel that 
havihg regularly ·and in a· disciplined· mariner done so,. 
the call for dfsobedience to~ Ia w of Society came whzn 
I went to· England in 1888, and to a faw of ·the State in 
South Africa -.when -the Asiatic Registration Act was 
passed by the Transvaal Government. I h'ave :therefore· 
·come to the conclusion that Civil Disobedience, if it has 
·to be renewed, shall be offered in the 'first instance only 
by me as· being the .fittest to do so,' and the duty of 
fellow. Satyagrahis will -be to assimilate for 1 the time· 
being the first essential just mentioned 1 of. Civil Dis
obedience. In the instructions I have drawn up, I have 
suggester:hhat ·Civil Disobedience by the others should 
'not be takt~n up for at least one month after I have been 
taken charge of by the Government. 'And then too by 
one or two chosen Satyagrahis, chosen in the sense· 
abovementioned, and only i(it isfound that no violence· 
has' been 'offered after my incarceration by the Satya-· 
· gra?is ·so-called- or others acting. in co-operation· with 
them. ·The -1 next duty : then · is· for the remaining 
Satyagrahis themselves to observe perfect calm and 
quiet' a·nd- to· see that· others do likewise. You will,. 
therefore, see to it that after' I h~tve offered Civil 
Disobedience,· if 1 I· do, there is no' hattal, ·no public· 
'meetings,' arid no' demonstration's ofhny kind' whatsoever 
·so'as to give~ excitetnent And I feel sure that if perfect 
peate;·is-· ·ab.served after my 1'incarceratiori, Rowlatt 
legislation'·wm go,' by re:aMn, Of that very fact. But 
'it is ·quite -likely: 1 that the Government may remain 
perfectly obstinate: 'Iri that event, 'tinder the conditions 
I ha>V~ 'already. mentioned,· it 'will b~ open. to the Satya-
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,:g~:ahis to offer further Civil Disobedience and :continue 
-.:to do so till every Satyagrahi has rendered· a· good 
.. account of himself. 

For the intervening period, I have drawn up construe.:. 
·tive work in the instructions. I have suggested .the 
.SwadeshiMovement as an item- Swadeshi in a religious 
.and true spirit wit~out ~ven a suspicion af boycott, Swa
.deshi . which would :enable ·the Viceroy down to the 
humblest. ryot to take part in. At the lowest estimate 

.8p% of the. ~pulation of ·India is agricultural. This 
®akes over 24 crores. It is well-known tbat during half 
·the year this population remains practically idle or hal) 
.a~ least many hours at its disposal for useful work1 :.If 
this popuiation is given an. easy substantial and prQnt
.able work.to do, one of the ·highest economic .problems 
will have been solved. In my humble :opinion, such an 
-occupation is hand-spinning. It can be easily learned 
by .. everybody :and it is the most perfect way in my 
.opinion of. utilising the idle hours of the nation.. sw,a .. 
~eshi is mainly a matter of production and manufacture . 

. The more goods we manufacture, .more Swadeshi ;there 
.is in the country. The vows have been framed in order . ' . . I 

;to serve as an incentive to manufacture and produe,~ion. 
This work requires. a large number of volunteers whose 
:s9le qualification needs to be perfect honesty and' lo~e 
<1f the country. I .would like every man and woman in 
.India to,devote themselves heart and soul to ~his work . 
.And I doul?t not that, in an .incredibly short time, we 
would have restored to· its original vigour. the lost art of 

:weavi11g the finest cloth of the most effective design ... 
There is one more subject I have to touch upon. ·Pain

ful as were, in their. consequences, the tra·gic events f1f 
the mad mob in Ahmedabad and Viramgam .if).·,-April 
}ast, some of the doings.ia Kaira were, if possibl~rstill 
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more llragic, if you contemplate what might have hap
pen-ed.· t r&fer"tothe rutting down of the ,telegraph 
wires and the tearing down of the railway:. The acts of 
the mob in Ahmedabad betoken mad frenzy. The 
acts in Kaira betoken deliberation. They were als~ 
done in. an~e~,. but even in anger. there. ~a~ be thought
lessness or thoughtfulness. The Kaira crimes, though 
far1 less disastrous in consequences than those of 
Ahmedabad, were from a Satyagraha standpoint more in .. 
excusable, if there can be any· excuse for any crime what.:.. 
soever. .1 understand that those who were: responsible· 
for the misdeeds of April, have not atall come forwa~d td. 
boldly confess the crime. It was a pity that Kaira whitth 
behaved so nobly during the revenue struggle should 
haveJorgotten itself during April, but it is a greater pity 
that the guilty ones should now try to hide themselves •. 
It is therefore the plain duty of Satyagrahis to make an 
open confession if any of them is. in any shape or fornL 
responsible for the crime and to persuade, if they have 
the knowledge, those who hav:e committed the crimes to 
make the confession. It i!f cowardly enough to tear 
down the railway and thus endanger the. lives of soldier's 
who· were proceeding to restore peace and order.· .Jt is: 
still ·more cowardly not to come forward boldly and. 
admitthe wrong. A hidden sin is like: poison corrupting· 
the: whole body. The .sooner the poison is thrown off1 

the better it is for society. And just as a bit of arsenic 
mixed with milk renders it none·.the less vitiatin.g for the 
addition of pure milk,.so.also do good deeds. in a society 
fail to cover unexpiated sins, I hope that you will. 
strain every n.erve to fl»d out those whose mad.grief 
betrayed. them into .unpardonable .crimes and appea·l 
to them to own up like men and thus,purify the social;., 
moral and. p'olitical atmosphere of this district. 
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[I .ha.ve1. con'&~der4bl:y;: abridged:the spee¢h; but; addedt 
·o.n.~!;·:or. '.tw0. ·sentences .. t9: .Complete t .or· ·.amplif'/:··•mY.r 
.meaning.rHM. ~· G:J·! .· ·!1 1

1• c '.'.· ·, 
1 1 I I !,'(. '' 

. '2iffd·;:Jui1f1919. 

,.(.:.·:T~~·b~~~·.:ii~}/~tA~ff 1PAkr· pf.!S.~};V1GRA.~~~~n~ -~ 
· .TheGovernrhentof, In pia :ha.ve:given m~,·through IHisl 

:Excellency. th!! · G.overrio~.of Bombay,· a .grave :warning .. 
that' resumption. oft Civil:~ Disobedience is:~ iikely to .. be> 
. attended· with.'<SeriotJts'consequences to the public 'security'.:~ 
This warning has 'been.enforced ·by• His· ExceHency thet 
•Gb~e~nor himself atin~erviews to. which I was summoried.f 
In 'response :to ·this: warning·; and; to! the, urgent J desire,"J 
·publ~cly. ·expressed by., oe·wfl.h Bahadur Govin:daraghava1 
,Iyer,! Sir. Narayan' ChandavarKar and·>Se\Teral ·editorS! :It 
.·have, after. ·deep<considera tion,-' decided I. not to: resuniel 
·Civil' Resistance for: the :time· ~being.·: :r-rn·ay. ·:add that, 
7Severalprorriinent friends '.belonging ·to what. is' called• 
the Extl;emist Party .have. given me the same advice ori I 
·the sole ground of-Hieir ,fea;r of n:!crudesceiice of violerice' 1 

'o&r the part Of tliOSeJWhO might :not OaVei underStOOd the· I 

doctrine. of :Civil· Resistance.· ~When; in common"with'' 
·most other:'Satyagrahis,· ·I came~·to the·, conclusion that;: 
-time \VaS rip~· fcir~~the resu:nptiori of the Civil Resistance I 

part of ·Satyagraha); I sent 1 a· respectful :letter:to ;His-: 1 

Excellency the Viceroy advising 'him of Illy: intention sd l 
to, :do· and :urging: that: 'Rowlatt Le'gislatlori· should be· 
withdrawn, that·an early declarationbe made as to the1 

. appointment of :a: strong and; ·~mpartial committee to: 
investigate the·Punjab disturbanC'c~rwithrpowerto revise 
··the sentences passed, and~. that :Babu Kalinath' Roy .wh::>'i 
was, as could.: iba~proved' frorru the ~record· ·of the case,'J 
'unjustly convicted, should be releasM. The· 'Government· 
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-of lndia deserve thanks for . the decision in Mr. Roy's 
·c::ase, Though it doe~ not do full justice to Mr. Roy, the 
very material requction. in the sentence is a• substantial 
measure of 11 justice. I have., been assured that the 
Committee·.of Inquiry; such ·as I.have urged fo.r, is in the 
process of being appointed. With these indications of 
good-:will,,it would be 1-1nwise on my part not to listen to 
the . warning given by the Government. Indeed my 
.acceptance of the Governmenfs; advice is. a further 
demonst~ation of the true nature of Civil Resistance, A 
Civil Resister never see~s to embarra$s Government. 
He often cp-operatl!s. and does not hesitate civilly' to 
resist where resistar;ce becomes a duty. He attains the 
goal: by , creating • good-will, , believing as· he .does· that 
:unfailing exercise of good~ will even in the face of unjust 
.acts oh1 Government can only result ,in good-will being 
ultimately r~turned by the Government. Further sus
pension of Civil Resistance i~, therefore, nothing but a 
;practical application of Satyagraha. . , 

Yet it is no small ma~ter for me to .suspend Civil 
Resil.'tance even .for a .day while Rowlatt Legislation 
·continues to .. disfigure our statute book. The: Lahore 
<tnd Amritsar judgments. make suspension .still more 
-difficult. Those judgments, read. by me with an un
ibiassed mind, have left an: indelible impression that 
most of the Punjab leaders have been convicted without 
~uffitient proof and .that the. punishments inflicted on 
them are inhuman and outrageous. The .judgments go 
to show that they ,have been convicted for no.otber rea
·son_than that they were connected with stubborn agita., 
tion against Rowlatt Legislation. I would, if I had my 
way, have therefore preferred to court imprisonment to 
retaining the restricted liberty:. vouchsafed to me by the 
Government of India. But a Satyagrahi has to swallow 
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many a bltter pill and the present suspension is one such .. 
I feel that· I shall 'hetter serve the' country' and· the 
Government· and "those· Punjabi' leaders 1 who1 in~ my 
opinion,· have been ·so unjustly convicted'and so cruelly 
sentenced,· by suspension1 ofCivil Resistahce for the tirne 
being.·,;,/,·.· .. :, ·1 • .i 

·But this' suspension; while it -lightens my· responsibility 
by reason' of the f~ared · out~break of violence, makes' it 
incumbent upon. the Government and the eminent public: 
inen who hav'e ad~ised suspension to see that the Row ... 
httt Legisla.tion is removed without delay.··· · · · ~ · · 1 ... 

'· I· have been: accused of throwing lighted·nratches .. If 
my occasional Civil Resistance be ··a: lighted match, 
Rowlatt Legislation and 1persistence in retaining' it on 
the statute . book • is 1Cl 'thousand ·matches scattered 
throughout I India, 'and' the only way to avoid Civil 
Resistance: altogether 'is to withdraw that legislation. 
Nothing that the Gove.rnment :have published in justifi
cation of that legislation has moved the; Indian public 
from the attitude of opposition to if.i'; ' '' I I 

I have thus suspimded Civil Resistance·to hasten the 
end'o(tha(legislation. But Satyagtahis will pay for its 
removcll by thair lives if 'it cannot be re·moved ·by lesser 
means. The period of :suspensiO'n:·}s: for Satyagrahis an 
opportunity: for 'further ; discipline' in an enlightened 
a:nd! willing obedience to the' laws ottlie Stiie. The tight 
of Civill~.esistartce 'is :derived from the duty of obedience 
voluntarily' performed.'· And1 Satyagraha ·consists. not 
merely~ 01.'11 even :chiefly) in civilly' 're.sisting: :}a ws; but 
mainly in promoting· riatibnal welfare by·strict adherence 
to Truth. ! wduld respectfully advise fellow.:.Satyagrahis 
and •seek the co~operation: ofaH:·grea:t·· and· small :in 'the 
propagation\ of':,ptire 'Swadesh'i··.·Jand promotion ·Of 
Hindu-Mosletn1 unity. Sw'adesh'i is;~i[·hold, a necessity 
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of national existence. No Englishman or Indian can 
view with equanimity the huge enforced waste of the 
labour of twenty crore peasants during half the year. 
That labour can be quickly and immediately utilised 
only by restoring to the women their spinning wheels 
and to the men their handlooms. This means the 
elimination of the unnatural Lancashire interest and the 
Japanese menace. The elimination of the unnatural 
Lancashire interest purifies the British connection and 
makes the position of equality possible. The elimination 
of the Japanese menace will avert a national and 
Imperial disaster. Extension of Japan's hold upon 
India through her commerce can end only in India's 
degradation or a bloody war. 

The Hindu-Moslem unity is equally a national and 
Imperial necessity. A voluntary League between 
Hindus, Mahomedans and Englishmen is a league in my 
conception infinitely superior to, and purer than, the 
League of Nations just formed. Permanent union 
between Hindus and Mahomed~ns is the preliminary to 
such Triple Union. That unity can be materially 
advanced by the Hindus whole-heartedly associating 
themselves with the Mahomedans in their very just 
aspirations regarding the Caliphate, the holy Mecca 
and the other holy places of Islam. · 

The Swadeshi propaganda and work for Hindu
Moslem unity require powers of organisation, honesty of 
purpose, integrity in trade, and immense self-sacrifice 
and self-restraint. It is, therefore, easy enough to 
perceive that Swadeshi propaganda on the purest lines 
and promotion· of Hindu-Moslim unity cannot but have 
an indirect, though none the less effective, bearing on 
the movement for securing withdrawal of Rowlatt 
Legislation for which the Government can claim no 

79 
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justification-little .as they.cao: claim even now-when 
we· give an unexampled .detnonstra,tio.n.of ,the qualitie$ 
named above.Ylst July,,1919.: ··. · 

.M. K. G . 
. ·~''.rj 

23rd August ;lJJlY 
., . 

. SATYAGR,4HA-A MORAL REVOLUTION . 
•· ' '' It ,,·,·;"' ' 'j 

· ·Tbe following l.etter from Mr. Gan~hl:~as published 
in the. "Tjmes ·of India," ·in reply;. to . ap. .. open lett~r 
published tn .the same paper, sot:ne dCJ.ys ago, ·over the 
signature of ~~ Pennsyly-anian.". The, op~)l.letter was no~ 
so much a criticism of the doctrine. of Civil.Resistance, 
as :an appe~.l .to .Mr. Gandhi- to devote his eqergi~s to 
improve the. Society py av. active; ce.li;~el~ss. propaganda, 
of soci~l;:·.educational anQ. econo.miq reform, 1 or. as the 
writer put it,.·by '.evil resis.tance',and '.civil assistance.' 

.TO. THE. EDITOR "THE !riMES, OF INDIA" . t 

Sir,-You. will,perhaps'permit · ·r11e to: reply to 1 :Penn· 
sylvanian~s 'well-meant advice to me. I am a ware that 
ma·ny Englishmen, honestly hold: tb~ opinion ' PeJ).nsyl
vanian' does, and I thank him for providing me. with an 
opportunity for removing some of _the misunderstanding 
that exists about Satyagraha. : ... 

1 Pennsylvanian' has co!Jlrnended. ,to. ~me the example 
of his .illustrious countryman, Abraha:~ Lincoln.· I have 
endeavoured to 'the best of my. ability to translate into 
my life one of his $ayings, namely, ~'.Let us have. faith 
that. right makes might, and in that iaith let us. to the 
end, dare to do our ,duty as we ·understand it." 
. 'Pennsylvanian' rightly insists on a. ", moral revolu· 
tiort." ' Now, Satyagraha is that and nothing else .. Civil 
Resistance is but a part, though a necessary part, of it. 
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lts root meaning is'" Insistence on truth at all cost." 
Life-Satyagrahis are .under the pledge of absolute 
adherence to truth, non-violence, poverty and cha·stity. 
An institution is . at present in existence at . which 
practically the whole of. the programme sketched by 
'Pennsylvanian ', is being carried out.. English· and 
American· friends have .visited it. I invite 'Pennsyl
vanian' to visit it and report upon it to the public. He 
will find there that men and women belonging to: all 
station in life are living on terms .of. perfect equality, 
that the unlettered receive literary education in so far 
as the daily toil permits it,. and that the lettered 
members do not hesitate to take up the pickaxe and the 
shovel. He will find there that, besides, agriculture, the 
inmates are under the obligation· to ·learn the art of 
spinning and weaving. .By exploring the records of its 
-past, he will discover rthat its members helped with 
medicine the people of the· surrounding villages during 
the Influenza epidemic, that they helped the famine 
<:ommittee to distribute grain among the poor, that they 
distributed again for the same agency several thousand 
rupees against manufacture by the needy weaver and 
thus added to the production in the country, that tnrough 
{heir labour several women who were but the other day 
earning nothing, are able by spinning cotton during 
their leisure hours, to earn a few coppers daily. In 
~hart, he will find that most of the items in the com
prehensive programme sketched by ' Pennsylvanian' 
are being worked there to the utmost extent of the 
·capacity of the Satyagrahis. This is the silent moral 
.revolution going on in our midst. It suffers by advertise
ment and it is not without some hesitation that I have 
placed before the public the constructive work that is 
being done by Life-Satyagrahis. 
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· Let me add further that the ·advent of Satyagrah& 
has, .to my knowledge, weaned many an anarchist from 
his, blood-thirsty doctrine. He has found that secret 
societies: and methods of secret murder have brought 
nothing· :but a military:· and economic burden on this 
unha p'py land, .. that' it haL tightened' the·· coil of the 
Criminal'lnvestigatiori Department, and that it has. 
demoralise~ and ·wrecked the lives of hundreds of 
youths" who .. have been led astray by it. Satyagrahill 
has . p,resented the rising· generation with a new hope,. 
an open road: and an infallible. remedy for most ills
of life; It' .has armed that generation· with an indes
tructible arid matchless force which any one may 
·wield with impunity. Satyagraha tells the youth· of 
India, self-suffering is the only sure road to salvation,-· 
economic, political and spiritual.. 

For the most part Satyagraha is'-' evil resistance" and! 
i' civil assistance". But sometimes it has to be " civil1 
·resistance".· Here I must call to my assistance another 
illustrious countryman of 'Pennsylvanian', Henry· 
Thoreau. He asks: '-'Must the citizen ever for a moment 
or :in the least degree resign his conscience to the
legislator l" . . He answers:·" I think that we should be· 
men first and subjects afterwards. It is not desirable to· 
cultivate a respect for the law so much as for the right.,. 
l. think .that the position taken up by Thoreau is unas
sailable.; The only question is that of the remedy to be 
·applied for ·vindicating the rights of consCience. The
remedy in vogue is that of inflicting violence on those
who wish' to wound your. conscience·. Thoreau in his 
immortal essay shows thaf Civil Disobedience~ not vio
lence,. is the true remedy. ln Civil Disobedience the
resister suffers the consequences of disobedience. Tbis 
was what Daniel did when he· disobeyed the law of the· 
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:\Iedes and Persians. That is what John Bunyan did 
.and that is what the raiyats have done in India from 
tiines immemorial. It is the Ia w of our being. Violence 
·is the Ia w of the beast in us. Self-suffering,· i.e., civil 
resistance, is the Ia w of the man in us. It is rarely that 
the occasion for civil resistance arises in a well-ordered 
state. But when it does, it becomes a duty that cannot 
be shirked by one who counts his honour, i.e. conscience, 
.above everything. Rowlatt Act is legislation that 
affects the conscience of thousands of us, and I res
pectfully suggest· that an appeal should be addressed 
by Englishmen to the Government that they withdraw 
.an act that hurts the self-respect of the nation and that 
has roused such unanimous oppo.;ition, rather than that 
I should be asked to refrain from civil resistance in 
respect of it.-20th Auyu8t, 1919. 

18th September. 1919 

"NAVAJIVAN" 

M.K.G. 

In a leading article Mr. Gandhi gives the taison d'etre 
Qf 11 Nava Jivan." We give a substance of the principal 
.part of it. ' 

Though his sense of his own limitations. is over· . 
whelming, Mr. Gandhi thinks that he has something 
to give to India which others do not possess in an equal 
·degree. 11 With very great effort I have framed cert~in 
principles of life and have practised· them and the 
pleasure and happiness I have derived therefrom has not 
-seemed to me to be the privilege of others to en by,; 
Many of my friends have borne testimony to this. I 
propose to lay my principles at the feet of India. and. to 
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let her share my joy and happinest· One of the media. 
of doing this is a newspaper. , 

.. ~~ Satyagraha, :to me, is not ·a mere. shibboleth. It ls. 
the.rule·of life; :·.·Everything appears to me to be.lifeless 
without truth.: t I am convinced that untruth will never 
benefit the' country, and even if untruth seem; to bring· 
immediate b~nefit, I firmly believe that.! .truth ought 
never· to be abandoned. I have grasped this truth ever 
since I learntto think for myself, and I have been trying 
to put it into practice for the last 40 years. · And still I 
feel that1.I have not been uniforml.y-,.successful in 
preserving unity.in thought,. word and deed. But what 
matters it?: Ideals seem to recede from us as we approach. 
them. Manliness lies .in accelerating our motion towards. 
them all the more. , 1 .We .fall to rise, are. baffied to fight 
better.' It will suffice simply if w~ never turn our backs. 

"I have. come across many gems in my search for the 
life-truth, and I think of :Qlacing them before the public· 
by means of 1 Nava ]ivan.' I have found that it is our 
first duty to render voluntary obedience to law, but whilst 
doing that duty I ha.ve. also s.een. that when law fosters 
untruth it becomes a duty td dis'obey it. How may this 
be done? We can do so by never swerving from truth 
an~ suffering. the: consequences of our disobedience .. 
That is Civil Disobedience. No r4les can tell us how 
this disobedience may be. done and ·by whom, when and 
where, nor can ~they tell us which laws foster untruth. It 
is oply experience that can guide us, and it requites time
an~ knowledge of facts. ; ~ Nava Jivan ·' will address 
itselfto supplying this last thing. 
· 'Nava:Jivanl'-;will try to· demonstrate· how though we· 

may. be fighting with the authorities in matters where 
we differ from them, we may still co-operate with them 
in matters where we· do not differ .. 
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" But. the relations between the rulers and the ruled do 
not exhaust the application of Satyagraha. Social and 
Religious reform, Hindu-Moslem Unity and many other 
allied questions ·~an be solved by this sovereign reme'dy. 
All such questions will therefore be discussed in 'Nava 
Jivan.' 

"The agitation against the Rowlatt Legislation is an 
object-lesson in Satyagraha. · 'Nava }ivan'· will keep 
the agitation alive before the ·people. I have no doubt 
that the Act will be repealed ·before its time, because 
I am confident of the power of truth and the capacity of 
Satyagrahis. · 

"I firmly believe· that India's economic salvation lies 
in Swadeshi. Swadeshi i.s firmly founded on religion and 
no nation that has forsaken religion has risen. 'Nava 
}ivan.' will therefore carry ·on a vig9rous Swadeshi 
propaganda. 

"I am by birth and action a Gujarati and. believe that 
unless I become one with the people in Gujarat through 
their, i.e., my mother tongue, I cannot truly serve my 
country. Gujarat should be my principal and first field 
of activities and it is through Gujarat and Gujarati th'7tt 
I can serve India. To how many can I teach my 
message through the medium of· English ? And the 
enthusiasm and energetic effort ·for English is after 
all misdirected. 'Nava }ivan' will demonstrate that 
also. 

" India lives in the cottages of her peasants. The art · 
of weaving reminds us· of the ancient stori€s of our land. 
It is hence· that I ·take pride in calling myself farmer 
and weaver.· I: ·want' to send 'Nava Ji\·an' to the 
cottages of our farmets and weavers and I must approach 
them in their language. 'Nava ·}ivan? will deal with 
the stories of their weal ·and woe in their own tongue. 
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In a fear-stricken, indebted and diseased peasantry I see 
the ruin of India. . 

"It is my earnest d~esire that women in every home 
should read 'Nava }ivan.' _ Who else .but women will 
protect our religion.? ·· If j they remain ignorant and 
stupid, if they know nothing about the condition of 
their country, what would •· be in store for the future 
generation? 'Nava }ivan' . will therefore try to. keep 
women alive to their duties:and well-informed,. and it 
will also :keep men. awake to their duties. towards 
women. .: 

"This is a most ambitious programme, but no steady 
effort in the directions outlined can ·go in vain. In the 
present state of _the Press .law, how can messages be 
effectively given to illiterate India, someone will ask. 
That is, ~owever, the questi~n of the pessimist who does 
not know the great moral that love can break the chains 
of ignorance. And need love and truth: fear .the Press 
Act? 'Nava Jivan' will spe~k out. what it must, 
without the fear of tt~e Press Act. The. manager and 
the editing staff of the· '.Nava }ivan~ hav,e pledged 
themselves to do so." 

13th September 1919 

SATYAGRAHA· 

The following is a translation P.f Mr. Gandhi's article 
in the Pateti number of the '.~S~nj Vartman ":- .• 

I .. see so much misapprehension.;about Satyagraha 
amongst us,as well as Englishmen that though I have 
said and written much about h, I thiokitproper to say 
something even at .the risk of repetition.· 

Satyagraha was a wo.rd coined ,.in South Africa to, 
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name a certain movement. First even the Gujarati word 
for the great movement our countrymen in South Africa 
were carrying on was ' passive resistance.' Once I 
happened to address a meeting of Europeans in connec
tion with the movement and on that occasion the Euro· 
pean President of the meeting said that there was· 
nothing active in the power of Indians who were vote
less and unarmed, to offer-passive resistance, which could 
only be a weapon of the weak. He was my friend. He 
·expressed these views without meaning any insult to us, 
but I felt humiliated. I was consCious that the nature of 
the fight that the Indians were offering in South Africa 
was not the result of their weakness. · They had pur
posely decided on that sort of agitation. I took the next 
·earliest opportunity to correct my friend's views and 
·demonstrated to him that it was beyond the power of 
weak men to put up a fight of the nature the Indians in 
·south Africa were doing. They were exhibiting a 
greater courage than that required of a soldier. 

Whilst in connection with the same movement I was 
in England, I saw that the suffragist women were burn· 
'ing buildings and whipping officers, and were calling· 
their own agitation by the name of' passive resistance,' 
.and people also called it1so. In the agitation of the\ 
Indians in South Africa there was no room for these 
violent acts. I thus saw that to let our movement be 
known by the name of 'passive resistance' was fraught 
with dangers. I could not find an English word that 
·could correctly express our movement. In the. meeting 
of Europeans above referred to I called our movement 
one of 'soul force'. But I could not dare to make the word 
·current as expressive of our movement. Some capable 
Englishmen could see the imperfectness of the word. 

o4 passive resistance', but they could not suggest a better 
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word. 'l: n:ow see that .'Civil .Resistance' is the word 
which. can ·correctly. express our. movement Only some
time ago I' somehow hit' upon this':. word, and·so I have 
now been using that~word in English. 'Civil Resistance~ 
expresses ·much more than: is conveyed by the word 
' .. Civil Disobedience,' though it expresses tnuch less than 
Satyagraha. . · 
'

1 I also saw that in South 'Africa truth and justice were· 
our only weapons,':, that 'the.force we were :putting .forth 
was not brute-forc·e· ·bUt was' soul-force; be it ever so· 
little~ Thisforce i's not found to be within the power of 
the brutes: a·nd as. truth· ever contains··:soul-force, the 
South. African: ~gitation, beg.an to· be·. known >in our· 
vernaculars by. the mime of 'Satyagraha;' 1 · 
: · That>Satyagraha is. thus based on purity is no exag-· 

geration .. We can now understand that, Saty agraha is 
·not merely· Civil Disobedience. At titne~ it' may be· 
Satyagiaba ·not· to offer· Civil Disobedience. ·When it 
appears to. us to be our1 duty. to offer ·Civil Disobedience, 
when .not to· offer it seems to us derogatory to our manli-·. 
nes.s,: and. to our·soul;1 then!only Civil Disobedience can 
b.e Satyagraha~ : :· . · 

. This Satyagtaha can 'be offered not' only· against 
Govern merit,· but.against family and society: ··In short,. 
Saty'agraha may ·be used as between a.: 1 husband· and 
wife, father· and· son'and between friends. We· may use· 
this .weapon iii 'any: sphere of life and to get redress of 
any grievance.'' Th'e·weapon porifies on'e who uses it as
one against whom·it is used. A good use of the :weapon 
can never be und~sirable, and it is ever infallible. I If 
Satyagraha is converted into Durag1·aha ·and thus be
comes fruitfut: of·evil results, ·satyagraha cannot be· 
blamed. ·; ·!: ; ·• · , . 

.. This sort of Satyagraha consciously or unconsciously 
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appears to be used mostly in families.. That is to say r 

if a son I finds that his father is unjust to him, he does
not put up with the injustice and pays the penalty with 
pleasure, ·and in the end he succeeds in winni'ng . over 
his callous father and in having justice from him. But 
a deadening inertia prevents us from carrying Saty
graha beyond the family ·sphere. And I have therefore 
thought the use of Satyagraha in the political and social 
sphere to be a new experiment. Tolstoy .in one of his. 
letters drew attention to the fact that this. was a new 
experiment. 1 

• 

·There are some who believe that Satyagraha may be 
used only in the religious sphere. My wide experience 
points to a contrary conclusion. We may use it in. 
other spheres and spiritualise them and by so doing has
ten the victory and are saved many a false thing. I am 
firmly of opinion that Safyagraha contains the obser
vance of the manifest Ia ws of economics, and therefore 
I believe Satyagra.ha· to be a practical affair. Satya
graha being, as I have shown above, a new-fangled 
weapon may take time to be understood and accepted 
by the people-and things pregnant with results great 
and good do take time-but when it pervades the land, 
politital and social reforms which to-day take very long 
time to .be achieved will be obtained in ·Comparatively 
less time, the gulf that separates rulers ·and the ruled 
will be bridged over, and ·trust and love will take the 
place of distrust and estrangement.. • I 

There is only one thing needful for a wide propagation 
of Satyagraha. If the leaders understand it correctly, 
and put it before the people, I am sure the people are 
ready to welcome it. To understand its true beauty, one 
should have unflinching faith in Truth and Non-violence. 
Truth does not require to be explained. I do not mean 
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.'to enter here into a minute explanation of Non-violence. 
lt means in short that we should not be actuated by spite 
.against thos~ from whom we seek to obtain justice, that· 
we should never. think of obtaining anything from him 
iby any violence to hisperson, but by pure civility. If 
we can trust overselves to be equal to only this much 
mon-violence,the required reforms can be easily achieved. 

Wbe·n the whole nation adopts Satyagraha as an eter
mal weapon,· all our movements will. take a new form. 
We· shall· be spared much of the hubbub and stump 
·oratory, much of petition-making and passing of resolu-· 
:tions and much of our. mean selfishnes.ses. I see nothing 
·in which lies the social, economic and political advance
ment of the nation so much a:s in Satyagraha. 

THREE LETTERS TO MAHATMA GANDHI 

TOLSTOY ON SATYAGRAHA 

· The following. is a translation of the letter by Count 
Tolstoy to Mr. M. K. Gandhi, written in· 1910 just at 
.a time when Mr. Gandhi's efforts in the famous South 
African Passive Resistance campaign w~re about to be 
·crowned with success. The letter shows how fully its 
writer had understood the position of Governments. ~e 
·says: "The Governments know where their chi~f danger 
lies and they ,vigilantly guard in. this question,· notonly: 
~their interests, but question ; " To be or not to be?" 

· Kotchety-Russia. September;, 1910. 
I received your journal, and ·was pleased to learn all 

·contained therein concerning the passive resisters. And. 
] felt like telling you all the thoughts which that reading 
·Called _up in me. . · 

The longer I live and especially now, when I vividly 
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feel the nearness of death, I want to tell others what I. 
feel so particularly, clearly and what to my mind is of 
great importance-namely, that which is called passive· 
resistance, but which is in reality nothing else than the· 
teaching of love, uncorrupted by false interpretations .. 
That love·-i.e., the striving for the union of human souls. 
and the activity derived from this striving-is the· 
highest and only Ia w of human life, and in the depth of 
his soul every human being (as we most clearly see in. 
children) feels and knows this; he knows this until he is. 
entangled by the false teachings of the world. This. 
law was proclaimed by all-by the Indian as by the· 
Chinese, Hebrew, Greek and Roman sages of the world. 
I think this Ia w was most clearly expressed by Christ,. 
who plainly said that "in this only is all the Ia w. and 
the prophets." But besides this,' foreseeing the· 
corruption to which this law is and may be subject, he·· 
straightway pointed out the danger of its corruptiont· 
which is natural to people who live in worldly interests, 
the danger, namely, which justifies the defence of these· 
interests, by the use of force, or, as he said, " with blows. 
to answer blows, by force to take back things usurped," 
etc. He knew, as every sensible man must know, that 
the use of force is incompatible with love ns the funda
mental Ia w of life, that as soon as violence is permitted, 
in whichever case it may be, the insufficiency of the Ia w 
of love is acknowledged, and by this the very Ia w is. 
denied. The whole Christian civilisation, so brilliant 
outwardly, grew upon this self-evident and strange 
misunderstanding and contradiction, sometimes con· 
scious, but mostly unconscious. 

In reality. as soon as force was admitted into love 
. there was no more, and there could be no love as the 
law of life, and as there was no law of life, there was no-
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3aw'at all. e~cept violence·-i.e., the power of .the strong~ 
est.. so· 1.rived .Christian humanity .for nineteen cen• 
~uries .. It is Jrue:-that in all times pe~ple wer~ guided 
by :viol.ence·in .arrangi.ng .'Jbeir lives,; . .The . difference 
.between-:: ~he Christian .na:tions and alL other. nations . .h; 
()Oly that hr the Christian) world the Ia w .of. love was ex
·ptessed .c. clearly and . definitely, . wh.ereas ·it was so 
expressed. in the religious teaching, and; thatthe people 
of Jhe Christian world,.have ;solemnly accepted this Ia w, 
whils.t! a·t tbe:same .. time they have; permitted violence,· 
.and built theidives on vio.lence .and that is why ·the 
:whole; life ~of;' the Christian: 1 peoples :is a . continuous 
·Contradiction(. between .that whi.ch th.ey profess. and the 
.principles o·n which they on:ler the iives-a contradiction 
between love. acc~pted as. the .law.of1 life. and :violence' 
which is; recognised .and praised, acknowledged even as 

':a necessity in different. phases of life, such as the power 
of the .rulers, c.ourts and armies. This contradiction .at ways 
grew with1 the develop.me.nt of the people of the Christian 
world, .. and: ·.lately· ·it reached the highest· stage,.. The 
-question ·now evidently stands thus~ either. to admit that 
we do not recognise any religio-moral teaching, and we 
guide ours.elves in arranging our ;lives only by power of 
the stronger, or .that all our compulsory taxes, court and 
.police establishments, but mainly our armies,: must be: 
.abolished. ", ·. 

This year, in spring, at a Scripture examination in a 
·Girls.' High S~hool at Moscow, the teacher and the~· 
bishop present asked the girls questions on the:~ 

Commandments, and especially on the sixth. After a. 
correct answer the bishop generally put another question, 
,whether,. murder was always in all cases forbidden by 
·God's Ia w and the unhappy young ladies were .forced by 
previo\lS instruction ·to answer, . "Not always "-that 
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murder was permitted in war and , in execution of 
-criminals. Still; when one of those. unfortunate young 
ladies (what.! am telling is. not an invention, but a fact 
told me by an eye~ witness) after her first aos wer, was 
asked the usual question, if killing were .always sinful, 
she agitated and blushing, decisively answered, 
~~AI ways" and to all the usual sophisms of the bishop, 
she answered with decided conviction, ·that killing 
always was forbidden in the old testament and 

· forbidden by Christ, not only killing, but even every 
wrong against a brother. Notwithstanding all his 
grandeur and art of, speech, the bishop became silent 
and the girl remained victorious. 

Yes, we can talk in our newspapers of •the progress of 
av1at1on, of complicated diplomatic . relations, of 
different clubs and conventions, of unions of 
different kinds, of so-called productions of art, and 
keep silent about what that young· lady s~id. But it 
cannot be passed over in silence, because .it is felt, more 
or less dimly, but always felt by every. rrfan in the 
Christian world. Socialism, Communism, Anarchism, 
Salvation Army, increasing crime, unemployment, the 
growing insane luxury of the rich and misery of the 
poor, the alarmingly increasing number of suicides-all 
these are the signs of that "internal contradiction 
which must be solved and cannot remain unsolved." 
And .of course solved in the sense of acknowledging 
the law of love and denying violence. And so your 
activity in the Transvaal, as it seems to us, at the end of 
the world, is the most essential work, the most important 
of all the work now being done in the world, and in 
which not only the nations of the Christian, but of all 
the world, will una·voidably take part. 

I think that you will be pleased to know that here, in 
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Russia, this activity is aJso fast developi~g in the way of 
refusals to serve in the Army, the number of which. 
increases from ·year: to: year. · Ho.wever insignificant is. 
the number of our people. who are passive resisters in 
Russia, who refu!'e to serve in the Army, these and the 
others can boldly say that God is more powerful than 
man. 

In acknowledging . Christianity even· in the corrupt 
form in which it is professed amongst the Christian 
nations and at the· sa'me time in acknowledging the 
necessity of' armies and armament for killing on the· 

· greatest scale in wars, there is ·such a clear clamouring 
contradiction, that it must sooner or later, possibly very 
soon, inevitably reveal itself and annihilate either the· 
professing of the Christian religion,. which is indispen
sable in keeping up these forces or the existence of 
armies and all the violence kept up by them, which is. 
not less .necessary for power. This contradiction is felt 
by all governments, by your British as well as by our 
Russian Government, and out of a general feeling of 
self-preservation the persecution by them (as seen in 
Russia and in ·the journal sent by you) against such anti· 
government activity as those above-mentioned, is carried 
on with more energy thari against any other form of 
opposition. The governments know where their chief 
danger lies, and they vigilantly guard• in this question, 
not only their interests, but the question: II To be Of' 

not to be? 
Yours very faithfully 

Leo Tolstoy 
[Translated from the original Russian by Pauline 

Padlashuk.-Johannesburg, November 15th 1910.lndiarr 
Opinion.] 
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The following letter has been sent to Mr. M. K. Gandhi 
by (Sir) Rabindranath Tagore and also communicated to 
the Press:-

·shantiniketan, 12th April 1919 
Dear Mahatmaji, ., 

Power in all its forms is irrational, it is like the horse 
that drags the carriage blindfolded. The moral element 
in it is only represented in the man who drives the 
horse. Passive resistance is a force ·which is not neces
sarily moral iri itself; it can be used against truth as well 
as for it. The danger inherent in . all force grows. 
stronger· when it· is' likely to gain success, for then it 
becomes temptation. · 

I know your, teaching is to fight againsfevil. by the 
help of the good. But such a fight is for heroes and not 
for men, led by impulses of the moment. Evil on one 
side naturally begets evil on the ·other, injustice leading 
lo violence and insult to vengefulness. Unfortunately 
such a force has already been started and either through 
panic or through wrath. Our authorities have shown 
us their cia ws whose sure effect is to drive some of us 
into the secret path of resentment and others into utter 
demoralisation. · 
, In this crisis you, as a great leader of men, have stood 
among us to proclaim your faith in the ideal which 
you: know to be' that of India, the ideal which is 
both against the cowardliness of hidden revenge and 
the cowed submissiveness of the terror-stricken. You 
have said, as Lord Buddha has done in his time and for 
all time to come. 

'.Akkedhena jine, kodham asadhumjine' 
c Conquer I anger by the power of non-anger' and evil 

by the power of good.' r · 1 • 

1 I This power of good 'm.ust prove its truth and stre'ngth 
8o 
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by. its: fearlessness,.; by its ·re£usa.L to ·accept ·ariy imposi
tion. which ·dep.ends, for :its c. success. ·upon its power ~o 
produce frightfulness and is not ashamed :to use .its 
ma~hines. of destruction to terrorise a people completely 
disarmed. We must know that morall.conqriest ·does 
not consistjii successes, that failure does !hot deprive it 
of its dignity.and'woith. Thoseiwho.believe in spirituaJ 
life know! thatto 1stand against wrongr~whic;h has· ·over-+ 
whelming cmaterial.power behind it. is victory rlitself':.Jt 
is .the .victory· of· the active faith iri the. ideal in: the· teeth 
. of evident:<defeat. ~ ' ~~ • · i 
-: I have always felt, ~nd said acc6tdiilgly1 that the great 
'gift of freedom can never come,to a: :peQple~ through 
charity .. We-.niust win itubefore:we .cam:ow:n .it~·· And 
India's opportunity !ot '.winning it'w'ill cbme to her when 
she can prove that she. is morally lsuperio(to the people 
wh0 .rule her by .their·: 'right; .of., .conquest. She must 
willinglyl accept her .. pei}.ance of suffering, the suffering 
which is the· crbwn ·of the great. ·Armed with ·her utter 
faith in goodness, she:must'stand :.unabashed before the 
arrogance that SCOffs. at; the power OfSpirit.. :,:I '• ... · 

·· And you have come1to .your motherlan,~ in the time of 
her need to remind her of her mission, to. ·lead her in the 
true path .of conquest; to purge her:: present·day 'politics 
of its· feebleness· :which imagines 'that it has gained its 
purpose when it struts,ih the borrowed feathers of. diplo-
matic dishonesty. . .. 1 • •• • , ... < ' 

This. is'why I pray most fervently:that.nothing that 
tends to weaken our spiritual freeddnJ.. may intrude into. 
our marching line, that martyrdom for 1the cause of truth 
may never ·degenerate into fanaticism for :mote verbal 
forms, descending into the self-deception that .. hides 
itself behind sacred names. · l . :! · '· ~ 
· .. With .tliese few words for an introduction,, allow me to 

.t'J 
1,\J 
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offer the follo'Ning as poet' a contribution to your noble 
work:-

Let me hold my head high in this faith that thou 
art our shelter, that all fear i's mean distrust of thqse. 

Fear of man? But what man is there in this world, 
, I 

what king, 0 King of Kings, who is thy rival, who 
has hold of me for all time and in all truth? . · · 

What pow~r is· there in this
1 
~orld to ro,b ,me. qf 

freedom?- For, do not thy arrris re~ch the captive 
through the dungeon-walls bringing .unfettered 
release to the soul ? 1 : : ' · · · . , '. 

And must I cling tci this bJdy in , fear of death, 
as a' miser to his barren treasure? Has not this spirit 
of min~· the eternal.call to th~ feas'i of e~e~lasti~g 
life ? ' · .. · · 

Let me know that all pain and death are shadows 
·Of tht moment j .that. the dark fo~ce which sweeps 
between.me and thy truth is but the mist before the 
su.nrise; that thou alone art min.e for ever and grea .. 
ter than all pride of strength. that dares to make. ~Y 
manhood with its menace. · · 

II 
Give me the supreme courage of love, this is my 

prayer, the courage to speak, to do, to suffer at thy 
will, to leave all or be left~alone. 

Give me the supreme faith of love, this is my 
prayer, the fai~h of the life in death, of the victory in 
defeat, of the power hidden in the frailness of 
beauty, of the di'gnity of pain that accepts hurt, but 
disdains to return it. ' ' 

· Very sincerely yours, 
(Sd) Rabindranath Tagore. 
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1 (Sir) ,Rapindranath Tagore's ·eldest . brother Babu 
Dwijendra Nath Tagore who is eighty years old, and 
who leads the life of a recluse at his peaceful hermitage 
at Shantiniketan has addressed the following letter to 

'Mahatma, Gandhi,' ·js'uppor~ing" his ~passive resistance 
movement:..:.....-' · ·· ·' : ,. '· · 

. ·~ ' ' J 1 
· 

1 . .' r ·Shantiniketan;: A'pril II, 1919 
I My most rev~ted fdend Mr. Gandhi, . ·.. ' ' 

I wish;: I whh: f, all ; my heart" that ' y6u will go on 
unflinchingly' with your work of heipii.Jg our misguided 
people to ove'rcomie.~il \ by 1good ... -At ti~es it seems to 

I ..•.• " • • •• • . . ' . • 

·me that the·penance and fasting~ etc., which you enjoin 
are not quite the things that .are ·nece.ssary and therefore· 
may' be dispensed" with. 'But: on the: second thought 1 
'find th~t we 'are. not competent to judge the matter 
'aright'from. our·~stand-ptHnt. You: are deriving your 
inspiration from such a high source that instead of 
calling in ~question, the appr,opr1iatenes's at :your sayings. 

" and doi~gs,: w·e·~ought to thankfully recognise in them 
the fatherly I call of· Providence full of 'divine wisdom 
and; power. v I • ' • ' i • . 

I May the Almighty' and All-merciful God be y~ur shield 
and strength in this awful crisis. ' 

Your affectionate old frienrll 
'. , Dwijendraoath Tagore. 

''I'"'' 

I fllr 

17th :May 1919 

, THE· S\YADEsiuJvow · 
I \"1 I I 

, The· id~a of Swad~shi wa.$ first broached on the 6th of 
April· meeting at ·chowpati w~en .thov~~nds- of men and 
some ~~~en. rq.~t. .together, but the Swadeshi Vow 
was not take·n on thaf·day, Jt has now been fully threshee!J 

• • , 1 , ( 
1 ·~ l ' 1, I . ' • 4 "' • 
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out and the way is clear. It is our duty to take Swadeshi 
Vow; in it lies the prosperity of India. To use foreign 
articles rejecting those that are manufactured in India 
is ·to be untrue to tndia, it is an· unwarranted indul~ 
gence .. To use foreign articles because we do riot like 
indigenous ones is to be a foreigner. It is obviou~ that, 
we cannot reject indigenous articles, even as we cannot 
reject the native air and the native soil because they are· 
inferior to foreign air and soil. Cotton imports amounted' 
to about Rs. 570,ooo,ooo and silk imports · to Rs.i 
4,0o,oo,ooo in the year 1917-18. India has a population of 
three hundred millions and so it means that we sent out 
in that year about Rs. 2 per head, with starvation 
as the result. More than thirty million men in India 
hardly ·get more than one meal a day. Such a starva
tion must have been unknown when every house in 
India· had its spinning wheel and when thousands of 
people were busy with their handlooms. ·No wonder 
that starva.tion ·and other ills arise whenever people 
depart from the path of duty. One of the remedies for 
these ills· is Swadeshi. The Swadeshi, Vow of which 
the text is given at the foot of this article has therefore 

1 

been proposed and it has been divided' into two classes': 
The first represents purer Swadeshi Vow, but the purest' 
is that under which those taking it;estrict themselves'· 
to the use of hand-woven clothes made out of hand .. 
spun yarn. The ruin of the handloom industry· ~akes 
such a vow for the time being impossible.· But if those 
who take the first vow keep the ideal Swadeshi as their 
goal, we shall ere long be able to obtain s~fficient hand-
woven cloth. ' 1 

I have already pointed out the great differehc~ bet
ween Swadeshi and Boycott. I for one am s~re that 
boycott cannot benefit India in the least.' 'Resorting•t~ 



p9ycott amou1:1~s to cutting off _th~ nose to spite the. face. 
Shall, ~e open 0~1,~ ~oor )Vider. for Japan by boycotting 
.British goods in order to rid ourselves of the evil of the 

J ' • • I ' ~' ' ' ' -

Ro\Vl.~tt Bil.l.? . .Jh~. fact is th~t. Swadeshi has nothing 
to do., wi~h the.: ~gita~iqn agai.nst the Rowlatt Bills. A 
g~~at .~ovement, like :Satyagraha . sets the 1people 
a-thinking about the duties and it is thus that the idea of· 
tbe · Swad~s~i has · po~sessed .t the people. We shall 
continue to observe the vow; even after the .repeal of the 
Rowl~tt· Iegi~Iatio~ .'and ~fter India bec~mes an honoured 
P.artn~r . in the )3rit.ish :E~pire. ; And our ~ow will then 
not beth~ JitAited Swadeshi Vow to-day, it will be a far 
wider one_as-~e shall then have been capable of meeting: 
i~ ·India · its~·lf many. of our . req~irements. We shall 

) ,j I • I ' '' I. • I 

~ppeal t<;> our English brethren also to jo~n us in this 
Swadeshi Vo~:· · · ·. 

1 ., j I ''• • •' \ 

In order t{) enable lacs of men and women to take and 
ob~e,r:ve t.he S~~qeshi! yow, commercialhqn.esty will be 
a "sine qua non." .The millowners will· have to fix 
t~~~~ r'ates .in ~a p~trio.tic spi~it. Merchants,·. great and 
small,wi.ll als,o likewise have to keep honest. deal~ngs. I. 
have no doubt that Swadeshi cannot advance unless: 
th~'usands of petty' ·~h~pkeepers fro~ . who~ the poo~ 
~illjons buy introd~ce honesty into their dealings. The 

j ' ' ' ' ~I ' ' • 

organisers of s·wade~p~ :~ave ventured to place before 
th~ ,natio;n the ~'Yaaeshi pledge fo~. its acceptance upon
the. belief that our merchants possess the patriotic spirit 
and that for the sake of the counUy ·they; will be kind to· 

I .... ' ' .•' . 

the poor a~d be ~ruthful towards them. . 
_:Th<:>se. w~p paye ,foreign clothing seem. to hesitat~ to· 

take the pledge. Though this is natural, it is also pain
(~1..: W ~ ,want S.~adeshi to prod.uce bi~ resul~s .. These 
cannot. be. attained 'without sacrifice. Moreover, it is 
~oped 'that:the. spirit of ~Swadeshi will.bring in t~at .of 
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simplicity, and those who take to simple, though more 
durable clothing, will be able to recoup themselves for 
any loss sustained'by reason of the giving ·up of foreign 
articles. 

It is necessary to give the warning that none should 
lay by a large stock of Swadeshi clothing. There is not 
enough cloth in Hindustan to enable many of us to have 
a stock to last four or five years. When there are many 
Swadeshists, there is no doubt that we will have many 
Swadeshi shops and that day by day we shall have 
more cloth woven in India. Those who take the pledge 
should have faith in the possibility of their being able 
to buy Swadeshi cloth whenever they need it. Atp a
matter of fact, every one should learn to weave his own 
cloth and those who cannot should engage their own 
weavers. So doing· they would avoid ·all cause for 
deceipt and they would be able to have durable and pure 
cloth for their use. This is what we used to do in days 
gone by. 

Swadeshi depends upon women adopting it. I hope 
that thousands· of them will give up foreign cloth in 
their possession and take the S wades hi pledge. •It be
hoves us to suffer some inconvenience if only by way of 
penance for our past mistakes. Moreover, it is possible 
to put foreign cloth to other uses. It can even be so1d 
for despatch out ·Of India. Further the nation has a right 
to expect its. women to cloth their children in Swadeshi 
garments.-13th May, 1919. · 

M. K. G. 
PURE SWADESHI VOW 

solemnly declare that, henceforth, in Hindustan I 
shall not wear clothing .except such as is made in India 
out of Indian cotton, silk or wool spun in India. 

This vow shall be binding on me for life-years. 
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· · I solemnly .. declare. that, hencefortht iri -Hindustan I 
shall not wear .any clothing except such as· is woven in 
India whether made out of foreign or Indian yarn, silk 
and wool. •' i l ' \• :J i j I , , , l U , l 

: •This-vow shall be binding .on me for life-years. 
Explanation.-:-The true Swadeshi ideal.cortsists· in the 

use ~f hand-woven cloth only made .out .of 'hand-spun 
yarn, but it is . physically. impossible to-day to secure a 
supply' of. such cloth for any large number of people. It 
is expected, . however,·· that true lovers of Swadeshi and 
real art will not only J themselves,' even at I some incon• 
ven.ience,: wear hand-wove~ cloth made outJof hand-spun 
yarn, but -will also endeavour to set. going as many 
hand looms and spinning. wheels as possible; 
·_ Note L'-lt should. be remembered that this movement 
has nothing to do with the 'a-gitation for securing repeal 
of Rowlatt legislation. Repeal of that legislation or the· 
granting of other concessions or reforms will make 
no alteration whatsoever in the. Swade~hi vow. or the 
movement for the·spread of Swadeshi.-
-·.Note z.~ The. suggestion for·· destruction of .foreign 
cloth: in the( possession of the signatories . to the pledge 
has been totally abandoned lest a mistaken interpretation 
of the (SUggestion may lead to the I growth or the pro~ 
motion of ill-will against Europeans, the -idea of ill-will 
being entirely foreign to the originators of the present 
Swadeshi movement. But the pledgeprecludes :the-llse 
of .. any personal clothing o( foreign make that the 
signatory may possess ·at' the·' time of taking the vow. 
! Note 3.-i-:Mahomadans, Parsis; Christians and Jews 
taking. the Swadeshi ~ pledge are not precluded from: 
using and . weari'ng ··foreign cloths,·'havirig1 a religious 
significance.. · ·I : • • : :· ' • • ' : ··~ 
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The following are among the signatories to the first 
vow:-
~iohandas Karamchand Gandhi, :\frs. Kasturibai 

Gandhi, ~1ahadeo Haribhai Desai, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, 
JamnaJas Dwarkadas, Umar Sobhani, Shankerlal G. 
Banker, Devji Damoder, Behan Ansuya Sarabhai,· 
Lakhamidas Rawii Tersi, Jamnadas Madhawji Mehta, 
and Vaikunthray Ambalal Desai. 

ECONOMIC SALVATION OF INDIA 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

The following is the text of the Swadeshi vow:
"With God as my witness, I, solemnly, declare th'at from 

to.day I shall confine myself, for my personal require
ments, to the use of cloth, manufactured in India from 
Indian cotton, silk or wool and I shall altogether abstain 
from using foreign cloth, and I shall destroy all foreign 
·cloth in my possession.'' 

For a proper observance of this pledge, it is really 
necessary to use only handwoven cloth made out of 
'hands pun yarn. Imported yarn, even though spun out of 
Indian cotton and woven in India, is not Swadeshi cloth~ 
We shall reach perfection only when our cotton i5 spun . 
in India on indigenous spinning wheels and the yarn so 
spun is woven on similarly made handlooms. But re
quirements of the foregoing pledge are met if we ail only 
use cloth woven by means of imported machinery from 
yarn spun from Indian cotton by ·means of similar 
machinery. 

I may add that covenanters to the restricted Swadeshi 
referred to here, ·will not rest satisfied with Swadeshi 
clothing only. They will· extend the vow to all other 
things as far as possible. 



: l :am ·told that there are in India English-owned mills 
·which do not admit Indian shareholders. If this informa
~iom, })~true, I would consider cloth' manufacture'd in such 
~i.lls t9 be: fqr~ign cloth. ,rMoreo:ver; suc:h Cloth bears. 
t~~ t~intof ~ll~will,. However well~made.such cloth may: 
be,, it should,. be avoided,;1 T~e majority do not give 
thought to such matt~rs. ~All cannot be expected to con-. 
sider whether their actions promote or retard the welfare·· 
of their country. But it behoves those who are learned,. 
those who are thoughtful, whose .intellects are trained or· 
whd are desirous of serving·their country, to test every 
action of theirs, whether ·public or private in the manner 
aforesaid, and when ideas which ~pp~ar to be of national 
i~portance and which have .Peen tested by practic(:ll ex
pe~ience ~hould be placed before the people· and, as has. 
~een sai<;l in the· Divine Song, .'~the multitude will copy 
the a~tions of the enlightened." .. Even :thoughtful men, 
and wom~n h~ve · not hitherto generally carried on the· 
above-mentioned self-examination.: '(he nation has there~ 
fore suffered by1 reason of this neglect. In my opinion. 
~1:1ch ~elf-~xaminatioQ is only possible where there is. 
reJigim,ts perception. . . , . · · · . ' 
, Thousands of-men .believe that by using cloth wovenr 

in Indian ~ills, they ~o~ply _with the requirements of' 
' the. Swadeshi .vow. .The fact is that most fine cloth is~ 

made o~t of. foreign cotton. spun outside India. Therefore: 
the only satisfaction to be derived from. the· use of such~ 
~lotq is 'that it is woven in India., Even· oq hand-looms. 
for-verr fine cloth only foreign ,yarn is used. The use· 
of such cloth does not amount to an observance of 
Swadeshi.· , To say so is simple :self-deceptiQn. Satya
graha ;i; e., ·insistence, on· truth is· necessary. even in 
$wadeshi .. When men. will say;'~ we shall confine our-· 
selves to ·pure 'swadeshi cloth evei} though we inay have7 
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to remain satisfied ~with a mere loin cloth, and· when 
women will resolutely say, . 'we shall observe pure 
Swadeshi even though we may have to restrict ourselves 
to clothing just enough to satisfy the Sl;!nse of modesty,'· 
then shall we be successful in the observance of the great 
Swadeshi vow. If a few thousand men and women were· 
to take the Swadeshi vow in this spirit, others will try to· 
imitate them as far as possible .. They will then begin. 
to examine their wardrobes in the light of Swadeshi .. 
Those who are not attached to pleasures and personal 
adornment, I venture to say, can give a great impetus, 
to Swadeshi. . 

Generally speaking, there are very few villages in, 
India without weavers ... From times immemorial, we· 
have had village farmers and village weavers, as we 
have village carpeQters, shoemakers, blacksmiths, etc .. 
B~t our farmers have become poverty~stricken and our 
weavers have patronage only from the poor classes. By· 
supplying them with Indian cotton, spun in India, we can· 
obtain the cloth we may need. For the time being it 
may be coarse, but by constant endeavours w~ can get· 
our weavers to weave out of fine yarn and so doing we· 
shall raise our weavers. to a better status, and if we· 
would go a step still further, we can easily cross the sea 
of difficulties lying in· our path. We can easily teach· 
our women and our children to spin and weave cotton,. 
and what can be purer than cloth woven in our own 
home? I tell it from my ~xperience that acting in this. 
way, we shall be saved from many a hardship, we shaH
be ridding o.urselves of many .an unnecessary need, and, 
O)lr. life will be one song , of joy and beauty. I always 
hear divine voices telling me in my ears that such life. 
was a matter of fact once in India. But even if such an .. 
India be th~ · idle dream of the po~t, it does not matter •. 
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Is it notln~eessary to\~rea:t~ such an India now, does riot., 
our' Purushartha' :lie therein? I have been travelling 
throughout Irtdia. 1 I 'cannot bear the heart~rending cry oC 
the poor .. "The young1 and old all tell me, 'we cannot j 
get ,cheap cloth, we have :nofthe· mea~s where'with to:· 
,purchase ;dear· cloth,~! :Everything is dear, provision,: 
cloth and all. .:what· are :we to do?'' and they heave a: 
sigh· of ·despair. Jt.-:18 · my: duty to give· these men ·a i 
-satisfactory reply. · It is the duty of every· servant of: 
the country, but I am unable to give a satisfactory reply.l. 
It should be-intoledble for all. thinking Indians that our .i 

'raw materials should be exported to Europe and that we 1 

have to pay heavy prices therefore. The first and the 
bst remedy for this is :Swadeshi. We are n·ot bound to 1 

seli our cotton · to anybody ra!ld when Hindustan fings -; 
with· the echoes of Swadeshi, rio ·producer of Cdtton wm·i 
·sell it for ·its being manufactured in foreign countries.: 
When Swadeshi pervades the 'country, every on~ will be r 
-set a~thinking why' cotton should ·not be refined :and! 
:Spun ·and w6ven' in 'the·: place where' if· is' produded: > 

.A:rid When the· Swadeshi' mantra res'oi.mds in every ear;·] 
millions iof men wilrhave in their hands the ke'Y to the 0 

economic salvation- of India. ·Training for this does 'not~ 
require :nundreds -of ye·ars .. When the 1religious sen:se is·: 
.a wakened,' people's', thoughts "undergo a; revoiu'tion in a~ 
single :.mt>rrtent.: 'Onlyi ·selfless ~acrifice is the sine•q_ua ) 
.non. The 'spirit of sacrifice 'pervades the Indian atmos- • 
ph ere ~"at the 'pres'ent moment. ·If we.,· fa'n' to , preach! 
Sivadeshi -at ·this·,5ripreme morrlent,· ·we:(shall· have to'' 
wring .'our 'hands· in' despaii'. 1 r- beseech every H~ndu, I 
Mussaima'n, Sikh, Parsf; Christian ·and 'Jew who believe·s~ 
tha:t he 1belongs ··to this:-couiitry: to take :the· S:wddeshi4 

vow and ·:to ask billers lis'or to~do· likewrs·e. i It, is my1 

humble: belief·. that' if we 'cahriot do ever{this ~little for 1 
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our country, we are born in it in vain. Those who think 
deep will see that such Swade~hi contains pure econo
mics. I hope that every man and woman will give 
serious thought. to mY humble suggestion. Imitation of 
English economics will spell our ruin~ . 

21st June 1919 

SWADESHI 
I 

, The follow,ing address 'on Swadeshi delivered by Mr. 
Gandhi . bdore the Missionary Conference of 1916 at 
Madras, bei~g seasonable, is reprinted here ·for the bene
fit of those who are interested in the Swadeshi ;-
. It was not without great diffidence that I undertook to· 
speak to you at all. And I was hard put to it in the 
selection of my subject. .I have chosen a very delicate· 
and difficult subject. · It is delicate because of the 
peculiar views I hold upon Swadeshi, and it is difficult 
~ecause I have .not that command of language which is 
necessary for giy_ing adequate expression to my thoughts. 
I know that I may rely upon your indulgence for the 
_ma~y short-comings yol;l will no doubt find in. my ad-
dre~~' ,the more so when I tell you that there is nothing, 
in what I all,l about to say, that I am not either already 
pra~tising ·o~.' am preparing to practice to the best of 
my ability. It encourages ~e to observe that last month 
yo~ devoted a week to prayer in the p]fice of an address. 
I have earnestly prayed that what I am about to say 
may bear fruit and I know you will. bless my word with. 
a similar prayer. , . 

After much thinking, I have arrived at a definition of 
,Swadeshi that perha.ps best. illustrates my meaning. 
Swadeshi is, that spirit in;us which· restricts us to the use· 
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'khd :8er'vice of;dur irrt~ediate' surrou.ndings:ro· the· exdu·
·sion ·of ~the more remote.·: Thu~; as ·for teligion, id order to 
:satisfy the:tequitements 6f the 'definition, I m~st restrict 
I myself to 1tny· 'an"cestral ·~ reli'gion) That' is ''tlie "use of rriy 
immediate religious: surroundin·g: r · 'lf I find· it defective, 
I should serve it ·by purgi.ng it of its defects. In the 
-domain of politics I should rpake use of the indigenous 
:institutions and serv~ \ the1rri 'by curing them ·of their 
·proved. defects. In tharoLeconomics I should use only 
·things that are produced by my immediate ·neigh-
bours and-· ·:ser\re · those ~industries by ·<makfng 'them 

; efficient ·and complete where ·they might be', fourtd' want
·ing~i It iswsugg~sted~ihatrsuch Swadeshi(if reduced; to 

• • ....., t l • • ' \ 

practice; will lead to: the rrnillenium~ · And·: as we do not 
.abandon ·our Tpursuit after the rnillenium,· because w·e do 
:riot e~pect :quite to reach it within our' tiines, · sO may 'we 
not~abandon sw·a.deshi,·even ~though~ it may not' be fully 
. .-attained for·geherations to =come. 1 • • ) L .. : ~;;: ' 

' ' Let 'U!Si briefly· exaniin'e the three branches of: Swa
~deshfas sketched ahove; I :Hinduism has become acon-
servativc religion-andtlierefortfa nlighty force, because 

.. c)f the Swadeshi .. ·spitie uo'derlyiilg it/' It is the' rho~t 
·tolerant. because( it is' no"n-proselytising; and it is as :cap
.. a:bie:of~ expansionr to.iday as:i(has been foun'd tb 'be in 
:the p'ast;, It has succe~ded, 1 nbt in drivirig out as I .think 
·it has :been erroneously held;• out in absorbing B~~dhisni. 
'By. reason :of;the: Swadeshi spirit, a Hindu refus·es 'to 
.•change his religion, not necessarily because he considers 
it to be the best~; bhf because· he knows that; he can c~rri
.:plement it by introdticing··:reforms) :And\vh.at ·I have 
'said about Hinduism is,- I suppose, true ··of·· othe'r''great 
·faiths: of the world, :onlY it is held that·it is. specially so 
:in the ·case of·. Hinduism. But ·here· co!Jles the ~oint I 
.am labouring to'. reach~ . If there is any'. substance' irl 
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what I have said, will not the great missionary bodies of 
Jndia, to whom we owe' a deep debt of gratitude for 
·what they have done and are doing, do still better and 
serve the spirit of Christianity better by dropping the 
.goal of proselytising, while continuing their philanthropic 
·work? I hope you will not consider this to be an imperri
·nence on my part. I make the suggestion in all sincerity 
.and with due humility. Moreover I have some claim up
·on your attention. I have endeavoured to· study the 
Bible. I consider it as part of my scriptures. The spiri't 
·of the Sermon on the Mount competes almost on· equal 
terms with the Bhagwad Gita for the domination of my 
.heart. I yield to no Christian in the strength of devotion 
with which I sing "Lead kindly Light'' and several 
·other inspired hymns of a similiar nature. I have 'come 
:under the influence of noted Christian missionaries b~
·longing to different denominations, and I enjoy to this day 
the privilege of friendship with some of them. You wiJI 
·perhaps, therefore, allow that I have offered the above 
~suggestion not as a biased Hindu, but as a humble and im
'partial student of. religion with great leanings towards 
·Christianity. May it not be that" Go ye unto all the 
world" message has been somewhat narrowly 'inter
:preted and the spirit of it missed ? It will not be 
·denied, I speak from experience,· that many of the 
~onversions are only so-called. In some cases the ap-
1)eal has. gone ribt ·to the heart but to the stomach. 
And in every case a conversion leaves a sore behind it 
which, II venture to think, is1 avoidable. Quoting again 
Jrom experience,. a new birth, a change of heart, is 
perfectly possible in every· one of the great faiths. r 
know I am now treading upon. thin ice. But [ do not 
.apologise,. in closing this part of my subject, for saying 
-.that the frightful outrage that is just going on iri Europe 

' 
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perhaps shows that .the: message of .Jesus: of Nazareth" 
._the Son of Peace, .. has been little understood in EunJpe-. 
:and t~at Jight upon it may.have to be thrown from the 
~a st. 

I hav~'sought your help in religious matters, .. which it 
j~ yours to give in a special sense .. But I make bold to
seek: .it ev~.n in .political matters.· ;! do not believe. that 
religion . h.as. nothing to do with _.politics. The latter 
~iyorG~d ~ frqm: religion is· like a corpse only fit to be 
,burieg; A~ a rna.tter ofrfact, in your.: own 'silent manner 
you Jn,fiuence politics not a littleJ Ail'd ,I feeL that if. the 
attempt to separate politics frorn.religion had not been 
p,1~de as it. is even now made~ tliei would nothave .dege
·nerated \aS they, often appear to have' done. No one 
.~onsiders that the political life. of the country is in a 
.happy· state. Following·. out the Swadeshi spirit, I 
·~.bse~ve. Jh~ i indigenous : institutions and the village 
,P.anchayat hold me. India is really a· republican coun
:~ry, ~nd i,t is.bec'ause it is that that it has survived every 
-~PPfk .. hitherto delivered: Princes ·and potentates whe
th~.r .they W.ere Indian born or foreigners have hardly 
.·to~ched.tbe vast .masses ·except for collecting revenue. 
_'fhe latter i.n .their turn seem to have rendered unto . 
. C.res~r, ·wbat was 'Cresar's ~ and for the rest have done
.rnuc~, as,. tb.ey :have.- liked. r: The vast ·organisation of 
.caste; a1;1swered not only the religious wants of the
community,: but it··ailswered to its political needs: The· 
:vill.agers managed their ·internal affairs through' the
~~~ste syste_n:~, ,and 'throu~li lt :they.: dealt with any 
pppression frow the ruling power1 or powers. It is not 
po~s~~·Ie, to ·deny; of a·(na.tion tliat' was capable of 
producing; ;the .caste: ,system its r wonderful power of 
organisatior;t.' One had but to attend the'gtea.t Kurribha 
Mela·at Bardwar Jast·year. to kno\V thow 'ski'llful that 
; 
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organisation must have been, which without any seeming 
effort was able effectively to cater for more than a 
million pilgrims.· Yet it is the fashion to say that we 
lack organising ability. This is true~ I fear, to a certain 
extent, of those who have been nurtured in the new 
traditions. We have laboured und~r a terrible handicap 
owing to an almost fatal departure from the Swadeshi 
spirit. We, the educated classes, have received our 
education through a foreign tongue. We have therefore 
not reacted upon the masses. We want to represent the 
masses, but we fail. They recognize us not much more 
th~n they recognize the English officers. Their hearts 
are an open book to neither. Their aspirations are not 
ours. Hence there is a break. And you witness, not in 
reality, failure to organise but want of correspondence 
between the representatives and represented. If during 
the last fifty years had we been educated through the 
vernaculars, our elders and our servants and our neigh
bours would have partaken of our knowledge; the dis
coveries of a Bose or a Ray would have been 
household treasures as are the Ramayan and Maha
bharat. · As it is, so far as the masses are con
cerned, those great discoveries might as well have b~en 
made by foreigners. Had instruction in all the branches 
of learning been given through the vernaculars, I make 
bold to say that they would have been enriched wonder .. 
fully. The question of village sanitation, etc., would 
have been solved long ago. The village panchayats 
would be now a living force in a special way, and 
India would almost be enjoying self-government suited 
to its requirements and would have been spared the 
humiliating spectacle of organised assassination on its 
sacred soil. I~ is not too late to mend. And you can 
help if you will, as no other body or bodies can. 

81 
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And now for the last division of Swadeshi. · Much of 
the deep po"l:erty of the. masses is due to the ruinous 
departure. from S wadeshi in the economic and industrial 
life. If not an. article of commerce had been brought 
from outside India, she would be 'to-day a land flowing 
with milk· and honey.·, But that ~was not to be. We 
were. greedy and . sa was England. The connection 
between England and India was based clearly upon an 
error. But she (England) does not remain: in India in error. 
It is.herde~lared policy that India is to be.held in trust 
for her people. If this be true, Lancashire must stand 
aside. And if the Swadeshi doctrine is a sound doctrine, 

t 

Lancashire can -stand ·aside without hurt, though it may 
sustain a shock for the time being. I thin~ of Swadeshi 
not as a boycott movement undertaken . by way of 
revenge. I. conceive. it as a religious principle to be 
followed by all. I. am no economist, but I have read 
some . treatises which show that England could easily 
become a self-sustained country, growing all the produce 
she needs. This may be· an utterly ridiculous proposi
tion, and perhaps the. best proof that it cannot be true 
'is, that, England is .one of the largest importers in the 
world. But. India . cannot live for Lancashire pr any 
other country before she is able to live for herself. And 
she can live for herself only if she produces and is 
helped to produce everything for her requirements, 
within her own borders. She need not be, she ought 
not to be drawn into the vortex of mad and ruinous 

· ·competition which breeds fratricide, jealousy and many 
· other evils •. But ~ho is to stop her great millionaires 

from entering into the world competition ? Certainty .not 
legislation .. Force of public opinion, proper education, 
however, can· do. a great deal in the desired direction. 
The handloom industry is in· a dying condition. I took 
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~special care during my wanderings last year to see as 
many weavers as possible, and my heart ached to find 
how they had lost,' how families had retired from this 
·once flourishing and honourable occupation. If we fol
low the Swadeshi doctrine, it would be your duty and 
mine ~to find out neighbours who can supply our wants 
and to teach them to supply them where they do not 
know how to proceed, assuming that there are neigh• 
h:>urs who are in want of healthy occupation. Then 
every village of India will almost be a self-supporting 
and self-contained unit, exchanging only such necessary 
·Commodities with other villages where they are not 
locally producible. This may all sou11d nonsensical; 
Well, India is a country of nonsense. It is nonsensical 
~to parch one's throdt with thirst when a kindly Maho
medan is ready to offer pure water to drink. And yet 
:thousands of Hindus would rather die of· thirst than 
drink water from a Mahomedan household. These non
·se'.lsical men can also, once they are convinced that 
'their religion demands that they should wear. garments 
manufactured in India only and eat foa.d only grown in 
Jndia, decline to wear any other clothing or eat any 
•Other food. L'Jrd c~rzon se't the fashion of tea-drinking. 
And that p~rni:;io'Js drug now bids fair to overwhelm 
1the nation. It has already uniermined the digestive 
.apparatus of hundreds of thousands of men and women 
.and constitutes an additional tax upon their slender 
,purses. Lord Hardinge can set the fashion for S wa
des hi, and alm'Jst the whole of India will forswear ·fore-
·ign goods. There is a verse in the Bhagwadgita, which, 
·freely rendered, means masses follow the classes. It 
·is easy to undo the evil if the thinking portion of the 
·community were to take the S wades hi vow, even though 
-:it may for a time cause considerable inconvenience. I 
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hate legislative interference in any :department of lifer 
At best, it is the lesser evil. But I would tolerate, welcome~ 
indeed 'Plead for a :stiff protective duty upon foreign 
goods;. Natal, a British Colony, protected its sugar by 
taxing the: sugar that came from another British colony,. 
Mauritius~ England has sinned against India by forcing 
free trade upon 'her. r It may have been food for her, but 
it has been poison for this country. 
· If has often: been urged that India cannot adopt 
Swadeshi in the economic life at any rate. Those who· 
advance this objection d·o:not look upon Swadeshi as a 
rule of life .. With them it is a mere patriotic effort, not 
to be made if it involved any self:denial. Swadeshi, as. 
defined here, is a religious discipline to be undergone in 
utter 1disregard of the·physical discomfort it may cause· 
to individuals. ·Under its. spell th.e de.privation of a pin 
or a needle, because these are not manufactured in India,. 
need cause no terror. A Swadeshist. will learn to do
without hundreds of things which to-day he considers. 
necessary. Moreover, those who dismiss Swadeshi from. 
their minds by. arguing the. impossible forget that' 
Swadeshi 'after all i~ a goal to be reached by steady 
.effort. And ·we ·would. be making for the' goal, even if 
we confined Swadeshi to ·a given set of articles; allowing 
ourselves as a temporary measure to use such things as 
might not be procurable in the country. 

There ·now remains for me to consider one more 
objectibn that has been raised against Swade~hi. The 
objectors consider it to be a most selfish doctrine without 
any warrant ih the' ·civilized code of morality. With· 
them; to practise" Swadeshi is to revert to barbarism. I 
cannot enter into a d:etailed analysis of the proposition. 
But I would urge the· Swadeshi is the only doctrine 
consistent with the Ia w · of humility and love. It is. 
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;arrogance to think of launching out to serve the whole 
-of India, when I am hardly able to serve even my own 
family. It were better to concentrate. my effort upon 
the family, and consider. that through them I was 
serving the whole nation, and if you will, the whole 
of humanity. This is humility and it is Jove. The 
motive will determine the quality of the act. 1 may 
·serve my family, regardless of the sufferings I may 
<:a use to others, as for instance I may accept an employ
ment which enables me to extort the money from people; 
1 enrich myself thereby and then satisfy many unlawful 
demands of the family. Here I am neither serving the 
family nor the state.: Or I may recognize that God has 
.given me hands and feet only to work with .for my 
·sustenance and for that of those who may be dependent 
upon me. I would then at once simplify my life and 
that of those whom 1 can directly reach. In this 
instance I would have served the family without causing 
injury. to anyone else. Supposing that everyone follow
·ed this mode of life, we should have at once an ideal 
state. All will not reach that s.tate at the same time. 
But those of us who, realising its truth, enforce jt in 
.practice will clearly anticipate and accelerate the 
coming of that happy day. Under this plan of life, in 
seeming to serve India to the exclusion of every other 
country, I do not harm any other country. My patriotism 
is both exclusive and inclusive. It is exclusive in the 
sense that in all humility I confine my attention to the 
land of my birth. 'But it is inclusive ir. the sense that 
my service is. not 9f a competitive or antagonistic 
nature. Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas. It is not 
merely a, .legal maxim, but it is a grand doctrine of li{e. 
It is the way to a proper practice of Ahimsa or love. 
It is for you, the custodians of a great faith, to set the 
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fashion and show by your preaching, sanctiti€d by 
practice, that patriotism based on hatred "killeth," anch 
that patriotism based on love "giveth life." 

28th June 1919 

THE NECESSITY OF VOWS 

The "Leader". has fallen fo~l of the Swadeshi vow· 
and' incidentally' of all vows. Its rein arks deserve· 
attention. We, therefore, reproduce elsewhere* the whole· 
of the criticism. ·It is certainly better not to take a vow 
than having taken it to: break it. One cannot be too· 
tautious about taking vows. But we bold that the vast 
mass of mankind need the binding force of .·pledges~ 
They build up a man's character. They are, on the one 
hand, a recognition of the fickleness Of the human nature
and, on the other, an addititnal help. to ·strong minds~ 
Every on'e· recognises the excellent effect produced by 
temperance pledges. · With the support derived from 
such pledges, many have succumbed to the temptation tQo 

drink. .A vow is a fixed and unalterable determination 
to do 'a thing, when such a determination is related to· 
something noble which can only uplift the man who makes. 
!the resolve. A vow is· to all other indifferent resolves. 
'What a right angle is to all other angles. And just as a 
tight· angle gives an invariable and correct measure, SQo 

does a man of vows, 'rightly followed, gives of himself an. 
invariable and correct measure. Jt is therefore hardly 
correct to say that Swadeshi ba~ed on a vow is Swadeshi 
·based on a formula. No one takes or should take a vow 
blindly. It is and can be taken only when one is fully 

• Omitted in this collection. 
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convinced of the necessity and the rightness of a parti
cular step. It is a question of strengthening the flesh 
when the spirit is willing. Without the binding effect 
of a vow, one may easily succumb to the temptation of 
buying a fine looking foreign garment. With the 
binding power of a vow, a man recognising the necessity 
of supporting home industries would prefer the less 
attractive indigenous garment. It can only do good to a 
man to be able to say 11 I shall never tell a lie" in the 
place of saying "So far as possible, I shall never tell a 
lie." Whilst therefore we regard the institution of vows 
as a necessity in national evolution, we entirely agree 
with our contemporary in its remark that 11 no amount of 
Swadeshi vows will avail so long as the daily necessities 
of life are not' produced in the country or are produced 
in very small quantities or of inferior quality. Swadeshi 
is a question of capital,· organization, skill, enterprise 
and determination." 

20th August 1919 

SW ADESHI AND SUPPRESSED CLASSES 

Godhra, last week, showed what could be done by co
operation between the officials and the leaders. The oc
casion was Mr. Gandhi's visit to Godhra on the 14th 
.instant to open the Swadeshi Bhandar. The organisers 
had decided to secure the co-operation of the officials in 
the non-political part of the heavy programme arranged 
by them. · The chief items in it were two Swadeshi 
meetings, one specially for the women of Godhra and 
the other for the public in general. . Mrs. Clayton had 
gracefully accepted the invitation to be present at the 
ladies' meeting and Mr. Clayton, the Collector, to preside 
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at the public meeting. · He had naturally stipulated that 
the meeting should be purely non-political. There was 
also a conference arranged between the leaders and Mr. 
Clayton on the question of. forced labour. Mr. Gandhi 
was present .at the conference. Mr.· Clayton was very 
conciliatory and ·Courteous to the' deputation and said 
that he was desirous of removing this and all difficulties 
by mutual discussion and eo-oper.ation, and wished the 
leaders 'toapproach him wheneverthey found that there 
was a grievance, a.nd assured them that though he might 
not always agree, they could always rely upon 'his giving 
every matter his best attention:. 
, Before the interview, was performed the opening.cere .. 
mony of the store. : A silver lock and key. locally :made 
werepre$ented to Mr. Gandhi. The owners who have 
taken up the enterprise purely from a pubHc standpoint 
asked Mr. Gandhi , to announce that they would not 
charge mor,e than 7~ per cent on the cost price of the . 
goods in Godhra, i.e., the price in Bombay and the rail
age and packing. This applies only to the articles re
quired for the Swadeshi vows. The ~tore was opened 
before a large audience. Mr. Gandhi said the enterprise 
depended for its .s~ccess: ~n the integrity of the 'managers 
and the patriotism of the Godhra public •. 

~ J .' 

' ,, 
. WOMEN AND SWADESHI 

I '··;·, ;· I'·' I 

·The women's meeting ·carne off at 4 p.m. Over one 
thousand women must have been present at the ·meeting. 
Mrs. Jerbanu. Merwanji Kothawala, the accomplished 
wife of Khan Saheb Kotha wala, presided. The following 
is the precis of Mr. Gandhi's address to the ladies : 

Mr. Gandhi said he was grateful to Mrs. Clayton for 
her presence at the gathering arid he was sure he had 
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his audience with him in expressing the sentiment. Af
ter briefly introducing Mrs. Clayton to the ladies present, 
the speaker said Swadeshi was that spirit in us which 
required us to serve our immediate neighbours before 
others and to use things produced in our neighbourhood 
in preference to thqse more remote. So doing we served. 
humanity to the best of our capacity. We could not 
serve humanity by neglecting our neighbours. Similarly 
with our wants. We were bound to supply them through 
the agency of our neighbours and· therefore prefer their 
labour and wares· to those of others. India abandoned 
Swadeshi, a hundred years ago, and had consequently 
become comparatively poor and helpless. We were well 
able to supply all our cloth and to supply the world's 
market to a certain extent when we were observing 
the Ia w of Swadeshi. During that period, the majority 
of the women of India spun yarn as a national duty and 
the men wove the yarn so spun. Now the 21 crore pea
sants of India had at least four months out of the year 
thrown on their hands. They did not shirk work. They 
had none to occupy their time and to supplement their 
earnings from cultivation. Swadeshi therefore was a 
question of finding a subsidiary industry for our farmers. 
No country' in the world could prosper that had one 
third ot time of the vast majority of it:; inhabitants 
lying unutilised. Moreover, there were other men and 
women who had many hDurs in the day at their dispo~al. 
If these idle hours of the nation were fully occupied in 
producing yarn and weaving it, we could manufacture 
the whole of our cloth and thus save crores of rupees 
going out of the country every year. The condition of 
success was that cultured men and women took up 
spinning and weaving. The poorer people would follow 
their example. Lady Dorab Tata, Lady Petit and Mrs. 
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Jay ji Petit had promised to learn the art of spinning andl 
introduce it to their sisters. Mrs. Ramabai Ranade 
proposed to introduce the music of the spinning whee) 
in her Seva Sa dan. Mrs. Banker worked· six hours a 
day and produced fine yarns and made of it a gift to the· 
nation. We could 'expect no less from the sisters of 
Godhra. Mr. Gandhi did not hesitate to recommend it 
to his European .fdends. One such sister had already 
undertaken the work. ·He hoped that those who did not 
need pecuniary assis.tance would make it a point of 
honour to give at least one· hour a day to the nation for· 
producing yarn. As an encouragement in this direction. 
he called upon his hearers to pledge themselves hence
forth not to buy foreign ·cloth. Every village of India. 
would thus become self-supporting and self-producing 
so far as the two main wants of life-food and clothing
were concerned. 

The Chairwoman exhorted the ladies present to help. 
the· movement in the direction Mr. Gandhi indicated .. 
Mrs.• Clayton ·said she was glad she was able .to be 
present at the meeting. She always· was in favour of 
home i.ndustries. 

THE PUBLIC MEETING ON SWADESHI 

The women's meeting was followed by a brief recess .. 
. · The Vanita Vishram was visited at 6-jo p.m. The· 
public. meeting came· off at 9-15 p.m. There was a very 
large audience. It was held in the open air. Mr .. 
Gandhi's address dealt with ·the religious and the 
economic aspect. At the outset he said he. was deeply 
grateful to Mr. Clayton for presiding at the meeting .. 
He knew and appreciated the condition under which he· 
had accepted. the invitation'of the organisers. And· he· 
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would endeavour faithfully to carry out the compact~ 
To him the economic and the religious aspects of 
Swadeshi were far more attractive than the political,. 
and as it was his dream that all, from the Viceroy down 
to the sweeper, should accept the Swadeshi, he was
desirous of conducting the Swadeshi propaganda from 
the economic and the religious standpoints. He was. 
thankful too that Mr. Clayton had permitted the 
officials to be present at the meeting. To him the· 
religious aspect was all sufficient. That elementary 
religion which was common to mankind taught us to be· 
kind and attentive to our neighbours. An individual's. 
service to his country and humanity consisted in serving: 
his neighbours. If that was true, it was our religious 
duty to support our farmers, our artisans such as. 
weavers, carpenters, &c. And so long as the Godhra 
farmers and weavers could ·supply the wants of the
Godhra citizens, the later had no right to go outside
Godhra and support even 'say' the Bombay farmers. 
and weavers. He could no't starve his nei~hbour and. 
claim to serve his distant cousin in the North Pole. 
This was the basic principle of all religions and' 
they would find it was also of true and humane 
economics. India was suffering from a triple curse, the· 
curse of disease-disease, not of a normal but of an. 
abnormal kind, the curse of want of food and lastly 
that of want of clothing. All proceeded largely from 
the same cause, poverty, and poverty was due largely to· 
.the economic drain. We gave to the producers outside-
India, in 1917-18, the enormous sum of sixty crores of 
rupe~s. And we had not, in any measure worthy of 
consideration, provided the millions of our spinners and 
weavers with any other occupation. The whole of the 
labour thus unwillingly set free was running to waste 
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like a mighty torrent of water .. ,The evil could only. be 
.corrected by our reversion to Swadeshi and by rehabili
tating' our spinners and weavers in their former honour
able· occupation. He· sought,. in this gigantic task, the 
help of the officials, the millionaries and the other 
leaders of society. It was. the most urgent need of the 
-country.· We had twenty-one crore farmers. His own 
-experience and· the experience of authoritative writers 

. showed ·that' they had nearly. four months of the year 
lying idle on their hands. , This was a huge economic 
waste .. No wonder that i we were poor. Swadeshi 
therefore was the problem of inducing and enabling the 
farmers to· take up the .supplementary industry of 
spinning and w.reaving. Our Shasttas. and the 'history of 
spinning and weaving throughout the world showed that 
the queen.s 'down to their maids considered it an honour to 
spin cotton. . Weaving was :largely specialised. In .those 
halcyon days when our mothers spun for the nation, we 
were able to produce the finest muslin. ·We could still 
regain the lost art and with it the lost prosperity. But one 
thing was needful for the people, to insist on getting only 
Swadeshi cloth and on producing it themselves as far as 
possible .. In. the' Punjab1 thousands of. :women, of high 
birth spun their own yarn and got it woven by .profes
sional weavers .. The Swadeshi vows were designed to 
create a taste for SwadeshL They.. must. not be ashamed 
of coarse. cloth, As· a matter of fact, there was more att 
about .hand-s'pun and hand-woven c. loth, however coarse, 
than about machine..:made cloth however fine. But artl 
apart, they were bound by. every tie of Qonour, every 
consideration of prudence and economics to wear what 
doth every village could produce and be satisfied with 
it, till otir skill, industry and enterprise could, produce a 
better quality;· 
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At the close of the proceedings, the chaii·man said h~ 
was glad to be able to preside at the meeting. He· 
thanked Mr. Gandhi for his instructive address and ex
horted the audience to support home manufacture. A 
vote of thanks to the chair brought the meeting to a close. 

7th May 1919 

THE VOW OF HINDU-MOSLEM UNITY 

The following is a free translation, approved by Mr .. 
Gandhi, of his leafl~t on Hindu-Moslem Unity: 

In the huge mass meeting of Hindus and Mahomedans 
held in the Sonapur.Masjid compound, on Sunday the· 
6th April, the day of humiliation and prayer, a vow of 
Hindu-Moslem Unity was proposed to be tak~n as in the 
case of Swadeshi, proposed at theChowpaty meeting, and 
I had to utter a note of warning on both the occasions. 
At times, in a fit of joyous passion, we are spurred on to . 
certain courses of action for which we have afterwards 
to repent. A vow is a purely religious act which cannot 
be taken in a fit of passion. It c'an be. taken only with a 
mind purified and composed and with God as witness .. 
Most of what I have said whilst writing about the Swa
deshi vow applies here. Acts which are not possible by 
ordinary self-denial, become possible with the aid of 
vows . which require extraordinary self-denial. It is 
hence believed that vows can only uplift us. If the 
Hindu and Moslem communities coul,d be united in one 
bond of mutual friendship, and if each could act towards 
the other even as children of· the same mother, it would 
be a consummation devoutly to be wished. But before 
this unity becomes a reality, both the communities will 
have to give up a good deal, and will have to make radi
cal changes in ideas held heretofore. Member of one 
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community' when talking about those of the other,at times 
·indulge in terms so vulgar that they but accentuate the 
·-relations between the two. In Hindu society,. we do not 
hesitate to indulge in unbecoming language ~hen talking 

·.of the Mahomedans and l)ice ven~a. Many believe that 
an ingrained and ineradicable animosity exists between 
·the Hindus an.d Mahomedans. In many places we see 
·that each. community harbou;·s distrust against the other. 

J ' ' ' ' 
.Each fears the other. · Ifis an undoubted fact that this 
.anomalous and wretched state of. things is improving 
day by day~ ·The Time:-Spirit is ceaselessly working 

·on unchecked, and .willy:.nilly we have to live together . 
. But the' object,of taking a vow is speedily to bring about; 
by the power of self-denial, a state ·of things which can 

-only be expected to come in the fulness. of time. How 
is this poss.ible? Meetings should be called of Hindus
! mean the orthodox Hiodus-where this question should 
ibe seriously considered~ The standing complaint of the 
.Hindus against the Mtissalmans is that the latter are 
ibeef-eaters ·and. that they purposely sacrifice cows on 
ithe Bak~-i-Id day. Now it is impossible to unite the 
.Hindus and Manoinedans so long as the Hindus do not 
hesitate to kill their Mahomedan brethren in order to 
·protect a cow. For I think it is futile to expect that our 
·violence will ever . compel the Mahomedans to refrain 
·from cowslaughfer. ·I do not believe the efforts of our 
.cow-protection societies have availed in the least to 
'lessen.the number ~f c·ows kill'ed every day. I have had 
no ,reason to believe so. I believe ·myself to be an 

·orthodox Hindu and it is my convictiQn that no one who 
·scrupulously practises the Hindu religion may kill a 
·cow-killer to protect a cow~ There is one and only one 
means open to a Hindu to protect a cow and that is that 
;be should offer himself a sacrifice, if he cannot stand its 
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-slaughter. Even if a very few enlightened Hindus thus 
sacrificed themselves, I have no doubt that our Mussal
man brethren would abandon cowslaughter. But this is 
:Satyagraha; this is equity; even as, if I want my brother 
to redress a grievance, I must do so by taking upon my 
head a certain amount of sacrifice and not by inflicting 
injury on him. I may not demand it as of right. My 
-only right against my brother is that I can offer myself 
as sacrifice. 

It is only when the Hindus are inspired with a feeling 
of pure love of this type that Hindu-Moslem Unity can 
be expected. As with the Hindus, so with the Mussal
rnans. The leaders among the latter should meet together 
and consider their duty towards the Hindus. When 
both are inspired by a spirit of sacrifice, when both try 
to do their duty towards one another, instead of pressing 
their rights, then and then only would the long standing 
differmces between the two communities cease. Each 
must respect the other's religion, must refrain from even 
secretly thinking ill of the other. We must politely 
dissuade members of both the communities from 
indulging in bad language against one another. Only 
a serious e~deavour in this direction can remove the 
·estrangement between us. Our vow would have value 
only when masses of Hindus and Mussalmans join in 
the, endeavour. I think I have now made sufficiently 
clear the seriousness and magnitude of this vow. I hope 
that on this auspicious occasion-and surely the occasion 
must be auspicious when a wave of Satyagraha is 
sweeping over the whole country-we could all take 
this vow of unity. For this it is further necessary that 
leading Hindus and Mahomedans should meet together 
and seriously consider the question and then pass a 
unanimous resolution at a public meeting. This con.: 
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summation: will· certainly be reached if. our present 
efforts~ are vigorously 'continued. I think the vow may 
be iaken~ individualiy even now and .I expect that 
num~rous ·people will do so every day. • My warnings 
have· reference to· the taking of the· vow publicly by 
masses of ·men.. If it is taken by the masses it should,. 
in, Illy humble opinion, be as follows: · 

"With· 'God as witness,. we Hindus and Mahomeda'ns. 
declare that we shall behave towards one another as 
children. of the Same parents, that we shall have DO· 

differences, · that • the sorrows of each shall be the 
sorrows of the other and. that each·shall help the other 
in removing· them. We shall respect each other's 
religion .and religious feelings and shall not stand in 
the way of our respective religious practices. We shall 
always refrain from violence to each other in the name
of r'eligion." · 

I 

11th June 1919 

BABU KALINATH ROY 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

. :.By the courtesy of the " Young India" syndicate., 
composed as! it is largely of Satyagrahis, since the 
deportation of Mr. Horniman I have been permitted t(} 
supervise . the editing of this journfll .. , I asked for such 
supervision'' btkaus~· I .was anxious: that nothing should 
appear in it that was in any way inconsistent with the
general principles of Satyagraha, i.e., of truth and non~ 
violence to person or property. In pursuance of the plan 
I have hitherto also'written some leading articles in. the 
usu'al editorial sty I e. ·But, for this. issue I wish to take 
the sole responsibility,•if there be any, of writing on .the 
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case of Babu Kalinath Roy, the Editor of the now 
defunct " Tribune".* Personally, I consider that even 
from the point of view of the authorities there is nothing 
wrong or out of the way in. what I am about to say. But 
lest they. may think otherwise, it is due to the public and 
to the " Young India" syndicate that the authorship of 
this writing should be known. 

With reference to the Punjab disturbances, by my 
complete silence over them I have allowed myself to be 
misunderstood by many friends and, as is now well
known, I have been deprived of the coMoperation, though 
never the friendship, of so respected and renowned a 
leader and coMworker as Sanyasi Swami Shri Shraddha
nandji. But I still believe that I have done well in per
sisting in ·my silence, for I had no conclusive data to go 
upon. No public declaration of mine could have in any 
way affected for the better the ·action of the authorities. 
But Babu Kalinath Roy's case materially alters the situ
ation. In my humble opinion the case represents a mani· 
fest and cruel wrong. I have not the honour of know
ing him personally. When I took up the Judgment in 
the case, I approached it with a feeling that there 
would be at least a prima facie case made out against 
the accused on some isolated passages in his writings. 
But as I proceeded with it, the impression grew on me 
that it was a kind of special pleading in order to justify 
a conviction and a heavy sentence. In order to check 
myself I took up the numbers of the" Tribune," referred 
to in the Judgment, and on which the serious charge 
against Babu Kalinath Roy. under Section 124 A of the 
Indian Penal Code was based, a.nd a careful reading of 
every one of the writings in the "Tribune" more than 
confirmed the impression produced by a perusal of the 

* Re,sumed publication a few days later. 
82 
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Judgment and led' me to think that the Martial Law 
Court had allowed its judgment to be warped'and cloud
ed by the atmosphere of suspicion and distrust sur
rounding ·it.· :The best proof of..my·statement must be 
the· Judgment and 'the writings on which it is based. 
They ate, therefore, reproduced* in this issue iri full. I 
haye prefaced the Judgment and th'e offending articles 
in . the " Tribune " with. extracts from the ·other 
numbers showing the whole tende~cy and tone of the 
writings from the .beginning of April just after· the Delhi 
affairs .. They are not extracts torn from their context, 

· but they are representative of the issue of the 11 Tribune" 
published after. the 30th March last. The dominant note 
pervading all tne issues is that the agitation against the 
Rowlatt. legislation· should be conducted with sobriety, 
truth and~ non-violence. I could nowhere trace. in them 
ill~will, either :against Eriglishm~n in general, or against 
the English Government in particular. Indeed,· it would 
be. difficult to ,surpass the " Tribune" in calmness and 
self-restraint in the-face of circumstances brought about 
by the Delhi affairs . 
. This' is the -test that the Special Tribunal put . before 

itself for its guidance: 
."You will have to consider whether this publication 

was or was .not a calm and temperate discussion of the 
events that had occurred. The people have a right to 
discuss any grievances that .they may have to complain 
of, but they must not do. it in a way to excite tumult." 
"You may point out to the Government their errors. 
• . . ~ The qu~stion is always as to .the manner. A 
question is. made whe~her they (writings) she,w an 
intention to instruct . by appealing to the judg .. 
ment or to irritate and excite to. sedition. In .other 

- Omitted .in this collection.· ; . 
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words, whether they appeal to the sense or the 
passions." 

Judged by the standard set before the Court, the 
articles complained against do not warrant a conviction. 
They cannot excite tumult, when daily during a period 
of exceeding stress the writer asks his readers to refrain 
all violence, telling them in unmistakable terms that 
disturbance can only damage their cause. The Editor 
has continuously appealed to the judgment of the 
readers, by asking them not to prejudge, but to 
a wait the results of an inquiry which he persistently 
a,sked for. The Court's discussion of the passages and 
articles fails to convince one_ of the propriety of its 
decision. The Court has resented the use of the term 
41 Delhi Martyrs" in the issues of the 6th and the 8th 
April. When you read the contents under the headings, 
the one has reference to prayer· at the J umma Musjid 
and the other to a Relief and Memorial Fund. The 
crime in the language of the Court was that " the 
accused chose to emphasise the memorial for martyrs 
and not the relief," and the Court proceeds," inference 
from this is plain." The plain inference from 
this is that who ever put the heading felt that those· 
who were shot down at Delhi were so dealt with, 
without suffident cause. Why this should be considered 
seditious· passes comprehension. And if such an 
inference shows, as it undoubtedly does, that the action 
of the Magistratf'! who gave the order for firing was 
wrong, is the drawing of such a deduction to be 
punished? We are told by the Court that one may point 
out to Government their errors. I submit that Mr. Roy 
justly pointed out the error of one of the local authori· 
1ies. (Incidentally, I may mention that there is no such 
Editorial heading as "Memorial· to Delhi M;artyrs," 
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referred to: in the Judgment) The next indictment 
consists in the Editor having used the worq "dupe" in 
connection with, the action of some honorary magistrates 
a.nd Municipal Commissioners who tried to dissuade
shop-keepers from closing their shops. 'This is. 
what the article .describing the demonsttation of the 6th 
April says: "The masses of India are no fools. . . , ~ 
That. they cannot be successfully duped ought td be 
clear from the very ignominious failure in this very case 
of certain. Municipal Commissioners and honorary 
magistrates and several others who went round the city. 
trying to persuade shop-keepers· to keep their shops. 
open·." This is a bare statement of fact as the accused 
knew it. Then follows in examina.tion of the other 
articles as to which the gravamen· of the chargf is the· 
assertion. of the Editor that the action of the Punjab 
Government was both "unjust and unwarranted," and 
that it had "exposed itself to the severest criticism at 
the [bar of public. opinion." 'Here, toOt the Editor has, 
after.' having reasoned to the reader, led him to the· 
conclusion to which he himself has arrived-a procedure 
held to be entirely justifiable under the test accepted 
by the! Court. itself. The wrong would undo'ubtedly 
be if the Editor had misstated facts. But in every 
case,: as would appear from the articles 'reproduced 
her~with. the writer has fortified himself with· what he·· 

, belived to be facts, and which .so far as the Judgment 
allows tis to see, have. not been controverted. The, 
other two artiCles referred to hy the Court are 'Delhi 
Trag~dy ' . in the issue of the 9th and 'Blazing Indiscre
tion' in the issu·e of the roth. April. ·The ·"Delhi. 
Tragedy·" is a dispassionate review_ of the tragedy of 

·.the 30th March, and .ends with an exhortation to the 
-Governqient of· India to appoint' ~ public inquiry" 
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• Blazing Indiscretion' is undoubtedly an· indictment 
against Sir Michael., O'Dwyer about his speech before 
the Punjab Legislative Council. The speech analysed 
in the article in question certainly contains more than 
one "blazing indiscretion." The truth of t~e matter is 
that the wrong man was in the wrong box, the right 
man to have been in the box of the accused should 
certainly have been Sir ~Iichael O'Dwyer. Had he not 
made inflammatory and irritating speeches, had he not 
belittled leaders, had he not in a most cruel manner 
flouted public opinion and had he not arrested Drs. 
Kitchlew and Satyapal, the history of the last two 
months would have been differently written. My 
purpose, now is not to prove Sir Michael O'Dwyer's 
guilt, but it is to prove Babu Kalinath Roy's complete 
innocence, and to show that he has suffered a grievous 
wrong in the name of British justice, and I do not 
hesitate to ask1Englishmen as I ask my countrymen to 
join me in the prayer for Babu Kalinath Roy's immediate 
release. As Mr. Norton has shown, and quite recently 
Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyer, a Martial Law Tribunal 
was never contemplated to be one for th~ trial of cases 
involving delicate interpretations of difficult sections of 
ordinary enactments. Such tribunals are properly de. 
·signed only for summary justice being·meted out to men 
who are caught red·handed in acts of rebellion or 
crimes which mean, if left unche'cked, complete disrup
tion of society. ' 

One thing more remains to be considered. Why 
·should this case be singl~d out for special treatment 
when it is highly likely that an independent and impar
tial committee is likely to be appointed to overhaul the 
Martial Law administration in the Punjab and so revise 
the sentences passed by the \hrti~l Law Co'urt? ~y 
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answ.er is that Mr. Roy.'s case does not admit of any doubt 
about :it: -It is capable of being -immediately considered 

" by the .Government and if the articles on which the 
charge against Mr. Roy wa·s based do not amount t<> 
·:sedition-as I hold it. does not-he should be immedi· 
ately set free. Moreover time 1s an important con-
.sideration in this case, for Mr. Roy, as Mr. Andrews has 
_pointed out, has a very delicate constitution. 

7th· June 1919 

. MR. TILAK'S ~ERVICES: MR. GANmi!•s . .TRIBUTE 

A· public meeting was held on Saturday evening at 
Shantaram's C.hawl, Girgaum,. Bombay, under the presi
dency of. Mr. Gandhi,. for the purpose of expressing 
;ippreciatlon . of the services· rendered by Mr. Tilak t<> 
India, and calling upon his countrym\n to contribute 
to the expenses incurred by· him in his case against Sir 
Valentine Chirol. The following is a· full translation of 
his sp~ech in,Gujarati: . 
, I, am thanKful to the org~nizers of th~ meeting for 
·asking me to preside. .The goal of every_thinking Indian 
.m.ust be th~ saq1e, though the methods for its attainment 
;may be different and it is a matter~nown to all that my 
·Ways differ from Mr. Tilak's. And yet J would wish t<> 
.heartily associate myself . with every occasion to pay a 
tribute ·to his great services to the couptry, his self
sacrifice, and his learning-and wi~h the present occasion 
in especial. The nation does not honou'r him any the 
Jess fQr his defeat in his case against Sir Valentine 
Chirol. It honours him, if that. were possible, all the 
more and this meetf~g is bu~ a token of it. I have come 
to offer hearty suppor.t to it. 
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Truly speaking I am in no iove with fighting in Ia w 
courts. Victory there does not depend on the truth of 
your case.. Any experienced vakil will bear me out 
that it depends more on the judge, the counsel, and the 
venue of the court. In English there is a proverb that it 
is a! ways the man with the longest purse that wins. 
And there is a good deal of truth in this, as there is 
exaggeration in it. ·The Lokamanya's defeat therefore 
made me only wish he was a Satyagrahi like me, so 
that he would have s~ved himself the bother of victory 
or defeat. And when I saw that far from losing heart 
at the result of his case, far from being disappointed, he 
faced the English public with cool resignation and 
expressed his views to them with equal fearlessness, I 
was proud of him. He has been in his ·life acting to the 
very letter up to what he has believed to be the essential 
teaching of the Gita. He devotes himself entirely to 
what he believes to be his karma, and leaves the result 
thereof to God. Who could withhold admiration from 
one so great? 

I think it our duty to contribute· to the expenses of his 
suit., He surely did not fight for his personal ends, he 
fought in the public interests. I am sure, therefore, that 
you will accept the resolution that is going to be 
proposed this evening to find for Mr. Tilak the expenses 
of his suit, and to express our gratefulness for his 
services to the country. 

19th July 1919 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS 

According to the Hindu year, Lokmanya Tilak enters 
upon his sixty-fourth year to-day~ India is to celebrate 
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the event on the 23rd inst~nt. Among the living Indians 
there are few to-day who have .braved as manv storms ' . as Mr. Tilak has, there are 'few who occupy' the place in 
the 'public estimation that Mr. Tilak does. One may 
differ from. his views and his methods but none can 
doubt his intense patriotism and burning love for his 
country; his great intellectual gifts and his vast learning. 
It has often been said by his. opponents that he is anti
English; 'We .have good reasons to know to the con
trary. 1 He is undoubtedly an unco~promising opponent 

·of bureaucracy but riot of English connection or of the 
English ·'people. Hot from the Congress · work at Cal
cutta in I9I7, the writer remembers his having appeared 
before a purely Indian audience before which he deli
vered a panegyric on British rule such as would have 
delighte.d the heart of any Anglophile.. He paid an 
unstinted tribute to the British effort in the E-arly fifties 
on behalf of the vernaculars. · Indeed his· very work in 
England is an eloquent -demonstration of his faith in the 
desir~ of the British people to do well by: India. We 
wish that the. English officials in India ·could api>reciate 
Mr. Tila~'s ·worth and seek the assistance of nationaJists 
like him in the difficult task of administration. They 
and the.country lose by constant and mutual vilification 
and distrust. 'A little charity, a little trust and it is 
poss.ible ·to remove the growing estrangement between 
the two classes, In wishing Lokmanya ;Tilak many 
happy returns of the day, we would commend the 
thought we have expressed, to the earnest attention of 
Englishmen whol ·we would wish, could share the nation
al rejoicings that woulcl take. place on .Wednesday next 
over the fact th~t the g'reat Indian ha's been spared so 
long for-.the service of India. We wouJd.plead with the 
organisers of the demonstration.that they would make 
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"the day not one for reminding us of the many grievances 
which Mr. Tilak may be long spared to fight against, 
·but that they would mark it as one on which we shall 
pray that we may fit ourselves by sacrifice and righteous
. ness for the task before us of regeneration, and that 
Englishmen may be blessed with the needful wisdom 
to see that the fulfilment of their professed mission is 
to be sought not in distrusting but in fully trusting the 
leaders of the people. 

;!7th. Septe1nber 1919 

HOW NOT TO DO IT 

(By M. K. GANDHI) 

At the very earnest rel'}uest of Mayadevi, 16 years' 
·old wife of Kesar Mal, I reproduce elsewhere * her 
picturesque petition praying for the release of her young 
husband, 21 years old. The case presented seems to me 
to be unanswerable but a good cause has .been spoiled 
by a bad advocate. Though the petition is that of 
Mayadevi, it is quite clear that it is the handiwork of a 
draughtsman who has written in a fit of rage against 
what he has, undoubtedly and with good cause, believed 
to be a monstrous injustice. But anger is short of madness 
.and noblest causes have been damaged by advocates 
affected· with temporary lunacy .. The petition is over
laid with useless adjectives and declamation. Whilst it 
has been a pl·easure to me to dis·sect the many business
like petitions. that have come from that land of sorrow, 
in the present instance I have been obliged to labour 
through violent language to what I consider to be a 
·right conclusion. I do not happen to know the draughts-

. • Omitted in this collection. 
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man of the petition. Mayadevi, who has sent a covering: 
letter equally violently worded, gives me no information 
about the draughtsman. But I do wish as a practised 
draughtsrnan to warn writers of petition, whether they 
be pleaders or otherwise, to think of the cause they may 
be espousing for the time being. I assure them that a 
bare statement of facts unembellished with adjectives is 
far more eloquent and effective than a narrative glowing: 
with exuberent language. Petition writers must under·
stand that they address busy men, not necessarily 
sympathetic, som~times prejudiced, and almost invari·· 
ably prone to·sustain the decisions of their subordinates. 
In the case of the Punjab they .approach a Viceroy and 
a Lieutenant· Governor w~o have preconceived ideas~ 
Petitions have to be read and analysed by public 
workers and journalists who have none too much time· 
at their disposal. I know to my cost how difficult it is. 
for me to do full justice to the value of the papers that 
pour in upon me week to week from the Punjab. I. 
tna.ke a present of my valuable' experience to young 
patriots who wish to try the art of advocating public 
cause by writing petitions or otherwise. I had the 
privilege of serving under the late Mr. Gokhale and for 
a time under the G;O. M. of India. Both told me that 
·if I wanted to be heard I must be brief, I must write to· 
the point and adhere to facts, and never travel beyond 
the cause under notice, .and I must be most sparing in: 
my adjectives .. And if some success has attended my 
effort. it is . due to my acceptance of the golden advice· 
giv~n to me by· the tw.o illustrious decease~. 
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4th October J.9Jf) 

MR. GANDHI'S THA:KKS FOR BRllHDAY GREETH\GS 

The following is the translation from Gujarati of the
letter written by Mr. Gandhi in the" Nava }ivan" of the 
28th September and addressed to those who celebrated 
his birthday :-
Dear Brothers and Sisters, 

I have received numerous telegrams, letters and post 
cards congratulating me upon my 5 Ist birthday. How 
shall I requite all this love~ In what words should l 
express my. gratefulness? There is no doubt that L 
appreciate discriminating and wise affection and that 1 
shun blind affection. It has, therefore, given me much 
pleasure to find that the affection has in many places· 
taken a practical and benefitent form. I have such a 
vivid experience of India's deep proverty that whenever 
money is uselessly spent it seems to me that so much has 
been taken a way from the poor. If all the money that 
has been spent over sending me telegrams had been 
devoted towards purchasing S'\\·adeshi khadi and there- · 
with clothing the deserving naked or towards feeding 
the helpless, would not they have blessed the donors?· 
The curse of the poor has destroyed nations, has de
prived kings of their crowns and the rich of their riches. 
Retributive justice is inexorable. The blessings of the 
poor have made kingdoms flourish. 

The true method of bestowing affection on me is to 
copy such actions of mine as may seem to be worthy of 
imitation. No higher compliment can be paid to a man 
than to follow him. Many took the Swadeshi vow 
on my birthday. Many sisters have sent me parcels 
containing yarn spun by themselves. Many took the 
vow of serving the suppressed classes. The Ahmedabad 
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:Swadeshi Store managers broke through the many 
difficulties that faced them and decided that day to lower 
their prices. ' The managers of the S wades hi Bhandar 
·in Surat have· done likewise. 5uch methods of celebrat
,ing birthdays are a sign of enlightened affection and one 
\would welcome such birthdays for ever so as to enable 
'men and women to take forward steps from day to day. 

Bhagini Samaj has decided to present me with a purse. 
This· places a heavy responsibility upon me. It requires 
.me to solve the difficulty of making the best use of it. 

But this I am able to say without much forethought 
that I shall make use of it for some of the women of 
India. I shall feel grateful to those sisters and brothers 
-who will give me benefit of their advice as to the 
best way of utilising the funds. . 

All have wished me lol1g life.• My desire is to close 
this life searching for truth, acting truth and thinking 
truth and that alone and I request the blessings of the 
nation that that desire of mine may be fulfilled. 

I hope that those who have sent me telegrams and 
· letters will excuse me ·for my inability to send them 

separate acknowledgments. 
M.K. G.' 
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12th Jauuary 192i! 

NEXT IS GUNPOWDER 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

The reader will peruse with careful attention the· 
informing resume* by K. of the new type of repression 
that is fast coming into vogue. It is possible that there 
is exaggeration in the details but almost all the reports 
hitherto received from non-co-operation quarters have· 
proved so accurate and the denials so false that I am not 
disposed to discount the graphic det~ils collected by K. 
from the correspondence received by me and from the 
newspapers. 

The police are mostly our own countrymen but it is· 
evident that they are being incited to become lawiess 
by the example and the precept of their superior officers. 
When a mob beco.mes unruly, it knows no better; when 
the police become unruly, their action is deliberate and 
unpardonable. The mob frenzy can be controlled, the 
police frenzy spells disaster for an unprepared people. 
We have groaned undedt all these long ·years. Thank 
God, India is to.day prepared to meet the ordered frenzy 
of the Government 

We must tear down the mask of the so-called enforce
ment of the ordinary law against so-called intimidators 
.and we must invite and welcome honest martial law. 
O'Dwyerism and Oyerism are honest ideals, be they ever 
so indefensible. But what is going on in India to-day is 
indescribable hypocrisy. 

'Seep. 1312 
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If it is true that u:1der the cover of distress warrants 
<the police have en.tered our homes in Beqares and taken 
.away ornaments even from the inmates, if it is true that 
·in Buland5haher under the pretence of preserving order 
they have entered-people's home's in order to assualt them 
·if it is true that they have stripped prisoners almost 
naked in order to exe:::ute distress warrants, the case is 
-co11plete for the fiercest Civil Disobedience of the most 
-aggressive type consistently with the preservation of 
nob~violence· on our side.·. We must not wait for gun
\powde{ to be used upon helpless people nor can. we 
.afford to put an undue strain upon the people's patience 
by merely remaining on·the defensive and letting the 

·Government agents pillage and plunder our homes. We 
must draw the gunpowder.on our own heads and that too 
at the earliest possible opportunity. We the princ~pal 

workers cannot afford· to watch with philosophic calm
ties~ th'ese exasperating criminal assaults upon..ipoffen-

. . I 

:sive people· although ·they are volunteers and have 
therefore undertaken to suffer. · 

The shooting' of a Mussalman youth by a European 
·'ybuth' (are European youths armed?) for the crime of 
wearing or selling (whichever 'it was) a Khadi ·cap, 

. cannot be ·pa'ssed ·by in silence. ·we must ave·nge ·the 
wrong H necessary by inviting the shooting on our own 
heads. ., ~ · · 

The Government want to goad us· into violence or 
ab)ect · submission. We must do neither.' Vfe must 

1retort by· 'such Civil Disobedience as would compel 
shooting. , 

They want civil war. We must not play into ·their 
hands. Here is what, I call open canvassing for civil' 
war. The Magistrate of Aligadh is responsible for the 

1following circular to the Kaise! of the Aligadh District:-
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"As you are doubtless a ware the Khilafat and 
·Congress Volunteers have been declared by the Local 
Government. to be illegal associations and orders have 
been received for: their suppression. T~ey are beM 
coming very active in Aligadh and may at any time 
give trouble in Hathras also by picketing shops, 
intimidation and by causing loss and annoyance to 
private persons as well as to Government. 

"The number of police at my disposal is limited and 
I am very reluctant to ask for military assistance in 
dealing with a matter of this kind unless it leads to 
actual and violent disorder. 

11 I am therefore writing to a number of the leading 
Raises and gentlemen of the District to ask for their 
assistance in case the pres.ent trouble proves to be too 
widespread for the police to deal without undue fatigue 
.and harassment. . If you are willing to help me in this 
matter, I would ask you kindly to sleet 50 of your 
retainers and tenants, stout able-bodied men, whom you 
could send in, on receiving· a message that they tre 
required for enrolment as special police. 

"At present it is only necessary that selection of the 
men should be made and list prepared of their names 
and residence so that they can be readily collected when 
called for. 

" I shall be glad to hear from you in due course." 
(Sd) J. C. Smith. 

We must refuse the bait by letting the g~lible Raises 
qo as they like. We must seek only such forms of Civil 
Disobedience as would prevent any clash with our own 
people, whether turned into civil guard or still laymen. 
Given unflinching courage and preservation of complete 
non-violence~ the fight can. be brought to a victorious end 
inside of a month. ~1ay God ~rant India light and courage. 
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I had hoped that the pledge to face death was a 
distant event. Evidently Go1· wills that we must be 
tested thoroughly and well. In His- name was the battle 
begun. He ~ust give us the strengt~ to go through it. 

12th J anum~y 19.e2 

WHAT NEXT? 

If arrests and imprisonments have become the order of 
the day, they are. now being followed by frequent cases 
of assault and calculated brutality of which we nave 
already given the reader some illustrations. Govern
ment censorship is preventing many cases from coming 
to light in proper time, but no veil of darkness can'ever 
cover ·up truth from view for all time. And reports are 
pouring in from Assa'm, from Amritsar, from Buland
shaher and other parts ·of the country, of what the 
Government are dojng to strike . terror into the heart 
of the people, the only method which a Government, that 
is based on tyranny and finds its sap in the weakness of 
the governeCi,' can by the very nature of things adopt to 
save itself from ruin. 

·· ·And so from Assam the Secretary of the District 
Congress Committee of Gauhati writes, that the Govern· 

I 

ment has given a carte blanche to· the Gurkhas who have 
been posted'there to behave themselves in any way they 
like. ·At N~bari, Kamrup, after the order of processions 
under section 144 Cr. P. C. the police seized all the drufi\.s 
and other:· musical' instruments in that little town. But 
after a day "they .were pleased to' summon the owners of 
those· instruments to return. to them their things: But 
when the , people 'got back their things, a party of 
Gurkhas 'fell upon thern, broke all the instruments, and 
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assaulted with lathis indiscriminately.- Seven volunteers 
whom the Gurkhas met on the road on another occasion 
were similarly assaulted. Many· innocent passers by 
were also beaten by them at will. At Boka, some so 
miles away from Gauhati, which is· a very·strong centre 
of non-co-operation activities, Mr. Bentinck, the D,· C. of 
Kamrup, went with a number of Gurkhas and constables 
and stayed for several days during which he flogged two 
men and threatened a third with shooting for refusing to 
work as' Begar.' But the latter, nothing daunted, ex
posed his breast ·to be fired at.' The D. C. got a blank 
fire to be shot, but that did not shake the determination 
of the brave man. · 

From Assam let the reader turn his attention to 
Amdtsar. A correspondent writes:-" On the 14th 
December, 38 vo)inteers were arres~ed. They are await
ing their trial as yet.' On this occasion, as on a previous 
occasion, some three days back, the behaviour of the 
police and the office'rs over them was very mischievous. 
and brutal. l call it mischievous because it was not an 
ordinary provocation. You have: perhaps read some 
meagre ·account' of the fact that the: police even pulled 
the beard of a Mussalman volunteer. On the I4th, the 
assault was directed more on the sur.rounding spectators 
than the volunteers. The whip and the cane were mer
cilessly ·used on them. But thanks to the emphasis on 
·non-violence and· the discipline to which the country has 
been · subjected under the Congress programme, there 
was no counter-madness, no counter-demonstration of 
violence. People bore this all boldly and many offered 
themselves for arrest." 

After this, the correspondent relates the incident of the 
19th, which bas called forth a letter of stron.g ·and 
emphatic protest from the MuniCipal Commissioners of 

83 
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Amrhsar, : L~t ·:.us. folloW the · namnive o.f, the corres
PPPQ~IJt =~~'.A..· ~b~lld .of. volunteers ~nder tbeir ~~ptain 
V.{aS.QIJU.<tb~ ~~rn~sted ,and pa.ssed throJ.Igh ro.any streets 
:;tnging ~.~ti.o.PaJ. songs~ ~Near the· .Cloc~· Tow.er Chauk, 
th~Y. w~nk~Qof.rpnted. :With tht:: mou!lt.~dj poJice, an.d some 
tlf~y t,Q: ~ix;ty :Gpr~b.§s.-: Firmed: witll pig~ J~this l)lQJJJited 
with.: J:>n,l§sr»ob~.. Tbes~ I~tbis.lv~.ve r~plac~!i t~~ ri&~~ 
iln9: b~ypneJ~ .. 't ·The ~S.OIJ!ars. had 'rif}~~' ;,1 p~l.t qf. cart:
rjq~~.s :~Q.~.J Ia .. ~tiro.· c~n~ .. The : vpbmte.er~ . were .. at 
.Qnc~ .. ~urr,Ql,tnp~~; Up,ot;1. .this, tl}.ey feU t<>. ~.bt'!jr pr~y.ers, 
~ach acconJing .tQ th.e_ custom ,Qf hi$ religio!l~- iA crowq pf 
.so~~ fift~~IJ. to tweQ,ty thousan9s. ·geJ.t})..ere.4: .. tQ, see Jhe 
arrest of the volunteers. At the biddiqg .PUb!!. Akalis 
.qr ,tQe. V9hlP.te.ers aU the people sat d.owq. :Jlt.e S,I.Jp~rin
t~~der.tt;of rolice ~hq; M~Cqmpa,ni~c}. ~Q~ .. fQr.ce .ask.~d th~ 
.pe_opJe.tQ ~pv,e' &W~Y.J)!lt :tb~y cJ.id,,~Qt; · ThM. Q~gan. 
.t)le. b~~tipg, ~mq c;.tnjpg of. tb~ cr.owdl I rne Gu.r.k)las 
-chargeil!· ~~- iL tq~y . w~r~ thp~pting. jp ~h~il: p~ypn~~s. 
Th~_ca9~ .. wa~; ,applied ~P furjousJy,,. !h~· bJ.qws from 
)~ t}li~ YJere. t~!~~Y _laW~. , Th~ .. $up~rin~~riden~ .. PQ~ qn ly 
~up(frint,~Qd~~ ~ll JRis, Q.~~ ~im.self pl~:Ye.~ ... !Q~ h~rq! ··JVIy 
,f!ephevy §!lW §9.Q.!e thrt'le pr f~;w..r sm~ll Qoys ofr:s~y ~ight 
o.r: t:lin_e, Yk~rS: r_ece~vjng ~Qe.l~sb.e~·of ~ $bprt ripjgg wbjp. 
Tl}~y ;w~~e ·mer~iJ~esJy lasl}~g, . J . h~v~. H Pll good: 

. autho~i;y ~h«J.t, tpel KQt.w~l remopstr~t~~ wi~l) tl)t! officer· 
th~J ~)ley,(:ouldl arres~ til~ p,eople, bJ.ltJ Q,Qt · beq.t ·tP.em in1 
that f.a~~ign, .wher~upo.t;l sqme QQtwords w.ere eJchanged. 
betw~_en the two. ,.Then· the .. madne"ss· stpppe.d. Xhe~ 

beauty P.f ,all . ~h~~ was; tn~t. the· yqJume.er~, were · nott· 
arre~ted.iit fl.IJ~ ~', .. ; · .: . , " · , 

But all these atrocious deeds seem to be ov~rsh~dowed' 
by. ~hat has b~en don~ in .Bulaodsl)aher v;pere the .Sub
Pivisiopjil Mt~gistr:ate, ~itb the knowle.dge of the Pis

. trict MagistrMe, !lnd perhaps also wHh his consen.t: 
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descended to the level of a Ia wless marauder with all 
1he weapons of law at his command. The sit~a~ion 
developeq in this \Vay; V.olunteers began to p,e ~nrolled 
from the 16th December. 0~ the 17th, two batches of 
volunteers reached the Kot wali, of whom I~ fr,C?m ~h~ 
first batch and 8 from the second \Vere arrepte~ by tl"~e 
joint Magi,str.ate. Th.~p from the J8th to ~q1e 2}st, ~he 
volun~eers wept on with their work unmoleste~~ 1 pn ~he 
22nd, th~ Di~trict was proclaim~d, section 30 of th,e 
Polic.e Act was promulgated and Indian and. E9rop,ean 
milit~ry wjth four machine guns parad~d through ~he 

town. On the 23rd, when some of the volupt,eer.s . were 
returning fr.om. duty, they were caught .~P pn ~he war. 
by ~he poHc~;'!-nd mercilessly beate,n )Yjth b~'9ns, .Cat;l.~S, 
lat.his and 1even shoes. But .this diq not demoral1se the 

.I I .L• ,, ' 1 ' · 1 'j ., I 'I; 

volunteers. They were again qut pn the f4t~. .When 
they r,e~ch.ed .~h.e ,Chowk ~azaar, ]hey met th,e c~vi·l an~ 
armed pp~ice unqer the comman,q of. a Sub~lnsiJector, 
who ~ils· a~companied by other Sub-InsP,ectors. On 
account of Jhe previOt.tS day'~ happening.s. tP,,e puql~.c h~d 
cro"fded in very large numbers to see what was goirg 
to be done by Jhe police who appeared t.o have ~pme 
with i;i determined policy. As a~ticip~ted, th.e poli~e at 
once began to belabour the pub)ic ~t;t~ tqe .voh.lflt;eers 
with thic~ qnes, )a this and ba~qns,9uit~ i,rydiscrirninately 
and very severely. All remained firm and quite non~ 
violent. .Qne Shivlal .wa~ .very ~yrciles~ly beaten · ~n·d 
was lef~ by the police in an unconscious ~tate. He ~a·s 
·quite unconscious till last night (December.~7tb). Owing 
to the e~e.rpplary attitude of the volunteers ,and ,tqe 
people, the hearts of the police begjln to fail aqd they 
called Mr. Niaz Mohd. Sub-Divisional Magistrat.e, for 
help. The str~ngth of the crowd had py this time risen 
to several thousands. Soon after his arrival, Mr. f\1. ~ia~ 
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Moh~i.' 'allowed·· the volunteers to pro'ceed· and kept back 
the: police. ), He also· called the European military fr.om' 
their'' 'camping gromid~ The 1 bazaar began to be dosed 
n1~stly ·out of fear· of military excesses. and partlyt 
thrbugh ihe pressure 'of the· police. The S.D.M. begarr 
to tertorise the! people in many ways. ije arrested B~ 
Shia~ Nath B.A., student of L:L.B. Class, B. A tar Singh~ 
B.A.,· LL.B;, Vakil practising at Bulandshaher, for 
reasons best kriown · to him. , Ch. Amar Singh and M. 
Syed 1Ali were· also arrested under the same circum.:: 
s'tanc~sl None· of the four· were enrolled as volunteers.: 
Thepolice began to chase people and beat them even in· 
their interior streets and in their shops and houses,. 
wherever they could overtake them. Efforts welie made 
to 'create; a:. ·panic in· the· whole ·town •. All the ·four 
gentlemen.'were ;handcuffed in ,pairs and' marched· at 
their rui1ning speed,· accompanied by the S.D.M., Police 
Sub-Inspectors and the ·rest of armed paraphernalia~· 
ccmsisting1 of ·civil and military police· and European 

. htilitaiy, equipped with the machine gun~ to the District 
JaiL . · 

But the story does ·not end here. Again on 25th Decem.i 
her 1921~ a batch of Bugrasi volunteers, many of whom 
were sturdy Pathims; was out on I its usual rounds.' M. 
Niaz Mohd:wit.h his police force went to meet them half 
way. ·. There was no public with the volunteers as the 

, latter had I warned them on account' of tile anticipated 
action of the • police. The S.D.M. first called the few 
volunteers, on"e by one. 'rhejr· were individually and 
consecutively' 1 belaboured' by the S.D.M. land many a 
constable all at a time.. Some of them received 25 to so 
c'uts <lbatons~ canes and lath is. Thely suffered all that 
without the·teast ·murmur or 'tomplaint. They then fell 
on1'thJ'gr(mnd and fainted. The· constables were then 
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.()rdered to carry them one by one in different directions. 
The rest of the volunteers were all standing in a 
dignified mood to a wait their share of sacrifice. They 
, were then attacked all in a body by the entire police 
force and were most cruelly belaboured. Many of fhem 
had no strength left to cover even a few paces of 
distance and were consequently found lying on the 
.ground in streets close by. · 

The S. 0. M. with his other companions then turned 
towards the bazaar. He offered gratuitous insults and 
injuries to individual shopkeepers and peaceful people 
who were busy marketing or doing other business: Such 
men were indiscriminately beaten by the S. D. M. and 
by the police at his command and were forcibly made 
to go to pointed directions on pain of punishment which 
was still more severely inflicted, if there was the lea~t 
deviation in the way of obeying it. Normal pace also 
invited punishment, because it suited the fancy of the S. 
D. :\1. to see men running before him quite irrespective 
of any consideration of age or position. A prominent 
physician, while returning from a patient's house after a 
visit, happened to pass the same street. He was directed 
to move in a different direction than the one in which 
his house was. He was severely beaten in spite of his 
repeatedly telling the S. D. M. that he was going to his 
house which was quite close by. He was mercilessly 
belaboured by the S. D. M. and conptables. and the 
Sub-Inspectors and was ultimately left with~ the re
mark .that he appeared to have gone mad. He is up 
till now in bed, unable to move and passes urine with 
·difficulty and has had no motions. Men who had run 
upstairs to save themselves from such treatment were 
forciply taken down and beaten. A Vakil of the H\gh 
Court, standing alone in his residential Q\)arters in the 

I 
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·second siory, abhttin~ the said road was ordered to move 
back arid go into his interior rooms as such actions did 
not suit ~Jie· fancy· 'of the s.· D. M. Three 'men, including 
a Doctor, were abusively addressed and compelled to· 
salute him olD. pain of being beaten. A Mukhtiar, sitting: 
on the same boctot'tdispensary, was· ordered to go a way 
to'bis house and while he was coming down from the· 
shop was given a stroke of cane on his back for not 
:going away as· quickly as suited the fancy of the S.D.M . 
. A coriipounder in the same place. was also made to run 
away, Hut was spared the cane because he was p·ointed. 
out' to· bee' in Government service. · A shopkeeper with. 
1

SOme ofhhf friends was confined i'n a shop. arid bolted 
·from du't~ide by the Superintendent of Police for reasons; 
besf kno'wii td nim: A police constable who has recently 
resignea oti account of non..:co-operatiori was beaten with 
i. ddizda OflrhiS T head Which broke and begari tO bleed. 
Tlie · Congress' to;rnmittee office ·was entered by tht: 
S'. D. M. and· some of the police force.1 Some volunteen: 
were ptesetit thet~.' The room was ordered to be vacatec 
'within ;:( few minutes, otherwi'se opening of fire wa~ 
'threatened'. Papers· lying in· the outer portion of th(\ 
buiidin:~ were either torn to pieces and thrown outside 01 
were taY:eti a way without preparation 'of any' list of therr 
tir' any ';other prc>peity. Drinking water ·vessels werij 
tiroken and the lfntern was smashed to pieces. Sorn« 
beddings ana· 'blankets with some other property wer1• 
taken 'a#ay. tne owner of the building was ordered t( 
'get the rooms~ vacated at onc'e, which he did by lockinl 
'th;e' dcibr Of the office with his own lock. The rodrri wa 
1Ht trf ~ fop'syftirvy condition'. The officer \\·ent irito a· 
inferior iiwhalfa 'an'd ascending the roofs of some' of th 
h'ouses uttered I ibost indecent and foul 'abase iti th 
presence and within the hearing of Pard1.nashin ladies. 
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Judgment against the arrested volunteers has been 
passed and they have been sentenced to various terms 
of rigorous imprisonment. But what is new and takes 
away even' the forms of legality from the ·imposition of 
Ia wless Ia ws of the Government is that the relatives of 
the accused volunteers have been penalised, imd their 
movable property consisting of cooking utensils, lamps, 
and ornaments from the persons of the ladies of their 
families have been forcibly attached by the police, while 
in two cases, even the· neighbours were' made to pay fine 
in cash on behalf of the accused volunteers. 

Another instance of unprovoked attack on harmless 
people comes from a place in the Rangpur District of 
Bengal, where on 'the· 30th December last, a band of 
Gurkhas, numbering 3o, fully armed, suddenly appeared· 
at the Hat (bi-weekly bazaar) with a Sub~Inspector at' 
their head. The Hat was attended by thousands of 
unarmed, inoffensive people ·of all ages to buy ·or sell 
things. The Gurkhas, without any ca.use or provocation, 
quite suddenly fell upon the unsuspecting assembly and 
charged with their weapons. Many people have been 
wounded, although the exact number has not yet been 
ascertained. Six are in .local hospital, the condition of 
two of whom is regarded as serious. 

Lawlessness of the worst kind is being adopted by the 
police in Benares to stifle the volunteer movement,· in~ 
stances of which are coming out from day to' ·day in 
the columns of the local paper Aj as ·statements of 
volunteers a:nd letters from othet sufferers. In a note~ 
the A.i writes that they do not he~itate to enter the 
Zenana, and attach anything they came across including 
thing!~ of immediate use, blail.kets, utensils &c., without 
even enqumng whether they belorig to the accused 
persons or not. It is also alleged that ornaments were 
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taken off the. pers'on of women and that·. Stridhan was 
not respeGte.d. , One volunteer., stat~s. ·that,· . aft~r the 
conclusjoq of. their case, the volupte~rs. ·_we.re then and 
th.ere d~nuded of, th.eirl dothe,s after . whjGh_ jt was anno
unced that .the:· things would be put up for auction sale .. 
Things that were.~ot saleable ~nd ~~PeGi~lly the. white 
caps. were toJ be, bUrnt. Another. volunteer .says .that 
before: their release lit midnight from the haj(J,t, t~ey w.ere 
strippe!f :of all; clotblng.• :.One co~responqen~ writes 
under h,eading,-;-:-'~Is it atta~hment or: dacqity? "-that; 
the police came w.hen he was not. at home and forcibly. 
entering the hous~ took a way cash, orn~~ents and other 
things.,. T.w:o other corre.spo.ndents write that in their 
absence the,· police .broke ,open the Jock of the doo~s of 
~their ·houses, and. while .the one, was ·Jucky enough to 
save his thjngs o.n paym.ent of fifty rupees cash,tbe other 
found eyerything 1 takeQ :a way in payment, as he heard 
from his .. neighbo~s on his r~turn, of a fine of ten rupees 
impos~d.pn,one _pf.his relatives who is a volunteer. 

K. 

19th January· 1922. 
I 

·FLOGGiNG IN 'PRISONS ' 
i. ' 

~ lrhe foll9wing i~ the tr~n~latior;t of a. letter received 
frqmMr. Mahadev Desai on his way to theiAg.ra jail. It. 
is. pnssib.le that the .. posting o(the letter is a breach of 
jail discipline. · l hate any ·breach oCdis;iplin~, but in 
~his· it;lstanc.e I· have no ;choice •. Duty· ~om pels me to 
publish, the le_tter as it has .compelled, Mr. Desai to· post 
the ·Jetter. I do not mind Mahadev Desai being rewar~ 
ded .with flogging for·.the indi~cipline. which is certainly 
more mischievqus than the refusal t.o wear lousy clothes 
or the innocent shouts of.jais-:M. K;; G. ] 
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Near Etawa, 
En route to Agra, 

Dated lOth morning • 
. I feel like one ·who has long been pent up in a dark 

and ill~ventilated cell and who all at once finds himself 
inhaling deep draughts of the fresh air of heaven. You 
·can easily imagine what longing I must· have had to 
write to you, I who was in the habit of writing to you 
almost daily and of thus easing the many troubles of my 
mind .. We are permitted to write one letter in a fort· 
night; the letter again must be in English and must be 
forwarded through the Superintendent. Howthen could 
] hope to tell you everything that was happening behind 
the prison walls ? But yesternight, we were set free, at 
·teast till we reached Agra .. And this morning we are 
·on our way thereto. 

Yesternight, 39 of us started from N aini in a prison 
van comprising four barred compartments, each being 3 
·cubits long and 5 broad. The bars were apparently not 
considered to be an adequate safeguard; for the prison 
·van· has no doors and no windows. Only there are 
<:rooked holes, one inch broad by the side of the carriage 
for the passage of air. I asked the Serg~ant who escorts 

·US whether there was any intention of repeating the 
Moplah tragedy .. The poor fellow naively replied that 
there was no fear, as it was winter and that it would have 
been intolerable, had it been summer. Besides the four 
prisoners' compartments, there was a fifth which was 
like ordinary third class and was meant for our friends, 
·the guard. Should they not have sufficient light and air 
to be able to keep us in a suffocated condition? 

Devdas and Durga: (Mrs. Desai) were at Allahabad 
:Station to see us. They could not have a view of our 
.faces, but they stood outside,near the place where I was, 



and we coul'd have a hearty talk. From this prison varu 
I could 'inform: Devdas of the many horrors about whiclb 
I had been unable: to tell him anything in the jail; for,. 
the :police wb6 escort us do not act ·as jailors. So some
of th'e things-in this letter will have already appeared in 
Devdas '.Jndep(rrtdent before~ this reaches you. 

'· We had had batdly a wink of sleep ftom· about one or 
two o'Clock; ·when affour we .Were roused at Cawnpore. 
The 'sergeant said;·' Oesai1·Govind and KHshnakant> 
Malaviyai Shahsaheb and two others, foilow me. We· 
shall seat yod etseVihere, so that there rriight be more
rdom · bete.' I eouM not understand h{)w this- selection 
was I made; but . it 'looked like segregation, and so I said 
that' any seven· of us would tome, but not 'the seven that 
were named. ·Tfie sergeant replied that only those whom 
he named must come as he did not ·khow the rest and· 
therefore could· h1oHake the risk of seating any of them 

'd " in -an or inary ·compartment. As 'political' prisoners, . 
. some· of us had our. own clothes on; ·with the exception. 

of these three or· "four, the rest were in jail dress and in 
irons; so that o~r shame (even as :it was) was boundless!. 
To it w~s nowaa'd:ed the insult of being considered more 
~trustworthy ' than ihe rest.· I though€ the three out of 
the' seven would be' ordiila'ry. 'prisoners; arid that with 
the aid of light;, t would have ari opportunity of writing· 
to you; an·opportru1ity not lightly tO' be· allowed to slip 
as I could not hope· to have' it anywhere eise; and so we
came out .. I aril; wtiting this in, ari ordinary third class 
£otripartrileilt. 'Seven policemen are mounting guard 
over US s'even (!(!~I' ' 

. But I rriust cat ·this story short, as there is little time 
arid' much· to· write. How can I give you an idea of the 
perpiexities we have suffered on ·ac-count of your in june~ 
tion, that we shouid obey all orders in jail? Every moment: 
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we are troubled by doubts as to what to obey and what 
not. to obey, as always the sun sets on noveT experiences 
and on various oppressions. So I am not at all certain' 
as to the propriety of my conduct on every occasion 
when I have been anxious to obey. · 

I am not going to detail here all the experiences in 
jail. That would take many letters like this, and this 
is hardly the time for it. I am going to give such s~lect 
information as I think ought to be placed before the 
public. 

I was taken to Naini jail on the 24th and was at once· 
takeri in the presence of the Superintendent, who said 
angrily, 'Look here. you may be· a· non-co-operator or· 
·anything you please, but here you are a prisoner like all' 
others and wiii be treated accordingly. You will tire of 
your life out here, but I can't help it. We will not trouble· 
:you so long as y"ou' do not trouble us.' 

This homily over, I was soon taken to my own cell. I 
had previously' resolved that I should accept everything. 
cheerfully including jail· dress and ·irons. So I put on 
jail dress as soon as it was given to me. Fifteen 
members of the Provincial Committee had arrived here a 
week bef?re me, and their celt was adjoiiling mine. I 
got the news, after I had changed my dress, that one of 
them had refused to put on jail dress and had 
consequent1y received a flogging. The jail authorities. 
were somewhat surprised to find that I had accepted the· 
change in dress without demur. I was given a rough 
·woollen coat, worn almost threadbare by long use, a· 
shirt worn out by some prisoner of twice my size and' 
emitting horrible stink, an equally dirty pair of shirts. 
and loincloth, along with two blankets as bedding. In a· 
few minutes I felt an itching sensation, and an inspection 
at one or two places resulted in the find of a pretty big 
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: ·l.ouse. It was difficult. to say wh~the~: the v~rmin lived 
· .in the bll}nket or the shirt, but as .there was fairly bitter 
·.cold, ,I had to choose between lice and offensi~e smell • 
. .I elected agaio·s·t. the sm~~I, placed the c~~t ~s ~·pillow, 
; ·put away the shirt, a~d pecided to pass the ~ight under 
~ t~e sole protection of the blanket~ I had thought that as 
',1 was dead tired, :I would sleep sout;~dly. But tq~ lice in 
the bl~nket never cea~ed troubli~g me. ~My friends in 

. the adjoining. cell gave me fro~ their place~ an account 
' of the misbehaviour of the jailor and the superintendent. 
·yOne of t~em was flogged for the grave offence ot not 
::standing up .and pushing his hand out through the bars, 

when the jailor. arrived 1 Another suffered the same . . .. . . . 

:·punishment for refusing to wear dirty cloth~s I Add to 
~:the sti.ngs of lie~ .lhe noisy. cries, rending the heavens, 
.. with which priso~ers1 

were counted .. every. quarte~ of ~n 
· hour from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. and you can understand that 
: I g_ot hardly any sleep. But I knew_ th~t sheer phys~cal 
· necessity would induce sle~p: on the following days,, no 
:matter ~f I :was un.able 'to sleep· on the first~ · 
! I took no food in the evening, as] did not fe€fl inciined. 
J was given a! large iron bowl for ·eating and _drinking. · 
In spite of all the scrubbing I .could give it, I found in 

:the mornin~ th,at the ·,water i~Jt had· turned blood-red 
~with :rust. We were taken .out thrice in the day for 
, drinking: wa~er .and for .natur~l purp~ses. Ther~wa~ a 
:p~ved reservoir from· which all. of us. were to have .our 
water by putting our bowls i,nto .it, Filterjng the water 

·.was out of the question,. as we V{~re not provided with 
~a~y extra pie~~ of ~~oth. . > ; ... • . ._ . · · 

[At tijis point, ,the Sergeant. sees mewr~ting and gives 
:~me noticeJtb_at I should not pass any of ,mY writing to 
~-my friends~. So I .mustpe brief.} . 
•: · For· ba~hing purposes, thers was a long pavedchannel 
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joining with the reservoir mentioned a hove. We were 
all to sit in it and bathe. As for food, we were given 
Dalia (a porridge of pounded wheat) in the morning, 
wheat bread and dal at noon, and the same bread and a 
vegetable in the evening. What shall I say as to how I 
liked this appetising menu ? The other prisoners were 
taking it all right, and so I can hardly describe it as 
falling within your definition of. food, unfit for human I 

consumption. 
But let me now come to other matters. There is a rule 

that a newly arrived prisoner is only confined and 
not given any work for the first ten days of his 
term. So my friends of the Provincial Committee and 
myself, having no work, were given books which we 
read, heard the bitter language of the jailor and the 
superintendent in the mornings and saw prisoners 
striking and abusing one another. The second day, I 
requested the superintendent to ·give us spinning 
wheels or let us have them from our homes. He replied 
that wheels were given to women and that Government 
who spent 10 rupees on each prisoner had somehow to· 
manage to raise a like amount out of his labour, and that 
therefore grinding was given to him. I said that, if the 
Government I had commonsense, they could earn soo . 
rupees out of our work. He angrily asked, if he was to 
get us to write articles. · ' 

In answer to my companions, the superintendent said, . 
' Owing to you, disloyal people .having arrived, I could 
not get my leave for ten days· sanctionea. We have to . 
suffer much on account ·of you. · You must behave . 
properly. Do not think I am alone. I have fifty millions 
of people behind me (referring to the population of 
England). · 

This 'went on for a few days. The ten days' period. 
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·of th~ Provincial Coll)mitt.e,e p~op\e \V~S $Oon qver, and 
they ·fen~ made ~o wea}i ~n iron n~ck,ring and a .'1\'ooden 
ta_blet,. _sijo~jng th.e Section ~ga~nst ~9ic~ they had 
-offen4.e~ an_<;l ~he. te_rm pf .the sel)te~ce of ilfl.prisopm_ent. 
They .. alre(:l,dy lhad ·irons .on ,their fe~t The . same . <;lay. 
they. lo$t · th_efr lou$y. ~Iothes ,an~i.. ~ot . pe'Y . one~. My 
-clothes ;w,ere.. still the ~am.e, bu~ I·: pad r~mained: 
barewbqdi.ed fo.r ~WO: gays, f;lQd W.ashe.d ,them ~):lqro~ghly 
·with earth. Thus the stink had disappearf!d ~nd my 
f~i~t;tq_shad ,cQmbige_d f,o,: OQe .or two ,d~y~ .~o p(ck out 
the ~ice fr.om my ~Jankets in tn.e sunshine. .. 

.. When t.h_e frienc;ls lef~, IJ~lt $Omewl}at l?nely ,an.~ ~o, 
.graduil~ly: grey(. v~ry fri_e,n,dly :wi~h the lqther. prh;oqers,, 
·some ,qfJQ.ell1.4a.coits .. An:gld wan ;wi~h a t~.r:lll pfs~y~n. 
y~ars' i}llprj~q_n~~nt j:ame 9f!ar my ·c.ell ~nd $!it t:~e.ilr, 
the 9qor. I. ~,reag the . R.amay(:lD,CJ. ~P ,hi.m · )lnd .. he. 

·ef(poun ded i.t~ , H~ rwas a m~n· Qf 1))1-!ch .. c.o~rp..Qn pe)l~e. 
an <;I ~no~leqg~ .. , Jle, pad the Ramayan~-: by . q~art.· 
Then we [I'tci.te.d /Jha}q.rts an,d m_any pr\$O.Q,er§ b,egan ~Q 
·sit ne.ar>~y,ceJJ_.: Prisoner$ h.ere, ~.r.e. ~~\y ·,di.yi_Q.e.d·in,tq, 
two.,.cla$&~_s, n,~tjop~l P.P.~ ;G;Qyerpm~!l.l: .prispn.ers, i •. e.,. 

·Ordin$J'.f, . prisoper,s. a'J)d, pq-li_tic.~J.s. rh,e P,O~i_tic~,JS ~re 
,gp.1 tefqlly · ~dm.ired and· ~~ry~d !?Y ,tQ.e '"qther,sf_ . : 

While- t:nY p_e\V friendships .. ~ere JQ.gs f:loqri~~ipg,_ J had. 
he~rd ~h_at t~e P!ovinci.al frien;ds h_a,d b.~JeJl gi,v.en h_~r~, 
·labour. Eleven had to grind fifte~n s.eers of, 1corn; every: 
·day, aQd tp.e qeputy j~i.lor. h~d .. o~d~red ·the .~o.nvjct 
warde.r ~o h_a.~q$S ~h~m. in all possibl~ wp.y~,. in ord~r that' 

·they ,might ;wea~en ~nd ~pologise.: One. or tw~. Qf .tbes_e, 
poo,r. m,en ~ell ill· ip tw;9 days. 411 had :warts ;OQ th_ei_r) 
palms, but had _in t~ree orfou~days progress~d ~P to iil:>oat 
n~ne seers, wh~n I rec,eiv~.cJ, the news that. the GQve,rn-) 
·ment had directed that I should. be treated as a potiticl;ll 
·prisoner. I was sorry for tpis. While my friends .were 
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:given hard labour, i was denJed the.privpege of spiritua,I 
-elevation through physical suffering. , MY own clothes, 
in which I had ,arriv~d. in jail and in which I wa~ 
furbished up for the day wpen Devqas and Durga w~re 
to see me in order: that ~he might, not ta~e fright at the 
·convict's dress, were returned t9 me, but the 'Gandhi 
·cap' was withheld. I asked the superintendent what it 
was. He could not explain anything beyonq saying 
that it was like the one I wore and that I wpuld pot pe 
allowed to . wear it. I might change . the shape, . h~ 
.f!dded, or wear a Fez like Sherwani's. I laughed and 
:said that I , would do neither. 'Then you, must go 
bareheaded,' he said. I agreed. I had thougpt pf ref us· 
·ing to· take the other ordinary clotl)eS, but then I 
remembered your'Model Prisoner'* and quietly submitted. 

I passed my. first day as a poJit!cal prisoner in great 
trouble. But the n~xt day l was at ease, a~ I realised 
that .even so there was an opportunity of suffering. Sor11e 
·of my friends descriped their personal experience. Ther~ 
is a youn~ man, named Kailasnath, still in his teens, t~e 
-son of a w.ell-known pleader of Cawrpore and a politic~} 
prisoner. Being religiously minded, he ta~es food .after 
bath, worship and the application of sandal p~int .etc. to 
the forehead. The jailor pad admitted sandal and other 
things for nim, but wheQ one day, he ~aw. the sanqal 
mark, he ordered Kailasnath to rub it .out. The young 
man ob~y.eq but refused to take. foo~. f'\.nq so the jailor 
arrived on the scene and threatened punishment, but 
Kailasnath persisted in his refusal all t~e same. For 
this, he received filthy abuse, was sever.eJy flogged with 
a wooden cudgel a,nd kicked with boots. His utensils 
were dashed to the ground. The hero responsible for 
this is Hamilton, .an· Engiishman who .has been prom~-

* Seep, 1120. 
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ted' to .. ja.ilorship for his' services durin·g ·the war .. This. 
incident got· irito the newspapers; th01igh not in detail,. 
arid there wa~ ran inquiry. : The ·Inspector·General 
visited the :prrison and told Kailasnath that he must obey 
all orders.· Apparently he took the 'jailer aiso to task~. 

· 'as the latte'r came to Ki:liiasnath ·arid abused the 'In spec• 
tor-General before him I . : r . • ' I , 

. On · hearing· thi&, I. could· see that life even as a 
political prisoner,.need not be uneventful:' Meari while· 
'the attitude:bfl the jailor and the superintendent towards 
me had chabged-and I had· friendly-'·conversations ·-with: 
'them . about. non-co-operation and other topiCs. I I did 
not quite· relish: this development, ·as I was~ afraid that 
~these' officers might be trying 'to ·win . me 'over as a. 
prelude to oppressing 'the 'rest.·: ' · · · 
. The same e~eriing, I heard successive· cries o'f 'Gandhi

jl~i Jai.' . In the morning, I had read your observations 
in Young· India 'and'· wished I could communicate them 
to the ·friends 'who had been given· hard labour .. Here 
w~s no rrieans o( Hoing ·so. Th'e cry started from one 
'block' ·and· received· a response from· other1 blocks, one 
after another~·· :Td the superinterident ·and the jailor it 
·looked like; a1 Iriritfn·y. :They ran up~ One of those
fiftee~ frien'ds 'was s~iZed, a ad the warder fell upon him 
like a wolf. 'The·pootman was greeted witli foul abuse 
·and' fiogg~d ·with 'Ia this along with ·in~ ironical order to· 
·:repeat ·' Gahdhijiki Jai.~ After he had received ten 
blows. of a :rathi, 'one inch' ~and a . half in. diameter, his. 
magnificenfftarrle I tofter'ed . to tbe ground and the'n he-
was beatenf~witn1 fists etc: . , ·. . . .. 

. I ' '. I •. I 

·The friend who thus suffered is Lakshminarayan 
·sharnia, a· pious·and inoffensive young man of twenty
·two, who used to ·be Setretary, A'ligarh Congre.ss Com
mittee. The other prisoh'ers could not bear the sight of ' . 
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this suffering and offered to retaliate upon the warder. 
But Lakshminarayan prevented them all and said it was 
their duty to suffer. The others, however, were greatly 
enraged and continued the cries of 'Gandhijiki J a'i' for 
which about fifty or sixty of them were cruelly flogged. 
As if this were not enough, the next morning all the 
prisoners were taken outside, including the Provincial 
Committee men, and in the presence of all of them, two 
prisoners who were suspects had their hands fastened 
with a stick and then caned. The caning was so severe 
that the cries of the sufferers could·be heard in my cell 
at a distance of two or three furlongs. When a prisoner 
swooned after some blows, he was given rest; and as 
he revived, the caning was continued. In this way, two 
of them received 23 cuts. It is worthy of remark that at 
each cut the sufferer and his fellow prisoners sent up a 
joint cry of 'Gandhij}ki Jai' in spite of the jailer and 
the superintendent, and these cries stopped only when 
the authorities were tired of inflicting any more punish· 
ment. After this, three or four were flogged with sticks 
and fists. One of them suffered so severely that there 
was an involuntary discharge of excreta and urine. Two 
or three are in hospital. I was told that prisoners had 
died in this jail b~fore, in consequence of .such OP· 
pression . 
. Having performed his' dirty job' (Dyer's phrase) in 
this way, the jailer came to see me. I asked him for an 
explanation of the trouble. He replied that there might 
have been a big mutiny and that severe punishment was 
necessary to prevent it. I told him that, be that as it 
might, I would fast and pray for the day. He asked me 
why. I said I would pray not only for my brethren who 
were no doubt in error, but for those who despitefully 
used them. The jailer asked me what was the value of 

84 
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prayer. The talk then turned upon ·the· Bible. I explain
ed to him that Jesus ·and the Bible were not· the sole 
prope!tY of Christian~ like himself., but the joint estate of 
humanity at.Jarget He then •appeared to melt somewhat. 
I said how· gpod it• would be, if I was permitted to read 
to the prisoners. Mr. Gandhi's, observations pertinent to 
their case, and I offered 'to meet all· of them and talk to 
th.em about our, duty. But this was .not at all acceptable 
to the ·jailer. Only· last evening, he was saying to the 
prisoners, ';There is no victory to Gandhi here, the 
victory is~ to Government •. so y·ou must cry ·victory to 
Government'· : He was however abashed a little, said it 
was no o~e crying over spilt milk and then left me: 
·, After the· jailer' came the supetintendertt. He also 
tried to. tease· me,s~ying- ironically·.how 6bedient my 
_noo-'cb·Operator friends werei: I was quiet and only said 
that he at. least was' amused by the' whole' affair. Then 

. he told me ~I did not, know the Utility- of punishment~ 
I replied l did not care· to,· as there was a world of · 
difference betwee·n his mentality ,and· mine~ and. that 
he ()n hi$ part had no appreciation of our methods. He 
then expatiated upon the value of 'forcer and said, 'You' 
Indians,, are. unpractical visionaries~ · We are practical. 
You only talk big/ 1 was listening quietly and contented 
myself with asking whether it was I or he that was 
talking big ... He' sa.id nothing.: more· and. left me. 
Meanwhile I had· obtained permission to see Lakshmi· 
narayan,. that friend who had been so cruelly dealt 
with. I saw him. · He showed me terrible marks of the 
flogging upon his body. I told him we were forbidden 
to cry 'Gandhijiki Jai' and that I read· about it in the 
pap·ers only the other day,. On hearing this the young 
man burst into tears and said at once he must then tell 
the supedntendent that he had done wrong .. Thus he 
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-evidenced the incomparable tenderness of his soul. But 
what does the enemy know or care about our tenderness? 
So that we can only learn to send forth like sandal~ wood 
greater fragrance, the more roughly we are handled. I 
assure you, after the experiences that I have had, that 
.our people are masteting this lesson in, some miraculous 
manner. · I 

But now I must close. There is much to say, but I shall 
rest content if this much reaches you by post for the 
present. We are not permitted to post letters, but how 
long should these facts be kept from the public? It is 
also a question to be considered how far we should obey 
the order not to give out anything. 

I have had no sleep last night; am thoroughly fatigued 
and· must seize• an early opportunity of posting this. I I 
will write in English if possible, but perhaps there may 
be no time. . ; , 

We are all on our way to Agra, 39 in all includ~ng the 
members of the Provincial Committee and some 
Allahabad volunteers .. Since he received the orders of 
removal, the superintendent was kindness itself to us. 
He must have heaved a sigh o.f relief at out departure as 
of some great trouble. On the last day ·he said, 'You 
are an awful nuisance. I should get an allowance of 
Rs. fifty for each one of you.', We are, being removed, 
for the fear that we might influence the prison population 
.and bring them to a knowledge of their slavery and 
ignorance. 

19th J aniwry 1922 

MR. GANDHI'S TWO SPEECHES 

The following is the text, as revised by him, of ]\fr l . 
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Gandhi's speech at the Congress Sessions, introducing 
the central resolution :-

It has taken me exact! y 35 minutes to read the 
resolution in English. and in Hindustani. I shall hope 
if I can at all avoid it not to take even the 30 minutes 
that Hakimji Saheb has allotted to me. And I do not 
propose if I can help it to take all that time because I 
feel that the resolution explains itself. If, at the end of 
fifteen months' incess'ant activity, you, the delegates, 
assembled in this Congress, do not know. your own 
minds, I· am positive that I cannot possibly carry 
conviction to you even in a two hours·' speech; and 
what is more, if-I could carry conviction to you to-day 
because of my speech,. I am afraid I would lose all faith 
in my countrymen, because it would demonstrate their 
incapacity to observe. things and' events; it would 
demonstrate their incapacity to think coherently; because, 
I submit, . there is absolutely nothing new in this 
resolution that we have not been doing all this time, 
that we have not been thinking all this time. There is 
absolutely nothing new in this resolution which is at all 
startling. Those of you who ·have followed the 
proceeding from month to month of the Working 
Committee, of the All~India Congress Committee every 
three months and have studied their resolutions, can but 
come to one conclusion, that this resolution is absolutely 
the ·natural result of the national activities, during the
past fifteen months; and if you have at all followed the 
course, the downward course, that the repressive policy 
of the Government has been taking, you can only come 
to the conclusion that the Subjects Committee has rightly 
come to this resolution; and that the only answer that a~ 
self-respecting '~ation can . return to the Viceregal 
pronouncements 'and to the· repression that· is over-· 
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taking this land, is the course mapped out in this 
resolution. 

I am not going to take the time of the English knowing 
friends over the religiou$ subtleties of the pledge that 
the volunteers have to • take. I wish to confine my 
remarks in Hindustani to that subject. But I want this 
assembly to understand the bearing of this resolution. 
This resolution means that we have outgrown the stage 
of helplessness and dependence upon anybody; this 
resolution means that the nation through its representa
tives is deter~ined to have its owu way without the 
assistance of any single human being on earth and with 
the help of only God above. 

This resolution, whilst it shows the indomitable 
courage and the determination of the nation to·vindicate 
its rights and to be able to stare the world in the face, 
also says in all humility to the Government: ' No matter 
what you do, no matter how you repress us, we shall one 
day wring reluctant repentance from you; and we ask 
you to think betimes, and take care what you are doing 
and see that you do not make 300 millions of India 
your eternal enemies.' 

This resolution, if the Government sincerely wants an 
open door, leaves the door wide open for it. If the 
Moderate friends wish to rally round the standard of the 
Khilafat, and round the standard of the liberties of the 
Punjab and therefore of India, then this resolution 
leaves the door wide open for them too. If this Govern .. 
ment is sincerely anxious to do justice, if Lord Reading 
has really come to India to do justice and nothing less,
and we want nothing m~re,-then I inform him from 
this platform, with God as my witness, with all the 
earnestness that I can command, that he has got an 
open door in this resolution if he means well, but the 
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door is· closed.in his· face if he means HI,.no matter how 
many people go to their graves, no matter what wild 
c;areer tbis r~prcssion is. to go throtJgh. There is every 
chanc~ for him to hold a ro\Jpd .. table conference, but it 
must be a real ~oQ.f~rence .. If he waqts a conference at 
~.table, .where. pnly equals are to sit and where there is. 
not to be a &ipgle beggar, theq there is an open door 
a~d th~t door will always remain open. There is· 
nothing· in . this resolution which any one who has. 
modesty aQd h-umility need be ashamed of. This resolu
tion i~ not .an-arrogant challe.nge .to anybody, butit is a 
c;hallenge tQ J:tuthority that.is enthroned on arrogance. 
It is a challenge to the authority which disregards the
c.on~id~red opiniqn pf millions of. thinking human beings .. 
ltris a. hP.rnbl~ and aQ irrevocable challenge to authority 
which .~n orderJq save its~lf. wants. to crush .freedom of 
opin.ion aqd :~ree<;iom (lf·association·-,.the two lungs that 
a~e absolutely_necessary for a man to breathe the 
t?!'Yg~ij of liberty,; and if there is .any at.Jthority in this 
country th.at want9. to curb the fre~dom of $peech and 
fre~~orn oi assodation, I w~nt. to be able to say in your 
name, from this platform, that that p,utJwrity will perish~ 
1,1I)l~s~ :it rep~nts,, befqre a~ lndi~ 1 that is steeled with 
high cour~ge, noble purpose and d~termination, even if 
every. one of ·the me.n; ,and women, who' choose to ·caU 
tl}emselve~ Indiaps is blott~d out of ·the earth. God 
only.l\qows, if I couJd possibly have advised you before 
tQ .go, to ~~e round;t~ble conference, ·I could possibly 
havr 1 acjvtseq 'you. not. to :ur,tdertake this resolution of 
Civil J.)isof:leQ.ien<;e, I :would have done ,so . 
. · I all\ ~ IJ1an of peace .. I believe in peace, · B1,1t. I d<> 
not want peace a' ~.IJY. price.· l do not want the peace
thllt you find ip. stope; l do not want the peace that you 
find i'n the grave: but r do want that peace which you 
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find embedded in 'the human breast, which is exposed 
to the arrows of a whole world, but which is protected 
from all harm by the Power of the Almighty God. 

II 
The following is the revised speech, delivered in 

opposition to Maulana Hasrat Mohani's proposition on 
Independence :-.. 

Friends, I have said only a few words (in Hindi) in 
con~ection with the proposition of Mr. Hasrat Mohani. 
All I want to say Jo you in English is that the levity 
with which that proposition has been taken by some of 
you has grieved me. It has grieved me because it shows 
.a lack of responsibility. As responsible men and 
women, we should remember what we did onlx an hour 
ago, An hour ago, we passed a resolution which actually 
contemplates a final settlement of the Khilafat and the 
Punjab ~wrongs and transference of the power from the 
hands of the bureaucracy into the hands of the people 
by certain definite means. Are· you going to rub the 
whole of that position from your mind by raising a 
false issue and by throwing.a bombshell in the midst of 
the Indian atmosphere? I hope that those of you who . 
have voted for the previous resolution will think fifty 
times before taking up this resolution and voting for it. 
We shall be charged by the thinking portion of the 
world that we do not know really where we are. Let 
us understand too our limitations. Let Hindus and 
Mussalmans have absolute, indissoluble unity. Who is 
here who can say to~day with confidence,·" Yes, Hindu
Muslim Unity has become an indissoluble factor of 
Indian Nationalism?" Who is here who can tell me 
that the Parsis and the Sikhs and the Christians and the 
Jews and the untouchables about whom you heard this 
afternoon-who will tell me that those very people will 
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not rise against any such idea ? Think, therefore, fifty 
times before you take. a step which will redound not to 
your credit, not to your advantage, but which may 
cause you i{I'e·parable Injury. Let us first of all gather 
up our strength, let us first of all sound our own depths. 
Let us not go into waters whose depths we do not know, 
and this·proposition of Mr. Hasrat Mohani lands you 
into depths unfathomable. I ask you in all confidence 
to reject the proposition,.if. you believe .in the proposi· 
tion that you passed only an hour ago. The proposition 
now before you. rubs of the whole of the effect of the 
proposition that you passed only a moment ago. Are 
creeds such simple things like clothes which a man can 
change ~t will ? For creeds people die and for creeds 
people live from age to age, Are you going to chapge 
the creed which, with all deliberation and after great 
debate in Nagpur, you ·accepted] There was no limita
tiot;J. of one year when . you accepted that creed. It is 
an extensive creed;: it takes in all, tqe weakest and the 
strongest; aqd you will deny yourselves the privilege of 
Clothing· the weakest amongst yourselves with protec
tion if you accept this' limited creed of Maul ana Hasrat 
Mohani which does not ad::nit the weakest of· your 
bretheren. . I therefore ask you in all confidence· to 
reject his proposition~ 
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GOVERNMENT, DENIALS 

(I) 

FLOGGING IN PRISONS 

,The Editor, Young India. 
Dear Sir,-ln continuation of my letter No.· 402/C. 

·dated the 17th February, 1922, I invite your attention to 
.an article in the form of a letter from Mr. Mahadev 
Desai, which you headed ' Flogging in Prisons' and 
which you published in your issue of the 19th January 
'last. In the course of that letter, no less than six cases 
·of flogging are mentioned and the implication is that. 
,political prisoners were involved. In two instances, the 
names of certain persons are mentioned. They are 
.Kailash Nath and Lachhmi Narayan Sharma. Enquiries 
have been rhade from the Superintendent of the Central 
Prison, Naini, with the result that the letter which you 
'have published proves to be a series of glaring misstate .. 
ments. I am concerned to deal only with the alleged 
:floggings. Since June 1921, up to date, only two persons 
have bten flogged in that jail. They were No. 13974 

·Kanhoi and 14370 Tara, both of whom were undergoing 
sentences of ten years' rigorous imprisonment for 
dacoity. Both of these persons received 25 stripes on 
the 7th January last for instigating to mutiny within the 
jail, being the ringleaders of a disturbance which took 
place on the night of the 6th preceding. The summary 
·of the evidence was entered according to rule in the 
punishment register maintained in the jail. Neither of 
the two prisoners suffered any ill-effects from the fiogg .. 
·ing. I am able to affirm categorically that neither 
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Kailash Nath or Lachhmi Narayan, whose names were· 
mentioned by the writer of the letter which you publish-
ed, have never been flogged in the Naini Jail, nor were· 
they given any punishment whatsoever, with the· excep
tion of No. 1488, Kailash Nath, who was 'warned' for· 
refusing to work, when undergoing a sentence for 
rigorous imprisonment. As the highly coloured and. 
false statements which have been made in this letter are 
causing considerable uneasiness in the public mind, I 
beg that you. will give a prominent place to this denial 
in an early issue. . · 

Luckn()w, 
J8-2 .. 2Z 

Yours faithfully, . 
J. E. Gondge · 

Publicity Commissioner. 
[The; cafegorical denial .is wholly unacceptable, Not 

till a full impartial investigation is roade, c~m any 
contradiction. of &tatements made by a public man of 
unimpeachable character be· accepted, especially when 
~be contradiction comes from interested quarters. I draw 
attention. to the. fact that the Independent of Allahabad 
publisbe~ the. statement that a prison official admitted to· 
~ Congressman the fact of the flogging .of Mr. Lachhmi 
Narayan. There .is just a,. chance that the prison autho·
rit'e~ are q1,1ibbling wheQ. ,they deny 'flogging'. The 
letter- P\lblished in 'fQ.ung ~v4i~ is a translation. Tbe 
Gujarati, word .is the s~me ·for whipping, ·flogging and. 
caning; I ~ave known the ba bit of officials denying 
\lDQffidal corP,oral punishqtents. I hope the Goverl!ment 
go not wish the public to infer that if. there is no record. 
of corporal pun~shroents in the jail register, it has not 
been , ~droinistered~ . The ·contradiction I am publishing 
certainly m~kes me more· uneasy than before, for it 
betrays an .inten.tion t9 persist in the inhumanity and to· 
hush it by denials. The Publicity Commissioner ill.;. 
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performs his duty by sending unsupported contradictions 
by accused parties.-t\L K. G.] 

(2) 

DEHRA DUN INCIDENT 
To 

The Editor, Young India. 
Dear Sir,-In continuation of my letter No. 390/Cr 

· dated the 14th February 1922, I beg to draw your further 
attention to the fact that you quoted as the 7th item of 
"lawless repression" in your rejoinder to the Govern
ment of India communique," the shooting of a boy at 
Debra Dun and the forcible dispersal of a public meeting: 
at that place''. Whether intended by you or. not, the 
obvious innuendo is that Government officials shot the 
boy. It is presumed that you are referring to the shoot
ing incident on the 24th December, 1921, when a certain 
young European named Madden shot a l\luhammadan 
youth. Madden is not a Government servant. The 
circum~tances have been fully reported in the Press. 
The incident arose out of a personal quarrel and the 
promptest measures were taken to arrest Madden, the 
Superintendent of Police and the Joint Magistrate them
selves going out at 10 p. m. The Civil Surgeon at the 
Magistrate's request came down in the night to see the 
injured boy. Madden Wl$ tried after the Xmas holidays 
and commit~ed to sessions on, charges under sections 
307, 326 I. P. C. I venture to hope that you will correct in 
as explicit terms, as possible the misrepresentation of 
fact which has been so widely advertised in your letter 
to the Government of India. Secondly, you have been 
undoubtedly misinformed as to the alleged cruel, forcible 
dispersal of a public meeting. The facts are as 
follows:-
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(I) Volunteer processions ·had become an extreme 
·nuisance in Debra Dun and their behaviour on several 
·occasions had been highly provocative. 
· (2) They were prohibited ~ithin certain ~reas ·py the 
:Superintendent of Police with the Magistrate's assent, 
in the interests of non-co-operators themselves, as the 
1emper of certain members of the public was being 
:sorely tried. · 

(3) The local extremist organ ."The Garhwali" had· 
·commented upon the unwisdom and folly of these 
demonstrations. 

(4) The volunteers decided to defy the orders of the 
:Superintendent of police and, to make their defiance 
more aggressive, posted a notice .at the Police Station 
that they would have the procession on the 15th January . 
.It is understood that ·emissaries were sent to the villages 
tto make the demonstration more imposing. This chal
'lenge had to be taken up on penalty of seeing all autho
rrity set at naught and grave disorder ensuing. Events 
;at Bareilly and Gorakhpur have proved that there ar·e 
:serious potentialities of disorder and Ia wlessness in these 
demonstrations. 

(S) The meeting was dispersed· with very little force . 
. No one was hurt. · 

I trust that,. ·considering the importance of the public 
'~pronouncement in which you made these allegations, you' 
will see your way to give full publicity to this expla-
mation. · · 

.Lucknow, Yours faithfully, 
15th February. J. E. Gondge 

[The Publicity Commissioner has certainly 'caught' 
me, regarding the sho:>ting incident. I should have been 
more precise and stated that the shooting was not by a 
Government servant. I now see that the mention itself 
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was irrelevant and unjust to the Government. The· 
shooting in question cannot in any way be as part of 
Ia wless repression.· I tender my apology for the error 
which, I assure thr authorities, was wholly unintentional •. 

The other contradiction, however, does not appeal to. 
me at all. I deny the necessity in the first instance of
the use of force. In the .second instance the force used 
was out of all proportion to the requirements, if my 
correspondent's description is to be relied upon. The· 
public will not tmst the interested official denial. I hope 
that the mistake about the shooting will be used to dis-
credit or underrate the account of the forcible dispersal. 
The mistake about the shooting was a thoughtless con
fusion of facts and their consequent mis-application.-
M.K.G.] 

(J) 

A PEEP INTO A BOMBAY ]AIL 

· With the compliments of the Director of Information,, 
Bombay-

In the issue of" Young India" for January 19th an· 
extract was printed from the "Hindu" dealing with the· 
alleged ill-treatment of a certain 11 Rahmat Rasool, a. 
Punjabi Martial law prisoner," in the Hyderabad Cent-.. 
ral prison. Enquiries show that the allegations made 
are unfounded. The article appears to refer to a Guja-
rati prisoner, named Himat Rasool, who was sentenced 
by the Ahmedebad Special Tribunal to transportation 
for life for cutting telegraph wires, setting fire to the· 
telegraph office and rioting at Ahmedabad on I Ith April1 
1919. The charges made and the actual facts relating· 
thereto are as follows:-

" On their arrival in this jail from the Andamans, in 
November last, no meals were given them for three· 
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-days until the medical officer saw them and got them 
meals." , : 

The prisoners (who arrived on: December. 6th) were 
seen daily both by the medical 0fficer and the .-Superin
tendent,. but they refused j to .take jOiiHlri diet as they 
wanted wheat diet. This· was given them on Dec. 8th. · 

-"Whenever the· Superintendent approached them, they 
were required to raise their hands as a ~Iuslim does, in 
·prayer, with the greeti'Ilg ., Sarkar is one". This im~ 

moral rule, interfering with the fundamental principles 
{)f Islaril7 Rahmat Rasool refused: to' obey, telling the 
.Superintendent• that for him God alone is one. and that 
he can raise his hand in prayer before Goa alone, when: 
the Superintendent proudly replied that he, as represen-~ 
tative of Govern·nient, was his God in Jail." · 

This iS' a pure i.nvention. ·When the Superintendent 
.or any official visits the prisoners, the latter stand with 
their hands open, the arms being atright angles to the 
-elbows . and the elbows !in at the sides, , . The object of 
this is to show that there is nothing concealed in the 
hands with whic_h an assault can be attempted. This 
.attitude .is obviou'sly not that of a Muslim, raising his 

. hands in t:trayer, and 'the procedure to which no objection 
~as ever been raised, is common to all jails. It. is abso] .. 
utely untrue that the Superintendent used the words 
attributed to him •. 
· "The prisoner refused to be led away from the path 

·of religion, with the result· that his religiousness was 
·rewarded with the five·fold punishment of 30 stripes, 6 
months' solitary confinement, six months' gunny cloth .. 
ing, 6 months' cross fetters and 6.mouths' bar fetters".,· 
· The facts are that on Dec. 13th,. the prisoner refused 
to stand up when ordered, became very. exCited and was 
grossly impertinent to the· Superintendent. He was 
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.a warded, not the punishment alleged, but gunny clothing 
Jar one month and bar fetters for three months. Since 
-the arrival of this prisoner in jail, he has been eleven 
times a warded punishments, including 30 stripes and 
·cross bar fetters for ten days for gross insubordination 
and ·persistently refusing to Work. ~He is at present 
·undergoing a punishment of three months' separate 
confinement, awarded him in the Andamans for refusing 
to work and refusing to obey orders.· His history sheet 
describes him as" a man of violent temper". 

20th February 1922 
[I venture to call this a brazen defence of a brutal 

punishment. ·It tells the public in so many ~ords, "We 
have done it and we propose to tontinue." As I did not 
publish the i'ncident for the edification of the Govern.
ment, I remain unperturbed by the shameless admission, 
The reader will please note that in all this communique 
there is no denial of a sin.gle material particular. It 
makes no difference, whether the name or description of 
the prisoner is correctly given. The facts that the 
prisoner had to starve for three days, that he had to 
stretch forth his hands in a humiliating fashion, that 
.he had gunny clothing for one month, bar fetters for 
three and thirty stripes and that' he is now undergoing 
., separate' confinement for three months is sufficient 
-corroboration of the allegations of the Hindu. I am 
prepared to assume that every prisoner who receives 
punishment is, in official parlance,· a man of violent 
temper '.-M. K. G.] 
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DEATH DANCE 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

Why is there this chorus of condemnation of the
doubling of the· salt tax and other taxes on the neces
saries of life? Wo.I.Ider is expressed that now there i~ 
no apology ever offered for the terrific military charges. 
of sixty-two crores. The fact js, it is ·impossible to offer 
apology for the inevitable. The military charges must 
grow with .the growing consciousness of the nation. 
The military is not required for the defence of India .. 
But it js required for the forcible imposition of the 
English exploiters .upon India. That is the naked truth. 
Mr. Montagu has bluntly but honestly stated this. Th~ 
retiring President of the Bengal Ch~mber ot Commerc~. 
bas sa\d it an4 so has the Governor of Bombay. They 
want to trade with us not upon our terms but upon their 
term£. . . . .. 

It is the same thing whether it is done with the kid. 
giove on or without it. The council~ are the kid glove~ 
We must pay for the glove. The reforms hang upon us. 
like an incubus .. 1Th~y tover ·a multitude of defects 
including the. blpod-sucking salt t~x. · • 

They say tq us, '.We' propose to hold. India whether 
you wish it or keep . from tighting one another without 
the protecting pow~r of the British arms.' And so, being 
afraid to die at the hands of our brothers, we are content 
to live as bond men .. 

It would be a thousand times better for us to be ruled 
by a military dictator than to have the dictatorship 
concealed under sham councils and assemblies. They 
prolong the agony and increase the expenditure. If w~ 
are so anxious to live, it would be more honourable to
face the truth and submit to unabashed dictation than 
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to pretend that we are slowly becoming free. There is 
no such thing as slow freedom. Freedom is like a birth. 
Till we are fully free,.we are slaves. All birth lakes 
place in~ moment.: 

What is this dread of the Congress but the dread of 
the coming freedom? The Congress has become a grim 
reality. And therefore it has to be destroyed law or no 
law. lf only sufficient terror can be struck into the 
hearts of the people, the exp~oitation can last anoth~r 
century. It is another question whether India itself can 
last that time under the growing strain or whether the 
people must, during that time, die like flies. When a 
man begins ,t9 eat a cocoanut, he is not called upon to 
be tender to the kernel. When he has carved off the 
last bit he throws a way the shell. We do not consider 
it a heartless performance. No more does the trader 
consider what he takes from the helpless buyer. A 
heartless performance, there never is any qeart about it. 
The trader takes all he can and goes his way. It is all a 
matter of bargain. . 

The Councillors want their fares and extras, the 
ministers their salaries, the lawyers their fees, the suitors 
the decrees, the parents such education for their boys as 
would give them status in the present life, the millio
naires waQt facilities for multiplying. their millions and 
the test their unmanly peace. The whole revolves 
beautifully round the central corporation. It is a giddy 
dance from which no one cares to free himself and so, as 
the speed increases, the exhilaration is the greater. But 
it is a. death-dan\e and the exhilaration is induced by 
the rapiq. heart beat of a patient who is about to expire. 

The expenditure is bound to grow so long as the dance 
continues. I should not be surprised if the increase js 
also laid upon the broad shoulders of Non-cowoperators. 

85 



For•th'~m, ·there is: only one Jesson. They' may look 
upo.n' the-: inctease•:. with philosophic calmnes~,: if they 
will be but true totheir·creed.· ·The ·only; way they can 
prevent it, the only way it will ever be'· prevented is the 
'way: of: non.:. violence~!. For, the greatest ·part' of. Non~co
operation is withdrawal frorrl the otgariised violence ori 
which· the Govermneht i~- based. If we ·want to organise 
violence to''rnatch'that of the Government, :we must be 
prepared:· to incur• igrea tel-. exp.enditure · even than the 
latter .. ·· ·We 'may: not convince aU the: dancers of the fatal 
do'om a waiting~t~em; but we :.mustl be· able to· convince 
the· n;iasses who take part in it and sen: th.eir' freedom to 
·buy· the so;;t'alled ·peace. 'This we can'·only do by showing 
them that• non-violence 'is _;the 'way to freedorit-'"'-not the 
forced non~violence of i the slave, . but the''( willing 'non
violence of the 'brave 'and the free. ;·, ·,h ' 

·aoth 1liarch 1922 r 

FROM BADA DADA 
• • I} fl 

Writing, on· the conviction of. Mahatma Gandhi, Sjt. 
Dwijendranath Tagore says:- · · . 
- "·The present Government appears to me to be bound, 
hand and foot, by· the evil· precedence of the high-handed 
British rulers of the past, and the short-sighted ill-advisers 
of the present times, ·So that, it·~s incapable of doing 
towards the people of India anything that is ·wise, good, 
]tist and. humane. On •the 'contrary, it is always ready 
to do anything that.is unwise,· evil, unjust and inhuman, 
anhe bidding of a handful of mercantile adventurers and 
those favourite priests ofJehova-;whosegod is the merciless 
God of Joshua. and his gang,· rather than the Heavenly 
Father of Jesus. Christ, so far as it can dd so with 
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impunity. Hence it is useless to expect anything good 
or great at the hands of the present Government. The 
only way which is open to u·s is to choos.e from amongst 
·ourselves a resolute and capable man for our captain 
whJ is end'>Ned by Providence with ~uffi~ient wisdom, 
.g•)odaess, energy an:i divine grace to steer 'the storm
;to5sed vessel-India as we see it to-day-to a safe har
bour. .-\nd this man is, I doubt not, Mahatma Gandhi. 

Yours Sincerely, 
D wijendranath Tagore . 

• ! HAKIMJI'S CO~GR~ TULA TIONS 

Mrs. Gandhi has received the following telegram from 
Hakimji :-

Country's truest servant, your dear ·husband's convio-: 
tion for no other offence than his uncompromising devo
tion to motherland, can't fail to. give most powerful 
impetus to our vital national acti\'ities ~nd is sure to 
prove in the future foundation of Swaraj. I, therefore, 
congratulate not only yourself and your family, but the 
whole of In 1ia Oil :\hhatma's conviction. 

Ajmal Khan. 

JOth March 19 . .!2 1 

WHAT SHALL WE DO ~OW? 

Now that ~Iahatmaji has been arrested and is no 
longer free in body to help us with· his advice, people 
are asking the above question among themselves- ~Vhat 
shall WP do now? 

The an;wer has been given by :\lahatmaji himself, in 
his final request to non-co-operators as embodied in his 
article-'' If I am arrPstqrl "-in the latest issue of Y,mn 1 
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India (March 9, 1922), on the day ,pr~vious to his arrest 
This is .what he has asked u~ .to· do jn .Ute_ circumstances 
which have overtaken us. ".There should be no hartals,. 
no noisy ' demonstrations, ·no, processions. 1 would 
regard the observance of perfect peace on my arrest as 
a~mark of high honour paid to me· by my countrymen. 
What I would looe to see, however, is t~e constructive work 
of the Congress go(ng on tdth clock work 1·egularity and the 
speed of the· Punjab Express. I would love to .see people 
who have hitherto k~pt back, voluntarily discarding all 
their foreign cloth and _making a bonfire of it. Let 

' them fulfil tpe, whole of ~he, constructive ·programme 
framed at Ba~doli, and they will not also only release 
Ihe and other prisoners, but they will also inaugurate 
Swaraj and secure redress of the Khilafat and the 
Punjab wrongs. Let them remember the four pilJars of 
Swaraj,- Ntm·violence, Hindu-Moslem-Sikh-P'arsi-Chris
tiari-Jew Unity,· total removal of untouchability, and 
of hand-spun and' hand.:. woven Khaddo.r completely 
displacing foreign cloth." 

A similar question was put to Buddha when He was 
about to leave His body and en.ter on His final Nirvan 
in the 8oth year of His age. The disciples were weeping 
and asked him: WHO SHALL TEACH US WHEN THOU 
ART GONE? Buddha's answer, was as follows.:-

" Do not let .your~elves be troubled, do not weep. 
Why shall I p~eserve this b.ody 'of flesh u;hen the body of 
the excellent. Law· wilt endure? . I. am resolved; having 
accomplished my·purpose and attended to the work set 
before me, I look for rest. · 

"Seeking the way, you must exert yourselves and 
stfive with diiigence. · It is not enough to have seen me ~ 
walk as I have commanded I you; free yourselves from 
the tangled net of sorrow; walk in the path with 
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steadfast aim~ A sick man may be cured by the healing 
power of medicine and will be rid of. all his ailments 
without beholding the physician. He who does not do 
what I command sees me in vain. This brings no profit • 
.. ~ man m'ay dwell beside me, and yet, being disobedient, 
will be far away from me; yet he who obeys the Dharma 
will always enjoy the bliss of my presence." ·(From 
page/3 217-218 of Go.~ pel of Buddha U!/ Dr. Paul Caru.~, 
6th edition, 1898) • .. 

Those who have been in intimate touch with Mahat .. 
maji, living in the same ho111se with him, following him 
in his tours throughout the length and breadth of India, 
attending public meetings and conferences ahnost every 
two hours, sitting up late nights with him when he was 
beseiged by representatives of differe~t sections of the 
community for advice and guidance, and in the Working 
Committees and in the sessions of the Congress and of 
the All-India Congress Committees besides seeing him 
writing endlessly in connection with his two weeklies 
and his daily correspondencet know full well the amount 
of hard work he has had to do,' to wha't great strain his 
physical frame has been put Truly, if we, his followers, 
ate not spoilt children and out hearts arei not hearts of 
stone, we ·must seek at all costs not only to please him . 
and 6bey his last. words and requests, but we must feel 
supremely pleased in the thought that at any rate he 
will hav~ physical rest inside the prison-walls; So long 
as his body was free, ·he was not given a moment's rest 
by us, but now we should be better able t0 understand 
and appreciate the following words from his pen which 
concluded his article" If I am arrested-"" Fourthly and 
selfishly, it (Mahatmaji's arrest and imprisonment) 
~~will give me a quiet and physical rest which perhaps 
I deserve." 
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. Ofcbur'se,_1'o many of, us,' a prison is a prison-:-some
thing namely~ :which· is ~xtreroely! disagr~eable. ·Butt<> 
rMahatmajj., as. to all free.innocent soul_s fighting the war 
.of right: againstg'overnmental wrong-doing, a prison is. 
.the 'true abode of .fr.ee,dom, while also' to othe~s like some-· 
of us' whd . .-are undisciplined and art~ ·given. to bursts of 
.pas·sion~jail~Hfe .. : ,s._ extrem-ely: disciplinary in · every 
.~espect, if only we know whep. and how to resist humi
liations of the spirit, degrading our m;:1nhcod, which is. 
the divine in us~ 

\ '• ( 

.30th March .1922 · 

MR. GANDHI'S ME,SSAGE' TO THE PARSIS' 
1:. J ·.·: •.. n··.. , i 

Mr.( ·Gtmd~L addressed tpe ,fol~owing . message to the
Parsis frow.- .. the. Saparm~·ti . Jail, _through __ Mr; B. F~ 
Bha.tuc'ha ~-.lfqw. can 1 Jorget to write. to. you? Please 
.tel1 my ;Par~ee sisters and brothers never to lose faith in 
this moyfment, ,It is. impossible for me to give· up my 
confidence! dn them .. ~.There is .''no other. ·:programme
.before ~me; than that of Kh(ldi at.d Charkpa,. Charkha 
and Khadi., Hand~ spun yarn mu~t -~e _as current among 
us ·as are: small coins. To .attain this object, we can put 
;on no other ·clo,th. than hand·SJ:U:P ~and hand-v.oven 
Khadi. So Jong as India i& no~ able to do this much~ 
..Civil Disobedience. will h~ futile, Swaraj cannot be 
.attained,, and Khilafat and the. Punjab wrongs are 
impossible to be right~d .. If this· conviction is driven 
;home to you, 1 keep :on. tt;Jrning out yarn and using 
Khaddar. Be expert spinners.: 

. Bande Mataram .from . 
Mohandas. 
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13th April 19fM 

A LETTER FROM MAHATMA GANDHI 

·Mahatma Gandhi has sent the. following letter. to Mr. 
C. F. Andrews from $.abarmati Jail, in answer to a letter 
expressing deep regret

1
that on .account of. the: railway 

strike, he was not able to leave his work and come to 
him before the trial was over:-

,Sabarmatijail, March 17. 
" My dear Charlie, I have just got your letter .. You 

were quite right in not leaving your .work .. You should 
certainly go to Gurudev, and be with him as long as he 
needs you. I would, certainly like your going to the 
Ashra~ (Sabarmati), and staying there a while, when 
you are free.· But I would not expect you to see me in jail ; 
l aif1 as happy as . a bird ! My: ideal of a jail )ife
especially ; that of· a ·civil resister, ·-is to be cut :off 
entirely from all conne(:tion with the outside world. To 
be allpwed a visitor is a privilege-a civil resister may 
neither seek, nor receive· a privilege. The religious 
val1.1e of .j~il discipiin~ is enhanced . by renouncing 
privilege. :The forthcoming imprisonment . will be 
to me more a religious than a political advantage. If it 
is a sacrifice, I want ~t to be the purest. , 

With love, Yours, 

l.Jth .April 1.9/!2 

THE' SECR~T OF BAPU 

. .Mohan. 

(To realise the; full significance of the observance of 
the 18th as a national day. we must bear in mind the 
great personality for whom we observe i.t.,and the noble 
ideals ·and principles that he stands for. "A lover of 



Bapu" draws a living pen~piCture of Mahatma Gandhi 
under the. hea,ding, '.'The: .Secret of, .Bapu;" ~ "Bapu ", 
means father 'and is . the name by , ~hich. ·Mahatma 
Gandhi . is. I kilov\lfi' amongst' hiS" d~voted admifets.' We 
dra:-w, sp·ecial attention of 'ouf rea'd~s to th~ faithful ind 
elcellent pe!llpic'ttire· Which we publish \below.-...;.Editor). 
• .. :The: seetet of: ·Bapti's hold tipdti the India·n masses is 

· that Bapu loves them froth the very: bottom of his soul, 
as· perhaps· no tna:n living· has done. That love is also 
the' sectef.'of his incessant,· irttertr1inable' libours 'on 
their behalf. That· love also explain~ 'Bapu'S' strange 
hankering fot l peaceful· renunciation 'of the body 
through the process of a prolonged fasting and prayer; 
wh~n he conceived hirrtself unworthY: bf the greaftrust 
that. had been 'reposed on hiin. That explains again the 
interna1· ·agony which Bapu ·felt at the· Chit. uri Chaura 
arid 'the B6mbay tragedies, add his longirig' to· be sent 
to~ jail t<> suffer the sevete~t punishment iii' some' sniali 
expiatiotl of the sins and crimes of those for whom he 
had laboured,but -whom he' had not been 'able t6 redeem. 
He would put ·bn· his· khaddar Ioln:.tioth in sheer :Jove 
arld devotion·' 'to a pbverty~stridlen~ helhless p'eople 
towards whotn his 'heatt went out in an endless' prayer, 
and an endless ecstacy of suffering:. ' · · · · !' ::: · .: 

Bapu can'not ·b'eat· the sight of evil and suffering, 
wherever they may be found. But he is no patriot in 
the. technical sense of the term. He would not lift his 
little finger against anybody,· e~en against the oppressor 
and the tyrant. . For, Bapu, canno,t,. forget that he 

• \ ,I , , ' , J , , • .. \ J. ~ J 

is his brother, oniy misled, mistrained, vicious,- aye, 
wicked; Bapu isr a· patriot,' bumanitaHair an·d lover 1 of 
Gtid, ail in ori'e .. Fot, he has nd s~ns~·Of hatred against 
arty· 'individuals cit J individual,:' becau~e· he. considers 
himself as one ·of them:~ Bapu i·s a later 6f India; for, 
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1he Indian people at the present rt1oment are the most 
long~suffering of peoples, poverty-stricken, emasculated, 
downcast and helpless ; and because also, ·India to him 
when sh~ has once been set ort her feet, would represent 
a civilisation which shall . be a beacon of light to 
humanity. , 

Bapu's ·sufferings and a·gonies on behalf of India· are 
almost divine, because they have not the least tinge of 
hatred in them; and on that account are proving and 
shall prove to be paramount factors in saving India's 
soul. Therefore, the· Ldrd is crucifying the ·lover for 
the sake of the beloved. His . passionate devotion to 
Hindu-Muslim unity, and his passio~ate repudiation of 
untouchability are, to those who have looked into Bapu's 
character, born of his innate love for man, whether 
friend or foe, high or low. There is nothing of the 
artificiality of civilised politics about Babu's politics; 
.although the latter has promoted, and shall always 
promote, a political cause. In truth,. in Babu's view, lofty 
·ethics-that spirit of love and humanity which manifests 
itself in endless suffering and sacrifice for others, if 
applied to the solution of our present day social, econo
mic and political problems-are capable of setting the 
world on its feet. The attainment of· his political 
Swaraj for India is, to Babu, a new and a loftier method 
of saving a down-trodden world, wallowing in the mire 
of selfish greed and earth hunger. 

If these fundamental qualities of character·do hot en
title Bapu in his own estimation; to·be calh~d a Mahatma, 
or a Great Soul, it is because, like the :greatest of all 
·true souls, B~pu has no consciousness of his own 
greatness. Bapu is all love and pity and tenderness, 
and is ·lost in the ocean of the divine life, even in 
·the midst of his harrowing labours amongst us. Such 
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greatness of soul, is truly: transcendent, and lesser soulS:
.Iike:ourselves can·only .look at his virtu~s from our own~ 
angle. of: rvision .. Nev~rtheless,: Bapu's SOJ.ll dra\YS u~ 
from a fat as, .w1Juld .a .. st~u .·of ,transc~ndent brillianc~· 
draws :the most· ·recalcitrant :amongs~ us .towards him,, 
even against our own selves, and we are helplessly· 
.carried along~ .,Bapujs 'lrforc;:e-:-a m9ral and spiritual! 
forc~that will; ·live for all .time .and :will aff~ct th~: 
·destiny, of peoplts ;and. nations, even ,though. be may not 
have· succeeded in.lifting within the short space at his, 
disposal.the weight- of a. wearie~ wp~ld. , For Bapu has: 
behii:'d·.bim the .SHAKTJof the.<Lord ·t9 reioforc;~ hin;t1 

. and his ·labours, a~d :m.ay be;: he.may even .be, His chos~nl 
instrument.: . 

. : A Lover of.Bapu.: 1 

........ ,...~-· -.-... -: ~ 

THE :GREAT STATE-TRIAL 
. . ' . . . . ' ' -~ 

''(BY N. c. KE~KAR) ' 

. '· I feel indebted to ~apadeobhai Desai for asking me: 
·to. sketch my, impressions of the great. Gandhi trial to11 
which I was· an, eye-witness on the 18th March 1922., For 
it helps· me to recall a visiop ,which ~hall refllain ·one of 
the chedshed ·reminiscences of :my. life.·, Never were· 

I 

romance and reality rolled into ·a more yital unity than11 
-in that sublime spectacle. : · ·~. : ·. . . 
f' ·As ~a:member of the Working Committe~ of the Con~· 
1gress, I .had· ~hat' day· the privilege of occupying on.e .of 
the reserved seats. in the Court-House. But the 'court; 
,house': was only one term in a whole series of !flisnomers. 
on that occasion .. : (The reader can well imagine what 
ideas the na.me. of a State-trial brings in its train. But 
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here everything was completely reyersed. This State
trial was not so much a trial by the State. as a trial of the 
State itself. And all else was naturally consonant. 

The court-house was not the architectural, ill-lightedt 
a we-inspiring hall that, I fancy, it proverbially is in. 
great State-trials. This was a mean, white-washed,. 
inelegant, insipid room of the true barrack fashion. A 
hundred people could ea!:>ily overcrowd it. From the 
interloper, who, for want of an admission ticket, spied 
with one eye (rom the farthest window, up to the Judge 
who presided over the trial, was one continuous assembly 
of human forms, knit together, as it were, by a real phy
sical nexus. No one, high or low, among the hundred 
there could keep his distance. 

The judge, I thought, was the most pathetic figure 
among them all in that memorable trial. Never was he 
charged with a more unpleasant duty .. Never did he 
feel as he did on that day that an accused under judge
ment could be really superior to the judge himself. The· 
bloom on Mr. Bloomfield's face had. faded. A hectic 
pallor had taken its place. Neither the natural correct- . 
ness of conduct nor the consciousness of prestige could 
. keep off the creeping nervousness from him. For once· 
in his official life a Civilian English Sessions Judge· 
nodded respectful salutation to a native in the dock be
fore he himself took his seat on the Bench. For once· 
were the judici~l words of a pen~l sentence belied by 
the tributary words of human admiration. "Would ·1 
not rather sit at your feet and learn a little of your nobi
lity than send you to jail for six years? "-words like 
these might easily have come from the inner lips of Mr. 
Bloomfield when.he stole a parting glimpse of Mahatma· 
Gandhi. 

The apologetic Advocate-general' obviou~ly felt quite-
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•OUt of his' element in conducting that State-trial. There 
was no· tangled skein ·Of a secret plot which his skill 

. should· unravel in the opening address. He felt the 
mockery 'of ·leading evidence where every thing ·was 
avo·wed. and admitted. He winced·. at reading the 
articles -ch~rged, · as every word ·in them was~ a bold 

dndictmenr of the Governmem he represented, and 
left some unanswerable reproach sticking to the reader's 

:soul,. inspite of. his- assumed professional scornful 
·manner. · He regretfully missed the. contentious opposi-
1 tion which he delights to meet in the-Law C6urt every 
·day, as it provides good sport for the keen file of ·his 
:intellect or' ·legal acumen. For· once· p.erhaps did Mr. 
Advocate-general also feel that :the' fat fees he would 
·charge Vier~ simply wasted on him. · · · · : 

.. And· what' shall I say of. the accused himself? Clad 
·only in a· Khadi· ·enlargement of the proverbial fig-:leaf, 
·there was Mahatma· Gandhi, with submission to· none 
. and yet with good--will to all, the grand accused, whom 
it 'was Mr. :Bloomfield's rare' privilege:to try and judge . 

. ·When he ·was bro~ght from the jail to the court-house 
his guard looked more like an es'cort of honour. With 
his nimble feet he stepped into the court .. room, and with 

·tOne universal smile he:'atonce''.shed a halo of the holy 
spirit of the blessed passive- re~·ister upon the whole 

.. assembly, from which even his prosecutors could not 

. eXtricate ·themselves. : But J: doubt wheth.er they really 
'did not' like to share in· that' glory.· The accused was 
not only supremely serene· but looked even festively 
·joyful to a degree. Was it his trial or his own bridal. 
·cerem·ony ?·But he was even more jealous of his happiness. 
·ttian'a·bride-groom in that he had not even 'a· single·' best 

,, man' by his side. No Counsel i_n robes or without robes; 
. appeared for him.' He' was himself his own CounseL 
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And' paradoxical as it may seem, also his own accuser .. 
He needed no file of witnesses,· no tomes of Ia w-books, 
and no encumbering paraphernalia of authorities. A.. 
single type-writ sheet contained the whole of his defence, .. 
the greater part of it, however, being devoted rather to a' 
justification and an aggravation of the offence than a. 
defence in any shape or form. 

Did he plead guilty to the charge? Yes, by all means. 
He was only eager that the great categorical question. 
be put that he 'might answer it a way, like a shot. For· 
once in his life, Mr. Advocate-General realised that his. 
task of prosecution could be a thankful task, and the· 
convicting judge that, he could be complimented upon 
leniency vis-a-vi.; a penal sentence of six years' 'impri- · 
sonment. , . 

Mahatma Gandhi thus succeeded in completely sub
duing all the latent or patent dramatic elements in the 
great State-trial by simply reversing the familiar points 
of view in the affair. And like a skilful rail way points
man, he shunted the train of the trial from the track of· 
vulgar terror to that of refined sublimity. The hidden 
surprise upon, and the consequent humiliation of, the 
Prosecutor and the Judge might have turned the noble 
drama into a farce, if there were nQt elements of gran-· 
deur in it toq pronounced to be turned in~o ridicule. 

Great as were the efforts made by Mahatma Gandhi. 
to keep the trial free from feeling,. the Judge could not 
help giving it an emotional touch when he mentioned· 
the name of Tilak in passing the sentence and trying 
to justify its severity by a precedent. And then Mahat-. 
maji too could not help striking the sympathetic chord' 
and declaring that he only felt honoured by the parallel 
cited. Swiftly did the memories of another great
State-trial of fourteen years ago rush into the mind of· 
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·every or1e present; and the Judge proved arr uncons~ious. 
wizatd so to convert the· dead past into the living present 
by one' key. word. There must ·be. :siirely some magio 
ch'atrri in a· sentence of six years' imprisonment that it 
:should be regarded by· Govern\'Dent as ·an effective 
.amulet for the salvation of India,. and two heroes .Jike 
these-Tilak and Gandhi-should accept it as sue] ·in 
terms and spirit. ·Yes1'by common· consent imprisonment 
·of six years for~men like these could certainly do much 
to cure'India· ofikptesent maladies 1· · .. j 

I wonder if: Mr. Bloomfield did not ieave the: Court 
wi'th. a . secret feeling· of' self.reproach. Mr. Advocate· 
Gerier~.l was happier for not being elevated to the Bench, 
.for ·he.could actually shake hands with the accused~ a'nd 
thus earn the needed atonement for. even such· small 
animus as mighfremain to 'his· debit, after the remar
kably :fair and even gentle treatment he had given to the 
Mahatma and his: c·o-accused .. And the Police officers 
in' attendance for ·Onc.e· felt completely floored. Their 
usual fussy 'business of ·looking after· a convict this day 
was gone. They need not hurry him out, and they 
would not have done it even if they could. With the 

I , · • , I 
disappearance of the Judge' and the Advocate-General 
from the Court-room the assembly was turned into a 
-social gathering, the Police bei'ng simply ignored. • 

, r . 
And then commenced the re-enactment of a scene with 

which. I had been familiar for about a couple· of· years 
before. There was Mahatmaji sitting in the centre with 
a melee of men women and children, engrossed in talking 
to Mahatmaji and bein·g talked to by him in return, with 
.all the welcome, because enjoyable, interventions of 
wit, wisdom and; repartee. · I heard Mahatmaji affec
tionately chaffing a young dandy of five years on1 
wearing a suit of foreign cloth and a fashionable neck~ 

I 
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tie. He mildly reproched an old title-hunter advising 
him to get rid of his habit at least at that ripe age. By 
silent inspiration of courage he arrested the tears before 
they· could moisten, and in his opinion tarnish, the eyes 
<>f some affectionate follower here; and to another there, 
more stern and practical, he would give a useful hint for 
further strenuous work alloted to him. The ladies felt 
caressed by his blessings, and the men felt they got· a 
gift of strength by shaking his supple but saintly hands. 

In half an hour the grand levee was over. One by 
<>ne the' gathering in the Court-house was dissolved. 
And even when the police escorted :Mahatmaji back in 
the ominous motor-van of the jail, we all felt the trial 
yet vividly remaining behind of a spirit of rare devotion 
and self-sacrifice, which could not·be suppressed by the 
proceedings of the State-trial for the moment, or even 
by the threatened absence of the hero, figuring in them, 
for six long weary years. 

Four years ago, when I first read the prospectus of the 
Satyagrah-ashram founded by ~fahatma Gandhi, the one 
word in it which attracted my attention most was the 
pledge of fearlessness prescribed for its inmates by this 
disciple of Gopal Krishna Gokhale. That, I said, must be 
the really more salient feature in the political design of 
this Ashram than the drastic ·code of puritanism that 
served as an adorning embr~idery. And as I left the 
premises of the improvised Court-house I said to myself, 
4 Verily has this pledge been fulfilled.' Mahatmaji had 
by his personal example that day cast a true type of 
fearlessness which neither long time nor short memories 
can ever efface. 
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to enter here into a minute explanation of Non-violence. 
lt means in short that we should not be actuated by spite 
.against those from whom we seek to obtain justice, that· 
we should never think of obtaining anything from him 
iby any violence to his person, but by pure civility. If 
we can trust overselves to be equal to only· this much 
!DOn-violence, the required reforms can be easily achieved. 

When the.whole nation adopts Satyagraha as an eter
~nal weapc:Jn, all our movements will take a new form. 
We shall be spared much of the hubbub and stump 
·oratory, much of petition-making and passing of resolu· 
tions and much of our mean selfishnesses. I see nothing 
in which lies the social, economic and political advance
ment of the nadon so much as in Satyagraha. 

THREE LETTERS TO MAHATMA GANDHI 

TOLSTOY ON SATYAGRAHA 

The following is a translation of the letter by Count 
'Tolstoy to Mr. M. K. Gandhi, written in 1910 just at 
.a time when Mr. Gandhi's efforts in the famous South 
African Passive Resistance campaign w~re ·about to be 
-crowned with success. The letter shows how fully its 
writer had understood the position of Governments. He 
·says: " The Governments know where their chief danger 
lies and they vigilantly guard in this question, not only 
·their interests, but question ; " To be or not to be ?" 

Kotchety-Russia. September 7, 1910. 
I received your journal, and was pleased to learn all 

·contained therein concerning the passive resisters. And 
.I felt like telling you all the thoughts which that reading 
·called up in me. 

The longer I live and especially now, when I vividly 
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the fierce· longing of my eyes , cannot be assuaged. • 
There is 'just this little difference. That he would get 
to see Rama, Bharata had no doubt;· but he was' not 

· sure that he would bring· him back.~· The key to Ram a's 
recovery was with Rama as Bapu's recovery· is with. us. 
Everi as Bharata rated hi.mself for· the exile of Rama. 
Mahomed Ali rates himself and his 1 fellow meri. It is 

. . , I 

We, he 1 says, who have kept him in ; let us, with trust in 
God, ·get him out. · · ' ' 
. One · rea'ds • various! prophecies about Kaliyuga; the 

present age;: in ancient Sanskrit books. We read of the 
irreligion · anti 'immorality and iniquity, the diverse 
crimes against God and man, that man's race in India, at 
any rate, will in the Black Age perpetrate. ·It may 
be all true in proportion to one's quickness of !perception 
and sensitiveness of conscience.' But ·one thing the 
ancient sages'· vision failed to prophesy is that a Muslim 
Mahomed 'Ali will be' so· dev'oted 'to a Hindu Gandhi, 
that he can find no rest or peace without'him.1 Blessed . 
we who have filled our eyes w'ith their vision, with that 
friendshi.p and· brotherhood w.h1ch ennoble :and ad.orn 
both Hindiusm and lsl<im._ The ma.d mobs in Saharan pur, 
Agra and other places may be' too blinded with petty 
passions and animosities :to see the significance of the 
return of Mahomed Ali and of his passionate cry. But 
it cannot long continue to b~ iost on them. In his return 
and the rallying cry that he has raised lies the key to 
Hindu-Muslim unity. Devotion to a great personality is 
indeed· the· key to all self-improvement, •self-elevation, 
all unity-certainly·: to . Hindu•Muslim unity. The 
strength" of Isi.arn and·· Christianity is the devotion to the 
Prophet and the :Prince of Giory, cherished· by every 

· a.dherent of the respective religions. ' The strength of 
the religion of Indian Unity will be the devotion· each 

S6 



bea_f§. :to. th~d g_~eatest. m:~n of fait.h& .. q~ffe~e~t JroD} 
~i~~ <fpc. tge, p,igq of~: ~h~ .P}!fityj ·an~, .. s,tryngth. of"ft 
fai,th, .. BrS J?f .~ ,~~~i.9:D_, :~s _t~e ,tpougM·: a,!ft9 ~·~~.~fits bes~ 
~Q.d, .mo~~ ~epr~~Jep.tat~v~ I~ (ll~n., T~at r' 9,evoJ.~0.11, jJ~nd~ 
~~h,om.¥~ t\l).·:~o,,M~~~tml\li, a~d~ M.~~a~rnaji. ~9, ~~~9nt~4 
Ali, ... : T~ke.qp.)agyon~ ·. o~ M~~~tt171aj~~s ~peec}t~s,~~ t4o~~ 
d.ay~ v~p~n. ~~,,~:ts~,d tp gq ~bp~t .· ~Hh,t~~·,qigg~r,.a,n_qi ~~.~ 
Y.9~D:ger. · ~ro~h~r~~.'r ;~yery.i one; of. th.~Oill ·Y9.u. ,,.yi~ '~.9 
prefaced with an exhortation to th~ pe.~p1~ ~o.: s.~~ 
Hindu~l\'JI,l~,ijw 1-ln_it:y: ~~l;l~~~e.~ iq .. Jljs. at~~~cl,l,m~Ht to 
~~~ ~ 9ft9.~~~r~·.'i f\t~~C.Q~em '~ ; :~~e.,. ~rp~~~~~ ~eanf 
!Q :hirn.att.~~h.m~n,~ ~oi I~~~IP a.n~ h~, ~~p.teq, t~e p~p_Ple tq 
s~~. tn~: g"e'.tJ~~~~~ Qf,r~lH; ~~.i,th, JJl 1 ~~~~·.g~~a,t~~~~.:9k.it~ 
repres~pta~i,vt:; ~~~here9;~~~ Exe:Q. s_q: .d~ys Mah9J~ed Alj 
tp~.d~y ... J~i~.tJ:rg~~tH~ for. t~~ ry~~M~ pfJ¥~~~t~_a;~,. M, 
p~ss~ot;t;at.e de~la.~a!io~" ~~~t M~4a~rvaji, !~ :d.~~.r:~r to him 
th~n. ,h.i~ b~q~p~r, .i%:~~. ~xhortq.~ipp tg; ~Pre.~B~c~~,!Jy t9· 
the ~~r~_ng .. brM.t,hren. pf:. ~i$. f.aitp,_ t9 ,se~i tJl~. J:{r~~"tn~~~, ~~ 
Hin.ou~sffi: ··\rrtJle: gr.e~t~~~.s_. at G~_o,cjl!M a~~ ~o1 f()~~~t. 1_~.1 
Ut~l,eth\I)~~ '\b!Jut: ~JW,~! tJla~:§~~ uptp~ir; pr~j~qis~~. a_n,d 
tne.k a,o,\w.o§i~i~s~.. I~ . his, ~~.Ii~.&u~renpe~. to .2\l,,~~, J~cr 
~.C!Y.&;J\l~t~.~~·~.\H thi,q~ tg~~ his t~s~. ~s ~nf~lfWtH ~f. he 
fa,\tSt; t~j bring a,b9u.t ;Hind.u·Mos~~~~· UQi~y,. ;8,1:1~ i.t i~ 
Q.Qt · ·~ifijc;~lt 1q,-~~e .th_flt in· \he S~tlr~·q 1 f,or. the k~y· ~0" 
Yerav:~~ is, tqes.ol~tion. of li,iQ~u-:M:uslim. ~njty: · 
Wher~, ~hell: is .. the ~~Y ~ J).,r~ kitcqly~ in: his s~r~ight, 

pla~g. r;nanne:r ;;tn,swered.: '~S,~tyagraha '; .,.J;he, poetic 
:M:o,q\~Qa g_~~e: a suggestive reply: 'I a,qher~ ~o. Mahat;
maji'spr,ogra@n,le C?f noQ~vipl.entNon:-co~opera~i,qp.; Ther~:· 
i&; ~bsq\tJt~ly n,o: c~~nge, i~, my1 views.' ·, In the cour~.~~ 
of: a ~ep}y, .tQ C\ telegr~m from Mr~,Raza Ali he. ~ai~ =--:-· 

"H ~g-qpe~a~ion .w.as .. h.aram acco~ding to the : hlami~ : 
law two ye,ars ago, it cannot becom~ ~alal to-:daY: ugles~ 
the Jazirut-uJ-Ar,ab is .once more undyr an,,~~S!Jlutelyr 



independent and exclusive Muslim sover~ignty and th~ 
Khilafat's relationship with the Muslim ,wor~d is re
cognised according to the Islamic Ia w. H11ve you heel) 
able to perjluade the British Government to respect these 
religious requirements?" 

The key then is not to be found in co-operation, not 
in the Councils, but in the way that the Master had 
shown. He knows he cannot insult Mahatmaji by 
seeking to release him with the help of Councils that 
do not represent his co:.tntry-that will not represent it 
until we have Swaraj. He knows that the thing near
est his heart was exactly the one nearest to his own 
heart, viz., Kurbrmi. That is his life breath and he 
knows that it was Mahatmaji's life breath. In a passage 

<>f matchless vigour, :\iahatmaji has revealed the miracle 
<>f Kurbani :-

"It is the magnitude of Irish sacrifice which has been 
the deciding factor. The late President Kruger, when 
with a handful of his undisciplined countrymen hurled 
his ultimatu11 against the British Empire, said he would 
stagger humanity. He meant that he \YOUid sacrifice 
every Boer man, woman and chilO and leave not a single 
Boer heart to subdue. And England yielded when she 
was choked with the bloody feast .that the Boers had 
provided for her. And even so Ireland has been stag. 
gering humanity for many a long year. And England 
has yielded when she is no longe,r able to bear the sight 
·of blood pourin~ out of the thousands of Irish arteries. 
I know for certam that it is no legal.subtleties, discus
sions on academic justice or resolutions of Councils and 
Assemblies that will give us what we want. We shall 
have to stagger humanity even as South Africa and Ire
land have been obliged to. Only instead of repeating 
South African and Irish histories, non-co-operators are 
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te'arnini' fto~·'the living examples of these tw~ nations 
the art bfspilling' their own blood without spilling that 
(>fthei{opportents. · · · 

· Mahad-eo Desai..· 
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AT THE HOSPITAL 

On 13thJanuary !924', the' whole· of India w~s painfuily 
~urprised when th~ following statem,ent ~ss~ed: by: .the 
Director.oflnformation,,Bompay:,. ·;.· ,: 

Owing to his being· found to be sufferi:ng ,JrQm 
abdominal pain and fever, Mr. Gandhi was removed: fr9m 
Yerrowada Jail on Saturday morning.and taken to the 
Sassoon Hospital, Poona~ .. 

An operation was performed in the . eveqing and 
. Mr. Gandhi was found to be suffering fr.om suppurating 

appendix. The Civil Surgeon reports .that Mr. Gandhi 
has stood the operation very well. . . . 

At the request of the Civil Surgeon and, also by the 
wish· of Mr.· Gandhi, Dr. Dal~l was a~ ked to proceed ~o 
Poona. . ., 

A later Pre~.s Communiqueissued th~ same day by the 
Direc~or of Information stated; Mr. Gandhi's conpition 
thi~ morning_ was as good as coulq be.· expected. His 
temperature was normal and th~ .. Doctors ares9 far quit~ 
satisfied with the result of the operatiop~ · ' .' J : ,. •. 1 

A special supplement of _the "Navjivan/' i~sued.the 
same day ~t .Ahmedabad says ,that Miss Anusy~ visite~ 
last Tuesday Indula\ Yagnig. in. th<: Yerro~~dal Jail and 
learnt f~om him that .Mr. Gapdh,i was suffering: sjnce 
Saturday fr~m .fever whicq. ol)ce ro5e tq .· I02 degre.e~ 
Therefore Mr. Ramdas Gandh~ enquir.ed. by wire .about 
his father's- health to which the ..following reply . was 
received last Friday: "Your father is . ,sufferip.g from 
ord~nary fever. No cause for anxiety. · Y9u can -see him 
when you l!ke/' · · · 
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The Superintendent of the Yerrowada Jail wired 
yesterday e\'ening ~ayin,g "Your fathu remO\ed to the 
Sassoon Hospital, Poon~." 

.. 
:. J I) ': ', I MR. ;SASTRI'S. STATEMENT ' 

ll I j • : , , J ~ ' ' 1 ' . 

· r The .. Right Hon'ble y; s. Si"inivasaSastri, P. c., issued 
the following statement ~o the press the·· same day 13th 
January'I924:: :: ,.; ; ,.~. ·: ·_ :, · ~· , 
r. l ·was c rcalled · · suddenly·; to the J Sassoon Hospital 
yesterday' bight1 to see. Mahatma Gandhi. In view ~f 
the profound interest that fthe matte'r would hhe for the 
public- I ~eriture to make the following statement:-
. ·"Dr. ·V. B. r Gokhale came to me about; 8-45 p. n~. just 
. ~s I I \Vas i ·'finisbing 1

' my dinner I abd I fold me· how the 
Yerrowada authorities ;had 'removed Mr. Gandhi to the 
Sassoon· Hospital rwhere·Jie ·was in charge. He was 
about -to~be operated on .for appendicitis. As the case 
was serious the patient had been asked whether· he 
would like arty doctor friends of his to: be sent for. ·He 
bad· • mention~d; Doctor Dalal of· Bombay ·and Doctor 
~JiviraJMehta whtl ~as in Baroda. ·Both had·been wired 
to i and ·attempts ·had 'heen made but in: vain· to get at 
Doctor Dalal b'y me'M!s· of it.he 'phone. --Meanwhile in 
·view of the paUen't's,temp~iature ahd pulse it had been 
~~decided td 1·perforn1 the-operation immediately and he 
lwas I ~~ked whether he· would like to hav~ any friends 
brooglitto see him; He mentioned rrie Doctor Phatak of 
the· ·:Non.:CoLoperation· Party ,:and Mt. N. C.- Kelkar. 
Dottor' Gokhale iind I started :ar bhce 1tnd took Doctor 
Phatak nn the ·way~- Mr., Kelkar·being'away at Sa tara. · 
LQ~ my'~nU:ring the room ; we greeted each·other and I 
etiquirec¥ how he fel.t as td the operation. ·.He answered 
firmly that the doctors had come to a definfite conclusion 
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'and he ·w~s conte'nt to a·bide by it, and in reply ~o further 
inquity he said that he had tun' cdnfidence irl the medi
;cal men abdut'him and theft they had been very kind 
and very careful. Should ther~ arise ·~ny public ·agita
tion' he-'added that iit shduld be :made know·n tha't he bad 
'no coniplairtt whatever to make against the-~utborities 
:and that :so far as the' rare df 111s bod'y went the'ir treat
ment left nothing 'to be desired. Then I enquired if Mrs. 
Gan'dhi had bee'i:1 informed of his condition. He ·said 
that she did n;ot know the latest development's but she 
kne~· tliaf for soinedme he had not been wen lnd he ex
pectedto hea·r from her. He then made'enq'u'iries of my 
wife a'nd ·of my colleagues. irt t'h~ Servants· of India 
Society, 'viz.,·Messrs.· Devadhar, Joshi, Patwardhan. and 
Kunzru. He asked: "Have your frequent' 'journeys out 
·of India · be~efited you~ health?" ·Doctor Phata'k then 
tead a d'raft ·siatehlent to be signed by Mr. Gandhi con
veyfng his 'c6'nsent to 'the operation. After hearing it 
'Cmce, Mr. Ga~dhi put in' his spectacles and read it him:. 
self. theri the said he would like· the .Wo~d'ing to be 
·cha'nged arid a~ked'Colonel Maddock who was In the 
ro'on1 'what 'h1e; thought.' The 'Colonel said Mr. Gandhi 
knew best'·ttow to put: it iri appropriate' lan'guage. Hi~ 
own sugge's'ti'6n would 'be of 'im.t'Ch v~lue. 
· Then h~d~~ta:ted ·a lengthy statement* which 1 took 

-do\VJ in ip1ehb'it 'It was ~ddl-essed to Colonel Maddock 
'wh6 waS'to perforrii'the operation .. · 'The 'tetter· acknow
ledged thi h~eeding kindn~ss and 'ci'ttention which he 
had receiVed from CoL' Madddck1 .the Surgeoil iGeneral 
·and 1dth'e'r 1rileiiic~1 tne~ and stated he ha-d· I t'he utmos; 
to'tfftdenc·e' in Cblonel. Maddock, officers· and· attendants. 
It proceed:ecr to 'th1artk the Goveinin'en't fer' their ron
sider~tiortin, ow'ing h'im 'to send for his own 'doctors but 
' • 1 , 1i 

' ' • Set! p. 1370. :1 1 1 
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as ~~~y. ~Q~Ip .~~t b~. g~t,. r~n .. ~tWe of.. t~e bes~ .. att~mpt~; 
m~d~ ~y, ,Coi()Qel !v1a~doc~ ~~4 as :~e.lay; wo~ld, in, tl;tr 
pptpiqq pf the. ~oloqel: i~yo~ r~ js~r~o.u~ ~i~k,, .h~ .; req,u~s.te~ 
.~ill!;~o P.e~f.<>r~ .. tQe pper~~i.o~ ~t op.~~· . : : .. : .. n .. , ,· . ,j 

. Wp~ljl::it was, pni~hed I read it. ~.ut, :te;>,_hi,m ~nee. , T?ePI 
hc.~al!~d .Colq_n~lM~g.doGk,_tc;>, hi~ s!.9~ .~nq I rea~ it ~~a~p1J' 
.a~ .his d~sirf;. ,,,C()_lon~l Madfigtki ~~s q~i~~: s~tis1]~~ ,an~l 
r~~arked: .,pf P?urseyou kt19w,be~t}1~vv~o put, in proper 
language.",. H~ ;t~~q drew·, up ,his. p~pp~f pos~ur~ ~o~ si~~i" 
ing thll! p~per,, ;n~ic~ h~ djd:in ·~e~~i,,. · !H:~s q~n.d >s~~o¥: 
.y~ry pl~~p '!-9~ J, 99tiy~c;l that he .diq .no~AotJh~ "~ P' ·. At: 
the end: he. ~~~ar,~~d: tc;>. t,l]e docto~: ~~See h()~ (plY, hand: 
trembles. You. will have to put this right."· Colonel 
Maddock answer~d:. "OhiW~.will put t~~s,and ton~· of 

• 1 ,, . ' ' '• ' ' . • . "'. t 'l • ' \.' ~ ...... 

strength mto you.. . . . . . . · · . , : · , . ; 
As the Qpera~io'n' r,oo~· W'lS being g~t r~ady. the·.·doctor~ 

went, out and 1 I found myself ,nearly alone, ;with· the 
M~h~t~a; I -~fter 'a re~ar~,pr 't~o. of ~~.P·l\~~IY;,pe~s·o~~· 
na.tur~ I ask~d :him. :wheth,er h~ 4adJtn:ything J particular 
to s~y. I noticed ,a touch of eagerness as .he replied as 
.though.,he, was waiting ,for an opp~rtunity t~'sai so~eM 
'thing;) ~~;~f there't~,~~ agit~t~on,,~'; .h~:s.~id;: ".fo~ my,, re~ 
lease after th~ op~~a.t~o~, which. I do J;J.ot wish, let it be 
on p~oper lines.J;:MY ,qu.air~l ~ith th~ ,Go,ve~~nment is 
there 1and o/~11909-.tin~e, so ,long. a~ t?~ 9rfgin.av~g cau,ses 
exist..: Pf;~o~rs.e.~t~rre.c,anno't b~ ,a~yponditio~si'; ~f th~ 
Go~ernment..ithink!-they .ha_v~.krpt ~~)ong~~~pq~h ther 
.may.let me go, that woulAbe honouraqle H.tbeY, think I 

• < I , • • , , o • • j ' • \ • 1 • .- > • 1 , •, • • ~ I" . ' .j • I 1 • 1 

am an in~wr_em::~map ,anq . thqt my: .;m~~iyes h~"ve bee~ 
,good. .JVMle ~ h~ ve. ~_dee? ~~.~rr~l, ~Wl1 t?e. go_veF~ men t, 
I lo,ve, the. E~~}i~tgn~l} .. a.nd 1 haye~m~9Y' ~rj~~ds amo~gs.t 
them.: ·' Jh~y :m~.¥r !,elras1e fl1y· .: ~.~.~!it .. , ~~~t~ n9t .. ~~ on 
fa,lse ~ssu~s. 1 AnY. :agitation m~~t. ;b,e ;~~.m p~ ·p,ro.per n~nM 
violent lines. Perhaps Lhav~ not expressed myself qutte 

•. ·) ,1: .... 
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well but you had better put it in your own inimitable 
style." . . , . . •. . i ! ·: •• , ·". 

. I me~tio~ed the .motions of whic.~ notice haq bern 
given in th~ Assembly and added that, tho,ugh . .Gov~rri· 
n{ent might in other circumst~nces ha~~. opposed it,· I, 
expected that they would take a different line. 

I tben pressed him again-for· a message to his people, 
his. followers or the .country. He .was surprisingly firm 

•: • !. ' I' 

on this subject~ He said he was a prisoner: of. Govern-! 
ment and he must observe ths prisoners' code 1 of honour 
scrup~lously, He was suppo.sed.to be. civilly,dead. ! He 
had no: knowledge of outside events and he could not 
have anything to do . with ·the public. He. had , 

1
oo 

message., 
, 1 , 1 •I I 

: •, /·t,) .••. .' ,' 

Briskly at this roint the nurse .came io :with .. some 
articles of apparel for him,an<;l signalled to me to depart. 
In a few minutes .be was shifted to the operation ro.om. 
I sat outside marvelling at the exhibitions·! hadwitnesse~ 
of ,high-min,dedness,, forgiveness, ·.chivalry: ;and .lqve 
transcending ordinary 

1
human nature, and what a me~GY 

it was that the Non-co-9peration movement 
1 
should have; 

had a leader of such serene vision and sensitiveness to 
honour. J· . 1 

The Surg~on-Generral and the Inspector-General of 
Prisons were also there. I could see from their faces 
how anxious they w~re. at the .t~e,mendous responsibility 
that lay on them. They said that the patient had borne 
the operation ve'rjr 1well indeed, that'solne· puss had come 
out and that it was a matter of congratuJati.on that .the 
operation ha~.; not ·been delayed , any long~r. . The 
patient, had had, ~orphi~ .!~qq 

1
w;is e~pect~~. to, ~leep 

soundly for some time longer when we dispersed. · . . 
' j• ' • I I! 
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· I~ learnt from th'e Doctor this morning thllt the patient's. 
condition was thoroughly satisfactory. 

1 !have tea.a" but this statement" to Doctof Phatak who· 
approv~s of ihind adds that his inquiry a$ to·i message 

. elicited the sairiP.·'sort ·of answers'. ' ' 

.., Sassoon Hospital; Peoria, Jan. 12 i924:: · 
Dear Col.: Maddock; · : · · · : 
. I know that yoti kho~ the. history of my illness during 
the past 6 months.- ·yo~ have been extraordinarily. kind 
to' in e. You, the Surgeon-'deneral and ·other medical 
gentlemen r have ·corrie to the contiusion that any delay 
in performing the operation described by you to me
involves considerable risk. You were kind enough to· 
tell ine that the Government had· authorised you to send 
for any of my special medical . friends. I therefore 
suggested the names of Dr. Da1al and Dr. Jivraj Mehta. 
You have tried your utmost to secure their presence but 
then you have not been able to get at either of them. I 
have the fullest 'confidence in you and regard being had 
to the: s'erious nature of the case; I wouid ··ask you please
to go b~"'"W1th the operation without delay~ 

• .. 
1 

• lam, 
Yours sin cere I y·,: · 
(Sd.) ~· ·K .. Gandhi. 

:~.-.-·-. ,l' .• 

; 7th Pe~ruary'1924.: 
, I I 

1 

• ' ,;•, 

. AT. THE SASSOON HOSPITAL I ' . , . , , . 

':Gdcl:inhis infinite mercy has spared for us our Bapu,. 
ho~ever:nttie ·-w·e mfght.dbserve him. ·'When the· news 
first reach.ed'irie on the I 3th, my guilty conscience began 
to whisper tifm~·that thb stock of my purmam was overt-
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and unless the good luck of the rest of my countrymen 
came to my aid, I would not have the privilege of seeing 
Bapu. But the privilege did come indeed, after full 
twenty-six months. I saw him ·ten day·s ago. In the· 
flesh, he was hardly half hirbself, it was nothing less 
than torture to expect him to speak. But you could not 
stop him from torturing himself. He felt he must speak 
to us, at whatever cost, and he began telling us how he
came to be removed to the Sassoon Hospital. He surely 
knew that we had all the details from Devadas and 
others. But he must shower extra affection on us by 
narrating the whole tale himself. We listened mutely 
wondering what we had done to deserve this excess of 
affection. 

But if any one had asked ine to write anything about 
Bapu that day I would not have had 'the heart to do it. 
He was so emaciated, so shrivelled up, that you could 
not bring yourself to be composed enough to say or write· 
anything about his condition. But; thank God, he began 
picking up unexpectedly fast, and I Am happy to say 
that I feel now able to say something about what is 
happening in this the greatest' of our places of pilgri-· 
mage to-day.· : · 

These have been days which ;will live in our annals •. 
The Nation had the good fortune to see its revered leader· 
at work, to see him mould heroes out of cla:y 'whilst at 
work. It h~d yet to· see his:~gospel go forth from his. 
sick-bed and see it transl~ted it1to act before his eyes~ 
It has done so iluring the past fortnight. It is a living 
atmospherE' .of love of which you begirt to feel ~he effects,. 
as you approach the' room which.happens to possess to-· 
day the light that· trancends the bounds of time and· 
space. · ' 

I have had the privilege, as unmerited probably as tHe· 
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·one I had .~wo yea.rs. ag9; of being with him these ten. 
days, th9~~h .n~t. the privilege of serving: him. · Tha~ 
.p~ivilege is b~jng:. entir~ly .monopoJised by th.e hospital 
.n~rses~ On~ of them is ·:~n Englishwo.ma·n of.long ex., 
~perience.: I:Ie .~ap~ot: h~lp: smiling as .she apprp~ches 
.him. One day she comes ,talking about her. p~t 1 dogs; 
and .dr~-ws Bapu .in ··a co'nv~·rsation·. ~bo~t· the different 
·~arieti~s ,oi.dogs an4 thei~ .u~~ful11e~~' :AD;~th~r.day sh~ 
;talks ab~ut her_ experience. i~. English _anq African _hos, 
iPitals, and tells ,him how she has lived throughout Qer 
.ljf~ .the l·~s·s.on that·h~rDocto~s.taug.h~ h~r_o.f n~yer .trying 
·to be popular. .A third she decorates the room with tqe 
.finest flowers a·nd.asks Bapu to admire her, work, T~ere 
was another nurse much younger, but equally. fond of 

:Bap\1, who prided herse.If on having .Mr. Gandhi as her 
.first "priv~!~ ". ,P,~t~ent after ·passing qut ._a,s .a . trained 
1nurse. ":Nursing is not , al ~ays a joy, ~t ti.n;~.es _i~ is :a 
ita:sk ", she. us.ed t() say' "but it qas, been a .pure joy and 
.a privilege to nurse·Mr.'Gandhi .. The Doctor comes and 
;tells me, ! yo~ did ~ot ~se to print your reports. like. thi~ 
·ever b~fore' and I tell .~im straig_hta way, 'Nor ~ad I such 
.a patient before.'" Anqther day: she told me, 'my 
·friends were cha'ffing rn'e for' getting fond of.Mr. Gandhi~ 
I told them they, would do the ~arne if they had the pri-

1 l 1 ·-' ., ,, , .j ,,.), • Jo ' · 

'Vilege ~f S~fVing, him:_'J ·.,JI ,.~ .• ; . ,. . · i · , , :, . . 

.. And ~he.,..S~fgeon's lov~ _.for him: is a~ .u,ndi~guise~ as 
'the nurses.~~ :The ;Ci:vil., Surgeon· ,has. h~d letters a_nd 
1efegr~~s ,'pouring ·ori., hiffi, ·to: co~gratulate. ~im fo( the 
·wai: in. -~~~~h ·he wa~ serving M~hatmaji, agd. ~t is not 
witho~t a;plg~p1 ~q~t~e says,,.':' how a~ I to. r~ply to. all 

-of them L,S~alli_A~ it:tq~o~ghJhe. ~ress? ':' ~ . .. : . 
I: ~o not :.k~o~: 'jf ~qy , one .atte,nding Bapu has the 

:slightest consciousness that he is serving a state prisoner • 
.A co~pell~qgl?Y~ e~~~~~ al} ,othe~ ~o~s~i~~~n~ss .• 
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But why? Even he who has to look upon him as a 
prisoner seemed scarcely different in his manner from 
the rest. Col. Murray, the Yerravda Superintendent,. 
came to see Bapu the other day. "Do you think Mr .. 
Gandhi, I have neglected you? No, I thought I should~ 
not disturb'you. And as I see you now after some days. 
I find you very much better. The Colonel also assures. 
me you are quickly improving. Your friends remember 
you. Mr. Ganni especially asked me to tell you that he 
still gets up at 4 o'clock. Every one of tSem is happy, 
and misses you-I hope they do so permanently." His 
sweetness was· touching. ·"Thank you Col. Murray,"' 

'' ' ( . 
said Bapu, ·"but I assure you nothing will please me 
better than to be up and doing and be under your kind' 
care once ~again at 'Yerravda." You never. could tell,. 
·if you did not know him, that a jail S~perintendent was. 
speaking to one of his prisoners, and you could almost. 
visualise the atmosphere of love crea.ted by Bapu in his 
prison cell at Yerravda. 

But I must say som'ethi.ng about Bapu''s health, rather· 
lhim go on talking' about his alche.my of love. He looks. 
still emaCiate.d, but he is better than he might have been. 
as he told Mr. Rajagopalachariar, the other day, rating 
him for his ill-health, adding·" and you are worse than 
you ought to be." His weight whiCh at its best was 
I 12 lbs; in jail cannot be now very much ~ver .a mai.md,. 
though it is 1difficult t'o bei precise, as he is still in bed,' 
and cannot be moved out of it: There is no doubt, 
however,' that he is getting stronger every day. There 
is a chain ·hanging' do\vn from the top of his bed· of· 
Which 'he getS 1a hold tO enable him 'to Sit Up Or turn in 
bed.' ' That's for tny · gymn·astics' h'e ·said to a friend 
the other day. The fingers are still shaky, but not so. 
much' as I before: 'His no~rishment is nearly half' his. 
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·us~:~al quant.ity, and consists of· about 2 pounds of milk, a 
,couple· o;r iwo ora~ge~ and grap~s. · The bowds open 
w.~thout t;~~ help ,q( the e~ema,, th9ugh a mild purgative 
~s.aqifn~s neces~ary .. I ~boy~ al~ .he get~ most :restful 
sleep ~f tpe :¥.\~d he· ~as. ~t.ver ha~l, ~during th~ I.ast fe~ 
ye~r~ . .. ~qr ev~n.the, d£1:ys ig jail were of ~toil unsevered 
fro.m ~r~nClull~tYr; ::frq~ ~Y , talks with , the Surgeon 
J~a11.s:~f~ t~at t.her~ ~s1 now ~9· ~a use for ~nxiety, .though 
~9el cop~~!~s~en~~ .will Ce(~ai,nly: be,pr~l9JJg.~d. and even 
inde.~~i!~·. : . •.: · . , , . , 1 :J · .• , , 

.. And ~~ed .l saY, .. ~~ything ·~bout .t~e ~orrents. of lov~ 
·that haye ta~~.n their courfo(:HoPoona from all the Qarts 
. of India?. D,evadas who, sh:>.uld be pr~ vil,eged . to be with, 
.hi~ fat~rr' f?F ~11 the tim~ has to co~teo,thimself servi.ng 
~iri] by att~n_di[lg t,o. the ~~rJ;i;e~~us, Ie.t,te~$ a_n_d telegr~!ll~ 
. c.orp~n~ _.dar t9:~, :~i~~t .}~,qu~r~ng after B1pu's. health •. 
~pt, th.e _.t~le~farJ?s a.nd l~tters, ~o not. e~h~us~ . th~ 
.affe::tions.~ I 9~e. 4aY:·the,' re,si~~nts qf ,(~r off .TC\njor~ 
write to say that they did their. ,ar,:han,q,s, .a.ng 

. abhi~~~ek~~~~ .. ip·.a, particul~r M;a,ndir, a~,d s~nq1 on . ~he 

.sacred _.ash_es. ·and kumkum for Mahatmaji I .another 
d~y come~·.~ ~ette'~ fro~ '~-~shi telling'."tiev~~~s that 
sp~ciai . fa pas w~r~ J)erfo;cqyd .in> ~.h~ · t~mple of 
~ri~XI.!~j~~Y J1:anadeo . (th.~ . ~oqq~~rqr pf Death), that 
hrnidreds o~ Brahmins will be, conti:nuiq.g tbeir anushtha.
nam.q_ until :Mahatmaji gets, b~tter, and they, do not omi~ 
to send the s~cred ~vater of' the G~ngeS-.ii.Od the' sacred 
, i 'J, 1 ' I I' ' . _}I. •· · • 

~~Qes als;o .. : Hindqs from Shiyali, Tirupur~ an~ J:)indigul 
-vi~ in their love, 1-Yith their : Muss~lf'!l~R. qro~hren of 
Nag~re :~hQ. send special tabarruk (pr~~ad~m)~ of some 
.Aulia .. . A· Parsi sist.er writes offering ,~er bloqd if the 
·surgeon~ .t~ought: it necessary to put in blooq iQ. 
Mahatmaji, wbile. an English lady·write~ d~t~iled ins true; 

·:tions about Bap:u'~ 'diet, a~d Mrs. Go\chalefrom Bombay 
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writes to say that she will. spin an extra· coup!~ of hours 
·every day, n·ow that Mahatmaji cannot spin~· · · 
. One of th,e. con~tant visitors at the. hospital-and of 
these there i·s· n9 end, ~Y duty here b.eing o~ly, that of 
standing ~t the gate' to, 'keep them a ~ay-is an English
man,an old '~ilitary ~~nsioner who ~a~es it.~· p'oint to 
come every other day ,with a boquet of fh:iwers, and gets 
iqto. Bap~'& room' ~nops,t.~~cte~ b~. any op~; ,It is sill)plx 
impossib}e t9 ~top him. · Impatiently he rushe~ to1.~apu, 
s~a~es h~s ha~d, and deliv~rs his ~ess~~~e. of ~h.eer in ~ 
fe~ secpn,d~ ,and w~l~s a.fay, '' Ch~er up o.l~ m~q I I see 
that you ~re v~ry mu.ch better thaq yest.r~fl~Y· I ~no"Y 
you ~ust get bett~r, How old are you?. Fifty fiv~ .. Oh 
i~ i$ ·nothing; Yo.\l ~n9w' ~:~m· ~2, ~e.(,b~t.te~,. pleas.e d~·':' 
One dew h~ stppp~d, aqd ~sked, " ~~n I \io an,Ytbing. fo,r 
you Mr, Ga~dhi l" "N~,'' ~ai,d Ba~p,, ," Pl~as~ J p~ay .for, 
me .. " "That l will but tellr m.e. if I can, do anything for 
yo~. Pleased~ tell m~. .B~tie~eme. to; b~ yoq~J~r0th~~:.'~ 
To which Bapu replies with a smile, "Believe me I have 
amongst my friends a number of Englishmen whom I 
regard as more than my brothers." The man is deeply 
touched, moves out assuring us that he prays thrice every . 
day that Mr. Gar;t.dhi, may live up 'to h·is age, and also 
telling us ~~at ~a~.Y. Engli~~met;t pr.~y ~or him, an4 man}/ 
officers inquire after'him:t . : . 

1 

The picture will b~ incorvplete :if I d,i,~,.~ot say a 'YO~d 
about the illustrious leaders V?ho are n'ow . flocking .to 
Poona to see their . lead'er. ,They' did' not come ~ntill 
now, as they knew it 'would not be ~~~1 t~ disturb him. 
A man like. Mr. Jayakar says~" I will~ow corpe, but ~ill 
oply have his darshan from a distance," and Pt. Jawa .. 

. . ~ I 

haria! a~sures Devadas that he would come last of all. 
The big brother comes, a~d insists that.l\'lahatmaji'shouid 
not talk to him, fumbles about on Mah'atmaji's tied for 
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his l~gs; ~ hich he· finds whh s'ome difficulty, opens out 
~h~ covering, and· kisses :them: ·shankerlal ·and others 
like hiin, 1ai·e choked with tears: and Pandit Motilalji has 
no heart to ge{ a ~ay ~ithout bidding 'him .good. bye 'a 

' ' ' ' ' '. ' .. ·. ' .· i .... . ' ' • ' ' . 
second'" tim¢,·· and· deliberately· misses a train. Lalaji 
comes 'ea~er to have \a:: taik with him,·; 'but sta~ds aside, 
almo~t inspite'~f himself,' ~0 th~t he'may not draw·'him 
into a taik with1 bin{:: He. visits. hi'~ ·again· bef~re leaving 
Poona .. There' is ·~omethtng ID him' which is struggling 

. to' ihid ·expression. Prob'ablt' it ~h~cks the tears, or the 
tear~ ~heck it. 'But ultim~tely it succeeds and. bursts out~ 
But' Ba~u ·wit~ his inimitable smile' says, ·' Lalaji, the joke 
• t I , ·: . .. . , . . . 
Is'· too . big for my stomach. . l ·would have a hearty 
ia~gh,. but for t.he' wori~d anrci th'e 'stiches.i' · ·La:Iaji, who 
would';h:ave gone otherwise with''a'· heavy 'heart, goes 
a1Vay whh a mpc.h 'lig~ter. h~~rt, no~·. with our assuring 
others also that we may; not be sad now, but rejoice that 
' . • ' ' ' ' - . ' . I 1 ' ' ' ; ' • I 'I' • I ~ 

God in His infinite mercy has blessed us.'· · · 
Pciona', 29-1-24; i · · ' • • · · · : •. · · Mah'adev Desai.· 

. .. . . I . 
·p~·s: 

1
• :The a bo\/e reached :too Ia'te f~r' the last issue. I I should 

bave!foilowed tip with' more impr~s~ion.s. ·But the news 
·~:the ~eiease m'ust. crowd but :ev~~ything. ·.I must warn 

the public that , th~. A. ,P. I/ telegram ·:say~nk ·.~hat 
Mah·aim·a'jf is iqttite well' is far from 'the truth.' And· may 
n1isb;sa'}l that thtdact th:afMaul~ana .M~homed Ali h~d 
'ask~d ·: Mahatma.ji to y'isit A)mb~ I immediately on' dis
chaiiJ·~frorn' the 'hosphaf.~latm'ed·me? He is still in bed, 
though 'he'can j~~t toddl~ in his room. 1t ·wiP, be months 
before h~1 get{fit arid. strong ag'a1n: Let the country give 
'him 1a1 lqri:g perlpd bf'· undist~rbed' rest

1 

an~ 'labour an_d 
pra'ytb:at 1he may be:lon:g'preserved to us.· ... 
.. . 6-2~24", :(·fh[;' ( • . I·' ... ·'·· ·. M.D ... 



THE TRUE RULER OF INDIA I3il 

rnst February 19U 

THE TRUE RULER OF INDIA 

(BY C. F. ANDREWS) 

On my arrival from England, I was quite shocked 
when I saw the emaciated form of Mahatma Gandhi in 
the Sassoon Hospital at Poona. Those have been with 
him however informed me that I should have been far 
more greatly shocked if I had seen his condition only a 
few days before. At once I felt the truth of Rabindra 
Nath Tagore's words, that each day he was kept a 
prisoner was a day of humiliation for the rulers of the 
country. No order had yet come for his release and the 
Viceroy's speech contained no hint of it. To me it had 
seemed almost incredible that Christmas Day had passed 
as the day of peace and good-will, without such a simple 
and natural act of peace and good-will being done. 

Now at last, as I write, the news has come. The 
release has been announced. Although its lateness 
detracts somewhat from its value, yet if it brings with it 
any change of heart in the rulers, it is welcome. The 
future alone will show. 

Those who were near the sufferer in the hospital had 
many things to tell me about the kindness he had 
received. The Civil Surgeon's goodness, which had 
been so full of courage and skill, the nurses' tender 
care, the utter absence of .all offidal restraint,-these 
represented a different gesture from the repression of 
former days. They had prepared the way for the fin<d 
act of release. 

It has been Mahatma Gandhi's supreme faith that 
there is a nobler element in man that may be' won over 
by love. For this reason, he began his Non-co-operation 
movement, not in bitterness but in love. For this 

8; 
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reason, he spoke with the frankness of true love to the· 
]udge who con~emned him to prison .. For this reason, 
he wrote in the columns of Young Ind.a again and 
again explaining to the rulers the object which he 
had i~ view, so that there might be no possible 
misunderstanding. But, in spite of it all, it was 
nothing less than .. a tragedy in England to find how 
he had been mi~understood. 

If the q~:~estion is asked, what is the sum and substance 
of the charge which Mahatma Gandhi.laid against the 
British Government in India, it may be summed up in a 
single phrase. He charged them with the oppression of 
the poor .. In tpe statement .which he made at his· trial, 
his co~demnatio.n of the British Raj was this: They had 
oppressed the poor. The hungry.skeleton-like figures,· 
whiGh Mahatma Gandhi had seen in Orissa and else-
. where, had haunted his mind till he could never forget 
them, by night o,r by day. He went so far as to offer to 
co-operate again, if the British rulers would join with 
him in a .campaigl:\ to destroy the drink and drug traffic 
and to .build up the inpustrial village-life by the encour
agement of Klwddar. But such simple work of lowly 
servic.e was beyond the ken of the present rulers. They 
must do their work in their own patronising way or not 
at all. The gorgeous magnificence of an Imperial Delhi 
obsessed their minds. They neglected to take note of.. 
the plain fact that all this • magnificenc~ would only· be 
an added burden to the poor. They spent fabulous sums 
upon it, until the treasury. was empty, and then doubled 
the burden of the salt tax in order to prevent a deficit. 
The crores of rupees spent . on building a New Delhi 
over the ruins of old Delhi could not be sacrificed. The 
one necessary of life to the m~ny millions of half
starving p~ople must be taxed instead. 
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There is a weakness due to lor:g ages ~f subjection 
·which has invaded the mind of India itself and supports 
this vulgar craving for a display of pomp and power 
·such as New Delhi affords. :\1ahatma Gandhi has called 
it a ' slave mentality'. It may be seen in our own day 
in the gaping crowds that frequent the race courses, 
whenever they are patronised by Viceroys and Governors 
.in state procession. Extravagant durbars, royal visits, 
~imperial p~geants, British Empire Exhibitions, all 
·draining a way the wealth of the country, have become 
mare frequent of late in order to captivate the waning 
.attention of the common people. But the spiritual mind 
of India is not captivated by things so tawdry as these. 
Rather it pays silent'homage to this one tired sufferer in 
the hospital at Poona, who has looked into the face of 
·death without fear. For there is a ruler of India here, 
dn this hospital, Mahatma Gandhi, whose sway is 

·.greater than all imperial power. His name will be re
.. membered and sung by the village people long after the 
names of the modern governors in their palaces at New 
Delhi are forgotten. When all the buildings of Raisina 
have crumbled into ruins, such as those around the Kutub 
Minar and Taghlakabad, the name of Mahatma Gandhi 
will still be ta'ught by mothers to their little children as 
·one of the greatest of India's saints and saviours. 

For there is a spiritual palace which Mahatma Gandhi 
has built up out of an eternal fabric. Its foundations 
.are deeply and truely ·laid in the Kingdom of God. No 
oppression of the poor has gone to build it. Love and 
devotion and service to the poor are its golden decora
tions. No military pomp reigns within its borders, but 
only the peaceful harmony of human ~outs. No race or 
colour distinctions have any place in it. No clash of reli
,gious controversy mars its silence. Its empire is the heart. 
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· Difficult indeed it is for me to snatch myself a way 
from this hospital room with its patient, now that once the 
vision has been seen, the darshan for which I have waited 
so long in my journey across the sea. I came to the hos
pital at Poona with the expectation of going afterwards 
to Delhi. But the spirit within me has leapt up in revolt, 
as though it were impossible now to make any such 
proposal. For, here I have seen a vision which makes 
all thoughts of doing anything ·political at Delhi fade 
away. It might have been possible to have gone t(} 
Delhi, if I had not visited this hospital. But to go now, 
after this, would be almost like·-I hardly know how to· 
put it-a sacrilege. I could journey to Sabarmati 
Ashram; I could {!O to Shantiniketan; but not into the· 
midst of the turmoil of politics at Delhi. . Let me keep
pure the vision which God has given me. For when 
such a gift has come, there is nothing else in life except. 
to hold it fast. 

NATIONAL PRAYER ON 18TH 

Maulana Mohamed Ali, President of the Congress,, 
issued the following message to his countrymen under 
date January, rs·: 

"Ever since news ·was received from Poona ·that 
Mahatma Gandhi was removed from Yerrawada Jail to· 
the s'assoon Hospital for a surgical Op€ration, the nation. 
has ·been ·waiting for further news of his health with. 
bated breath. The shock to the nation was almost too 
great even for, prayers though what every feeling has all 
this time suffered is ·itself one long prayer to heaven. 
But the time has now come that we should organise 
ourselves to offer a national prayer, beseeching Almighty 
God to grant complete and speedy recovery to India's 
greatest son. Friday, I 8th inst., being Gandhi Day I 
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seems to be the most suitable day for the purpose. 
Mussalmans will no doubt offer prayers in their mosques 
<1fter Friday Service, but I suggest that the joint national 
prayer of men and women of all communities should be 
offered precisely at 5 p. m., standard time all over India 
.and that mass meetings should be organised everywhere 
for this purpose. I trust my suggestion will meet with 
1he Nation's approval and that steps will he taken im
mediately io act upon it." 

WORKING CO:\I~IITTEE 

At a meeting of the Congress Working Committee 
held at Bombay on January 30, 31, and February I, the 

·following resolutions were passed and business tran
·sacted, besides many others dealing with Congress 
.administration:-

GANDHI ~IONTH 

The Working Committee of the Indian National 
Congress is deeply thankful to merciful Providence 
that Mahatma Gandhi has passed safely through 
his recent grave illness and.that his further services 
in the cause of freedom have thus been vouchsafed 
to the nation. The Committee appeals to the nation 
that in order to prepare for a great struggle to be 
carried on all over the country to wrench from 
Government his and. the nation's freedom and esta .. 
blish Swarajya, a supreme effort should be made to 
strengthen the Congress organisation in every respect 
and for this purpose the month beginning from 18th 
February and ending on 18th March next should be 
observed as the Gandhi month and devoted to in· 
tensive national work by every man and woman 
desiring the e1nancipation of the country. The 
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Working Committee calls upon all Indians to put 
forth the utmost endeavour to cloth the nation in 
Khaddar, to enrol Congress members and to collect 
money for theTilak Swarajya Fund. All Congress
Committees are called upon ·to organise work at 
once in order to carry out the above resolution. 

THE RELEASE ORDER 

There was intense excitement in the hospital this 
morning when the news came that Mahatmaji had been 
released, telegraphed the special· correspondent of the
Hindu on February, 5, 1924, who was one intimately in 
touch with Mahatmaji: . 

The news reached the hospital in this manner. Mr. · 
C. F~ Andrews had. gone early to the hospital and had 
been laughing and joking with Mahatmaji as he usually 
does each morning since his return from England~ 
Mahaimaji enjoyed this and they were there engaged 
together when quite unexpectedly Colonel Maddock, the: 
Doctor, came in and said to Mahatma Gandhi : '~I am so
glad to see you looking ~o well this morning." Mahatmaji 
i.ntroduced Mr. Andrews to him and they shook hands. 

Then Colonel Maddock. said: "I am so glad to tell you 
that I have some very good news to give you and I want
ed myself .to be the first to bring it to you. The order 
.came .last night by special mes~engerandhereit is. You 
are unconditionally released.". 

'The Mahatma remained entirely quiet and unmoved 
and said to Colonel Maddock: " Perhaps you would not 
mind reading to me the order." 
. When )Colonel Maddock ·had read the order through, 
Mahatmaji smiled at the Colonel and said: "I hope you 
will not mind my: remaining your guest and your patient 
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a little longer." This, he said laughingly, and the 
Colonel replied, with a smi!e: "I hope you will continue 
to obey all my instructions as a doctor." 

Mahatmaji promised to do so. Then he turned to the 
Colonel and thanked him for all his exceeding kiAdness. 

The scene was one that was wonderful to witness. 
There was a complete absence of any excitement and 
the main feature of MahatmaWs attitude as he received 
the news with his characteristic smile and accepted 
the overpowering greetings from Mr. Andrews and all 
his other· friends, including Maulana Shaukat Ali who 
happened to be in Poona, was that it was like the 
absence of all· excitement which characterised the night 
of February, 10, two years ago when he received the 
news of a different nature with the same self-possession 
as a brave soldier of Satyagraha. 

The doctors who have paid him hurried visits by turns 
since his release have had a glimpse of him in his un
fettered freedom and have seen how unmoved he has 
been with the excitement all around him. They have 
acknowledged all his wishes with more than usual 
courtesy. Colonel Maddock, after dressing his wound 
with his own hands again this morning, expressed satis
factir.>n at his progress. At the same time he gave a 
very strict warning that nothing must be done to tire the 
distinguished patient. He must be given all the' rest 
and repose ·possible and must sleep whenever he could 
manage to do so both at night and during the day, for 
the tired body sorely needed rest. • Mah.atmaji read through a message which Mr. An-
drews has sent ·to the Associated Press at Mahat
maji's request. He passed it after it had been read. 
From this message it will be seen how important rest is 
for the patient and how there is need of patience on the 
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part of the general public so that there may not be the 
slightest ·relapse on ·account of the tiring visits of a 
multitude of friends .which m~st be altogether avoided., 

Telegrams begin to pour in almost immediately after 
the Colonel's visit. 

Mahatma Gandhi has asked Mr. C.F. Andrews to go 
at .once to Sabarmati in order to give there a message 
from Mahatmaji himself .to the students and teachers 
and dwellers in the Ashram. He has already started, 
but wilf return immediately because his presence will be 
required again in Poona when Mahatrnaji's message has 
been delivered. The first message that Mahatmaji sent 
was to the Parsee Rustomjee in Durban which will at 
once be telegraphed all over South Africa and will give 
there the joyful news. 

MR. ANDREWS' STATEMENT 

Jhe news of Mr. Gandhi's release has been received, 
st~t~d an Associated Press message issued on Sth 
February J924, with great satisfaction by all sections of 
public and to-day it is the absorbing topic of conversa· 
tion . 
. Mr. Gandhi had a. long lalk with Mr. C. F. Andrews 

tbis morning. ·It is learnt that he will remain in hospital 
fpr at le~st another fortnight . 
. :\fr. Gandhi or none ofhis party had learnt anything 

of his release till 7-30 a.m. It was Col. Maddock who 
first informed him of the good news. Mr. C. F. Andrews 
was present at the occasion and he has issued a graphic. 
state~ent of his . impression which will be wired from 
Bpmbay. Mr. Gandhi has been remove.d to Division 
No.· 9 nursing home which are private apartments this 
noon. He has a separate spacious room and nurse is in 
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.attendance. Everything now has a cheery atmosphen: 
and visitors are pouring in hundreds. Mr. Gandhi inter. 
viewed stated that he intends to issue a statement to· 
morrow. 

Mr. C. F. Andrews has communicated the following 
·statement to the Associated Press concerning ~lr. 
Gandhi: 

" I was present at the Sassoon Hospital this morning 
about 7~30 A.M. and found Mahatma Gandhi very bright 
and cheerful after a good night's rest. While we were 
talking, Col. Maddock, who has been in charge of the 
patient in the hospital, came in and announced to Ma .. 
hatmaji ·the news of his unconditional release and con· 
gratulated him upon it most heartily. He then read out 
to him the words of the official message and said that it 
had come on Monday night by a special messenger. 
Therefore he had taken the earliest opportunity of 
·coming to him as he wished to be the first man to bear 
the ne'fs that he was now free. 

Mahatma Gandhi remained qui~t for a few moments 
.and then said to Col. Maddock with a smile: "I hope 
you will allow me to remain your patient and also :YOUr • 
guest for a little longer". The Doctor laughed and told 
him that he trusted that his patient would go on 
'()beying his orders as a Doctor and that he himself 
might have the very great pl~asure and satisfaction of 
·seeing him thoroughly restored to health. 

Later on, in that morning after dressing the wound, Col. 
1laddock gave warning that the recovery of the patient 
which was going on so well might be seriously thrown 
back if any unnecessary, excitement or tiredness was 
-caused in the next few days by the visits of those who 
wished to see him. The kindest thing in the world would 
be for everyone, except those who were nursing him, to 
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give him all the rest possible at this critical time in his 
recovery. It had to be remembered that the wound, which 
had to be made while performing the operation, was not 
fully healed, and a little over-tasking of the strength 
of the patient might throw the recovery back. The 
next fortnight would be the time when every res~rve of 
strength. would be needed in order the wound might be 
fully healed.. Everything had gone well up to the present 
but it was imperative that no unnecessary risks shall be 
incurred. 

Mahatma Gandhi was removed by the Doctor's orders 
into another room ·with an outside verandah where he 
could be able to get the full benefit of the sunshine and 
open air . 
. Telegrams . began to pour in upon him from an early 

hour. The first telegram reached the hospital very soon 
after Col. Maddock had left. 

I would wish, if I may be permitted to do so after all I 
have seen in the hospital concerning Mahatma Gandhi's 
health, to add my own urgent request to the warning 
g~ven by. the· doctor for, while undoubtedly, Mahatma 
Gandhi has recovered wonderfully hitherto, he is still in 
a weak condition and it must be remembered that the 
healing of the wound has still to go on and anything 
that in the slightest degree· might bring about a relapse 
must be avoided. Every day of complete rest which 
he can now obtain, especially' during the next 
fortnight will mean an immense difference for the future. 
It would be the· greatest kindness possible if those to 
whom his health is most precious would strictly observe 
the doctor's instructions ·until the. recovery has been 
fulfilled. · · . 

It will also be quite impossible for Mahatmaji to grant 
interviews to press correspondents. 
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After writing out this statement, I read it over to 
Mahatma Gandhi himself at his own request and he has 
passed it for the press. 

MAHATMAJI'S STATEMENT 

Mahatmaji has addressed the following to Moulana 
Mahomed Ali, President of the Indian National Con
gress:-

My dear Friend and Brother, 
I send you, as the President of the Congress, a few 

words which I know our countrymen expect from me on 
my sudden release. I am sorry that the Government 
have prematurely released me on account of my illness. 
Such a release can bring me no joy, for I hold that the 
illness of a prisoner affords no ground for his release .. 

I would be guilty of ungratefulness if I did not tell 
you and through you the whole public that both the 
goal and the hospital authorities have been all attention 
during my illness. Colonel Murray, the Superintendent 
of the Y errowada: Prison, as soon as he suspected 
that my illness was at all serious,, invited Colonel 
Maddock to assist him and I am sure promptest measures 
were taken by him to secure for me the best treatment . 
possible. I could not have been removed· to the David 
and Jacob Sassoon Hospital a moment earlier. Colone• 
Maddock and his staff have treated. me with the,utmost 
attention and kindness. I may not omit the nurses whC> 
have surrounded me with sisterly care. Though it is 
now open to me to leave this Hospital, knowing that I 
can get no better treatment anywhere else, with Colonel 
Maddock's kind permission, I have decided to remain 
under his care till the wound is healed and no further 
medical treatment is necessary. 
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The public will easily understand for sometime to 
come I shall be quite unfit for active work and those who 
.are interested in my speedy return to active life will 
hasten it by postponing their natural desire to see me. 

:I am unfit, and shall be for some we~ks perhaps, to see a 
number of visitors. I shall better appreciate the affection 
·of iriends if they will devote greater time and attention 
to such national work as they may be engaged in and 
·especially to hand spinning. 

My release has brought me no relief. Whereas before 
:release I was free from responsibility save that of 
conforming to goal discipline and trying to qualify 
:myseif for more efficient service, I am now overwhelmed· 
·with a .sense of responsibility I am ill-fitted to disc barge. 
Telegrams of congratulation have been pouring in upon 
me. They' have but added to the many ·proofs I have 
received of the affection of our countrymen for me. It 
·naturally pleases and comforts me. Many telegrams 
'however betray hopes of results from my service· which 
·stagger me. The thought of my utter incapacity as to 
·cope with the work before me humbles my pride. 

Though I knew very little of the present situation in 
'the country, l know sufficient to enable me to. see that, 

. perplexing as the national problems were at the time of 
the Bardoli resolutions, they are far more perplexing to 
day. It is clear that without unity between Hindus, 
Mahomedans, Sikhs, Parsis and Christians and other 
Indians all talk of Swaraj is idle. This unity which 
I fondly believed in 1922 had been nearly achieved has, 
so far as Hindus and . :\fussalmans are concerned, I 
-observe, suffered a severe· check. Mutual trust has 
.given place to distrust. An indissoluble bond between 
the various communities must be·established if we are 
to win freedom. Will the thanksgiving of the nation 
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over my release be turned into a solid unity between 
the communities? That will restore me to health far· 
quicker than any medical treatment or rest cure. When 
I heard in the gaol of the tension between Hindus. 
and Mahomedans in certain places, my heart sank. 
within me. The rest I am advised to have will be no· 
rest with the burden of disunion preying upon me. 
I ask all those who cherish love towards me to utilise· 
it in furtherance of the union we all desire. [ 
know that the t!sk is difficult but nothing is difficult 
if we have a living faith in God. Let us realise our 
own weakness and approach Him and He will surely 
help. It is weakness which breeds fear and fear breeds 
distrust. Let us both shed our fear, but I know that 
even if one of us will cease· to fear we shall cease to· 
quarrel. Nay, I say that your tenure of office will be· 
judged solely by what you can do in the cause of union. 
I know that we love each other as brothers. I ask you1 
therefore to share my anxiety and help me to go through, 
the period of illness with a lighter heart. 

If we could but visualise the growing pauperism of the· 
land and realise that the spinning wheel is the only 
remedy for the disease, the wheel will leave us little 
leisure for fighting. I had during the last two years 
ample time and solitude for hard thinking. It made me 
a firmer believer than ever in the efficacy of the· Bardoli 
programme and therefore in the unity between the races, 
the charka, the removal of untouchability and the appli
cation of non .. violence in thought, word and deed to our 
methods as indispensable for Swaraj. If we faithfully 
and fully carry out this programme, we need never· 
resort 'to Civil Disobedience and I should hope that it 
will never be necessary, but I must state that my think-· 
ing prayerfully and in solitude. has not weakened my-
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belief in the efficacy and righteousness of Civil Disobedi~ 
·ence. I ho14 it as ever before to be a nation's right and 
duty when its vital being is in jec;>pardy. I am convinced 
that it is attended with less danger than war and whilst 
the former when successful benefits both the resister and 
!the wrong-doer the latter harms both the victor and the 
'Vanquished. 

You will not expect me to express any opinion on the' 
vexed question of return by Congressmen to Legislative 
CounCils and the Assembly. Though I have not in any· 
way altered my opinion about the boycott of Councils, 
Law Courts and Government Schools, I have no data for 
coming to a judgment .upon the alterations made at 
Delhi and I do not propose to express any opinion until 
I have had the opportunity of discussing the question 
with our illustrious countrymen who have felt·called 
upon in the interests of the country to advise removal of 
the.boycott of legislative bodies . 
. In conclusion, may ~ through you, thank all the very 

numerous senders of congratulatory messages.: It is not 
.possible for me personally to acknowledge each message. 
It has gladdened my heart to see among the messages 
m~ny from Moderate friends I have. Non-cO:.Operators 
·Can have no quarrel with them. They too are well
wishers of their country and serve to the best of their 
lights .. ' If we consider them to be in the wrong, we can 
hope to win them over only by friendliness and patient 
reasoning, never by abusing. Indeed, we want to regard 
Englishmen too as our friends and not misunderstand 
them by .treating them as our enemies and if we are· to
day engaged in a struggle against the British Govern
ment,· it is against the system for which it stands, not 
against the Englishmen who are administering the 
:system. · I know that many .have failed to' understand .. 
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always bear in mind the distinction and in so fa1· as we 
have failed we.have harmed our cause. 

I am your sincere friend 
I 

Poona 7th February 1924 and brother, " 
(Sd). M. K. Gandhi. 

AN INTERVIEW BEFORE RELEASE 

'' Yuga Dharma," an Ahmedabad literary vernacular 
magazine, edited by Dr. Sumant Mehta, published in. 
the form of a letter an account of a visit the Editor 
had with Mahatmaji before his release, when the latter 
was a patient in the Sassoon Hospital, PoonA. 

Dr. Sumant enquired of Mahatmaji how it was that 
such a disease could attack a man like him (Mahatmaji),· 
who was self-restricted (Sanyasin). Mahatmaji replied 
that, though he was moderate in food for many years, he 
had not yet been abstemious as he ought to have been.' 
HI ·am sure," said Mahatmaji, " that my body does not 
need much food. In fact very little food is required 
when one has to undergo mental work and a good deal 
of concentration. Perhaps my weight might have been 
decreased by .being abstemious. But my body would 
have been surely improved. " 

Mahatmaji was of. opinion that there was no necessity 
of pulse as food for tho3e who are used to brain work. 

As regards the amelioration of the depressed classes, 
Mahatmaji expressed the necessity of working in the 
villages by encamping there. 

He did not at all believe the rumour that there is ·a' 
depression in the workers of Gujarat. 

In a further conversation, Mahatmaji said: "I have 
plunged into politics simply in search of Truth. When · 
I went to jail, I had fixed my programme for full six 
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years. I have dictated a little about South Africa tQ> 
Indu Lal, but my thoughts about the Gita.are still to be 
gictated and I want to show how to epitomise the Maha
hharata. I also think of writing my auto-biography. 
Still I have to do much." 

On Dr. Sumant commenting on the new Labour 
Government in England by saying that there were sti!J 
people who hope to get sweets from the Labour Govern
ment, Mahatmaji answered with a rather grave voice: 
'People, do not leave off the hope of getting help from 
outside. Who can give Swaraj? We have to take it. 
What about the depressed classes and w.hat about 
solving the problem of Hindu-Muslim unity? What help 
can the Labour Government give you as regards these 
questions? Y: our future lies in your own hands. If yott 
get sweet balls they will be made of stones." 

Dr. Sumant concludes his letter after describing some 
conversation with Mahatmaji .about Indu La I Yagnik. 

28th February 1924 

TO THE AKALIS 

·Dear countrnnen,~It was with great distress that I 
heard about the shooting ·of an Akali Jatha on the 
orders of the Administrator of Nabha State resulting in 
several memb~rs being killed and many more wounded. 
In reply to telegrams beyond' sending a message ·of 
sympathy I had no wish to say or do anything more. It 
is contrary to the wish of Col. Maddock who has· covered 
me with every form of kindness during my illness that I 
am undertaking a moderate amount of activity in the 
shape of informing my~elf of the prevailing situation in 
the country. But the following . telegram just received 
from·Zira namely "Come, unminding health condition 
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soon, Akali Jatha". compels me to ~;ay something in 
connection with the tragedy just mentioned. I do not 
happen to know the sender of the telegram but . had it 
been at all possible for me I would certainly· have gone 
down in reply to the message. The .wound being yet 
unhealed any such journey is a physical impossibility. [ 
am· therefore doing the next best thing. I need· hardly 
assure the Akali Sikhs of my sympathy in the loss of so 
many brave men and many more being wounded. 

Without the full facts before me I am unable to say 
whether the march of a large number of men in order 
to pay devotion to the shrine of Gangsur at Jaito was or 
was not justified. But I would ask the Akali Sikhs not 
to send any more Jathas without further deliberation 
and consultation with those leaders outside the Sikh 
community who have hitherto been giving them advice. 
It would be well to stop and watch developments arising 
out of the tragedy. One of telegrams received by me 
tells me that the Jatha was and remained throughout 
strictly non-violent. You have from the very commence
ment claimed that your movement is perfe~tly non
violent and religious. I would like every one of us to 
understand all the implications of non-violence. I am 
not unaware of the fact that non-violence is not your 
final creed. It is therefore doubly incumbent upon you 
to guard against any violence inthought or word creep
ing in the movement. · · 

Over 25 years of the practice of non-violence ·in . the 
political field has shown me as clearly as· daylight that 
in every act of ours we have to· watch our thoughts and 
words in connection with the movement in which we 
may be engaged. · Non-violence. is· impossible without 
deep humility and the strictest regard for truth, and if 

· such non~violence has~been possible i'n connection with 
88 
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the. movement J:IOt termed religious, how much easier it 
should. be: with 1those like you who· !are· conducting a 
strictly religious movement. I. have deemed it necessary 
to reiterate whatl used:to say about ·non-violence before 
my imprisonment, .because I have observed during .my 
brief.study of the·event~ of the past years _that we who 
claim .to. be, engaged in a non-violent movement have 
not fully. and in, .thought and speech; conformed to our 
creed during, the. past two years as we certain! y · did not 
during :the :previous· years. I am· sorry to have to say 
that what 1: wrote about ourselves in ·,the pages of 
"Young India '~, ~uring the ·three .. months prior to my 
arrest holds truer to-day with us than it did then. I have 
not the slighte~t doubt ip my mind that had we practised 
non~viQience inj ·the sense I mean ·during all these five 
years. we would not only.· have achieved our· common 
goal,- bQt: there: would be to-day no differences and 
quarrels. between Hindus and Mussalmans. . . · , 

In drawing your. attention therefor,e to the necessity of 
n_op-violence i_p your special: struggle about your Gurd• 
war~s I. do not wish to be understood to mean that there 
had been a greater·~ disregard of the . essentials of non• 

· violence amongst you than the other communities ... But 
a word of cautido is more necessary in yQur ca.se because 
you have never flagged. You have been incessantly 
active in the pursuit 1 of your special goal. I would 
therefore have you to search yourselves and if you find 
that you .have .not been. true to the .standard you. set 
before yourselves to cease further demonstration for the 
time being and perform the necessary cleaning process 
before beginning anew. I :doubt not that ·your efforts 
will be crowned with success.. · 

J · I remain your friend and tervant,. 
Poona, Feb. 25. (Sd.) M. K. Gandhi. · 
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A :mSCO~CEPTION CLEARED 

~Ir. Gandhi, with a view to clear some misunderiitand
lin~s about his letter to the Akalis, stated a.s follows to 
.a Press representative on February 28: 

·I have just read a paragraph on the new~ column. of the 
"'Chronicle" of the 29th February about. the Jaito 
tragedy in which it is suggested that my open letter to 
the Akali Sikhs is based on wrong information supplied 
to me and .that, in this respect, people mostly suspect 
Lata Lajpat Rai. . In justice to Lalaji I wish· to state 
that ,before he saw.· me I had read all I could about the 
.tragedy .and that when the telegram inviting me to go 
to the Punjab was received, I had made up my mind. be~ 
fore Lalaji had seen that. telegram, that I shouldi make 
·some su~h statement as ultimately I did make. · As the 
telegram, asking me. to come down from· Akali Jathas 
was received from Tira ~nd I did not know anybody. 
there and as I was anxious that the advice I ·tendered 
-should reach· the Akali ·Sikhs as early: as. possible; ,J 
.adopted·. the method of the open letter~·· My letter. was 
based purely on the information gleaned by rue.· from. 
the papers and the knowledge acquired by me after my' 
release a bout the· state of the spirit of non-violence in 
~thought, word and deed in the country. Lalaji :did see 
~the letter and under his pressure I. struck out a large 
number of passages which otherwise I would have 
retained and which were stronger than the final letter. 
Lalaji further pressed me to end the letter at the clause· 
advising ,the~Akali Sikhs not'to send another Jatha be
fore deliberation with non-Sikh advis~rs• ,but as I felt. 
that a general reference to the implications of :non~ 
violence at this moment was of vital importance, I was 
·obliged rec;pectfully to differ from Lalaji's· advice and, 
rretained the passages regarding non-violence ... 
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2ith March 1924 

THE CLASS AREAS BILL 

Mr. Gandhi has: issued the following statement to the· 
Press on 23rd March : 
· · The following cablegram has been received from 
Capetown signed by Mr. Pather, Ge'neral Secretary,. 
South African Indian ·Congress:-· 

"South African . Indian community submits notwith-· 
standing strongest protests Union'. Government deter
mimed carrying through Class Areas Bill violating. 
pledges · given. ·.Bill indefensible. Foreigners, also· 
Euro...Africans, Malays and: Natives being exempted .. 
Bill. will apply only to India. Euro-Africans, Malays,. 
and Natives assembled in thousands Capetown assured. 
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu of support to Indians· in opposition. 
to Bill. Indians will never supmit segregation. Inform 
India. Please take such action as you· think best. Mrs:. 
Sarojini. N aidu has made deep irripression and won 
many hearts.'' Mrs. Naidu deferred leaving South Africa. 
until 3oth April owing great demand on her in interest 
of the cause. "· · 
' This is startling news, almost too bad even for South 
Africa; to be believed. I have already· endeavoured to· 
show why the Cape was to be excluded from the operation 
of the measure: If the information cabled by Reuter as. 
to the exclusion of the Cape is correct, there is something. 
wrong in the. foregoing cable, or the information. 
contained in it is applicable to the other three Provinces. 
only, namely, Orangia, Transvaal a'rtd Natal. The posi
tion then will !:>e that,' so far as the Cape is concerned,. 
the Cape Indians wilr still remain exempted from the 
'Operation of the me.asure, whereas in the other Provinces· 
the measure will ·apply only to Indians. There is no. 
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·uifficulty about understanding the exemptions, because 
rthe idea of segregation of Natives and Malays in the 
·extreme sense is new. Every European household has 
natives of South Africa as domestic servants. Malays, 
.as I have shown in a previous communication, are a 
negligible quantity except in the Cape. We have, there
fore, the naked truth before us that the Bill in question 
·is aimed merely at Indians and that it connotes not only 
segregation but indirect expulsion. Mrs. Sarojini Naidu's 
·visit to South Africa and her inspiring presen<;e .there 
will undoubtedly steel the hearts of the Indian settlers 
for further effort. Her presence is also bringing Euro
.peans and Indians on the same platform. Let India, 
however, not be lulled into a sense of false se~urity, 
because of the commanding presence of Mrs. Naidu in 
1he midst of the sorely tried Indian settlers; aft{!r all, the 
cultured Europeans of South Africa are gentlemen, and 
I have little doubt that :\!Irs. Naidu is receiving all the 
.attention that is due to her for her many and matchless 
.gifts, but the South African Europeans have alsQ a fixed 
.and determined anti-Indian policy. General Srrl~ts is a 
finished diplomat. On due occasion he can speak 
honeyed words, but he knows his mind, and let there be 
no mistake that unless India can make an effort ~~equate 
to 'the situation, the Bill will be carried through the 
Union Parliament in spit~ of Mrs. Naidu's resource .. 
fulness. 

If 

~I AHA T;\IAJI AND JUHU 

A message to the "A. B. Patrika," dated Poona1 Feb. 
28, stated: 

A deputation consisting of Mr. Jairamdas Doulatram, 
Kaki Abdul-Rehman Seth Jsserdas and ;\'Jr. R. K. 
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Sidhva: waited upon Mahatma Gandhi this morning. re
questi'ng ·him' to come to Karachi to restore his health: 
Mahatmaji ·was lying in bed and receivedthe deputation 
cheerfully. · 
: .Mr. Sidhva acted as· spokesman ; and said : ' Your 
health will be' im~ensely improved on the sea beach· of 
Karachi where the weather is excellent." 
·' Mahatmaji replying ~aid: "r~would wish I could come· 
t'o Karachi to gain health because I know Clifton is an 
excellent place but I wish to remain in a central place 
so that friends would not find it inconvenient to ·see me· 
from plates far 'off. Hence I have decided to stay in 
Andheri ·near the ·sea. 
· Mr. Sidhva: "We look to your health first and those 

i'ntending td see you could come even from thousands of 
miles; So 'y'ou should come to Karachi. ·People are 
more anxious about· your health. Jl 

Mahatmaji: "It is true, friends could come to see ~e· 
from_. any distance but I don't want to trouble them. l 
had al'\~vitation from Ceylon ~lso' and· although I .have 
notseetf'Ceylon, I am told it is a beautiful and lovely 
place but for· ·the ·convenience of visitors with whom t 
have to consult -often, I· have decided to remain near 
Bombay. : I·· had· once decided to live at Dadabhoy 
Naorbji's house and I was glad 'that I would be staying ifll 
the house of persons :under whom I had learnt politics. 

:A 'TOUCHING SCENE 
I 

',A: Correspondent wrote to the ·"Bombay Chronicle,,.. 
from Poona on March 10:- ' '· ·· 

The' 'students or.' the B. J. School of Medicine, Poona, 
had the unique privilege- of paying- their respects to 

~ 
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Mahatmaji and Mrs. Gandhi, on the eve of their depar
ture from Poona. The staff of the Sassoon Hospital~ 
including Coi. Maddock, Major Coullie, Dr. Shikare, .the 
Sister-in-charge, was present on the occasion. , · 

The students presented Mahatmaji with a. garland 
made of '' Khadi" and expressed their heart.felt wishes 
for Mahatmaji's rapid recovery. They also prayed.for 
his long life and prosperity and expressed .their thanks 
to Col. Maddock for his skill in operation. 

At the express request of the students, Mahatmaji 
addressed a few words to the gathering. He said: 

"You will excuse me for I am speaking, sitting on the 
chair, but my health does not permit me to stand. · You 
have asked me to speak to you on the eve of mv 
departure from Poona, but I am· unfit to do so. I am 
doing Civil Disobedience to the commands of Col. 
1\Jaddock, but it will be injustice if I would not speak a 
few words. · 

Col Maddock has become my friend since he was 
sent. to tYerrawda to examine me by the· Government. l 
was. not willing for the operation, but Col. , Maddock 
impr~ssed upon me :in such a way that I was obliged to 
keep my full confidence in him. 'I had. full faith in his 
skill. I am riot an expert to certify so, but it is the fact. 
I am still glad. to hear from you that he· is a friend of 
mine. I hope that· Col Maddock will spend his leisure 
time in the cause of humanity, wherever ~e may go. · 

Noo.violent Non-co-operation means sympathy and 
good feeling towards every man. It will grieve me much 
if I know others saying that I have ill-feeling towards 
any individual or person. It will also grieve me much 

, after my death. I cannot keep silent without mentioning 
the kind attitude and help rendered to me by the staff, 
nurses, sisters and students. I have no sufficient words 
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to repay, their help. I am very glad. that I am assured 
by you that. you. will use 'S wadeshi ,cloth.' I do not mean 
that Swadeshi means ill-feeling towards any rnan. My 
stay in the .. hospital will .be one ·.ofthe .treasures in my: 
remembrance and I will carry it to the end of my life. 
· In fine, I pray God to give long life 'and. prosperity to 

Col. Maddock and Mrs .. Maddock ·wherever they are. I 
thank you all for giving me this opportunity."· 

REMOVAL TO SEA-SIDE 

1 Mr. C. F. Andrews communicated the following state
ment to the Associated Press on March I I : 

, · The removal. of Mr. Gan,dhi to sea-side . at Andheri 
north of Bombay was undertaken last night with as· 
little disc;omfort and inconvenience as possible. Every
thing' passed off quietly and though the journey was a 
very tiring one for the patieqt it ·was not too much for 

. his strength, , What is needed now more than anything 
~lse is complete .rest both of, body and mind. The 
weathe.r · at .the· sea-side on the, Bombay coast is cpoler 
~md freshertba9- at Poona at this time of the year ·and· 
it .is hoped that after .the difficult journey which has now 
be.e·n .. SQcce.ssfully accomplished the chahge of air will 
make recovery more rapid. •· It . nee'd to be remembered 
however . .that because the, .physical weakness was· very 
great .. when the .operation 'was perfonned, full· recovery 
of physic<tl :strength and vigour must necessarily be 
·slower than in ordinary cases~ 
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13th .March 19.34 

A DYING GIRL'S GIFT TO ~IAHAT:\IAJI 

Om 
The Vias Ville, 

Lahore, 18-2-24. 

I am encloi;ing herewith a currency note for Rs. IOO in 
compliance with the wishes of my youngest daughter 
Bibi Sarla Devi aged 16 years who died on the. 6th 
instant. She heard the news of your release before her 
demise and was most happy for this. The girl used to 
keep pretty good health before going to Simla in April 
last. She was not only brisk in her long walks and was' 
of very jovial and cheerful temperament. She was en
dowed with ~ strong commonsense and realised full well 
what her obligations were to herself, her family and her 
beloved country. She took the vow of Khadi in August 
192r before her mother and eldest sister, though against 
the wishes of the former, who was of opinion that it was 
perhaps unsafe for the unmarried girls to take such vows 
as they might not keep .them up after their. marriage. 
The girl pooh-poohed this argument of her mother. As 
ill-luck would have it, the eldest sister died on the 30th 
July 1922 after protracted illness of four months and 
poor Sarla fell ill on the I7th of August last. She was 
·confined to bed for over five months and before her last 
breath said to her mother, whose heart was already 
'lacerated in con?equence of the demise of tw~ adult sons 
and one daughter, that she was glad to have been 
·enabled to stick to her vow of Khadi and that all her 
clothes should be given to orphan girls; After this she 
turned her eyes towards me and said with a fainting 
·voice that a sum .of Rs. roo should be placed at your 
disposal as her dying contribution towards the S waraj 
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Fund. Oh! how the poor girl longed to see her mother
land restored to her lost grandeur and . freedom. Ma v 
Goci. fulfi,l her desire ! . 

Barkatram Thapur. 

MAHATMA]I INTERVIEWED 

· The following is th'e text of the interview tha.t the
" Evening News of India" had with Mahatma Gandhi: 
. "I do not hope for very much from the Labour Govern-· 

ment not because it is worse than a Conservative or a 
Liberal Government, but because of the traditions hand
ed down· from generation · to generation which no
Government, no matter however powerful, can in a day 
rid of." With these words Mr. M. K. Gandhi summed 
up his impressions o( the Labour Government to a re
presentative of the "Evening News of India," who ·dsited 
him at Narotam Morarji's bungalow at..Juhu on March 20. · 

Everybody· in Bombay kn·ows Juhu-that long palm
fringed beach where bathing parties resort to during 
week·ends. Latterly, however, Juhu has become more· 
than .a Mecca of pleasure--seekers;· since Mr. Gandhi's 
arrival ·it has changed into a place of political pilgri-· 
mage. Nothing makes this clearer tban the increased 
traffic on the· roads lea'ding to and from the beach. 
When the'' Evening News" representative motored out 
this morning, he encountered several cars in his journe~· 
across the flats, ·and when he reached. the vicinity of 
Narotam Morarji's bungalow, signposts were placed at 
convenient intervals to direct visitors, and the deeply 
rutted road bore.e'vidence of heavy traffic. 

Mr. Gandhi, although he is now able to take occasional 
\\"alks, still spends the most of the d~y in bed, and he 
was sitting up in his couch, naked to· the waist as is his. 
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custom, when he received our representative this morn· 
ing. His closely cropped hair is liberally sprinkled with 
grey, but other~ise he is looking quite well and is evid
ently making good progress towards recovery. 

In answer to questions, Mr. Gandhi very willingly 
gave a few details of his daily routine. , He gets up at 
four o'clock, a practice which he invariably follows. 
After family prayers in which the household join, he 
reads 'religious literature for a time and then goes off 
again in a short sleep. At six he has his breakfast of 
milk-Mr. Gandhi confessed with a twinkle in his. eye 
that he was following scrupulously Colonel Maddock's 
instru~tions regarding food-·-and afterwards, still fol
lowing his old medical advisers' advice, he takes a walk 
on the verandah and treats his wound to a sun-bath. 
Immediately after this, he attends to his correspondence, 
both English and Gujarathi. · In order to deal with the 
former he has been provided with shorthand typists who 
greatly facilitate his work. His time until mid .. day is 
occupied by correspondence, the study of political pro
blems and the seeing of important political ·and other 
friends by appointment. Eady in the afternoon he has 
his bath and at f~ur o'clock is ready to see the very 
large number df visitors who call ori him. 

In the evening, about six, Mr. Andrews takes· him for 
a walk along the sea-shore, and this walk has now been 
prolonged to about forty ·'min·utes. The day's work is 
over by about eight, at which hour Mr: Gandhi usually 
retires for the night. "Later on," he explained," I hope 
to take up ·Spilming once I am able to' sit up without 
fatigue." · 

"What do you think of the new Labour Government?~~ 
was one of the first political questions \fv·hich our repre
sentative put to Mr. Gandhi. Mr. ··Gandhi evidently did 
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not think much of it. "It has a precarious existence," 
he began. "It has to depend on the good-will of the 
·other parties,' and if. it isn't to break i~ pieces, it has 
to concili~te its very exacting co~stituents and follow 
-out its special domestic programme. I have no doubt 
that in tryipg to. aGquire thi support of the majority 
-of the Hom~e· in pushing through its domes~c pro
gramme, it will not hesitate to sacrifice . its prin
dples regarding Imperial policy affecting India, or 
Indians in SoutlL Africa and· Kenya. In fact, I should 
not be ·-surprised, seeing it is so weak if the Labour 
Government does worse even than its predecessors so far 

· as Indian policy is concerned. " 
:Mr. Gandhi concluded by_ admitting that he wa~ not 

much perturbed over the Labour Government, because 
India had to rely . upon her own strength and resources. 
~~When she becomes .irresistible," he added, "I have no 
manner of doubt.that any Government, whether Labour, 
Conservative or Liberal, will fall in with Iadia's 
demands.~' 

On the subject of Council entry and .recent events in 
the· Central Provinces and in the Assembly, Mr. Gandhi 
frankly confessed he could say nothing ... The Swarajist 
leaders are coming down from Delhi to see .. him atthe 
end of the month, and ·he· :cannot give any opinion on 
.their actions until he ;has discussed the whole position 
with them, After I:taving done. this, he will be in a 
position to formulate this policy. . , · . · 

Interrogated regarding the Colonies Committee, which 
has just sailed in conpection with the Kenya question, 
Mr. Gandhi thought that the Committee could .do a grea~ 
deal if it was not:. fettered by too· many restrictions. 
~~ ~hether the perl)onalit.y of the Committee is ·strong 
enough to assert it~elf is. very· difficult to say:'' he added. 
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'' Speaking apart from my views as a non-co-operator, I 
cannot help noticing the absence 'of Mr. Sastri, Sir Tej1 
Bahadur Sapru and Mr. Andrews from the Committe<·. 
They are the men who have studied the question and 
know it in all its bearing, while Mr. Andrews is an 
expert. I cannot help saying that these omissions are 
glaring and inspire me with distrust as to the Com-
mittee's findings." 

Mr. Gandhi gave an interesting explanation ot the· 
South African Government's decision to omit the Cape 
Provinces from the operation of the Class Areas Bill. 
"This," he said," is merely an instance of selfishness. 
on the part, principally, of the Dutch population. Nearly 
all the house work in the Cape is done by Malay women, 
and if .the Segregation Act came into force, these Malay 
women would be affected by it. . This would mean 
depriving a rna jor part of the white population of its 
domestic help, which would give no end of inconvenience .. 
Consequently, as the Indian .population of the Cape is 
small--about 10,000 in all-the Cape people decided 
that they are not worth worrying about as far as 
segregation is concern~d in view of the difficulties which 
segregation would bring in its train." 

In the coun:e of the conversation,· Mr.' Gandhi paid a 
tribute to Colonel Maddock-" who was more than my 
doctor; he is my friend ''~--and to Mr. Andrews ···or 
"Charlie Bhai" as he is familiarly known--who is his 
right hand man at Juhu and who writes articles 
incessantly from morning till night. 

11 I hope when India gets Swara'j, you ·will not pack us 
poor but ·honest Em•opean journalists back home,'"' 
laughingly remarked our .representative. "Nothing is 
further from my mind," replied Mr. Gandhi with a 
bright smile as he shook hands. As our representative· 
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·took his departure, Mrs .. Gandhi, who is her .husband's 
·Chief nur.se, was. quietly. and efficien~ly. propping him up 
jn bed in order that: he might· take his second ration of 
.bread and milk.': 

· :nth March 1924 . 

TRUE LOVE TO BETTER ACCOUNT 
,.1' . 

:Brothers and Sisters, 
This request iS' addressed to those brothers and sisters, 

who come to see me or desire to see me. 
I have already issued a. request through· the Press that 

l:hose wh_o cannot help seeing me, may visit me during 
the evening , between four· and. five. My visitors are 
·either una ware oft his, request or even though a ware of 
this request cannot restrain themselves from; seeing me 
.and continue·coming in at irregular hours. The result is 
.bad for me. The little service I can render is a.ffected 
. .adversely. 

I possess very little vitality. ·I want to use that little 
for purpdsesi of service alone. Next week I wish to 
resume the burden of editing '· Young India " and 

·~' Navjiwan." For this purpose I want complete solitude. 
If my day is to be wholly passed in receiving .and pleas
ing my visiting brothers .and sisters, my whole energy 
will be taken up by it and it will be impossible for me to 

-conduct these weeklies as I wish them to be. , . f 
Moreover, a visit to me can possibly do no good to my 

brothers and sisters. It is no doubt' the. symbol of their 
love for me, but this seems to me to assume rather aq ex

.. aggerated form. ·I consider Jove to be a great force. Its 
·USe should be made in the service· of the nation rather 
thim in seeing me. This is my prayer. Whate·.rer is to . 
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be spent for the purpose of coming to see me, may be 
~spent up for the. production and propagation of Khaddar. 
The time taken up in visiting me, may be spent· profit
ably in 

(I) spinning or carding . 
(2) spreading.Khaddar, and 
(3) teaching one's neighbour to spin or to card. 
Those who are not prepared to do it and who cannot 

restrain themselves from visiting may come between five 
and six in the evening on a11 days exc~pt. Monday. .I 
·shall see them en masse, no~ individually. · 

Again, I pray to all visitors to bring the yarn spun by 
themselves .. It will be used in the weaving of Khaddar. 
The money: will be spent in spreading Khaddar . 
. I am sure, brothers and sisters, that you will accept 

this prayer of mine. I shall feel obliged. in that case 
and my time will , be spared for the services of my 
country. 

~1. K. Gandhi. 
juhu 24th J:~arch 1924. 

"AT THE FEET o'F MAHATMAJI" . 

:\lr. D. B. Divanji writes to the "Voice of India" under 
date April 4: ' 

With the previous permission of Mahatmaji, a party 
of the students and teachers of. the Bombay Rashtriya 
Sala (Gujarati Section) went to Juhu for ·his. Darshan 
on Friday the 2nd instant.·' After a short prayer sung by 
the music teacher of the school the students of music 
~:!;ave a treat of their music to Mahatmaji. Lalit then 
sung the favourite song of Mahatmaji describing the 
(}ualities of a true Vaishnava. ·The Acharya then read 
out the address specially prepared for that occa~ion and 
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. written on a piece of Khaddar woven out of the yarn 
I ., 

spun by the students themselves. After this the 
following articles prepared by the s·tudents in the school 
were presented to Mahatmaji :-

(I) Flower-pot-made of clay (2) Incense-burner-made 
of clay (3) Waste-paper basket-made of cane (4) A mat 
for carding"-made of cane (5) Holde·r and pencil-stand 
.,_made of wood (6) Book stand-made of wood (7) Book 
case-made of wood (8) Puja-pat--made :of wood (9) 
Travelling Bag-made of wood and Khadi (10) Slivers 
prepared by the students {II) Garlands of yarn spun by 
the school. 

Then Mahatmaji addressed a few words to the 
students and teachers to the following effect :-

I need not say to you that I am happy to see you all 
to-day. 'I am thankful to you for the little presents you 
helve offered me. · Two at least of these presents convey 
a special meaning to me at present. The mat for 
carding and the slivers prepared by you remind me that 
I must immediately take up the work of spinning and 
carding. I assure you that when I am engaged in doing 
that work, I feel Swaraj approaching nearer and nearer~ 
Therefore I request you all to pray for my complete and 
immediate recovery iri order that l may· be able to take 
up work as early as possible. I desire that you also 
should detote yourself to the spinning wheel and I. am 
sure· you. will also feel that it brings Swaraj nearer and 
nearer. If we concentrate upon the constructive pro-; 
gramme ~e are sure to get all .we want.. You must have 
heard 'the ;beautiful song of Poet Narasimha Mehta 
sung by Lalitji, . I wish .you understand the meaning of 
such religious songs and ,I appeal to you that you will 
make· all efforts to translate the noble· ideals of such 
'poems )nto your ;!.Ctions; But I warn you that even for 
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teachers it is a very difficult thing to act according to 
the ideals inculcated in these beautiful songs. 

I remember that when I first visited your school, I 
told you that you had much to learn in the art of music. 
To-day I again have heard some of the students singing, 
but I am sorry to remark that you have not as yet made 
sufficient progress to earn my certificate. However, I do 
hope that when I next visit your school after my 
complete recovery, you will make yourself fit for passing 
·-though complete mastery over that art may not be 
possible for you even then. 

Then Mahatmaji left his seat and the small gathering 
dispersed. 

,'Jrd April 1924 

FOR THE READERS PAST AND PRESENT OF 
I YOUNG INDIA' 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

It is not without much hesitation that I resu~e the 
editorship of Young India. I do not know whether my 
health can yet sustain the energy required for conduct
ing the paper. But I cannot foresee. I can only dimly 
understand God's purpose in bringing me out of my re-

. tirement in Yerrowada. In taking up the tditorial con
trol of Navajivan .and J:ounu 'India I am following the 
Light as far as I see It. 

Nor have I any new message to deliver to the reader. 
I had hoped for release by an act of a Swaraj Parlia
ment and to be able to take my humble share in sen·ing 
Free India. That was not to be. 

We have yet to attain freedom~ I have no new pro
gramme. My faith in the old is just as bright as ever if 

89 
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not brighter. Indeed one's faith in one's plans and 
methods is .truly tested when the horizon be1ore one is 
the blackest. · . 

Though therefore . so far as my mind can perceive, 
there will be no new method or policy developed in the 
pages of Young lndi(!, I hope they wi.ll not be stale. 
Young In¢ia will be stale when Truth ~ecomes stale. i 
want to see God fac~ to face. God I know is Truth. For 
me the only_ certa;in means of knowing God is non
violence-Ahimsa-;-love. I live for India's freedom and 
would die for it, because it is _part of Truth,. Onl.y a free 
India can worship the true God. I work for India's 
freedom because my Swadeshi teaches me that being 
born in it and having inher.ited her culture, I am fittest 
to serve hPr and she has a prior claim to my service. But 
my patriotism is not exclusive ; it is calculated not only 
not to hurt any other nation but to ben_efit all in the true 
sense of the word. India's fre~dom as conceived by me 
can never be a menace to the wo~ld . 
. But if it is not to be such a menace, the means adopted 

for gaining it must be strictly non-violent. My interest 
in India's freedom will cease if she adopts violent means, 
for their fruit will be not freedom but slavery in disguise. 
And. if we have not yet attained our freedom, it is 
because Y/e have not been non-violent in thought, word 
.and deed. It is true that non-violence has been adopted 
.as a policy i.e., because we. are co,nvinced that by no 
other means can India achieve her freedom. Our 
policy is not, must not be, a camouflage. We. may 
not harbour violence under cover of non-violence. 
Whilst we claim to be non-violent for a particular 
purpose and a particular period, our thought and 
word must accord with our practice for that. purpose 
and that period. Even so does an honest gaoler act 
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rtowards a condemned man. He protects his life at the 
peril of his own till the date of the extreme penalty. He 
thinks and speaks of his safety. He is, for the time and 
, the person, non~-violent in thought, word and deed. 

We pledged ourselves to h'e non-violent towards each 
-other and our opponents whether administrators or.co
<>perators. We were ·to appeal to their ·hearts and 
evoke the best in them, not play upon their fear to gain 
·Our end. Consciously or unconsciously the majority of 
·us..L-the articulate portion-have not been true to our 
pledge. We have been intolerant towards our.opponents~ 
Our own countrymen are fiiJed with distrust of us. They 
~imply do not believe in our non-violence. Hindus and 
Mussalmans in, many places have. provided an object 
lesson not in non-violence but in violence. Even the 
~.changers' and the 'no-changers' have flung mud 
against ·one a~other. Each has claimed the monopoly 
-0f truth and with an ignorant certainty of conviction 
-sworn at the other for his helpless stupidity. 

The pages of Young India can only, therefore, 
mu~trate the utility and the necessity of non-violence 
in dealing with the ·questions that engage public atten
t·ion. So much for the central.pG>licy of Young India. . 

A word as to the business side. Some of the readers 
will recollect that I announced that when at the instance 
-of Mr. Shankerlal Banker and other friends, I took up 
the editing of Young India, I told the public that it was 
run at a loss and that I would be obliged to give it up if 
the loss continued. I do not believe in publishing 
newspapers indefinitely·at a loss or by means of adver:.. 
tisements. If a paper supplies a felt want, it must pay 
its way. The subscription list however ran up steadily. 
week by week and it began to yield profits. But during 
tthe last two years as the reader is aware, the list has 
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fallen from 2I,SOO to 3,000 and it is now being run at a: 
loss. Happily Navajivan has made up for it. But eve·n. 
that method is wrong. Young India must stand on its. 
own bottom or fall. It is likely that if I 'still re~ain the· 
personal affection of the old readers, Young India will 
soon pay its way. But I have mentioned the loss not. 
only to acquaint the public with the true state of affairs. 
but also as an introduction to an important announce
ment. 

When Messrs.· Banker and Yajnik suggested that the 
Gujarati Navajivan which was then a monthly, should 
be turned into a weekly and edited by me and when I 
undertook the rtsponsibility, I announced that it would 
be given up if it proved a loss and that if there were 
profits, they would be utilized for· some public purpose. 
Navajivart soon became profitable but at the instance of 
Sheth Jamnalalji, Hindi Navajivan was commenced. It 
too had just begun to pay its way when my arrest took 
place and the circulation steadily fell. It is now again 
being issued at a loss. But in spite of these losses the 
large circulation of Navajivan and other publications 
enable the management to devote Rs. so,ooo to public 
work. Swami Anandanand who is managing the 
Navojivan press has left it entirely to me to allocate the 
money and as I know no other and better method of 
utilising it, I propose to devote the sum through the· 
agency of the Provincial Congress Committee to the· 
spread of the spinning wheel and Khadi in Gujarat 
including Kathiawad. Preference will be given to their 
spread among poor women and ·the suppressed classes. 
It is due to my co-workers that I should inform the 
public that with ~o~e of them the work is a labour of 
love.· Where they receive payment, it is just enough 
for their wants. The result of such work is before the· 
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public. I know that if from the sweeper upward I could 
secure selfless workers, with the efficient management I 
have the good fortune to have towday, it would be 
possible to show a better surplus. 

I should also like to add that if Young India again 
iihows profits, as it did before my imprisonment, they 
will be distributed for all-India work. If any profits 
are derived from Hindi Nava}ilJan, they will be devoted 
to the spread of Hindi. 

3rd April J9U 

MY MISSION 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

Pandit Ghasita Ram, "President, all-India Sub Assis
tant Surgeons' Association, Punjab Province, Amritsar," 
sent to the Editor some days ago 'an open letter' 
addressed to me. After omitting from it laudatory 
phrases and sentences of good wishes, and after correc
ting obvious grammatical errors, the letter reads: 

"I am a Brahman, doctor and an old man like you. It 
will not be out of courtesy if I, in this triple capacity, off
-er you a piece of counsel. If you see wisdom and truth 
in it and if it appeals to your commonsense and senti
ments, kindly take it to heart. 

You have seen much of the world; you have read 
much of it. Consequently you possess a wonderful 
experience of it, but in this world of mortals none till 
now has been able to accomplish the task he has under
taken in his life-time. For instance Buddha .in spite of 
his high morality could not convert the whole of India 
:into Buddhism. 

Shankaracharya in spite of his high intellectuality 
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·could notmake all India Vedantist. Christ in spite of 
his high spirituality could not bring into the fold of 
Christianity. the whole Jewish nation. I do not think, 
and I am not prepared to believe for a single moment 
about the accomplishment of your task. Still in face· of 
these historical facts if you believe in its accomplishment 
in your lifetime, then Sir, · I venture to say that it is 
nothing but a dream. 
· This world is a place of trials, troubles, and turmoil&. 
The more a man sinks into it the more he is restless and 
eventually he loses his spiritual calmness and peace of 
mind. Consequently the Mahatmas of olden time kept 
themselves aloof from the worldly worries, anxieties and 
cares and strove to gain perfect peace and true quality 
of mind and enjoyed an everlasting happiness and bliss. 
thereby. 

The Jail life has brought a great change in your life 
and vigour and the disease has reduced you much. 
Therefore in the fitness of things, you may live a calm 
life and spin the thread of your remaining days in a 
certain solitary cave in the meditation of God, and in 
realization of your own self in perfect spiritual tranqui
lity. and calmness, because your health will not allow 
you to be·ar the burden of the worldly cares any. more. 
It shall .not be out of place to mention that you are 
absolutely convinced of the goodwill, mercy and sym
pathy of good officers. That very system of European 
medicines and surgery which you condemned more than 
once, has saved you from the jaws of monstrous death. 
The English officers helped you in time of your trouble 
and needs. , 

"A friend in need is a friend indeed." Now· it 
remains for you to show your true friendship and to be
come the true ally of the British Raj in gratitude for the 
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safety of your life a•nd your release from the jail. · If 
anyhow you cannot do so by your words and . deeds, 
then pray do not come into the arena of political activity 
but still if your restless soul does not allow you to sit in 
rest, then in this Bhumi -the motherland of great sages 
and saints, Rishis and Munis-:-take up the task of spirit
ualising your brother Indians, teach them a lesson of 
true realisation of the self. By doing so, instead of 
gaining this Kingdom of Earth, you will gain the King
dom of Heaven." 

In my opinion, the writer is desperately in earnest and 
merits an answer on that , account if for nothing else. 
But it enables me, too, to clear up certain misapprehen
sions about my mission in life.. , 

Let ·me first however dispose of the advice about my 
views on medicine. I have not Indian Home Rule be
fore me,· but I recollect sufficient to be able to say 
that I have nothing to revise about the views set forth 
there. If I had· written it for English readers and in 
English, I would have put the same thought in ·a manner 
that would have been more acceptable to the English 
ear. The original is in .Gujarati and was written for· 
the Gujarati readers of Indian Opinion of Natal. 
Moreover what is written there has reference to an 
ideal state. It is a common error to think that condem
nation of measures involves that of men. Medicine does 
often benumb the soul of the patient. It may therefore 
be considered evil but not therefore·· necessarily 
medicine-men. I had precious medical friends when I 
wrote the book and did not hesitate to seek their advice 
in times of need. That was, as the writer implies, 
inconsistent with my belief regarding the use of 
medicine. Several friends have said to me the same 
thing in so many words. I plead guilty. But that is tc> 
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admit· t.hat I am not a perfect man~ Unfortunately for 
me· I am far from being perfect. I am a humble 
aspirant for perfection. I know my way to it also. But 
knowing the· way is not reaching its end. If I was 
perfect, if I. had acquired full control over all my 
passions even .in thought, I should be perfect in body. 
I am free to confess that daily I am obliged to expend 
a great amount of mental energy in acquiring control 
over my thoughts. When I have succeeded, if I ever do, 
think what a store-hous~ of energy would be set free for 
service. As I hold that appendicitis was a result of 
infirmity of thought or mind, so do I concede that my 
submission to the surgical operation was an additional 
infirmity of mind. If I was absolutely free of egoism, 
I would have resigned myself to the inevitable; but I 
wanted to live in the present body. Complete detach
ment is not a mechanical process.. One has to grow into 
it by patient toil and prayer. As.for gratitude, I have 
more than once publicly expressed my gratitude to 
Col. Maddock and his staff for the kindness with 
which they overwhelmed me. But there is no connection 
between the kind treatment I received from Col. Maddock 
and .the system of Government I condemn. Col. 
.Maddock himself would think little of me, if I revised 
my views about Dyerism because he, Col. Maddock, was 
a competent surgeon and ·did his duty as such. Nor 
have I any cause to be thankful to the Government for 
providing me with best surgical assistance or for 
prematurely releasing me. The former they were bound 
to provide for every prisoner. The latter has embar
rassed me. I knew my course in prison' whether well or 
ill. Outside the prison-walls, although. I am slowly 
regaining my health, I do not know with certainty how 
to shape my course. 
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Now for the central point of the letter, the confusion 
in the writer's mind has arisen because of his 
misconception of the work of the prophets he names 
and of an awk~ard (for me) comparison between them 
and me. I do not know that Buddha did not accomplish 
his task which was to reach Nirvana. Tradition has it 
that he did. Conversion of others was a bye-product, 
if one may so describe a sacred function. The Gospels 
record it of Jesus that he testified on. the Cross of his 
<>wn work---~ It is finished.' Nor has their work ot love 
died after them. The truest part of it will. live for ever. 
The two or three thousand years that have gone by 
since their ministry, are but a speck in the vast time 
drcle. 

I do not consider myself worthy to be mentioned in 
the same· breath with the race of prophets. I am a 
humble seeker after truth. I am impatient to realise 
myself, to attain Moksha in this very existence. My 
national service is part of my training for freeing my 
soul from the bondage of flesh. Thus considered, my 
service may be regarded as purely selfish. I have no 
desire for the perishable king~om of earth.· I am 
striving for the kingdom of Heaven which is Moksha. 
To attain my end it is not necessary for me to seek the 
shelter of a cave. I carry one about me, if I would but 
know it. A cave-dweller can build castles in the air 
whereas a dweller in a palace like Janak has no castles 
to build. The cave-dweller who hovers round the world 
-on the wings of thought bas no peace. A Janak though 
living in the midst of 'pomp and circumstance' may 
have peace that passeth understanding. For me the 
road to salvation lies through incessant toil in the 
service of my country and therethrough of humanity. I 
wan~ to identify myself with everything that lives. In 
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the language. of the· Gita I want to live at peace with 
both friend. and. foe. Th.ough therefore a Mussalman• 
or a Christiim or a Hindu may despis.e me and hate
me, I want to love him and serve him even as I would 
love my wife or sen though ·they hate me. So my. 
patriotism is for me a stage in my journey to the land of 
eternal freedom and peace.. Thus it will be seen that 
for me there are no politics devoid of religion. They 
subserve religion. Politics bereft of religion are & 

death-trap because they kill the soul. 

3rd April 1924 

PLEA FOR PATIENCE 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

Some correspondents are anxious for my views on 
Council entry and Hindu~Muslim questions. Others are· 
equally insistent that I make no hasty pronouncement~ 
I am myself most eager to express my opinion on both 
these questions but. I· want to avoid all avoidable 
mistakes. l owe a dqty to those who differ from me .. 
They are valued .co~workers. They lo_ve their country 
just as much as I claim to do. .Some of them have· 
recent sacrifices to their credit to· which I can lay no
claim. They have a longer first-hand experience of the 
country than I have .. Their opinions therefore deserve
all the respect' and ·consideration that are due to their 
position and ability. Above all, I must not embarrass· 
them by any ill-considered opinion. Their's is a: 
thankless task. The Government have rejected every 
advance made by them. The former have stood defiant 
behind their armed entrenchments even in such trifles., 
(to them) as the removal of the prohibition against 
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Mr. Horniman and the rele.ase of . Moulana Hasrat 
Mohani. In these circumstances, it would be improper· 
on my part without the utmost consideration to say 
anything that may in any way disturb the plans .the· 
Swarajists may develop for meeting the emergency. I 
am trying to grasp the situation and understand their· 
view-point. Nothing can possibly be lost by patience .. 
Haste may cause unnecessary mischief. 

The same may be said of the Hindu-Muslim question 
with great~r emphasis. It is a problem that requires. 
the most delicate handling. Every thought has to be 
examined. Every word weighed. A . hasty adjective· 
may cause an explosion. Though there.fore I hold deci
ded views on the question and am most anxious to ex
press them, I must forbear. Botti Hindus and Mussal·· 
mans occupying front positions in the community are 
asking me not to say a word without fully studying the· 
situation. I have a letter which goes so far as to say 
that I shall know little until I have travelled and seen 
things for myself. Without going so far with my 
correspondents, I give my assurance to them and all who· 
think with them that I shall not write or say a word 
without a careful and prayerful study of the .question. 
For me the attainment of Swaraj depends not upotlt 
what the English Cabinet thinks or says but entirely 
. upon a proper, satisfactory and lasting ·solution of the
thorny problem. Without it all before us is dark. With· 
it Swaraj is within immediate reach .. 

Whilst therefore these conferences are going on, I 
respectfully urge those who are interested in my opinion 
on these important questions to go on with the construe .. 
tive programme. Every yard of yarn spun or· khaddar· 
woven is a step towards Swaraj. Every one· who· 

. refrains from harbouring an evil ·thought of his Hindlll 
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·or Mussalman brother as the case may be contributes to 
the solution. Every writer in the Press who economises 
his adjectives and ceases to impute motives or inflame 
·public opinion makes easy the path to a proper solution. 
The other day the Times of India published illuminating 
·extracts from the vernacular press showing the present 
mentality of some writers. They tell us how not to do 
the thing. Granting that a Hindu or a Mussalman utters 
.a hasty word, it is no business of a pressman who wish
·es well to his country immediately to advertise · it. It 
would be criminal to exaggerate such blunders. I am 
not sure that the statements advertised in those extracts 
were, even made by the parties concerned. No expres

:sion of opinion from anybody is needed to demonstrate 
the necessity of being accurate, of curbing our tongues 
.and checking our P.ens. 

10th April 1924 

:\Jf I UNFAIR ? 

!BY M. K. GANDHI) 

I have the good fortune to possess friends who keep 
me on the right path when I am_inclined or likely to 
·stray away from it. One such friend thought that in my 
'letter last week to the readers of Young India, I was less 
than fair to· the Government of Bombay inasmuch as I 

, ·declined to render thanks to them for having given me 
best medical assistance and made the path to recovery 
·easy by. freely permitting friends to visit me. In my 
friend's opinion, the treatment was a sign of change of 
·heart due to the advent of the new: Governor. I h~ve 
deeply thought over my friend's argument and I am 
·.reluctantly obliged to adhere to the conclusion that I 
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owe no thanks for the best medical assistance and the
facilities given to friends to visit me, unless thanks are· 
due to a Government every time it does its duty. I have· 
made ample acknowledgement of the fact that Govern
ment did for me during my illness all that it could rea
sonably be expected to do in respect of a prisoner. But 
I am unable to render thanks to the Government as such 
in the same sense that I have rendered them to Col.. 
Maddock, Col. Murray and Major Jones. They need not: 
have been as kind as they were and I wo.uld still have· 
to acknowledge that they had done all they could be· 
expected to do in their respective spheres. The personal. 
element was a factor in these gentlemen's conduct 
towards me, and I was bound to give· them my thanks .. 
To finish this part of the argument, if I may state it with· 
out indelicacy, I may say that my scrupulously correct 
conduct as a prisoner had not a little to do with the· 
happy relations that subsisted between the officials and 
indeed also the Government and myself. I state this.
merely to emphasise the truth tested by me on scores of 
trying occasions that uniformly correct conduct . will 
disarm the fiercest opposition, prejudice and suspicion. 

Now for the supposed change of heart, I wish I could 
see it. I am longing for it. The reader may know that 
the slightest r~al change of heart will make me capitu-
late without delay. But it will have to be yery real. The 
Government have failed_even in so simple a test as the· 
release of Maulana Hasrat Mohani, and the removal of 
the ban against Mr. Horniman. I own that from a strong 
believer I have become an equally strong unbeliever in 
this Government. I am however sane enough to be able 
to perceive a sincere change of heart. It has been 
suggested that Sir George Lloyd would not have treated 
me during my illness as His Excellency Sir Leslie 
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Wilson has done. I do not believe it. In spite of Sir 
·George Lloyd's utter dislike of me, he would have given 
me the same medical assistance and facility that were 
given to be by the present Governor. Indeed it was he 
who sent Col. Maddock to examine me when I first be
-came at all seriously ill in the Yerrowada goal about eight 
.months ago. Col. Maddock was asked to visit me weekly 
-during convalescence and send the Governor weekly 
-reports. I have a higher opinion of the British officials 
than most people imagine. They have a high sense of 
duty. Only the honesty of an.ordinary official does not 
<travel· beyond the line of policy. It is no fault of his. 
He is heir to a system handed-down for generations-a 
system which is. ba3ed on exploitation of ~he weak by 
the strong. The official breaks down when the system 
which sustains him is in jeopardy. But it is my belief 
;that no other human being will do better under that 
system. The sooner _therefore it is destroyed or radically 
.altered the better for us all. 

17th ·April 19/U 
• SCHOOL MASTERS AND LAWYERS 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

"I hope you have by this time been able to consult 
iriends who were led to modify,· at Delhi, the Congress 
resolution regarding the Triple Boycott. What final 
·decision have you come . to? Are you going to preach 
them over again in the same form? 

" As to the boycott of Councils, I m~y not say any
·thing; the leaders of the Swaraj Party might have 
-clearly laid before you facts and arguments. The work 
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they are doing and are likely. to do is before you. As 
to the boycott of s'chools and colleges. it has, if I may 
say from my own experience, completely failed. I may 
refer to my own case. Here. there are two full-fledged 
High Schools, atten~ed by more than sao pupils each, 
while the National High School has barely 30 boys on 
the roll. We have tried all possible ways and means 
for canvassing boys, but have failed. I have been 
:Convinced that people are not prepared for this boycott. 

"As to the third boycott, there were only a very few. 
lawyers who gave up their practice. , Now almost all 
have rejoined .. The number of court-going people never 
diminished. The Lavad Courts established. by national 
workers never thrived and have sir;tce died. These 
courts havi'ng had no power to enforce. their decisions, 
and the people being not trained to submit, cannot be 
expected to attain any palpable success. . 

"Under these circumstances ~hat are we- who boy
·cotted our further education a~d prospects at the clarion 
call of the Congress to sacrifice for the sake of the 
country only one year-to do? We have sacrificed not 
only one year but three. We established national 
~chools for the people and the people heed them not. 
The sacrifice of the workers is not appreciated. Are 
not the national schools with such poor attendance a 
useless waste of the public money, energy and life? 
Does it not mean that our efforts and plans are prema
ture? Our sacrifice gives no satisfaction to ourselves too. 
It is often a hindrance to patriotism or national enthu
siasm. Khaddar . is . dearer than mil,l-cloth 1 and our 
means are poor. Though elected delegates to the 
Congress we cannot attend or have to refuse the seat for 
want of the necessary money required for travelling 
and other expenses. We have to earn money not for 
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luxury but as a necessity. But our ways are blocked 
by the Congress. 

"I have a family to support and a delicate constitution,. 
and hence cannot bear the hardships of village propa
ganda. The Congress has practically no work at present~ 
What I think is that the Congress should arrange for 
the maintenance of workers and admit only those whom 
it can support. It should give permission to all others 
to follow their own pursuits patriotlcally and be soldiers' 
of the militia (irregular army) ready at the country's 
call .whenever required. Such people will enter Govern
ment and semi-Government schools and teach their 
prescribed books and lessons with a patriotic angle of 
vision. They will join the bar and show to the people 
at every step what a waste of time and money the 
Courts are. They will ·enter the millitary and refuse 
to fire on their own brethren. And so on. I know not 
what you intend to do after your recovery. In the mean
while I seek your advice. I think that I am doing no
better service to the people and to the country by re
maining the head master of the national school here 
which is not appreciated and supported by the public .. 
May I complete my Ia.w education and join the bar and 
do what humble services I can to the Motherland? Win 
you advise the Congress to remove these boycotts and 
advise some other ways and means for attaining free
dom ? Or are you going to take up these boycotts in 
right earnest again ? · May we wait? 

P. S. It is no question of conscience 'and Religion. I 
look at Non-co-operation only as a means." , 

The foregoing letter sums up succinctly the· argument 
advanced by my 'correspondent and visitors against the 
boycott of schools and law courts. As usual the sting 
is in the tail. ·The post script yields the secret of 
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unbelief in the boycott. One need not regatd everything 
as a matter of conscience or religion to be able to stick 
to it through thick and thin. Even one's meansl may be 
so vital that giving them up may mean death. · Lungs 
are . the means whereby we breathe and sustain 'life .. 
They are not life. But their destruction is destruction 
of life itself. No one questions that Non-co-operation is 
a means. The questions are :-Is Non-co-operation as 
conceived in. 1920 the only means of reaching our goal? 
The Congress decided that it was. But the Congress· 
merely represents the opinion of the delegates for the 
time being.. Some of us evidently consider that it was 
a mistake to . think that it was the only means. Some 
others think that it was one of the means and many 
more should have been adopted at the same time. Yet 
others, though they disbelieved in it, adopted it out of 
regard for the decision of the majority and because 
they think that the de.cisions of.the Congress have· a 
mandatory character and bind the minority whether in 
matters of principle or detail.· Yet others adhere to the 
opi11ion formed by them in 1920 that Non-co-operation 
as then conceived is rhe only means . for achieving our 
goal. I belong to the last category and it will be my 
humble duty from time to time to show why it is the 
only means. My correspondent evidently belongs to 
the opposite school. 

I have repeatedly observed that no school of thought 
can claim a monopoly of right judgment. We are all 
liable to err and are often obliged to revise our judg
ments. In a vast country like this, there must be room 
for all schools of honest thought. And the least there· 
fore that we owe to ourselves as to others is to try to 
understand the opponent's view-point and, if we cannot 
accept it, respect it as fully as we would expect him to 

90 
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respect ours. · It is one of the indispensabl-e tests of a 
healthy public life a.nd, therefore, fitness for Swaraj. If 
we have no charity and •no tolerance, we shall never 
settle our differences amicably and mus~ therefore al· 
ways submit to the arbitrament of a third party, i. e., to 
foreign .domination. I invite the reader, then, to share 
with me the respeot that is due to the view set forth· by 
my correspondent, and if he belongs to the corres. 
pondent's school of thought, to bear with me, even though 
I cannot see .eye to eye with him. 
· In my opinion, the boycott of schools and Ia w courts 
has been both ·a failure and a success. It has been 
largely, not wholly, a failure in that schools and. law 
courts have not been effective or even appreciably· 
deserted. But it bas been a success in that the halo 
surrounding Government schools and law courts has 
disappeared. People believe, much more now than they 
did before, in the necessity o( independent national 
schools and settlement· of disputes by panchayats. 
Lawyers and Government schoolmasters have lost much 
of the artificial prestige they enjoyed five years ago. I 
count these as no small gains. Let me not be misunder
stood, I do not undervalue the sacrifices and devotion to 
the country of schoolmasters and lawyers. Dadabhai 
and Gokhale were schoolmasters. Pherozeshah Mehta 
and BudruddiQ Tyabji were lawyers. But I would not 
have even these distinguished countrymen of ours to 
claim the exclusive monopoly of wisdom or ability to 
guide. The spinner, the weaver, the farmer, the artisan, 
the trader have just as much right to shape the destiny· 
of the country as the member of the so-called liberal 
professions. As th~ latter have represented the arm of 
authority, we ha.ve been awed by them and to that extent 
they have accustomed us to think that we can satisfy 
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-our wants only through the Government· ·instead of tea
<:hing us that the Government is a creation of the peopl~ 
.and merely an instrument for· giving effect to their 
will. The false prestige of privileged classes has suff .. 
·ered a shock from which I hope it will never recovt!r. 

That national schools and panchayats have not flou
rished, as they might have, is due to a ·variety of causes, 
·some avoidable and others unavoidable.· We have been 
new to the work and therefore we have not known how 
to go about it. For me th~refore, the poverty of results 
is not a cause for disappointment but Jorl greater and 
more enlightened effort. Our failures we can convert 
into so many steps to success. · 

The village work frightens us. We who are town
bred find it trying to take to the village life. Our bodies 
in many cases do not re5pond to the hard life.· · But it is 
a difficulty which we have to face boldly, even heroical .. 
Jy, if our desire is to establish ·Swaraj for the people; 
not sub5titute one class rule by another, which may be 
even worse. Hitherto the villagers have died in their 
thousands so that we might live. Now we might have 
to die so that they may live. The difference will be 
fundamental. The former have died unknowingly and 
involuntarily. Their enforced sacrifice has degraded 
us. If now we die knowingly and· willingly, our sacrifice 
will ennoble us and the whole nation, Let us not flinch 
from the necessary sacrifice, if we will li:ve as an inde
pendent self-respecting nation. 

The difficulty with the Non-co-operating lawyers is 
greater still. They have unfort~nately been used to a 
highly artificial life totally out of harmony with their 
national surroundings. I regard it as a crime that any 
lawyer or doctor should charge or get, say Rs. 1,000 per 
<lay or for that matter even Rs. 100 per day. It is no 

I 
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answer to the indictment that it is the monied men whc 
pay and there can be no harm, but it ;may be all to the. 
good, if lawyers take money from the rich people and: 
use .a part for the public good. If the profession wa~ 
disinterested and charged only enough for maintenance:· 
the monied men would also.have to revise their budget: 
,As it is, we seem to be moving in a vicious circle. 

If under Swaraj we shall have to make the town lifi1· 
correspond to the. village Hife, we shall be bound to sim 
plify the town mode' of life . .The beginning has to b11 
made now. Why should la~yers feel so utterly helples: 
as they seem to do now? . Is starVation the.only alter" 
native if they cannot resume practice? Is it impossibf11 
for. a resourceful lawyer to. turn his attention to weavin& 
or any other honourable toil ? 

It is difficult for me to advise Non~co-operating Ia w· 
yers and schoolmasters. If they believ.e in the boycot11 
they should face all difficulties and continue the boycot11 
If they do not believe in it, they can without any di& 
grace attaching to their action rejoin the profession. A 
I do not believe in the mandate theory, I do not cons ide 
it to be obligatory on any schoolmaster or I a wyer to r€. 
frain from rejoining Government schools or law-courtt 
because. of the continuance of the boycott resolution., 
would still advocate the. retention of the boycott, to t 
worked out not by propaganda for emptying Govern· 
ment schools and courts (that was done and had to t 
done during 1920 and 1921) bQt. by the constructi\\ 
method of establishi~g and · ,popularising' nationi. 
schools, and panchayats1 
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8th :Jf ay 1924 

JS IT NON-CO-OPERATION? 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

The argument has been advanced that •.vith the failure 
·Hn my opinion wrongly assumed) of the boycott of titles, 
schools, law-courts, and Councils, Non-co-operation is 
dead. The critics see nothing of Non-co-operation in the 
slow and unexciting Khaddar programme. They forget 
that the four-fold boycott is like a scaffolding which is' 
absolutely necessary till the whole structure is ready. 
lt does not matter that the institutions, which are the 
·symbols of the authority we seek to destroy, continue to 
·exist so long as we d.o not make use of them. The fact 
is that we cannot erect our structure without the scaf
folding of the four-fold boycott. And we must succeed 
if we can work the Congress organisation without the 
aid of these institutions and even in spite of them. 
)ioreover, let us not forget that our boycott is. not four
fold, but five-fold. The fifth is by far the lnost impor
tant i.e., boycott of foreign (not merely British) cloth. 

The boycott is the negative, though on that . account 
none the less useful, part of our. programme. Khaddar, 
national schools panchayats, Hindu-Muslim unity, and 
uplift of the untouchable, the drunkard and the opium 
eater, is the positive part of our programme. The 
.greater our progress in it, the greater will be the progress 
towards the boycott and therefore, towards Swaraj. 
Nature abhors a vacuum. ·Therefore, construction must 
keep pace with destruction. Even if all the titled friends 
.gave up their titles, and if schools, courts and Councils: 
were entirely deserted, and being thus· embarrassed, the 
Government abdicated in our favour, and if we. had no 
.constructive work to. our credit, we could not conduct 
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Swaraj. We should be entirely helpless: I often wonde1 · 
whether it is sufficiently re~lisec1 tha~ our movement is no11 
one for mere change of personnel but for change of the. 
system and the methods. Full Khaddar programme is 
therefore, tQ me full Swaraj. The English interest in India 
i~s selfish and in conflict with the national interest. It iE 
anti~nationa],. because of the illegitimate cotton interest. 
To boycott, therefore foreign cloth, is to sterilise the. 
English 4nd all other foreign -interests. Boycott merely 
of British cloth may harm the British, but can lead to no) 
constructionin India. Boycott of British cloth will be ru 
i1.1mp. out of . the .frying pan, into fire. Not before the 
'foreign :piece-goods trade is entirely replaced by home
spun. will the bleeding process cease. Boycott of foreigm 
cloth, therefore, is the centre of our boycott programme .. 
This central boycott cannot succeed until we universalise: 
Khaddar.. In order to achieve the desirable end we will' 
need to employ all our resources to the fullest extent. 
We shall need men, moriey and machinery i.e., organisa
tion.·. We cannot universalise Khaddar without Hindu-· 
Muslim unity, without removing untouchability. To 
make Khaddar s~ccessful is to demonstrate our capacity 
(or sclf~government. Khaddar is a people's programme, 
for .success in which all, high and low, rich and poor,. 
Hindu and non-Hindu, must.take part. 

But say the sceptics, '·How can Khaddar bring Swaraj? 
Will Englishmen then retire in our favour?' My answer· 
is,-yes and no. Yes,.·because .Englishmen will then 
find that their interest must be coincident with. that of 
India. ·They will then be content to remain in India as 
her servants,· for they . .-will ·have then found that they 
cannot-impose their· custom upon us.-' When, therefore,. 
Khaddar becomes successful, Englishmen's hearts will· 
have been changed.- . They will regard it then as an. 
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honour to be our allies instead of regarding it as they 
do now their right to be our masters. My answer is 
'No,' if· we intend to drive out Englishmen· and ruin 
erery English interest, legitimate or otherwise. Such is 
not the goal of, the non-violent movement. Non-violence 
has its limits. It refuses to hate or generate hatred. 
Indeed by its very nature, it is incapable of so doing. 
'But' the sceptics· further argue, 'Suppose the English 
refuse to revise their system and insist upon holding 
India by the sword, what can universal use of Khaddar 
do?' In thus doubting the efficacy of Khaddar, they 
forget that Khaddar is an indispensable preparation for 
Civil Disobedience. And this, every one admits, is an 
irresistible force; Without the universal adoption of 
Khaddar, I see no chance whatsoever of universal civil, 
i.e., non-violent, disobedience. Any single district that 
can be fully organised for Khaddar is, if it is. also trained 
for suffering, ready for Civil Disobedience. And I have 
not a shadow of doubt that even one district thus or
ganised can make itself irresistible even though the 
whole might of the Government may be matched 
against it. 

'Who shall bell the caU' is the last question. That 
question is, however, irreleva·nt to the present inquiry. , 
The question I set out to answer was whether construc
tive programme i.e., Khaddar could be considered part 
of Non-co-operation. I have attempted to prove that it is 
an integral part· of Non-co-operation in its positive 
aspect. 

MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE SWARAJIST 

The following statement was issued to the Press by 
Mahatma. Gandhi on 23rd May 1924: 
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After having discussed with the Swarajist friends the 
vexed question of entry into the Legislative· Assembly 
and the Councils by the Congressmen, I am sorry to 
have to say that I have not been able to see eye to eye 
with the Swarajists. I assure the public that there has 
been no .ck of willingness or effort on my part to 
accept th~warajist position. My task would be much 
simpler if I .could identify myself with it.. It can be no 
pleasure to . .me to oppose even in thought the rriost valu
ed and respected leaders, some of whom have made 
great sacrifices in the cause of the country and who 
yield to no one in. their love of freedom of the mother
land, but in spite of my efforts and willingness I have 
failed to be. convinced by their argument. 

Nor is the difference between them and myself one of 
mere detail. There .is an honest and fundamental 
difference. I retain the opinion that Council-entry is 
inconsistent with Non-co-operation as I conceive it. 
Nor is this difference a mere matter of interpretation of 
·the word" Non-co-operation", but relates to the essen
tial mental attitude resulting in different treatment of 
vital problems. It is with reference to such mental at
titude that:. the success or the failure of the triple boycott 
is to be judged and not merely by a reference to the 
actual results attained. It is from that point of view 
that I say that to be out of the Legislative bodies is fat 
more advantageous to the country than to be in them. I 
have, however, failed to convince my Swarajist friends, 
but I recognise that so long as they think otherwise, 
their place is undoubtedly in the Councils. It is the best 
for us all. 

It was hardly to be expected that the Swarajists could 
be convinced by the arguments I advan'ced in the course 
()f the conversations. They a~re, many of therri, amongst 
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the a blest, most experienced and honest patriots. They 
have not entered the Legislative bodies without full 
deliberation and they must not be expected to retire 
from the position until experience has convinced them 
bf the futility of their method. 
! The question, therefore, before the country is not an 
;examination and determination of the merits of. the 

· ISwarajist view and mine. The question is, what is to be 
:done now regarding Council-entry as a settled fact? 
Are the Non-co-operators to keep up their hostility 
:against the Swarajist method or are they to remain 
~neutral and even help, wherever it is possible or consis-
tent with their principles. 

The ·Delhi and Cocanada resolutions have permitted 
those Congressmen who have no conscientious scruples 
to ·enter. the Councils and the Assembly, if they wanted 
to do so. In my opinion, the Swarajists are therefore 
justified in entering the Legislative bodies and expecting 
perfect neutrality on the part of the "No Changers " 
Thye are also justified in resorting to obstruction because 
such was their policy and the Congress laid down no 
conditions as to their entry. If the work of the 
Swarajists prospers and the country benefits, such an 
-ocular demonstration cannot but convince honest sceptics 
like me of our error and I know the Swarajists to be 
patriotic enou~h to retrace their steps when experience 
has disillusioned them. I would therefore be no party 
to putting any obstacles in their way or to carrying on 
any propaganda against the Swarajists' entry into the 
Legislatures, though I cannot actively help them in a 
project in which I do not believe. The purpose of the 
Delhi and Cocanada resolutions was to allow the Swa· 
rajists a chance of trying the method of Council-entry 
and that purpose can be served only if the "No Chang· 
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ers." with scrupulous honesty allow the Swarajists fuU 
liberty to pursue their programme in the Councils unfet
tered by any· obstruction from them. 

With regard to the method of work in the Councils, I 
will say that I would' enter a Legislative body, if only I 
found that I could at all u·se it to advantage. If, there
fore, I enter the Councils, I should, without following a 
general policy of obstruction, endeavour to give strength 
to the Constructive Programme of the Congress. I should· 
therefore move resolutions requiring the Central or the· 
Provincial Government as the case may be·: 

(r) To make. all. their cloth purchases in hands pun. 
and handwoven khaddar; · · 

(2) To impose a prohibitive duty on foreign ~loth; 
(3) To abolish the drink and drug revenue and ,at· 

least correspondingly reduce the army expenditure. 
If the Government refuse to enforce such resolution 

when carried in the Legislatures, I should invite them 
to dissolve them 'and take the vote of the electors on the
specific point. If the Government' would not dissolve, I 
should resign my seat and prepare the country for Civil 
Disobedience. When that stage is reached, the Swa
rajists will find me ready to work with and under them. 
My test of fitness for Civil Disobedience remains the 
same as before. 

During the state of probation, I should advise the "No· 
Changers" not to worry about what the Swarajists are 
doing or saying and to prove their own faith by prose
cuting the Constructive Programme with undivided 
energy and concentration: The Khaddar and the 
National schools are enough· to occupy every available 
worker who believes in quiet, honest and undemonstra
tive work.. The Hindu-Muslim problem too will tax the· 
best energy and faith of the workers. The '.'No Chan-
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gers" can justify their opposition to Council-entry only 
by showing the results of their application through the 
Constructive Programme even as the pro-changers must 
justify their en fry by results. The'' No Changers" are 
in one respect in an advantageous position for they can 
secure the co-operation of the Pro-changers. The latter 
have declared their faith in the Constructive Programme 
but their contention is that by itself, the Constructive 
Programme cannot enable the country to reach the goal· 
In the prosecution, however, of the Constructive Pro
gramme outside the Lef];islatures, 'all "No Changers,'~· 
Pro-changers and others can, if they will, work in un
ison through their respective organisations if necessary. 

The statement is incomplete without an examination 
of the working of the Congress organisation. I hold 
drastic and definite views in the matter, but I must 
reserve their expression for a future, though early 
occasion. 

29th May 192-1 

CONGRESS ORGANISATION 

(BY M. K. GANDHI) 

As I have said in my statement to the Press on the· 
question of Councils-entry, it is not complete without an 
examination, in the light of my views, of the working of 
the Congress organisation. The difference between the 
Swarajists and myself is honest .and vital. I believe 
that the frank recognition of honest differences wilr 
accelerate the country's progress as a patched up. 
compromise designed to hide differences would have 
retarded it. Each party is now free to give the fullest 
play to its views unhampered by any consideration save: 
that of the common cause. 
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It is, therefore, necessary to consider the way the 
·Congress organisation is to be worked. It is clear to me 
that it cannot be jointly worked just as a government 
·cahoot be jointly and efficiently carried on by two 
parties with opposite views. I hold the boycott of titles 
·etc., to be an absolutely integral part of the Congress 
.programme. The boycott has two objects; first, to 
.persuade those who hold titles etc., to give them up; 
:secondly, to keep the Congress pure from the influence 
·of the institutions boycotted. If the first had been 
dmmediately successful, we should have attained our 
.goal at once. But the second is equally necessary, if we 
.are ever to reach our goal through the programme of 
non-violent non-co-operation. For me the boycott is 
national so long as the National Congress enforces it in 
fits own organisation. .It cannot undermine the 
·influence, the glamo\lr and the prestige of Government 
institutions, if it cannot be run without the presence 
~in it, of administrators, of title-holders, Ia wyers, school· 
' masters arfd councillors who represent as it were, 
;the voluntary branc~ of the Governmen.t administration. 
The idea running ·behind the programme of Non-co
·operation was that if we could honestly, non-violently 
.and successfully work the Congress organisation without 
such infl.ueqce, and nay, even in spite of it, that fact bY: 
itself would be enough to give us Swaraj. Our numeri
·cal superiority is. ·so great that an effective boycott 
·Carried out by the,National organisation must make 
·th·e Congress an irresistible power. It follows, therefore, 
·that the executive organisation of the Congress must not 
·contain titled persons, Government school-masters, 
practising lawyers and members of legislative bodies 

.:and persons. who use foreign cloth or cloth manufactured 
·even in our mills, and those who deal in such cloth. Such 
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persons can become Congressmen, but cannot and 
should not become members of execl,ltive organisations. 
They can become delegates and influence the Con~ress. 
resolutions, but once the Congress policy is fixed, those 
who do not believe in that policy, in my opinion, should' 
stand out of the executive bodies. The All India Con
gress Committee and all the local executive committees 
are such bodies, and they should contain only those 
members who whole-heartedly believe in and are pre
pared to carry out the policy. I am the author of the 
introduction into the Congress organisation of the system 
of single transferable votes. But experience has shown. 
that so far as the executive organisations are concerned 
it cannot work. The idea that all opinions should be 
represented on these bodies must be abandoned if the exe- · 
cutive committees are to become bodies for the purpose 
of carrying out the Congress policy for the time being. 

One of the most important reasons why we have not 
been wholly successful is that the members of these 
executive bodies have not believed even in the Congress 
creed. I stand where I did when I wrote my impressions 
of the All India Congress Committee, which mEt at Delhi· 
soon after the Bardoli resolutions were passed by the 
Working Committee. I saw then as clearly as possible .. 
that many members, if not indeed the. majority, did not 

. believe in non-violence and truth as an integral part of 
the Congress creed. They would not allow that 'peace-· 
ful' meant 'non-violent' and that 'legitimate' meant 
'truthful.' I know that to-day there is more of the 
violent and the untruthful spirit in us than we had in 
February 1922. I would, therefore, urge that .those who. 
do not believe in the five boycotts and non-violence and 
truthfulness should resign from the Congress executive. 
bodies. That is why I have said in my statement on the· 
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•Councils' entry .that the constructive programme should 
be worked by diff~rent parties through their respective 
·organisations.·· The thorough beli'evers, if there are any, 
in the five boycotts and pan-violence and truth, have no 
·organisation other thao. the Congress. The most natural 
thing in my opinion, therefore, is for the. Swarajists to 
work the constructive programme through their own 
·organisations .. ·So f.ar as I can see, their method of 
working must be different from that of the boycotters. 
lf they are to make· the: Councils-entry successful, they 
must devote the: iWhole of their energy to that purpose, 
.and therefore they ~c;an help the constructive programme 
by ·working. it mainly through the Councils and the 
Assembly. ! • 

I, for one, can be:no par,ty to a· tug of war in which 
.each party tries to :capture· the Congress executive. 
That war may be .fought out, if at all necessary, without 
heat and bitterness at· the forthcoming sessions in 
December. The. Congress is the debating and legisla
·tive body. The permanent organisation are purely exe
cutive bodies to! give effect to the resolutions of the · 
·Congress. I am in.a desperate hurry. I believe impli
citly in the full .and undiluted non-violent non-co-

·operatio.n programme as passed by the Congress and 
no other. If I can get really non-violent and truthful 
workers; who share my belief in the boycotts, in the · 
potency of Khaddar,· in Hindu-Muslim unity and in re
moval of untouchability, I· would again ·feel Swaraj 
·Coming to us rimch quicker than most of us think pos
sible. But if we wrangle on in the All India Congress 
·Committee, we ·can only discredit and obstruct one 
another. Each party honour~bly and without jealousy 
and ill-will workirig separately (because they cannot do 
-otherwise) can help one another; 
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·I trust that all the members of the All India Congress 
•Committee will attend the forthcoming meeting. If we 
·Can discuss the plan of action in a calm manner 
without imputing motives and make the composi
tion of the All India Congress Committee homo. 
geneous, we can do a tremendous amount of work 
during the forthcoming six months. I would respectfully 
invite each member to consider for himself or herself 
where he or she is in respect of the prcgramme. If they 
do not believe in the programme as it is and in its 
capacity unaided to secure Swaraj, and if they really 
voice the feelings of their electors, I would .oot hesitate 
to advise the Committee even to take the risk of revising 
and radically altering the programme in anticipation of 
endorsement next year. No doubt for such a drastic 
-change there must be a clearly made out case, there 
must be real public opinion behind it. Granted these 
two conditions, I have no doubt that in spite of anything 
to the contrary in the constitution, it is the duty of the 
All India Congress Committee to reverse the Congress 
policy at the risk of incurring condemnation and show 
useful and substantial work at the end of the year. 
Stagnation must be avoided at all cost. · 

After I had finished the foregoing, it was pointed mit 
to me that it was possible that my views might tend to 
make Swarajists appear weaker than or inferior to the 
No-Change~s in the estimation of the masses. Nothing 
can be further from my thought than any such idea. 
There is no .question of quality. It is purely a question 
of temperamental differences. I have written simply 
with an eye to effective working of the Congress 
executives. That working is possible only if the 
executives are run only by one party. If the Swarajist 
view is more popular, the executive bodies· should be 
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solely in . their hands. The Congress must always 
represent the popular view whatever it may be, whether 
good or bad. And it is the duty of those who hold 
contrary views ·not necessarily weak or inferior, to 
stand out and work on the popular mind from outside. 
The No-Changers will be belying their trust. if they 
regard pro-changers as, in any way, inferior to them by 

. reason of their polding different views. 
It has been further pointed out to ine that in arguing 

.for exclusive: control of the executives, I am departing 
from ·the spirit, if not the letter, of the Delhi resolution 
reaffirmed atCocanada.· · I have read both the resolutions 
carefully. In· my opinion the Delhi resolution and more 
specially the Cocanda resolution does not contemplate 
joint control of the executives. The Cocanada resolution 
is not a mere reaffirmation, but it emphasises the 
principle of non-violent non-co-operation. But even if 

· my reading of the resolutious is incorrect, my argument 
remains unimpaired. Mine· is only an opinion to be 
accepted or rejected by the members of the A. I. C. C. 
And it is actuated · by the· sole consideration of 
expeditious working: I feel that. both the parties can 
e_ffectively help each other only ~f the~ work separately. 
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